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Foreword .

The difficulties* young people experience when making the rsousition from sohoci :r.- work
has been recognized by leaders. in goverrumer.,' and education a erous natuonin rroblem.
One way to help ease this transition is to pmvitte young people wI$ siccurate ass cortunrehem-

', sive career guidance mformation. By acquinnz imecific knowledge; A the varinais occapvions
in our economy, 1km.7 can become awarrf of the opportunim: 'and alterzaatise!s ha-, are
available o them, AMU can plan for carer r to their abiliAl and aspiratious.

The Occitpatiasnat Outlook Handbook i manor source of vocs.Ational guidarice anforrnAtion
. for htmdreds of occupations. For each occ...-on, the Handboonc describes what worrrrs do

on the job, the training. or education and most iirmortancy, scrtne ide.. 2,;.' the
availability of jobs in the years ahead.

Although main -7seople who need career guidance infortnato3n ar young, such as shudeus
facing the transition. froth school tcr work, the.: Handbook alsc Lsetail res.), .rcg.. car those
entering or reenternat the work force at later stages in their "he rons it oczativ:sal
choice and-preparation may be accompanied by anxiety and ur- nt' egrdI5 twh e,
the life cycle it ours. Our hope in the Department of Laiy:,: nz. ni. publiatin 'ill
continue to offer valuable assistance to all persons seeking satorying p'77.73aukotive emciooy-

. ment.

Riy Marshall, Se=e-zar- e+ Le -,or

I.
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Preftory Note

in our constantly, changing economy, inforniation on future, career opportunities and
eunscatumarrequirements is necessary if workers are to be prepared for tomorrow's jobs. For
mune Man 30 years.. mile Bureau of Labor Statistics has conducted research orf occupations and
mtinstnes far the purpose of providing this information for use in vocational, gUidance.

the major precinct of this geseardris the occupationtil Outlook Handbook, which contains
in/formation on jot' duties, educational requirements, emplorrient outlook, and earninp-for
several hundred ocupatidns and'35 industries. The handbook thformation is based. on data
received from a variety of sources, including business firms, trade associations, labor unions,
professional societies, educational institutions, and goyerrutient agencies, and represents the
most current and comprehensive inforMation available.

This edition of the Handbook has been revised to enhance its usefulne § statements
contain expanded informatien on occupational training; some include inform tion on the
movement of workers from one occupation to another and typical- paths of vancement
within a career field. -The new Handbook also contains a Dictionary of Occupational 'Titles

-index, referenced the third edition of the Dictionary and cross referenced to the fourth, and
most recent edition.

V
Julius Shiskiri, Commissioner, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Letter of EndOrsement'

c/Work can be one of life's most rewarding experiences. A jot) can offer pride in achieve-
ment and an opportunity for personal growth, as well as the security of an adequate income.
But finding work that is satisfying seldom is easy.' Many individuals make seveiar different
career choicei.over time as their job needs and aspirations.Change. Career pia:lining:with the
advice of trained counselOrs can help a great deal.

To assist indkviduals with their educational and vocational chi:Aces, counselors-tnust have
occtipationalkinformation that is current, accurate, and comprehensive. The Olca_pational

;Outloolc Handtook is a primary source of the-information needed for sound career planning.
For several luthdred occupations and .35 major industries, the Handbook desckibes what
workers do on-the, job, the training and education required, advancement poSsibiliti
empldyment outlook, add'earnings and working conditions. Most statements 'also list p
siorral societies, tradeassociations, unions, and other organ. iz.ations,that can supply tiotlal-

.

career information.
-

Counselors in all work settings will find the new edition of the Occupational Outlook
Handbook in invaluable tool for, helping clients plan a satisfying future in theworking world.

Dr. Norman C. Gysbers, President
tAnierican Personnel and
Guidance Association

r Wiliam B. Lewis
Administrator
U.S. Emplbyment Service
U.S Department of Labor

Thomas W. Carr
Director, Defense Education
US. Department. of °Defense

MaxCleland
Administrator
-Veterans- Administration

Dr. Ernest Boyer
Commissioner f Education
Office of Educ lion
U.S. Departmen of Health,

. Education, and Welfare

Robert A. De
Administrato
IlealthCare Fiqincing and
Administration r
U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and`Welfare
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the many gene! nt and private source that eitreer contributed poknomm-aphs ordmaide thee
facillities av itm ' . to the -U.S. Department of Lal-nor photographers cm- this edition of the
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Bureati of Land Mitnagerment; Bureau of Mines;;Bt_v---.A1
of Prisons; De opt- at'' Agriculture; De_par,ginen,
Health, Educati , and\Welfale; Department of L___ar.
Department of the Navy; ----'-anployntent and TrainimF .,d-

Ministration; Energy 'Rese-archi and Developmer: Ad-
ministration; Federal Avatipn Administration; Frerai
Bureau of Inveitigation, Genet-4 Services Admirera-
don; peological Suriey Jovernment Printing (pike:
11Vtional Aeronautics amd Spade Administratio Na-
uctrial Highway Traffic Safety Administration; Nat:anal
lindtutep of Health; National Oceanographic ant --Arno-

spheriAdministration; Nsomenal park Service; Of'x,-.a:- of
Saiety and Health Adminscrratiob; U.S. Postal S..----ze:
an VOWans AdministrIt.:m.

Stitte and'Local..Distfict ...3f Columbia-Departrmi 7 of
Human Resources, .Fire Department, Police 'Eason-
!tient, ancl.' Public. Librar- Montgomery County- ---kilic
School Me..); .Virginia Department of State ---,mice:
andtVashingtOn 1D.C'i Meetropolitan .Area Trani= Au-
thority. . --

.4. .:k . .

Prlyate Semites
A

Membership Groups. Aluminum Association; American
Chqmioal Society; Ainerican Chiropractors Associkion;
American Dental Assistants Association; American
Dental Hygienists Association; American Personnel and
Guidance Associatioh; American Home Economics As-
sociation; American Institute of Architectf; American
Medical Record Astiociation; AMerican Occupational.
Therapy Aspociation; American Optoinetriowlintoci-
anon; Ameaican Osteopathic AssoCiation; Arnerican
Physical Therapy Association; American PsychologiCal
Association; Anierican Society of Planning Officials;.,
American Textile Manufacturers Institute; American
Trucking Associations; Associated General Contractors
of America; Associaition of American peogranhers; As-
sociation of American Railroads; Association of Qperat-

zr_ Room Technicants, =aging Ind try -asociasion;
iyosum Drywall C-=ar= ,...-Internationai; Motor Ve-

_lie.= Manufacturer -issue scion; Music Educators Na-
lanai Conference v--nrmal Association of Barber

Schools; National Ask...Amino of Social Workers; Na--
aerial Electric Sign Awn:Aragon; Public Relations Soci-
.T.ty- of America; Society O-American Florists and Orna-
mental Horticulturists; "he Contractors Association of
America, Inc.; and Unites. Auto Workers.

-.Industry and Business Acacia Mutual .Life Insurance
to.; American Airline ri. ; American Telephone and
Telegraph Co.; Armc .,P-el Corp.; Assodiated Truck
_ines, Inc.; Atlantic %,., 5eild Co.; Bemar Service 'Phar-
macy; Blake Consn Co.; Cannelton Industries,
inc.; Canteen Corr 7.aptai Stan's Boat. Center;
.2hessie System, Inc.; . anerella. Shoe Shop; 'Clarendon
Sank and Truk; Conewildated Ediscin Co. of N.Y., Inc.;,
Deere and Co.; Del. Monte Corp.; Garfinkle, Brooks
Bros., Miller and Rahaades, Inc.; General Dynamics
Corp.; General Elect= C.o.; General Moto& Corp.; Get-
ty Oil Co: (Eastern Operations), Inc.; Georgia- Pacific
Co.; Bank; Goodyeat Tire and Rubber Co.;
Gran Union Co.; Greyhound Corp.; Grumman Corp.;
Hilton Hotels Coul.; Hoffman Interio1rs, Inc.; Household'

D.2`.Finance Corp.; Hyatt-R ency, Washington, D.; hr-
dustrial Publishing Co.; Sheraton Corp.; Inland Steel
Co.; International Business Machines Cap.; Jones CPO.;
cians; Jordon Kitt. Co.; Kaiser Industries Corp.; Lebow
Bros. Co.; Lynchburg Foundry Co.; Marine Midland

,Banle.,- Inc.; Marriott Corp.; McDonnell Douglas Corp:;
McNally Pitt burg Mfg. Co.; -Melalt JeWelers; Merck
and Co., hic.; Merlde Press, Inc.; Monsanto Co.; NCR
Corp.; National Broadcasting Corp. Inc.; Northiest
Ford Co.; Ober Tra;/el Agency; Orkin Extermihating
Co.; Oster Corp.; Ottenberg's BakeryiPhiladelphisrElec.
tric Co.; Rochester Gas and Electria Corp.; Royce TV
Repair Services; Santa Fe Industriei, rm.; Southeni Rail- ''
way go.; Sun Co., Inc.; Thompson and Litton, Inc.; T. L
.SwartzCo.; UniluxtInc.; United Air Lines, Inc.; Ventura
Jewelers. Co.; Washington Post Co.; 'Weber's White
Trucks, Inc.; veysrhaeuser Co.; and -Woodward. and
Lothrop, Inc. .f, -e.
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Piebhications.' Baitinioredewith Tines; Catholic Standard;
Contrpctor Magaiine; Faranand Power Magazine; Mar-
ketiss*Wew. and Women.; Wear Daily. .

iScfmals. California Institute. of Technology; California
--Cbilegeediatric:N*.ciiCine; Cape Fear Technical

100We (14r.C.); Carnegae:Mellon Universiti; George-
town Univmssity Medical. Center;Karis-as State Universi-
ty; Miami- Jade 'Junior College (Fla.); Montgornery

County Public Schqpls (MO. ); Towson State Univerty-
h/fd.); Umiveriity of Delaware; and University of Mary-

land.

Other. Children's Memorial, .?.-lospital of Chicago; Holy
Cross Hospital (Silver Spring, Md.); Cutheran Council in
the UpitediStates of 'America; Peggy Kauders; United
Nations; Washington Hogpital Center (D.C.); and
WMAR-TV (Baltimore, Md. ).

Nott

. A great many trade associations, professional societies, unions, and industrial organiza-
_Ions are able to-pfovide career itiformation that is valuable to counselors and job seekers. For
me convenience of Handbook userS; some of these organizations are listed at the end of the
aatemenls op individual occupations and industries. Although these references were assem-
nied carefully, the BLS has neither authority nor facilities for infiestigating the organizations
:Wed. Also, becausvhe Bureau does.not previewll the information or publications that may
ne sent in response to a request, it cannot guarantee the accuracy of such_ information. The
listing_ of an organization, therefore, does not constitute in any way an endorsement or recom-
mendation 1 the Bureati or the P.S. Department of Labor, either of the organization and -its

.activities or of the information it may supply. Each Organization has sble responsibility for
whatever information it may isVue.

The occupational information contained in the/Handbook presents a general, composite
description of jobs.and industries and cannot be elpectec to reflect work situations, in specific
establishments or localities. The Handbook, therefiTe, is mot intended and should not be used as.
a guide for determining wages, hours, the right of a pi.2.rticular union to represent workers,
appropriate bargaining units, or formal job, evalaation systems.

( 4

Comments about the contents of this pUblication and suggestions for imProving
it are Welcome. Please addres,s thernio Chief, Division ofOccurational Outlook,
Bureau of LaborStatistic4, U.S. Departfgent of Labor, Washington,-D.C. 20212.

4
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Guide tope- Handbook

HOW TO, USE THE HANDBOOK _o

WHERE TO GO FOR MORE INFORMATION .:.

ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS USED IN
PRtPARING THE tMPLO MENT
PROJECTIONS

Page

TOMORROW'S JOBS 19-

. . The OutloOk for Occupations ".

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND RELATED'
OCCUPATIONS

Foundry occupation's .
\- . Patternmakers.

. Molders
Coremakers

Machining occupationsj 'All-reund machinists
- Instrument makers (mechanical)-r Machine ,tool operatori

Setup workers (machine tools)
Tool -find -die makers. .1.N. '

' Printing occupations
'Compositors
Lithographers

,

-31'
-33
33
35
36

'38
38
40
42
44,
45
47
47

a

Page
482

84
85

engineers
W cte treatment plant operators
Wasiderz.

OFFICE OCCUPATiONS
Clerticai occupations

Bookkeeping workers
C ashiers,
Collection workers
Fite clerks
Motel front office clerks
Cifice machine-operators

clerts ,

Receptionists .....
cretaries and stenographers

z...;romping and receiving clerks
:.=istical clerks
Stock clerks
Typists

Ciimputer and related occupations
, Computer operating personnel

Programmers
Systems analysts

Barking occupations:-
4.,

ank officers managers
Bank tellers

Insurance occupations
Actuaries ,
Claim stpresentatives.
Underwriters '

AdministratiVe and related o cupatipm4..
Accountants
Advertising workers.:11.
Buyers -).
City manageri.
College'student personnel workers
Credit managers
Hotel managers artll assistants
Industrial traffic nagers
Lawyers

.

Pbotoengr, e .,.., r
,

Eje.ctrotypers andc;reotypers ,,

;7-Printing preis ope tors-and assistants .......
Bookbinders and bindery workers 4

'Other.industrial,production and related

51
52
53
'55

occupations
_

57
"CAseblers 57

titomobile painters 58
' fklacksmiths..a. -, , -60
.:- Blue-collar worker superiisors 62

- Boilermakirig occupations 63
Boiler tenders 5

7

Elestroplaters ,

Forge shop occupations 68
Furniture Upholsterers .
Inspectors (mtvnifacturing)..

70
71

Millwrights Ar 73
Motion picture projectionists , 74
Ophthalmic laboratory technicians ...... . ... ,...... 76
Photographic laboratory occupations -77
Power(truck operators f 79
Production painters 81

89
90
91
92

,.94
95
97 ,
98
99

101
102
104
106
108
109
I LI

113
115
1(18

118
120
121
123 ,
123
125.
128
130
130
133.

4 135
137
139
141
14
143

Ii

an. A;
41

Marketing research workers
'Personnel and. labor relations
Public relations workers IF
Pachasifg "agent:

. Urban p anners

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

145
148.

-150
153
1.56
158

1&)
Cleaning and (related odcupations -162

ix i 0



Si

Building. custodians
Hotel housekeepers and-assistants

- Pest controllers
, - Food service occupations

Bartenders
Cooks and chefs
Dining room attendants and dishwashers
Food counter'
Meatcutters

- 162
'163

16.4
1'67
167
168
170
112
173
.174
177
177
178

' _179
181
183
183
186

:186
2 188

1$9
191
191
1P5
197

Waiters and waiAfesses
- Personal-service occupations

Barbers'
pa and yell captains.

etologists
Funeral directors and entfiiimers

Private household service occupations
. Private household workers

Protective and related servicooccupations /
Correction officers
FBI special agents
Firefighters
Guards
Police officers
State police officers
Construction inspectors (Government)
Healtrrd regulatory inspectors

(Gavernment),
Occupational safety and health workers

Other service occupations

4

. Mail I

Telephone tors

EDUCATION AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS ..210
Teaching occupations ,r, .1 - 211

Kindetgart41 and elementary school teachers ..211
Secondary school teashers - '213

-,- College and university teachers 215
Teacher aides , "- , 217

Library cfccripations 220
Librarians . . 220
Library,technician,s and assistants 223

199
202
206
206
207

SALEIS OCCUPATIONS 226
Automobile parts counter workers 227.
Automobile sales workers .229

?Automobile service advisors , 231
Gaso e service station attendants 232
Insu ance agents and brokers ! 234

i M ufactyrits' sales workers 236
Models ... 238
Real estate agents and brokers 2.40

detail trade sales wc*kers 242
-4 /41Route drivers' 244

Securities sales workers' 246
Travel agents 248
Wholesale trade sales workers 250

CONSTRUCTION OCCUPATIONS ' 252 Aerospace
Bricklayers, stone-masons, and marble setters...255 Agricultural
Carpenters /./ 257 4 he Nomedical

,

)..1

. Page

Cement masOns and terrazzo torkers 259
Construction laborers 261
Drywall installers and finisheis 262
Electricians (construction) 264
Elevator constructors 266
Floor covering installers a, -268
Glaziers i , of 269 i
Insulation viorkers 271
Ironworkers. 273
Lathers \ 4 274
Operating engineers Sconstfuction machinery

.,-operanrs)
-.

. 276 ..

Painters and paperhangers 2f8
Plasterers 280 )

'1Plumbers and.pipefitters 281 i
Rpofers I 284

t
Sheet-metal workers 285
Tilesetters , 286'

...

s e

OCCUPATIONS IN TRANSPORTATION
ACTIVITIES

_ 289,'
ir transportation occupations ,, 290'
Air traffic controllers 290
Airplane mechanics ,292,
Airplane pilots 294 ''
Flight attendants. 297
Reservation, ticket, and passenger agents 298

Merchant marine occupations 301
Merchant'marine officers* 301
Merchant-marine tailors 304 '

Railroad,occupations 309
Brake operators 1 300
-Conductors 311
Locomotive enginee 312r
Shop trades ' 314

,Signal department workers 315
Station agents .. 316 -

'Telegraphers, telephoners, and tower
operators

Track workers 317
319
319
321
323
325 '

Taxicab drivers 329

Driving occupations
Intercity busdrivers
Local transit busdrivers
Local truckdriveri
Long digutnce trucidriVersv
Parking 'attendants

SCIENT IFIC AND' TECHNICAL
OCCUPATIONS . 331

Conseihvation occupations , '334
Ftyesters l 334
Forestry technicians 336,
Rap managers ., 337
Soil conservationists .. 339 /- *1

Engineers ' ., 342
345,
345' .
346



CC
Chem' ,,,,

Ind
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Mining
Petroleum' P'

Environmental scien
1eologists

'cal

S

es`346
347
348
348
350
'351
351
352
353
355
3,55
357

..... 359
361

'364
364
365;
368
370
370
372
375
375
377
379
380

occupa ons 383_
3183,
384
386
390

Geophysicists
Meteorologists k..-
Oceanographers ---

Life science occupations
BiocheMists
Life scientists
Soil scientists

Mathematics oCcupptions
jathematicians A' A

Statisticians
Physical scientists.

Astronomers
Chemists4
Food scientists
Physicists,

Other lltientific and techniCal
Broadcast technicians
Drafters': -

Engineering and cience tech
SurVeyors

a n s . :

MECHANICS'-AN REFAIROS 393
,

Telephone craft occupations 395
Central office craft occupations., ... 395
Central- office equipment installers , 397
Line installers and cable splicers'', ., 3911
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Guide to
the. Handbook

What's in the Handbook?

Introductory Sections that tell howlb use the.
Handbook, where to go'for more career
information, how employment projections are
made, and where tomorrow's jobs will be.

a

:300 occupational briefs, grouped into 13
clusters of related jobs

35 industry briefs

Index of job titles key Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles code

, ,

Instructions for ordering Handbook reprints,
the Occupational. Outlook Quarterly, and
other BLS publicationslhat will keep you
informed about the economy and the job
market.



HOF, TO USE THE HANDBOOK

Ho* many, kinds of Jobs' are there?
Several'. hundred occupations are

described in Als<Handbook, although
the totalliumber of Occupations in
the U.S.. economy pay be counted in
the thOusands. Most occupations re-

, quiring long periods of education or
training are discussed, as'are a aim-
berof small but growing fields of em-

,

ploynient. Altogether, the occupa-
tions in, tl1 liandboOk account for
abOut 95 percent of all ilalestvOrkers;
about 90 percent of professional,
craft, and service workers; 80 per-
cent of clerical workers; 50 percent
of all operatives; and smaller propor-
tions of managerial workers and la-
borers. The main types of agricultur-
al occupations are described in the
Handbook. The long-term job out-
look for the Nation as a whole is dis-
cussed, too.

Where should I look first?
. %: Start with what you .know about

your own interests and abilities. Do
you likelrequenepontact with other
people or do you prefer to spend a lot
of time alone? Are you a good fol-
lower or someone. whose greatest re-
wards come from directing others in
a work' effort?. The answers to theie
and similar questions can - help you
assess the personal traits and individ-
ual aptitudes that influence your job
satisfaction and 'performance. It may

-be, useful to discuss your personal
needs and abilities with a counselor
trained in exploring human behavior..
He or she is familiar with tests and
other methods for making this
unique, personal assessment.

The next step is to match your
dividual talents and'goals with tilos,
demanded by various fields of work,
You may have discoVered, for examr
pie, that one of your strong needs'is'
frequent interaction with people so
that social service work seems ap-,
pealing. To find out what kind of jobs
there .are in that field, consult the

Handbook's Table of Contents under
Social Service Occupations. All of
the occupations in the Handbook are
arranged in "clusters" of related
jobs. There 'are 13°clusters altogeth-
er: Industrial production, office, ser-
Aick, education, sales, construction;
transportation, scientific and techni-
cal, mechanics and repairers, health,
social science, social service, and art,
design, and communications °mina-
tion§. Most .career 'clusters in the
Handbook describe a variety' of jobs
in a single field of work. Training and
skill requirements within a particular
cluster -often' vary a great deal. If you'
are thinking about a future in health
,work, fer example, you will find that
a few jobs in the health occupations
cluster require only a high school di-
ploma; others require ,a d gree from
a 2-year community col or junior
college; still others req a bache-
lor's degree; and a few require 4

. years or more of formal training fol-
lowing college graduation.

If you know initially that-the length
or type of career training open to you
is testricted by your own financial
limitations or family obligations,you
may want to narrow your jOb choices
to those requiring high' school or 2-
year college preparation. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics has prepared sev-
eral pamphlets, based on information
in the Handbook, that classify and de-
scribe selected jobs by the type and
length of training required. Looking
first at the appropriate pamphlet
from this series, such as Jobs for
Which a High School Education is Re-
quired, may be an efficient Ws to
narrow your career choices to th
that are realistic for you. See the sec-
tion _on BLS Publications Useful to
Handbook 'Readers for a list of the
pamphlets in the Jobs for,,Which Se-
ries and' information on hot,/ to ob-
tain them.'

You may already hive a specific
job or industry in mind. 0i, if an im-

.(f

portant industri ieloCated in' your ,
area, you may find, it useful to read
the Handbook inddstry statement to
learn aboutthe different, jobs in, that
industry and their varied training re:.
quirementit and earnings poltential.
To find out where' kis described;
tUrn to the Index of Occupations and;
Industries at the; back of j.lie.book...,
There are X36 industry statements, in
the Handbook, grouped according to
major, divisions in the economy: Ag-

a rictilture, mining, and petroleum;
construction; manufacturing; trans-
portation; communications; and pub-
lic utilities; wholesale and retail
trade;, finance, insurance, and,real
estate; services; and government.

What will I learn?
Once you have chosen a place to

begikan 'occupation or industry
you'd like to learn more about=you
can use the :Handbook to find out
what the job is like, what education
and training are necessary, and what
the advancement possibilities, earn-
ings,. and employment outlook are
likely to be. Each section of the
Handbook follows a standiuld format,
making it easier to compare different
jobs. -What follows is a description of
the type of information presented in
each Handbook statement, with a few
words of explanation. :

The numbers in parentheses that
appear just below the title of most
Handbook litatements are D.O.T.
code numbers. stands for Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles, now in
its fourth edition, a U.S. Department
of Labor publication which "de7
fines" each of about 20,000 jobs ac-
cording to &system that uses num-
bers to classify each job by the type
of work performed, training re-
quired, physical demands, and work-
ing conditions. Because many Hand-
book users have not yet received the
recent fOurth edition of the D.O.T,



the D.O.T. number accompanying
each statement in this Handbook re-
fers to the previous, third edition of
that volume. A conversion table
showing the fourth edition number
that corresponds to .that from the
third edition, used in the Handbook,
appears in an Appendix. An index
listing Handbook occupations by
D.O.T. number. precedes the alpha-
betical'Indel of Industries and Occu-
pations. 'D.111.T. numbers are used
primarily' by public employment ser-
vice Agencies for classifying appli-
cants and job openings, and for re-
pbrting and other operating

'purposes. They ,are included in the
Handbook beCause career informa-
tion centers and libraries frequents
use them for filing occupational in-
formation.

The Nature of the Work section
describe, the major duties of workers
inthe oCcupation. it' tells what work-
ers dci on the job ancLhow they do it.
Although beach job description is
tyPical of the occupation, duties are
likely to vary by emplojter and size Of
employing 'organization, 'geographic
location, and other factors. In some
occupations, individual workers spe-
cialize in certain tasks. In others they
perform the entire range of work in

,-the occupation. Of course, job duties
, continually chknge as technology ad-
, vances; newt iAbstrial processes are
developed,, and products or services
'change.

The Places of Employment section
provides information on the number

'of workers in an occupation and tells
, whether they are concentrated in

certain industries or geographic
areas. Whether an occupation
'large or small is important, to a
jobseeker because large occupations,
even 'those growing slowly, offer
more openings than small ones be--
canse of themany workers who retire

$ or die each year.
Some occupations are concentrat-

ed in particular industries. Most
cooks and chefs, for' example, are
employed in the restaurant and hotel
industries while secretaries are em- ,
ployed in almost every industry. If an
occupation is found primarily in cer-
tain inifustries, this section.lists them.

A few occupations are concentrat-
ed in certain parts of the country.

Actors and actresses, for example,
usually work in California or New
York. This information is included,
for the benefit of People who have
strong preferenc'es about where they -
livebecause they do not wish to be
separated from their'' families and
friends, for example. For most occu-
pations, however, employment is
widely scattered and generally fol-
lowshe same pattern as the distribtl-
don of the population.

In addition, information on part-
time employment is included be-
cause it is important to students,
homemakers, retired persons, and
others who may want to work part
time. Knowing which occupations of-
fer good opportunities for part -time
work can be a valuable lead.

The 'Training, Other Qualifica-'
tiOns, and Advancement 'section

dshould
he read carefully

prep-
aration

the
decisions you make concert
aration for an occupation represent a
considerable investment of time and
money. Early and wise planning
toward a career goal can save you
unwarranted expenditures later. If
you currently .are in school, it's a
good idea to look closely at the list of
high school and college courses re-
garded as useful, preparation for the
career you hay in mind. Nearly all
Handbook statements list such
courses.

Workers can quail for jibs in a
variety of ways, i luding college
study leading to a certificate or asso-
ciate degree; programs offered by
postsecondary vocational schools,
both public and private; hothe study
courses; goveibment training pro-
grams; experience or training ob-

' tained in the Armed Forces; appten-
ticeship and other formal training
offered on the job or'in the classroom

Eby, e ployers; and high school
course . For each occupation, the
Handbook identifies which of these
.routes of entry is preferred. 4n many
cases, alternative ways of obtaining
training are listed as well. It is worth
remembering that the level at which
you enter an occupation and the
speed with which you advance often
are determined by the amount of
training you have.

Many occupations are natural
stepping stones to others. After

fib'
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working for a ti fie as a programmer,
or example, many 'people advance to

jobs as system's analysts. The world of
work is dynamic and few workers
spend their lives in one or even two
occupations. Some have several jobs
over a lifetime, changing careers,
when it is advantageous to do so..Fre-
quently observed patterns of move-
ment tom, one occupation to anoth-
er, such as advancement from
programmer to systems analyst, are
discussed in the Handbook. This type
of inf9rmation can be useful in sever-
al ways.

It is helpful to know, for,examplg,/
that skills gained workihg at one job
can make you more employable in
anotherperhaps a job that is more
desirable,in terms of earnings, work-
ing co'nditions, or scope for self-ex-
pression. On the other hand, it also is
useful to know which jobs offer the
most opportunity for transferring to
other work of a, similar nature. Per-
sons trained in electrical or chemical
engineering,. for example, frequently-
can transfer to another ;engineering
specialty where they can apply gen-
eral engineering knowledge in differ-
ent ways.

In some cases moving from oneloc-
cupation to another takes more than
the 'training or experience acquired
on the job. Before a hospital aide can
advance to licensed practical nurse,
for example, ye or she must complete
thyear of specialized training re-
quired for licensing. Many Handbook
statements describe the possibilities
for advancement after additional
training, and note any in-service pro-- ,
grams that allow employees to gain
needed skills while continuing to
work part time. Certain occupations
offer employment opportunities to
persons' with little or no previous
work experience. The Handbook in-
cludes many statements on such
try level jobs, many in the office and
service clusters.

It usually is wise, .however, to- dis-
Cuss the, patterns of job transfer and
advancement described in the Hand-
book with counselors, local employ-
ers, and others whO kitew about the
particular job market where you
want to work. Typical' pattenis of
movement from one occupation to
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!c- 7.
1, J.

rRather may not apply in every ern-

i c

"rplOyment setting., ,
All States have certification or li-

ensing requirements for some, occu-
pations. Physicians and nurses', ele-
meittary and. secondary school
teachers, barbers ancicometologists,
electribians and pluinbers ore exam-
pies of occupations that 'are licensed.
If yon are considering 'occupations

(that require- State licensing, be sure
to deck the requirements in the
:State in which you plan jo work.

An important factor in career
choice is the extent to which a par-
ticular job suits ypur personality. Al-
though it often is difficult for people
to assess themselves, your counselor

;undoubtedly is faVitiliar with tests
that can help. Each'statement in the
Handbook provides information
which allows you to match your own
unique. personal characteristics
your likes and dislikeswith the
characteristics of the. job. For a par-
ticular job, yoq nifty need the ability
to:
make responsible decisions.

motivate otheri. -

- direct and supervise others. '

work Under close supervision.
work in a highly competitive atmosphere.
enjoy working with ideas ansolving prob-

lems.

enjoy working with people.

enjoy working with thingsgood coordina-
tion and manual dexterity' are neceissary.

work independently initiative and silf-dis-
cipline are necessary.

work as part of a team._

-enjoy working with detail, either numbers or
technical written material.

enjoy helping people
use creative talents and ideas and enjoy hav-

ing an opportunity for self-expression:

derive satisfaction from seeing the physica
results of your work.

work in a Confined area.

perform repetitious work.

enjoy workizig outside, regardless of the-
weather.

EmplOyment Outlook section
discusses prospective job opportuni-
ties. Knowing whether or not the job
market is likely to be .favorable is
important in deciding whether to
pursue a specific career- While .your
interests, your abilities, and your ca-
reer goals are sighificant, you also

7
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Figure I

Description

5-

Projected 1976-85
change in employment

requirements

Much faster_ than the average for all occupations $0.0 percent or greater

Faster than the average for all occupidions 25.0 to 49.9 percent
About as faitias the average for all occupations ' 15.d to 24.9 percent
More slowlylhan the average for all occupations 5.0 to 14.9 percent

4.0 to -4.9 percent
-5.0 percent or greater

Little change is expected
Expected to decline

The average in(tease projected for all, occupations for the 1976-85 period is 19.2
percent. .

-

fluctuate in response to shifts in the
economic climate. It is important to
bear in mind that employment in
manybut not all- occupations and
industries is directly affected by an
economic downturn. sharp int-
provernent in the outlook, fOr these
occupations anckindustries is likely as

--the economy piela Up. However, oth-
er occupations and indusTrie are less
affected by ?short-term changes in
economic activity. Other faCtors in-
fluence their growth or dmline.
These matters are aplored in a num-
ber of Handbook statements.

For some .occupations, informa-
tion is available on the supply of
workers--that is, the number of peo-
ple pursuing the type of education or
training needed and the number sub-
sequently entering the occupation.
When such information is available,
the Handbook describes prospective
job opportunities in terms of the' ex
,t3ected demand-supply relationship.
The prospective job situation is
termed "excellent" when demand is
likely to greatly exceed supply;
"keen competition" when supply is
likely to exceed demand. 'Other
terms used in Handbook statements
are shown in igure II.

orkers wh transit. in to one oc-
upation from another sometimes

are a significant component of sup-
ply; similarly, those who transfer out
may haye a substantial effect, on de-

need to know something about the
availability of jobs in the:fields thdt
interest you most. .

The' employment outlook section
of most Handbook statements begins
with a sentence about expected em-
ployment growth through I 9$5. The
occupation or industry- is described
as likely to grow about as fast as the

.average for all occupatiods or indus-
tries; faster than the average; or more
slowly than the alerage (figure I).
Job opportunities in a particular occu-
pation or industry usually are favor-
able if employment increases at least
as rapidly as in the economy as a
whole. Occupations or industries in
which employment stays about the
same or declines generally offer less
favorable job prospects than those, that
are growing because the only openttgs
are those due to deaths, retirements,
and other separations from the labor
force.

Some HanYfa statements take
note 6f the effect of fluctuations ins
economic activity. This information
is valuable to people looking into
long-range career possibilities 4 a
time when the economy is in a reces-.
sion. Persons understandably won-
der: What will the economy be like
when I enter the labor market? Will it
be harder to find a job 5 or 10 years
from now than it is today? The Hand-
book gives' information, wherever
feasible, on occupations and indus-
tries whose levels of emplOyinent

Job opportunitkis

Excellent _-

Very good
Good or favorable
May face competition
Keen competition

Flgure

Prospective demand-supply relationship

Demand much greater than supply
Demand greater than supply
Rough balance between demand and supply
Likelihood of more supply than .demand
Supply greater than demand
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mand because their, leaving usually
creates a job opening. Although the
info-rmation currently a --ailable on
t?ansfers amoig occupaticns is limit-
ed, some statefnents in the handbook
discuss-In:as/5T patterns and their et-
feof on the supply for certain occupa-
tions. The employment autlocik for
engineers, for example, notes that
transfers into the field are likely to
constitute a subitantial portion of
supply,if past trends continue.

The inforntation in this .section
? shOuld be used. caret Illy. Getting a
job May be difficult it.the field is so
small that openirIgs are few factuar-
ies and blacksmiths are examples) or
so popular that it attracts many more
jobseekers than there are jobs (radio
and television broadcasting, jciurqal-
iimthe performing arts, and model-
ing). Getting a job also can be diffi-
cult in occupations and industries in
which employment is declining (mer-.
chant sailors, photoengravers, type-
setters), although this is not always
the case. But even occupations that
are small or overcrowded provide
some jobs. So do occupations in
which employment 'is growing very
slowly or even declining, for there is
a need to replace workers who leave
the oecupatiort. If the occ4pation is
large, the number of job openings
arising frOm replacement needs can
be quite substantial. Bookkeepers,
telephone operators, and. machinists
are examples of large- Occupations
that provide a significant number of
job openirigs each year because
workers leave. On the average, open-
ings resulting frail replacement
needs are expected to account for
nearly two-thirds of all job openings.

How reliable is the information on
the outlook.for employment over the
next 10 years? No one can predict
future labor market conditions with
perfect accuracy. In every occupa-
tion and industry, the number of
jobseekers and' the number of job
openings constantly., changes. A rise
or fall in the demand for a product or ,
service affects the number of work-

-ers needed to eroduce it. New inven-
tions and technological innovations
create some jobs and eliminate oth-
ers. Changes in the size or age distri-
bution of the population, work atti-

tudes, training opportunities,, or
retirement programs determine the
number of workers available. As
these forces interact in the labor
market, some occupations experi-
ence)a. shortage, some a surplus,
some a balance between jobieekers

"and openings. .Methods need y,
economists to develop informati n
on.future occupational prospeCts dit-
ty., and judgments that go into any
assessment of the future also differ.
Therefore, it is important. to under-
stand what underlies each statement,
on outlook..

For every occupation and industry
covered in the Handbook, an estiMate
of future employment needs is devel-
oped. These estimates are consistent
with a set of assumptions about the
future of the economy and the coun-
try. For more 'detail,. see the section
entitled, Assumptions and Methods
Used in Preparing the Employment
Projeetions.

Finally, you should remember that
job prospects in your community or
State may not correspond to the de-
scription of the eenployment outlook
in the Handbook. For the particular
job you are interested in, the outlook
in your area 'may be better, or
worse.The Handbook does not dis-
cuss the outlook in loch areas be-
cause the analysis is far too much for
a centralized staff to handle. Such
informat!on has been developed,
however, by many States and local-
ities. The local office of yOur State
employment service is the best place
to ask about local-area employment
projections. Names and addresses of
these State and local information
sources and suggestions for addition-
al information on the job market are
given in the following section, Where
to Go for More Information.

The Earnings section helps answer
many of thezquestions that you ma;
ask when choosing a career. Will the
income be high enough to maintai:
the standard 'pitying I want and jus-
tify my training costs? How much will
my earnings increase as I gain experi-
ence? Do some areas of the countr\
or some industries offer better pay
than pthers for the same type of
work?

Like most people, you probably
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ey is on') ->ne type of finantlal re-
ward for w-. -k. Paid yacations, health
insurance, uniforms, and discounts
on clo&;ng or other merchaodise

,walso are vat of total earnings.
About out of 10 workers receive

money ir...:ome in the form of a wage
or salary. A wage usually is an hourly

- or daily rats 'of pay, while a satky'Is
a weekly, monthly, or yearly rate.
Most craft workers, operatives, and
laborers are wage earners, while
most professionaOtechnical, and

-clerical workers are salary earners.
In -addition to their regular pay,

wage and salary wffiers may receive
extra money for working overtime,
or on a night shift or irregular.sehede
ule. In some occuptions,,workers
also may receive tips or b paid a
commission based on the amount of

.sales or services they provide to cus-
tomers. Factory workers are some-
times paid a piece rate, which is an
extra payment for each item they
produce. For many workers, these
types of pay amount to a large part off,;
their total earnings.

The, remaining 10 percent of all
workers are in business for them-
selves and earn self-employment in:
come instead of wages or salariei.
This group includes workers in a
wide, variety of occupations:Physil
cians, shopkeepers, barbers, writers,
photographers, and farmers are ex-
amples of workers who frequently
are self-employed.

Workers in some occupations earn
self-employment incorrle in addition
to their wages or salaries. For exam-
ple,electricians and carpenters often
do small repair or remodeling jobs
during evenings :-,r weekends, and
c professo7s frequently are
-aid for publishiruz articles bash on

dependent resea-ch.
Besides money income, most wage

id fsialary workers receive a variety
fringe benefits as part of -:neir earn-'

ir-.gs on the job. Several arcs required
Federal and State `law including

social security, workers' :ompensa-
tion, and unemploymen: _nsurance.
These benefits provide income to
persons when they are not working
because of old age. -vork-related in-
jury or disability, or lack of suitable

think of earnings as money. But mon- jobs.
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HOW TO USE THE HANDBOOK.

= Among the most 'common fringe
benefits are paid vacations,. holidays;
and sick leave. In additiOn, n*-S')
workers are covered 15rrife, health,
and actidefirinsuran5e; particip4te
in retirement plays; and Ore entitled
to su'plementa'l unemployment
benefits. All of these, benefits are
provided in part orrin fullthrough
tbeini employers. Some employers

offer stock options and profit-7
'sharing pin'ns, savings plans, and bo-
nuses.

Workers in many occupations re-
ceive dart:of their eainings in the
form of goods' and services, or pay-
nients in kind. Sales ivOrkers in de-

:
partment stores, for example, often
receive discounts on merchandise.
WOrkers in other jobs may receive.
free meals, housing, business expense
accounts, or free transportation on
compay-owned planes

Which jobs pay 'the niOst? This is a
difficult question .to answer because
good information is available for only
one type of earningswages and
salariesand for some Occupations
even this is unavailable. Neverthe:
less, the Handbook does include some
comparisons of earnings among
occupations. Most statements indi-
cate whether earnings in an occypa-
tion are greater than or less than the
average earnings of workers who are
not supervisors and work in private
industry, butcnot in farming. This
group repreSented about 60 percent
of all workers hi 1976 and had the
most reliable earnings data currently
available for comparison purposes.
/Besides differences among occu-

pations, many levelsoof 'pay exist
within each occupation. Beginning
workers airnostalways earn fess than
those who have ben on. the job for
some time because pay rates increase
as workers gain experience or do
mord responsible work.

Earnings in an occupation also
vary by geographic location. The av-
erage weekly earnings of beginning
computer programmers, for' exam-
ple, vary considerably from city to
city. (See table 1.) The highest ern-
ings of the nine cities listed 'occurred
in Detroit, Mich., and the lowest in
Chattanooga, Tenn. Although it is
generally true that earnings are high-
er in the Noah Central and North-

Table'1. Average weekly earnings of beginding computer programmers, 1978, by
seleCted city

Average weekly earnings .

$239.50
239.00 ,
238.00 a

230.00
229.50
201.50
19100
190.00
185.50

'Detroit
New Yoris
Cleveland V

Chicago
Sarii Francisco-Oakland
Greeniiille-Spartanburi, S.C.
BalthSore
Salt Lake City-Ogden
Chattanooga r

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

-east regions than in the West and
South, tbefiare exceptions. You also
should remember that those cities
which offer the highest, earnings are
often those in which it is most expen-
sive to live. .

In addition, workers, in the same
occupation way have different earn-,
ings depending on the. in
which tfferwork. For example, sen
ior accounting, clerks in 1975 aver-
aged $206.50 a week in public utili-
ties, $181 a week in manufacturing,
$169.50 a week in wholesale trade,
and $164 a week in services, but only
$150:50 in retail trade and $154 in
finance, insurance, and real estate.

Sa,laries also vary by the type of
work a person performs. The salaries
of Ph. D. chemists, for example, vary
considerably depending on the ,spe-
cific nature of the job, as shown in
tahle.2. In 1976, chemists inmanage-
ment jobs earned $7,000 a year more
than thOse in marketing and techni-
cal services. Chemists in research
and development, however,' eained
$4,200 less than those in marketing,
but $4,800 more than chemistry pro -
fessors.

Because of these variations in
earnings, ,,you should check with a

counselor or w4, local employers4d.
you are interested' in specific earn
ings information for occupations in
your area.

The Working Conditions section
provides information on'factors that
can i. ffect job satisfaction because
preferences for working conditions
Vary considerably among individuals:
Some people, for example, prefer
outdoor WOrk:,While others prefer
working in art-Office. Some people
like the variety of shift work, and
others want the steadiness of a 9.-to-5
job. Following is a list of several'
working conditions that apply to
some of the occupations in the Hand-
book.

Overtime work. When overtime isse-
quired on a job; employees must give
up some of their free time and need..
to be flexible in their personal Oes.
Overtime, however, does providetihe
opportunity to increase earning pow-
er...,

Shift,work. Evening or night work is
part of the regular work schedule in
some jobs: Employees who work on
these shifts usually are workingowhile
most other people are off. Some per-

Table 2. Average annual salaries of chemists, with Ph.D. degrees, by type of work,
1976

Type of work Annual salaries

Management $36,500 .
Marketing and technical services 29,500
Research and development 25,300
Teaching 20,500
Other 26,900

SOURCE: American Chemical Society.
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sons ptefer shift work, however, be-
cause they can pursue certain day-
time activities, such as hunting,
fishing, or gardening.

Environment. Work settings vary
from clean, air-conditioned offices to
places that are dirty, greasy, or poor-
ly.ventilated. By knowing the setting
of jobs you find interesting, you, can
avoid an 'environment thatayou may
find' particularly unpleasant.

,

Outdoor work. Persons who work
outdoors are exposed to..all types of
weather. This may be preferred to
indoor work, however, by those who
consider outdoor work more health,-
ful.

H)zards. In some jobs employees
' subject to possible burns,' cuts, fal

and jotger injuries.and-muse b..0 car
ful (o follow safety. precautions.

r .4
. OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDIUNK

4
Physical demands.:Some Jobs require
standing, stooping or heavy lifting.
You should be sure that you have the
physical strength and stamina re-,

quired before seeking one of fthese
jobs.,

Considering workin conditions
when you make up your ram ut
a career can help you choose a jo
that brings you safrisfaction and en-
joyment.

re

fi

Le
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WHERE TO GO FOR MORE INFORMITION

Yithether.you have questions abo
a particular job or are trying to co

spare various fields, the Occupational
Outlook kuttoontikbla good, place to
higin. II will introduce
you to souse of the' important aspects

Alf an occupation and answekmany of
your initial questions: But the Hand-
book is Only one of Many sources of
informs on about jobs and careers.
After reading a few IYandbooli state-
ments, you may decide that you want
more detailed information aboutd-a
particular occupation. Or you may
want to find out where yiati can find
this kind of work inyour community
or Where you can go for appropriate
training, If you are milling to make an
'effort, you will discover a wealth of
occUpiLtional info ationmuch of
it available at littl or no cost,

JP
Sources of Career Information

Much information on careers is
put ow byjgovernment, industry,
trade unions, schools, profeisional
associations, private guidance serv-
ices, and other organizations. You
should be careful in assessing any sin-
gle piece of career guidance materi-
al. Keep in mind the date and source,
in particular. Material that is too old
may contain obsolete or even mis-
leading information., Be especially
cautious about accepting informa-
tion on employment outlook, earl-_-
'rub. and training requirements if it is

than 5. years old. You also need,
zonsider.the sourceand thus the.,

merit of the career guidance mate-
-Jai iou obtain. 4,

Fithotigh some occupational
cereals are produced solely for th
ouroose of objective vocational guic-
ance, others are produced for re-
cruitment 7voposes. You should be
war' of sed information, which
may tent lea,,e out. importart
items, crier-T.1am orize the occupation.

overstate the earnings, or e4aggerate
the demand for 1,vorkers.

SchoOl c unseliirs.can be a very im-
portant urce of guidance inforrna -'
tion. Counselors should be able to
refer you to..the different hypes' of

, career mat rials available in your
school or co unity. They are likely
to be' familia with the job market.
They also can discuss entry require-
ments and costs of the schools, col-

t leges, or training programs that offer
preparation for the kind of work in
which you are interested. Most im-
'portant of gall, your counselor can
help you consider the occupational
information you obtain in relation to
your own abilities, personal' aspira-
tions, an,' e :reer goals.

dfi?,..= usually have col-
lectioni zatt:.--_7.. information. -Lo,
fact, the _ipy 0:: roe Handbook that
you're rt....wing now may have come
from ,,the guidance office. Find out
what else the office has to offer.

Slime scnools have career centers;
often, these are located in or near the
library cz- media center. Career cen-
ters provide a sampling of printed
and audiovisual career information
Materials, and also may offer individ-
ual counseling, group discussions,
guest speakers, and field trip-

Libraries have nooks, brochures,
magazines, and audiovisual materials
that contain information about jobs
anc careers. Check Kali- school li-
brar:7 or media center, of course
but don't forget the public library.
Many libraries have pamphlet files
devoted to specific occupations.
Some libraries also have collections
of filmstrips, records and tapes, and
micrims with occupational infor-
mation. The reference shelf undoubt-
edly contains one directory or more
that you will find useful if you want
to get -..ne names of specific schools,
college .. or business 'concerns. The
library staff can direct you to the in-
formation best suited to your needs.

Trade utile , business firms,
associations, rofessiaal soci
and educatki I institutions all b-
lish after information, bid much, of

f this is available for the mating. -

Thh Sources of Additional Infor-
mation section at the end ,of trio ost
Handbobk ststements lists oranita-
tions you can write to. This a good
way to begin. For the names andkad-
dresses of other organizations, con-
sult the, directories on'your Ikrary's
reference shelf. There, you are likely
to find directories that list:
trade associations. ".

professional associations.

business firms.

junior and community colleges'.

colleges and universities.
. , .

home study abd correspondence programs..
.... \ .

Imulteis, trade, and technical schools. \

sources of scholarships and financial aid. \

s our school library, or career cen-
ter ay have one directory or more
put out by commercial publishers
that list sources of career informs%
tion by occupation.

Another -u eful directory is the
U.S. Office o Education's Directory
of Postsecondary Schools with Occu-
pational PrOgrams, 1973-74, which
lists schools offering specific occupa-
tional training programs. The direc-
tory lists private business, trade, and
technical schools as well as comniu-
:lily and junior colleges and 4-year
-olleges and universities,

Computer-assisted occupational in
tormatiOn systems have been
walled in some...schools and career .

centers. These systems allow users to .,
obtain career information stored in a
comptitir by entering specific re-
quests and receiving immediate an-
swers. Througik the occupational in-
formation systems, users are able to
examine the ways in.whjch different
personal abilities, interests, and pref-
erences are related to different occu-
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pationN. The U. Department of La-.
bor isi,urrently roviding funds for
'such systems in fight States. ,

. overlook the importance of-
perisonid contacts. An interview with
someone in a particular job can often

, tell you much mote than a booklet ,or
brochure can. By asking the right
questions,,you find mit what kind of
training is really important, how
workers got their first jobs as' ell as

vthe one they're in now, and what they.
like and dislike about the' work.

State employment security-agencies
in mans States publish career briefs
for dozens of different occupations,

and industries. These brie& usually
describe earnings and job outlook in-
formation*for a particular Stateand
sometimes for a city or metropolit3n
area. By contrast, the Handbook gives
information for the Nation as a'
whole. In addition, a number of
States publish 'brochures on writing
resumes, finding job openings, pre -
paring for interviews, and other as-
pects 'Niia job search. To find out
what materials'are available for your
State, consult the U.S. Employment
and Training Administration 's1976
Guide to Local Occupational Informa-
tion. Or .write directly to the chief
information officer in your Stale em-

. ployment security agency.: Following
is a list of their titles and addresses:

Alabama
Public Information Officer. Department of in-

dustrial Relations, Industrial Relations
Bldg., 649 Monroe.St., Montgomen
36130.

Alaska

, Information Officer, Employment Securit. Di-
vision, Department Labor. P.O. b,.. 3-
7000: Jun eau, Alaska 5p81 .

3

Arizona
Chief of Information anc Education, Arizona

State Employment Security Commission,
P.O. Box 6123, Phoenix, Ariz. 8500f

Arkansas
Public Information Officer, Employment Se-

curity Division, P.O. Box 2981, Little
4Rock, Ark. 72203.

California
Public Information Section, Employment De-

velopment Department. 800 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, Calif. 95814. -

sJ

Oblorado
Public Information 'Officer, Dtvigibn of Em-

ployment, Depfirtment of Labor and Em-
ployment, 25,1/ East 12th ,Ave., Denver(
Colo. 80203.

Connecticut
Public Information Supervisor, Connecticut

Ehiploynfent Security Divisi,,11,7200
Brook Blvd., Weatherfield, .2onn. 06109.

are
Sefr tary, Department of Labor,801 West

14th St., Wilmington, Del. 9899.

District of Columbia
Chief, Community Relations and Information

Office, D.C. Department of Manpower,
Room 601, 500 C St. NW., W shington,
D.C. 20212. .

Florida
Information Director, Florida DepartMent of

Commerce, Collins Bldg., Tallahassee,
Fla. 32304.

Georgia'.
Chief of. Public Relation/and 'Information,

Georgia Department of Labor. 254-Wash-
ington St. SW., Atlanta,,Ga. 30334.

Hawaii
Information Spefialist, Department of Labor

and Industrial Relations, 825 Mililani St.,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.

Idaho r
Public Information Coordinator, Depfrtment

of Employment, P.O. Box 35, Boise, Ida-
ho 83707.

Illinois
Director, Communications and PubliC Infor-

mation, Illinois' Department of Labor,
State Office Bldg., Room 705, Spring-
field. III. 62706.

Indiana
Director of Information and Education, Em-

ployment Security Division, 10allorth
Senate Ave:. Indianapolis, Ind 464204

Iowa
Chief of Information Services, Employment

Security Commission, 1000 East 'Grand
Ave.. Des Moines, Iowa 50319.

Kansas
Public Relations Director, Department of Hu-.

man Resources, 401 Topeka Ave., Tope-
ka, Kans. 66603.

Kentucky,.
Supervisor; Public Information, Department

of Human Resources, 592 East Main St.,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

2
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lAdlisianar".
Pt Relations Diredfor, Department of Em-

ployment Security, P.O. Box 44)0944 Ba-
ton Rouge, La. 70804., .

Maine
lehairman, Employment Security Commissior

20 Union St.,'Augusta, Maine 01330.

Maryland
Director or-Public RelatOns, Department of

Employmeht and Social Services, Room
601, 1100 ,North EutaW St., Baltimore,
Md. 21201.

Massathuskts
Supervisor of Information, Division of Em-

ployment Security, Htirr41,rIldg.;Crovern-
ment Center, Boston, ass. 02114

Michigan
/

Director, Information Servicei. Division, Em-
ployment Security Commission, Dspart-
ment of Labor Bltig., 7310 Woodward
Ave.. Detroit. Mich. 48202. '

Minnesota
Director of Public Information, Delartment pf

Employment Services, 390 North Robert
St.. St. Paul, 10inn. 55101.

Mississippi .

Public Relations Represents 'ye, Employment
Security Commission, .0. Box 1699,
Jac:cson, Miss. 39205. r>

Missouri
Information Supevisor, Division pf Employ-

ment Securn Department of Labor and
Industrial Relations, P.O. Box 59, .1effesz,
sor-City, Mc. 65101.

Montana
Information Officer, Employment Security Di-
, vision, P.O. Box 1728, Helena, Mont.

5"601.

Nebraska
Information Officer, Division of Employment,

Department of Labor, P.O. Box 94600,
State House Station, Lincoln, Nebr.
68509.

Nevada.
Public Information Officer, Employment Se-/

curity Department, 500 'East Third St.,
Carson City, Nev. 89701.

New Hampshire ,

Commissioner, Department of Employment
Security, 32 South Maine St Concord,
p.H, 03301.



New Jersey,
1

' Director of Public information, Division of
Employment Security, Department Of La-
bor ani$ Industry) John' itch Plaza; Tren-

' ton, NJ. 08625.1

New Mexico
Information Officer, jimployment Security

Commission, P.O. Box 1929, Albuquer-
que, N. Mex. 87103.

Newyork
Division of Research and \ Statisti.t,

Department of Labor, 2 World Trade
Center, New York, N.Y, 10047. '

&Mina
Communications and Information Specialist,

Employment Security, Commission, P.O..
Box 25903; Raleigh, N.C. 27602.

North Dakota
1

Public Information Section, Employment Se-
cushy Bureau, 145 South Front St., Bis-
marck, N. bait; 58501.

Ohio
Public 'Information Officer, Bureau of Em-

ployment Services, 145 Smith Front St.,
Columbus, Ohio 43216.

Oklahoma
Information Director, Empldyment Security

Commission, Will Roger's Memorial Of-
fice Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105.

Oregon
Information Officer, Eniployment Division,

875 Union St. NE., Salem, Oreg. 97310.

Pennsylvania
Director of Public Relations, Bureau of Em-

ployment Security, Department of tabor
and Industry Bldg., 7th and Forster Sts.,
Harrisburg, Pa, 17121. a

Puerto Rico
Information Officer, Bureau of Employment

Security, 414 Barbosa Ave., Hato Rey,
P.R. 00917.

Rhode Island
Information Officer, Department of Employ-

. ment Security, 24 Mason St., Providence,
02903.

South Carolina
Public Information tor; Employment Se-

curity Commission, P.O. Box 995, Colum-
bia, S.C. 29202.

South Dakota
Public Information Director, Department of

Labor, Office Bldg. No. 2, Pierre, S. Dak.
57501.

A

a-

Tennessee -
c. 11

Chief of Public Relations, Department of Em-
ployment Securit% 51.9 Cordell Hull
Bldg.*, Nashvillt,,Lenn. 37219.

.

... I - ' ...._..,

Texas
Public Information Officer, Texas Employ-

ment Commission, .TEC Bldg., 15th and
Congress Ave., Austin, Tex, 78778.

;

Utah
Public Relations Director, Department of Em-

ployment Security, P.O. Box 11249, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84111.

Vermont.
public Information Officer, Department of

Empl ment Security, P.O. Box 488,
Montpe *er, Vt. 05602.

Virginia
Director, Information Services, Virginia Em-

ployment CO ission, P.O. Box 1358,
Richmond, V 23211. -

Washington
Information Officer, Employment Security

Department, P.O. Box 367, Olympia,
Wash. 98504!

West -Virginia
Information Representative, Department of

Erhployment Security, 4407 McCorkle
Ave. SE., Charleston, W. Va. 25305.

Wisconsin
Director of Information, Department of Indus-

try,labor, and Human Relations, P.O.
Box 229"9, Madison, Wis. 53701.

Wyoming
Information Officer, Employment Security

Commission, P.O. Box 2760, Casper,
Wyo. 82601.

Career Information for Special.
Groups

Certain groups of jobseekers face
sp sal difficulties in obtaining suit-
able d satisfying employment. All
too often, veterans, youth, handi-
capped persons, members of ethnic

racial -minorities, older workers,
aild women experience difficulty in
the labor market. Choosihg a career
wisely and realistically is important
for everyone, but it is doubly impor-
tant for members of these groups.
Special counseling, training, and
placement are available in many
comm uni ties- through, ;the _public
employment service, community.ser-

11

vice agentiess, or other organizations.
In addition, literature on career-

guidance add vocational training for
special lab& force grimips is available
from the Federayovernment. Mott
of these publications can be obtained
free of charge. Following are select-
ed examples:.

,

Youth
ployrrvAd 'training for Youth,

( ogram fact sheet), Februarj5
1977.
Office of Infcirmation, Inquiries Section;
- Room. 10225; Employment and Training

Administration, U.S. Department of La-
bor, 601 D St. 'NW., Washington, D.C.
20213.

A Message to Y timg orkers About
th Fair Labor Standards Act, As
Amen ec in 1974. (WH Publication
1236), ,76.

Office of :reformation, Room 4331; Employ-
ment Standards Administration, U.S. De-
partment of Labor, 200 Constitution Ave.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20210.

Mentally Iindicapped
These,' Tocip.Must Be Equal:America's
Needs At Habilitation and Employ-
ment of the Wentally Retarded, 1974.
President's Committee on Mental Retards=

don, Regional Office Building, 7th and r,..!
Sts. SW., Washington, D.C. 20201.

Guide to Job Placement of Mentally
Retarded Workers.
Preparing for Work, 1975.
How to Get a Job.
Jobs and Mentally Retarded People,
'1974.

President's Committee or :2.rnployment of the
Handicapped, Room 602, Vanguard
Building, 111 20th St. NW., Washing-
torn D.C. 20036.

Affirmative Action to Employ_ Handi-
capped People.
Office of Information, Room 4331, Employ-

ment Standards Administration, U.S. De-
partment of Labor, 200 Constitution Ave.
NW.. Washington, D.C. 20210.

Physically handicapped
Careers for the Homebound.
People at Work:50 Profiles of glen
and Women With MS, 1975.
President's Committee on Employment of the

Handicapped, Room 600, Vanguard
Building, 1111 20th St, NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036.

(
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Affirmative Action to Employ Handi-
capped People.
Office, of Infonnafio6, Room 4331, lo -

meiit Standards AchRinistration, U.S: De-
t of Latior,200 Constitution Ave.

., Washington D.C. 20210.,

Older workie,
The' 1.aw.Against Age Dtscrimjnistion
/n. Employment. (W-1-1' Publication,
1303 ) . ;." t

Office of 'information, Roam 4331 Employ-
,nient Standards Admiqishation, U.S. De-
partment of Labor, 2Q0 ConstittitiodAve.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20210.

Services fol.:0141er Workers. (prograin
fact sheet),' April 1977:
MeMo to*Mature kbseeke'rs, 1977.
Office of Information, Inquiries Section,

Room 10225, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of La-
bor, 601 D St. NW! Washington, D.C.
20213.

Employment and Volunteer Opportu-
nities for Older People. (AoA Fact
beet), Revised' 1976.
,National Clearinghouse on Aging, Room

4146, U.S. Department of Htalth, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, 330 Independence
Ave. SW., Washington, D.C. 20201.

Women
Steps to Opening the Skilled Trades to
Women, June 1974.
WhY Not be an Apprentice and Be-
come a:Skilled Craft Worker. (leaflet
52), 1974.
Publications of the Women's Bureau,
January 1977.
Selected Sources of Career Informa-
tion, 1974.
Women's Bureau, Employment Standards Ad-

miniitration, U.S. Department of Labor,
200 Constitution Ave. NW., Washington,
D.C. 20210.

Veterans
Out of the Service and Looking for a
Job? Here's,Help!, 1976.
Veterans for Hire: Good Business,
1976.
Office of Information," Inquiries Section,

Room 10225, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of La-
bor, 601 D St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20213.

Veterans Readjustment Appoint
mentsQuestions and An-
Swers.,(BRE-36), revised 1977.
Bureau of Recruiting and Examining, Room

6552, Civil Service. Commission, 1900 E
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 30415.

4
.1

Jhe following pUblications are
available from VA regional offices
(listed in the telephone directory un-
der "United StatessGovernment--
Viiterans Administration") ,on from:
Departnierit of Veterans Benefits - 232A, Vet-

)* erans Administratjon Central ce 810
Vermont Ave. -NW., Washin n, D.C.
204.20.

AP'Prentiseship or Othe
`Training' Benefits, for Veteran; With

ryService Since Janua 31, 1975. (Vk
pamphlet 20-69:4), March 1975;
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Want ads. The "Help Wanted'' ads in
a major newspaper contain hundreds
of job listings; As a job search tool,.
thdy have two advantages: They are
cheap and easy to acquire, and they
often result in successful`placement."
There are 4jsadvantages as well.
.Want ads. give a distorted view of the
local labor mirket; for they-lend to
undetrepretent small firms. They

7relso tend to overrepreiynt certain
occuRationi, such as 4erica/ and
salek jobs: klipw helpful they l're. to
ydu will depen'd largely on the kind
of job you leek. '

Bear in mind that want ads do not
provide complete inforthation; may
ads give little or no description of the
job, working conditions, and pay.
Schne ads omit the identity of the
employer. In addition, firms 'often
run multiply list' Some ads offer
jobs other e ies (which do not
help The local orkef ); others adver-
tise employment agencies rather than
employment.

If you use the want' ads, keep the
following suggestions in mind:

* Donf rely exclusively on the
want ads; follow up other leads, too.

* Answer ads promptly. The open-
ing may be filled before the ad stops ,-
running.

* Follow the ads diligently. Check-
ing them every day as early as possi-
ble gives you the best advantage over
other applicants, which may mean
the difference between a job and a
rejeCtion.

44,* Don't expect too much from
"blind ads" that do not reveal the
employer's identity. Employers use
blind ads to avoid being swamped
with applicants, or to fill a particular
vacancy quietly and confidentially.
The chances of finding a job through
blind ads tend to be slith.

* Be cautious about answering "no
experience necessary" ads. Most em-
ployers are able to fill job openings
-that do not require experience with-
out advertising in the newspaper.
This type of ad may mean that the
job is hard to fill because of low
wages or poor working conditions, or
because it is straight commission
work.

Public employment service. The pub-

A summary of Employment.Venelits\.
and Opportunities for Vietnqm Era
Veterans. (VA pamphlet 20-69-,

,becember 1974.

'Information on Finding a Job

Do you need help in finding a job?
For inform atiop on job openings, fal-
low up as' many leads as possible. '
Parents, neighbors, teachers, and
counselors may know of jobs. Check
the 'want ads. Investigate the local
office of your Statp employment ser-
vice. And find out whether private or
nonprofit employment agencies in
your community can help you. The
folloyting section will give you some
idea of where-you can go to look for
a job and what sort of help to expect.,

Informal job search methods. Infor-
mal methods of job search are the
most popular, and also the most ef-
fective. Informal methods include di-
rect application to employers with or
without referral by friends or rela-
tives. Jobseekers locate a firm that
might employ them and file an appli-
cation, often without certain knowl-
edge that an opening exists.

You can find targets for your infor-
mal search in several ways. The Yel-
low Pages and local chambers of
commerce will give you the names
and addresses of appropriate firms in
the community where you wish to
work. You can also get listings of

firms in a specific industry
pinking, insurance manufacturing,.
and newspaper publishing, for exam-
pleby consulting one of the direc-
tories on the reference shelf of your
public library. friends and relatives
may suggest plOces to apply for a jog,
and people you meet in-the course of
youriob search are also likely to give
you-ideas. 24 lic employment service, also called
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the Rib Service, Can be 'a good source
of information about job openings in

I your community. Employment seat-
n (ES) agencies, in each of the 50
Sta and the District 'of C6lumbia

": are 'affiliated with the U.S.
ment Service, and provide ,their ser-
vices'withbut charge. Operating

. througlpa network of 2,500 lochl or
ficps, State agencies help jobseekers

.find employment and elp employers
/. find qualified workels.. To find the

office nearest you, look in the State
digOvertinent telephone listings under
"Job 'Service". or eEmploynient. If
the local office does not, Provide the
information or serves you are look-
ing fore writ p to the information offi-
cer in your'te capital. Addresses
are given in the fist section of this
chapter.

General services. Assuming you come
to your local employment service of-
fice because you're looking for a job,
the first step is:to, fill out an applica-
tion that asks for general background
and work history. To speed 'up the
process,. you should bring along com-
plete information on previous jobs,
including dates of employment,
qames and addresses of employers,
and pay levels.

After completing the application,
you will talk briefly with an inter-
viewer in order to be classified into a
particular job clusterprofessional
and management, sale , clerical, and
so forth. This prodess although cru-
cial, takes very little t e. If you have
specific training and experience and
know exactly what you want, the ini-
tial interview may suffice. Most ap-
plicants, however, can benefit from
additional guidance services, which
are a4ailable on, request. The un-
skilled and inexperienced may take a
general aptitude test battery that
measures their abilities, and a voca-
tional interest questionaire that mea-,
sures their occupational interests.
Specific tests in typing and shorthand
may also be given.

You may also talk at length with
occupational counselors. These
counselors, or interviewers, can as-
sist in a wide range of areas. They
can help you pinpoint a suitable Feld
of interest, suggest training programs
and other means of preparing for a

particular occupation, or simplistd-
vise, you on compiling a resume.

One other aspect of your local -kof,
fine's services r at -,

) tentio the izitourritional, tegiAers.
mplo nt service' offices oftee

f e§ of resumes f qualified
workers ip Professional, clerical, an
craft occupations, ,for:use by
ers seeking au'ch workers. Ask to
have your resume filed in the &ppro-
iiiriate register..
Job lnfor 'action Service. The Job In-
formation Service (JIS) plays ap im-
portant roe in matching workers and
job provides a self-service list-
ing of job openings, as _well as eli-
brary of occupational and job search
literature. Employment service offic-
es in mcksj, large cities have a Job
Bank as well--a computerized file of
job opsenings, revised and printed. out
daily. Because it is self-service, the
JIS unit is meant for applicants who
know what kind of work they are
qualified to do. Those applicants can
look over Job Bank listings and select
the openings_they want to apply for.
This., gives them quick access to job
information a frees employment
service staff to spend more time with
clients who n ed personal assistance.

The JIS m y include the Job Ban1
Openings Summary (JBOS) and the
Job Bank Frequently Listed Open-
ings Report (JOB-FLO). JBOS is a
monthly report that provides infor-
mation on job opportunities listed
during the previous month in Job
Banks across the Nation. JOB-FLO
provides similar information, but fo-
cuses on the "high volume" occupa-
tionsthose with the greatest num-
ber of openings. JBOS and JOB-FLO
may not help you find a particular
opening, but they can describe em-
ployment trends in a particular city
or pinpoint the cities that havirthe
greatest numbers of openings in a
particular occupation.

The JIS also includes a monthly
publication, entitled "Occupations in
Demand,- that reports the number
and locations of openings in high:
demand occupations during the pre-
vious month. It is designed to be eas-
ily read by the-average jobseeker and
can be fqund in libraries and counsel-
ing offices as well as at tljemploy-
ment service.
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Special iervicel. Serving people with.
job marketildisadvantages- is an imt
portant function of tile employment

and many local offices We
specially ttained counselori who ad-
vise veterans, youth,handicapped,'oi
older workers.. '

By law, veterans ate entitled to jriC
ority iri interviewing, _counseling,
testing, job klevelbpinent, and job
pfikcement! 'SpecialPcounselors ca,110
veteransrreemployment repredn4-.
tives are trained to deal with the par-
ticular problems of-,./terans, many of
whom find it difficult to 'readjust to
civilian life. While such veterans of-
ten face multiple \problems, jobless-
ness alone is a majoi baiter to re-
suming an ordinary life. Special help
fordisabled veterans begins with out -
reach units in-each State, whose job
it is to identify jobless disabled veter-
ans and make them aware of the
many kinds of assistance available to
them.

it As part of the effort to reduce ex-
'cessive youth unemployment, local
employment service' offices test and
counsel young people, and 'refer
them to training programs or .jobs
whenever possible. These offices also
manage summer-youth programs.

'obseekers from very poor
families re ive information on the
various kinds f federally funded job
programs for young people, includ-
ing part-time and work-experience
projects arid the Job Corps.

For people with mental or physical
disabilities, the employment service
provides assistance in making realis-
tic job choices, and in overcoming

,problems related to getting and hold-
ing jobs. Job o enings for handi-
capped workers ar s well. Of-
ten, these openings are with
government contractors and other
firms that 'are making a positive ef-
fort to employ handicapped workers.

Older worker specialists in many
local employment service clffices as-
sist middle-aged and oldetworkers,
whose job search generay .differs
from that of younger workers. Both'
counseling and placement services
are tailored to the unique needs of
older workers. Jobseekers over 55
who, have very !oar incomes may be
referred tq one of the thousands of
part - tinter, community service jobs
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concentrate on services forfo the elderly funded by the Federal
G vernment.

1r .. . '
t e e entployment agencies. In the

applopriate section of the classified
adi or the'telephone book you can
find 9merous, advertisements for
privatebniploymett agencies. All are
in business to make Money, but some
offer higher quality service -and 13e0
ter thaws of soecessiliil placeinene
than ol)teri. ", P.

The three' main places in which
private agencies advertise, are ,ne,yes.
pawr want ails, the Yellow Pages,,_
and trade journals. TelephOnelelist-
ing,s give little more than the name,
address, phone number, and special-
ty of the agency, 'While tradejournals-
only list openings for a particular oc-
cupation, such accountant or com-
puter programmmer. Want ads, then,
are the best source of general listings
of agencies. -

These listings fall into two catego-
riesthose offering specific open-
ings and thosepffering general prom-
ise of employment: You should
concentrate on the former, using the
latter only as a last resort. With a
specific opening mentioned in ad,
you have greater assurance of the
agency's desire to place qualified 'in-
dividuals in suitable jobs.

When responding to such an ad,
you may learn more about the job
over the phone. If you are interested,
visit the agency, fill out an applica-
tion, present a resume, and talk with
an interviewer. The agency will then
arrange an interview with the em-
ployer if you are qualified, and per-
haps suggest alternative openings if
you are not., ' .,

Most agencies operate on a com-
mission basis, with titie fee contingent
upcin a successful match. Agencies
-advertising "no' fees, no contracts"
are paid by the employer and charge
the 'applicant nothing. Many other
agencies, however, do charge their
applicants. You should find out 13: .

ore using them, exactly what the ser-
vices will cost you.

.

Community agencies. A growing
number of nonprofit organizations
throughout the Nation provide court-
seling, career development, and job
placement- services. These agencies

'a particular labor force group
weinek, the elderly, youth, "minori-
ties, or ex-offenders, for exaM151t.

Community employment agencies
serve an. ',important function in pro-
viding t extensive counseling that
many disc vantaged jobseekers .re-
quire. They ften help /tied Clients
feschve pe onal, family, or other.
fundame problems that7ma'y
stand in he way*.of finding a suitable

Bureauof A nticcship and Training, U.S.
Departm t of Labor, 6131 D St. NW.,
Washingt n, D.C. 20213.

A directof-Y that lists. empl
counseling, and advicacy o

tir.ons*for women isavailabie
non/tnalcharge from:
Wider Opkrtitilities for. Women(WOW),

I 1649, K St. Wasitingt'o` D.C..,

VC"'
College Csiteer planning atict pace-

job. Scieng tagencies ptovide, neces-
sary job training, while otheri refb?'

ram§their clients to training pr

ment offices. For those tfho have ac-
liceis 0*e/11:Career planning and
placement `office;; at colleges cand

vses offer the johseefter many:
elsewhere. For the most parts Unieritithese valuableservices. tikethe Poinmunl-community agencies -take a strong .

ty agencies that serve disadvantaged
activkiinterest in their- clients, and jobseekers' by offering.-Supportiver
provide an array of services designed services, college placement offices
to help people find and keep jobs. function as more than just employ

It's Op to you to discover whether ment agencies. In addition to coun-
,there are such agencies in your

j
conk seling, they teach students to acquire

niunity--/and whether they can heft. jobseeking skills. They 'emphasize
you. The State employment service writing resumes and letters of appli-
should be able 'to tell whether cation, making a list of gossible em-
such an/agency has been established Ployers,prepatring for interviews, and
in your coldmunity. If the local office other aspects of job searching. Col-
cannot help, write the State informa- lege placement offices offer other .
tion officer. Your church, syna7 services, too. At larger campuses
gogue, or loCal library may have -the they bring students and employers
information; , too. The U. Depart- together by providing schedules and
ment of Labor is another ypAssihle facilities for interviews.With industry
source of information, for inkly of recruiters. Many offices. also' ma

some
n-

these agencies receive ime or all of Min lists of local part-time and to -

their funding from the Federal Gov- porary jobs, and some have files of
ernment, through theVomprehen- summer openings.
sive Employment and. Training Act
(CETA). AmOng its many andif aried.
provisions, CETA authorizes Federfkl
money for local Organizations that All State employment security

. agencies develop detailed labor maw
offer job -counseling, training, and
placement help to unemployed and ket data needed by employment and

tdisadvantaged persons. For further
training specialists and educators

information, write: e
who plan for local needs. Such infor- \
mation helps policy makers decide

\
Office of Comprehensive Employment Devel- whether or not to expand a vocation -

opment, Emrlloyment and Training Ad- al training progiam, for example or
ministration, U.S. Department of Labor, drop altogether.. Jobseekers and
Room 6000, 601 D St. NW., Washington,5 r
D.C., 20213; or the Office of Inforrnition,

counselors also may find these stud-,

Room 10406, at the same addresis: ' ' Iles helpful. Typically, State agencies
publish reports that deal with fukure

Another likely source of informa- occupational supply, characteOstics
tion is, the U.S. Department of La- of the 'work force, changes in 'State'
bor's Directory for Reaching Minority and area economic activities, and the
Groups. Although the 1973 directory employment structure of important
is out of print, a revised edition is industries. For all States, and ,for
being prepared, and will list organi- nearly all Standard Metropeditan Sta.-
zations that provide job information, tistical Areas (SMSA'S) of 50,000 in-
training; and other services to minor- habitants or more, data are available
ities. For information, write'to: that sho'w current employment ,as

Labor Markel information'
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.
0.
well as estimated future -heeds, This
iniorination very detailed; general--
iy, each. State issues a report Covering
current'and future employment for

many as 200. induStries and 400
. occupations. In "addition, -major sta -'
tbnical indicators oflabor market ac-
tivity are released'by all of,,the States

. on a monthlY,-.quarterly, and annual
Vasil. Foul:lc-Althoff:on the various
tabor m rket studio, reports, and
analyses vnifa,61e in a specific State,
contact e chief of research and
analysis i the State employment se-
durity cy. Titles andgbdresses.
are as id S. .r

Alabama;,
Chief, Research_ and Statistics, Depajtment of

Industrial;!Relations, Indusirial Relations
Bldg., 640. Monroe St.:Montgomery:Ala:
36130.."'

Alitatti

Feesearilwand Analysis, Employment;
,Security Division, Department ofiLabor,
PRO. Box 3-7000, Juneau, Alaska §9811.

'Arizona.' . .
. -

Manager Labor Market Information, Re-
itearch and Analysis, Department of Eco-
omic Security, P.O. Box 6123, Phoenix,

Ariz. 85005. , --

Arkansas
thief, Research pad Statistics, Employment

Security'Division, P.O. Box 2981, Little
Rock, Ark. 72203.

.

California s
Chief, EMploymeht Data and Research Divi-
. . sion, Employment Development Depart-

meat, .800 Capitol Mall, Sacramento,
Calif. 958) 4.

District, of Columbia
Chief, Division of Manpower, Report's -and

Analxsis, Office of Administrqtion and,
Management Services, D.C. Department
6f Manpower, 605 G St. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20Q01.

Florida
0

Director; Research and Statistics, Division of
Employment Secutity, Florida Depart -.
ment of Commerce, 1720 South Gadsden
Sr., Tallahassee, Fla. 32304.

Georgia
Director, Information Systems, Employment

Security Agency, Department of Labor,
254 Washington St,. SW., Atlanta, Ga.
31)334.

Hawaii
Chief, Research and Statistics, DepartmeMbif

Labor and Industrial Relations, 825 Mili-
lani`St., Honohilu, Hawaii 96813.

Idaho

15

Maryland
Acting Director, Research- and Analysis, De-

partment of Human-Resources, 1100
Northlautaw St, Baltimore, Md. 21201.

Massachusitts
Assistant Di&ctor, Research and Information

Service, Division of Employment Securi-
ty, Hurley Bldg., Gavernment Center,
.Boston, Mass. 02111.

Michigan
Director, Research and Statistics DIvisiOn,

Employment SeekirifY Commission, De
partment of Labor "Bldg., 7310 Wood -:
wail Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48202. '

Minnesota,
bfrector, Research and Planning, Department

of Emplo Services, 390 North Rob;
ert St., St Minn. 55101.

Mississippi
Chief, ResearCh and Statistici, Employment

Chief, Research and Analysis, Department of Security Commissioh, P.O. Box 16994
Jackson, Miss. 39205.

Missouri

Employment, P.O. Box 35, Boise, Idaho
' 83707.

Illinois
r .

Manager, Research and Analysis Division, Bu-
reau of Employment Security, Depart-
ent of Labor; 910 South Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, a 60605.

Colorado'
Chief, Research and Analysis, Division of Em-

plomeq; Department of Labor and Em-
pbynient, 251 East 12th Ave., Denver,

, Cob. 80203.`

Connecticut
Director, Research and Informatio , 'Con-

necticut Employment Security' vision,
200 Folly Brook Blyd., We erfield,
Conn. 06109.

--1 ,

Delaware

Indiana
Chief of Research, Eniploliment SecurityDivi-

s"lon, 10 North Senate Ave., Indianapolis,
Ind. 46204.

Iowa
Chief, Research and ;Statistics, Employment

Sectirity Commisiion, 100Q 'East Grand
Ave., Des Monies, Iowa 50319. .

Kansas
Chief, Research and Analysis Department

Employment Security Division, Depart-
ment of Labor, 401 Topeka Ave., Tope-

. ka, Kans. 66603.

Kentucky
Director, Research and Special Projects, De-

partment of Human Resources, State Of-
fice Building Annex, Frankfort, Ky.
40601. :

Louisiana'
Acting Chief, Research and Statistics, Depart-

Ment of rttployment Security, P.42,,,Box
44091; Baton kouge,La. 70804.

Maine
Chief, Office of Research, Planning, ;Ind -Director, Manpower Research Division, Em-

Evaluation, Department of Labor, $01 ployment Security Commission, 20 Union'
West 14th St., Wilmington, Del. 19899. St.,' Augusta, Maine 04330.

r" 2i

,Chief, Research and AnalysistDivision of Em-
ployment Security, Department of Labor
and Industrial Relations, P.O. Box 59, Jef-
ferson City, Mo. 65101.

Montana N,

Chief, Research and Analysis, Employment
Security Division, P.O. Box 1728, Helena,
Mont. 59601.

Nebraska
Chief, Research and Statistics, Division of Em-

ployment, Department of Labor,. P.O.
Box 94600, State House Station, Lincoln,
Nebr. 68509.

Nevada,
Chief, Manpower Information and Research,

Employment Security Department, 500
East Third St., Carson City, Nev: 89701.

I P
New Hampshire
Supervisor, Economic Analysis and Reports,

Department of Employment Security, 32
South Main St., Concord, N.H. 03301.

New Jersey
Director, Division of Planning and Research,

. Depaitment of Labor and Industry, John
Fitch Plaza, Trenton, NJ.. 08625.

New Mexico

Chief, Research and Statistics, Employment
Security Commission, P.O. Box 1928, Al-
buquerque, N. Mex. 87103.
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New, York

Director; Division of Research and. Statistics,
. Departnient of Labor, 2 World Trade
. Center, New Ybrk, N.Y, 10047.

North Carolina
Manager, Bureau of Employment Security Re-

search, Employment Security Commis-
sion, P.O. Box 25903, Raleigh, -N .C.
27602.

Noll,' Dakota
Chief,eports and Analysis, Employment Se-

.curity Bureau, P.O. Box 1537, Bismarck,
N. Dak. 58501.

Ohlo
Director, Division of Research and Statistics,

'Bureau of Employment Services, 145
South Front St., Columbus, Ohio 43216.

Oklahoma
Chief, Research and Planning Division, Em..

ployinent Security Commission, Will Rog-
. era . Memorial Office Bldg., Oklahoma

City, Okla. 73105.

Oregon
Chief, Research and Statistics, Employment '4

Division, 875 Union St. NE., Salem, Oreg.
97310.

Pennsykvania
Assistrui_ Dire( Ctor, Research and Statistics,

BOW, Vof Employment SecurityDepart-
ment of Labor and Industry, 7th and For-
stir Sts., Harrisburg, Pa. 17121.

Puerto Rico
Chief bf Research and Statistics, BuOau of.

Employment Security, 427 Barbosa-Ave.,
Hato Rey, P.R. 00917.

Rhode Island
Supervisor, Employment Security Research,

Department of Employment Security, 24
Mason St., Proyidence, R.I. 02403.

South Carolina,'
Director, Manpower Research and Analysis,

Employment Security Conunission, 1550
Gadsden St., Colum, S.C. 29202.

South Dakota
Chief, Research and Statistics, Employment

Security Department, 607 North Fourth I
St., Box 730, Aberdeen; S. Dak. 57401.

Tennessee
Chic?, Resesirch and Statistics, Department of

Employjnent Security, 519 Cordell Hull
Bldg., Nashville, Tenn. 37219.

, /

Texas
Chief, Manpower Data Analysis and Research,

Texas Employment Commission, TEC
Bldg., 15th and Congress Ave., Austin,
Tex. 78778.

8
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'Utah
Director, Reports and Analysis, Department
- of Employment Se'curity, P.O. Box 11249,

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.

Vermont
Chief, Research and Statistics, pepartment of

Employment Security, P.O: Box 488,
'Montpelier, Vt. 05602..

Virginia
Chief, Manpower ResearCh, Virginia Employ-

ment Commission, P.O. Box 1358, Rich;
mond, Va. 23211.

Washington
Chief, Research and Statistics, Employment

Security Department, P.O. Box 367,
..- Olympia, Wash. 98504.

West Virginia
Chief, Research and Statistics, Department.of

Employment Security, 112 California
Ave., Charleston, W. Va. 25305.

-

Wisconsin'
Directo; Research and Statistics, Department

of Industry, Labor and Human Relations,
P.O. Box 2209, Madison, Wis. 5370.1t

Wyoming
Chief, Research and Analysis, Employment

Security Commission, P.O. Box 2760,
Casper, Wyo. 82601.



ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS USED IN -PREPARING
',EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS

Although the discussions of future
job prospects contained in 'the Hand-
book are written in qualitative terms,
the analyses upon which they are
based begin With quantitative esti-
mates of projected employment, re-
placement openings, andL-in a few,.
cases-supply. *

*se projections were developed
using the.most recent data available
on population, industry and occupa-
tional employment, productivity,
consumer expenditures, and other
factors expected to affect employ-
ment. The Bureau's research offices
provided much -of these data, but
many' other :agencies of the Federal
Government were important con -
tributors, including the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training and the
U.S. Employment Service, both in
the Employment and Training Ad-
ministration of the Department of
Labor; the Bureau of the Census of
the Department of Commerce; the'
Office. of Education and, the Reha-
bilitation Services Administration of
the Department of Health, Educe-,
tion, and Welfare; the Veterans Ad-
rninistration; the Civil Service Com-

, inission;' the Interstate Commerce
Commission; the Civil Aeronautics
Board; the Federal Communicationa

. Commission; the Department of
Transportation; and the National Sci-
ence Foundation.

In addition, experts in industry,,
unions, professional societies, and
trade associations furnished data and
supplied ,information through inter-
views. Many of these individuals also
reviewed preliminary drafts of the
statenients. The information present-

\pi in each statement thus reflects the
knowledge and judgment not only of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics staff,
but also of leaders in the fields dis-

. cussed, although the Bureau, of,
course, takes full responsibility.

After the information from these

sources was conipiled, it, was ank
lyzed in conjunction with the Bu-
reau's model of the economy in
1985. Like other models used in eco-
nomic forecasting, it encompasses
the major -facets of the economy and

/ represents' a comprehensive view of
itsprojected structure. The Bureau's
model is comprised of internally Con-
sistent projections of gross national
product (GNP) and its compo-
nentsconsumer expenditures, busi-
ness investment, government expen-
ditures, and net exports; industrial
output and productivity; labor force;
average weekly hours of work; and
employment for detailed industry
groups and occupations. The meth-
ods used to develop the .employment
projections in this edition of the
Handbook are the same as those used
in other Bureau of Labor Statistich
studies of the economy. Detailed de-
scriptions of these methods appear in
The U.S. Economy in 1985, BLS Bul-
letin 1809, and the BLS Harailfgbt of
Methods for Surveys and Studies, Bul-
letin 1910.

Assumptions. The BUreau'stprojec:
tions to 1985 are based oni"the fol-
lowing 'general assumptions:
The institutional framework of the U.S.

economy Will not change radically.

Current social, technological; and scientific
trends will continue, including values
placed on Work, education, income, and

The economy will gradually recover from
the high unemployment levels of the mid-
1970's and reach full employment (de-r
fined as an unemployment rate 7-4 per- .
cent) in the mid-1980's.

r event such 'as widespread or long-
energy shortages or war will signif-
alter the industrial structure of the

nomy or alter the rate of economic
growth.

Trends in the occupational structure of in-
dustries will not be altered radically by
changes in relative wages, technological
changes, or other factors.

20

Methods. Beginning with popula-
... Lion projections by age and sex devel-)

oped by the Bureau of the Census, a
projection'of the. total labor force is
derived Using expected labor force.
participation rates for each of these
groups. In developing the paiticina-

.
tion rates, the Bureau' takes into. at-
count a variety of factors that affect a
person's decision to enter the lobar
force, such as school attendance, re-
tirement practices, and family re.:
sponaibilities.

,

The labor force projection then is
translated into the level of GNethat
would be produced by a fully eel-
ployed labor force. Unemployed per-
sons are subtracted..from the labor
force estimate and the result is multi-

_plied by a projection of output. per.
worker: The estimates of future out
put per worker are based on. an'
'analysis of trends in productivity
toutput per work hour) among in-
dustries and changes in the, :average
Weekly hears Of work.

Ne ;t, the projection of ON; is di-
vided :among its major cOmponents:i
Consinner expenditures, business in-
veatinent; government expendi-
turesPederal, 'State,- and
and net exports. Each of these coro-,
.ponents is ;broken down by produc-
ing industry. Thus, cknsumer expen-
ditures; exainge, are divided
among industries producing goods
and services such as .110iising; food,
automobiles, medical. Care, and.edu
cation.

Once estimates are developed for
these products and services, they are
translated into detailed projections
of industry output, ,not only for the
industries, producing The final prod-
lIct, but also for the intermediate and
basic industries that provide the raw
materials; electric power, transporta-
tion, component parts, and other in-
puts required in the production pro-.
cess. To facilitate this translation, the

17
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Department of Commirce has devel-
oped input-output tables that indi-
cate the amount of output from each
industrysteel, glass, plastics, etc.
that is required to produce a final
product, automobiles for example.

By using estimates of fiiture output
per work -hour based on studies of
productivity and .technological
trends for each industry,- industry
employment projections are derived
from the output estimates.

These projections are then com-
pared with employment projections
derived using regression analysis.
This analysis develops equations that
relate employment by industry to
combinations of economic variables,
such as population and income; that
are considered determinants of long-
run changes in employment. By com-
paring projections resulting from in-
put-output analysis and regression
analysis,. areas may be identified
where one method produces a pro-
jection inconsistent with past trends
or wigc the Bureau's economic mod-
el. The-projections are then adjusted
accordingly.

Occupational employment projec-
' dons. Projections of industry employ-

ment are translated into occupa-
tional employment projections using
an industry- occupation matrix. This

-Matrix, which is divided into 200 in-
:dwitty sectors and 400 occupation
I sectors, describes the current and
projected occupational structure of
each industry. By applying the pro-

\tected occupational structure for
each industry to the industry employ-
nient projection And aggregating the
resulting estimates, employment pro-
jections for each of the 400 occupa-
tions contained in the matrix are ob-
tained. The growth. rate of an
occupation, thus, is determined by 1)
changes in the proportion fif workers
in the occupation to the total work

force in each industry, and 2) the
growth rate 'of lqdustries in which an
occupation is concentrated. An'Oc-
cupation that is projected to increase
as a proportion of the work force in
each industry, for example, or one
that is concentrated in industries pro-
jected to grow more rapidly than the
average for all industries, would be
projected to grow faster than the av-
erage for all occupations.

in some cases employment is fere--
ed directly to one of the components
of the Bureau's model- -for example,
the number of cosmetologists is relat-
ed to consumer expenditures for ,
beauty shop services. In others, em-
ployment is related to an indepen-
dent variable not explicitly projected
in the model, but believed to be a
primary determinant of employment
in thatoccupation. The pi-ejection Of
automobile mechanics, for example
is based on the expected stock of mo-
tor vehicles. Projections that are de-
veloped independently are compared
with those in the matrix and revised,
if necessary, to assure consistency.

Replacement needs, In addition to
a projection of employment for each
occupation, a priijection is made of
the number of workers who will be
needed as replacements. Separations
constitute a significant source' of
openings. In most occupations, more
workers are needed to replace,those
who retire, die, or leave the occupa-
tion than re needed to fill jobs creat-
ed by grwth. Consequently, eves
some declining occupations offer
employment opportunities. -

To estimate replacement openings,
the Bureau has developed tables of
working life based on actuarial expe-
rience for deaths and on decennial
census data for general patterns of .

labor.force participation by age and
sex. Withdrawali from eachoccupa-
tion are calculated separately for

4
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men and women by age group and
used to compute an overall separa-
tion rate for the occupation. These

trates are use to estimate average
annual replac ment, -needs for each
occupation ov r the projection peri-
od.

The Bureau
data from the

is currently analyzing
19_70 Census to deter-

mine the effect of occupational
transfers on job opening's. These

transfers_____ not been taken into
account in ,oalci,ilating replacement
needs. Some'data on occupational
transfers have been published in two.
Monthly Labor Review articles,
"Occupational Mobility in the
American Labor Force" and "Occu-
pational Mobility of Health Work-
ers," January and May 1977, respec-
tively.

Supply. Supply estimates used in
analysis of certain Handbook occupa-
tions represent the numbers of work-
ers who are likely to seek entry to a
particular occupation if past trends
of entry to the oecnpatiOn continue.
These estimates are developed in-
dependently of 'the demand esti-
mates. Thus, ,supply and demand are
not discussed in the usual economic
sense in which wages play a major
yole in equating supply and demand.
Statistics on college enrollments and
graduations by field are the chief
sources of information on the poten-
tial supply of peisonne/ in profession-
al, techniZal, and other occupations
requiring extensive al educa-
tion. Data on persons cob ple ng ap-
prenticeship programs provide ome
information on new entrants into
skilled trades. A Bureau publication,
Occupational Supply: Concepts and
Sources of Data for Manpower Analy-
sis (BLS, Bulletin 1816, 1974), ex-
plores several aspects of occupa-
tienal supply-

c
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Early in human history, people en-
tered occupations by simply follow-
inging their parents into one of the rela--7,
tively few occupations that existed.V
Boys became farmers, sheigherds,1
priests, artisans; or traders. Girls gen-i
erally became housewives, helping
the*htishands in their work, but hay,
ine &Paid occupations. Not until.
thielndintrial Revolution did the
number of possible choices begin to
expand.

But as the choices have increased,
so haslhe difficulty of making a deci-
sion. Today there' are thousands of
occupationsthe newest Dictionary
of Occupational Titles, lists 20,000
separate iitlesand a variety of edu-
cation and training programs from
V;ihich to Choose. Many questions
must be considered: What fields
match one's interests and abilities?
What types of education and training
are required to ehter particUlar j ?
What fields are expected to offer
good prospects for employmedt?
How do earnings c mpare among
occupations req similar train-
ing? What of mPloyers
Vide which' Of jobs? Does
ticular job er steady, year-yound-
employme or is it affected by mi-

., nor swings in the economy?
The answers. to 'these questions

change as our economy changes.
Current -information therefore is a
necessity. While the individual occu-
pation and industg chapters in the
Handbook answer most of the qaes:-
?tions raised here, two areas of par-
ticular concern, to educators and vo-
cational planners as well as to'
individuals who are choosing their
careers, require a: broader perspec-
tive. One concerns employment pro-
jections; the other, the relationship
between job prospects and educa-
tion. This section focuses on these
two aspects of choosing a career. .

Employment Projections In a
Changing Economy

The demand for workers in any oc-
cupation depends ultimately on the
tastes and desires of consumers. If-a
product or service is unwanted,
whether by private or public pur-
chasers, no workers will be needed to
produce or provide it. Barbers would
become unnecessary if people decid-
ed to cut 'their or hair, as would
astronauts if the Federal. Govern-
ment abandoned its.space program.

CI ly interwoven with the de-
mand r products or services is tec
nological innovation. In the 20th
century, technology has both created
and eliminated hundreds of thou-
sands of jobs. The telephone, for ex-,
ample, gave birth to' an entire indus-
try at about the same time that the,
automobile put stable owners and
carriage manufacturers out of busi-
ness. Changes in the way businesses
are organized and managed havPhad
similar effects; the rise of superniar- .

et chains has drastically reduced, the
tuber of self-employed grocers.

Fortunately, most of the factors
that alter the demand for workers in
various occupations do not change
overnight. Shifts in the state of the
economy, the introduction of new
technology, and the development of
new organization and management

:techniques generally occur in an or-
derly, fairly' predictable ashion. Al -.
though no one can forecast the fu-
ture with certainty, it is possible to
make industry and occupation em-
ployment projections that are useful
to educators, vocational planners,
and individuals who are planning

eir careers. The economic and sta-
al analysis used by the Bureau of

Statistics to develop its projec,
described in some detail, lull
.introductory section.,

In 1 proximately 104.3 mil-
ion persons I be in the Civilian

labor force. This n 19-percent in-
crease over the 1976 levelor 87.5
million. As shown in chart 1, the size

-of the civilian labor force' increased
sharply sifter 19601argely. due to the ,
incietisejn the number of women en-

force . giOwth,1,96476
"1,9811' 9§57:
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The percent of women who are in the labor
force has been increasing, while the percent
of men has been declining
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tering the labor market. The labor
force participation rate for women`
has continued to rise even while the
rate for men has declined. (See chart
2.)

Industrial Profile.
Economists customarily divide our

economy into nine industry catego-
ries under two broad groupsgoods
producing and service producing.
Most of the Nation's workers cur-
rently are employed in industries that
provide such as education,
health care, ade, repair and niainte-

nance, government, transportation,
banking, and insurat4, The produc-
tion of' goods through farming, con-
struction, mining, and manufacturing
requires only abc5ut one-third of the
country's work force. (See chart 3.)

As shown in chart 4, employment
in the goods-producing industries has,
remained relatively constant since
World War II, whereas the seryice-
producing industries have expanded
rapidly. Among the factors contrib-
uting to this rapid growth were the
migration from rural to urban areas
and the accompanying need for m e

Where people work, 1976

Wage and salary workers except agricUlture, which includes self-employed
and unpaid (amity workers

Agriculture
Mining and petroleuml%
Contract construction

Manulacturrng

Transportation and
public utilities

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

G-oods
producing ' .
Service
producing

Finance. insurance.
and real estate

Wholesale and retail trade
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local government services, and rising
incpmes and living standards that re-
sulted in a demand for improved
health and education services: These
factors are expected to continue to
cause the demand for services to
grow.,

Service-Producing Industries. Em-
p19yment in the service-producing
industries is expected to increase
from 56.1 million workers in 1976 to
71.0 in 1985, an increase of
26 percent. Of course, growth rates
will vary among the industries within
this group. (See chart 5.)

Trade, the largest of the service in-
dustries,' is expected to grow by
about 20 percent between 1976 and
1985, 'from 17.7 million to 21.3 mil-
lion workers.,

Both wholesale and retail trade
have incre &sed as population has
grown and as rising incomes have en-
abled people ro buy a greater number
and variety of goods. Retail trade has
gutwn. mpre rapidly than wholesale
trade as the expansion of the suburbs
has created a demand for more.shop-
ping centirt,. Although self-service is

lepected to ',become more prevalent,
". ernploymeni in retail trade nonethe-.

less will continue to grow faster than
in wholesale trade.

Government has been the second
fastest growing service industry. Em-
ployment in State and local govern-
ments doubled'.between 1960 and
1976. Growth has been greatest in
agencies providing education, health,
sanitation, welfare, and police and
fire protection, Federal Government
employment has incScased only 20
percent during the same period.

Between 1976 and 19859-employ-
ment in government is expected to
rise 22 percent, from 14.9 million to
18.3 million workers. This grOwth
rate .is less than that expected for
services as a whole. Although State
and local governments.will continue
to be the major source of jobs, the
budget problems many local govern-
ments now face are expected to re-,
tard the expansion of some govern-
ment programs. -

Service industries have been'the
fastest growing group in the service-
producing category, nearly doubling
in employment between 1960 and
1976. The growing need for health
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Industries providing services offer more jobs than
those providing goods

Goods prOducing
Manufacturing
Agriculture ,

Contract
construction

Mining

Service producing
Trade
Government
Services
Transportation
and public utilities

Finance,
insurance and._
real estate

Workers (in millions)Y
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1/Wage agd aatary'workers. except agrieulture, which includes seltemployid and
unpaid lamlly workers

Source.. Bureau of Labor Stiptlice .

care, maintenance and repair, adver-
tising, and commercial cleaning ser-
vices has been the primary force be-
hind this growth.
exp-4n the future, service industries are

ected to continue their rapid
growthemployment -is projected to

. increase from 14.6 million workers in
1976 to 20.6 million in 1985. This
projected growth rate of 40 percent
is nearly twice as rapid as that of the
service.Vroducing industries as a
group. Employment requirements in
health care are expected to grow rap -
idly due to population growthin
particular the growth in the number
of elderly personsand rising in-
comekthat 'increase people's ability
to pay for medical care. Business ser-
vices, including accounting, data
procesfing, and mikintenang.,,also
are expected to grow rapidlf.

Transportation and public utility in-
dustries experienced a much slower
growth rate.between 1960 and 1976
than any of the other service- produc-
ing industries. This has largely been
due to employment declines in the
railroad and water transportation in-
dustries.

Although employment in the rail-
road and water transportation indus-
tries is expected to continue to de-
cline (but at a slower rate than
before), other industries in this group
will experience increases. The air
transportation industry, which nearly
doubled in size between 1960 and

.1976, will continue to grow at a. mod-
erate pace.

Between 1976 and 1985, employ-
ment in transportation and -public
utilities industries is expected to rise
from 4t5 million to 5.2 million work-
ers, an increase of ,16 percent.

Finance, insurance, and real estate
will grow faster than services as 'a
whole. Employment is dotted to
increase from 4.3 million to 5`..6 mil-
lion workers between 1976 and
1985, an increase of 30 percent.

Within- this group, the' two fastest
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growing f stnes-,-have been bank-
ing and credit agencies. Employment
in banking nearly doubled between
1960 and 1976,4efiecting a growing
population that increasin pays 'its
bills by check. Employme t require-
ments also grew ,as banks began to
provide more services, particularly
the bank credit cards, and remained
open ldnger hours. Population
growth also meant an increased de-
mand for the services of finance
companies, savings and loan associ-
ations, and other credit agencies.
These trends are eipected to contin-
ue through the mid-1980's.

Goods-Produc ng Industries. Em-
ployment in e goods-producing in-
dustriesa riculture, mining, con-
struction, nd manufacturinghas
changed very little since 1960. Sig-
nificant gains, in productivity result-
ing from automated production,, im-
proved machintry, and other
technological breakthroughs have
permitted large increases in output'
withoRt additional workers. Between
1976 and 1985, employmerit in
goods-producing industries is expect-
ed to increase, by about 17 percent,
from 26.6 million to 31.1 million -
workers.

Growth rates will vary from indus-
try to industry within this group. Em-
ployment in agriculture, which has
long been declining, stabilized at
about 3.5 million workers betwee6

Through the mid- 1980's employment growth will
,/vary widely, by induStry 5

-60

Source: Baieau of Labor Statistics
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1970 and 1975, but dropped again to
3.3 million in 1976. Since the 1950's,
the trend toward fewer but larger
farms and the use of more and better
machinery has reduced lite need for
farmers and fannworkeri. So taco has
the development of improved-hybrid
crops. Recently, for example, a hy-
brid tomato was developed that has a
harder skin'and can be machine har-
vested.

Although employment on farms
has declined, rapid mechanizatiOn
combined with better fertilizers,
feeds, pesticides, and hybrids have

. created large increases in output.
The worldwide demand for food is
rising rapidly as population in-
creases, but production is expected
to continue to rise without reversing
the employment decline in agricul-
ture. Between 1976 and 1985, em-
ployment is expected to drop about
29 percent, from 3.3 million to 2.3
million workers.

Mining, once declining in employ-
ment, increased abruptly between
1970 and 1976, experiencing a 26-
perceakgrowth rite during this peri-
od and thatching the growth rate of
the fastei growing industry group,
seacices. Most of this growth was--a
direst result of our need for addition-
4 energy. Employment in the' oil and
gas extraction industry rose 33 per-
cent between 1970 and 1976, and is
expected, to rise another 70 percent
by 198-5. Coal, the most commonly
used alternative, energy source; has
been and will continue to be in great
demand.

Employment in ncuiliTh& is expected
. to grow #9 percent between 1976

and 1985',"from 0.8 to 1.1 million
workers.

Contract construction, which grew
fairly rapidly between 1960 and
1968, stagnated between 1968 and
1976. The earlier growth, which re-
flected an increasing need for
houses, apartment and office build-
ings, hjghways, and shopping centers,
was dampened by the economic
'downturn that began in the late
1960's.

Buildings that had been vacant are
now filling up, however, and as our
economy recovers, employmdnt in
construction is expected to increase,
rising by 38 percent between 1976
and 1985, or from 3.6 million to 4.9
million workers.

Manufacturing employment, also
adversely affected by the economic
conditions of the early 1970's, :is ex-
pected to row from 18.9 million to
22.8 millio etween 1976 and 1985,
an increase o 0 percent.

Manufacturing is divided into two
broad categories, durable goods
manufacturing and nondurable
goods manufacturing. Employment
in durable goods, manufacturing is
expected to increase by about 25
percent, from 11.0 million to 13.8
million workers, while employment
in nondurable goods manufacturing
is expected to increase by only 13
percent, from 7.9 million to. 9.0%mil-
lion workers.

Growth rates will vary among indi-
vidual industries within each of these
categories. In nondurable goods in-
dustries, for example, employment in
tobacco manufacturing is expected
to decline, while a moderate rise in
employment is projected for the syn-
thetic fiber industry. Among durable
goods manufacturing industries,
njedical instrument manufacturing is
expected to undergo a rapid employ-
ment increase; motor vehicle manu-
facturing will employ about the-same
number of workers in 1985 as it did
in 1976

0
Customarily, occupations also are

divided into several groups. White-
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collai workers are those in profes;
sional and technical, clerical, sales,
and managerial jobs. Blue- collar
workers are those in craft, operative,
and laborer jobs. Service workers
and farm workers constitute separate
groups. Chart 6 illustrates the occu-
pational piofile in 1976.

Growth rates among these groups
have differed markedly, as shown in
chart 7. Once a small proportion of
the total labor force, white-collar
workers have steadily increased in
importance until they now represent
about half of the total. The number
of.service workers also has risen rap-
idly, while the blue-collar work force
has grown only sl2wly and the num-
ber of farmworkei has declined.

Most of these changes in occupa-
tional employment have been due to
variations in the growth rates of in-
dustries. Every industry group has a
niqueoccupational pattern. (See

chart.) Construction, for example,
employs mostly blue-collar workers,
while finance, insurance, and real es
tate is predominantly a white-collar
industry group. crowd) in the con-
struction industry would result in an
increase in employment of blue-col-
lar workers. The same would be true
for growth in mining, manufacturing,
or transportationindustries that
also employ mostly blue-collar work-
ers. The magnitude of the change

Employment in major occupationayiroups

Workers, 1976 (in minions)

Source: Bureau of Labor Statlallce
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The shifi-toward white-collar occupations will
continue through 1985
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would depend on both the rate of
growth and the size f the industry.

The following sect s describe
the changes that are expected to oc-
cur amon, the broad occupational
groups between 1976 and 1985. (See
also chart 9.)

Professional and technical workers
include a wide range of workers,
many of them highly trained. Among
this group are' scientists and engi-
neers, medical practitioners; teach-

, . ers, entertainers, pilots, and account-
ainS. Emploiment in' this group is
expected to grow by about 18 per-

.

from 13:3 milli n to 15.8 million
cent between and 1985, rising

. workers.
Greater efforts in energy produc-

tion, transportation, and environ-
mental protection will contribute to a
growing demand for scientists, engi-
neers, and technicians. The medical
professions can be expected to grow
as the health services industry ex-
pands. The demand for professional
workers to develop and utilize, com-
puter resources also is projected to
grdw rapidly.'
. Some occupations will offer less

Industries differ in the kinds of workers
they employ

. Percent distribution of employment; 1976

0

Source: Bureau of Labor StstIstics
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favorable job prospects, in many
cases, because the supply of workers
exceeds the available openings.
Teachers will continue cto face com-
petition, as will artists and entertain-
ers, airline pilots; and oceanogra-
phers. - ,

Managers and administrators in-
clude "Workers such as corporate ex-
ecutiggs, school and health services
adrIghtftrators, department store
managers, and self-employed busi-
ness operators. This group is expect-
ed to grow from 93 million to 11.3
million ,workers an' increase of 21

...
percent. The rapidly expanding "ter-,
vice industries are to offer
more jobs for mahag s tha the
slowly growing manufacturin indus-
tries.
1 9ianges in business size and or- 4,
ganication have resulted in differing
trends di self-employed and salaried
manageis. The number of self-em-
ployed managers will continue to de-
cline as many areas of business are
increasingly dominated by large cor-
porations and chain operations.
Some kinds of small businesties, such
as quick-service groceries and fast-
food restaurants, still will provide op-
portunities for self-employment,
however:lc The demand for salaried
managers will continue to grow rap-
idly as firms increasingly depend'on
trained management specialists, par-
ticularly, in highly technical areas of
operation. ,
' Clerical 'workers constitute both
the largest and the fastest growing
occupational group. Employment in
these occupations is expected to.
grow about 2b percent between 1976
and 1985, rising from 15.4million to
20.0 million workers. '

New developments in -computers,
office machines, and dictating equip-
mint will grelily affect employment
irr many occupations within this
group. As .computers are used more
extensively t o store information and
perform billing, payroll, quid other
calculations, employment of file
clerks and many types of office ma-
chine operators will level off or de-
cline. At thssame time, however, the
need ior cbmputer and .pelipheral
,equipment operators will increase.,
Dictation machines, which have
sharply reduced.the need for stenog-
raphers, will continue to adversely



affect employment prospects for
workers in this. occupation: The sole
exception will be stenographers, who
are trained as cotht reporters.

Many types of clerical workers,
however, will not be affected by
technological innovations because
their jobs involve a high degree bf
personal contact. Substantial growth
is anticipated for secretaries, typists,
and receptionists, largel* as a result
of growth in the expanding business
services and medical and health care
services industries. Counter and
fountain workers also are expected
to increase as 'the restaurant industry
grows.

Sale workers are employed pri-
marily retail stores, manufactur-
ing and wholesale firms, insurance
companies, and'real estate agencies.
,Employment.of thii group is expect-
ed to grow from 5.5 million to 6.4
million workers, an increase of 17
percent.

Much ofthe growth of sales v/ork-
ers.will be dpe to expansion in the
retail trade industry, which employs
about one-half of these workers. The
demand for both full- and part-time

.fales workers in retail trade is expect-
- ed to increase as our growing popula-

tion requires an increasing number of
shopping centers and stores. Despite
the widespread apse of laborsaving
merchandising techniques, such as
self-service and computerized check-

out counters, suburban expansion
and longer operating hours will cause
employment to)increase.

Craft workers include a wide vari-
ety of highly- skilled workers, such as
carpenters, tool-and-die makers, in-
strument makers, "all-round machin-
ists, electricians, and automobile me-
chanics. Between 1976 and 1985,
employment of this group is expected
to increase 22 percent, from 11.3
million to -13.7 million workers.

Construction workers and me.\
chanics, the two largest occupations
within this group, are expected to ac-
count for about two-thirds of the em-
ployment gain for craft workers, and
blue-collar worker supervisors and
metalcraft workers for most of the trY*
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nblogy, very little growth is antiglipat-
ed in printing crafts.

Operatives are the largest blue-col-
lar group, including workers such as
assemblers, packers, truck and bus
drivers, and many types of machine

-operators. Employment of operatives
is tied closely to the production of
goods, becaue the majority of these
workers arelemployed in manufac-
turing industries. The projected slow
growth of manufacturing, along with
improved production processes, will
hold down the demand for these
workers. Textile operatives, such at\
spinners, knitters, and weavers, are I
expected to decline due to increasing
use IfYniachinery in the textile indus-

remainder.
Nearly all construction trades are

expected to, grow, but particularly
rapid increases are anticipate for
Navy equipment operators, plffinb-
ers, ironworkers, roofers, and ce-
ment masons. Among mechanics and
repairers, the most rapid increases
will be for workers who repair com-
puters, office machines, air condi-
tioners, and industrial machinery.

In contrast, a tontinuatiorPef the
long-run employment decline in the
railroad industry will lead to the de-
cline of some,draft occupations con-
centrated in that industry, such as
railroad and car sl p repairers. Be-
cause of advances in printing tech-

ILA

ThroughThe nfid-1980's employment gr?)wth will
vary widely among occupational groups

Source Bunu of Labor Statistics,
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Outside of manufacturing, employ-
ment of most transportation opera-
tives, such as truckdrivers and bps
drivers, will increase as the transpor-,
tation industry grows. An exception
will be brake and switch operators;
these occupations are expected to
decline along with the railroad indus-
try.

'Employment of operatives is ex-
pected to rise from 13.4 million to
15.6 million workers between 1976
and 1985, an increase. of 17 percent.

Laborers, (except farm) include
workers such as garbage collectors,
construction laborers, freight and
Stock handlers, and equipment wash-
ers. Employment in this group it

ery increasingly replaces manual
to grow only slowly as. ma-

ch-labor

in construction and manufac-
turing, the two largest emPloyers .of
these workers: Power-driven equip-
ment, such as forklift trucks, cranes,
and hoists, will handle more 'and
more material in factories, loading
docks, and warehouses. Other ma-
chines will do excavating, ditch dig-
ging, and similar work. Between.
1976 and 1985, employment, of la-
borers is expected to increase 11 per-
cent, from 4.3 million to 4.8 million
workers.

Service workers include a wide
range of workersfirefighters, jani-
tors, cosmetologists, private house-
hold workers, and bartenders are a
few examples. These workers, most
of whom are employed in the service- -

producing industries, make,up one of
the fastest growing occupational
groups.
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Some of the main factors that are
expected to increase the need for
the workers are the rising demand
for medical care; the greater need for
commercial cleaning and protective
services; and the more frequent use
of restaurants, beauty salons, and lei-
sure services as incomes rise. The
employment of private household
workers, however, will continue to
decline despite a rising demand for
their services, because low wages and
the strenuous nature of the work
make ,this occupation unattactive to
manlipeople.°

Employment of service Workers' is,
expected to increase 23 percent be-
tween 1976-and 1985, from 12.0 mil-
lion to 14.8 million workers.

Farm workers include farmers and
farm operators; as well as farm labor-
ers. Employment of these workers
has declined for decades as farm pro-
ductivity has increased as a result of
the trend toward fewer but larger
farms, the use of more and better
machinery, and the development of
new feeds, fertilizers, and pesticides.
Between 1976 and 1985, the number
of farmworkers is expected to de-
cline 34 percent, from 2.8 million to
1.9 million workers.

Job Openingi

The rate of employment growth in
an occupatIO isPonly one indicator
of future job prospects; another indi-, '

cator is the total number of job open-
ings expected in the occupation. The
total includes not only openings re-
sultingifrom employment growth, but
also those resulting from labor force
separations (retirements and deaths).
and transfers to other, occupations.

Between 1976 and 1985, retire-
ments and deaths alone are expected
to account for nearly ty/o-thirds of all
job openings. (See clan 10.) The
need to replace workers who retire
or die will be a more significant
source of job openings than employ-
ment growth in every major occupa-
tional group, and in most individual
occupations.,

Furthermore, a large occupation
that is growing slowly may'offer more
openings than a fast-growing small
one. For example, among the major
occupational groups, total openings

.-for operatives will exceed total open-
ings for.- craft workers, despite the
fact that employment of craft work-
ers is expected to grow at a faster
rate.

Many job openings also are creat-
ed because of occupational transfers.
When'a technician is upgraded,to an
engineer, for example, a job opening
for a technician is created. Of course,
this shift also adds to the supply of
engineers. Data for estimating occu-
pational losses and gains resulting
froth transfers are not yet available,
but work is' continuing towards the
development of such data.

nA

Job openings' are 'determined
plud growth
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Education and Employment

A high school diploma by itself is
not sufficient preparation for m3.11)1
occupations. But neither is a col/WI
degree. Different fields of work re-
quire different types-of training- Just
as there are occupations that require
college degrees, so too there are
occupations for teaohnical _
training, work experienfefor training
in a particular skill is the most impor-
tant entry requirement. Employers
always wish to hire the best qualified
persons available, but this does not
mean that they always choose those
applicants who have the most educa-
tion. The type of education and train-
ing an individual has had is as impor-
tant as the amount. For this reason, a
vital part of the career planning pro-
cess is deciding what type as well as
how much education and training to
pursue.

Persons :who have definite career
goalsAay not find this decision diffi-
cult. Many occupations have specific
education requirements. Physitians
for example, must generally corn-
plete at least 3 years of college, 4
years of medical school, and in most
States 1 year of 'residency. Cosme-
tologists are required to complete a
Stat -approved_ cosmetology course
that generally lasts 18 months.

t for most people, the decision is f
more difficult. Either they have ye
to choose a field of work, or the
they have shlected may be entered in
a variety of ways. Some may know
only that they \want jobs that provide
status and large incomes, for exarn-
ple. Or, an individual may wish to be
an auto mechanic but cannot decide
whether to leave high school and
learn on the job, or graduate and at-
tend a vocational school, or seek an

Making this type of decision re-
quires specific information about the
types of education and training pre-
ferred for various occupations, and a
knowledge of one's own abilities and
aspirations. Information on liow to
bnter each of the occupations includ-
ed in the Handbook is contained in
the individual occupational state-
ments, but general information on
the relationship of employment pros-
pects to education also is useful-



The uneMployment rate is lowest for persons
with a college education .

Percent unemployed, (March 1976)
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Persons contemplating dropping
.out-or high school should recognize
that a high schpol education has be-
come standard. The educational at-
tainment of the labor force has risen
from 10.9 years of school in 1952 to
12.6 in 19 . Thus, nongraduates are
likely to b at a serious disadvantage
when seek g jobs that offer better
pay or advanCement opportunities,
unless they -give pitrticipated in a
training program specific to the oc-
cupation they wish to enter. As
shOwa tn chart 11, the unemploy-

_ -

is
ment rate is much -higher for persons
who did not finish high school than
for those who did.

For many individuals, the decision
they face is whether to extend their
education beyond high -sckool by
going to college or by pursug some
other postsecondary education or
training program. *Looking again at
chart 11, for individuals who have
graduated from high school, the un-
employment rate drops steadily as
the amount of education completed
increases.. In addition, as chart 12

, 4
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Income increases as the number of years of
schooling increases

Average income Tor year-round full-time workers. 1975
Dollars 25,
in thousands)
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shows; average yearly iincome rises.
with the number of years of school.
completed. In 1975, college gradu-
ates, on the average, earned over
one-third more than high school
graduates, while persons with 5 years
or more of college carried one-fifth
more than those with 4 years of col-
lege.

Although college graduates do
earn more, on the averlge, than high
school graduates, .tkiere are numer-
ous well-paying occupatiohs that do
not require a college dliiree. Work-
ers in the construction Rafts and in
mechanic and repairer occupations,
for example, generally are high
school graduates, yet many earn
more than workers in some jobs that
require a college degree. In fact,
earnings in many occupations not re-
quiring college degrees have in-
creased faster than-earnings in occu-
pations that do ,recitiire a degree.
Chart 13 shows how much the differ- /
ence between the earnings of high '

'school graduates _and college ..gradu-
ates has narrowed. .

Although data are not available ca,
the earnings of high irchool graduates
who have comp ted other postsec-
ondary educatio programs, it is like-
ly that most of ose who earn rela-
iixely high incomes have obtained
sortie type of additonal education or
training. ,

Traditionally, a college education
hakbeen viewed as a gateway to bet-. .

ter pay, higher status, and more chal-
lenging work. As the opportunity 'to
obtain a college education has be-
come more widespread, more high
school graduates have attended col-
lege. Accordingly, the proportion 'of
workers in the labor force who have
completed at least 4 years of college
rose from 7.9 percent 016.5 percent
between 1952 and 1976, and college
graduates are expected to constitute
20 percent of the labor force by
1985. Recent experience has shown,
however, that the traditional view
has not been matched by reality.

Between 1970,,and 1976, the pro-
portion of workeis having 4 years or
more of college increased by more
than 60 percent in clerical, sales, ser-
vice, and blue-collar occupations
areas that have employed very few
college graduates in the past. This



TOMORROWS JOBS

Earnings of high school graduates have increased
relative to earnings of college graduates

Earnings Of high school graddates as a percent of earnings of
- college graduates, 1969 -75 .
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"spillover" reflects, at least in part,
the economic conditions of the 1970-

75 period. Cutbacks in the aerospace
industry and the r&ession of 1970 -

71, followed by tan oil .embargo in
49,72-73 and re essjon in 1974-75,

dampened the onomy's growth
during the first h of this decade.

Analysis of the future .demand p;,!:
college graduates. and of future sup.\
ply, indicates that more-students are
expected toraduate, and more per,
sons currently holding degrees ,are
expected to reenter the labor force,
than will be needed to fill jobs that
currently. 'demand a cone& degree.

Proipects are no brighter,for many
individuals who hold advanced de-
grees. Colleges and universities, the
primary employers of this grodp,
have been faced with declining en-
rollments afid budget cuts in recent
years. Their need for teaching and
research staff is not expected to grow
as rapidly as the number ,of graduates
seeking these positons. Except for
persons whose degrees are in areas
demanded by business and industry,
advanced degree holders may have

to take jobs that once went only to
graduates who had bachelor's de-
grees.

Not all occupations requiring col-
lege ,degrees will be overcrowded,
however. Nor will there be a lack of
demand for graduates of other post-
secondary , education programs.
Many of the occupations that Gave
grown most rapidly or haveProvided
large numbers of job openings have

. required vocational, apprenticeship,
"or junior college education. Science,

health technicians have been in-
easingly in demand, as lave televi-

sion Wand. radio service technicians,
data:processing machirfe repairers,.
and air-ebnditioning mechanics..
Technological advances, in particu-
lar the ,computer, have made many
offiCe jobs more complicated, thus
requiring people who hold these jobs
to have ii higher level of skill.

Per4ons withing to enter these and
other occupations have found post-
secondary training helpful because
employers pt -efer to hireapplicants
who have had training in these areas,
rather than provide such training

27

themselves. Over the past 10 years,
enrollments in public vocational
schools, for example, have tripled,
while the number of persons regis-
tered in apprenticeship programs has
jumped 40 ,percent

The deMand for workers in these
and other occupations requiring
technical, vocational, or apprentice-
ship training is expected to continue

\t.st rise through the mid- 1980's.
The need for workers who have

some type of poinsecondary training
definitely is expanding. But the deci-
sion to go to college is an individual
hatter. Persons who choose occupa-,
tions that require college degree*
shouldriot necessarily be discour-
aged from pursuing careers that- ey
believe match their interests. and
alfflities: They may wish, howeveNo
acquiie- more jnformation on,the eih-
ployment outlook for their fields; and
to retain the option of switching to
related occupations that offer better
oppoytunities. The introductory sec,-
tion of the Occupational Outlook
Handbook for College Graduates con-
tains a detailed discussion Of the job
prospects for college gradUates.

Individuals who have less clear-cut
occupational goals' may wish to re-
view, their reasons for going to col-
lege. College can provide many valu-
able opportunities forpersonal
growth and self-discovery, as welt as
-the chance to increase one's knowl-
edge of particular subject areas. At-

, tending college for personal tons
alone _can be worthwhile, but stu-
dent solely interested in career prep-
aration may fmd alternative types of
education and training programs
more appropriateeither as an addi-
tion to or as a substitute for college
attendance.

Whatever one's goals and aspira-
tions, beginning the planning process
early allows students time to consider
all the choices that are available for
preparing for tomorrow's jobs.

ca
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Cars, newspapers, radioS, bath-
tubs, guided missiles,. eating utensils,
boas, and pencil sharpeners all have
at least one, thing in commpn. They,
and almost all other pioduots that we
use, are made. by the millions/ of
workers in indlistrial production and
related.occupations,

Molit of these skilled and semi-
..' skilled blue-collar workers are em-

ployed in factories in the mass pro-
auction 'of goods. Others work. .

outsicie or manufacturing in a wide ,
variety of activities ranging from
showing motion pictures to shoeing
hOrsei. .

Because mass_ production would \I
not be possible without' interchangef .

able-parts, workers in the machining
and foimdry occupations play a basic
role in the production process. These
workers make the tools, dies, molds,
cores, and Other items that can be -

used to make hundreds,or even thou-
sands of identical parts. Assemblers
may then put these parts, together to
make automobiles, televisiop sets,

.9

Industrial-priiduetion and related occupations, 1976

19% of total employrfient
in all occupations,

2

and hundreds of other products. If
the p-arts or finished products require
painting, production painters do that

A _very large number of jobs. open each year in ,several-''' ..,

industrial production and related occupations
, a ,,-
, .,),

Selected industrial production and related 41ccupatio1;*--
Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousandsl ---

Soureot,510911 of 1itior Statistics

20 40 60 0
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job. After the products aremade, in-
sRectors examine and test them to
insure\quality. 10

tither factory workers are 'not di-.
rectly involved in the production_
prpcess, but support it in somez-*y.
Stationary engineers, for example,'
operate soilers and other equipment
used to heat and air-condition facto-
ries and other buildings, Millwrights
move and install heavy machinery
used in the production process and
power truck operators, move materi-
als about the plant.

Printing is another type of mass
production. Printing craft workers
operate' the, machinery used to print
newspapers, books, and_other ,publi-
cations.

Industrial workers also are em-
ployed outside of manufacturing in a
variety of activities. Automobile
painters, for example, restore the fin-
ish on old and damaged cars. Photo-
graphic laboratory workers develop
film and, make prints and slides.

31
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Most jobs in industrial production
do not require a high school diploma.
However, many employers prefer
high school or vocational school
graduates who have taken courses
such as blueprint reading and ma-
chine shop.

Semiskilled workers, such as as-
semblers and power truck operators,
ordinarily need only brief on-the-job
training. Skilled workers, such ei sta-

.

tionary engineers and machinists, re-
quire considerable training to qualify
for their jobs. Many learn.their trades_
on the job,- but training authorities
generally recommend completion of
a 3- or 4-year apprenticeship pro-
gram as the best way to learn a
skilled trade.

This chapter includes statements
on 21 industrial production and,re-
lated occupations. Many other work-

a

tit

a
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erg' who aye involved in industrial
production are described, elsewhere
in the Handbook because of their
close association with particular
occupational groups. For example,
engineer§ are included in the chapter
on scientific and technic I occupa-
tions.



FOUNDRY OCCUPATIONS

(

Many Of the products that we use
every day are made% by casting or
have parts that are made by casting.
Casting is a method of forming metal .
into intricate shapes by pouring mol-
ten metal . into carefully prepared
molds and allo*ing it to solidify.
Foundry workers produce metal

. Castings for numerous industrial
hthisehold products that range from
machine tools and automobiles to
hathtubs.

Thepattenimaker, the molder, and
the coremaker. each .play an *por-
tant part in the process. A plittern-
'Maker makes a wood or metal model
of the casting, A molder places it in a
box and packs sand around the mod-.

el to form a mold,. If thrcasting is to
have a hollow section; a coremaker
makes a core of..-p..ted and hard-
ened sand that is po'itioned in the
mold before the molten -metal is
poured in. .

In 1976, about 18,000 pattern-
Makers, 53,000 molders, and 22,000
coreinakers worked in the foundry
industry. About three-fourths of
.them worked in shops that make and
sell castings. The remainder, worked
in plants that make castings to use in
their 'final products, such as plants.
operated by manufacturers of auto-
mobiles or machinery.

A high school education is the
minimifm requirement for an appren-
ticeship in patternmaking. Some
highly skilled moldingend coremak
ing jobs also maf require a high
school echkation, but an eighth
grade eduCation. may be enough for
entry:Into many molding and core-
making jobs.

The production and use of castings
are expected to grow significantly
through the mid-1980's. 'However,
because of automation and other la-
borsaving improvements in produc-
tion methods, employment of pat-
ternmakers, coremakers, and
molders is expected to increase only

about as fast as the average for all
occupations. In addition to those job. .
openings that result from employ-
ment growth, other openings will
arise from the need to replace experi-
enced workers who die, retire, or
transfer to other occupations. The
number of openings may fluctuate
from year to year because foundry
employment is very sensitive to ill:ill
and downs in the economy.

Patternmakers, molders, and core-
makers are discussed in detail in the
following 'statements. (For a general
des ription of many other, jobs in-
vol ed in metal casting, see the itate-
m nt on foundries elsewhere in the

andbook.)

'Sources of Additional
Information

For detail's about training opportu-
nities for patieitunakers, moldets,
and coremalcersi contact local found-
ries, the local office of the State em-
ployment service, the nearest office
of the State apprenticeship egency,

or the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training, U.S. Department of Labor.
Information also is available from the
following organizations:
American Foundrymen's Society, Golf and

Wolf Rds., Des Plaines, ill. 60016:

International Molders' and Allied Workers'
Union, 1225 E. McMillan Si, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45206.

PATTERNMAKERS

Nature' of the Work .

Foundry patternmakets are highly,.
skilled craftworkers who make the
patterns used in making molds for
metal castings. Most of the workers,
in the occupation are metal pattern-
makers (D.O.T. 600.280); a smaller
number are wood patternmakers
(D.O.T. 661.281).1 Some pattern-
makers work with both metal and
woodas well as with plaster and plas-
tics.

Patternmakers work from blue-
prints prepared by engineers or draft-
ers. They make a precise pattern for
the product, carefully checking each
dimension with instruments such as
micrometers and calipers. Precision
is important because any imperfec-
tions in the pattern will be repro-
duced 'in the castings made from it.

'Although employment of foundry workers is expeCted
to show little change, some openings will be created.
'by growth and replacement, needs

13
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patternmakers select the
wood ock, lay out the pattern, and
saw each piece of wood to size. They
then shape the rough piecesinto final
form with various woodworking ma-
chines, such as lathes and sanders, as
well as, many sm handtools. Final-
ly, they assembl the pattern seg-
ments by hand, using glue, screws,
and nails.

Metal patternmakers prepare pat-
terns from metal stock or from rough
castings, nade from a wood patOrn.
To shape and finish the patterns, they
use many, metalworking machines,
including lathes, drill presses, shap-
ers, milling machines, power hack-
saws, and grinders. They also use
small handtools, such as files and
rasps.

Training, Other Qualifications,-
and Advancement

Apprenticeship is the best means
, of qualifying as an experienced pat-
tentmaker. Because of the high de-
gree of skill and the wide range of
knowledge needed for patternmak-

ing, it is difficult to learn the trade on
the job, but in some instances skilled
machinists have been able to transfer
to metal patternmaking with addi-
tional on-the-job training or experi-
ence. High school courses in me-
chanical drawing, blueprint reading,
and shop mathematics are helkul to
persons interested in becoming pat-
ternmakers. In addition, vocational
and technical schocIl training in pat-
ternmaking, metalworking, and ma-
chining provide useful preparation
for an apprentice, and may be credit-
ed toward completion of the appren-
ticeship.

The usual apprenticeship period
for patternmaking is 5 years; how-
ever, a feW apprenticeships lait only
3 or 4 years. Each year at least 144
hours of classroom instruction usual-
ly are provided. Apprenticeship pro-
grams for wood and metal pat-
ternmaking are separate..Employers
almost always require apprentices to
have a high school education.

Apprentices begin by helping ex-
perienced patiernmakers in routine

elIlts

Pettrnmekere must carefully check each dhuenslon. .
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duties. They make 'simple patterns
under close supervision; as they
progress, the work becomes increas-
ingly complex, and the supervision
more general. Patternmakers earn
higher 'pay as their skill increases,
and some become supervisors.

Patternmaking, although not
strenuous, requires considerable
standing and moving about. Manual
dexterity is especially important be-
cause of the precise nature of' the
work. The ability to, visualize objects
ip three dimensions also is important
when reading blueprints.

Employment Outlook

Employment of foundry pattern-
makers is expected to increase only
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through-the mid- 1980's
despite the anticipated large in-
creases in foundry production. The
increased use of metal patterns will
allow production to incrCate faster
than employment. Metal patterns,
unlike wooden ones, can be used
again and again, thus reducing the
mnuamdeber of patterns that have to be

In addition to those openings cre-
ated by employment growth, some
job openings will arise because of the
need to replace experienced pattern-

- makers who retire, die, or transfer to
other occupations. Most, of these
openings will be for metal pattern -
'makers. The number of, openings
may fluctuate from year to year since
the demand for foundry products is
sensitive to changes in the economy.'

Because patternmakers learn ei-
ther basic metalworking or wood-'
working, they are prepared for jobs
in related fields when patternmaking
employment is not available. Wood

,patternmakers can qualify for wood-
'. working jobs such as cabinetmaker,

cI metal patternmakers can trans-
fi3rftheir skill& to metalworking jobs
such as machinist.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

,

.Patternmakers generally have
higher earnings than other produc-
tion workers in manufacturing. In
January 1976; average straight-time
hourly earnings of wood patternmak-

-era ranged frorn,$6 in gray iron:and
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malleable iron foundries, to $6.25 in
nonferrous foundries, according to a
wage survey made by the National
Foundry Association. In comparison,
all production workers in manufac-
turing industries averaged $5.19 an
!Our.

Patternmakers work indoors in
well-lighted, well-ventilated areas.
The rooms in Which they work goner-
ally are separated from the areas
where the casting takes place, so they
are not exposed to the heat and noise
of the foundry floor.

For sources.of additional informs-
don, ,see the introductory section of
this cPapter.

MOLDERS

Nature Of the Work

One of the oldest known methods
of making metal products is by metal
casting, or the process of pouring
molten metal into a previously made
mold and allowing the metal to hard-
en in the shape of the mold. There
are several different ways of making
molds, but sand, molding is the most
common. In sand molding, molders
make die mold by parking and ram-
ming specially prepared sand around
a patterna model of the object to
be duplicatedin a box called a
flask. A flask usually is made in two
parts that can be4-separated to re-
move, the pattern without damaging
the mold cavity. When molten metal
is poured into the cavity, it solidifies ,
and forms the casting. (Other types
of molds and molding processes are
described in the foundry industry
section of the Handbook).

Technologically advanced molding
machines that pack and ram the sand
mechanically are now used to make

1 most molds. Thus, most of the work-
- ers in this occupation are machine

Smolders. Machine molders (D.O.T.
518.782) operate machines that
speed up and simplify the making of
large quantities of identical sand
motds. Machine molders assemble
the flask and pattern on the machine
table, fill the flask With prepared
sand, and operate the machine with
le ers and pedals. Many of these

workers set up and adjustjust their own
machines. I

In a few foundries., hand molders
still construct the sand molds, using
primarily manual methods. PoWer
tools, such as pneumatic rammers,
and'handtools, such as trowels and
mallets, are used to smooth the sand.
Molds for small castings usually are
made on the workbench by bench,
molders (D.O.T. 518.38 i ); those for
large and bulky castings are made on
the foundry floor by floor molders
(D.O.T. 518.381). An all-round
hand molder makes many different
types of molds. A less skilled molder
specializes in a few simple types.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Completion of a 4-year appren-
ticeship program, or equivalent expe-
rience, is needed to become a skilled
hand molder. Workers with this
training also are preferred for some
kinds of machine molding, but in
general a shorter training period is
required in order to bec'ome a quali- :

11fled machine mo er. Some people
learn molding skil informally on the
job, but this way of learning the trade
takes longer and is less relidble than
apprenticeship.

An eighth grade education usually
is the minimum requirement for ap-

S

yf

Molders need good vision and manual
dexterity.
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prenticeship. Many employers, how-
ever, prefer high school graduates.

Apprentices, under close supervi-
sion by skilled molders, begin with
simple jobs, such as shoveling sand,
and then gradually take on more dif-
ficult and responsible work, such as
ramming molds, withdrawing pat-
terns, and setting cores. They also
learn to operate the various types of
molding machines. As their training
progresses, they learn to mgce com-
plete molds. In addition, the appren=
Lice may work in other foundry de-
partments to develop all-round
knowledge of foundry methods and
practices. The apprentice usually re-
ceives, at least 144 hours of class-
room instruction each year in ,sub-
jects such .as shop arithmetic,
metallurgy, and Shop drawing.

Hand molders who do highly re-
petitive work that requires less skill
usually learn their jobs during a brief
training period. Trainees work with a
molder to make a particular kind of
mold. After 2 to 6 months, the train-
ee usually is capable of making a
similar mold. Most machine molding
jobs can be learned in 2 to 3 months
on the job.

Physical standards for molding
jobs are fairly high. Hand molders
stand while working, must move
about a great deal, and frequently
must lift heavy objects. They need
good vision and a high degree of
manual dexterity. Molders may ad-
vance to a specialized molding job or
eventually to a supervisory position.

Employment Outlook

Employment of molders is explet-
ed to increase about as fast as the
average for' all occupations through
the mid-19110's. Although the de-
mand for metal castings is expected
to increase sigrufiCantly, the' trend to
more machine molding, such as the
sand slinging process, and other la-
borsaving innovations will allow
large increases in production with
only moderate employment growth.
In addition to job openings created
by employment growth, openings will
arise from the need to replace expen-
enced molders who retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations. The
number of openings, however, may
fluctuate greatly from year to year
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because the demand for .foundry
products is sensitive to changes in the
economy.

Earnings and. Working
Conditions

In January 1976, floor molders av-
eraged $5.52 an hour and bench
molders averaged $4.98, according
to a wage survey made by the Nation-
al Foundry Association. By compari-
son, production workers in all manu-
facturing industries averaged $5.19
an hour. Molders who were paid on
an incentive basis generally had high 11

er earnings.
Working conditions vary consider-

ably from one foundry t& another.
Heat, fumes, and dust, have been
greatly reduced in many plants by the
installation of improved ventilation
systerhs and air-conditioning; how-
ever, in many older foundries these
still are problems.

Working in a foundry can be haz-
ardous, and the injury rate is higher
than the average fo all manufactur-
ing industries. Si ty programs and
safety equipme , such as metal-plat-
ed shoes, have elped reduce injuries
at many foun es; however, molders
must be care I to avoid burns from
hot metal d to avoid cuts and
bruises wh n handling metal parts
and pOwer ools.

For sour es of additional informa-
tion, see e introductory section of
this chapte

by baking or by-another drying meth-
od'. When hand methods are used,
the coremaker uses mallets and other
handtools to pack sand into the core
box. Small cores are made on the
workbench by bench coremakers
(D.O.T. 518.381) and large ones are
made on the foundry floor by floor
'coremakers (D.O.T. 518.381).

Machine coremakers (D.O.T.
518.885) operate machines that
make sand cores by 'forcing sand into
a core box. Some machine coremak-
ers are required to,set up and adjust
their machines .dlid do finishing op-
erations on the cores. Others are pri-
marily machine tenders. They are
closely supervised mid their ma-
chines .are adjusted fot them. (To see

'how the coremaker's job is a basic
step in the casting process, read the
description of sand casting given in
the statement on foundes elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Completion of a 4-year appren-
ticeship training program or the

COREMAKERS

Nature of the Work

Coremakers prepare the "cores"
that are placed in molds to form the
hollow sections in meta/ castings.
The poured metal solidifies around
the core, so that when the core is
removed the desired cavity or con-
tour remains.

A core may be made either by
hand or by machine. In both instanc-
es, sand is ,packed into a block of
wood or metal in which a space of
the desired size and shape has been
hollowed out. After the core is re-
moved from this box, it is hardened

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

equivalent experience is needed to
become a skilled hand coremaker.
Apprenticeships also are sometimes
required for the more difficult ma-
chine coremakingjobs. Apprentice-
ships in coremaking and molding of-
ten are combined.

Experienced coremakers teach ap-
prentices how to make cores and op-
erate ovens. Classroom instruction
covering subjects such as arithmetic
and the properties of metals general-
ly supplements on-the-job training.
Coremakers earn higher pay as tl4tr-`'
skill increases, and some may ad-
vance to supervisors.

An eighth grade education usually
is the minimum requirement for
coremaking apprentices; however,
most employers prefer high school
graduates, and some employers re-
quire apprentices to have graduated
from high school. Some types of
hand coremaking require a high de-
gree of manual dexterity.

Employm nt Outlook

Although the p duction and use
of metal castings are expected to

Commaker operating machine that producei cores for automobile engine heads.
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increase substantially, 'employment
of coremakers is expected to in-
crease only about as fast as the aver-
age for all occupations through the
mid-1980's, as the growing use of
machine coremaking will allow large
increases in4roduction with only
moderate employment growth. In ad-
dition to those job openings c eated
by employment growth, oth open -
ings will arise because of th need to
replace experienced core kers who
retire, die, or transfeT to other occu-
pationt. The number of openings
may fluctuate greatly from year..,0
year since the demand for foundry

products is sensitive to changes in the
economy.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In January 1976, average hourly
earnings of floor coremakers were
$5.30; bench coremakers, $5.28; and
mac e coremakers, $5.31, accord-
ing to a wage survey made. by the
Natio Foundry Association. By
com arison, production workers in
all manufacturing industries aver-
aged $5.19 an hour. Coremakers
who were paid on an incentive basis
generally had igher earnings than

37

thosdiho'were paid a straight hardy
wage.

Working conditions vary consider-
ably from one foundry to another.
Heat, fumes, and dust, have been
greatly reduced rn many Plants by the
installation of improved ventilation'.
systems and air-conditioning. 'Al-
though the injury rate in foundries, ig
higher than the average for manufac-
turing, coremaking is one of the least
haprdous foundry jobs.

For sources of additional informa-
tion, see the introductory section of
this chapter.
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MACHINING OCCUPATIONS'

Machine tools are stationary, pow-
er-driven devices used' to shape or
form metal by cutting, impact, pres-
sure, electrical techniques, or a com-
bination of these processes. Most
machine tools are named for the way
in which they shape metal. For exam-
ple, commonly used machine tools
ihclude boring machines, milling ma-
chines, lathes, drilling machines, and
grinding machines. In 1976, over 1.1
million machinists, machine tool op-
eratoo, tool-and-die makers, setup
workers, and instrument makers used
machine tools to make precise metal
parts.

The most outstanding characteris-
tic of machine tools is their precision
of operation. For example, in this
century the, accuracy of machine
tools has
sandth of a
of an inch

mproved from a thou-
inch to about a millionth

A millionth of an inch is
about 1/ 00th as thick as a human
hair. This pr6cision makes possible
the production of thousands of iden-

7.

tical parts which may easily be inter-
changed in the assembly or repair bf
final products. The interchangeabil-
ity of parts, made possible by ma-
chine tools, is the most important re-
quirement for the mass production of
goods. As a result, nearly every prod-
tict of American industry, from corn-
flakes to turbines, is made either
using machine' tools or using ma-
.chines made with machine tools.

All-round machinists can operate
most types of machine tools, whereas
machine tool operators generally
work with one kind only. Tool-and-
die makers make dies (metal forms)
for presses and diecasting machines,
devices to guide drills into metal, and
special gauges to determine whether
the work meets specified tolerances.
Instrument makers use machine tools
to produce highly accurate instru-
ment parts from metal and other ma-
terials. Setup workers adjust tools for
semiskilled machine tool operators
to run. (Detailed discussions of work

Technological advances will limit growth in all
machining Ow:illations. However, highly skilled
machinists and tool-and-die makers will not be affected
as much as less skilled operators and setup workers

Selected machining occupations
Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousands)

Source: Bureau of Labor BtetIstles
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performed, training, and earnings of
these occupations are presented in
the chapters that follow!)

ALL-ROUND MACHINISTS

(D.O.T. 600.2''80,. .281, and .381)

Nature otthe Work

All-round machinists are skilled
metal workers who can perform a
wide variety of machining opera-
tions. They are able to set up and
operate most types of machine tools
used to make 'metal parts for cars,
machines, and other equipment. Ma-
chinists also know the working prop-
erties of a varietS? of 'metals including
steel, cast iron, aluminum, brass, and
other metals. This knowledge of met-
als, plus their ability to work with
Machine tools, enables machinists to
turn a block of metal into an' intricate

}part meeting precise specifications.
All-round machinists plan and car-

ry through' all the operations needed
to make a machined .product. They
also often are able to switch from
making one product to another; as a
result, variety is a major feature of
all-round machinists' work.

Before they begin actually making
a machined product, machinists usu-
ally consult bluep ints. or written
specifications for t e %item. Using
these, they are able o select tools
and materials for the j b and plan the
cutting and finishing operations.
They also make standard shop com-
putations relating to, dimensions of
worlt and machining specifications.
To 'kllo.-sure their work is accurate,
they check it using precision instru-
ments, such as micrometers, which
measure to thousandths or even mil-
lionths of an inch. After completing
machining operations, they may use
hand files and scrapers to smooth
rough metal edges before assembling
the finished parts with wrenches and
screwdrivers.

Like production . machinists, all-
round machinists who work in plant'
maintenance shops have a broad
knowledge of mechanical principles
and machining operations. These
workers are responsible for repairing -P.
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parts or making new parti for ma- as missile motor cases in machine areas of employment are Los Ange-
,

chinery that has broken down. They shops. les, Chi ago, New York, Philadel-
sometimes also adjust rand test the Most all-Mend machinists worked phia, ston, San Francisco, and

.,'".

parts they have made or repaired for in the follow* industries: machin- Houston.
a, machine. 'ery, including electrical; transporta-

tion equipment; fabricated metal
Places of Employment products; aztd primary metals. Other

About 400,000 persons worked as 'industriesJemploying substantial
machinists in 197:1 Almost every, numbers of these workers were the A 4-year ,formal apprenticeship is
factory using subs tial amounts of railroad, chemical, food processing, the best way to learn the machinist
machinery employed all -round ma- and textile industries. The Federal trade, but some companies have
chinists to maintain its mechanical Government also employed all-round training programs.for single-purpose
equipment. Some all-round machin- 'machinists in Nairt.yarcls and other machines that require less than 4
lets made large quantities of identical installations. .,, ,

\,yards
to _complete. Many machinists

parts such as autothobile axle shafts ,Although - machinists work in all dO learn this de on the job, how-
in production departments of metal- -,,parts of the country, jobs are most ever.
working factories; others made limit-0 "Plentiful in areas where many facto- - e ns interested in becoming
ed numbers of varied products such ries are located. Among the leading machinists should be-mechanically

inclined and temperamentally suited ,-

to do highly accurate' -work that re--
\quires concentration as well as phys-

ical effort. Prospective machinists
should be ble'to work independent-
ly. Although the work sometimes is
tedious and repetitious, all-round

r 1 machinists frequently have the satin-
_ . faction of seeing the final results of

..,g., , ,,their work...,

.,(":(:-) , , , j C' A high school or vocational school
i ... e-z-A, ,, .Education, including` mathematics,,
';-,,,,`<-',1 ' physics, or machine shop training, is
',2c),:: A'--

4
desirable.' Some companies require,

,

-'k, -`i l',/

1, - .)- ',-' 't l' ,- f experienced machinists to take addi-
,c,,Y '. ,,,- f , .

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

fi

Most machinists work In factories that produce metal products such as automobiles
. and machinery.

- e
4se _

L.1111,1.11M.c:

I

ti

tionat courses in mathematics and
electronics at company expense so
that they can service and operate nu-
merically controlled machine tools.
In addition, equipment builders gen-

4 erally provide training in the electri-
cal,. hydraulic, and mechanical as-
ifects of machine-and-control
systems.

Typical machinIA apprentice, pro-
grams consist of approximately 8,000
hours of shop training and about 570
hours of related classroom instruc-
tion. In il'op twining, apprentices
learn chipping, filing, hand rpping,
dowel fitting, riveting, and the opera-
tion of various machine tools. In the
classroom, they study blueprint read-
ing, mechanicdrdrawing, shop
mathematics, and shop practices. .

All-round machinists have numer-
ous opportunities for advancement.
Many become supervisors. Some
take additional training and become
tool-and-die or instrument makers.
Skilled machihists may open their

-own shops .or advance into othe

(
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technical jobs in machine program-
ming and tooling.

Employment Outlook

The number of all-round machinj
ists Vs expected to increase at.about
the same rate as the average for all
occupations through the mid-1980's.
Growth In the demand for machined
metal, parts will cause most of the
increase. In addition to openings cre-
ated by owth in this large occupa-
tion, y openings will arise from
the need to replace experienced ma-
chinists whO retire, die, or transfeilo
other fieldi of work.

As poritdation and income rise, so
will the deinand for machined goods,/such/as automobiles, household ap-
pliances, and industrial products.
Hever, technological develop-
ments that increase the productivity
of machinists are expected to keep
employment from rising as fast as the
&eland for machined goods.
'die among these technological

rimbirations is the expanding use of
fiimerically controlled machine
tools. These machines, which use
computers to control; various ma-
chining operations, significantly fie-
duce the time required to perfcirm
machining operations.

Much of the employment growth
will occur in the maintenance shops
of manufacturing plants as industries
continue to use a greater volume of
complex machinery and equipment.
More skilled maintenance machinists
will be needed to prevent costly
breakdowns in highly raehanized
plants. Often the breakdown of just
one machine can stop an entire pro-
duction line for hours,

Earnings an Working
cond ions

The earnings. of inists ,com-
pare favorably with those of other
skilled workers. Machinists em-
ployed in metropolitan areas had es-
timated average hourly earnings of
$6.76 in 1976. Average hourly rates
in 10 of the areas surveyed, selected
to show how wage rates differ in var-
ious parts of the country, appear in
the accompanying tabulation. Be-
cause machinists work indoors, they
are able to work year round and in all

Area

San FranciscoOakland
Detroit
New York
Houston
Chicago
MinneapolisSt. Paul
Atlanta
DallasFort Worth
Boston
New Orleans

Hourly rate

$7.82
7.61
7.39

7.23
7.19

6.65

r 6.60
6.33
6.18

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Many local offices of State em-
ployMent services provide free apti-
tude testing to persons interested in'
becoming all-round, machinists or

11' tool and diemdkers. in addition, the
State employment service refers ap-
plicants for apprentice programs to,
employers. In &any communities,
applications fokqapanticeship aleo
are received by -management

kinds of weather. As a result; their,
earnings are relatively stablz...-Many
also receive numerous opportunities
for overtime work.-

Machinists must follow strict safe-
ty regulations when working around
high-speed machine tools. Short-
slepved'shirts, safety glasses, and oth-

protective devices are required to
educd accidents. Most shops are

clean and workplaces are well-
lighted.

Many machinists are members of
unions including the International
Association of Machinists and Aero-
space Wprkers; the International
Union, United Automobile, Aero-
space and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America; the Interna-
tional Union of Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers; the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers;
and the United Steelworkers of
America.

'Sources of Additional
Information,

The National Machine Tool Build-
ers Association, 7901 Westpark Dr.,
McLean, Fa/ 22101 whose mem-
bers buildni large percentage of all
machine tools used in this country
will supply, on request, information
on career opportunities in the ma-
chine tool industry.

The National Tool, Die and Preci-
sion Machining AssOciation, 9300
Livingston Rd., Oxon Hill, Md.
20022, offers information on appren-
ticeship training, including recom-
mended apprenticeship standards for .
tool and die makers certified by the
U.S. Department of Labpr's Bureau
of Apprenticeship and T(aining.

The Tool and Die Institute, 777
Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Ill.
60068a trade associationoffers
information on apprenticeship train-
ing in the Chicago area.

apprenticeship committees..
Apprenticeship information also

may be obtained from the following
unions' (which, have local offices in
many cities):
International. Association of Machinists and

Aerospace Workers, 1300 Connecticut
Ave. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

International Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and Agricultural Implement
Wdrkeis of America, Skilled Trades De-
partment, 8000 East. Jefferson Ave., De-
troit, Mich. 48214.

International Union of Electrical Radio and
Machine Workers, 1126 16th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. ,

INSTRUMENT MAKERS
(MECHANICAL)

(D.O.T.'600.280)

Nature of the Work

Instrument makers (also called ex-
perimental machinists and model-
makers) are among the most skilled
of all machining workers. They work
closely with engineers and scientists
to translate designs and ideas dinip
experimental models, special labora-
tory equipment, and custom instru-
ments. Experimental devices con-
structed by these craft workers are
used, for example, to regulate heat,
measure distance, record earth-
quakes, and control industrial pro-
cesses. The parts and Models may
range from simple gear's to intricate
parts of navigation systems for guid-
ed missiles. Instrument makers also
modify existing instruments for spe-
,
cial purposes.

Instrument makers perform many
tasks similair to those done by all-
round machinists, tool-and-die mak-
ers, and letup workers. For, example

fr
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they may set up and use machine
tools such as lathes and milling ma-
chines to fabricate metal partslor the
instruments they make. In addition,
they use handtools such as files and
chisels to smooth rough metal parts.
As in other types of machining work,
accuracy is important. Like most ma-
chining workers, instrument makers
measure finished parts to make sure
they meet specifications, using a
wide variety of precision measuring
equipment, including micrometers,
verniers, calipers, and dial indicators,
as well as standard optical measuring
instruments.

Unlike other skilled mac Ini
workers, instrument makers. ofteh
are not given detailed instructions,
such as blueprints, for their work.
Instead, they may work from rough
sketches or verbal instructions, or
they may simply be given' a concept
to work with., As a result, their work
often requires considerable imagina-
tion and ingenuity. In addition they
must often work to finer tblerances
than other machining workers.

Sometimes specifications must not
vary more than 10 millionths of an
inch. To meet these standards, they
use special equipment or precision
devices, such as the electronic height
gauge, which other machining work-
ers seldom use. They also work with
a wider variety of materials than oth-
er machining workers. These materi-
als include plastici and rare metals
such as titanium and rhodium. °

In some instances, instrument
makers work on instruments from
start to finish. That is, they make all
the parts, assemble them, and'then
test the finished product. However,...
ip large shops, or where time is im-
ortant, the work may:be divided

among a number of workers. Similar-
ly, if an instrument has electrical or
electronic components, electronic
specialists may be consulted.

Places of Employment

Many of appriSximately 6,000
instrument makers employed in 1976
worked for firms that manufactured
instruments. Others were in research

. -

Instrument makers work closely wfth engineers and scientists.
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and development laboratories that
make special devices for scientific
research. The Federal Government
employed many instrument makers.

The main centers of instrument
making are located in and. , around a
few large cities, particularly New .
York, ChiCago, Los Angeles, Boston,
Philadelphia, Washington, Detroit,
Buffalo, and Cleveland.

TrainingOther Qualifications,
and Advancement

Some instrument makers advance
from the ranks of machinists or
skilled machine tool operators.
These already skilled craft workers
begin by doing the simpler instru-_
ment making tasks under close su-
pervision. Usually 1 to 2 years or
more of instrument shop experience
are needed to qualify as instrument
makers.

Other instrument makers learn
their trade through apprenticeships
that generally last 4 years. A typical
4-year program includes 8,000 hours
of shop training and 576 hours of
related classroom instruction. Shop
training emphasizes the use of ma-
chine tools, handtools, and measur-
ing instruments, and the wor ng, r
properties of various ater" ls...

Classroom instruction cov s related
technical subjects such a athemat-
ics, physics, blueprint reading, chem-
istry, metallurgy, electronics, and
fundamental instrument design. Ap-
prentices must learn enouh shop -
mathematics to plan their work and
to use formulas. A basic knowledge
of mechanical pripciples is needed in
solving gear and linkage problems-

For apprenticeship programs, em-
ployerIgenerally prefer high school
graduates who have tak n algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, cience, and
machine shopwork. Further techni-
cal schooling in electricity, physics,
machine design, and eledsronics of-
ten is desirabTe; and may make possi-
ble future promotions to4echnician
jobs.

Persons interested in becoming in-
strument makers should have a
strong interest in mechanical sub-
jects and better than average ability
to work with their hands. They must
have initiative and resourcefulness

1-
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because instruineat makers often
work with little or no supervision.
Sinee instrument makers often face
new problems, they must be able to
develop original solutions. Frequent-
ly, they must visualize the relation-
ship between individual parts and the
complete instrument, and must un-
derstand the principles of the instru-
ment's operation. Because of the na-
ture of theii jogs, instrument makers
have to be very, conscientious and
take considerable prig in creative
work.

As instrument makers' skills and
knowledge improve, they may ad-
vance to more responsible positions.
For example, they may plan and esti-
mate time and material requirements
for the manufacture of instruments
or provide specialized suppcht to
professional personnel. Qthers may
become supervisors and train less
skilled instrument makers.

Employment Outlook

Employment in this very small oc-
cupation is expected increase at
about the same rate as the average
for alroccupations t ough the mid-
1980's. Most openings,-however, will
occur as workers retire, die, or leave
the .occupation for other reasons.
Overall, replac ment needs will be
small becaus ere are so few work-
ers in this mid.

Some workers will be needed to
make models of new instruments for
mass production and also to make
custom or special instruments, par-
ticularly in the expanding field of in-
dustrial automation. Also, more ver-
satile and sensitive precision
instruments can be expected to
emerge from current research apd
developmentifrograms. Laborsaving
technolTgical Innovations, howevei.,
will limit employment growth. Nu-
merically controlled machine tools,
for example, reduce the amount of
labor required in machining opera-
tions.

Earnings and Working
Con !Cons

Earnings of instrument maker%
compare faivorably With those of oth-
er highly skilled metalworkers. In
1976, instrument makers generally
earned about $7 an-hour.

Instrument shops usually are clean
and well-lighted, with temperatures
strictly controlled. Instrument assem-
bly rooms are sometimes known as
"white rooms," because almost ster-
ile conditions are maintained.

Serious work accidents are not
common, but machine tools and
flying metal particles may cause fin-
ger, hand, dad eye injuries. Safety
rules generally require the wearing of
special glasses, aprons, tightly fitted
clothes, and short-sleeved shirts.

Many instrument makers are union
members. Among the unions repre-
senting them are the International
Association of Machinists and Aero-
space Workers; the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers;
and the International Union, United
Automobile, Aerospace add Agricul-
tural Implement Workers of Amer-
ica.

Sources of Additional
information

See the list under this same head-
ing in the previous statement on all-
round machinists.

MACHIN. TOOL
OPERATORS

(D.O.T. 602., 603., 604., 605., and
606.)

Nature of the Work

Machine-tool operators use ma-
chinetools such as lathes, drill press-
es, milling machines, grinding ma-
chines, and punch presses .to shape
metal to precise dimensions. Al-
though some operators can work 4

with a wide variety of machine tools,
most specialize in one or two types.

Operators fall into two broad skill
categoriessemiskilled and skilled.
Semiskilled operators are essentially
machine tenders who perform sim-
ple, etitive operations that can be -
learne relatively quickly. Skilled op-
erators an perform varied and com-
plex :. machining operations. Both
skillecl and semiskilled operators
have job titles related to the kind of Machine tool operators must adjust ma-
machine they operate, such as mill- chines with precision.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

ing machine operator and drill press
operator.

Most machine tool operators fall
into the semiskilled category. Their
jobs vary according to the type of
machine they work with; however,
there are many tasks common' to
most machine tools. Typically, semi-
skilled operators place rough metal
stock in a machine tool on which the
speeds and operation sequence al-
ready have been set by skilled work-
ers. By using special, easy-to-use ._
gauges they watch the machine and
make minor adjustments. However,
they depend on skilled machining
workers for major adjustments when
their,machine is not working proper-
ly.

The work of skilled machine tool.
operators is similar to that of all-
round machinists, except that it usu-
ally is limited to only one type of
machine and involves little or no
hand fitting or assembly work:-
Skilled machine tool operators plan
and set up the correct-sequence of
machining operations according to
blueprints, layouts, or other instruc-
tions. They adjust speed, feed, and
other controls, and select the proper
cutting instruments or tools for each
operation. Using micrometers, gaug-
es, and other precision 9a-asuring in-
struments, they comp re the 'com-
pleted work with the tolerance limits
given in the spetifica;ions. They also
may select cutting oils to keep the

1'
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metal workpiece from getting too hot
and lubricating oils to keep the ma-
chine tool running smoothly.

Places of Employment
,

More than 500000 machine tool
operators were eMployed in 1976.
Most worked in factories that pro-
duce fabricated metal products,
transp6rtation equipment, and ma-
chinery in large quantities. Skilled
machine tool operators also worked
in production departments, mainte-
nance departments, and toolrooms.

Machine tool---opertitop work in
every State and in althOst every city
in the United States. They are con-
centrated, however, in major indus-
trial areas such as the feat Lakes
Region. About one fourth of all ma-
chine tool operators work in the
great Lakes cities of Detroit, Flint,

/Chicago, Cleveland, and Milwaukee.
Among. the other areas that have
large numbers of these workers are
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
and Indi apolis.

Tral 9, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most machine tool operators learn
their skills on the job. Beginners Usu-
ally start by simply observing experi-
enced operators at work. Later they
learn to use measuring instruments
and to make' elementary computa-
tio needed in shopwork. When
train es first operate a machine,. they
are su ervised closely by more expe-
rienced workers. After gaining some
experience themselves, beginners of-
teRtake over More of the duties asso-
ciated with, the tools they operate.
For example, they may learn to ad-
just feed speeds and cutting edges,
instead of calling upon other workers
to perform these tasks. Some also
may learn to read blueprints and plan
the sequence of machining work.

Individual ability and effort largely
determine the time required to be-
come a machine tool operator. Most
semiskilled operators learn their jobs
in. a few months, but becoming a
skilled operator often requires 1 to 2
'years. Some companies have formal
training programs for new employ-
ees.

Although no special education is
requited for semiskilled jobs, persons
seeking such work can improve their
opportunities by completing courses
in mathematics and blueprint read-
ing. In hiring fiegintieis, employers
often look for persons. with mechani-
cal aptitude and some experience
working with machinery,. Physical
stamina is important since much time
is spent standing. Applicants should
be able to work independently. They
also should not mind working in a
relatively small workspace. Although
much of the work is tedious, many
machine tool operators derive satis-
faction from seeing the results of
their work. .

Skilled machine tool O-Perators
may become all-round machinists,
tool-and-die makers, or advance to
jobs in machine programming and
maintenance.

Employment Qiitiook,

Job opportubities for machige.tool
operators should be fairly plentiful in
the years ahead. Employment in the
occupation is expected to- increase
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the mid-1980's.
In addition to openings arising from
growth, many thousands of openings
are expected to occur each )kar in
this large occupation as operators
retire, die, or transfer to other fields'
of wore.'

More machine tool operators will
be needed as metalworking indus-
tries expand their output. However,
the use of faster and more versatile
automatic machine tools and numeri-
cally controlled machine tools will
result in greater output per worker
and tend to limit employment
growth. Other factors that may slow
growth hi this occupation are the in-
creasingly important new processes
in metalworking, such as electrical
discharge and ultrasonic machining,
and the,u-se of powdered metals that
.reduce the machining'necessarVor a
final product.

Workers with thorough back-
grounds in machining operations,
mathematics, blueprint rending, and
a good working knowledge of the
properties of metals will be better
able to adjust to the changing job
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requirements that will result from
technological advances.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Mac)' n- tool operators are paid
according to hourly or incentive
rates, or on the basis of a combina-
tion of both methods. Highly skilled
operators in metropolitan areas, had
estimated hourly earnings of $7.11 in
1976. This compares favorably with ,
the average for nonsupervisory work- ,
era in private industry, except farm-,
ing. Average -hourly rates in 10 of the
areas surveyed, selected to show how
wage rates of machine tool operators
differ in various parts of the country,
appear in the accompanying tabula-
tion.

Area Hourly rate

Detroit $7.89
Cleveland 7.30
Chicago 7.14
St. Louis ... 6.93
Baltimore 6.84
Cincinnati 6.34
Houston A.30
MinneapolisSt. Paul 6.18
DallasFort Worth 6.12
Boston 5.76

Most shops are clean and work-
places are well - lighted. Machine tool
operators must use protective glasses
to protect their eyes from flying met-
al particles. They cannot wear loose-
fitting garments as these might get
caught- iiistbeniachine, injuring the
operator or causing damage to the
machine.

Most machine tool .operators be-
Jong to unionnintluding the Interna-
tional Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers; the Internation-
al Union, United Automobile, Aero-
space and Agricultural Implement
Worker% of America; the Interna-
tional Union--of Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers; the Inttrnational
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers;
and the United Steelworkers of
America.

Sources of Additional
Information

See-the list under this same head-
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ing in the statement on all-round ma-
chinists elsewhere in she. Handbook:

SETUf,WORKERS
(MACHINE TOOLS)

(D.O.T. 600..380)

Nature of the Work

Machine tools used in shops that
do machining in large volume usually

A,

is

are both very large and very com-
plex. Setupworkers, often called ma-
chine tool job setters, are skilled
workers who specialize,in preparing
these tools for use. Most setup work-
ers work on only one type of ma-
chine, such as a drill press or lathe;
Imvt r-t t-t , lllll .,.t top wvetal differ-
ent kinds.

Before they begin preparing a Ma-
chine for use, setup workers consult
blueprints, written specifications, or
job layouts. From these they can de-
termine hew fast the material to be
Machined should be fed into the ma-
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Satup pforker In a turret lathe operation.
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chine, operating speeds, tooling, and 1`

the order in whiCh the machine/4MB ,

perform its operations (operation se-
quence),They tIn.select apd install
the proper cuttinior other fools and
adjust guides, stops, and other ,con-
trols.

After setting up thdlinachine, they
usually make a trial run to be sure
that it is running smoothly and pro-
ducing pa'tts that conform to specifi-
cations. When they are sure the ma-
chine is functioning properly, they
explain to semiskilled operators how
to run the machine and how to be
sure that the machine's output meets
specifications. They then* turn the
machine over to the semiskilled op-
erators to begin production.

Plans of Employment

1ln 1976, an estimated 60,000 setup
workers ware ertploied in factories
that .manufactured fabricated metal
produets, transportation equipment,
and Machinery. Most worked tot
large.dompanies that employed many
semiskilled machine tool operators.
Setup workers usually are not em-
ployed-in maintenance shops or in
small jobbing shops.

Setup workers are found in every
State. however, employment is con-
centrated in major industrial areas
such as Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
New York, Chicago, Detroit, acrd
Cleveland.

.TrainIng, Other Oualificattons,
and Advancfment

Setup workers must4peet the same
qualifications as all -round machin-
ists. They must be able to operate
one or more kinds of machine tools
and select the sequence of Operations
so that metal parti will be made ac-
cording to specifications. The ability
to communicate clearly is important
in explaining the machinipg opera-
tions to semiskilled workers. Setup
workers may advance within a shop
to supervisory jobs or transfer into
other jobs, such as parts program-
mer.

Employment outlook

Employment of setup workers is
expected to increase about as fast as
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the average for all Occupations
through the mid-1980'i. .Althougb
consumer and industrial demand for
machineclgoods will grow, partly off-

): netting this will be. greater. productiv -
° ity , o setup v/orkeri due to the in,

creasing use of numerically
controlled Machined tools. In these
machine tools; cutting sequences,

. feed speeds, tool sejection, and other
'operatiiiiis are controlled by a com-
puter. Most job opportunities will
arise from the need to replace experi-
enced workers who retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations.

.

,Esitnings and Working
Conditions

The earnings of setup workers
compare favorably with-those of oth-
er skilled machining 'workers: In'

6, setup workers in metropolitan
had average earnings of about

an hour. ,

;cause- they work 'with 'high-
speed machine tools That have sharp
cutting edges, situp workers must
follow certain safety practi4es. For
example, they- cannot wear., loose-
fitting clothes as -these' might i get
caught in thejoachine and they must
wear safety goggles to protect their
eyes from flying metal particles.

Many setup workers are members
of unions, including the.International
}Association of Machinists and Aerci-
space Workers;' the International

' Uniop, United Automobile, Aero-
spaCe and Agricultural lmplemen
Workers of America; and the United
Steelwchkers of America.

Source. of- Additional
Information

See the list tinder this same head-
ing in the statement on all-winxlrna-
ohinists'elsewhere in the Iiphdbook.
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TOOL-AND-DIE MAKERS-

(D'O.T. 601.280, .281, and .381)

Nature of the Work

Tool- and -die makers, are highly
-skilled, creative workers whose prod-

.,

uctstools, dies, and special guidihg
and holding devicesare used by
other machining workers to mass-
produce metal parts. Toolmakers
produce jigs 'and fixtures (devices
that hold metal while it is shaved,
stamped, or drilled). They also make
gauges and other measuring devices
used in manufacturing precision met-
al parts. Diemakers construct metal
forms (dies) to shape metal in stamp-
ing and forging operations. They also
make metal- molds for diecasting and
for molding plastics. Tool-and-die

-makers also repair worn or damaged
dies, gauges, jigs, and, fixtures, and
deAign tools and dies.

Compared with most other ma=
chining workers, tool-and-die makers
have a broader knowledge_ of ma-
chining° operations, mathematics,,

4
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and blueprint reading. Like machin-
ists, tool-and-die makers use almost
every type of achine tool and preci-
sion measurin instrument. Because
they work with all the metals and
alloys commonly used in manufac-
turing, tool-and-die makers must be
familiar with the machining proper-
ties, such as heat tolerance, of a wide
variety of metals and alloys.

Places of Employment

More than 180,000 tool-and-die
makers were employed in,14476.
Most worked in plants that produce
manufacturing, construction, and
farm machinery. Others worked in
automobile, aircraft, and other trans-1
portation equipment industries; small

1-

Tool-and-die Inakeremust have a broad knowledge of machine operations.



tool-and-die shops; and electrical
machinery and fabricated metal in-

slustfies.
Although tool-and-die makers are

situated throughout the country, jobs
are most plentiful in areas where
many large factories are located.
About one-fifth of all tool-and-die
Makers work, in the Detroit and Flint,
Chicago, and Loss' Angeles areas,
which are major -manufacturing Cen-
ters for automobiles, machinery, and
aircraft, respectively. Among the
other -areas that have large numbers
of these workeri are Cleveland, New
York, Newark, Dayton, and Buffalo.

Training, Other. Qualifications,
and Advancement

Tool-and-die makers obtain their
skills in a variety of ways including
formal apprenticeship, vocational
school, and on-the-job training. For-
mal apprenticeship programs, !low
ever, are probably the best way to
learn the trade.

b selecting apprentices, most em-
ployers prefer. persons with a high
school or trade school education.
Applicantattrould have asgood work-
ing IcnoWledgel of Mathematics and
physics, as well. as considerable me-
clranical ability, finger dexterity, at
an aptitude, for preciie work. Some
employers test apprentice applicants

determineiheif mechanical
arid their abilities-in marlierat-

Most of the 4 years of a -tool-and-
' die apprenticeshiOtire spent in prac-
tical shop training. Apprentices learn
to operate the,drill press, milling ma-
chine,lathe, grinder', anl other ma-
chine tools. They also `leain to use
handtools in 'fitting and assembling$

-toois,.gauges, and other -Mechanical
equipment, and study heat treating
and other metalworking processes.
ItPlassroom training consists of shop
mathematics, shop theory, mechani-

_cal drawing, tool-designing, and blue-
print reading. Several years of expe-
rience after apprenticeship-are often

necessary to qualify for more,diffi-
cult tool-and-die work. Some compa-
nies have separate apprenticeihip
programs for toolmaking and die-
m ak ing.

Some machining 'workers become
tool-and-die makers without com-
pleting formal apprenticeships!. After
years of experience as skilled ma-
chine tool operators or machinists,
plus additional classroom training,
they develop into skilled all-round
workers who can make tools and
dies.

Skilled tool-and-die makers have
numerous paths for advancement.
Some advance to supervisory and
administrative positons in industry.
Many tool-and-die makers bec me
tool designers and others may open
their own tool-and-die shops.

Employment Outlook

Employment of tool-and=die mak-
ers is expected to increase at about
the same rate as the average for all
occupations through the mid-1980's.
Most openings, however, will occur
as experienced tool-and-die makers
retire, die, or transfer to other fields
of work.

The long-range expansion in met-
alworking industries will result in a
continued need for tools and dies.

. The growth of this occupation may'
be limited, hoWever, by the use of
'electrical discharge machines and
numerically controlled, machines that
have sign,ificantLy changed toolmak-
ing processes. Numerically con-
trolled -machining operations require
fewer of the speciarols and jigs and
fixtures, and could crease the .out-
put of each tool-and-die maker.

The extensive skills and knowledge
of tool-and-die makers can be ac-
quired-only aftermany years of expe-
rience. Because of this, tool-and-die
makers- are able to change jobs with-
in the machining occupations more
easily than other less skilled woryers.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Tool-and-die makers are among
the highest paid machining workers.
In 1976, tool- and -die makers em-
ployed in metrtpolitan areas had es-
timated earnins of $7.21 an hour.
This was about one and one-half
times as much 'as the average for all
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming. Average
hourly rates in 13 of the areas sur-
veyed, selected to show how wage
rates for tool-and-die makers differ
in various parts of the country, ap-
pear in the accompanying tabulation.

Area Hourly rate

San FranciscoOakland $8.87
Detroit 7.88
Chicago . 7.72
Baltimore 7.61
Cleveland 7.18
Atlanta 7.07
DallasFort Worth 7.00
Cincinnati 6.82
Boston 6.62
Houston' 6.61

-New York 6.45
Salt Lake City 6.17
Chattanooga 5.56

As with other machining workers,
tool-and-die makers wear prOteetive
glasses when working around metal-
cutting machines. Tool-and-die
shops are usually safer tharersimilar

-operations in production plants. .

Many tool-and-die makers are
members of uniOns, including the In-
ternational Union, United Automo-
bile, Aerospace and Agricultural Im-
plement Workers of America; and'
the United Steelworkers o erica.

Sources of Additional
Information

See the list under this same head-
ing in the statementipn all-round ma-
chinists elsewhere in he Handbook.



PRINTING OCCUPATIONS

lir 1976, abOut 390,0000 printing
craft workers were employed to pro-
duce newspapers, magazines, busi-_
ness forma, and hundreds of other`

printed materials. Although most
worked for publishers and commer-
cial printing shops, many had jobs in
insurance companies, paper mills,

Most, job.openings in the printing occupations are to
replace persons who retire or leave their jobs for
other reasorw

-Selected printing occupations
Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousands)

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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MI Growth MI Replaceg;ent

There will be fewer jobs in some printing occupations
in 1985 than in 1976, dim to improved technology

Percent chande in employment, 1976-85

Some: Bureau ol Labor Statistics
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government agencies, and many oth-
er organizations that do their own

Printing craft workers usually spe-
cialize in one area of printing opera-
tions: Type composition, platemak-
ing, presswork, or binding. The most
common way to learn skills need .
ed in most of these fields is through
apprenticeship, which generally lasts
from 4. to 6 years: Apprenticeship
applicants usually must be high
school graduates who are at least 18
years of age, but recrirements vary
among employers. Most printing
craft workers who are covered by
union contracts work fewer than 40
hours a week. Some contracts specify
a standard;workweek of less than' 35
hours, but most fall within a 35- to
37-1/2-hour range.

Through the mid-1980's, opportu-
.. nities to enter printing crafts will

stein mainly from the need to. replace
experienced workers who retire, die,
or leave the field for other reasons.
Employment growth also will provide
job openings, in some crafts, but la-
borsaving 'technological develop-
ments will restrict growth in others.

The statements that follow deal
v,sith employment opportunities for
the Major groups of printing workers:
Composing room occupations, pho-
toengravers, electrotypers and ste-
reotypers, printing press operators
and assistants, lithographers, and
bookbinders.

COMPOSITORS

(D,O.T. 650.582, 654.782; and
973.381)

Nature of the Work

In a small shop, one person may do..
all the worked needed,to complete a
printing job. In large shops however,
the work is divided among special-
ists. Editors select the material to be
printed, while composing room
workers prepare preliminary, printing
plates for press room workers who do
the actual printing. Compositors, the
most numerous, of the composing
room occupations,, are vital to insur-

e
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ing that the jeb is, completed accu-
rately and on time. `;

After deciding what is to be
printed and how it should look, edi-
tors -send the material or "'copy"
along with a list of specifications to-
the composing room. There, a com-

.

posing room supervisor' reviews the
editor's specifications and marks the
manuscript with instructions about
the style and size of type, olumn
width, and size of pictures illutitra-
lions. The copythe t given to
the material to be printed then is

4

given o a compositor who specializ-
es in t pesetting.

Had compositors (D.O.T.
973.381) make up the oldest corn-
posing room occupation. Today,
hand typesetting only is used for
small jobs in which the setting of type
by machine is -impractical. Hand
typesetters read from the "copy and
set each line of type, letter by letter,
on a "compositidg stick," a device
that holds type in place. They select
the placewhere words will be divided
and a hyphen placed if the word

'

1

A compositor appranticoship rilly covers a 6-ysar period.

0 8 -
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doesn't fit on a line (hyphenation), as
well as adjust the spacing of the type
with pieces of metal so that the line
of type will be the width df the col-
umn. As each "stick" is filled, they
slide the completed lines into a shal-
low metal tray called "galley."

Linotype and monotype machine
operators are craft Workers who op-
erate semiautomatic machines that
set type much more rapidly than
hand methods.

Linotype machine operators
(D.O.T. 650.581) read frcrm copy
clipped to the machine and operate a
keyboard to select letters and other
characters. As they press the keys,
metal molds of the letters are assem-
bled into lines of words. After com-
pleting a line,-operators touch a I've;
and the machine automatically fills
the molds with-lead, forming'a line of
type into a solid metal strip called a
"slug." The slugs are assembled into
the type frames from which printing
plates are drnade.

Monotype keyboard Operators
,(D.O.T. 650.582)also operate a key-
board machine. However, instead of
selecting metal molds, the monotype
machine produces a perforated pa-
per tape. monotype keyboard opera-
tors or monotype vaster operators
(D.O.T. 650.782) feed the tape into
a machine that reads the tape and
automatically select metal molds for
each letter. The machine then forces
molten metal into each mold to form
the type:

While ..riihities make their tasks
easier, nionUtype and linotype ma-
chine operators must' hyphenate and
adjust type spacing to fit the width of
columns. In small plants, operators
also may maintain and repair typeset-
ting machines.

Some typesetting will continue to
be done by hand or with monotype
and linotype machines. However,
more and more firms are using pho-
totypesetting machines, which can
set type muchmore rapidly than lino-
type or mcnoiype machines. With
this equipinent, a photographic pro-
cess replaces' the casting of type and
the final product is a photographia
film of the type rather than a metal
slug.

In a common type of phbtotype et-
.ting, a phototypesetter (D. .T.

. ;650.582$ "types in the text without
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3 regard to column width or hyphen-
ation and produces a magnetic on
perforated paper tape. The operator
then feeds the tape containing the
text into a computer that is pro-
grammed to do hyphenation and cre-

-ate columns of text. The computer
creates a second tapecontaining
the text as it will appear when print-
edthat phototypesetters insert into,
a photocomposition machine. This
machine displays the individual char-
acters on the tape;1E photographs
them. The phototy tter then de-
velops films of the- material to be
printed.

The .most advanced method of
typesetting uses electronic photo-
typesetting equipment. With this
equipment, ,an operator uses a key-
board to select the size and style of
type to selefi column width and pro-
vide spacing instructions, as well as
to sore each character' in a compat-

.- er:QT,he computer then displays col-
umni of type on ascre*that is simi-
lar to a TV picture tube. Operators
visually check the text and make any
'required corrections. They then pho-
tographlhe screen tb'obtatria film of
the material. These machines can
prepare entire pages of type and..any
accompanying pictureS' instead of a
single line of type,

After the copy is set,' typesetters
pass it to other. compositors who ar-
range the columns of type, pictures,
and illustrations acciir4ing to the de-
sired layout -for each page. if 3etter

, press printing equipment are being
used, they assemble the metal type
and photoengravings in a large metal
frame that clamps all the pieces to:
gether. If lithographic film equip-
ment is being used, they cut the film
of type and pictures and tape the
pieces in place. Either method results
in a preliminary printing plate.

After arranging all the pages of a
particular job in proper sequence;
compositors use .a proof press to
make a test of the entire job. Page
proofs are checked with the original
copy for errors and repaired to the
editor for final changes. After final
changes have been put into the type,
the plate is sent to the pressroom
where production printing plates are
made.

Places of Employment

About 152,000 workers were em-
ployed in composing room occupa-
tions in 1976. About one-third work
for newspaper plants. Many others
work for commercial printing plants,
book and magazine printers, and
Federal, State, and local govern-
ments. Some work for banks, insur-
ance companies, advertising agen-
cies, manufacturers, and other firms
that do their own printing.

Composing room workers are lo-
cated in almost every community
throughout the country, but they are
concentrated in large cities.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Individuals who want to be all-
round skilled compositors usually
learn their.skilks through.apprentice-
ship programs.

generally, apprenticeship covers a
6-year period of progressively a
vanced training, supplemented
classroom instruction or corres
dence courses. However, this period
may be shortened by as muchas 2 to
2-1/2 years fOr apprentices'who have
had.previous experience or schooling
or who show the ability to learn the
trade more rapidly.

After basic training as a hand com-
positor, the apprentice receives in-
tensive training in one sp-eclized
field or more, such ,as in the opera-
tion of typesetting machines, includ-
ing phototypesetting machines, as

?-, well as in specialized work in hand
composition and photocomposition.

Applicants for apprenticeshipsen-
erally mast be high school graduates
and in good physical condition. They
usually are given aptitude tests. 1m-

.,4portatit ualifications include train-
ing in hematics and English, es-
pecially spelling. Printing and typing
courses in, vocational or high schools
are good preparation for apprentice-
ship applicants, and a general back-
ground in electronics and photogra-
phy is becoming increasingly useful.
Artistic ability is an asset for a com-
positor in layout work. Many techni-
cal institutes, junior colleges, and
colleges offer courses in. printing
technology, which provide a valuable
background for people who are inter-_
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ested in becoming all-round 'com-
positors.

More and more compositors are
bypassing the traditional apprentice
approach and learning the work
through on-the-job experience. Per-
sons with good typing skills can learn
to be 'phototypesetting machine op-
erators in a relktively short period of
time. These workers neednfit be
trained as skilled compositors but
they must be -familiar with printing
terms and measureme

Employment Outlook

''Employment in composing room
occupations is expected to decline
Through the mid-1980's. Neverthe-
less, a few thousand job openings are
expected each year as experienced
workers retire, die, or change occu-
pations. -

In spite of the iinticipated expan-
sion in the volume of printing, em-
ployment in coMposing room oceu-
nations is expected to.- decline
because of the trend to high=speed
phototypesetting. and typesetting
computers. These high speed ma-
chines require fewer operatqrs than
the traditional hot *eta' method of
typesetting.

For the jobs that do become avail-
able, opportunities should be best for
persons who have completed post
high school .programs in printing
technology, such as those offered by
technical institutes and junior colleg-
es. Many employers prefer to hire
applicants who have tompleted these
programs because the comprehen-
sive training that they receive helps
them learn composing room tradeg
and adapt to-new processes and tech-
niques more rapidly. _

Although most job opportunities
will continue to be in the .printing
industry, a growing number will be
found in other industries, such as
paper and textile mills, which are
dOing their own typesetting instead
of contracting it ,to printing firms.

Earnings and Workihg
Conditions

Union compositors on the day shift
in newspaper plants had an estimated
average minimum rate of S7.91 an
;bestir in 1976, according to "a.survey



of 69 large cities. This rate was about
one-half more than the average for
nonsupervisory workers in all private
industries, except farming.

Working conditions for composi-
tors vary from plant to plant. Some
heat and noiseate madL by typeset-

-ting machines. In general, the new
plants arewell-lighted and clean, and
many are air-conditioned. Hand
compositors have to stand for long
periods and do some heavy lifting.
People with some types of physical
handicaps, such as deafness, have .,
been able to work in the trade.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about apprenticeship and
other training opportunities may be
obtained from local employers, such
as newspapers and printing shops,
the local offlce of the International
Typographical Union,' or the local
office of the State employment ser-
vice.

PojAgeneral information 61i com-
posing room iiccupations, write to:
American Newspaper Publishers Association,

11600 Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston, Va.
2004 I .

Graphic Arts Technical. Foundation, 4615
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, Pit: 15213.

International Typographic Composition Asso-
ciation, Inc., 2233 Wisconsin Ave. NW.,
Washington, D.C. ;0007.

Printing Industries of America, Inc., 1730 N.
Lynn St., Arlington, Va. 22209.

LITHOGRAPHERS

Nature of the Work

as camera operators, artists, strip-
pers, and platemakers.

Camera operators° . (D.O.T.
972.382) start the process of making
a lithographic plate by photograph-
ing and developing negatives of the
material to be printed. They general-
ly are classified as line,camera opera-
tors, halftone qperators, or color
separaton photographers. Negatives
may need retouching to lighten or
darken certain parts. Lithographic
artists (D.O.T. 972.28 1) make these
corrections by sharpening or reshap-
ing images on the negatives._ They do
the work by hand, using chemicals,
dyes, and special tools. Like camera
operators, they are assigned to only
one phase of the work, and may have
job titles such as dot etchers, re-
touchers, or letterers.

Strippers (D.O.T. 971.281) ar-
range Und paste the negatives onto
layout sheets, which are used by
platemakers to make press plates.
Platemakers (D.O.T. 972.78 I) cover
the surface of flat pieces of metal
with a coating of photosensitive
chemicals, or may use pies with the
coating already applied. They then
put the layout sheet on top of the
plate and evose both to bright
lights. As the final step, platemakers
treat the plate with chemicals to
bring out the images of the material
to be printed. When a large number

Lithography, also called offset
printing, is one of the most rapidly
growing methods of printing. It is a
process of photographing the matter
to be printed, making a printing plate po,
from the photograph, and pressing
the inked plate against a rubber plate
which in turn presses it onto the
paper.

Lithographers are responsible for a
variety of printing activities ranging
from photographing copy and pic-
tures to making the final printidg Many technical institutes, junior colleges,
,plates. Most lithographers are, diyid- and colleges offer 2-year programs In
ed into specialized occapationi such printing technology..
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of plates or a multiple number of im-
ages are needed, operators use a phOl
tocomposition machine.

Places of Employment

About 29,00(1 skilled lithographers
were employed in .1976. Many work
for commercial printing plants, news-
papers, and book and magazine
printers. Some work for the U.S.
Government Printing Wilde.

Although lithographic,workers are
located in all parts of the country,
most are employed in large cities.

.

,
Training and -Other

Qualifications

A 4- or 5-year apprenticeship pro-
gram usually is required in order to
become a well-rounded lithographic
craft worker. These programs may
emphasize a specific craft, such as
camera operator or lithographic art-
ist, although an atiimpt is made ,to
make the apprentice familiar with all
lithographi operations.

Usually, applicants
must be in good physical condition,
high school graduates, and at least 18
years of age. Aptitude tests usually
are given to prospective apprentices
to determine if they are suited for the
Work.

Many technial. institutes, junior
colleges, and colleges offer 2-year

r a programs in printing technology,
whicli Sr : a valuable back-

roundl 4,,. *ins who are. ilterest-
'ed 41400T nir-lithograWtic--crati. /.iet '
High .schocil.'arrcli ypcational school
training in printing, photography,
mathematics, chemistry, physics, and
art also are helpful.

6

EmploymenOutlook

Employment of lit ographers is ex-
pected to inCreaiklasWr than the av-
erage for all occupations throUgh the
mid-I980's. In addition to 'the job
openings resulting from employMent
gtotih, the need to replace workers
who retire, die, or change occupa-,?-.
tions'will provide some openings.

Employment -of lithographic work-
ers is expected to increase in re-,
sponse to the continued growth of
offset printing. Commercial printing
firms and newspaper publishers in-
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creasingly are using offset printing
methods instead of letterpresses. Em-
ployment growth also will be stimu-
lated by thA greater use of photo-
graphe and drawings in printed
matter, and, by the more widshpread
use of color in many print ek prod-
ucts.

Employment opportunities should
be best for people who have complet
ed post-high school programs
printing technology, such as those o
fered by technical institutes and jii
nior colleges. Many em oyers prefer
to hire applicants who h ve complet-
ed these programs beca the com-
prehensive training they,r eceive
helps them -learn' lithograPhy and
adapt more rapidly to new processes
and techniques.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Based on a'survey of union wages
in 69 large cities, it is estimated that
in 1976, average minimum wages for
lithographic artists were $8.98; for
strippers $8.67; for camera operators
$8178; and platemkers $8.78, These
rates were higher than the average
for all nonsupervisory workers in pri-
vate industry,except farming.

Lithograp4ic workers are on their
feet much oatie time, but the work is
not strenuous: They sometimes are
under pressures to meet publication

adlines.
Many lithographic workers are

members of the Graphic Arts Inter-
national Unidn.

Sources of Additional
information

Details on apprenticeship and oth-
er training, opportunities in litho-
naphic occupations,. are available

'from local employers such as news-
papers and printing" shops, local of-
fices of the Graphic Arts Internation-
al Union, or the local office of the
State employment service. For infor-
mation on schools that offer courses
in printing technology, write to:
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 4615

Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

For general information on litho-
graphic occupations, write to:

O

American Newspaper Publishers Association,
11600 Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston, Va.
20041.

American Photoplatemakers Association, 105
West Adams St., Suite 905, Chicago Ill.
60603.

Graphic Arts International Union, 1900 L St.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

ternationat Printing and Graphic Communi-
cations Union, 1730 Rhode Island Ave.

S NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Prin g Industries of AmArica, Inc., 1730 N.
St., Arlington, Va. 22201.

PHOTOENGRAVERS

,(D.O.T. 971.281 and .382)

Nature of the Work

Photoengravers make metal print-
ing plates of pictures and other copy
that cannot be set up in type. In let-
terpress phdtoengraving, ink is rolled
over a printed surface which stands
higher than the rest of the plate.
When paper is pressed against the
raised surface) the print or image is
picked up. Similarly, gravure pho-
toengravers make gravure cylinders
c4h which the image is etched below
the surface of the cylinder. Ink is
placed in the etched'or sunken areas,
and when paper is pressed against the
surface the ink is lifted out and ap-
pears on the' paper. In both methods,
however, the work of photoengravers
is the same.

For a typical job, pbot4ngravers
first mount the picture or copy to be
reproduced on a board, adjust the
position and focus of a camera, and
take a picture. After developing the
negative, they print its image a
flat, metal plate by coating the plate
with a chemical solution sensitive to
light, placing the negative on the
plate, and exposing both to a bright
light. As the final step in making the
printing plate, photoengravers put
the plate in an acid bath which eats
the metal away from areas which will
pot be covered with ink. The areas to
receive inkthose that were
shielded from the light by the nega-
tivestand out to make contact with
the, paper.
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Most photoengravers learn their trade
through a 5-year apprenticeship program.

The number of photoengraving op-
erations performed depends on the
quality of the printing required. Pho-
toengravings for very high quality
books or periodicals, for example, re-
quire more careful finishing than
those for newspapers. Photoengrav- .
°ers use handtools to inspect and
touch up the plates. They cut away
metal from the nonprinting part of
the plate to prevent it from 'touching
the inking rollers during printing.

In a small shop, the entire photo-
engraving operation usually is done
by orie person. In 'Forge. shops, how-
ever, the work is divided among spe-
cialats wilco pe4rm a particular op-.eration such as work,.
printing, or etching.

Places of Employment

An stimated 10,000 s141ed pho-
toengr vers were employed. in19767
More th n half work in commercial
shops that e photoengravings for
other 'printing firms. Newspapers and
photogravure shop's employ'several
thousand photOengravers. Book and
magazine printers And the Federal
Government also employ these work-
ers. Many photoengravers have their
own shops.

Although photoengravers are lo-
cated parts of the country, em-'
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ployment is concentrated in large
printing centers, such as New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Los An-
geles. . .

Training and Other
Qualifications

Most photoengraveefs learn their
trade through a 5-y ar apprentice-
ship program that includes at least
800 hours of classroom. instruction.'
In addition to the care and use of -
tools, the apprentice is taught to cut
and square negatives, inspect nega-
tives for defects, mix chemicals, sen-
sitize metals, and operate machines
used in the photoengraving process.

Apprenticeship applicants must be
at least 18- years of age and generally
must have a high school or vocation-
al school education or its equivalent,
preferably with courses in printing,
chemistry, and physics. Many, em-
ployers- require a physical examina-
tion for prospective photoengravers.
Good eyesight is particularly impor-
tapt because of the close work and
color discrimination' involved.

than the average fdt all_nonsupervit'
sory workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming.

Photoengravers stand up much of

the time, but the work is not strenu-
ourWork areas usually. are air-con--
ditionpd and well-lighted. Most pho-"
toengraveri are members of the.
Graphic Atis International Union.

( 1-

Employment Outlook e

Employment opportunities for
photoengravers are expected to be
scarce in the years ahead. Despite
the growing use of photographs and
Other illustrations in publications,
employment of photoengravers %V
decline as many firins switch fr
letterpress to offset printing, whit

1 requires no photoengravitg. Also,
new technological advances such as .

"'Color scanners and color enlargers
plus 'the trend toward automated
j:klatemaking should reduce the need
for these workers. Howev4r,- some ,
job openings are expected each year*
as experienced photoengravers re-
'tire, die, or leave the occupation for
other reasons.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

It is estimated that photoengravers
on the day shift in newspaper plants
earned an average mininiam rate -of
$8.47 an hour in 1976; hased on a
union survey of 69 large 6ities. This
average was about two-thirds more

Seiutee of Additional
ethyl

D

e4k,

:: ' .l r c e ship and
other tK t -, . o r t u ni ti e s may be
,obtain .. , Nli ., al employers such

rj.'='1i-
?as -ire ,ip and printing shops,

the lelc e of the union men-
l-a ,sAFeothe- local office of

ft <

the Stale ent service.
Fo"r g'e ,,eifeliifcirmation on pho-

.

toengrav = tsi,-*Iite to:

AmeriCan mytipoPer Publishers Association,
116 Siiihise Valley Dr., Reston, Va.

02004
5

AmeriCan Pho laternakers Association, 105
West Adanii St :, Suite 950, Chicago, Ill.
60603.
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Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, X1615
Forbes.Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Graphic Union, 1900 t.S
NW., W n, D.C. 20036.

Printing Industries of America,' Inc., 1730 N.
Lynn St., Arlington,Va. 22201.

ELECTROTYPERS AND
STEREOTYPERS

Nature of the Work

Electrotypers (D.O.T. 974.381)
and stereotypers (D.O.T. 975.782)
make duplicate press plates of metal,
rubber, and plastic for letterpress
printing. These plates are made from
the metal type forms prepared.jn the
composing room. ElectrotyPes are
used mainly in book and magazine
work. Stereotypes, which are less du-
rable, are 'used c 'erly for newspa-
pers. Electrotypin and stereotyping
are necessary becau e most volume
printing requires the use of duplicate
plates. When a large edition of a

'Stereotyper prepares mats for casting machines.
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;nagazine or newspaper is printed,
several plates must be used to re
'place those that become too worn to
make .clear iMpressions. Also, by
haviril duplicate plates, printers can
use several presses at the same time
and finish a big run quickly. Further-
more, many big, plants use rotary
presses, which require curved plates
made by either electrotyping or ste-
reotyping from flat type/forms.

Electrotypers make a Oix or phis-
-tic mold of the metal type form. They
then coat the mold with chemicals
and place the mold into an electrolyt-
ic bath that puts a metallic shell oa,
the coated mold. Electrotypers theR1
strip the shell from the mold and fill
the back of the shell with molten lead
to form a plate. After removing ex-
cess metal from the edges and back
of the tte, electrotypers inspect the
plate fo any defects.

Tip stereotyping process is sim-
pler, quicker, and less expensive than
electrotyping, but it does not yield as
durable or as fine a plate., Stereotyp-
ers make molds or mats 'of papjoila
mache' instead of wiz or plastic. The
mat is placed on .tha type form and
covered with a cork blanket and'a
sheet_ of fiberboard. The covered
form is run under heavy steel rollers-
to impress the type and photoengrav-
ings on the mat. Then the mat is
placed in a stereotype casting ma-
chine which casts a composition_ lead
plate on the mold. In many of the
larger ,plants, automatic machines
cast stereotype plates.

Some electrotdypers and stereotyp-
ers do only one phase of the work,
such as casting, molding, of finishing.
Otheri handle many tasks.

Places of Employment

About 4,000 electrotypers and ste-
reotypers were employed in 1976.
Many electrotypers work in large
plants that print books and maga-
zines. Most stereotypers work for
newspaper plants, but some work in
large commercial printing plants.
Electrotypers and stereotypers also
are employed in service shops that do
this work for pri iing firms..

Jobs in these ,ades can be found
tImpughout country, but employ-
Mint i centrated in. large cities.

'Training and Other
Qualifications

Nearly all electrotypers and ste-
reotypers -learn their trades through
5- to 6-year apprenticeships. Electro-
typing and stereotyping are separate
crafts and relatively few transfers
take place between the two. The ap-
prenticeship program of each trade
covers all phases of the work a,ad
almost always includes classes in re-
lated technical subjects as well as
training on the job.

Apprenticeship applicants must be
at least 18 years of age and, in most
instances be gable to pass physical
examinations,that usually are given
to prospective apprentices. Due to
the deCline in demand for electrotyp-
ers and stereotypers, howeVer, very
few apprenticeships have been of-
fered in the last several years. Many
experienced electroplaters and ste-
reotypers are now being retrained as
plate makers in offset and prest op-
erators.

. Employment Outlook

Job opportunities for electrot ers
and stereotypers are expecte to be
scarce throup the mid-1980's. De-
spite the anticipated increase in the
volume of printing, employment of
electrotypers affd stereotypers is ex-
pected to decline because of labor-
saving developments. For example,
automatic plate casting eliminates
many steps in platemaking. The use
of plastic printing plates also requires
less labor 'because such' plates are
more durable and reduce the de-
mand for duplicate plates. Further-
more, the greater usetof offset print-
ing rpduces the need for electrotype
and 4tereotype plates, which are not
needed in offset printing.

Earningi and Working
-Conditions

Basedt a union wage survey, it'is
estimated that in 1976, union mini-
mum wage rates in 69 large cities
averaged $7.23 an hour for electro,-
typers and $7.88, an hour for stereo-
typers in book and commercial print-
ing shops. Both averages were
considerably higher than the average
for all nonsupervisory workers in pri-
vate induitry, except farming.
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Much of the work in these trades
requires little physical effort since
the preparation of duplicate,printing
plates is highly mechanized. How-,
ever, some lifting of relatively heavy
press plates occasionally is required.

Nearly all electrotypers and ste-
reotypers are members of the Inter-
natipnal Printing and Graphic Corn-

) munications Union..

"SourcesSources of Additional
Information '

Details about apprenticeship and
other. training opportunities may be
obtained from local employers; such
as newspapeis and printing shops,
the. local office of the International
Printing and Graphic. Communica-
tions Union, or the local office orfire
State employment service.

For general informon on elec.
trotypers and sterdotypers, write to:
American Newspaper Publishers Association,

11600 Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston, Va.
20041.*

Graphic Arts Technical . Felltridation, 4615
Forbes Ave ?, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

International Printing and Graphic CtImmuni-
Ptations Union, 1730 Rhode Island Ave.

NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Printing Industries of America, Inc.g1730 N.
Lynn St., Arlington, Va. 22209.

PRINTING PRESS
OPERATORS AND

ASSISTANTS

,

(D.O.T. 651.782, .885. and .886)

Nature OT the Work

Printing operations are performed
in,a pressroom. Printing press opera-
tors prepare and operate the printing
presses.

Before actually starting the press,
press operators set up and adjust the
press to insure that the printing im-
pressions are distinct and uniform'.
Press operators first insert and lock
type setups or plates into the press
bed and then tighten the locking at-
tachment with a,,wrench. Whe press

'operator then Irivels,the,piessplates
by placing pieces of paper that are
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Press operator adjusts controls.

exactly the right thickness under -'
neath low areas of the plats.

Press operators also adjust control
margins and the flow of ink to the
inking roller. In some shops, they oil
and clean the presses and make mi-
nor repairs. Press operators who
work with large pressei' have assis-
tants and helpers.

Press operators' ;jobs may differ
from one shop to another, mainly
because, of differences in the kinds
and siies of presses. Press operators
in small commercial shops generally
operate relatively simple manual
presses. On the other hand, a crew of
several press operators and press
sistants runs giant presses used by the
large newspaper, magazine, and
book printers. These presses are fed
paper zn big rolls called "webs" up to
50 inches bit more in width. Ot ey
print the paper on box) sides; cut,
operable, and fold the pages; and
cdiin_ the finished newspaper Sec-
tioni as they come off the Press.

Most press operators are generally
designated. according to the type of
press they operate: letterpress, gra-
vure, or offset.

Places of Employment

About 145,0RO press operators
and assistants v)ere employed in

1976. More than half work for com-
mercial printing shops and boOk and
magazine publishers. Many others
have jobs in newspaper plants. Some
press operators and assistants work
for banks, ins trance companies:
manufacturers, and otfier organiza-
tion t do their own printing, such
as Federal, State, and local govir-

-meats.
Press operators and assistants can

find jobs throughout the country, but
employment is concentrated in large
cities.

Training and Other
Qualification's

Most press operators learn their
trade through apprenticeship, but
some workers learn as helpers or
press assistants. Others obtain their
skills through a combination'of work
experience and vocational or techni-
cal school training. '

The length of apprenticeship and
-pie content of training depend
'largely on the kind of press used in
the plant. The apprenticeship period
in commercial shops is 2 years for
press assistants, and 4 to 5 years for
press operators. In addition to on-
the-job instruction, the apprentice-
ship includes related classroom or
correspondence tschool courses.

Uj
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Courses in printing provide a good
background. Because of technical
developments in the printing indus-
try, courses in chemistry and physics
also are helpful: Medical aptitude
is important in making press-adjust-
ments and repairs. An ability to visu-
alize color is efisential. for work on
color presses.Phlsical strength and
endurance are needed for work on
some kinds of presses, where opera-
tors lift heavy plates and stand for
long periods.

Technological ch nges have had a
tremendous effect n the skill re-
quirements of press operators. For
example, printing companies which
change from sheet-fed offset presses
to web-offset presses have to retrain
their entire press crew se
skill-requirements for the two pes
of press are very different. Web-off-
set presses, with their faster operat-
ing speeds, require faster decisions
monitoring of more variables, arid-
greater physical effort.

Advancement opportunities gener-
ally are limited. Press operators may
advance in pay and responsibility by
taking a job working on a more com-
plex printing press or by becoming a
supervisor.

Employment Outlook

Employment of press operators is
expected to increase more slowly
than the average for «all occupationi
through the mid- 1980's. Despite the
inoreased use of faster and more effi-
cient presses, Chore press operators
will be.iibeded because of the growth
in the amount of printed materials.

In andition'to 'the jobs from em-
ployment growth, 'a few thousand
openings will arise each year as expe-
rienced workers retire, die, or leave
their job for other reasons. HoWever,
printing press operatorii are expected
to face- competition for jobs. Since
there are generally long' waiting lists
for apprenticeship programs, most
people will have to take jobs as press t.

assistants or unskilled laborers be-,
fore being selected for an apprentice-,
ship. It-is not uncommon for a person,
to work 2 or 3 years or more before
beginning apprenticeship training. A' -

Since many firms are switching to
web offset presses from letterpresses
or sheet-fed presses; opportunities
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are expected to be more favorable
for web-press operators.

Although most job oPporpnities
will continue to be in the printing
industry, a growing number of open-
ings will be found in other industries,
such as papermills, which are doing
more of their own presswork instead
of conyacting it out to printing firms.

4arnings and Working
Conditions

Based on a survey of union wages
in 69 large cities, it is estimated that
in 1976 the,average minimum hourly
rate for newspaper press operators-
in-charge was $8.18; for newspaper
press operators, $7.65; for book -and
job cylinder press operators, $7.72;

' anii for book and job press assistants
and feeders, $6.84. These rates were
higher than the. average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private industy;
except fanning. Many press opera-
tors work night shifts and receive ex-
tra pay.

Pressrooms are noisy, and workers
in certain areas frequently wear ear
protectors. Press operators are sub-
ject to hazards when working inear
machinery. At times, they work, un-
der pressure to meet deadlines.'J

Many pressroom workers are cov-
ered by union agreements. The prin-
cipal union in this field is the Interna
tion al Printing and Graphic
Communications Union.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about apprenticeship and
other training opportunities may be

'Aliobtained from local employeri suc
' as newspapers and printing shops

e local office of_the union men"'"
ed above, or the local office of
State emploitment service.

For general infoimation about
p ss operators 'and assiiiants, write
to,
American Newspaper Publishers Association,

11600_Sunrise Valley Dr., Rear, Vat,
- , 20041. ',`4".... %`.*.

Graphic Arts International Union, 1900 L St.
'NW.,Vashington, D.C. 20036. ,

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 4615
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

Printing Industries of America, Inc., 1730 N.
Lynn St., Arlington, Va. 22209

BOOKBINDERS AND
BINDERY WORKERS

go

Nature of the Work

"Many printed items, such as books
and magazines, must be :folded,
sewed, stapled, or bound after they
leave the printibg shops. Much of this
work is done by skilled bookbinders
(D.O.T. 977.781).

Edition-bindingmaking books in
quantity from big, flat printed sheets
of paperis the most complicated
kind of binding. Bookbinders first
fold the printed sheens into units,
known as "signatures," so that the
pages will be i the right order. They
?hen insert any illustrations that have
been printed s parately, gather and
assemble signatures in proper order,
and sew them together. They shape
the book-. bodies with presses and
trimming machines and reinforce
them with glued fabric strips. Cpvers
are glued or pasted onto the book
bodies, and then the books undergo a
variety of finishing operations and
frequently are wrapped- in paper

International Printing and Graphic Communi-
cation; Union, 1730 Rhode Island Ave. Many bindery workers aye trained In only.
NW.,#Yashineton, D.C. 20036. one operation.
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jackets. Machines are used exten
sively throughout the process". -

Bookbinders seldom perform all
the different binding tasks, but many
have had training in all of them. In,
large shops, bookbinders may be as-
signed` to one or a few operations,
most often to the operation of com-
plicated machines, such as a large
paper cutter or a folding ncachine.

In many binding shops much of the
work is done by bindery workers who
are trained zn only one operation 6r
in a small number of relatively simple
tasks. For example, bindery workers
perform such tasks as wastening
sheets or signatures together using a
machine stapler and feeding signa-
tures into various manes for
stitching, folding, or gluing opera-
tions.

Som \bookbinders work in hand
binderies designing' original bindings
and special bindings for a small num-
ber of copies of a large edition pr
restoring and rebinding rare books.
This skilled work requires creative
ability, knowledge of materials, and a
thorough background in the history
of binding. Hand bookbinding is per-
haps the only kind of binding that
gives the individual an opportunity to
work`at a variety of jobs.

Places of Employment

About 80,000 bookhinders and
bindery workers were employed in
1976. Many work in shops that spe-
cialize in bookbinding; others work
in the bindery departments. of book
publishing firms, commercial print-
ing plants, and large libraries. Some
bookbinders work fo'r the Federal
Government.

Although bookbinders work in all
parts of the country', employment is
concentrated in large printing cen-
ters such as New York, ChiCago,
Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A 4- or 5-year apprenticeship,
which includes on-,the-job training as
well as related cldssroom instruction,

-generally is required to qualify as a
skilled bookbinder. Apprenticeship
applicants usually must have a high
school education, mechanical apti-
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1---tude, and be at least18 years of age.
During the' apprenticeship, trainees
learn to assemble signatures; to ren-

'ovate ,old, worn%indings-,. and to use
various 'binding m*hines, such as
punchers and folders.

Most bindery workers learn their
tasks through informal on-the-job
training that may last from several
months to 2 years. A large number,
howeyer, learn through formal ap-
prenticeship programs that include
classroom instruction as well as on-
the-job training.
. High school students interested in
bookbinding careers should take
shop courses to. develop their me-
chanical skills.

Advancement opportunities gener-
ally areliMited. In large binderies
skilled bookbinders with consider-
able experience may advance to mi.;
pervisors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of bookbinders and
bindery workers is expected to in-
crease more slowly than the average
for all occupations through the mid:
1980's. Most job openings will arise
as experi ced workers retire, die, or
change oc upatiops. ,

Despi e the anticipated growth in
the, amount of bound printed materi-

als, employment growth will be limit-
ed by the increasing mechanization
of bindery operations. For example,
the use of integral folders that auto-
matically fold pages as they come off
the pr6ss eliminates the need for
bindery workers to do the folding by
hand.

Earning-* and Working
Conditions

Wage rates for skilled bookbinders
tend to be below the average for
other printing crafts. Based on a sur-
vey of union wage rates in 69 large
cities; tit is estimated that mininimum
wage rates for bookbinders in pub-
lishink firms, and bookbinding shops
averaged about $7.47 an hour in
1976. This rate was about one and
one-half times the average for all
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming.

Wage rates for bindery workers
are considerably lower than the rates
for bookbinders, and are among the
lowest for printing industry workers.
A survey of union wages in ,69 large
cities shows that in 1976 the average
minimum hourly rate for bindery
workers was $4.77.

Accuracy; patience, neatness, and
good eyesight are among qualities
needeol by bookbinders. Good finger
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dexterity is essential for those who
count, insert, paste, and fold.

Bookbinding .hr; tend to be
noisy when machinery is operating.
Bookbinders have some variety in
their jobs, but the jobs of bindery
workers tend to be monotonous.
Long periods of standing and con-
stant use of the arms can be tiring.

Many bindery workers are mem-
bers of The Graphic Arts Interna-
tional Union. z/.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about apprentice,ship and
other training opportunities may be
obtained from local tiook.nding
"shops, local offices of Life Graphic
Arts Union, or the local office ciithe
State employment service.

For general information on book-
binding occupations, write to:
American Newspaper Association, 11600

Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston, Va. 20041.

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 4615
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

Graphic Arts International Union, 1900 L St.
NW., Watjtington, D.C. 20036.

Printing Industries of America, Inc., 1730 N.
Lynn St., Arlingtpn, Va. 22201.

r



OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

ASSEMBLERS rj
Nature of he Wq,c

When Henry Ford began produc-
ing his automobile on. an assembly
line, modern mass production was
born. Workers who before had built'
ea) automobile independently, now
fo

V
nd themselves specializing in just

one part of the job. Production bb-
, came a team effort, with each worker

performing a s task on every car
rolling by on the Over the years,
the assembly line s ead to other in-
dustries, until today almost every
manufactured item is prodyed in
this way.

The workers who put together, the
parts of manufactured articles Are
called assemblers. Sometimes hun-
dredi are needed to turn out a singie
finished product.

Many assemblers work on item
that automatically 'move past th
work. )cations on conveyors. In the
lutomqpile industry, for example,
one assembler may start nuts on bolts
by hand or with a hand tool, and the
next, worker down the line nay tight-
en- the .nuts with a power wrench.
These workers must complete their
jet Within the time it takes the part
or product io pass their work station.

Other assemblers, known as bench
'assemblers, do more delicate work.
Some make Subassemblies. These
units are'the intermediate steps in the
production process; for example,
steering columns for autotnobiles or
motors for vacuum cleaners. Others
make entire products. Assemblers in
rifle manufacturing plants build com-
plete rifles from a collection of parts
an0 subassemblies and then test all
the- moving parts to be sure they
function correctly. Bench work gen-
erally requires the ability to do pre-
cise and detailed work. Some elec.
tronicwassemblers, for example, use

tweezers, tiny cutters, and magnify-
ing lenses to put together the small

_components used in radios and cal-
culators.

Another group of assemblers,
called floor assemblers, put together
large machinery or heavy equipment
on shop Soots. School buses, cranes,
and tans are put together in this
manner. Parts are installed and fal-
tened, usually -with bolts, screws, or
rived. Assemblers often use a power
tool, such as a soldering iron or pow -.
er drill, to get a proper fit.

rs
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A small number of assemblers are
skilled workers who' work with little
or no supervision on the more com-
plex parts of subassemblies, and are
responsible for the final as sembly of
complicated jobs. A skilled assem-
bler may have to wire the tubes for a

televisiOn set or put together and test
a calculator. Some work with the en-
gineorsitnd nicians in the factor
ry, assemb products that these,41 '

pepple have just designed. To test'
new ideas and build models, these
workers must know how to read
blueprints and other engineering
specifications, and use a variety of
tools and precision measuring ins
ments.

Places of Employment.

About 1,100,000 assemblers
worked in manufacturing plants in
1976: ,,Almost wo-thirds were in
plants that made machinery and mo-
tor vehicles. More than half of all.

Skiff d aosomblors work on'complox tibassernblios.

6; .,
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assemblers were employed: in the
heasily industrialized States of Cali-
fornia, New York, Michigan, Illinois,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania.

,

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Inexperienced people can be
trained to do assembly work in a fiw
days or weeks. New workers may
have their job duties explained to
them by the supervisor and then be

enct employees. When new work-
ers

pla under the direction of experi-

ers have developed sufficient speed
and skill, they are placed "on their
own" and "are responsible for the
work they do.

Employers seek workers who can
do routine work at a fast pace. A
high school diploma usually is not
required.

For some types of assembly jobs,
applicants may have to meet special
requirements. Some employers' look
for applicants with mechanical apti-
tude and prefer those ho have tak-
en vocational sell° courses such as

`machine shop. G od eyesight; with
or witho6t glasses, may be required

. for assemblers who work with small
parts. In plants that make electrical
and eleptronic products, which may
contain many different colored
wires, applicants often are tested for
color blindness. Floor assemblers
may have to lift and fit heavy objects,
thus they should be physically fit.

As assemblers become more expe-
rienced they may progress to assem-

bly jobs thatrequire more skill and
be given more resi3onsibility. A few
Avance to skilled assembly jobs. Ex-
perienced assemblers who have
learned many assembly, operations
and thus understand the construction
of a product may become product
repairers. These workers fix assem-4
bled articles thalt inspectors, have
ruled defective. Assemblers alto rfiay
advance to inspectoj and a few are
promoted to supervisor. Some as-
semblers become trainees in skilled
trades jobs such as,inachinist.

Employment Outldok

Employment of asse biers is ex-
pected to grdw faster th n the aver-
age for all occupations t rough thp
mid-1980's, with thousands of open-

ings each
.
year. Most job openings;

however, will result as workers retire,
die, or leave the occupation.

More assemblers will be needed in
Manufacturing plants to produce
goods for the NatiOns's growing
economy. As-population grows and
perprial income rises, the demand
for consumer products, such as auto-
mobiles and household appliances,
will increase. At the same time, busi-
ness expansion will increase the de-
mand for industrial machinery and
equipment. .

Most assemblers work in plants
that produce durable goods, such as
automobiles and aircraft, which are
particularly sensitive to changes in
business conditions and national de-
fense needs. Therefore, even though
employment is expected to grow,
jobseekers may find opportunities
scarce in some years.'

Earnings and Working
\ Conditions

Wage rates for n ssemblers ranged
from about $3 to 7 an hour in 1976,
according to, information from a lim-
ited-Inumber of union contracts.
Most assemblers covered ty these
contracts made between $4 and $t
an hour. Some assemblers are paid
incentive or piecework rates, and
therefore can earn more by working
more rapidly. ,

The working conditions of assem-
blers differ, depending on the par-
ticular job performed.Bench assem-
blers who put together electronic
equipment_may work in a room that
is clean, well lighted, and free from
dust. Floor assemblers of industrial
machinery may come in contact with
oil and -grease, and their working
areas may be quite noisy from nearby
machinery or tools that are used.
Worked, on assembly lines may be
under pressure to keep up with the
s*ed of die lines. Since most assem-
Ars only perform a few steps in the
assembly operation, assembly Jbbs
tend to be more monotonous than
other blue-collar jobs.

Work schedules of assemblers may
vary at plants with more than one
shift. Usually in ,order of seniority,
Workers can accept or reject a cer-
tain job on a given shift.

Many assemblers are members of
labor upions. These include the In-
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ternational Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Work "rs; t e Interna-
tionalkloion of Electrica , Radl and
Machi Workers; the Inteinatiopre \nal
Unio , United Automobile, Aero-
space and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America; the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers; and United Steel corkers.

Source of Additional Information

Additional information about em-
ployment opportunities for assem2
biers may be available frOm local of
fices of the State employment

:service.

AUTOMOBILE PAINTERS

Q.O.T. 845.781)

Nature of the Work

Automobile painters make Old and
damaged motor vehicles "look like
new." These skilled workers repaint
older vehicles that have lost the lus-
ter of their original paint. and make-
fender and body repairs almost in-°
visible. (Painters who work on the
production lines at' motor vehicle
manufacturing plants are discussed
elsewhere in the Hand

To prepare an -aut ile for
painting, painters or their helpers re-
move the original paint or rust using

electric - powered sanders and a,
course grade of sandpaper. Before
painting, they also must remove or--
protect areas which they do not want
painted, such as chrome trim, head-
lights, windows, and mirrors. Paint-
ers or their helpers cover these areas
with paper and masking tape.

When the car is ready, paintirs use
a11;ra)% gun to apply primer coats to
the automobile surface. After each
coat of primer dries, they_satici the
surfaCe until it is smooth before ap-
plying another coat. Fidal sanding
may be -uone by band, using a fine ar
grade of sandpaper. If thesurface to fc
be painted is not smooth, the paint
job will be rough and uneven. Small
nicks add scratches 4hat cannot be
removedyby vnding are filled with*automo bcMy putty.

Be,fore painting repaired portions
of an automobile, painters often have



tO paiitts to match the colof
the car. This important part of the
job can be very difficult when paint-
ing ired pizto of older cars be%
ca the original color often fades

dev the years.
ore applying paint, painters ad-

jusi.the nozzle of the pray gun ac-
cording tO the kind of lac4uer or
enamel being and, if necessary,
theY aditststthe air-pressure regulator
to obthiti the correct :pressure. If the
spray 'iun.-`it not adjusted properlisA
the paint may rumor go on thinly
To speed drying, thtie. place the
freshly painted automobile under
hist lamps or in a special infrared
oven that is sealidto preverit dust
and bugs from getting onto the fresh
paint. After the paint hOs dried,
painters or their helpers usually pol-
ish the newly painted surface.

Nacos of Employment
About 30,000 persons worked 4ts

automobile, painters in 1976. Almost .
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two-thirds,worked in .shops that spe- Automobile painter, often acquire their 'skills by nO with ottporthieed.
. ,Oalize in automobile repairs. Most

Others worked for automobile and
truck dealersvSome,painters worked
for organizations that maintained
and repaired their own fleets of mo-
tor vehicles, such astrucking Compa-
nies and buslines.

Painters are employed throughout'-
the county ,but are concentrated in
'metropolitan areas.

Training, Othei Onallications,
and Advancement

st'antomobile painters start, as
hel pers and gain their skills) informal
ly by working° with experienced
painters. Beginning helpers usually
perform tasks such as removing auto-
mobile trim, cleaning and sanding

4urfaces to be painted, and polishing
the finished work. As helpers gain
experience, they progress to more
complicated tasks, such aa mixing
paint to achieve a good match and
using spray' 'guns to apply primer
coats and painting small areas. Be-
coming skilled in all aspects of auto-
mobile painting usually requires 3 to
4 years of on-the-job training.

A small number of automobile
painters learn through apprentice-
ship. 'Apprenticeship programs,
which generally last 3 years, consist
of on-the-job training supplemented

by classroom instruction in areas'
such as shop safety practices, proper
use of equipment, and general paint-
ing theory.

Persons considering this work as a
career hould have good health, keen
eyesight, and =a' good color sense,

,Courses in automobile-body repair
offered by high schools and vocation-
al schools provide helpful experi-
ence. Completion of high school gen-
erally is not a requirement but may
be an advantage, because to many-
employers high school graduation in-
dicates that the person has at least
some of the traits of a good worker,
such as reliability and perseverance.

An experienced automobile paint-
er with supervisory ability may ad-
vance to shop supervisor. Many ex-
perietwed pa4nters with the

'necessary funds open their own
shops.

Employment Outlook

Enwioyment of automobile paint-
ers is expected to increase about as
fast as the average for all occupatiOns
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to jobs created by growth, several
hundred openings are expected to
arisb each year because of the need
to replace experienced painter's who

retireVO die. Openings also Will occur
as some painters transfer to .othei:
occupations.

EmOloyment of auto obile, paint-
vrs is expected Wine se primarily
because more 4otor vehicles will be
daniaged in traffic accidents. As the
nu-tither of vehicles on the road,
grows, accident losies will grow,
even thaugh better highways;:low,er
speed limits, driver training courses,
and improved bumpers and other

,safety features on new vehicles may
slow the rate of growth.

Most persons who, enter the °cell-
pation can expect steady work be-
cause the automobile repair business
is not affected much by changes in
economic conditions.

. Job opportuhities will he best in
heaVily populated areas. Many shops
in Imall cities do not have enough
business to shire trainees.

Earnings and.WOrking
Conditions

painters employed by automobile
dealers in 36 large cities had estimat-
ed average hourly earnings of $8.50
in 1976, compared to an average ot
$4.87 for all nonsupervisory workers'
in private industfy, except farming.
Skilled painters usually earn between
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two and three times dmuch as inex-
perienced helpers and trainees.

Many painters employed by auto-
mobile dealers and independent re-
pair shops receive a commission
based on the labor cost charged to
the customer. Under this method,
'earnings depend largely on. the
amount of work a painter does.and
how falit.it is completed. Employers
frequently 'guarantee the commis-
sioned pairgers a mini in weekly
salary. Helpers trat ees usually
receive an hourly (ate until they be
come Sufficiently skilled to work on a
commission basis: Trucking. compa-
nies, buslines, and .Othei organiza-
dons ,that repair their own vehicles country doctor. No one ele couldn s

repair broken wagon wheel; shoe ausually pay by the how.: Most paint- n
ers-Work 40 to 48 hours a week.. 1 horse, or forge a tool to sutfaarm-

er's needs. Today, the bla'elcsffilth'sAutomobile painters are exposed
work still is. important in. facpries-tolumesfroM paint and pairit-mixing
and mines where heavy metal equip-ingredients. 4nAnost shops, however,
ment must be repaired, and'at stablesthe painting is doneinspecial vend- ment

wer hammers andlated booths that protect -thtinint-
ers. Painters. also wear mails-to*Sys4. NP636444jkh
tect their noses and mouths. Painters
must .be agile .betauie they often sic task

bend and 'stoop while working to
reach all/parts of the car.

*34:automobile painters belong
to unions, including the' International
Association of Machinists and Aero-
space Workers; the International
Union, United Aero-
space and :Agricultural Implement
Workers of America; the ,Sheet Met-
al Workers' International Asseci-'
ation; and the International Brother-
hood of Teamsters, Ghauffeurs,
Warehousemen and Helpers, of
America (Ind.). Most painters who
are union members work for the larg-
er automobile dealers, trucking corn-

:41Am and buslines.

For general information about the
work of .automobile painters, write:
Automotive Service Industry Association, 230

Nor jh Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
6041.

Automotive Service Councils, Inc., 188 Indus-
trial Dr., Suite 112, Elmhurst, III. 60126.

BLACKSMITHS

(D.O.T'. 356.381 and 610.381)

,Nature of the Work

Years ago the village blacemith
was A vital to a community as the
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is to adjust,shoes for a proper fit. On
some occasions, however,'they may
have to make the shoes themselves.
Racehorses need special care be-
cause they must withstand strenuous
punishment to their legs and hooves.
Improper shoeing can permanently
damage a valuable horse. Farriers
who shoe racehories need to be able
to recognize weaknesses in a horse's
legs; and shoelt accordingly. Some
horses, for example, need shoes that
are thicker on the outside as com-
pared to the inside edge in order to
walk correctly. To shoe a horse, far-
riers begin by removing the old shoe
with nail snippers and pincers. The
examine the horse's hoorfor bruiseg
and then clean, trim, and shape the
hoof. When the hoof is ready, they
position and nail a shoe onto thehoof
and finish-by trimming the hoof flush
to the new shoe.

Industrial occupatias- that are
similar to blacksmith include forge

have made.4 and hammer operator, welder, and-
icr, but the (Theft.occupations are

**y Are same." .4. discussed elsewhere in the Hand-
The first,. *it'blacksmith mist book.)

do when Making o'r repairing any-
thing made 'of metal is to heat it in Places of Employment
forge to soften it. Once the meta'' d .

begins to glow red, it is ready for tfie bI
e approximately 10,000

smiths employed, in 1976, al-
blacksmith to pick it up with tongs, 'place it on the anvil, and begin to most two-truras worked in factories,

railroads, and mines. The remainder
shape it using presses and power
hammers. On repair jobs broken
parts are rejoined by hammering
them together. The blacksmith uses
handtools such as hammers and chis-
els to finish the task at hand, often
reheating the metal in the forge to'
keep it soft and workable.

Before 'a metal article can be used,'
it must be hardened. To complete
this stage of the process, the black-
smith reheats the metal to a high

Sources 'of Additional temperature in the forge and .then
Information plunges it into a water or oil ()nth.

However, metal hardened in this way
is brittle and can break under stress.
If strength is important, blacksmiths
temper the metal instead. To do this,
they heat "the metal to a lower tem-

of the unions previously mentioned; perature than they use fo'r haraening,
or the local office of the State em- keep it hot for some time, and then
ployment service. The State emplciy- allow it to cool at room temperature.
ment service also may be a source-of Blacksmiths who specialize in
information about apprenticeship shoeing horses are called farriers.
and other, programs that provide Today,' mostfarriers use ready-made
training opportunities: horseshoes so that their primary job

For more details, about work op-
portunities, contact local employers,
such as automobile-body repair
shops and automobile dealers; locals

/worked in small shops, and most
were self-employed. Blacksmiths
worloln all parts of the country,-in
rural communities as well as in large
industrial centers. *

Most farriers are self-employed
and contract their services toporse:
trainers at racetrack stables and to
owners of horses used for private or.
public recreation.

Training, Other' OualificatioSs,
and Advancement

Many beginners enter the occupa-
tion by Working asitelPers in black-
smith shops or large industrial firms
that employ blacksmiths. Others en-
ter through formal apprenticeship
programs and transfer from related
occupations such as forge operator
or hammer operator. Apprentice-
ship programs usually last 3 or 4
years. The programs teach`
reading, proper. use of tools and
equipment, heat-treatment of metal,
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Many basinnsil work as helpers In blaCksmith shoe*

and forging methods. Most appren-
ticed 'are found in large industrial
firms rather tharCin small repair
shops. VelcationaT school or high
school courses in metalworking and
blueprint reading are helpfull to per-
sons -interested in becoming black-
smiths.

Many farriers learn sheir craft by
assisting experienced fathers. Others
may. tgke a sbitirt course in horse,'
shoeing 'lasting about. or-04 'weeks
'before 'gaining experience. on their
own or as Wien'. assistants. Courses
in Borseshoeing are taught in several
colleges:as well as at private horse:-
shoeing schools. Most of these arc
located in the Midwest-. Fersops con -

schoolenrolling at any school
should talk to a farrier in their area
concerning the school's performance/
in producing qualified fhthers. At
least 3 to 5 years of special training
or experience are needed to obtain
the skirls necessary to she race,

- horses,
Farriers who wish to work at race-

-tracks must pass a licensing examina-

Lion. During the examination, they
must demonstrate-their knowledge of
corrective shoeing techniques and
ihe proper shoe to use depending on
the condition of the horse's hoof .or
leg, and the condition of the race-
track. The examination is a perform-,
ance test and does not require a writ-
ten examination.

Blacksmiths must be in good phys-
ical condition. Pouriding metal and
handling heavy tools and parts re-
quire considerable strength and
Stamina. Farrie,rs, of course, must
have the patience to handle horses.

Opportunities for advancement
are limited, especially for black-
smiths who work in small 'repair
shops. However, blacksmiths may
adyance to be supervisors or inspec-
tors IA factories, or decide to open
their own repair shops. Blacksmiths
also may be able to transfer to relat-
ed occupations such as forge,' ham-
mer, and press operators.

Farriers may open their own shops
or travel from job to job with a
portable forge, if one is needed.

""--)Those with sufficient skills to 'pass a:
licensing examination.- find em,.
ployment at racetrack*

Employment Outlook
Employment'of blacksmiths is ex-

: pected. io decline through the. mid -
1980'0. 'Forge shops are using Ma-
chines to produce many of the Metal
articles that wore formerly hand,
made -by blacksmiths. In. additiolk;
welders are doing much ofthe metal

-repair ..work once done by black,
smiths. Nevertheless, some job open-

-ins will occur Si eiperienatd-btirck.
. smiths retire; die, or leave the

occupation for ether season!.
Employmek Of farrieni may in,

crease slightly due to the groWing
popularity of horseracing and the
*creasing Use of horses fOr recreation-
al-.fiirposes.\Since this is a small oc-
cupation, however, relativelyiew job

,openings will become available,

Earnings and Working,
Conditions .

In union contracts -covering aiihm-
bei of blackiiiiiiths in steel plants and'
in the shipbuilding and.petroleum. in-
dristries,- hourly pity ranged from $4
to $7.50 in 1976. Earnings of black-
smiths in railroad shops, averaged
$6.87 an hour in 1.976. According to

.limited infisemation, yearly earnings

.of farriers who shoed saddle horsei
averaged between $1,0,000 and
$12,000 a year in 1976; those who
shoed raOehorses averaged around
$15,000 a yr.

Blackimith shopi tend to be hot
and noisy, but conditions 'have ini-
prove,' in recent 'years because of
largelventilating fans. and less vibra-
tion 'from new machines:, Blacki
,smiths: aresubject to burns from forg-
es and heated ,Jnetals and guts and

,bruises from handling tools. Safety
glasses, Baetal-tip shoes, faCe 'shields,
and other protective devices have
helped to reduce injuries. '

The jobsof some .farriers may be
seasonal. During the summer .

months,: when horses, are ridden
more often, farriers may work long
hours and even on weekenclii. Also,
those Who specialize in shoeing race-
horses often work at several different,
racetracks within their area lind,!
therefore, must travel a great deal.
In areas where.horseracing is season -'
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al, they may have to move to another
State during the off season.

Many blacksmiths 'are members of
the ,International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers.,. Iron Shipbuilders,
Blacksmiths, Forgers ,and Helpers.
Other unions representing black-
smiths include the UnitectSteelwork-
ers of America, the Industrial Union
of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers
of America, and the International
Union of. Journeymen Horseshoers.

Sources of Additional
Information

Fbr details about training opportu-
nities irl this trade, contact local
blacksmith shops and local offices of
the State employment service.

BLUEaCOLLAR WORKER
SUPERVISORS

Nature of the' Work

'In any organization, someone ha

the.loads and weight of each thick. In
some cases, supervisors also di). the
same work as other employees., This
iS especially true in the construction
industry where, for example, brick-
layer supervisors also lay brick.

Because they ate 'responsible for
the otitputOf Other workers, supervi-
sors make work schettUles and keep

4production and employee records.
They tice considerable judgment in
plariningand must allow for unfore-
seen problems such as absent work-
ers and 'machine breakdowns. Teach-
ing employees safe work habits and
enforcing safety rules and regulations
are other supervisory responsibilities.
They also may demegistrate timesav-
ing or laborsaving techniques to'
workers and train new employee's.

In addition to their other duties,'
- blue-collar worker supervisors tell
their subordinates about. company
plans and pcilicieslreward)good

. workers- by making recommenda-
tions for wage increases, awards,-or

.promotions;, deal with pi5'
workers by,issuing warnings or rec-
ommending that trey be fired or laid

to be boss. For the millions of work- off without pay for a day or more. In
ers Who assemble teleyisilm sets, ser- companies -where emplo ees belong
vice automobilei, lay bricks, unload visorstoolabor unions, supe' k may
ships, or perform any of thousands of union
other activities, a blue-Collar worker

.meet th r r sentatives to
discuss work problems and grievanc-
es. They Must know the provisions ofsupervisor is the boss. These supervi-

sors direct the activities of other ern;
ployees ajAl frequently are respon-
sible forfseeing that millions Df

, ,dollars worth of equipment and ma:
terials- are used properly and effi-

) tiently. While blue-collar worker su-
pervisors are most commobly known
as foremen or forewomen, they also
have many other .titles. In the textile
industry tilt), are referred to as sec-
ond hands; on ships they are known
as boatswains; and-in the construc-
tion industry they are often called
overseers, straw bosses, or gang lead-
ers.

Although titles may +differ, the job
of all blue-collar worker supervisors
is similar. Thertell other employees
what jobs are to be done and make.
++u re the jobs are done correctly. For
C A ample, loading supervisors at truck
terminals assign workers to load
trikk-s, and then check that the mate-
riall0 loaded correctly and it !teach
truck is fully used. They may mark
freight bills and keep charts to record.
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labor-management contracts and run
their operations according to these
agreements.

Places Of Employment

About' 1,445,00d blue-cellar
worker supervisors were employed in
1976. Although they work for almost
all businesses and government agen-
cies, over half work in manufactur-
ing, supervising the production of
cars, washing machines, or any of
thousands of other products. Most of
the rest work in the construction in-
dUstry, in wholesale and retail trade,
and in public utilities. Because em-
ployment is distributed in much the
same way as population, jobs are lo-
cated in all cities and towns.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

When choosing supervisors, em-
ployers 'generally look for experi-
ence, skill, and leadership qualities.
Employers place special emphasis on
the ability to motivate employees,
maintain high morale, command re-
spect, and get 'along with people.
Completion of high school often is
the minimum educational require-
ment, and I or' 2 years of college or
technical school can be very helpful
to workers who want to become su
pervisors.

t

..

Ir>"'toordinatinessignments is a responsibility of the blue - collar worker superviser.
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Most superviiors rise through the
ranksthat is, they are promoted
from jobs where they operated a ma-
chine, or worked on an assembly
line, or at a construction 'craft. This
work experience gives therh the ad-
vantage #4,-,knowing how jobs Should
be done rand what problems may
arise; It 'nisei provides them with in-
sight into management policies and
einployee attitudes towards these
policies. Supervisors are sometimes
former union representatives who
are familiar with grievance proce-
dures and union contracts. To sup-
plement this work experience, larger
companies usually have training pro-
grams to help supervisors make man-
agement decisions. Smaller compa-
nies 'often use independent training
organizations or written training ma-
terials.

Although few blue-collar worker
supervisors' are college graduates, a
growing milber, of employers are
tiring trainees with a college or tech-
nical school background. This prac-
tice' is most prevalent in industries
with highly technical production pro-

, cesses, such as the chemical, oil, and
electronics industries. Employers
generally prefer backgrounds in busi-
ness administration, industrial rela-
tions, mathematics, engineering, or
science. The trainees undergo on-
the-job training until they are able to
accept supervisory responsibilities.

Supervisors with outstanding abil-
ity, partieularly those with college
education, may move up to higher
management pdfitions. In manufac-
turing, for example, they may ad-
vance to jobs such as department
head and plant manager. Some su-
pervisors, particularly in the con-

, stinction industry, use the,, experi-
ence and skills they gain to go into
business for themselves.

Employment Outlook
Employment of blue-collar worker

supervisors is expected to'increase at
aboui the same rate as the -average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition, many job open-
ings will arise as experienced supervi-
sors retire, die, or, transfer to other
occupations.

Population growth and rising in-
comes will stimulate demand for
goods such as houses, air condition-

ers, TV sets, 'and carA. _As ar- result,
more blue-collar winkers° 11 be
needed to produce an
item's, and more supe will be
needed toldirect their activities. Al-
though most of these supervisors will
continue to work in manufacturing, a
large part of the increase in jobs will
be due to the expansion of nonmami-
facturing industries, especially in the
trade and service sectors.

There is usually keen competition
for supervisory jobs. Competent
workers who possess leadership abil-
ity and have a few years of collge are
the most likelyito be selected.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, average annual earnings
of blue-collar worker supervisors
who worked full time were $15,149;iicompared ith $12,946 for workers
in all occ pations. Supervisors usu-
ally are salaried. Their salaries gener-
ally are determined/by the wage rates
of the highest paid workers they su-
pervise. For example, some compa-
nies keep wages of supervisors about
10 to 30 percent higher than those of
their subordinates. Some supervisors
may receive overtime pay.

Since supervisors are responsible
for the work of other employees,
they generally work more than 40
hours a week and are expected to be
on the job before other workers ar-
rive and after they leave. They some-
times do paperwork at home, such as
making work schedules or checking
employee time cards, and may find
themselves worrying about job-relat-
ed problems after work.

Working conditions vary from in-
"still to industry. In factories, su-
pervisors may get dirty around ma-
chinery and materials and have to
put up with noisy factory operations.

Some supervisors who have limited
authority-may feel isolated, neither a
member of the work force nor an
important part of management. On
the other° hand, supervisors have
more challenging and prestigio i s
jobs than most blue - collar .

'...
Sources of Additkmal

" Information
A bibliography of career literature

on management occupations is avail-
able from:
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50th St., New York, N.Y. 0020.
American Managenrent Rasociation, 135 Weak'

t 1.
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B011ERMAKING-,,
OCCUPATIONS .

Nature of the Work

Boilers, vats, and other large yes-
sels that hold liquids and gases are
essential to manylndustries. Boilers,
for example, supply the steam that
drives the huge turbines in electric
utility plants and ships. Tanks and
vats are used to process 'and store
chemicals, oil, beer, and hundreds of
other products. Layout workers and
fitters help make the parts for these
vessels, and boilermakers assemble
them.

Layout workers (D.O.T. 809.381
and .781) follow blueprints in mark-
ing off lines oh metal plates and
tubes. These lines serve as guides to
othe workers in the shop who cut
themetal and then shape it on lathes
or use other' shaping tools such si
grinders to produce the finished piec,r
es. Layout workers use compasses,
scales, gauges, and other. devices to
make measurements. Their measure-
ments must be precise because errors
may be difficult or impossible to cor-
rect once the metal is cut.

Before the boiler parts are assem-
bled, fitters (D.O.T. 819.781) see
that they fit together properly. These
workers use' bolts or temporar
welds, called tackwelds, to hold thej.
parts in place while they check ,the
parts to see 'that they line up accorci-
ing to blueprints.' Where alterations
are necessary, fitters use grinders or
cutting torches to remove excess
metal, and walling machines to)fill in
small gaps. If large gaps appear, a
,new piece may have to be cut. Also,
fitters use drills to linee up rivet holes.

Small boilers may be assembled at
the plant where they are made; how-
ever, once the pieces for a larger
boiler or tank have been cut out and
checked for a proper fit, they are
transported to the shop or construc-
tion site where they are to be used.'
There, boilermakers (D.O.T.
805.281) assemble and erect the ves-



sets using rigging equipment such as
hoists and jacks to lift heavy metal
parts into place, and then weld or"
rivet the parts together. After a.boil-
er is/completed, they text it for leaks
or other defects.

Construction boilermakers also in-
stall -auxiliary. equipment on boilers
and other, vessels. For example, they
install vapor barriers on open-top oil,
gas, and chemical storage tanks to

"--prevept fumes from polluting in the
air. Boilermakers also install air pol-
lution control 'equipment, such' as
precipitators and smoke ,scrubbers,
in electric plants that burn high 'sul-
fur coal.

Boilermakers also do repair jobs.
For example, boilers occasionally de-
velop leaks: When they do, boiler-
makers find the cause of the prob-
lem, and then they may dismantle the
boiler, patch weak spots with metal
stock, replace defective sections with
new parts, or ptrengthen joints. In-
stallation and repair- work usually
must meet State and local safety
standards.

Places of Employment
' 'About 34,000 boilermakers, lay-
out workers, and fitters were em-
ployed in 1976. Of these, several
thodsand boilermakers/worked in the
construction industry, mainly to as-
semble. and erect boilers and othe
pressure vessels. Boilermakers als
were employed in the maintenance
and repair departments of iron and
steel plants,, petroleum refineries,
railroads, shipyards, and electric
powerplants. Large numbers worked
in Federal Government installations,
principally in Navy shipyards and
Federal powerplants. Layout work-
ers and fitters worked mainly in
plahts that make fire-tube and water-
tube boilers, heat exchangers, heavy
tanks, and similar products.

Boilermaking workers are, em-
ployed throughout ,the country, but
employment is concentrated in high-
ly industrialized areas, such as New
York,6iladelphia, Chicago, Pitts-
burgh, Houston, San Francisco, and
Los ngeles.

Tr ning, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Many people have become boiler-
makers by working for several years

as helpers to experienced boilermak-,
most training authoritie,

ag that a formal apprenticeship is
the best way to learn this trade. Ap-
prenticeship programs usually con-
sist of 4 years of on-the-job training,
supplemented by about 150 hours of
classroom instruction each year in

/subjects' such as blueprint reading,
shop mathematics, and welding. Ap-
prentices often have to travel from
one area to another, since there is
not always work available in their lo-
cality.

Most layout workers and fitters are
hired as helpers and learn the craft

-by-, working with experienced em-
ployees.- lt,generally takes at least 2
years to beconie a highly skilled lay-
out worker or fitter.

When hiring apprentices or help-
ers, employers prefer high school or
vocational scljoohgraduates. Courses
in shop, - mathematics, blueprint read-
ing, wilding, and machine metal-
working provide a useful background
for all boilermaking jobs. Most firms
require applicants to pass a physical
examination because good health
and the capacity to uo heavy work
are necessary in these jobs. Mechani,
cal aptitude and the manual dexterity
needed to handle tools also are im-
portant qualifications.

Layout workers and fitters may
becdme boilermakers or advance to
shop supervisors. Boilermakers may
become itrpervisors for boiler instal-
lation contractors; a few may go into
business for themselves.

Employment Outlook
Employment in boilermaking

occupations is expected to increase
much wasterthan the average for all
occupations through the mid-1980's. -
In addition to the job openings result-
ing from employment growth, other
openings will arise each year as expe-
rienced workers retire, die, or trans-
fer to other fields of work.

The construction of many new
electric powerplants, especially nu-
clear plants, will create a need for
additional boilers and will cause em-
ployment of boilermakers, layout
workers, and fitters to increase.

The expansion of other industries
that use boiler products, such as the
chemical, petroleum, steel, and ship-
building industrief, will further in-'
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ctease the demand for these workers.
Also, as more laws are, enacted to
provide cleaner air, m re boilermak-
ers will be needed to 'i stall pollution
control equipment. .

Despite the ,expected overall in-
crease in employment, most of the
industries that purchase boilers are
sensitive to economic conditions.,
Therefore, during economic down-'4
turns some boilermakers, fitters, and
layout workers may be laid off, and
others may have' to move froM one -
area of the country to another to find
employment.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a national survey of
workers in the construction industry,
Amino 'wage rates for boilermakers
averaged $1,Q.03 an hour in 1976,
compared witiiI9.47, for all building
trades.: Boilermakers' employed in
railroad shops averaged about $7 an
hour in 1976.

Comparable wage data were not
available for boilermakers employed
in industrial plants. However, wage
rates were available from-union con-
tracts that cover many boilermakers,
layout workers, and fitters employed
in fabricated plate work and the pe-
troleum and shipbuilding industries
in 1976. Most of these cpntracts
called for hourly rates rangihg from
about $5.50 to $10. Generally, lay-
out workers earned more than boiler-
makers, boilermakers earned
more tha t

ir
ters.

When assembling boilers or mak-
ing repairs, boilermakers often work
in cramped quarters and -sometimes
at great heights, since large boilers
may be over 10 stories tall. Some
work also must be done in damp,
poorly ventilated places. Thus boiler- ,
making is more hazardous than many
other metalworking occupations.
Employers and unions attempt to
eliminate injuries by promoting safe-
ty training and the use of protective
equipment, such as safety glasses and
metal helmets.

'Most boilermaking workers belong
to labor unions. The principal union
is the International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders,
Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers.
Other workers are members of the
Industrial Union of Marine and Ship-
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building Workers of America; the
Oil, Chemical and 'Atomic Workers.,
International Union; and the United
Steelworkers-of America.

Soured' of ddItIonal
In a

.

For further inform regarding
boilermaking apprenti ips or oth-
er training opportunities, contact lo-
cal offices 'of the unions previously
mentioned,- localsconstruction com-
panies and boiler manufacturers, or
the local office of the State employ-
ment service.

BOILER TENDERS

(D.O.T. 951.885)

Nature of the Work

Boiler tenders operate anti main-
tain' the steam boilers that power in-
dustrial machinery and heat facto-
ries, offices, and other buildings.
They slob may 'ope.rate waste heat
boilers that bu'in trash aiid. other sol-
id waste.

Boiler tenders control -the me-
chanical or automatic devices that
regulate the flow of air and fuel into
the combustion chambers. They
may, for example, start the pulveriz-
ers or stokers to feed coal into the
firebox or start the oil pumps and
heaters to ignite burners.

These workers may be responsible
for inspecting and maintaining boiler
equipment. This includes reading
meters and gauges attached to the
boilers to ensure safe operation.
Sometimes boiler tenders make mi-
nor repairs, such as packing valves or
replacing-faulty indicators.

Boiler tenders also chemically test
and treat water for purity. In this
way, they prevent corrosion of the
boiler and buildup of scale.

Boiler tenders often are supervised
by stationary engineers who operate
and maintain a variety of equipment,
including boilers, diesel and steam
engines, and refrigeration and air-
conditioning systems. (Additional in-
formation on stationary engineers
appears elsewhere in the Handbook.)

.

RELATED occupknoNs
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Bolkartendsis may adyandr to stationary Imalmmrs.

Places of Employment

About one-half of the 73,000 boil-
er tenders employed in 1976 worked
in factories. Plants that manufacture
lumber, iron and steel, paper,themi-
cals, and stone, clay, and glass prod-
ucts are among the leading employ-
ers of boiler tenders. Public utilities
also employ many of these workers.
Many others worked in hospitals,
schools, and Federal, State, and local
governments.

Although boiler tenders are em-
ployed in all parts of the country,
most 'work in the more heavily popu-
lated areas where raise manufactur-
ing plants are located.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Some large cities and a few States
require boiler tenders to be licensed.
An applicant can obtain the knowl-
edge and experience to pass the li-
cense examination by first working as
a helper in a boiler room. Applicants
for helper jobs should be in good
physical condition and have me-

. 75
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chanical aptitude and manual dexter."
ity. High school courses in mnthe-
matiCs, motor mechanics, chemistry,
and blueprint reading also are helpful
to persons interested_ in beconiing
boiler tenders. Iss

There are two types of boiler.4n-
dere licensesfor low Pressure and _
high pressure boilers. Low pressare
tenders operate boilers generally
used for heating buildings. High
pressure tenders operate the more
powerful boilers and auxiliary boiler
equipment used to power machinery
in factories as well as heat large
buildings, such as high-rise apart-
ments. Both high and low pressure
tenders, however, may operate
equipment of any pressure if a sta-
tionary engineer is on duty.

Due to regional differences in
censing requirements, a boiler tender
who moves from one State or city to
another 4ay have to pass an exami-
nation for a new license. However,
the Natiodal Institute for Uniform Li-
censing of Power Engineers is cur-
rently assisting many State licensing
agencies in- adopting uniform licens-
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ing requirements that would elimi,
nate this problem by establishing
reciprocity of licenses.

' Boiler tenders may advance to jobs
as stationary engineers. To help them
advance, they sometimes supplement
their on-the-job training by taking
courses in chemistry, physics, blue-
print reading, "electricity, and air-
conditioning and refrigeration. Boil-
er tenders also may become mainte-
nance mechanics.

EmploymOnt Outlook*

EmPloyment of boiler tenders is
expected to decline through the mid -
l'980's as more new boilers are°
equipped with automatic controls.
Nevertheless, a few thousand open-
ings will result each year from the
need to replace experienced tenders '

who retire, die, or transfer to other
occupjtions. .

. (
Earningi and Working

Conditions

Boiler tenders hOd average hourly
earnings of $6.20, 'according to a
survey of 19 metropolitan areas in
1976. This was higher than the aver-
age for all nonsuperAsOry workers in
private industry, except farming.

. The average for tenders in individual
. areal" ranged from $3.63 in Green,-

vine; S.C., to $7.48 in Detroi , ich.
Mode n boiler rooms u ally areModern

d well-lighted. However,
boiler tenders rs may have to work in
awkward positions and be exposed to

e, heat, ''grease, fumes, and
smoke,. They also are subject to
burns, falls; and injury from defective
boileA or moving parts, such as pul-
verizers and stokers. Modern equip-
rnent wt.-safety procedures, how-
ever,cbave reduced accidents.

The principal unions organizin
,,

boiler tenders are the International ,
Brothertfood of Firemen and Oilers
and the International Union of Oper-
ating Engineeri.

Union of Operating Engineers, and
from State and local licensing agen-
cies.

Specific questions about the na-
ture of the occupation, training, and
employment opportunities may be
referred to:
National Association of PoWel. Engineers, Inc.,

176 West Adams St., Chicago, III. 60603.

International Union of Operating Engineers,
1125 17th St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20036.

. 1

For inf mation concerning reci-
procity of oiler tenders' licenses
among various cities and States, con-
tact:
National Institute for Uniform Licensing of

Power Engineers, 176 West Adams St.,
Suite 1911, Chicago, III. 60603.

Sources of Additional
Information', '

- Information about training or work
opportunities in this trad4 is aVailalple
from local offices of State employ-
ment services, locals of the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Firemen and
Oilers, local of the International

ELECTROPLATERS

(D.O.T. 500.380 and .78,1 through
.886)'

Nature of the Work ,

Electroplating is a commonly,,,used
manufacturing process that gives
metal or plastic articles a protective '
surface or an attractive appearance.
Products that are electroplated in-
clude items as different as automo-
bile bumpers, silverware, costume -
jewelry, and jet engine parts.,In all
cases, however, the object being plat-
ed is connected td, one end of an
electric circuiband placed in an ap-
propriate solution. The other erid of
the electric circuit is connected to
the plating material. IRy controlling
the amount of electricity that flows
from the Plating material thr u the
solution and to the object ing plat-
ed, electroplaters control th amount
of chromium, nickel, silver, or other
metal that, is applied to the final
product. \.

Prior to electroplating any object,
electroplaters study the job specifica-
tions which 'indicate the parts of the

...objectsno be plate he type of pla,t-
ing -metal to b. , and the de-
sired thickness of lating. Foltow-

icing these specific ions, they prepare
the plating salutio by c refully add-
ing the proper amounts 'd .types of
chemicals.

s
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In preparing an article for electro-
plating, platers may first cover parts
of it with lacquer, rubber, or tape to
keep these parts from being exposed
to the plating solution. They, en ei-
ther scour the article or dip it to a
cleaning bath to remov)3 dirt' d
grease before putting it into the sot -
tion.

Electroplaters must carefully in-
spect their work tor defects such as
minute pits and -nodules. They %ay
use amagnifying glOs to examine the
surface ak microMeters a alipers
to check the plating thickn ss.

Skill requirements and work per-
formed vary by 'type of shop. All-
round platers in small shops analyze
so!' tions, do a greati variety of plat-
in , calculate the time and current

ded for various types of plating,
an perform other technical- dut#s.
Thy also may order chemicals and
°the' supplies,for their work. Platers
in larger shops .usually carry out
more specialized assignments that re-
quire less extensive knowledge.

Places of EmployMent

About 36,0 people worked as
electropfaters in 1976. About half of
them worked- in shops that special-
ized in metal plating and polishing
for manufacturing, firms and other -

customers. Virtually all of the re-
mainineplaters worked in-plants that
manufactured plumbing fixtures,
cookirig utensils, household abpli-
anceslelectronid components, motor"
vehicles, and 'other metal, pioducts.
The Federal GOvernment employe&
a few platers for maintenance pur-
poses at a number of military and
civilian installations.

. Electroplaters work in almost ev-
ery pa of the country, although
most ark in the Northeast and Mid-
west, near the centers of the 'metal -
workin Indus
electroplaters
San Francisc
Detroit,-CI
Newark.

g . Large n'uinbers 6f
rk L- s Angeles,

, Chic ew York,
eland, dence, and

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancenient

. Most electroplaters learn the trade
on the jab .by helping experienced
platers.. It usually takes at least 3
years to become an all-round plater.
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EI:ciroplataredip aircraft wing pivot in plating solution.

Platers in large shops usually are not
required to lave an all-round knowl-
edge of plating; and can learn their
jobs in much ass time. However,
workers who receive such limited
training gener y have difficulty -in

ransferring t shops) doing electro-
etals ogtside their spe-,

. .
all propqrfign Of electroplat-
eive all- rbtrpd, training by

working 3 or 4 years as an appren=
tice. Apprenticeship programs com-
bine on-the-job tanning and related.
claisroonI instruction in he proper -

,ties of metals, etliemistr and elect
tricity as applied to Ting. Appren-
tices do progressively more difficult
work as their skill a knowledg in-

.
ccrease. y the thin year, they d er-
mirkeleaning ni thod,s, do plating
without supervision make solqions:
examine eating re ults, andAllirec't

,

C

helpers. Q alified Platers may be-
come supervi rs. Some el troplat-
ers who understand the hemical
processes of electroplati and.the
chemical characteristics of metals,
and who haveuin outgoing personal-
ity, may beco e sales representa-
tives for me roducts wholesalers
for manufacturers. Electroplaters

. with 'the necessary capital may go
into business for themselves.

A few people take a 1- or 2 -year
etectroplating.,course in a junior dol-
lege,technical institute, or vocation-
al school. In additio,n, many
branches of the American Electro.
platers Society givebasic courses in
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Employment 'Outlook

Employment of electroplaters is
expected to 'sow more .slow4 than
they for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Besides em-
ployment groWth, other openings will
result from the need to replace expe-
rienced WorIceKs who' retire, die, 6r
leave the occupation for other reit- 1

sons. Opiiotunies are expected to
be favorabl for individuals who..
want Sobs as lectroplaters.`

Expan f the metalworking in-
dustries and the electroplating of a
'broadening group.of metalskand plas-
tics are expected to increase the need
for 'electroplaters. However, employ:.
ment growth will ,be somewhat re-
stricted by the increasing application
'of automated, plating equipment and

. water effluent standards established
by the Environmental 'Protection
Agency. Such standards will require
plants to instal equipment with addi-
tional wate pollution controls to
prevent poll ion of streams and wa-
ters. This tt w non -polluting, plating
equipment will increase cost of elect
troplating and thus will reduce the
demand for electroplated products
and electroplaters.

Earhings,end Working
Conditions

. ,--
, .

Hourly wage rates forleleetrOplat-
opers ranged from $2.75 to $9.80 in

.1976, according to the liMitecriafor-
mation available. Duping apprentice-
ship or on-the-job training; a work-
er's wage rate starts at about 69 to 70
percent of an experienced worker's
rate and progresses.to the full rate by
the entd of the rtaining period. Elec.

, trofflaters normally receive premium
pay for working night shifts.

Occupational hazards , associated
with plating work inc de burns from
splaShing acids and nhalation of ,,.,

are problems in electr ing plants.
odor alsotoxic fumes. Humidity o

However, most pi ts, ave ventila-
tion systems and other safety devices
that h1ve 'redUced occupational haz-
ar s.,..Zotectiveclothing d boots
P r vide additional, prot ion. Elec.
trop ens are on th ir feet most of
Weir workday hnd d much reaching,
lifting,. bending and carryingt. Gener-
a*, mechanical devices are usetiffo;
Jilting, but at times the worker must

. electroplating. Persons who wish to
bigcoMe electroplaters will find high
school or vocational school coiirsey
in chemistry, electricity, physict.
mathematics, and blueprint readihg
helpful.,

!-
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lift and carry objects weighing up to
100 pounds.

Some,,platers are members of the
Metal Polishers, Buffers, Platers and
Helpers International Union. Other
platers linkre beenorganized by the
International Union, United Auto-
mobile, Aerospace and Agricultural
Implement Workers of America, and
the International Association of Ma=
chinists and Aerospace Workers.

-4t
Sources of Additional

Information

Information on the availability of
apprenticeships or on-the-job train-
ing may be obtained from State em-
ployment offices and local union of-
fices. Training opportunities may
also be located by contacting manu-
facturing plants and job shops that do
electroplating.

For more specific information
about job opportunities and training,
write'to:
American Electroplaters Society, Inc., 1201

LOusiana Avenue Winter Park, Florida
23609. '---"°`

National Association of Metal Fmishers, 22
# South Park, Montc&ir, N.J. 07042. ,

FORGE SHOP
Oc?IiPATIONS

, , \
Forging is 4e of` the oldest meth-

ods of working a shaping 'Metals.
The exceptional, str h of forged

tal parts makes thi n often used
method of forming products that
must withstand heay.y, wear. )ManY0
machine tools such it wrenc es and,
drill bits are ailed because ey are ` -4
subjected to leonstant stress an pres-.4
sure. ,

The simplest- forging method is
hand forging done by a blacksmith.
Modern forge shops, however, sub-
stitute heavy power, equipnient and
dies (tools that shape metal) for time:
blacksmith 's hammer and anvil. In
this way, products can be forged in
much greater quantity. Five employ-
ees operating a large forging machine
can turn out more forgings in an hour
than five blacksmithsfcan make in' a
y ar.

ost orgings are steel; but ahimi-
m, copper, brass, bronze, and oth-

er metals also are forged. Nonfer-
rous forgings are ,us'eful in many
critical applications, for example,
aircraft landing gear. Some of the ad-
vantages of nonferrous metal, forg-
ings are corrosion resistance and a
lighter weightto strength ratio.

Forged products may be as small
and lightweight as a key, or they may
be as bulky and heavy as a piece of
industrial machinery.

' Nature of the Work
Before metal- can be shaped,. it

must be "heated in intensely hot fur-
naces (forges) until it is soft. Work-
ers place the heated metal between
two metal dies that are attached to
power presses or hammers. Witk tre-
mendous force, the hammers or
presses pound or squeeze the metal
into the desired shape. To finish the
"forging, other Workers remove rough
,edges and excess metal and peiform
other finishing operations sail as
heat treating and polishing.

Two kinds of ,dies are used. The
open die is flat and similar to the
blacksmith's hammer, and is used
when only a limited quantity of forg-
ings or large-size, simple-shaped
forgings are needed. The impression,
or closed die, has a cavity apea to
the form of the metal p,a t, and is -
used to produce la9rge qu tities of
identical forgings.

Basic forge-shop equipme t con-
sists of various types of hammers,

presses, dies, upsetters, and furnaces.
Forge-shop workers also use
handtools, such as hammers and
tong 's, to help m Id and shape parts
to fit exact sped miations. Measuring
devices such as r es, scales, and cull:
pers are' needed to inspect the
ished products.

Descriptions of some major forge-
slfop production occupations follow.

Hammersmiths (D.O.T. 612.381)
direct the operation of open die.
power -hammers. They follow blue-
prints and interpret drawings and
sketches's,o that the part being forged
will meet specifications./ Hammer-
smiths determine how to position the
metal under the 'hammer and which
tools are needed to produce desired
anglis ani;1 curves. They decide the
amount of hammer force and if and
when the 'Metal needs additional
heating. ",.

.

:T8
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Hammersmiths head crews of four
or more workers. A typical crew in-

,.cludes a hammer driver or hammer
runner who regulates the force of the
forging blow; a crane operator who-
transfers the metal 'from the furnace
to the hammer and properly places it
under the hammer; and a heater who
controls the furnace that heats the
metal to correct temperatures. The
rest of the crew consists of one or
more helpers to assist as 'needed.

The duties of hammer operators
(D.O.T. 610.182), who operate im-
pression die power hammers, are
similar to those just desCribed for
hammersmiths. Generally the parts
forged by closed die hammers are
more intricate and detailed, thus
these operators are highly skilled.
With the assistance of a crew of help-
ers and heaters, hammer operators
set and align dies in the hamMers.
They correctly position the metal un-
der the hammei, control the force of

forging blCw, and, determine if
an when the metal needs additional
heating to make it easier to shape the
metal to that of the die impression.

Press operators (D.O.T.. 611.7/32
and .885) control huge presses
equipped with either impression or
open dies. hese machines press and
squeeze ho metal rather than, ham-
mer or po nd it, arid the operators
regulate machine pressure and move
the hot metal between the dies. They
also may control, the metal heating
operations. Some operators° up
the dies in the presses, using nstrii-
ments such as squares and nflcrom-
eters to make sure these are in place.
'Their skills are very similar to those
of hammersmiths orhammer opera -.
tors.,

With the help of heaterand sever-
al helpers, upsetters (D.O.T.
611.782) operate machines that
shape hot metal by applying horizon-
tal pressure. The heads of nails and
bolts, for example, are made by upset
forging.

Heaters, ( D.O.T. 619.782) control
furnace 'temperatures. They deter-
mine when the metal has reached the
correct temperature by observing the
metal's color and the furnace's tem-
perature. gauge. Using tongs or me-,
chanical equipment, they transfer the ,
hot metal from the furnace to harrr-

(
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remove surface scale and,teveal any
surface defects. Heat treaters'
(D.O.T. 504.782) h at and cool forg- -
ings to harden and mper the metal.

Places of ployment
( ,.,..

In 1976, about 71,000 prdduction
workers were _employed in forge
skops. Abqut three-fourths of these
worked in shops that make and sell
forgings. The remainder worked' in
plants, that use forgings in their final
products, such at plants operated by
manufacturers of automobiles, fa'
equipment, and handtools.

lthough' forge-shop workeri are
found in all areas, they are concen-

itrated near steel-producing centers
that provide the steel for forgings,
and near metalworking Ants that
are the major uSers of forged prod-
Amts. Large nurnbers of forge-shop
workers are employed in and around
the cities of Detroit, Chicago, Cleve-
land, os Angeles, and Pittsburgh.

. ,..
Tralnlig,pther OuallfICatIons,

. and Advancement --

Hemmer operator a

rs or presses. Some heaters clean
maces.
InspeCtors (D.O.T. 612.2'81) ex-

amine forged pieces tor accuracy,
size, and quality. They use tools such
as gauge, micrometers, squares, and
calipers to measure the exact dimen-
sions of the .forgings. Machines that
test Strengthjiand hardness 'and. elec-
tronic testiR devices also may be

used.
. Die sinkers (D.O.T. 60.1.280)
make the impression dies for the
forging hammers and presses. -Work-
ing from a blueprint, drawing or
template; these sk,filed.workers make
an outline of the object to be forged
on two-matching steel blocks. They
measure and mark the object's shape
sin the blocks to form the impression
cavity by using milling machines and
otr machine tools such as EDM

, .

hoping metal pints.

(electrical discharge machinery) and
ECM (electrical ,chemicalmactith-
ery). Using handtools such -as, scrap-

ers and grinders, and measuring tools
such,as calipeo and micrometers, die
sinkers smooth.and finish the die cav:
ity to fit specifications. Finally, a
sample is prepared from the finished
cavity and is checked agaipst specifi-
cations.

Many forge-shop workers ,;Clean
and finish forgings. For "example,.
trimmers (D.O.T. 617.885) remove
excess metal with presses equipped
with trimming dies. Giinders (D.O.T..
705.884). remove rough edges with
power abrasive wheels. Sandblasters
nr shotblasters (D.O.T. 503.887) op-
erate sin,dblastin or shotblasting
equipment that cleans, and smoothes
forgings. Pick/vs (D.O.T. 503.885)
dip)forkings iyan acid sipition to

7,9

Most forge-shop workers .learn
their skills on the job. They generally'
join hammer or press crews as help-
ers or heaters, and progress to other
jobs as they gain experience. Ad-
vancement to hammersmith, for ex--
am ;.*, requires several years of on-

`the-I-rob t
training and experience:

Some forge shops offer apprentice-
ship training .programs for skilled
,ebbs such as diesinker, heat treater,
hamther operator, hjemmersmith,
and press 'operator. These programs
usually last 4..years, and offer class-
room training and practical .extkeri-
enee in metal ptoperties, power ham-
rger

ad
furnace operation, handtool

use, and blueprint reading.
Training requirements for inspec-

top var Only a few weeks of on-
the -job training are necessary for

rose who examine foigings visually
or use only simple gauges. Others
who- inspect .forgings that must meet
exact :specifications may need some,
background in, blueprint reading and
mathematics, and may be given sev-
eral

r
Months of training.

high ,school diploma, but graduatest.
Employers usually do. not require

may be preferred. Personkinterested.
in more tallied Jforge-shop jobs
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should complete high school and
take mathematics (especially geome-
try), drafting, and shopwork. -

Although cranes are used to move
very large objects, forge-shop.work
cis must be strong enough to lift, and
move heavy forgings and dies. They,
also need stamina and endurance to
work in the heat and noise,of a forge

. shop.

Emptoyment Outlook, e

Employment of Torge-shop pro'-
duction workers is expected td in-
crease more slowly than the average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's. Some new jobs will become
available because of growth. but
most openings will arise from the
iotin ed to replace experienced workers

o or transfer to other fields of
rk.

Employment will grow ,because of
expansOnin industries that use forg-

icularly automobile and en-ings, pa
ergy:-rel ed industries. The ospan-
skon f nuclear power plaht
construction will cause a great de-
mand for forged piping and fittings.
Likewise, many forged drilling bits
and other forged products will be
needed for Oil drilling and coal min-
ing operations. However; employ-
ment will not keep pace with forge
shop production because improved
forging techniques and equipment
will result in greater output per work-
er.

Employment in some forge shops
is sensitive to changes, in economic

conditions.'In shops that make auto;
Mobile parts, for example, employ-
ment fluctuates- with changes in the
demand for new cars; thus, jobs in

' these shops may be plentiful in some
Years, scarce in others:

NEarnInds and Working
Conditions

Average earnings or forge-
/I shop production workers are higher

than the average for all manufactur-
injf production workers. In 1976,
proddition workers in iron and steel
forgitig plants .averaged $6.86 Ilhn
hour, compared to $5.19 an hour for
production workew in all manufac-
turing industries.

Forge-shop oc upations are more,
hazardous' thati of ost manufac,tu
occupations. wevier impr

ments in machinery and shop prac-
tices ve reduced some noise and
vibratipn. For example, many forge
shogOav heat deflectors and venti-
lating fans to reduce heat and smoke.
Also, labor cooper-
ate to encourage good work practic-
es through safety training and th0e-
quired use of protective equipment
such as face shieldhear plugssafety
glasses,' metal-thedisboes, helmets,
and machine safety guards.

Most forge-shop workers ale union
members. Many are members of the
International-Brotherhood of Boiler-
makers, Iron Shipbuilders, Black-
smiths, Forgers and Helperse:10thers
are members or the United Steel-.
workers of America; the Internation-
al Union, United Automole, Aero-
space and . Agricultural ImPlement
Workers of America; the lAterna-
tional Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers; and the Interna-
tional Die Sinkers' eonference (Ind).,

Sources of Additional
Information

For information on employment
opportunities in forging, ell:intact lo-
cal offices of the State eniployment
service, personnel departments' of .
forge shops, locals of the labor or- -
ganizations listed ,above, or: ,
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this statement.)
The tasks 'involved in upholstering

atcy pie ' of furniture are basically
the same, 'though each job is unique
in some w ys bectsse of differences
in.furnithre construction. As the first
step, upholsterers usually place the
furniture on padded wooden benches
or some other type of support so that
they may work at a" convenient level.
Using hammers and tack pilfers,
they remove tacks holding-the 'old t
fabric to. the wooden frame. After
stripping the old fabric, they remove .

the burlap and paddi3g. that cover
the springs. Upholsterers examine
the springs and , remove broken or
bent ones. If the nylon ,or cotton,.

.webbingwhich hold the springs ,in 0
place -is worn, upholsterers remove rk,-
All the springs and all the webbing.

To rebuild the furniture, uphol-
sterersmay reglue loose sections of
the frame and refinish exposed
wooden parts. They then tack web-
bing to one side of the frame; stretch

- it tight, and tack it to the opposite
side. Other webbing is woven'across -

the first and attached, to the frame iti,
a similar fashion to form a mat.'After
putting springs on the mat_ so they
compress evenly, upholaterers:sew..or
staple each spring to the webbing or
frame and tie each spring to the ones
next to it. Burlap then is stretched
over the springs, cut and smoothed,
and tacked to the frame. Tb forth a
smooth rounded surface over the
.springs, and fre upholsterers cov-
er al ,..'4' ces,$f ihe.10nit-iire-atit# ,-,,...
foam 7 full et-, cottorr-pOls, dr other
filling.material. After se*ifig the,pad-

The Forging Industry Association
%

55 Public
Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.1

The Open Die Forging Institute, 102 Pageant
Ave., Rogers, Ark. 72756.
) 7...
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. FURNITURE
UPHOLSTERERS

(D.O.T. 780.381)

., Nature -El the Work

Whether restoring a treasured an-
tique or si givintan old living '-----,
ro'Om couc 4 facelift, upholsterers
combine a 'c flair and skcill to re-
condition chairs; and 'dither up-
holstered iture. These craft .
workers, re it or. replace "fabrids,
springs, padding, and.other parts that'
are worn or damaged. (Workers ern-
phiyed in the rnanufa ture of uphol- ,-
stered furniture are of included in

heavy clOth and-tatte c§ffi to the
ding to the buIia0,- cov,it with

frame. Finally, upholsterers pia the
new fabric cover, which has been cot;
'to size and temporarily stitched to-

t'gether for fitting; on the furniture..

80

After checking that the cover
tightly. and smoothly=or noting
where adjustments are neipessaty-- .

they- remove tht, it to-
gether. T,o,cimilplitgr. uphol-
sterers put the coves ba <in the fur-
niture; sew or tack on fringe, buttons,
or other ornaments; and make pillow
covers. -

Upholsterers use a variety of
haudtools including tack and staple
rettiovers, pliers, hammers, and hand
oik power shears. They use special

1 ,

°
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sal

?yew three-fourths of all filMiture uphol-
stern own and operate, or work In, small

- upholstery shops.

tools such ds ,F...ebbihg stretchers' and
uphbl e y neale-r They also use

-sewi machines.
Sometimes upholsterers.'pick up

and deliver furniture. Those who
' own and manage shops order sup-

plies and equipment and keep busi-
ness records.

. . , ,

Places of employment

About 27,000 people worked
furniture upholsterers in 1976. Over
three-fourths of all furniture uphol-
sterers own 'and operate, or work in
small upholstery shops. These shops

-generally have less thari three, work-
' ers. Sorneupholsterers are employed

by furniture stores. A few work for
businesses, such as hotels, that main-
tain their own furniture.
v,
,Upholsterere'work in all parts of

r, the country. HoweVer, emplOyment.,
is concentrated in . metropolitan
areas, where the large ptpulatIon
provides the greatest deniandlor the
Upholsterer's services.

,Training, Other OuaiNcations,
and Advancemint

The '.moss common 'way to enter
this trade is to start.as a helper-in an
upholstery shop and learn on the job.

, Helpers, learn by upholstering furni-
ture under the direction, of experi-

,

ence-eworkers. uch time,and prac-
tice are neede learn- complex
tasks such as meas ring and cutting
the new fabric a sewi and at-
taching it to th sine mini-

\ mum of waste. sually abo syears
of on-the-job training are reqWred to
become a fully skilled uphofferer.

Inexperienced persons may get
valuable training front vocational or
high school- courses in upholstery.
However, additional training and eZ-1
perienee hi a shop are usually re-
quired before these workers .can
qualify as skilled upholsterers.,in a
few large cities, locals of the Uphol-
sterers' International Union'of North
America run formal apprenticeship
programs that last from 3 to 4 years.
The progranis place gradtiates of lo-

' cal vocational schools in upholstery
shops where they receive on-the-job
training.

Persons interested in becoming up-
holsterers should have good manual
dexterity,-caordination, and be able
to do occasional heavy lifting. An eye
fordetail;good color sense, patience,
and a flair for creative work are help%
ful in making upholstered- furniture
as attractive as possible.

The major form of adyancement
for upholsterers is opening-their own
'shop. It is easy to open a shop be-
cause only 4a small investment in
handtools is needed. However, the
business is extremely Competitive, so
operatirig a shop successfully is diffi-
C It . " 411

Employment Outlook
Little or no change is Apected in

employment of upholsterers through
the mid-1980's. Most job openings
will, arise bLIcause of the need to
replace experienced workers who re-
tire, die, or transfer to other occupa-
tions,

used

upholstered fUrniture will be
used as population, personal income,
and business expenditures grow.
However, the demand for_upholster-
ers will be limited because more peo-
ple are buying less expensive furni-
ture and replacing rather, than
reupholstering it.

, Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly Wages for experierked fur-
nituTe upholsterers ranged, from

,81 :
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$4:25 to. $8 in 1976. Some highly
skilled upholsterers earned over $10
an hour. Wages for inexperienced
trainees ranged from $2.50 to $4 an
hour. Upholsterers generally work 40
hours a:week.

Working conditions in upholstery
shops varymany shops are spa-'
cious, idequately. lighted, well-venti-
lated, and well-heated; others are
small and dusty. Upholsterers stand
while they work and do a consider-
able amount of stooping and bending
and sofne heavy lifting.

Upholsterers ulthally buy their own
handtools; emPloyeis provide power
tools. i-

Some upholsterets are members of .
the Upholsterers' International
Union of North America.

Sources of Additional
information

For more details about work op-
portunities for upholsterers, contact
local upholstery shops or the local
office of the State employment ser-
vice.

a-

INSPEC, ORS
(MANUFACTURING)

Nattsre of the Work

Most pro cts--including the
things we eat drink, wear, and ride.,

inared by inspectors some
time d ring the manufacturing pro-
cess to make sari they are of the
desired qua,litr. Inspectors also
check the quality of the raw materi-
als and parts that make up finished
goods.

A variety of methods are used to
make certain that products meet
specifications. Inspectors may taste-
test a soft drink or examine a jacket
for flaws, imperfectionwr defects.
They may use tools such as rnicrom-.
eters, protractors, gauges, and mag-
nifying glasses to drake sure that air:

,planes are assembled properly.
Inspectors frequently make simple.._
calculations to Measure parts and ex-
amine work orders or blueprints to
verify,that preducts confoim to'stan -,
dards.

A



inspectors use a vartaty of instruinants to test product quality.

Semiskilled ins ectprs usually
work under dole sup rvision, where-
as skilled inspectbrs generally haVe
more'tesponlibility and less supervi-
,

sion. For example, skilled inspectors
usually have authority to accept or
rejilt most products, and often ana-
,lyze the reasons for faulty construc-
tioin and recOmmend corrective ac--'
tion. Skilled 'inspectors ',also' many

ety ofknow how to use a wickry
complex testing instiutnen

Some inspectors mike-
-pairs and adjuStmeents, su

inor re-
as filing a

rough edge or tightening "a bolt, and
grade, products for qualify. In many
plants, when the number of rejected'
items rises above a 'certain' proper-
don, inspecto0 notify their supervi--
sors. - o VP.

ilaces ofilimplotipeAt
--

About 692,000 ipspettors were.
kmployed in,' 1976. Tk;o:thirds
worked in plantsVat produced
ble goods such as machinery, trans-
.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HACBOOK

team. A few large companies give
preemployment tests to check skills
such as the ability to work with num-
bers. Some employers may hire ap-
plicants who do not have a high
school diploma,but who have qualify-
ing apt:Rados or related experience.
Other e loyers prefer' experienced
workers or inspection jobs. Many in-
specto acquire the necessary skills
and experience by working at various
production line jobs, especially as-
sembling.

Some semiskilled inspectorspar-
ticularly in mctalworking'indus-
tries who take cd'urses, such as
blueprint reading and shop mathe-
matics,- may advance to skilled in-,
vctors. After acquiring tatient
experience and knowledg , a few be-
come quality control tec nicians or
supervisors. . ..-

Employment Ogtiook
Employment of inspectors is ex-

pected to increase taster than the av-
.. erage for all occupations through the

mid-1980's, with thousands of open-
ings each year. As population and
persdnal incomes grow, most manu-

1 facturinuirtclustries are expected to
'' increase their output, and thus em- .

ployment in the long run. This busi-
ness growth will create A need for
more .ffidultrial machinery and
equipment. Additionally, the grow-
ing coiiiplexity of manufactured
products should result in a need for
more insppctots.. Many openings will
result as(wcrricers retire, die, or trans-
fer t o o ther occupations.

Inspectors seeking jobs in compa-
nies at. produce durable goods,
which' a particularly sensitive to
changes in business conditions, may
find jobs scarce in some yearti, plenti-
till in others.

-
Earnings and Working.

Conditions'
414

portation equipment, electron!
equipment. and furniture. Others
worked in plants that produced
goods Rich as textiles, apparel, and
leather products. '

Inspectors worked in every part of
the country, although they wer con-

. centrated in the industrializedStates.
Almost two-thirds we1e fs and in-
Ohio, New York, Michigan, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, California, New Jer-
sey, North Carolina,and Indiana.

. Training, Ottver oualiflpations,.
and-Advancement

Inspectors generally are ained on
the job for a brief period-7-froma few
hours or days to several months, de-

_pending upon the skill required.,
Employers look for applicants who

shave gobd -health and eyesight-4vith
or without glasses,and who can fol-
low directions and concentrate on
details. Appkants should'be able to
get _Along, witll sincginspec-
'tors occasionally wink as part of-a

62

cWages for ingpectors*iaged from
$2.70 to $7.02 an how in 1976, ac-
cording to informati# froli a limite4.
number of union, coptracts. Most in
spactors coverVd by these contracts
earned betweea.-$3.50-and $5.50 an °'
hour. . .

Working conditions. vary, consider-
for inspectors. ., For example-

some have well lighted, airi.c
ft ortiod workplaces in an ai
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missile
.

plant; others, who work on wright installs all types of machinery
the -production floor.Of a machinery in almost every :industry.
or metal fabricating plant, often are The millwright skilled craft-
exposed to high temperatures, 'oil, worker who may perform any or all
grease, and noise:. of the tasks involved in preparing

Many inspeCtOrs are -members of machinery for_ use in, a platit. This
Iaborq unions; inclijd1ng tpe Interne- often includes construction of con-

. Aional Union, United Automobile; crete foundations or wooden plat-
Aerospace and Agricultural' Imple7 forms on which heavy machines are
Merit Workers of America; the Inter- mounted. As they either personally
national Association of Machinists prepare or supervise the constructi
and Aerospace Workers; the Interne-

-73.

Millwrights emplOyed by contract
installation "an onstruction compa-
nies do, a variety o installation work.
Those employed in factories usually
specialize in installing the particular
types of machinery Used by their em-
ployers. They also may maintain
plant equipment such as conveyors
a cranes.

Places of EmploVnient .

of these structui Most -Of the estimated 96,0()0es,millwrights
tibnal Union of Electrical, Radio and know .how to 'read bluepri s and Frights employed in 1976 worked for
Machine Wo'rkerii; the InternatiOnal work with various building materials. manufacturing companies; the ma
Brotherhood of Electricel Workefs;,

-

Millwrights also may have to' dis_lkjority were in transportation eqaip-
United Steelworkers;' and the Alli4t, "irtantle existing equipment, for An- meat, metal, paper, lumber, and
Industrial Workers of Atnnrica. stanee whe 't b b len ecomes obsoleteso te or chemical products industries. Others'

'Sources of Aditificp%
-Informetibn,'

to. ked for contractors in the comake better use of factory space.- wor
struction industry. Machiner0 menu-Wrenches, hammers pliers, metal facturers employed a small. numbercutting torches, and other hand and -to install equipment in .customers

- . Poirr :tools are. used to loosen and
Information about -. employment , . -, .plants. . .

disasieMble p4ts. `
opportunities M this field may be .4- `Millwrights work in every State.

. Ta, eat .in n%Vint..machinery, the - .

availa fram State.employment ser- b . number of 1-lowever, employment is concentrat-
vice ,o ti

A.
.4, Cone

They

ences,;7
.tion of in

e an Society for Quality
quality technicians:

a careers booklet.
in the Quality Sci-
bribes the occupd-

ector and includes infor-
mation on :quality engineering and
management careeri as well. FOr in-
formation about,the test requiredlor

.f.rertificatian; or for a freecapy ofthe
.hrepklet, Write to: ...

Society for Quality Control, Ti
. .West Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, -Wis.
53203.°1

mt g any
.

MILLWRIGHTS

)

Nature the ,Wotic
-

-With the, coining of the Industrial'
Revolution, machines replaced many
handcrafted Ileitis and new' and big-

ter iactories becaine necessary. The
textile Intlustry in England was onp of
thWrst to use niacitinerY to. mass-
prOtiCe its goods. The workers who.
planned and hhilithese textile mills,

;and set up ,the' equipment that was
ineede4, were;called millwrights. The

,coccUpration gradually .',Orsirtincled to
other 'factories; and, tockty the mill-

1

ed in heavily industrialized areas
rigging devices.: Far example, to in . such as Detroit, Pittsburgh, ,Cleve-,
Stall a new oven- in ,a0food proceizing -'land, Buffalo, aid the Chicago-Gary
plant, millwrights male hie a hoist' or e, .

small crane to, move the oven from ar
a .

e A
. .-truck on which it arrived to a ' . Training, Other Qualifications,

onveyor viiiiirkh :would carry it into . -1 and AdvanCenierit
the plant: Thr,,n-it-nYarbe lifted, with , ...

Some millwrights start as helpers
the aid of a crowbar for leveri2e- ' to skilled workers and learn the. trade
onto a dolly an& taken to a' founda- informally on the jab. This process
tion for proper. positioning.;

In assembling ihac hirrery, mill-
fenerally takes 6 to 8,yetik. 'Others
earn through forinal apprenticeship,-

Wrighis fit hearings, align gears and ' '*; .1
programckhich last 4 Years. Appren,7

wheels, attach motors and connect
, , ticeship WOgrams include training in

belts to prepare a machine for use.
dismantling,

. ig, g/
Mounting and assembling a piece of repairing machinery: Helpers also
equipmsmt `requires tools similar to :7may Work with concrete and receive

inktruCtiow,in , related skills suet'. as
,carpentry, welding, anti shee tal

. .

those il§ed in the dismantling pro-
cess. When- precision leveling is ne
essary, many measuring devices most work.. Classroom instruction given
be used. To set, up' -

.

in

pin in shop, mathematics, blueprint read-,

setting equipment n a bowling alley, .
ing hydraulics, electricity,' and 'safefor

example: plumb bobs or weights ; ty.
'cli determine -Perpendieul4rity -Applicants :for' , apprentice or

be attached. : Ivtillw righ s''t `Ialno :. helper jnh.s must ei at least 17 years
squares to test right angles and,. old; Some employers. prefer' to hire,.,,

calipers to measure dameter and high school or vocational Sch'061--, .

thickness.
. .

0, . grafluatbs. COurnts in science,
Many of the millwright',s duties mathemlitiCs; mechanical draWing,

also .are p,erfotmed by industrial- Ma- . and ma6hine shop practice are us F.-,
chinery repairers, (See the statement , fill: -BecauSe millwrights. often, put tti,
on industtiai machinery .repairers gether and take apart complicated
elsewhere in the Handbook;) This in,- ,inachinerY, mechanical- apt4.cy . is
dudes PreventetiVe. maintenance; iMportent. .SVength- and a5WitS6
such as keeping machinery. regularly a °are important; because the work ret;
oiled 'and greased, and dicing or re- ,., quires. a considerable amount of lift-

: .
Plaeing worn parts. . jng and climbing.:

gs
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Aiptsmttleeshlia programs for list 4 years.
.

EinPloyment,Outlook

EMPlOyMent,Of mill:fright's is ex-
pected to increase about as- fast as
the.aVerage for all occupations
through the mid -I 98Q's. Employ-
ment will increase: aa. new plants are
built; as,existingplanIlayouts are im-

, proved, and as nicreasingly,,complex
machinery is installed' and' main-
t*ed. Besidg4 job openings front
employment growth; thousands f

=r- openings will arise annually as exp
4i0Iced millwrights retire, die,
transfer to Other occupations. '.

Earnings and Iona
Conditions Az

- d''6

According toss survey of Metropol-
itan areas, hourly wages for mill-

Twrights..everaged $7.25 in 19767.
,more th ne-third higher thait.the
average, z!'fi:e for all nonsupervisozy
workers In private induley, etcept
farthing.. Earnings for millwrights ift
;11 areas that lepteselit various re-
gions of the -country appear 'in, the
aCehmpanying tabulation:: .1

Area

Indianapolis .4:1, 4.

`Detroit t- ,

Houston . 7.33
Baltimore 7.30
Chminnati 7.21
Chicago . 6.99
St.. Louis 0, ' 6.90
MinneapolisSt. Paul 6.75
New York C. 6.68

. New Orleans - -6.11

hourly
$7.81..

7.63

1,4

Millwrightsternployethby factories
ordinarily work; year rounct. Thee
employed by construction.comperues
and companies that manufacture and
install machinery{ may experience pe-
riods of: unemployment; however;

utheythe usually are With a
:higher hourly wage tate, Frequently"

hithese millwrights mustikavei. ,
"' The work' of millwrights invOlves
some hazards:'For example, there is
the danger of being 'struck by falling3
objects .or machinery .that is being
moved. There also is the danger of
falling. from high workplabes; for
millwrights Must 'often climb
walkways and platfor'n to install
equipMent. In, additiOn;

84:
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are, subject tb usual . shop 'hazards
.such 'al cuts and bruises. Accidents
have. been reduced by, the use.
protective devices. such "as safe
belti and hats. .

Most millwrights.: belong to lal;),
unions; among,which are the Interne,
tional Association of Maehinists and
Aerospace Workers; United Brother-
hood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America (constructiO'n nillIvirights);
United Steelworkers of America; In-
ternational Union, United Automci-
bile; Aerospace_ nd .AgriCultural Im--
plement Workers of America; United
PaperwbrIcers 'International Union;
the international Udion of Eleetrical;
Radio and Mdehine -Worker* and
the International Brotherhood of
Firemen Oilers.

SoUrdeS Of Additional
Information

.

. For further infothation on appren.-
ticeship :Programs, write to the Ap-
prenticeship

"'

Council of your State's
labor 'department, Idial offices of
your State employment service, local
.firnis thatenploi, ditillWrights or:
United Brothethood of ClypentOrSartcyoiners

of Aniericii, 101 constitution Ave: NW.,
W ca.0 20001,

.
MOTiON ,PI URE
-PAOJECT.11 TS

up:p.t. 00.382)
.

Natun WIN, Work
Projectionists a4 key behind-the-

scenes workers in motion pieture
theaters; From a booth in the back of
theillhea ; prolectionists, operate
movie p CtorPand sound equip-
ment. Th uties vary with the' type
of equip used.

In theaters wi lder. equipMent,
:irprojectionists two projectors;
1sound equipment, a film, rewinding

machine, and seven reels .fic film Or
mor6.13efOre,thenioVie begins, they J

.examine the film, ',check the equip-
ment to lee Itliat it works 'properly;
andloecrthe prbjectOts with the first
aid second reels. After igniting aid'
adjusting the, extremely bright pro-4
;lector. lamp which provides light for
the screen, projectionists start the

v.
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first reel. If the picture is o
or unsteady, they adjust th
lens. Volume controls also M3

cus
r

adjusted if the sound is too lOud or
too soft. .

A reel of film lasts 20 minutes or
more. When the Veel is almostooniL,_
plete, cue marks (small circles in the
upper right corner of the picture) sig,
nal that it is time to start ,the secon
projector. After a second series .f
cue marks appears, the projectionist
simultaneously closesthe shutter on
the first projector and opens the sec-
gild one. This changeover happens so.
quickly 'that the audience does not
notice an interruption on the screen.
Next, the projectionist removes the,
first reel and rewinds it on the re-

-. winding machine. The entire process
it repeated 'until 'all the reels have
been shown. When the film breaks,
the projectionist' must rethread it.

- rapidly so that-the show may contin-
ue.

Almost all new theaters and many
renovated theaters have automated
or semi-automated equipment. When
the film is .properly programed' or
"set-up," .the machines automatically.
can dim houseligbti', open 'curtains,
start the show with' picture and
'sound, change from one projector to
another, and rewind the -film. -This
equipment alsoAises larger reels,
which lessen the number ofprojeCtor
changeovers.. In theaters with auto-
mated equipment, the projectionist's
main job is the "setup" of the film.

A movie comes from a film ex,
change company On 7 to 12 individ,
ual reels of film, The projectionis
splices the film from these reels an
rewinds it on 2 to 3 reels oon on
"platter." The projectionist also cues
the'program by placing small metal-
lic tabs on the film that.ae 'Irate the
various functions of the achinery
such as-the filM cbangeove . The film
must' then be 'carefully inspected for
flaws, which may Cause, the filin° to
break during the showing,`The pro-
jectionist. loads the projector, ignites

- the light, adjusts the sound and plc -
Lure, and starts the shoal. :

In case of tratible such as a break
in. the-film-, the 'equipment shuts off
until tbe projectionist clan correct the
problem. Wlien'a nicivie has finished

run in a theater, the projectionist
must replio giefibri.fon the smaller

reels for return to the film exchange
company.

Projectionists alsO clean and lubri-
cate eqUippent, cheek for defective
parts a,nd- damaged film, and make
Minorepairs and adjustments. For
'example, they may replace a badly
-)C tn'Projector sprocket. Major re-
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(
Some locals conduct.gaining pro-.

grams which usually reqifire no pre-
vious,experience with projection
equipment. Trainees learn the trade.
by working with prOjectionists. They
first learn simple tasks such as
thre'iding and rewinding film, and
progress o more difficult assign-

as adjusting and repairing
A trainee often works in
ters to become familiar
nt types of equipment.
ing programs include
struction .in basic elec-4

echanics. 'After train-
ant must pass awritten
uipmentuse and main-
pplicant then becomes
ber. Trainees are not
'work in' the theaters.

terested in becoming ,

shoulfl have good'eyet
ing normal color per-

good hearir*. They
peramentally suited to

ne. Manual dexterity and

alts are_. usually made by service
iiechnicians who specialize in repair-.
ingl4Piektion and sound equipment.
HoweVer, employers sometime seek
a projectionist who can do all the
repair visork,4:.

Places of Employment
An estimated 16,500 motion pic-

ture cirojectionists were employed
full time in 1976. The 'majority
worked for indoor theaters; most of
the remainder worked for drive-ins.
Some projectionists worked for large
manufacturing companies; colleges,
television studios, and Federal, State,
and local governments.

Projectionists' work in cities and
(owns of all sizes throughout the
country. However, most jobs are in
large Metropolitan areas.. °

-4Na.

Training, Other Qualifications,
' .end Advancement ; -.

Most 'theaters in urban areas:, are
unionized;and young people Seeking
jobsas projectionists generapy must
meq union membership. feqUire-
meriTs. the union locals establish
these membership requirements, and
they vary considerably among thelo-
cals. In nonunion theaters young
'people may. start as_usbers orhelpers
and learn .the trade by w king ,with
an experienced prOjectio ist.: .

.....,..Generally unions 'pr er that ap-
Phcantsbe. high ichOol gratiat In
a few cities andStateS;PrOjectiO`ists

`must be licensed., ThelieenSe often
must be obtained 'before ariplY44. fbi°
union membership. ; .,., ..

..Sonne locals only admit appl cants
who. have :had experience -with pro-..
je0.6 equipment. Thmese applicants
ni rk for a trial period in Several
thea ers "under the supervision Of the
regular projectionist. If the demon
strate an adequate, kpowledge of the
projection equipment and its. OPera-
tion;Lhey may join the uniOn...The
trial period usually lastS several
weeks and during that time the appli-
cant receives no pay.

. .': (.0.0

ments suc
ecluipmen
several th
with diffe
Some trai
classroom i
tronics and
ing, the appl
exam about
tenance; the
a union me
paid for thei

Persons
projectionis
sightinclu
ceptiona
should be
working al
mechanical aptitude also are impor-
tant qualifications. High school
courses in mechanics and electronics
or practical experience gained froth
operating At-millimeter projectors at
school or7m the Armed Forces is
helpful.

Advancement opportunities for
projectionists are limited. Some, .
%Weyer, become. projectionist-man-
agers aid run' many of the, theater's
daily opeOrkions. 9

Edijilloirnent Outlook
.Little,,change ii,ekpected in em- .

ployment of motion picture projec-
tionists through, the mid- 1980's.
Most job openings will occur as expe::
rienced workert retire, die, or trans-

:fer to other fields orwor
cants may fact keen compe for
the jobs that become available. Be
cause earnings of motion picture pro-
jectionists _are relatively high, appli:
cars frequIrently ',o,utniiiktberajob
oPenings..Iii_some'areas, new union
members may. only be able to work.

- part time as repkeements ,tor full-
time projectionists.;

be npmber of, movie theaters is
---,expected, to increase, inoraoglowly

thalvin tecenryears, because lack of
new films will .hurt theiheaters'
it; to compete with other forms of
entertainment such as television.
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Furthermore, becadse.of laborsaving
innovations inequip*ent and theater
design, employment of projectionists
will, not keep ,.pace With theater
growth. While older theaters had one
'screen and employed_ at least one
projectionist, many hew 'theaters are
built with several screens side by side
so that one projectionist, aided .by
automated projection machines and
longer film reels, can run films for
more than one Oditorium at a de.
The .replacement of single screen
theaters by those 'with multiple
screens will slow -the growth.pf,pro-
jectionist jobs caused 'by new theater
construction.'

-Earnings and. Working
Conditions

. .

Average hourly earnings Tor pro:
jectionists in large metropdlitan
areas ranged frOm $5.18 to $16.50 in

. 1970; according to information from
several union contracts. Wages vary
among locals, the specific' rate being
determined by the type of theater,
movie, and equipiheth involved.
Generally, downtown theaters pay
higher hourly rates than suburban or'
drive-in theaters. PrOjectiOnists who
work more' than One screen also re-
ceive extra pay.

Most projectionists,work evenings;
generally to 6 hours on weekdays,
and 10 hoiirs or more on Saturday or
Sunday. In theaters with weekday

. matinees, projectionists usually work
6 hours a da", .6 days a week..5otne
projectionists work at several the-.

'aters.,,FOr example, a weekly sched-
ule may,cal./ for two evenings in each
of thret theatefa. In small towns,. pro-
jtctiOnIsts Onally work' only part:
time because of the small number of
show* projectionists employed at
drive -ins particularly in northern
Statesivy be laid off for, several' ,

months. AUking the winter.
Projea-tion r oms usually hfve ade;

qtrate 1001 and ventilation,. and
sorare4t ,tibnditioned.';;;The 'workrn
is not strenuoueond is ,relatively haz,
and free, but there is danger of elec.=
trical shock acid cid burns from the
projictoes lam if pr.oper safety pre:,
cautions are not tak Although

d a lot, theyprojectionists must s
may sit for short ,periods while the
equipment is operating..Most projeef°
tionists work without direct supetvi-

.."`"

Sian and have infrequent contact
with other tbeater employees.

Sources of 40ditional
information,

Details about daining programs
and employment opportunities may
be obtained from any 'local of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and Moving Picture
Machine Operators of the United
States and Canada.

OPHTHALMIC
LABORATORY
TECHNICIANS

(D.O.T. 711.381 and 713.884)

Nature of the Work °

Ophthalmic laboratory technicians
(also called optical mechanics) make'
eyeglasses ordered by dispensing op-
ticians, eye physicians (ophthalmol-

.

oni

. 4
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.ogists), and_ optometrists.- The t o

.types of ophthalmic labilratory te
nicians are surfacer (or lens grinder)
and bench technician (or' finisher).
Insmall laboratories, one person may

orm the tasks of both surfacer
and a finiSher. Starting with standard- '-

size lens blanks, which large ,optical
firms mass-produce, they set up -and \
operate machines to grind and polish '
eyeglass lenses according to prescrip-
tion specifications. Surfacers use pre-
cision instruments to measure the
lenses and make sure that they fit the
prescription. In large laboratories,
work is divided into separate opera- .
tions which are performed mainly by
workers who operate power grinding
and polishing machines.

Bench technicians mark and cut
lenses and smooth their edges to fit
frames: They then assemble the
lenses and frdme parts into finished
-glasses. Bench technicians use 'spe-
cial -tools', such" as ,cutters and
glass drills, as well as small files,
pliers, andother handtOols. They
also use automatic edging machines

1

Tschnidlan grinds Is s to prescription specifkations.
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to shape lens edges and pri,cision in-
struments to detect imperfections. In
large laboratories, the duties of
bench technicians are divide itfLitc,./1

several operations which are pee
formed mainly by semiskilled work-
ers.

Places of Employment
. About 22,000 persons Worked(as
ophthalmic laboratory techniciatiNn
'1976. Most ophthalmic laboratory
technicians work in ophthalmiclabo-
ratorieri:Some work for retail optical
dispensaries or other stores that sell
Prescription lenses. A few work for
eye physicians or optometrists who
dispense glasses, directly to patients.

. Ophthalmic laboratory technicians
are found in every State. Howevei,
employment is concentrated' in large
cities and in populous States.

Training, Other Qualifications,

A

-and Alancement
The vast maj ty of all ophthatic

laboratory technicians learn their
skills on the job.' At first, technician
trainees de sirhple jobs such as pro
cessing lenses.through a grinding,ma-
,ghint. Ai they gain experience,they
Progress to other operations such as
lens 'cutting and' eyeglaSS assembly.
When the trainees have acquired ex-

. perience in:all types of work, which those receiving their training in both
usually takes.,abouka4ars, they are shop ,and dispensing work,' mgt. go
considered all4ound optical me- into business for themselves.

semble eyeglasses into frames and to
do frame _repair. .

Some technicians receive training
while in the Armed Forces or by
attending vocational schools which
offer 9-month full-time optical tech-
niCian courses. Graduates from these
types of programs generally need.ad--
ditional on-the-job training.

Employers prefer applicants for
entry jobs as ophthalmic laboratory
technicians to be high sclool gradu-

es who have had courses in the ba-
sciences. A knowledge of physics,
bra, geometry, and mechanical

:is particularly valuable. ki-
terest in and ability to do pfeeision
work are, casential.

Some Ste.s require-licenses for
ophthalmic laboratory 'technicians.
To obtain a license, the 'applicant
generally must meet certain mini-
mum stapdards of"education and
training, and mutt also pass either a
written or practical examination, or
both. For specific requirements, the
licensing boards of individual :States
should be' consulted.
AtOplaalmic laboratory techitteians°

.can become supervisors and manag-
ers. Some technician's, become disc
pensing,opticians, although the trend
is to train specifically for optician
jobs. Some technicians, especially

0- ,

chanics. S technicians specialiie Employment Outlook
hi! one typ ,:gf-job,-such as surfacing ,

norbe eh wgik. TIM training time re- employment of ophthalmic labo-
,

quired to becOwa'specialistis les/ ratory techn' ns is expected to in-
. - than tliat needed to become an ..

all- crease fa
/round technician. . occup4tio

High, schoOl graduates also can In addition
prepare to become a technician - 'employment growth, some openings
thtough 3- to 4-year formal appreti- I Will arise from e need to teplace
4.iceship programs. Apprentices with experienced workers who retire, die,
exceptional ability, may complete ' or leaVe the occupation for other ma-

,.

ii the .average for 'all
tough the mid-19?O's:

to--the jcib openings .from

training in a shorter eriod sons 1

o
uals to'_buy more than one pair of
glasses.

Earnings-and Working
Conditions

Hourly wage rates for ophthalmic
technicians ranged from $4.60 to
$7.50 in -1976, based on information
from a small number of union con-
tracts.
- Apprenkices start,at about 60 per-
cent of the skilled marker's rate; their
wages, are increased" periodically.' so
that upon cOmpletioof the appren- .

ticeshipt progran* they receive the,
beginning rate for experienced work- "-
ers.
. Most ophthalmic laboratory tech-
nicians work a 5-day, 40 -hour week.

Work surroundings of the ophthal-
mic teohnician are pleasant, well-
'lighted, and yell-yentilated, but
noisy because of the powet-gtinding

;and polishing Machines.
Some ophthilinic laboratory 'tech-

nicians are members of unions. The
principal union in this field is the-In-
ternational' Union of Electrical, Ra:
dio and Machine Workers (AFL-
G10).

Sources of Additionalr-
Information ;- :,_°

. .

A list of schools offering courses
for people who wish. to become oph-
thalmic laboratory technicians. is
available from: .

fiational Academy of ipticianry, 514 Chest-
*, nut St., Bigitapids; Mich. 49307:
Natival Federation of Oparyian Schools,

`/3410 Jay St., BrOoklyn, KN. 11202.

For general infortnation about the
ccup tion,' contact:
pt rna nal Union of Electrical, Radio and

hire Workers, 1126 16th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Opticnecticut
Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.

iation of America, 1250'Con-

, .1"
. "

M training auth'Orities agree that More technicians will be needed
._

tee icians -wlio learn as apprentices due to . the rising demand for eye-
have more job %pportdnities and , glasses. The demandfor eytglassesfis
more. Opportiinities for advancement expected to increase as result .of

, than lose withoft itch training,, increases in poPulation an a greater
,.. . ...

AppretpticeS are* generally trained awareness of the necid for eyeglasses.
cr to be either ophthalmic..surfacers or State programs to plovide *eye care

finishers.; All apprt ntices receive in- for lo*-inCome familiti-, union health
mathematics and ...insurance plans, and Medicare also
hihalmic .,surfac- will stimulate'clemand. Moreci:ler,

strtiction. in opt-
optical physics.
ers recejye :training in lens.grindiw the groviing variety of frame styles(1

and ophthalmic finishers learn to as and colors may encourage individ3-
,/ 410.* .s

8

.

PHOTOGRAPHIC?
LABORATORY

OCCUPATIONS
.G.T. 970.281, 976.381., .687.

through .887)

Nature of theiWork
Amateur snapshots, kome movies,

professional ortraits, and photo,

6 !,
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graphs to illustrate publications re-
quire the skills of thousands of pho-,
tographic laboratory employees.
These workers develop film, make
prints and slides, and perform related
tasks, such as enlarging and retouch-
ing photographs. (This chapter does
not discuss employees of laboratories
who specialize in processing .profes-
sional motion picture film.)

All-round darkroom technicians
(D.O.T. 476.381) can perform all
tasks necessary to develop and print
film. They know how to develop film
manually, as well as how to operate
and maintain any automatic equip-
ment Used in processing film. The'
technician varies the developing pro-
cessewccording to the type of film

,,hlacik-and-white negative, color
negative, or color positive. For exam-
ple,.mitveloping process for black-

and-wilfre negative film c,pvers'five
Steps: developer, stop Lath, fixing
bath, washing, and dryin#The first
three steps use chemical solutions
and are performed, in darkness. In a
hand operation; the technician first
immerses unwound film in the devel-
oper, a solution that brings out the
image on exposed film. When the
film has remained in the 'developer

'fora specified period, the technician
transtets if to ,a stop bath to prevent
overdevelopment. Next, the film is
placed in a fixing bath that makes it
insensitive to light to prevent further

,exposure. Finally, the technician '
washekthe film with water to remove.
the Ming solution and placesthe film
in ir drying cabinet.' Although 1 nd
operations are performed in so ne
small photographic studios, in m
photographic lateteclanicians r gu-
late machines thart automatically er-
form the steps described 11).64. ,

. rProcesses for -ceveloping- color
ri films are more complex 'than those

used for blac ch:white. Thus,
dome labs emple f color technicians

976.381 )--.highly skilled

''',""""-----"'""Z".577,20.-

, .
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specialized assignments req 1ring
only a limited knowledge of dev lop-
ing and printing. Included are film
numberers (D.O.T. 976.887), who
sort film according to the type of pro-
cessing needed and number each roll
for identification; film strippers
(D.O.T. .976.884), who unwind rolls
of film and place them in developing
machines; printer operators (D.O.T
976.782), who operate machines
that expose rolls of photogra hic pa-
ger to negatives; print devel ers, ma-
chine (D.O.T. 976.885j, o.operate

machines that develop these rolls of
exposed photographic"Oper; chemi-
cal mixers (D.O.T. 976.884), who
measure and combine the various,
chemicals that ..-mat up developing

rs (D.O.T.Some high schooti end trade schools of- solutions; slide..
fer photography loprses that include 976.885), who opierat ,.rnattnines

training in film processing. - that cut, insert, and seal :slides in
cardboard or plastic mounts; and

technician places the negative be- phojocheckers and asseMbiirs
tween the lamp and lens, and the pa- (DO.T. 976:687), who inspeeCtk. ...._
per below the lens. When the techrri- finished slides and prints a ea:.
cian turns on the lamp, light passes age them for customers.
through the negative and lens ,, '
records a magnified image of the P\aces of Employment
negative on the 'paper. During print-
ing; the technician may vary the con- .
trast of the image or remove unwant- worked in photo lab .occupations..
ed background by using pape#4' Most semiskilled workers'are "em-
patterns to shade part of the photo- ployed by large photofinishingclabs
graphic 'paper froin'the projected that specialize in protessing1110 for

.ashateur photographers. A large pto-.i.image. After removing the exposed
portion of 'darkrocim' teclfhicians
work iii photo labs operated by pbr-
trait and commercial studios and by
manufacturers, newspaper and
magazine publishers, advertising

,. .

agencies, rid other ,organizations.or on a paper or cardboard back.
In addition to working in the labo-

rat darkroom technicians may set
up lights and cameras or ;otherwise
a ist experienced phbtographers.
A. technicianril partiCularly those
vino ork in portrait studios and as-
pire t'o become professional photog -.
raphers, divide their time between0 .

taking and 0 ocessing pictures, at
some. labi, helpers assist technicians.
They also may be assistedihy workers
Who specialize in a particular activi-
ty; such as developers. (D.O.T.
976.381),P-0w (D.O.T. 976.381),

lo and retouchers (D:O.T. 970.281 ).
In most large phyisto lahs where e,

filiwdevelcipmg processes are larg ly

o un

pht5tographic paper friSm the printer,
the technician' develops it in much
the same way as the negative. If the
customer, desires, the technician
mounts the finished print in a frame

Darkroom technians° also-Work in
commerci 1 labs; thaTzSpecia:lizein,
processing die *ON bf.prpfessioitall
ptaiig 11.

-PhOto l ..yorkers are: s ated:ine
all parts o -the counirRitit enrploy7
ment is ttirent.tit0 'in themm ofe'
populous, rem such as NeW .York,
Ld4 -Ang lesTChieago, and other
large citi s.,

Training, Other. Qualifications,
and'AdVancement

Most darkrocim technicians !earl!,
their OOHS throUgh infqrnial on-the-
job training. ,Begintriglis 'siert hs help-
ers end gradually learn to deNTiop
and print film; by',,aSsiiting xperi .
enced teetinicians. It generaq 'takes'

workers who specialize iniprocessing
color film. ,,

The darkrooth technician makes a
phdfograph y fransrerring the image

ye to photographic.pa-
requently is performed-4

ion printer, which con-
gists of fixt4 for holding negatives
and, Photographic paptr, an electric'

t lamp and a maanifying lens. The, I

from a nega
per. Printin
on aprOje

automated, darkroom techrlicians su-
e- semiskilled Wbrkers who do

o

8 8 -it cmr.gai
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about 3 years to beco fully quali-
fied darkroom teclileian. Some
helpers become specialists in a par-
ticular activity, such as printing or
developing. Generally, the training
time required in order to become a
specialist is less than is needed to
become an all-round darkroom tech-
nician.

NYben hiring darkroom technician
helped, employers*refer plicants
who are high school duates.
Courses in chemistry an emat,
ics are helpful to people interested in
this trade.. Some high schools and
trade schools offer courses in,. pho-
tography that include training in, film
processing. The Armed Forces also
offer training for darkroom techni-
cians. Experience gained throtigh
processing film as a hobby is helpful.

Two-year curricula leading to an
associate degree in photographic
technology are offered 'by alfew col-
leges. Completion of college level
courses in this flerd,,is helpful to peon
pie who are interested in supervisoFf
and managerial jobs in photo labs.

Many darkroom technicians even-
tually become professional photogra-
phers. (See statement- dv otogra-

'

phershere in the7r114book.)
Other vanee to suPehspry posi-
tions in laboratories.

Raining for workers in semiskilled
phOtolab occupation's ranges from a
few weeks to several months of on-
the-job training. NE example, filin
numberefs and slide mounters usual-
ly can learn their jobs-in a few weeks,
but printer operators and chemical
mixers may need several months or
longer. For many semiskilled jobs,
manual dexterity, ood vision includ-
ing normal colo perception, and
good hand -eye c ordination are im9
portant qtialificat ons.

Employment Outiotik

Employment in photo lab'occupa-
ons is expected to increase faster
an the average for all Occupations
rough the' mid-1980's: In addition

to obs from employm'ent growth,
Many openings, will result from the.
need to replace expeitienced workers
who retire;:cije, or tramier to other

'ocippations.
% 'TV iieed:for seiniSkilled 7vork'ers

.cIo4ly to the*growt1( of ama-

teur photography. Film purchases by
amateur photographers are expected
to increase as a result of rising popu-
lation and personal income: Im-
provementslin still and movie cam-
eras that make them easier to load
and operate also should contribute to
an increase in the, use of film. How-
ever, due to the grownig popularity
of self-processing instant canieras
and the increased use of mechanized
film-processing equipment in photo
labs, employment will not grow as
fast as the amount of film used.

The need-for all-round darkroom
technicians is expected to increase as
a result of the growing demand for
Aotography in business and govern,
ment. A major factor contributing to
this demand will be the_increasing
variety of printed matter that is illus- '
trated with photographs.' The grow-
ing use of photography in research
and deyelopment activities also will
contribute to the demed for dark-
room technicians.

Earnings and Working
Conditions ,t -.ft4,,

Earnings of photo lib wOrkey vary
greatly and depend on facto-IS such as
skill level, experience, and geogtaph-
id locatiOnintiexperienced photo lab-

.

workers generally earned between
$2.40 and ,13.50 'thiliOUr in 1976,
according to the limited information
available. VV.p,rkers in semiskilled
occupations 'eAredifrom $2.40 to $5
an hour. Athong' these workers,
printer operatggs and "chemical mix-

. ers generally had The highest earn-
ings. In generql, darkroom techni-
Cians and.* those in supervisory
ositi6ns earned molt thart.the semi-
killed ripeeialized workers. Most of
he experienced darkroom techni-

ciansians earned -between $4.50 and,.
( $7.50 an hour in 1976 ;

The majority of photo lab employ-
eeswprc a 40-hour week and get pre-
minni--pay tor ovektime. In labs that
specialize in processin4 film for ama-
teur phofographers,employees. may
work a considerapreirnaunt of over-
tithe during the snarnieftan'd for sev-
eral weeks- afters Christmas. Many,
labs employ temporary workers dur-
ing these seasorial peaks. ': c

Photo lab -jobs'are:noi physically
strenuous, hnti in many of the semi -
skilled occupations iIi- work is rep,
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etitious and the pace is rapid. Some
workers (for example, printer opera-
tors and photocheckers and assem-
blers) are subject to eye fatigue.
Photofinishing labs are generally
clean, well-lighted, and air-condil-
tioned.

. Sources of Additional
Information

For information about employ-
ment opportunitivin photographic
laboratories and schools that offer
degrees in photographic technology,
write to: .
Photo Marketing Association, 603 Lansing

Ave., Jackson, Mich. 49202. ,
.

Professional Photographers of America, Inc.,
1090 Executive Way, Des Plaines, III.
60018.

Photographic Art and Science Foundation,
1 1 1 Stratford Rd., Desiliu'its--1 , SI. 60016.

POWER TRUCK
OPERATORS

(D.O.T. 922.883)

Naiure.of the Work

In the past, workers usually did the
hardrphysical labhr of moving mate-
rials acrd products. Today; many ma-
terials and product re moved by -.
workers who opera/ rious types of
power trucks. /

A typical power truck. has a hy-
draulic lifting mechanism and forks

skid or
is o Take
xample, a
ft to move
Is, a scoop
'pull ware-

to carry a load on a woo
' pallet, or_.other att
it more versati e.
truck may ,have 'a- cl
cartons, bales, or pa
to lift coal, or a tow bar
h se trailers.

ecause the trucks are steered by
t rear wheels and fart ind 'stop
very quickly, operators must use care ..,
add skill in driving. Power truoks are
relatively easy to operate; however,
operators usually'must follow special
procedures when using a truck at a
plant; warehouse, or construction
site. Fiir example, forks mustbekept
down if the track is driven withOlut,a
load. If, the load it too high or wide toJ.
see arotincl, the opeilator must cltive
tjiytruct inreNierse. When load ing ok I

removing materials that are stacked e3.?1
'':'



on the floor or a platform, drivers
idnust judge distance accurately and
operate the truck smoothly so that no
damage occurs to the stock. Opera-
tors also must know the lifting capac-
ity of the truck and the kinds of jobs
it can do.

Operators may have to keep rec-
ords of materials moved and do some
manual loading and unloading. They
aho may be responsible for keeping
their trucks in good working-condi-
tion by cleaning and oiling them,
checking the water in batteries,r mak-
mg,simple adjustmeatkand report-
ing any Mechanical problems.

ices of Employment

,bout 360,000 persons worked as
_,,,..power truck operators in 1976.

About three-fourths of them. worked
manufacturing industries. Large

mbers were employed in tarts
that -made automobiles, machinery,
fabricated metal produce, paper,.
building materials, and iron and
steel. Many power truck operators
also-were employed in warehouses, .
depots, freight and marine terminals,.
and mines.

Power truck operators are. em-
ployed in allparts of the country.
Although some are employed in
small towns, most work in heavily
populated areas where large factories
are located.

-
Training, Other Qualifications,.

and Advancement
Power truck operators train on the

.job. Most workers can learn to oper-
ate a power truck in a few days. It
tak% several weeks, however, to
leads the layout of the plant, the rtffes'
for operatinga truck in the plant d
the most efficient way of ha
materials. .

-

Many compani s have training
programs that incl de classroom in-
struction and practice with the power
truck-. In the classes, trainees learn
how the vehicle and its lift operate,
proper methods of transporting ma-
terials, siip,ple maintenance proce-
dures, atff safe driving rules. The
programs stress practice with the
power trucks. Trainees even may be
required to operate them on an ob-
stacle course. Training programs last
1 to 5 days, i cause power trucks

,.are becoming ore versatile and ex-
pensive, firms ar expected Lo place
greater emphasis on training pro-
grams to increase the skills of their
operators in order o avoid damage
to 'trucks and ials from acci-
dents.

Eipployers seek applicants who
have average manual dexterity,
strength, and stamina because, opera-
tors must get on and off the truck
frequently and occasionally load and
unload material. 'Good eyesight, in-,
eluding godd4epth preeeption, is re-
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;wired tin pick up, move; and deposit
loads with the power truck. Large
companies generally'- require appli-
cants to-pass a physical examination.
Some mechanical ability is- helpful
because operators often are required
to perform minor maintenance on
their power trucks.

Opportunities for advancement
are limited. A few operators may
become' supervisors.

Employment Outlook
,Employment of power truck'op-

erators is expected to increase about
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through themid-1980's. In ad-
dition to jobs resulting from employ-
ment growth, many operators will be
needed to replace those who retire,
die, or transfer to other occupations.

More goods will be manufactured
as the population grows and our stan-
dard of living rises, and more power
truck operators will be needed to
move these goods and the materials
used to produce them. The need for
operators.also will increase as more
firms use power trucks in plate of
hated labor to move materials. The
nuffiber Of jobs available annually
will vary, because the occupation is
sensitive, to changes in the demand
for manufactured goods.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976; power truck operators in
, manufacturing earned an average of

$5.30 an hour, slightly above the
average for nonsupervisory worker?
in private industry, gxeepCfarming.,
Earnings of operators:vaiied slightly
by region and by industry. -

Power truck operators are subject
to hazards such as collisions and fall- .

in'g objects. They May operate their
trucks outdoors *here they are ex-
posed to all kip& of'li5eather.
operators trartsport loose material
that-is dirty or dusty..

A trendttoward quit/ er, more com-
fortab , and better handling trucks
4an mphasis on training,in safe op-.
e tion have imprbved working con-
di 'ons. For exaMple alL rider type
po er trucks db have overhead .

guardi a many w ich are used out-
doors. arerequioloid with all-w\eatiOli,
cabi. Also, the increasingose-of the
relatively'nOiseless and pollutant -free

' .1
Power truck opera*a are employed, In many Industhet.

90`
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OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

battery powered, trucks is doing
much to improve the comfort of the
operator. Moving materials through-
but''a plant also iVikely to be less
routine and boring than many other
production jobs.

Sources of Additional
Information

!Air:motion on work opportunities
for power truck operators. may be
available from the local offic,e of the
State employment service. E.

PRODUCTION PAINTERS

Nature o he Work

Almost every m I or wood prod-
uct manufactured ets a coating of
paint or other finish it leaves
the factory .Automo for exam-

ibe-rust preventative,
int totaling at least 10
encils are dipped in
imes before they are

i, acked into boxes.
The workers who apply the var-

- ms , lacquer, paint, and other finisho-,,,.
es used in factories arecalled. pro- i.,,,,

'"' duction painters. Because they
generally work on assembly lines,
production- painters' skills are differ-
ent from those of pa:niters who repair
damaged cars itrbody shops and
from those who paipt newly Con-,
structed buildings. (Information on
these painters can be found in sepa-
rateVStatements elsewhere in the
Handbook.) The majority o produc-
tion painters use sprayguns o-apply
finishes; while the rest op ray to-
matic ptilnting machinery,. , as

. spraying rhachines, dipping ks,

ple, ual
pri , an

coats. Ev
. paint several

. . .
f

.1

and tumbling barrels. Since painters
may spray hundreds of identical

ms a day, the work may become
rep itious..

Painters mix the gaint at the begin-
ning of the process. They first figure
areas to be covered, and then follow
directions to blend paint to its cor-

/sect color and thickness. These steps
require simple arithmetid involving
decimals and fractions. Viscosity me-
ters are used to make sure the paint is
the right consistency, for if it is too
thick or too thin, the paint has to be
mixed over. Pressure of the spray gun
nozzles and spray'pattern controls
also must,be adjusted properly to en-
sure that the paint is evenly applied.

Besides spraying, pailiters are re-
vonsible for other.duties on the pro-
duction line. If- an objeCt is to be mul-
ti- colored, masking tape must be

. applied to keep colors from overlap-'
ping. Production piiifters who oper-
ate machinery set up .the painting
equfpment at the beginning of the
shift and are responsible for keeping
it running. Other machines used in
the painting process may also be op-
erated by the painters. For example,
washing tanks araused.to clean items
prior to painting And baking ovens
dry the painted articles. At the end of
the shift, painters must clean spray
gunsdimd other equipment used, such
as intfing paddles or gauges Which
check paint consistency.°

An increasing number of produc-
tion lines use automatic painting ma-
Thinery. Here; production painters
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products such as cans,,,tinware, and
handtools. Although production,'
painters are, scattered geographical-
ly, large numbers are employed in
industrialized,States. A fourth of all
furniture painters were employed in
North Carolina and Pennsylvania,
while one-third of all automobile
painters worked. in MichiganoVer
half of these in Detroit. Over a guar:
ter of the painters employed by com-
panies making machinery and metal
products worked in Ohio and Illinois.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Because no.iormal apprenticeship
or training program exists, new pro-
duction painters acquire their skills
on the job. Inexperiened workers
often start off loading and unloading
items from. conveyor lines. After
they become familiar with the pro-
duction process and as openings
arise, they may be taught new paint-
ing skills. They ally learn the
work by watching helping expe-
rienced painters. Training varies
from a few days to several months..
Some modern mainting. processei,
such as those used to apply powdered
coatings, demand more skill than
others and thus a correspondingly
longer training period. As painters
gain experience they can advance to
higher' skill categories, assume mdre
responsibility, and receive higher
wages. . .

are necessary to check for imperfec- Productjon painters usually have °

tins and to paint parts of an article- to stand for' long-periods of time to
do their job. Although they seldom

ot have to lift heavy objects, the pro-
n) duction line nature of the job de-

that the machine misses. For exa
ple, some modern applicators. can
paint inside surfaces, sttdh as the
tenor of a bucket. Painters-use p ay ,mands good physical condition, since/uns to Paint these areas. As p duc- the painters may be.exposed to fumes

or haye to bend or stoop in their .

ldersideor top of an object, such ds a
d--car, may iequye..,reaching or crouch-
ing. Good eyesight is an.asset to'dis-
tinguish colors aid check that paint.
has boon. applied.eve ly. High school,s

. graduation is genera ly not r.equirect!
'0' for entry level pbsititiasibut- a. dipld;le

ma or its equivalgAnay. be "needed
NI ;

to advdnce to higho.r s i levels .-,0

arelimited; although a s all number' ,
5' Opportunities : fot 'ad aneentept

tion lines become more autdmated,
painters must learn io handle all,
types of modern painting machinery"
s c as etectrostatiVapplicatols Ind
owder-type painting'systems.

)
41_ N.

places of Employment -

; ., 't0f., ,

About .1494,000 proiluctioin paint-,'
,, .. ...,a- eiss were employed in .1976. About

, et- 1* - - two-third} of the total N.vciirked in
. - , : Nth) tk-St made autoniollies, ma=

...** ''' '-it':a
k Ia. '\-612111,07 , furniture and other wood.

liostmatintes.appliwd with pptay Am products, manufacturet . metal. ,

%work. For example, 'to paint the un-
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*of prodUction painters become su-
pervisors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of production paint-
ers is expected' to increase at about
the same rate as the average for all
occupations through the mid-1980's.
Many job openings also will result as
pperienced-Workers retire, die, or
ansfer to other occupations.
Most manufacturing industries are

expected to increase their. output in
the years ahead. Demand for con-
sumer products, such as automobiles
and furniture, will increase as popu-
lation and personal income grow.
Business growth will create a need
for more industrial machinery and
equipment. Employment of. painters,
however, is not expected to keep-
pace with manufacturing output be.'

,,,,peause increased . use of automatic'
painting processes and other labor-
saving innovations, should raise out-
put per worker.

Most production pairiterework in
plants that priiduce durable goods,
such as automobiles: where employ-
ment is particularly sensitive to
changes in general economic and
business conditions: Therefore, these
painters may be subject to occasional
layoffs. .

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly wage rates for production
...',painters ranged from $2.63 to.$6.12

in 1p76,.basee on infermatiqn from a
limited number of union contracts.
Most painters covered by these con-
tracts earned between $4 and $5 per
hour.

-Because- painters are exposed to
fu es fwm pint and paint-mixing
ingredients,' they may wear .masks
which covet' the' nose and, mouth.
Mani) wear coveralls to protect their
clothes; They also may need ear-
plugs, since, noisy factory. conditions
often exist. When .paintin? large ob-
jects, such as a car or refrigerator,
they may have to work in awkward
and cramped. positions.

Among Unions brganizing,prodtte7,
tees dare the International

Aurftater OrofF,1,
space,. arlc! 4gricuftiiar jn pleM en t
Yr rkers of.'AMeria; International .

. .

AssOeiation of Machiniits and...Aero-
space Workers; d the ;kilted Steel-
workerPof Am ca

-
Sourc Additional

ion

More
may

job opportunities
in this field. ay be available froni
local office,s;atthe State employmerit
service."-General information on pro-
duction painters may be obtainedfrom:.
Materials Marketing Associates, Inc., Shep-

ard-Benni9g Building, 520 Pleasant, St.
Joseph, Mich: 49085. ,

Federation of Societies for Coatings Technol-
ogy, 1315 Walnut St.; Philadelphia, Pa.
19107.

STATIONARY ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 950.782)

Nature of the Work

Stationary engineers operate and
maintain the machinery that provides
power for industry,' heat and air-con:
ditioning fo factories, hospitals, and
other buildings; and light for every
city and town. Among the equipment
they.tend and control are steam boil-
ers, diesel engines, turbines, gener-
ators, pumps; condensers, and air
compressors.

Stationary engineer's monitor the
various meted and gauges that are
attached to equipment to make sure
they are running properly, and make
adjustments whenever necessary; On
a steam boiler, for example, they
check the meters and gauges that
indicate steam pressure and the
amount of fuel being consumed.

Stationary engineers, or power en-
bsinears as they often are called;
check the= equipment regularly to-
make sure that adequate .power is
Provided without wasting fuel. They
can control both the flow of fuel to
the boiler and the steam pressure by
adjgs:ting throttles or. valves. Other
types of equipment may be regulated
u4r; switchestbr levers.

tionary engineers also proteCt
quipmpnt Troia Seta/ and corrosion,

OCCUPATIONAL, OUTLOOK FLkiiplIciiDK
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These workers detect and identity
any trouble that develops. They
watch and listen to machine, and
routinejy check the .safelY controls.
Often stationary .engineers .iaaie mi

Oinor repairs, su as replaelag defec-
tive valves, gaskets, or bearings,.

In a large plant, the stationary en-
gineeroom,

and direct the assist-
ant

en-
r may be in charge o boiler

ant stationary engineers, tarine op-,

erators, boiler tenders, and air-condi-
tioning and refrigeration Mechanics.
In a small plant, the stationary engi-
neer may be the only person operat-
ing and maintaining equipment.

1, Places of EnvPloYMOnt

In 1976, 194,000 stationary engi-
neers were employed in a Wide vari-
ety of places, including Power sta-
tions, factories, sewage and water-
treatment plants, office' and .apart-
ment buildings, hotels, and Ij
Federal, State, and loca

ospitals
govern-

ments also employed lar numbers
of these workers. Usually, Plants that
operate on three shifts employ four
to eight stationary; engineersianbtsut,
some have more. In many
only one engineer works on each
shift.

Betause
us-

stationary 'en 8i
in so many different kinds,

ers work
of Indus-

tries, they are employed
linpdarts,

ofthe country. Although some are
employed in small towns and in rural
areas, most work in the moire heavily
populated areas where large industri-
al and commercial businesseTdstl-arue-k:..

cated.

Calning.,, Other G allut
and AdvanCin

Many, stationary engin era start as
helpers.' or oilers and -a quire their
skills through informal o the job ex-
perience. ?good back round, also
can be obtained in the NavY or Mer-
chant Marine. However, Most train.,
ing authorits recommend formal
anprenticeshiP- programs .because of
the increasing complexity of the ma-
chines and systems. t.

In electing apprentices, rnost joint
labor-management appreaticeshii)
committees prefer high school or

Boller,Waterfor example; ffiquently trade schoolliraduates vino have re
is iested for purify and treated withiNctived ingtrietiOr in matbt

_chemicals._ ' -4 i)' a mechanical drawing, machine
s 7 ..

'cations,
t

- sbop
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.
_ stationary engineers ate eirpOsed to
high temPeiatures, .dust,' and dirt
,frbm th0q Omen!.

_,
penered inainte-

risince duti may cause contact with,
fP81 p ase, arfef fumeeor smoke:

Orkere may haVe to ,csawl/ili-
-T. -de boilers and work in crouching oi,_
"kneeling inspect, clean,

pr repair the interior
. Because stationary engineers often

around. boilers 'and electrical
, and mechanical equipment, they

Must be alert to avoid burns, electric
"shock, and injury from moving ma-
cery-

Among the unions to which these
workers belong are the International
Union of 'Operating Engineers and
the International BrOtherhood of
Firemen and Oilers. . .

Sources of Additional
Information ii4k

Information about training pr work
Opportunities is available from local
offices of State employment services,
focals of the International Union of
Operairait. Engineers, and from State
and tack licensing agencies.

Specific queitions about thi occu-
pation may be. refei-l.ed to:
International Union of 'Operating Engineers,

1125 17th fit. NW., Washing n, D.C.
20036.

National Association of Power Engineers, Inc.
176 West Adams St.chicago, Ill. 60603.

For questions concerning licensing
requirements, contact:
National. Institute for Uniform Licensing of

Power Engineers, 176 West Adams St.,
ChiCago, M. 60603.,

`'W S ATER
TR TM NT PLANT

OPE Togs (Sewage-
, Plant Operators)

/- (D.O.T: 955.782)

,Mature of the Work.

Cleak water is essential for our
health and recreation and for the ex-
istence offish and wildlife. Wastewa-
ter treatment plant operatprs help
keep America's water clan by re-
mcivipg harmful domestic and Indus=
trial 'waste..

1

Waste materials are.Carrie& by016a-
ter through,sewer.piees to treatment
plants. Operators control eqUipment
to remove these materials or render
th harmless. By operating andwni ntaining pumpp,esiand valvres
that nnect tkc vfiectipp system .to

°the treati4nr faceility, operators
move the wastewater, throligh the'
various treatment processes.

Operators read wind interpret me-
ters and gauges to make sure plant
equipment is-working properly. Oth-
er jobs' include operating cljemical
feeding devices to remove pollutants
from wastewater; taking samples of

the water for laboratory analysis; and
testing and adjusting thelevel of
chlorine inAlmegoiter. Operators also
make minor repaiks on valveS,
pumps, and other equipment. They
use gauges, wrenches, pliers; and
other common handtOols, as well as
special tools. Occasionally operators
must work .under emergency condh
tionsfor example, a heavy rain-
storm may cause abnormal amounts
of wastewater to flow into Se_wer
pities and threaten to exceed a
plant's treatment capacity.

The duties of operators vary de-
pending on the type and size of plant.
For example, the treatment process
in an 'industrial plant, such -as a food--
processing company, may be simple
since the wastewater is of a known
content. Treatment plants that serve
entire cities, on the other hand, must
be equipped to treat a .mixture ,of
waste products that varies:U-114, thus_
making the operator's job more coin-
plicated. In smaller plants, one op-
erator may be responsible for the en-
tire systemmaking repairs, keeping
plant recorfs, handling complaints,
and doing the maintenance work for
the facility.. jri larger plants, the staff
may -include chemists, laboratory
technicians, mechanises, helpers, su-
pervisors, and a superintendent.

As a result of the passage of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act
of 1972, water pollution standards,
will become increaltgly stringent in
the future. In order to- meet these
higher reqbirements, operators will
have to be able to operate more
sophisticated *systems.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTL90K,HANDBOOK

Pities Of Employment.

Abou 101,0 0 people ,worked full'
time as water. treatment 'plant
operator' in 1976, of whom4boilit;
58;600 w irked -itd:MuniCipitridantse-:,','

'4400CI0 i private indultry, andL2,000 .
in Feder 1 installations.

Wastewater treatment plant opera-
tors acre employed throughout- the
country. Geographitally, employ-
ment is distributed-much like the Na-
tion's population, with most jobs in
larger towns and cities. Many opera-

itors in small towns are employectpart
time.

Training,- Other Qualifications, ,

.and Advance ent
Trainees usually tart as helpers

and learn their skill on the job under
the direction of experienced op-
erator. They lea by doirtg routine
tasks sucli as 'recording meter. read-
ings; Wring° samples of wastewater
and sludge; and doing simple mainte-
nance and repair work on pumps,

I

electric motors, and valves. They
also are expected to perform house-
keeping tasks such as cleOing and
maintaining plant `ecidiphrent .and
F65perty. = ' , ,

Persons interested in entering the
field should have 'some mechanical' .-
aptitude and Should be competent in .

basic mathematics. Employers gener-.
ally prefer yaineat who have a high
school diploma-or its equivalent, an
in some States this-bra minimum ed
cation 'al requirement. 'Some nos -
Lions, particularly in larger cities and

,,7tgxis, tire covered by civil- 'service
,

fegulatiops, and pliCants may be
required to.4pas written examina-
tions testing elemeh ry mathematics
skills,- mechanical aptitude', and gen-
eralellotelligence.49peratorn must be
agile, since they haVe to climb lad-
ders-and move easily arourid heavy0machine '

Some ear programs leading' to
in I, associate degree in wastewater
technology' are available; these pro -
vid a ood general knowledge Of,the
viat 'Dilution control 'field as well

'as- basic preparation for becoming, an
operator.Sgice plants are becoming
more complex; completion of such' -
courses increases an applicant's
chances for employment and promo- is\
Lion. 4,.., ,

J4
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Most State water pollution control
agencies offer training cotirses to im-
prove' the skills or treatment nt

ope-rator whOsupervises a large plant
employing complex technology may
reqaire a bachelor's degree in sci-

oPe!lifors. These co,urses..cover p ?`
ciples of sludge digestimi; odors and'

'their contibi, chlorination, sedimen-
tation, biological oxidation, and flow
measurements; Some operators take
correspondence courses on ,subjects
related to wastewater treatment, and
some employers will pay part of.the

Autuition fOr courses leading to a col-
ege degree in science or engineer-
ing. -

Operators may be promoted to po-
sitions such as supervisor and super-
intendent. A high sch iploma
and increasingly iespoiWe opera-
tor experience may be sufficient to
qualify as superintendent of a small
plant, since at many small amts the
superintendent also se as an op-
erator. Education 1 requirements,
however, are risin as larger, more
complex treatmen, plants are being
built to. Meet W water pollution
control standards" Superintendents
of large plants are expected to have
an engineering, or science degree.
Training ia management techniques
is becorMi increasingly important
for operatop seeking positions with
supervisOry responsibilities. A limit-
ed number of Operators may become
technigians employed by State water
pollution control agencies to monitor
and provide, technical assistance to
plants thioughout theiState. Some,
technic vocational sclibol or junior
college tfaining generally is preferred
for technician jobs.

In 40 States$' supervisors and cer-
tain operattirsmust pass an exaniina-
tion to certi
of vierseeing
tions.-VOlun

that they are capable
eatment plant Opera-

-cettificat'on pro-
grams are in effect in the maining
States, wile exceptio'n of Alaska.

' Under gISTicid-program, there are
cdifferent classes Of cmaification for
different. sizes of trearient plants.

.. For example; be certified a "class
I. operator:' able-of operating a
small plant ith simple`equillinetIt:
an- applicant should be a Ifiglfs&O-Ol:
eaduate, denionstsate general

- knowledge, of treatment operations
by" passing a, written test, and corn-
plete 1 year of gatisfactOry employ-
ment at ,aftreatroct plaid. R4uire-

. ments for certification as 4 class IV,

ence or engineering; 4 years of treat-
.- ment 'plant experience, 2 years of

which were in a position of major
responsibility; and vecific knowl-
edge of the entire fielcrof wastewater'.
treatment as demOnstrated through a
written test. Typically, a large plant
would employ mostly operatimserti-
fled' for- operating small cm-medium-

, sized plants, but always under the su-,
spervision of a class IV operator:

?k;it 4
Employment-Outlook

,Employmenf of -wastewatertreat-,
ment plant operators expected to
increase much faster than the aver-
age for all oacupations..through the
mid-1980's, mainly as a result of the
constructiot of-new treatment plants
to process the increasing amount of
domestic and industrial wastewater.
Also, more higWy trained operators
will be needed as: existing plants ex--
pand and modernize their facilities to
cope more 'effectively with'water pol-
lution. In addition to new jobs from
employment growth, many job open-
ings will occur as experienced opera-
tors: retire, die, or ,transfer to other
,occupations.

People who enter this field should
have fairly steady employmeat'in the
years aheadiEven during economic
downturns, eatment plants seldom
lay off employees:

. ,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

a
! Operators ,employed at small and
medium-sized wastewater treatment
-plants generally 'earned between
$9,000 and $11,000 ar in 1976. .
Someapperienced operas rs earned
more than '$20,000 a- yea n large
-plants. superintendents of small
plants earned about the same as op-
erators, but superintendents pf medi-
um-sized plants generally earned be-

gween $13,000 and $20,000, and as
Much as $25;000 or itiorein arge
plants. Salaries for trainee were-
roughly 80 percent of oper ors'
salaries in most cities.

Because pollution control is a nev:
(.er-ending task, operators work dif,

5

It $5

ferent .shifts and, in an emergency.
,may have to work overtime. - pera-
tots bay bt~ expoiecL,to un eaiant
',dors, as well as noise ,frotn, e op-
eration 'of ,electrical .motor's and -
pumps.,flowever,, odor is kept to a
miniznam by 'the 'use of -chlorine or
otherchemicals.

. SOUrCOS otAddititinal
Information

A

People , interested in a career in
wastewater treatment sh6ild contact
their local or State water pollution
control agencies. Additional -info&
mation is available from:
Water Pollution Control Federation, 2626

t Pennsylvania Ave., NW., Washingto4
D.C. 20037.

Manpower Plamthvdniid-lraining landh
(WH-596, °thee o1 WaG.Programs,

. Environmental Protection Agency, Wash-
ingIon, D.C. 20460. ' t

WELDERS

(D.O.T. 810. through 819.887)

Natant of the Work

Welding consists of Ailing pieces
of material, usually metal, by fusing
or bonding them together. It is the
most common Method of permanent-;
ly connecting Metal parts that go into
the construction of automobiles,
spacecraft, ships, household appli-
ances, construction- equipment, and
thousands of other producteBeams
and steelteintim-pg rods in bridges,
buildings, and roads frequently are
joined by welding. In addition, a
growing number of plastic parts are
welded to make a variety of prod-
ucts:

Welding processes differ in the ,
way heat is created and applied to
the parts being joined. In arc weld-
'ing,, the most frequently used pro-
cess, heat is created as electricity
flows across a gap from the tip of dee
welding electrode to the .metal. In
resistacce welding, heat created by
resistance to the flow. of eurrent
through the metal. In gai ivelding,
the arm bustion-,of, burning se$,
netts` the metal. As part of %SO
weldinOroCesses, -filler .materials,
called welding electrodes or welding



rods; are melted and added . to the
joint to give it greater strength. When
the heat is removed, the metal . and
filler material solidify and join the
parts. It is the welder's jot, to control
the heat and the weld pool size and to
add the filler mater al 'scist,hat togeth-
er the o strong joint.

Sin welding proceises differ and
are used or.a wide va&ty of purpos-

e equipment used skill
.1 f welders vary.;,Jobs teary from
th othighly skilled Manual wyid:
els who can use gas and electric arc

;welding equipment in more than one
position and whO can plan their work
from drawingsor other specifications
to those of unskilled welding ma-

-chine tenders who simply press a but-
ton to start the welding machine.
Skilled welders know the material

' characteristics 'and properties -of
steel, aluminum, and other metals
and can weld joints in all positions.

sear example, maintenance welders,
pipe 'welders, and many of the weld-
ers who construct ships are skilled

4hip welders join the steel plates,
s beams, and pipes used to build ships.

Some welded, joints are on the floor,
some are on the wall, and some are.
overhead. , All must be carefully
welded to insure that the ship will not
break apart in rough seas.

Ship welders generally use arc
welding equipment, although gas
equipment also is used in many areas,.
After, reading instyu.ctions or specifil.
cations to learn which. materials and
welding method to use and obtaining

. space; the heat from the electric arc
melts the rod, and. the metal. Welders
control the arc movement 'along the
joint. As the rod melts and becomes
shorter they move the holder closer
to the metal to keep the correct arc
length. Wiest the rod. becomes very
shorf,, it is discarded and replaced
With a new one °

.Maintenadee weld repair tools,
Machines, and equipMentfor ex:
ample, a-,,leaking pipet rn such s,
welderS may bring their equip to
the job. Gas welding is used in ny
cases because electrical power. nria.
not be available and the torch, hoses,
and talks of gAs are portable.'

After examining, the pipe and pre-
paring the breitt-for repairusually
by grindingmaintenance Welders
select the proper welding filler rod
for.the job. Next, they light the tors_.,

and adjust regulators on the tanks of
fuel gas, such as acetylene, hydrogen
etc., and oxygen to obtain the riglo
gas mixthies and flame.With die fill-,

the other, they eat the edges of the
er rod in one h i nd and the torch in

beak and apply the heat. As
4,._

-
al begins,to melt,-the welders -

ically melt the end of the fillet rod in
the hotel liquid Metal while they care-
fully 'move,,the torch and :'rocl along
the crack to Corn pletik the rpplijo
Welders must be carefilto'keep
torch at the right distance from the
metal in order to apply the heat cor-
rectly and to add filler material, as
needed, to fill the. clack.

40 ..Nottlt.welders have the skills re-
ed .4:?f shipbuilding or mainte-

na ce welders. For egample, less
skit ed workers use semiautomatic
arc welding equipment to speed up
the j613 of welding automobile .
frames, Semiautomatic equipment
consists of a i elding gun that welders
must manipulate but which automati-
cally supplies the proper amount of .

'arc hei and filler material to the
joint. In, this case, as4mbly lines
bring-cat frames to weldereand put
them in place. Welders then position .
their welding- guns on the..parts to be
welded and operate a, switch 'ors thk
handle whi4 automatically "§trikesj -

an arc"..They guide the arc to corn -
plete one . or two joints before the '
assembly line 'takes the frame. an-,

supplies front the storage area, ship`'
welders are ready to begin work.
When employing .shielded metal arc
shedding they use a rod in a holder
attached to an electr6'cable coming

, from a" welding power supply, The

1

other power supply cable is attached
to the Vetal being welded which
completes the electrical circuit and

'contnals shre (4justed to. provide the'
correct mount Of welding current.
When the =power is turned on they.
"strike in arc". *.briefly touching,

,,the rod to thenpal to start the elec-
tricity flowing afid then pulling ale:
rod back to create a small gap which'
the current must jump. lf,.the dis;-
tance' between the rod and the metal
is correct, an arc, will jump across the

r
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other, worker. Like other we ders.,'
they are responsible for the so- nd'--
'fess of the joint. 'However, they n
less skill because all parts they weld
are identical and each is welded 'in

. the same position.. ),

- If the factory is large, and many
identical parts are to be welded, the
company may .save Money by using
automatic welding mac es. Such
machines may be used, f ample,
in making automobile mufflers end
washing- machines. The workertwho
operate these- machines need' little
knowledge of welding and are fre-
quently called welding machine op-
erators to distinguiSh them from ,`
More skilled, manual welders. Weld-
ing .machine operators place the

arts to be joined in holders Lzn the
machine. To complete the we'd, op-
eritors 'simply push a button.. The
machine then clamps the part in
lace and rotates it, as necessary., to'.

mplete the welding .cycle. After .

Jobs for Welders are le the
&Mafia:tering centers of the Greet Lakes

States.
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OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIQN-AND RELATEDOCCUPATIONS
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the, welding cycle is finished, opera- . ees welder apprenticeship progiams
tors4remove the welded parts and that last several years, includi g
load the machine again. classrcioth and on-the-job trainin

Closely related-to welders are cut- Persons planning ca'reers- as rd-
ters. Cutters use the heat from burn-, ers or cutters-need manuaLdex rity,
ink gases or an electric arc to cut apd good eyesight, and good eye-hand
trim metal rather then join it. Some coordination. They should be able to
cutters- operate electrically or ise- concentrate on detailed Work for
chanically controlled machines that long periods, and should be free of
automatically follow the proper any physical disabilities that .wouldwould
guideline. prevent them from bending, stoop-

ing, and working in awkward posi-
Places of Employment

About 660,000 welders and flame
cutters were employed in 1976, in-
cluding a relatively' small number of
cutters who used both flame and arc-
cutting equipment. Almost twa-
thiras of all welders help manufac-
ture cltyable goods; for example,
boilers, bulldozers, trucks; ships, and
heavy machinery. Most of the rest-
repair metal products or help con-
struct bridges, large, buildings, and

.pipelines. _

° Welders are concentrated in the
manufactbring centers of tiFe;preat

. Lakes States. About one-third work
' in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, In-,

" diana, and Illinois. Because of the
widespread use of welding, the rest
are distributed much the same a the
population is' with large numbers
working in New York, Texas, Wis-
'consin, and ,California.

TraininVOther Qualification ,

and Advancement

Generally, it takes several years of
training to become a skilled welder.
Some of the less skilled jobs, how-
ever, can be learned on the job in a
few months, Some welding machine
operators, for example, learn to op-
erate a Machine in a few hours and
.become completely qualified in a
v%ek.

Beginners often start in simple pro-
duction jobs where the type and
thickness of the metal and the posi-
tion of the welding operation rarefy
change. As the need arises, supervi-
sors or experienced workers teach
new employees hodw to veld different
types of metals, and how to weld ver-
tical and overhead joints. Many large
companies conduA programs to train
people as weldefs. After completing
the course, individuals are offered
jobs -A few companies offer,employ- ,

tions. Most employers, prefer appli-
cants who have high .school or
vocational school training in welding:.
Courses- in Atop. mathematics, me-
chanical drawing, blueprint reading,
physics, and chemistry also are help-
ful.

New developments are requiring
new skills of welders. This is particu-
larly truein fields such as atomic en-
ergy or aerospace manufacturing,
which have high standards for the
reliability of welds. Before being as-
signed to work on buildings, bridges,
pipelines, or other jobs where the
strength of the weld is highly cgtical,
welders may be required to pasS, an
examination of their' welding skills
given by an employer or government
agency. Welders who -pass such ex
aminations generally are referred to
as "certified welders."

Promotion opportunities for weld-
ers are good. Some welding machine
operators learn skilled welding jobs;
skilled welders may be promoted to
welding inspectors, technicians, or
supervisors. Experienced workers
who have' obtained college training
on the properties of metals often be-
come welding engiKeers and are in
great demand to develop new appli-
cation for welding. A small number
of experienced welders open their
own welding repair sho'ps.

. Employment Outlook

Job opportunities for welders
should be very good in the years
ahead. Employment in this large field
is expected to increase faster than
the average, for pall occupations
through the mide1980's. The faster
increase will be caused by the gener-
ally favorable long 'run outlook for
metalworking industries and by the

treater
use of welding in particular.

.9 7
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In addition to openings created by
-employment growth,, many jabs
shouldlriseYeach year §ecause of the
need ieplaCe experienced welders
who retire, die. or transfer to other
Occupations. Job opportunities ray
vary from year to year, however, be-
cause employment of welders in the
manufacturing and construction in-
dustries fluctuates with ups and
downs in the economy.

Increases in population and in-
come are, expected to stimulate de-
mand for cars, buildings', 'heavy4, ma-
*chinerY, appliances, and thousands
of other products that welders help
make. Employment of welders also is
expected to increase as welch e-
place other methods of joining et=

als. ,Welding generally , is ehe
than other methods of joining m
parts, and it is being used more fre-
quentl'i in the man ufacturing and

. construction industries.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

National wage data on Welders are
not available. However, the' limited
data available indicate that welding
machine 'operators earned from
$3.93 to $5.10 in 1976. Weldeis in
the construction industry earned $6
to $12 an hour, depending on loca-
tion.'

Welders and cutters use protective
clothing, safety shoes, goggles, hel-
mets with protective lenses, and oth- s-
er devices to prevent burns 'and eye
injuries. Although lighting and venti-
lation usually are, adequate,' welders
occasionally work in the presence of
toxic gases and fumes created when
some metals melt. They are often in
contact with rust, g se, and dirt on
metal sur es. Welding machine op-
erators ar largely free from the haz-.
ards associated with manual welding.
A face shield or goggles generally of-
fer adequate protegtion to these ,
-workers.

Many welders are union members.
However, 'beCause welding also is

done by other craft workers, for ex-
ample by pipefitters, and Only recent-
ly has received recognition as a dis-
tinct craft, welders belong to many
different unions. Among these are
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the International Association of Ma-
chinists and Aerospace Workers; the
International Brotherhood of Boiler-
makers, Iron Shipbuilders, Black-
sthiths, Forgers and Helpers; the'ln-

,t ernati o-n al Union, United
Autoniiibile, Aerospace and Agricul-
tural Implement. Workers of Amer-

. ica; the United Association of Jour-;,-.
neyrnen and Apprentices of the

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry
of United States and Canada; add
the United Electrical:Radio and Ma-
chine Workers of America (Ind.):;

Sources of Additional
Information

for further information on training
and w,ork opportunities for welders,

3

,9 8
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ct lo employers or the local
office of t e tate. employment-ser
visat For getleral inforniFtion about
v?ers, write to:
The American tVelding Society, '2501. NW..

33125.
International UniOn, United Automobile,
- Aerospace and Agridultural Implement

Workers-of America, 8000 East Jefferson
Ave., Detroit, Mich: 48214.
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Office occupations,-1976t

. 29% of total emplo
in all oCcupations

kkr,

'ers -Perform a
that are: neede
" othei organ. za

44 ,e lay-to day ba,
:

, . as sei.
aim

emozoyees

advice, prepa analyze financial
reports, desig dmputer systems,'
and arrange bet.k Waits.

Jpportuniti, o5ce work exist
or people wit. luiely. different edu-
:ational backg aids. Some jobs can
pe,entered wi *ply ,a _high school
educaticm: maw. others, hoviever, re-
fluire L.. least Ajoiliege degree.

Man cienlit -.mployees work
-ith tninsts a. rten do. detailed,

tas most professional.
Jffice worker 0 )71 the other hand,
sark -477:r as they apply tneir

mills 13:'-!,,tieprrylems and devis-
Lag ways oetter services to.
t_nose NOR, zep,---Ahd on them.'Besideti-
t_t_ttt rt ills required to do

:ons. vorkers need judg- .

me.nt arc communicate
bur 113 :121.

11S o me Handbook de-
sc --!es :Jim: wort': in clerical occU--
pz .-)ns. _or ,,t and related oCcu-
pz :In '..71.g occupations,
ins_: ant ,oatr-Tts, and adminis-
tranve zetipations.
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CLERICAL-OCCVPATIONS

Ab lot: 16 million people woirkect in
cleri=ai guilts in 1976. Many lilootsp rec-
.ords anc io other office Pork.
Othcem isteadle communicatia, op-
erate lffice machines, ale and re-
ceive merchandise; and riadrsaies on/
cash --misters.

Wors;=-s.' in . clerical jcIns have a
wide variety of skills and -:-.::perierr.ce.
They include highly
searchers in 'real estae
executive seCretarieris in 7,L.ri4 -tesF
flees as well as rektivr
messengers and file
the diversity of jobs and lune:-

- clerical employment is c
in just a few familiir jobs. Rounly
of every 5 clerical work,- rs is a secre-
tary or stenographer. One in 1 :s ;

bookkeeper_ The accompar
chart shows employment in.thes,

- other major clerical ocCupation
cussed in the Hancibmok.

Training, Other Oealificatvons.
, and Advancement

Clerical workers need high schr
diplomas fdr all but the most rout:n
jobs, and many employers prefe-
'plicants who have :tad

F courses. Some companies coon :a;e
' with local high schools and business

schools in office education proktrams
that enable student" to worh par
time while attending school.,T is ex-
perience is helpful for' bev-ners

. seeking jobs after graduation ,ian),

States and localities sponsc pro-
graina.to train unemployed anc low-
skilled workers for' entry -level cleri-
cal jobs.

Beginning clerical workers often
receive on-the-job training. . They
learn how their employers keep rec-
ords and become familiar with the
kinds of business formS used. Some
new workers learn to operate adding
and duplicating machines and other
kinds of office equipment, They may
attend classes to le4rn how to oper-
ate tabulating .machines and other

equipment. S-
sc. tog r ,pters, arl.f typists spe;
anti sk that !must be leara..1 in
seehool fcirmai: training przgams.

cir.,,cal jobs require r-ading
crorPorebenglion, a knowlec. of
-,spellung anu grammar. and arOiri-metic
shills. ` r-lo-yers prefer appir--ants
for alq...ur, ehcal jobs t: :lave
basic 'yr-ng tiY tits. Scrrneemr__-7,,yers
-:t oast ucamts for cleric. anr=ade.

, oppor. Annie-, for
i!ric wc. .zrs are goo:. aztn many

employers p:oide 7:.)ut7..zs sip that
Lthr,./ ernplc sees fear- skills
'Av!.-&-.-d nore emannrng jobs. As
I*, irs skilled,

-e assigned mare e_-_-.1ficult

_mks -.xanm,71e, linor -vests` 7_-_iore res. pon-

sit-f.- 'bs .1 tt-listL as their
ty-ting speed And curacy
N----.pttioni!sts V- '.earl typr-4

-c.::edu Fes necome
lanes ur niS*.S. Promotion !..- .,ntr-

,,or or 7.1.4:,:_i.tr Herter all} 14pc:_ins
. -work experi-

ence and knowledge of the overall
operations of the organization.

Employment Outlook
Employment of clerical workers is

ex...cted to increase faster than the
avenge -f-tn- all- occupations through
the mid- 1980's. In addition to the
new jobs created by this growth,
man. other openings will occur as
eriin%oyees die,'retire, or leave their
jobs

Ftmire growth in the number of
clerical workers is expected to result
primarily from the increasing paper-
work _that will l-le-company the expan-
sion f large and complex organiza-
tions. A great deal of this paperwork
is haa.,iled -lomputer. The impact
of ar......bmatiot on office eqUipment
anci.:.:7-,dedures is considerable, but it
is nrbre i=nertant in some jobs than
in otne-s. general, long-term em-
ployme-w nrospects are best in ::teri-
cal oc:.1,1,-=ons mat are not affected
by autonri.elon, in those that are com-
patible -4% computer appliCations.
and it =7- that have developed as

technologies. Job or
porn- especially favorab.!
for 7 ...Jnists. secretaries, an_
tyniszn. 1.)e-id for these worker
wig r' strong in bank:.

.o=panies, manufacturin
firms -rofessional service o-

fs f:ims use computers an
busines: _riaznines. routine clericu

cX2en,,igs fcr secreta.'S are expectec :o Pt- more than
:ie nurroef -:f openings --pr any other

clerical Occupation nrough 1985
1.

Rnnu openings (in Ir.ousands)

0. s 50 100 150 E00 250 300

Growth 11111 ReplaCement



CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS

jobs such as payroll, bank, and file
clerk may be reduced or eliminated.
Abe, as work iSshifIed from clerks to
machines, many clerical workers will
lawn to become' faMiliar with Cbm-
puimr operations, particularly in large
firms.

Persons with clerical ikflls, partic-
ularly secretarial and typing skills,
sia:aild find extensive opportunities
fcr temporary or part-tirde work as

employers use 'these workers
cs.z...g peak business periods.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Clerks in routine jobs earned as
little as $1 13 a week, while many
highly skilled workers were paid
$200 or more, according. a 1976
survey. Salary variations --zwithin an
occupation are relatively :ommon
and these usually reflect d:erences
in educational level, work experi-
ence, and level of responsibility.

Salaries in different parts of the
country also vary; earnings generally
are lowest in southern cities and
highest in northeastern and western
urban areas. For example, secretaries
averaged $197 a week in the .North:
east, $201 in the West; and $181 in
southern cities.

Clerical employees work a 40-hour
week in most cities. In some, espe-
cially in the Northeast, the scheduled
workweek is 35 hours.

Most Clerical workers in large
cities receive 7 paid holidays or more
a year and 2 weeks' vacation after
working 1 year. Longer vacations;
based on added years of service, may
range to 4 weeks or more. Group life:,:;`,t
and health insurance plans, sick -

benefits, and retirement plans often

4

A directory of private bitsiness
schools located in cities throughout
the country. may be obtained from:
United Business Schools Assikiation, 1730 M

St., NW., Washington; D.C. 20036.

BOOKKEEPING WORKERS

(D.Q.T. 210.368 through .588,
216.188, and 219.388 and .488)

Nature of the Work

Every business needs systematic
and up-to-date re ds of accounts
and business ,t ansac ions. Book-
keeping workers main in these rec-
ords in journals, ledgers, and on oth-
er accounting forms. They- also
prepare periodic financial statenients
showing all money received and plaid
out. The duties of bookkeeping

. workers vary with the size of the
business. '

In many small firms, general book-
keepers (D.O.T. 210.388) are the
only bookkeeping workers. They
analyze and record all financial
transactions, such as. orders and cash
sales. They also check Money taken

di

are available.
ti

,

Sources of Additional
Information

Many State employment service
offices can provide information
about earnings, hours, and emplOy-
ment opportunities in clerical jobs.

Information concerning training
for clerical occupations in your State
is available from: !

State Supervisor of Office Occupations Educa -
don. State Department of Education,

' State capital.

1
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in against that, paid out to be sure:
accounts "balance," and calculate
the firm's payroll. Althdugh most of
this work is done by hand, bookkeep-
ing workers generally use simple of-
fice equipment such- *as calculating
machines. General bookkeepers also
prepare and mail customers' bills and
answer the telephone.

In laige businesses, a number of
bookkeepers and accounting clerks
work under the directionkof a head'or
supervisory bookkeeper. tin these or-
ganizations bookkeepers often spe-
cialize in certain types of work. For
example, some prepare statements

-on a company's income from sales or
, its daily operating expenses. Others

may post payments and charges on
cards using rbookkeeping machines,
or feed informatioh on accounts re-
ceivable and accounts payable into
the computer. Accounting clerks
(D.O.T. 219.488), Ametimei known
as bookkeeping clerks, perfbrm a va-
riety of routine' duties: They record
details of business transactions, in-
eluding deductions from payrolls and
bills paid and dUe. They' also May
type vouchers, invoices, and other.---T'''
financial records.

.

AV^

s ,.. -

Bookkeeping porkers need a knack for working with numbers.
. / °

/ 1) I: \
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Places of Employment

Bookkeeping workers numbered
alitgost 1.7 million persons in 1976.
Jobs for bookkeeping workers. are
found in all kinds of firms, with an
especially large number in wholesale
and retail trade.. More than 1 of every
3 bookkeepers work for aletail store
or wholesale firm. In addition, many
work in factories, banks, insurance
companies, hospitals, and schools.

-I

Training, Other Qualifications,
. and Advancement

High school graduates who have
taken business arithnietic, bookkeep-
ing; 'and principles of accounting
meet the minimum requirements for
most bookkeeping jobs. Some em-
ployers, however,:prefer applicants
who have completed business

'courses at a junior college or busi-
ness school and have had some expe-
rience -working with accounts pay-
able and receivable. A- knowledge pf

. how computers are used to perform
,bookkeeping operations is an asset.

Persons also may qualify for book-
keeping jobs through orn-the-job
training. In some areas, companies
cooperate with business schools and
high schools in work-study programs.
These prOgrams offer part -tint expe-
rience that helps students get jobs
soon after graduation.

Bookkeeping workers need above
average aptitude foi working with
numbers and a knack for concentrat-
ing on details. They should be able to
typetand opeiate various office ma-
chines. Because, they deAnd onsoth-
er office workers for information,
bookkeepers should be able to work
as part of a team.

Newly hired' bookkeeping workers
begin by recording routine transac-
tions In accounts receivable of ac-
counts payable. units. They advance
to more responsible assignments.
such as preparing income, statements
and operating complex bookkeeping
Machines or computers. Same, work-
ers are promoted to supervisory jobs.
Bookkeepers who complete 'courses

college accounting, may become
accounttnte. (The occupation of ac-
countant is discussed elsewhere
the Handbook.)

OCCUPATIONALUiATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBCKW

Employment Outlook + CASHIERS
, ,

Thousands of job'', for
bookkespers are expeCted'every year , (b.p.T. 211.138, 368, .468, .41,
-through 1985. Jobs will be numerpus 5ond 299.468)

even though employment of book-'
keepers is expected to grow splowly
over this period, for the occupation is
large and turnover is high. Most job
openings will occur because' of the
need to replace worker_ wno die, re--,
tire, or stop working fc- other rea-
sons.

Future employment F-owth in this
occupation will be slowed, by the
increasing use of various types of
hookkeeping m Ines and electron-
lc compute at process data more
accurate yr, rapidly, and economical-
ly than workers doing it by, and.

Earnings and Workin
Conditions

ttBeginning accounting clerk&inpri-
v e firms 'averaged $637 a month in
1976. according to a Bureau of La-
bor Statistics survey of clerical occu-

ns. They had higher salaries, o
verage,, than 'be nning file

clerks or typists, but earn less than
beginning secretaries or tenogra-
phers. Experienced. .accounting
clerks earned $805 a month, about
the same as the average for all nonsu-.
pervisory workers in_private industry,
except farming.

In 1977, starting salaries in the
Federal, Government' ranged from
$6,572 (GS-2) to $7,408. (GS:3) for
bookkeeping workers right. out . of
high school. Starting salaries Were
higher for bookkeeping workers with
at least 2 years' work experience or 2

. years of college education. These
salaries 'ranged from $8,314 (GS-4)
to $9403 (GS-5) per year. Average
salaries in the Federal Government
in 1977 ft)? general accounting clerks
were $13;443' per year.

Working conditions for bookkeep-
ers are similar to`thOse of other office
workers in the same firms. (See in
troductdrY section to this chapter for
more information on earnings and
working conditions and for sources
Of additional information.)

I 02

. _Nature of the Work

Supermarkets, mcwite,theater. afic
restaurants are amonzt the Maw -..-luai
nesses thatempioy cashiers to mind' I.:
paymentscfrom customers. -I st
cashiers i-eceiVe -nosey,
change, fill out charge form ,,,,,,(1

.give receipts. The'relazed occuzeatr:.
of bank is/disc _ssed eise-,tvh
in the- Handbook.

In -addition to the!:.:.; duties,
iers, depending on =left emplo
may :Jo other jobs an:: have diff
job titles. Those wit:: work in

. aters, fort example, are often oll
box office cashiers, or ticks;
They operate ticket-dispel-1.5in: ma-
chines and answertelephome ir.-quizr-
ies. Restaurant cashiers, om .:,rio,t

walled cashiei checkers,' may 1. !, 'It
reservations for meals gall 0, ,,t)

riles, type menus, or se!, tairn.,, At
candy and cigarette coun-,:.- In

supermarkets and other self .:t rip. .,..!

stores;.cashiers knowA as .- teck,:,(
,clerks, checkers, or ,groce-
wiap .or ',bag pure es. Ti-,..h
may restock shelves d man
rearrange displays. f `mercr
anki take, inventory. In man
cashiers known 'as.agency c
office cashiers, type; ope----
switchbbard, do ,boolckeepsng
act as receptionist& -

Cashiers opera several N

machines.0Many use cash
that print the amount of the
'paper. tape. A rapidly growl.-
ber of cashiers ()petite
registers, computerized po. 1

registers, or COmputerized
ystems. Dealleing upon --,-

plexity, a contuuterizedsyota 4 a-v
automatically :---,---;:.,Altry

taxes and reccid inventory .1.- ' -rs
and other information. Such .7-zuteetts
are replacing :.eAs versatile :.-77,:..ive-

tional models .= many storms-. __,,44.,-1-

iers who work -..= hotels and MOSTItaa IS
use machines that record charge f- t. r
telephone,Vecscal, and other ser
es and prepare itemized bills. Cash
iers alio operate adding and chaise. -
dispensing tn amines.
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Places.oftsEssaiisyment

In 1976. about ..1559,0010 persons*
a worked :a: cashier ,Ivotore SiTITtn'

work in sumermark tr amd other L(
stores thmrt mi any alas- diruf-of =or.
However =shie neez
businesses tend orgidaraatiom
types and and mammy find 1;n: --

departmerry aior di store. sr._ 4*
stores, harmvare
stores, ana. m meter anon. .r re'
stores. l',.Tnitactranz_ he 4,
schools, aw.. '7nosiaitals altar
large numne- of cashier; litaiare..-Asaa

employinr shiers arc 'elca-=.
large cities suburt-.2:
centers, in =gala towns. t.- 7.t:

areas. The it.-essetral Cir.-,vetaune- .2

ploys a small rumbe- prima:
the De of De -"-te.

Opportuntoet for , *;me
are very gooc Nea: .1.

cashiers wori ,atrt tin :anou, a

is a student.

Training, 1:21orer Ousaliticatinra.
and .advance*"

Employers refer --
iers with its=h &oho, a1 :anion
'Courses in hmaness a**ttrinerzz_ be

lei

(

A

xetniing,- typing, and other ,business
Are gi:o.d preparation for

jobs.- Cashier :Joining is off,
as part oz-many ubfic school

ocational prog:rams.
any employers` of. 'On-the-job

raining for cashiers.F small Erm
me beginning cashier trained or_
the job by an experiencec worker. In
-.a.-ze firms, cashier trainini4 programs
3tten include classroom znstrecticn
in the use of electronic roinputer-
ized regiiters did otre- phases of
cashiers' jobs. ,

I'vhany persons er-..er cnstier posi-
tions without signitica71 i.-rior work

,i7erience. For some znshier. jobs,
_:..1wever, employers se ek persons
..no have special skills business
experience, such as typing or selling.
Many cashier Openings alm_, are filled
by nromoting otherqualified workers
wnc are already. employed by the
farm

Persons v3ho want to bzome cash-
iers should be able to dc repetitious
work accurately. They need- finger
dexterity, a high degree o:' eye-hand
coordination, and an aptitude for
wording with figures. Becaus they
meet thypublic, cashiers s uld be

e.

r

Neatly half of alicaahhors work part MM.

neat in appearance and able to deal
-ractfult...and pleasantly with custom-

:- !!!"r-S.

Prornction opportunities as cash-
iers tend tube limited. However, the

}shiers job affords a good opportu-
nti:7 to learn an employees business
an. so may serve as a steppingstone
tc a -tare responsihle Clerical joy
su= :xiokkeeper sales clerk, or
to .-Frilderial'po: on. Cashiers
w.- -croar n chains- ores and other
la r: bum 5. for exaniple,.

once -tment or store''
maragt-

=vat lent, -ern 0utiook
...:30 op r or .shiers are ex-

ped-tec to through 1985.
Einplc-y-r ted to grow
faster :thm aver:24.e for all occu-

neu will result
from 7. retail trade.
Howeve ??,-ii.:72 nib; important than
growth ix source if jobs foi cash=
ier: Ls tit' need tc replace workers
wIto die etire, or stop working for
other retaions. Bet: ruse the occupa-
tion i arge and .turnover
many :,shier jobs will be available
over tn !text 10 years.

employir-rent of cashiers is
like: .3) be affected by the use of
comnutaized cneckonX systems.
whit are btginning--ao replace cash

Lritgrazers in some supermarkets. An
optimal or magnetic scanner trans-

/rnitr-the aside number (Univerfal-
Proaanc,Coole-'_:PC ) of each put-
Chalet tO sa computer that is pro=
grip-timed terecord a description and
pricz ,f the' item, add the tax, and
prii, "ut a receipt: The computer_
also steeps track' of the store's inven-
tory -d places orders with the ware-
hou when stock isoneeded. The
wide, :read adoption of automated

ut systems in supeimarkets
and establishments is expected
tei slow -employment growth of cash-
iers anc.. other workers. FloweVer, re-
sistan-.:e-from consumer and labor
group: m,ay. slow the adoption of
such sr: terns.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Beginming cashiers often earn the
minimum wage require' by law. In
establistmnents covered' by the Feder-
al law, tne minimum was $2.38 an

.
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,
hotir in early 1977. In additions: mini:
mum wages in many. establisiimmts
are governed by State law. CashAers
earn wages ranging from the mini-
mum in a given establishment sev-
eral times that -amount. According to
a..1975 Bureau of Labor Statisr
`Survey of grocery stc-res, hear zasn-44
iers averaged $5.7E an. how ltner
frill -time cashiers, $5.32 an . --and

. part-time cashiers- $4.31
Wages tended to 7.e highs F.; the
West and North Central Reg! -ms and
lowest in. the South wages ;Att.
were higher in la:- Aitan
areas than in small

Cashiers belong .1mb-er of
unions, principalh . Jerks
International Ass' .4: .

Brotherhr Teamsters;
and Retail, Whol.taa
went Store Unior-. They nerally re-
ceive health insLlz-...ce, z..)anual and
sick* leave, pensic ---enefia and,oth-

., er benefits availa= to Aller work-
s-ers.

Cashiers ofter -arK -41fsig rush
periods such as :.._ eekends,
lite afternoons 1-;- Work
a: these times is !quired in
theaters, restaun and nizistores.
Many cashiers it ::QL:tts work
part time or on shit- ''ull-time
cashiers in super--..rkez.. ...ad other
large retail store- ....sua.:4 -...=,ork a 5-
day, 40-hour however, they
may work on and have
time off during week.

Most cashiers ...ork indoors, often
in small booths or behind counters

Aocated near store entrances. In
some cases, they are exposed to- cold
drafts in the winter and considerable
heat durihg the summer. (See intro=
ductory section of this chapter: for
sources of additional infonnation.)

lectors. nez- maintain' a co pany
financial -!-.i-being--tr'y keeping bar
debtsii: -4 _minimum.

to- primary job dut:.- is tc
g,eople to make, good or

unpaid 'The collector usuall
receiver. lad debt file after norrna.
billing 7)--)c1s, such as monthly
itateinn:.. -id. collection fore et-
ters, ailed 'to elicit pay::-.
The . ains information .::out
the deg 17- nature and aniot_ of
the unp -.L.. and the last time
rent W. mar

The then contact:: :he
debtor. zeter--7-n-es why, the is

,unpaid. zzd get tie debtor to
pay or arrangements for
paymer

The ,a, that- collectors use
depend: o type of payrrtent
problem tht.:' a -e handling. Some-
times c....:ston feet that the bill s
incorrect, mat the merchandise
they bough L of that services
they were 7 fonwere not p:-.bner-
ly, peribp- i.'ollectors tic rm ally
recommer : the debtors resolve
these disc .:..nents by cor tasting
the origir .criers. In large stores.
problem referre.d_ to specia_
"custom: 7v1ce" departments; set
up to.dea ith disputed accounts. If
the probi- Lz- are not settled, the col-
lectors a.t- contact the ,customers
to' convr--. , them that they were
properly _ ILtrged and should -pay the
debts:

When ;ustomers- haVe met with
financia, emergencies or misman-
aged "the ir money, colrectors7-may-
work out neI\ payment schedules. It
collectors find customers fraudulent-
ly 'avoiding payment of their ,bills_
they may recommend that the files
be turned over to an attorney.

When a debtor moves 'without
leaving a forwarding address, the col-
1 for may inquire at the post office,
search telephone directories, and call
on the person's friends and former
neighbors. In large collation opera-
tions, this may be done by collectior
workers known as "tracers."

In small organizations, bill callec.
tors may perform other functions Ile-
sides contacting delinquent custom:-
erg/They may advise customers with
finaftial problems, or contact -cus-
tomers to determine if they are satis-
fied with the way their accounts "are

. 04/
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COLLECTION WORKERS

(D.O.T. 240.368)

Nature of the Work

Companies that lend money or ex-
, tend credit expect to be repaid. How-
ever, customers who "buy now" are
not always able to "pay later." Col-
lection workers, often called bill col-

OCCUPATIONA Ot.712.40K ,-;ANDBOOK

being handles. Some ...nallectors su-
pet-Vise the renossessicrn procedure
for businesses that zodds
When paymeht is not

Although most colic ) their .

wotk by phone, some ,.aice wrsonal
visits to the debtor. T.: - 5:U 11511:

ally are necessary large
amount of money is and the
debtor has been
phone contact.

Places of Emplevemnt
About 64,000 perton: collec--

don workers in 1976.
lectors work for a va.--in -nusinet,s-
es, most are employee loan
compakes, and coilec::-- igencie.s.
Many otksrs work f: :tail aid
wholesale busindsses.

Jobs for- collector are 19end
throughout the UniteL. Mates, but
opportunities are be- heavily
populated urban center::. vkany firms
with branch offices in rural areas
locate their collection departments
in the business ;clistrie cf nearby
cities.

TrainIng,Other Qualhficationi,
and Advancement

A high school gducation usually.is
sufficient for entry into the collettion
field. Because a collector ,..handles
delinquent accounts on a person-to-
person basis, high scnoo courses in
psychology and speech rhay be use-
ful. Previous employment as a safes
clerk can help the collection worker
learn how credit transactions cirigi-
nate and how they are handledsat the
point of Isle. Knowl e of a foreign
language, may be an ass persons
seeking collection jobs in ar as with
large non-Eirglish-speakin popula-
tions.

Most of a collector's training is on
the job. The employer may provide
training manuals that explain collec-
tion procedures, gut nore often the
new employee gains collection skills
informally. For example, the new
collector learns telephone tech-
niques,' by listening as experienced
workers make collection calls.

A collector's most\irnportant.asset
is the ability to get along with differ-
ent people. He or she must be alert,
imaginative, and quick:witted to han-
dle the difficult situations that are a
part of collection work. Vihili\collec-

-
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tors should be sympathetic to, the
bilipayers' problems, they also must
be persuasive to overcome som
debtors' reluctance to fulfill their fl-
nanciarobligations. Because a collec-
tor spends most of the day on the
telephone, a plea..sant speaking voice
and manner are important. .;
' Titre collector's job gepe;ally offers
limited opportunities for advance-
inent; competition for the few super-
visory positions is keen. The collec-
tor with abov,e-aver-age abilities:
however, may becdiite a collection
manager or supervisor of a staff of
collectors. Some collection workers
pr9gresl to other positions in the
credit field, such as bank loan officer
or outside representativ for a collec-
tion agency. Further education, such
as that available through professional
associations of collectorsor college
courses, may be helpful for advanced
positions in the credit and collection
field.

Employment Otlook
The applicant wish all background

of high school bus)ness courses who
can demonstrate effective telephone
skills should find good job opportuni-
ties in the collection field. Demaid is
strongest for people who are person-
able, outkoirig, and aggressie, for
traits such as these ere likely to-lead
to success on the job.

In the past, some jobseekers have
been reluctant to accept collection
work. More recently, however, the
image Of the occupation has ifn-
proved. The role of the collector has
expanded to incrude customer debt
counseling, an collection methods
hive be'on modified in line with mod-

, em management techniques and re-
cent consumer legislation. Despite
this improv41.image, the number of
persons seeking collectiop jobs is ex-
p ted to fall short of the need for
a ditional- workers. Emyloyers
e4 large numbers of collectors to

fill vacancies created by turnover,
which is relatively high in, this occui
pation. In addition, new-positions will
open up as the occaRation grows.

Employment oppounities should
be best'in collection agencies, where
replacement needs continue to

N i high, and in retail trade firms, wh re,
earnings often are sornewhatdo er
than the average. The strongest corn-

NT

The demand for collection workers will be
spurred by the expansion of credit card

services.

petition for "collection positions will
be in large metropolitan banks that
generally offer highel salaries and,
better oT.,-portunities for advance-
ment than other employers.

The demand for collection work-
ers will be spurred 'by, the expansi6n
of credit card services and the' fur-
ther growth of suburban. re'tail,stores.

`Delinquent accounts, unfortunately,
are an unavoidable .aspect of5the
credit system. As businesses extend
attractive credit terms for the pur-
chasechase. of greater numbers of goods
and services to more and more, peo-
ple, the number of_delinquent
counts can be expected to increase.
AdditicrialcolleCtion workereWill be
requirec to service these accounts on

.a person-to-person 'basis; -

Earnings and Working
Conditioghs

Although earnings for 'collectors
Vary among employerS, the limited
information" available indicates:that
beginning collectors earned about
$125 a ..yeek in 1976, or about.
$6,500 a year. Managers of. collec-,
tion.departments often earned
$17,000 a ear_ and more.

A surve: e American Collec-
tor Assoc atiEln showed that tele-

one cpli_ctors workinglor collec-
ion 'age r cies had ,an average

monthly income of $823, or about
$9,900 a yer. Incomes of individual
workers can vary substantially be-
cause collection agencieS4 generally
use some form of salary plus commis-
sion plan as an incentive to their col-
lectors.

1./ -_
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:mrels.sion schedules v
- agency to agen cy.. A ollectoi-

ma be said a relatively salary
wit.: Li L commissio4n pereenta;ge or
rec-zive .ow salary and a high rate
or, the he or she cc !lees for
thr.--. agency." In some agencies, a

\swot:. !S assigned tc a collector or
grok,7 Lit collectors'a.nd a bonds -paid
if , ..-,uota is reached.Earnings of a

section *Yorkers are from
corr-

edition to salary, c rs re-
ie benefits common . other.

oczu?ations such is va: -
health insurance. Those

wh ce asianally inake visits outside
the office usualrYi are furnished a
cc- ;;14-1!. car Or are paid ,-_-..(penses for
11,7n.:: aut..-motiie

Sourcesof Addltiontal
Information

initlfrnation on jobs ,Lls collection
well as other _-sitions

::-ec: : :ollection office :s available
7.0M

.
Collectors Associ::-._ 1. 4040 W.

-.nr. St., Minneapolis, M-71-.. 55435.

FILE CLERKS

(13.0 r 132.3V, 05.368, 206.3$8,
2:9.588; 87)

ature of bite Work

An --uerly file system is often the
key tc an efficient office. lh most ,
offices. -ecords are arranged so that
inforntatiOri,can be located quickly.
Thii crelfes` many job opportunities.
for file clerks, whoAeep records ac-
curate. up to date, and properly
placed.

File 'clerks classify, store, update,- 4

and r4trieve office infoimation on
request. To do this, they $-eagyincon?-
ing material-and put it in,4Zrder for
future_use by means of some syitem,.
such as by number, letter of the al-
phIbet, or subject matter. When
.th'e'se records are iequeste file
clerks locate them and turnft m
over tcrthe borrower. They keep

, track of materials removed.frorn ijte
files and make sure that those-given
out are returned:

(



File cleric operating a mechanical filer.

. Some clerks operate mec=errized
files that rotate to bring the -seeded
records to them. Others retiteve
documents or spools of microfilm

place them in an elettronic
transmitter that displays the informa-
tion on video terminals located else-
where in the organization. Records
also must be up to date irforiier to be
useful. File clerks .make sure t
new information is added to e

ors prefer high schoolfiles shortly after it is receiv
Froth tithe to time, e or beginning file clerk po-

ost seek who
many prefer those y.rho
wledge- of officeprac-

igh schoelkji.kior
to busineis schools

er skills that help
a beginner 'let, job. Many States
and localities spondor programs tb
train unerniployed and low-skilled
workers who,can read and spell well
for entry level clerical jobs such is
file clerk'

Some -the-job training usually is
necess because each organization
has its own filing-tlitems and office
procedures. In organizitions that
have their oWn procedures,
clerks leorn their jobs in,a few weeks.
Learning to operate me hanical al-.
ing systems usually tak s more time.
Where file clerks 'ha riariety 'of
related duties, training maYtake up
toi3 months.

File clerksmust read accurately
and rapidly, spell well, and like de-

1 U

sting
d. Empl

graduatesarks may
moons.destroy outdated file materials or

transfer them to inactive storage. can -type,
have some knThey check files at regular intervals°'
tices as Well.to insure thaPall items are correctly
colleges, and privplaced. Whenever-I:1sta cannot be
teach these andlocated, the file clerk searches for-

tion; in 1976, approximately 1 of ev-
ery 4 file clerks worked part time.

Although filing jobs are found in
almost every kind of organize n,
about one-half of all file cl ork
in banks, insurance companies, fee,
tories, or government agencies.

Traingg, Other Qualifications,
oia.nd Advancement

the miss* records. As an organiza-
tion's neetis for information, change,
file clerks modify old filing systems

'or establish new ones.
In small offices, file clerks often

type, sort.inail, or otperate duplicat-
invnachines. Those who work with
automated filing systems may code
and microfilm alli,oming docu-
ments.

... d

Places, of Employment-
R.,

About 270,000 persons worked as
file clerks in 1976. In addition, Many
Fther clerical workers perforin some
iling tasks in connection with their

work. Opportunities for part-time
work are abiindant in this occupa- ,.
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tailed work. Most file clerks must be
able to type,. They should be neat,
able to work as part of a team, and
not be easily bored by repeated'tasks.

File clerks can advance to more
difficult-filing duties and to jobs su-
pervising other file clerks. Those
who learn, additional skiffs may be

I promoted to office machine %pre-
tori, receptionists, and typists,

Employment Outlook ,

Employment of file clerks is 'ex-
pected to grow about as fast ds the
average for all occupations through
the mid1980's as business expansion
creates a need for more and better
recordkeeping. In addition, a large
number of file clerks will be nedeed
oach,year to replace those who ale,
retire, or transfer to other jobs.

The growing voluMe of paper work
and continued expansion of those
businesses that traditionally.have em-
ployed many file clerks should assure
steady employment growth. How--
ever, this growth should be slower
than in past years as .tomputers are ,
used more extensively to arrange,
store, and transmit information.
Jobseekers,who have typing and oth-
er secretarial skills and are familiar
with a wide range of office machines
should have better opportunities
than less experienced applicants. File
,clerks should find mahy Opportuni-
ties for temporary or part-time work,
especially during peak business peri-
ods.

Earnings and Working
. Conditions

According-to a recen4 survey, be-
ginning file clerks in urban areas av-
eraged $113 a week in 1976. Those.
with some experience averaged
$12r; those with a;great deal of expe-
rience', $158. File- clerks earned
some at less than three-fourthii of

erage earnings of nonsupervi-
sory workers in private industry, .ex-
cept farming.

--t4 4

In the Federal Government, begin- -
ning file clerks without high school
diplomas started at Shout $112 a
week in,1977, apd higb, school gradu-
ates-began at $126 a week. Experi-
enced file clerks 'in tj44ederal Gov-
etnment average,d about $171 a
week in 1977.
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Working bOnditions for file clerks
usually are similar to those for other
office workers in the same organiza-

. Although they do not do heavy
, they often must stoop, bend,

and 'each. (See.the statement
-Clerical Occupations for informa-
tiOn on fringe benefits and sources of
additional information,)

HOTEL FRONT OFFICE
-. CLERKS

.

(D.O.T. 242.368)

Nature of the Work
I

Hotels and motels employ front of-
fice clerks to ha e room reserva-
tions, greet gues , issue keys, and
collect payme4 In small hotels and
in many motels, front office clerks
also may work as bookkeepers, cash-
iers, or telephone operatOrs. Large
hotels usually employ several front

office clerks to handle different jObs,
such as receiving mail; providing in-
formation, or issuing keys. 'In the

1
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largest hotels, floor clerks distribute
mail, packagelc"Ind telegrams to
guests. About 62,000 persons

,worked as front office clerks in 1976.

Room or desk clerks assign rooms .
to guests and answer, questions about
hotel services .11 checkout time, or

. parking facilities. In assigning rooms,
they must consider guests' preferenc-
es while trying to maximize hotarev-
enues. These clerks fill out guests%
registration forms and sometimes
collect payments. Room clerks ae
always in the public eye and through
their attitude and demo#nor, greatly
influence guests' impressions and
promote a hotel's reputation.

Reservation clerks record written
or -telephoned requeits for rooms,
prepare registration formS, and noti-
fy room clerks of guests' arrival
times.

Rack clerks keep- records -of room.
assignments to advige housekeepers;
telephone operators, and mainter
nance workers that rooms are occu-
pied.

Training, Othpr Qualifications,
antl Advancement'

tEmployers usually select high
school graduates who have some

4.

t.

Neetnesif courtly. NO friendly manner, and de to help people are Important
1 for front orce clerks
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clerical aptitude as front office
clerks. A ktowledge of bookkeeping
is helpful forwork in a small hotel or
on the night shift, beer:6e clerks
often have a wider -range of Auties
under these circumstances. -Ccca-

;sionally4, employees in other hotel
occupatidns, such as bellhops or ele--
vator oPeptors, may be transferred
to front-office jobs.

Front office work traditionally has
been_the pathway to managerial posi-
'hong in the hotel industry. Althdugh'
education beyond high school gener-
ally is knot required for front office
work, college training is an asset for
advancement to managerial jobs.
Neatness,/ a courteous and friendly
manner, and a desire to help people
are important .traits for front office
clerks.- Knowledge of a foreign lan-
guage can be helpful for work in
large hotels or resorts that receive
many foreign,g,ests.

Newly hired workerSitglially begin
as mail, information, or key clerks
and receiy-e their training On the job.
The training period is usually brief
and includes' an explanation Of the
job's duties and information. about
the hota% such as room locations and
services offered. Once on the job,
they receive help and supervision
from the assistant manager or an
experienced frpnt office worker.
Some clerks rimy Ineed additional
training in data processing or office
machine operation becsause of the
increased use of computerized,reser-
vatiop systems. _

Most hotels promote front -ice
workers from within so that a key Or
mail clerk maybe promoted to room
'clerk, then to assistant front office
manager, and later to front office
manager. Clerks may improve thei?"-I.
opportunities for promotion by tak-
ing home study courses in hotel man-
agement such as those sponsored by
the Educational Institute of...the
American Hoel and Motel Associ-
ation. (See the statement on Hotel
Managers and Assistants elsewhere
in the'Handbook.)

-e Employment Outlook

Employment offpont,office clerks
is expered to grow more than
the average for all c'occupations
through the mid-19.8011'sr Employ-
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ment growth /ill be limited by\the
use of computerized reservation sy4
tons 'in most hotel and motel chaink

.

from
job openings will result,

&am ,the need to replace workers
who die:retire, or leave the occupa-
tion.

See the _statement on the Hotel
industry elsewhere in the Handbook._
for information on earnings
working conditions, sou%es of addi-
tional information, and More infors
mation op employment outlook.

O
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OFFICE MACRAE
OPERATORS.

1' (D.O.T. 207.782, .88 , and .885;
208.782; 213.782;, 214.488;

215.388; 216.488; and 234.)

Nature of the Wofk

T sp et the paperwork involved
' 'in perati a business, most firms

e ploy office machine operatorsto
rdcord information, determine bills
and inventories, and perform other
calcblations. This statement 'de-
scribes some of the more comMon,
machine,operating jobs.

,

F.

Arm

.6

Acrancos In data transmission devices
w enable large employers to centralize

record/moping.

Billing machine operators (D.O.T.
`214.488)- p?epare customer state-
ments by typing information, such as
customers' names, purchases, and
amount of sales, on a billing matride
that auratically computes the bal-
ances required payments.

Bookkeeping machine operators
D.O.T. 215.388) record.i firm's fi-

nanCial transactions on a bookkeep-
iachine and calculate trial bal-
ances, summary reports, and other
necessary data.

Adding and calculating machine op-;
erators (D.O.T. 216.488) use ;me-
chanical adding machines and elec-
tronic calcuibtors to compute
payrolls and invoices and do other
statistical work. Some calculators
can also be used to compute Square

s .roots and percent distriiiutrons.
Mail preparing and' mail handling

machine operators (15.6.T. 234.) use
machines to open incoming mail and
prepare bills-and letters for mailing.
Some machines fold and insert enclo-
sures, while-others address, seal, and
stamp envelopes. Addressing ma-
chines print addresses on envelopes
using 'stencils or metal. plates pre--
pared by- embossing machine .opera-
tors (D.O.T. 208.782) using_ special

' typewriters.
Duplicating machine operators

(D.O.f. 207.782, .884; and .885)
oPergte equipment that can repro-
dime letters;bills, invoices, and other
dtcurnents. Included aide mimeo-
graph, stencil, and copying ma-
chines. These workers keep the ma-
chines loaded with paper, see that
they are proper adjusted for Atte.
nurnber of .copies to be made, and
may collateput togetherpages of
lengtfiy documents by hand or ina-

+chine.
Tabulating machine operators

(D.O.T. 21,3.782) operate machine's
thaLsort and total large quantities of
accounting and, statistioillqnfor,ma-
tion and print the results on speciall

1business forms,
- Information 'about workers in sev-
eral' othei'occupati4ns thaf, use office
machines can be, foLvit' elsewhere in
the Handbook, in the statements on
computer And peripheral equipment
'operators, typists; and statistical
clerks.

4*.
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Places of Employment

In about '-163,000 people
worked as office machine operators.
About one-fifth worked for manufac-
turing companies;.laite numbers also

. were employed by banks, insurance
companies, and wholesale and retail
stores. Man o e machine opera-
tors work for se, ice firms that.pre- -s-
pare monthly bit ailing circu-
lars for businesse that do not have
their own office mac err..

Training, Other Qualifications,
- and AdianCemeht

Employe prefer high school o..r -.

business6ch '1 graduates for jobs as
office machi perators.*Most..new-
ly hired workers are expected to be
able to type and operate adding mb-t
chines and calculators. A knowledge
o usiness arithmetic is helpful.

he amount of instruction and on-
the-job training beginners receive de-
pends on fhe types of machines they -

operate. Although a few days of
trhiningusually are sufficient to train --
duplicating machine operators,,..sev-
eral weeks may be ceeded to train.
bpokkeeping 'machine Odperatorst
Some office machine operators are
trained at company' expense .in
schoOls run by equipment manufac-
turers.
_\l'inger dexterity,
a d coordination,

are important_for

good eye and
and good vtsion_
most office ma-

-chine operator jdbs. tilling and cai-
culating naachine operators should
kitiowssimplethmetic so the&Thean
detect obvious e rots in computa- -
tions. S6me inecha Heal ability is ad--
vantageous, especi y for duplicat-
ing and tabulating )mach.ine
operators.

Most ,employers romote from :

within and give stron consideratibn
to seniority and jobrp rformance. As

shown by superi/isors' ratings: Pro.
motion may be from h-routine ma-
chin.e job to a more complex one, or
to a related clerical job. Employers
often provide any additional training
that may be required. In firms having
large clerical staffs, office machine
operators may advan,ce to jobs where .
tiley train beginners orro supervisory
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positions as section or department
heads.

.
' Employment Outlook.t

Employment, of office machine op.-
etators is expected to grow mote
slowly than the average fOr all occuIN
potions.' through the mid-1980'e.
Most 'openings will result from the' :

: need to replace Workers who, die, re-
tire, or leave the occupratidn. )

Despite expected growth in . the
volume of killing, computing, and
dupliCating work, the occupation will
expand slowly as ccunputerized

g and cessing- systems
Tec-

tigi. ordkeepin
. spread. In addi , advances in data

transmission devices will edible large
8Friployers' to centralizertecordkeep-
ing, Oncloto reduce the requireMents
for operators in. branch offices. :

Earnings and Working
ConifitiOns

A 1975 Bureau of Labor Statistics
survey of earnings for several office
machine operator occupations in ur-
ban areas Showed that the lowest
salaries were pad in. the South and
the highest in the North and .West.

For some occupations averages are
given separately for different skill
groups. Operatord. in Class A were
very experienced and performed
comparatively difficult, work. Those
in Classes B and C had some or no
experience, worked on more routine
assignments, and used simpler equip-
inent. The average weekly salaries
reported in this survey are shown in

e,accompanying tabulation:

Billing machine operators .
Bookkeeping machine operatcirs:

Class A
Class B

Tabulating machine operators:
Class A,.
Class
Clasi C.

Billing and bookkeeping
, operators earned slightly les

Average
weekly

salaries,
1976-

$16U

170
140

240
200
160

chine
than

., .-
the average. for all nonsupervisory
workers in° private industry, except
farming.

BecinSe some, types of office ma-
chines are very noisy; operators .may
work in special areas4tpart from oth-,-
e,r cothPaLty,,offices. In other re-
spects,. their working conditions are
similar to those of other cffiee work-
ersi n thesamef mi. (See e state
m for:fur_

ther information on wrking

-

conditions ,and for souces df addi-
tional information.)

POSTAL CLERKS.

(D.0-T 231.388 and 688, 232.138
and .368)

Nature of the Work

Most people are familiar with the
post office window clerk who works
behind the. counter selling stamps or
accepting parcel post. However,the
majority of postal clerki are distribu-
tion clerks who sort incoming and

mlil in workrcioms.
clerks work either at local

ices Or at large central mail
pr cessing facilities. At local post
offices postal clerks sdrt the mail for
delivery to individual customers. In-
coming mail collected from the local
neighborhood hoses is forwarded to
the nearest mail processing center
where clerks continue the process of
sorting and preparing the mail for
delivery.

There are more than 300 mail pro-
cessing centers throughout the coun-'
try which service the local post offic-
es in designated geographic areas.
Once mail is received at a center,
letter sorting maohine clerks, distri-
bution clerks, and mailhandlers sepa-
rate the mail into groups of letters,
parcel post, magazines, and newspa-

11perS. Then mailhandlers feed the let-
ters' through stamp-canceling ma-
chines. After this step is completed,
mailhandlers take the mail into other

109
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workrooms to be sorted according to
destination. There, clerks read the
ZIP codes and simply push keys cor-
responding to the letters' destiny
tions on electronic mail-soiSting ma-
chines; the letters' drop into the

.proper slots. Finally, the mail is sent ,
from the 'mail Pl'Oe.ssing venter to
local post offices or to other centers
for further soiling.

The/tierks at post office windows
provide a variety of services in addi-
tion to selling stamPS and money or-
ders: They weigh packages tp deter- '
mine pOstaget andcheck to see if ,

their condition is satisfactory for
mailing. Clerks also register and in-
sure mail and answer questions about
postage rates, mailing restrictions,
and other postal matters. Occasional-
ly they may fielp aistomer file a
claim for a damaged package. In
large, post offices, a window clerk
may provide only one or,w_g of these
services and may be calred a registry,
stamp, or money order clerk.

Places of Employment

Two out of every five employees of
the U,S. Postal Service were postal
clerks in 1976. The majority of the
270,000 postal clerks work at mail

_processing centers, although many
still sort mail and provide window
services at local post offices through-
out the country.

Training, Othir Qualifications,
and Advancement

Postal clerks must be at least 18
(at least 16 if they have a high school
diploma) and qualify on a four-part
written examination. The first: part
tests clerical accuracy by asking the
applicant to compare pairs of ad-
dresses and indicate which are identi-
cal. The second part tests ability to
_memorize mail distribution systems.
The third measures reading ability,
including vocabulary, and the fourth

'tests ability to do simple arithmetic.
Applicants must also pass a physical
examination and may be asked to
show that they can lift and handle
mail sacks weighing up to 70 pounds.
Applicants who are to work with an
electronic sorting machine must pass
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Postai clerks sorting Incoming mall.

a special examination which includes
a machine aptitude test

Applicanks should apply at the post
office or sectional center where they

° wish to work because each keeps a
separate list of those who have
Passed the examination. Applicants'
names. are listed in order of their
scores. Five extra points he added to
the score of an honorably discharged
veteran, and 10 extra points to the
score of a veteran wounded in com-

bat or disabled. Disabled veterans
who have a compensable," Service-
connected disability of. percent or
more are placed at the tap Of the list.
When a vacancy bccurs, the:appoint-

,

ing officer chooses onel,Or the top
three applicants; the, i4St of the
names remain on the listpr future
appointments.

New clerks are trained:'On the job.
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cities, and ZIP codes. To help clerks
learn these groups, many post offices
Offer classroorii instruction.

A good memory
Lion, and the abiliI
and 'Accurately are,

go,od coordina-
to tread fapidly
poliant. Distri-

bution clerks work closely with other
clerks, frequently under the tension

',and strain of meeting mailing dead-
lines. Window clerks must be courte-
ods and tactful when dealing with the
public, especially when answering
questions or receiving complaints.

PoStal clerks are classified as casu:
al, part -time flexible, part-time regu-
lar, or full time. Casual workers are
hired to help handle the large
amounts of mail during peak mailing
periods at various times throughout
the year, such as the Christmas sea-
son. Part-time flexible employees do
not have a regular work schedule,
but replace absent workers or help
with extra work loads as the need
arises. Part-time regular workers
have a set work schedulefor 'exam-
ple, 4 hours a day.

Most clerks begin as part-time
flexible employees, and, become full--
time workers as vacancies occur.
Fall-time clerks may bid ft!ir pre-

,lerred assignments such as the day,
shift, a window job,#or a higher level
nonsupervisory position as expediter
or window service technician, Clerks
may qualify to become superviors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of postal clerks is ex-
pected to decline through the mid -
1980's due to falling mail volume and
installation of more efficienesorting
machines.,Ttie amount of mail han-
dled by the postal service is expected
to decrease because of risfng posta'l
rates, greater use of telephones, and
development of other ways of distrib-
uting advertising circulars. Neverthe-
less, many job openings will result
from the need to replace clerks who
retire, die, or transfer to other occu-
pations;

Earnings and(Working
Conditions

Most clerks begin with slOple tasks Postal clerks working full time
to learh,regional group ingSof States,

Pi
started at $12,422 a year in 1976, but
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could advance to $15,007 after .8
years with satisfactory performance.
Clerks working part-time - flexible
schedules started at $6:18 an hour
and could advance to $7.46 an hour
after 8 yeais. Clerks working part-
time regular schedules ,started at
$5.97 an hour and couldadVance to
$7.21 an hour after 8 years. All
clerks who work nightshifts receive
10 percent additional pay. Besides
good pay, ft411-time postal employees
havt more job security than workers
in4nOst other industries. (For infor-
mation on fringe benefits, see state-,
ment on Postal Service occupations
elsewhere in the Handbook)

Working conditions of clerks differ
according to the specific work as-
signments and the amount and kind
of laborsaving 'machinery in the post
office. In small' post offices, clerks
may carry heavy mail sacks from one
part of the building to another, and
sort the mail by hand. In large post
offices and mail processing centers,
chutes and 'conveyors move e mail
and much of the sorting one by
machine. In either case, c s are on
their feet most of the time, reaching
for sacks and trays of mail and plac-
ing packages and bundles into sacks
and trays while walking around the
workroom.

Distribution clerks may become
bored with the routine of sorting mail
unless they enjoy thing to improve
their speed and accuracy. They also
may have to work at night or on
weekends, because most large post
offices process mail around the
clock.

A window cleilk, on the other
hand, has a greater, variety of duties,
has frequent contact with the public,
gejtkerally has a less strenuous, job,
and rarely has to work a night shi

Sources of Additional
Information

Local post offices' and State em-
ployment service offices can supply
details about entrance examinations
and employment opportunities for

) postal clerks.

RECEPTIONISTS

(D.O.T. 235.8'6\ 2A.368)

. Natureof
All organizrhs w to make, a

good first impression on the public.
This is an impor.tant part of the job of
the: receptionist', who generally is the
first person a caller sees.

Receptionists greet customers and
other visitors, determine their tIeds,
and refer callers to the officiakwho
can help them. Rec,,eptionist:s in hos-
pitals; after obtaining personal histo-
ries, direct .patients to the 'prOper
waiting rooms; in beauty shops, they
arrange .appointments and show cus-
tomers to the operator's- bOoth; and
in large plants, _they provide callers
with identification cards and arrange
escorts to take them to the proper
office.

Many receptionists keep business
records of callers, the times at which
they called, and the per ns to whOm
they were referred. When t ey are
not busy with callers, receptionists

LS
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may type, file, or operate a switch-,
boatd. Some receptionists open and

1\1111ort frail and coljebt and distribute
essages..-Still others prepare travel

vouchers and do simple bookkeep-
ing. . .

.
Places of Employment

About 500,000 persons worked as
receptionists in 1976. Part-time em-
ployment is readily available for re-
ceptionists, and about 1 in 3 works
part time.

. Although receptionists work in al-'
inoseevery kind of organization,
about half work for dOctors, dentists,
Hospitals, and other health service
providers. Large numbers of recep-
tionists also work in insurance com-
panies, banks, factories, and firms
providing businesi and personal ser-
vices.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement.

A high ,schoql diploma generally is
required Or work as a receptionist..
Courses in English, spelling, typing, .

e--

Liking people and wanting to help them are important assets for receptionists.

I ft
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elementary bookke,eping, and buii-
. ness practices are helpful to the be-

ginner.
- Liking people and wanting to help

them are assets to the receptionist. A
neat appearance, a pleasant voice,
and an even disposition also are im-
portant. Because receptionists do
not work. tinder 'close supervision,
common sense and a thorough un-
derstanding of how the businesS is
organized help them handle various
situations that arise.

Promotion opportunities for re-
ceptionists are limited, especially in
small offices. In large workplaces,
hOwever,_a 'receptionist who has
clerical skills may advance to a better
paying job as a secretary,,administra-
tive assistant, or bookkeeper. Many
companies have their own training
programs so that the skills needed for
advancement can be learne on the
job. College or business scho train-
ing also can be helpful in advancing
to better paying office jobs.

Employment Outlook

Employment-of receptionists is ex-
pected to grow faiter than the aver-
age for all occupatiOns through the
mid-I980's. Thousands of openings
will result each ,year as businesses
expand and as receptionists who die,
retire, or transfer to' other 'obs are
replaced. °The numbe lace-
ments will be quite lar e because the
occupation is large nd turnover is
high:

Within the fast-growing clerical
field, teceptionist employment is ex-
pected to grow rapidly. This is largely
because so many receptionists work
for firms providing business, person-
al, and 'professional servicesa sec-
tor of the economy which is expected
ra star\very strong growth in' the
future. -I addition, more and more
firms recognize the importance of
the receptionist in promoting good
public relations. Also, because the
receptionist's work is of .a person-to-
person nature, it is unlikely to be af-
fected by office automation.

Job opportunities should continue
to be excellent for persons who do
not wish to work full time. This occu-
pation also offers many opportunities
for those without prior work experi-
ence.

Earnings anc Working
Conditions

Full-time switchboard operator-re
ceptionists working n urban area
averaged $141 a week in 1976. This
was about three-quarters as much as
thp average earnings for nonsupervi-
sory workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming. Receptionists working
in the western United States had av-
erage weekly earnings of $-149.-
Thoie in -southern cities averaged
$133 a week. In the Federal Govern-
ment, beginning information recep-
tionists averaged $171 a week in
1977.

Receptionists usually work in areas
that are comfortably furnished. Al-
though most have regular hours. re-
ceptionists in hospitals and beauty
shops may work evenings and week-

3
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ends. (See the statement on clerical
occupations for sources of additional
information.)

SECRETARIES' AND
STENOGRAPHERS

(D.O.T. 201.2 8 and .368, 202.3:8,
an 209.1

Nature of the Work

The efficiency, of any cirganizatiom
depends upon secretaries an.4stenog-,,
rappers, who are at the centery of
communications within thpir firm.
They transmit information to the
staff and to persons in other orgabi
zations.

i1.5.1P.W.01P ...111111ft:

tc '6'>#1

Secretaries and stenographers are at the center of communications within their firms.
I,

1 1 2

5
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Secretaries (D.O.T. 201'3681 re-
lieve their employers of routine du-
ties so that' they can wor0on mare
important matters. Although most
secretaries typetake shorthand, and
deal with callers, the time spent on
these duties varies in different types
of organizations]

In offices where dictation and typ
ing are handled in wOrsi processing
centers, admInistrave sectetaries
handle all other searetarial. duties.
(For more information on tliese cen-
ters, see the statement on typists else-
where in the Handbook.) They often
work in clusters of three or four so
that they can readily help each other.
Because they are released from dic-
tation and typing, they can serve sev-
eral members of the professional
staff. Their duties range from filing,
routing mail, and answering tele-
phones to more responsible jobs such
as answering letters, doing statistical
research, and writing reports.

Some secretaries are trained in
specific skills needed in certain types
of work. Medical secretaries prepare
case histories and medical reports;
legal secretaries do legal research and
help prepare briefs;.and technical sec-
retaries assist engineers or scientists
in drafting reports and research pro -'
posals. Another specialized secre-
tary is the social secretary (D.O.T.
201.268), who arranges social func-
tions, answers per,§9nal correspon-
dence, and keeps t'fie employer in-
formed about all social. activities.

Stenographers (D.O.T. 202.388)
take dictation and then transcribe
their notes on a typewriter. They
may either take shorthand or use a
stenotype machine that prints,sym-
bols as certain keys are pressed.
C'rieral stenographers, including
tr ost, beginners, take routine dicta-

-n and do other office tasks such as
ping, filing, answering telephones,

and operating office machines. Ex&
perienced and highly skilled stenog-
ranners take difficult dictation and
dc more responsible clerical work.

may sit irion staff meetings and
gi- _ a summary report or a word-for-
w.7-d record of the proceedings.
They also supervise other stenogra-
phers, typists, and clerical workers.
Tefnnical stenographers must know
th- terms used in a particular profes-

sion TI.`key include medical, legal,
and nginetring or scientific ste,nog-
rap-- rs. Some experienced stenog-
rap' rs take c-ctation in.foreign Ian-
guL oth_:s work as public
ster. _,graphers serving traveling busi-
ness people and, others.

Shorthand reporters are Specialized
stenographers who record all state-
ments made in a proceeding. Nearly
hilt' of all shorthand reporters work.

. at' court reporters attached to .courts
'of law at different levels of,govern-
,ment. 4hey take down all statements
made at legal proceedinos and pre-
sent their record as the dfficial tran-
script. Many other shorthand report-
ers work as free-lance reporters who
record out-of-court testimony for at-
torneys, meetings and conventions,
and other private activities. Still oth-,
ers record

of
proceedings in the'

Congress of the United States, in
State legislatures, and in both State
and Federal agenCies.

Most reporters dictate notes on
magnetic tapes that a typist can trA-
scribe later. Because the reporter's
transcript is the official record of a
proceeding, accuracy is vitally im-
portant.

Places of Employment

About 3.5 million persons worked
in jobs requiring secretarial or steno-
graphic skills in 1976; most were sec-
retaries. Only about 100,000 persons
worked as stenographers in 1976.

Opportunities for part-time work
are increasing in these and other

f'clerical 'occupations. In 1976, ap-
1' proximately one of evety five secre-

taries and one in si:. stenographe'rs
worked part time.

Secretaries and ten Jgraphers are
employed throughout :he economy.
About two-thirds of them, however,
work in banks, insurance companies,
real estate firms, government agen-
cies, and other establishments pro-
viding set-Vices to the public. Mbst
specialized stenographers and secre-
taries work for doctors, lawyers, and
other professional people.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement.

Generally, graduation from high \
school is fequired for a job as a
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secretary or stenographer. Many
employer prefer applicants who -

:3'hay add tignal secretariV..training at
a college or private busihess school.
Courses vary from a few months'
instruction in bgsic shortlrnd and
typing to longer programs teaching
specialized skills such as shorthand I
reporting or legal or medical secre-
tarial work. Shorthand reporters
generally must complete a 2-year
course in a shorthand reporting
school.

An increasing numliper of private
firms and government 'agencies have
their own training facilities where
employees can upgrade their skills
and broaden their knowledge of the
organization. Also, many State and
local governments sponsor programs
to train unemployed and low-skilled
workers for entry jobs as secretaries.

Fourteen States require court re-
porters to be a Certified Shorthand
Reporter (CSR). In some of these
States,t reporters can be hired with
the Understanding. that they will be
certified within 1 year. Certification
is administered by a board of examin-
ers in each of the 14 States. The Na-
tional Shorthand Reporters Associ-
ation confers the designation
Registered Professional Reporter
(RPR) upon those who pass a two-
part examination and participate in
continuing education programs. The
RPR designation is recognizpd as the
mark of excellence in the profession,.

Employers usually have no prefer-
ences among the many different
shorthand methods. The most im-
portant factors in hiring and promo-
tion are speed and accuracy. To
qualify for jobs in the, Federal Goys-
ern,mentand .`or employment in
many private firmsstenographers
must be able to lake dictation at 100
words per minute and type 50 to 60
words per minute. Many shorthand
repotting jobs require more than 225
words of dictation per minute; short-
hand reporters in the Federal Gov-
ernment generally must take 175
words a minute.

Secretaries and stenographers
should have good hearing; a knowl-
edge of spelling, punctuation, and
grammar and a, good vocabulary are
essential. The ability to concentrate
amid distractions is vital for 'Short-
hand reporters. Employers look for
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persons who are poised and alert,
and who have pleasant personalities.
Discretion, judgment, and initiative
are important for the more respon-
sible secretarial positions.

Many ,stenographers who improxe
their ills advance to secretarial
jobs ;'others whd acquire the neces,
sary speed through additional train-
ing can become shorthand reporters.
Secretaries can increase their skids
arkl broaden their knowledge of their
company's operations by taking
courses offered by the company or
by local business schools, colleges,
and universities. As secretaries gain
knowledge and experience, they-.Qan"
qualify for the designation Certified
Profession'al Secretary (CPS) by
passing a series of exams given by the
National Secretaries Association.
This designation is recognized -by a
growing number of employers as the
mark of achievement in the secretar-
ial field. Many executive secretaries
are promoted to management posi-
tions on the basis of their extensive
knowledge of their employer's opera-
tions.

Employment Outlook,
Employment Of secretaries is ex-

pected to increase faster than the av4
erage for all occupations through the
mid-1980's as the continued expan-
sion of business and government cre-
ates a growing volume of paperwork.
Hundreds of thousands of jobs 'will
become available each year-due to
growth and the need to replace those
who die,-retire, or stop working for

' other' reaso ns.
Demand for secretaries' will rise

mainly as those organizations that
require large secretarial staffs ex-
pand their operations. New govern,
ment agencies, particularly at the
State and local level; insurance com-
panies offeriey new form's of protec-
tion; and banks prOviding financial
counseling for an increasingly afflu-
ent population ar just a 'few of- the
organizations that will need well-
trained and versatile secretaries in

' the years ahead. Although many new
types of automatic office equipment
have been introduced in recent
years, no adverse impact on employ-
ment of secretaries is expected. How
.ever, jobseekers who are familiar
with a wide range of office mach;'

and procro _res are likely to have
better pros; cts than, other workers.

Persons with secretarial skills
should fi- extensive' opportunities
for tempt.: -try or part-time work as
employer ncreasinglytiiin to these
workers _ .ring peak business ,peri-
ods. Suc: arrangements/may, be es-
pecially attractive to students,pdr-
sons with family resPonsibilaes;
retired,persons, and others interested
inflexible work schedules.

Employment of stenographers is
expected to continue the decline of
recent years. The increased use. of
dictation machines 4as severely re-
duced the need foVciffice stenogra-
phers, and fewer jobs will be
able than in the past. Demand for
skilled shorthand reporters, in con-
trast to the overall outlook .for Ste -.
nographers, should remain strons
State and Federal court system s ex-
pand to handle the rising number of
criminal court cases and civil law-
suits. Competition for entry level
jobs is increasing as more students
enter the field, Opportunities will be
best for those who have earned certi-
fication by the National Shorthand
Reporters Association.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a Bureau of Labor'
Statistics (BLS) survey, general ste-
nographers working in urban 4areas
averaged $70 a month in 1976; ex-
perienced w rkers who were highly'
skilled avers ed $788. Shorthand re-
porters generally earn higher salaries
than other stenographic workers. Ac-
cording to a survey conducted by
The National. Shorthand Reporters
Association, shorti-zand reporters av-
er:iged about $15,0 a year in .16976.

ccordilig to tht BLS survey, sec-
r= :tries to supervis 7S in small offices

ned monthly ,ilaries of $741.
retaries to, offic2r,in small com-

p. :ies had average month; salaries
io804; thoSe working : middle

management in large corncaniesav-
eraged $868. Sec-etarie having
greater responsibilities, as ex-
ecutive secretaries to offi-
cers, earned average ontniy salaries
of $954.

Beginning, clerk-st_:nographers in
the Federal Gover-Ime 71 earned
from $548 to $775 a mont:: in 1q77

I r4
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depending on education, training,
and experience. Earnings of begin-
ning shorthand revrters ranged
from $864 to $1,175 a month de-
pending on speed, education, and ex-
perience. Starting salaries for secre-
taries in the Federal Government
ranged from $775 to $960 a month,
while the average for all secretaries
was $982 a month. In 1976, earnings
of stenographers were slightly le s
and those of secretaries slightly mdie
than average earnings for all nonsu" -
pervisory workers in private industry,
except fming. ;

Working conditions for secretaries
and sttnographers generally are simi-
lar to those of other office workers4in
the same organization. horthand" r-.
porters, however, ofte sit for long
periods of time while recording an
event. (See the statement on clerical
occupations fof.more information on
earnings and working conditions.)

Sources of Additibnal
Information

For information on careers in sec-
retarial work, write to:
National Secretaries Association (Internation-

al), 2440 Pershing Rd., Suite GIO, Kansas
City, Mo. 64108.

Additional information on careers
in secretarial work and a directory of
business -schools are available from:
Associ of Independent Colleges and

Schools, M St. NW., Washington,
D.C. 20036.

For inforniation about shorthand
reporting, conta.:t:
National 'Shorthand Reporters Association,

2361 South Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arling-
ton, Va: 22202.

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING
CLERKS

(E 0.T. 2O9.688, 219.388, 222.138
..nrough r687, 223.387, 239.588,

910368 and 920.887)

Nature of the Work

Shipping and receiving clerks keep
track of goods transferred between
businesses and their customers and
suppliers. In small companies, one
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clerk may keep records of all
ments sent out and received; in larger
companies, many clerks take cake of
this recordkeeping.

Shipping clerks are respontible for
all shipments leaving a usiness
place. Before goods are sdnt to a
customer, these clerks check' to be
sure till order has been filled cor-
rectlyeSome shipping., clerks fill or-*
ders themselves. Thqk obiain mer-
chandise from the stockroom and
wrap it or pack it in shipping contain,
ers. Clerks also put addresses and
other' identifying information on
packages, look up and compute ei-
ther freight or postarrates, and rec-
ord the weight and cost of each ship-
ment. They also may prepare
invoices and furnish information
about shipments to other parts of ;leg
company, such as the accounting de-
partment. Once ,a shipment is
checked and ready to go, shipping,
clerks may( iffove it to the shipping
dock and direct its loading on trucks
'according to its destination. Shipping
and receiving clerks working in small
businesses may combine these tasks
with the various duties of stock
clerks. (For more information about
the additional duties of shipping

,
4

clerks in small firms, see the state-
merit on stock clerks elsewhere.in the
Handbqpk.)

When shipments arrive, receiving
clerks perforni tasks similar to those
of shipping clerks. They -determine
whether their employer's orders have
been correctly f lecrby verifying in-
coming shipme s against the cfigi-
nal order and t e accompanying bill
of lading or in.Goice&hey record the
receipt and condition of incomisg./
shipments. Clerks also Take adjust-
ments with shippers for lost and dam-
self merchandise. &outing Or mew--.ing shipments Eo the proper
department, warehouse section, or
stockroom and providing informa-
tion that is needed to compute inven-
tories also may be'part of their job.

Places of Employment

*
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Training, Other C ualifications,
and Advan rihq_ny

High school graduates are pre-,
ferred for beginning jobs in shipping
and recebiing departments: Business
arithmetic, typing, -and other high
school business subjects are helpful.
The ability t!. write legibly is impor-
tant. Dependability and an interestsin

Jlearning about the firm:s products
and business activities also are quAli2

'ties`` that employers seeek. In addition,
shipping and receiving clerks should
be able tcrwork under close supervi-
sion .at repetitive tasks.

New employees usually are trained

As
the job by an experienced worker.

As part of their training they often
file, check addresses, attach labels,
and check items included in ship-
menu. As clerks gain experience,
they may be assigned tasks requiring
a good deal of independent judg-
ment, such as handling problems of

min
Merchandise, or supervis-,4

in tiler workers in shipping or re-
ceiving rooms.

A job as a shipping or receiving
clerk offers a good opportunity for
new, workers in a firm to learn about
their company's products and busi-
ness practices. Some clerks may be
promoted to head shipping or receiv-
ing clerk or warehouse manager.
Others may enter related fields such
as industrial trOfic management or
purchasing. (Industrial traffic man-
agers and purchasing agents are dis-
cussed elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Employment Outlook

About 440,000 persons worked as
shipping artd receiving clerks in
1976. More than half worked in fac-
tories; large numbers also were em-
ployed by wholesale houses or retail
stores. Although jobs for shipping
and receiving clerks are found in all
localities, most clerks work in urban
areas, where many factories and
wholesale houses are located.

Receiving clerk carefuliV cheFks manifest. 1 I 5

Employment of shipping and re-
ceiving clerks is expected to kise
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the : 's
as business expands d t ere ar
more goods to be distri uted. Several
thousand jobs will bec. e available
each year as employme grows and
as workers retire, die, or ransfer to
other occupations.

Although substantial growth is ex-
pected in the volume of goods to be
moved, employment of shipping and
receiving clerks will not increase as
rapidly because of changes in tech-
nology that enable fewer clerks to
handle more goods. Growing num-
bers of firms are using computers to
keep track of shipping and receiving



records, and moving twits to handle
shipments once lifted by hand.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

. (
4

STVISTICAL CLERKS

(D.O.T. 205.368,206.588, 209.i8"8,
- 219.388, .488, and .588, 222.687,

.
.

Shipping -and receiving clerks in
urbin areas averaged $200 a w ek,
according to a 1976 survey. This 's
about ag' m9211,as the average jearn
ingslor all nonsupervisory workers i
private industry, except farming.
Salaries varied substantially, how-
ever, by type of employer. Shipping
and receiving clerks employed by
manufacturing firing averaged $200,
those working for wholesale houses
averaged $210, and those employed
by public utilities averaged $248. ''

Mostshipping and receiving clerks
receive time-and-a-half for work
over-40 hours. Night work and over-
time, including work on. Saturdays,
Sundays, and holidays, may be neces-
sary when shipments have been un-
duly delayed or when materials are
needed immediately on production
lines. Although shipping and receiv-
ing clerks do much of their work in
warehouses or in shipping and re-
ceiving rooms, they may do some of
it On outside loaning platforms.
Workplaces often are large, unparti-
tion areas that may be drafty, cold,
and tered with packing materials.

M t clerks must stand for long
periods while they check merchan-
dise. Locating numbers and descrip-
tions on cartons often requires a
great deal of b. ding, stooping, and
stretching. I; lhjnder the pressure

clerks so
of getting sh(L

.11.4i=,V., y help 1.9K1 or
oved on time,

im . Ill. -i,...N4, he warehouse.
ee the sta 41Pliv an rical occu-
tions for a 1 . al information on

frin e benefits.)111111

ditional
on

InfOrma abo t the work and
earnings of ship ng and receiving

National

in wholesale est blishments is
vailable from:

National Assoc' n of Who .. er-bistribu-
tort, 1725 . NW., W hington, D.C.
20006.

223.58)1..913.368, and 953.168),

Naturelof the Work
Administrators and Manag m all

types of organizations depend on n
merical records to help make deci-

. sions. Statistical dirks prepare and
iikzure the accuracy and complete-
ness of these records. 'Although the
occup4tional title "statistical clerk"
covers a number of different jobs
performed by statistical workers, the
jobs in this field can be grouped into
four categories: recording,' compil-
ing and coding, computing and tabu-
lating, and scheduling.

Recording. This work involves cbJ-
lecting andverifying the accuracy of
information. Shipping checkers
(D.O.T. 222.687) in manufacturing
companies and wholesale and retail
businesses insure that merchandise
to be shipped is properly labeled and
contains the desired number of
items. Car checkers (D.O.T.
209.588) keep records of shipments
as they arrive at or leave a railroad
freight terminal. They check the
number of railroad cars and verify
their contents with the specifications-
on the invoice. Counters (D.01T.
223.588), wlio may have a title speci- ,
fying their work or the items that
they count, record the number of
materials received, transferred, or
produced. For example, lumber tal-
liers or lumbec, checkers record' the
amount and type of lumber pro-
cessed in sawmills; pit recorders col-
lect production data in the Steel in-
dustry.

Compiling and coding. In organiza-
tions of all types, information must
be properly filed, verified, or ana-
lyzed for data processing. Posting
clerks (D.O.T: 219.588) do this_work
by making entries in registers and
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ords and report's into corffPuter ccides
for data processing. PerZpnnel clerks
(D,O.T. 205.368) .gather and file in-
formation on ahe employees of a
business; their Work may inc)ude
some typing and preparation of re-
ports.

.Computing ani tabulating. Organi-
zations frequently use-numorical rec-
ords for reports and research. Statis-
tical clerkgather information from
records to pr t in a chart or tible
for analysis., ctuary clgrks (D .T.
219:388) usecertain formulas, tatis:
tical charts, and itvurance e books
to ssist actuaries in d rminmg in-
su nce_ rates for co pany custom-
ers. They also prepare its and ta-
bles fdr studies on general insurance
practibes. Policy checkers (D.O.T
49.488) verify the accuracy of in-
surance company recoMs.-Statistical
assistants (D.O.T. 219.3,88), alsol...
knoWn, as tabulating clerks, calculate
and compute numerical data on the
population an4 its characteristics for
government and .business rese'arct
projects. Demurrage clerks (D.O.T
219.388), employed by railroads, us=
rate tables to compute railway freigh
Charges and calculate the weight o
shipments or distance railroad car
have traveled. -

Scheduling. StatistiCal clerks may
schedule business activities that in-
volve the movement of people anc
things. Through planning, they as-
sure that these activities run smooth-
ly and efficiently. For example, as-
signment clerks (D.O.T. 913.368)
work for bus companies and assign
drivers to meet riders' transportation
needs. Drivers are selected on the
basis of experience, seniority, and
nature of the assignment. Crew
schedulers (D.O.T. 219.388) do sim:-
lar work for airlines; they assign
lots to scheduled flights and log the
mileage each pilot has flown. Gas di;
patchers (D.O.T. 953.168) (tete--
mine the proper pressure in a natura'

journals. They receive and sort reef gasline to meet customers' require-
ords of shipments, production, an ments after considering informatic-
financial transactions to provide such as the weather, time of day, anc
company officials with current infor- other factors that affect the use c

gas.mation on business activities. Record
keepers (D.O.T. 206.588), also.
known as classification clerks, record
data systematically for easy location.
Coding clerks (D.O.T. 219.388) con-
vert information obtained from rec-

JL

Places of Employme01

About 337,000 persons worked as
statistical clerks in 1976. Although
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Statistkri works compile the numerical records often used by management to make
decisions.

statistical clerks are emplc:,ed
nearly every industry, over haif
worked in finance. insurance. a-:1
real estate companies; man ,:act_ r-
ing firms; and Federal, State _nd

cal government.
Because businesses of almc :;t. every

size require'numerical repro star:s-
tica_ clerks wort: througb ,ut
United StateS. Job. are conc....
however, .inGheavi. nopulat citz:s
that are centers of incitistry Lnd

_ernment activities.

Training, Other Qualifications.
/and Advancement

Most employers prefettto hire hig
school graduates for statistical cler
jobs. T They also seek applicants wr
have aptiiirde for. working witn
numb , and the ability`` to do de-
tailed work. High schoobl students
may tz-repare for jobs as statistical
clerks ny taking courses in general/
mat-herr2atics, algebra, and geornetry.(

Also recom
data processi

ended are courses in
g, office procedures,

bookkeeping, wand typing.
In many companies, general clerks

who have become familiar with their
employprs' record systems and office
procedures are promoted to statisti-

tl positions. On- the -job' train -
g equips the employee to spe-
ialize in numerical work may
iclude the use of calculators, tabu-
_ting machines, and typewriters.

Statistical clerks must be familiar
ith the items ofinformation which

iney observe and record. For exam-
nie, lumber checkers must know the
a r io u s types and qualities of wood

products. In Keparing data for pro-
essing, coding' clerks must use the
proper couter codes to avoid er-
rors.

Statistical clerks should be able to.
Jo prompt and accurate work- under
close supervision. Also, they should
be tactful and even tempered when
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iwo mg with others in.the same of.1
flee.

Mosl employers )llow a' proMo-*
tion:from-within policy that allows
experien- -d worker: to qulify for
more nshle jobs ais they be-
come a. T`ualiFed statistical
clerks ma' ',: ni r:-..._.-e diffiCult as-,
signmen .vance i supervisory,
positio 3 sta': .a1 clerks ar.'
able to to a ..:..2tinician lev
where .11 deal with the.,tschn'
cal pro of statistical iesear
projects.. e clerks become co
putor programmers.

Employment b utlook

Employment of statistical cle s is '.
expected to grow about as fast s the
average for all occupations th ough
the mid-19F.O's. In addition o job.
opportunities arising fro this
growth, many additional o enings
will oczur as clerks die; r tire, or
leave the occuoation for o er rea-
sons.

This occupation includeS a wide. ,
range of jots, and the prospects for
statistical clerks are better, in certain
area.; than in others. Sore routine
jo7:-. for example, may be.eliminateci
as computers are increasiigly,used to
collect and process information.
However, statistical clerks in jobs
such as those that require personal
contact or involve the preparation o'
data for computer ,analysis are e-
pected to tie in great demand.

1/ Among the factors that win con
tribute to the, demand for statisticai
clerks is the expected increase in
business and government activities,
including projects requiring the col-

. lection a,nd processing of large
amounts of numerical data. In addi-
tion, administrators increasingly will
rely on numerical records to analyze
and control all aspects Of their or-
ganization's work. °

Earnings and Working
%Conditions

Limited information indicates that
beginning statistical clerks earn
about as much as workers in othpr
entry level clerical jobs such as office
clerks or file clerks; salaries for!hese
workers ranged 'between $1 10 and
$130 a week in 1976. The entrance
salary for beginning statistical assis-
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ta'Its employed by the Federal Gov-
ernment was $142 a week in 1977;

Most experienced workers doing
--Atatistically related clerical work, in-

cluding the operation of ,tab,ulating
machines or calculators, earned be-
tween $155 and $200 a week in
1976. Top lcvel clerks and super,/
sors averaged aboat $23f a week.
Earnings usually are highest in manu-
f g, transportation, and utili
ties r ustries; they are lower in retail
trade; finance,- insurance. and real
estate,-and service industries.

Nearly every employer of statisti-
cal clerkspfferesome form of health
plan, life insurance coverage, and re-
tirement benefits. Most statistical
clerks work in clean, well-lighted and
well-ventilated offices. (See the
statement on clerical occupations for
sources of additional information.)

STOCK CLERKS

J.-
ing clerks ( For more information
about thee additionil dkties of stock
clerks in Small firms, -see ,the 'state-
ment on shipping and receiving

--Clerksaelsewhere in the Handbook.)
In large firms with specialized jobs,

.itrvgntory clerks (1310.Ti. 24388'
.periodically count items on hand anc
make reports showing stock balanc
es. ,Procurement clerks (D.O.T.
223.368) work iii factories and pre-
kre orders fdr the p,urchase Of 'fey,
e q.0 ipnie n t.

The duties of stock clerks also
depend onne items they handle. For
example, stock clerks who Work with
food and drugs must maintain.proper
temperature and humidity-conditions
to prevent spNosilage; those who han-
dle construction items such as lum-
ber and bricks must do much walking
and climbing to. note the conditioh
and quantity of that stock.

Places of Employment .

About 490,000 persons worked as
stock clerks in 1976. About three-
fourths of them worked in factories,
wholesale firms and retail stores.

)1. OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK liANDBOOly-

'crsro,

(D.O.T. 223.138, .368,'.387, .388,
.588, .687; 910:388; 969387)

Nature' of the Work

Most employers recognize the im-
portance of keeping well-balanced'
inventories to prevent sales loises or
slowdowns' in production.

Stock clerks (D.O.T. 223.3 87) help
protect against such losses by con-
trolling the flow of ,goodi received,
stored, and issued. They usually re-
ceive and .unpack incoming mer:
chandise or material. They report
damaged or spoiled goods and pro-
cess papers necessary for obtaining
replacements or credit. On outgoing
orders, they may check the items for
quality and quantity and sometimes
make minor repairs or adjustments.

Materials are stored in bins, on the
floor, or on shelves according to the
plan of the stockroom. Stock clerks
organize and mark items with identi-
fying codes or prices so that invento-
ries can be located quickly and eds-
ily. They keep records of items
entering or leaving the stockroom.
Sometimes they label, pack, crate, or
address goods for delivery.

Stock clerks working in small firms
also may perform various duties usu-
ally handled by shipping and receiv"--

may'
Olklm

any others were emploveir by air-
lines, gozernrnent agencies, hospi-
tals, and other organizat:ons that
keep /Urge Quantities of goods on
hand. AMU -.gn jobs for stock' clerks
are f i, all parts of the Country,
rfiost wo urban areas where fac-
tories, ware ouses, and stores are
concentrated.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although there are io specific ,
educational requirements for begin-
ning stack clerks, employers prefer
high school graduates. Reading pnd
writing skills 'and a basic knowledge .

of mathematics are necessaiy;,typing
and -filing abilities also are useful.
Good health, especially good eye-
sight, is important. Generally, thoslS1
whO handle jewelry, liquor, or drugs
inust be bonded.

Stock clerks usually receive on-
the-job training. New workers,begin
vAth simple. tasks such as counting
and marking stock. Basic responsibil-
ities of the job usually are learned
within 'several weeks. As :hey prog-

-;. ,OA }

-a11111:414
,'111011P.

,/ /40:22,
4tekz.

Some competition Is likely for stock clerk positions because many young.people seek
/ this work as-a first job.

441
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ress, stock clerks learn to keep rec-
ords of incoming aid outgoing !gate-
rials,' take inventorts,...and order
supplies:1n small-elms, st ck clerks
may advance tp sales positi ns or be-
come assistant buyers or p rchasing
agents. In large firms, stock clerks
can advance .to more responsible
stock handling jobs such as invoice
cleik, stock control 'clerk, .or pro-
curement clerk. A few may be pro-
moted to stockroom supervisor, bin
additional education often is re-
quired. ..

' Employment Outio:k -

Employ ent of stock plea s is ex-
pected to i cease) about as fast as
the afverag for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Many thou-
sandsbf job openings will occur each
year as .employent grows-and as
workers die, reti6,'or transfer to oth-
er occupations.' -N .

Grovith, in employment of tock
clerks probably will be.slower t1 an in
the past as cotppulers are us d in-
creasingly for inventory control..Be-
cause ,r ntrance into this occupation
is relatiVely easy+4.:and many young

. people. sleek this work as a first job,
some competition" for openings is

;likely.

Earnings and Working.
- Conditions

Experiehed stock clerks earned
. .average weekly salaries of $192 in

1976, according to the limited data
available. This' was slightly above the
average for nonsupervisory workers
in private industry, except farming.

In the Federal Goyernment, begin-
ning stock clerks without experience
were paid $126 a week in late 1976;
those with general work experience
re 'ved $142 a week. Experienced
stop rks.in the ederat Govern-
ment averaged abou $203 week in
1976.

_

Stec* clerks generally receive
time-and-one-half f'31- work over 40
hours. Overtime Tay be required'
when large shipments are delivered
and when inventory is taken.

Although stock clerks usually
work in relatively clean, heated, and
well-lighte me stockrooms
may be damp and die . Clerks han-
dling refrigerated goo s may spend
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some time in cold storage rooms
Stock clerks are on their 'feet much
of the working day, often on a con
crete floor. 'The job' also involves
coniiderable bevfing, lifting, and
climbing. (See the statement on
clerical occupations for additional
informatiOn on working conditioos
and fringe benefits.)

Sou rc.7.4 of*Additional
4...Information

Information about the work and
earnings of stock clerks in wholesale_
establishments is available from:
National Association of Wholesaler-Distribu-

tors, 1725 K St. NW., Washington,
20006.

Tramr-ibing machine ( 3erators
'-cD.O.T. 208:588) type letters and
reports as they isten to dictation

-recordEd on mag etic (ape. Other .

.t,nists who have special duties in-
, c .ode 9olicy-writers (D.O.T. '

203.58 ? in inikrance companies;
waybil, .lerks (D.O.T. 209.58S) in
raiiroac offices, and mortgage clerks
(D.0.7 .203.588) who work in
banks.

In some offices,inany typists are
grouped in a uoecialized word .pro-
c sing center! that handles all the
tra scription and typing for several
de artments. These workers, usually
called.correspondence secretaries, op-
erate various kinds of high-speed
typewriters equipped with a pro-
grammed memory which enables
them to produce final copy with a
minimum of retyping.

TYPISTS

(D.0.- 293.138 through .588;
208.-5F ,; and 209.382 through

.588)

Nature of the Work

A rapid low of written communi-
cation isiessential to i_he modern of
fice. The typ ,;t helps to maintain this
flow by making neat, typed copies of
handwritten, printed, and recorded,
Words.

Beginning r junior typists usually
type headings on form letters, copy
directly from handwritten drafts, and
address envelopes. Often, they do
other office -.asks, including answer-
ing telephones, filing. Ind operating
office mach:nes such ;:oniers and
calculators

More experienced do work
that requires high degree of accura-
cy and independent judgment. Sen-
ior typists work from rough _drafts
which are difficult to read or which
contain technical material. They
may plan and type complicated sta-
tistical tables, combine and re-
arrange materials from different
sources, )r prepare master copies to
be reproduced on copying machines.

Clerk typists (D.O.T. 209.388)
combine typing with filing, sorting
Mail, answering telephones, and oth-
er general office work. Varitypists
(D.O.T. 203.582) produce mater
copies, such as stencils, on machines
similar to typewriters.
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Places of Employment

About 1 milliOn persons worked as
typists in 1976. In addition, many
other workersincluding secre-
taries, newspaper reporters, writers,
and editorsuse typing skills in the
performance of their job

employment is readily
availaoi or workers with clerical
skills. _ nearly one typist out of
four works part time. Typists are em-
played throughout the entire econ-
omy Over half of them work in fac-
tories. banks, insu'ance companies,
real :stave finds, and government
agencies. \

Traininc;, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

. generally need a high
schc diploma. Good spelling,
punc:aation, and grammai are essen-
tial. Ability to operate office equip-
ment, such as copying and adding
machines, and also sa knowledge of
office procedures, are assets.

An increasing number of compa-
nies and government organizations
ha e their own typist training pro -'
grams. These give employees a
chance to learn or upgrade skills so
that they can adv,ance to more re-.
sponsible positions within the organi-
zation. Many States and localities
sponsor programs to train unem-
ployed and low-skilled workers for
entry jobs as typists.
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Nearly 1 out of typists works part time./4

Many employers require appli-
cants for typing jobs to take a test
that shows theii speed and accuracy.
For most, jobs, a speed of 50 to 60
words per minute is required. All
typists who transcribe recorded dic-
tation need sharp hearing and must
be especially good in spelling. Suc -,
cessful typists are neat, accurate, and
able- to concentrate amid distrac-
tions.

As beginners increase their skills,
they often advance to higher level
typing jobs. Some typists are promot-
ed to supervisor jobs in word pro-
cessing centers. Others who master
additional skills can move into secre-
tarial jobs.

Employment Outlook
.

The number of typist& is expected
to grow abotit as fast as the average
for all occupationi through the mid-
1980's as business expansion in-
creases the rolume of _paperwork.
Many job openings will occur every
year because turnover in this occupa-
tion is very high. Jobs for typists also
will become available as employment
continues to grow.

Continued growth of the economy,
particularly those industries that gen-
erate vast quantities of written rec-
ords and correspondence, will assure
very good prospects for typists in the
years ahead. Demand should be Par-
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_.
ticularly strong for, highly skilled
workers and those whet can handle
Other office jobs in 'additibn to typ-
ing. Many employers will prefer typ-
ists who are familiar with new kinds

'of word processing equipment. Be-
cause anpincreasing number of em-
ployers are using temporary and
part-time, riworkers dung peak bust
nets periods, opportunities should
continue_ to be excellent for typists
who do not ukish to work full 'time.

Earnings and Working --
:Conditions

-.,

Accord'nk to, a recent survey, be-
ginning t pasts averaged $ nt 2 a'we0c
in 197 . Those -with experience
earned $166 a weep- slightly less
than the averag earnings for nonsu-
pervisory workers inPrivate industry,
except farming.

In the Federal Government, the
starting salary for typists Without ex-6
perience,,y/as $126 a week in 1977,
complred with $160 a week for
those with experience. Average
weekly earnings for all typists in the
Federal Governmenj were '$157..

Working conditions for.typists usu-
ally are similar to those for other of-
fice employees. Typists, like other
clerical workers, sit for periods of
time and Often must contend with
highnoise levels caused by office ma-

. chines located nearby. (See the
statement on clerical occupations for
more information on working condi-
tions and also for a list of places to
write for additional informafibn on
clerical jobs.) '
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COMPUTER AND RELATED OCCUPATIbNS,

Since 1954 when the first comput- tcreasingly important part of every-
er was installed for commercial use, day life. Today these machines bill
computer systems have become an customers, pay'ernfoyeei, record

s,

r

Most pe nings for programmers and systems analysts w- ill
result from growth s.k

ge annnal openings, 1976-85 (in thousands)

Computer °Pirating,
persorinsi

0 10 20

III Growth 11111 Replacement

te,

Employment of programmers and systems analysts,
negligible in 1960, is expected to grow to half
a million workers by 1985

Employment.(in thousa,nds)

300 ........... . rogrnmers
............

:. ..... systems
analysts

..;1'7. .....-200
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airline and hotel reservations, an'd
monitor factory production prOcess-
es. cientific and engineering
searc relies on Computer systentsk-to

complex equations as 3.14,llas
colleCt, 'store, and sort vasCartidtents

ter and related
occupatiois design syst for pro-.

of data.
Workers in. corn

Ae ing forntation, write instruc-
tions and translate them into ma-

, chinreadable language, and
operate arid- peripheial

..equipment.
o

Most conilluter careers require
some type of specialized training. Al-
though'hota univellsal. requirement, '

-a college agree is Increasingly im-
portant for systems analysts and pro -4
grammeri--especiallj, for those
working in scientific and technical
research operations. Computer op-
erators. usually need a high school-
diploma, but specialized training and
experience are'more important than
formal education: For all computer
occupations, employers stress the im-
portance of learning Or the job.

In addition to technical knowledge
and skills, computer personnel mast
6e ableto concentrate on their work
and should enjoy working with de-
tails.. Those who operate.equip-
mentkeypunchers or console op-
erators,. for examplemust have
manual dexterity a d some mechani-
cal aptitude. Progra mers and sys-
tems analysts must be
logically and should enjoy solving
problems.

This chapter describes three com-
puter occupations: Computer Oper-
ating Personnel, ,Programmers, and
Systems Analysts.

le to think .

COMPUTER OPERATING
PERSONNEL'

(D.O.T. 213138, .382, .582, .588,
and .885, and 223.387)

Nature of the Work

All data systems require spe a -
ized workers to enter 'data an in
structions, operate the co puter,
and retrieve the results. The data to

1 1 1
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cat ,

be processed and the instructions for connected the computer translate
the computer are called "input;" the output int the form desired by t

,results are called "output,": , programmer. In others, high-s
Information is entered ifitO *corn- printers or Vonverters run b u

puter system in a variety of. ways. In . ry equipment ,operators hi eed
many systems, key-punch operators frprin-ier operators (D.O.T. 21 82)
(D.O.T 211.582) prepare input by apA, cenverfer operators (D.O.T.

rncrunchin attes of holes in cards to, 213.382)perform this function.
fepresent '

.:arid Apecia
Trine s
ere, de.

. use spe,
inforAatioit they type to bcrle,st in.' ttirretif,:and previous versions of pro-
dards or magnetic impulses 4 tapes ..grains, listings, and test aatil.' In

a

erent letters:humberw Frequently, data bn ',"'punchpd
haractels, Using a, ma7 -`car4s, 'magnetic ,tape, or disks are

r to a typewriter,,Ervdth- kept' for futfire Use. 'Tape libracians
typists (D.b.T. 213.588) 13.01.123.3871 classify and cata-

ial machii4s that ccinv.ertthe log this - material and maliatain files of

or disks. Many newer syste, re ca-
pable of remote data entry. The'irser
sits' at a machine equipped with a
typewriter keyboard and an electron-
ic screen hat displays the dpta as it is
entered" directly into the, computer.

Once the input is coded, prepared
. in a form the computer can read, it is

ready to be processed. Console opera-
tors (D.O.T. 213.382) ermine the
programmer's' insteuetnns fo'r pro-
cessing the input, make sure the
Computer ,has. been loaded with the
correct cards, magnetic tapes, or
disks and, then start the computer.
While it is, funning,°they watch. the
machine, paying special attention to
the error' lights that could *nalva
malfunction. If the computer stbps or
one of the lights goes on, operators
must locate the problem and remove
the faulty input materiNs.

In some systems, machines directly

Some *waters work evenings or night
shifts'Insistiso computers arsuisd 2#

hours a dal,.

organizaticibs, librItians may
do some keypunthing as well'as co-
ordinate activities between the pro-
grammer and the operationsons depart-
ment.

.Places of Employment
About 565,000 persons worked as

Console, auxiliary equipment, and
keypunch operatorg in 1976.

Although workers in these occupa-
tions are em' loyed in almost every
industry, most work in manufactur-
ing firms, wholesale and retail trade
establishments, banks, and govern-
ment agencies.-Many computer and
peripheral equipment bperators
work for insurance companies and
firms that provide data processi7
services for a fep.

Training, Other Qualifications,
andAdvancement

In firms that have just installed a
new computer systein, tabulating and
bookkeeping machine Operators may
be transferred to jobs as keypunch oik
auxiliary equipmeni operators, or
console operators. Most often, how-
ever, employers recruit workers from
the outside. Some organizations train

. typists to operate keypunch 'ma-
chines, but most seek workers who

, already have this skill. Many high
schools, public and private vocation-
al schools, private computer schools,
and business schools and college of-

- fer training ,in computer operating,
skills. Young men and women in
military service also Can learn valu-
able skills in computer operations. In
addition, a growing number of busi-,
ness firms across the cou4ry hold
weekend seminars on data process-
ing for high school students.

Employe

' 9
Employers in private industry usu-
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ally require applicants-to have a high
school education; and many prefer
console operators to have some col-
lege training, especially in data pfo-
cessirfg. The Federal Government re-.

4cTbires a high school diploma, unless
applicants have hadtspecialized-train-
ing or experience. Marly employers
test applicants to letermitie their ap-.

'-
titudo for computer work', particular-
ly rfeir ability tp, reason logically.
Keypunch 'operators and ..other"data,
entry perscfnnetoften artSestelel for 'p
their ability, to work quickly att4 ac-
curately.. -'

Beginners usually are trained on
the job. The length of training
needed variesau3iliary eqftipme
operators can_ learn their jobs in

1 few weeks, but console operators re-
quire several months 'of training be-
cause they must become sufficiently
familiar with the computer equip-
ment to be able to trace the causesof
failures.

Keypunch and auxiliary equipment
operators should be able to work
under close supervision as part of a de
team. They also 'mist like working
with machines and not become easily

'bored by repetitious tasks. Console
operators must be capable of in-
dependent judgment, especially
when working without supervision on
second and third shifts.

AlthouglOadvancement opportuni-
ties for keypunch and auxiliary
equipment operators are limited,
promotion to a supervisory position'
is possible after several years on the"
job. With additional training, often
including college study, a few ad-
vance to jobs as console operators.
-Console operators ilso may be

promoted to supervisory positions, or
to jobs that combine supervision and
console operation. Through on-the-
job-experience and additional train-
ing, some console. operators adiranCe
to jobs as programmers.

Employment Outlook

Changes in data Processing tech-
nology will ,,have differing effects on
compute! operating occupations
over the next decade. Employment
of console and peripheral equiPment
operators i9xpected to rise about as
fast as the average for all occupations
while employment of keypunch op-
erators - should continue the decline
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.1

The discovery of new ways to prepare and enter data
into computers has contributed to the growing need
for, peripheral equipment operators, but has caused
demand for keypunch operators to decline

Adiances in technology create some jobs and eliminate others

: .' 1965
Source Bureau of Labor Staffslics

of recent years. Recent advances in
'Miniaturizing circuits have enabled
manufacturers to, reduce 'both the
-size and the cost of computer ciompo-
nents. As this technology devps, a
continued 'eicpansion in the use of
computers is expected, especially by
small businesses. Employment of
console and peripheral equipment
operators in data .processing service
firms may grow less rapidly than in
the past as more small ,firms install
their own computer systems, but
overall demand for these workers
Should remain strong.

This same technology will further
reduce demand for keypunchopera-
tors. The,primary reason for4his de
.cline is the' increased use of comput-
er, terminals. As direct, data entry
techniques become more 'efficient,
the importance of punched cards as a
form of input will diminigh. Despite
the anticipated decline in employ-
ment, several thousand openings will

,occur each year as workers die,. re-
tire, or transfer out of the occupa-
tion.

-

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average weekly earnings of 'iraey-.
punch operator trainees in private in-
dustry ranged from $120 to $140 in.'
1976, according to surveys conduct-

-ed in, urban areas by the Bureau of .
.Labor Statistics and firms engaged in

research on data processing occupa-'
tions. Lead operators

K;

arned from
$150, to $180 weekly.

Average weekly Earnings of begin-
ning console operators averaged
about $1.50. Experienced workers
earned from $205 to $215, and lead
operators earned from $230 to $260
weekly. The average weekly earnings
for tape librarians in 1976 was $160.

In the Federal Government, con-
sole operators and keypunch opera-
tors tJithout work experience started
at .$126 a week, and the average
weekly salary was $245 for console
operators and $160 for keypunch op-
erators. Throughout the economy in
1976, console operators earned
slightly more ,and keypunch opera'-
`tors earned slightly less than average
earnings for all nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry, except farm-
ing.'

Because electronic computers
must be operated at carefully con-
trolled temperatures,oferators work
in air-conditioned rooms. One disad-
vantage, however, is the high noise
level generated by some auxiliary
equipment. Some console and auxil-
iary equipment operators work eve-
ning or night shifts because many or-
ganizations use their computer 24
hours a day. Tape librarians usually'
work only day shifts.

1 2 3
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Sources of Additional
Information

Further information on data pro-
cessing careers .is available from:
American Federation of Information krocess-

ing Societies, 210 Summit Ave., Mont-
vale, N.J. 07645.

PROGRAMMERS -

(D.O.T. 020.188)

fNature of the Work

Computers can process masses of
informatiOn rapidly and, accurately,
but only if they are given step-by-step
instructions to folloW. Because the
'machines cannot think for them-
selves, computer programmers must
write detailed instructions called pro-
grams that list in a logical order the
steps the machine, must follow to
solve a Oroblem.

PrOgrammers usually' work from
problem descriptions prepared by
systems analysts who have examined
the problem and determined the'
steps necessary to achieve the de-
sired results. (Systems analysts are
described elsewhere in 'the Hand-
book.), In organizations that do not
employ systems analysts,. wozirketec`
called programmer-analysts may be
responsible for both systems-analysis
and p7ogramming. Once this analysis
has been completed, a specialist
called an applications programmer
writes detailed instructions °for pro- -c
cessing the data, using one of the lan-
guages developed especially for com-
pVers.

Programs vary with the type of
problem to be solved. For example,
the mathematical calculations in
volved in payroll accounting proce-
dures are different from those re-
quired to determine the flight path of
a space probe. A businesi applica-
tions programmer developing in-
structions for; billing customers
would first decide what company
records the computer would need
and then 'draw a flow chart or dia-
gram showing the steps the computer
must follow to obtain old balances,
add new charges, calculate finaince
charges, and deduct payments before .
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-

Computer programm write Instructions
solve a

determining a customer's. bill. Using
the 'flow chart, the programmer,
codes the actual instructions the
computer will follow.

The programmer then checks the
operation of the program to be sure
the instructions are correct and will
produce the desired information.
This,,,,check is called "debugging."
The programmer tries a sample of
the data with the program and re-
views the results to see if any errors
are made. If errors ciccur the pro-
gram must be changed and re-
checked until it produces the correct
results.

-

that list the steps the computer must take to
problem.

Finally, an instruction sheet is pre-
pared for the computer operator who
will run the program. (The work of
computer operators is described in
the statement onComputer Operat-
ing Personnel.).

Although simple programs can be
written in a few days, programs that
use complex mathematical formulas
or many data files may require more
than a year of work. In such cases,
several programmers may work to-
gether under an experienced pro-
grammer's supervision.

Applications programmers usually
specialize in either business or .

2

r
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operations. A different type of
specialist, the systems programmer,
maintains the general instructions
(called software)that control the op-
eration of, the entire computer sys-
tem. These workers make changes in
these 'sets of instructions that deter-
mine how the computer's resources
are to be allotted among.fhp various
jobs pit has been given. Because of
their knowledge of operating sys-
tems; systems programmers often
help applications progra mers de-
termine the source of pro ems with
their programs.

Places of Employment.
In 1976, about 230,000 persons

worked as computer programmers.
Most were employed by manufactur-
ing firms, banks and insurance com-
panies, data processing service ,or-
g an ization s , and government
agencies.

Programmers usually work in large
firms that meed and can afford exten-
sive computer systems. Small firms
generally require computers only for
payroll or billing purposes and fre-
quently pay data processing service
organizations to do this work. Sys-
tems `Iprogrammers usually work in
research organizations, computer
manufacturing firms; and large com-
puter centers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

...There are no universal training re-
quirements for progammers because
employers' needs vary. Most pro-
grammers are college graduates; oth..
ers have taken special courses in
computer programming to supple-
ment their experience in fields such
as accounting or inventory control..

Employers using computers for
scientific or engineering applications
prefer college graduates with degrees
in computer science, mathematics,
engineering', or the physical sciences.
Graduate degrees are required for
some jobs. Very few scientific or-
ganizations are interested in appli-
cants with no college training.

Although some employers who use
computers for business applications
do not require college degrees,,they
prefer applicants who have had col-
lege courses in data processing, ac-
counting, and business administra-
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tion. Occasionally, workers who are
experienced in computer operation
or payroll accounting but have no
college training are promoted to pro-
gramming jobs; however, they need
additional data processing courses to
become fully qualified programmers.
Prior work experience is not essential
for a job as a programmer; in fact,
about half of all entrants to the'occir-
nation have no significant work expe-
rience.

Computer programming is taught
at public and private vocational
schools, colleges, and universities.
Instruction ranges from introductory
home study courses to advanced
courses at the graduate level. High
schools in many parts of the country
also offer courses in computer pro-
gramming.

In hiring programmers, employers
look for people who can think logi-
cally and are capable of exacting
analytical work. The job calls for pa-
tience, persistence, and the ability to
work with extreme accuracy even
under pressure. Ingenuity and imagi-
nation are particularly important
when programmers must find new
ways to solve a problem.

Beginning applications prograoll:
-mers usually spend their first weeks
on the job attending training classes.
After this initial instructio
work- on simple assignments whi
completing further specialized train-
ing programs. Programmers general-
ly must spend at least several months
working under close supervision be-
fore they can handle all aspects of
their job. Because of rapidly chang-
ing technology, programmers must
continue their training by taking
courses offered by their employer
and software vendors. For skilled
workers, the prospects for further ad-
vancement 4e good. In large organi-
zations, they may be promoted. to
lead programmers and be given su-
pervisory responsibilties. Sortie appli-
cations programmeis advance to sys-
tems programming. Both
applications programmers and sys-
tems programmers often are promot-
ed to the more demanding occupa-
tion of systems analyst.

Employment Outlook

Employment of programmers is
expected to grow faster than the av-

erage for all.occupations through the
mid-1980's as computer usage ex-
pands, particularly in firms providing
accounting and business manage-
ment services and organizations in-
volved in research and development.
In addition to'job openings resulting
from growth of the occupation, sev-
eral thousand openings will arise
each year from the need to replace
workers who leave the occupation.
Because many programmers are rela-
tively young, 'few openings will result
from deaths or retirements. How-
ever, many vacancies will be created
as experienced workers transfer into
jobs as systems analysts.

The demand for applications pro-
grammers will increase as many pro-
cesses once done by 'hand are auto-
mated, but employment will not grow
as rapidly as in the past for several
reasons. Improved software,: such as
utility programs that can be useci4y
other than data processing personnel
will simplify or eliminate some pro-
gramming tasks. Also, employment
of programmers in data processing
firms is not expected to rise as fast as
in recent years. Technology has re-
duced both the size and cost of com-
puter hardware, bringing a computer
system within reach of small busi-
nesses. As more small firms install
their,own computer, rather than4ely
on a data processing firm, employ-
ment growth in these data processing

- firms may slow somewhat. Demand
throughout the economy, however,
should remain strong over the next
decade. Prospects should. be bright-
est for college graduates who have
had computer-related courses, par-
ticulaFly for those with a major in
computer science or a related.field.
Graduates of 2-year programs in data
processing technologies also should
find ample opportunities, althoUgh

,generally limited to business aPplica-
tions. .

Earnings and Working
Conditions

' "rage weekly earnings of gro-
g er trainees in private industry .
rat.b. u froth $190 to $200 in 1976,
according to surveys conducted in
urban areas by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and firms engaged in re-
search on data processing occupa-
tions. Systems programmers general-

-
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ly earn more than application's
programmers. For example, experi-
enced systems programmers aver-
aged about $360 a week compared to
$310 for applications programmers.
Average salaries for lead program-
mers were $385 and $355; respec-
tively. In general,) programmers earn
about twice as much as average earn-
ings of all nonsupervisory workers in
rivate industry, exceAt farming.
In the Federal Civil Service, the

entrance salary for persons with a
college degree was about_ $180 a
week in 1977. Salaries for Federal
Government programmers at all lev-
els are generally comparable to those
in private industry.

Programmers working in the North
and West e somewhat more
than those ing in the South.
Those work' for data processing
services and public utilitiei had
higher earnings than programmers,
employed in banks, advertising, pr
educational institutions.

Programmers work about 40 hours
a week, but their hours are not al-
ways from 9 to 5. Once or twice a

'week a programmer may report early
or work late to use the computer
when it is available. Occasionally,
they work on weekends or are tele-
phoned to advisecomputer operators
working a second or third shift.

Sources of Additional
Information

r,
Additional information about the

occupation of programmer is
`able from:
American Federation of Information Process-.

ing Societies, 210 Summit Ave., Mont-
vale, N.J. 07645.

ASsOciation for Computing Machinery, 1 133
a.jAvenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.

r10036.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

(D.O.T. 003.187, 012.168, 020.013,1
and 020.088)

Nature of the Work

Many essential business functions
and scientific research projects de-
pend on systems analyits to plan effi-
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System analysts devising a new system.

cient methods of processing data and
handling the resulti. Analysts begin

-an tiisignment by discussing the data
processing problem with managers or
specialists to determine the exact na-
ture of the problem and to bre4akit
down into its component p4arts.lf a
new inventory system is desired, for
example, systems analysts must de-
termine what new data need to be
collected, the equipment needed for
computation, and the steps to be fol-
lowed in prOtessing the information.

Analysts use various techniques,
such as cost accounting, sampling,
and mathematical model building to
analyze a problem and devise a new
system. Once a. system has been de-
veloped, they prepare charts and dia-
grams that describe its operation in
terms that managers or customers
can understand. They also may pre-
pare a cost-benefit analysis to help
the client decide whether the pro-
posed system is satisfactory.

If the system is accepted, systems,
analysts translate the logical require-
ments of the system into the capabili-
ties of the computer machinery or
"hardware." They also prepare
specifications for programmers to
follow and work with them to "de-
bug," or eliminate errors from the
system. (The job of the computer

411e,a-c...tk

programmer is described elsewhere
in the -Handbook.) .

The problems systems analysts
must solve range from monitoring
nuclear fission in a powerplant to
forecasting sales for an appliance
manufacturing firm. Because the
work is so varied and complex, aim-.
lysts specialize in either business or
scientific and engineering applica-
tions.

Some analysts improve' systems al-
ady in by developing better
ocedures or adapting t

handle additional types of data.
ers do research, called advanced
tems design, to deVise new methods
of systems analysis. .

Places of Employment
About 160,000 persons worked as

systems analysts in 1976. Employ-
ment. of these workers is concentrat-
ed in two. geographic regionsmore
than one-third of the total are em-
ployed in the Midwest and about
one-fourth work in the northeastern
portion of the United States. Most
systems analysts worked in urban
areas for manufacturing firms, banks,
insurance companies, and data pro-
cessing service organizations. In ad-
dition, large, numbers worked for
wholesale and retail businesses and
goyernment agencies.

12(
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

There is no universally acceptable
way of preparing for a job as a sys-
tems analyst because employers'
preferences depend on the work
being done. However, college gradu-
ates generally are sought for these
jobs,. and for some of the more com-
plex jobs, persons with graduate de-
grees are preferred. EmployerS usu-
ally want analysts with a background
in accounting, business management,
or economics for work in a business

' environment while a background .in
the physical scienpes, mathematics,
or engineering is preferred for work
in scientifically oriented organiza-
tions. A growing number of employ-
ers seek applicants with a degree in
computer science, information sci-
ence, or data processing. Regardless
of college major, most employers
look for people who are familiar with
programming languages. Courses in
computer concepts, systems analysis,
and data retrieval techniques offer
good preparation for a job in this
field. IV

Prior work experience is impor-
tant. Nearly half of all persons enter-
ing this occupation have transferred
from other occupations, especially
from 'computer progrmer. In
many industries, all systems analysts
begin as Programmers and are pro-
moted to analyst positions after gain-
ing experience.

Systems- analysts must be able to
think logically and should like work-
ing with ideas. The ability to concen-
trate and pay close attention to de-
tails

,

tails also is important. Although most
systems analytts work independently,
they sometimes work in teams on
large projects. They must be able do
communicate effectively with techni-
cal personnel such as programmers
as well as with clients who have ,no
computer baCkground.

In order to advance, systems ana-
lysts must continue their technical
education. TechnOlogical advances
come so rapidly in the computer field
that continuous study is 'necessary to
keep one's skills up to date. Training
usually takes the form of 1-and 2-
week courses offered by employers

a

lind software vendors.
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An indication of experience and
professional competence is the Cer-
tificate in Data Processing (CDP).
This designation is conferred by the
Institute for Certification of Comput-
.er Professionals upon candidates
who have completed 5 years' experi-
ence and passed a five-part examina-
tion.

In large data processing depart-
ments, persons who begin as junior
systems analysts may be promoted to
senior or lead systems analysts after
several years of experience. Systems
analysts who show leadership ability
also can advance to jobs as managers
of-systems analysis or data processing
departments.

Employment Outlook
Employment of systems analysts isarexpected t ow faster than the av-

erage for al ccupationsthrough the
mid-1980's as computer usage ex-
pands, particularly in accounting
firths and organizations engaged in
research and development. In addi-
tion to opportunities that will result
from growth, some openings will oc-
cur as systems-analysts advance to
managerial positions or enter other
occupations. Because many of these.

rkes are relatively young, few po-
si ns will result from retirement or
des

The demand for systems analysts is

tems analysts to be harnessing the
computer's resources to solve -Prob-
lems we have notyet recognized.Ad-
vances in technology that ha4e drair
tically reduced the size and cost Hof
computer hardware will, have differ-
ing effects on employment of systems
analysts. Employment in data pro-
cessing firms may not grow as rapidly
as in recent years as more small busi-
nesses install their own computer
rather than rely on a data processing
service. This will beloffiet however,
by a rising demand for analysts to
design systems especially for the
small computer and geared specifi-
cally for the problems of small firms.

The outlook for graduates of com-.
puter-ielated curriculums should be
excellent. College graduates who
have. had courses in computer pro-
ramming, systems analysis, and oth

er to processing areas should also
find y opportunities. Persons
with. college degree and college
gradu es unfamiliar 'with data pro-
cessi g m y face r oinpetition from"
.the arge ',It ber of experienced
wor rs seeking J .s as systems Ana-

,
lysts.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

\iEainings lot beginning systems
expected to rise as computer cape- analysts in private industry averaged
bilitiettare incr
are Used to solv
variety ot.,ata
counting spit

nd domputers $250 a week in 1976, according, to
s in a iargr srye,y§ condu504. in ,-iirbariareas. by

:. SOpit ticatad ac.- '46 Bureau of :Labiir'Statistcs:#n4.,
... tale intinica7 pniate. firitiS,e kagki in'Tailatch:e4.-.

.,,, '...,
,

tions networks; aittl..' 01416X matii#4 computer oc0u ,..0:.:iia.Pt.0606ticeq,
matical sY;s4;nis::*44'.:iii--:k*ntifjc:.. ai',,fir0(r-tMrn!..51,.,l'OTti.$4'f05;t0::::$1a.CV.

research are examples of new -4;;:ri. 7 and Ii.A4:,,;0st itiA,40#bits::-.pqieit:
proaches in problem-solving Oyei .iloq:0§5,:,t* pp.Ay0)0i,::-ip**44;:
the next decade, we can expect 4yi- + systelns analysts earo:, AgcirOitWiCe.:-.
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as much as the average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private industry,
except farming.

In the Federal Government, the
entrance salary for recent college
graduates was about $180 a week in
1977. Salaries for systems. analysts at
all levels of responsibility generally
are comparable to those in private
industry*

Systems analysts working in ,the
North and West earned somewhat
more than those in the South and
generally their earnings were greater
in data processing service firms or in
heavy manufacturi than in insur-
ance companies o educational insti-z,-
tutions.

Systems analysts usually work
about 40 hours a weekthe same as
other professional and office work-
ers. Unlike many computer .opera-
tors, systems analysts are not as-
signed to evening or nightshifts.
Occasionally, however, evening or
weekend, work may be necessary to
complete emergency projects.

Sources pf Additional
information

Further information about the oc-
cupation of sYstems analyst is avail-

,
Ale from:
American Federation of Information Process-

ing Societies, 210 Summit Ave., Moni-
vale,,N...1. 07645.

Associaiion for Systems Management, 24587
Bagley Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44138.

Inform tion' kbui the Certificate
to Data trticessing is .availaRe from-

, .!;- .
The institute, (or-Certification eorf CoMpuutier

Professionals, 35 E. Wilic.)i Suite
2828, Chicago, Ill. 60
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BANKING OCCUPATIONS

Commercial banksconstitute, one
of the- fastest -growing industries in
our economy. To keep pace with re-
quirements-of the community, they
offer a variety of services: Checking,
savings, and clkilit card accounts,
commerical and `consumer loans,
trust fund ManageMent, and financial
counseling.

Banks employ highly specialized
techniques and equipment in very
detailed work. Consequently, most
employees gain experience and, sic'
through on-the-job training:'
though banks usually seek college
graduates tor officer trainee jobs,
many openings exist_Ik high school
graduates in other bank positions.
Bank employees generally have good
opportunities for advancement. They
can qualify for better positions by
enrolling in programs offered by the
American Bankers Association,
American Institute of Banking, or
State banking associations, or by tak-
ing college courses in finance and
business.

Bank employees should enjoy
working with numbers andLbe able to
perrorm detailed work. Personal
qualifications such as honesty and
the ability to communicate with cus-
tomers are important.

This section discusses 'three cate-
gories of banking occupations:
Clerks, officers and managers, and
tellers.

BANK CLERKS

(D.O.T. 209.388, 210.388, 215.388
217.388, 2-19.388 and .488)

Nature of the Work

tll organizations need clerks to
handle paperwork. Because of the
specialized nature of banking, some
clerical duties in banks differ from
those of 'other businesses. (Secre-
taries, typists, receptionists, file
clerks, and other clerical workers
whose jobs are much the same in

Many employment oppo
banking occupations

Ayerage annual openirgs, 1976-85 (in thousands)

dies are expected in

0

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

20 40 60

Growth 11111 Replacement
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banks as in other businesses are dis-
cussed in greater detail elsewhere in
the Handbook.)'

In a small bank, one clerk may do
several jobs, such as sorting checks,
totaling debit and credit slips, and
preparing monthly statements for de-
positors. In a large bank, however,
each clerk usually specializes and
frequently 'has ,a special job title, as
well.

Many bank clerks use office ma-
chines unique to !Yanking. Clerks
known as sorters (D.O.T. 219.388)
separate documentschecks, depos-r
it slips, and other items into differ-
en t groups and tabulate each
"batch" so they may be charged to
the proper accounts. Often clerks use
canceling and adding machines in
their work. Proof machine operators
(D.O.T. 217.388) use equipment
that sorts checks and deposit slips,
adds their amounts, and 'records the
tabulations.

Bookkeeping workers are the lam-
est single group of bank clerks. Book-
keeping machine operators (D.O.T.
215.388) may use conventional
bookkeeping machines or electronic
posting machines to record financial
transactions. In banks, these workers
are sometimes known as account
clerks, posting machine operators, or
recording clerks. The job titles of
bookkeepers (D.O.T. 210.388) some
times relate to the kinds of records
they keepJor example, Christmas
club bookkeeper, discount book-
keeper, interest-accrual bookkeeper,
trust bookkeeper, and commodity
loan clerk. Thousands of bookkeeping
and accounting clerks (D.O.T.
219.488) also do routine lyping, cal-
culating, and posting. Included in this
group are reconcilement clerks, who
process statements from other banks
to aid the auditing of accounts, and
trust investment clerks, who post the
daily, investment transactions of bank
customers.

Other clerical employees whose
duties, and job titles are unique to
banking include country collection
cle (D.O.T. 219.388), who sort
thousands of pieces of mail daily and
determine which itemivmust be held
at the main office and4which should
be routed to branch banks for collec-
tion. Ala() etiployed are transit clerks
(D.O.T. 217.388), who sort checks
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et,

Clerks-in large banks are usually assigned specialized duties.

and drafts on other banks, list and
total the amounts involved, and pre-
pare documents to be mailed for col-
lection; exchange -clerks (D.O.T.
219.388), who service foreign depos-
it accounts and 'determine charges
for cashing or handling checks drawn
against such accounts; inier5st clerks
(D.O.T. 219.388), who keep records
on interest-bearing items that are due
to or from the bank; and mortgage
clerks (D.O.T.- 209.388), who type
legal papers dealing with real estate
upon which money has been loaned,
and maintain records relating to tax-
es3nd insurance on these properties.
rTlectronid .data-processing has

created several new clerical occupa-
tions unique .to banking. Thesymip-
clude the electronic reader -sor
operator rho runs electronic check
sorting equipment; the check inscrib-
er or encoder who operates machines
that print information in magnetic
ink on checks and. other documents
for machine reading; and the control,
clerk who keeps track of the large
volume of documents flowing in and
out of the computer division-. Other
occupations include card-tape con-
verter operator, coding clerk, con-
sole operator, data typist, data con-
verting machine operator, data
examination clerk, high speed printer
operator, tape librarian, telet
erator, and verifier operator.

. Banks employed approximately
456,00Q clerical workers in 1976;
almost one-fifth were bookkeepers;
one-fourth were stenographers, typ-
ists or secretaries; and almost ohe-
fifth were office machine operators.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

High school' graduation is consid-
ered adequate preparation for most
beginning clerical jobs in banks.
Courses in bookkeeping, typing,

119

business arithmetic,' and office ma-
chine operation are desirable. Appli-
cants may be given brief tests to de-
termine their ability to work rapidly
and accurately, and to communicate
effectively with others. They should
be able to work under close superyi-
sion as part of a team.

Beginners often are hired as file
clerks, keypunch bperators, transit
clerks, or clerk-typists. Some are
trained by the bank to ogate 'var-
ious office machines. A start as
messengers.'

A clerk in a routine job may be
promoted to a clerical supervisory
position, to teller or credit analyst,
and eventually to senior supervisor.
Advancement to a bank officer posi-
tion is a possibility for outstanding
clerks who have had college training
or have taken specialized courses in
banking. Additional educationpar-
ticularly courses offered by the
American Institute'of Bankingmay
help workers advance. (See state-
ment on the banking industry for in-
formation on the Institute's educa-
tional program.) In general,
promotion depends upon the work-

_ er's performance, qualifications, and
motivation as well as the available

ikopeningif P

Employment Oittlook

Employment oftank clerks is,ex-
pected to grow faster than the aver-

Weekly salary ranges for clerical occupations in
banking, 1976

Boo per

File clerk

Keypunch oderator

Senior keypunch
operator

Proof machine operator.

Safe deposit clerk

Secretary.

General steriogrfpher

(Senior s1ltretpher

$100

urco Bureau of Labor Statistics
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I -

I

$120 $140
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age for other occupations through
the mid-1980's. In addition to oppor-

. tunities stemming from employment
grOvith, ma
the need to re

jobs will open up from
ce the large number

of clerks who Yeave their jobs each
year. As , a result, banking should
continue to be a good source of em-
ployment opportunities for clerical
workers. -

Jobs for clerks will arise as estab-
Fished banks expand their services
and new banks and branches open.
Future employment growth will dif-
fer markedly among individual cleri-
cal occupaiions.,,Nearly all banks use
electronic equipment that lessens de-
mand for workers such as check sort-
ers and bookkeeping machine opera-
tors. Moreover, the need for
keypunch operators is declining as
banks shift from punched card- to
magnetic tape-based computer sys-
tems.

No evidence suggests, however,
that new technologies will displace
laile numbers of workers. Overall,
the banking industry and employ-
ment of clerks ih the banking indus-
try are expected to grow. Workers
whose duties are given to a machine
most likely will be reassigned to new
jobs created by the change or to du -1

to new banking services.

Earnings

Beginning salaries for clerical
workers depend upon the worker's
actual position and length of experi-
ence, as well as the size and location
of the bank. For reference, an inex-
perienced typist usually earned be-
tween $95 and $120 a week in 1976.

The 'accompanying chart indicates
salary ranges for various clerical
occupations in banking in 1976. In

I general, financial institutions have
paid clerical workers lower salaries
than have other industrial groups,
such as wholesale trade or manufac-
turing. In 1973, clerical salaries in
banking ran below the average for all
industries; by 1976 this relative
standing had not improved.

See the statement on the banking
industry for additional information.

BANK OFFICERS AND
MANAGERS

(D.O.T. 186.118_138, .168, and
.288; 1611.118, 189.118 and .168)

Nature of the Work

Practically every bank has a pres-
ident who directs operations; one or
more vice presidents who'act as gen-
eral managers or who are in charge
of bank departments such as trust or
credit; and a comptroller or cashier
who, unlike cashiers in stores and
other businesses, is an executive offi-
cer generally responsible for all bank
property.' Large banks alsb may have
treasurers and other senior officers,
as well as junior officers, to supervise
the various sections within different
departments. Banks employed over
300,000 officers and managers in

zrlk officers make decisions
within a framework of policy set by
the board of directors and existing
laws and regulations. They must have
a broad knowledge of business activi-
ties to relate to, the operations of
their department. For example, loan
officers evaluate the credit and col-
lateral of individuals and businesses
applying for a loan. Similarly, trust

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

officers must undetittand each 'ac-
count before they invest funds to
support families, send young people
to college, or pay retirement pen-
sions. Besides supervising financial
services, officers advise individuals
and businesses and participate in
community projects.

Because banks offer many servic-
es, a wide choice of careers is avail-
able to work= who specialize.

Loan- officers may handle install-
ment, commercial, real estate, or ag-
ricultural loans. To evaluate loan ap-
plications properly, officers need to
be familiar with economics; produc-
tion,- distribution, merchandising,
an commercial law. Also, they need
to know, business operations and
should be able to analyze an indus-
try's financial statements.

Bank officers in trust management
require knowledge of fi cial plan-
ning and investment for vestment
research and for estate an trust ad- \
ministration.

Operations officers plan, coordi-
nate, and control the work flow, up-
date systems, and strive for adminis-
trative efficiency. Careers in bank
operations include electronic' data
processing manager and other posi-
tions involving internal and customer
services.

A loan officer avaluatas an Individual's credit rating before approving loan.
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A correspondent bank officer is
responsible for relations with other
banks; d branch manager, for all
functions- of a branch office; and an
international officer, for advising
customers with finan ial dealings
abroad. A working kno ledge of a
foreign country's fin ial system,
trade relations, and ec omic condi-
tions is beneficial to rise interested
in international b

Other career fi de for bank offi-
cers are a g, ecbnomics, person-
nel administration, public relations,
and operations research.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Bank officer and management po-
sitions generally are filled by man-
agement traineet, and occasionally
by promoting Outstanding bank
clerks or tellers. College graduation
usually is required for management
trainees. A business administration
major in finance or a liberal arts cur-
riculum including accounting, eco-
nomics, commercial law, political
science, anditatistics serves as excel-
lent preparation for officer trainee
positions. In fact, a Master of Busi-
ness Administration (MBA), in addi-
tion to a social science bachelor's
degree comes closest to the "ideal"
college education. However, banks
do hire people with diverse back-

g-

gounds such as chemical engineer-
ing, nuclear physics, and forestry' to
meet the needs of complex, 'high-
technOlogy industries with; which .
'they deal. Valuable experience may
be gained through summer employ-
Tent programs.

A management or officer trainee
may spend a year or twat learning the
various banking areas before choos-
ing a permanent position. This prac-
tice is common but not universal. A
bank may hire an applicant with spe,
cific skills for a position that is clear-
ly defined at the outset.

Persons interested in becoming
bank officers should like to work
independently and to analyze de-
tailed information. -They also need
tact and good judgment to counsel
customers and supervise employees.

Advancement to an officer or/
management position may come
slowly in small banks where the num-
ber of positions is limited. In 'large

c

banks that have special training pro-
grams, promotions may occur more
quickly. For a senior officer position,
however, an employee usually needs
many years of experience.'

Although_ experience, ability, and
leadership are emphasized for tiro-
motion, advancement may be accel-
erated by' special study. The Ameri-
can litsikers Association (ABA)
offeni-courses, publications, and oth--*
er training aids to officers on every
phase of banking. The American In-
stitute of Banking, an arm of the
ABA, has long filled the same educa-
tional need among bank support per-
sonnel. (See the stativlient on the

rybanking industry else here in the
Handbook for more information on
these and other training programs
sponsored- by universities and loc4
bankerskassociations.)

Employment Outlook
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See the statement on theibanking
industry elsewhere in I the Handbook
for additional information on-bank-
ing occupations.

Through the mid-1980's, employ - Christmas cliryXiCcounts; and a
ment of bank officers is expected to fourth keeps records and performd
increase faster than the average for the necessary paperwork for custom-

,--all occupations. Rising costs due to 5 er loans. Still other tellers handle for:
expanded banking services and the eign currencies, sell, travelers'
increasing dependence on computers (checks, or compute interest on4av-
will require more officers to provide rags accounts.
sound management and effective Commercial tellers, the most corn-
quality, control. Opportunities also mon', cash customers' checks and
will arise as experienced officers handle deppsits and withdrawals
leave their jobs. College graduates from checking and savings accounts.

Before cashing a check, the teller
must see that the written and numeri-
cal amounts agree, verify the identity
of the person to receive payment,
acid be certain that the payee's ac-
count has sufficient funds to cover
the check. The teller must carefully
count out the cash to avoid errors.
Often a customer withdraws money
,in the form of a cashier's check,
which the teller types up and verifies.
When accepting a deposit, the teller
checki the accuracy of the deposit
slip and enters the total in a passbook
or on a deposit receipt. Tellers may
use mgbhines to make change and
total deposits. In somehatiks, tellers
use computer terminaliAto record de-
posits and withdrawals In other
banks, they write deposit receipts
and passbook entries by hand.

,Tellers' duties begin before and
continue after banking hours. A
teller begins the day by receiving and

, coun an amount of working cash

BANK TELLERS

(D.O.T. 212.368)

Nature of the Work

Most bank customers have contact
with the teller, the man or woman
behind the window who cashes
checks and processes deposits or

two "all-purpose" tellers;
Many banks employ

one or
larger banks employ tellers in more
specialized functions. One teller, for
example, sells saving bona; another
accepts payment for customers' utih
ity bills. A third receives deposits for

who meet the standards for manage-
ment trainees should find' good op-
portunities for entry positions.

Earnings

Officer trainees at the bachelor's
level generally earned between $800
and $900 a month in 1976. Those
with an M.A. or M.S. started at,be-
tween $1,000 and $1,200 a month. A
Master of Business AdMinistration,
however, appears to be worth more
in salary terms: graduates with an
MBA were offered starting salaries of
$1,300 to $1,400 a month in 1976.

Salaries of senior bank officers
may be several times as much as
starting salaries., The actual salary
level depents upon the patticular
position and the size and location of
the bank. For officers, as well as for '
other bank employees, earnings are
likely to be lower in small towns than
in big cities.
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for his or her drawer; this amount is
verified by a supervisor, usually the
head teller. The tellers use this cash
for payments during the day and are
responsible for its safe and accurate
handling. After banking hours, tellers
count cash on hand, list the curren-
cy-received, tickets on a settlement
sheet, and balance the day's ac-
counts. They also sort checks and
deposit slips. Paying and receiving
tellers may supervise one clerk or
more. A teller generally works 37 to
40 hours per week.

For many young people just out of
school, working as a teller is their
first job. Because the job involves
repetitive work with great attention
to detail and long periods of time on
one's feet, this ocdupation does not
suit some people. The high rate of
WI. Over suggests that, after a cotiple
of years' work, many tellers seek
other positions.

About 310,000 tellers were em-
loyed in 1976. A large number
worked part time.

.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancer9ent

In hiring tellers, banks seek people
with_ basic qualities: clerical skills,
friendliness, attentiv ness. AlthOugh
not required, a hig school diploma
is generally pre rred. Maturity,
'neatness, tact, an courtesy are im-
'portant because customers deal with

t teller's far more frequently than .with
other bank employees. Althongh tell-
ers wok independently, their record-
keepin] is closely supervised. They
work with detail and are confined to
a small' work' area.

New tellers usually observe experi-
enced workers for a few days, before
doing the work themselves. Training
Iay last from a few days to 3 weeks

longer. Beginneri usually start as
commercial tellers; in large banks
which have separate savings teller's
"cage," they may start as savings tell-
ers. Often banks simultaneously train
tellers for other clerical duties.

The conditions governing ad-
vancement of tellers are much the
same as those for clerks. The teller
interested in promotion has access to
courses and other sources of addi-

tional training. Such self-improve-
ment efforts, coupled` with satisfac-
tory performance on the job, would
make a teller an attractive candidate
,for promotion.' After gaining experi-
ence,4 a teller in a large bank may
advance to head teller; .those who
have had some college or specialized
training offered by the banking in-
dustry may be 'promoted to an offi-
cer's or managerial position. (See the,
statement on the banking industry
for information about the education-
al programs of the American Insti-
tute of Banking.)

Employment Outlook

The number of bank tellers is ex:
pected to increase faster than the av-
erage for all occupations through the.
mid-1980's as banks expand services.
Thousands of openings will occur
each year as a result of employment
growth and the need to replace tb11-
eis who retire, die, or stop working
for other reasons. The relatively high,
replacement needs in this ocqupation
are expected -to be an important
source of job opportunities. Quali-
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feed applicants should find good em-
ployment prospects.

Although increased use of me-
chanical and electionic equipment
may eliminate some routine duties
and speed other work, total employ-
ment is not likely to be adversely af-
fected.

EkrnIngs

Most beginning tellers earned be-
tween $95 and $120 a week in 1976.
Experienced tellers generally earned
between $125 and $175 a week. The

salary depends upon the
length of service, the location and
size of the twk, and the worker's
specific duties. Most savings tellers,
for example, earned between $125
and $145 a week in 1976, while note
tellers usually earned between $150
and $170 'alikeek. In general, the
greater the, range of responsibilities
the teller performs, the hipar-his-or
her salary.

See the statement on the banking
industry elsewhere in the. Handbook
for additiOnal information on this
and other banking occupations.

IAn Increasing nu ber of tellers will be needed to work part time.
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INSURANCE OCCUPATIONS

Insurance protection is an integral
part of our lives. It frees policyhold-
era and their beneficialies from wor-
ry about the enormous rmancial bur-
dens that sometimes result from
death, illness, or other losses. Busi-
nesses could not 'operate,nor could
most people buy homes or other ma-

. jor items, without the assurance of
protection from sudden disaster. In-
surance workers adapt policies to
meet changing needs, decide which
applications can be accepted and, es-
tablish premium rates on the poliCies,
and investigate and settle claims.

A . college deiree is increasingly
important for managerial, profes-
sional, and sales jobs in insurance,
although some positions are open to
high school graduates, who have ap-
propriate experience. Insurance
workers in clerical positions need a
high school diploma. Regardless of
their previous training, insurance
workers must continually learn while
on the job. MariY professional associ-
ations sponsor courses in all phases
of insurance work; employees are en-
couraged to participate to prepare
themselves for more responsible
jobs.

This section describes threeliisur-
fume occupations: actuaries, ,claim
representatives, and underwriters.
(Statements on the insurance indus-
try and insurance agents and brokers
are included elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

ACTUARIES

(D.O.T. 020.188)

Nature of the Work
Why do young persons pay more

for automobile insurance than older
persons? How much should an insur-
ance policy cost? Answers to these
and similar questions are provided by
actuaries who design insurance and

growing number specialize in pen-
sion plans. .

To perform their duties effectively,
actuaries must keep info about
general economic and soci trends,

,____t and legislative, health, and ot.i4r de-
velopmentsvelopments that may affect insurance
practices. Because of their broad
knowledge orinsurance, company

plans that can be maintained actuarie,# may work on problems aris-
on a sound financial basis. They ing in 'Their company's investment,
assemble and analyze statisticrto cal- group underwriting, or pension Plan-
culate probabilities of death, sick- nine departments. Actuaries in ex-
ness, injury, disability, unemploy- ecutive positions help deterniine gen-
ment, retirement, and property loss eral company policy. In that role,
from accident, theft, fire, and other
potential hazards Actuaries'use this

the may be called upon to explain
l% e echnical matters to compa-

ed insured loss. For example, they
information to determine the expect- executive , government officials,

may calculate how many persons polcyholders, and the public. They

who are 21 years old today can be may testify before public agencies on,

expected to live to age 65the prob- proposed legislation affecting the in-

ability that an insured person might surance business, for example, or ex-

die during this period is a risk to the plain intended changes in premium
company: They then calculate a rates or contract provisions.

(or the Feder -

be

who waitprice for assuming this risk that will
be profitable-to the company yet be al Government usually deal with a
compAitive with other insurance ,particular insurance or pension -pro- 4
companies. Finally, they must make gram, such as social' security or life

sure that the price charged for the insurance for veterans and members
insurance will enable the company to of the Armed Forces. Actuaries in

State government positions regulatepay all claims and expenses as they
occur. In the same manner, the actu- . insurance companies, supervise the
ary calculates premium rates and de- operations of State retirement or
termines policy contract provisions pension systems, and work on prob-
for ach type of insurance offered_ lems connected with unempl6yment
Mo t actuaries specialize in either insurance or Workers' compensation.
life and health insurance or property , Consulting actuaries set up pension
and liability (casualty) insurance; a and welfare plani for private comps-

e
A

faVetet

Employment of actuaries Is Influenced by the volume of Insurance sales.
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nies, unions, and government agen-
cies. They calculate future benefits
and deterthine the amount 011ie an-
nual employer contribution. Actuar-
ies who are enrolled under the
provisions of the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act Of 1974
(ERISA) evaluate these pension
plans and submit reports certifying
their financial soundness.

Places of Employment
Approximately 9,000 persons

worked as actuaries in 1976. Four of
every 10 actuaries worked in five ma-
jor citiesNew York., Hartford, Chi-
cago, Philadelphia, and Boston.

About two-thirds of all actuaries
worked for Private insurance compa-
nies. Almost 90 percent of these
worked for life insurance companies;
the rest worked for property and li- .
ability (casualty) ) companies. The
number of actuaries employed by an
insurance company depends on the
volume of its business and the num-
ber and types of .insurance policies it
offers. Large companies may employ
over 100 actuaries on thr staffs;
others, generally smaller companies,
may rely instead on consulting firms
or rating bureaus (associations that
supply actuarial data-.to" member
companies).

Consulting firms and rating bu-
reaus employ about one-fifth, of all
actuaries. Other astuarigs work for
rivate" organizations administering
independent penSicin mid, Welfare
plans or for Federal and %ate gov-
ernment agencies. A few teach in
colleges and universities.

Training, Other Oualificatiorks,
and Advancement

A good educational backglound
for a beginning job in a large life or
casualty company i§ a bachelor's de-
gree with a major in mathematics or
statistics; 'a degree in actuarial sci-
ence is even better. Some companies
hire applicants with a major in engi-
neering, economics, or business ad-
ministration, provided they demon-
strate a thorough foundation in
calculus, probabiljty, and statistics
(20-25 hours). Other desirable
courses are insurance law, econom-
ics, and accounting. Although only
25 colleges and universities', offer a
degree in actuarial science, several

hundred schools offer a degree in.
mathematics or statistics.

A strong background in mathemat-
ics is essential for persons interested
in a career as an actuary. Of equal
importance, however, is the need to
pass while in school one or more of
the examinations offered' by profes-
sional societies. Three societies spon-
sor programs leadineto full, profes-
sional status in their speciality. The
Society of Actuaries gives 9 actuarial

'examinations for the lik and health
insurance and pensi dl! field, the
Casualty Actuarial Society gives 10
examinations for the property and li-
ability field, and the American Soci-
ety of Pension Actuaries gives nine
examinations covering the pension
field. Because the first parts of the
examination series of each society
cover similar materials, students
need not commit themselves to a ca-
reer specialty until they have taken
about four examinations. Success in
passing the first few examinations
helps students evaluate their poten-
tial as actuaries. Those who pass
these examinations usually, have bet-
ter opportunities for employment

land receive a ig c her starting salary.
Actuaries are ncouraged to com-

:Plete an entire series of examinations
a oon as possible. It generally takes
from 5 to 10 years to complete the
series required for full professional
status. Examinations are given twice
each year. Extensive home study: is
required in order to pass the ad-
vanced examinations; many actuaries
spend as much as 20-25 hours a week
studying. Actuaries who complete
five examinations in either the life
insurance series or the pension serves
or seven examinations in the casualty
series are awarded "associate" mem-
bership in their respeective society.
Those who have passed an entire se-
ries receive full membership and the
title "fellow."

Consulting pension actuaries who
service private pension plans and
certify their solvency must be en-
rolled by the Joint Board for the En-
rollment of Actuaries. Applicants for
enrollment must meet certain experi-
ence and education requirements as
stipulated by the Joint Board.

Beginning actuaries soften rotate
among different jobs to learn'various
actuariael .operation and to become

i d 4.
, .

familiar with different phases of in-
surance work. At first, their wo..-k
may be rather routine, such as pre-
paring calculations or tabulations for
actuarial tables or reports. As they
gain experience, they may supervise'
actuarial clerks, prepare correspon-
dence and-reports, and do research.

Advancement to more responsible
work as assistant, associate, and ctief
actuary depends largely on job per
formance and the numbtr 9f actuar-
ial examinations passed. Many actu-
aries, because of their broad
knowledge of insurance and related
fields, are selected for administrative
positions in othersompAny activities,
particularly in underwriting, ac-
counting, or clath processing depart-
ments. Many actuaries adyance to
top executive positions.

Employment Outlook
Employment of actuaries is ex-

pected to rise faster than the average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition to job _openings
resulting from this growth, several
hundred actuaries will be needed
each year to replace those who re:
tire; die, or t ansfer to other occupa-
tions. Job..o ortunities will be best
for new colle e graduates who have
passed at least actuarial exami-
nations while, still in school and have
a strong mathematical and statistical
background. However, because of
the large number of persons e4pect4
ed to receive degrees in actuarial sci-
ence, mathematics, and statistits,
and the large number of students tak-
ing actuarial examinatio s, competi-
tion for beginning jobs should re ain
keen.

Employment,in this o cupatiqn is
influenced to a, great e ent by the
volume of insurance sales; which will
continue to grow over the next dec-
ade. Shifts in the age distribution of
the population 'through the mid-
1980's will result in many more peo-
ple with established careers and fam-
ily responsibilitiei. This is the group
that traditionally has accounted for
the bulk of private insurance sales.

I reased sales, however, are only
one terminant of the demand for
actuar es. In addition, changes in ex-
isting insurance practices are creat-
ing need for more actuarial servic-
es As more and more insurance,
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companies branch out into more
than one kind of insurance cpverage,
'greater number of actuaries will be
needed to establish thE rates, for the
variety of insurance offered. Growth
in sales of relatively new forms'of
protection, such as dental, prepaid
legal, and kidnap insurance will cre-
ate additional demand for actuaries.
As more States pass competitive rat-
ing laws, many companies that previ-
ously relied ors rating bureaus for ac-
tuarial data can be expected to_
expand existing actuarial depart-
ments or create new ones.

Recent court decisions concerning
product liability have focused much
attention on this complex area. In the
years ahead, actuaries will be spend-
ing a lot of time developing better
ways to provide product liability,
medical malpractice, and workers'
compensation insilance protection.

Adoption of a "no-fault" automo-
bile insurance plan requires compa-
nies writing automobile insurance to
reevaluate, their pricing structures in
light of-no-fault requirements. It is
uncertain whether Federal no-fault
legislation will he enacted soon; how-
ever, the growing number of States

---pnacting nb -fault plans or revising
, existing' ones indicates continued

strong demand for actuaries to -make
the required analyses.

, -ERISA has imposed strict respon-
sitties on actuaries for the opera-
tion- and funding of pension plans. As
the'number'of Pension plans contin-
ues to grow, were will be an increas-
ing need for pension. specialists to
develop adequately financed plans
and to prepare the reports that certi-
fy their solvency.

Earnings and Working
Cortditions

In 1976, actuaries had average
salaries more titian, twice as high as
the average for all nonsupervisory
workers private industry, except
farming. ,New, college graduates en-
tering the life insurance field without
having passed any actuarial exams
averaged $10,600 in 1976, accosdin
to a survey of U.S. companies by th
Life Office Management Asso iation
(LOMA). Applicants who ha suc-
cessfully completed the first e am re-
ceived $11,200 and thos w o had
passed two exams averaged 11,800.

In the Federal Government, pew
graduates with the bachelor's degree
could start at $9,300 a year in 1977.
Applicants with 'either I year. of
graduate study or relevant work ex-
perience were.hired at1/411,500, and
those with the master's degree or
years' experienee started at $14,10
a year. Actuaries in the Federal Gov-
ernment averaged $25,100 a year in
191.7!

Beginning actuaries can look for-
ward to a marked increase in earn-
ings as 'they gain professional experi-
encp and advance in an actuarial"
society's examination program. Life
insurance 'companies usually Tgive
merit inireaSes averaging from $500
to $850 to their actuaries as they pass
each successive examination leadirt
to mdrith-ership in the - Society of Ac-
tuaries. Associates who received that

,.designation in 1976 averaged
$16,500 a year; salaries for actuaries._
who were awarded a full fellowship
during that year averaged $24,800.
Fellows with additional years of ex-
perience earned substantially more
top actuarial executives averaged
about $43,000 in 1976.

Although data are not available for
salaries paid actuaries in casualty
companies or consulting`firms, it is
believed that salaries for these spe-
cialists generally are comparable to
those paid by life insurance compa
nies.

Sources of Additional
Information

For facts about actuarial opportu-
nities and qualifications, contact:
American Society of Pension Actuaries, 1700

IC St., NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Casualty Actuarial Society, 200 East 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017,...:-

Society of Actuaries, 208 South LaSalle St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60604.

CLAIM REPRESENTATIVES

(D.O.T. 168.288, 241.168, and
249.268)

0)

Nature of the Work

Fast and fair settlement of all
claims is essential to any insurance
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.,
company if it is himeet its commit-
ments to policyholders" and also pro-
tect its own financial. well-being. The
people who investigate claims, nego-
tiate settlement with policyholders,
anVtithorize payment are -known as
claim representativesa grota that
includes claim adjusters anclairli.
examiners.

When a property-liability (casual-
.

ty) insurance company receives a
claim, the-claim a4juster determines
whether the policy"covers it and the
amount of the loss. Adjusters use re-
ports, physical evidence, and testis
irony of witnesses in investigating a
claim. When their company is liable,
they nentiate with the claimant and
settle tliie case.

Adjusters must make sure that set-
tlements are in line with the.. real ex-
terit.of the loss. They must protect
their company from false of ilated

'claims but; at the Sinie time, settle
.valid claims fairly and promptly.
Some adjusters are allowed to issue
checks on compan/ funds; most,
however, submit their findings to
claim examiners who review, them to
insure that prop procedures have
been followed nd then authorize
payment.

Some adjusters work with all lines
of insurance. ,Others specialize in
claims from property damage by fire,
marine' losi, automobile damage,
workers' compensation loss, or prod-
uct liability. Several States hve. "no-
fault" automobile insurance plans
that relieve the adjuster fiorn deter-
mining responsibility for a loss. Ad-

justersIn these States still must de-
cide the amount of loss, however. A
growing number of casualty compa-
nies -employ special claims people to
settle small claims, usually Minor au-
tomobile or homeowner damage
claims. These claim .workers, gener-
ally called "inside "adjusters" or
"telephone adjusters," contact
claimants by telephone or mail and
have the policyhdlder send repair
costs, medical bills, and other state-
ments to the company. Many compa-
nies centralize this operation in a
drive-in claims center where the cost
of repair is determined and a check is
issued on the' spot.

111
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Claims adjuster gathering evidence In Investigating a claim.

d' sters work away from the of-
fice ost of the time. They may be
cal d,to the site of an accident or to
th location of .a fire or burglary. Ad-

justers mate their own schedules of
the activities needed to dispose of a
claim properly. They also keep writ-
ten or taped records of information
obtained from witnesses and other
sources and pr care reports of their
findings.

In life insurance companies, the
counterpart ofthe' claim adjuster is
the claim examiner, who investigates
the details surrounding questionable
claims or those exceeding a specified
amount. They may check claim ap-
plications for completeness and ac-
curacy, interview medical specialists,

Tonsult policy files to verify informa-
tion on a claim, or calculate benefit
payments. Generally, examiners are
authorized to investigate_pd ap-
prove payment on all elaiths up to a

main limit; larger, claims are re-
ferred to a senior exa iner:_,

Examiners checking in/drrect or
questionable claims may correspond
with investigating companies, field
managers, agents, or the famil'Y of the
insured. Claim examiners occasional-
ly travel ta -obtain information by
personal interview, or contact State
insurance departments and other in-
surance companies.. In addition to
verifying claims and approving pay-
ment, examiners also maintain rec-
ords of settled claims and prepare

reports to be submitted to their com-
pany's data processing department..
Soine experienced examiners serve
on committees, conduct. surveys of
claim practices within their compa-
ny, and help devise ,more qfficient
ways to process claims. They,- like
claim adjusters, sometimes testify in
court on contested claims.

Places oftmployment

About .155,000 persons worked as
claim representatives in 1976.

The majority of claim adjusters
worked for insurance companies that
sell prope y and liability coverage.
SaFinte. ere employed by indepen-
dent adjusting firms that 'Contract
their services for a fee. These in-
depeudent firms range from national
companies employing hundreds of
adjusting specialists to small 3- or 2t-
person local operations. A relatively
small number of adjusters represent
the insured rather than the insurance
company. These "public adjusters"
usually are retained by banks, finan-
cial organizations, and other business
firms to handle fire and other losses
to property. They negotiate claims
against insurance 'companies and
deal with adjusters for such tompa-
nies.

Most claim examiners worked for
life insurance companies in large,
cities such as New York, San Fran-
cisco, Chicago, Dallas, andlThiladel-
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phia, where most -home offices are
located.'

Adjusters may travel to almost any
area of the United. States, since
claims must be settled locally. Occa-
sionally, an experienced adjuster
may travel to the scene of aidisnster,
such as a hurricane or a riot, to work
with local personnel..Some cases re-
sult in travel outside the United
States..

Training, Other Qualifications
and Advancement

Although a growing number of in-
surance companies prefer claim rep-
resentatives to have a college degree,
many' hire 'those without college
training, particularly if they have speT
cialized .experience. For ,evrople,
persons experienced in automobile
repair work may qdalify as auto ad-
justers, and those with clericai'Vork
experience might be hired as inside
adjusters. ' .

No specific-field of college study is
recommenditd. Although courses in
insurance, economics, or other busi-,
nes,, subjects are helpful, ,a major in

fieldalmost any college eld is adequate
preparation. An adjuster who has a
business' or, accounting background
might speciopze in.loss from business
interruption or damage to merchan-
dise. Those with college .training in
engineering will find their education
helpful in adjusting industrial claims.
A legal background is mosthelpful to
those han ling workers' compensa-
tion and roduct liabOity, cases. "'

Most arge insurance companies
provide beginning claim adjusters
and examiners on-the-job training
and home study courses. Claim rep-
resentatives are encouraged to take
courses designed to enhance their
professional skills. For example, the
Insurance Institute of America offers
a six-semester study program leading
to an associate degree in claims ad-
justing upon successful completion
of six examinations. Adjusters can
prepare for these examinations hy in-
dependent home study or thrbugh
company or public classes. A profes-
sional Certificate in Insurance Ad-
justing also is available from the Col-
lege of Insurance in New York City.

The Life Office Management As-
sociation (L....4yeA) in cooperation
with the International Claim Assciei-
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ation offers a claims education prole
gram for4life and health examiners.
The program is part of the LOMA
Institute Insurance Education Pro-
gram leading to the professional des-
ignation, FLMI (Fellow, Life Man-
agement Institute) upon successful
completion of eight written examina-
tions.

About three-fourths of, the States
require adjusters to be licensed. pe-
spite wide variation in State licensing
requirements, applicants. usually
must comply with one or more oSthe-
following:Pass'a written examination'
covering the fundamentals df adjust-
ing; furnish character references; be
20 or 21 years of age and a resident
of the State; offer<proof that they
have completed an approved course
In insurance or loss adjusting; and file
a surety bond.

Because they often work closely
with claimants, witnesses, and other
insurance k.professionals, representa-
tives' must be able to. adapt to many
different .persons and situations.
They should be-able to communicate
effectively and gain the respect and
cdoper%tion of people from different
backgrounds. For example, when ad-
justers' evaluations of claims differ
from those of the persons whb have
suffered the loss, they should be able
to explain their conclusions tactfully.
Examiners need to be familiar with
medical and legal terms and practic-
es and Federal and State insurance
laws and regulations: 13 ecause they
may have to check peemium pay-
ments, policy values, and other nu-
merical items in processing a claim,
examiners should be adept at making
mathematical calculations. Ellth ad-
justers and examiners should have a
good memory and: enjoy working
with details.

-Beginning adjusters and examiners
work on small claims under the Su-
pervision of an experienced worker.
As they learn more about claim in-
vestigation and settlement, they are
assigned claims that are higher in loss
value and more difficult. Trainees
are promoted as they demonstrate
competence in handling assignments
and progress in the courses they take.
Because of the complexity of insur-
ance regulations an claims proce-
dures, workers who lack formal aca-
demic training may advance more

slovily than those with 2, years or
more of college. Employees who
show unusual competence in claims
work or outstanding adm-inistrative
skills may be promoted to depart-
ment supervisor in a field office or to
a managerial position in the home
office. QualifiesIV adjusters" and exam-
iners sometimfs transfer to other de-
partments, such as underwriting or.
sales.

Employment Outlook
Employment of claim representan

tives is expected to grow about as fast
a§ the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's as the num-
ber of insurance claims continues to
increase:1n addition to jobs created
by growth of the occupation, Many
others will result -from the need to
replace workers who die, retire, or
transfer to other jobs.

Several factors point to a growing
volume of insurance and a resulting
need for claim adjusteis. Over the
next decade a steadily rising number
of workers will be entering their most
productive years. These workers and
their families are likely to seek insur-
ance protection as. they purchase
homes, automobiles, and other con-
sumer durables. New or expanding
businesses will need protection for
new plants and equipnwnt anc'for
insurance' covering their employees'
health and safety. As more people
live and work in densely populated
areas, the increased risk of automo-
bile accident, fire, or theft should re-
sult in a greater dumber of claims.

As ways of doing business continua
to change, the demand for certain
kinds of claim adjusters will be stron-
ger than for others. For example, the
growing trend toward drive-in claim
centers and claim handling by tele-
phone should reduce the demand for
automobile adjusters while it stimu.p
lates demand for inside adjusters.
dependent adjusters who specialize
in automobile damage claims should
continue to suffer some loss of busi-
ness. Prospects should be very good,
however, fof adjusters who specialize
in highly complex types of business
insurance such as marine cargo,
workers' compensation, and product
liability.

A similar 'situation exists for claim
Employment of examin-

_examiners.
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ers in casualty companies should rise
about as fast as for adjusters;_ how-
eyer, much. Slower growth is expect-
ed for life insurance examiners as in-
creased use of computers enables
them to process more claims, espe-
cially routine ones and those that
arise under group policies.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a recent survey of
property and liability 'companies,
claim adjusters' averaged about

adjust-
ers

a year in 1976; inside adjust-
ers earned average salaries of about -

$9,900. Most public "adjusters are
paid, a percentage of the amount of
the settlementgenerally 10 per-
cent. Adjusters are furnished a com-
pany car or are reimbursed for use of
their own vehicles for business pur-
poses. Salaries of claim adjusters are
about one and one-half times the av-
erage earnings for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming; salaries of inside adjusters
are slightly above the ave ge for all
nonsupervisory work

A survey of life insurance compa-
nies by the Life Office Management
Association revealed that claim ex-
aminers earned average salaries of
$13,300 a yew' in 1976. According to
the survey of property and liability
companies, casualty claim examiners
averaged $15,280. Claim supervisors
in casualty companies and life com -.
panies averaged $17,300 a year.
Claim examiners earn more than 1

1/2 times the average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private industry,
except farming.

Claim adjusting is not a desk job. It
requires that a person be physically
fit because much of the day may be
spent in traveling from one place to
another, walking about outdoors,
and climbinrstairs. Adjusters may
have to work evenings or weekends
in order to interview witnesses and
claimants when they are available.
Since most companies provide 24-
hour claim service to their pol-
icyholders, some adjusters alWays
must be on call. (See the statement
on the Insurance Industry for addi-
tional information on working condi-
tions and employee benefits.)

Claim examiners 'have' desk jobs
that require no unusual physical ac-
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tivity. Although the average work-
week for examiners is 35 to 40 hours,
they may work longer at times of
peak claim loads or when quarterly
and annual statements are prepared.
They also may need to travel occa-
sionally.

Sources of Additional
Information

Genefal information about a ca-
reer as a claim examiner or adjuster
is available from the home offices of
many life and property and liability
insurance companies.

Information about licensing re-
quirements for claiin adjusters may
be obtained from the department Of
insurance ineachv5tate.

Information about career oppoPtu-
nities in these occupations also may
be obtained from:
Insurance Information Institute, 110 William

St., New York, N.Y. 10038..

American Mutual Insurance Alliance, 20 N.
Wacker Dr., Chicago, III. 60606.

The National Association of lndeperident In-
surers, Public Relations Department,
2600 River Rd., Des Plaines, III. 60018.

For' information' about public in-
surance adjusting, contact:
National Association of Public Adjusters,

1613 Munsey Building, Baltimore, Md.
21302.

Career information on, life insur-
ance claim examining is available
from: *
American Council of Life Insurance, 1850 K

St., NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

UNDERWRITERS

(D.O.T. 169.188)
o

Nature of the Work.

Insurance companies assume mil-
li s of dollars in risks each year by
tra etring'ehance of Ions from their
policyholders to themselves. Under-
writers appraise and select ihsrisks
their company will insure. (The'term
underwriter sometimes is used in re-
ferring to insurance agents; see the

' statement on insurance agents and
brokers egewhere in the Handbook
fora discussion of that occupation.)

N.:

Underwriters analyze information pre-
sented on policy applications.

Underwriters decide whether their
companies will accept risks after ana-
lyzing informa'tion in insurance appli-
cations, reports from loss control
consultants, medical reports, and ac-
tuarial studies (reports that descitibe
the probability of insured loss). Some
routine applications that require very
little independent judgment are han-
dled by computers. Generally, how-
ever, underwriters" use considerable
personal judgment in making deci-
lions. Because these decisions are
seldom reviewed at a higher level,
Underwriter's haVe great responsibil-
ity. Their companies may lose busi-
ness to competitors if they a arse
risks too conservatively or may ba e

. to pay many future claims if their
underwriting actions are too liberal.

When deciding that a policy is an
acceptable risk, an underwriter may
outline the terms of the contract, in-
cluding the amount of the premium.
Underwriters frequently correspond
with policyholders, agents, and man -
agers about policy cancellations or
requests for information. In addition,
they sometimes accompany salespeo-
ple on appointments with
tive customers. -

Most underwriters specialize in
one of three major categories of in-
surance: life, property and liability`,

or health. They further specialize in
group or individual policies. The
property and liability ctunderwriter
specializes by type of risk insured,
such as fire: automobile, marine, or
workers' compensation. Some under-
writers, called commercial account
underwriters, handle business insur-
ance exclusively. They often must
evaluate a firm's entire operation in
appraising its insurance application.
There is a growing trend in casualty
companies toward "package" under-
writing, where various types of risks
are insured 'under a single policy. In
such a situation, the underwriter
would have to be familiar with sever-
al different lines of insurance rather
than specializing in a single line.

An increasing proportion onetal
insurance sales . is being made
through group contracts. A stanrd
grouP insurance policy insures all
persons iii a specified group through
a single contract at uniform premium
rates; this type of group policy gener-
ally, provides life or health insurance
protection. The group underwriter
analyzeS the overall composition of
the group to be sure that total risk is
not excessive. A different type of
group policy finding_increasing ac-
ceptance is the policy that provides
the members of a groupa labor
union, for examplewith individual
policies geared to their own circum-
stances. These policies generally are
in the casualty field, covering auto-
mobiles, pleasurse boats, and homes.
The casualty underwriter analyzes
the application of each group mem_
ber and makes individual appraisals.
Some group un_derwriters attend
meetings with union or employer
representatives to discuss the types
of policies available to,their groupt.

Places of Employment

An estimated 25,000 persons
worked as insurance underwriters in
1976. Over three-fourths were 'prop.
erty and liability underwriters wdrk-
ing in regiojal or home' offices
throughout the United States; most
lik insurance underwtiters are in
home offices in 'a few large cities,
such as, New York, San Francisco,
Chicago, Dallas, and Philadelphia.
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

For beginning, underwriting jobs,
most large insurance companies seek
college graduates who have a degree
in liberal arts or business administra-
tion, but a major in almost any field
providds a good general background.
Some small-,companies hire persons
with less than a college degree for
underwriter trainee positions. In ad,-
dition, some high school graduates
who begin as underwriting clerks
may be trained as underwriters after
they demonstrate an aptitude for the
work.

Underwriter trainees begin by
evaluating routine applicants under
the close, supervision of an experi-
enced risk appraiser. They study
claim files to become familiar with
fa ors associated with certain types
o losses. As they develop the sound

dgment that is required, they afire

assigned policy applications that are
more complex and have a greater
face value.

Continuing education is a necessi-
ty if the underwkiter expects to ad-
vance to senior le,iel-positions. Insur-
ance companies generally place great
emphasis on completion of one or
more of the recoRized independent
Study progr.arns. Many companies
pay tuition and the cost of books for
'those who satisfactorily complete un-
derwriting courses; some offer salary
increases as an additional incentive.
Independent study programs are
available, through the American Insti-
tute of Property and-Liability Under-
writers,tthe American College of Life
Underwriters, the Academy of Life
Underwriters, the Health Insurance
Association of America, and the Life
Office Management Association.

Underwriting can be a satisfying
career for persons who lik7-working,
with details, and enjoy relating and
evaluating information. In addition
to analyzing problems, underwriters
must make prompt decisions and be
able to communicate their ideas to
others. They must also be imagina-
tive and aggressiie, especially when
they have to get additiOnal informa-
tion from outside Sburces.

Experienced underwriters who
complete study'courses may advance

to chief underwriter or underwiiting
manager. Some underwriting manag-
ers are promoted to senior manageri-
al jobs_ after several years.

Employment. Outlook

Employment of underwriters is ex-
pected to rise about as fast as the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's as insurance sales
continue to expand: Each year many
jobs will become available as the oc-
cupation grows and as those who die,
retire, or transfer to other work are
replaced. .

Several factors underlie the ex-
pected growth in the volume of insur-
ance and the resulting need for un-
derwriters. Over the next decade, a
much larger portion of our popula-
tion will enter their most productive
years. As this traditional market for
life insurance expands, the volume of
insurance sales also should rise. This
will occur as more individuals pur-
chase life insurance to protect their
families' standard of living, finance
their children's education, or provide
retirement income. Property and li-
ability insurance sales also should ex-
pand as purchases of automobiles,
pleasure boats, and other consumer
durables increase. Both spending for
new home construction and the
American public's growing security
consciousness should contribute to
demand for more x.tensive insur-
ance protection. or expanding
businesses will need protection for
new plants and equipment and insur-
ance for workers' compensation and
product liability. Heightened compe-
tition among insurance companies
and changes in regulations affecting
investment profits also are expected
to increase the insurance industry's
need for competent underwriters.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Underwriters in life insurance who
had 2 to 4 years' experience aver-
aged $12,600 a year in 1976, accord-
ing to a Life Office Management As-
sociation (LOMA) survey. Senior
life underwriters (those with -5 to 8
years' experience ) averaged,
.$16,600, while senior group under-
writers earned average salaries of
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$17,400. Supervisors of and iting
in life insurance companie averaged
$17,500 te$23,000. In ost cases,
underwritets in larger mpanies
earned higfiet salaries.

A recent syrvey of companies that
sell property and liability insurance
showed that underwriter's with 2 to 4
years' experience averaged $12,300
a year in 1976. Earnings varied sub-
stantially by underwriting specialty,
however: personal lines underwriters
earned average salaries of $11,700,
while those specializing in surety
bonds averaged $14,300. Senior un-
derwriters earned substantially high-
er incomesper nal lines under-
writers ayerage 5,200 while those
specia'izing in commercial lines re-
ceived an average of $15,000 a year.
Experienced underwriters earn about

1 1/2 times the average earnings of
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming. Underwriting
supervisors in property and liability
companies averaged $17,500 a year
in 1976.

Most underwriters have desk job's
that require no unusual physical ac-
tivity. Although the average week is
37 hours, underwriters sometimes
work overtime. Most insurance com-
panies have liberal vacation policies
and other employee benefits. (See
the statement on the Insurance In-
dustry for additional information on
working conditions and employee
benefits. )

Sources of Additional
information

General information about a ca-
reer as an insurance underwriter is
available from the home offices of
many life insurance and property and
liability insurance companies. Infor-
mation about career opportunities as
an underwriter alsamay be obtained
from:
American council of Life Insurance, 1850 K

St., NW., Washington, D.C. 20006

Insurance Information Institute, 110 William
St., New York, N.Y. 10038.

American Mutual Insurance Alliance, 20 N.
Wacker Dr., Chicago, III. 60606.

The National Association of Independent In-
surers, Public Relations Department,
2602 River Rd., Des Plaines, III. 60018.



ADMINISTRATIVE AND RELATED
OCCUPATIONS

Most administrative workers are
professional office employees who
run, or help run, business and other
organizations. Some are managers,
who supervise, plan qperations, and

make company policy. Others pro-
vide assistance to managers, such as
personnc workers who recruit and
hire staff members or accountants,
whose information helps managers

The number of employees in adininistrative occupations
varies widely by occupation
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make difficult decisions. The success
or failure of an organization depends
heavily on the way administrative
`workers do their jobs.

Nearly all administrative jobs re-
quire a college degree, although em-
ployers vary in the specific area of
study they prefer. Some seek busi-
ness'administration or liberal arts
graduates; others want a background
in a technical area such as enginier-
ing or science.

Many administrative workers solve
problems and make decisions using
numbers and technical data. In addi-
tion, these workers must be tactful
and able to, get along with others.
They also must be able to handle the
uneven flow of work in offices.

This section describes several ad-
ministrative occupations including
city managers, accountants, credit
officials, and personnel and labor re-
lations workers.

ACCOUNTANTS

(D.O.T. 160.18S)

Nature of the Work

Managers must haVe up-to-date fi -,
nancial information to make impor-
tant decisions. Accountants prepare
and analyze financial reports that
furnish this kincrof information.

Three major accounting fields are
public, management, and gouern-
ment accouriging. Public account-
ant'k have their own businesses or
work for accounting firms. Manage-
ment accountants, also called indus-
trial or private accountants, handle
the financial records of the company
they work for. Government account-
ants examine the records of govern-
ment agencies and audit private busi-
nesses and individuals whose
dealings are subject to gOvernment
regulations.

Accoiintants often concentrate on
one particular phase of accounting.
For example, many public account-
ants specialize in auditing (reviewing
a client's 'financial records and re-
ports to judge their reliability). Oth-
ers specialize in tax matters, such as
preparing income tax' forms and ad-
vising their clients of the advantages
and disadvantages of certain business
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Traveling auditor reviewing financial records at a company plant.

decisions. Still others become spe-
cialists in management consulting
and give advice on a variety of mat-
ters. They might develop or revise an
accounting system to serve the needs
of clients more effectively or give ad-
vice about different types of account-
ing equipment.

Management accountants provide
the financial information executives
need to make sound .burliness deci-
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sions. They may choose to work in
areas such as taxation, budgeting, or.
investments. Internal auditing is an
area of specialization within manage-
ment accounting that is rapidly grow-
ing in importance. Accountants who
work as internal auditors examine
and evaluate their firm's financial
systems and management control
procedures to- ensure efficient and
economic al operation.
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Many accountants in the Federal

Government work as Internal Rev-
enue agents, investigators, and bank
exaryiners; other government ac-
0'6n-tants have regular accounting
positions:4

Places of Employment
About 865,000 people worked as

accountants in 1976. Almost 20 per-
cent were Certified Public Account-
ants (CPA's) and nearly 12 percent
were Certified Internal Auditors
(CIA's).

About 60 percent of all account-
ants do management accounting
work; one-fifth of these work as in-
ternal auditors. An additiqnal 25 per-
cent are engaged in public account-
ing as proprietors, partners, or
employees of independent account-
ing firms. Other accountants work
for Federal; State, and local govern-
ment agencies, and a small number
teach in colleges/and universities.
Opportunities are plentiful for part-
time work in accounting, particularly
in smaller firms.

Accountants,are found in all busi-
ness, industrial, and government or-
ganizations. Most, however, work in
large urban.areas where many public
accounting firms and central offices
of large businesses are concentrated.
For example, over 20 percent of all
accountants are employed in just
four major cities: Chicago; Los An-
geles; New York; and Washington,
D.C.

Training, Other Qualifications,
. and Advancement

Training in accounting is available
at colleges and universities, account-
ing and business schools, and corre-
spondence schools. Although many
graduates of business and correspon-
dence schools are successful in small
firms, most large public accounting
and business firms require applicants
for accountant and internal auditor
positions to have at least a bachelor's
degree in accounting or a closely re-
lated field. Many employers prefer
those with the niaster's degree in
counting. A growing number of large

ployers prefer applicants who are
f iliar with computer technology
for both accounting and internal au-
ditor positions. For beginning ac-
counting positions, the Federal Gov-
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ernment requires-4 years of college
training (including 24 semester hours
in accounting) or an equivalent com-
bination of education and experi-
ence. For teaching positions, most
colleges and universities require at
least the master's degree or the Cer-
tified Public Accountancy Certifi-
cate. '

Previous work experience in ac-
counting can help an applicant get a
job. Many colleges offer students an
opportunity to gain experience
through internship programs con-
ducted by public accounting or busi-
ness firms.

Anyone working as ' a "certified
public accountant" mustrAiold a cer-
tificate issued by the St4te board of
accountancy' All states use the CPA

. examination, prepared by the Ameri-
can Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants, to establish certification.
Most successful candidates have col-
lege degrees, and three-fourths of the.
States require CPA candidates to be
college graduates. Nearly all States
require applicants to have at least 2
years of public accounting experi-
ence for a CPA certificate.

Requirements vary, but more than
half the States restrict the title "pub-
lic accountant" to those who are li-
censed or registered. Some States
requ4e only a high school diploma
while others require 2 years of col-
lege or more. Information on re-
quirements may be obtained directly'
from individual, State boards of ac-
countancy or from the National Soci-
ety of Public Accountants.

The recognized mark of comire:'
tence and experience in the field of
internal auditing is the designation,
Certified Internal Auditor (CIA).
The Institute of Internal Auditors,
Inc., confers this designation upon
candidates who have completed 3
years' experience in internal auditing
and who have passed a four-part ex-
amination. Beginning in 1978, a
bachelor's degree from an accredited
college or university also will be re-"
quired.

Persons planning a career in ac-
counting should have an aptitude for
mathematics. Neatness and,,, accura-
cy also are necessary. Employers
seek applicants who can handle, re-
sponsibility and work with little su-
pervision.

To get to the top in the profession,
accountants usually must continue
their study of accounting even
though they 'already ha;ie a college

,degree or professional certificates.
They may parlicipate in seminars
sponsored by various professional as-
sociations or take courses offered by
their employers. A growing number
of States require both CPA's and li-
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for all occupations through the mid-
1980's as businesses and government
agencies continue to expand in size
and complexity. In addition to jobs
resulting from growth, many thou-
sands of openings, will result, each
year when workers die, retire, or
leave the occupation.

Demand for skilled accountants
will rise as managers rely more on

censed public accountants to corn- accounting information to make
plete a certain number of hours of business decisions. For example,Joffi-
continuing education courses beforev_cers of large corporations base their
their licenses can be renewed. An decisions concerning proposals such
increasing number of accountants as plant expansion, mergers, or for-
skudy computer operation and pro- eignv investments -on information
gramming to adapt accounting pro- about the financial condition of the
cedures to new data processing firm, tax implications of the pro-
methods. Although capable ac- posed action, and other consider-
countants should advance rapidly, ations. On a smaller scale, owners of
those having inadequate academic small businesses are expected to rely
preparation may be assigned routine more- and more on the expertise of
jobs and find promotion difficult. public accountants in planning their

Junior public accountants usually operations. Government legislation
start by assisting with auditing work to monitor business activity also is
for several clients. They may ad- expected to add to the demand for
vance to intermediat positions with accountants. An example is the Pen-
more responsibility i 1 or 2 years sion Reform Act of 1974, which es-
and to senior position within anoth- tablishes minimum standards for pri-
er few years. ,fin large firms, thos'e vate pension plans. This and other
who deal su fully w th top indus- legislation should create many new4r,
try executive often bec me supervi- jobs for management accountants to
sors, managers, or partn rs, or trans- maintain new systems and public ac-
fer to executive positions in private countants to audit them.
firms. Some open their own public Because of the growing complexity
accounting' offices. of business, college graduates will be

Beginning management account- in greater demand than applicants
ants often start as ledger account- who lack this training.Many employ-
ants, junior internal auditors, or as ers prefer graduates who have
trainees for technical accounting po- worked part time in a business or
sitions. They may advance to jobs accounting firm while in school.
such as chief plant accountant, chief Those who have been trained in a
cost accountant, budget director, or specific phase of accounting should '
manager of internal auditing. Some find ample opportunities.
become controllers, treasurers, fi- As data processing systems contin-
nancial vice-presidents, or corpora- ue to replace manual preparation of
tion presidents. In the Federal Gov- accounting records 'and statements,
ernment, beginners are hired as the need for some accountants to
trainees and usually are promoted in perform routine tasks, particularly in
a year or so. In college and universi- large firms, may be reduced. How-
ty teaching, those having minimum ever, many opportunities will arise
training and experience may receive for accountants without a college de-
the rank of instructor without tenure; greet mainly in small businesses and
advancement and permanent faculty public accounting fiims. i
status depend upon further educa-
tion and teaching experience.

Conditioes

Employment Outlook \ ' Starting salaries of beginning at-
countants in private industry were

Employment is expected to in- $11,500 a year in 1976, according to
crease about as fast as the average a survey in urban areas. Earnings of

Earnings:0nd Working

1-et 9
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experienced accountants-ranged be-
tween $15,400 and $23,400, depend-
ing on their level of responsibility
and the complexity of the accounting
system. In general, experienced ac-
countants earn about twice as much
as nonsupervisory workers in private
indu , except farming. Chief ac-
countan who direct the accounting
program f a company or one of its

'estab hments earned between
$20,500 and $33,900, depending
upon the scope of their authority and
size of professional staff.

According to the same survey, be-
ginning auditors averaged 411,800 a
year in 1976, while experienced au-
ditors' earnings' ranged between
$16,100 and $20,000.

In the Federal Civil Service, the
entrance salary for %junior account-
ants and auditors was about $9,300
in 1977. Candidates who had a supe-
rior academic record received a
starting salary of about $1 1,500. Ap-
plicants with a master's degree or 2
years' professional experience began
at about $14,100. Accountants in the
Federal Givernment averaged about
$21,800 a year in 1977.

tax preparation work long
A ntants who specialize in in-

come
hours under heavy pressure during
the tax season; those employed by
national accounting firms may travel
extensively to conduct audits and
perform other services for their cli-
ents. The majority, however, work in
one office between 35 and 40 hours a
week, under the same general condi-
tions as fellow office workers.

S urces of Additional
I ormation

Information bout °CPA's and

c
lout aptitude tests in high schools,
lieges, and public accounting firms

may be obtained from:
American Institute of Certified Public Ac-

countants,1211 Avenue of the Americas,
New York; N.Y. 10036.

Further information on specialized
fields of accounting is available from:
National Association of Accountants, 919

Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 16022.

NationalSociety of Public Accountants, 1717
Pennsylvania Ave. NW., Washington,
D.C. 20006.

'Institute of Internal Auditors, 249 Maitland
Ave., Altamonte Springs, Fla. 32501

ADVERTISING WORKERS

(D.O.T. 050.088; 132.088; 141.081
and .168; 162.158; and 164.068

through .168)

Nature of the Work

Almost every busin ss, from ja
small grocery store to a large bank,
does some form of advertising to
pursuade people to buy its products
or use its services. Advertising re-
quires the talents of people in many
diffe,rent kinds of jobs. Creative,
workers such as writers, artists, and
designers develop and produce ad-
vertisements, while people with busi-
ness and sales ability handle the ar-
rangements for broadcasting the
advertisements on radio' and televi-
sion, publishing therri-in newspapers
or magazines, mailing them directly,
or posting them on billboards. The
following occupations are those most
commonly associated with advertis-
ing.

Advertising managers direct the ad-
vertising program of the businessesIcfor which they wo . They determine
the size of the ad rtising budget, the
type of ad and the media to use, and
what advertising agency, if any, to
employ: Managers who decide to em-
ploy an agency work closely with the
advertising specialists from the agen-
cy. These managers may supervise
the preparation of pamphlets, bro-
chures, or other materials developed
to promote the firm's products or
services. Advertising managers work-
ing for newspapers, radio stations,
and other communications media
have somewhat' different duties.
They are "responsible for selling ad-
vertising time or space, and do work
that is similar to the work of sales
managers in other businesses.

Account executives are employed
by advertising' agencies to develop
advertising programs for client firms
and individuals. They first stuethe
client's sales, public image, and ad-
vertisingproblems,.aAd then create a
program that suits the client's needs.
In most agencies, artists and copy-
writers are responsible for develop-
ing the actual artwork and' advertis-
ing copy, but in some small agencies,
the account executives have this re-
sponsibility.
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Research directors and their assis-
tants study the market. They review
possible uses for the product or ser-
vice being sold, compare its advan-
tages or disadvantages with those of

:Competitors, and suggest ways of
reaching potential buyers. To devel-
op market information, these work-
ers may survey buying habit's and mo-
tives of customers, or try out sample
ads to find the thethe or medium that
best sells the product. (See the state-
ment on marketing research workers
for more information on this,ocCupa-
tion.)

Advertising copywriters develop
the headlines and text to be used in

"she ads. By studying information
about the product and its potential
customers, they are able to write
copy aimed at the particular group of
customers the advertiser seeks to at-
tract. They may'specialize in Writing
copy for a certain group of people,
such as businesS managers, teenag'-
ers, or sports lovers, or for a class, of
products, such ,as cars or computer
equipment. Copywriters usually
work closely with account execu-
tives. In some agencies, they may be
supervised by copy chiefs.

Artists and layout workers create
the visual impact of an ad by select-
ing photographs, drawing illustra-
tions or figures, and selecting the size
or type of print to be used in a maga-
zine or newspaper ad. When televi-
sion commercials are planned, they
usually sketch sample scenes for the
client td consider. (See the state-
ments on commerical artists and
photographers for more information
on this type of work.)

Media directors (or space buyers
and time buyers) negotiate contracts
for advertising space or air time.
They determine the day 'and time
when a television commercial, will
reach the largest group, of prospec-
tive buyers at the lowest cost. To se-
lect the best medium for the advertis-
er, media directors must know the
costs of using various medila and the
characteristics of the4audience
reached by specific publications or
television stations.

Production managers and their as-
sistants arrange to have the ad print-
ed for publication, filmed for televi-
sion, or recorded for radio. They
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must know which firms or freelance
workers will be able to produce the
best ad for the least cost.

Places of Employment

In 1976, about 180,000 people
worked in jobs requiring c-onsidci-
able knowledge of advertising. Those
employed in advertising agencies
were heavily concentrated in New
York City, Los Angeles, and Chica-
go.

Many others worked in the adver-
tising departments of manufacturing
firms, retail stores, banks, po'wer
companies, professional and trade
associations, and many other organi-
zations. Some people had advertising
jobs with television or radio stations,
newspapers, and magazines. Still oth-
er people in the advertising field
worked for printers, art studios, let-
ter shops, package design firms, and
similar businesses.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most employers prefer college
graduates. Some employers seek per-
sons with degrees in advertising with
heavy emphasis on marketing, busi-
ness, and journalism; others prefer
graduates with a liberal arts back-
ground (social science, literature,
art, And other disciplines); some em-
ployers place little emphasis on the
type of degree.

No particular educational back
ground is equated with success in ad-
vertising. In fact, relevant work expe-
rience may be more important th
educational. background. Experie c
selling ads for school publication or
radio stations, or on a su job
with a marketing research service,
can be a distinct advantage to the
kibseeker.

Some organizations recruit out-
standing college graduates for train-
ing programs that cover all aspects of
advertising work. In other firms, em-
ployees immediately enter a specialty
and do not gain such all-round expe-
rience. Some beginners start as re-
search or production assistants or as
space or time buyers. A few begin as
junior copywriters.

Many advertising jobs require
imagination, creativity, and a flair for

language. These traits are especially
important to artists, layout workers,
and account executives. All creative
effort must be directed toward the
sales function. People interested in
becoming advertising managers, ac-
count executives, media buyers,'and
production managers must be able to
get along well with people and be
able to sell their ideas. Research di-
rectors and their assistants must have
an understanding of human behavior.
All advertising workers must be able
to accept criticism of their work and
be able to functidn as'part of a teat'.

Opportunities, for advancement in
this field generally are excellent for
creative, talented; aild hard-working
people. For example, copywriters
and ,account executives may acbiance
to more responsible work in their
specialties, or tp managerial jobs, if
they demonstrate ability in dealing
with clients-. Some especially capable
workers may. become partners in an
existing agency, or they may estab-
lish their own agency.

Employment Outlook

Employment of advertising work-
ers is expected to increase faster than
the average for all occupations
through the mid -198 's. Most open-
ings, however, will r suit, from the
need to replace worke s who die, re-

fr.
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tire, or leave the occupation for oth-
er reasons.

The growing number ()Pc nsumer
anti industrial' goods and in reasing
competition in many produ and
service markets will cause advertis-
ing expenditures to tise. Such expen-
ditures also may be spurred by the
growing tendency toward self service
in retail marketing. An additional
factor is the growing need of small
businesses for professional advertis-
ing services. Employment in advertis-
ing occupations is strongly affected
by general business conditions be
cause firms expand or contract their
advertising budgets according to
their finanCial success. Although op-
portunities should be favorable for
highly qualified applicants, particu-
larly in retail advertising; others
seeking entry jobs will face keen
competition because the glamorous
nature of the field attracts many. peo-
ple.

Local television, radio, and news-
papers are expected to increase their
share of total advertising expendi-
tures while direct mail, magazines,
and national newspapers continue to
lose ground. The few rery large agen-
cies that account for hearly all na-
tional advertising are expected to
maintain fast growth because of their
expanding international business.

- ,

t
Advertising can be a satisfying career for persons who enjoy variety, creative chilling-

; ,t
es, and competition.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Based on limit information, an-
nual salaries for, beginning advertis-
ing workers with bachelor's degrees
ranged' from 48,000 to $10,000 in
1976. Highenitarting salaries gener-
ally were paid by the largest firms or
'advertising agencies to outstanding
applicants, particularly those with
advertising experience.

Salaries of experienced advertising
workers varied by si4,and type of
firm, as well as by type of job. Ac-
cording to a survey of advertising
agenbies taken in 1975, average an-
nual salaries of workers in selected
occupations were as follows: Chief
executive officer $45,3p0; account
supervisor, $28,400; account execu-
tive, $18,500; executive art director,
$24,400; art director, $17,100; sen-
ior layout artist, $12,900; junior lay-
out artist, $9,300; copy chief,
$22,300; senior copywriter, $16,600;
junior copywriter, $10,500; media
director, $16,800; space or time buy-
er, $9,400; research director,
$24,000; research analyst, $13,500;
produ*ion manager, $14,400. Sev-
eral other surveys yielded these re-
ults: In 1976, the top advertising of-

ers in large retail firms averaged
ove $32,000 a year; in 1975, the
median salary of advertising direc-...

'tors in large banks ranged from
$16,000 to $17,000 a year; in 1975,
the average salary of advertising
managers in a wide variety of compa-
nies ranged from $18,000 to $34,000
a year, depending upon the annual
sales volume of the firm. Salaries of
advertisinernanagers generally are
higher in consumer than industrial
products firms, and many -receive in-

f.-- centiye compensation.
People in advertising. work under

great pressure, and do not have the
job security 'enjoyed by workers in
many other .occupations. These
workers are expected to produce
quality ads in as short a time as
possible. Sometimes they must work
long or irregular hours to meet dead-
lines or make last-minute changes.
Account executives, copywriters,
and layout workers may become
frustrated by a client's inability to
define the type of ad he or she wants
for a product.

Advertising can be a satisfying ca-
reer for p4sons who enjoy variety,
excitement creative challenges, and
competition. Unlike workers in many
other occupations, advertising work-
ers experience the satisfaction of
having their work in print, on televi-
sion, or on radio, even though they
remain unknown to the public at
large.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information an advertising agen-
cies and the careers they offer is
available fro
AmerairAgx cation of Advertising Agen-

cies, 200 Park Ave. New York, N.Y.
10017.

For additional information on ca-
reers and a list of colleges that pro-

evide training in advertising, contact:
American Advertising Federation, 1225 Con-

necticut Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.
20036.

BUYERS

(D.O.T. 162.158 and 185.168.)

Nature of the Work

The Americans haye been invited
to a private showing in Paris. Repre-
senting a major New York depart-

, 'Malt store, they sit with a select
--(group in an elegantly furnished

room. They watch closely as geaceful
models float down the runway before
them to display the latest creations
by the world's mostlamous design-
ers. After some consultation, they
make choices involving thousands,
perhaps millions of dollars. All in a
day's work. -

The job of retail buyer often blings
to mind the glamour of high faglion;
indeed, many fashion buyers do lead
exciting, fast-paced lives involving
frequent travel abroad. Not every
buyer, however, deals in fashion. All
merchandise sold in a retail store
garden furniture, automobile tires,
toys, aluminum pots, and canned
soups alikeappears in that store on
the decision of a buyer. Although all
buyers seek to satisfy their stores'
customers and sell at a' profit, the
kind and variety of goods they pur-
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chase depeh'd on. the store where
they work. Abuyer for a small cloth-
ing store, for example, may purchase
its complete stock of merchandise
from -sportswear to formal evening
clothes. Buyers who work for larger
retail businesses often handle one or
a few related lines of goods, such as
men's wear, ladies' sportswear, or
children's toys. Some, known as for-
eign buyers, purchase merchandise
outside the United States.

In order to purchase the best selec-
tion of goods for their stores, buyers
must be 'familiar with the 'manufac-
turers and distributors w o handle
the merchandise they n O. They
also must keep inform d 'about
changes in existing products and the
development of new ones. To learn
about merchandise, buyers attend
fashion and trade shows and visit
manufacturers' showrooms. They
usually order goods during buying
trips, and also place orders with
wholesale and manufacturers' saleil.
workers who call on them to display ,^,

their merchandise.
Buyers must be able to assess the

'resale value of goods after' a brief
inspection and make a purchase de-
cision quickly. They are aware of
their stores' profit margins and try to
select merchan,d.ise that will sell
quickly at we 'above the original ..,
cost. Since most buyers work within
a limited budget, they must plan their
purchases to keep needed items al-
ways in stock but also allow for unex-
pected purchases when a "good buy"
presents itself.

Because buyers purchase mer-
chandise for their firms to resell (un-
like purchasing agents who buy
goods for direct use by the firmsee
the statement on purchasing agents
elsewhere in the Handbook), they
must know what motivates customers
to buy. Before ordering a particular
line of merchandise, buyers study
market research reports and analyze'
past sales records to determine what
products are currently in demand.
They also work closely with assistant
buyers and sales clerks whose daily
contact with customers furnishes in-
formation about consugtr likes and
dislikes. In addition, buyers read
fashion and trade magazines to keep
abreast of style and manufacturing
trends; follow ads in newspapers and
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jobs for buyers are found in all parts
of the country, most bs are in major
metropolitan ar s where .:retail
stores are conc trated. Market rep-
resentatives ork for buying offices
in major rket areas such as New
York, C 'cago, and Dallas.

Tralni g; Other Qualifications,
and Advancement
butive education programs at

thous of high schools have
launc eers in retailing leading
to a bu positio (Additional in-
formation on d rib ve education
appears in th statem t on retail
trade sales wor ers else ere in the
Hdndbook.) In s eed, man a good

uyer began in a stockroo or be-
hi a coun and worked p the
ladder out any college tr
However, new buyers will find col-
lege degree increasingly nece ary.
Many junior and 4-year colle s of-
fer programs in marketing a' d pur-
chasing and confer thousa s of de-
grees each year. In addition,
numerous trade scho s train stu-
dents for careers in fas on merchan-
dising. Courses in mer handising or

Si

4
Buyer In a large department store discussekquality of merchandise with manufactur-

er's representative.

other media to check retail competi-
tors' sales activities; and watch gen-
eral economic conditions to aptici-
pate consumer !ixing patterns.

Merchandise managers (D.O.T.
185.168) plan and coordinate' buying
and selling activities for. large and
medium-sized stores. They divide the
budget among buyers, decide how
much merchandise to stock, and as-
sign each buyer to purchase certain
soods. Merchandise managers may
review buying decisions to insure
that needed categories, of goods are
in stock, and help buyers to set gen-
eral pricing guidelines.

Buyers and merchandise managers
usually have very busy schedules and
vleal with many different people in
the course of a day. They work with
manufacturers' representatives, oth-
er store personnel including store ex-
ecutives and sales workers, and cus-
t'om ers. Assisting with sales
promotions and creating enthusiasm
among sales personnel are part of the
buyer's job, and he or she [may be
asked to provide information such as
dress sizes and product descriptions
to the advertising department for a
sales promotion, or to meet with
floor sales workers before a new line

s.

of merchandise is introduced. Some
buyers direct assistants Who handle
routine aspects of purchasing such as
verifying shipments; others supervise
department managers.

Some buyers represent large stores
or chains in cities where many manu-
facturers are located. The duties of
these "market representatives" vary'
by employer; some purchase goods,
while others supply informatio and
arrange for store buyers to meet with
manufacturers when -they are
town.

New technology has altered the
buyer's role, in retail chain stores. In
the past, firms employed a buyer for
each store or group of stores in a
local area. Now cash registers con-
nected to a computer, known as
point-of-sale terminals, allow retail
chains to maintain centralized, up-to-
the-minute inventory records. With
these records, a single garden furni-
ture buyer, for example, can pur-

chasezlawn chairs and picnic tables
fOr the entire chain.

Places of. Employment

In 1976, approximately 109,000.
buyers .and merchandise managers
worked for retail firms. Although

I 4 r3

marketing may help in ening a first
job, but most emplo ers accept
graduates in any field s,f study and
train them on the job.

Many stores, especial the larger
ones, have formal train' g programs
fdy management or ex cutive train,
ees, including buy . These pro -.
grams usually last om 6 to 8 mgriths
and combine c ssroom instru4tion
in merchandi ing and purchasing
with short rot tioni to various jobs in
the store. T is training introduces

'the new wo ker to store operations
and policies, and provides the funda-
mentals of c andising and man-
agement as w Il.

The trainee' first job is likely to be
that of assista t buyer. The duties
include supervi ing sales workers,
checking invoi es on material re-
ceived, and kee ing account.of stock
on hand. Assis nt buyers gradually
assume purc sing responsibilities,
dependin: pon their individual
abilitie nd the size of the depart-

where they work. Training as
an assistant buyer usually lasts at
least a year. After years of working as
a buyer, those who show exceptional
ability may advance to Werchandise
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manager. A few find further promo-
tion to top executive jobs such as
general merchandise manager for a
retail .store or 'chain. The length of
time it takes.to reach any of these
levels depends not just on the indi-
vidual's ability but on the store's
need for management personnel. The
faster the company grows, the great-
er the opportunity for a worker to
acquire responsibility.

Buyers should be good at planning
and decisrdnmaking and have an in-
terest in merchandising. They 'heed
leadership ability and communica-
tions Akills.to supervise sales workers
and assistant buyers and to deal ef-
fectively with manufacturers' repre-
sentatives and store executives. Be-

- cause of the fast pace and constant
pressure of their work, buyers need
phygical stamina and emotional sta-
bility.

Employment Outlook
Employment of Buyers is expected

to grow more slowly than the average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's. Centralized buying is gaining
popularity among chain stores, which
are expected increasingly to domi;
nate general merchandise retailing.
Although anticipated growth of in-
deperident food stores should partial-
ly offset these trends, they will still
reduce the number of openings for
buyers. Most job openings will arise
each year from the need to replace,
workers who leave, the occupati/on.
Competition, for these jobs is expect-
ed to be keen, for merchandising at-
tracts large numbers of college
graduates every year. Prospects' are
likely to be best for qualified appli-
cants who enjoy the competitive na
ture of retailing and work best in a

1 demanding, fast-paced job.

garnings and Working.
Conditions

Buyers for discounnlepartment
stores and other mass merchandising
firms are among the most highly paid
in the industry, as are those who buy
centrally for large °chain department
stores. Most earned between
$15,000 and $25,000 a year in 1976,
though many earned salaries outside"
this range. Merchandising managers
earned considerably more. The actu-
al income depends upon the product

1-

a

line purchased, the sales volume of
the store, and the individual's-senior-
ity.

Buyers, often earn large, bonuses
for exceptional performance. In ad-
dition, many, stores have incentive
plans, such as profit sharing and
stock options.

Buyers regulate their own hours,
and often work more than 40 hours a
week because of special sales, con-
ferences, and travel. The amount of
traveling a buyer does varies with the
type of merchandise pought and the
location of suppliers, but most spend
4 or 5 days a month on the road.
Merchandise managers also travel
frequently, averaging several trips a
month- in many cases.

,Sources of Additional
Information

General information about a ca-
reer in retailing is available from:
National. Retail Merchants Association, 100

West 31st St., New Yorkt N.Y. 10001.

Information on schools that teach
retailing is available from:

13'7

United States Office of Education, Division of
Vocational/Technical Education, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20202.

National dissociation of Trade and Technical

-

Schools, 2021 L St. NW., Washington,
'D.C. 20036.

CITY MANAGERS

(D.O.T. 188.118 and 188.168)

Nature of the Work

. Population griwth and industrial
expansion place increasing pressure
on housing, transportation, and other
facilities of cities. Problems associat-
ed, with growing modern communi-
ties, such as air and water pollution
and rising crime rates, also demand
attention. To cope effectively with.'
these problems, many communities
hire a specialist in management tech-
niquesthe city manager.

A city manager usually is appoint-
ed by the community's elected offs -,
cials and is responsible'directly to

-

A city manager often deals with members of the community.

14 7
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them. Although duties vary by city nearly 9,000 persons worked as ad-
size, city manageis generally admin- ministrative assistants, department
iste an coordinate the day -to -day' head assistants, and assistant city
operation of the City. They are re- managers. Most city managers
sponsible r functions such as tax worked for cities and counties that
collection a 51 disbursement, law en- had a council-manager form of gov-
forcem nt, nd public works. They ernment. Under this type of govern-
also hir epartment heads and their ment, an elected council appoints a

and prepare the annual budget manager who is responsible for the
to be approv'd by elected officials. day-to-day operation of the govern-
In addition, they study current prob- ment as well as for the hiring and
lems, such as traffic congestion, firing of assistants, department
crime, or urban renewal, and report heads, and other staff. Many other-
their findings to the elected council. city managers worked for municiiAl-

City managers must plan for future ities that had the mayor-council form
growth and development of cities of government, in which the mayor
and surrounding areas. To provide appoints the city manager as his or
for an expansion of public services, her chief administrative officer. A
they frequently appear at civic meet- few city managers alsd worked for
ings to advocate certain programs or county governments, metropolitan or
to inform citizens of current govern regional planning organizations, and
ment operations. councils of governments. All types of

City managers work closely with local governments employed man-
planning departments to coordinate agement assistants, but larger juris-
new and existing programs: In small- dictions generally employed them in
er cities that have no permanent rester numbers.
planning staff, coordination may be Although over three-quarters of all
done entirely by the manager. city managers work for small cities

To aid the city manager, many having less than 25,000 inhabitants,
cities employ.managerfient assistants: many larger cities also employ a city
assistant city man, agers, department manager. About half of the cities

ahead assistants, and administrative having a population of between
assistants. Under the manager's di- 10,000 and 506,000 have city man-
rection, management assisillqs ad- agers. City managers in all
minister programs, if3reRare reports, States, but one-half are oncentrated
receive visitors, answer correspon7 in the eastern part of the Nation.
dence, general help to keep the city
government functioning smoothly. Training, Other Qualifications,
Assistant city managers organize and and Advancement

*coordinate city programs, roupeiyise
city employees, and act for the city
manager upon occasion. They also
may assume responsibility for some
projects, such as the development of
a preliminary annual budget. Depart-
ment head assistants generally are re-
sponsible for one activity, such as
personnel,. finance, or law enforce-
ment, but they also May assist in oth-
er areas. Administrative assistants,
also called executive assistants or as-
sistants to the city manager, usually
do administrative and staff work in
all departments under the city man-
ager. For n.stance;They may compile
operatin statistics or review and
analyze *ork procedures.

Places of Employment
About 3,000 city managers were

employed in 1976. In addition,

A master's degree, preferably in
public or business administration, is
becoming essential for those-feeking
a career in city management. Al-
though some applicants with only a
bachelor's degree may find employ-
ment, strong competition for posi-
tions, even among master's degree
recipients, will makethe graduate
degree a requireinent Or most entry
level jobs. In some cases, employers
may hire a perso,n with training in a
field related to public administration,
such as4engineering, recreation, so-.
cial work, or pdlitical science.

In .1976, 185 colleges and universi-,
ties offered graduate degree pro-
grams in public or municipal admin-
istration. Degree requirements in
some schools include successful
completion of an internship program
in a dity manager's office. During this

1,i
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internship period, which may last
from 6 months to a year, the degree
candidate observes Iotal government
operations and does research under
the direct supervision of the city
manager.

Nearly all city managers. begin as
management assistants. Most new
graduates work as administrative 'as-
sistants to city managers for several
years to gain experience in solving
urbali problems, coordinaarig.pqblic
services, and applying ma.nagerrient
techniques. Others work in a governi
ment department such as finance,
public works, or public planning.
They may acquire supervisory skills
and additional experience by work-
ing as assistant city manager 'or de-
partment head assistant. City manag-
ers often are first employed in small
cities, but during their careers they
may work in several cities of increas-
ing size.

Persons who plan a career in city
management should like to work
with detail and to be a part of a team.
They must have sound judgment,
self-confidence, and the ability to

wellwell Under stress. To handle
emergency °situations, city managers
must ,quickly isolate problems, iden-
tify their causes, and provide a num-
ber of possible solutioni. City manag-
erg should be tactful and able to
commimicate and work well with
people.

City managers' also must be dedi-
cated to public service since they of-
ten put iniong, hard hours in times of
crisis. V

EmploymentAtlook
Employment of city managers and--'

local government management assis-
tants is expected to expand faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's as manage-
ment of our governments becomes
more cdmplex. Examples of more so-
Ohisticated management techniques
include computerized tax and utility
billing, electronic traffic control, and
application of systems analysis to ur-
ban problems. The (demand for city
managers also will increase as more
cities convert to the council-manager
form of- government, currently the
fastest growing form of city govern-
ment. Furthermore., city managers
and management assistants will be

1/4
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employed by other types of local goy-
ernment to help elected officials with
day-to-day operations of govern-
ment. Increased emphasis on region-
al solutions to ban problems should
result in additional job opportunities
for city managers and management
assistants in councils of government.

Persons who seek beginning man-
agement assistant jobs may face
strong competition through the mid -
1980's, especially if they do not have
a graduate degree public adminis-
tration mtration or related management expe-
rience. Competition should be keen
among the growing nufnber of ad-
ministrative assistants, department
head assistants, and assistant city
managers for the relatively fe4/ city
manager positions. However, many
of those unable to find employment
in this area should find jobs in other
fields of public administration.

c
Earnings and Working

Conditions a.

Salaries of city managers and man-
agement assistants vary according to
education, experience, job responsi-
bility, and city size. Generally, city
managers' earnings are very high
relative to the average earnings for
nonsupervisory workers in pribate in-
dustry, except farming. In 1976, av-
erage annual salaries of city manag-,
ers ranged from -about $20,000 in
cities of 5,000 inhabitants to more
than $40,000 in cities of over
100,000 inhabitants, according to
the International City Management
Association. The average annual sal-
ary for all city managers was more
than $23,000. City managers in cities
not having council-manager govern-
ments received slightly less.

Salaries of management assistants
averaged $17,000 in 1976, and
ranged from about $12,000 in small
cities to more than $201000 in large
ones. Salaries of assistant city manag-
ers generally were higher than those
of other management assistants.

City managers often work more
than 40 hours a week. Emergency
problems may require evening and
weekend work and meetings with in-
dividuals and citizen's groups con-
sume atiditional time.

Fringe 'benefits usually include
health and life insurance programs,

pension plans, sick leave, vacation
time, and often a car for official
business. Managers generally are re-
imbursed for expenses incurred while
attendit professional meetings and
semin

Sources of Additional
Information

-For information on a career in city
management, contact:
International City Management Association.'

1140 Connecticut Ave. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036.

COLLEGE STUDENT
PERSONNEL WORKERS

.(D.O.T. 045.108, 090.118 and .168,
129.108, and 166.168)

Nature of the Work
A student's choice of a particular

institution of higher education is in-
fluenced by many faciori. Availabil-
ity of a specific educational program,
quality of the school, cost, and loca-
tion all may play important roles.

For many students, however, an
equally important factor is the insti-
tution's ability to provide for their
housing, social, cultural, and recrea-`
tional needs. Developing and admin-
istering these services are the tasks of
college student personnel workers.

The admissions officer, the registrar,
the dean of students, and the career
planning and placement counselor
are probably the best known among
these. Other workers that make up
this broad occupational field include
student activities and 'college union
personnel, student housing officers,
counselors in the college counseling
center, financial aid officers, and for-
eign student advisers.

Titles of student personnel work-
ers vary from institution to institution
and from program to program within
a single school. Titles also vary with
the level of'responsibility within a
student personnel program. The
more common titles include dean, di-
rector, officer, associate dean, assist-
ant director, arid-counselor.

The dean of students, or the vice
president for student affairs, heads
the student personnel program at a
school. Among his or her duties are
evaluating the changing needs of the
students and helping the president of
the college develop institutional poli-
cies. For exa
of an 4increasi
part-trme studen
versities have

le; to meet the needs
number of older,
, colleges and uni

en changing policies
in areas such as student housing and
student participation in decisions on
graduation requirements and .course
offerings. In addition, the dean of
students generally coordinates a staff

r

Student financial aid persorrel help students obtairVnancial support for their educa-
tion.

14" 4
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of associate or assistant deans who
are in charge of the specific pro-
grams that/teal directly with the stu-
dents'

At some schools, the admissions
office and the words office are
Kr rcrrnf ed,tfeointit r mon.relors in-
terview and evaluate prospective stu-
dents and process their applications.
They may travel extensively to re-
cruit high school, junior college, and
older students and to acquaint them
with opportunities available at their
college. They work closely with fac-
ultys,nirtinistrators, financial aid
per , and public relations staff
to: determine policies for recruiting
and admitting students. Personnel in
the office of the registrar maintain
the academic records of studeRts and
provide current enrollment statistics
to those who require them both with-
in the college and in the community.

Student financial aid personnel
help students obtain financial sup-
port for their education. Workers in
this field must keep well-informed
about the sources and management
of all forms of financial aidscholar-
ships, grants, loans,' employment, fel-
lowships, and teaching and research
assistantships. They work closely
with a&Iftrinistrators and the adrnis:
sio s, counseling, business, and aca-
de is - office staffs.

Career planning avid placement
counselors, sometimes'011ed college
placement officers, assist students in
career selections and also may help
them get part-time and summer jobs.
On many campuses, they arrange for
prospective employers to visit the
school to disices their personnel
needs and to interview applicants.
(For further information on this
field, see statement on college career
plarininfind placement counselors.)

The student personnel staff in
charge of student activities work with
members of proposed and estab-
lished student organizations, espe-
ciall)( \with student government. They

_help the student groups to plan, im-
- plement, and evaluate their activi-
ties. Often, the student activities staff
will assist in the orientation of new
students.
eellaurtion staff members work

with students to provide intellectual,
cultural, and recreational programs.

Many college union staff memtlers
direct the operation of the physical
facilities And services of the building,
such as food and recreational servic-
es, building maintenance, fiscal plan-
ning, and conference facilities.

Student housink officers sometimes
live in the dormitories and, in gener-
al, help the students to live together
in harmony. They may serve as coun-
selors to individual students with per-
sonal problems. Housing officers also
may be involvedi managing the fis-
cal, food service, and housekeeping
operations of student residences.

Counselors help students with per-
sonal, educational, and vocational
pro ems. Students miy come to the
couns ors on their own or be re-
fared b fa ulty tnember, a resi-
dence hall counselor, or a .friend.
Counseling needs misty arise from
lack of self-confidence or motivation
on the part of the student, failure in
academic work, desire to leave col-
lege or transfer to another college,

-inability 'to get along with others,
loneliness, drug abuse, .or marriage
problems. In addition, there is a
growing trend for counselors to try to
reach mere students by establishing
group sensitivity sessions and tele-
phone "hotlines." Counselors often
administer tests that indicate ap
tudcs and interests to students hav ng
trouble understanding thems ves.
Some alsO teach in the colle or as-
sist with admissions, orientation, and
training of residence hSII staff. (For
further information on field, see
statement on psychologists.)

Foreign student advisers administer
and coordinate many of the services
that help to insure a ,successful aca-
demic and social experience for stu-
dents from other countries. They
usually assist with foreign student ad-
missions, orientation, financial aid,
housing, English as a foreign lan-
guage, academic and personal coun-
seling, student-community relation-
ships, job placement, and alumni
relations. fn addition, they may be an
adviser for internationar associations
and nationality groups and for U.S.
students, interested in study, educa-
tional travel, work, or service proj-
ects broad.

, 1000
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Places of Employment

An estimated 57;000 college stu-
dent personnel workers were em-
ployed- in 1976. Every college and
university, whether a 2-year or a 4-
year school, has a staff performing
student personnel functions. They
are not always organized as a unified
program. Large colleges and univer-
sities generally have specialized staffs
for each personnel functi/on: In many
small colleges a few persons may car-
ry out the entire student personnel
program.

Training, Other Qualifications,
/ and Advancement t:

Bccausc of the diyersity in duties,
the education and backgrounds of
college student personnel workers
vary considerably. Generally, ho-iv-
ever, a master's degree is ,preferred
and a doctoral degree may be neces-
sary for advancement to top-level po-
sitions. Schools often.,prefer persons
with a bachelor's degree in a social
science, suctias economics or histo-
ry, and a maste,r's degree in student

,personnel work. In 1976, 120 colleg-
es and universities offered graduate
programs in this area.

Other specialized training may also
bwequired for some student person-
nel occupations. A master's degree in
clinical-or counseling psychology
usually is required for work as a col-
lege counselor. This degree also is
helpful in other student personnel
fields such as career planning 'and
placement. Familiarity with data pro-
cessing is an asset, especially for
work in admissions, records, or fi-
nancial aid. Social science and recre-
ation degrees also are useful, as is
work experience in business, govern-
ment, or educational associations.

College student personnel workers
must be interested in, and able to
work with, peopleAf all bac ounds
and ages. 'They must have th a-
tience to cope with conflicting view,
points of students, faculty, and par-
ents. Pedple in this field often deal
with the unexpected and the unusual;
therefore emotional stability and the
ability to function while under pres-
sure are necessities.'

Entry level positions usually are
those of student activities advisers,
admissions counselors, financial aid

1
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counselors, residence hall directors,
and assistants to deans. Perptins with-
out graduate degrees may find ad-
vancement opportunities limited. A
doctorate usually is necessary for the
top.student personnel positions.

Employment Outlook

The employment outlook for col-
lege student personnel workers is
likely to be somewhat competitive
through 1985. Tightening' budgets in
both public and private colleges and
universities, are expected to limit,
growth in ernployment. Student per-
sonnel positions least likely to be af-
fected if some reduction becomes
necessary are those in admissions, fi-
nancial aid, and records. Most open=
ings, will result from the need to re-
place personnel who transfer to other
positions, retire, or leave the field for
other reasons.

Any employment growth that does
occur is expected to be in junior and
community colleges. Enrollment at
this leveLof education has been rising
and many new .Schools have opened.
If these recent trends continue, some
additional student personnel workers
wilt be need in 2-year institutions.

Earnings and.Workichir.
Conditions

,,,Salaries vary greatly depending on
geOgraphiC lotation and the. size of
the`school. ACcording to,..the limited
data, available, top administAaters
with":".ift least 5 years of experience.
averaled between $28,000 and
$30,00134ryear in 1976: In the larger
colleges and universities, salaries
reached as high as $46,000.

College student personnel "pricers
frequejitly wok more than a .40-hour.,
week; Often irregular hours and over-
time Work are necessary. Employ

", ment in these occupations usually is
on a I 2-month ,basis. In many
schools, they are entitled to retire-
ment, group medical and life insur-'

:mice; and sabbatical and other bene-
fits.

$ources of Additional
Information

A pamphlet, Careers in
EduCation, is 'available frOth:

a

Higher

The American Personnel and Guidance Asso-
ciation, 1607 New Hampshire AVe. NWv
Washington, D.c 20009.

CREDIT MANAGERS

( D.O.T. 168.168)

Nature of theWork

Both businesses and individuals
may require credit (the postpone-
ment of payment until a future date)
to meet their daily needs for a variety
of goods. and' services. For nit
forms of credit, a credit manager has
final authority to accept or reject a
credit application.

In extending credit to a business
.

(commercial credit),.the credit man-
ager, °ran assistant, analyzes de-
tailed financial reports submitted by
the applicant, interviews a represent-
ative of the company about its man-

, agement, and reviews 'credit agency.
reports to determine the firm's rec-
ord in repaying debts. The manager
also checks at banks where the com-
pany has deposits or previously was
granted credit. In. eXtending credit to
individuals (consumer credit), de-
tailed financial reports usually are
not available. The credit 'manager

fin? ust rely mole on personal inter-
...-.6ews,tredit bureaus, and banks tti
provide information about the per-
son applying for credit.

Particularly in large organizations,
executive level credit. managers are
responsible for formulating a credit
policy. They must establish financial
standards to be met by applicants
and thereby determine the amount of
risk that their company wilt accept
when offering its products or services
for sale on credit. Managers usually
cooperate with the sales 'department
in de,veletping a credit policy liberal
enough to alloW the company's s es
to increase and yet strict enoug to
deny credit to customers whose a il-
ity to repay their debts is questi n-
able. Many credit managers establi h
offic'e procedures and supervise
workers' who gather information,
analyze facts, and perform general
office duties in a credit department;
they include application clerks, col-
lection 'workers,. bookkeepers, and
secretaries.

131

In %filler companies that handle
limited number of accounts, credit
manager's mY do much of the work
of granting credit themselves. They
may interview applicants, analyie the
information gained in the interview,
and make the final approval. They
fiequently roust contact customers
who are unable or refuse to pay their
debts. They do this through writing,
telephoning, or personal -contact. If
these attempts at -collection fail,
credit managers may refer the ac-
count to a collection agency or assign'
an attorney to take legal action.

Placee. of Employment

About 53,000 persons worked as
-ctedit managers in 1976. About one-
half were ernyloyed in wholesale.and
retail trade, but many others, about.
one-third of the total, worked for
manufacturing firms and financial in-
stitutions.

Although credit is granted
throughout the United States, most
credittmanagerg V/Prk in urban areas
where many financial and business
establishments are located.

Training; Ott at QuallfIciOlOns,
. Mick Adeanceinent ;

.7. A. college degree, is becoming in
creasing!), iMPortarit-fiir lentr.V lever
$bs in credit Managenent..ernProY.-
ers usually Seek persons who }mire
majored in htisiness admingtration,
economics; or accounting, but may
also hire ginclUatas holding liberal
Arts degrees- Some employers pro-
mote high school graduates to credit
manager positions if they have expe-
rience in credit collection or process-
ing credit infOrmatien.

Newly. hired .workers normally be-
gin as. Management traineek and
wcylklunder the guidance of more ex-
peienced personnel in the credit de-
parpnent. Here they gain a thorough
understanding of the company's'
credit procedures and policies. They
may aPahzeTrevious credit transac-
tions to learn how to recognize which
applicAnts should prove' to be good"
cuStoMers. Trainees also learn to
dgal with credit bureaus, banks, and
other businesses that can provide in
formation on the past credit dealings
of their customers:

. ° '
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A college degree Is becoming Increa ngly himortant for entry level jobs In credit
,management

r
Many formal training programs are able each year due to the need to

available through the educational replace persons who leave The occu-
branches of the associations that pation. Although there will be oppor-
servo the credit and finance field. ,:,t unities throughout the country, dm-
This training includes home study -, ployment prospects should continue
college and university programs, and to be best for well-qualified jobseek-
special instruction to improve begin- ers in metropolitan areas.
ners' skills and keep experienced The volume of credit extended
credit ma gers aware of new devel- rose very rapidly during the past Bec-
Oprienti their field. ade. In the years ahead, businesses,Ape n interested is a career as a can be expected to require increasing
credit anager should be able to , amounts of credit to secure raw ma-

'analyze detailed information and terials for production and obtain fin-
draw valid conclusions based on this jilted goods for eventual resale. It is
analysis. Because it is necessaiy, to in the area of business, credit where
maintain good c,ustolner relation- demand for credit managers will be
ships, a pleasant personality and the strongest. e
ability to speak and write effectively Consumers, whose personal in-
also are characterisf s of the suc- comes have risen, are 'expected to
cessful'credit manage finance greater numbers "igh-

`4L. The work performed by credit priceq items, In addition, the ise of
managers alloSis them to become fa- credit for 'everyday purchases is oA-
miliar with almost every phase of pected to grOw as demand increases
their company's .buSiness. Highly for recreation -and household goods
qualified and 'experienced managers as well as for consumer services. De-
can advance to top-level executive spite increases in, consumer debt, the
positions. However, in small and me- use of computers for storing and re-
dium-sized companies, such opportu, trieving information will enable this
nities are limited. / greater volume of information to be

A processed more efficiently. The use
Employment Outlook of'telecommunications networks en-.

ables retail outlets to have immediate
Through the mid- 1980's employ- access to a central credit office, re-

ment is expected to grow more slay- gardless of distance.
ly than the average for all occupa- Another factor that is expected to
tions. Despite this relatively slow slow the growth in the number of
growth, many jobs will become avail- credit managers is the increased use

1. ..$*
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of bank credit cards. As s res substi-
tute bank credit cards for eir own
charge accounts, credit de artments
inpay .be reduced or eliminated. -
t

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, credit manager trainees
who had a college degree earned
annual salaries that ranged from
about $10,000 to $11,000, depend-
ing on the type of employer and the
geographic location or the job.

Assistant credit managers aver-
aged about $12,000 to $14,000 a
year 'and credit managers had aver-
age earnings of about $17,000. Indi-
viduals in top-level, positions often
earn over440,000 a-year.

Credit managers normally work
the standard workweek of their com-
liany-35-40 hours, but some work
longer hours. In wholesale and retail
trade,, for example, a seasonal 'in=
crease in credit sales can produce a
greater work volume. Some credit
managers attend conferences spon -.
sored by industry and professional
organizations where mail ers meet
to develop and discuss n tedh-
niques for the management of cred-
it department.

SOusrces attAdditlonal
Information

Information about a, carer in con-
sumer credit may be obtained from:
International Consumer Credit Association,

375 Jackson Ave., St. Louis,,Mo. 63130.
National Consumer Finance Association,

1000 16th St., NW., Washington, D.C.
4, 20036.

k.
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For information *pout training
program's available in commercial
credit, write:
National Association of CreditManagement.

475 Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y.
10016.

HOTEL MANAGERS AND
ASSISTANTS

(D.O.T. 163.118 and 187;118,
.168)

Nature of the Work
Hotel managers are responsible for

operating their establishments profit-
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`ably and satisfying guests. They de-
termine room rates and credit policy,
direct the operation of the kitchen
and dining. rooms, and manage the
housekeeping, accounting, and main-
tenance departments 6f the hotel.
Handling problems and coping with
the unexpected is an important part
of the job.

Managers whp work in small hotels
may do much of the front office
clerical work, such as taking room
reservations and_assigning rooms. In
some small hotels and many motels,
the manager is also the owner and
may be responsible for all aspects of
the business.

General managers of large hotels
usually have several assistants, who
manage various parts of the opera-
tion. Because the hoteVrestaarant
and cocktail lounge are important to
the- success of the entire establish-

. menu they almost always am operat-
d bjr-\ managers with experience in

the restaurant field. Other areas that
usually are handled separately are
advertising, rental of banquet and
meetingjacilities, personnel,-and ac-
counting.

Large hotel and motel chains often
. centralize some activities, such as
purchasing and advertising, so that
individual hotels in the chain may not
need managers for these depart-
ments. Managers who work for
chains may be assigned to organize a
newly built'or purchased hotel or to
reorganize an existing hotel or motel
that is not operating successfully.

1 '111nwmpa
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General managers of large hotels usually
have several assistants who manage.var-

lous, parts of the operation.

t

About 137,000 hotel and motel
managers worked in 1976. Mol4
than a third were self-employed.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Experience generally is the most
important consideration in selecting
managers. However, employer's in-
creasingly are emphasizing college
education. A bachelor's degree in
hotel and restaurant administration
provides particularly strong prepara-
tion for a career in hotel manage-
ment. In 1976, about 30 colleges and
universities offerV:year programs
in this field. However, applicants to
these programs may face increasing
competition in the coming years: The
courses in hotel work that are avail-
able in many junior colleges and
technical institutes and through the
American Hotel and Motel Associ-
ation also provide a good-back-

, ground.
A college program in head man-

agement usually includes courses in
hotel administration, accounting,
ecotibmics, data processing, food
Service management and catering,
and hotel maintenance engineering.
Students are encouraged to work in
hotels or restatirants during summer
vacations because the experience
gained and the Coeiacts made with
employers may help them to get bet-
ter hdtel jobs after graduation.

Managers should have initiative,
self-discipline, Sand the ability to or-
ganize work and direct the work of
others. They must be able to concen-
trate on details and solve problems.

-Some large hotels have special on-
the-job management trainee pro-
grams in which Oainees rotate among

-various departments to acquire a
.thorough knowledge of the hotel's
'operation.. Outstanding employees
who have not had college training
may receive financial assistance to
help them acquire a. degree.

Most hotels promote employees
with proven ability, usually front of-
fice clerks, to assistarit manager and
eventually to general manager. New-
ly built hotels, particularly those,
without well-established on-the-job
training programs, often prefer expe.
rienced personnel for managerial po-
sitions. Hotel chains may offer better
opportunites for advancement than.

-
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independent hotels, because employ-
ees can transfer to another hotel in
the chain or to the'cential office it an
opening occurs.

Employment Outlook

Employment of h 1 managers is
expected to grow ore slowly tha'n
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Some job'
openings will occur as additiOnal ho-
tels and motels are built and chain
and franchise operitions spread.
However, most openings will occur
as experienced managers die, retire,
or leave the occupation. Applicants
having college degrees in hotel ad-
ministration will have an advantage
in seeking entry positions and later
advancement.

See the statement on the Hotel
Industry elsewhere in the Handbook
for information on earnings and
working conditions, sources of addi-
tional information, and more infor-
mation on employment outlook.

INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC
MANAGERS

(D.09184.168)

, Nature of the Work

Industrial firms want to receive
raw materials and deliver customers'
goods promptly, safely, and with
minimum cost. Arranging fore the
transportation of materials and fin-
ished products is the job,of an indus-
trial traffic manager. Industrial traf-
fic managers analyze various
transportation crs-4-ibilities and
choose the most efficient type for
their, companies' needsrail, air,
road, water, pipeline, or some combi-
nation. Then they select the route
and the particular carrier. To make
their decision, traffic managers con-
sider factors such as freight classifi-
cations and regulations, freight
charges, time schedules, size of ship-
ments, and loss anVamage ratios.
(This statement does not cover traf-
fic managers who sell transportation
services for railroads, airlines, truck-
ing firms; and other freight carriers.)
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Indystrial traffic managers arrange the tra

Activities of hadtistrial traffic than-.
agers range from checking freighlt
bills to deciding whether" the cornpa-
ny should buy its own fleet of rail
cars or trucks or contract for servic-
es. They route and trace shipments,
arrange with carriers for transporta-

' tion services, Kepare bills of lading
and other shipping documents, and
handle claims for- lost or damaged
goods. Traffic, managers keep rec..
ords of shipments, freight rates, com-
modity classifications., and applitable
government regulations. They also
must stay informed about changing
transportation tecfpiology.

Tiaffic: managers , often consult
.witk, other company officials about
the firm's transportation needs. They
may, for example, wokk with produc-
tion department pershnnel to plan
shipping schedules, or with members
of the purchasing department to de-

vb.

-AltrzzN,

A

importation ofmaterials and finished prod-
cte.

termine what quantities of goods can
be transported,iost economically.

Since many aspects 'of transporta-
tion are subject to Federal, State, and
local government regulations, traffic
managers must know about these and
any other legal matters that apply to
their companies' shipping opera:
tions. High -level traffic managers
represent their companies before
ratemaking and regulatory bodies
such as the Interstate Commerce
Commission, State commissions, and
local traffic bureaus.

Places of Employment

More than 21,000 persdns were
involved in industrial traffic manage-
ment in 1976., Although most job's
are found in manufacturing firms,
some traffic managers wor)c for
vAiolsalers or for large retail stores.

1 5f
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Some traffic manigers w Jk for co
suiting firms that handl= transporta-
tion problems for clie t; a few run
Their own consulting usinesses.

Training, Other Qualifications,.
and. Advancement

Although high school graduates
with experience in traffic depart-
ments sometimes are hired as traffic
managers4 a. college education is in-
creasingly important in this field. For
some kinds of work, college training
is required. To argue cases before the
Interstate Commerce Commission,
for example, a traffic manager must
meet standards that include at least 2
years of college. Some employers
prefer graduates of technical and
trade school programs in traffic man-

, agement. Others seek college and
university graduates who have either
majored, or taken courses, in trans-
portation, logistics, physical distribu-
tion, management, economics, stitis;.
tics, marketing, computer science,,'
and commercial law.

Industrial traffic training is avail-
able through colleges and universi-
ties, technical and trade schools, and
seminars sponsored by professional
associations. More than 100 colleges
and universities offer Programs or
courses in traffic management. Col-
lege courses in this field often are
offered as part of a major program in
business administration. In some col-
leges and-universities, however, traf-
fic management is taught in depart-
ments of logistics, transportation, or
marketing and distribution. In addi- 4

tion to degree programs 'at the asso-
ciate, baccalaureate, and 'grad%ate
levels, a ruimber of colleges and uni-.
versities offer workshops, serninars,1.
and other short-term programs in
transportation and traffic manage-
ment. ,,,

Industrial traffic managers should
be able to analyze numerical and
technical data Such as freight rates
and classifications to solve transpor-
tation problems. The job also re-
quires the, ability to, work indepen-
dently and to present facts and
figures in a, convincing manner.

NeWly hired traffic specialists of
ten complete shipping documents
and calculate freight charges. After
gairing experience, they do More
technical work, such as analyzing
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transportation statistics. A compe-
tent worker may advance to a super-
visory job such as supervisor of rates
and routes; a few are promoted to
assistant traffic manager and eventu-
ally. to traffic manager. Industrial
traffic managers can sometimes help
their chances for advancement by
participating in company-sponsored
training programs or taking ad-
vanced courses in traffic manage-
ment. A growing number are certi-
fied by the American Society of
Traffic and Transportation, Inc.

Employment OutioOk

Industrial traffic management is a
relatively small occupation and is ex-
pected to growr about as fast as the
average for all occupations through
the mid- 1980's. Openings will occur
each year as. new jobs are. created,
and as traffic managers die, retire, or
leaverthe field for other reasons. Cole
lege graduates-with a majo.t in traffic
management or transportation ca
expect first consideration for th
available jobs.

Growth in the occupation will stem
from an 'increasing emphasis on re-
ducing the cost of receiving raw ma-
terials and distributing finished prod-
ucts. As the distance between
markets becomes greater and rate
schedules and regulations governing
transportation more complex, manu-
facturers increasingly will require the
expertiseof the traffic manager.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

t.
Industrial traffic specialists' sala-

ries started at about $11,000 a year
in 1976, according to the limited in-
formation Bailable. Although earn-
ings of e rienced traffic managers
vary, in general they are much higher
than the average for all nonsupervi-
sory workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming. Some traffic executives
earned $50,000 a year or more.

Although industrial traffic manag-
ers usually have a standard work-
week, some of them have to spend
time outside regular working hours
preparing.. reports, attending meet-
ings, and traveling to hearings before
State and Federal regulatory agen-

al,
cies.

Sources of Additional
Information

Answers to specific questions
about a career in traffic management
are available from:
American Society of Traffic and Transporta-

tion, Inc., 547 West Jackson Blvd., Chica-
go, M. 60606. L

For a list of colleges, universities,
and technical institutes that offer in-
struetion in transportation and relat-
ed areas, see: Directory of Transpor-
tation Education, published in 1976
by the U.S.43epartment of Transpor-
tation (Washington, D.C., U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office). The direc-
tory is available in many school and
public libraries.

For a copy of the American Truck-
ing Association's Directory of Trans-
portation Education in U.S. Colleges
and Universities, ;write:
American Trucking Associations, Inc., 1616 P

St. NW., Washingtqn, D.C. 20036.

For information on proprietary
schools that offer programs'in traffic
management, contact:
National Association of Trade and Technical

Schools, 2021 L St. NW., Washington,
D.C. 20036.

LAWYERS

(D.O.T. 110.108, .118; and
119.168)

Laws permeate every aspect of our
society. They regulate the entire
spectrum of relationships among in-
dividuals; groups, businesses, and
governments. They define rights as
well as restrictions, covering such di-
verse human activities as judging-and
punishing criminals, granting pat-
ents, drawing ,up business contracts,
paying taxes, fettling labor disputes,
constructing buildings, and adminis-
tering wills.

Because social needs and attitudes
are continually changing, the legal
system that regulates our social, po-
litical, and economic relationships
also is subject.to change. The task of
keeping the law responsive to human
needs is the work of lawyers. Also
called .attorneys, lawyers are the link
between the legal system and society.
To perform this role, they must un-

et
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derstand the world around thKn and
be sensitive to the numerous aspects
of society that are .touched by the
law. They must comprehend not only
the words of a particular statute, but
the human circumstances it address-
es as well.

As our body of laws grows 'more
voluminous and complex, as the legal
system takes on new regulatory tasks
in social welfare, racial integration,
energy conservation, and other
areas, the work of lawyers-takes on
wider significance.

ture of the Work

Lawyers perform a wide variety of
tasks, but certain basic activities are
common to nearly every attorney's
work. Probably the most fundament°.
al of all is interpretation of the law.
Every attorney, whether representing
the defendant in a/murder trial or the
plaintiff (suing party) in a lawsuit,
combines an understanding of the
relevant laws with knowledge of the
facts in the particular case in order to
determine how the first affects the
second. Based on this determination,

o

4t e attorney decides what courses of
ion would best serve the interests,
the party he or she represents.
In order to interpret the law

knowledgeably, lawyers do research.
They must stay abreast of their field,,
in both legal and nonlegal matters.
An attorney representing electronics
Ananufacturers, for example, must
follow trade journals as well as the
latest Federal regulations affecting
his or her clients. Attorneys in the

ltState Department 'must remain well-
versed-in current events:and interna-
tional law, while divorce lawyers'
spend a certain portion' of their time
reading about the changing role of
the family in modern society. Re-
search also includes specific,' in-
depth reading on the legal questions
or substantive matters of an individ-
ual case. In -any event, the over-
whelming volume of literature to be
digested requires a lawyer to conduct
research efficiently, quickly picking
out and evaluating the substance of a
particular article or court case.

Usually a lawyer's work also in-
volves contact with people. Attor-
neys consult with their clients to de-
termine the details of their specific
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problems, advise them of the law,
and suggest actions that might or
must be taken. To be effective, a law-
yer learns to deal with people in a
courteous, efficient fashion.

Finally, most lawyers must o
some writing in the course of their
work. This may take the forth of
reports, legal briefs,-or administra-
tive paperwork. In all cases, the at-
torney calls' upon his or her ability to
communicate clearly and precisely.

The more detailed aspects of the
legal profession depend upon the
lawyer'i individual field and position.
Most lawyers are engaged in general
practice and handle all kinds of legal
work for clients. They counsel the
individual who wants to buy proper-

,. ty, make a will, sign a contract, or
settle an estate. These lawyers per-
form whatever tasks, are necessary to
help their client comply with the law.

A significant number specialize in
one branch of law, such as corporate,
criminal labor, patent, real estate,
tax, or international law. Communi-
cations lawyers, for example, may
represent radio and teRyision sta-
tions in their dealings with the Feder-
al' Communications Commission
(FCC). They Delp established sta-
tions prepare and file license renewal
applications, employment reports,
and other documents required by the
FCC on a regular basis. They also
keep their clients informed of chang-
es in FCC regulations. Communica- .
tions lav4ers give similar assistance
to individuals or corporations Vvish-
ing to buy or sell a station or establish

t a new one.
Other lawyers specialize in repre-

sentihg public utilities before the
Federal Power Commission (FPC)
and other regulatory agencies. For
example, they handle, matters involv-
ing the reasonableness of utility
rates. They help a firm develop its
case, assist in preparing strategy, ar-
guments, and testimony, prepare fhe
case for presentation at a trial or ad-

. ,ministrative hearing, and argue the
case.-These lawyers also keep clients
informed about changes in 'regula-
tions and advise them as to the legal-
ity of their actions.

Private practitioners specialize in
other areas, too. Some draw up wills,
trusts, contracts, mortgages, and oth-
er legal documents; conduct out-of-

P-
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Corporate lawyers reviewing legal matters pertaining to the company.

court negotiations; and do investiga-
tive and other legal work to.prepare
for trials. Some may act as trustees
by managing a person's property and
funds; or as executors by -seeing that
the provisions of their client's will are
'carried out. .A small number of law-
yers devVipthernselkreS entirely to

inotering tOnl
ber haifidle "en,ly so:Called public fir
terest cases. These cases, either civil
or criminal, have a potential impact
extending well beyond the individual
client. Attorneys who take these
cases hope _to use them as a vehicle
for legal and social rform.

Some lawydis are employed full
time ,by a single cliec Knpwn as
house counsel, these lawyers uxually
work for a-corporate firm, advising
and acting on legal questions that
arise4rfrom the company's business
activities. These questions may in-
volve patents for new productions,
FTC regulations, a business contract
with another company, or a Collec-
tive bargaining agreement with a
union.

Attorneys employed at the various
levels of government constitute still

I 5 (5

another category. Criminal lawyers
may work in the office of a State
attorney- general; they also may be
employed by a prosecutor'{ or public
defender's office,. or by the court
itself. At the Federal level, attor
perform investigations for the Justice
Department and regulatory agencies.
Layers at every level of government
aMo help develop laws and'programs;
they prepare drafts of proposed lekis-
lation, establish law enforcement
procedures, and argue cases.

Many people who have legal train-
ing do not work as lawyers but use
their knowledge' of law in other occu-
pations. They may, for example, be
journalists, management consultants,
financial analysts, insurance claim
adjusters, tax collectors, probation
officers, and credit investigators. A
legal background also is _an asset to

__,,those seeking or holding public of-
' tics.

Places of Employment
About 396,000 %rsons worked as

lawyers in 1976. Almost three-
fourths of them, 280,000, practiced
privately, with about 40 percent in
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solo practice and the other 60 per-
cent working in law firms. Of the re-
maining 116,000, about one-third
were employed as house counsel by
,various business fi;ms; one-fourth
worked in the Federal Government;
the remainder held positions in State
afrfl local government. In addition,

out 8,000 lawyers taught full or
part time in law schools. Some sala-
ried lawyers also have independent
practices; others do legal-work part
time while ip another occUpation.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

In order to practice law in the
courts of any State, a person must be
admitted to its bar. Applicants for
admission to the bar must pass a
written examination; however, a few
States drop this requirement for
graduates of lheir own law schools.
Lawyers who have been admitted to
the bar in one State occasionally may
be admitted in another without tak-
ing an examination provided they
meet that State's standards of good
moral character and have a specified
period of legal experience. Each Fed-
eral court or agency sets its own
qualifications for those pradticing be-
forg it.

To qualify for the bar examination
in most States, an applicant must
have completed 3 years of college
and have ,graduated from a law
school approved by the American
Bar Association (ABA) or the proper
State authorities. (ABA approval sig-
nifiAs.that the law school reetts the
minimum standards necessary to al-
low its graduates to take the bar
exam and practice law in any Stare.
Graduates of nonapproved schools
are restricted to the State in whi
the school is located.) A few States
accept the study of law wh011y in a
law office or in combination with
study in a law school; only California
accepts the study of law by corre-
spondence as qualification for taking
the bar exam. Several States require
registration and approval of students
by. the State Board of ExaminerS, ei-
ther before they enter law school or
during the early years of legal study.
In a few States, candidates must com-
plete clerkships before they are ad-
Mitted to the by.

.
Although there is o nationwide

bar exam, most Sta s and the Dis-
trict of Columbia p rticipate in the
Multistate Bar Examina 1 (MBE).
The MBE, covering issues of broad
inteiest, is given in addition to. the
State ba exam; how the MBE score
is treated varies from State to State.

The required college and law
school education usually takes 7
years of full-time study after high
school-4 years of undergraduate
study followed by 3 years in law
school.' Although a number of law
schools accept students after 3 years
of college, an increasing number re-
quire applicants to have a bachelor's
degree. To meet the needs of stu-
dents who can attend only part time,
a umber of law schools have night
or p t-time divisions which usually
require 4 years of study. In 1976,
about one-fifth of all graduates of
ABA-approved schools were part-
time students.

Competition for 'admission to law
school has become intense in the last
few years. Enrollments rose very rap-
idly between 1969 and 1972, and,
according to one estimate, applica-
tions outnumbered! available open-
ings by almost 10 to I in the rind-
1970's. Although the increase in en-
rollments is expected to slow by the
1980's, iaw school admission will re-
main the first of several hurdles for
prospective lawyers.

Preparation for a career as a law -.
yer really begins in college. Although
there is no such thing as a "prelaw
major, the undergraduate program
almost always makes a difference.
Certain courses and activVies.are de-
sirable because they give The student
the skills needed to succeed both in
law school and in the-profession. Es-
sential skillsthe ability to write, to
read and analyse, to think cdaceptu-
ally and'I gicUlly, and to communi-
cate verb -rare learned dul'ing
high school an °liege. The best un-
dergraduate program iscone that cul-
tivates these skills while at the same
time broadening the student's view of
the world. Majors in ,the social sci-
ences, natural sciences, and human-
ities all fill the bill, as long as the,
student does n t speCialize too nar-
rowly.

Students i
aspect if the

ested in a particular
v may find it helpful
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to take related courses; for example,
engineering and science courses for
the prospective patent attorney, and
accounting for the future tax lawyer.
In addition, typing is advisable simply
for convenience in law school. ,

Acceptance. by .most law schools
depends on the applicant's ability to

. demonstrate an aptitude for the
study celaw, usually through good
grades and the Law School Admis-
sion Test ,(LSAT), admi istered by
the Educational Testin
1976, 163 law schools d American

Service. In
i

Bar Association apprdv. al. Others
chiefly night schoolswere ap-
proved by State' authorities only.

The first year or year and a half of
law school generally is, devoted to
fundarnental courses such as consti-
tutional law, contracts, property law,
and judicial, procedure. In the re-
maining time;students may elect spe-
cialized courses in fields such as tax,
labor, or corporation law. Practical
experience often is acquired by par-
ticipation in school-sponsored legal
aid activities, in the school's practice
court where s4tudents conduct trials
under the supervision of experienced
lawyers, and through writing on legal
issues for the school's law journal.
Graduates receive the degree of juris
doctor (J.D.) from most schools as
the firs( professional degree. Ad-
vanced study often is desirable for
those planning to specialize, do 're-
search, or teach in law schools.

The practice of law involves a
great deal of responsibility. Persons
planning careers in law should like to
work with people and ideas, and be
able to will the confidence of their
clients.

Most binning lawyers 'start in
salaried positions, although some 'go
into independent practice immedi-
ately after passing the bar examina-
tion. Newly Hired salaried attorneys
usually act as research assistants (law
clerks) to experienced lawyers or
judges. After several years of pro-
gressively responsible salaried em=
plo.yment, many lawyers go into
practice for themselves.. So we law-
yers, after years of practice,16ecome
judges.

Employment Outioo3c

A rapid Increase in the number of
law school graduates has created
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keen competition for the available
jobs. In-the years ahead, the number
of gradu'ates-is expected to increase,

. further. and intensify this competi-
ti

Employers will be selective in hir-
ing nw laWyers. Graduates of well-
known law-.schools and those who
rank high in their. classes should find
salaried .positiOns with law firms, on
the legal , i:Zof corporations and
gov- ncieif,,-a2d as law
clerks drtfidiXtes of less
prone) '',- and Anse with.

atine will experi-
%nee by in finding sala--
ried 2:41 .. ,.er, many will find
oppoltn -; in 4elds where legal
training ,. asSObilt not normally a
requirem41

The gyitient.of lawyers is ex
,pected to skit 'faster than the aver-
age. for tiler occupations through
the mid 94ges as increased business,

`activity". .population create a de-
mand for torneys to deal with a
growing number of - legal questions.
Supreme court decisions extending
the right to counsel for persons ac-
cused of lesser crimes, the growth of

t legal action in the areas of consumer
protection, the environment, and
safety, and an expected increase in
the use of legal services by middle-
income groups through prepaid legal
service prograrhs also should provide
employment opportunities. Other
jobs will be created by th& need to
replace lawyers who die, retire, or
leave the occupation for other rea-
sons.

Prospects for establishing
practice probably will continugko be
best in small towns and expanding
suburban areas, as long as there al-
ready exists an active 'market for, le-

ft gal services in which the new lawyer
can find:elients. In such communities
competition is likely to be less than in
big cities and new lawyers may find it
easier to become knoWn to potential
clients; also, rent and other business
costs are somewhat lower. Neverthe-
less, starting a new practice will re-
main an expensive and risky proposi-
tion that should be weighed
carefully. Salaried positions will be
limited largely to urban areas where
the chief employers of legal talent
government agencies, law .firms, and
big corporationsare concentrated.

Earnings and Working

Lawyers e ering practice in 1976
earned a wide range of starting sala-
riesfrom about $10,000 to $23,000
a year. Most felt in the $15,000 to
$18,000 range. FactOrs affecting the

-salaries offered to new graduates in-
clude: their academic records; type,
size, and location of their employers;
and whether the new lawyer has any
specialized educational background
that the employer requires. The field
of law makes a difference, too. Pat-
ent lawyers, for example, tend to
earn more than general corporate at-
torneys. Lawyers with at least a-
year's experience working in manu-
facturing and business firms earned
about $18,000 a year; those with a
few years of experience' earned
$30,000 or more annually. In the
Federal Government, annual starting
salaries foi attorneys in 1977 were
$14,09.7 or $17,056, depending upon
academic and personal qualifica-
tions. Federal attorneys with some
experience earned $24,308 or more
a year.

Beginning lawyers engaged in le-
gal-aid work usually receive the low-
est starting salaries. New lawyers
starting their own practices may earn
little more than expenses during the
first few years and may neeto work
part time in other occupations.

Lawyers on salary receive in-
creases as they assume greater re-
sponsibility. Incomes of lawyers in
private- practice usually, grow as their
practices develop. Private practition-
ers who are partners in law firms gen-
erally earn morenthan those who
practice alone.

Lawyers often work long hours
and are under considerable pressure
when a case is being tried. In addi-
tion, they must keep' abreast of the
latest laws and court decisions. How-
ever, since lawyers in private prac-
tice can determine their own hours
and workload, many stay in practice
well past the Usual retirement age.

Sources of Additional
Information

Persons considering law as a ca-
reer will find information on law'
schools and prelaw study in the Pre-
law Handbook, published annually
(Princeton, N.J.: Educational Test-
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ing Service). Copies may be available
in public or school libraries. In addi-
tion, many colleges and universities
have a prelaw advisor who counsels
undergraduates about their under-
graduate course work, the LSAT.liw
school applications, and other mat -.
ters.

Information on law schools and
law as a career is available from:
Information Services, The American Bar As-

sociation, 1155 East 60th St, Chicago, Ill.
6063,1 (There may be a slight charge for
publitions.)

Information on law school accredi-
tation is available from:

gg

Association of American Law S4hools, Suite
370, I DupontCircle NW., Washington,
D.C. 20036.

Fcr advice on .financial aid, con-
tact a law school financial aid officer.

The specific_rOirements for ad-
mission to the bar in a particular
State may be obtained at the State
capital from the clerk of the Supreme
Court or the secretary of the Board
of Bar Examiners.

MARKETING RESEARCH
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 050.088)

Nature of the Work
Businesses require a great deal of

information to make sound decisions
on how toOmarket their products.
Marketing research workers provide
much of this,information by analyz-
ing available data on products and
sales. If additional information is re-

squired but not available, they con-
buct marketing surveys, by inter-
viewing those likely to have the
needed data. They also prepare sales
forecasts and make recommenda-
tions on product design, and adi,ertis-
ing.

Most marketing research starts
with the collection of facts from
sources such as company records,
published materials, and experts on
the subject under, investigation. For -

example, marketing research work-,
ers mak-ng sales forecasts may begin
by studying the growth of sales vol-
ume in several different cities. This
growth may then be traced to in
creases in population, size of the
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Market research workers oftektest seactlons toa company's product.

ompany's sales force, or amount
money spent on advertising. Cither
marketing research workers m
study changes in the quantity of c m-
pany goods on store shelves or make
door-to-door surveys to get informa-
tion on company products.

Marketing research workers often
are concerned with customers' opin-
ions and tastes. For example, to help
decide on the design and price of a
new line of television sets, marketing
research workers may survey con-
sumers to find out what styles and
price ranges are most popular. This
type of survey usually is supervised
by marketing researchers who spe-
cializ, in consumer goods; that is,
merchandise sold tOthe general pub-
lic. \They may be helped by statisti-
cians who select a group (or sample)
to be interviewed and "motivational
research" specialistq who phrase
questions to produce reliable infor-
mation. }Ze the investigation is un-
derway, the marketing researcher
may supervise the interviewers as
well as direct the office workers who
tabulate and analyze the information
collected.

Marketing surveys on products
used by business and industrial firms
may be conducted differently from
surveys for consumer goods. Market-
ing researchers often conduct the in-

f.%

terviews themselves to ikather opin-
ions of the product. They also may
speak to company officials about
newruses,for it. They must therefore
have specialized knowledge of both
marketing techniques and thecindus-
trial uses of the product.

Places of Employment'

About 25,000 full-time marketing
research workers were employed in
1976. Most jobs for marketing re-
search workers are found in Mani,- in the market research department of
facturing compasigs, advertising a large company, with a research
agencies, and independent research firm, in., a government planning
organizations. Large numbers are 'agency, or even in a university mar-
employed by stores, radio and televi-
sion firms, and newspapers; others
work for university research centers
and government agencies. Marketing
research organizations range in size

-3from one-person enterprises to firms
with a hundred employees or more.

New York City has a large number
-of marketing research workers.
Many major advertising agencies, in-
dependent marketing organizations,
and central offices of large manufac-
turers are located there. Another
large. concentration is .in Chicago.
However, marketing research work-
ers are employed in many.ottier cities
as wellwherevyThere ,Ate central
offices of large manufacturing and
sales organizations.
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although a bachelor's degree usu-
ally is sufficient for trainees, gradu-
ate education is necfssary for many
specialized positionsin marketing re-
search.araduate study usually is re-
quired FOr advancement, and a siz-
able number of market researchers
have a master' degree in business
administratibn or other graduate de-
gree as well as a bachelor's degree in
marketing. Some people qualify for
jobs through previous experience in
other types of research; university-\
tOchers of marketing or statistics,
for example, may' be hired to head
marketing research departments in

Abusiness firms or advertising' agen-
oes.

\ Bachelor's programs in marketing
and related fields, including courses
in statistics, English composition ,
speech, psychology, and economics,
arevaluable preparation for work in
marketing research. Some marketiu
research positions require special-
ized skills such as engineering, or
substantial sales experience and a
thorough knowledge of the compa-
ny's products. Knowledge of data
processing is helpful because of the
increasing use of computers in sales
forecasting, distribution, and cost
analysis.

College graduates may find their
first job in any of a number of places:

keting department.
Trainees usually start as research

assistants or junior analysts. At first,
they may do considerable clepcal
work, such as copying data from pub-
lished sources, editing and coding
questionnaires, and tabulating survey',
returns. They also learn to conduct
interviews and write reports on sur-
vej, findings. As they gain experi-
ence, assistants and junior analysts
may assume responsibility fo'r Specif-
ic marketing research projects, or ad-
vance to supervisory, positions. An
exceptionally able worker may be-
come marketing research director or
vice president for marketing and
sales.

4.
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Either alone or as part of a team,
marketing research workers must be
able to analyze problems objectively
and apply various techniques to their
solution. As advisers to management,
they should be able to write clear

-reports infOrming company officials
of their findirigs.

Employment Outlook
Opportunities should be best for

applicants with graduate training in
marketing research or statistics. The
growing complexity pf marketing re-
searchtechniques also may expand
opportunities in this field for psy-
chologists, economists, and other so-
cial sc'entists.

ark Mg" research employment
rises as ew products and services
are dev oiled, particularly when
business activity and personal in-
comes are expanding rapidly. In pe-
riods of slow economic growth, tiow-
ever, the reduced demand for
marketing services may limit the hir-
ing of research workers.

Over the long run, population
growth and the increased variety of
goods and services that businesses

indiyiduals will requirie are ex-
pected to stimulate. a high level of
marketing activity. As a. result, ern-,

° ployment. of marketing research
workers is expected to grow much
faster than the average for 'other
occupations through the mid-I 980's.

Compe ition among manufactur-
ers of b th consumer and industrial
product will make the appraising of

/mar-k-et. g situations increasingly im-
portant. As techniques improve and
statistical data accumulate, company
officials are likely to turn more often
to marketing research workers for in-
forination and advice.

Earnings and Working
Conditibns

Salaries for marketing research
trainees were about $11,0b0 a year
in f1976, according to the limited
information available. Persons with
master's degrees in business adminiar.
tration and related fields usually
started with salaries around $15,000
a year. Starting salaries varied ac-
cording to the type, size, and location
of the firm as well as the exact nature
of the position. Gentrally, though,
starting salaries were somewhat high-

er and promotion somewhat slower
than in other occupations requiring
similar training..

ExperiencedSvarkers such as sen-
ior analysts- received alaries over
$19,000 a year. Earningl'were high-
est, however, for woirkers in manage-
ment positions of gteat responsibil-
ity. Directors of marketing research
earned well over $25,000 a year in
1976.

Marketing researc workers usual-
ly work in modern, centrally located
offices. Some, especi ly those em-
ployed by independent research
firms, may travel for their work.
Also, they may frequently work un-
der pressure and for long hours to
meet deadlines.

Sources of Additional
Information
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ent aspects of employer-employee
relations. Personnel workers inter-
view, select, and recommend appli-
cants to`fill job openings. They han-
dle wage and salary administration,
training and career development,
and employee benefits. "Labor rela-
tions" usually means union-manage-
ment relations, and people who spe-
cialize in this field work for the most
part in unionized business firms and
government agencies. They help offi-
cials prepare for collective bargain-
ing sessions, participate in contract
negotiations with the union, a d han-
dle labor relations matters t t come
up every day.

In a small company, personnel
work consists mostly of interviewing
and hiring,- and one person ,usually
can handle it all: By contrast, a large
organization `ii.eeds an entire staff,
which might inc de recruiters,-infer-.
viewers, counselors, job analysts,
wage and salary analysts, education
and tiaining specialists, and labor re-
latiOTts specialists, as well as techni-
cal and clerical workers.

Personnel work often begins with
the personnel recruiter or employment
interviewer (D.O.T. 166.268), who
works on a' person-to-person basis
with present and prospective em-
ployees. Recruiters travel around the
country, often to college campuses,
in the 'search for promising job appli:
cants. Interviewers talk to applicants,
and select and recommend those
who appear qualified to fill vacan-
cies. They often administer bests to
applicants and interpret the results.
Hiring and placement specialists
need to be thoroughly familiar with
the organization and its person
policies, for they must be prepared
disduss wages, working conditio
and promotional opportunities wi
prospective and newly hired employ:.
ees. Tiiey also need to keepsinformed
about equal e7iiployment opportunity
and, affirmative action guidelines.
Equal employment opportunity is a
complex and sensitive area of per-
sonnel work/which in some large or-
ganizations is handled by special
EEO counselors or coordinators..The
work of employment counselors,
which is similar in a number of ways,
is described tin a separate statement
elsewhere in the Handbook.

A pamphlet, "Careers in Market -'
ing:: (Monograph Series No. 4), may
be purchased for $1.50 from:
American Marketing Association, 222 South

Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

PERSONNEL AND LABOR
RELATIONS WORKERS

(D.O.T. 166.088 tfirough .268;
169.1.18) r

Mature bf the Work

Attracting the best employees
available °and matching them to the
jobs they can dopest is important for
the success of any organization. To-
day, most businesses are much too
large for close contact between own-
ers and their employees. Instead, per-
sonnel and labor relations worker's
prbvide the link between manage-
ment and employeesassisting man-
agement to make effective use of em-

Tp loyees' skills; and ,helping,
employees to find satisfaction in their
jobs and working'-conditions. Al-
though some jobs in this field require
onlyilimited contact with people out-
side the office, most involve frequent
contact with other people. Dealing
with people is an essential part of the
job.

Personnel workers and labor rela-
tions workers'concentrate on differ-,

1U0
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Job analysts (D.O.T. 166.068) And
salary and wage administrator.,
(13-.0.T. 169.118) do very exacting
wofk. Job analysts collett and ana-
lyze detailed information on jobs, job
qualifications, and worker character-
istics in order to prepare job descrip-
tions, sometimes called poition clas-
sifications, that tell exactly what the
duties of a job are and what training
and skill it requires. Whenever a

. governmapagency or large business
firm introduces a new j9b or evalu-
ates existing ones, it calls upon the
expert knowtedge of the job analyst.
Accurate information about job du-
ties also is required when a firm
evaluates its pay system and consid-
ers changes in wages and s4laries. Es-
tablishing and maintaining pay sys-
tems is -the firincpal job of wage
administrators. Thy devise ways of
Making sure that p y rates within the
firm are fair and equitable, and con-
duct surveys to see how their pay
rates compare with those elsewhere.
Being sure that the firm's pay system
complies with laws and regulations is
another Oart'of the job, one that re-
quires knowledge of compensation
structures and labor law.

Training specialists supervise or
conduct training sessions, prepare
manuals and other materials for
these courses, and look into new
methods of training. They also coun-
sel employees on training opportuni-
ties, which may include on-the-job,
apprentice, supervisory, or manage-
ment training.

Employee- benefits' supervisors and
other personnel specialists handle
he employer'; benefits prOgram,
4hich often ikludes health insur-
**vice, life insurance, disability insur-
ance, and pettion plans. These work-
ers also coordinate a wide range of
employee services, inclu4g cafete-
rias and snack barg, health rooms,
recreational facilities, newsletters
and communications, and counseling

bility of the personnel department
or of the labor relations specialist, if
the union has a safety representative.
Increasingly, however, there is a
separate safety department under the
direction Of a safety and health pro-
itssional, generally a safety engineer
or industrial hygienist. (The work of
occupational safety and health cvork-
ers is discussed elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Labor relations specialists (D-.0.T.
169.118) advise management on all
aspects of union-management rela-
tions. When the contract is up for
negotiation, they provide back-
ground information and technical
support, a job that requires extinative
knowledge of economics, labor law,
and collective bargaining trends. Ac-
tual negotNion of the agreement is
conducted at the top level, with the
director of labor relations or other
top-ranking official serving as the
employer's representative, but mem-
bers of the company's labor relations
staff play an important role through-
out the negotiations.

Much of the everyday work of the
labor relations staff concerns inter-
pretation and administration of the
contract, the grievance procedures in
particular. Members of the labor re-
lations staff might work with the
union on seniority rights under the
layoff procedure set forth in the con-
tract, for example. Later in the day,
they might meet with the union stew-
ard about a worker's grievance.
Doing the job well meads staying
abreast of current .developments in
labor law, including arbitration deci-
sions, and maintaining continuing li-
aison with union officials.

Personnel workers in government
agencies generally do the same kind
of work as those in large busineSs
firms. There are some differences,
however. Public personnel workers
deal with employees whose jobs are
governed by civil service regulations:

for-work,related personal problems. AcCivil service jobs are strictly classi-
eniployees who are ap- .rBed as to duties, training, and pay.

proaching retiremenrage is a partic- This requires a great deal of empha-
ularly important part' of the job of sis on job analysis and wage and sal-
these workers. dry classification; many people in

Occupational safety and health public personnel work spend their
programs are handled in various time classifying and evaluating jobs,
ways. Quite often, in small compa- or devising, administering, and scor-
flies especially, accident prevention ing competitive examinations given
and industrial safety are the responsi- to job 'applicants. 6 1_
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_ Knowledge of rules and regular'
tions pertaining to affirmative action
and equal opportunity programs is
important in public personnel work.
In J972, the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission established a- specialization
for Federal personnel workers con-.
cerned with promoting equal oppor-

. tunity in hirir$, training, and ad-
) vangement. Similar attention to

equal employment opportunity, ac-
companied by a need for qualified
staff, is evident in State and local
government agencies.

Labor relations is an increasingly
important specialty in public person-
nel administration. Labor relations in
this field have changed considerably
in recent years, as union strength
among government workers has
grown. This has created a need for
more and better trained workers to
handle negotiations, grievances, and
arbitration cases on behalf of Feder-
al, State, and local government agen-
cies.

.

Places of Employment

In 1976, about 335,000 people
were personnel and labor relations
workars!Nearly 3 out of 4 worked in
private industry, for manufacturers,
banks, insurance companies, airlines,
department stores, and other busi-
ness concerns. Some worked for pri-
vate employment agencies, including
executive job-search agencies, "of-
fice temporaries" agencies, and oth-
Prs

A large number of personnel and
labor relations workers, over 90,000
in 1976, worked for Federal, State,
and local government agencies. Most, '
of these were in personnel adminis-
tration; they handled recruitment, in-
terviewing, testing, job classification,
training, and other personnel matters
for the Nation's 15 million public
employees. Some were on the staff of
the I.I.S. Employmfht Service and
State employment agencies. Still oth-
ers worked for agencies that oversee
compliance with. labor laws. Some,..
for examille.,)vere wage-hour compli-
ance officers; their work is described
in another 'part the Handbook, in
the statement health and regula-
tory inspectors (Government). Other,
public employees in this field carried
out tesearch in economics, labor law,
personnel practices, and related sub-
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jects, and sought new ways of ensur-'
ing that workers' rights under the law
are understood and protected.

In comparison with private indus-
try, labor unions do not employ a
large number of prOfessionally
trained labor relations workers. An
electedAinion official generally han-
dles labor relations matters at the
company level. At national and inter-
national union headquarters, how-
ever, the research and education
staff usually includes specialists with
a degree in industrial and labor rela-
tions, economics, or law.

A few personnel and labor rela-
tions workers are in business for
themselves ap management consul-
tants or labor-management relations
experts. in addition, sortie people in
the field teach college or university
courses in personnel administration,
industrial relations, and related sub-
jects.

Most jobs for personnel and labor
relations workers are located in the
highly industrialized sections of the
country.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Many employers Peek to fill begin-
ning pwitions in personnel and labor
relations with college graduates.
Some employers look for graduates
who have majored in personnel ad-
ministration or industrial and labor
relations, while others prefer college
graduates with a gertzral business

ences, business, and economics is
useful.

Prospective personnel workers
might include courses in personnel
management, business administra-
tion, public administration, psychol-
ogy, sociology, political science, eco-
nomics, and statistics. Courses in
labor law, collective bargaining, la-
bor economics, labor history, and in-
dustrial psychology provide valuable
backgound for the prospective labor
relations worker.

Graduate study in industrial or la-
bor relations is ofteri required for
work in labor relations. While a law
degree seldom is required for jobs at
the entry level, most of the-ptople
with responsibility for contract nego-
tiations are lawyers, and a combina-
tion of industrial relations courses
and a law degree is becoming highly
desir,able.

A college education is important,
but it is not the only way to enter
personnel work. Some people enter
the field at the clerical .level, and
advance to professional positions on
the basis of4xperience. They often
find it helpful to take college 'courses
part time however

New personnel workers usually en-
ter formal or on-the-job training pro-
grams to learn how to Classify jobs,
interview applicants, or achninister
employee benefits. After the training
period, new workers are assigned to
specific areas in the company em-
ployee relations department. After
gaining experience, they usually card'

background. Still other employqps advance within their own company
feel that a well-rounded liberal lens 'advance
education is the best preparation for
personnel work. A college major in
personnel administration, political
science, or public administration can
be an asset in looking for a job with a
government agency.

1

At least 200 colleges and universi-
ties have programs leading to a de-

or transfer to another employer. At
this point, some people move from
personnel to labor relations work.

A growing number of people enter
the labor relations field directly, as
trainees. They usually are graduates
of master's degree programs in indus-
trial relations, or may have a law de-
gree. Quite a few people, however,

de-

gree in the field of personnel and begin in personnel work, gain experi-labor relation p. (While personnel ad begin

widely taught, the
yrnber of programs that focus pri-
marily on labor relations is quite
small.) In addition, many schools of-
fer course work in closely related
fields. An interdisciplinary back-
ground is appropriate for work inthis

.area, and a combination of courses in
the social sciences, behavioral sci-

,, r.

ence in that area, and subsequently
move into a labor relations job.

Workers in the middle ranks of a
large organization often transfer to a
top job in a smaller one. Employees -
with- exceptional ability. may be pro-
moted to executive positions, such as
director' Of 'personnel or director of
labor relations.

Li
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,Penkonnel, and labor relations
workers should speak and write ef-
fectively and be able to ,work with
people of all levels of education and
expene ce They also must be able

mto se th the employee's and the
emplo s points of view. In addi-
tion, they should be able'to work as
part of a team. They need superviso-
ry abilities and must be able to ac-

t responsibility. Integrity and fair-
mindedness are important qualities
for people in personnel and labor re-
lations work. Apersuasive, congenial
personality can be a great asset.

a

Employment Outlook"
N7The number of personnel anct-1-

bo relations .workers is expected tb
grow fasier than the average for all
ocCupations through 1985, as ern-
plojters, increasingly aware of the
benefits to be derived from ,good la-
bor-management relations, continue
to support sound, capably staffed
employee relatb ns programs. In ad-
dition to new jobs created by growth
of the occupation, many openings
will .become available eaclp year be-
cause of the need to replaa workers
who die, retire, or leave their jobs for
other reasons.

Lislation setting standards for
employment practices in the areas of
occupation'al safety and health, equal
employment opportunity, and pen-
sions 'has stimulated demand for per-
sonnel and labor relations workers.
Cqntinued growth is foreseen, as em-
ployers throughout ttke country re-
view existing programs in each of
these areas and, in many cases, estab-
lish entirely new, ones. This has creat-
ed job opportunities for people with
appropriate expertise. The effort to
end discriminatory employment
practices, for example, has led to
scrutiny of the testing, selection;
placement, and promotion prOce-
dures in many companies and goy--
ernment agencies. The findings, are
causing a number of employers to
modify these procedures, and to take
steps to raise the, level of profession-
alism in their personnel departments.

Substantial employment growth is
foreseen in the arqa of public person-
nel administration. Opportunities
probably will be test in State and
local govern,ment, areas that are ex-

.
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pected to experience strong employ-
meat growth over the next decade.
By contrast, Federal employment
will grow slowly. Moreover, as union
strength, among public employees
continues to-grow, State and local
agencies will need many more work-
ers qualified to deal with labor rela-
tions. Enactment of collective bar-
gaining legislation for State and local
government employees could greatly
stimulate demand for labor relations
workers knowledgeable about public
sector negotiations.

Although the number Nat jobs in
both personnel.and labor relitions is
projected Itr increase over the next

,decade, competition for these jobs
also is increasing. ,Particularly keen
competition is anticipated for jobs in
labor relations. A small field, labor
relations traditionally has been diffi-
cult to .break into, and opportunities
are best for applicants with a mas-
ter's degree or a strong undergrad-,
uate major. in industrial relations,
economics, or business. A law degree
is an asset.

Earnings and Working
Condit ons,

Beginning job a sts in private
industry started at 11,200 a ye'ar in
1976, .according to a Bureau of La-
bor Statistics survey. Experienced
job analysts earned $19,200 a year,
about twice the aveage'for all non-

' workersorkers in private indus-
try, except farming. Wage and salary
administrators earned about $19,800
and personnel managers averaged
$21,100, according to a survey con-
ducted by the Administrative Man-
agement Society. Top personnel and
labor relations executives in large
corporations earned considerably
more.

Av'erage salaries for personnel spe-
cialists employed by State govern-
ments ranged from $9,900 to
$13,000 a year in 19761 according to
a survey conducted by the U.S; Civil
Service Commission. Personnel spe-
cialists who had supervisory respon-
sibilities averaged from $14,800 to
$19,500 and State directers of per-
sonnel earrieda7,aage salaries rang-
ing from $27,400 to $31,900 a year.

In the Federal Government, new
graduates with a bachelor's degree
generally started at $9,300 a year in

1977. Those with a master's degree
started at about $14,100 a year. Av-
erage salaries of Federal employees
in several, different areas of person -.
nel work ranged from about $19,300
to $24,500 in 1977, as follows:

Staffing specialists
PositiSry classifiers
Personnel management specialists..
Employee development

specialists
'Salary and wage administrators
Occupational analysts
Mediators

S19,300
21,10a
21.800

21,800
21.800
24,500.

3(1800

Federal employees in the field of
labor relations had generally compa-
rable salaries. Labor-management
and employee relations specialists
and labor-management relations offi-
cers averaged $21,800 a year in
1977. Federal mediators' salaiies-
were higher,, about $30,800 a year,
on the average.

Employees ill personnel offices
generally work 35 to 40 hours a
week. As a rule, they are paid for
holidays and vacations, and share in
retirement plans, life and health in-
surance plans, and other benefits
available to all professional workers
in their organizations.

Sources of Additional
information

For general information on careers
in personnel and , labor relations
work, write to:
American Society for Personnel Administra-

tion. 19 Church St., Berea,Ohio 44017.

For information concerning a ca-
reer in employee training and devel-
opment, contact: .
American Society for Training,and Develop-

ment. P.O. Box 5307, Madison, Wis.
53705.

InforMation about careers in pub-
lic personnel administration is avail-
able from:

'International Personnel Management Associ-
ation, 1313 E. 60th St.. Chicago; Ill.
60637.

A brochure describing a career in
labor-managemem relations as

/
X

field examiner is available from:
Director of Personnel, National Labor Rela-

tions Board. 1717 Pennsylvania Ave.
NW.. Washington, D.C., 20570.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
WORKERS

(D.O.T 165.068)

Nature of the Work

Public relations workers apply
their talent for communication in
many different areas. They may han-
dle press, community, or consumer
relations, sales promotion, political .4

campaigning, interest-group repre-
sentation, fund raising, or employee
recruitment. The role they play is
crucial to improved understanding
and cooperation among the diverse
individuals, groups, organizations,
and institutions that make up' out so-
ciety..

How successfully an organization
presents ,goals and policies may of - -'

public
of - -'

fect its ublic acceptance, prosper-
ity, and even its continued existence.
Public relations,workers helii organi-
zations build and maintain positive
public reputations. Public relations is
more than telling the employer's
"story," however. Understanding the
attitudes and concerns of cuamers,
employees, and various other "pub-
lics"and communicating this infor-
mation to managementis an impor-
tant part of the job.

Public relations departments are
found in organizations of all kinds,
and workers must tailor their pro-
grams to an employer's particular
needs. A public relations director for
a college or university, for example,
may devote most of his or her ener-e)
gies to attracting additional students,
while one in a large corporation may
hie the employer's relations with
stockholders, government -agencies,
and community groups.

Public relations workers put to-
gether information that keeps the
public aware of their employer's ac-
tivities and accomplishments and
keeps management aware of public
attitudes. After preparing the infor-
mation, they may contact people in
the media who might be interested in
publicizing their material. Many ra-
dio or television public service an-
nouncements or special reports,
newspaper Items, and magazine arti-
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Public relations workers help organizations build and maintain a positive public image.

cies start at public relations workers'
desks. Sometimes the subject is a
company and its policies towards its
employees or its role in the commu-
nity. Often the subject is a public
issue, such as health, nutrition, ener-
gy, or the environment.

Public relations workers also ar-
range and conduct programs in
which company representatives will
have direct contact with the public.
Snell woik includes setting up speak-
ing engagements for company offi-

-' cials and writing speeches for them.
These volorkers often serve as an em-

41
loyer's representative during corn-

niti projects or occasionally may
, show films at school assemblies, elan

conventions, or manage fund-raising
campaigns.

Public relations staffs in. very large
firms may number 200 or more, but
in most firms the staff is much
smaller. The director of public rela-
tions, who is often a- vice president,
may develop overall plans and poli-
cies with a top management execu-
tive. le-addition, large public rela-.

tions departments em y writers,
research workers, and pecial-
ists who prepare materia the dif-
ferent media, stockholders, and oth-
er publics.

Workers who handle publicity for
an individual or direct public rela-
tions for a university or small busi-
ness may handle all aspects of the
job. They make contacts with people
outside the organization, do the nec-
essary planning and research, and
prepare material for publication.
These workers may. combine public'
relations duties with advertising or
sales promotion work; some are top-
level officials and others -have lower
level positions. The most skilled pub-
lic relations work of making overall
plans and maintaining contacts usu-
ally is done by the department direc-
tor and highly experienced staff
members.

Pla,esstol Employment

About 'l5,000 persons were pub-
lic relations workers in 1976. Manu-
facturing firms, public utilities and
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transportation companies, insurance
compaDies, and trade and profession-
al,agwations employ many public

irelatinns workers. A sizable'number
work for government agencies (the
Federal Government alone -employs
several thousand public information
specialists), or for schools, colleges,
museums, and othereducational, re-
ligious, and human service organiza-
tions. The raplAy expanding health
field alio offers opportunities for ' -ct...

public rela 'ons 'work, in hospitals,
pharmaceutical companies-) and
medical associations for example. A _

1.number of public relations workers
are employed by public relations
consulting firms which furnish public
relations services to clients for a fee.
Some work for advertising agencies.

['Attic relations workers are con-
centrated in large cities where press
services and other communications
faciltties are readily available, and
,where many bcisinesses and trade as-
sociations have their headquarters.
More than half of the estimated
2,000 public relations consulting
firms in the United States are in New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and
Washington, D.C. A major trend,
however, is the dispersal of public
relations jobs,throughout the Nation,
inclUding smaller towns. ,

Training, Other Qualifications, i
and Advancement

A college education combined
with public relations experience is an
excellent preparation for public rela-
tions work. Although most beginners
have.h college degree in journalism,
communications, or public relations,
some-employers prefer a background
in a field related to the firm's busi-
nessscience, finance, or engineer-
ing, for example. Some firms want'
college graduates with experience
working for the news media. In fact,
many editors, reporters, and workers
in closely related fields enter public
relations work.

mIn 1976, about 90 colleges and
ore than 30 graduale schools of-

fered degree programs or special cur-
riculums_in public relations, usually
administered by the journalism or
communications department. In ad-
dition, about 200 colleges offered at,
least one cpurid in this fie Courses
include public',relations tgeory and

°
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,.,

techniques, organizational-communi- dia, writing, or_ editing experience, nations are likely to .expand their
cation, plNblic relations management may be quite helpful in gaining such public' relations efforts to gain public
and administration, practical courses a position. Requirements for similar guppomand approval.
in public relationsand others. Spe -. positions in State and .local govern- Competition for beginning jobs is
cialties are offered di public relation's . ments vary: . keen, for public relations work has
in business, government, and non- - Some companiesparticularly an aura of glarnour and excitement
profit organizations. Persons with a those with large public, relations that attracts large numbers of
bachelor's degree in public relations staffs habe formal training pro; jobseekers. PUrthertnore, the num-
or a relatediield gdnerally enter staff, grams for new workers. In other ber of people who transfer into pub-
positions whereas those frith a gradu- firms, new employees learn by work- lic relations from newspaper, adver.
ate degree are more qualified forad- ing under the .guidance of experi-, tising, or other closely related jobs is

--Aninistrative and managerial jobs. enced staff members. Beginners of- expected to exceed the number
Public relations worker's must have ten maintain files' of material. about transferring out. This factor should

,

considerable ability to gather infor- company activities, scan newspapers serve to stiffen competition.
mation, write, speak, and deal effec-, and magaiines for appropriate arti- Prospects for, a career 'in 'public
tively with people. Courses in jour- -cles to clip, and assemble informa-. relations are best for hi Fay qualified
nalism, business administration, tion for speeches and 'pamphlets. Af- applicants-7talente eople with
psychology, sociology, political sci- ter gaining experience, they work on sound academic prepoaration and
ence, advertising, English, and public more di, ffictilt assignments, such as some media exPeriente: Most open-
speaking help in preparing for a pub- writing press releases, speeches, and ings are expected to occur in large
lic relations career. Extracurricular' articles for publication. In some organizations-,corpori:itions, ,public
activities such as writing for a school firms, workers get all-round ,experi- relations consulting firms, Manufac;
publication or television or radio sta- ence whereas in other firms, public turing firms, educational institutions,
tion provide valuable experience. relations workers tend ,to specialize. and others. .

Many schoolsdhelp students -gain Proinotion to supervisory` jobs may `-

part -time
aidor summer internships in 'come as workers snow they can Jian-

e?
Conditionspublic relations which provide train- dle mor demanding and creative as-

ing that can help in .competing for signmeip s. Some experienced public Starting salaries for college gradu-
entry positions. Membership in. the relations workers start th6ir own con ., aces beginning in public relations
Public Relations Student Society of slitting firms. . work generally ranged from $7;500
America,provides an opportunitY.for The Public Relations ociety of to $t0,000 a year in 1976; persons'
students to exchange views wjth pub- America accredits, pub relations with A graduate degree generally
lic relatkons practitioners_ and to workers who have at least 5 years' started at a higher salary.

.. make professional contacts that may ' experience in the field' and have ,
The salaries of experienced work-

be helpful in later securing a job in passed a comprehensive 6-hour ex-° ers generally are highest in large or-
the field. A portfolio of .published 'amination ,(4 hours written, 2 tourS ganizations with extensive publiC re-
articles, television or radio programs,,' oral). However, because of disagree. lations programs. According to a
slide, presentations, ,and 'Other work ments over the appropriateness df 1976 survey, median annual salaries

usually is an.asset in finding formal licensing requirements in this of public relations Workers were as,
a job. ,

field, such requirements are not ex- follows: Presidents of public relations
Creativity, initiative, and the abil- petted in the immediate future, consulting fiKm5 $38,000; public in-

ity .to express 'thoughts clearly and formation or relations directors and.
Employment Outlooksimply are important to the public managers in the Federal Govern-

relations worker. Fresh ideas afc ,sin Employment of °public relations ment, $23,500; in State government,
-vital in public relations that some ex- workers is expectod to increase faster $17,000; in local go v ernm e n tik-
pens spend all their time developing than the average for all occupations $22,.000; in educational organiza-
new ideas, leaving the job of carrying through the mid-1980's. In -addition tions, $23,590. According to a 1975
out programs to others. to now jogs created by this growths, survey of a wide range Of firms, pub-
.- People who choose public rela- openings will occur every year be- tic relations executive; aSeraged
tions as a career need an outgoing' cause of the .need to replace workers .$29,000-49,000, a year while public
pers'onality, self-confidence, and an who die, retire,.or leave the field for relations rn a nag e P::P average d
understanding of human psychology. other reasons. . $21,000.31,000, a year, depending
They, sholild have the enthusiasm- Demand for public relations work. ' onothe annual sales ,volume of the
necessary to motivate people. Public ers may be affected , by economic firtii. Many firrns offered incentive
relations workers need a highly q- conditions, slackening as employers compensation. eased on a 1975 sur-
veloped sense of competitiveness and delay expansion or impoSe staff edts liey of advertising agencies, public
the 'ability to function as part of a during busines'S slowdowns. Over the relati, s directors averaged $20,100
team. long run, however, expenditures on a yq: .t,,vhile public re$1ativoinosoaccount

Public.n.informatio specialist posi- ;public relation; are expected to in- executiveseexecutives averaged

tions in the Federal,Government gen- crease substantially. \Corporations, Public relations consulting firms
erally require a college degree. Me- associations, and other large' organi- often pay higher Salaries than organi-

3 6 :3
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zations withotheir own public rela-- an organization's work may be inter-
tiolis departments. Salaries in manu- rupted orhalted. Maintaining an ade-
facturing firms are among'the highest quate supply of items an organiiation
while Alaries in social welfare agen- needs to operate is the purchasing
,ties, nonprofit organizations, hospi- agent's job. -
tals, and universities are among the Purchasing agents, also called hi-

' lowest. = dustrial buyers, obtain goods and ser-
In In the Federal' GovernMent, vice's of the required quality at the

bachelor's degree holders generally lowest possible cost, and see that
started at $9,303. or $11,523 a year adequate suptlies are available.
in 1977, depending upon the. appli- Agents who work for manufacturing
cant's academic record; master's de firms buy machinery, raw materials,
gree holders generally started a't
$14,0917 a year;additional education

product components, and service's;
those working for government agen-

or experience could qualifyyappli- cies may purchase office supplies,
cants., for a higher salary. Public in- furniture, and business machines. It
formatio'n specialists averaged about
$24,300 a year in J977. f;

formation on retail buyeis,who put)-

Although the workweek for public
chase merchandise for resale in its
originaLform, is presented in therelations staffs usually is 1,55,10 40

i
shours, overtime often is necessary to .statement on buyers elsdwhere in the

prepare or deliver speeches, *ttend Handabook.
Purchasing agents buiy when stocksmeetings and community, activities,

or travel out of town. Occasionally, on hind teach a predeteimined reor-

thee.'netu 6t egular assign- der point, or when a department in

Me licirequires requisitions items
u.

lie re I yg.'tokbet tiaM.rrecause afisits often can pur-
aroun I Chase frcim many-sources, their main

job is selecting the seller who offers
the best NIalue.

Pur9fiasing agents use a variety of
.
me9cis=.-to select among suppliers.

For career information and a list of _They compare listings in catalogs and
coursesschools' offering degrees and courses trade journals and telephone suppli-

in the field, write to ' 'er-s, to get ihformation.. They also
Career Information. Public Relations Society meet with salespersons to examine

of.America, Inc:. 845 Third Ave.. New samples, watch demonstrations of
.York. N.Y. 10022.

Sources of Additional
' Information

Current information on the public
relations field, salaries, and other
items is'available from:
PR Reporter, Dudley House, P.O. Box 600.

Exeter, N.H. 03833.

For additional, inforniation on job
opportunities and the public rela-
tions field in general, write to:

44104FE
Servide Department, Public Relations" News,

.127 East 80th St., New York, N.Y.
10021.

PURCHASING AGENTS

(D.O.T. 162.158)

Nature of the Work

If mated*, supplies, or equip-.
ment are not on hand when needed,

,
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equipMent, and. discuss itetn.
purdhased. Frequently agents invite
suppliers to bid on large orders; then '-
they select the lowest biddei among
those who meet 'requirements for
quality of goods and delivery date.

In some cases; however, prchas-..
ing agents, must deal directly with a
manufacturer to obtain specially/life-
signed :items made exclusively for
their organization. These agents must
have a' high degree,of technical ex-
pertise to insure- that all product
specifications are met.

It 'is important that purchasing
agents ,develop good business rela-
tions with their suppliers. This can
result in savingeon purchases, favor-
able terms of payment, and quick de-
livery on 'rush orders or materi
short supply. They also work cl sely
with personnel in various depart-
ments of their own organization. For

°example, they may discuss product
design with company engineers or
shipment problems with workers in
the traffic department.

Once an ,order has been placed
with a supplier, the purchasing agent

'makes periodic checks tb insure that
it will be delivered on time. This is
necessary to prevent work flow intir-
OiRtions due tojeck of materials. Af-
ter an order has, been received and
inspected, the purchasing agent au-
thoiites payment to the shipper.

*"\

1y

Pu;chasing agents must develop good, business,Velations with their suppliers,

66,
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Because of its importance, pur-
chasing usually is d signated as a
separate! responsibility ithin an or-
ganization. In a large firm rgovern-
ment agent', purchasing agents usu-
ally specialize in one or more specific
itemsfor example, steeLs.lumber,
cotton, or petroleum, products. The
agents are divided into sections,
headed by assistant purchasing man-
agers, that are responsible for a,
group of related commodities. In
smaller organizations, agents gener-
ally are assigned certain categaies of
goods,, such as all raw materials or all
office supplies, furniture, and busi-
ness machines.

Places of Employment

quantities. Some require aabachelor's
degree; many others, however, hire
graduates of associate degree pro-
grams in purchasing for entry ,level
jobs. Promotion of clerical workers
or technicians Into purchasing jobs is.

much More common in small firms.
Regardless of size of company: a col-
lege degree is becoming increasingly
important for advancement to man-
agement positions.

The purchasing agent must be able
to analyze numbers and technical
data in order to make buying deci-
sions and, take responsibior
spending large amounts of *money.
The job requires the ability to, work

'independently and a good memory
for details. In addition, a purchasing

About 190,000 persons worked as
agent must be tactful in dealing with

purchasing agents in 1976. Over half
sal;spersons and able to motivate
otherS.

worked in manufacturing industries.
Large

Rarge

numbers also were employed
egaidless. of,, their educational

by government agencies, construe-
background, beginning .purchasing

[ion companies, ospitar agents initially spend considerableIig, and
schools.

time learning about company opera-

Abcnit half of all purchasing agents
tions, and purchasing procedures.
They may be assigned to the store-

work in organizations that have few-
. keeper's section to learn about the

purchasing sstem, inventory rec-dr than five employees in the pur -
chasing department. Many large ords, and storage facilities. Next they
business firms and government agen- may work with experienced buyers to

,ties, however, have much larger pur-
chasing departments; some, employ
as many as 100 specialized buyers or
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designation Certified Purchasing
Manger (CPM). This designation is
conferred by the National Associ-
ation of Purchasing Management,
Inc., upon candidatet. who have

passed four examinations and whoeet
educational and experience re-

quirements. In government agencies,
theindication of professional compe-
tence is the designation. Certified
Public Purchasing Officer (CPPO),
which is conferred by the National
Institute of Governmental Purchas-
ing, Inc. The CPPO is earned by pass-
ing two examinations and meeting
educational and experience require-
ments.

.

Employthent Outlook
Employment of purchasing agents

is expected to increase faster than
the average for all occupg.tions .

through the m141-190s. Several
thousand jobs will be open every year 6
due to growth of the occupation and
the need to replace those who die,
retire, or transfer ,to o \b er work.

OPportunities will be cellent for
persons with a master's degree in
businessadministration.. Persons with
a bachelor's degree in engineering,
science, or business ddministration

learn about types of goods pur- whose college program included one
chased, prices, and suppliers. ' course or more ,in .purchating also

Following' the initial training peri- should have bright prospects. Gradu-
more. od, junior purchasing agents are giv- stes of 2-year programs purc'has-

.. -
Training, Other Qualifications, en the responsibility for purehasing ing should continue to find ample op-

and Advancement. standard and. catalog items. As they portunities, althoush they will
gain expriuse and develop exper- probably. be lirnited_t4 small lots,

1

Although there are no universal tise-in theirsigned reas., they may Demand for purchasing agents is
educational requirements for entry be promoted to purchasing agent, expected to rise'as their imPoikance
level jobs, Most large companies now - then se ior purchasing agent. Work- in reducing Costs is increasingly rec-
require a college degree, and prefer ers wi provenability can move into ognized. In leige industrial organiza-

..

applicants' with a master's degree In a job, is assistant purchasing manager °tions, the purchasing departritent will
business administration. Training re- in charge of a group of purchasing be .expanded in order to handle the ;

quirement8 vary with the needs of the agents and then advance to manager growing complexity of manufactur-
'firm. For example, companies that of the en re purchasing department. ing processes. In companies that,
manufacture complex machinery or &-Many chasing managers move manufacture complex items-such as
chemicals may prefer applicants with into exe ti/e positions as director of industrial engines and turbirtesi-elec-
abackground in engineering or .sei- purchasing ,or- director of materials ironic computer equipment and
ence, while other companies hire 'management. communications equipment, there
business-administration or liberal arts Contipuirig education is essential will be 'a growing need4for persons
majors for trainee jobs. eourses in for purchasing, agents who want to with a technical back'ground to select
purchasing, accounting, econom cs, advance in their careers, Purchasing highly technical goods.
and statistics are very helpful: Famil- agents are encouraged to participate Many opportimities also she

-iarity with the computer and its uses in frequent seminars offered by pro- occur in -firms providing personai,
also is desirable. 2 fessional societies and to take business, and professional services..

Small companies generally. have courses in purchasing at local colleg-/ Strong growth is expected for thi
I

less rigid educational requirements. es and universities. The recognized. sector of the economy, and a growing
because, they often purchase less mark of experience and professional number of hospital), school districts,
complex goods in much smaller competence in private industry is the and other relatively small employers

Fi17
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are recognizing the importance of
professional purchasers in rediicing
their operating costs.

e
ac surveys conducted by
the Bureau. of Labor Statistics and
Purchasing Magazine. Experienced
agents puichasing standard items av-
eraged about $14,200 a year; senior
purchasing agents specializing in
complex or technical goods averaged
about $17,000. Assistaipurcbasing
managers received average salaries
of about $20,600 ayear, while man-
agers of a purchasing department re-
ceived about $24,700., Many corpo-
rate directors of pu;chasing)or
materials management' earned Well
over $50,000 a year. Salaries gener-.
ally are high in large 'firms where

---:-kresponsibilities often are greater. In
76, earnings of purchasing agents

were about 1 J/2 times as much as
the average fdr all nons ervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

In the F;ideral Govern ent, begin-
ning purchasing.agents who had col-

lege degrees earned $9,300 or
$11,500 in 1977, depending on sCho-
lastic adhievement and relevant work
'experience. The average salary for all
purchasing-agents in the Federal Ser-
vice was $20,500. Salary levels vary
widely among State governments;.
however, average 'earnings range.
from $10,600 to $13,900 for pur-
chasers of standard items, $14,200 to
$18,800 for senior buyers purchasing
highly complex items, and $21,000
to $26,000 for 'State purchasing di-
rectors.

Earnings and Working
Conditioita

College graduates hired as junior
he agents in large firms

rned aboliti? $11,700 a year in 1976,

SOurces of Additional
- information

Further information abdut a.career
in purchasing is available from:
National Association of Purchasing Manage-

ment, Inc., 11 Park PlaCe, New York,
'N.Y. 10007.

National Institute of Governmental Purchas-
ing, Inc., 1001 Connecticut Ave. NW.,

vr'-Washington, RIF. 20036.

r.

URBAN PLANNERS

(D.O.T. 199.168)

Nature of the W,ork

Urban planners, often called corn-
,

munity or regional planners, develop
programs to provide for future
growth and revitalization of urban,
suburban, and rural communities.
They help local officials make deci-
sions to solve social, economic, and
environmental problems.

Planners examing community fa-
cilities such as health clinics and
Schools to be sure these facilities can
meet the demands placed upon them.
They also keep abreast of the legal
issues involved in community devel--.opme,nt or redevelopment and
changes in housing' and building
codes. Because suburban growth has
increased the need for better ways of
traveling to the urban center, the
planner's job often includes design-
ing new transpcirtation and parking
facilities.

Urban planners prepare fir situ-
ations or needs that are likely to de- .
velop -as a rtsult of population
growth or social and economic
change. They estimate, for example,
the community's long-range needs
for housing, transportation, and busi-
ness and industrial sites. Working
within a framework set by the com-
munity government, they 'analyze
and propose ,alternative ways to

Urban planners view the present and fu-
ture development of the east coast.

p.
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-acht.ieve more efficient and attractive
urban areas.

Before preparing plans for long -
range com nity development, ur-
ban planner repare detailed studies',
that show the current_use of land for
residential, business, a d community
purposes. These rep is present in .
formation such as the rrangernent or .

streets, highways, and ater and sew-
er lines, and the location of schools,
libraries, and playgrounds. They also
provide information on the types of
industries in the community, charac-
teristics of the pbpulation, and em-
ployment and economic trends. With
this information, urban planners pro-
pose ways of using undeveloped land
and design the layout of recothmend-
ed buildings and other facilities such
as subways. They also prepare mate-
rials that show how their programs
can be carried out and the approxi-
mate costs. . -.

Urban planners often confer with,
private land developers, civic lead-
ers, and officials of public agencies
that do specialized' planning. They
may prepare materials for communi-
ty relations programs, speak at civic
meetings, and appear before legisla-
tive committees to explain and de-
fend their prOposals.

In small organizations, urban plan-
ners must be able to do several kinds
of wqrk. In large organizations, plan-
ners- usually specialize, in areas such
as physical design, community rela-
tions, or the reconstruction of run-
down business,districts.

1.

Places of Employment

About 16,000 persons were urban
planners in 1976. Most work for city,
county, or regional planning agen-
cies. A growing number are em-
ployed by States or .by the Federal.,
Government in agencies, dealing with
housing, transportation, or environ-
mental protection.,

Many planners do consulting
work, either part time in addition to a
regular job, Or f 11 tinieworking for a
firm that provid s services to private
developers or overnrnent agencies.
Urban plann also work for large .

land developers or research organi-
zations and teach in'colleges and uni
versifies.
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ifiTriiining,Other Oual catlops,
and Advancement'

Employers oLten seek wor ers-who
have advancid training in urban
planning. Most entry jobs in Federal,
State; and local government agencies
require 2 years of graduate study in
urban or regional planning, or the
equivalent in work 'experience. Al-

).
though the master's degree in plan-
ning is the usual requirement at the
entry level, some people who have a
bachelor's degree in city planning,
architecture, landscape architecture,
or engineering may qualify for begin-
ning positions.

In 1976, over 80 colleges and uni-
versities gave a master's degree in
urban planning. Although students
holding a bachelor's degree in archi-
tecture or en ineering mayy, earn a
master's degr e after I year, most
graduate pr rams in urban planning
require 2 or 3 years to complete.
Graduate students spend consider-

°able time in workshops or laboratory
courses learning to analyze and solve
urban planning problems. Students
often are required to work in a plan-
ning office part time or during the
summer while they are earning the
graduate degree.

Candidates for jobs in Federal,
State, and local government agencies
usually must pass civil service exami-
nations to become eligible for ap -.
pointment.

Planners must be able to think in
terms of spatial relationships and to
visualize the,,effects of their plans and
designs. They should be flexible in
their approaci* to problems and be
able to cooperate with others and
recoOcilef different viewpoints to
achieve constructive policy recom-
mendations.

After a few years' experience, ur-
ban planners may advince to assign-

3:1

P.
ments requiring a high degree of in- wear in 1977. In some cases, per-.

dependent judgment, such as sons having less than 2 years of
iittininkproposed studies, designing graduate work. could enter Federal

the physgatlayoUt of a large devel- service as interns at yearly salaries of
opniefit,, or reZonunending policy, either $9,303 or $1.1,523.
prograx, and budget Otionl....Soine State governments' paid urban
are promotedto jobs as planners average beginning salaries
rectors, and spend a teat ,:deal of of abopt $11,000 a year in mid-1976,
time meeting with officials in other althoughikliwers started at more
organizations, speaking_ to civic than $14,00 in some States. Salaries
groups, and supervising other profes- of experienced Stateliilann-ex.s ranged

)sionals.: Further advancement is from an average minimum.-ofjearly.
more difficult at this level and often $16,000 a year to an average maxi-
occurs .through a transfer to a large mum of more than $21,000 a year.
city, where the problems are more Salaries of State planning directors
complex and the responsibilities ranged from an average minimum of
greater. about $24,000 to an average, maxi-

mum of nearly $28,000 in mid -1976.
Employment Outlook City, county, and other local goy-.

Employment of urban planners is
expected to grow faster than the av-
erage fO'r all occupations through the
mid-1980's. In addition to openings
created by future growth of this rela-
tively small occupation, some jobs
will open up because of the need to
replace planners who leave their

Future growth of the occupation
will depend to a great extent on the
availability of money for urban plan-
ning projects. Growth in Federal sup-
port for State and local community
development, urban restoration, and
land use planning programs should
increase requirements for urban
planners. Many Opportunities for
planners should arise in fields in
which they have not traditionally
been employed, such as environmen-
tal and social service planning.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for urban planners
ranged between $11,000 and
$14,000 a year in 1976. Planners

' with a master'sfclogree were hired by
the Federal Government at $14,097

ernments paid urban planners aver-
age starting salaries exceeding
$14,000 in 1976, although some
communities in the East and South
paid less. In 1976, experienced urban
and regional planners generally
earned more than one and one-half
times as much as the average earn-
ings for all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming.

Most planners have sick leave and
vitiation benefits and are covered by
retirement and health plans. Al-
though most city planners have a
scheduled workweek of 40 hours,
they sometimes work in the evnings
and on weekends to attend meetings
with citizens' groups.

Sources of Additional
Information

Facts about careers in planning
and a list of schools offering training
are available frbm:
American Institute of Planners, 1776 Massa-

chusetts Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.
20036.

American Society of Planning Officials, 1313
East 60th St., Chicago, III. 60637.



SERVICE OCC

/ Workers in service occupations
perform a wide variety of tasks rang-
ing from policing streets and fighting
fires to serving food and cleaning
buildings. In 1976, about 12 million
pepple were employed in service
jobs. The major groups of service
occupations are discussed below: .
-.:.Food service occupations. The larg -.
est group- of service workers, almost
4 million persofis in 1976, prepared
and served food in restaurants; cafe-
terias, schools, hospitals, and other
ihstitutions. Workers in this group
included cook and chefs, waiters
and waitresses, bartenders, and
kitchen lorkers.

Cleaning and 'related occupations.
Workers in these occupations clean
and maintain buildings such as apart-
ment houses, schools, and offices.
Almostv2.3 million persons were em-
ployed in these jobs in 1976. The"
group included janitors, building cus-
todians, and pest controllers.

Health service occupations. More
than 1.7 million persons were em-
ployed as health service -workers in

Sarvice occupations, 1976

PATIONS

jobs such as practical nurse or hospi-
tal attendant. Most of these workers
were employed in hospitals, but some
worked in doctors' or dentists' offic-
es.

Personal service occupations.
Workers in this group range from
barbers and cosmetologists to ski in-
structors and theater ushers. About
1.6 million persons were employed in
personal service jobs.

Protective and related service occu-
pations. About, 1.3 million persons
were emPloyed to safeguard lives and
property in 1967 :"The majority were
police officers, guards, ors firefight-
ers. Most police officers and detec-
tives were government employees,
but some worked for hotels, stores,
and other businesses. Guards, anoth-
er large group of protective service
employees, worked chiefly for pri-
vate companies to protect company
property and enforce company rules
and regulations. Firefighters worked
mainly for city governments. The re-
maining protective service wiorkers
were sheriffs and bailiffs, crossing

13% of total employment
in all occupations
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guards and bridge tenders, and mar-
shals and constables.

Private household service occupa-
tions. Most of the 1.1 million private
household workers employed in
1976 were domestic workers who
cleaned their employer's home, pre-
pared meals, and cared for children.
Some worked as launderers, caretak-
ers, and companions.

Training, Other
and Advancement

Training and skill requirements
differ greatly among the various ser-
vice occupations. BI special agents,
for example, mu have a college de-
gree. Barbers and cosmetologists
need speciali d vocational training.
Still other cupationshousehold
worker, bu. ding custodian, and hotel
bellhop, for examplehave no spe-
cific' educational requirements for
entry,' although a high school diplo-
ma is always an advantage.

For many service ...occupations,
personality traits and sspecial abilities
may be as important 'as Ibiinal
schooling. Thus, Phssical strength
and endurance are necessity for
work as'a porter, lifegu,ard,. or win-
dow cleaner; sand a pleasing manner
and appearance are especially impor-
tant for a waiter or waitress, elevator
operator, or usher. Other service
workers, such as store and hotel de-
tectives and travel guides, need good
judgment and should be skillful in
dealing with people.

Some service workers eventually
go into business fdr themselves as
caterers or restaurant operators, for
example, or proprietors of barber or
beautY shops. Advancement from
service occupations that require little
training or skill may be difficult for
people without a good basic educa-
tion and some knowledge of the busi-
ness in which they work.
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More than 12 million people work in
service occupations

Source Bureau of LJD,

Employment Outlook

Employment in the service occu-
pations is expected to grow at about
the samejate as the average for all
occupations through the mid 01980's.
The number' of pri3ate household.,
workers, however, has declined since

the mid-1960's and this trend is ex-
pected to, continue despite a strong
demand for these workers. f private
household work s' are cluded
from the total, ser ice work rs show
a fa§ter than'average rate of growth.

Most of the future employment in-
...
crease is expected to be among the

-

health care and protective service
occupations. Population growth and
the aging of the pop.ulation will cre-
ate more demand for all health care
occupations. More police officers
and guards will be needed in the fu-
ture as population increases and the
need for protection against crime,
theft, and vandalism continues to
grow. Rising incomes, increasing lei-
sure time, and the growing number of
women who combine family respon-
sibilities and a job are likely to cause

the ,number Of coo,ks and chefs to
grow, faster than the, average.

'The follo'wiag sections: .01 the
Handbook contain detailed informa,
jion on most of the service occupa-
tions mentioned here. Others are de-
scribed in the industry statements on
government; transportation, commu-
nications, and public utilijies; whole-
sale and retibil trade; akisersivice and
miscellaneous industries. Thd health
seice occupations are included in
the .section on health care occupa-
tions, and statements on meatcutters,
pest Controllers, and funeral direc-
tors can be ,found elsewhere in the
Handbook.

f
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CLEANING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Every public building and apart-
ment house needs to be kept clean
and in good condition for the corn -
,fort and safety of- the people who
work Dr live there. Much of this work
is done by {persons in cleaning and
related occupations. These workers
may clean floors and windows in hos-
pitals, change linens in hotels, repair
broken faucets in apartments, or ex-
terminate insects and rodents in of-
fice buildings. .

Workera in these occupations usu-
ally learn their skills on the job, bit
other training is sometimes available.

condition. They see that heating and
ventilating equipment work properly,
clean floors and-windows, and do.

.othr necessary .maintenance tasks.'
On k typical day,'a custodian may
wet- or dry:mop ffOors, vaOltrri car-
pets,"dust furniture, make inor re-
pairs, and exterminate insects and ro
dents.

Custodians use many different
too and caning materials. For one
jo they may need a mop and bucket;
fo another an electric polishing ma-
ch e and a special cleaning soluti2n.
Ch mica) cleaners and power equip-

Buildingcustodians may attend train- meat have made many tasks easier
ing programs cifered by unions and and less time consuming, but custOdi-
government agencies; hotel house- ans must know how to use them
keepers may take courses in house- properly to avoid harming floors and

"./ keeping procedures and interior de- ,fixtures. ,

sign 'offered b,y their. employer. Some custodians supervise a group
Workers who learn their jobs' thor- of custodial wo ers and are respon-
oughly, and show that they can han- Bible for main aining a section of a

..k

dle responsibility may advance to su- building or an entire building. They
pervisory positionS. , assign tasks to each worker, give in-

Besides a knowledge of their job, structions, and see that jobs, such as
these workers must be courteous, floor waxing or w;indow washing, are
tactful; -and neat if their job requires done Well.
contact with the public. Some per-. ,v
form monotonous and tiring tasks, Places of Employment
such as scrubbing and waxing floors, 1976, more than 2.f millionand must be able to stand the bore- fri

dom of the job. people worked- as building custodi-
ans. Cfne-third worked part time.. .

c
This sectiod d'escrib'es three clean-

,' Most custodians worked in !office
ing and related occupations: build-

buildings and factories, but 'schools,ing custodians, pest controllers, and.
hotel hodsekeepers and assistants.

apartment houses, and hoipitals also
employed many. Some worked for
firms s pplying building mainte-
nance services on a contract basis.

Al ough custodial jobs can be. BUILDING CUSTODIANS found in all ci 'es and towns, most
6 are located in hi hly p guided areas

e ma ice build-
nd apai t houses.

Training, Othir Qualifications,
and Advancement

, -

f.
(D.O.T. 187.1,68, 381.137 and .88Zi, where there

382.884, 891.138) lags, stores,

Nature of the Work

Building cu to la , sometimes
called janitors or ers, keep.of- No special education is r&luired

'Ate buildings, ho f itals, stores, and (or. most custodial jobs,- tiut the be'-
:apartment houses lean nd in good ginner should know 'simple arithnie-

..
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tic and be able to follow instructions.
High school shop courses are helpful
because minor plumbing or carpen-
try work may be a part of the job.

Most building custodians learn.
their skills odthe job. Usually, begin-
ners do routine cleaning and are giv-
en more complicated duties as they
gain experience.

In some cities, unions and govern-
ment agencies have .developed pro-
grams to teach custodial skills. Stu-
dents learn how to clean buildings
thoroughly and efficiently, a'nd how
to operate and maintain machines,
such as wet and dry vacuums, buff-
ers, and polishers that they will use
on the job. Instruction in mina elec-
trical, plumbing, and other repairs is
also given. As part of their training,
students learn to plan their work, to
deal with 'people in the buildings they.
clean, and to work without supervi-
sion. ,

Building custodians usually find
work by answering newspaper adver-
tisements, applying directly to a com-
pany where they would like to work,
Or applying to a building mainte-
nance service. They also get jobs
thiough State employment offices.
Custodial jobs in the government are.
obtained by applying to the civil ser-
vice personnel headquarters.

Advancement opportunities for
custodial workers are usually limited
because the custodian' is the only
maintenance worker in many build-
ings. Where there is a large mainte -

One -third of all building okititadians work 'D
part dine.
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nance staff, however, custodians can
be promoted to supervisory, jobs. A
high school diploma improves the
chances for advancement. Some cus-
todians go into thitmaintenance busi-
ness for themsebs,

Employment Outlook

( Ernployrn nt opportimities" in this
oacupatior are expected to be good
through the mid-1980's. The need to
repla&e-viorkers who die, retire, or
leave the occupation will create
many jobs each year. sConstrugtion Of
new office buildings, hospitals and
apartment houses will cause, employ-
ment of custodians to grow about as
fast as the average for all occupa-
tions.

Perso-ns seeking part-time or eve-
ning work can expect to find many
opportunities.

Earnings and Working
- Conditions

In 19,76, building custodians aver-
aged $3.63 an hour, which isi about

-' .icthree-fourths as much as the verage
earnings for all nonsuperyisory ork-
ers in private industry, except farm-
ing. Earnings, however, vary by in-
dustry and area of the country.
Workers in large cities of the NOrth-
east and North Central regions usual-
ly earn the highest wages.1....____,

Custodians working in the Federal
Government are paid at the same
rates offered by private industries in
the lqcal area. /

- Most building service workers re-
ceive paid holidays and vacations,

, and health insurance..
3, Because most office buildings are

cleaned<whife they are empty, custo-
dians ,often work evening hours. In
buildings requiring 24-hour mainte-
natice, custodians may work a night-
shift. °

Althotigh custodians usually work
.

.. inside heated, Well-lighted bin-ha us,
they sometimes work outdoors
sweeping walkways, mowing lawns,
or shoveling snow. Working with ma-
clitnes can be noisy and some task's,
such.-as deing bathrooms and trash,'
rooms,'can be dirty. Custodial work-,
ers often suffer minor cuts, bruises,
and burns from machines, handtools, .

Building custodians spend .most of
their. time on -their feet, sometimes
lifting or pushing heavy furnitint or
equipment. Many tasks, such as dust-
ing or sweeping, require ,constent
bending, stooping,. and stretching.

Sources' Of Additional
Inform ation

Information Mx:it custodial. jobs
and tr ing "o portunities, may be
obtained from elocal office of Yob!'
State employment service. '

For general information on job op-
portunities in local areas, contact:
Service Employees International Union. 2020

K St. NW., Washington. D.C. 20006.

HOTEL HO SEKEEPERS
AND AS STANT

(D.O.T. 321..138),

*ature of the Work
"-

A hotel's or motel's reputation de-
pends on how well it serves its guests.
Although some offer economical ac-
commodations and others stress
luxurious sUrroundings, and attentive
service, all are concerned with their
guests' comfort.Hotel housekeepers
are responsible for keeping hotels
and motels clean and attractive and

and chemicals.,

'

providing guts with the necessary
ftirnishings and supplies. It is their
job to hire, train, schedule, and su-
'pervise the housekeeping staff, in-
cluding linen and laundry, workers,
an airere. They also keep em-

yee re ords and order supplies.
bout 17,000 personi worked as ho-

tel housekeepers in 1976.
-Housekeepers who work in small

or middle-sized establishments may

p1

staff, but perform some of these du-
not pnly,,supervise the housekeeping

ties themselves. In large or luxury
hotels, their jobs are primarily id-
ministrative and they are .frequently
called executive or head housekeep-
ers.

Besides' supervising a staff that
m y number in the hundred, execu-
tiv bud-tiv hoysekeepers prepar e
get fox/ their departments; submit re-
po ts to the geiral manager on'the
co dition of rooms, needed repairs,
an suggested improvements; and
purchase supplies and furnishings.
Executive housekeepers are assisted
by floor housekeepers, who supervise
the cleaning and maintenance of one
or several floors in the hotel, acrd
assistant executive housekeepers,.
who help with the administrative'
work. V .

Some large hotel and motel chains
assign executive housekeepers 'to
special jobs, such as reorganizing -
housekeeping Procedures in an esi.'
tablished hotel or setting uphe

Hotel !mime keeperfr.are responsible tor, keeping hobe and motels dean and attrectiv

1.
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housekeeping depanmetit in a new
motel.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement-

Although there are no specific
educational requirements for house-
keepers, most employers prefer ap-
plicants who have at least a .high
school diploma. Experience or train-
ing in, hotel housekeeping also is
helpful in getting a job.

Several, colleges, junior colleges,
and technical insititutes offer instruc-
tion in hotel administration that in-
cludes courses in housekeeping;
some of these courses are offered in
summer or evening classes. M:any
schools have developed programs
under the guidance and approval of
the National px,ecutive Housekeep-
ers Association, an organization that
confers- certified membership Titus

.

upon those members who complete
certain education and experience re-
quirements. In achlition, the Ameri-
can Ethel _and Motel Association of-
fers courses for either classroom or
home study. Most helpful are courses
on housekeeping; personnel manage-
ment; budget preparation; record-
keeping; interior decoration; safety
practices; environmenta0 controls;
and the purchase, use, and care of
different types of equipment and fab-
rics.

Executive housekeepers should be
good at planning and organizing
work and must be able to get along
welis-,with people, especially those
they supervise. usekeepers also

ings will result from the need to re-
place workers who die, retir-e, or
leave the occupation.

Because established hotels, usually.
fill vacancies by promoting assistant
housekeepers to executive house-
keepers, beginners will find their best
job opportunities in newly built mo-
tels or hotels.

See the statement on the Hotel
Industry elsewhere in the' Handbook
for information on earnings and
working conditions, sources of addi-
tional information, and more infor-
mation on the employmencoutlook.

PEST CONTROLLERS
Cms

(D.O.T. 389.781 and 389.884)

Nature bf the Work/
ts, mice, and common house-

hol a'nsects such as flies and roaches
contaminate food and spread sick-
ness; termites can eat away houses.

should like to wor ndependently .

and be ,able to k p records a
,analyze numbers.

Although assistant housekeepers
may be promcited to executive
housekeepers after several years of
experience, opportunities are liinited
because only one executive house- .
keeper job is available in any hotel or
motel. Those with degrees or courses
in institutional housekeeping man-
agement may have the best advance-
ment opportunities.

Employment Outlook
P

Employment of hotel housekeep-
ers is expected to grpw more slowly
than the average for ,all occupations
through the mid-198aPs. Most open-

-) 4

Protection of our health akjid proper-
ty from these pests is the Job of pro-
fessional pest controllers; who are
classified either as pest control route
workers or termite specialists. Al-
though these fields of work are sepa-
rate, many controllers do both.

Often working alone, a pest con-
trol route worker usually begins the
day by making sure the route truck
has the necessary pesticides, spray-
ers, traps, and other supplies for ser-
vicing customers' facilities. With, the
supervisor's instructions, the route
worker starts out to visit the 5 to 15
customers on the route list.

A route worker generally services
restaurants, hotels,cc Tobd stores,
homes, and other facilities that.have
problems with rats, mice, or insects.
Commercial customers commonly
have service contracts calling\for
regular visits, such as once a month. ,
Service to homes us Ily
quent, or only as require

A route .worker, who ust know
pests' hibits and hiding plc es, care-
fully inspects the facility to °deter-
mine the extent of the pe pfoblem:.

::.9211C

,

- '41' 9

"

Pest controllers know the habits'and hiding places of different insects.
,

44-
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To eliminate pests and prevent their, dations or insulate wood-to-earth - about 30 States require pest control-

return, the route worker sprays pesti-' contacts with concrete. , le e licensed, which in most States

cides in and around areas such as Helpers assist term "ye specialists by is p nly for registration.

cabinets and sinks where insects usu- digging around a d underneath Employers prefer trainees who are

ally live,and sets traps and poisonous houses, helping set p and qperate high school graduates, have safe driv-

bait near kreas where rats or Mice equipment, mixing cement/ ',and ing records, and are in good health.

nest and along paths they travel. doing general cleanup work. Many firms require their employees

While regular visits are of help, the Some highly experienced special- to be 'bonded; applicants for these ,.

route worker may suggest to custom- ists inspect houses for termites, esti- jobs must have a record of honesty

ers ways to eliminate conditions-that mate costs, and explain the proposed and respect for the law. Because

attract pests. They may, for example, workwork to customers. In most extermi- route workers frequIntly deal with

recommend replacing damaged gar- nating firms, however, managers, su- customers; employers look for appli-

bage containers, sealing open food pervisors, or pest control sales work- -cants who areeourteous, tactful, and
.400

containers, and repairing cracks in ers do these jobs. welizgroomed. Termite specialists
,

walls
need - manual dexterity and mechani-,

. k

Termite specialists are pest cetn- Places 'of Employment cal ability. Some'firms give aptitude

trollers who work to eliminate ter- More than half of the estimated
tests to determine an applicant's suit-
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mites and. prevent them from reach- 2 ,060" pest controllers employed in
ability for the work:

High school courses in chemistry
ing wood structures'. i'rmites eat 1976 were route workers; the rest and -business arithmetic proyid a '
wood. Without proper controls; were termite, spec alists and 4bmbi- helpful background for pest cont t-
these insects can gd virtually unndr_ nation route work rs-termitc special-`., lers. Students interested in becoming
ticed while they severely undermine ists. . route workers also may benefit from
the wood structure` 61a home or obi- Most pest controllers work for or courses in sales. Those interested in s.
,er building. own firms that specialize in this ser- becoming termite specialists can gain

Termite specialists, usually 'work- vice. A tsmall number work for Fed valuable experience by, taking
ing, )in pairs, can effectively control eral, State, and local govermn6nts. courses related to building construe,
termites by providing a barrier be- Jobs, in this" field can be 'found lion such aS carpentry:
tween the termites' undergrOund throughdut the country. Employ Experienced workers with ability
colonies and the wood structure.'The ment, however, is concentrated in can advance to higher paying posi-

. most common barrier is termite poi- major metropolitan areas and large lions, such as service manager or
sop. .towns.
, To provide a poisonous barrier,

pest-control sales worker.

they stick a steel nozzle into the. Training, Other Qualifications,
ground and pump, poison through a and Advancement Employment Outlook

hose attached to the nozzle. Pumping Beditining pest controllers are Employment of pest controllers is
forces the poison through the holes trained by supervisors and experi- expected to grow faster than the av-
in thenozzle and into the soil. They

e

enced workeis. Many large firms erage for allio ccu.pations through the
-Arepeat the process' at numerous 'also provide several weeks of train-- mid -1980' In addition, to the jobs

points around the foundation. To. ing, whiCh includes on_ the resulting from employment growth,
each soil beneath or behind cement characteristics of term it s or other the need to replace experienced
or other surfaces, they drill' holes 'pests, the Safe and effective use of workers who retire or die or transfer
through the surface, insert the nozzle pesticides, customer= relations, and to other occupations also will create
into the soil, ancriSurnp in the poisbn. the preparation. of work records. To many job.openings.
Workers then seal thes© holes with aid beginners, many employers pro- Because pests reproduce rapidly .
cement. Specialists also may spray vidc'traiIing manuals. Beginners gain mid tend to develop resistance to
Poison directly to the wood'slsurface. practical ekperience by helping pest ; pesticids, their control is a never -i
This is done cqintnonly on olgler, all- control route workers or termite spe- , ending problem. Population growth
wood structurek cialisis op the job. They can learn and further congestion of metropoli-,

Since. termites will not cross' pOi- m'\fey '4f the.basic concepts for pest tan areas will add to the need for.
sonous areas, 'those termites in the' control within 2 Or 3 months. At this more pest controllers. The d'eterio-
ground must find food elsewhere or stage, however, they lack the experi- c rationklof older 12uildings also is in-
starve while those trapped in the ence to work alone. creasing the' need for these woric6rs

' wood structure die from lack 'of Almost all States require pest con- ince buildings becOme more prone
moisture. Because barriers last for trollers to pass.a written test demon- to infestation as they age.
years, termite specialists seldom strating competent and safe use of r
need tdrevsisita treated facility. pesticides. Those few States not re- Earnings land Working

Termite 'specialists sometimes quiring a written test are expected, r''' .Conditions
'have to alter buildings to prevent witlimthe-next 3 years to pass legisla- I ..

pests from_ returnin . For example, -don that would .reqUire pest tonfrol- The starting pay Etrin4erienced
they r1Rat edmove and rebuildefoun- lers to4iass a (similar test. Currently, trainees ranged from 'S3 to $-21 an

175'', ..,

1' 75' .
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hour i 1 9 7 6 , based on the limited,
informati n available. Earnings of
exp nce pep. controllers ranged
from 5 to 8 an hour.

11\/ Some route workers are paid an
hourly rate or weekly' salary. Others,
receive a commission, based ujon
charges to customers.. Nearly all ter-
mite -specialists are paid an hourly
rate or weekly stla1.,

On the average, pest controllers
i work 40 to 44 hours a week. During

spring and summer, hoWever, hours
may be longer because pests are
more prevalent. Most work is done
during the day. ,Route workers, how-
ever, occasionally work nights be-
cause many restaurants and stores do:
notwant them to work while custom-
ers are pfesent.

r

Pest controllers work both indoors
apd outdoors in all kinds of weather.
They freently lift and carry equip-
ment and paterialk,, but most items
Weigh less than 50 pounds. Route
workers also do a great deal of walk-
ing and driving. Termite specialists
occasionally must crawl under build-
ings and work in dirty, cramped spac-
es. Workers in these occupations'are
subject to, some. hazards. Although c
most pe %ticides are not harmful to
humans, some can Cause injury if
they are inhaled or 15p, on the skin,.
Such injuries, however, are avoided
if safety precautions are followed.
Termite specialists risk injury from
power tools and sharp or rough rtfate-
rials in buildings.

.1
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ti
Pest controllers are on their own to

a great extent. They do not work
under strict supervision and, within
limits, may Decide how they will han-
dle a job. /

Sources of Additional
Information

Further infoimation.about oppor-
tunities in this field is available from
local exterminating companies and
the local office of the State employ-
ment service. General information
about the work can be obtained
from:

National Pest Control A.iscwiation, Inc., 8150
Lcesburg Pikc, Vienna, Va. 22180.

17
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Food service workers make up one

of the largest and fastest growing
occupationalgroups in the 'Nation's_
labor force. There are more than
four times as many persons employed
in .'food service as there are in auto -.
mobile manufacturing and steel
manufacturing combined. In 1976,
about 3.9 million persons were em-
ployed in food service, mostly in res-
taurants, hotelg, factory and school
cafeterias, and catering firms. Job
opportunities exist almost every-
where and fOr almost any interested
person, including those with limited
skills.

There are no specific educational
requirements for most food service
work and skills, usually can be
learried on the job. Many restaurants
hire inexperienced eersons fo jobs
as dining room attendants, dishwash-
ers, food counter workers, waiters
and waitresses; and bartenders. Ex-
perience sometimes Is needed, how-
ever, to get one of these jobs in, a
large restautant or catering firm. Per-
sons who want to become cooks usu-

ally must have some prior experience
in alood -service occupation, such.as,
kitchen helper or assistant cook. Ex-
perienced workers may advance to
food service manager, maitre d'hotel,
head cook, or chef,

, Vocational schools, both public
and private,.offer courses in cooking,
catering,- and bartending.. Employ-
ment of food service workers is ex-
pected to increase faster than the av-
erage for all occupations through the
mid-I980's, The demand for these
workers will increase as new restau-
rants, cafeterias, and bars open in
response to perpulation growth and
increased speading for food and bev-
erages outside the home. Higher av-
erage incomes and more leisure time
will allow people to eat o t more of-
ten. Also, as an increasi number of
wives work, families ar finding din-
ing out 2, welcome con enience. De-
tailed discussions of t e work, train-
ing, outlook, and earnings of dining
room attendants and dishwashers,
food counter workers, waiters and

A large number-4f jobs' will open each year in
food service occupations, mainly to re
who leave

Average arral openings. 1976-85 (ip thousands)

the
orkers

Wang room_
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oom
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waitresses, Cooks and chefs, and bar-
tenders are presented in the state-
ments that follow.

BARTENDERS

(D.O.T. 312.878)

Nature of the Work

Cocktails range from the ordinary
to the exotic. Bartenders.make these
concoctions by combining different
kinds of liquor with other ingredient
such as soft drinks, soda watt, b)
ters fruit juices, and cream. ere
are dozens of combinations, and
each one can be made ,in several
ways. Because some people have
preferences for certain cocktail rec-
eipes, bartenders often are asked to
mix drinks to suit a customer's taste.
Besides cocktails, bartenders serve
wine, draft or bottled beer, and a
wide .variety of nonalcoholic bever-
ages.

Most bartenders take orders,"serve
drinks, and collect payment froT
customs. Others simply mak.

"f-

o

A .

Bartenders often are asked to mix drinks
to suit a customer's faste.

_
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drinks for waiters and waitresses to Some private schools offer short Job opportunities for'bartenders :
serve. courses in bartepding that include should be especially favorable in !

Bartenders usually are responsible instruction ort State and local laws States that have recently liberalized
for ordering and maintaining an in- and regulations, cocktail recipes, at- thEir -drinking laws. ,In the earfy

' ventory of liquor, mixes, and other tire and'conduct, and stocking a bar. 1970's, 25 States either lowered the
bar supplies. They also arraae bot- Some'Of, these schools help their 'drinking age ,pr legalized the sale of

...--tles and glasses to forni" a display, graduates Ind jobs. . liquor by the drink, or both, and
.wash glassware, and clean the bar. Barte ers should have pleasant some other States may follow suit.

-Bartenderd in large restaurants or persona and be neat and clean4in ,
hotels usually have bartender, helpers personal appearance because they Earnings and Working

.(D.O.T. 312.887) to assist them with deal with the public: They need Conditions .

their duties, 'Helpers keep the bar physical stamina, since they Stand Hourly earnings of bartenders
supplied with liquor, mixed, and ice; while they work and also may have to ranged from $2.86 to $,5133.in.1976,
stock 'refrigerators with wine ?and lift heavy beer 'kegs or boxes of bev- accordirlg to limited data from unionbeer; and replace emptybeer kegs erages.' contracts in the restaurant industry.
with, full odes. They also keep the Generally, bartenders must pe.a.t Besides wages, bartenders may re-
bar area clean and remove empty least 21 years of age, although, some ceive tips that increase their earn-
bottles and trash. employers prefer those whgeare 25 or logs.

older. Some States requite bartend-Places of Employment Bartenders usually. receive free
ers to have health certificates assur-

, meals at work and may be furnished
. Most of khe 261,000 bartenders ing that they are free from Conta- '' bar jackets or complete 'uniforms.

employed ins197.6-' worked in restau- gious diseases. In son* instancey Many bartenders work more than
rants and tiars,.but many also had they must be bonded. ,

, 40 hours a week, and night and
job's in hotels and private clubs. Small restaurants, neighborhood weekend work and split shifts are
-Roughly one-fifth were self-em-,. bars, and resorts usually Offer a be- common. For many bartendeis, .0"'toyed. ginner -the bett entry opportunities. however, the opportunity for friendly

Several thousand people-,--many of After gaining experience, a bartend- conversation with customers and the
whom have full-time jobs in other er may wish to work iri a large restau- pO'ssibility of someday 'marjaging Or.
occupations or attend college, tend rant or cocktail lounge where pay is owing a bar or restaurant more than
bar part time. Part-time workers of higher and Vromotion opportunities offset these disadvantages. For oth-

n serve at banquets and private are greater. Although promotional 'ers, the opportunitytO get part-time
ashes. opportunities in this field are limited, work is important.
'Most bartenders work in the urba it is possible to advance to head bar-

population centers of New Y tender, 'wine steward, or beverage Sources of AdditionaDl
A

California, anti 'other large States, ',manager. Some bartenders open' Information--
but many,are employed in small com- their own business. : Information about job .9pporfurli-munities also. Vacation resorts offer ( .. ,

ties May be obtained from the Hotelseasonal'Omployment,sand some, bar- . Employm ent Outlook and Restaurant Employees and Bar-tenders alternate between summer
, -,
r' tenders international Union, which isand winter resorts rather than rcinain Employment of bartenders is ex- the principal union organizing bar-in One area the entire year. pected to Increase about as fast as tenders; and from ,the State employ-the ay.Kage for all occupations of

' .

Training, Other Qualifications, through tle.,,mid-1980's. In addition
ment.service.

. \.
and Advancement . Forgeneralainformation on job op-,to the job For'

caused py em- portunities in bartepding, write to:Most bartenders learn their trade ployment gr'owth, several thousand
on the job. Although prepafing, will arise annually from the peed to Culinary Institute of America, P.O. Box 53,

Oily& Port, N.V. 12538.drinks at home can be good practice,. replace experienced bartenders'who- -

it does not quaPify a persA to be a" retire, die, or leave the occupation
bartender, Besides knowipg a variety for other reasons. 44%* '
of cocktail' recipes, bartenders must The demand ,cir bartenders, will
know how to- stock a bar' properly increase as new 'restatsrai4s, hotels, s

and be familiar with State and local ,and bars open in response to popula-...
laws concerning the sale of alcoholic tion groWtli and as the amount spent COOKS AND CHEFS
beverages.. . for/food and- licveiages outside the . P ,

ti

', Persons who wish to become bar- hoe increases: Higher average in- (15:0.T. 313.131 through .887;
,tenderi can get good experience by comes and.more leisure time Will al- 314.381 through ".878; and 315;.1 3 1-

working as bartender helpers, dining low people to go' out 'for dinneror ,,,,./. through .381)
room attendgft, waiters, 9,2- wait- cocktails more often, 'and to- take -',4-,t,

_.1 Rehire of Me WOrkresses. By Watchltg the bartader at . more v'acations. Also, as morewi s

work, they can, learn. how to mix work, families are finding di rout A reputation for serving fine food
drinks and do-other barteriding tasks. a welcome convenience. is an-asset to any restaurant, whether

I .. 0.
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lqestriarant s reputation de Ands [Imply on the skills's:of its cooks.

o it pfides itself on "home cboking" or
exotic foreign c.pisi. COoks ;and
chefs are largely responsible, for the

.

r Nitation' a restaurant acquires."
any chefs }leave earned fame for

both themselires and the restaurants
and hotels where they work ,because
of their skill in creating new dishes
and iniproving familiar ono /.

A 'Cook's work "depnds partly -on
the size of the rekaUrant.,Manyiimall
restaurantS.offer a limited nunifber of

169

most beginning jobs; it is recom
mended, howeVer, for thoSe planning,
careev as cooks or chefs. 'High
school or vocational schOol courses
in business arithmetic and business
administration are helpful in becom-
ing a Cook or chef. High school stu-
dentscan get experience as a cook by
working °part time in,a fast-footi res-
taurant or other liMited service op-
eratici n.

Persons who hai;e hld courses in
commercial food prepaiation will
have an advantage when looking for
jobs in large restaurants and hotels
where ..hiring standaids are often
high: Some, vocational -.programs_ in,
high schools offer this kind of train-
ing to students. More often, these
courses, ranging front a few'rnonths'
to'2 years or more; and9openin some
cases Only to higkIchoOl graduates,
are giVen by trade rs.chools,..vocation-

,a1 centerki! junior colleges, univerki-,
ties;, prOjfessionar associations, hotel
management group,:and trade
Unions. Training in supervisory and
management skills sometimes is em-
phasized by. pritate'' vocational

.,schools in courses offered by. profes
sional associations, and in university
.program;, The Armed .Forces are
also. a 'good .source of training and
experience in food service work.

Altho,ugh, curricular may 'vary, stu-
dents. usually spe?id most of their
time learning AO prepare food
through actual Prac tice in well-
equipped kitchens., They learnlo
bake,' broil, an otherwise prepare
food, and to Use`and care for kitchen
equipment., Training prOgrains often

'include courses in selection and stor-
age of food, use oflettoVeri, determi-
nation orportion..size; nienti 'plan-
ning, and purchaSing food supplies in
qua tity. Students%alscr learnihotel
and, estaurant sanitation and public
heals ruleS for handling food.'

.:Mahy school districts..hi Coopera-
tion With school foodservices dit .

sions,of State departments of educa-
tion provide on -thj -job training and
sometimes' su.mmer workshops 'for-el
cafe eria workers who' wish, to Fd.

m cooks. Some junior colleges,
State departments of education,.and
chool associations also:pto.vide such ;

training. School cooks often 'are'se-
tell

, '...

fiornernployees who hake par-
ifitrt4 in'these training programs.

Places of Employment

About 1,065,000 cooks and chefs
were employed in 1976.. Most

4', woricted restaurant and hEitels,hut.
man)) worked in Schools, colleges,
and hospital's. Government agencies,
factories, private crubs, and many

'other kinds of organiiations alsb errs
ployecrc8oks and chefs.

'Trtflnitml.Other GuallflitatIons,
° 4itd Advancement,i

; . short order dishes that are relatively $elost cooks start work in an un.
'

. skilled position such as kit,Oen help-,
simple teSprepate, plus pies and.other '.? r and acquire their skills on the job.

HOw,eVer, an increasing 'nurnbei: of
cooks are obtaining high schObidand

food with the aid of a sbOrt order post-high school vocational training
f-:. cook.and one ortWo kitchen helpers., in food preparation; Occasionally

. ,
they are ,trained in apprenticeship.Large eating .Qplaces usually have

re varied menu/ and. p epare programs offered by professional as-
sociations and tiadecunions; or in a'3-

baked goods bought frOm .bakeries
One cook" usually prepares all of t

y serve.
s often include, several cooks,. istered by an office of the Americad,

year apprenticeship program admin-

sometimes called assistantcg cooks,. Culinary. Federation in cooperation
and many kitchen helpers. -Each with lbeal employers and junior col-

.,c4ak usually has a special assignment leges. A)Ce,,veare trained in programs

arid Often4 special job titlepastry, that some:large :hotels and restata-,

frY, or sauce 'cook, rants have for new employees.
. .,. . Inexperienced workers usually can

Head cooks' or .chfs coordinate tne
,.. -,. , qualify as assistant or. fry coo after

work of .the kitchen staff, "and often. several rnongis of on-the-job tray -1

direct certain kinds of food prepdra- ki. img, but acquiring all±roUnd skills as
tion.. They:decide ,the size of sety- head cook or chef in aline restaurant

, ings, iorneti'inespian-m' enui, and buy:. pften takes:several' years. A high
food supplies. - ' ' school. diplciMa is not required ,for

, 0
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Persons' who want to become
cookVor chefs should like t 'Nwork
.w h people in a team relationship

be 'able to work .under. pressure
iifg y periods and in close''-°gli'>frtelCleanliness and a keen

sente of taste and smell and the phys-
ical stamina to stand for hoUrs at a
time also are important qualifica-
tions. osi States require health
tific ndicating that cooks and
chef re free from contagious dis-

.. easeS.
AdVancement opportuniiies for

cooks are better than for most other
food service occupations. _Many
cooks acquire higher paying posi-
lions and new cooking skills by rnov-,
ing' from restauran restaurant.

, Others gradually adve tochetpo-
sitions or supervisory or management
positions, particulary in hotels, clubs,
or the larger, more elegant restau-
rants. Some eventually, gointo busi-
nessitis caterers or restaukant owners;
others may become instructors in vo-
cational programs in high schools, ju-
nior and community colleges., and
other academic institutions.

Employment, Outlook

Employment.of cooks and chefs is
expected to increlpse faster than the
average for all occupations-through
the mid-1980!s. In addition to em-
ployment growth, thousands of job
openings *ill arise annually from the
need to replace experienced workers
%Oho retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations. Small restaurants,
school cafetrias, and other 'eating
places with simple food preparation
will provide the greatest-number a
starting jobs. for cooks. 9 1 r9;.

The demand for cooks. and chefs
will increase as population. grow% and
people spend.more-inoney on eating
out. Higher personal incomes and,

.

types, and from $2.02. to $4.05 for
assistant cooks, according to limite
data from union contracts in severa
large metropolitan' areas.

Wages of cooks and chefs var
depending on the part of the country
and the type. of establishment in
which. they -work: ,Wages generally
are higher in the Westland in large,
well-known. restaurants and hotels.
Cooks and chefs :in famous restau-
rants earn much more than the mini-

munt rates and several chefs with na-
tional reputations earn' more than
$40,000 a year: Hours in restaurants
may include late evening, holiday,
and weekend work, and range.-from
37 ,1/2 to 48 hours a wee Cooks
employedi;in public -and private
schoOls Work.'regular school hours
during the scbObl year orily;custially
for,9 months.

Manylkitchens are air-conditioned'
and haVe .convenielt.work areas and
podern equipment. Others, .particu7
larly in.oldei,orsmallevating places,
are often not as, well equipped and"
working conditionspa, be less desir-
able. Inallkitchenshowever; cooks'
must stand'inost o'fi the time, lift
heavy pots and. kettles, And work
near rig ,and ranges.

T al union' organizing
cooks. is the Hotel and
Restairran,t Employees and Bartend-
ers Intern;atiblial

. -
Seurces Of. Mona!

triforrnailoti
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program for cookS and chefs; write
to:
American_ Culinary Federation,.. Educational

nstitute, 14Q7 SA-Iarrisen Rd., East Lan-
sing; Mich. 48823. .

Information- about,job opportuni- -
ties may be obtained from local em-
ployers, locals of the Hotel and Res-
taurant_Employees and Bartenders'
Intersafional Union; and local offices

ernpltyment service.
ormation about restau-
nd, chefs is a. vailahle

DINING ROOM
TTENDANTS AND

FSHWASHERS.

(D.O.T: 311.878 and 3811887)

Nature of the Work

Clean and attractive table settings
ate as important to a restaurant's.

p,utation as the duality of food it
,serves. A41 egg-stained fork, a soiled
tablecloth, or n empty salt shaker
can make a mer unhappy. Din-

ants and dishwashers .
provide the -quick hands and sharp
eyes needed to prevent such prob-
lems.

Attendants do many jobs that oth-
erwise waiters-and waitresses would
have to do. They clear and reset ta-
bles, carry dirty dishes from the din-
ing area' to the kitchen and return
with trays of food, and clean up

%spilled food and broken dishes. By
taking care of these details, atten-
dants give waiters .and waitresses
more time to serve customers.

In some restaurants, attendants
also help by serving water and bread
and butter to customers. When b

. ness is light, they do odd jobs like
refilling salt4and pepper shakers and
cleaning coffee tuns.

v. Dishwashers pick uP where the at
tendants leave offwith- the dirty
dishes. 'They Operate special ma-
chines that clean silverware and
dishes quickly and efficiently. Occa
sionally, they may have to make mi-

'nor adjustments to keep machines
opei'atiAg Properly .1° Dishwashers
scrublarge pots and pans by hand. In
addition, they clean refrigeiators and

°other kitchen:equipment, sweep and

Gener
rant coo
fr

more leisure time will
om:

alloWpeoPle to
Qo out for dinner tridr. often and to Culinary, Institute of erica, Box 53,if Hyde Park, N.Y. 1 538.lake more vacations. 'Also, as an
increasing number of wives work,
more families.are finding dining out a
welcome convenience.

Earnings and yr pricing
conclithins

In, 1976, hourly pay rates ranged
frorn $3.11 to $6.01 for-chefs, from
$2.81 to. $5.14 fof cooks of various

Educational Director, National Institute fer
the oodserytee-Industry, 120 South,Riv-
erside P h- ' 111. -6 0,

-The. EducatiorA Institute, Ameticdn Hotel
and "Motel Xssociatioh 140,7 S. Harrison
Rd.; Michigan-StateVniversity. Stephen-

.S. Nisbet Bldg., East Lansing, Mich-.
488.23.

ro

For' infOrmation pn the American
Culinary FederatiOn'S apprenticeship.

mop floors, and carry out trash:
t.

Maces of Employment

About '250,000 .dishwashers. and
90,000 atkridants. were employed
in 1976. Many worked only part .

A.



FOOD SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Most attendants and dishwashers
work in restaurants, bars, and hotels.
Dish washers also work in schools and
gospitale.

. ;
-.-Tripning, Other Qualifications;

and Advancement4/
A high school education is not

rbf needed. to qualify for jobs as dining
robin attendattts and dishwashers,
and many ,eMployers.will hire appli-
cants-who do not speak English. At-
tendaRt.s'alW dishwashers must be in
good physical condition and haVe
.physical stamina because they stand
most of the time, lift and carry trays,
and work at a fast pace during busy
periods. State laws often require
them to obtain. health certificates to

r show that they are free of contagious
diseasds. Because of their close con-
tact with the public, it is important
That attendants have a neat appear:
ance and the ability to get along with
people.

F

Promotions for dining' room atten-
dants and dishwashers are limited.
Attendants sometimes advance to
positions as waiter or waitress, and
dishwashers occasionally advance to
cock's h
The abilit
pie arith
tion. Ad
generally
rants.

Em

1per or short-order cook.
to read, write, and do sim-

etic is required for promo,,
ancement opportunities
are best in large .restau-

Job open
tendants an

to be ple
Most openi
need to rei

jobs in oche
die. Turtle"

oyment Outlook

gs for dining room at-
dishwashers are expect-
tiful in the years ahead.
gs will result from the
lace workers who find

occupations, retire, or
rer is particularly high

among pa -time worke. About
one-half of the attendants and dish-
washers a e students, most of whom
work part time while attending

1

...0`41.."*.

.4. 1 I

b

1

Attendants and dishes shies must hive good heafth and physical stamina...

9
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school and then find othei jobs after
graduation.

Additional openings will result
from emOloyment growth. Emplo);-

of dining room attendants is
expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations and em-
ployment of dishwashers is expected
to grow about as fast as the average
for 'all occupations through the mid-
'1980's as population growth and
higher incomes create inore business
for restaurants.

Earnings and Working
Conditions,

Dining room attendants and dish-
washers have relatively-low earnings.
Limited data from union contracts
that cover restaurants and bars in
several-, large cities indicate thatthourly L s for these workers ranged
from $1.4 to $3.-75 in 1976. These --

amounts were below the average
earnings of most other nonsupervi-
sot:), workers in private industry,.ex-
cept farming..

Attendants may receive a percent-
age of waiters' and waitresses' tips in
addition to wages. Tips often average
between 10 and 20 percent of pa-
trons' checks.

The MalOrity of employers provide
free meals at. work and furnish uni-
forms. Paid vacations are customary,
and various types of health insurance'
and. pension'plans may be offered..

Most attendants and dishwasihers
work less than '30..hours a week.
Some are on dutyonly a few hours a
day during either the lunch or dinner
period. Others,.work both periods-but
may take a few hours off in the
Middle of the day: Weekend and
holiday work often is required.

Sources of Additionfl
Information

Information about jotrqpportuni-
Lies may be.obtained from loCal em-
ployers, locals of the Hotel and Res-

. ..taurani Employees and Bartenders
International Union., and local oftices°-

.A.t . of the State employment service.47
itiames of local unions can be ob-=" ,
tained from:
Hotel and lastaurant Employees and Bartend-

ers International Union, 120 East 4th St..
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.



For general information about din-
ing room attendants and dishwash-
ers, write to:
Educational Direcior, -Nalnal Institute for

the Food Servics Industry, 120 S. River.
side Plaza, Chicago, nt. 60606.

Culinary Institute' of America, P.O. BOx 53,
Hyde Park, N.Y. 12538.

FOOD COUNTER
- WORKERS

(D.O.T. 311.878 and 319.878)

Nature of th-e.Work .

_ .
Counter workers serve customers

in eating plab-es that specialize, in fast.
service add inexpensive food, such as
hainburger and fried chicken carry,
outs, drugstore 'soda fountains, and
school and public cafeterias. About
420,000 persons, most of .whom
worked part time, had: fbod counter

jobs in 1976.
Typical duties of. Counter workers

include Lalcing customers' _orders,
serving food and beverages, making
out checks; and taking payments. At
drugstore fountains and in diners,
they also may cook: make sandwich-
es and cold drinks, and prepare sun-
daes'and other ice cream dishes. In
hamburger carrycits, where food is
prepared in an assemlily-lint man-
ner, cOunter workers maSr take turns
waiting on customers, making french
fries, toasting buns, and doing other
jobs.

Counter workers in cafeterias fill
_plates for cdstomers-and 'keep the
serving line supplied with desserts,
salads, andotfiey dishes. Unlike other..
.coimter viorlcers, they usually dO not .,
take payments and make clkange.

Counter workers also do odd jobs,
Such as cleaning kitchen equipment,
sweeping Sand mopping floors, and
carrying3:iut trash. ,

Training, Other Qualifications,
.-and Advancement

In the counter jobs that require' to-',
taling billsand making change, em-
ployers r prefer to... hire pefsons, who .*
are good in a`rit metie and Wave at '

tIttftetided high sch , although a dip1O- '.

. OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

eis of fast-food 'restaurants often hi
young people still in high school as
phrt-tim.e counter workers. There
usually, are no specific educational
re irements for Counter jobs in

erias.
!..11lany large companies, such as the

nationwide hamburger carryout
chains, operate formal management
training programs. Counter workers,.
who show leadership ability may
qualify for these programs.,

Because counter workers deal with
the public, a pleasant personality and
neat appearance are important.

'Good health. and physical stamina
also are needed because they stand
most of the time and work at a fast
pace during busy periods_ State laws
often require counter workers to ob-

.min health certificates to show that
they are free of contagious disease.

Opportunities .for advancement
are limited, especially irismall eating
places. Some counter wbrkers move
into .higher jiving jobs and learn new
skills by transferring to a larger res-
taurant. Advancement can be to
cashie _waitress,
counter orfountain supervisor, or, in
the case of counter workers in cafe
terias, to line supervisoF or merchan-
diser (person in charge of stocking
food).

Most counter workers learn their
. Skills on the jobby observing and
working with more experienced
workers. Some employers, including
some ast-food restaurants, use self-.
stu instructional booklets and au-

dio-visual 'aids to train new employ-
ees.

Employment Outlook

lob Openings for food counter
workers are exOected to be. plentiful
in- the years a'head. -Most:openings
'will result frOrn, turnoverreplace-
ritent of workeis who find jobs in oth-
er occupations, -retire, or die. Many:.
counter workers are.high school and
college students who work part tune
while attending school and find jobs
in other -occupations after. gradu-
ation. Because of tire high turnove'r,
jobs for counter workers are relative-
ly easy, to find.

. Additional job openings Will result
from employment growth. mploy-
mentIsis expected to increase 'faster
than the 'average forr#11 oocupAions
through the .mid91980's, aspopula-
tion growth and higher- incomes cre-
ate more business for eating places.

Earnings andsWorking
Conditiona

Hourly rates for food, counter
*orkers ranged frlamk$1.67 to $3.79
ih. 1476, based on linked data from
union contracts that co'vered eating
places in several large cities. These
amounts were well below the average
-earnings for most other nonsupervil
sory workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming.- Howeverqsome, count-
er workers, such as those tir,
drugstores and .diners, -receive tips
which can be greeter than hourly

r...amik;5

ma usually is not
necegsary4

. fittaragi Flexible schedules °heti allow students to fit their working hours around their classes. 4 ,4
Rt

7 O.
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wages. Tips usually average between
10 and 20 percent of patrons'

r_te,4ch ks. Counter workers usually re-
we free meals at work, and may be.-
rnished with uniforms.
Most counter workers work less

than 30 hours aweek. Some are on
duty only a few hours a day for either
the lunch or plinner period. Many

kothers work idoth periods; but may
e a few hours off in the middle of

the ay. Flexible schedules often
allow ,students to fit their working
hours round their classes. Weekend
and ho ti ay °work often is required:

Job haza include the possibility
of falls, cuts, and burns, bht injuries
seldom ire siiitus.

e-

Sources of Additional -
Information

Informatiol? abont.,,job opportuni-
ties may be obtained"froin local ern-
ployers, locals of the Hotel-and Res -
taurant Employees and Bartenders
International Union, and local offices'.
of the State employment.servics.
NamA of local unions are available.
froth' the Hotel and Restaurant Em-
ployees and Bartenders International
Union, 120' East 4th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio 45202.. .

For , general information about
food counter workers, write to..., V
Educational Dircctor, National Institute for

the Food Service Industry, 120 S. River-
side Plaza, Chicago, 111: 60606.

Culinary Institute of Americaf,P.O. Box 53,.c.,
. .

Hyd6 Park, N.Y 12538.

,/ 4!

' MEATCUTTERS..

(D.O.T. 316.781, and .884)

Natureof the Work

Nteatcuttexs prepare meat,., fish,
and oultry in supermarkets or
wh lesale food outlets. Their /fine;
ry uty is to divide ani al, qtfarter6
and carcasses into ste ks, roasts,
chaps, aid. other- serving-sized por-
tions. They also may prepare meat
prOdubts such .as salosage and corned,,

, "RI 4.
Meatcutters acquire,thetr-skills on the Job either Informally or through awe

programs.,

In, preparing beef quarters, meat-
cutters divide them into primal cuts
such aernunds, loins, and ribs with a
band saw, and then use knivei ,or
saws to divicp these large cuts into
customer-sized cuts such as steaks,
roasts, and chops. lvidatcutters use
knives or slicers or power cutters to
dividetoneless cuts and a., band saw
or cleaver toltlivide pieces that con-
tain bones. Any bone &hiPs left on
the meat are scraped offivith a knife
or brushed off by a machine: Cutters
grind trimnaings. intolatnburger.

Places of Employment
About 215,000 persons worked as

meatcuttersin 1976. They had jobs
in almost, every.city and,to,wn iii the
Nation. Most rileatcutters worked in
retail foodstore;. A few worked in

-^*

111:311311.

A

**,

wholesale stores, restaurants, hotels,
hospitals, and other institutions.

Training,. Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most meatcutters acquire their
skills on the job. Although many are
informally trained, Most learn
through apprenticeship programs. A
few meatchtterI learn 'their skills by
attending private schools specializing
in this trade.

Generally, on-the-job trainees be-
girab-y doing odd jobs, such as remov-
ing-bones and fatfroin retail cuts.
Under the guidance of skilled meat-
cutters, they learn aboutthe various
cuts and grades of meats and the
proper e of tools and° equipment,A
After nstrating skill with tools,
they learn to divide guarters into pri-
..

,

...
! ! My;

beef. Cutters who work. retail
4ciodstores may set up- counter'dis-
plays ajid wait on eustorliers,

'

,
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mat cuts and to divide primal cuts
into individual portions. Trainees
may team to cut and prepare fish and
poultry, roll and tie roasts, prepare
sausage, and cure and corn meat.
Later, they may learn marketing op-
erations such as inventory control,
meat buying and grading, and rec-
ordkeeping.

Meatcutters who team the trade
through apprenticeship generally
complete 2 to 3 years of supervised
on-the:job training that- may be sup-
plemented by some classroom work.
At the end of the training period,
apprenticres aregiven a meateutting
test which is observed by their em-
ployer. A union theft.) ber also is pre-.

sent in union sitOps. Apprentices who
pass_the test qtialify as meatcutters.

. Those who fail can take the test again
at a later time. In many areas, ap-
prentices may become meatcutters in
less than the usual training-time if
they can pass the test.

Employers prefer applicants who
haVe a high schOol diploma and the',
potential to 'develop into meat de-
'partment managers. High school or
vocational school courses, in business

.arithmetic are helpful in weighing.
and pricing, meats and in Maki*
change.

Manual dexterity, good depth per-
.ception, color -discrOination, and

"go "od eye-hand coordination are
;* portant in cutting 'meat. A pleasant

personality, a neat appearance, and
the +ability to communicate clearly
also are important -qualifications
when cutters wail on customers. Bet-
ter than average strength is needed to
lif yy pieces of meat. In some
c mmunities, a health certificate

nybe required for employment.
eatcutters stay progress to ,su-

r sory jobs, such as meat depart-
ment manageis in supermarkets. A
few become meat buyers frwhole-
salers and supermarket chams. gOnie
cutters become grocery store manag-

,.
.ers or open their own meat markets.

c
Employment Outlook -

The nuntberlef meatcutters is ex-
? -pected to decline slightly through the

mid-1980's. Veveitheless; thousvds
of entry jobs will be available as-vex-

/4 .egenced, workers retire; die, or
the occupation for' other rea-

.

Employment of meatcutte s in
food stores will be limited by c ntral
cuttingthe practice of Cutting and
wrapping meat for several stores at
one location. Central cutting, which
permits meatcutters to specialize in
both a type of meat and a type of cut,
increases efficiency. In addition,
more central cutting is expected- to
be dope in meatpacking plants, thus
reducing the amount of meat cut
and the need for meatc tiers in

--Tood stores. -

-

Earnings. and Woking
Condition%

Hourly earnings of most meataut
ters averaged $7. tylin 1976, accord-
ing to. a 1975 survey.oppiorot wage
rates for grocery sfote ehtflci-yees in
cities, of 100,000 inhabitants jor
more. Meatcutters working_in _cities_
with 500,000 inhabitants on:more
tended to earn more thatrfthosOn
smaller cities. Among groce+stcire
occupations, meatc,utters have the
highe wages. .. , ,)

Begisning ,apprentices 'usually re-
ceive b tween_60 and -70 percent of
the experienced cutter's wage 'and
generally receive inereases every, 6 to
8 Months.

Cutters work in. e'Oldrooms de-.

sligned to prevent meat from spoilirik.
they must be careful .whenfi.yorei,ng
with sharp tools, especially those that
are- owered.

OCCUPATIONAILLOOK HANPBOOK

Nature of the Work

Waiters and waitresses take cus-
tomers' orders, serve food and bever-
ages, make out checks, and some-
fillies take paymenfs. In diners,
coffee shops, and 'other-small restau-
rants they provide fist, efficient ser-
vice. In other restaurants, waiters
and-waitresses serve food at a more
leisurely pace and offer more person-
al service to their customers. For ex-
ample, they may suggest wines and
explain the preparation of items on
the menu.

Waiters-- and waitresses may have
duties other than waiting on tables.
They set hand -clear tables and
carry dirty dishes to the kitchen.,,In
very smalirestaufantsthey may Om-

ibne .waiting on tatoles- with Countertsermice, preparing Sandwiches, orf-
- ,eashiscing:--fn largkestaurants and in

places where meal service is formal,
-'- waiters and waitshig;Eare relieved. of

.moSt additiohaidutieSzDining<room
attendants.ofteneet up tables, fill wa-
ter glasses, and do other routine
tasks.

Places of Employment

Abqut 1%260,000 waiters and wait-
resses were employed in 1976: More
than half worked part*time (less than
35 hours a week). Most worked in
-restaurants, some worked in hotels,
Colleges, and factories that have reS-

Ivost.cutters are Members of the -"ta.urant facilitieslaJobs are
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and throughout ,thesdrintry but

ocated
most-

Butcher Workmen of North' Amer- pledliful- in large oities and tourist
, areas. Vacation resorts offer seasonal

;- employment and sortie waiters and
-Sot,trc$Ikpt.Addltiodal waitress alternate between summer

ter resorts instead of remain-

Inform one are te entire yea-On ,about- work -opporti.uA
li,-" h r..)

nities cart be Obtainecrfren local em-,..1,-_,..,' -,
s.,-, .. :Training, Other Qualifications,ployeig'ot °local = offices of ttfb State and Advancement`emPlbyrrrentErvice. For information

on training Ad other aspects of the ' Most employers prefer to hire ap-.trade, contact: .1 plicants who have had at least 2 or 3... ..

Amalgamated(' Meat Cutters and Butcher years of high school.PA p
1.44(Orkmen of Mirth America, 2800 North start as a waiter 'or aitr
Sheridan =Rd., Chicago, III. 6060;.' .-' fiance to that position aft

WAITE4 ANd
WAITRESSES

.*

on may
ss, or ad-
CwOrking

as a dining, room attendant, ear hop,
or soda fotAtairi*Worker. 'Although
most waiters ,an itreises pic10 up
their :114S e-

Y
job . at le2ist., 3

, imontce is,preferr.eci by
target,

throti 8 p blic

4 4.,

nd hotels. SoMe
vOcatiortat

sti'
ti
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More than one of.ell waheri and waitresses work part time.
.%

school's, restaurant associations, and- the 'small size- of most food-serving
estaNishments. After gaining experi-
ence; however, a waiter or waitress
may transfer to a er restaurant
where earningg anN spects for ad-
vancement may be better. Thp most
successful waiters and viaitresses are
those who genuinely like people, are
interested in offerin e .3.48ce, and
possess the agility ather than
just take orders. ement can

"41)be io cashier or s ...,,,v41sory jobs,
such as maitre d'hot- seining room

sory work-
s as restaurant

some large restaur,Ant chains provide
classroom Irliining. Other employers
use self - instruction programs to train
new employees. In these -programs,
an employeelarnsifoodpreparation
and service stills, by observing film
strips and reading iiistructional book-
lets.

Because people in this occupation
are iq- dote and constant contact
with the public, "a heat appearance
and an even disposition are impor-
tant qualifications. Physical stamina supervisor. Some super
also is imilortant, as waiters and wait: e advance to jo
resses arelon their feet, lifting and rt agers.

Carrying; trays of food from kitchen outlookoutlookto table, for hours at a time. Waiters
and waifretses alsoshould be good at Job openings are expected to be
arithmetic and, in restaurants spe- plenlif(.11 in the years, ahead, mainly
ciahzing in foreign:4:0S where,cus- age to the need to replace the waiters
tamers may not sp "tt,.Englisti, and'vAitresses who find other jobs or
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graduation. In adtlition to the job
openings from turnover,, many will
result from employment growth.

Employment of waiters and wait-.
resses is expected to grow about as
fast as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's, as popula-
tion growth and higher incomes cre-
,ate more business for restaurants.
Higher incomes and more leisure
time will permit people to eat out

,more often. Also, as an increasing
number .of wives work, more and
morrriamilies may find dining ,out a

Nelcorne convenience.
Beginners will find thei? best op-

, portunities for employment in the
thousands of informal restaurants.
Those who seek jobs in 'expensive
restaurants may find keen competi-
tion for the jobs that becorne.avail-
able.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly rates for waiters and wait-
resses (excluding tips) ranged from
$1.25 to $3.33 in 1976, accordingio
limited data from union contracts
that covered eating and drinking
places in several large cities. Fol-
many waiters And waitresses, how-
ever, tips arg greater than hourly
wages. Tips generally average be-
tween 10,and 20 percent of guests'
ch'ecks. Most waiters and waitresses
receive meals at work and many are
furnished with uniforms.

Some waiters and waitresses work
split shiftsthat is, they work for
several hours during the middle of
the day, take a few hous off in the
afternoon, and then return to their
jobs for the evening hours. They also
may w2it on'holidaxs and weekends.
The .we range in dining hours cre-
ales a goo opportunity for part-time

r work:*ai and waitresses' stand
most ,the me and often have to
carry hevy bays of food: Diking
dining they malave to rush td
serve I tables t "once. The

knowledge of a fofeittrelatiguage is who retire, die, or stop working for work

' helpful: State laWs'often'reqaire waif-f
ers and Waitresses .to obtain health
"certificates shbwing .that they are
fre.e: f contagious diseases.. .

Opport'unities for-oprornOtion .- in
this *o cuttation are liniited,,.due to

Vely safe, but they must
be careful to avoid slipt orfalls, andother reasons ..,Turnove is pattieular- `a

ly high among,part-time workers. burns.
he,.-7principal union organizinAbout one-fourth of waiters ,,and T

jwaiters and vtaitresses is the "Notewa tresiies are students, most a
whom work Part time while attending
school and then find-other jobs 'aftere'

.18.5
. ia-.14

d Restaurant Eniplpyges and tar-
enders International. Union;

6
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Sources of Additional
Information

. Information about job, opportuni-
ties may be obtained froM local em-
ploy4s, locals of the union previous-
ly. mentioned, and local offices of the

fr

4

State employment servicg
information on waiter and
jobs is available from:

General'
waitress

Natidnal Institute for the Foodservice Indus-
try, 120 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago,
III. 60606.

6

t-r

`),

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

The Educational Institute, American Hotel
and Motel Association, 1407 S. Harrison

ltd., Michigan State University, East Lan-
, sing, Mich. 48823.

Culinary Institute of America, P.O. Box 53,
Hyde Park, N.Y. 1253

of,

a
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RSQNAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Personal service workers perform
a variety of tasks for people, such as
styling or cutting hair, making airline
passengeti safe and comfortable,
conducting tours, carrying baggage,
or arranging funerals. Some of they
tasks require special skills that must
be learned through formal training.
Others require skills that'can be
learned on the job. Forsome person-
al service jobs, workers must obtain a
State license after completing a train-
ing program or apprenticeship.

Persons entering, these occupat
tions should be neat, tactful and able
to get along well with people because
success on the job depends on the
impression personal service workers
make on their customers. Physical
stamina is necessary for those jobs
that involve lifting heavy objects or
standing for lon$peri9ds of time.

Personal servicy workers may re-
ceive salaries, commissions. or both.
In many cases they also receive tips
tha add substantially to their in-
coml.. Employers often furnish' uni-
foims for jobs that require them.
Some workers, like barbers and cos-
metologists, must provide their own
tools.

This section describes four person-
al seryice'occupations: barbers, cos-
metologisK; funeral directors and*"
embalmers, and bellhops and bell
captains.

e

BARBERS

Ions, ',,'unisex"-salons, and some bar-
bershops. They cut and style hair to
suit each customer and may color or
straighten hair and fit hair pieces.
Most barbefs offer hair and scalp
treatments, shaved, facial massages,
and shampoos.'

A small but growing number of
barbers cut and style women's hair.
They usually work in -unisek salons
shops that have male and female cus-
tomers. Some States require a cos-
metologist's license as well as a bar-
ber's license, however, to permanent
wave or color women's hair.

As part of their responsibilities,
barbers keep their scissors, combs,
and other instruments sterilized and
in good condition hey clean their
work areas and may sweep the shopa
as well. Those who Own or manage a
shop have additional responsibilities
such as ordeehg sbpplies, paying
bills, keeping records, and hiring ep-
ployees.

(D.O.T. 3'3(1.371) 4.1

Nature. of Ilse Worif ),

Al thoughAilt men go to.a barber .
:

,t, for jusa hairclit, other servr es such -
as haiiityling and cOtaring have be--1
come in4easinily populafv.itarbers

2ttAir'keci.,:rit these area-A a#, called,
1Mtailstylish",vidr,wark in styling sa

Places of Employment

tr Most of the 124,000 barlfirrs in
1976 worked in barbershops. Some

.worked in unisex salons, and a few
worked for government agencies, ho-
tels, or department stores. More than
half of all barbers operated their own
businesses.

Almost all cities and towns have
barbershops, but employment is con-
centrated in the most populous cities
and States. Hairstylists usuallypork
in large, cities where the greatest de-
mand for their services exists.

Training, Other Qualifications,
And Advancement

All States require barbers to be li-
censed. oche qualifications necessary
to get a license vary from one State
to another, however. Generally a
person must be-a graduate of a State-
approved barber, school, have..com-
pleted the eighth graderfratsir4*hys-
ical examination, and be at leaSt 16

(in some States 18) years old.'
Many States require a beginner to

take an examination for an appren-
tice license, and serve 1 or 2 years as
an .apprentice before taking the ex-
amination required for a license as a
registered barber: In the examina-
tions, the applicant usually is re-
quired to pass a written test and dem-
onstrate an ability to perform the
basic services. Fees for these exami-
na,rions range from $10 to 475.

Because 'most'States dolnot recog-
nize training, apprenticeship work,
or licenses obtained i another State,
persons who w.ish to become barbers *
,sitould review the laws of the State in
4hich they want/to work before en-
tering a barber school.

Barber training is offered in about
350 schools; 3 out of 4, barber
schools are private. Some public high
schools offer barbering in their voca-
tional progtams. B'arber school pro-
grams usually last 9 to 12 manthl,

-Students buy their oWn tools, whiLlt
cost about $200.'"fhey study the ba- ,
sic serviceshaircutting,tbaving, fa- -
cial assaging, and hair and scalp

ntsht d; under supervision,
ice on fellow ,stuaents'and on

storners in ,school inrcg." Be-
sides attending le4 ureSion'harber 7
services ancj the use" fircare",of ire"
struin stuff lecitt take' couvses LiLI

e"' it 177
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_ .
sanitati %n and ygiene7and lea rn
how to recogniz ertain skin condi-

. tions. InStrifetiorralso 4 given in sell-.
ihg and gen siness practices.
Advanced c- .!`are available in
some localities barbers who wish
to update their skills or specialize in
hairstyling, coloring, and the sale; and
service of hairpieces.

Dealing with customers requires
patiente and a better than average
disposition. Good health and stam-
ina also are important because bar-
bers stand a great deal and work with,,
both hands at shoulder levela posi-
tion that can be tiring'

Beginners may get their first jobs
through the barber school they at-
tended, or thrOugh the lOcal barber's
,union or employer's association.

Some experienced barbers 'ad-
' vance by becoming managers of

large shops or by opening their own
shops. A' few may teach at barber
schools. Barbers who go into busi-
ness for themselves must have the
capital to buy or rent a shop and in-
stall equipment. New equipment for.
wone-chair shop cost from $1,500 to
$3,000 in 1976. Some shopowners
buy used equipment and fixtures at
reduced prices, however.

Employment Outlook

The employment decline of the
last decade is expected to level off by
the mid - 1980'5 as population growth
and the increasing popularity of hair-
styling offset the effect of the fashion
for longer hair. Although little
change is expected in the level of
employment, .several thousand job.
openings for barbers will occur each
year because of the need to replace
workprs who retire, die, ortransfer to
other kinds of work. Replacement .
needs in barbering are high, Com-
pared with many other occupations.

The shift in consumer preferences
from regular haircuts to more per -
sonaled and intensive services has
greatly affectet1 the occilpation. Bar-
b.s%who °specialize in hairstyling
ha been much more -successful

n th9se !who: offsr conventional
i-t.service;f. Th4',tren4 is expected to

continue, and employment opportu-
ihould be better for haiiktylitis

than-Tor regt.ilar barbers.
4fas,

t-

Earnings and Working ."

Conditions.
Barbers receive income from. corn-

' missions or wages and,. tips. Most
barbers who are not shopowners nor-
mally receive 60 to 70 percent of the
money they take in; ,a few 'are paid
straight salaries. -44.,;,..

Weekly earnings, of eiperienced
barbers (including tips) generally
ranged between $200 and $2p in
1976, according to limited informa-
tion available. Hairstylists usually
earned $315 to $400 a week, be-
cuse the services they provide are
more personalized and therefore
more expensive. Some hairstylists
and a few barbers who operated their
own shops earned more than $400'a
week. Beginning barbers usually
earn about $175 to $200 a week,
hairstylists $200 to $250 a week.

Earningi depend on the size and
location ofthe shop, custo rs' tip-je
ping habits, competition f m other
barbershops, and the barber's ability
to attract. and hold regular custom-
ers.

Most full-time barbers work more
than 40 hours a week and a work-
week of over 50 hours is not,uncom-

.

mon. 'Although Saturdays and lunch
hours are generally very busy, a bar-
ber may have some time off during
slack periods. To assure an even-

.

workload, some barbers ask custom-
ers to make appointments. Some bar-
bers receive I- or 2-week paid vaca-
tions, insurance, and medical
benefits.

The principal union that organizes
barbersboth employees and shop-
ownersis.the Journeymen Barbers,
Hairdressers, CosmetolOgists and
Proprietors' International Union of
.America. The principal association
that represekts and organizes shop-
owners, managers, and employees is
the Associated Master Barbers and
Beauticians of America. ',.

. Sources of Additional
Information

Lists of barber schools,.by State,
are available from:

t

National Association of Barber Schools, Inc.,
338 Washington Ave., Huntipgtor', W.Va.

-25701.
"National Association of Tradc and Teehritcal
2 Schools, 2024., St., NW.,' Room 440;

Washington, D.C. 20036. r !.±;

I. -

OCCUPATIOrL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK`N
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Every State maintains information-_,
on State licensing requirements add,
approved barber schools'. For deta*"'
contact thegtate board oftharber
aminers or the\equivalenea rity

._:

at your-State capital.
AsIditional information on this etc-

cupation is available from: ,
National Barber Career Center, 3839 White

Plains Rd., Bronx, N.Y. 10467.

BELLHOPS AND BELL
CAPTAINS

(D.O.T. 324.138 and .878)

Natureoi`the Work

Bellhops carry baggage for hotel
and motel guests and escort them to
their rooms on arrival.. When show-
ing new guests to their rooms, bell-
hops make Sure everything is in order
and may offer information about va-
let services, dining room hours, or
Other hotel services. Bellhops also
run errands for guests and may re -.

lieve elevator operators or switch-
board operators.

Large and. medium -sized hotels
employ bell captains to supervise
bellhops on the staff. They plan work
assignments, record the hours each
bellhop is on duty, and train new
employees. Bell captains take care of,
any unusual requests guests may
make and handle any complaints re-
gar-ding their. department. Sometimes
they helurriving or departing guests,
if a bellhop is unavailable. In 1976,
more than 16,000 persons worked as
bellhops and bell captains.

A few hotels have large service
departments and'employ superinten-
dents of service to supervise bell cap-
tains and bellhops, elevator opera-
tors, doAlikeapers, AO washroom
attendants.

Training,- Other Qualifications,.
and Advancement

Nis specific educational require-
ments exist for bellhops, although

-high school graduation improves the
chances, for prortOtion to a job as
desk_clerk pr. renservatin clerk. Many
hotels fill.bellhoP job by promoting
elevbtor operators.

.4
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(
areas where hotels andmotels are
open_only. part of the yea,.

See the. st4tetnerit on el
industry aSewhere in th Hbandbpok
for -.information on earning--ad,-,
working conditions.osource74Of addr-

,--' _tibnaljnformation, and more infor.,.
matron on employment outlook.

Because bellhops and captains have fre-
quent contact with guests, they must be

neat, tactful, and courteous.

Because bellhops have frequent
contact with guests, they must bf,
neat, tactful, and courteous. `A\\..
knowledge of the local area is an
asset because guests often ask about
local tourist attractions, restaurants,
and transportation services. Belltips'::
also must be able to stand for long
periods, carry heavy baggage, 'and
work independently.

Bellhops can advance to bell cap-
tain and then to superintendent of
service, but opportunities are Mit-.
ed. Because there is only one bell
captain position in each hotel, many
years may pass before an opening oc-

COSMETOLOGISTS

(1310.T. 332.271 and .381;'33'f and
339.371) `

of the WorkNatur

Hair has be
since womee
care-about
Throughciut h

h a center of attention
nd men first began to
their appearance.
story' great

effort has gone into'acquiring a fash-
4nable hairstyle or a perfectly

-irrimed beard. Although, styles
change from year to year, thecosme-
tologist's task'remains the sametp
help people look attractive.

Cosmetologists, who also are
=called beauty operators, hairstylists,
or beauticians, shampoo, cut, and
style hair, and advise patrons on how
to care for their hair. Frequently they
straighten or permanent wave a pa-
tron's hair to keep the style in shape.
Cosmetologists may also lighten or

curs. Opportunities for advancement
to superintendent of service are even
fewer.

Employment Outlook

Little or o change in employment
of bellhops is expected through the
mid-1980's. Most openings will result
from the need to replace workers
who die, retire, or leave the occupa-
tion.

Although many motels now offer.
services ,similar to those of a hotel
and employ bellhops, the growing
popularity of economy motels that
offer only basin services is expected
to limit en ployment growth. New
workers will, have better opportuni-
ties in motels and small', hotels -17;e-. ,,
'cause the large luxury hotels prefer
to iiirewxperienced workers. Oppor-
tunities also will be available in resort. .
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daKkenaie color of the hair to better
.tiif'i9 skin color. Cosme-,,r

Sts' ay give iiianic,ures, scalp-
and foci treatments, provide. make :.
up anal sis for-women, an clean.rid a '

.wigs and itirpieces.
Most cOsmetolotists makF
intments and keep records of

colon formulas ad permanent waves
used by their reiiblar patrons. Thes:y&-...,
also keep their .work area clean aild
sanitize their hairdressing imple:
ments. Those who operate their own
.sa I's. also have managerial duties

elude hiring and superiliiing
Icpepint\records, and order-

.

ing,,supplies. \
-1.;,:::-;x -.

" Places of Employment

Most of the more than 534,000
cosmetologists employed in 1976
worked in beauty salons. Some
worked in "unisex" shops, barber"-
stylirig ,shops, or department stores,
and a few were employed bt hospi-
tals and hotels. More t n one-third-
operated their own 4tWesses.

All cities and towns have beauty
salons, but employment is concen-
trated in"the most populous cities and
States. Those cosmetologists who set
fashion trends with their hairstyles
usually work in New York qity, Los
Angeles, and other centers of fashion
and the performing arts.

e-Changing hairstyles have caused a drop in employment
of barbers, but cosmetology has continued to grow

Emp ment.
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement ,

Although all States require cosme-
tol

.

tits to, be licensed; the.qualifica-
tion nAessary .to.obtain-a license:
vary; Genebakria iperson, must have
graduated ftiom a State-approved
cosmetology school, have completed
at least the 10th grade, pass a phys-

.. -ical examination, and be at least 16
years old. In some States completion
of ad-apprenticeship training pro-
gram cab substitute for graduation
from a cosmetology school, but very
few cosmetologists learn their skills
in this way. -

. Cosmetologfinstruction -is -offered
in both publicApkprivate vocational
schools, in either daytime or evening
classes. A daytime course usually
takes 9 months to 1 year_to complete;
an _evening course takes longer.
Many public school 'programs in-
clude the academic subjects needed
for a high school ,diploma and last 2'
to 3 years. An apprenticeship pro-
gram usually lasts 1 or 2 years.

Both public and private programs
include classroom study, demonstra-
tions, and practical work. Most
schools provide students with the
necessary hairdressing implements,
such as manicure implements,
combs, scissors, razors, and hair roll
ers, and. include their cost in the tu;
ition fee, Sometimes students must
purchase their own. IA good set of
implements costs over $50. Begin-
ning students work on manikins or on
each other. Once. they have' iained
some experience, students practice
on patrons in school "clinics."

After graduating from a cosmetol-
ogy.,, course, students take the State
licensing examination. The examina-
tion Consistsld a written test and a
practical test in which applicants
demonstrate their ability to proVide
the required services. In some States
an oral examination is included and
the applicant is asked to explain the
procedures he or she it following
while taking the practical test.. In
some States a separg,te examination
is given for persons who want only a
manicurist's license. Some - Stately
have reciprocity agreements that al=
low a cosmetologist licensed, in one
State to work in another without re-
examination.

$

.

.1'
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Employment Outlook

EmploymeRt of cosmetologists is
-expeeted to grow abogt as fast as the

4 ',-a`1,4"rage.ifor all occupations through
ths, mid-198i11's'as population in-
creases and_ the number' of iworking
women rises. The trend to hairstyling
for _men also creates a` demand for
these workfrs pecanse many men go
to unisex shops or beauty salons for
styling services. In addition to open-
ings due to growth in the occupation,
thousanAs of cosMetologists will be
needed each year to replace those

'who die, retire, or leave the occupa-
tion.

Employment in this occupation is
not strongly affected by downturns in
the bOsiness cycle and job oppOrtu-
nities ate expected, to be good for
both newcomers and experienced
cosmetplogists. Many openings
should be available for Oersonsseek-
ing part-time work.

A
Cosmetologists must ep up with the lat-

^ est,fa Ions.

Persons who want to become os-
me,tologists must. have finger dexter-

-ity, a sense of form and artistry, and
the physical stamina to stand for long
periods of time. They shoitid enjoy
dealing with the public and be willing
and able to follow patrons' instruc'-
tions. Because hairstyles are con-.
stantly changing, cosmetologists
must keep abreast,of the latest fash-
ions and beauty tedimiques. Business
skills are important for those who
plan to operate-their own salons:

Many, schools help their students
-fiud jobs. During their first months
on the -kb, new cosmetologiSts are
-gtvgn tplapvely sim tasks, such as
giving manicures or hampoos, or are
assigned to pelform.the simpler hair-.
styling' patterns. Once they have
demo trated their skills, they are
graduilly permitted to perform the
more complicated styling tasks such
as hair cologg and-permanent wav-
ing.

'Advancement usually is in the
ford of higher earnings as cosme-
tologists gain experience and build a
ste'ady 'clientele; but many manage
large salons or open their own after
several years\ of experience. Some
teach in cosmetology schools or use

:their knowledge and skill to demon-
strate cosmetics in clepartment
stores. A few work as examiners for
State cosmetology boards.
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Earnings and Working
. Conditions

Cosmetolvists receive income
from commissions or wages and from
tips. Those who are not salon owners
receive A percentage of the money
they take iu, usually 50 percent; a,
few are paid straight salaries.

Irlieekly earnings of experienced
etologists (including tips) gen-

ally ranged between $285 and
$340 in 1976, according to limited
information available. After 10 years
of experience, they, can earn more
than $450 a week. Beginners usually
earned $95- to $125 a week. Those
cosmetologists' who cut and style
men's hair often earn more than
those who work-on women's, hair be-
ca the services they"proVide are
mor expensive,

Evnings also depend on the;si
and !location of the salon, patrons'
tipping hapits, coMpetition.from-oth-
er beauty salons, and the individual
cosmetologist's ability to attract and.
hold regular patrons. ,. _.

Many full-time cosmetologists
work more than 40ihours a week,
including egitings and Saturdays
when beiiity-salons are busiest. Wire
than one-third of all- cosmetblogists
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work part time, usually during these
',bus. h6urs. - , -

_ ..' ''. A few large'salons and department
stores offer group life and health
insurance and other benefit .plans:
Nearly all employers trovide annual
paid vacations of at least 1 week after
a year's service.

The principal -union whichorganiz=
es cosrnewl..o,;:-both employees
and salon ownersis the-Journey-.
men Barbers, Hairdressers, Cosme-'
toloVs, and PrSprietor's Interne-
tioria Union- of America. The.
principal -trade askiciation which
represents and,organizes salon. own-
er& managers, and 'eiltPloyees is the
AssoCiated Master :Barbers and
Beauticians of America. Other or-
ganizations einclude the National
Hairdressereoanci Cosmetologists As-
sociation, the National Associ-
ation of Cosmetology Schools, Inc.,
which represen school owners and
teachers; and e. National 'Beauty
Culturists' League, representing
black cosmetologists, teachers, man-
agers, and salon owners.

Sources of Additional
information

A list of-apprOved training schools
and licensing requirements ;can be
obtained fret State boards of cos
metology or om:

- Cosmetology ACtrediting Commission, 1707
L Street, N.W., Room 440, Washingt&i,
D.C. 20036

Additional information about ca-
' reers in cosmetology and State li-

censing requirements is available
from:

National Beauty CWeer Ce 3839 White
Plains Rd., Bronx, N.Y.

NationalHairdressers and Cbsmetolo is As-
sociaticin, 3510 Olive.St., St. Louis, 'Mo.
9103.

',For general information' about the
oecupatione,,contact:
)ourricymen Barbers, Hairdressers;tosme-

tologists, and Proprietors Inte onal
Union of America', 7050 West shing-
ton St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46241,

National Association of Cosmetology Schools,
599 South 'Livingston Ave.', Livingstone
N.J. 07039.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND EMBALMER

(Dp-.T. 07.168 and 338:381)

Neture.of the Work -,

-
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procesNion. After the service they
may help. the family -file claims for
sal s curity, insurance, and: other

..eenefi . Directors may serve.a,fam.
'cily for several month0 follOwing the

funergluntil such matters are-satis-
factorily completed. '

Places of Employment
A I

About 45,000 persons were Ii
cense:1:1'as funeral directors and' em-
balmers in 1976. A i'ubstantial'hurn-
ber of The directors werTunetal*

few ocupati,qns require the tact,
discretion, ancLcompasgion call0 for
in the work of funeral dgectors and
embalmers. The fainily and friendsoof
the deceased may be under consider-
able emotional stress and bewildered.
by the many details of the occasion.
The funeral director (D.O.T.

'187.168) helps them to make th4
personal and business arrangements
necessary for thoiservice and burial.
The embalmer (D.O.T. 338.381.) pre-
pares ,Ahe body for Viewing and buri-
al. In many instances, one person
performs both functions.

-The director's duties begin when a
call is received from a family request-,
ing services. After arranging for the
deceased to be removed to the funer-.
al home, the director obtains the in-
hirmation needed for the death cer-
tificate, such as date and place of
birth and cause of death,. The direc-
tor makes an appointment with the
family to discuss the details of the
funeral. These .include time and
place of service, clergy and organist,
selection of casket and clothing, and
.provision for burial or cremation. Di-
rectors also make arrangements,with
the- cemetery, place obituary 'notices.

home owners.
- Most of the 22,000 funeral homes
in -1976 had Al to 3 directors and
embalmers, including the., .owner.
Many lhrge homes, however, had `20
or more. Besides the embalmers em-
ployed by funeral homes, several
hundred worked for. 'morgues and.
hospitals.

4

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement .

A license is needed to practice ern-
balming. State' licensing standards
vary but generally'ist embalmer must
be 21 years old, tirve, a high school
diploma or its equivalent, graduate .

from a mortuary science;,school,
serve an apprentieeship, and pass a
State board examination.--One-half of
the States require a year or more of
college ,n addition to training in mor-
tuary science.. ,

All but six. State also require fu-
in newspapert`a take care of other neral direotors to be licensed. Quali-
details as necessarY DireCtors must

tgli
fixations are similar to those for etn-

be familiar with the funeral and burl- balmers btu directors, may have to
'al customs of various religious faiths take, special apprenticeship training

-and fraternal organizations. , , and Goaid examinations.' Most pedt
Embalming is a sanitary; preserve -_ pie entering theofi

some States issue a
obtain both li-, -

tive and cosmetic measure. Embalm- censes, however
ers, perhaps with the help of appren-
tices, first wash the body with

. germicidal soap. The embalming pro-
cess itself replaces the blood with a
preservative fluid. Embalmers apply
cosmetics to give the body.a natural
appearance and, if necessary, restore
disfigured features. Ftnall.y, they
dress the body and place it in the.
'casketselected by the family. time or summea job in a fuperaf

home. Although%lhese jobs cOnsistOn the clay of the funeral, directors
provide ears for the mostly of maintenance and clean-up-family and pall-
bearers receiveiand usher guests to

single license to embalmer /funeral
directors. Information on licensing
requirements is available from the._
State office of occupational licens-
ing.

High school students can start pre-
paring for a eareer;in this field by
taking coutses:in biology, chemistry,
and speech:'$euttents,maY find a part-

tasks; such as,washing and polishing
their seats, and organize the funeral. hearses, they can be helpful in gain-

191
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ing familiarity with 'the operation of
funeral homes.

111 1976, 34 schools had mortuary
science programs accredited by the
American Board of Funeral Service
Education. About one-half were 'pri-
vate vocational achoqls that offer 1-
year 'programs. emphag basic
subjects such as anatomy and physi-
ology as well as practical skills such
as embalming techniquelltand re
alive art. Coinmunity colleges o

. 2-year programs, and a'small numbe

have the desire and.ability 'to comfort
people in their time of sorrow.

Advancement opportunities are
best in large funeral homes where
directors and embalmers may earn
promotion to higher paying position
such as_ personnel manager or gener-
al manager. Some workers eventually

,

acquire enough money andlipperi-
enCe to establish their own business-
es

Employment Outlook

of colleges and universities offer -2- Little change in the employment of
and 4-year programs in funeral sir- fuheral directors and embalmers- is
vice. Thee programs included Jibe_ r- expected throtigh the mid-1980's. In
al, arts and management courses as recent yearsthe number of .mortuary
well as, mortuarrat iince: All pro- sc ol graduates has approximately
grams offered courses in psychology, ualed the number of jobs avaiffble
accounting, and funeral law. e to retirements, deaths, and trans-
"Apprentices work under the guid- fe s to other occupatio.ns: -Many stu-

ance of experienced embalMers and is secure a promise of employ-
directors. An apprenticeship usually t before entering a program and,
lasts 1 or 2 years and may be served Q. arring any significant growth in en-
before, atter, or during the time one, rollrnents, future graduates should
attends mortuary school, depending find job opportunities available.

Demand for funeral services. Willon State regulations.
Skate board examinations c

of written and oral tests and a
rise --as the population gjows and
deaths increase, Most funeral homes,

detnonstration of skills. After passing however, will be able to tneet the
the eicamination and meeting other demand without expanding their ern-
requirements,. apprentices receive a, ployment. The average funeral home
license to practice. If th *ant. to conducts ernly one or two funerals
work in another State, th ay haveach week and is caps le of handling

to pass its examination, although several moire withoutihiring addition-.

al employees,ilmany Sta s have mutual agreements ,

',..thrit mak this unnecessary.
Important personal ttaits for funer-

, directors are composure, tact, and'.
3 t atoitx .to communicate, easily In 1976, funeral directors and em-

with the public. They also should balmers generally earned from .$200

. Earnings and Working
Conditions

tr
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to $300 a week. Managers generallY
l'rearned 'between $10,0(10 and
- $16,000 a year, and many owners

earned more than $20,000. APpren-
'tices earnetf between $2.25 and

4.60 an hour.
In-largefuneral homes, employees

usually have a regular work'sched
Typically they put in 8 hours d
or, 6 days a week. Overihne, how-
ever, occasionally nay be necessary. -

Some employees work shifts; for '
amale, nights 1 week, and days the
nexi

Occasi.,
come into conta

embalmers may
'th contagious

diseases bpt the possibility of their
betosiOng ill is remote, even less
likely than for a doctor or nurse.

"Sourcei of Additional
Informations'

Information about job oripiirtuni-
,%ties'in this field is,gailable frOm local

funeral homes and 'from:
National Funeral Directors Association of the

UnitedStates, Inc..,-135 W. Wells St., Milt:
waukeeAisc. 53203.

National. Selected Morticians, 1616 .Central :

St., -Evanston, Ill. 60201e -

-

S..

O

, .

accredited schools ofFor a list of
'mortuary- science and information
'about scholatship opportinities,vn-
tact:
The American Board of Funeral Service Edu--.

cation, Inc., 201 Columbia St., Fairmont,
W. Va. 26554.

1

,
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;PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD
SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
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- About .1.4 million workers were
employed in private households in
1976. The majority were domestic

-workers who performed household
tasks such as cooking, cleaning, or
caring for children, but .workers in
othex occupations, also were em-
ployed' by private households. Gar-
deners keep e grounds of large es-
tates looking ttractive by planting
shrubs and flowers and cutting the
lawn:. Chauffeurs drive their employ-
ers' cars and keep the vehicles clean
and in good running condition. Car-. ,
penters, painters, and other craft
workers maintain, and redecorate
homes. Private mines, secretaries,
and curators or librifrians. are em-
ployed in some 'households.

The following statement Itikusses
the domestic' occupations most fre-
quently found in private households,
includihg general housekeeper,
mother's helpef, -and companion.

PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD
-WORKERS

(D.O.T. 099.228, 301.887, 303.138,
304.887:30.281, 306.878,

307.878,.and 309:138 through
. .878)

Nature of theft Work

Thou4ands of people emplOy pri-
vate household workers to help care
or children, clean and maintain the
house and yard, cook meals, or serve
the family. Some household workers
specialize in one of these jobs, but

, the duties of most workers change
from day to day. Frequently, workers
who specialize live in their employ-

-- er's house. 4

Most private house cold workers
are employed as gencrak house-
workers or nu-it/ices lielpers. These

food 40' serving meals and.
g the kitchen. Others follow ,
tructions a family member.

Coo s may be assisted by a cook's-
.: helper, who is less skilled than a cook?

'and ttei-forms simple' tasks, such as
,eeifik vegetables and cleaning the

.

workers clean the house and may
also be responsible for intalziSrepara-
tkon, laundry, or caring for children.
When 'Wed- by the day or lidur, they
are called day. workers.

Heavy household tasks and 'yard
maintenance are usually performed
by. care.takw. They may wa111,. win-.
(lows, paint fences and 'mow -the
lawn.

Insome households, meals }ire
pared by cooks. Some cooks do
everything from planning menus and

'kitchen.
A few households employ lasso-

- laundry.,
derers to wash, iron; and fold the

-Some private. hdusehold workers
-specialize in performingpersonal ser-
vices for members of the family: La-
dy.'s and gentleman. 's attendanti keep
their employer's clothes pressed and
hung, make their. beds, -help them
dresi, and run errands. Companions
do similar work, but they also act as a
friend or aide to the convalescent,
elderly, or handicapped person who
employs them. .

Some private householdS employ
workers whose sole job isChfld care.

Y

Most

-r'

'.141s-

!lo

r

private housihoid workers are omployarkas *moral housavio.drora or mothers'
helpors-;

1 9 3
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Unlike 'Withers' helpers, whose du-
ties 'general!, entail light housekeep-
ing as well Ai child care,these
ers have no o-general hOUsekeeping
responsibilities. -Such workers bathe
the children, prepare their meals,
laundettheir,iclothes, and supervise
their play. Those who care for very'
young 'children are responsible for
sterilizing bottles, preparing formu-

.- las, and changing diapers.. Some
households employ tutors, who usu-
ally are in charge of school-age. chil-
dren and supervise their "recreation-,
diet, and health, as well as their edu
cation. These worlcers also are re-

. sponaible -for disciplining the chil-
n and arranging their activities.

A household with a large staff of
workers may employ hoine hquse7
'keeper or a butler to supervise the
staff and the operation. of the house-
hold. These workers usually are, re-
sponsible for hiring and firing the
other household employees. In addi-
tion to these duties, butlers receive
and announce guests, answer tele-
phones, serve food and drinks, and
may act' as gentleman's attendants.
Housekeepers order food arid clean-
ing supplies and keep a record of ex-
penditures.

'Places of Employment

Nearly 1.1- million persons were
employed as private household work.;
ers in 1976. Most are employed part
time, working half-days or only 2 or 3
days a week. Those who live in their
employer's house work longer hours.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

For most household jobs, exiSeri-
ence and an ability to cook, cleany or
care for a yard is.important; foPinal
education is not. -Employers prefer
workers who know ho'w to Vpekate
vacuum cleaners, floor waxers, and
lawn mowers, but most young people
can learn these skills while helping
with the house and yard work at
home. Some household workers ac-:
quire skills by spending a year work-
ing as a mother's helper under the,
supervision of either an experienced' !
household worker or their employer.

°Home economics courses in high
schools, vocational schools, and ju-
nior- colleges offer training in child .

developinent and meal prepacation
that can be very Useful to pirsons
interested :in becoming cooks ora,
child care_ workers. Training pro*
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homes or, homemaker-home healthL--.

aides to Toyed by health agencies;
, public we fare departments, tor com-
merical firms.

s.grams -sponsored by Federal agen-
cies, State employment service offic-
es, and local welfare departments
also teach many Of the skills needed
for household work.

For a person wishing.a job serving
as a companion or caring for chil-
drenieducational and cultural back:
ground is more important than work
experience. Generally a companion's
backgrounck, interests, and age
should beisimilar to 'the am. ployr's,
and practical nursing experience is
useful if the employer is an invalid.
Beirig able to read well or carry on an
interesting conversation is helpful. A
well-rounded education and teaching
skills are important for persons inter-
estedin caring for children.

Private household workers must
have physical stamina because they
are on their feet most of the time and
sometimes must do some -heavy lift-
ing. The desire to do a job carefully
and thoroughly is ipporfant. House-
hold workers should be-able both to
get along well with people and to
work independently. Some workers,
particularly cooks and infant's nurs-
es,. need a nealth certificate showing
that they are free of contagious dis-
eases. Many employers arrange and
pay for the necessary physical exami-
nation.

Advancement %titer than an in-
grease iniwages generally is not possi-
ble in private household work. Few
households require live-in workers,
and even fewer require so many
workers that a butler 'br home house-
keeper is neede&as a supervisor.
Workers can transfer to better pay-
ing and more highly skilled house-
hold jobs, suer as cook or lady's or
gentleman's a-findant, but job open-
ings in these c :upations are limited.

However, rr ny private liouiehold
workers use the:- training and experi-
ence to trans' to related jobsin
child care or care facilities, or as
kitchen work.
may go to we
employed 1:14.,
services. 0t*
nursing aid

194_

In restaurants. Some
as building cleaners,

-,mmerical 'cleaning
lay go .;to work as

.,ospitals,' or nursing

5

. Empioyment Outlook

Although the humber of private
household workers is expected ,to

. detline. through the_ mid-1980's,
,thousands "of openings-,will result
each year from the need to replace
.thoLe who-die, retire, or leave the
occztion. The demand for house-
ho orkers has Fxceededi supply
for tome time, as more women, espe-
cially those with young children, en-
ter the labor forCe. Low wages., the
tedious nature of some household
tasks, and the 'lack of advancement
opportunities discourage many per-
sons from entering the occupation,
.however, and some prospective-em-
ployers are turning to child-care cen-
ters and commercial, cleanirig servic-
es for help.

Job openings for domestic work-
ers, particularly for 'general house-
keepers and mothers' helpers, will be
plentiful through the maid -19
Many openings will be .available fo
part-time work.-

Earnings d Wqrking
- e ditions

In L976, full-time female private
household workers averaged $2,413
a year, less than half the average for
all nonsupervisory workers ijoprivate
industry, except farming.' Earnings
data are not available for men in the
occupation because men represent
such a small proporpon of total em-
ployment. The provisions of Federal
and State minimum wage laws were
extended to private household work-
ers in May 1974.

Wages vary. acc ding to the work
performed, employ r's income, and
the custom lzif the ocal area. Earn-
ings are highest in large cities, eSpe-..
cially in the North.

Most private household' workers
receive instructions from their em-
ployers, but are free to Work on their
own. Frequently, they have a key to
the house or apartment. Household
work is /often tedious, especially for
day workers who generally are given
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the leis desirable tasks; *itchy as
cleaning bathrooms ors&
'refrigerator. Long Or irr
ing hours Can isolate WO
"live in" from their
friends, and if the lie the'itrte.;em-
ployees in the b9Wiebldi;they; are
likely to be alone most it tlie: time.

r 41 to, V.

o. );

"IP

Solurcas of Additional
Information

Facts an out employment opper-tu-
-riffles and training programs in pit -
;ate household work are available
from local offices of Sta- enrolcy-
merit agencies.

`51

O
Information on ws affecting

household workers aid guidelines for
work is available Om:

National --7-Pfot..*P.-sfii Household Employ-
ment.. 7 Cioutgia Ave. NW.. Suite 208.
Wasningttm., ri:C. 20012.
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PROTECTIVE A/413
RELATE!) SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

71-he growth of our Nathgpes popu-
.. lams. and economy hol' an in-

. Cremona' emphasis on' rrorstective ser-
vices. Each city, subu rS. area, and
notional. port of:entry Alines pro
tecl'we and related serve: workers to
check crime, minimin- loss cf life

property, and en(iorce regula-
tions that protect the health anc safe-
ty of our Citizens at hon?...p and um the
job.

Careers. in procti 1,,d

service occupations
combinations of education an:-
rience. Workers such ...s FBI :.rectal
agents and some Federal C. oven
went inspectors must nave at least

° bachelor's degree, while guars
have less than a high schoo'
tion. Most occupations in then rap
however, require a high schoc 2r:wa-
rns. In many case.- a college Lr..erree
is an asset for advancement to agiti.,-1.
level positions.

In addition to eaucationat rear-.
ments, most workers in protertrn

rod elated ses-vices -piciergo
form.., rrahning prograins mit get oh-
the-b erperitence before Bey are

s4u;,lifieQ. Training r.7---grams
last fr.7-,tri several days a -few
'month, and emphasize. job-
relst...

f'crtsonairt..alirfications ...Lich as
honest- and an -unders-tamii= of hu.7..
-.war natu-e are impo-..ant llersons
een:img -:.7-eers zin pro'. -..:ctivft and-re-
ate,d ser occ:upatur.7; sniould sin-
cc dRts.rc to se ve tre
>e.4 be at -le to .:xercisL raver jtidg-
.eni u.,der a variety of conditions.

section ,aescribes tze'wQrk of
ac nr.t -1 n.ccupa-nons i protecti,,e and,

. correction ueb-cers,
firefighters,

pairds, po tie office-7s, a police
lfficers. :oect,ationat skfet and

w °lets. and heaIM. teszula-
tor,. a7.1 cpnst:ruction

Except for guards, most ocertiingt-, in the protective
service Occupations result rrorn ptmwth in
employment needs

SeleCted prima:ewe and related se., pa
Average annual openings. 4976:&, nn thaws.,

0. 10

Source: Bureau or Labor Statistics

50 60

,,, Repf,vdmerit
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CORR T ION -OFFICERStIC

(D.O.T. 372.868 and 375.168 and
.868)

Nature of the Work

Correction .Officers are charged
With the safekeeping of persons who,
halve been arrested, are awaiting tri-
a, or who have been tried.and con-
Victed of a crime and .sentenced to
serve time in a correctional inStitu-
tio:a. They maintain order within the
inscitution, orce rules and regula-
tioa s, and often counsel inmates.

o make sure inmates are orderly
and obey rates. correction officers
keu... a clo7,-- watch on everything the
iirm-zates aoworking, exercising,
ears g, anc bathing: They give and .
ovt.-.-se work assignments for in-

. as weil as instruct and help,
them --.1t specific tasks. Some Imes it.
is n! .esiary to search inmates foi
forbiwaen items, suck as weapons or

settle disputes between in-
mate-- and toeenfOrce
The Lionot show favoritism.,to
inn.: must 'report all who
,latt To prevent escapes,

as guards on towers ant.L :lt
_y count inmates to ranee-

sure are present, during trans:14=7-
and

C.:7.--1-..--nan.officers examine faciii-
ties c. soitturesthe safety and seciritts,
of prnanters. They check cells ass_
other areas of the institution .ice
unsauntary hazaras.
and evaciencw. of;infraction Of 'rules 1+,
inmates. PeriodicallV, they-viespe-
locks, windowharsi grill 'doors, azeL.
gates for tannsiering.

Correction officers report. orally
And in writing: an inmate conduct and
on the qualit? and quantity of -work
done by in fficers also report
disturbances, OolationS of rules, and
any unusual -s4' urrences. They keep .

a record of 7nerr"activities Ina neue-

Correction officers escort inmates
to and from cells and other areas and .
admit and accompany authorized
visitors within the facility. From time
to time, they may censor mail, ad- ,

minister first aid, or assist police au-
thorities by investigating crimes corn-
mitted within the institution and by

..searching for escaped inmates. ,
/

0



PROTECTIVE AND RELATED SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Corrscdon officer" oversee work assign Into of Inmates and Instruct them In sneak
.

..; . .. .4, ' k''':C , 't? .

Counseling inmates and helpiag problems that may have led to com-
them with problems also is an irivrti-, mitting a crime, or suggest where to
;ant part of the correction,officer's : /look fora job after release from pris-

C job. Officers pay a key role in efforts on.
to rehabilitate inmates by helping
them adjust tolife in the institution,
preparing them for later civilian life,
and/counseling them on how to avoid
future criminal behavior. In some in
stittitions,.officers lead or participate
in group counseling sessions. More
often, however, the counseling is in-
formal. Officers may arrange a
change in a daily schedule so that an
inpiate has an opportunity to visiflhe
library, help inmates get news of
their families, talk over personal

.

Correction sergeants directly su-
pervise correction officers. They usu-
ally are responsible for maintaining
security and directing- the activities,
of a group of inmates during an as-
signed watch.

Places of Employment
a

There were about 90,000' correc-
tion officers in 1976. More. than 9'
out of 10 correction officers work for
State and local governrneriti the re-

7
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mainder work for the Federal. Gov-
ernment.

Most , correction officers work in
relatively large institutions located
outside metropolitan areas, although
a significant number, work in smaller
facilities located in towns.

,./.-Training, Other OuifificatiOn4
-, and Advancement

-., The Federal Government, 'as well
as almost every State and- a few local- 1,

ities, provides training for correction
'officers. Some StatesL-Maryland and

.New York are two-lhave special
'training academies. Most States; .,.
howeVer, provider informal on-the-
job,training. -. ,

.Academy trainees 'geneally re-
ceive

-.

4 to 8 weeks of instruction on
institutional policies; regulations and

'procedures, the behavior and culito-
dy of -inmates,. writing reports; and
security. 'Orr -the job trainees receive
'2 to 6 montirs.of similar-training in an
actual joirsetiinw under' the guidance
of an lexperienced offiCer. Experi-
enced officers sometimes receive in-,-
service -training to keep abreast of ,
new ideas and procedures. "/''

Most penal systems reqwke that
correction officers be at least 21
yeart old and have a' high school
edutation or its equivalent, or else '
work experience that qualifies them. /
They, must be in good health. Many
States require candidates to meet
formal standards of height, weight,,
vision', and hearing. Strength, good '
judgment, and the ability to think
and act quickly are assets. Some
States require candidates to have, I
or,2 years' experience in corrections

'''or related police work.,A' few States
require candidates to pass a. written
examination. . ". : 1

With additional education, experi-
ence, and training, qualified officers
may advance to correction sergeant
or other superVisory Or sOministra-
five positions. Officers sbaletinies
transfer to related areas, such as pro-
Nation and parole.

Employment Outlook
Employmtnt of correction officers

is expected to increase about as fast
as the average for all Qccupationi

.through the mid-1980's. The likely
population increase within correc-
tionaNacilities is expected to create .



growth in the employment of correc-
lion officers. Many additional open-

. ings will result from job turnover and
the need to,replace workers who die
or retire.

Earnings and Working
Conditlpns

In 1976, salaries for correction of-'
facers . varied widely' by level of gov-
erninent. At the Federal level. :he
starting salary was $10,370 per year;
the average salary for all Federal cer-
reclion officers and correction ser-
.geants was $12,675 per year. At the .
State level, starting salaries averaged
$8,900 per year,;thile maximum sala-
ries averaged $11.400 per year. Sala-d
ries -of correction sergeants range.
From an average minimum of
$1.0,259 to an average maximum of
$0,426 at the State level.

Correction officers usually work
an 8-hour day, Odour week. Prison
security must be 'provided around the
click, which means some officers
work weekends, holidays, and nights.
During 'emergencies, officers may
work overtime, for which they are
paid straighttinie, or timeand-one-
half, 'or are given' equal time off.

Officers may work either, indoors
with inmates or outdoors on towers
or at gates. AlthOu h corrections-'
work is not norm ly hazardous;
there is always the reat of trouble
by inmates.

'Sources of Additional
information

Information 'about entrance re-
q9irements, training, and career op-

...,,ortdiiities for correction officers
'ray be obtained from Federal and_
State civil service commissions. State
departme'fits of corrections, or near-
by correctional institutions and fa-

,awe's. r
ditional information describing-

a areer as
available fro

correction officer is

6CeUPATIONAL OUTLOOK FliANT11. ruir

FBI- SPECIAX AGENTS -cause the FBI's work is high , confr
special agents -1..av

- disclose any of the informat.k
ered in the course of the(D.O.T. 37.5.168),

Nature of the Work

Federal Bureau of In,vestigation
(FBI) special agents investigate vio-
lations of Federal laws in connection
with bank robbeTres. kidnappings,
white-collar crime. thefts of GOvern-
ment- property, oi..4.urized crime, es-
pionOge, and sacrotage. The FBI,
which is Part of the J.S. Department
of Justice, ha; jurisnictiOn over, many
different Federal investigative Mat-
ters. Spec agents, therefore, may

assi d to any type of case, al-
though those with specialized train:
ing usually work on s'es related to
their background. A &ins ,with can
accounting backgrou d, for exam -'

i

dutiO to unauthorized pe rn :-.1-

cluding memoers Of thei' fer-mLi.
Frequently agents mur rextity If

court about cases that tIT' Y Irivesu
gate.

'Although -thev work aim= (our ill
\ ass. ments. ,iLgents cm-nr, .unb,:atc

telephone as trie circutp, 'c es dic-
tate' In penfil_ruing pot,: -tid 'Iv dam
gerous dune:. such as ture--1,?;' aryl
raids, -two agents or inf-,r, t _sr

., signed to work ogether.
)" .-

, Places of' Employ
...

....

.About 8,600 persons
agents ffr-I976. Most aser

ple, may investigate hite-.Collar signet,to the ""9 cpftrz.
crimes such as bank embezzlements, located throughout th..: itiom and irt
or fraudulent bankrupt,cies or land :...Puerto Rico. They v. or -ci in cities.
deals-. _ where field 'office, heath. .tors ire

i3ecause the FBI is a fact-gatheAng located or in .residenz agV) 15113-

agency, its..special agents function, -Office ,establiShedrundsOti.. J (office
strictly as investigators, collecg. sup n to- provide pr.,,,lipt ant
evidence in cases in which th-e.S.`-Ufici t handling of
Government is or may bean interest-. ;hatters arising tiirou.r_zt hei,4
ed party In their casework, special office territory,:-Some As'

rs in
ales

agents conduct interviews, examine
records, observe the activities of sus-
pects, and participate in raids. Be-

, _\

EIRMIL

American Correctional Association, National
Offender's Services Contacttenter, P.O.
Box 81826, LincOln, Neb. 685011 °

/ ,9 8

lb )11.

r'

sighed to. the Bureau ne400.,
Washtngton, 15.c., win
all Fi3I "activities-.

w4

S

-
Spacial agents provost a car for famerprInts:
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r PROTECTIVE A TE VIVCCOPATIONS

'a
Training t ualUNcalla

and *anent
de,

To-ste-.-consit-for-appeirtutiien,
as special igssntqin appiasearr
Itin4al9flunttlt bet aomshig-of a Same-
aCcreolissd ocommril or a 'Z1

gradtsame with a hisamr Tat acerutleagag
The lour school twonieig rams, ntve
sheen peresederr hy.aalemst '2 of
undergasetata.colosge wnis

..Front tianetio rose_ as the
'arises, so FIN accents
from peomeniho,
liege deplete with a :swot= 401411,:e

.major luency it forantr
seamen -ass
sional, ontsative, contuse% mveitittg-
tive, or et' sRecashisti e,

Astlicasorts for tree tsIsition
speablose=tr must ...,ritiitizeis ne
United Stases, be a. ,e.**. 23 Tied lid
but not _ nave re....,1,1t.ed dor* 3ith
birthday 64,Prore thc!o, Negit .ury and
be willing aerie art*whre, in :he
United Sweets or x wsrto ku--: 1 ley
must be gable of Urn prys-

. ical eicer=on, and lave ex....,...itnt
hearing an= visior. r.al er-
ception, ainzi ntro'phy (situ_ dere:. :pat
would pn.--ant.thcir ,uirrz firer ; or
partibipitipag in dangerous
ments. 11.-1 applicants must s a
rigid phi .; ;al exam rtnation, as as
writter eialimitrations t.,«ting
their aptitude for Tweeting tit, r :Ilk
and conducting it- 2stgations Ai of
the tests 0.0.cept thysical

the -Fri: at its
Illialgroluari, and character

investrxr- s are made of all appli-
cants. V tintrnetr-are made on a
pambat base and become "rter-
mane a.u- of satisfactory
servic:

Eacr
agent m
training FE,: AcademY at the
U.S. Marir.e4Corps Base in Qugntico,
Va. before Amosignment to field of-
fice. During ais varier)), agents re-
ceive intense., training in aefensive
tactics and nor, Ise of firearms. In
additinr. are thoroughly
schooled veFeliefal criminal law and
procedures, ,FB, rules) ancregula-
Alan's; fingerprinting, and investig a
tive work. After assignment to a field

'office, the new agent usually workV
closely "with-anriperienced agent for

)

11.1y Ippointeci special
actout 15 weeks of

*

lbout. 2 'Weeks before handling any
assignments thdeperidently.

All administrative and supervisory71,

atm are filled froir 'within the rInk-tT
:ay selecting thine r !!1 special agents
who have denionstra4.ed the.abilitY to
assume more respormibility,

-Employment Outlook

The jurisdiction of tae Flu has ex-
?miffed greatly over _he years_ Al-
-though it is impossi-6ite to forecast
special agent perszar-nel require-
ments, employment may be expected

°to increase with growth ir FBI respon:
sibilities.

The FBI provides a career seryke
and itsrate of turnove:- is traditional-

Nevertheless. -ale FBI is al-
ways interested in applications from
qualified persons whc would like to
e considered for the position of spe-

cial agent.

Efiuningii,and Working
- Conditions -

The entrance salary -:or FBI special
agents was $45,524 In,late_ 1976.
Special agents are not app nted un-
c er Fideral Civil rvicz gulations,
tuttelike other eaera employees,

k they receive pe iodic Wit6in-grade
salary raises if their w4rk perform-
a' hoe is-satisfactory; the can advance

grade as they gal experience.
Salariei of sup4iii- isory ents,start a
$28,735 a year

Special agents are subjeceto call.
24 hours a day and mus-: be available
for assignment at all times. Their
du "ea call for some 'travel, pr they
are assigned wherever they. are
need d in the U&ed 'States or
Pdert Rico. They frequently work
longer than the cur omary '40-hour
week and, under s edified condi-
tions, receive ,overn e pay, up _to
about $3,900 a year. .T ey are grant-,
ed paid vacations, sick 1 aveAnd an-
nuities on retirement.' A nts are' re-
quired to retire at age 55 they have
served t least 20 years.

urces of Additions
I nformation
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FIREFIGHTERS -

3-/-3---L-118 through . g 84)-

--Nature of the Work

Ewery year fires destroy thousands
tr. Ftaes WM. property worth.millions
oc ittrilars. Firefighters help promect
the potilic agUins this danger. This
zta-toneient gives infer-Melon -only
ado* paid ker--r4assional) firefight-
trs: i does no e'r the many thini-

i7Ar= of v,-.h firefighters in
the 'Country. ".

Gun g nours firefighter*
mufti T,,T* f, rrea.: -o respond to a fte
anc ne ary emergency
arises to,se firefighting is danger-
ous ate Q.,--riplimared, it requires or- .

and !teamwork.. At every
firm. 5--ititthetters perfao. rin specific cal.-
ies amass/cm-NJ by 4 company offi=r
such at imuitnamt, captain, or other
aepas -.Neat officer: they may con-
meet raise lines to hydrants, operate a
pump tr position . ladders. Becausep
the)" -duties ma' change sevaal times
while- the company is .in action they
Mita skilled in many different

gh ing add,. :.gyres sitchs'as rescue,
fenrifation..' anti salvage. Some fire-
fRonteti operate fire apparatus, enter-
simacy rektie vehiclesi and fire boaas.
it addition, the-: help people to safe-
r% and administer first aid.

stIfire department also are re=
atonsible for fire prevention activi-
rtes. y provide specially itrainead
-wt-Ionnel to inspect public buildings
to-7-:zondtions that might cause a fire. '
-use), may check building plans, the
r unber and working condition of
t escapes and fire doors, the stor-
i.u._, of fldfnmable ritcterials, and oth-
e. Jossible hazards. In addition, fir
fiirrs educate the pu.blic*.about re .

-.Infirm and safety measures.
Thew frequently speak do this sUb)Act
before school assemblies dnd civic
groin4 and, in some communities,
the2 inspect private homes .for fire
hazards..

Benween alarms, firefighters spend
&ilex ,ime improving.their skills and, .
dging maintenance work. Thtly also

Hhave practice drills, clean and Itibri-
cate equipment, and stretchlioies.to

ral Bureau of Investigation, De-
ment of Justice, Washingtg p.c.

0535.
dry
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Flrellglang alewives organtudinn and teamwork.
A

Places of Emplegniast

M,ore, than- 210000 persols.
worked as f tors in .1976. Nine
out of ten wo in municipal fire
departments. Some very Urge cities
%aye several thousand firefighters oil
the payroll while many small tow4
have fewer than 25. Some firefighters

, work in fire departments on Federal
installations; others work in large
iiiiinufacturing plants.. ;.#

) Training, Other Qualiticatiener'
and-Advancement

Applicants for municipat firefight-
ing jobs must pass a written test, a
medical exintination, and tests, of
strength,,physiCal *hinting; and a

as specified by local regidati

Thpsee orations are open to men
and won n who are at least 18 years

:of age, meet certain height and.
weight requirements, and have a high
school education or equivalent.
Those who receive the highest scores

4n the examifiations have the best
chances for appointment. Extra cred-
it usually is given for military.service.
E i ce gaine exper en g as a -voun e r
firefighter or thumb training in the
Armed Forces also may improve an
applicant's chances for appointment.°

As a rule, b!ginners in large fire
department are trained for. several

/Weeks 'at the city's fire school.
Through classroom instruction- and
practic °drills, the recruit.; study fire-1
fighting techniques, fire preVention,

OCCUPA7tONAL 0117,001i F111pIDEICIOKa
local building tools, and first aid; 4
also, the'v learn 'now to use. axes,
chemical extingtrisiaers. 'adders, and

,other equipmen L Vies compleffing.
this training, the assigned to a
fire company where die% are evaluat-
ed during a prohnistamuiperboil-

Experienced firefaussers often con -
tinue- study to imp' mae their Jot per-
formamee and ,presium for pronto- r-
t i on a I examii,...-ions. Fire
departments fretaiitntly conduct
training programs-Ann many colleges

.. and universities off= sourses such as
fire engineering anc--Sle science that
are heipfulto fireinponrs.

Among the persnena. qualities tire-
figkters need are .ataintal alertness,
coukage, mechanical aptitude,. en-
durance, and a "sense of .public ser-'
vice. initiative and goodjoIdgment
are extremely imprtant because
firefighters often must make quick
decisions in emergency situations. .
Because members of a -crew eat,
sleep, and work closely togetls& an-
det conditions gf stress and danger,
they should be dependable and abbe
to get- along well with others id- it
group:Leadership cpsalities area:farts
for officers who must establish and
maintain a high degree of d*ipline
and efficiency as welloas tlirect the
activities, of the firefighters in their
companies. --

Opportunities for promotion' are
good, in most fire _departments. As
firefighters. gain experience; they
may advance to a higher iank. After.

.3 to 5 years of service they may
become eligible for pronlotion to the
grade of lieute The line of fur- .-
ther promotion usu is to caphi.
then battalion chief, istant chic
deputy .`c-litef, and fin ly to chief.
Chances far- advancement (One
depend upon each candidate's posy
tion_20 the promotion list, as.detpr-
mined by the score on' a written ex-
amination, his kr her supervisoi's
rating, and seniority.

:Employment Outlool

Employment of firefighters is ex-
pected to increase about as fast -as
the average for all occiipations
through .thel '.mid-1980's. to meet the
growing need for fire pfotection.
Thousands of jobs will become avail-
able each year due ti.i&grAwth and the

Vit),..
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PROTECTIVE AND RELATED FIWICE OCCUPATIONS

need to replace those who die,. retire;
or leave the occupation.

Employnient should rise -as new
fire departments are fOrnied and as
others enlarge their fire prevention
sections. Much of the expected, in-
crease will occur im smaller commu-
nities as volunteer firefighters are re-
Placed by professnals. Additional
firefighters also. may be required as
more ties shorten the workweek for
firefighlers.
'The number of firefighters \in a

community ultimately depends lipon
the availability of funds- -from -the
niunicipal government for salaries
'.and equipment. Fire protection is an
eisential- service and citizens ire
likely to exert considerable pressure
on city officials to expand fire pro- ' as many as 84 hours a week. Fre
tection coverage: However, local lieutenants and fire captains %;,Dri

the same hours is the firefighver-
4. they 'supervise.' Duty hours m2 r

clude some time wber_ firefigniers
are free to read, study, or purser ot,

,ary of $16,100. Fire captains start
at an average salary of $.15,45C
year and earned an average m2e----
mum of 448,300.

Practically all fire departtnenti fL.
nitsh allowan4s to pay for protecve
clothing helmets;boots, and rubber_
coats) and many also proviaq.k.ess
uniforms.

In some cities, firefighters afe
duty for 24. hours, then off f6r -
hours, and receive an extra day off t
intervals.ln, other cities, they wort
'day shiftof 10 hours.and,a nignt sk.uf-
of 14; shifts are rotated at freque---:
intervals. The average worlsweekefcr
firefighters is 52 hours, bUt is only
fiburs in many large cities, particular-
ly iii-b)e East. Some firefighterswc-x

governments' miisLlive within their,
budgets. This mean that in some fi-
nancially trotibled cities, firefighter
employment- probably will remain at
ciiiient levels or dee:line while in oth- er personal interests_ In. addit, _ tc
er emploYment Is likely to in scheduled hours, firefighters -liter.crease subttantially to meet the _ must work extra hours wten-the, are

eds of an asiandirog population. bringing /fire under control. her
he number of people who qualify ,.vertime is worked, moitSfire .c.:mart-

for fighter jobs in hirge cities usu-- ments give "compensatory time -ffor
ally_is"greater than tehenumber of job extra pay.openings, even though the 'Written
examination and .physicaL require- The job of firefighter ins olves

isk of death or injury from d-dderrunts tliminatt many applicants. cave-ins of floors or toppling ,vallsTherefore, competition among can-
didates in urban areas is apt to' re, and smoke. Firefighters also madmain keen. Opportunities. should be co contactin conta with oisonous,much better in smaller- communities.

, flalmmable, and eXplcisive gases and

,

Earnings artlyorking
Conditions

In 1976, /average entrance salaries
for beginning full-time firefighters
ranged, from .$9,900 to $12,200 -a
Year, 'clepending'on city size and re-
gion:a the country. Average maxi-
mum salaries varied from $12,600 to
414,850.atinually. Earnings for. fire-
fighters are lowest in the South and
highest in the West, and generalLy-ar
higher -in suburban districts
large citieS. Average earnints
firefighters are 'about, one and
half times as iilluch as`the avera
au nonsupervisory workers.in
industry, except farmkfig.

Fire lieutenants started an aver-
age salary of $13,7Q0 aye r in 1976
arid earned an maximumaximum sal-.

\°'

n
all

ne-
e of

ivate

chemicals. In addition, they work in
all types of weather.

Firefighters tenerally are covered
by liberal pension ,plans 'pat, often
provide retirement at half pay at age
50-after 25 years of serviso.or at any
age if disabled in the line of duty.
Firefighters also receive paid vaca-
tions. Provisions for sick teat,* usual-
ly are liberal. Health and sagicai

'`)benefit
depart
pro, ide

ans are offered in many fire
nts and compensation is
for firefighters injured in

the line of duty. Most fire depart-
ments provide paid holidays rang -,
ing to 11 9r more a yearor coml..
pensatciry time off for workin
holidays.

About 8 out of 10 firefighters 'are
Members of the International Associ-
.
rktion of Firefighters (AFL-CIO).

2 of
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Sources of eaditional
Imformotiori ,

A

-Zmfofmatiort on obtaining a:P*0as a
-1-efighter is available trom local _civil
service commission offices or firede-
partinenta.

Information abOur a career as/a
46refighter may be obtained from:

International Association of Fire Chiefs,
K St NW., Wasnmigtori, D.C. 10006.

Nattitinal Fire Pi:atm-bar AssoCiation, 470 At-
!antic Ave._ Boston. *tees. 022102

Additidpai iiniorrna6on 9n ' the
salaries and hour-.; or work of fire-

-fisix:cters. in various: cities is published
aratually by the ;international City
lvi=agement Association in its Mu-..

",..Inzci:Dal yearbook. which is available
is mad* libraries. .'

GUARDS

t

(D.O.T 372.8.68)

Nature, a' the Work.

Guards patrol and inspect prop,erey
to protect it against ire, theft, van-, *
dalism, and illega_ entry. The specific ,
diptfeik of thole workers, hAeverj
vary depending on the size, type, and .

tocation a their employer.
In office buildings, banks, hospi-

tals, an'il d trnent store?, guards
3rotect re
.v. and

, merchandise, mon-
ment. In departMent

:ores they,Often work with under -
over detectives watching.for theft.
ny customers or store' employees'.

At ports and railroads, guards ro-
. zect-merehandise in shipment as ell

as pitopertyand equipment. The
sure that nothing 'is stolen While),
being loalad or unloacted, and watch
for fires, prowlers, and trouble
among work crews. Sometipes they
direct tiaffic: 'T

Guards who work In public build- ,
ings, such as musdtins or art gal-
leries, protect paintings ,or exhibits
from fire, theft, or damage. They also
answer routine questions from visi-
tors and sometimes guiVraffic.

In large factories, air aft plants,
and defense installation/Where valu-
able information must be Rrotected,
some guards check the credentials of
perions and vehicles e ring and
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device that iudicates the time at
which they reach various check-
points. (The related occupation of
Correction officer also is discussed in

1/his section on protective 'service
,

occupations.)

Places of Employment --
In '1976, almost 500,000 persoks

worked as guards. Most work in of-
fice buildings'," government installa-,
tions and buildings, stores, hotels,
banks, schools, and manufaCturing
plants. Industrial security firms and
guard agencies employ. about 40 per-,
vent of all guards;' agency guards
work under contract in private busi-
ness establishments of all ,types, as

,well as in some governmept facilities.
Although !wed jobs are, found

throughout the country, most are lo-
cated in highly industrialized areas.

Ilenk guarda Maintain the security of the
bank by monitoring closed iircult televl-

Won cameras.
- ,

leaving the premises. University,
park,, or recreation guards perform

- similar duties and alsO\may issue
affic.

its `events,
public gath-

erings, guards maintain order, give
information, and watch for persons
who may cause trouble.

In a large organization, a security
officer often ikip charge of the guard
force; in a small organizajion,

Yforkel may be responsible fqr s for guard jobs in the
securIty..ntrolling usually is done on Federal Goverriment 'must be aveter-
foot; but if the property is large,'-'ass, hate some experience as guards,
guards may make their rounds by car Ond pass a written examination. For

most Federal guard positions, appli-

parking permits and.direc
At social affairs, sp

conventions, an

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK.HANDBOOk
Q

record, good healthespecially in
hearing and 'visionand good per- '

sonal habifs such as neatness and de-
pehdabiluty.They should be mentally
alert, emotionally stable, and physi-
cally fit to "cope with emergencies.
Some employers require guards to
meet height and weight specifica-
tions or to he within a certain age
range.

Although guards in small comPa-
nies receive periodic salary. in-
creases, advandement is likely to be ,
litnited. However, most large organi
zations use a military: type of ranking .( .

that offers adVancerrient in position
and salary. Guard experience enables .
some persons to transfer to police.
jobs thavoffer higher pay and greater
oppiortunities for advancement.
Gards\. with some college education
may advance to jobs that involve
ministrative duties or the prevention
of espionage and sabotage.

Employment Outlook
Most employers prefer guarwho Eniployment of guards is expected

are high school graduate . Appli- to grow faster than the average for all
icants with less than a higH school occupations througlthe mid -1980-

education usually are tested for their Increased concern for, crime and van-
reading and writing abilities and their. dalism will heighten the heed for,set.
competence in following written and, curity in and around plants, stores,
oral instructions. Eihployers also and recreation areas and is expected ,

eUpeople who'have had experi-. agencycause rapid growth of agen
in the military police, or in State guard employment. Additional
cal police departments. Most guards will be needed by banks,

who enter guard jobs have .1 manufacturing pladts; and Federal,
rsk ekpeAence,, although it is State, and local governments to prol-

elated. Many have retired 'vide better security end rnonitorre-
in the mirlivry or other mote cameras, 'alarm systems, and
rvices, ared /heir guard other ,elcctronieturvelllance equip-
S a second career. pent. Many openings also will arise

as gilards retire, die,'or leave 'their'
jobs 1for other reasqps. Qpportunities
will be most plentiful for persons
seeking work on night shifts. .

enc
and I
perso

+prior w
usually u
from caree
protective s
employment

CanclIcia4

or motot scooter.
As They make their ro nds, guards

check all derort and widows, see
that no unatithorized.persons remain
after working hoiurs, and insure that
fire extinguishois, alarms, sprinkler
systems* furnaces, and various elec-
trical and 'plumbing systems are
working, properly. They .somotimes
set thermostats or turn an machines

c for janitorial workers.

cants must qualify in the use of fire- '40` Earnings and Working
arrrnj A driver's, permit is required Conditions .4
fo some' jobs. ..-.

Many employers give newly hired 4,..-----w ages ofguards working .in16111r- .,,,t,.

guards instruction before they. start ban areas were ,estimated to average
the kob and olso a provide: several $3.23 an hour in 1976. Those work-0
weeks of on-the-joh training. Guards ing in the North earned' more 'than,
may be taught the use of Rearms, the average' while guards employed

el/the administratio offfrst aid, the in the Sodth and West, earned sonie-
procrdiire tous in/handling varidtis what less Hourlytwages of guards ,

.

\' Guards usually are uniformed ,and emergencies, and ways to spot -and' . were estimated. to average $5.04 iq

'. often carry a nightstick on gun. They deal wit/security problems. manufacturing; 1519 in traniporta.
palso may carry a flashlight, whistle, Applicants are expected to have .tion and:ubliE utilities; $4.10 in

two-Way radio, and a watch clockt--a good character references, no police banking,' finance, insurance, and real

14 2J2 I
.
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estate 34.22 in wholesale trade;
-53.70 in retail trade; and $2.611'in the
various service industries, including

ho awerellmdegmubaerd

agencies. Gu cl ssecurity

re than average.
Depending on their experience,

newly hired guards in the Federal-
Government earned' between $ 142

'and $140 a week. Top superVisory
guards in the Federal Government
may be paid up to $271 a, week-

. :These worked; usually receivt-over-
... tulle pay as well as a wage differential -

for the second and third shifts.
Guards generally have paid vaca-
tions, sick leave, and insurance and
pynsion
/ About two-thirds oF all guards
work at night;\.the usual shift lasts 8
hours. Some employers have three.
shifts where guards rotate to divide
daytime, wee nd, and holiday work
equally. Gd ds, usually eat on the.

0. job instead of taking a regular lunch
I s

break. -
Guards often work alone, so that

no one is 'nearby-to help if an acci-
dent or injury occurs. Some large
firms therefore use a reporting ser-
vice that enables guards to be in con -.t

o. start contact with a central station
outside the plant. If t4yfail to trans-

_
mit an expected signal; the cen

-station investigates.

tSources ofeAddi Iona!
Information -

FUrther information about work
opportunities for guard is available

'from local employers and the nearest
State employment serviceoffice.

POLICE OftFICERS

(D.O.T. 375.118 through .8'68, and
35.7-.868)

Nature of the Work

The security of our 's cities
and towns .greatly 'Ailepends',on the
work of local police officers whose
jdbs range front contirollitig traffic to
preventing-and investigating Crimes?
Whether oat or bff duty, these offi-
cers are expeqed to exercise their
authority Whenevel- necessary.

PcAice officy-s Thotwork in a small
community'have many duties. In 4he

course oka...41.ay:ss, work, they may
direct-traffic at the scene of a fire,
investigeite a housebreaking, and give
first aid to an accident victim. In a
large police department, by contrast,
officers usually are assigned to a ope-
cific type c duty. Most officers are
detailed either to patroLor to traffic
duty; smaller numbers are assigned
to specidl work such as accident pre-
vention or operation of communica-
tions, systems. Others work as 4etec-
fives, (plainclothes officers)=askigna
to criminal investigation; still others,
as experts in cheitical and-, midro-
uopic analysis, firearms identifica-
tion, and handwriting and fingerprint
identification. In very large cities,, a,
few officers may work with special
units such as mounted and Motorcy-
cle police, harbor patrols, helicOpter
patrols, canine corps, mobile rescue
teams, anc"y614\aid services.

Most new recruits begin on patrol
duty. Recruits may be assign&I to
such varied areas as congested busi-
ness districts- or outlying residential
areas. They may cover their be'ats
alone gr with other officers. They-
may ride in a police vehicle or walk
on "foot" patrol. Wally case, they
become thoroughly familiar with
conditions throughbut their area and,
while on patrol, remain alert for any- ._
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thing upusual. They note suspicious .

circuntstances, such as. open win-
dbws or lights in vacani buildings, as
well as hazards to pnelic safety suc
as burned-out street lightsrot fade
trees. Officers also watch for stolen
atitcumobiles and enforce traffic regu-
lations..At regular intervalsr.they re-
port to police headquarters through
Calf boxes, by -radio, or by walkie-
talkie. They-prepare reports about
their activities and may be called on ,
to testify in court when cases result in
legal action, -

"

Places of Employment-
AbOut 500,000 full-time officers

'worked for local police departments
in 1976. Some cities have, very large
police- forces. For example, New
York has about 30,000 -police offi-
cers and icago has nearly 13,000.:
Hundred's. mall comtnunages em-

0-ploy fewer than' 251crificers each.

TrainineOther Qualifications,.
and Advancement

Local civil se ice regulations gpv-
ern *the appoint ent oWpolice offi-
cers in practically all large cities and
in many small ones. Candidates must
be U.S.citizensr'itsually at least 21

1

203
di
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years of age and must meetkceriain Befolretheir_first,assignments;offi-
height--and weight standards) cerd usually go through a period of:

ability for appointment depC s on training. In small corriniunitiesY-le-
. .* performance in competitive xami- cruits learn by working \for a short

nations *well as on education and time 1.4th experiencedm:Cificers.
experience. The physical examina- Tx.aining provided in large city police
tions often include tests of, strength departments is more formal and may.
and agility. last several ;weeks or a few months.

Because _personal characteristics This training includis classroom' in-
such as honesty, good judgm nt, and struction in constAtional law and
a sense of responsiility are espe civil rights; in State laws and local
ly important in police Work7candi- ordinances; and in investi-
dair s are-interviewed by a senior of- ,gation, patrol, and traffic control.

° ,,f at police hea uarters, and Recruits learn how to use a gun, de-
their character traits acrd backgtound fend themselves from attack, admin-
are investigated. In me police de; ister first aid, and deal with emergen-
partmentso, candidates also may be c- ies.

interviewed by ychiatrist or a - Police officers usually beconle Ili -
pyschologist, or be given a-personal- gible for promotion after a specified
ity test.. Although police officers length of service. In a large depart-

Cwork independent y, they must -per- ment; ptorrfotion ay allow an offi-
form their duties line with laws and cer to specializ in one type of police
departmental rules. They should en- work Ilich-as laboratory work, traffic

' joy working with people and serving control, communications, or wo
the public. F' : with juveniles. 'Promotions to till

In large police departments, where rank of sergeant, lieutenant, and cap-
,most jobs are found, applicants -usu- tain-usually_are made according to a
/all must have a high khoOl'edu5ta- candidate's .position on a promotion
tion A fewbcitjes require some col- list: as determined by scores orb a,
lege t aining and some hire law written examination and on-The:job
enforcement students as, police in- performance._ '

terns. A few police, departmentt ac-. Many types of training help police
", cept applicants/Who hve less than a officers improve their_ performjince

high:school education as recruits,_, On the job and prepare for advance-
particularly if they have worked in a ment., Through training giver at po-

: field related to lawenforcement. dice department academies and col-
More and monk police depait- neges, officers keep abreast of crow -

'.4 ments are encouraging applicants to control techniques, civil defense, I -

_take pok-high school training in sd- ,gal developments that; affect t err
ology and psychology. As a result, work, and advances in law rce--
more than 1,000 junior colleges, col- ment equipment. Mahy police -de-

I leges, and universities now ofkr pro: partments encourage officers to
grams in lawrenforcement or criminal' work toward college degrOes, and
justice. Other courses helphia pre- some pay all or part of the tuition.
Pating for 4.1 police career elude

....Eriglish, American history, civics and j. Employment Outlook
government,Lbusiness law; and phys -. Police work is attractive Jo many.
ics. PhYsicalkedutatidn and sports The job frequently is challenging and

'are especially_belpful in developing involves much responsibility. Fur-
the stamina and agility needed for therrnore, layoffs are rate.414eriods

..-
police WcriC. .. .' of relatively high uffecmployment, the

In some large cities, young persons number Of ,persoffs'ieektng.,police
Whove completed high school can . employment be greater than the
enter police work as police cadets, or number-la openings. HeSC,vever, The
trainees, while still in their -teens. As ' wriren examinations and strict phys-'1)
paid civilian employees of the police ical reqiiiremeigs 'always eliminate ,

department, they 'attend classes to many applicants. The outlook should
learn police skills alit! do clerical . be'good for persons having some col-

i work. They may be appointed to the' 'lege t ning in law enforcement.
regular force at age 21 if they have. , La nforcement is complex and
all the;necessa4 qualifications. .. ' requires: an approach tailored to tbe

2 ki,' - . , .
.,t
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particular problems of each city,The
police department of a city with a
large, mobile population is likely to
emphasize traffic control, preventive
patrol, and cooperation with police
agencies in -the surrounding areas.
smaller cities, of those, with
established communities #and fewer
emplo and ,recreation centers,
police wo may be Jess specialized.
.In either , owever, the usual
way of incr- sing police protection is
to provide m. officers for duty. mit

. The nu nber of firers employed I
will depend on the am unt of money
made available, by local' govern-
m'e ts. Because police work is essen-

t is likely that funding for- law ,
ent will have high ..6riority,
the employment city po-

wers will rise faster than the

tial,-
enfor
and th
lic o
average for other occupations
through the mid- ,1980's.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, entry level salaries for po-
lice officers averaged4nearly $11,300
-a year, although they varied widely
from city to city. In' some smaller
communities, officep started at less
than $8,460 a year, while some major
cities offered over $15,000 a year to
new employees. Most officeri re-
ceive regular salary increases, during
the fired fee yeais ofe,enyployment un-
til they reach a set maximum for their
rank. Maximum earningi averaged
$13,900-a year in 1976, kind exceed-
ed $171006 a y6,r in some areas.

Promotion top higher rank brings
a high?( basic salary. The average

.starting 'sal ryfor sergeants, for e 74c1
ample, was Iniost $14,500 a year in
1976; more an $18,000 a year ip
the largest'cities. Bleginning salaries
for lieutenants averaged more than
$16,300 a yew:4 19761 In general,
police oniters rke paid about I 1/2
time as myth as nonsupervisory
workers in prit, to industry, .except
farming. .

4Police departments usually, pro-
vide officers with special allowandei
for' uniformq, and furnish revolvers, r
night-sticks, handcuffs and other te
quired equipment.

The scheduled workweek Ifor po-
lice slfficers usually is 40 hqprs: Be-
cause police protection must be pro-
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videdaround the clock in Al but.the
alhillest communities; some, officers'
are on, duty over weekend's; on lion-

, ": di4s, artd at night. Police officers are
", subjectrio call'any time their serviced

are deeded and may .work overtime
t in eittirsencies. In some

menti; :porertime is paid at
time or. time.anclone-half; in o rs",

Officera may.. be given an.
amount of time off on anotherida§' of
the weeky ,

Police officers generally are cov-
ered by liberal pension plans; en-
abling many to retire,at half pay
the time they reach age 55. In addi- .
tidii, paid vaciitjOns, si k leave, and
health and insure ce plans fre-
quently ar ovided.

, . Police officers m have to work
ilg° Outdoors for long p ods if. all kinds

cifsweather. The injury rate is higher
than in many. Occupations and re-
fleets the risks officers- takein'pqrsu-
ing speeding' motorists, capturing
lawbreakers;-aid dealing with public
disorder.

0,
Sf!ticoes of Additior01

Information

Informative; about' entrance re-
quirements may be obtained fitipm lo-

aVil service cOmmi Cons or po-
lice departments.

Additional information describing
careers as police officers is available
fromi
International' Association of Chiefs of Police,

I I Firstfield Rd., Gaithersburg, Md.
20760.

Al.'

State p4lice officers usually take

STATE POLICE OFFICES ,

(D.O.T. 375.118,c-038; 5168, .228,
.268, and .388)

Nature of the Work ,ttzi

The laws" and regulations that goy-
= the use of our Nation's roadways
are designed to insure the safety of,
all citizens. State police officers
(sometimes called _State troope
patrol our highways and enforce
these laws. y

State police officers issue traffic
tickets to motorists who Violate the
law. At the scene of a accident,

cerii of vehicle and
highways.'

ey direct traffic, give fit aid,. call
for emergency equipment including,
ambulances,-and write reports to be
used in determining the cause of the.
accident.

In addition, State police officers
provide services to motorists on the
highways. For example, they radio
for 'road service for drivers with me-
chanical trouble, direct tourists to
their destination, or give information
about lodging, restaurants, and' tour-
ist attractions.

to police officers also provide
affic assistance and control during

road repairs, fires, and other emer-
gencies, as well as during special.oc-
ehrrences such as parades and sports
events. They sometimes check the
Weight of commercial vehicles, con-
duct driver exhminations, and give
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traffic matters on the State's

-information on highway safety to the
public:

In addition to highway responsibil-
ities, State police may investigate
crimes, particularly in areas that do
not have a local police force. They
sometimes help city or county' police
catch lawbreakers . and control civil
disturbances: State highway patrols,
howeveA,,normally are restricted to
vehicle and traffic matters.

Some officers' work with 'special'
State police units such as the
mounted police., canine corps, and
marine patrols: Others instruct train-
ees in State,police. schools, pilot
lice aircraft, or specialize in finger-
print classification or chemical and
microscopic analysis of criminal evi-
dence.

State police officers also write re-
ports and *maintain police records.
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.Some -officers, irfcluding division' or
Bureau chiefs responsible for training
or investigation and those who com-
mand police 'operations in an as-
signed area, Nave administrative du;

'ties.

Places of Employment

About 481100 State police officers
were emplofed in 1976.

The size of State police forces var-
ies' considerably. The largest fOrce
(in California) has dyer 5,000 offi-
cers; the smallest (in North Dakota)

s ;:has fewer than 100. One ate (Ma-
aii) does not maintain a police
rce. -

'Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

State civil-service regulations gov-
ern the appointment of State police
officers. All candidates must be citi-
zens of the United States. Other en-
try requirements vary, but most
States rewire that applicants have a
highhschool education or an equiv-
alent combination of education and
experience and be at least 21 years
old. . .

Officers must pass a competitive
examination and meet physical and
personal qualifications. Physical re-
quirements include standards of
height, weight, anfl eyesight. Tests of

Strength and agility often are re:
quired. Because honesty-and a sense
of responsibility are important in po-
lice work, an applicant's character
and baCkground are'investigated.

Although State police officers
work independently, they must. per-
form their- duties in line with depart-
ment rules-. They should want to
serve the public and' be willing to
work outdoors in ,all types of weath-
er.

In all States, recruits enter a formal
training program for several months.
They receive classroom instruction
in State laws and jurisdictions, and
they study procedures for accident
investigation, pArol, and traffic con-
trol. Recruits learn to handle fire-
arms, defend themselves from attack,
handle an automobile at high speeds,
and give first aid. After gainiakexpe-
rience, some office4 take advanced
training in police science, adminis-
tration, law enforcement, or crimi-

nology. Classes are held at junior col
leges, colleges and universities, o
special police institutions such as the
National Acadelny of the Federa
Bureau 4S-f Investigation.

High s hool and college courses in
English, overnment, psychology, so-
ciology, merican history, and phys-
ics help in preparing for a police ea-

,. reer. Physical education and sports
are useful for developing stamip,aand
agility, Driver education courses and
military police training also are Help-
ful.
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Because law enforcemeCt work- is
r becoming more comple,3c, specialists

will be needed in crime laboratories. "
1 and electronic data processing cen-

ters to devel administrative and
criminal infor ation systems. How
'ever, in man dePartmerits, these
jobs will be filled by civilian employ-
ees rather than uniformed officers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, beginning salaries for
Police officer recruits serve a pro- State golide officers averaged about

bationary period ratiging from 6
months to 3 years.- After a specified
length time, officers become eligi-
ble for promotion. MoSt State have,
merit promotion systems thatrequire
officers to pass a competitive exami-

Aation tp qualify for the next highest
rank. Although the organization of
police forces 'varies from State to
State, the typical avenue of advance-
ment is from private to corporal, to
sergeant, to firit sergeant, to lieuten-
ant, and then to captain.

In some States, high Save gradu-.
ates may enter State police work as
cadets. :These paid civiliamemploY-
ees of the police organization attend
classes to learn various aspects of po-
lice work and are assigned nonen-
forcement duties. Cadets whO qual--
ify may be appointed to the State
police force at age 21.

. Employment Outlook
State police employmentis expect-

ed to grow about as fast as the aver-
age. for other occupations. Although
most jobs will result from this-
growth, some openings will be creat-
ed as officers retire, die, or leave the
occupation for other reasons.

Although some State police will be
needed in criminal investigation and
other nonhighway functions, the.
greatest demand will be for officers
to work in highway patrol. This is the
result of a growing, more mobile
population. In ever-increasing num-.
bers, Americans are using the motor
vehicle as a means of transportation
and a source of recreation. Motorcy-
cles, campers, and other recreational
vehicles will continue to add-to the
Nation's traffic flow and require ad-
ditional officers to insureithe safety
of highway users.

2

$10,4 0 a year. Officers generally re-
ceive regular salary increases, based
on experience and performance, un-
til a specified maximum is reached.
Maximum salaries averaged $13,600
a year. id 1976, but ranged to more
than $15,090 a year in some States._
Although starting salaries are nor-
mally higher in the West and lower in
the South, State police officers on
the average earnabciut 1 1/2 times as
much as nonsupervisory porkers in 4

private industry, except farming.
Earnings increase with promotions

to higher ranks. State tl olice see
geants received average-starting Sala-
ries of $12,350 a yeal- in 1976; and'--
average maximum salaries of close to
$15,800. Lieutenants received aver-
age .starting salaries of $14,200 a
year and average maximum salaries
of more than $18,300.

State pcilice agencies usually pro-
vide officers with uniforms, firearms,
and other necessary equipment, or
give special allowances for their pur-
chase.

In many States, the scheduled
workweek tfor police officers is .40 -
hours. Although the workweek is
longer in some States, the trend is/
toward a 40-hour week. 'Since police
protection must be provided' around
the clock, some officers are on duty
over weekends( on ho ays, and at ..!

night. Police officers also are subject
to emergency calls at any time. ..

State police usually are covered by
liberal pension plans. Paid vacations,
sick leave, medical insurance, and,
life .insurance plans frequently are'
provided.

The work of State Police officers is
sometimes dangerouss. They always
run- the risk of an automobile acci-
dent while pursuing speeding motor-

,
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ists or fleeing criminals. OfficerS also
face the risk of injury while appreu
hending criminals or controlling dis-
orders. .

Sources of Additional
Information.

btformation about ,specific en-
trance tequireinents aibeotitained
from State civil service,commissions
or State pqlice headquarters, usually
located in each State capital.

nances, zoningre ulations, and con-
tract specifications.

CongtructiqninsptiCtors visit w k-
sites to iosPec,irecently complet d
Construction:,Onlarge pjojects, they
generally are iequired to inspect
eacl new 4ge VIconstrtiction. Sev,,
etal mernbers of farge inspection
staffs may be 'assigned to 'a single
complex
. Construction 'inspectors ,generalq,

ispecialize in one particular type of
construction work. Broadly catego-
rized, these are building, electrical,.

CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTORS

(GOVERNMENT)

(D-0.T. 168.168) d.

Nature of the Work

Federal, State, and local govern-
, menv construction inspectors insure

that recognized standards of con-
struction are observed in public and
private construction. They inspect
the Construction, alteration, or repair
of highwayrstreets, sewer and water

'Systems, dams, bridges, buildings,
-A and other structures to insure com-

pliance with building codes and ordi
.

An inspector's job Is to insure compliance
with building codes and Ordinances, son -

. Ing regulations, and contract spscifica-
dons.

' 4:

mechanical, and publiewolks.
Building' inspectors inspeCt the

structural quality of b 'Idings. Somj
may specializefor iample, in
structural steel or rein orced con-
vete buildings. Before onstruction,
inspectors determine whether the
plans for the building or other struc-
ture comply with local zoning regula-
tiont and are suited to the engineer=
ing and environmental demands of
the building site. They visit the work-
site before the foun tiob is poured
to inspect the pcsiti ning and depth
of the footings. Th inspect the
foundation after itas b en comieet-
ed.-The size and type of structureand
the rate of completion determine the
number of other visits they rhust
make.,Upon completion-of the proj-
ect, they conduct a final comprehen:
sive inspection.

Electrical inspectors inspect the in-
stallation of electrical systems and
equipment to insure that they work
properly and are in compliance with
electrical codes and standards. they

(visit worksites to inspect new and ex-
isting wiring, lighting, sound and se-
curity systems, and generating equip.
ment. They also' may inspect the
installation of the electrical wiring
for heating and air-conditioning sys-
tems, kitchen appliances, and other
components.

Mechanical inspectors examine
plumbing systems including septic
tanks, plumbing fixtures and trap's,
and water, sewer, and vent lines.
They also inspect the installation of
the mechanical components of kitch-
en appliances, heating and air-condi-
tioning ecf'uipment, gasoline and bu-
tane tanks, gas piping, and gas-fired
appliances. Some specialize in in-
specting boilers, mechanical compo-
nents, or plumbing. ti
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public i'orks inspectors insure.that
Federal, State, and local government,

construction of water and sewer sys-
tems, highWiys, streets, bridges, and
dams conforms to detailed contract
specifications. They inspect excava-
tion and fill operations, the place-
ment of forms for concrete, concrete
mixing and pouring, and asphalt pay-
ing., They also record the amount of
work performed and materials used
so that contract payment calcula-
tions' can be made. Public works in-
spectors may specialize in inspection
of highways, reinforced concrete, or
ditches.

While inspections are prima-rily
visual, inspectors often use tape mea-
sures, metering devices, concrete
strength measurers, mid other test
equipment kring insetions..They
often keep a daily log of their.work,
file written 'reports, andtif 'necessary,
at on their findings. For example,
construction in-Specters notify the
construction contractor,' superinten-
dent, or supervisor When they discov-
er a detaifof 'a project that,is not in
compliance with the appropriate
codes, ordinances; or contract speci-
fications. If the deficiency is not cor-
rected,within a reasonable period of
tisrutoep,...thtvoerie

order.
ovrearuthority to issue a

Many inspectors also investigate
rep9rted incidents of "bootlegging,"
construction' or alteration that is
being,carried on without proper per-
mits. Violators of permit lawd are di-
rected to obtain permits and_ 'submir
to inspection.

Places o Employment

A out 22,000 ersons worked as
gove ment const uction inspectors
in 1976. More than three-fourths
worked for municipal or county
building departments. Public works'
construction inspectors were em-
ployed primarily at the Federal and
State levels.

The em'ployment of local govern-
ment construction inspectors is con-
centrated in 'cities and in 'suburban
areas undergoing rapid growth.
These governments employ large in-
spection staffs, including most of the
inspectors who specialize in structur-
al steel, reinforced concrete, and
boiler inspection, .
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About half the construction in-
spectors employed by the Federal
Governthent work for the Depart-
ment of Defense, primarily for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
' and Advancement

To become a construction inspec-
tor, several years of experience as a
construction contractor, supervisor.,
or craft worker are generally re-
quired. Federal, State, and most local
governments also require an appli-
cant to'have a high school diploma.
High school preparation should in-
clude courses in drafting, mathemat-
ics, and English. -

. Workers who want to become in-
spectors should have a thorough
knowledge of construction materials
and practices in either a general area
like structural or heavy construction,
or in' a specialized area such as elec-
trical or plumbing systems, rein-
forced concrete, or structural steel; a
significant number of construction
inspectors have recent experience as
carpenters, electricians;plunibers, or
pipefitters.

Many employers prefer inspectors
to be graduates of an apprentiCeship

Lprogram, to have studied at least 2
years toward an engineering orarchi-.

. tectural degree, or to have a degree
from a community or junior college,
with courses in construction technol-
ogy, blueprint reading, technical

`-mathematics, English, and building
inspection.

Construction inspectors must be in
good physical condition in order to
walk and climb about construction
Sites. They also must have a motor
vehicle operator's license. In addi-
tion, Federal, State, and many local
governments usually require that
construction inspectors pass a civil
sere e exafnination.

Construction inspectors 'receive,
most of their traihing on the job.
During the first couple of weeks,
working with an experienced inspec-
tor, they learn about inspection tech-
niques; codes, ordinances, and regu-
lations; contract specifications; and
recordkeeping and reporting duties.
They begin by inspecting less com-
plex types of construction such as
residential buildings. The difficulty
of their assignments is gradually in-

creased until the are able to handle
complex assignments. An engineer-
ing degree is frequently needed in
order to advance to supervisory in--
spector.

Since they advise representatives
of the contruction industry and the
general public on matters of code
interpretation, 'construction practic-
es, and technical developments, con-
struction inspectors must keep
abreast of new building code devel-
opments. Tile Federal Government
and most State and large city govern-
ments conduct formal training pro:3k-
grams for their construction inspec-
tors to broaden their knowledge .of
construction materials, practices,
and inspection techniques, and to ac--
quaint them with new materials and
practices. Inspectors who work for
small agencies that do not conduct
training programs frequently can
broaden their knowledge of con-
struction and upgrade their skills by
attending State-conducted training
programs or b, y taking college" or cor-
respondence courses.-

Employment Outlook
Employment of government con-

struction inspectors is expected to
,

fow faster than the average for all
c pations through the mid- 1980's.

ause of the increasing complexity
'Of Construction technology and the
trend toward the establishment of
minimum .professional standards for
inspectors by State governments, job
opportunities should be best for
those who have some college educa-
tion or who are currently employed
as carpenters, electricians, or plumb-
ers.

In addition to growth needs, job
penings for construction inspectors

will occur each year to replace those
who die, retire, or leave the occupa-
tion for other reasons.

The number of new positions for
construction inspectors be
largely affected by the level of new
housing and commercial building ac-
tivity. Because construction activity
is sensitive to ups and downs in the
economy, the number of job open-
ings may fluctuate from 'year to year.

The demand for construction in-
spectors also should increase as they
a given more responsibility for in-
suring safe construction of prefabri-

cated buildings mass:prbduced in
factories and assembled on the con-
struction site.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries of construction in-
spectors working in cities and towns
averaged about $10,500 a year in
1974, according to a survey conduct-
ed by the Public Personnel Associ-
ation. Top salaries for senior ipspec;
tOrs averaged $13,000. Salaries for
supervisory inspectors were higher in
large cities. Among geographic re-
gioni, the West had The highest aver-
age salaries, cities in the

I
South the

lowest:
In the' Federal Government, con-

struction inspectors started at $9,300
or $11,500 a year in 1977, deriending
on the amount and nature of their
earlier work experience. Experi-
enced construction inspectors were
paid' salaries ranging from $14,000 to
$19,500, and more experienced
workers were paid salaries ranging
from $17,000 to over $22,000.

Construction inspectors often
spend a large portion of their time
traveling between worksites. Usually,

' an automobile is furnished for their
use or their expenses are'reimbursed
if they use their own. Since they
spend most oPtheir time outdoors or
in partially enclosed structures, they
are- exposed to all types of inclement
weather.

Unlike thvseasonal and intermit-
tent nature of employment in many
of the occupations associated with
the construction industry, inspection
work tends 'to be steady and yeal.
round. In 1976, according to limited

'information", unemployment was esti-
mated to be less than 3 percent, a
figure significantly lower than that
fof the Nation.

Sources of Additional
Information

Persons seeking additional infor-
mation on a career as a State or local
government construction inspector
should contact their State or local
employment service, or:
International Conference of Building Officials,

5360 South Workman Mill Rd., Whittier,
Calif. 90601.

Persons interested in a career as a
construction inspector with the Fed-
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eral Government can get information
, from:

.

Interagency Board' of the U.S. Civil Service
Esaini9ers for iWNashpegton, D.C., 1900 E
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20415.

HEALTH AND
REGULATORY
INSPECTORS

(GOVERNMENT)

.- 168,168,-and .287)

- Nature of the Work

Protecting the pliblic from health
and safety hazards, probibitiii unfair
trade and employment practices, and
raising revenue are included in the
wide range of responsibilities of gov-

ernment. Health and regulatory in-
spectors help insure obkervance of
the laws and regulations that govern
these responsibilities. F,or discussion
of a third type of inspector, see the
statement on construction inspectors
(Government) elsewhere in the
Handbook.

The duties, titles, and responsibil-
ities of Federal, State, and local
health and regulatory inspectors, vary
widely. Some types of inspectors
work only for the Federal Govern-
ment while others also are employed
by State and. local governments.
Many other workers employed as ac -.
countants, agricultural cooperative

glikxtension service Workers,- and other
agricultural professionals also have
inspectiOn duties.

Health Inspectors. Health inspectors
work wjth engineers, chemists, mi-

. crobiologists, and health workers to
insure compliance with public health
And safety regulations governing
food, drum, andrvarious other con-
sumer products. They also adminis-
ter regulations that govern thequar-
antine of persons and products
entering the United States froin for-
eign countries. The major types of
health inspectors are: Food and
drui, meat and poultry, and agricul-
tural quarantine inspectors. In addi-
tion, some inspectors work in a field
that is closely related to food inspec-
tionagricultural commodity grad-
ing.

Most food and drug inspectors spe-
cialize in one area of inspe,ction such
as food, feeds and pesticides, weights
and measures, or drugs and cosmet-
ics. Somc, especially those who work
for the Federal Government, may be
proficient in several of these areas.
Working individually or in teams un-
der the direction of a senior or super-
visory inspector, they travel through-,
out a geographical area to check
.periodically firms that produce, han-
dle, store, and market food, drugs,
and cosmetics. They look for evi-
denCe of inaccurate product labeling,
.decomposition, chemical or bacteri-
ological contamination, and other
fadtors that could, result in a product
becoming harmful to consumer
health. They 'assemble 'evidence of
violations, using portable scales,
cameras. ultraviolet lights, container
sampling devices, thermometers,
chernitai testing kits, and other types
of equipment. ,

.,

Product samples collected as part
of their examinations are Aent to
laboratories for analysis. After com-
pleting their inspection; inspectors
discuss their observ` ations with the
management of the plant and point
out any areas where corrective mea-
sures are needed. They prepare writ-
ten reports of their findings, and,
when necessary, compile evidence
that may be used in court if legal
actions must be taken to effect

with the law.
Federal and State laws empower

meat and poultry inspectors to inspect
meat, poultry, and their byproducts
to insure that they are wholesom.e
and safe for public consumption.
Working as part of a' constant onsite .
team under the general supervision
of a veterina i jar.. they inspect meat
an 'poultry sl ughteritni, processing,

d packaging perations. They also
check to see that products are la-
beled correctly and that proper sani-
tation is maintained in slaughtering
and pr6cessing operations.

Agricultural quarantine inspectors
protect American airicultural prod-
ucts from the intibduction and
spread of foreign plant pests and ani-
mal diseases. To safeguard crpps,
forests. and gardens, they inspect
ships, aircraft, railroad cars, and mo-
tor vehicles entering the United
States for the presence of restricted

.2)9
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br prohibited plant or animal materi-
als.

EnvirOnmental 4ealth inspectors, or
sanitarians, workifirtmarily for State
and local governments. These in.-
spectors perform a variety of insped-
tion duties to help insure that
food people eat, the waterAhey ,

drink, and the air they., breathe meet
government standard. They check
the cleanliness and safety of food and
beverages produced in dairies and
processing plants, or served in res-
taurants, hoipitar, and other institu-,
tions. They ofte exaspine thee An-
dling, processing, and seying of food
for complianCe with sanitation rules
and regulations. -

'Environmental health inspectors
concerned with waste' control over-_,/
see the treatment and disposal of
sewage, refuse, and garbage. They
examine places where pollution is a
danger, perform tests to detect pollu-
tants, and collect air or water sam-
splesfor analysis°. They determine the
nature And cause of the pollution,
theniinitiate action to stop it.

In large, local and State health or
agriculture departments, environ-
,mental health inspectors may spe-
cialize in areas of work such as milk
and dairy. products, fOod senitation,
waste control, air pollution, institu-
tional sanitation, ,and occupational
health. In rural areas and small cities,
they may be responsible for a wide
range of environmental health activi-
ties.

Agricultural commodity graders ap-
ply quality standards to various com-
modities to insure that retailers and
consumers receive good and reliable
products. They generally' specialize
in an area such as eggs and egg prod-
ucts, processed or fresh fruits and
vegetables. grain, or dairy products. /
They inspect samples of a particular
product to determine its quality and. ''
-grade, and issue official 'grading cer-
tificates. Graders also may inspect r
the plant and equipment to insure
that adequate sanitation standards
are maintained.

Regulatory Inspectors. Regulatory
inspectors insure compliance with
various laws and regulations that pro-
tect the public welfare. Important
types of regulatory inspCctors are:
Immigration; customs; aviation safe-
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Most health and regulatory inspectors, are employed
by the Federal Government

0 10 . 20

Sources Burteu of labor Statistics

ty; mine; wage -hour compliance; al-
cohol, tobacco, and firearms; and
occupational safety inspectors.

Immigration inspectors interview.
and examine people seeking admis-
sion, readmission, Or the privileges of
passing through or residing in the
United States. They inspect the pass-
ports of those Seeking to enter the
United States to determine whether
they are legally eligible to enter and
to verify their citizenship, status, and
identity. Immigration inspectors also
prepare, reports, maintain records,
and process applications and peti-
tions by aliens for privileges such as
immigrating to or living temporarily
in thp United States.

Customs inspectors enforce the
laws governing U.S. imports and ex-
ports. Stationed at airports, seaports,
and border-crossing points,, they
count, weigh, gauge, measures and
sample commercial cargoes enterinf
and leaving the enited States to de
termine the amount of tax that mus
be paid/They also inspect baggage
and articles worn or carried by the
passengers end crew of ships. air
craft, and thotor vehicles to insure
that all merchandise being brought
through ports of entry is declared
and the proper taxes paid.

Aviation safety officers insure that
Federal. Aviation Administration
(FAA) regulations that govern the
quality and safety of aircraft equip-
ment and personnel are. maintained.

Aviation safety officers may inspect
aircraft manufacturing,..mainte-
nance, or ,operations procedures.
They usually, specialize in inspecting
either commercial or general avi-
ation aircraft. They are responsible
for the inspection of aircraft manu-
facturing and of major repairs. They
also certify aircraft pilots and
schools, pilot examiners, flight in-
structors, and instructional materials.

Mine inspectors work to insure the
health and .safety of miners and to

kpromote good, ruining practices. To
insure compliance with safety laws
and regulations, mine inspectors/visit
mines and related facilities to obtain
information on health and safety
conditions.

Mine inspectors .discuss their find-
ings with the management of the
mine, prepare written reports that in-
corporate their findings and /deci-
sions, and issue notices of findings
that describe -:iolations and hazards
that must be corrected. They also in-
vestigate anc prepare reports on
mine accidents and direct rescue and
firefighting operation: when fires or
explosions occur.

WageLhour cornPliar..7e officers in-
spect the employer'r :ime, payroll,
and personnel recora:, .o insure com-
pliance with the provisions of various
Federal laws ca minimum wages,
overtime, pay, zmPloyment of mi-
nors, and equal employ oppor-
tunity. They often intery employ-
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ees to verify the employer's records
and to theck for any complaints. ..

Alcohol, tobacep, and firearms in-
spectors insure that the industries
which manufacture. these products
comply with the provisions of rev-
enue laws and other regulations On
operating procedures, unfair compe- ,

tition, and- trade practices. They
.'spend most of their time inspe ing ---

distilleries, wineries, and bre rtes;
cigar and cigarette manufa Luring
plants; wholesale liquor dealers and
importeEs; firearms and

andniaqufacturers, dealers, and users;
and other regulated facilitissl They
periodically audit these esta,blish-
inents to determine that appropriate
taxes are correctf,y determined and"'
paid. '

Pieces of Employment
About 115,000 persons worked as

health and regulatory inspectors in
1976. Nearly two-thirds of all health
and regulatory' inspectors work for
the Federal Government, although i

State and localsgovernments also em-
ploy large numbers. The largest sin-
gle employer of food and drug in -'
spectors is the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, but the majority
work for State governments. Meat
and poultry inspectorS and commod-
ity graders who work, in processing
plants are employed mainly by the
U. . Department of Agriculture. Ag-
ricu quarantine inspectors work
either for the U.S. Public Health Ser-
vice or the U.S. Departtnent of Agri-
culture. Environmental health in-
spectors work primarily for State and
local. governments. .

Regulatory inspectors work for
various agencies within the. Federal
GOvernment, mainly in regional and
district offices throughout the United
States. Aviation safety officers work
for the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion;wage-hour compliance officers,
for the Department of Labor; mine
insp tors, the Department of the In-
terior; and'alcohol, tobacco, and fire-
arms inspectors, the Treasury De-
partment. Immigration; customs, and
agricultural quarantine inspectors.
work at U.S: airports, seaports, bor-
der crossing points, and at foreign

, airports and seaports. They are em-
ployed by the Justice and Treasury
Departments.

A
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ifirancement, and
Othe Qualifications

_z--

Because inspectors perform such a
wide range of duties, qualifications
for employment in these positions
vary greatly. The Federal Govern-

' ment requires a passing score on the
'professional and. Administrative Ca-
dr Examination (PACE) for sever-
al inspector occupations, including
immigration; customs; wage and

'hour compliance; 'alcohol, tobacco,
and firearms; occupational safety;
and consumer safety. (food and regulatory inspectors should be all
dreg,). To take this examination, a to accept responsibility and like de-

, bachelor's degree or .3 years of re-, tailed work. 'Key should be neat and
sponsibiew'ork eiperience,,or a com-' personable and able to express them-
bination of the Iwo, are required. In selves well orally and in writing.
some cases, agencies will give prefer- All Federal Government inspec-
ence to an applicant whose course tors are promoted on'a civil Service
work or work experience is related to "career ladder." This means that, as-
the field of employment. suming satisfactory work perform-

Other Federal inspectors must pass ance, workers will advance automati-
an ex mination based on specialized cally, itsually at 1-year intervals, to a
kndw ecige, in addition to having '.specified maximum level. Above this
work experience in related' fields. level (usually supervisory positions),
These include commodity inspectors advancament is competitive, based
such as those in meat, poultry, live- '''' on needs -of the agency and individ-
stock; and egg products. ual merit. a

Air safety inspectors must have Employment Outlook
considerable experience. in aviation Employment of health and regula-
maintenance, and an FAA Air Frame tory inspectors as a group is expected
and Power Plant certificate. In addi- to increase faster than the average
tion, various pilot certificates and for all occupations through the 'Mid-
considerable flight experien0 are re- 1980's. The grOwth in employment
qaired, with the type dependent on of health inspectors is expected to be
the inspection duties. Many air safety mare 'rapid than that orregulatoiy
inspectors receive both their flight inspectors. In addition to job ppor-ili
training and mechanical training in tunities stemming from growt ,Iinany
the Armed Forces°. No, written exami- inspectors will be, needed each .year
nation is required. to replace those who die, retire, or

Applicants for mine safety inspec- transfer to other occupations.
" for positions generally must have Increased food consumption

specialized work experience iii mine ca-used by population growth and
management or supervision, or pos- greater public concern over potential
sess a skill such as electrical tengi- health 'hazards should create addi-
neering (for mine electrical inspec- tional jobs for food and drhg, meat
tors). .In some .cases, a general, and poidtty, and other commodity
aptitude test may be required. inspectors and graders. Public con-

Some Civil Service registers, in- cern for improved quality and safety
eluding those for agricultural quaran- - of consumer products also should re-
tine inspectors and fruit and vegeta- suit in new legislation in these areas,

.le graders, rate applicant's solely on requiring additional inspectors to in-
their experience and education and sure compliance. '
require no written examination. Aviation industry growth, in-

Qualifications for inspectors at the creased international travel, and in-
State and local level usually are simi- creases in the volume of U.S. imports
Ear to those for Federal employees. and exports should continue to cre-
however, this may vary among gov- , ate new openings for aviaticl4 safety
ernment employers, particularly at officers, quarantine and immigration

4
the local level:Environmental health
inspectors, called sanitarians in many
States, must have a bachelor's degree
in environmental health or the phys-
ical or biological sciences. In 35

. States, they are\ licensed and their
qualifications regulated by examin-
ing boards.

All inspectors are trained in the
laws and insPection procedures relat-
ed to their spetific field through a

,combination Wclassrooin aifd on-
the-job training. In general, pep
who want to become h6alth 'a

2 1.

inspectors, an customs inspectors.
Increasing coal ctivity and
concern over mine sa ety should cre-
ate additional mine inspector jabs. ,
Continued public pressure for equal
employment rights should cause a
growing need for wage-hour compli-
ance officers?

Ea/flings and Working
. Conditions

With the exception of mine inspec-
tors and aviation safety officers, the
Federal Government paid health and
regulatory inspectors and.

- starting Salaries of $9,303 or $11,523
a yeat in 1977, depending on the
type of rib sition and the qualifica-
tions of the applicant. Aviation safety
officers and 'mining, inspectors usyal-
ly received` starting salaries of
$14,097. '

Salaries of experienced meat and"
poultry inspectors; egg product in-
spectors, agricultural quarantine in-
spectors, alcohol, tobaccd, and fire-
arms inspectors, and customs and
immigration inspectors were over
$14,000 a year in 1977. Experienced
food and drug inspectors (consumer

4, safety officers), mine inspectors, and
wage-hout compliance officers. usu-
ally received-salaries of about
$20,000 from the Federal Govern-
ment in Y977. Experienced aviation
safety officers averaged. over
$24,000 a year.

Nonsupervisory environmental
health inspectors working for select-
ed U.S,bities and counties receiv'd
average starting salaries about
$11,000 in 1976; those viorking for
State governments started at about
$1,060 less: Experiencedienviron-
mental health inspectors working for
State governments e -between
$11;500 and $15 00 but se in
top supervisory :nd administr vie
positions had alaries betwe
$15,500 and $20;00 in 1976.

Most health and gulatory inspec-
tors live an active life meeting many
people and working, in a variety of
environments. Many travel frequent- ,
ly and are usually fuinished with an
automobile, or reimbursed for travel
expenses.

'At times inspectors must work tin-.
der unfavorable working conditions.
For example, meat and poultry, and
alcohol, tobacco, and firearms in-
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More( detailed informed° on -f
qualifications.' for Federal jog is
available froth local Civil Service Prn-

ComMission offices or from individ-
° ual Federal agencies.

information about career oppor4:0-
nities as inspectors, in?State andlocal
government- is available from State
civil service.'cOmmissions;usually, lo-

, cated in,.each' State capital, or from
locajeoverninent 'Offices.

0:CCUPA1710 L SAFETY
AND 'HEAL ORKER$

rk- P

.(D.O.T.a010.01'31; 012.081 and .188;
0711.188; 168.16i, .268, aild..284;

,379.387; 821.381; and 909.128)

(--.)Nature of nip Work

People in the occupational safety
and health' field have the challenging
jop of insuring a safe and fiealtisful
environment for. workers -and .:ale
products for consumers. Safety and
health workers in a number of differ-.
ent occupations strive to .control
occupational accidents and diseases,
property losses, and injuries from un-
safe products. This statement dis-
cusses occupations in private Indus-

. try; for a disCussion of related
occupations in 'government, see the
statement on health and. regulatory
inspectors elsewhere in the Hark
book.

The largest group of safety work-
ers is safety engineers. Although all of
them are concerned with preventing
aceidents,lheirNspecific tasks depend
on where they work. For example,
the safety engineer working in a large,..ti
manufacturing plant (D.0+.T.
012..081) may 'develop a comprehen-
sive safety program covering' several
thousand employret. This usually en-
tails detailed analysis of each job fir:
the plant to identify potential hazards
so that,preventive measures car be
taken. When accidents do occur
safety engineers in manufacturing
plants investigate' to deterMine
cause. If poordesign, improper ma:n
tenanCe, or mechanical failure is in
volved, they use their technical skilis
to correct the situation and 'revent
its recurrence. When human error is

mproved qualitz and safety of consumer products will require
ddltlohal Inspectors to Insure compliance.

spectors freq
with strong, plea
inspectors often spen
time in mines where th
to ttie same hazardski
inspect s work long
regular h rs.

come in contact
nt odors; mine
a great deal of
y are exposed
miners. Many
and often it -.

Sources of Additional
Information

For facts about inspector careers
in the Federal Government, contact:
Interagency Board of U.S Civil Service Exam-

iners for Washington, D.C., 1900 E St.
NW., Washington, Q.C. 20415.

4- A 2
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. Safety anginmor Inspecting plaint machinery foepotendal hazards.

the cause of an accident, safety engi-
neers may establish training courses
for plantworkers and supervisors or
reemphasize existing ones.

Safety engineers who work for
trucking companies (D.C.T.
909.128) study schedules, routes,
loadt,and speeds to determine their
influence,on trucking accidents.
They also inspect heavy rigs, such as
trheks and trailers, to suggest ways-of
safer operaiion. In the mining indus-
try safety engineers (D.O.T...
010.081) may inspect underground
Or open-pit areas to insure compli- I
ance with State'and Federal laws, de-
sign protective equipment and s fety

1.

devices for mine machinery, or( lead
rescue activities during emergencies.

Many safety engineers are directly
concerned with the safety of their
company's product. They work
closely)vith (3eiign engineers no de-
velop models that meet all safety
standards, and the? .monitor the
manufacturing process ,to insure the
safety of the\finished product.

Safeguarding life and property
against loss from fire, explosion, and
related hazards is the job of the fire
protection engineer (-4.0.T.
012.188 ). Those , who specialize in
research investigate problems such-

213
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as fires in hiire biiildings or e

man acture, handlihg, arid store e
of rhmable, materials. Fire prof
tipn ngineera in the field use these
re 01 findings to identity hazards
and le lays to cornea- them. For
tam r, findings concerning

e teniperitures at
t materials'will ignite)

th_' engineer design-
citifies in a chemical

flas
whi
are

_ ing
PI' --..)

' engineers; fire protec-
tio may have different job
duties epending on where they
work. ne 4ho Works for a fire,
equipm nt manufacturing company
may d ign new fire protection de
vices, pile engineers in consulting
firms mit with architects and othep
to in re that tire safety ia\built into

structures. In contrast, fire pro-
teption engineers working for insur-
dike "rating bureaus (organizations
that calculate basic costs of insur-
ance coverage in particular areas) in-
spect private, commercial, and iti?,
dustrial properties to evaluate the
adequacy of fire protection for the
_entire area. Many fire protection en-
gineers htfe special expertise in one
area or more of fire protection, such
as sprinkler or fire detection systems.

Losses in the workplace cannot be
reduced without measures 'to elimi-
nate hazards to workers' health. De-
signing and maintaining a healthful
work environment is the job of the
industrial hygienist (D.O.T.
079.188). These health professionals
arc concerned with how noise, dust,
vapors, and other hazards common
to the industrial setting affect work-
ers' health. After a problem is detect-
ed, perhaps by analyzing employee
medical records, the industrial by
gienist at the jobsite may take air
samples, monitor noise levels, or
measure radioactiv,ity levels in the
areas under investigation.

Other industrial hygienists work in
private 1 oratories or in those main-$
taihed b arge insurance companies
or industrial firms. Laboratory hy-
gienists analyze air samples, do re-
search on the reliability of health
equipment such as respirators, or in-
vestigate the 'effects of exposure to
chemicals or radiation. Some hygien-
ists specialize in problems of air and
water pollution. For example, these
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S health professionals may work with
. government officials, .ertviionrnental
grdiips labor organizations, and
plant management 'to develop a vs-

,. tem to screen harmful substances be'-.
fore theyhey ,enter and pollute a river.

Loss control and occupational
health consultants (D.O.T 1,68.1680
in property-liability insurance com-
panics perform many services for

'r clients.. These range from cor-
ting a single hazard in a small

b siness to devising a program' to
eliminate or reduce all losses arising
out of a large firm's operation. When
dealini/with a new account,, the con-
sultaift makes a thorough insp,ection
of the plant and then confers with
management to formulate a program,
that meets the company's needs. The
consultant may, forexample, help set
up plant health, programs and medi-
cal services, assist plant personnel to
insure,lhat,-a new facility ineNir
safety requirenients; or train, plant
safety people. SafeUt'and health con-
sultants also help their company's'-
underwriters determine whether a
risk is acceptable and the amount of
Premium to charge.

,

Places of Employment

An estimated 28,000 persons we'e'
engaged in occupational satiety and.
health) work in 1976. About one-
quarter of these carried the profes-
sional designations, Certified Safety
Professional; Certified Industrial Hy-
gienist; or Member, Society of Fire
Protection Engineers. Mali), others
who are not certified performed pro-
fessional level work, while a relative-
ly small number were employed in
the occupational safety and health
field as technicians. and inspectors.
Property add liability insurance com-
paniei employ many occupational
safety and health workers to provide
engineering, consulting, and inspec-
tion services to their clients. Others
worked for a variety of industrial,
manufacturing, and commercial con-
cerns.

These workersare needed wherev-
er large numbers of people are con-
centrated and industrial develop-
ment occurs. Insurance consultants
generally" have their headquarters in
a region's major city and travel to
and from the Sites they visit.

f Tiepins, Other Qualifications
et, and Mivagcemeint

--Entry level safety and health, pro-
fessionals generally need at least a
bachelort-degree in engineering or
science. A more specialized degree;
such as one .in safety managed: tnt,
industrial- safety, qr fire protection
engineering, dften is helpful it get-.
ting a good joh. Many employers pre-
fer applicants with a graduate degree
in areas such as -industrial hygiene,
safety engineering, of,occupational
safeiy- Ind health engineiring, or
those with prior indus4rial1 work ex-
perience. Some employers will hirp
graduates of 2-yearLc011ege curricu-
lums as technicians, particularly if
they have work experience related to
the jot*.

Continuing edification is necessary
to stay abreast of(changing technol-
ogies, new ideas, and emergint
trencs. Many insurance companies
offer training seminars and corre -(
spondence ,courses for their staffs.
The Occupational Safety and Health.
Administrat (OSHA) conducts
courses ror safety-and health workers
on topics such as occupational injury
investigation and r iolOgioal health

ized marks of
Id are the. des-.,
et rofession-

glen ist; and
Member, Scciety of Fire Protection
Engineers. 2rtification i's conferred
by the Boarc of Certified Safety Pro.-
fessIonals, tl-e, American Board of In-
dustrial Hygiene, or the Society of
Fir Protection 'Engineers after the
canuidate completes the required ex-
perience and passes an examination.

: addition to possessing technical
competence, safety and health work-
ers must be, able to communicate
well and motivate others. They
should be able to _adapt quickly to
different situations, being equally at
ease with a representative of a local
union, 'd supervisor 'in die weldin
shop, or a corpor. ;3Se...executive. B
Cause physical agfivity is basic to the
job, good physical condition is neces-
sary.

"orib.In the -insurance indiistrY, safety
and health workers can be promoted
to department manager in a small
branch office, move up to larger

hazards. The recog
achievement in th,efl
ignations Certified ga
al- Certified ,du

. dift !
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brand- offices, and tidally take an
executive 'positionain the home JR-

. fic e In industrial firms, they can add
:vance to plant safety and health man-
ager o ...orporate -manager over
seVera plants. Although extensive

nee .Vs required, technicians
can a nceto professional safety
and health, positions,

ikmployment Outlook
Employment of safety and health:

workers is expected to increase faster
than the average for all occupations_
through the mid-1 980.'s as growing
concern for occupational safety and
health and consumer safety`contin--,.._
ues' to generate programs and jobs.
Many' openings will arise to re-
place workers Who die, retire, or
leave -their jobs for other reasons.

. Wfuch of the employment growth is
expected to occur in industrial and
manufacturing firms Many firms
now without a safety and health pro-
gram are expected to establish one
and others Will upgrade and expand
existing programs in response to goy-
.ernment requirements, union inter-
est, and rising insurance costs. The
number of safety and health workers
in casualty insurance companies also
wiis increase as more small employ-
ers request the services of their

engineering or loss control de-
partment. Prospects should be best
for graduates of occupational safety
or health curriculums.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

also

Salaries of safety and health work-
ers vary widely according to educa-
tion, experience, and specialty. hi
manufacturing firms, persons with a
bachelor's degree generally started at
between $12,000 and $ 1 5 .000 a year
in 1C76, according to -.he limited
data available. Those witr.. a graduate
degree usually received higher start-
ing salaries, and technicians some-
what lower ones. Safety and health
workers with several years' experi-
ence averaged $18,000 :o $22,000,
and corpofate managers well over
$25,000 a year.

The amount of travel required de-
pends upon job speCialty and geo-
graphic location. For example, the
plant safety engineer may travel only
to seminars and conferences, while

0
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PROTECTIVE AND RELATEUSERVICE OCCUPATIONS

t jnsurance consuhAnunlay spend
about lialf*the timearavelinf between
Worksites. Usually, wcari§furnishest
'fir Worker's Ove._reimbursed_ for' the
expenses of using thei own vehicles..

Sources of Additional '
Information

ti

FOr general information about
'safety careers, write to:

InforAmation concerning a career,in
industrial _hygiene is available from:

ArnefiCan Industrial 'Hygiene Associatiok .66,
S. Miller Rcy.Akron, Ohio 44313.

Career information ponceining
fir* protection engineerinkrzay be

, obtained from":
,

Society of &Protection engineers. 60 Rat-

American SoCiety of Safety Engineets, 850 terra St.,oston,
aas:

Bate Highway: Park Ridge, .411. 60068_, Carter inform Lion on insurance
lobs control consulting is available'Also available from the Society, is a

boolget that lists colleges and univer- fram the home offices of-many prbp-
' cities offeringfdegree programs in the erty-liability insurance companles.
cI occupational safety and health field.° The National Institute for Occupa-

t

I

205 go.

tional Safety and Health of the U.S.
Public Health Service providei gen-
eral information On requirements for

vicious careers in the OccCpational
safety and health field, as well as lists
of collage aid universities that award
deuxees4 in. the various occupational<
satety and health dis lines.This in-
formation is available from:
Division of Training and Manpower Dvielop-

ment, National Institute for OCcupational
Safety and He&lth, Robert A. Taft Labe-
ratories,-4676 Columbia Parkway, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45226.

it .
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Part-time flexible employees do not
have a regillar work schedule but-ie-
Vlace absent work and Whelp with
extra -work as the need arises, Part-
time regulars have a set, work sched-
ulefor.oximple, 4 hours a day., o-

p New carriers are trained (my*
job. They may begin° as ti)-1\-tirnse
flexible city carriers and becoMe

- -'regular or full -tine carriers in ,order

ATI4ER SEFiVICE OCCUpATIONS

- )
MAIL CARRIEIZS

(D.O.T. 233.138* an>q 233.384

Nature of the Work

Most mail carriers .travel planned
routesdelivering and collecting mail.
Carclers start work at the post office
early tin the morning., where they
spend a few hours arranging ,their
mail for -delivery and taking care of
other details, '

A carrier may cover the route, on
foot, by vehicle, or a combination of
bbth. On foot, they tote a'heavy load
of mail in .a satchel or push it in a
cart. In odtlying suburban or rural

-areas .a car or small truck is used to
deliver mail. Residential carriers coy-
eF their routes only once a day, but
carriers assigned to a business district
may make two trips a day. Deliveries
are made house-to-house, to road-
side mailboxes, and to large build-
ings, such as apartments, which have
all the mailboxes on the first floor.

Besides making deliveries, carriers
collect postage-due and c.o.d. fees
and obtain signed receipts or regis-
tered, certified, and sometimes for
insured mail. If a customer is not
home the carrier leaves a notiee that
tells where special mail is being held.

After completing theirioutes, car-
riers return to the post office with
mail gathered from street collection
boxes and homes. They turn in the
accountable mail receipts and money
collected during the day and may
separate letters and parcels so that
they can be canceled easily, and they
turn in the receipts and money col
lected.

Vany carriers have more special-
ized duties. Some deliver only parcel
post while others collect mail from ,
street boxes and office mail chutes.
In contrast, rurat carriers provide a
wiae variety of postal services: In ad-
dition to delivering and picking up

mail, they sell stamps/And money or-
ders and accept parcels and letters td:
be registeted or insured. .
' All carrier; answer customers'
questions, about postal reguiatiOns
and service and provide chanio-oT-
address cards and other postal forms
when Prequested.

Training, Other OUalificitions,
and Adirancement

Mail carrievr7nust be at least 18'
and qualify74 a four-part written ex,:
amination. The first part tests clerical
accuracy by asking the applicant to
compare pairs of add7essei and indi;
cate which are identical. The second
part to 1p ability to memorize mail
distribution systems. The third mea-
sures -reading ability, including vo-
cabtklary, and the fourth tests ability
to do simple arithmetic.

If the carrier job involves driving,
applicants must, have a driver's li-
cense, a good driving record, and
pass a road test. Before appointment,
mail carriers must pass a physical ex-
amination and may be asked to show c:
that they can lift and handle mail
sacks weighing up to 70 pounds.

Applicants for mail carrier jobs
should apply at the post_ office where
they wish to work because each post
officeeeps a separate list of those
who have passed the examination.
Applicants' names are listed in order
of their scores. Five iktra points are
added to the score of an honorably
discharged veteran, and 10 extra
points to the score of a veteran
wounded' in combat or disabled.
Mien a vacancy occurs, the appoint-
ing officer chooses one of the top
three applicants; the rest of the
names temain on the list to be con-
sidered for future openings.
4 Mail carriers are classified as call-
a!, part-time flexible, part-time regu-
lar, or full time. Casual workers are
hired to help deliver mail during
peak mailing periods during the year.'

..2.i b'

of seniority a,s vacancies occur. Ad-
vancement possibilities 'are limited,
but carriers canlook forward to ob-
taining preferred*routes or highe4
level jobs such as carrier technician
as th 4 seniority increases. A rela-
tivel small number ief carriers be-
co e supe.tvisgrs'.1

Employment Outlook

Employment of mail carriers
who numbered 250,000 in 1976is
expected to change very little
through the mid-1980's. Althdugh
thf umber of homes and business
establishments is 'expected to in-
crease along with growth in popula-
tion and business activity, anticipat-
ed cutbacks in the frequency of mail
delivery should limit the need for ad-
ditional carriers. Most job openings
will result from the need to replace
experienced carriers .Who retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.
Openings will be concentrated in
metrop'olitan areas.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Part-time flexible caXliers began at
$6.113' an hoes in 1976, with periodic
increases up to $7.46 an hour after 8
years of satisfactory service. Hourly
wages of part-time relular workers
were $5.97 an hour, with periodic
increases up to $7.21 an hour after 8
years of service. Full-time carriers
were paid on an annual basis, begin-
ning at $12,42-2 and- increasing to a
maximum of $15,007 after 8years.
Rural carriers are paid time-and-one-
half for each hour they work over 40
hours a week or for each route mile
over 42 miles. They also receive an
allowance of 18 cents a mile for the
use of their automobiles. Substitute
rural carriers receive the same pay as
the re ular carriers whose routes
th are covering. Aural carriers
work either a, 5- or 6-day week.
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Clairton:can work at their own pace as long as they cover their toutes on time,

A full-time city carrier works an 8-
hour day.5 days a week. City carriers
who work more than 8 hours, a day or
AO hoUrs a week .also are paid 1 1/2
times their regular rate of pay for the
extra hours. City carriers also receive
10 percent additional pay for .work
between 6 p.m. and 6 am. s

Most carriers begin work early in_ _
the morning, in some as early
as 4 a.m. if they ha utes in the

business district. Carriers-spend most
of their time outdoors in all kinds of
weather delivering mail. Even those
who drive often ,must walk when
making deliveries, and must lift
heavy sacks of parcel post when
loading their vehicles. .

The job, however,' habits advan-
tages. Carriers Oho begin rk early
in the morning are thron by early
aftei;pon. They are alsolree to work

2177
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.
t their owepaceas long aS they coy-

er their route within a certairtteriod
of 'time. MO ter, Aillithne postal
prnployees h vg: more li,ob security .4,

work. moil other 41us-
- 'r .,

(For informatioh on fringe belte:'"
fits, see the statement on Postal Sas-

Aice occupation's elsewhere in the.r%
& Handliook.)!------,....

- ,

SIkrees of Additional
iniormation

.

Loal post o'ffices,,,,and State em- re
ploment service offices can siipply
details about sentrince examinations

and employment opportunities ,f
mail carriers.

TELEPHONE OPERATORSr
Nature of the Work

Although millions of telephone
numbers are dialed directly each day,
there are times when making a call
requires the assistance of a telephone
operator. Often an operator is need-
ed because a aller wants to reverse
long-distance c rges, locate a Iele-

-phone 'number in nother city, or
know the cost of a call. Operators
also may be. needed to contact the
police or fire department in an emer-
gency or arrange a conference call

. for business executives.
Providing these service are two

groups of telephone operators. The
operators who Work in telephone
company central offices probably are
the most familiar. But many business
and large organizations receive so
many' calls that they also employ
operators to run their private branch
exchange (PBX) switchboards.
Sometimes operators place calls, by
inserting and removing plugs that
make switchboard connec ions' and
AC/ listening and speaking nto their'
headsets. However, man switen-
boards, especially those elephone
company central office re now op-.
erated by pushbuttons o dials.

Telephone company operators
may be assigned either to handle
long-distance caps or to` give directo-
ry assistance.3 Long-distance °Peva-
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training period thantelephont .com- 4

;pan)/ operators. In large businesses,
an instructor from .the local stele-
phone company may train new ems'
ployees.

Experienced telephone company
o perators may be\protnoted alsuper-
viso-ry jobs -or transfei to clerical
ocaupatiOns

They
as secretary or.

bodkkeeper. They also marhave the -`

opportunity to-advance to jobs as
telephone craft wOrkerrtubias tell

-phorte,instaliers and repairers. PBV
opergtors. in.iarge firms may 'G./Nance
to mortlesponsible clericaf positons;

1, however, in many small business, op-, portunities for adv ce ntt usually
are very limited.)

Employment Outlook
Employment of telephone and

PBX operators as A group is expected
;1'4 to decline .slightly through the mid-

During plait cillinvjorleds, the 'pace at the swItchboard'mly be very hectic.

fourth of a4 operators work only part
time.

Both telephone comptay and PBX
erators are concentrated in heavily.

pop ed areas. 'Nearly 'one-fifth'
work in t ew York, Chicago, and .
Los Angeles metropolitan area .

Training, Other Oualificatio ,
and Advancement

Persons. planning to become tele-
phone operators should like to serve
the public, be pleasant and 'courte-
ous, and not mind sitting at a switch-
board for long periods. A clear and
pleasing voice and good hearing also
are important. Many telephone com-
panies and business firms require ap-
plicants, including operators, to pass
physical examinations. High school
courses. in speech, office 'practices,
and busines4'math pro'iide a helpful
background for persons interested in
this occupation.

New operators are taught on the
job how to use the equipmAt and
keep' records of calls. Once they have
learned the procedure, they put
.through practice .calls. Instruction
and practice usually last from I to 3
weeks. 'Operators then ale assigned
to regular operator .jbbs and receive
further instruction from supervisors.

PBX operators wh'o handle routine
'calls may have 'a somewhat shorter

tors obtain the information ne ed to
complete the call, make the n s-
sary connections, and record the de
tails for, billing. Directory assistance
operator.s!. (D.O.T. 235.862) look up
and provide telephone Ambers. Ser-

. vice assistants train and het new op-,
erators to complete dimctilOcalls.

PBX operators (D.O.T. 235.862)
run switchboards for business offices
and other establishaints. They con-
nect interoffice or house calls, an-
swer and relay outside calls,, assist
company employees in making out-
going calls, supply information to
callers, and record charges. In many
small establkhments, PBX operators
work at switchboards that serve only
a limited number*, of telephones.
These operators may do other office
work such as.typing or sorting mail
and many also act as receptionists or
information clerks. (The work of ra-

g ceptioniets is described elsewhere in
the Handbook.)

Place; of Employment

About 340,000 telephone opera-
tors were employed in 1976. More
than one-half worked as PBX opera-,
tors in manufacturing plants, hospi-
tals, department stores, or business-
es'. The remainder w,orked in
telephone companies. About one
) 218

()9809s. Nevertheless, thousands 'of
full-time and part-time workers will
be hired each year to replace experi-
enced operators who die, retire, or .wip

IL

1,

stop working for other reasons. Many
other openincy will, result front_the
need to replace operators who ad-
vance to other occupations.

-Employment of telephone compa-
ny operators is expected to decline
more "than employment of PBX op-
erators. Ass more telephOne comps-
nies 'start charging .customers for- di- ;-
rectork, assistance and information
calls, more- people will.dial numbers
directly and use telephone direc(o- .
ries to locate unknown numbers, thus,
reducing the need for operators.
Also, technological improvements
will limit the employment of opera-
tors. For example, more telephone
companies are installing electronic
switching systems in their central of-
fices,.`thus- reducing the need for
manual switching .of\ calls. Jr! addi-
tion, traffic service position systems

. arbeing added, which automatic.ally,
con-

nection,
data about each telephone- on-

nection, such as the length, and cost
of the call, into_a computer that pro*-
cessesithe billing statements. For:-
merly this information was tabulated
by an operator and then transferred
to the statement.

Even %oUgh: more small business-
es will require PBX services, employ-
ment growth of PBX operators will
be limited as many large Susinesses
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convert- to Central Exchange (CEN7
TRE,X). With CENTREX, incoming
and:outgoing calls can be dialed di-
rectly WithOut an operator's 'assist-

..
ance.

*,eying. and Working;
Conditions:

Telephone company operators in
training averaged $3.75 an hour in
late 1975; experienced operators .

34.90;, service assistants $5.92; and
supervisors or-chief operators, $8.63.
Contracts between unions and tele.,
phone companies generally provide
for periodic pay increases and extra

Iv

pay- for work on evenings, Sundays,
! and -holidays.'

Most telephone company and PBX'
operators work between 35 40
hours a week. Often, their schlelliuled

, hours are the same as those of otherr
'4-- office clerical workers. In telephone./

companies, however, and in hotels,
hospitals, and other places Ayhere
telephone service is needed on a 24-

I'

hour basis, operators work on shifts
and on holidays and weekends. Some
operators work split shiftsthat is,
they are on duty during the peak
callinf,,. periods in the late mo'nfing
and early evening, and have time off
between these two periods.

Operators usually work in well-
lighted .and pleasant surroundings.
The job of .a telephone operator does
not require any, physical exertion;
however,. during the peak calling pe-
riods in the late morning and la to
afternoon, the pace at the switch-
board may begkrery hectic. Often 'OP-

',erators are unable to leave their seats
"during these periods.

Insurance, pension programs, holi
days, vacations, and athes fringe
benefits are much the same as those
for other types of clerical employees.
For specific information about fringe
benefits for telephone company op=
erators, see the statement on the tele-

209

t Many operators employed by tele-
phone companies are members of the
Communications Workers of Amer-
ica, the International' Birotherhood of
Electrical Workers,- and the Tele-

communiestions _International
Union.

Sources ofIlditional
Inform

For more details .about employ-
mentopportunities, contact the tele-
phone company in your community
or local offices of the unions that

° represent 'telephone workers. FOr
general information on telertrtie op-
erator jobs, write to:
Telecommunications International. Union,

P.O. Box 5 62, Hamden, Conn. 06518.
United,States In 1ependerit TelephoneAssoci-

-Mion, 1801 K St. NW., Suite 1201; Wash-
ington, D.C. 20006.

International Brotherhood of Electrical Work-
ers, 1200 15th St. NW., Washington, D.C.

phone industry. elsewhere in the 20005.

Handbook.
;
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EDUCATION AND RELATE'D OCCUPATIONS

The importance of an edu ation.
has grown, considerably since the
birth of our Nation. Once primarily

an agrarian economy, 'we have
evolved into a highly sophisticated,
technical, and urban society. Ma-

gducation'and related occupations, 1976

5% of total employment
in all occupation5,..

210
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chinery and products never envi-
sioned before are constantly being
invented, calling for new jobs and
skills to produce and use them. As a
result, more educated workers are
needed to fill a variety o positions at
all levels of society.

In addition, as our e onomy has
prospered, it has allowed people
more time for personal development
and leisure. No longer required to
labor from early morning until dusk,
workers have sought new avenues for
personal enrichment.. Adult edUca-
tion and craft courses, for example,
draw increasingly larger numbers of
interested students. .

Teachers, teacher aides, and li-
brarians play vital roles in the educa-
tion pf people of all ages. In large
urban classrooms or rural county li-
braries, teachers and librarians are
the people we turn to for informa-
tion. These occupations are dis-
c4ssed in the folloWing sections.
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Most people would agree that
education is a life-long ptoCess.' At
every age we learn from our friends,
family; and,associates;We also teach

others along the way, often unwit-
tingly. But perhaps our most influen-
tial educational experiences occur
during the years of formal education.

Changing enrollment levels will be the primary factors
affecting employment of teachers through 1985

School enrollment
Millions of
students

t
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Employment of teachers generally will follow
enrollment trends, rising or falling according to the
number of students through 1985
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During those years, students explore
themselves and learn about many
subjects. They make career decisions
'and train for productive work. Most
significantly, they learn to think for
themselves.

Today, more than 3 million teach-
ers are involved at all levels of this
educational process. Teachers work
with people of allages in a variety of
different subjects. Some teach,
youngsters in their first years away
from home, while others work pri-
marily with adults who are taking
courses to expand or change their job
potential, or as a source of recre-
ation. Some teachers are members of ,
other professions who instruct part..
time.

'Detailed informatipn on teaching
occupations and the outlook for
teachet:s through the mid-1980's is
preserfte the. folloWing state-
ments.

KINDERGARTEN AND
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

TEACHERS

(D.O.T,. 092.228)

Nature otthe Work

Kindergarten and elementary
school teachers play a vital role in
the development of children. What is

-learned or not learned in these early'
years can, to a large measure, shape
students views of themielves, the
world and the process of education.

Kindergarten . and elementary
school teachers must introduce Chil-
drento the 'basic concepts of mathe-
matics, 'language, science, and social
studies to provide a sound founda-
tion far more advanced study in the
higher grades. They also try to instill
in the students good study and work
habits and an appreciation for learn-
ing while closely, watching and evalu-
ating each child's performance and
potential.

Elementary sehool teachers often
devise creative means to present a

- specific subject matter. They may
use films, slides, computers, or devel-
op instructional games. They also ar-

. 211
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lementary school teachers Instruct a

range class trips, speakers, and class
projects. All of this work involves
much time and effort, often after the
regular sdhool day is finished.

Teachers also are concerned with
the social development and health of
-their. students. They study each
child's interactions with his or her
Classmates and 'discuss any problems
with the Parents. Teachers may, for
example, ineet with the parents of a
child who habitually resists authority
to discover the causes 'of these ac-
tions and work out a solution. Teach-
ers also repOrt any possible health
problems to parents,and ^school
health officials. The teacher's prima-
ry Concern is to insure that each c
receives as much personalized h
as required.

Most elementary school teachers
instruct a single group of children in
several subjects. In some Schools,
two teachers or more "team teach"
and are jointly responsible for a
group of students or for a particular
subject. An increasing number of ele-
mentary school teachers specialize in
9ne or two subjects and teach these
subjects to several classes. Some
teach 'special subjects 'such as music,
art, or physical education, while oth-
ers teach basic subjects such as Eng-
lish, mathematics, gr social studies.

Teachers participate in many ac-
tivities outside the classroom. They
generally must attend regularly
scheduled faculty meetings and may
serve on faculty committees, such as

40,

single group of children In several sublects.

those to revise curricula, or to evalu-
ate the school's objectives and the
student's performance. Teachers also
may supervise after-school activities
such as glee clubs, drama clubs, or
arts and crafts classes. To stay up-to-
date on educational materials and
teaching techniques, they participate
in workshops and other inse'rvice ac-
tivities, and take courses at local ccg-
leges and universities.

A growing number of elementary
school teachers have aides to do sec-
retarial work and help supervise
lunch and playground activities. A a
result, teachers can be free from r
tine' duties to give more individual
attention to students. ^

Places of Employment.

About 1.4 million fieople worked
as elementary school teachers in
1976. Most elementary teachers
work in public schools that have six
grades; however, some teach in mid-
dle schoblsschools that cover the 3
or 4 years between the lower elemen-
tary.' grades and 4' years of high
school. Only about 13 percent of ele-
mentary. school teachers work in
nonpublic schools.

A large proportion of all -public
elementary school teachers teach in
urban areas, including cities and
their suburbs.

Training,. Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

All 50 States and the District of
Columbia require public elementary
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school teachers to be certified by the
department of education in the State
in which they work. Some States also "
require teachers in private and paro-
chial schools to be certified.

To qualify for certification, a
teacher must have a bachelor's de-
gree from an institution with an ap-
proved teacher educ program.
Besides a bachelori de ree, which
provides the necessary eral arts
badtground, States requir t at pro-
spective teachers have student-
teaching and other education
courses.

' In 1976, 14 States required teach-
ers to get supplementary postgrad-
uate educatiodusually a master's
degree or a fifth year of studyafter
their initial certification. Some States
required U.S. citizenship; some an
oath of allegiance; and several a
health certificate.

Local school systems sometimes
have additional requirements for em-
ployment Students should write to
the local superintendent of schools
and to the State department of edu-
cation for information on specific re-
quirements in the area where they
want to teach.

In addition to meeting educational
and certification requirements,
teachers shOtil- Creative, depend-
able, and patieet: Most important,
they should want to *be directly in-
volved in the educational abd emo-
tional development of children.
Competence in handling 'classroom
situations alsb is important.

As a teacher galls experience, he
or she may advance within a' school
system or transfer to another which
recognizes experience and has a
higher salary scale. Some teachers
may advance to, supervisory, admin-
istrative, or specialized positions. Oft-
ten, however, these positions require
additional training and certification.
As a result, for most teachers, ad-
Pancement consists of higher pay r
rather than more -responsibility or a
higher position.

Employment Outlook ,

Kindergarten and elementary
school teachers are expected to face
competition for jobs of their choice
through- the mid-1980's. If patterns
of entry and reentry to the profession
continue in line with past trends, the
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number of persons qualified to teach
in elementary schools will exceed the
number of openings.

The basic sources of teacher sup-
ply are recent college graduates
qualified to teach at the elementary
level and teacheri seeking reentry to
the profession. Reentrants, although
more experienced, will face increas-
ing competition from new graduates,
who command lower salaries and
have more recent training.

Pupil enrollment is the basic factor
underlying the need for teachers. Be-
cause of fewer births in the 1960's,

- elementary enrollments have been
on the decline since 1967, when they
peaked at nearly 32 million. The Na-
tional Center for itucation Statistics
projects that by 11682 the downward
enrollment trend will halt at a level of
28 th liont and enrollments againan
will a ance to about 29 million

, 1985.
Teachers will be needed to fill new

, positions' created by larger enroll-
ments; to replace those who are not
now certified; to meet the expected
pressure for an improved pupil-
teacher ratio; and to fill positions va-
cated by teachers who retire, die, or

1976 were more than one and one-
third times as much as the average
earnings for all nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry, except farm-
ing. Generally, States in theCorth-
east and in the West paid the highest
salaries.

Collective bargaining agreements
colver an increasingly large number
of teachers. In 1976, 31 States had
enacted laws that required collective
bargaining in the teacher contract
negotiation process. Most puillic
school systems that enroll 1,000 stu-
dents or more bargain With teacher
organizations over wages, hours, and
the terms and conditions of employ-
ment. .

Public school systems enrolling
6,000 or more pupils paid teachers
with a bachelor's degree average
starting salaries of $8,233 a year in
1974-75. Those with a master's de-
ree earned a starting average of

59 a year.
blic elementary school teaaers

d an average of, about 36-1/2
a.oyeek in 1976. Additional

reparing lessons, grading
reports, attending

rvising extracur-

ou
time
papers, ma
meetings, and s

leave the profession for other rea- ricular activities increased he 'total
/sons. el number Of hours to about 46.

However, a decline in the prdject- In addition to their regulai' teache
ed.number of children born over the ing assignments,ome elementary

ext decade could lessen the demand school teachers teach summer ses--
for teachers. While the trend has not sions; take courses, owork at other
men clearly blished, since 1970 jobs, such as camp counSelOrs. :Most

. ,women ha ued to have fewer elernentary.schdol :teachers work a lives as citizens and jobholders. Sec-
:Children; ding to a recent traditionalLtvki-Sentester:onth, .4midalyisoliool teachers have a direct
survey, t 9.: continue: hav- .4thbd1' yeAr. Sc3,ine; hOWeverS4r1c ttr tole in thts' process.

'14 rail.
: . . J-7 " ",Ve*e yeat--rOlitidophdolSMiere .ftyirI.vdrk':::-7:'10e:pritriary, function of the sec-

mon.'1,040 p:rt- ,*(eels.,,: ;:ondary school teacher is to instruct
Several tors cduldalterithk:dtit-; ,,Phd:*a!M:;,.a.Atinger.rthdwirtier break sitisiOrits in a specific subject such as

look for teachers. Increased empha English, mathematics, social studies;
sis on early childhood .edkatiOn,Icifinritig, dilt144f 4YrttOitptitSide of or Science. Within a teacher's spe;!
special programs fdr disadvantaged the .a0-ipOi s tbrit difficult cialized subject area he or she may
children, and on individnaKinstruc et's OtIOOliiiirie teach a variety of courses. A social
tion may result in larger enrdllments, ewatking0Crieefing, of even sitting on studies teacher, for example, may in-

the fltidi: For akample, kindergarten struct two 9,to1i grade classes in
teaChars may join their students on American History, two 12th grade
the floor to finger paint, cut out classes in Contemporary American
picture's, or do other crafts. Problems, and another class in World

Employment in teaching is steady, Geography. For each class, the
and business conditions usual& do . teacher develops lesson plans, pre -
not affect themarket for teachers. In pares and gives examinations, and ar-
1976, 38 States and the District of ranges other activities, such asa class
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Sources of.Additional
Information

Information on schools and certifi-
cation requirements is available from
local school systems and State de-.
partments of education.

Information on the Teacher Corps,
internships, graduate fellowships,
and other information on teaching
m14, be obtained from:
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Office of Education, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20202.

Other sources of general informa-
tion are:
American Federation of Teachers, 101214th

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20005.

National Education Association, 1201 16th St.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS

(D.O.T. 091.228)

Nature of the Work

Tbe high School years are the years
of transition from childhood to
young adulthood. They are the years
When students :delve more deeply
into subject matter introduced in ele-
mentary schdot and learn more'about
themselves and the world. It is also a
time 'of preparation for their hiture

smaller student-teacher ratios, and
. consequently an increased need,for

teachers. Possible budget restraints
for educational services, on the other
hand, might limit expansion.

Earnings iikgd Working
Condavis

According to the National Educa-
tion Association, public elementary
school teachers averaged $11,870 a
year in 1976, Average earnings in

Columbia had tenure laws that in.-
sured ,the jobs of teachers who had
successfully taught for a certain num-'
ber of years. 223

project to devise an urban redevelop-
ment plan for the city.

Teachers also must dtsign their
classroom presentations to meet the
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101.

Teachers must strtv reate an atmosphere for learning.

individual needs d abilities of their
students. They m arrange tutoring
for students, Or give advanced assign-
ments for highly motivated pupils.
Recognizing the needs of each stut
dent can be difficult because most
teachers conduct five separate
classes a day. i -

. Teachers use a variety' instruc-
tional materials inclu int films,
slides, and computer terminals. They
also may arrange for speakers or trips
to supplement their classroom lie-
tures such as a visit to the planetar-
ium after a discussion on th arth's

. .

rotation. ff

Some teachers train students for
specific jobs after graduation such as
welding, automechanics,,or distribu-
tive education. These teachers i
struct with the actual tools of the
trade wheiher they be adding ma-
chines or an 8-cylinder car engine.

Secondary school teachers also su
pervise study halls and homerooms,
and attend meetings with parents and
school personnel. Often they work
with student groups outside of class
to help solve specific problems.
Teachers also participate in work-
shops and college classes to keep up-
to-date on their subject specialty and
on current trends in education.

In recent years, teachers have been
able to spend more .time teaching due
to, the increased availability of
teacher aides who perform secretar-

STAMProam

74

ial work, grade papers; and do other
routine tasks.

Plades of Employment

In 1976, more than 1 million
teachers taught in secondary schools.
More than 90 percent of them taught
in public schools./Although they
work in all parts of the country,
teachers are concentrated in Cities
and in suburban areas.

According to a recent survey,
slightly more than one-half of all
public secondary teachers teach in
senior high schools; about one-third
teach at the junior high level. About
one-tenth teach in junior-senior high
'schools, and a very small number are
elementary-secon4ary combination
teachers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

..All 50 States and the District of
Columbia require public secondary
school teachers to be certified. Many
States also require certification of
secondary teachers- in private and,
parochial schools.

The minimum educational require-
ment for certification is a bachelor's
degree. In 1976, the District-of Co-
lumbia was the only jurisdiction re-
quiring a master's degree for initial
certification as a senior high School
teacher. Fourteen States, however,
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have specified that a seco,ndary
school teacher must get additional
education, usually a fifth year of
study or a master's degree, within a
certain period after beginning em-
ployment. As a result, more and
more, secondary school teachers are
obtaining advanced degrees.

The educational requirements foe
secondary 'school teachers vary by
State and by school system: Ap-
proved colleges and universities in
every State offer programs thg.t in-
clude the education courses and the
student-teaching that States require.
They also offer the academic courses
that are necessary to qualify teachers
in the' various subject specialties.
taught at the secondary level.

States and-local jurisdictions,often
hive general teacher requirements,
such as the recommendation of the
college, a certificate.of health, and
U.S. citizenship. Prospective teach-
ers may get complete information on
such educational and general re-
quirements from each State depart-
ment of 'education and from the su-
perintendent of schools in each
community.

Aside from educational require-
ments, a secondary school teacher
must want to work with young peo-
ple, have an interegt in a special sub-
ject, and have the ability to motivate
students and to relate knowledge to
them.

Education and experience provide
the primary ,basis for advancement,
usually in the form of higher salaries
rather than a different job. Advance-
ment to supervisory tand administra-
tive positions usually requires at least
1 year of professional 'education be-
yond the bachelor's degree and sev-
eral years of successful classroom
teaching. Only, a small proportion of
secondary school teachers, however,
advance to administrative positions.

Some experienced teachers with
specific preparation may work as
special school service. personnel,
uch as school psychologists, reading

specialists, or guidance counselors.
Often these jobs acquire special certi-
fication as well as special education.

Employment Outlook
The supply of secondary school

teachers through' the mid-1980's will
greatly exceed anticipated require-

-
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.meats if past trends of entry into the
. profession continue. As a result, Pro-

spective, teachers are likely to face
keen competition forjobs.

- The prime sources of teacher sup-
ply. are recent college graduate
qualified to teach secondary school
and teachers seeking to reenter the
profession. Although reentrants have
experience in their favor, many:'
schools may prefer to hire new

'graduates who command lower sala-
ries and whose .training is more re-
cent:

Pupil enrollmett is the basic factor
underlying the demand for teachers.
The National Center for Education,
Statistics projects that enrollment in
secondary schools will decline and,
in turn, reduce the demand for teach-'
ers. As a result, over the 1976-85
period, nearly all teaching positions
will stem from the need to replace
teachers who die, retire, or leave the
profession for other reasons. Thus,
an increasing proportion of prospec-
tive teachers will have to consider
alternatives to secondary school
teaching. ---

Although the overall outlook for
secondary teachers indicates a highly
competitive market,. employment
conditions may be Mors favorable in
certain fields: According to a recent
survey, the supply of teachers of Vo-
cational subjects was not. adequate to
meet the demand. Mathematics,
.natural scieric'esband physical scienc-
es should -not experienCe as large an
oversupply as some other Subjects.

,--0
',. Earnings and Working

Conditions -

According to the Nationitduca-
.. don Associationpublic secondary

school teachers averaged $12,395
per year in 1976. This is 1 1/2 times
the average for nonsupervisory work-
ers in private ndustry, except 'fw-m-
ing. Generally, salaries. were higher,
in the Northeast and in the West than
they were in the Southeast and in the
Middle States.

In school systems .,ith enrollments
of 6,000 or more, beginning teachers
with a bachelor's degree earned aver-.
age salaries of $8,233 in the school
year .1974-75. New teachers with a
master's degree started 159 a
year. Beginning teachers ou d ex-

pect regalar salary increases as' they
gained experience and additional
education.

A recent survey
teachers indicated
required school w
secondary 'schools

f public school
hat the average
k for those in
as 37 "hours.

However, 'when all teaching dutEe_ s,
including meetings, lesson; prep4a-
tion, and other necessary tasks' are
taken into consideration, ,the total
number of hours spent working each
week was slightly more than 48.

In some schools, 'teachers receive
supplementary pay for certain
school-related activitsies such as
coaching in sports and working with

'siuden n extracurricular'activities,
such music, dramatics, or school

ations. Some public school
teachers also ,work in their school
systemstduring the summer. Others
hold summer jobs outside the school.
system.

While many teachers work the tra-
ditional 9 :month school year with a
3-month summer vacation, some dis-
tricts have converted to a.year-round
schedule.' Teachers on this type of
schedule may work 8. weeks, be on
vacation for 1 week, and havea 5-
v:)eek mildwinter break. Laws in 38
States and the District of Columbia
ensure the employment of those who
have achieved tenure status. Lawsre-
quiring 'collective bargaining of
wages, hours,"and the terms and con-
ditions of employment cover increas-
ing numbers of teachers.

Sources...of Additional
Information

!nation on schools and certifi-
ettuirements is available from

loca §drool systems and State de-
part ents.of education.

Information on the Teacher Corps,
internships, graduate fellowships,
and other information on teaching
may be obtained from:
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Office of Education,Washing-
ton, D.C. 20202. -

Other sc rces of general informa-
tion are:
Americ

St.
Fe ration of Teachers, 1012

ashington, D.C. 20005.

National Education Association, 1201 16th St.
NW., Wahington, D.C. 20036.
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COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

(D.O.T. 090.168 and .228)

Nature of theeWork,

Each year thousands of Americans
enter college, p ome view college as a
personal enrichment experience.
Others seek higher education to ob-
tain a lucrative and interesting job.
Many persons atteed college for .a
variety of reasons. To meet these di-
iersified demands, colleges and uni-
versities hire well-educated teachers_

.to provide instruction in various sub-
jects.

The -primary function of the col-
lege or university teacher is to pre-
sent an in-depth analysis of a particu-
lar subject matter. .Many teachers
conduct a variety of courses such as `a
basic, freshman English composition
course and an advanced poetry class
for students majoring in English.
Many instruct tiundergraduates only,
while some instruct both undergrad-
uates and graduate students. Still
fewer instruct only graduate stn.

-dents. Usually, the more exporienCed
and educated teacheri cond9.ct the
hig*r level classes. /

Cbllege and university teachers
use various firesentatiOns in their
classes, depending on the subject, in-
terest, and level Of their students.
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Professor Instructing teacher education
class.



WAY 00110.0anithara, In addition toctoshIggIstortielpato In Professional activates and.
conduct research.

'Some conduCt large lecture classes
/.,. for basic courses while others lead

advanced seminars with only a. few.
.students. Still others work primarily
in laboratories for subjects such as
biology, engineering, or. chemistry.

. SoMe teachers have the aid. of teach-
ing assistants who usutOly are study-

, ing for advanced degrees. Closedtcir-
Cult television; tape recorders, and

'other Machines frequently are used
To be effective, .college teachers.

must 'keep up. with developments in
their field by readinikurrent materi-
al, participating in professional ac-
tivities, and conducting research.
Some publish books and articles. The
importance of research and publics.-
tion Varies/1.0m one institutional lev-
el to another. For example, a recent
'survey indicated that more than one-
third. of the Pk. D. faculty in doctor-
ato level science and engineering de-
partments spent more than half of
their time in research activities: Re-
search usually is stressed more at 4-
Year colleges and universities than at
junior and community colleges.

In 'addition to time spent on Preps-.
ration,. instruction, and evatuation,
college and university' teachirs par-
ticipate in faculty 'activities; work
with student organizations.and act as
student advisors; work with the col-
legn administration; and in other.

ways serve the institution and the
community. Those who are depart-
ment heads have supervisory and ad-
ministrative duties.

Places of Employment
In 1976, about 593,000 teachers

worked in more than 3,000 colleges
and universities. About 70 percent of
them taught in public instituajons. An
estimated 441,000, were fulk-time
senior staff; about .145,00'0 were
part-time senior staff; and 7,000
were 'full-time junior instructors. In
'addilion, there were ..thousands of

rt-time assistant instructors, teach-
in fellows, teachi g assistants,or
la ratory assists .who aided these
teachers w de s udying for their ad
vanced degrees.

Of full-time faculty, about_ one-
third teach in universities; about two-
fifths work in 4-year colleges; and
about one-fifth teach in 24-year col-
leges. About two-thirds of the faculty

universities and 4-year colleges
teach in public institutions; more
than"nine-tenths of the faculty in 2-
year institutions work in public ju-
nior and community colleges.

,TralnIng, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most college and university faculty
are classified in four academic ranks:

;- g
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instructol, ass is nt professols, asso
ciate professors; and full professors.
About -75 Percent of all faculty are
assistant, associate, or full professors,
with the. three ranks equally -distrib
uted Twenty percent are instructors.

Most Inexperienced persons are -

hired as instructors and must have at
!align .taster's degrce. To. ad4ance
to higher ranks, instructors, need ad.11..':
ditional training plus experience...
'Assistant professors usually need a
year of graduate study beyond the

- master's degree and at least a year or
two of experience as an instructor. .
AppOinttre.nts as associate professors

frequentlY demand the doctoralOe-
s gree and an additional 3 years or

inore.of college teaching experience:
For a full Professorship,- the doctor-
ate,',exte.nelve teaching experience,
arid published articl s and books usu-
allyally *re sole ntial..

In Addition to adva gecl study a,d
college-level teachi experience,
outstanding academic, administra.:'
tive, and Professional contributions
influence advancement. Research,
publicatiOn, and work. experience in
a subject area may hasten' adVanceL
ment.

EPIP.leyment Outloak
.

College and university teaching
candidate are expected to face keen
coinpetiticn through the mid - 1980'1.
Although demand for these teachers-
is eSpected to inarease, the number
of master's. and Ph: P. degree. recipi.
ents is expected to greatly exceed all.
openings. resulting. from growth anti:
sepgatiorls from the 'profession.' The
number of Ph. 13: recipients 'alone, in
fact, is liltelY to exceed, the expected'
number of cipeningit: Therefore, an
increasing Proportion. of prospective
college teacherS, especially these
with only master's degrees, will hive
to seek nohscademic 'jobs. Govern-
ment and Private indUstry should
provide shine positions, but some .

persons holding graduate degrees
may find it necessary to enter occu-
pations that have not traditionally re-
quired advanced study.

Those seeking a teaching position
Will find the best opportunities at
public colleges and 'universities.

The basic factor underlying the
demand for teaeheri is college .en-
rollment. Pnring the 1960's and ear-

.
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ly, 1970's, teacher employment ex-
panded due to grbwth in both the
number of college -age persons and
the proportion of 18- to 21-year-olds
enrolled in college. Enrollments are
expected to increase thrbugh the
mid-1980's and then ecline some-
what, but to a level gher than at
present. As a result, th total number
of teachers needed o r the period is
expected to rise.
.,The type and vel of the institu-
tion and th nt to which it wishes
to upgrade its faculty also will influ-
ence the demand for teachers. Al-
though enrollments in the 1970's are
expected to stabilize in 4-year colleg
es and universities, many institutions,
including junior and community col-
leges, may want to hire additional Ph.
D.'s to upgrade their faculties. This,
coupled with at increasingly large
supply of Ph. 13. 9s, will make it espe-
cially difficult fol. maste'r's degree
holders to find teaching positions id
4-year institutions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

. Earnings varied widely according
to facility rank and type of institu-
tion. In general, teacheri in public
institutions (in both 2-year and 4-
year schools) averaged higher sala-
ries than' teachers in private schools
in 1975-76. Salaries ranged from an
average minimum of $7,272 for in-
structors in private 2-year institu-
tions-,/ to an average maximum of .
$26,387 for professors at 4-yeanpub-
lie institution.

In. 1975-76, about one-third of all
institutions paid according to salary
schedules by rank. On the average,
more public than private institutions
had these schedules. In institutions
without schedules, a college senate
often determined salaries according
to a general set of criteria. 4

Since about 2 out of 3 college
teachers hav 9- to 10-month don-
tracts, many have additional summer
earnings from research, writing for
publication, or other employment.
Royalties and fees for speaking eh-
gagements may provide additional
earnings. Some teachers also uncle/7,
take additional teaching or research
projects or work a&consultants.

C,

College and university teachers
also may enjoy certain benefits, in-
cludin tuition waivers fpr depen-
dents, using allowances, travel al-
lowances, and paid leaves of
absence. Colleges typically grant a
semester's leave after 6 or 7 years of
employment.

AboUt 85 percent of -.all college
ancliitiversity teachers work in insti-
tutions that have tenure systems. Of
Ole, full-time teachers employed in
these .institutions, over one-half are
tenur&l. Under 'a tenure system, a
teacher usually receives 1-year con-
tracts during a Probationary period
ranging from 3 to 7 ,years; some uni-
versities fward 2- o13 -year3-year con-
tracts. After the probationary period,
institutions consider teachers for ten -
¶ rel(the assurance of continuing em-
ploymetnt with freedom from dismiss-

,al witkput cause).
Most teachers -woo,* in institutions

run on %semester basis; others work
in schools that are on trimesters with
shorter breaks between each school
session. °

College teachers usually haVi
flexible teaching schedules. ,Accond7
ing to a recent survey,. the undergrad-
uate faculty in 41year colleges and
universities normally teach 12 hours
a week and seldom more than 14 or
15 hdurs. Graduate faculty have a
leaching. load of about 10 hours
week.-In addition to time spent in the
classroom, college and university
teachers devote much time to prepa-
ration and +other duties. Overall, full-
time faculty spend about 55 hours a
week on hool-related activities.

,,For faculty:1n junior and community
colleges, the normal teaching load is
slightly heavier, but the total number
of hours on the job are feWer. '

2.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on college teaching as
a career is available from:
U.S. 'Department of Health.. Education and

Welfare. Office of Education. Washing'
ton, DAt. 20202.. 1

6
American Council on Education, 1 Dupont

Circle NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

American.Federation of Teachers, 1012 14th
St. NW.. Washington, D.C. 20065.
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Professional societies ,0).1 the var- °

ious subject fields will geirrally pro-
vide information on teaching re-
quirements and employment
opportunities in their particular
fields. Names and addresses of soci-
eties are given in the statements on
specific professions elsewhere in the
Handbook.

TEACHER AIDES

Nature of the Work

Teacher aides free teachers of rou-
tine s that persons without exten-
sive tr ning in teaching can handle.
They support teachers directly in ,r,

work involved with teaching students
and, indirectly, in nonteaching activi-
ties. Aides may work in the class-
room under the teacher's supervision
or have duties( .-,:igned outside the
learning enviroWinent. ,,

Aides" responsibilities vary greatly
by school district. In some areas,
aidet work directly in the instruction
of children. Under the supetadision
ancL guidance of the leacher, they
help students individually or in small
groups. An aide might listen to one
student -rel, for example, or help .
another find information needed for
a report, or watch as a third practices
or demonstrates a skill. Sometimes
the teacher has an aide take charge
of a% special project for a group of -.

'Students., stich. as preparing equip-
ment for a science demonstration.

In other areas, teacher aides pri-
marily handle many of the routine
tasks that otherwise would be left to
the teacher. They may grade tests
and papers, check homework, and
keep health and attendance records.
Also, secretarial duties such as typ-
ing, filing, and duplicating materiali
for the teacher's use may be part of
the aide's job. Sometimes the duties
of teacher aides .include stocking
supplies, preparing Aiiierials for use
by students, and operating audiovisu-
al al equipment., Th also may super-
vise'students duri g lunch andrecre-
ation periods and school bus loading
and help keep the classroom in or-
der.

)



Sonia aides work directly In the instruction of children.

Places o Employment

1910..aut 320,006 persons
;worked' as tenLeher aides.While aides
'work in, both elementary and second-'
ary schooli, they are conientraied in
the early grades. Large city schools
Or *hoofs in metropolitan areas sur-
rOunding large cities employ. a large
proportien of aides. Schools with
large ,enjoilments are more likely.
than small schools to employ teacher
smelt and, they mere often hire them
on a fuN-tinie, regular basis.

- .

TrelnIn#, Other OnallticatIons,
Ad Advancement

Training requirements for teacher
aides, vary widely. Some schools hire
beginning aides with a high school
diplom,a; some do not require even a
high school education. Other em-
ployers may want aides to have sonke

college training or a bachelOr's de-
gee. Areas that de gate a. signifi-
apt amouW of sroom responsi-
bility to aides us Ily oequire. more
training than th districts which
primarily assign aides to clerical' or
monitor jobs.

Teacher aides may receive their
training for classroom work in a
service program Or on the
growing number of junior
munity colleges offer tea
programs. Upon completi
of these programs, the s
awarded 'an associate degr
prepared to work 'direct

. A
d corn-.

her aide
n of one
udent is
e and is

in the
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They also learn to make charts'and
other- instructional materials and
practice techniques for making bone:
tin boards and' orking with other art
media. In addition, teacher aides are
made familiar with the organization
and operation of a schOol, and they
learn about the methods used to
teach handwriting, reading, math,
science, akd other school subjectsk

Personal traits are among the most
important qualifying factors for the
teacher aide's job. Aides should be .
able to work with children and to 0
handle classroom situations with fair-
ness and patience. Preference may k.
be given in hiring to .those with previ-
ous expience working with chil-
dren. Aides also must demonstrate
initiative and a willingness to follow
the classroom teacher's direetions.
They oust Have basic speech and
writing Wills and be" able to conanin-

.
,nicate effectively with students and
teachers. Clerical skilprifInyte' nec-
essary. alsO.

Some schools hav6 certain regula-
tions. regarding the hiring of teacher
aides. Applicants may be required to
have a family income below a certain
level or to be parents of children hi
the school district. Sometimes per-
sons living in the school community
are given Preference in 'hiring. In ad-
dition, health regulations may re-
quire th teacher aides pass a phys-.
ical nici ation. Eight. Statii

1 (Alabarnii,'"D Iliware,..Giorgil; 146:'
Mester), New York, Ohio, Vermont,
and Wisconsin) have established cri-.
teria for teacher aide employmen1
that require aides to have permits or

illcertificates. Thirty-eight 'States ave
issued general guidelines for ring
aides., In . other areas, the 'city or
county board of education may set
standards for employment or 'aides.
The local superintendent of schools
and. the Stile departmeokpf eduta-
tion can provide information on spe!
cific requirements for 'employme0 in
a particular area. ..

Advancement for teacher aides,
usually in'the'form of higher earnings
or increased responsibility, comes
primarily with experience. Some
school districts piovide release' time.
so that aides may take courses. In this

classroom. In 1976, there were about
270 such programs.

In training programs, teacher aides
learn how to help the classrillorri''
,teacher Work with students. Aides
are taught to 'operate audiovisual
equipment, administer first aid, and
handle. recordkeeping activities.

ze 8



TEkcIONG'OCCUPATIONS

way, aides eventually' can elm
bachelor's degrees and become eerti--
fled teachers.

Eftployment Outlook

employment of teacher aides is ex-
pected to rise much faster than the
average for all occupations through

mid-190's. If plat trends contin-
e, the proportion df teacher aides in

relation to teachers being hired is ex-
pected to increase. Actual job pros-
peCts, however, will vary by district.
Budget constraints may adversely af-
fect demand for these workers in
some areas, while other districts, un-
able to afford additional more highly
paid teaChers, may hire'aides to less-
en teachers' clerical duties. In addi-
tion, more aides will be needed to fill

21,9

openings as worker die, retire, or their time standing, \walking,
transfer to other oa6upations. kneeling. C

.

Eairnings and Working
Conditions

According to the limited informa-
tion available, 'salaries of teacher.
aides ranged from $2 to after $5 an

-hour in 1935. Earnings varied by re-
gion and also by thework experience
and -academic qualifications of the
aide.444ost aides, usually those cov-
ered by -collective bargaining agree-
ments, have health and welfare bene;
fits similar to those of the Jeachers in
their schools.

Teacher aides may ivork full time
or part time. They may work inside
or outdoors and may spend much of

'sources of Additional
Information

Information on junior 'college I-
and62-year programs for teacher

'.aides is available from:

The American Association of Junior Colleges,
One Dupont Circle NW.", Washington,
D.C. 20036.

Additional information on the oc-
'-'c n may be obtained from:

National Education 'Association. 1201 16th St.
NW., Washington. D.C. 20036.

Arawakan Federation of Teachers, 101214th St.
NW., Washington. D.C. 20005.



LIBRARY OCCUPATIONS

Before the written language was
developed, people passed on infor-
mation through the spoken word.

vival. Often,' however, details could
be lost or changed substantially
through the ages..

As the years passed, people
learned to express their ideas) in
drawings and then in a written man-
ner. Alphabets came into existence.
People, no longer relied on their
memories for informationthey ,
could seek out what they .needed to

Each generation told the next what know in scrolls or books. Today, we
they had learned abopt the world, the can research what occurred cettu-
family, and the skills needed for sur- ries ago, or read of the accomplish- 6,"

ments of modern scientists simply by

Library,occupations

Merage annual openings. )976-85 (in thousands)

.....5.: ,-..

0 2 .4 6.

Source: Bureau of Labor Stabsilee Ell Growth

ht
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S Replacement

AlMost hail of all librarians mirk in school libraries;
a much smaller percdntage of technlicians and
assistants work in schools

Employment by type of library`, 1976

Special
Acadernld

Public

Librarians

Sourer. Bureau of Labor Statistics

School Special School

Academic Public

Technicians and assistarits
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giving to one sourcethelibrary.
Libraries are storehouses of infor-

mation containing the flistory of the
univerfe. But they also an be con-
fusing places 'containinghany large
rooms filled with stacks of books.-Li-
brarians and library technicians and

1' assistants help us find the informa-
tion we want. They provide us with
access to books, periodicals, and oth-
er printed- materials, as well as leis
conventional forms of information
such as microfilms, slides, and com-
puter tapes. The following state-
ments desCribe their work in more
detail.

. .. LIBRARIANS

(D.O.T. 100.118 through .388)

Nature of the Work

Librarians mike information avail-
,'? able to people. They serve a link

between the public and the millions
of sources of information by select-
ing and organizing materials, making
them accessible, and a ;sting in their
use.

Library work is, div ded int two
areas: user 'service nd tethn-cal
services. Librari itrii in user serv-
icesfor example, reference and
children's librarianswork directly
with the public helping them find the
information they need. Librarians in
technidal servicessuch as acquisi-
tion librariansare primarify con-
cerned with preparing Materials for
use and do not frequently deal with
t public. They order, classify, and
cat og all types of materials.

T size of the library usually, de-
ter nes the scope of a librarian's

r
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job. In small libraries, the job may or film programs. Their work in seiv-
include both user and technical serv- mg children often includes working
ices. The librarian may select and or- with sc'hool and community organi-
ganize materiale publicize' services, zations. Adult services librarians sug-
do research, and give reference help gest materials suited to the needs and
to groups And individualsAn large interests'of adults. They may cooper-4
libraries, librarians usually specialize ate in planning and conduciang edu=
in either user or technical services cation programs, such as community
and specialize further -in certain sub- development, public affairs, creative
ject areas, such as science, business,,, jarts,. problems of the aging, and
the arts, or medicine. A librarian in '''home and family. Young adult servic-
technical services who specializes in es librarians help junior and senior
engineering, for example, may re- high school students select and use
view books or write summaries of at- books and other materials. They may
ticles on new engineering develop- s organize programs of interest to
ments. young adults, such as book or film

Regardless of the nature of their discussions or concerti of tecorded
work, librarians generally are classi- music."They also may coordinate the
feed according to the type of library library's work with school pr2trams.
in which they work: public libraries,
school media centers, college and
university libr aries, and special li-
braries. E" ,/.

Public librarians serve all kinds of
peoplechildren, students, research
workers, teachers, and others. In-

, creasingly, public librarians provide
spcial materials and services to cul-
t drally and educationally deprived
persons, and to persons who,_because
of physical handicaps, cannot use
conventional print.

The professional staff of a large
,. public library 'system may include the
-' chief librarian, an assistant chief, aid

several division heads who plan and
coordinate the work of the entire'
library.systern. The system also may
include 'librarians who supervise
_branch libraries and specialists. in
certain areas of library work. The
duties of some of these specialists are
desciibed briefly . in the following
paragraphs.

' Acquisition librarians purchase
books' and /other materials to main-
taM a well-balanced library that
meets the needs and interests of the
public. Catalogers classify these ma-
terials by subject and otherwise deb
scribe them to help-users find what
they are looking for. Reference librar-
ians 'answer specific qufstions and
suggest' sources of information.

Some librarians work wip ific
-,./ groups of readers. Children's fbrar-

ians serve the special 'flee s of young
people by finding books ey will en-,v
joy and showing them h to use the
library. They may p nd conduct
special programs such as story hours

xjs nsion or outreach libracians
working in 'bookmobiles offer liblary
services to'. people not adequately
served by a public library such as
those in inner city .neighborhoods,
migrant camp's, rural communities,
and institutions, including hospitals
and homes for the aged.

)`-
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School librariqns instruct students
in the use-of the school library 4nd

. help them choose from the media
center's collecticin of print and non-
print materials items that are related

no their interests anti to classroom
subjects. Working with techers and
supervisors,, school ligPariang" famil-
iarize students with the library's re-
sources. They prepare Ii'sts of materi-
als on certain subjects and help select
materials for\ school programs. They
also select, Order, and organize the
library's materials. Increasingly,. the
school library is viewed as part of the
entitle instructional system rather
than a resource that students use 1 or
2 hours a week. As a result, the scope
of the duties of many school lihrar-
ialns' has widened. In some schools,
librarians work with teachers to de-
velop units of study or independent
study programs, and also may partici-
pate,M team teaching.

Very large 'high schools may em-
, ploy several school librarians, each

responsible for a particular function .

irl

44'
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School librarian showing students hoW to use the library.

231.
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of the library program or for a special
subje t area. Media specialists, for ex-
ampl , develop audio-visual pro-

to be included in pr, to supple-
ment the curriculum. They also may
develop materials and work with
teachers on curriculum.

.College and university., librarians
serve students, faculty members, and
research workers in institutions of
higher education. They may provide
general reference service or may
work in a particular subject field;
skich as law, medicine, economics, or
Music. Those working on university
research projects operate documen-
tation centers that use computers to
record, store, and r trieve special-
ized information. ege.and univer-
sity librarians may each classes in
the use of the library. -

Special librarians work in libraries
aintained by government agencies
d by commer4I and industrial

firms, such as pharmaceutical com-
panies, banks, advertising agencies,
and research laboratories. They pro-
vide materials and services covering
subjects of special interest' to the or-
ganization. They build and arrange
the organization's information re-
sotifces to s'it the needs of the Li-
brary users. Special librarians assist
users and may conduct literature
searches, compile bihhographies,
and in other ways pro,vide infO -ma-,
tion an a particular subject.

Others called information science
specialists, like special librarians,
work in technichl libraries or infor-
mation centers of commercial and
industrial firms, government agen-
cies, and research centers. Although
they perform many duties of special
librarians, they must possess a more
extensive technics and scientific

\---background and nowledge of new
techniques for hauling information.
Information science specialists ab-
stract complicated information into
eoddensed, readable formtand inter-
pret and analyze data for a highly
specialized clientele. Among other
duties, they develop classification
systems, prepare coding and pro-
gramming techniques for computer-
ized information storage and retriev-
al systems, design information
networks, and develop microfilin
technology.

Information on library technicians
and assistants is found in.a separate
statement in the Handbook.

0

Places of Employment

An estimated 128,000 professional
librarians were employed in 1976.
School librarians accounted for more
than two-fifths of thettotal, and pub-
lic libraries and colleges and univer-
sities each employed about one-fifth.
The remainder worked in special li-
braries, inc uding those in govern-
ment agenci s, or in institutions such
as corrects nail? facilitiei' and hospi-
tals. A sm II number served as con-
sultants, as State and Federal Gov-
ernment admini,strators, and as
faculty in schools of library science.
In late 1975, the Fecleral Govern-
ment employed about '3,300 profes-
sional librarians.

Most librarians work in cities and
towns. Those attached to bookmo-
*bile units serve widely scattered
population groups. .

Training, Other,idualifications,
and Adyancement-

A professionalvlibrarian ordinarily
must complete a 1-year master's de-
gree program in library science. A
Ph. D. degree is an advantage to
those who plan a teaching career in
library schools or who aspire to a top
administrative post, particularly in a
college or university library or in a
large library system. For those who
are i erested in the special libraries

d, a, master's degree or doctorate
in the subject of the library's special-
ization is highly desirable.

ti 1976, 58 library schools in the
United States were accredited by the
American Library Association and
offered a master's degree in library
science (M.L.S.). In addition, many
other colleges offer graduate pro-
grams or courses within 4-year un-
dergraduate programs.

Most graduate schools of library
science require graduation from an
accredited 4-yeat college or universi-
ty, a good undergraduate record, arid
a reading knowledge of at least one
foreign language. Some schools also
require, introductory undergraduate
courses in library science. Most pre-
fer a liberal arts background with a
major in an area such as the social

2 3 9
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sciences, the arts, or literature. Some
schools require entrance examina-
tions.

Library science students usually
specialize in the area in which they
plad to work. An aspiripg informa-
tion science specialist, for example,
takes courses on data processing fun-
damentals and computer languages'
in addition to the required library
science courses. A student wishing to
become a media specialist concen-
trates on courses in the use and de-
velopment of 'audio-visual materials.
Special librarians and information
science. specialists must have exten-
sive knowleflge of their subject mat-
ter as well as training in library sci-
ence. They usually earn a bachelor's
or higher degree in chemiStry; for ex-
ample, pals a master's or Ph. D. in
library or information science.

Most States require that public
school librarians be it ertified and
trained bOth- as teachers and librar-
ians. Thcy also may require that me-
dia speciAlists, for example, have spe-
cialized in media within the M.L.S.

4rogram. Some States requiie certifi-
cation of public librarians employed
in areas such as municipal, count}, or
regional..library systems. The specific
education' and experience necessary
for certification vary according to

Stale and the school distrjet. The 16-
cal superintendent of schOols and the
State department of educatiOn can
provide information about' specific
requir#ments in al area.

In.the. Federal Gbvernnlent, begin-
ning positions require completion of
a 4-year college course and a mas-
ter's _degree in library science, or
.demonstration of the equivalent in
experience and education by a pass-
ing grade on an examination.

Many students attend library
schools under cooperative work-
study programs that combine thee
academic program with practical
Work experience in a library. Schol-
arships for training in library science
are available under certain State and
Federal programs and from library
schools, as well as from a number of
the large libraries and library associ-
ations. Loans, assistantships, and fi-
nancial aid also are available.

Experience librarians may ad-
vance to a inistrative positions or
to specialized .work. Promotion to
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these positions, however,. I limited
prim my to those who have comae-
ed g?aduate training in a library
sehOol, of to those who have special-
iied training.

Employment Ou ook

The employment utlook for li-
brarians is expected to be somewhat
competitive fluoulh the mid-1980's.
Although emplOyment in the field is
expeetect to grow over the period, the

, supply of persons qualified foc.librar-
ianship is likelysto expand as an in-
creasing number of new graduates
and labor force reentrants seek jobs
as librarians.

Employment prospects are expect-
ed to be best in foublic libraries. The
growth of a better educated popula-
tion coupled with greater emphasis
on adult and community education
programs will require additional li-
brarians. The educationally disad
vantaged, the handicapped, and va
ious minority groups alsO wilLnee
qualified librarians to provide special

-pervices. Also, the expanding use-of
computers to store and retrieve in-
formation will contribute to the in-
creased lefnand`for information spe-
cialists. and library automation,
specialists in all types of libraries.

The demand for school librarians
on the other hand, will not increase
significantly. Enrollments in higher
education, however, are expected to
rise until the mid-I980's, resulting in
a greater number at librarians in
poyt-high school institutions.

In ' addition to openings from
growth, replacements will -be needed
each year for librarians tho retire,
die, transfer to other types of work,
orleave the lab.? force.

.Employment opportunities
vary not-only by type of library but
also by the librarian's educational
qualifications and area of specializa-
tion. 'Although the overall employ-
ment outlook is competitive, persons
who are willing to work in libraries
located away from the large East or
West Coast cities will have better op-
portunities. New graduates having
more recent traininii may have an
employment advantage over reeti-
trants, delayed entrants, or those
who transfer, into the profession. This

is especially true for those 'wanting
positions as information specialists
where, knowledge of the lategt com-
putetechnologies is important. New
graduates usually coifint and lower
beginning salaries,, compared to
more experienced workers, and this
also may ,be an employment advan-
tage.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of librarians vary by type
of library, the individual's qualifica-
tions, and he size and geographical
location of' the library.

Starting salaries of graduates of
library, school master's degree pro-
grams accredited by the American
Library Association average $10,594
a year in 1975, ranging from S9,692
in' Pdblic libraries to $10,900 in.
school libraries. Average salaries for
librarians in college and university
libraries ranged front $11,400 a year
for those with less than 5 years of
experience to over $20,000 for direc-
tors of libraries. In general; librarians
earned about 1 .1/2 times as much as
the average for nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

In the Federal Government, the,
entrance salary for litrariang with a
master's, degree in library science

. was $14,097 a year in 1977. The
average salary for all librarians in the
Federal Government was about
$20,000.

'The typical workweek for librar-
ians is 5 days, ranging from 35 to 40
hours. The work schedule of public
and college librarians may include
some weekend and evening work.
School librarians generally have the
same workday schedule as classroom
teachers.. A 40-hour week duTing
normal business hours is common for
government and other. special librar-ians.

The usual paid' v4, anon after a
year's service is 3 to 4weeks. Vaca.
tions may be longer in school librar-
ies, and somewhat shorter in those
operated by busine,ss and industry.
Many librarians are 'covered by sick
leave; life, health, and accident insur-
ance; and pension plans.

1
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Sources of Additional
Infcration"-',

Additional information, particular-
ly on accredited programs and schol-
arships or loans, may be obtained
from:
American Library Association, 50 East Huron

St., Chicago, HI. 60611.

For information on requirements
for special librarians, write to:

"Special Libraries Association, 235 Park Ave.,
South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Information,,on Federal assistance
for graduate school library training
under the Higher Education Actsof
1965'is available from:.
Office a Libraries and -Learning Resourcbs,

Office of Education, U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20202.

Those interested in a career ire
Federal libraries should write to: .

Secretariat, Federal Library Committee,
Room 310, Library of Congress, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20540.

...Material on inform tion science.
specialists maike obt ned from:
American Society, for In rmation Science,

1140 Connecticut. Ave. NW., Washing-
. ton, D.C. 20036.

Individual State librar'y agencies
can furnish information on scholar-
ships available, through their offices,
on requirements for certification,
and general information about career
prospects in their regions. State
boards of education can furnish in-
formation on certification require -.
ments and job opportunities for
school librarians. '

LIBRARY TECHNICIANS
AND ASSISTANTS

f.D.O.T. 249.368)

Nature of the Work

Each year thousands of additional
pieces of information become avail-
able to libraries. With each scientific
advance, for example, many 'reports
and evaluations are written. Profes-
sionals in various fields continually.
conduct research, whether on im-
proved methods to grow house plants
or on American foreign policy. The
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sheer volume of these materals, cou-
pled with an increasing number of
library services, has created a need
for library technicians and assistants
to support librarians in providitg in-
formation.

Library technicians and assistants
work either in technical services or
user services. Technicians, however,
usually need pore training than li-
brary assistants, sometimes called li-
brary clerks or pages, because their
duties are more complicated and less
clerical in nature.

n,technical services, assistants and
to hnicians prepare the library's ma-
te 'als and equipment for readers'
u e. Assistants may keep current files
o 'special materials, such as newspa-
per clippings and pictures. They also
may perform many the routine
tasks involved asing and pro-
cessing library materials, and sorting
and shelving books.

Technicians ,often perate and
maintain audiovisual d data pro-
cessing equipments such as projec-
tors, tape recorders, and readers that

t, 1 1.
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magnify, and project information on a
screen. They also may catalog mate-
rials and make claims for items that
are missing. Technitians sometimes
work on special projects. A techni-
cian with artistic ability, for example,
'Nay design posters and display* for a
school, safety campaign.

In user services, library assistants
and technicians furnish information
on library 4rvices and answer ques-
tions that iNolve simple factfinding
in standard reference sources. They
also assist readers in the use of cata-
logs and indexes to locate books and
other materials and may check out,
reserve, and receive materials.

Technicians also may help librar-
ians present programs to the commu-
nity,vschool, or persons interested in
a specific subject area. The\techni-
cian may run a projector and pass out
materials in a program on laWn care,
for example.

Places of Employment

An estimated 143,000 people
worked as library technicians ancl'as- ,

sistants in 1976. Most worked in
large school and public libraries.
Smaller numbers worked in college
and university libraries and in medi-
cal, law, scientific technical, and
other special libraries.

In late 1975, the Federal Govern-
ment employed about 3,600 library
technicians. These people worked
chiefly in the Department of Defense
and the Library of Congress, al-
though some worked in small Federal
libraries throughout the country.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Library technicians and assistants
may receive training either on the job
or in a formal post-high school 'pro-
gram. Some libraries require only a
high school education for library
clerks, who, after a few years of
training on the job, may advance to
technicians. Other libraries hire only

° technicians who have formal techni-
cal training.

In 1976,'120 institutions, mostly 2-
year colleges, offered library techni-
cal assistant training. Junior and
community college programs gener-
ally lead to an associate: Of arts de-,

Library tVeltrticians and assistants may operate and maintain audiovisual equipment gree, in library technology and in-
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dude 1 year of liberal arts courses
and. a year of library-related study.
Students study the purposes an or-
ganization of libraries, and the proce-
dures and processes involved in their
operation. They learn to order and
process, catalog, and circulate li-
brary materials. Some receive train-
ing in data processing as it applies to
libraries. Many learn. to use and
maintain audiovisual materials and
equipment.

Some programs teach skills fcir a
particular type of library or a specific
skill such as audidvisual technology.

. Therefore, a prospective student
should select .a program with a
kno b geiteiV. of the curriculum, in-
struction 1 facilities, faculty qualifi-
cations, and the kinds of jobs that
graduates have found. Also, appli-
cants should be aware that, while
p grams may lead to an associate

egree, credits earned in a library
technology program apply toward a
professional degree in library sci-
ence,.

A high school diploma or its equiv-
alent is the standard requirment for
both academic and on-the-job train-
ing programs. any programs also ,
require typing.

'Library technicians and assistants
should enjoy working with books,
numbers, and people.. At times their
jobs may be very repetitive, when
calculating circulation statistics, for
example. At other times, however,

t

they may work on various special
projects such as setting up displays.
Physically, the job may require much
standing, stooping, bending, and
reaching.

Employment'Outlook

The number of library technicians
and assistants is expected to grow
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's. The
expansion of library services and the
growth in population and school and
college enrollments with be the main
factors affecting demand for library
assistants and techniCians. In Addi-
tien;-iechnicians and assistants will
increfisingly perform some of the
routine tasks formerly dope by librar-
ians.

In addition to openings created by
growth, many library technicians and
assistants will be needed annually to
replace those who die, retire, or
transfer to other fields.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries for library technicians and
assistants vary widely depending on
the size of the library or library sys-
tem in which they work as well as the
geographical location and size of the
community. Hiwever, in general,
they averaged about the same as all
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming.
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Salaries of library technicians in
the Federal Government, averaged
$11,000 in 1976.

Library technicians and assistants
in government and special libraries
usually work a regular 40-hour week,
but those in public libraries and col-
lege and university libraries may'
have schedules that include weekend
and evening hours. In schools, library
technicians and assistants work dur-
ing regular school hours.

Most libraries provide fringe bene-
fits reh as group insurance and re- °

tirement pay. Additional benefits of-
fered by riva businesses often
inclad educati nal assistance pro
grains. Libra echnicians employed
by the Federal Government receive
the same benefits as other Federal
workers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information on institutions of-
fering programs forrhe training of
library technicians, write:

Council on Library Technical-Assistants,
School Management Institute, 750
Brooksedge Blvd., Westerville, Ohio
43081.

American Library Association, Office of Li-
brary Personnel Resources, 50 East Hu-
ron St., Chicago, III. t06I I.

os,



SALES OCCUPATIONS

Saes' -work bffers career opportu-
nities for people who have completed
-high school as well as for college
graduates, for those who want to

. travel and those who do not, and for
... salaried workers as well as for men

and women who wish to run their
own businesses.

Work6rs in these jobs. may sell for
manufacturers, service firmi,,whole-
salers, or retailers. In 1976, almost
5:5 million peOple, or about 7 lier-
cent of all workers, were in sales'
occupations; more than 25 percent
worked part time. The sales occupa-
tions discussed in this section include
sales workers in retail trade, whole-
sale trade, and manyfacturing;iniur-
ance agents and brokers; real estate
agents and brokers; and securities
sales workgrs. Other statements in
this sectio.fi cover automotive sales
workers,., automobile parts counter
workers, automobile 'service advi-
sors gasoline service attendants,
Mo , and route drivers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Training requirements for sales
work are as varied as, the work itself.
Sales 'worker's who sell standardized
merchandise such as magazines, can-
dy, cigarettes, and cosmetics usually
are trained on the job by experienced
sales dlerks; in some large store),-,
they may attend brief training
courses. The sales worker who sells
compleA products pr services, such e

1..as elsctrodic equipment or liability ,t
insurance, needs a substantial .y
anfount,of education and training.
For .some positions, sales workeli
must be college graduates with ma-
jors in a field such as engineering.
Others get the neessary technical
knowledge from university or manu-'--
facturers' courses. Still others learn
through years of on-the-job experi-

ence, often supplemented by home
studyAt hus, a real estate agent may
take university extension courses; a
department store beauty counselbr
may participate, in an industry-spon-

sored training program; or a tivelry
sales worker may learn through years
of observation and study on the job.

Even in the most routine kinds of
selling, a high school diploma is an

Sales occupations, 1976

7% of total employment
in all occupations

rt
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Openings for retail trade sales workers far outn m
openings for other sales workers

d
Selected sales occupations
Average annual ,openings, 1976-85 (In thousands)
t r.

Source: Bursau of Labor Statistics

40 80 .120 180

ON Growth III Replacement
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SALES OCCUPATIONS

asset to a beginner. ourses in busi-
ness, as well as speci lized courses in
distributive education (marketing
and merchandising), are particularly
good preparation_ Many high schools
have distributive education programs
that allow students to work part time
in local businesses. while attending
dames in retailing. .

Sales workers must understand the
needs and viewpoints of their cus-
tomers and be poised and at ease
with strangers. Other important attri-
butes for selling are energy, self-con-
fidence, imagination, self-discipline,
and the ability to communicate.
Arithmetic skills are an asset. In al-
most all, sales work except retail
trade, sales workers need initiative to
locate prospective customers and to
Plan work schedules.

Employment Outlook

Employment in sales occupations
is expected to rise about as fast as the
average for all occupations through
the mid-I980's. INaddition to jobs
resulting from ogrowth, thousands ot
openings will opcur each year as
workers die, tetirl:, or leave the occu-
pation for other reasons. As the ac-
companying chart indicates, the
greatest number of openings are ex-
pected in retail trade sales positions.
Many openings are also expected for
wholesale trade sales viorkers and
real estate agents. In addition, many
part-time jobs will be available in
suburban shopping centers which
have retail stores open several nights
a week.

Further, information about em-
ployment prospcc,ts for sales workers
is given in statedients that follow.

AUTOMOBILE PARTS
COUNTER WORKERS

(D.O.T. 289.358)

Nature of the Work

Automobile parts counter workers
sell replacement parts and accesso
ries for cars, vans, trucks, and other
motor vehicles. Those who work in
wholesale parts stores sell parts that
can: be used on many makes and

modeli of vehicles. Their customers
'include' independent repair' shops,,
service stations, self-employed me-
chanics, and "do-it-yourselfers."
Counter workers employed in dealer-
ships usually Ali only parts that are
made for the makes of vehicles sold
by the dealers they work fpr and
spend most of their time supplying
parts to the mechanics who work in
the dealers' repair shops.

Because of the wide variety of cars
and trucks on the 'road and the grow-
ing complexity of autortiobilies, parts
stores must stock thousands of parts
ranging from carburetors to rear
view mirrors. Parts counter workers
must be able to quickly identify and
locate any of these parts for their
customers, even when customers
provide only a general description of
the items they want. In order to de-
termine .what their customers need,
'counter' workers must have a good
knowledge of parts'cdtalogs. In addi-
tion, to locaiesthe parts quickly they
must be familiar with the layout of

-the stockroom. If a customer needs a
part that not stocked, counter
workers may suggest that they use
knowledge of parts catalogs. In addi-
tion, to locate the ,parts quickly they
must be familiar with the layout of

9'
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the stockroom. If a customer needs a
part that is not stocked, counter
workers may suggest. that they use
one that is interchangeable, place a
special order for the part with the
mantfacturer, or refer the customer
to another dealer or store;

Once they have obtained the parts
the customers want:counter workers
use price lists to determine the costs.
of the parts. They then fill out sales
receipts and collect from their cus-
tomers. When necessary they pack-
age items sold.

In addition to selling' counter
workers keep parts catalogs and
price lists up to date, replenish stock,
and unpack incoming shipments.
They also take care of the paperwork
involved in selling, such as recording
sales, taking inventories, and order-
ing parts; from manufacturers. In
large firms, stock and receiving
clerks do some of this work.

When counter workers do not
have in stock the specific part a
customer wants, they may use mea-
suring devices, such as micrometers
or calipers, to see if a part that is in
stock would fit the customer's needs.
Sometimes customers are not sure
what is wrong with their car or which.
parts need td be replaced. On these

In large firms, computers are used to maintain inventory, order parts, and keep price
2 fats up to date.
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occasions, counter workers may use
toil condenser testers, spark plug
testers, and other equipment to iden-
tify defective parts. In 'some firms,
particularly small wholesale stores,
counter workers repair parts. For ex-

. ample, instead of replacing brakes,
they may repair them using equip-
ment such as brake riveting machines
and brake drum lathes.

Places of Employment

About 75,000 persons worked as
automobile parts counter workers in
1976. Automobile dealers and part
wholesalers employed most of them:
Dealers typically e41 ployed one to

'four counter work4s; many whole-
, salers employed more than four. Oth-

er employers .include truck dealers,
retail automobile parts stores, and
warehouse distributors of automotive
parts. Trucking companies and
buslines employ counter workers to
maintain their stockrooms and dis-
pense parts to mechanics who repair
their fleets; however, these workers
usually do not sell parts to customers.

Because dealerships and automo-
bile parts stores' are located through-
out the Country,-parts counter. work-
ers are employed in almost every
town and city. Those, who work for
larehouse distributors, trucking
companies, and buslines are em-
ployed 'mainly in large cities.

Training, Other Qualifications
and Advancement,

Most parts counter workeinarn
the trade on the job. Beginners usual-
ly start as parts deliverers or trainees.
In some large firms, beginners work
as stock or receiving clerks.. (See
statements on stock clerks and re-
ceiving clerks elsewhere in the Hand-
book.) By filling out order forms and
restocking shelves, trainees gradually
familiarize themselves with the dif-
ferent types of parts, the use of cata-
logs and price lists, and the layout of
the stockroom. Although trainees
may wait on customers after a few
months' experience, it generally
takes about 2 years for a counter
worker to become capable of han-
dling every aspect of the job.

Automobile parts counter workers
should have a good knowledge of

how motor. vehicles work and the
functions of vehicle parts. The abil-
ity to work with numbers also is im-
portant. Employers generally prefer
high school graduates for entry jobs.
Cbrse? in automobile mechanics,
commercial arithmetic, merchandis-
ing, selling, and bookkeeping are
helpful to young persons interested
in becoming parts counter workers.
Practical experience from working in
a gasoline service station or automo-
bile repair shop, or working on ,cars
as a hobby also is helpful..

Since they deal with the public in
many cases, persons considering ca-
reers as automobile parts counter
workers should be neat, friendly, and
tactful. A good memory and the abil-
ity to write legibly and concentrate
on details also are important.

Counter workers with supervisory
and business management ability
may become parts department man-
agers or store managers. Others who
are especially good at dealing with
people may be ome outside sales
representatives f r parts wholesalers
and distributor hese people sell
parts to al.itomobil repair s 1 ops, ser-
vice stftlinp, tru king co panies,
and- otIrWbusitiess s that buy parts
and accessories in large quantities.
Some counter workers open their
own automobile parts stores.

Employment Outlook

Employment of automobile parts
counter workers is expected to in-
crease faster than the average for all
occupations. The number of vehicles
in use will increase as population
grows and incomes rise, allowing
eeople to own more than one vehi-
cle. Changes in styling and engineer-

-ing of new cars and trucks will create
more demand for new accessories
and replacement parts. Also, as cars
become more expensive, people may
attempt to keep their cars longer,
and create additional demand for re-
placement parts.

Besides jobs from employment
growth, many openings are expected
to be created annually because of the
need to replace experienced workers
who retire, die, or transfer tR other
occupations. The number of open-
ings due to growth is not expected to
fluctuate significantly` from year to
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year because the demand for auto-
Mobile parts, unlike some produess,
is not very sensitive to changing eco-
nomic conditions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Automobile parts counter workers
are paitha weekly or monthly salary,

. or ap hourly wage rate. In addition,
they may receive commissions on
sales. Counter workers employed by

'automobile dealers in 36 large cities
had estimated average earnings .of
§5.08 an hour in 1976, slightly higher
than the average for all nonsupervi-
sory workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming.

Parts counter workers typically
work 40 to 48 hours a week. Because
many customers find it convenient to.
shop on wtekends, many counter
workers work half a day on Saturday.

Stockrooms usually are clean and
well lighted. The work is not physi-
cally strenuous, but counter workers .

spend. much time standing or walk-
ing. They have to work rapidly, and
often must wait on customers and
answer telephOne calls at the same
time.

Many parts counter workers are
members of the following unions: the
International Association of Machin-
ists and Aerospace Workers; the
Sheet Metal Workers' International
Association; and the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf-
feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of
America (Ind.).

Sources of Additional
Information

Details ,abotit employment oppor-
tunities may be obtained from local
automobile dealers and parts whole-
salers, locals of the unions previously
mentioned, or.the local office of the
State employment service.

For general information about the
occupation, write to:
Automotive Service Industry Association, 230

N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 60691.

National Automotive Parts Association,
10400 West Higgins Rd., Rosemont,'111.
60018.



AUTOMOBILE SALES
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 280.358)

Nature of,the Work

mOhile 'ales' Workers .are lm-
pollen inkkhetWeen dealer, and car
Nye ost :specialize in' sellinkei-
the evi or used cars. Others, partio.l.f

thOie'eMPIOYed in small deg"-
erships, sell both .

Automobile 'Sales workeri spend
much of their dine waiting' on cus-
tourers in. the showroom or used-car
lot. When a customer enters the.
showrOopl, :they. try 'to find out what
kind of car the customer wants by
asking questions and encouraging'the
customer to talk about cars on dii-
pilY. For example, they may ask if
the' customer is interested primarily
in' economy, 9r in a high-perform-
ance automobile. Salei workers em-
phasize the is that please their
customers i an effort to stimulate
th ess to buy. To demon-
s feat es, such as performance,
ride, nd handling, that a customer is
Io g sales workers invite their
aus omers 'to test-drive the Liars.

. Most people want to bargain over the
price of cars' or the allowance they
gel for'their trade-ins, and some deal-
.ers expect their sales workers to ne-
gotiate; especially if they are over-
stocked that month. A sales worker
generally knows what price the deal-
er will accept, but. no sale is final
until the manager approves the terms
the sales worker has offered.

,The step of overcoming the
customers' sitancy to buy and get-
ting the orde (closing the sale) is

ifficult in any sales work. Ogling i
specially difficult in automobil

sales because cars are the "most,ex-
pensive purchase many people Oen
make.. Since cloSing the sale fre-
quently is 'difficult for beginners, ex-
perience&sales workers or sales
managers often lend assistance.

Once the sale is made, the car must
be registered with the State depart-
ment:of motor vehicles and license
plates must be obtained. Sales work-
ers fill out. the forms necessary for
these items;' and if customers desire,
arrange tor financing and insurance

The' MIMS II of automobile sales' warier* often depSnds on their ability to gain the
respect and trust of their customers. .

as well. Finally, sales workers set up a
delivery date for the cars and answer
any additional questions the custom-
ers may have.

Successful sales workers alv/ays
seek to develop customer loyalty iind
in this manner build repeat business...
Therefore, following' delivery, they
often contact customers to thank
them for their business and to ask if
they are satisfied with the-car. From
time to time, they also may send lit-
erature on new models to customers
in order to build repeat business. J.

Successful sales workers cannot
simply wait for prospects to walk into
the showroom. Instead, they must
develop and follow leads on prospec-
tive customers. For example, they
obtain names of prospects from auto-
mobile registration records and from
dealer sales, service, and finance rec-
ords. They also can get leads from
gas station operators, parking lot at-
tendants, and others whose work.
brings' them into frequent contact
with car owners. After obtaining
-their leads, sales workers ma§ con-

.tactprospects by phone or mail.

Places of Employment

About I 30,00&persons worked as
automobile sales workers in 1976.
New-car dealers employed about
four-fifths of the total,. and used-car

dealerk employed the rest. Dealer-
ships vary greatly in size and employ-
ment. Many small used-car -dealer-
ships employ only one sales worker,
while some new car dealerships em-
ploy more than 50 sales workers and
sell` Iver a thousand cars a year.

Automobile sales, workers are em-
ployed throughout the countrY.
Most, however, work in heavily
populated areas.

Training, Otheu? Qualifications,'
and Advancement

Most beginners are trained on the
job 'by sales managers and experi-
enced sales workers, with the amount
of training depending on the dealer.
In large dealerships, beginners may
receive several days of classroom
training to learn how to obtain leads
on prospective customers, to make
*sales presentations, and to close
sales. In addition', automobile menu-
facturersoften furnish training Man-
uals and other educational material
for sales workers to study on their
own. In almost every dealership,
sales workers receive continuing
guidance' and training from their
managers, both on the job and at pe-
riodic safes meetings. They also may
attend the training programs auto-
mobile panufacturers offer when
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they develop new sales campaigns
that they want their dealers to follow.

A high school diploma usually is
the minimum educational require-
ment for beginners. Courses in Eng-
lish or publiespeaking, in particular,
can help build confidence in one's
ability to talk to customers. Also,
courses in commerical arithinetic,
merchandising, selling, bUsiness law,
and psycholOgy can provide a good t
background for this type of work.
Previous sales experience or other
work requiring contact with the pub-
lic is not required, but it is helpful.
Many persons in automobile sales,
for example, previously were in fur-
niture, appliance, or door-to-door
sales.

Since automobiles are a major pur-
chase, dehlers prefer sales workers
who exhibit the maturity which can
inspire customer confidence. As a re-
sult, many employers prefer appli-
cants who are at least in their mid- or
late twenties', with 21 as the mini-
mum age for beginners. But age re--,
quirements may be waived for a ma-
ture applicant..

The success of automobile sales
workers is often dependent on their
ability to gain the respect and trust of
their customers., Therefore, they
must be tactful,, well-groomed, and
able to expreis themselves well. Ini-
tiative and aggressiveness also are
important since the number of cars
sold usually depends on the number
of prospective customers contacted.
Because automobile sales workers
occasionally work for days without
making a sale; they need self- confi-
dence and determination to get

. 'through these slow periods.
Successful employees who ae

managerial ability may advan e to
assistant sales manager, s anag-
er, or gqneral manager. Many suc-
cessful employees prefer to remain
sales workers however, for they en-
joy the.freedom of changing dealer-
ships or working in different parts of
the country. Some managers and

,general managers open their own
dealership or become partners in
dealerships.

Employment Outlook

Employment of automobile sales
workers is expected to grow faster

CZ,
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Auto sales fluctuate from year to year, causing job
opportunities for automobile salesworkers to be
abundant in some years and scarce in others

Retail sales of passenger cars in millions)
12.
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than the average for all.octupations
through the mid-I 980's as the de-
mand for -automobiles increases. In
addition to jobs resulting from em-
ployment growth, thousands of open-
ings will occur as sales workers re-
tire, die, or transfer to other
occupations.

Over the long run, rising popula-
tion and personal incomes will lead
to increased car sales, and employ-
ment of sales work rs will grow. But,
because sales are a ected by chang-
ing economic con itions and con-
sumer preferences, mployment will
fluctuate from year to year. Opportu-
nitics for beginners, therefore, will be
plentiful in some years and scarce in
others.

Earnings and Working
'Conditions

'Most sales workers are paid a c -
mission, that is, a percentage ther
of the price of every car y sell or
the profit, the dealer makes on each
sale. They may earn another commis-
sion when customers finance or .in-
sure their cars ttfrough the dealer.
Because car sales vary from month to
month, 'sales workers' commissions
also vary. Many dealers Pay their
commissioned sales workers a mod-
est weekly or monthly salary so that
they will have a steady income. Oth-
ers giveutheir sales workers advances
against future commissions. A few
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dealers pay a straight salary. Because
it takes some time for beginners to
learn to sell cars, dealers often guar-
antee them a modest salary for the
first few !Necks or months.

Sales workers employed by new-
car dealers had estimated average
weekly earnings of about $300 in
1976. Earnings varied, depending on
individual ability and experience,
geographic location, and...dealership
size.Por exarnPle, sales workers who
worked for dealers that sold between
100 and J49 new vehicles annually
averaged about $220 a week, while
those eemPsloyed by dealers that sold

cars or more averaged about
$340.

many dealerships, especially the
larger ones, also provide bonus and
other special incentive programs for
their sales workers...Por example, a

'sales workeettlaY receive a bonus for
selling more cars than op=

Earnings can Change con bly
from year to year due to changes in
the demand cars.

f9°r

cars. In lean years,'
°0 r sales records may

be laid off, or may quit to find better
paying jobs in ether fields. Many,

return to s !ling when the
demand

Sales
for cars roves.

workers rec ive many fringe
,?,.beriefits. Dealers often furnish their.
_sullen staffs 1with demonstrator cars
free of charge, or sell or lease dem-
onstrators at ,lqiscount. Sales work-
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ers. also receive discounts on cars
they buy for pe rsonal iise.

Because mi tcustomers find shop-
ping after vviick convenient, sales
workers frequently work evenings. In
some areas, they may work Sunday
and take kday off during the week.
Many /dealers assign sales workers
"floortime"hours they spend in the
showroom greeting customers, For
example, a sales worker may be in
the showroom from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
1 week, from 3 p. . to 9 p.m. the
next week, and all on Saturdays.
When not as.signed\to the showroom,
they may spend a few hours each day
1:1e-liifering cars to customers,.and
looking for new customers.

Sources of Additional
- Infornugon

Details on employment opportuni;
ties may be obtained from local aut6-
mobile dealers or the local office of
the State employment service. For
general information about the work,
write to: ,

There are many times, however,
when c stomers complain of prob-
lems t t could have a variety of
causes. In such cases, service advi-
sorsattempt to find out as much as
possible 'about the problem. For ex-
ample, if a customer says the car is
hard to start, the advisor would ask if

,this happens when the engine is cold
or after it warms up. Or, if the com-'
plaint is a strange noise, the advisor
may look the car over, or test drive
the car. The advisor then writes a
brief description of the symptoms of
the problem, w well as. any conclu-
sion about e probable cause, on the
repair or r to help the mechanic ,
loc trouble's source.

After writing the repair order, ser-
vice advisors tell the customer what

\ repairs are needed, their approxi-
mate cost, and how long the work
will take. Since this cannot always be
done until mechanics have inspected
the cars, service advisors may phone
the customers later to give-them this
information and to ask permission to
do the work. Sometime customers
are reluctant to authorize expensive

yrepairs even if they are necessary so
National Automobile Dealers Association,-

2000 K St. NW., Washington, D.C. g
20006.
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AUTOMOBILE SERVICE 44,

ADVISORS

(D.O.T. 620.281)

Nature of the Work

SerVice advisors are the link be-
tween customers and mechanics in
many_adtomobile dealerships and in
some large independent garages.
When customers bring-their cars into
the service department, service advi-
sors (sometimes called service sales-
workers or service writers) find out
what needs to be done and arrange
for mechanics to do the work.

For routine maintenance, service
advisors me
order listin
tomer wan

ely make out. a repair
the work that the cus-
done. The order in-

cludes the customer's name and ad-
dress; and make and year of the car.
If a factory warranty covers the re-
pairs, the advisor also records the
engine and body numbers, mileage,
and date of purchase.
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service advisors may assure them
that the work will improve perform-
ance'' and safety, and prevent more
serious trouble.

Service advisors give repair orders
to the shop dispatcher who figures
the cost of the parts and labor
needed for each order and assigns
work to mechanics'. In some shops
however, advisors compute repair
costs. Service advisors also are re-
sponsible for answering any ques-
tions the mechanics may have about a
a repair order. When the work is fin-
ished; %ervice advisors may test drive

be sure all problems have
en corrected.

en the customer returns for the
car, the service advisor answers any
quest ns about the repairs and set-
tles complaints about their cost or
'quality. If the customers want to re-
turn the car to the shop cis want the
'cost of the repairs adjusted, the advi-
sor usually must get permis.sionfrom
the service manager. In some cletir-
ships, the most experienced ell,;r*e
advisors substitute for servicenitnt-

, -
agers when they are absent. .

AV V 11'

41111111%..._.

Service-adviser prepares repair ordel..
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In addition to advising customers
on their service needs, service advi-
sors occasinally assist customers in

lectink accessories for their cars.
example, a customer who war*

to ad an air-conditioner may check
with a service advisor to be sure that
the one selected will not cause the
car's engine, to overheat.

Places of Era4yment
More thadb,000 persons worked

as automobile service advisors in
1976. Most worked for large auto-
mobile dealers because dealerships
with lets than 20 employees usually
do not employ service advisors.
Some(Worked for large independent
automobile repair shops.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advanceme

Service advisors learn on the job
under the guidance of perienced
service advisors and the se ice man-
ager. In many service dep ments,
trainees. begin by helping the shop
dispatcher. They learn how to route
work to the shop mechanics, to corn- ,
pute repair costs, and to estimate the
time required for different repairs.
Beginners usually can gain enough
knowledge and experience in 1 to 2
years to handle almost every type of
repair, but learning to estimate the
costof automobile body repairs may
take a longer time, as body damage is
often very difficult to see and identi-
fy. In addition to on-the-job training,
some advisors attend formal training
programs cdhducted by automobile
manufacturers.

When hiring persons for jobs as
service advisor trainees; employers
prefer high schodl graduates who are
21 years of age and who haw experi-
ence in automobile repair or related
activities, such as assignment to the
motor pool in the Armed Forces. Of-
ten employers fill these jobs by pro-
moting persons who have worked as
mechanic trainees or parts counter
worker trainees within their own or-
ganization. Some firms prefer to hire
mechanics who are exptrienced in all
aspects Of automobile iepair.

Many autombile dealers consider
service advisors their most important
employees, because they can pro-
mote dealership 14alty and thus

build repeat business by winning cus-
tomer confidence.

Therefore, employers look for ap-
plicants who are' neat, courteous,
even-tempered, attentive listeners,
and good conversationalists. High
school and vocational school courses
in automobile °mechanics, commer-
cial arithmetic, sales, public speak-
ing, and Engliskaie helpful.

Service advisors with supervisory
ability may advance to shop supervi-
sors or to service managers. Some
open their ,own automobile repair
shops.

Employment Outlook
Employment in this small occupa-

tion is expected co increase about as
fast as the average for all occupations
thrOugh the mid-1980's. Not only
will there be more automobiles on
the road; but also future technology
and design will make cars more com-
plex. As a result, more service advi-
sors will be needed. In addition to the
job openings remitting from employ-
ment growth, hundreds of openings
will arise each year due to the need
to replace experienced service advi-
sors who retire, die, dyeave the oc
cupation for other reasdns. The num-
ber of openingsois expected to be
fairly stable from year to year, be-
cause the demand for automobile re-
pairs is not very sensitive to changing
economic conditions.

Job openings for service advisor;
will be concentrated in large automo-
bile dealerships, most of which are
located in heavily populated areas. In
small towns, many dealers do not
have enough repair business to hire
service advisors 'so shop superviscSrs
do the, work instead.

Earnings andWorking
Conditions

Service advisors employed by au-
tomobile dealers in 36 large cities
had estimated average earnings of
$6.45 an hour in late' 1976, more
than one-third higher than the aver-
age for all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming.

Many service advisors are paid a
salary plus a commission, that is, a
percentage of the cost of repairs or
accessories that their customers
for. Others are paid a straight corn -
niission.
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Most service advisors work 40 to
48 hours a week. They are busiest in
the, early morning when most cus-
tomers brihg their cars in for repairs,
and in late afternoon when they re-
turn ta pick Ahem up. During these
peak hours, advisors may have to
rush to wait on customers. In addi-
tion, they occasionally have to deal k
with angry customers who question
or are not satisfied with the repairs
made on their cars.

Service advisors spend most of
their.; time, standing or walking
aroufld the lot and garage in all kinds
of weather. But the work is not physi-
cally strenuous.

Unions that organize service advi-
sors include the International Associ-
atiOn of Machinists and Aerospace

' Workers; the Sheet Metal Workers'
International Association; and the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Team-
sters, Cnatifiers, Warehousemen and
Helpers of America (Ind.).

Sources of Additional
Information

Details on employment opportuni-
ties may be obtained from local auto-
mobile dealers or repair shops; locals
of the unions previou"sly mentioned;
or the local office of the State eM-/
ployrnent service.

For -general information about the
work of automobile service advisors,
write to:
Automotive Service Industry Association. 230

N. Michigan-Ave., Chicago, III. 60601.

Automotive Service Councils: Inc.. 188 Indus-
trial Dr. Suite 112. Elmhurst III. 60126

GASOLINE SERVICE
STATION ATTENDANTS

'(D.O.T. 915.867)

Nature of the Work

At least once a week, most of the
137 million motor .vehicles on the
road are driven into gasoline service
stations for fuel and service. Most
need only a few gallons of gas and a
clean windshield, but service station
attendants check for other things as
well to help owners keep their cars in
good condition.



Attndard checking the oll level In the crankcase.

Unless 'a driver is in a hurry, atten-
dants usually check the oil level in
the crankcaa and the water levels in
the battery and radiator. If the Cus-
toTer asks, they also will check the
air Pressure in the tires and. examine
fan, belts, hoses, and other parts for
signs of excessive wear that could
cause prOblems for the driver.

Besides offering these basic servic-
es, InanY stations also do repai. work
and stock replacement parts for of-
ten-needed items such as batteries,
headlights, and windshield wiper
blades- Attendants sell and' install
these parts, and in some cases, may

`do minor repair work, such as chang-
ing oil, rotating tires, and fixing flats.
Most of these tasks can be done using
screwdrivers, pliers, wrenches, and
°tiler simple handtools. Some atten-
dants, called mechwic-attendints,
perfortn more difficult repairs and
use more complex equipment includ-
ing motor analyzers and wheel align-
ment Machines.

Whon customers pay for their pur-
chases or repair work, attendants
collect Payments and make change
or Prepare charge slips.

AttenclaniS also may keep the, ser-
vice areas, building, and restrooms

clean and neat. In some stations, they
help the station manager take inven-
tory of autom Ile parts in stock; set
up displays, d keep business rec-
ords. r.

If a service station provi4s ern er-
gency road service, attendants may
drive a tow truck the site of the
breakdown to "boost" the battery,
change a flat tire,. or perform other
minor repairs. if they cannot fix the
car on the spot, they tow it back to
the station.

Places of Employment
About 42Z000 people worked as

gasoline service station attendants in
1 ip6. About one-third of these were
part-time employees In addition to
attendants, more th* 200,000 gaso-
line service station managers and

sera did similar work.
ervice attendantsvice station attendan work in

every-section 6f the country, and iti
every stze'C'Oniniunity, from rural
areas to the largest cities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Applicants for jobs as gasoline 'ser-
vice station attendants should have a
driver's license, a general under-,
standing of how' an automobile
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works, andtsome sales ability. They
should be friendly, able to speak
well, and present a generally neat ap-
pe a r4ce. They also need' self-confi-
dence. Applicants should know sim-
ple arithmetic so they can make
change quickly and accurately and . .

helft keep, business records. They
also should be familiar with local
roads, highways, and points of inter

in order to give directions to cus-.
tourers and to locate cars' whose own
ers have called for road service.

Although completion of high
'school is not generally a requirement
for getting ap entry job, it is an
advantage bdcause it indicates to
many employers that the person has
at least some of the traitsof a good
worker, such as the ability to stay
with a job until the work is complet-
ed. A high school education usually
is required for service station man-
agement training programs conduct-
ed by oil companies.

Service station attendants receive
most of their training on the job,
although there are some formal train-
ing programs. Trainees do relatively
simple work at first, ch as cleaning
the station, pumpiiig gas, and .clean-
ing windshields. Gradually, they -
progress to more advanced work
such as performing preventive main-
tenance, installing accessories on
cars, and helping to keep the station
records. It usually takes from several
months to a year for a beginner to
become familiar with andable to per-
form all the the jobs around a service
station.

Formal training programs for gaso-
line service staion work are offered
in many high/schools around the
country..4n this curriculum, students
in theirJlast 2 years ot high school
take business education courses and
work part time in gasoline service
stations, where they receive instruc-
tion in all phases of service station
work.

Some attendants are enrolled in
formal training programs for service
station managers, which are conduct-
ed by most major oil companies.
These programs usually last from 2 to
8 weeks and emphasize subjects such
as simple automobile maintenance,
marketing, and business manage-
ment.
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Several avenues of advantement
are open to service station atten-
dants. Additional training qualifies
attendants to become automobile
mechanics; those having business
management,,capabilities may ad-
,1tnce to station manager. Many ex
perienced station managers and au-
tomobile mechanics go into business
for themseltes by leasing a station
from an oil company or buying their
own station. Oil companies hire some
service station managers as sales,rep-
resentatives or district managers.

mployment Outlook
Employment of gasoline service

station attendants should continue to
grow over the next few years. But
whether this trend' will continue
through the mid- 1980's is difficukto
judge. Increased sales of cars that
offer better gas mileage could even-
tually reduce total gasoline consump-
tion, which might severely limit
growth in this occupation over the
Jong run. Self-service gas stations
also may limit growth. However, in
this relatively large occupation, thou-
sands of job openinigs are expected
each year to replace workers who
retire or die. Turnover also is high, so
thousands more openings will arise
each year as attendants transfer to
other Occupations

'
Earnings and Workirtb

Conditions
Earnings of gasoline"service station

attendants vary considerably. Hourly
earnings for many attendants ranged
from $2.30 to $4 in 1976, according
to the limited information available.
In addition; many attendants are paid
a commission based on the value of
the products they sell. Attendants
employed in large metropolitan areas
generally had higher earnings than
those in small towns.

Full-time attendants work 40
hours a wleek or more. Because-gas
stations usually are open at least 12
hours a day, 6 days a week, work
schedules may include evenings,
weekends, and holidays. -

Attendants work outdoors in all
kinds of weather. They do consider-
Ale lifting and stooping and spend
much time on their feet. Possible in-
juries include cuts from sharp tools
and burns from hot engines.

For many attendants, however, the
opportunity to deal with people, to
work on cars, and possibly to manage
their own service stations someday
more than offsets these disadvantag-
es. Also, the opportunity to get part-
time employment makes the job at-
tractive to many people. Some col-
lege students have been able to work
their way through school as seryice
station attendants and many 'ho
hold other jobs add to their income
by working part time as attendants;

Sources of Additional
Information

For more details about work op-
portunities, contact local gasoline
service stations or the local office of
t e'State employment service.

INSURANCE AGENTS AND
BROKERS

(D.O.T. 250.258)

Nature of the Work

Insurance agents and brokers sell
policies that protect individuals and
businesses against future ses and
financial pressures. T ey may help
plan financial protection to meet the
special needs of a cutomer's family;
advise about insurance protection for

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

an automobile, home, business, or
other property; or help a policyhold-
er obtain settlement of an insurance
claim.

Agents' and brokers usually sell
one or more of the three basic types
of insurance: life, property-liability
(casualty ), and health. 'Life insur-
ance agents, sometimes called life
underwriters, offer policies that pay
survivors when a policyholder dies.
Depending on the policyhblder's in-

, dividual circumstances, a life (policy
can be designed to provide retiT-
ment income, funds for the eduda-
tion of children, or other .benefits.
Casualty insurance agents sell poli-
cies that protect individual 1361-
icyholders from financial losses as a
result of automobile accidents, fire
or theft, or other losses. They also
sell industrial or commercial, lines,
such as workers' compensation,
product liability, or medical malprac-
tice insurance. Health insurance poli-
cies offer protection against the costs
of hospital and medical care or loss
of income due to illness or injury,
and many life and casualty agents of-
fef health insurance in addition to
other lines. Many agents also offer
securities, such as mutual fund shares
or variable annuities.

An insurance agent may be either
an insurance company employeeor
an iqdependent businessrson au-
thorized to represent one insurance
company or mbre. Brokers are not

V

Ir7urance agents plan Insurance programs that are tailored to prospects' needs.

24.4
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under exclusive contract with any
single company; instead, they place
policies directly with the company
that best meets a client's needs. Oth-
erwise, age ilS and brokers do much
the same kifid of work.

They spend most of their time dis-
cussing insurance needs with pro-
spective and ,existing customers.
Some' time must be spent in office
work to prepare reports, maintain
records, plan insurance -programs
that are tailored to prospects' needs,
and draw up lists of prospective cus-
tomers. Specialists in group policies
may help an employer.'s accountants
4bt.up a system of payr911 deductions
for employees covered by the policy.

Places of Employment

About 465,000 agents and brokers'
sold insurance full time in 1976. In
addition, thousands of others worked
part time. About ylf of the agents
and brokers specialized in life insur-
-ii\c,e; the rest, in some type, of prop-
erty/liability insurance. A growing
number of agents (called multi-line
agents) offer both life and property:
liability policies to their customers.

Agents and brokers are employed
in cities and towns throughout the
country, but most work near large
poptilation centers.

Training, Other Ouallficatfonsi
°' and Advancement

Although many employers prefer
college graduates for jobs selling in-
surance, most will hire high school
graduates with potential or proven
sales ability. College training may
help the agent grasp the fundamen-
tals and procedures of.insurance sell=
ing more quickly. Courses in ac-
counting, economics, finanipe,
business law, and insurance subjects
are helpful.

All agents and most brokers must
obtain a license in the State where
they 9plan to sell insurance. In most
States, licenses are issued only to
applicants-who pass written examina-
tions covering insurance fundamen-
tals and the State insurance laws.
Agents who plan to sell mutual fund
shares and other securities also must
be licensed by the State. New agents
usually receive training at the agen-
cies where they wijl.,work and fre\

1

quently also at the insurance compa-
ny's home office. Beginners
sometimes attend company-spoff-
sored classes to prepare for examina-
tions. Others study on their own andilaccom any experienced sales work-
ers w en they call on prospective cli-
ents.

Agents and brokers can broaden
their knowledge of the insurance
business by taking courses at collegei
and universities and attending insti-
tutes, conferences, and seminars
sponsored by insurance orga*a-
tions. The Life Underwriter Training
Council (LUTC) awards a diploma
in life insurance marketing to agents
who successfully complete.the Coun-
cil's 2-year -life program. There is
also a Course in health insurance. As
agents or brokers gain experience
and knowledge, they can qualify for
the Chartered Life Underwriter
(CLU) designation by passing a se-
ries of examinations given by (he
American College of Bryn MaWr, Pa.
In much the same way, a property-
liability agent can qualify for the
Chartered Property Casualty Under-
writer (CPCU) designation by pass-
ing a series of examinations given by
the American Institute for Property
and Liability Underwriters. The CLU
and CPCU designations are recog-
nized marks of achievement in their
respective fields.

Agents and brokers should be en-
thusiastic, self - Confident, and able to
communicate effectively. Because
agents usually ork without supervi-
sion, they ne initiative to locate
new prospe s. For thisgeason, many
employers seek people who have
been successful in other jobs.

Insurance agents,who show unusu-
al sales ability and leadership may
become a sales manager in a local
office or assume a managerial job in
a home office. A few agents may ad-
vance to top positions as agency su-
perintenffents or company vice-presi
dents. Many who have built up a
good clientele prefer to remain in
salcswork. Some, partictilarly in the
pioperty-liability field, eventually es-
tablish their own independent agen-
cies or brokerage fiPms.

Employment Outlook
Employment of insurance agents

and brokers is expedted to grow

about' as fast as the average for all
occupations through the mid- 1980's
as the volume of insurance sales con-
tinues to expand. Many additional
jobs will open as'.agents and brokers
die, retire, or leave their jobs to seek
other work. Due to..the highly Com-
petitive nature of insurance selling,
mai* beginners leave the field be-
cause they are unable to establish a
sufficiently large clientele. There-
fore, opportunities should be quite ,

favorable for ambitious people who
enjoy saleswork.

. Future demand for agents and
brokers depends on the volume of
insurance sales. Volume should id-
crease rapidly over jhe next decade
as a larger proportion of the popula-
tion enters the period a peak earn-
ings and family responsibilities. Life
insurance sales should grow as more
families select policies -designed to
provide. educational funds for their
children and retirement income. Ris-
ing incomes also may stimulate the
sales of equity products such as mu-
tual funds, variable annuities, and
other inves ents. Sales of property-

ins ance should rise as
more consu r purchases are in-
sured and a complex types of com-
mercial coverage, such as product li-
ability and worker'S'compensation,
are expanded. '

However, employment of agents
and brokers will not keep pace with
the rising level of insurance sales
because mote policies will be sold to
groups and by mail. In addition, each
agent should be able to handle more
business as computers take over
some of the time-consuming clerical
tasks. The trend toward multi-line
agents also will cause employment to
rise more slowly than the volume of
insurance sales.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Beginners in this occupation often
are guaranteed a moderate salary
while they are learning the business
and building a clientele. In many
large,cintpaides, new agents receive
about $800 a month during this train-
ing period, which can last 'Up to 6

mdnths or longe.5) Thereafter, mgst
agents are tiaid on a commission baz
sis. The size of the commission de-
.pendYon the type and amount of in-
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suqnce sold, and whether the
transaction is a new policy or a re-
newal. After a few years,lan agent's
commissions on new Policies and re-
newals may, range, from $12,000 to
$20,000 annually. There is virtually
no limit on what an agent cap earn,
however. 1 housands of established
agents and brokers earn ...more than
$30,000 a year, and many highly suc-
cessful ones earn, more than
$100,000 a year.

Agents and brolTrs generally pay
their own automaile and traveling
exp ses. In addition, those who own
an erate independent businesses
m pay office rent, clerical salaries;

`and other operating expenses out of
their earnings.

Although insurance agents usually
are free to arrange their owntours of
work, they often schedule appoint-
ments during evenings and weekends
for the convenience of clients. &lime
agents work more than the custom-
ary 40 hours a week. (See the state-
ment on the Insurance Industry for
more information about work in life
and property-liability companies.)

Sources of Additional
Information

General occupational informatibn
about insurance agents and brokers
is available from the ,home office of
many life and piopeety-liability insur-
ance. companies. information on
State licensing requirements may be
obtained from the department of in-
surance at any State capital.

Information about a career as a life
insurance agent also is available
from:
Arnerican Council of Life Insurance, 1850 K

St., NW., Washington, DC, 20006.

The National ,Association of Life Underwrit-
ers,1-922 F St., NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.

For career information on proper-
ty/liability agents, contact:
Insurance Information Institute, 110 William

t\St., New York, N.Y., 10038.

National Association of Insurance Agents,
Inc., 85 John St., New York, N.Y. 10038.

American Mutual Insurance Alliance, 20 N.
Wacker Dr., Chicago, III. 60606.

The National Association of Independent In-
surers, Public Relations Department,

fiver Rd., Des Plaines, Ill. 60018.

p
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MANUFACTURERS' SALES,
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 260. through 298.458)

Nature of the Work

Practically all manufacturers
whether they make computers or can
openersemploy sales workers.
Manufacturers' sales workers sell
mainly to 'other businessesfacto-
ries, railroads, banks, wholesalers,
and retailers. They also sell to hospi-
tals, schodls, libraries, and other in-
stitutions.

Most manufactur s' sales workers
nontechnica products. They

mus be well informed about their
firms' d is and also about the
special requirements of their custom-
ers. When sales'woraers visit firms in
their territor3f, they use an approach
adapted to the particular line of mer-
chandise. A sales worker who hat-
dlei crackers or cookies, for exam-
ple, emphasizes the wholesomeness,
attrac ve packaging, and variety of
these praducts. Sometimes sales
workers promote their products by
displays in hotels and conferen?es
with wholesalers and other custom-
ers.

/."
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Sales workers who deal in, highly
technical products, such as electron-
ic equipment, often are called sales
engineers or industrial sales workers.
In addition to having a thorough
knowledge of their firms' products,
they must be able to help prospective
buyers with technicarproblems. For
example, they may try to determine
the proper materials and equipment
for a firm's manufacturing process.
They then present this informatioalo
company officials and try to negoti-
aXe a sale, which may take many
months. Often, sales engineers work
with the research-and-development
departments of their dwn companies
to devise ways to adlpt products to a
customer's specialized needs. Sales
workers who handle technical prOd-
ucts sometimes train their customers'
employees in the operation and
maintenance of new equipment, and
make frequent return visits to be cer-
tain that it is giving the desired ser-
vice.

AlthougVT manufacturers' sales
workers spend most of their time
visiting prospective customers, they
alsodo paperwork, including reports
on sales prospects or customers'
credit ratings., In addition, they must

,Flan their work schedules, draw up

11

Manufacturer's sales worker takes order for camera equipment from department store
photo supplies buyer.
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lists of prospects, make appoint- longer. In some of these programs, enced sales workers ranged from
ments, handle some correspondence, trainees rotate among jobs in several $¢10.0.0Ato over $24,000 a year in
and study literature relOng to their departments of the plant 61nd office 1976,1usive of commissionsi anth;
prOducts. . to learn all pbases of production, in- bonuses. The highest starting safaries

stallation,, aild -distribution of the generally were paid by manufaCtur-
..

Places of Employment

Over 360,000 people were manu-
faCturers' sales workers in 1976.
About 15,000 were sales engineers.
Some work out of their company's
home office, often located at a manu-.
facturing plant. The majority, how-
ever, work out of branch offices, us6-
ally. in big 'cities near prospective
customers:'

More sales workers are employed
by companies that Koduce food
products than by any other industry.
Large -num0ers also work in the,
printing and , publishing, chemical,
fabricated metal products, and elec-
trical and other machinery indus-

,tries. Most sales engineers work for
companies that produce heavy ma-

''chinety, transportation equipment,
.fabricated metal products, and pro-
fessional and scientific instruments.

Training,, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Althtiugh a college degree is in
creasingly desirable, the- type and
level of education a s;iles worker
needs depend largely on th'esprbituc
and its market.

Manufacturers of nontechnical, products" oftqn hire college graduates
- who have a degree- in liberal arts or

business administration., Some poSi-
hobwever, require "sPeceialized,

-tring.. Drug sales workers, also
pharmaceutical detailers,

usuaWneed training at a.coll,ege of
ptiarinaCy. Manufacturers of electri-
cal equipment, heavy machinery, and
some types of chemicalslorefer,,to
hirikpeople who have studied engi-
veering 'or chemistry. (Information
on chemists, engineers, and others
with the technical training suitable
for work as . manufacturers' sales
workers is giyen elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Beginning sales wdrkerS may take
specialized training before they start

;on the job. 'Some.companies, espe-
cially those thlt manufacture con=
plex technical prOductS, have formal
trainingprograms that last 2 years or

product. Other trainees take formal era of. electrical equipment, food
class instruction at the plant, fol- products, and rubber goods. The av-
lowed by on-the-job training in a erage experienced sales worker
branch office under the supervision a' earned between $17,000 and
field sales manager.

A pleasant personality and appear-
ance, and the ability to meet and get
along well.with many types of people
are important. Because sales workers
may have to walk or stand' for long
periods or carry product samples,
some physical stamina is ne

$30,000 in 1976, depending upon
the firm and its product. The highest
paid sales workers sometimes earned
upwards of $40,000 and $50,000.

Some manufacturing concerns pay
experienced sales workers a straight
commission, based on their dollar

As in most selling jobs, arit metie amount of sales (as in the case of
skills are an asset. 'independent -representatives); others

Sales representatives who have pay-a fixed salary. The majority,
good sales records and leadership"p., hoWever, use a combination of salary
ability may advance to sates supervi- and commission, salary and I;otus, or
sors, branch an an age rs, or district salary, commission, and !minus. Com-
manafers. Those with managerial missions vary according to the sales
abiw(y. eventually may advance to workers' efforts and ability, the corn' -
sales manager or other executive po- mission rate, the location of their
sitions; many6top executive jobs in sales territory,'and the type of prod-
industry are filled by people who uct sold. Bonus payments may, de-'
started as sales workers. pend on individual performance, on

Because of -frequent contact with performance; of all sales workers in
business people in other firms, sales the or district or on the c m-
workers often are able to transfer to

group o

other jobs. Some, go intb business for s. obonuses; olbtrs-offer borluses as in-1themselves as independent'repreien- centive payments on a quarterly ortatives.. Other' experienced sales
workers find opportunities in adver- monthly basis.

Some manufacturers' sales work-fishy and Marketing research.' -9
.

p a es me arms y annua

4. ers have large tervibries acid -do con-
:. siderable, traveling. Others *usually):Employment Outlook work in the neighborhood of- their

Employment in this field is expect- "home -bade." When on 'business
errto grow about as fast as the aver- trips, sales workers are reimbursed.
,age for all occupations. Growth will for expenses such as transportation
occur because of tharising demand and hotels. Some companies provide
for technical products and the result.- a car or pay a mileage allowance to
ing need for trained sales workers. In sales workers, who use their own-cars.
addition, industrial firms, chain Manufacturers' sales worked call
stores, and institutions that pUrchase at the time most convenient to cus-
large quantities of goods at one time ,tomers and may `have to travel at
frequ9ntly buy directly fiorn the Alight or on weekends. Frequently,
manufacturer. The need for sales : ,they spend evenings writing reports.
workers will increase as martuf ctur- riowever, some plan theirithedules

- efor time off when they want it. Most
es sales workers who are not paid a

straight:Commission 'receive 2 to 4 ,

°wee,ks' paid vacation, depending en
their length of service. They usually,

oshare in company benefits, including

ers emphasize sales...activities to
pete for the growing number of
valuable accounts.

Earnings-and Working
, Conditions

According to the limited informa- life insurance, pensions, and hospital;
surgical, and medical benefits.tion available, salaries' fVityperi-
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Seeress of Additional
Informaitori

For more information on the ccu7
pation of manufacturers' saleifEw rk-

.er; write:
Saks and Marketing ExecutiVes International,

Career:Education -Division, 380 Lexhnk
. ton Ave., Nevi York,N.Y..30017..,

Manufactiirer'i Agents National Association,
. P.O. Box 16878, Irvine, Cal. 92713.

MODELS

(D.O.T. 297.868 and 961.868)

. Nature of the Work

Selling a producialwaYs is ea ier if
ae attractive man or woman is s ow
using' it. In magazine advertise nts
and television Commercials, m els
can bp seen posing viith a wide vari-
ety of products, including, cars, soft
drink's, and perfume. Most models,
however, are used to show the latest
in,fashion designs and Cosmetics.,,

:Models usually specialize in eithe/r.
live or photographic worVtashion
Models generally work before an an-
dience, modeling the creations of
well-k wn designers at fashion

'.'shows' While, the announcer de-
serib what they .aye wearing, they
via past customers and photogra-
phers and point out special features
of the design. On some jobs, they
may stop to tell individual customers
a garment'S price and style number.

Fashion models who work for'
clothing . designers, manufactarers,

, and distributers showroom
or fitting models. en new spring or

0 fall designs are being shown to pro-
spective buSoers, these models are ex-
treniely busy. During slack times,' -trAl-r3-

. however, they may have some gener-
al office ddties, such as typing or fil-
ing. :

Some,. informal models work in de-
partment stores and custom salons
where the pace.is mere leisurel(than
in showrooms. Others domonstiate
new products and services :at Manu-
facturers' exhibits and trade shows.

Photographic models usually are
hired to pose for a particular agaign-
ment. Although most Model cloth i
and cosmetics, they often pose with.

).

other merchandise as well. In addi-
tion to

some
and photographic

work:some models pose for artists or
sculptork, or work in films or televi-
sion.

Placer! of Employment

About 8,3%00 models were em-
ployed in 1976. Clothing rhanaac-
turers, designers, and wholesalers
employ the largest number of mod-
els. In. New York City's garment dis-

-

.
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trict, hundreds of firms each employ
one or two perinanent models to
show their latest fashion designs to
prospective retail, buyers. Many mod-
els work for agencies, however. Ad.
vertising agencies, 'retail Ogres,
magazines, and-: photographers
most always employ agency models
for-their fashion articles or advertise-
ments.

Modeling jobs are available In
nearly all urban areas, but most jobs

'014' -

Fashion models generally work before an audience.
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are in New York City because it is
the center of the fashiqn industry.
Chicago, betroit, and Los Angeles
are the other cities withm'any jobs
for

' Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

.

The most important asset for a
model is a distinctive and attractive
physical appearance. Advertisers and
clothing designers hire models who
haN. the right "look" for their prod-
uct and a face or style that will be
remembered. To. developan individ-
ual style, some models attend a mod-
eling school where they learn to style
their hair, walk "arid stand gracefully;
pose in front of a camera, and apply
makeup. Those interested in a mod-
ding career should understand the

. distinction" between these schools
and modeling agencies. The main
business of schools is teaching
classes; they usually do not help the
graduate find work. Agencies,.ori the
other hand, find and schedule assign-
ments for their models' on a commis-
sion basis, ranging from 10 to 20. per-
cent. Some modeling agencies also
provide training, but normallyaccept
only the most promising i)eginners:,

Female models must be betWeen 5
feet 7 inches and 5 feet 9 1/2 inches
tall :and weigh 110 to 122 pounds.
Male models must be 6 feet tall and

. wear a size 40-suit. Size requirements
are quite rigid because manufactur-
ers' and designers' samples are stan-
dard 'and models must fit the clothes
without alteration.

Photographic models usually are
thinner than fashion models because
the camera adds at least 10 pounds to
a 'person's appearance. in addition,
they must have fine, regular features
and good teeth, hands, and legs.
Wide set eyes And a long neck are
also essential.

There are no educational require-
ments for models; some have com-
pleted high school and others have
had college training. Courses in dra-
ma, dancing, art, and fashion design
are useful because they can develop
poise and a sense of style.

Models should enjoy working with
people and must be able to withstand
the preSsures of, competition, tight
schedules, and quick changes. Phys-

ical 'stamina is important because
models are on their feet most of the
time and must sometimes assume
rather awkward positions when pos-
ing for photographers. To look their
best under such pressure, models
must maintain excellent health.

Modeling agencies find jobs for
their models on a continuous basis.
Usually, they help their models ob-
tain, often without charge, a portfo-
lio of photographs of themselves in

- various styles and poses which the
agency can shovJ to prospective cli-
ents. Some department stores hold
auditions that give inexperienced
models a chance to model at a fash-
ion and perhaps obtain other
jobs if tivy do well.

In addition, many sales :jobs in de-
partment stores provide useful expe-,
rience in selecting and coordinating
fashions, experimenting with make-
up, and, occasionally, modeling.

' Sometimes a model can gain experi-
ence by working in fashion shows
given by local community organizaj-
tions.

Modeling can be a stepping stone
to other jobs in the fashion field, such
as staff editor of a fashion magazine,
consultant for a cosrnktic firm, or
fashion coordinator for a department
store. Some models take :courses in
art and design and may become fash-
ion illustrators or designers. A few
models who wofk in television com-
mercials become actors or actresses.

Employment Outlook

Although employment of models is
expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's, competition for the
available jobs will be keen. The glam-
our of modeling attracts many more
persons than are.needed in the occu-
pation. Even though many interested
persons do not meet the size require-
ments, those who do still outnumber
available jobs. Experienced models
will continue to receive most of the
assignments.

Rising advertising expenditures
and sales of clothing and accessories
will cause the demand for both pho-
tographic and fashion models ,to 'in-
crease. Most job openings, however,
will result frqm the need' to replace
models who have left the oenpation.
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Many models, have "td retire when
they lose their youthful appearance
because most employers prefer youn-
ger models. Others leave the occupa-
tion because their particular "look"
goes out of style or becomes associat-
ed with an outdated product.

Earningi a d Working
Con ons

A model's ea ings depend on the
number and length of assignments he
or she receives. Although a few top,
models earn as much as business. /
executives, most earn .far less. Ac-
cording to the limited information
available, fashion models working
full time for manufacturers or whole-
salers earned up to $35,000 in 1976,
though only 'the very best earned the
highest income. Models working re-
tail shows on a steady basis earned
$10,000 to $12,000 outside. New
York City%thosein New York earned
more.

Models who work for More than
one employer receive a fee.for their
work. If they are registered with an
-agency, -the,' pay a commission for
tte" services it provides. In 1976; fe-
male models working for major agen-
cies in New York earned $75 to $100
an hour; male models, up to $75 an
hour. Models in other major cities
earned slightly lower rates.' 'These
rates are rpislgading, however, be-
cause many models, especially begin-
.ners, work only a few hourNeach
week and spend 'a great deal of their
time auditioning for prospectiye cli-
ents. Models' income also depends
on the type of work dry do, whether
runway or photographic work. The
more versatile the model, the greater
the number of assignments and the
greater the income 'he or she may
.reaeive. Although photographic
modeling often -pays. well, 'models
usually .must provide their own ac-
cessories, such as wigs and hair-
pieces, and pay (or their transporta-
tion. Occasionally, a model must buy)
a complete outfit in order to get a
particular job.

Models appearing in television
commercials.earn at least $145 for a
job as an extra, and about $200 per
job as a principal cifisacterk they may
also receive additional income if the
commercial is rerun. Television mod-
els must be members of the Ameri-
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can federation of Television and Ra-
dio Artists or the Screen Actors
Gulp, Inc.

Models sometimes must work un-
der, uncomfortable conditions, pos-
ing in a swimsuit in the middle of
winter, for example..,The work can
also affect their personal lives be-
cause models must always look fresh
and well-rested for the camera and
may have to limit evenings out with
friends. In addition, a_female model
must spend part of each night on
beauty .care, and sometimes has to
prepare her clothing and accessories,
polish her nails, and set her hair for
the next day's assignments.

Sourc s of Additional
Information

Employers . of models such as
magazines and newspapers may be
able to recommend reputable model-
ing agencies. More comprehensive
information on training programs for
models is available on request. from:
United States Office of Education, Division of

Vocation-1st/Technical Education, Wash-,
ington, D. 20202.

REAL ESTATE AGENTS
AND BROKERS

(D.O.T. 250.358 y

Nature of the Work. I.

Real estate agents and brokers rep-
resent property owners in selling or
renting their properties. Brokers who
belong to the National Association of
Realtors receive the title, "Realtor;"
agents who are members may use the
title, "Realthr-Associate."

Brokers are independent busihess
people who not only sell real estate,
bin also rent and manage propels,
make appraisals, and develop new
building projects. In closing sales,
brokers usually arrange for loans to
finance the purchases, for title
searches, and for meetings between
buyers and sellerg when details of the
transaction are agreed upon and the
new owners take possession. Brokers
also manage their oltn offices, adver-
tise properties, and handle other

business matters. Some combine oth-
er types of work, such as selling in-
surance or practicing law, with their
re I estate business.

al estate agents generally are
independent sales workers who con-
tract their services with a licensed
broker. Ways of doing business have
changed in the last 10 years.or so,
and today, relatively fewagents work
as employees of a broker or realty
firm.

Agents show and sell real estate,
handle rental properties, and obtain
"listings" (owner agreements to
place properties for sale with the
firm). Because obtaining listings is
such an important job duty, agents
may spend much time on the tele-
phone, exploring leads gathered from
advertisements and personal con-
tacts. When fisting property for sale,
agents make comparisons with simi-
lar property being sold to determine
its fair market value. They also an-
swer inquiries about properties over
the telephone and interview potential
buyers about their needs.

A worker who- sells real estate or
handles rental properties often must
leave the office to call on prospects
and driv them to inspect available
properties. When a number of houses
are for sale or,rent in a new develop-
ment, the. agent may operate from a
model unit.

Most real estate agents and brok-
ers sell -residential property: A few,
usually in large firms, specialize in
commercial,, industrial,' or other
types of real estate. Each specialty
requires knowledge, of that particular
type of property and clientele. Sell-
ing or leasing business property, for
example, requires an understanding
of leasing practices, business trends,
and location needs. Agents who sell
or lease industrial properties must .

know about transportation, utilities,
4.-and labor supply. To sell residential

properties, the agent must know the
location of schools, churches, shop-
ping facilities, and public transporta-.
tion. Familiarity with tax rates and
insurance overages also is impor-
tant: .

Places of Employment
About 450,000 persons sold,

estate full, time in 1976; many of ers
sold on.a part-time basis. The num-
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ber of people licensed t
about 1.5 million in 19
to the National ation of Real
Estate License Law i fficials.

Most real estate rms are relative-
ly small; indeed, me brokers oper-
ate a one-person business. Some
large firms have several hundred real,
estate agents operating out of many
branch offices. Most sales workers,
however, work in firms with no more
than 5 to ID other agents. A growing
numbef df brokers, currently about 1
in 5, have entered into franchise
agreements with national or regional
real estate organizations. Under this
type of arrangement, similar to many
fast-food restaurant operations, the
broker pays a fee in exchange for the
privilege of using the more widely
knoWn name of the parent organiza-
lion. Although franchised brokers of-
ten receive help in training salespeo-
ple and in running their offices, they
bear the ultimate responsibility for
the success or failure of the fiim.

Real estate is sold in all areas, but
employment is concentrated in large
urban areas and in smaller but rapid-
ly growing communities.

sell.
ordi g

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Real estate agents and brokers
must be licensed in every State and in
the District of Columbia. All Stat
require ?prospective agents to be
high school graduate, be at least 8
years old, and pass a written test. The
examinationmore comprehensive
for brokers than for agentsincludes
questions on basic real estate trans-
actions and on laws affecting he sale
of property. Most States require can-
didates for the general sales license
to complete 30 hours of classroom
instruction and those seeking the
broker's license to complete 90
hours of formal training in addition
to a specified amount of experience
in selling real estate (generally I to 3
years). Some States waive the experi-
ence requirements for the broker's
license for applicants who have a
bachelor's degree in real estate. State
licenses, usually can be renewed an-
nually without reexamination.

As real estate transactions have .
become more complexmany of the
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Most real estate sales' iforkeers work- for small establishments.

large firms have turned, to college
'graduates to fill sales positions. A
large number' of agents have some
college training and the number of
college graduates selling, real estate
has risen substantially in recent
years. tiowever, personality traits are
fully as important as academic back-
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ground. Brokers look for applicants
who possess such characteristics as a
pleasant persdnality, honesty, and a
neat appearance. Maturity, tact, and
enthusiasm for the job are required
in order to motivate prospective cus-
tomers in Orit keenly competitive
field. Agents'also should have a good

memory for names and faces and
business details such as taces, zoning .

regulations, and local land-use laws.
Young men and women. interested

in beginning jobs as real estate agents °.

often .apply in their own communi-
ties, where their knowledge of local
neighborhoods is a advantage.- The

..beginner usually learns the practical
aspects of thijob under the direction.
of an experienced agent.

Many firms offer 'formal training -
programs for both beginners arid.ex.
perienced agents: About 360 univOr;-
Slues, colleges, and junior colleges
o er coupes- in real estate. At some,
a stu_tent can earn an associate's or 1

bachelor's degree with a major M-
iesl estate; several offer advanced'
degrees. Many local real 'estate
boards that are meintert of the Na.:
tional Association of. Realtors spo*.
sor course. covering the fundiunen7
Oils and legal aspects of the field:
Advancedcourses 'in appraisal, morV.;
gage financing, and property devei-
.opment and management also are
available through various National
Association affiliates..

Trained, and experienced agentt
can advance in many large firms to
sales or general 'manager.- fersont
who have received their broker's li-
cense, may open their own offices.
Training and experience in estimat-
ing property value can lead to work
as a raid estate,appraiier, and people
familiar with operating'and maintain
ing rental properties may specialize
in property management. Those who
gain general "experience in real es-
tate, and a thorough knowledge of
business conditions and property vaP,
ues in their localities, may enter
Mortgage financing or real estate
counseling.

Employment Outlook
Employment. of real estate agents

and brokers is expected to rise faster
than the average for all occupation's
in order to satisfy a growing .demand :

for housing and other properties.. In .

addition to opportunities that result
from this growth, many openings will
Occur each, year as workers 'die, re-

. tire, or leave 'for other reasons. Re-
placement needs' are high becave a'
.relatively 'large numbcof people.
transfer to other work after a short
time selling real estate.
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The favorable outlook for employ-
ment in this field will stem primarily
from increased demand for home
purchases and rental ugits. Shifts in
the age disbibution of the population
over the next decade WM result in a
larger number of young adults with
careers and family responsibilities.
This is the most geographically mo-
bile group in ours society and the one
that traditionally makes the bulk of
home purchases. As their incomes
rise, these families also can be ex-
pected to purchase larger homes and
vacation properties. During periods
of declining economic activity and
tight credit, the volume of sales and
the resulting demand for saleswork-
ers may decline. During these peri)
ods, the number of persons seeking
sales positions may outnumber open-
ings. Over the long run, however, the
outlook for salespeople is excellent.

Many job opportunities should oc-
cur for both college graduates and
mature workers transferring from
other kinds of saleswork. This field
will remain, highly competitive and
prospects will be best for well-
trained, ambitious peopq who enjoy
selling. The proportion of part-time
real estate agents has declined in re-
cent years as breakers have demanded
greater skill and professionalism
from those selling real estate. This
decline is expected to continue as
agents need more specialized knowl-
edge to handle real estate transac-
tions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

CommissionSn sales are the main'
source of earningsvery 'few real
estate agents wok for a salary. The
rate of commissikm varies according
to the type of propFity arid,its value;
the percentage paid on the sale of
farm and commercial .properties or
unimproved land usually is higher
than that paid for selling a home.

...Commissions may be divided
among several agents -in a real estate
firm. The person who obtains the
listing often receives a part when the

"property is. sold; the broker who
makes the sale either gets the rest of
the commission or shares it with the

Agent who handles the transaction.
'Although an agent's' share varies

greatly from one firm to another,

often it is about half of the total
amount received by the firm. 4

Earnings of full-time real estile
agents averaged about $13,700 a.
year in 1976, according to estimates
based on a survey conduct by the
National Association of Realtors;
agents working fewer than 30 hours a
week averaged $3,400. Many experi-
enced real estate agents earn
$40,000 a year or more. According
to the same survey estimates, real es-
tate brokers earned about $27,000 a
year in 1976. Full-time agents earn
one and one-half times as much and
brokers earn nearly three times as
much as average earnings or all non-
supervisory workers in private indus-
try, except farming.

Income usually increases as an
agent gains experience, but individ-
ual ability, economic conditions: and
the type and location of the property
also affect earnings. Sales workers
who are active in community organi-
zations and local real estate boards
can broaden their Icontacts and in-
crease their earnings., A beginner's
earnings of en are irregular because
a few week or even months may go
by without a sale. Although some
brokers allow an agent a drawing ac-
count against future earnings, this
practice is not usual with new em-
ployees. The beginner, therefore,
should have enough money to live on
until commissions increase.

Brokers provide office space, but
agents 'gen rally furnish their own
autouiobl 'Aents and litokers of-

''-teri work itl_ft,evenin and during. gs., ..
weekelids-iwsuit the convenience Iff
customers. 'Some firms; especially
the large ones, furnish group life,
health, and accident insurance.

Sources of Additional
I nIformalon -

Details on licensingequirements
for real estate agents and brokers are
available fforn most local real estate
organizations or from the real estate
commission or board located in each
State capital. Many States can fur-
nish manuals helpful to applicants
whO are preparing for the required
written examinations.

. For more information about op-
portunities in real estate work, as
well.as a list of colleges and universi-
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ties offering courses in this field, con-
tact:
National Association of Realtors, 430 N.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60611.

RETAIL TRADE SALES
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 260. thrdugh 290.$77)

Nature of the Work

'The success of any retail business
depends largely on its sales workers.
Courteous and efficient service from
'behind the counter or on the sales
floor does much to satisfy customers
and build a store's reputation. Even
though contact with customers is a
part of all sales jobs, the duties, skills,
and responsibilities of sales workers .
are different as the kinds of mer-
char Ise they sell.

In selling items such as furniture,
electrical appliances, or clothing, the
sales Worker's primary job is to Cre-
ate an interest in the merchandise.
The sales worker may answer ques-
tions about the construction .of an
article, demonstrate its use, and show
various models and colors. In some
stores, special knowledge or skills
may be needed to sell the merchan-,
dise. In a pet shop, for examp e,
sales worker should know about the
care and feeding of animals.People4._
who sell standardised' articles, such
armany items in hardware and drug-
stores, often do little more than take
payments and wrap customers' pur-
chases. (In 'supermarkets and some. .
drugstores, cashiers wrap or bag purl
chases, receive payments, and make
change. See statement elsewhere in.
the Handbook on cashiers.) ,

In addition' to selling, most retail
sales, workers make out sales or
charge slips, receive cal, payments,
and give change and receipts. They
also handle returns and exchanges of

__merchandise and keep their work
areas neat. In small stores, they may
help order . merchandise, stock
shelves or racks, mark price tags,
take inventory, and prepare displays.
(Route drivers, who sell bread, milk,
and other products directly to cus-
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Th.vuccsssof any retail business depends largely on Its sales workers..

tourers on a regular route, are dis-
closed elsewhere in the Handbook.).

Places of Employment

In 1976, more than 2.7 million
sales workers were employed in retail
businesses. They worked in stores
ranging from the small drug or gro-
cery store employing one part-time
sales clerk to the giant department
store that has hundreds of sales
workers. They also worked for door-
to:doorlsales companies and mail-or-
der houses. The largest employers of
retail trade sales workers are depart-
ment stores. and those selling general
iperchandise, apparel and accesso-
nes, and food. 2.

Although sales jobs are found in
almost every community, most sales
workers are employed in largefiities
and nearby suburban areas.

. Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Employers generally prefer high
school graduates for sales jobs.
Those without a high school diploma
can also find jobs, although the work
permit requirement complicates the
process for those under '18 years of
age.

Thousands of high schools across
the country have distributive educa-

tion programs. -Generally consisting
of a cooperative arrangement be-
tween school and business communi-
ty, these piograms allow students to
work part time at local stores while
taking courses in merchandising, ac-
counting, amrother aspects of retail-
ing. The experience and education
gained can improve one's prospects
for permanent employment.

Many distributive education pro-
grams cater to adult and continuing
education. In addition, one federally
funded project called "70,001" fo-
cuses on the needs of disadvantaged
youth and high school dropouts. Op-
erating out of school districts and
colleges across the Najion, "70,001"
combines full-time ertiployment with
part-time instruction after hours.

Many high school and colleges
have a chapter of Distributive Educa-

lubs .of America 4pECAJ, a
organization dedicated to the

distributive education and
.ship. DECA members

tion
servi
goals
good citi
students and facultyrun their local
chapter, elect officers, and'plan and
participate in activitiestbn the local,
State, and national levels.

Persons interested in sales jobs
should apply to the personnel offices
of large stores, where they are
likely to be interviewed and, in some

en an aptitude test. Ern-cases, gi
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ployers prefer those who enjoy work-
ing with people and have the tact to
deal. with different personalities.
Among other desirable. characteris-

..tics'are an interest in sales works a
pleasant personality, a neat appear-

, ance, and the ability to communicate
clearly. Prospective sales workers
should algo be willing to stand, for.
long periods.'

,In ',Many small stores, an ,experi-
enced-employee or the proprietor in-
structs newly hired sales,persoimel in
making out sales slips and operating
the cash register. fi larger stores,
'training programs are likely to be
more formal and t& include speCial-
ized training in -Selling certain prod-
ucts.

Inexperienced sales workers in de-
partment stores typically begin in
housewares, notions, and other de-
partments where a customer needs
little assistance, As they gain experi-
ence and seniority, they move to po-

fsitions of greater responsibility. Sell-
ing "big ticket" itemslarge
appliances, furniture, rugs, and the ,
like-,-usually requires the most
knowledgibof the product and the
greatest talent for persuasion. In
these departments one finds the most
experienced-,-and the highest paid
sales workers.

Retail selling remains one of the
few fill& in which able employees

may advance to executive jobs re-
gardless of educational background:
:Although large retail businesses gen-
erally hire college graduates as man-
agement trainees,'this is not the only
way to move into jobs at the manage-
ment level. Some sales workers are
promojed to jobs 'as buyer, depart-
ment managers, or store managers.
Others% particularly in large stores,
may advance to administra0e work
In areastsuch as personnel or adver.
tising. Opportunities for advance-
merit are limited in small stores
where one person, often the owner,
does most managerial .work. Retail
Selling experience may be an asset in
qualifying for sales work with whole,
salers or manufacturers.

EmplOyment Ougook

Retail trade selling will continue to
be an excellent source of job oppor,
tunnies for high school .graduates \
even though employment is expected :

..
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to increase more slovilY than the av-
erage for all occupations through the
mid-1980's. In addition to full-time
jobs, there will be many opportuni-
ties for part-time workers, as well'as

ifox..-Wmporaty workers during peak
selling periods such as the Christmas
season. PrOgpects are expected to be
good because retail selling is a large

, occupation and turnover is high:
Most openings will 'Occur as experi-

.., ence4fuji-..andpart-tiMe sales work-
enri- -d,,;---,..:..I. '0'

.: Irls-',..e. -7,- -.velum and- - longer
,s We need for,

, ,*,., vt. . es erOPloyment will--:
_. hr.'s', t

1 'slowly than the vol-
u ,f,":1- is'; owevqr, as self-ser-,;1.'-tvi

,.. ,,e - the rule in Most
ffoods a.; ....

3 1, c' ended to drug, va-
riety,-94 ''' kinds of stoles. At
the!sam strie,- rising income levels

. may in e ",the deland for "big
ticket" nne, such as television sets,
that r qpiree the 'sales worker to
spend. good deal ortinne 4ith each
custom

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1977, the starting wage for most
r retail sales positions not covered by

union contracts was the Federal
minimum wage, $2.30 an hour. Ex-
empted were employees of chain
firms or independent stores doing
less than $21Q,000 worth of business
per year. In stores where it applies,
the minimum wage covert part -time
and temporary as well as full-time
employees.

Stores in -major cities usually are
covered by union contracts Most
agreements provide for a profressive
pay scale based upon experience and
length of employment. Straight
hourly wages ranged from $2.30 for a
beginning full-time clerk to $4.37 for
an experienced full -time clerk in
1977.

In addition to their salary, some
sales workers receive commissions
that is, a percentage of the sales they
make. Still others are paid a straight
commission alone. Those paid only
by commission may find their earn-
ings greatly affected by ups and
downs in the economy. Earnings are
likely to be highest in jobs that re=
quire special skill in dealing with cus-
tomers or technical knowledge of the

merchandise sold. Among the high-
est paid are people who sell automo-

pliancet, and furni-
average, retail trade

sales workers earn about as' much as
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
dustry, exceptfarming.

biles; .hajor
ture. On t

Sales workers in many retail stores
may buy merchandise at a discount,
often from 10 to 25 percent below
regular prices. This privilege some-
times is extended to the employee's
family. Some stores, especially the
large ones, pay all or part of the cost
of such employee benefits as life in-
surance, health insurance, and a pen-
sion.

Many full-time sales workers haye
a 5-day, 40 flour week, although in
some stores the standard workweek
is longer. Because Saturday is a busy
day in retailing, employees usually
work that day and have_a weekday
off. Longer than normal hours may
be scheduled before Christmas and
during other peak periods, and em-
ployees who work overtime receive
additional pay or an equal amount of
time off during slack periods. Some,
especially those employed by stores
in suburban shopping centers, regu-
larly work one evening or more a
week.

Part-time sales workers generally
work during the store's peak hours of
businessdaytime rush hours, eve-
nings, and weekends.

Sales workers in retail trade usual-
ly work in clean, well-lighted places,
and many stores are air-conditioned.
Some jobs, however, require work
outside the store. A kitchen equip-
ment sales worker may visitprospec-
tive customers at-their homes, -for ex-
ample, to help them plan
renovations, and a used-car sales
worker may spend much time at an
outdoor lot.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about careers in retail
sales is available from:
The National Retail Merchants Association.

100 W. 31st St- New York, N.Y. 10001.

',Additional information on careers
in retailing may be obtained from the
personnel offices of local stores;
from State merchants' associations;
or from local unions of the Retail
Clerks "InternatiOnal Association.
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Information on distributive educa-
tion programs may be obtained from
your State employment service or by
writing to:
United States Office of Education. Division of

Vocational/Technical Education, rash-
ington. D.C. 20202.

For information about a "70,001'r'
program in your area,. write:
-70,001" Limited, Robscott Building. 151

Chestnut Hill Rd.. Newark, Del. 19711.

ROUTE DRIVERS

(D.O.T., 292.358)

Nature.of the Work

Many industries sell their goods
and services through the route driv-
ers, who deliver their- products. In
fact, these workers sometimes are
known as driver-sales workers or
route-sales workers. Through their
selling ability, route drivers increase
sales to .existing customers and gain
additional business by finding new
customers within their territories.
Also, because route drivers are the
customer's contad.t, with the compa-
ny, their reaction to complaints and
requestrfor special service can make
the difference between getting a larg-
er order or losing a customer.
F Routedrivers' duties vary accord-
ing to thefindustty in which they are
employed, whether they have aftetail
or wholesale route, and the policies
of their particular company. But, the
following specific examples provide a
general picture of the job:

On a typical day, drycleaning route
drivers begin by picking up cleaned
garments at the processing plant.
Usually they load their own trucks,
carefully arranging the racks of
clothes, draperies, and other items in
the order in which they will be deliv-
ered. As they make their deliveries,
they also pick up iteqls customers
Want cleaned. Drivers tag these items
so that they can be returned to the '

right owner. Sometimes, they note
the type of stains to be removed or
special processes, such as water-
proofing, that customers may ,re-
quest. After delivering the dean gar-
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menu, drivers give each customer an
itemized bill and collect the money
due. Periodically, they stop at homes
along their routes to try to sell their
company's services.

Many laundries rent linens, towels,
work clothes, and other items to
businesses. Laundry route drivers
service these establishments on a
regular basis, replacing soiled items
with freshly laundered ones. These
route drivers keep a record of what
they provide and-must make certain
that stock rented oilkis eventually
returned. 6ithough they sometimes
solicit nev-itisiness from the smaller
establishments intheir territory, the
larger ones are contacted by other
sales workers in their company.

Wholesale bakery route drivers de-
liver bread, cakes, rolls, and other
baked goods to grocery stores. Be-
fore starting on their routes, they
check to see whether the proper vari-
ety and quantity of products have
been loaded. Depending on how
many items each store. stocks, a driv-
er may visit from 10 to 50. grocery
stores each day. At each stop along
the route, drivers, carry the orders of
bread and other baked goods into the
store and arrange them on the dis-
play racks. Together with the store
owner or manager, bakery route
drivers chec the merchandise deliv-
ered and prepare a bill. They also
credit the store for the value of the
stale items left over from the previ-
ous delivery.

Bakery route drivers pay close at
tention to the items that are selling
well or sitting on the shelves so that
they can estimati the amount and
v riety of baked goods that will be

Id by the grocery stores. This helps
the bakery plan its nightly produc-
tion. From time to time, the drivers
visit grocers,along the route who-2re
not customers and try to,get orders
from them.

Vail/ling machine route drivers
make eeertain that the machines in
factories, schools, and other

on their routes are stocked with
merchandise and are in good*Work-
ing order. At each location, they
check the items remaining in the ma-
chines and remove the money that
has been deposited in the cash boxes.
Drivers also check each vending ma-
chine to see that merchandise and

change are dispensed properly, and
make minor adjustments to machines
that .are broken. In addition, they
clean machines and replace stock.
Route drivers keep records of the
merchandise they place in each ma-
chine and the money they remove.
They may try to find new locations
for vending machines- by -visiting
stores, factories, and other business-

is along their routes.

Places of EinploYmersf

About 200,000 route drivers
worked for a wide variety of busi-
nesses in 1976. Most were employed.
in laundries, dairies, bakeries, and
firms that distribute food andbever-
ages. BedaUse these are located in
small towns as well as in large cities,
route driver jobs elt in all pdrts of
the country:

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Route drivers Mitt be good driv-
ers, and they also must be able to sell.

5To get people to buy, they must
know their product! or service thor-
oUghly and be able to ccnivince oth-
ers to give them a try. Other impor-
tant sales qualifications are a
pleasant voice, an ability to speak

and a Theywell, an neat appearance. ey
also need self-confidence, initiative,
and tact. -

Route drivers must be able to work
without direct supervision, do simple
arithmetic, and write legibly. In most
States, a route driver is required-to
have a chauffeur's license, which is a
commercial driving permit. Informa-
tion on this li,cense can be obtained
from State motor vehicle depart-
ments. Route drivers who handle a
great deal of money may have to be
bonded.

Most employers prefer their route
drivers to be _high school graduates':
A good driving record is iMportant.

'Most companies give their new
employees on-the-job training which
varies in length and thoroughness.
Many large companies also *we
classes in sales techniques.

School-and-work programs in re-
tail and wholesale merchandising are
helpful to a person itiierested in gn-
tering this occupation. High school
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courses in sales techniques, public
speaking, driver training, bookkeep-
ing, and business aramfalso are

expert ncehelpful. Valuable expert can be
gained by working as a salgs clerk in
a store or by takeing some other type
of selling job.

e 'people enter this occupation
as wripute driver helpers (D.O.T.
292.887). Helpers assist drivers with
loading and unloading the truck and
may relieve them of some of the
driving. When openings occur, help-
ers may be promoted to drivers. The
dairy and vending machine Indus-
tries, however, generally do not em-
ploy helpers.

supervisor, but th se
Route drivers May be prometto

route or sales supe
jObs are relatively scarce. Advanoc -
mutt usually is limited to moving
from a retail to a wholesale route,
where earnings generally are higher.
However, some drivers obtain better
paying sales jobs as a result of their

. experience in route selling.

Employment Outlook`

The total number of route drivers
is expected to change little through
the mid-1980's. Some openings for
new workers will arise, however, as
experienced route drivers transfer to
other fields of work, retire, or die.
Applicants with sales experience and
good driving records have the best
chance of being:hired. ,

Most job opportunities will be in
wholesale routes. Since most route
driver jobs currently are in wholesale
routes, openings due to turnover will
be higher on these routes than in
retail ones. In addition, employment
of retail route drivers is expected to
continue to decline, further limiting
opportunities.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

.

Most route drivers receivea min(
Mum salary plus a percent of the
sales they make. Thus, earnings are
strongly affected by an irldividual's
selling ability, initiative, and the rela-
tionship he or she establishes with
customers. Wholesale route drivers
who make deliveries to stores usually .
earn more than those who make de-
liveries to homes."
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Retail route drivers in 4e dairy
industry. employed in large cities had
estimated weekly earnings, including
commissions, of $268 in 1§76. Those
on wholesale routes ed $320 per
week. Route drivers in e baking

° and beverage industries re paid
weekly wages averaging $1'80 plus
commissions, according to informa-
tion from a limited number of union
contracts.

The number of hours worked by
route drivers varies. Some work only
about 30 hours a week; others may
work 60 hours or more depending
upon whether they have well-estab-
lished routes or are trying to build up
new ones, and how ambitious they

e -number- of hours worked
may limited by a union ntract,
altho gh" many contracts m ely
specify the earliest hour that wo
may begin an4 the latest quittin
time. The hours also may vary with

' the season. During the spring-clean-
ing season, for-example, drycleaning
route drivers may work about
hours a week, but in winter they may
work less than 30 hours.

Many companies require route
drivers to wear unifornis. Some em-
ployers pay for the uniforms and for
keeping them clean. For many route

_drivers, the fact that they do not
work under close supervision is an
attractive part of the job. Within cer-
tain broad limits, they decide how
rapidl they will work and where and
whe they will have a lunch or rest
pen . A less desirable characteris-

that route drivers have to make
deliveries in bad weather and do a
great deal of lifting, carrying, and
walking. They also may have to work
unusual hours. For example, drivers

-"who have retail milk routes generally
start to work very early in the morn-

,
ing. -=

Many route drivers, particularly
those who deliver bakery and dairy
products, are member of the Inter-.

(national; Brotherhood .of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and
Helpers of America. Some belong to
the unions which represent the plant-
workers of their employers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For details on route driver employ-
ment - opportunities, -contact local

employers, such as bakeries, laundry
and linen supply companies, and
vending machine companies, or the
local office okthe State employment
service. la

s, 2_

SECURIfIES SALES
WORKERS

(D.O.T.)1.258)

Nature of the Work

When investors want to buy or sell
stocks, bonds, or shares in muttial
funds; they call on securitieNsales
workers 'to put the "market machin-
ery" into operation. Both the individ-
ualwho invests a few hundred dollars
and the large institution with milliOns
'to invest need such services. Often
these workers are called registered
representatives, account executives, or
customers' brokers.

In initiating "buy" or "sell" trans-
actions, securities sales workers relay
orders through their firms' offices to
the floor of a securities exchange.
When the security is traded in the
over-the-counter market instead,
they send the ordeg to the firm's trad-
ing department. In either case, the
salestworker prometly notifies, the

fli
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customer of the completed transac-
tion and the final price.

Inaddition, they provide'many re-
lated\services for their customers.
They may explain to ,new investors
the meaning of stock market terms
and trading practices; offer the client-'
complete financial counseling; devise
an individual financial portfolio in-
cluding securities, life insurance, and
other investments firr the customer;
and advise on the purchase or sale of
a particular security. Some individ-
uals may prefer long-term invest-.
ments designed for eith r capital
growth or income over he years;
others might want to inv t in short-
term securities that hopefully will
rise in price quickly. Securities sales
workers furnish information about
the advantages and disadvantages of
each type.pf investment based on
each person's objectives. They also,
supply the latest stock and bond quo-
tations on any security in which the
intyestor is interested, as well as infor-
Mtion on the activities and financial
positions of the corporations these
securities represent.

Securities sales workers may serve
all types of customers or they may
specialize in one type only, such as
institutional investors. They also may
specialize in handling only certain
kinds of securities suCh as mutual
funds Some handle thesale oc "new

Beginning securities safes workers spend much of theiriime searching for customers.
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issues," such as corporation 'securi-
ties issued for plant expansion funds.

Beginning securities sales workers
rSpend much of their time searching
for customers. Once they have estab-
lished a clientele, however, they put
more effort into servicing existing ago
counts and lesi into seeking new
ones.

Rice* of Employment

Aboult,000 persons-sold securi-
ties full time in 1976: It is estimated
that an additional 100,000 persons
sold securities less than full time.
These include partners and branch
office managers in securities firms,
insurance agents and brokers offer-;ing securities to their-slistothers, and
part -time _mutual fund representa-
tives.
'Securities es workers are em-

ployed by bro erage firms, invest-
ment bankers, and mutual funds in
all parts of the country. Many of
these firms are very small. Most sales
workers, however, work for a small
number of large firms with main of-
fices in big cities (especially in New
York ) or the approximately 6,000
branch offices in other areas.

Training, Othet Oualificatiops,
and Advancement

Because a securities sales worker
must be well informed about eco-
nomic conditions and trends, a col-
lege education is increasingly impor-
tant, especially in. the larger
securities firms. This is not true, how-

N. ever, for part-time work selling mu-
tual funds. Although employers sel-
dom require specialized training,

urses in business administration,
comics, and finance are helpful.

Al t all. States require persons
who sell securities id/ be licensed.
State licensing requirements may in-
clude passing an examination and
furnishing a personal bond. In addi-
tion, sales workers usually must re -

.t'"'" ,'-4Iff,as representatives of their flC.: ,
4cording to reedations of the secu-,
rities exchanges where they do busi-
ness- or the National Assaciatibn of.
Securities Dealers, Inc. (NASD).

'Before beginners can qualify as regis-
tered representatives, they must pass
the 'Securities and Exchange Com-
Mission's General Securities Exami-

ec

nation, or examinations prepared by
the exchanges or the NASD. These
tests measure the prospective repre-
sentative's knowledge of the securi-
ties business. Character investiga-
tions also are -required. Before
securing sales workers can sell in-
surance, diey must be licensed by the
State in which they live. r . ,

Most employers provide training
to help sales workers meet the re-
quirements for registration.. In mem-
ber firms of all major exchanges the
training period is at least 4 months.
Trainees in large firms may receive
classroom instruction in security
analysis and effective speaking, take
courses offered by schools 91 busi-
ness and other institutions-trid asso-
ciations, and undergo a period of on-
the-jobqraining. In small firms, and
in mutat funds and insurance com-
panies, training programs may be
brief and. informal. Beginners read
assigned materials and watch other
sales workers transact business.

Many employers consider person-
ality traits as important as academic
training. Employers seek applicants
who are well groomed, able to moti-
vate people, and ambitious. Because
maturity and the ability to work in-
dependently also are important, a
growing number of employers prefer
to hire those who have achieved suc-
cess in other jobs. Successful sales or
managerial experience is very helpful
to an applicant_

The principal form of advance-
ment for securities salts workers is
an increase in the number and the
size of the accounts they handle. Al-
though beginners usually service the
accounts of individual investors,
eventually they may handle very
large accounts such as those of banks
and pension funds. Some eXperi-
enced sales workers advance,to posi-
tions as branch office managers, who
supervise the work of other sales
workers while executing "buy" and
"sell" orders for their own custom-
ers. A few representatives may be-
come partners in their firing or do
administrative work.

Employment Outlook

The number.. of securities sales
workers is expected to grow about as
fast as the average for all occupations
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through the mid-1980's as invest-
ment in securities .continues to in-
crease. In addition .to jobs resulting
from growth, several thousand sales
workers will be needed annually to
replace those who die, retire, or
transfer to other jobs. Replacement

-needs are relatively large, due to the
competitivemnature of the occupa-
tion. Many ales workers leave their'
jobs each year: because they are un-
able to establish a successful clien-
tele.
. Employment of securities sales
workers is expected to expand as
economic growth and rising personal
incomes increase the funds available
for investment. Growth in the num-
ber of institutional investors will be
particularly strong as more people
purchase insurance; participate in
pension.plans; and contribute to the
endowment funds, of colleges and
other nonprofit institutions. In addi-
tion, more workers will be needed to
sell securities issued by new and ex-
padding corporations and by State
and local governments financing
public improvements.

The demand for securities sales
workers fluctuates as the economy
expands and contracts. Thus, in an
econorin\ic downturn, the number of
persons seeking jobs may exceed the
number of openingssometimes by
a great deal. Over the long run, how-
ever, job opportunities for securities
sales workers are expected to be fa-
vorable. During severe slumps
market activity, job prospects and in-
Come stability will be greater for
sales workers who- are, qualified to
provide their clients with complete
financial services than for those who
rely strictly on commissions from
stock transactions. /

Mature individuals with successful
work experience should find many
job opportunities. Demand will be
svongest for well-rounded persons
who are willing to learn all aspects of
-the securities buAiness. Those seek-

rk will be limited to
in mutual funds.

'ing part-time
styre

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Trainees usually are paid a salary
until they meet licensing and regis-
tration requirements.- After registra-
tion, a few firms continue to pay a



salary until the new representative's,
commissions increase to a stated
amount. The salaries paid during
training usually range from $650 to
$850 a month; those working for
large securities firing may receive
higher salaries.

Aftry candidates are licensed and
registered, thtr earnings depend on
commissions From the sale or pur-
chase of stocks and bonds, life insur-
ance, or other securities for custom--
ers. Commission earnings are likely
to be high when there is much buying
and selling, and lower when there is a
slump in market activity. Most firms
provide sales workers with a steady
income by (paying a "draw against
commission"that is, a minimum
salary based on the .commissions
which they can be expected to earn.
A few firms pay sales workers only
salary and bonuses that usually are
determined by e volume of compa-
ny business.

Earnings of full- experienced
securities sales workers o service
individual investors average bout
$25,000 a year in 1976; accordi to
the limited data available. Those -ho
service institutional accounts earned
about $44,000. Full-time securities
sales workers earn about three times
as trwch as average earnings for non-
supervisory Workers in private indus-
try, except farming.

Securities sales workers' usually
work in offices where, there is much4
activity. In large offices, for exam-
ple, rows of sales workers sit at desks
in front of "quote boards" thatitork
tinually flash information on the
prices of securities transactions. Al-
though established sales workers usu-
ally work the same hours as others in
the business community, beginners

41 who are seeking customers may work
longer. Some sales workers accom-
modate customers by meeting with
them in the evenings or on weekends.

'St:wives of Additional
Information

Further information concerning a
career as a securities sales worker is
available from:
Securities Industry;AssociatiOn, 20 Broad St.,

New York, N.Y. 10005. (There is a SI
charge for this material.)

(

Career information also may be
obtained from the ,Personnel depart-
ment of individual' curities firms.

TRAVEL AGENTS

(D.O.T. 242.368)

Nature of the Work

Making travel arrangements can
be frustrating and Lime consuming.
Many travelers, therefore, seek the
assistance of travel agentgspecial-
ists who have the informatipn and
ability to make the best boside trav-
el arrangements, considering the
tastes, budgets, and demands of the
customer.

Consider the contrast between a
corporate executive planning a busi-
ness trip and a family of four on a
restricted budget, both wanting to
visit the Virgin Islands. The execu-
tive might want first-class air trans-
portation, a luxurious suite upon ar-
rival, and tile use of a limousine. The
agent would make the proper ar-
rangements, sand perhaps send the

en anbill to the executive's c py. On
the ther hand, the jfavel agent
w Id advise the farnily about less
e nsive, summer rates anif special
it fares. The agent would discuss the

wide range of hotel costs and facili-
ties and would try to arrange the
most economical trip for that par-
ticular family. The agent would also
nform the family of the island's cli-

ate, arrange fora car rental or es-
corted sightseeing excursions, and
suggest local tourist attractions, as
well as places to dine. For interna-
tional travel, the agent would provide
both the family and the executive
with information on customs regula-
tions, required papers (passports, vi-
sas, and certificates of vaccination)
and the most recent currency ex-
change rates.

In making such arrangements,
travel agents consult fare schedules
published by regulatory bodies, such

Civil Aeronautics Board and
th International Air Transport Asso-

-1-,..-elation. They also, refbr to guides and
fact sheets for hotel ratings and other'''
tourist information. Many travel
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a.
agents base recommendations on
their own travel experience.-

Travel agents in business for them-
selves also must do considerable pro-
mtational work. They may give slide
or lie presentations to social and
spe interest groups, arrange ad-
vertising displays, and meet with
business managers to suggest compa-
ny-sponsored trips.

t--/ Places of Employment-
In 1976, about 15,000 persons in

over 6,000 independent agencies
worked as travel agents throughout
the United Stites.'

Though travel agents work in ev-
ery part of the country, theyfre con-
centrated in thajor populatuoin-
ters, where the best buSiness

"Spportunities ;exist. About one-half

pall travel agencies are located in
large cities; one-third in suburban
areas, and one-fifth in small towns
and rural areas.

Roughly one-fourth of all travel
agents are self-employed. Generally,
these persons gainedtexperience and
recognition-by working in an estab-
lished travel agency before going into
business for themselves. (C..

Training, Otherlauralifications,

41111.

and Advancement
Students can prepare for careers as

travel agents by working part time or
during summers as reservation clerks
or receptionists in travel agencies. As
they become more experienced, they
may enter either a formal or informal
training program given by the
agency, take on gre'ater responsibil-
ities; and eventually assume the full
workload of a travel agent. Experi-
ence as an airline ticket clerk.alsoAs
a good background for a travel agent.

Several home-study courses pro-
vide a basic understanding of the
travel industry. An advanced course,
leading to the designation of Certi-
fied Travel Counselor, is offered by
the Institute of Certified Travel
Agents to foster professionalism in'
the travel industry. This courseii of-
fered only to experienced travel
agents.

Although few' college courses re-
late directly to the travel industry, a
college education is sometimes pre-
ferred by employers. A student pre,
paring for a career as a travel agent
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Broad travel experience Is an Important qualification for travel agents.

should study geography, foreign lan-
guages, and history. Accounting and
business management would also be
important for those anticipating
Starting their own travel agencies.

Broad travel experience is another
important qualification for a career
as a travel agent. The ability to speak
of personal experiences frequently
helps to influence customers' travel
plans.

As a sales representative, the trav-
el agent must h e a pleasant person.
ality and much patience.' Agents of-
ten must demonstrate their efficiency
and responsibility to hard-to-please
customers.

Travef agents who anticipate start-
ing their own agencies must gain fort--
mal conference approval before they
can receive commissions. Conferenc-
es are simply organizations of air-
lines, shiplines or rail lines; the Inter-
national Air Transport Association,
for example, is the conference of in-
ternational airlines. To gain confer,
enee approval, the owner of an agen-
cy must show that the agency is in
operation and financially sound. In
addition, She agency must generally
employ at least one experienced trav-
el agent who can arrange foreign and
domestic travel, as well asrhotel, re-
-sort, and sightseeing accommoda-
tions.

Since conference -approval can
take up to a year or more to obtain,
most self - employed agents make very
little profit in their first year. Their
income generally is limited to com-
missions from hotels and tour opera..

tors and to the nominal fees that they
may charge for making complicated
arrangements. For those considering
starting their own agency, the Ameri-
can Sodiety of Travel Agents sug-
gests a minimum of $20,000 in work-
ing capital, or enough to carry the
agency through a profitless first year.

Currently, there are no Federal
licensing requirements for travel
agents. However, because of pending
legislation, the licensing of travel
agents may become required by sev-
eral States in the near future.

Employment Outlook

Although the,travel industry is ex-
pected to expand ,rapidly, competi-
tion for openings in travel agencies is
expected to be keen through the mid-
1980's. Even now, the number of
people seeking work as travel agents
is much greater than the number of
jobs available. Mdreover, since the
industry generally is very sensitive to
the fluctuations of the economy, op-
portunites at any given time depend;,
heavily upon whether or not people
can''afford to travel. For example,:
travel spending decreased signifi-
cantly during the 1973-74 Arab DV
embargo, when the price of gasoline
increased rapidly.

Despite economic fluctuations,
spending on travel is expected to
increase, significantly throug4.....the
mid - 1980's. . 'Rapidly increasing
&ravel-related expenditures (mainly
for air transportation and lodging)
reflect Americans' rising incomes
and increasing emphasis on leisure
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time activities. More people are ex-
-pected to traveland do so more fre---s
quentlythan in the past, and more
travel agents will be needed to han-
dle this extra business.

Travel- should increase because
earlier retirement and longer vacs
tions give people more free time. The
use of larger, more efficient planes,
especially for trips to other countries,
hasbrought air transportation within
the budget of many Americans. By
chartering an airplane and booking a
large number of rooms at its destina-
tion, a group can same substantially
over the cost of individual arrange-
ments. Group tours, therefore, have
made international travel possible for
many who otherwise could not afford
it.

In addition, the United 'States hosts
more and more foreign visitors each
year. American travel agents often
organize .tours for these visitors.

Earnings and Woritisng
ConditIontit-

harninks of travel agents who own
their own agencies depend mainly
upon commissions received from air-
lines and othe; carriers, tour opera-
tors, and lodging places. Commis-
sions for domestic travel
arrangements range from 5 to 10 per-
cent; for cruises, about 10 percent;
for hotels, sightseeing tours,, and car
rentals, 10 percent; and for interna-
tional travel, about 7 pertent. When
travel agents arrange individual plans
that require several connections and
lodging reservations, they generally
charge the customer a service fee to
cover the time and expe se involved.
in making the arming ents._ For
many services, however, commis7
sions constitute the agent's only com-

ensation.
During the first yer or two, while

awaiting conference approval and
the payment of commissions, self-
employed travel agents generally

shave very low earnings. Even estab-
lished agents experience less profit-
able years during periods of econom-
ic downturn.

Experience, sales ability, and the
size of the agency determine the sal-
ary of an employee in a travel agen-
cy. Salar es of travel agents generally
range from $9,000 to $14,000 a
year in 1976. Salaried agents usually
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have standard fringe benefitspen-
sion plans, insurance coverage, paid
vacationsthat self-employed agents
niust provide for themselves.

Travel agents frequently travel at
substantially reduced rates. Some-
times a hotel .or resort will offer a
travel agent a free holiday.

Travel agents do not, however,
spend most of their time traveling
and vacationing. Most of the agent's
time is spent behind a desk confer-
ring with customers, completing nec-

..essary.Raper work, and contacting
airlines and hotels for travel arrange-
ments.Many agents, especially those
who are self-employed, frequently
work overtime.

Sources of Additional
Information

For further information on a ca-
reer as a travel agent, contact:
American Siety of Trave,l Agents, 360 Lex-

ington AiTtr, New York; N.Y. 10017.

WHOLESALE TRADE
SALES WORKERS

(D.O.T. 260. through 289.458)

Nature of the Work

Sales workers in wholesale trade
play an important role in moving
goods from the factory to the con-

' surner. Each sales worker may repre-
sent a wholesaler that distribute&
hundreds of similar products. A
wholesale drug company, for exam-
ple, may stock its warehouse with
many bionds of drugs, soap, and cos-

i metics to supply, stores that sell di-
-rectly to the consumer. Likewise, a
wIlselesale building materials distribu-
tortor Ils 'hardware and construction
materials fa builders who would oth-
erwise have to deal with many manu-
facturers:

At regular intervals, sales workers
visit buyers for retail, industrial, and
commercial firms, as well as buyers
foe- institutions such as schools and
hospitals. They show samples, pic-
tures, of ,catalogi that list the items
which their company stocks. Sales

workers seldom urge customers to
purc e any particular product,
since ey handle a large number of
ite Instead, they offer prompt, de-

-pendable service so buyers .will be-
come regular .customers.

Wholesale sales workers perform
many important services fot retailers,
such as _checking the store's stock
and ordering items that will be
needed before the next visit. Some
wholesale sales workers help store,
personnel improve and update sys-
tems for ordering and inventory. In
addition, they often advise retailers
about advertising, pricing, and ar-
ranging window and counter dis-
plays. A sales worker who handles
specialized products, such as air-con-
ditioning equipment, may give tech-
nical assistance on installation and
maintenance.

Sales worker's do some record-
.keeping and attend to other details.
They must forward orders .to their
wholeiale houses, prepare reports
and expense accounts, plan work
schedules, draw up lists of prospects,
make appointments, and study litera-
ture relating to their products. Some
collect money for their companies.
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technical training. Drug wholesalers,
for ple, must know the names
and aracteristics of the pharma-
ceutical' products they sell. A back-.ground 'in chemistry, biology, or,
pharmacy would prove useful, if not
indispensable. In other product lines,
such as food, familiarity with manu-
facturers and brands 'becomes much
more importat than knoikledge
about the roduct itself. . .

Produc noi.yledge is not enough,
however, w n the sales person has
to stimulate demand.- Those selling
electrical machinery to industrial
firms, for example, must have the
technical training necessary to dis-
cuss their products. But they also

. _
must understand how customers op-
eratk, what equipment they need,
and how they might use -their ma-
chines in new ways. The greater this
understanding, the more machinery
they 'ill sell. I ,

Most wholesale sales workers en-
ter their occupation via one of two
routesworking up the ladder or
transferring in with the appropriate
background. High school graduates
may begin a career with a wholesale
firm in a nonselling job.. or may be
hired as a sales trainee. In either
case, beginners usually work in sev-
eral kinds or nonselling jobs before
being assigned to sales. They may
kart in the stockroom or shipping
department to become familiar with
the thousands of items the wholesaler
carries. Cater they may learn the
prices of articles and discount rates
for goods sold in quantities. Next,
they are likely to work on "inside"
sales, writing telephone orders'. Lat- ',,

.er, as they accompany an experi-
enced sales worker on calls; trainees
come to know some of the firm's cm-
tomers. The time spent in these ini-
tial jabs-varies among companies, but
,usually it take 2 years or longer to
prepare trainees for outside selling.

As professionalism grows iwhole-
sale trade and as pioducts become
we' reasingly complex, more and
&ore college graduates enter the
sales force directly out of school.
Competent' Sales orkers also trans-
fer from manufacturing and retail
trade sales positions. ,ylieir experi-
ence with a particular product ling
gives them ap advantagyver the
newcomers to the field. . .

Places of Emplo ment

About 808,000 pers re em-
ployed as wholesale sales workers in
1976. Wholesale houses usually .are
located in cities, but sales workers
may be assigned territories in any'
part of the country. Their territory
may cover a small section of a city
having many retail stores and indus-
trial users; in less populated regions it
may cover half a State,or more.

Firms selling machinery and build-
ing materials to industrial and, busi-
ness users are leading employers of
wholesale sales workers. Other large
employers are companies that sell
food .products. Wholesalers dealing
in drugs, dry goods and apparel, mo-
tor vehicle equipment, and electrical
appliances employ many sales work-
ers as well.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The b 141"trund a sales worker
needs depends mainly upohthe piod-
uct line and the market. Selling cer-
tain products requires extensive
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- Sales trainees in very large whole-
sale firms participate in formal train-
ing programs that combine class-
room instruction with short rotations
in various nonselling jobs. Mos
firms, however, have no formal pro-,
gram. Their trainees learn by observ-
ing and trying the different aspects of
the work. As they become Samiliar
with customers and procedures, they
gradUally take on the full responsibil-
ity of the job. , ;

§ales workers sometimes can aug-
;\ menttheir on-the-job training with
' outside programs. While only a few

colleges offer courses relevant to
wholesale distribution, the number' is
expected to increase. Trade associ-
ations sponsor training programs to
fill this need. Vendors, too, hold ses-
sions, usually to instruct Sales people
how best to sell a particular product
line.

Experienced sales workers who
have leadership qualities and sales
ability may advance to supervisor,
sales manager, or other executive
positigns.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities, for
sales workers in wholesale trade are
expected to be good for 'those with
prodat knowledge- and Selling
ity. In additidn to new positions ere-

, aced by growth, many openings wilt
stem from turnover, which is fairly

,high in this occupation. A person's
success in selling greatly depends on
his or her ability to locate new cus-

, tomers.'and persuade them to buy. A
number of new sales workers find
they are not suited to the competitive
nature of selling and leave the occu-
pation.

The, number of wholesale sales
workers'is expected to grow about as

-

fast as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Businesses
and. institutions will require a wide
variety of .products for their own use
and for eventual resale. Although
many7large purchasers and others
who require highly 'specialized prod-
ucts will buy directlyfrom manufac-
turers,- the majority of transactions
will involve thelytiolesaledistribittor.

As chain; stores and' Other large
firms centralize purchasing activities,
the value of the sales made to indi-
vidual customers becomes'IaAger and
competition for sales corresponding-
ly greatgr. Whole§alers can be ex-
pected to meet this competition by
emphasizing customer services and
increasing the size of their sales
forces.'

Earnings and. Working
Conditions

`According to limited; information,
most beginning-sales workers 'earned
around $9,5.00 a ,year'in 1976. Expe-
Ilene d sales workers earned

.
conSid-

erabl more. Since commi§sions.of-
ten% ke up a large proportion of the
sates Worker's income, earnings vary
widely in this occupati n.. They also
depend on the'sale§' w rker's experi-
ence and seniority, a well as on the
product line. Median earnings of
lowest paid sales .workers in 19-76
varied. from $12,000 in .au,tomative
parts and supplies to $18,400 in pa-
per and paper. products distribution.
Median earnings of the highest paid
sales workers ranged from $20,400
in beverage distribution to over
$80,000 in paper and paper prod-
ucts.

Compensation plans differ among
firms. Many employers pay a salary
plus a percentage commission on
sales; others pay a straight commis-

sibn or straight salary. Some include
a bonus. Although most wholesale
sales workers have steady, year-
round work, sales (and commissions)
vary because dernand for some prod-
uctsfor example, air-condition-
ingis .greater .during certain sea -
sons: To provide sales workers with a
steady income, many companies pay
experienced persdnnel a "draw"
against annual commissions. Most
corlipqnies furnish cars or allowances
.fOr cars and reimbursements for cer-

, tain expenses onthe road.
SaleS wqrkers often have long, ir-

regular work hours, AlthoUgh they
Call on customers 'during business
hours; they may tzfeTat night or on
weekends to mee Atheir Schedule.
However, most sales workers seldom
are away from home for more than a
few days at a time. They;may spend
evenings writing reports and prders,
may carry heavy catalogs-and sample
cases, and be on their feet for tong
peridds.

Depending =on length of service,
- most sales workers have a. 2- to 4-

week paid vacation. Many 'are cov-r
ered by company benefits, including
health and life insurance and retire-
ment pensions.

Sources of Additional ,
, Information.

Information on jobs in wholesale
selling may beobtained directlyfrom
local wholesale houses or from asso-
ciations of wholesalers in many of the
larger cities. If no local association is
available, write to:
National Association of Wholesaler-Distribu-

tors. 1725' K St. NW.. Washington. D.C.
20006.

'Sales and Marketing Exetutives International.
Career Education Division..380.Lel4ug-
ton Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.. -#4!
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Construction craft workers repre-
sent the largest group of skilled
workers in the Nation's labor force.
Altogether there were 3.3 million
employed in 1976about 3 out of
every 1.0 skilled workers.

Thei more than two dozen skilled
construction trades vary gratly in
size.;Several major, tradescarpen-
ter, painter, operating engineer,
plumber, and elee.triciangach had
more than 200,000 workers; Carpen-

u ters alone numbered mokAbin I
million., about one-thirci;Of all con-
strtiction craft workers. In contrast,
only a,few thousand each were em-
pio ed in. trades such as maible set-
tier may Jr/ and stonema-

)

What' e;th4onstruction
Trades? ,

4.7 ee46(

Workers in the construction trad6
build, repair, and modernize homes
and all kinds of buildings. They also

cork on a variety of other structures,
including highways, airports, and
missile launchirg pads.

Construction work may be divided
into three categories: structural, fin-
ishing, and mechanical. In general,
each trade falls in one of these cater
gories: Structural work: Carpenter,
operating engineer (constructiop
machinery operator), 'bricklayei,
iron worker, cement mason, stone-
mason, _and boilerthaker. Finishing
work: Lather, plasterei, marble set-
ter, terrazzo worker, painter, paper-.
hanger, glazier, roofeill floor cover-
ing installer, and insulation worker.
Mechanical work: Plumber, pipefit-...
tewpigstruction electrician, sheet-
'metal 'Worker,' erator constructor,
and millwright.

Most construction trades are de-
scribed individually later in this
chaptir. Boilermakers and mill-
writAT; are described elsewhere' in
the Handbook.

Construction occupationS, 1976

5% oftotal employment
in alLoccupations

a
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`Places of Employme?t

Most jobs are with contractok in
the construction industry. The vast
majority of construction contr'hctors
are snialltenerally employing few-
er than VO people. A few large con7
tractors, however,. employ' thou-
sands. Large numberi of
construction trade workers are em-
ployeel in other industries, such as
mining and maitufacturing, mainly to
do maintenance and repair, work..
Chemical manufacturers, for exam- .

ple, need plumbers and pipefitters to
maintain the complex pipe networks
in their processing plgits..Govern-
ment agencies employ construction
trade workers to maintain highways,
buildings, and sanitation .systems.

Many construction trade" welters
are self-employed and contract with
homeowners and businesses for small u'r
jobs. Self-employment is most com:-.9
mon in paperhanging, painting, and
floor cohering work, but it also is
tound in other trades.
0 Employment in the construction
trades is distributed geographically-in
much the same way as the' Nation's
poptflation. Thus, the highest con-
centration generally, is in industrial:

4 lied and highly populated areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
N/ and Advancement

Most training authorities recom-
mend formal apprenticeship training

. as the best way to acquire' theA all- a
round skills in:, the construction
trades. Apprenticestip is aTort-
scribed period of on-the-job training,
supplemented by related classroorn

jr (instruction t t is designed to famil-..
iarize apex tires' with 'materials,
tools, and princiPles of ir trade.
Formal apprenti4ship agreement
are registered with a State appren-

7Veship agency or the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor's Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training.
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Although apprenticeship proVides
the most thorough, training, many
people acquire construction-skills an-
formally by working as laborers and
helpers and observing expeiienced
craft workers. Soak acquire skills by
attending vocational or trade.schools
or by taking correspondence school
courses.

Apprentices generally, must -be at
least 18 yeara old atul in good phys-
ical condition. A high school or voca-
tional school education, or its equiv-

incJuding courses: in
Mathematics and mechanical draw-
ing, is desirable. Courses in construc-
tion trades, such as carpentiy and
electricify, also are recommended.
Often, 'applicants are given tests- to'

: determine their aptitudes. For some
trades, manual dexterity; mechanical
aptitude; and an eye for proper align-
ment of materials are important.

The formal apprenticeship agree-
ment generally c'alls for 3 to 4 years
of on-the-job training and 1,44 hours
or more of related Classroom instruc-
tion each year. On the job, most in-
structionis given by a particular craft
worker to whorl.' the applentice is
assigned.

Classroom instruction varies
among the construction trades, but
usually includes courses such as his-
tory of the trade, characteristics of
materials, shop mathematics, and ba-
sic principles ofengineering.

In most communities, the - appren-
ticeship programs are supervised by
joint apprenticeship committees
composed of local employgrs and Id-
cal union representatives. The com-
mittee determines the need for ap-
prentices in the community and
establishes minimum -standards of
education, experience, and training.
Whenever -an employer cannot prcYL,
vide all-round instruction or relative-
ly continuous employment, the com-te
mittee transfers the apprentice to

"another employer. Where specializa-
tion by contractors is extensive-243r
instance, in electrical work custom-
arily the committee rotates appren--/ tices among several contractors at in-
tervals of about 6 months. .

In areas where these committees
have not, been established; the ap-
prenticeship agreement is solely be-
tween the apprentice and the em
ployer or employer group. Many

-s

people have received valuable-1TM-
ing under these programs but they
have some disddvantages. No:com-
mittee is available to supervise the
training offered and settle differenc-
es over the terms and conditions.of
training. What the apprentice learns
depends largely on the mployer's'i
business prospects and policies. If the
employer lacks continuous work or
does only a restricted type of work,
the apprentice cannot develop 11-

round skills:
In many localities, craft worker's

most cornitionly' electricians and
plumbersare required terha7e a
license to work at their jrade. To
qualify for ;here licenses, they must
pass an examination to demonstrate
a broad knowledge of the job and of
State and local regulations. -

Construction trades craft workers
may advance in a number of ways.
Many become osupervisors' In. most
localities, .small jobs are run by
"working supervisors" who work. at
the trade along with members of
their crews. On larger jobs., .the su-
pervisors' do only supervisory work.
Craft workers arso can become esti-
mators for contractors. In these jobs,
'they estimate material requirements
and labor costs to enable the con-
tractorto bid on a particular Project.
Some craft workers advance to jobs
as supers lendetnts on large projects.
Others ecome Instructors in trade.
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and vocational schools or sales repre-
sentatiies for building supply cornpa-

' nies. A large number ofieraft workeis
have become contractors in the
homebuilding field,.

Starting a small contract construc-
tion business is easier than starting..a
small business in many. other indus-
tries. Only a 'moderate financial in-
vestment usually'is needed, and it is

:possible to conduct a fairly substan-
tial business frOm one's home. How-
ever, the contract construction field
is very competitive, and the rate of -

business failure is high among small
contractors.

Employment Outlook

Employment in thepl construction
trades is expected to increase faster
than the average for all occupations
through the. mid-1980's. In addition
to employment gropili, many job
openings will result each year front.
the need to replace experienced
workers who transfer to other fields

4of work, retire, or die.
However, since c truction ac-

tivity, is sensitive to changes in the
Nation's economy, the number of
openings may fluctuate sharply from
year to year.

° Over the long run, construction ac-
tivity is expected to grow substantial-
ly. The anticipated increases in popu-
lation and houseliolts,, arid the

-Efnialig.yment gibwth and replacement neegi-rdl
create large numbers Of job openings in the
construction occupations ,

.,,/ . .

t ,,

/ Selected construction occupations
Average annual opehing§, 1976-13; (in thousands)

CArpenters

ftruCtipR laborers,

Operating.engineers:
(constrUction

Painters, and papernangeui

Plumbers:and. pipetItters.-

Sor, Ourrau of Labor Stabstcs

57"

10 20 .30 40. 50 60 70

1111 Growth 11. Replacement

63
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relatively ,low level of honiing con-
struction in the early 1970's, are ex-
peqed to create strong pressure for
new housing. Among other factors
that will stimulate construction ac-
tivity are higher levels of personal
income and a rise in spending for
new industrial plants and equipment.
Also,lhere will be a growing demand
for alteration, and modernization
work o existing structures, as well as
forrmai tenante and repair work on
highway systems, darhs, bridges, and
similar projects.

The increase in employment is not
expected to-be as great as the expan-
skin in construction activity. Contin-
ued technologieal developments in
construction metyds, tools and
equipment; and materials will raise
output per worker. One important
development is the growing use of
prefabricated units at the job site.
For example, preassembted outside
walls and partitions Can be lifted into_
place in one, operation. -

The rates of employment grotviti
h. will differ among the various con-
L.,...- struction trades. Employment growth

is expected.to be fastest for cement
masons and for insul ion workers.
Trades ihat will have the slowest

....
growthyfites are plaster rs and sheet-
metal workers. .

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average hourly wage rates of
unionized workers in the construc-
tion trades are about twice the hourly
wage rate- for nonsupervisory and
production workers in private ind'us-
try, except farming. Wage rates for
apprentices usually start at 50 per-
cent of the rate paid to experienced
workers and increase at 6-month to
1-year intervals until the full rates are
achieved upon' the completion of
training.. The following table shows-.
union hourly averages forFiselected
construction trades in large cities
surveyed in 1976.

Hotirly rate

Plumbers $10.47
Electricians 10.33

Bricklayers 9.91
Carpenters 9.84
Plasterers 9.48

47 Painters 141 9.24

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

zike t
Unemployed rates: Construction and all industries,
average 1948-76

Except for a few trades such as
electricians, elevator constructors,
plumbers and pipefitters, yearly
earnings for experienced workers
and their apprentices generally are
lower than hourly rates would indi-
cate because the number of hours
that they wIirk a'year can be adverse-
ly affected by poor weather and fluc-
tuations in construction activity.

Traditionally, *inter is the slack
period for construction activity, par-
ticularly in colder regions. Some
workers, such as laborers and roof-
ers, may not work for several
months. However, not o9r cold but
also rain may slow even .stop
work on a construction project. Also,
because tote construction trades are
so dependent on one anotherpar-
ticularly on large projectswork de-
lays or strikes in one trade can delay
or Stop the work of another. The ac-
companying chart shows that the un-,
employment rate in the construction
industry is about twice that of work-
ers as a whole.

Construction work frequently re-
quires prolonged standing, bending,
stooping, and working, in cramped
quarters. Exposure. to weather is
common since much 6f the work is
done outdoors or in partially *en-
closed structures. Many people pre-
fer construction work because it per-
.mits them to be outdoors. -

Because construction workers may
need to wqrk6with sharp tools, amidst

6 1

the cliater of materials, while stand-
ing on temperary scaffolding, and'in
bad weather, they are more prone to
injury than workers in other jobs. In-
deed, the construction industry has
the highest injury and illness rate. of
all industries. However, employers
increasingly are placing an emphasis,
on safe working conditions and are
stressing safe work habitspractices
that reduce the risk of injuries.

The construction trades offer espe-
cially good opportunities for young
people who are not planning to go to
college, but who are willing to spend
several years in learning a skilled.oc-
cupation. Construction workers can
find job opportunities in all parts of
the country. Their hourly wage rates,
generally are much higher than those
of most other manual workers. As
previously noted, construction trade
workers with buSiness ability have
greater opportunities to open their
own businesses than workers in most
other skilled occupations.

A large proportion of construction
worker are members of trade unions
affiliated with the Building and Con-
struction Trades1;Apartinent of the
'AFL-CIO.

Sources of Additional,
Information

Information aboqt opportunities
for apprenticeship or other training
can be obtained'from local construe-
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tion firms aiid.employer associations,
the local office'of tlie-State,employ-/- w'
ment service or State ap f
agency, or the local off c e Bu-
reau of ARWenticeship and-Training,
U.S. Department of Labor. Many ap-
prenticeship programs are supervised
by local union-management commit-
tees. In these instances, an appren-
tice applicant may apply directly !to
the coordinator of the committee.

For additional information on jobs
in the construction trades, contact:
American Federation of Labor and Congress

of Industrial Organizations, Building and
Construction Trades Department, 815
16th St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Associated General Contractors of America,
Inc., 1957 E St. NW., Washington, Ihp.
20006.

National Association of Home Builders, 15th
and M Sts, NW., Washington, D.C.
20005. ,

For the ames of labor organiza-
tions at3d trade associations con
cerned with specific trades, see the

' discussions of individual building
. trades that follow.

BRICKLAYERS,
STONEMASONS, AND

MARBLE SETTERS

(D.O.T. 861.381 and .:781 )

Nature of the Work

Bricklayers, stonemasons, and
marble setters work in closely related
trades,-each producing attractive,
durable surfaces. Bricklayers build
,walls, partitions, fireplaces, and oth-
a structures with brick, cinder
,lock, and other masonry materials.

They- also install firebrick lining's in
Iindustrial furnaces.

Stonemasons build stone walls as
wejl as set stone'exteriors and floors.
They work with two types of stone
natural cut, such as marble, granite,
and limestone; and artificial sto e
made from cement, marble chips, r
other masonry materials. Because
stone is expensive, stonemasons
work mostly on high-cost buildings,
such as offices, hotels, and churches.

Marble setters install marble which
provides very decorative and highly

durable surface0. Marble setters, like
stonemasons, work mostly on high
cost buildings. The marble they use

is cut and polished before it is
sent Joh site.

olnputting bricklayers
fikt 'build the corners at-each end of
the wall, using plumblines
el. A line then is stretched from cor-
ner to corner as a guide for each
course or layer of brick. Bricklayers
spread a bed of mortar (cement mix-
ture') with a trowel (a flat metal
tool), place the brick on the mortar
bed,/ and then tap it into place. As
blueprints specify; they cut bricks
with a hammer and chisel to fit
around windows, doors, and other
openings. Mortar joints are finished
with jointing tools to leave a neat and
uniform appearance. Bricklayers also
may weld metal s.upparts for bricks.

Bricklayers are assisted by . hod
carriers, or helpers, who supply them
with bricks and other materials, mix
mortar, and set up and move scaf-
folding. (See- the statement on con-
struction laborers that appears else-
where in the Handbook.)

Stonemasons often work from-a set
of drawings in which each stone haip
been numbered for identification.
Helpers may locate and bring the
prenumbered stones to the masons.
A derrick operator using a hoist may
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be needed to lift large pieces into
place.

When building a stone wall, ma-
sons set the first.layer of stones into a
shallow bed of mortar. They align the
-stones with plumblines and levels,
and tap them into position with a
wood mallet. Masons build the wall
-bytalternating, layers of mortar and
stone: -.1 0te' work. progresses, they
fill the joints. between stones with
mortar using a p-oiirted-metal tool to
smooth the mortar to anAttractive
finish. To hold stones in place, stone- --,-
masons sometimes position pieces of
metal within the wall by welding or-
bolting them together. After pa'si-
tioning the rocks, they cover the met-
al with mortar. Finally, -for a clean
appearance, masons wash the stone
with a mild acid solution to remove
dirt and dry mortar.

When setting stone floors, masons
trowel a thin layer of mortar over the
surface. They then hand' set the stone
in the mortar, leaving the surface of
the stone exposed. To finish, workers
trowel the joints and wash the stone.

To cut stone into various shapes
and sizes, masons find the grain of
each piece of stone and use a special
hammer to strike it along a predeter-
mined line. Valuable pieces often are
cut with a saw that has a special
blade.

rn4-;

About 1 out of 7 bricklayers, stonemasons, and marble setters is self-employed.

2 65
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Setting inarblejs very much like
setting'stone, Marble setters prepare

Ce
mixture of cement, sand, and

a rcalled mortarthen trowel a
thin layer of it onto the surface. For
floors and for walls where the hold-
ing strength of mortar alone* suffi-
cient, settersfollowing instructions
from blueprintsoften hand set each
marble piece into the mortar, leaving
the face of the marble exposed. For
heavy pieces, workers employ a hoist
to lift and position the marble. To
secure heavy pieces on,walls, setters
use bolts in addition to mortar. Once
the marble pieces are positioned and
secured, setters mortar and trowel
the joints and clean the marble's sur-
face:

Iii' addition to construction work,
marble setters do repair work. They
fill and cover holes and cracks in
marble with, mortar prepared and fin-
ished tq look like the marble. They
also polish and replace marble.
Whelfpieces are too large, setters cut
them to size using a special saw.

Bricklayers, stonemasons, and
marble setters primarily use
handtoolsincluding trowels, brick
and`stone hammers, wood or rubber
'mallets, and chisels. For exacting
cuts of brick, stone, or Marble, they
use high-powered electric saws
equipped with special cutting blades.

Placespf Employment
. . ,

Abouttl 75,000 bricklayers, stone-
masons; and marble setters were em-
ployed in 1976;. most were bricklay-
ers. Workers `in these crafts were
employed primarily by special trade,

' building, or general contractors., A
relatively small number of bricklay-
ers work for government agencies or

. businesses that do their own con-
struction and alteration.

Workers in these trades are em-
ployed throughout the country, but
are co centrated in metropolitan

)1areas. cities that are too small to
have a demand full-time stonema-
sons or marble setters, bricklayers
will install stone or marble as a side-
line.

About 1 out of 7 bricklayers,
stonemasons, and marble setters is
self-employeda proportion higher
than that in most building crafts.
Many of the self - employed specialize

fin contracting on small jobs such as
patios, walks, and fireplaces.

Training, Other ualifications,.
-.and Advan ement

Mottbricklayers s well as some
stonemasons rind marble setters pick
up th,eir skills informally by working
as helpers or hod carriers and by

'observing and learning from experi-
enced workers. The remainder learn
their skills through apprenticeship,
which provides the most thorough
training.

Individuals who learn the trade in-
formally usually become bricklayers.
They start with carrying materials,
moving scaffolds, and mixing mortar.
However, it takes several months to a
year before they are taught to spread
mortar and lay' brick. They begin
with _simple patterns and progress to
more complex., designs. Learning to
set stone or marble might take sever-
al years.

Apprenticeships for bricklayers,
stonemasons, and marble setters usu-
ally are sponsored by local union-
management committees. The ap-
prenticeship progratn requires 3
years of on-the-job training, in addi-
tion to 144 hours of classroom in-
struction each year in subjects such
as blueprint reading, mathematics,
layout work, and sketching. Appren-
tices learn the general applications of
brick, stone, and marble.

Apprentices start
m
by carrying ma-

terials an mixing mortar. Within 2
or 3 mo s, they learn to" align, lay,
and cle brick. Apprentices eventu-
ally learn to work with stone and
marble.' After apprenticeship, they
usually specialize in one of the three
trades. -

Applicants for apprenticeships
must be at least 17 years old. Ap-
prentice and helper applicants
should be in good physical condition.
A high school or vocational school
education is preferable, as are
courses in mathematics, mechanical
drawing, and shop.

Experienced workers can advance
to supervisory positions or become
'estimators. They also can open con-
tracting businesses of their own.

Employment Outlook
Employment of bricklayers is ex-

peete4:..Lto increase about as fast as

the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to the job openings that result from
employment growth, many openings
will arise as experienced bricklayers
retire, die, or leave( the occupation
for other reasons.

As population and business growth
create a need for new homes, facto-
ries, offices, and other structures, the
demand for bricklayers will grow:
Stimulating this growth will be the
increastiag use of brick for decorative
work on building fronts and in lob-
bies and foyers. The use of
particularly for interior load-bearing
walls, is growing and will add to over-
all employment needs.

Over the long run, job openings for
bricklayers are expected to be plenti-
ful; however, the number of openings
may fluctuate from year to year be-
cause employment in this trade is
sensitive to ups and downs in con-
struction activity. For any given year,
opportunities usually are best during
the spring and summer when con-
struction activity picks u0.

Employment of stonemasons and
marble setters is not expected to
change significantly through the mid-
1981;ks. Stone and marble have lost
popularity as building' materials be-
cause they have become much more
expensive than materials such as
brick and concr4te,..Nevertheless, a
small number of "jobs will become
available due to the need to -replace
stonemasons andparble setters who
retire, die, or lea* the occupations.

Earnings andlilforking
Conditions

Hourly wage rates were $9.90 for
bricklayers, $10.05 for stonemasons,
and $9.60 for marble setters, accord-
ing to a 1976 survey of union wage
rates in metropolitan areas. These
rates are about twice -the average
wage of nonsupervisory and produc-
tion workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming. However, yearly earn-
ings for workers in these trades
generally are 16wer than hourly rates
would indicate because the annual
number of hours they work can be
adversely affected by poor weather
and fluctuations in construction ac-
tivity.

In each trade; apprentices start at
about 50 percent of the wage rate

.
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paid to experienced workers. The
rate increases as they gain experi-
ence,

. The work of bricklayers, stonema-
sons, and marble setters sometimes is
strenuous because it involves moder-
ately heavy lifting and prolonged
standing and stooping. Most of the
work is performed outdoors.

A large proportion of bricklayers,
stonemasons, and marble setters are
members of the BriclAyers, Misons
and Plasterers' 'International Union
of America.

Sources of Additional
Information

For details about apprenticeships
or other work opportunities in these
trades, contact local bricklaying,
stonemasonry, or marble setting con-
tractors; a local of the union listed
above; a local, joint union-manage-
ment apprenticeship committee; or
the nearest office of the State em-
ployment service or State appren-
ticeship agency.

For jeneral information about the
work of either bricklayers or stone-.
,masons, contact:

-
International Union of Bricklayers and Allied

Craftsmen, International Masonry Ap-
prenticeship Trust, 815 15th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20005.

Information about the work of
bricklayers also may be- obtained
from:
Associated General Contractors of America,

Inc., 1957E St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.

Brick Institute of America, 1750 Old Meadow
Rd., McLean, Va. 22101.

ARPENTERS

(D.O.T. 860.281 through .781)

Nature of the Work

Carpenters, the largest group of
building trades workers, are em-
ployed in almost every type of con-
struction activity. Their work is com-
monly divided into two broad
categories"rough" carpentry and
"finish" carpentry. Skilled carpen-
ters are able to do both types of
work.

Carpenters build according to in-
structions obtained from supervisors,
blueprints, or both. In ro'ugh work,
they erect the wood framework in
buildings, including subfloors, parti-
tions, floor joists, and rafters. In addi-
tion, they install heavy timbers used
in the building of docks, railroad
trestles, and similar heavy installa-
tions. Rough carpentry also-includes
the building of forms to enclose con-
crete until it is hardened, the making
of chutes for pouring concrete, and
the erecting of scaffolds and tempo-
rary buildings on the construction
site. In all cases, carpenters must use
materials and building techniques
that confAm to lorcaDbuilding codes.

In finish work, which begins after
the rough work is complete, carpen-
ters install molding, wood paneling,
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one in five was self-employed. Most
carpenters wont( for contractors and
homebuilders who construct new
buildings and other structures or wh6
alter, remodel, or repair buildings;
some carpenters 'alternate between
'wage employment for contractors
and self-employment on small jobs.
Most other carpenters work for gov-
ernment agencies, utility companies,
manufacturing- firms, or ,other large
organizations.

Carpenters work throughdut the .

country and, because of their versa-,
tility, are duch less. concentrated
geographically than any.,,o/her con-

'Istruction occupation.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and, Adyancernent

cabinets, window sash, door frames, Most training authorities recom-
doors, and hardware and complete mend Ns completroniofsan appin- j.
other finish work. Finish carpentry ticeship program as the est way to ./
also includes building stairs and lay- ,,,,,a. earn carpentry. A large number of
ing floor. Carpenters who do finish worker's in this trade, however, have
work must consider the
as well as the s ( nicturak.
the work. For xample they use a
mitre-boic saw to cut moldings so
joints will not be noticed, and hide
nails or screws with putty for a neat
appearanck , f--,

As part of their job, carpenters
alSo saw, fit, and assemble plywood,
wallboard', and other materials: They
use nails, bolts, wood screws, or,glue,
to fasten materials. They may :also
install linoleum, asphalt tile-, and
similar soft floor coverings. Carpen
ters use handtools such, as hammers,
saws, chisels, planes, and power tools
such as portable power saws, drills,
and rivet guns.

Because of the wide scope of work
in the trade, carpenters. tend to con-
centrate on only one type of work.
For example, some carpenters spec-
cialize in erecting new houses; others
specialize in laying hardwood floors.
Specialization is more common in
large metropolitan areas; in smaller
communities and in rural areas, car-,
penters ordinarily do all types of car-
pentry and also may install glass, put
in insulation, and paint.

Mimes of Employment

appearance acqUired their skills informally (for
(curacy of example, by working as carpenters'

helpers).
The apprenticeship program,

sponsored by the local joint commit-
tee of contractors and unions, usually
consists of 4 years ofii in

.on-the-jOb
.

training, n addition to a minimum of
144 hours of related classroom irr-
strtiction each year. On the job, 41-
prentices learn elementary structural
design and become familiar with the 44.

common systems of frame and cone
Crete form construction. They also
learn to use the tools, mas s,
equipment, and miaterials If the
trade. In addition, they learn the
many carpentry techniques, such as
laying out, form building, framing,'
finishing, and welding.

Apprenticesveceive classroom in-
'struotion in drafting and blueprint
reading, mathematics- for layout
work, aad the use of wocidworking
machines. Both in.the classroom and
on the job they learn the relationship
between carpentry and the other
building.trades, because the work of
the carpenter is basic to the con--
struction process.

Other informal on- the -job- pro-
grams are prdvided by focal contrac-
tors and usually are shorter and less
thorough than apprenticeships: The

About 1,010,000 carpenters were
employed- in 1976, of whom about
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Over 1 mIlliOn orkars are ompIay as carpentors.

*)degree of training and supervision in
these programs depends Principal
on the size of the contra`otor,A smal
contractor who specializes in home-
building may provide training in only
one areafor example, rotigh &aim;
ing. In contrast, as I gieneral con!

z.tractor may pro
, al areai..
fl Persons interest
Should obtain the a
given in apprenticeship

in/3 in sever-/. r

d in :carpentry
d training

ogtams.

Carpenters with such trainipf_will be
in much greate dem nd and will
have better pport for ad-
vancement t an thus o can do,
only the relatively, simple, 'routine
types of carpentry.

Apprenticeship applicants general
ly must be at least 17 years cfld. A
high, tchoo I or vocational,sehool edu-
cation is desirable; as: are' courses In
carpentry; shop, mechanical draw-
ing, and general athematici.,Gooci

e
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physical condition, a good sense of
balance, and lack of fear of working
an high structures are important as-
sets. AppliCants should also have
manual dexterity and the ability to
solve arithmetic ptoblems quickly
and accurately. In addition, they

° should obe able to work closely with
others. Re fired tests, designed to
-help measure n applicant's aptitude
focarpentry, a given' by bra( joint
committees..

Carpenters may advance to car-
penter supervisors, or to general con-
struction supervisors. Carpenters
usually have greater opportunities
than most otherconstruction work-
ers to become general construction
supervisors since they. are involved
with the entire construction process:
Some carpenters are able to become,
contractors and employ/others.

Employment Outlook
Job opportunities foi carpenters

should be plentiful over the long run.
Because of the large number of peo-
ple employed in this field, replace-
ment needs aro high. Besides the job
openings that result from the need to
replace carpenters who retire,.die, or
leaye their job for other ,reasons,
many openings will be created by
employment growth. .

,gmployment. of carpenters is 'ex-
pected to grow about as fast as the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's! Population and busi-
ness growth will lead to, a demand for
more houses and other structures,
thus increasing the demand tor car-
penters. Moro carpenters also will be

'needed for 'alieratioh and marine:.
nance work. However, because con-
struction activity is sensitive to ups
and downs in the economy, the num-
ber of job openings may fluctuate
greatly Wom year to year.

Earnings and Workingi Conditions,
According to a survey of metrop'ol-

kart areas in 1976. union wage rates
for carpenters averated $9.85 an
hour, or about twice.: he average rate
for prOduCtion and onsuperviscry

workers in private dustry, except
farming. Annual .earniqgs,,o however,
m ay not be as high as the hourly rates
would, indicate because carpenters
lose, some jorktime duq to poor
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weather and occasional unemploy-
ment-between jobs.

Hourly wage rates for apprentices
usually, start at about 50 percent of
the 'rate paid to experienced carpen-
ters and inereadby about 5 percent
at 6-month inte6n1s..

Ai in other building trades, the
carpenter's work is active and some-
i'Ines stre uous, but exceptional

hisical rength is Plot required.
°Weyer, rolonged standing, as well

as lirnbi g and squatting, often are
necessary. Carpenters risk injury
from slips or falli; from contact with
sharp or rough' materials, and from
the use of sharp looli and power
equipment. Many people. like Car-
pentry because they can work out-
doors.

A large proportion of carpenters
are members of the United Brother-
hood of. Carpenters and Joiners of

- America.

Sources of Additional
- Information

For,, information about carpentry
apprenticeships or other work oppor-
tunities in this trade, con ct local
carpentry contractors, a loca of the
union mentioned above, a local joint
union-management apprenticeship
committee, or the nearest office, of'
the State employment service or
State apprenticeship .agency.

For general informaton ap-
prenticeship in this trade, contact:
Associated General'(ntractors of. America,

:inc., 1957 E St. NW.. Washington, D.C.
,20006.

United Brotherhoodof Carpenters and Joiners
of America, 101 Constitution Ave. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20005.

CEMENT MASONS AND
TERRAZZO WORKERS'

. .

(b:O.T. 844.884, 852:8r, and
861.781)

Nalure of the Work

sCementmasons mix, pour, and fin- ,
ish concrete for many types of corns
struction projects. The projects
range from finishing of small jobs,
such as Patios and floors, to work on

huge dams and miles of concrete
highways. On small projects, a ma-
son, assisted by one or two h$1pers,
may, do all of the masonry work; on
large projects, a crew of, several ma-
sons and many helpers may betem-
ployed. Among other tasks,, cement
masons m'ay color concrete surfaces,
expose aggregate in walls and side-
walks, or 'fabricap concrete beams,
columns, an panels.

Terrazzo w rkers create attractive
walkways, rs, patios, and panels
by exposing marble chips and other
tine aggregates on.the surfaCe of fin-
ished, concrete. However, much' of
the 'Areliminary work 'of terrazzo
workers is the same as that for ce-
ment masons.

In preparing a sitfor pouring con-
crete, cement masons make sure the
forms for molding-the concrete are
set for the desired pitch and depth
and are properly aligned. hilltsons di-
rect the pouring 9f the concrete and
supervise laborers lilt/ .use shovels or
special-rakes to place andspread the
concrete. Masons then guide a
"straightedge" (a long, straight piece
of wood or similarly shaped piece of
metal) back and forth across the top
of the forms to level the freshly
poured concrete and to show -tow
spots, where. concrete is added and
leveled again.

Irnmediately after leveling the ce-
Ment, masons carefully press a "dar-
by" (a long, straight L inch by 4 inch
piece of wood with smooth, rounded
edges and a handle) with sweeping
motions over the surface of the con-
crete, forcing heavy particles under.
and snfoothing the top.

After darbying, masons waituntil
heavy, particles in the cement settle
to the bottom and excess water

. works its way to the 's
the excess water evapor
concrete is firm but w
sons complete their wo

face..When,
tes and the'.

rkable,
k.

Finishers first press an edger gently
between the forms-and the concrete,
and gt de it,carefully along the edge

surfabe. This roduces
tly rounded edges helps_pre-

vent t ego from chip mg or cracking,.
For joIais, finish s use a flat tool

that 'has a smooth ridge protruding
from the-center. At specified mOrk
ings, workers make joints or grooves

(1.9
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itt
that help prevent unsightly cracks on
the surface.e ,

Next, finishers ru oata small
and smooth, rec angul r piece of
woodover the ntire surface, care
f avoiding e es and joints. Float-
! g = 1?eds the eavier rn,aterial
eeper Into the conc removes ,

most iMperfections, and ings the ,
.ghter materialmortar--to the sur-

face.
As the final step, masons

miytar,,with a trowel (a plat, me
tool) back and forth over the surfac
to create a smooth finish. On some
jobs, electrically powered trowels
maybe used.

Masons also produce other finish-
es. For a coarse, non-skid finish, ma-
ons brush the surface with a broom
r stiff bristled brush. F pebble-
e finish, they embed fr rye! chips

into the surface, leaving' the tops of
Alb chips exposed. They wash any
elccess cement from the exposed
c'stips with a mild acid solution for a
neat appearance. Tor. color, they
sprinkle on a dye which they brush
and trowel into-the surface.

For concrete suifaCes, such as sOl-
umns, ceilings, and wall panels, that
will remain exposed after form's arc
stripped, ioncrete finishers, locate
and correct any defects. First, they
chisel away high spots andloose ce-
pent and smooth them out with a
,rubbing brick..They then fill the de:
fects With a rich cement mixture, and
either float or trowel a smoot uni-
form finish.

Some cement masons special! in
laying a mastic Coat (a fine Asphalt
mixture) over concrete, particularly
in buildings where sound-insulated or
acid-resistant floors are tliecified.

Cement masons must know their,
materials and be familiar with var-
ious chemical additives which speed

4 or slow the setting time. Because of
fthe.effects of heat, cold,iand wind on
the drying time of cement, masons
must be able- to recognize by sight

:and touch what is occurring in the
cement Mixture so that they can pre-
vent structural dbfects.

Attractive, marble-chipped terraz-
zo '-'requires three_layers of materials.
First, either cement- masons or ter-
razzo W.oricers build a solid, level
toncretroundation_ that is 3 inc es
to 4 inckes'deep.

eep the
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After the forms are rejnoved from
the foundation, workers apply a I

inch deep mixture of sandy concrete.
When this layer becomes tacky, ter -
razo workers partially embed Metal
dividing strips into the concrete
wherever there is to be a joint or
change of color in the terrazzo. Be-

e fore this layer dries, workers make
sure the tops of the strips are level
with one anothser. The ferrule strips

'become a network of rigid dividers
for terrazzo panels, allowing for
unique de-sign and color variation be-

'tween panels. They also help prevent
cracks from developing in the fin-
ished terrazzo.

For the final layer, terrazzo Wctrk-
ers blend a fine concrete mixture
which may be color dyed. They pair
this mixture into, each of the panels,
then hand trowel each panel until
level With the, tops of the feNule
strips. While the mixture is wet,
workersq toss marble chips of various
colors into each of the panels. To
completely' embed the marble chips,

A

.vorkers roll a lightweight roller over
the entire surface.

When the terrazzo is. thorOughly
dry, 1,vOrkers grind it with a terrazzo
grinder(so,mewhat 'like a disc-type
flctor polisher, only much heavier).
The surface is ground until even with
the top of. the ferrule strips. Pits'and
holes are filled and steel troweled for
g smooth, level surface. When the
surface' is dry, terrazzo workers
clean, polish, Rnd seal it for a rich,
lustrous finish.

Places of Employment

About 7 1,000 cement masons and
terrazzo workers were employed in
1976. Cement masons work for gen-
eral contractors who construct entire
project's, such as highways or large
buildings, and for contractors who do
only concrete work. Some masons
install composition resilient floors fof
specialty floor contractors. A sift!l
number of masofis are employed by
municipal public works departments,
public utilities, and manufacturing
firms that do their own construction

.0

Cement masons must know their materials and be familiar
addlitves that speed or slow the setting,"

&NJ

with various chemical-
.e.
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work. Most terrazzo workers work
for special trade contractors who in-
staH decorative floors and, wall' pan-
els.

One out of 10 cement masons and
terrazzo workers is self-employed,
about the same proportion as in oth-
er building trades. Most masons spe-
cialize in small jobs, such as drive-
ways, sidewalks, and Patios; most
terrazzo workers, in floors-.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Cement masons and terrazzo
workers .learn their trade either
through on-the-job training as help-
ers or through 2-year or 3-year ap-
prenticeship programs. Aboutone-
third of all cement masons worked as
construction laborers before betm-- 9
ing cement masons.

OP-the-job training programs, al-
most all of which are availatile to ce-
ment mason trainees, provide infor-
mal instruction from experienced
workers. Helpers learn to han'dle the
tools, equipment, machines, and ma-
terials of the trade. They begin With
simple tasks, such as spreading. an,d
using a straightedge on freshly
poured concrete. -,As they advance,
assignments become more complex,
and usually;,within eyear helpers are
doing finishing work.
- Two-year and 3-year apprentice-

ship programs, usually sponsored by
locar -Union-contractor agreements,
also provide on-the-job training in
addition to 144 hours of classroom
instruction each year. In the class-
room, 'apprentices learn applied
mathematics, blueprint reading, and
safety. Three-year apprentices re-
ceive special instruction in 'layout
work and estimating.

When hiring helpers and appren-
tices, employers prefer high school
graduates who are at !fast 18. years
old, in good physical dition, and
licensed to drive. High school
courses in shop mathematics and
blueprint reading 'or mechanical
drawing 'provide i helpful back-
ground.

Experienced cement masons or
. terrazzo.workers may advance to su-
pervisors or contract estimators, or

may open concrete contracting busi-
nesses.
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Employment Outlook
Employment of cement, masons

and terrazzo workers is expected to
glow much faster than the average
for ail occupations through the mid-
1980's. Ak population and the econ-
omy grow, more masons will be
needed to help build apartments, of-
fices, factories, and other structures.
The greater use of concrete as a
building material also will add to the
demand for these workers. Pre-
stressed concrete columns, for exam-
ple, are.being used increasingly, in
pItce of steel columns for large
buildings. Besides the job opeiiing
created by employment growth
many openings'vwill Arise as experi-
enced masons retire, die, or transfer
to other fields of work.. For terrazzo
workets, most, if 'not aU, penings.
will arise from replacement needs.

While the employment outlocriv is
expected to be favorable over the
long run,the number of job openings
May fluctuate from year to year be-
ZOse construction activity is sensi-
tive to ups and downs in theecon-
omy.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

' Union cement masons and terraz-
zo workers in: metropolitan areas had
estimated average wages of $9.35 an
hour in 1976, about twice the aver-
age wage for nonsupervisory and

:production workers in private indus-
try, except farming. Union masons'

4,,generally' have higher wage rates
than nonunion masons. Apprentices,
usually start at 50 to 60 percent of
the rate paid to experienced cement
masons br terrazzo workers.

Annual earning; for"cement ma-
sons, terrazzo workers, and appren-
tices 'generally are lower than hourly
rates would ildieate becatish, the an-
nual number i3f bouts they work can
be adversely affected by poor weath-
er and -fluctuations in construction
activity.

Cement masons usually receive
premium, pay for' hours worked in
excess of the regularly scheduled
workday or workweek. They often
work Overtime, because once con-

,crete has bien poured the job must
be completed.

Mason_or. terrazzo work is active
and s)rentfbus. Si)ke most fleshing is
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done on floors or at groUnd level, /missile sites. They are usually the
workers must stoop, bend, and kneel. f. t workers to arrive on .a construe-
Because some Job are outdoors, 'on projectasSisting in site prepa-
worktimeworktime is lost ue to rain and rationand the last to leave. Labor-
freezing weather. In some cases, ers under the direction o other trade
however, concrete and terrazzo can workers provide much of the routine
be poured year .round by using physical labor on construction and
heated, temporary shelters made of demolition projects...They erect and ..
sheet plastic,. . dismantle scaffolding, set braces to

,

A large proportion of cement ma- support the sides of excavations, and
sons and terrazzo workers are union clean up rubble and debris. Laborers
members. They belong either to the also help unload and deliver materi-
Operative Plasterers' and Cement als, machinery, and equipment to
Masons' International Association a carpenters, masons, and other con-
the United States and Canada, or to struction workers.
the Bricklayers, Masons and Plaster- On alteration and modernization
ers' International Union of America. jobs, laborers tear out the existing

- aFt / work. They perform most of .the
Sources of Additional work done by wrecking and salvage

.

Information crews during the demolition of b lid-

i e-
,

For informatioj about apprentice-
When _concrete is mixed a the

ings.

ships arid work opportunities, con-,
wrksite, laborers unload and handletact local cement finishing- 'contrac- ii

tors; locals of -unions previcni'sly materials and fill mixers with ingredi-

mentiohed; a lodal joint union-man- ents. Whether the concrete is mixed

agement apprenticeship coalmittee; on-site or hauled in by truck, labor- /
or the nearest' office of the Slate em- ers pour and spread the concretefand(

ployrbent service or apprenticeship spade or vibrate it to prevent air
agency. . pockets. In highway paving, laborers

For general information about ce- clean the right-of-way, grade and
ment masons and terrazzo workers, help prepare the site, and set the,
contact: . . forms into which wet concrete. is
'Assoalated General Contractors of America, poured. They cover new pavement

Inc., 1957 E St. NW.,. Washington, D.C. -with straw, burlap, or other materials
22206. to keel) it from drying too rapidlyt

Iiiterational Union of Bricklayers'and Allied Sbme construction laborers have
Craftsinen, 8.15 15th St. NW., Washing-. job titles that indicate the kinds of
ton, D.C.. I0005.

,

work the do. Bricklayers' tenders
Operative Plasterers' and Ceinent Mason In- and plaste ers' tenders, both corn-

States anq Canada, 112 17th St. NW., .
ternational the United monly known as hod °Carrier§, help

Washington, D.C. 20036. bricklayers and-plaSterers by mixing
. and supplying materials, setting Up

and rpnvingportable scaffolding. and
. providing many other services. Hod-

1
carriers milk be familiar with the

)CONSTRUCTION work of 'bricklayers and plasterers
LABORERS

,

: and. ktow the materials and 'tools
1 they use. Some hod carriers also help

(p.b.-r! 801.887, 809.887,842.887: cement masons.
i'44:887, 850.887`; A51.887, Anpther group of taborets, pipe -

852.887, 853.887, 859.884 and laye,pso.lay sewer and other.large,
.887, 860.884 and .887, 8.61.884 ' nonmetal pirre:and seal connections

and .887; 862.884 and .887, with concrete and other materra-
865:887.; 866.887, 86.9.887, and Recent.. years have seen much

'892.883) , mechaniz tion of the faboiers' tasks.

Nature of the Work
..Thus, in theirttaditional work, labor-

.
ers now may operate uch things as

onstruction laborers work on all I. motorized lifts'arid-di -dig4ers of

types, of construction projects the "v-alkibehincr, 'variety, -arious
houses, highways, dams, airports, kinds of Small m,e,thariical aS

-271
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scent years have sesn'inuch mechanl-,
zatlon of the laborers' tasks.

well as laser beam equipment to align
and grade ditches and tunnels.

Although some' construction labor-
ers' jobs requir,e few skills, many jobs
require training and experience, as
well as a broad knowledge of con-
struction methods, materials, and op-
erations. Rock blasting, rock drilling,
and tunnel construction are exam-.
pies of work in Which "know-how" is
important. Laborers.Who,ork wit

' explosives drill holes in rock, handle
explosives, and set charges. T ey

Generally, applicants inustbe at least
.),8 year old and in good physical
conditi . Most new employees
transfer . rom other occupations,

. such as ttuckdriv , farm laborer, or
janitor.

Beginners' jobs are Usually of the
simplest type, ., such as unloading
trucks and digging ditches. As work-
ers gain experience, job assignments
become more complex. a

Many tasks require skills 'too cornt
plex fos on- the -job training. As are-
sult, contractors and unions have 'esl
tablished _4- to 5,..-week. formal
training programs in many -States to
teach basic constrUction. .conceptsl,
safety practices, and machinerYoP-
eration.

After several years of experience
and training; many laborers acNari"c.e
to craft jobs, such as. -.carpenter,.
bricklayer, or cement mason. .

Employment-Outlook

Employment of construction la-
borers is expected to grow about as
fast as theaverage for all Occupations
through the mid-1980's. In additidn
to e:openings created by occupational
growth, job openings will result from
the need to replace workers'who re-
tire, die, or leave the occupation for
other reasons. On the .average, tens
of thodkandsof job openings will be-
come available each\ year. Because
-employment of laborers is sensitive
to the tills and downs in construction

must know the effects' of:different: actiyjaryVver,..theannual number
.

'explosive charges under varying rock-k of oPeIC niay fluclate.
e'onditions to prevent injury and Over thi long run/growth,inpopu-

lation and_econo - aiivity-witl. spur
construction. Labor need-
ed to meet the den*nd r_moving
material's, mixing add pouring con;

Were crete, and helping craft workers, par,
ticularly on large projects such as
dams,' highways, high rise building,
and !midges.

o

property damage. Laborers do al-
-most. all the work in the boring and

it of a tunnel, including opera-
tions that Ikonld be handled by work-
ets irr other trades if: the job
located-above ground.

Places Of/Employment

About 7 I MOO construction labor- Earnings and Working':
were -: - -Cohdltkirta;VA

.°

,,
s were rn. ed in .1976. Most o.,-- ,

spread use of this construction mate-/them w ke for construction con- ' .._..
tractors,, r State and city public Uhl& wage ratVW`etrnStrtiction rial: drywall installers and drywall

. _ \laborers averaged' 7:50. an-hour in finishers.' Installers fasten drywall 'tworks and way departents,'and .1976, conipared with $4.87 an hour panels to the frame'work inside ,,for publi ity companies. for production and nonsupervisory .. houses and other build4n gs. Finishers
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the annual number of hours they
work can be ad,versely affected by
poor weather and fluctuations in
construction.

Construction work is physically
zestrenuous, si e it requires frequent

bending, sto ping, and heavy lifting.
Much of the work is'performed out-
doors. Many 'construction. laborerk,
are members-of the Laborers',.' Inter-
national Union,of North America.

Sourced of Additional
inftrmation

For information about work op-
portunities, contact local burying or
construction contractors, a local of
the Laborers' International Union a

-North America, or the local office of
the State employment service.

For general information about the
work of Construction laborers, con-
tact:
Laborers' InternationaLUnion bf North Amer-

ica, 905 16th St. NW., Washhigton, D.C.
20006.

Laborers'-Associated I General Contractors'
Education and Training Program, 1730
Rhode _Island Ave., Suite 909. Washing-
ton. D.O. '20036. .

DRYWALL INSTALLERS
ANCUINISHERS

(D.O.T. 84088,7_ and 842884)
77----=,

Ngture of the Work

Developed as a substitute for wet._
Plaster, drywa,11 consists of a thin wall
of plaster sandwiched between two
pieces of heavy paper. It is used to-
dry for. walls and ceilings of most
new homes because, it saves,koth j.
time and money compared to trdie".
denial construction using plaster.

Two new occupations have
,emerged in response to the wide-

,

workers in- private industry, except do touchup work to.get the panths in
- TrainingOthef Qualifications, e

, and Advdn ement farming.
Annual earnings for construction

Little formal' trai ing is needed to orers generallfs' are lower than
t a job as a Construction lab r,er:. Hourly rates would indicate beca,use

I 2 7

shape for painting.
, Drywall panels are manufactured
in standard sizes for' example, 4 feet.
by 12 feet. Thus, installers must mea- -

.
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Ilegh iichotooursas In carpontry Provide.* WOW backorlond for drywall work..

work in offices, schools,- and other
large buildings. FolloWing plans' that
indicate the location of rooms and

the panels for electric outlets, air- hallways, they saw metal rods and
conditioning units, and plumbing. channels to size, bolt thorn together
After making these alterations, in- to make floorlto -ceilirWrames, and
stall ors apply glue to the wooden attach the drywall Mick, to the
framework, press the panels against frames with screws. The workers also
it, and nairthem down. An installer erect suspended ceilings. They hang
usually is assisted by a helper be- metal bands from wires that 'are em-
cause larg panels are too heavy and bedded in the concrete ceiling. The.
cumbersome for one-person to han7 installers run tife bands horizontally

across the room, crisscrossing, them'
Spme installers specialize in hang- to form rectangular spaces it:tr the

ing drywall panels on metal ceiling panels. .

sure and cell some pieces to fit in
small spaces, sup as aho've and be-
lowNvintlows. They also saw holes in
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After the drywall has been Sin-.
stailed, finishers fill joints .betwe,en
panels with a quick-drying paste.
,Using the wide,' flat zip of a special
knife, and brushlike strokes, they
spread the paste into and 'along eaCh
side of the joint. Before the paste.
dries, workers use their knives to
presste perforated paper tape into.the
paste 'and to scrape away excess
paste. When the first application of
paste is dry, finisheri apply another
to fill any depressions and to make a
smooth surface. Nail and screw

as

heads also are covered with this c m-
pound. Finishers' sand.thesorpat ed :.
areas to make diem as smoo as the
rest of the wall 'surface. They also
repair nicks and cracks,caused by"the
installation of air-cond1tioning vents
and other fixtures. Sonle finisheri
specialize in sanding, taping, or re:
pair work. .

Places of Employment
.

About 45,000, persons worked as
drywall installers and finishets in'
1976. Most worked. for contractors
that webialize, in' drywall cOnaltuc-.
tion,i4others worked for contractbrs

%that do alt kinds of construction.
Installers and ,finishers are em:.

ployed4throughout the country, but
aye concentrated in urban areas. In

-..ihany small towns, carpenters install
drywall ,and painters finish it.

Training, Other CipallficationsY
. and Advancement

Persons who 'become drywalyin
stallers or finishers usually start as
helpers and learn ntst of their skills
on the job. Some employers, in Coop,

. eration with unions, offer special _,
programs whichsupplement on-the-

': job training with a few hours ot Class-
room instruction each wveek.a Each
pro'ram fasts-about 2 "years:

Installer helpers start by' carrying
materials, holding panels, and olealw
ing up, debris. Within.a few weeks,
they are taught 'to measure, cut, and
install 'panels. ventually, they be- ,

come ekperienced initallers,.capable
Of working quickly andAyitbou hell*);

Finish helpers begin with Wping:_
'joints and touching up nail holes and'
scratches. They soon learn to install

corner guards and to conceal open
eingsaround pipes. Near the rid- Of
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their training, they learn to estimate
costs of installing and finithing dry-
wall.

Employers , prefer high school
graduates who are in good physical
condition, but applicants with less
education frequently are hired. High
school or ,trade school courses in
carpentry provide a helpful back-
ground for drywall work. Installers
must iste.good at simple arithmetic.

After qualifying as an installer or
finisher, a pdtson who has leadership
ability may become a supervisor
Within a few years. Some workers
start their' own drywall, contracting
bUsinessei.

um .pay for overtime. Unlike many
construction workers, installers and
finishers work' indoors and do not
lose timeand pay when the weather
is bad,

As , in other construction trades;
drywall' ork sometimes is strenuous.
Installe and finishers spend most of
the d on their feet, either stanlng,
bending, stooping, or squatting. In-
stallers have to lift, and maneuver
heavy panels. Hazards include the
possibility Of falls from ladders and
injuries from power tools.

Soine installers are members of the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America, and Some
finishers are members of the Interna-, 'Employment Outlook tional Brotherhood of enters and

Employment of drywall workers is Allied Trades.
expected to grow much faster than
the averate for all occupations
through the mid-.1980's due to an
increase in construction activity.Be-
sides the Workers hired.-to fill open-

,Zings arising from this increased de-
, mand, many will be hirecLto replace

those who retire, die, or take jobs in
other occupatiens. Because con-
struction activity fluctuates, how-
ever, the number of new workers

leded may vary greatly from year to
ar,
'Most job' openings will be in

ropolitan areas. 'Building contractors
in small cities may not have enough
business to hire full-time drywall
workeri:

Earnings and Working
4arConditions

According to limited inforTation,
drywall installers anit finishers
earned from $6.50 to $9 an hour in
1976. By comparis,on,all nonsupetvi-
sory and production workers in pri-

* I

C
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ing) inside partitions, vialls, or other:
concealed areas. Workers also fasten
to the wall small metal boxes that will
house electrical- devices such as
kwitch'es.

To complete circuits between out-
lets and sviiichet, they then pull insu-
lated wires or cables throu ?h the
conduit. They wo'r'k carefully to'
avoid damaging any wires-or cables.
In lighter construction, suci as hous-
ing, plastic-covered: wire usually is
used rather than conduit. In any case,
electricians connect the wiring to cir-
cuit breakers, transformers, or other
components. Wires are joined by
twisting ends together with pliers and
covering the ends with speciatplastic
'connectors'. When additional
strength is 'desired, they may use an
electric "soldering gun" to melt met-Sources of Addltional
"a1 onto the twisted wires then cover .Informatiol 'them with durable, electrical tape.

For details about job qualifications' When the wiring is finished, they test
and training programs, write to: the circuits for proper connections

and grounding. . ).International Asociation of Wall and Ceiling
For safety, electricians follow Na-Contractors/Gypsum Drywall Contrac-

tors International, 1741 Connecticut Ave. tional Electrical Code - specifications 001'.-NW:, Washington, D.C. 20009. and procedureS end, in addition,National JoinPainting, Decorating, and Dry- must comply with requirements ofwall Apprpnticeship and Training Com- State, county, and municipal electri-mince, 1709 New York Ave. NW., Wash- cal codes.ington, D.C. 2006.
,Electricians generally furntjth their

own tools, including screwdrivers,

ELECTRICIANS
(CONSRUCTION)

(D.O.T: 821:381,824.281, and
829.281 and .381)

pliers, knives, and hacksaws., Em-
ployers furnish heavier tools, such as
pipe threaders, conduit benders, and
most test meters and power tools.

Places of Employment

Most of the 260,000 ,constructionature of the Work -, electricians emplNed4 in- 1976
worked (or electrical contractors..
Many others were self-employed
contractors. Cbnstruction electri-
city are employed throughout the i

c in-vate industry, except farming, aver-. and wired by construction electri- country, but are
dustrialized -and urban aoncentrated

in in-
reas:aged $4.87 atchtur. clans: These workers also install elec-..44 co

.. .Many, contractors pay installers trical machinery, electrbnia- equiR- ,
Training, Other Qualifications,ail d . finishers according :to the ment and contrO,K, and signal and

and Advancementamount of work they complete--:-for communications systeM:N'Mainte- ,,... -. ...example, from 3 to 5 cents for each ..hance electricians, wtO usually main- Most training authorities reedit -'square foot of panel installed. In a taro the , electric: Systems -installed mend the completion of 4.-year ap- .day, the average drywall worker in byiblistruclion electricians, are dis- -preriticeShip program as the best way-stalls 35 to 40 panels, each 4 feet 12,y, cussed elseWhere in the Handbook.) .'to learn the electrical trade. Com--12 feet . .,

Construction etectriCians, follow pare to most other constructionA 40-hour week is standard for blueprifits and , specifications for es, elgctricians have a higher per-installers 'and shers, but.% they most installations. To install wiring in centage of apprentice-trained work-sometimes Work Alger, Those who factories and offices, they.may b , ers. Howevet, some people learn theare paid hourlj, rates receive premi-- fit, arid fasten 'conduit (pipe u - Frade informally by.sivorking for many.. 5 '
, . . i

Heating, lighting, power, air-con-
ditioning, -and -refrigeration 6orupo-
nents all operate through 'electrical
systems that are assembled, installed,

) 2i4
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. A 4-yaar.opproaticeshIp program is the bast way tolsam the electrician trade:

,
years as eleCtlicians' helpers. Many' variety of ways. Foi example, some
helpers gain additional ,knowledge begin 'working in mpufacturing

titti'. .

through tradey sated! or correspon- a,
t- dence course's; or *trough .special

training in the Armed Forces/
4 programs : are

sponsored threugland supervised by
local jun ton-rnartagem ent co m M it:.:7
tees.' These programs provide I4
bents of clasaroom instruction e b

a year in addition t6 coinprehe sive
, . on-the-job training'. In the classroom,

apprentices learn blueprint reading,
electrical thedry, electronics, mathe:

atics, and safety 4nd first -aid prac-
es. On the job,: under the Apervi-:
n orexperienced electricians,

apprentices, blast demonstrate mas-
tery of electrical *prineiples.. At first,
apprentiCes*,drill .holes, set anchors;
J set4 conduit.: In time and-with
experience, they measui-e, bend, and
install conduit, as wellas'install,,,con-`
nect, and testwi?ing:-Theialso learn .,.,
to set tip and:draw diagram; .for on-
tire electrical systents. 4..-

,`Beginners who are not aPPientices -,
can pick up the' trade informally In a'

,plants piecing together' electrical
..capers. Others -stati Mainte-'
° =fee ere they learn abodt circuit
breakers, fuses, switches, and other

-electrical devices. Later, they cfiarige
jobs and bloaden their knowledge by
Working as helpers fOr experienced
ele'ctricians. While learning 0x...install
'conduit, connect wirei-; and test cir-
cuits helpers are also taught good
safety practices. '

All apPlicants, shonld be good
*health and .n&ve at least average
physical. strength. Good colcir vision
is. t because workers fe

,

quently must identify electrical,Ywires
by color. Also important area agility
and cl5kteriti. Applicants; for appren-

,tice positions, 'must -be at least<liS
years old and usually must be a high
school or vocational school graduate
with. I year OF algebra.,C4ofts_in
,electricity ,74Iectronie mechanical
drawing, science, Ind shop provide a
good background.
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To obtain a license, which is neces7
sary for employment in some ,cities,
an electrician must pass an exam
tion\ which regnireS a thore4h
knowledge, of the craft and of State
and local building codes.

Experienced construction electri-
cians can adVance to supetvisers, su-
perintendents, or contract estimators
for contractor% On construction jobs.
'Many electricians start their Own:
contracting businesses. In most large

: =urban areas, a ccintractor must have
an electrical contractor's, license.

EmplordenfOutlook -
Employment of construction elec-

tripians is expectedldincrease fmter
then the average for alloecupations
through. the mid-1 980's. As popula-
tion and the economy grow, more
electricians will -be .treeded to install,
lectrical.fixtUrestanCI wiring in new
ancl'ienOvstescl hOrnes, offices, and
other buildings. In .addition to jobs .
create,d by.entylbyment growth,
many openings will._arise as experi-
enced electricians. retire, die, or
leave the occupation for other rea-
sons.'

While employment in this field 4
expected to groV/ ovettheleng ruh. it
may-fltictuate frem year to year dub,
to ups and downs in construction
activity. 'When construction jObs. are /
not available, however, -electricians
may be 'able to transfer to .other.tyPes)
of electrical work. For example, they
may find jobs as maintenance electri-
cians in factories or as.electriciatis,in
shiPbdilding :Or aircraft manufactur-
ing.- 3

Earnings and Vitorklag
Condlilointr

9
According to a survey ofrnetropol-,

itan areas, uniontwagerates;for elec-
tri

;14
ians averaged.'$.10.33 in hour in

This was about twice the aver-
;age age .of lionsuperiisery and pro -
duction worker4 in pri'vate industry;
-except 'farming. Because-the seasonal
nature of construction work affects
electricians less titan 'workers inmost
bdilding trades; theieinnual earningg

-also tend to be higher.
' Apprentice wage rates ,start at.
fiejn 40 to-50 percent of the rate,
paid to experienced eleciricians and
increase-

.2....
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Construction electricians are not
required to have great physical
strength, but they frequently .must,
sand for long periods and work in

ripped quarters. Because much of
,Ti e" ork is indoors, electricians are
1....4-' tga osed to unfavorable weather,;,..x..--4.,

--tha ,. re ' most other construction
:workers. They risk electrical shock,
falls froniladders and scaffolds, and

-"blows from falling objects: However,
sa praCtices have helped to r'e-
d he injury rate.

large proportion of construction
electrician§ are member4,of the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers. _ t

...

Sources. of 'Additional
Infdrmathr

For details ablO electrician 4,-
prenticeships or other work opportu-
nities in this trade, contact localelec-
trical contractors; a local chapter of
the National .Electrical. Contractors

or

sociation; a local union of the In-

the

s

renticappeship committeecommittee{

ational Brotherhood of Electrical
orkerS; a local union-management

nearest office of the State:4emPloy-,
ment service or State apprenticeship
agency. Some local effiployment ser-
vice officer screen applicants and
give aptitugle t9sts. ..

For general %formation about the
'Work of ,eleCtricians -contact:
International Brotherhood of Electrical Work-

ers1125 15th St. NW:, Washington; D.C.
2000f. i

, -

National Electrical Contractors Associatimi
7315. Wisconsivkve. NW., WashingtOn,

- D.C. 20014.

National :Joint Apprenticeship ifild Training
Committee for the .Electrical Iltdustry,
9700 E. qeorge Palmeri' Hwy., Lanham;,
Md. 20441. a .

,

ELEVATOR

. .

CONSTRUVORS-

(D.O.T.' 825.381, and 829.281)

Nature of the Work -
c

Elevato.r constructors, also celled,
elevator mechanics, assemble and in-

;stall elevators, escalators, and similar..
equipment. In new bUiktirrgs, they in- *.

2t6

stall equipment during construction.
Iv older buildings, they.repItce earli-
er er Installations with new equipmeht.
Once the equipment is in ser ce,
they maintain and repair it. Insta -
t -ion or repair work usually i
formed. by smal),crews consisting
skilled elevator constructors an
their helpers.

When -,installing a new elevator
mechanics first prerfare the elevator
shafta.vertical opening that passes
through the floors oa building and
allows -the elevator to move up and
down. They remove any obstructions
such as wood or metal crossinembers'
and, at the bottom of the shaft, they
may erect forms,'then mix and pour
concrete for foundation.

So the elevator will move tip and
down safely and smoothly, workeg
erect a strong steel frame within the
shaft. For the frame, they bolt heavy
steel guide rails to the wallSalong the
shaft as well as he steel supportsAfastened to the Ails around the shaft
at each floor.

To install electrical. wires and con-
trols, mechanics secyre special metal
tubing to the shaks walls, running it
from floor to flopr. Workers then
pull plastic -covered electrical. wires
throu: the. tubing, which helps pro-

ires. Next, they'install cir-
cu ak rs' and switchesusually
at eac l r and-at the main control
panel.',Fi)i.ally work, rs fasten the

'wires to' the switch and test for
proper .connecti .

Next,,mechanics assemble the de-
vator ikt at the bottain of each 'shaft.
rFOotirigs" of the car frame are set
into the grooves or the heavy steel
guide rails; the-frame parts are bolted
or welded together. Workers then in-'fr
stall,tbe car's platform, walls, ceiling,
andedo

For elevtor, workers install a
hoist. giant, electrically pow-
ered s in-rulta eous1S, winds and
unwinds a heavy s el cablothat con-
nects dap eleva car at oneoendlo
its counterweight at the other. As. a

,result, the Tar and its counterweight
mdv3 ih Opposit,e'directions to- assist,
in each-other's,rnbvement. While the
hoist.wincli the cable from one side,

pulling the car uP,Nliard, it also up-
Winds the cable bit :the ,other,s0e,,
'pausing the counterweight tod,de- .

-scene!. As' the weight descends, it

viN:q,
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helps 'to pill the car swiftly and
smoothly upward.

With the car assembled and the
hoist installed,workers connect the
necessary electricat;wires to the car.

hese will-carry signal instructions,
the' ar's operation.

xt, at the, elevator entrances on
floor, mechanics bolt metal

r frames to the concrete, metal,
ood ceilings; floors, and walls.

,The frames support the grooved- met-
al tracks along %%filch the doors open
and cDse. After setting the doors in'
the frames, workers connect and test
the wires that help to operate the3/:
doors.

yinally,,aftet the connections have
been tested, the cables secured, and
the. guide rails greased,, -the entire

t ..sYstem is checked for proper Opera-
tiop.

-r

Elevatcir onstructors-employ
wotk iques whef.1 construet-

ing rs. ,These electrically
.powered. stairs rotate around huge
oval tracks that run from flow' to
floor. Unlike elevators, whichrun ac-
cording to specific signals-,. escalators
run continuously. Consequently,
while ,aleiatOrs need Sophisticated
circuits arid many wires:escalators
only need on electric wire. Workers
simply 'connect the wire from a
sl.vjtCh to the motor that drives the
giant. bicycle-like chain and rotates
the stairs. ,

Alteration work is similar to new
installation becauje all elevator

:equipment except the old rail, car
frame, platform, and counterwgight

.:is generally, replaced. Elevator me-
chanics inspect elevator and escala-

, for installations periodically . and, ,
when necessary, adjUst cables and 'lu-
bricate:or replace parts.

Alteration work on elevators is im-.
portatit_bedaOse of. the rapid*rate or
innovation `and imprOvement in
vator engineering.,

To install and repair modern eleva-
torS, Aost of whiclt are electrically
ContrOle.d, elevator constructors
'bust have a working knowledge of
electriciiy, electronics, and hydrau- .
lics. Thev. also must be able to repair
electric motors as wellis control and"
signalsystems. Because of the variety
of their-wOrc, they use' many °differ-
ent4hindtwls; po'wer tools; and test-
ing meters tnd gauges.
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idknowledge and s 11. For example,
electrital wiring requires a knowl-
edge -.of local and national electrical
codes and- of electrical.theory Later
on, trainees learn to test .elevatOrs .'

' and adjust- them for maximum Per-
formance. In the classioom, trainees
learn electrical and electronic the-
ory, mathematics, applications of
physics, and safety' techniques.

Generally, training advancement
depends upon the trainee's . ability
and level of experience. The average
trainee usually qualifies -as' a helper
after 6 m'onths. of experience and
usually becomes ifUlly qualified ele-
vator constructor within 4 years.
Some States and cities require eleval
for constructors to pass a licensing
examination.

Applicants for trainee positions
must be at least 18 years old and
have a high school or vocational

tieschool e ucation; courses in electric-
ity, mat matics,, and- physics can
provide a useful background. Appli-
cants also must pass an aptitude test
before training begins. Good physical
condition and a high degree of me-
chaqical aptitude are important. -

Some constructors advance to jobs
as supervisors or elevator inspectors.
A 5elatively small number go into the
elevator' contracting buSiness. '

' t--' .

Employment Outlook
;

Employment' in this sniall-pccupa-
don is ,expected to increase faiter
than the average for all occupitions
through tiro:, mid-1980's. Growth in
the ntirnbd of ,high-rise apartment
and commercial bilildings will create
job openings in elevator construc-
tion, as will the need to replaCe twe--.

,tienced workers w.ho retire, die, 'or.
stop working .for othet reasons. The

. total number of job openings will be
liniited, however, because ,iof the ..
relatively small size of .the. occupa.:,
tion.

Growth 1a *aims-ether o hIgt4lie buildings
to

Places Of ,Erapio-yinent

Most of the estimated.211,090 ele-
'Vator constructors ii? 1976 were ern:-
ployed by elevator manufacturers to
do' instalkation, modernization, and
repair work. Sonie are employed in-
stead by small, local Con6actors who

, 'specialize in 'elevator .maigtenanc:
and repair. Still other's work: for gov-
erAlbent agencies or business estab-
lishments that do, their own elevator
inaihtenance and repiii.

iNt

Milliners's. demand for elevator cogstrue.
re.

Training, Other OuilificatiOns,
an Advance ent

Almoiti 'all elOy'otor..cotistrt;4torg 4F

Earnings and Waiting
learn. tkeif skills tltrOugh on-the-job

'training suppretnented .bYrclassrbom
instruction. On,the job, trainee's ate

,assigned initialtyto experienced ele-
vatcOnechanies, Beginning taski in,
clude carrying materials. aid tools;
boltieg rails-to walls,apa assembling

.vab parts,. Bventually;-tasks become
rnbre complex and require. greater

, "

Conditions - A

In 1976, union elekatopeOnstrue-
' tors in metropolitan. areas had esti--

mated average wages of $10.30 aA
*hour or twice the average wage paid,
to production and .nonsupervisory:
Workers:sin private induitry, except'.
farming. Hourly wage rates for train -.

-277
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,

s start at' about 50 percent of the
rate paid to experienced elevator me
chanics and increase periodically.

Unlike most other construction,
trades, elevatof clatructors usually
work year round. When'construction
of new buildings 'declines, the con-
struction of new elevators and esca-
lators declines, but the demdnd for
the repair and maintenance of older
elevators and escalators increases.

Elevator construction involves lift-
ing and carrying heavy equipment
and parts, but this is usually done by

. helpers. Most of the work takes place
indoors and at great heights. Work-
ers are exposed to the dangers of falls
and electrical shocks.

Most %elevator constructors are
memberS pf the International Union
of Elevator Constructors.

Sources. of Additional

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

ForBefore putting down resilient ov-; ; precut and seamed' carpet, in-
ering, suchas vinyl tile:.installers test stallers -simply lay a foam rubber pad
inspect the floor to be "Sure that it is on the floor and-foil the carpet over
firm, dry, smooth, and free of dust or. the slightly smaller pad. To hold-the
cfirt.,SOme floors have to be prepared ' pad,nd carpet in place, installers
'f r. covering. For example; installers . may apply _tape that has adhesive on

ay sand a rough or painted floor, both sides to the bottom edges of the/

Inforniation

For further details about work op-
portunities as -a helper in this trade,
contact elevator manufacturers, ele-
vatqr construction or maintenance
firmWOr ,a local of the union men-

. tioned above. In addition, the local
office of the-State employment ser"-
vice may have information about op-
portunities in this trade.

For general information about the
work-Of elevator constructors, con-
tact:
International Union of Elevator Constructors,

5565 Sterrett Place, Clark Bldg., Suite
332, Columbia, Md. 2 ld44.

FLOOR COVERING
, INSTALLERS

(D.O;TI 299.381 and 864.781')

Nature of the. Wc4k.

Floot covering installers (also
called Soar covering mechanics)` in-
stall and replade.. carpet or resilient
filaor covering materials such as tile,
linoleum, and vinyl sheets. These
Workers install coverings over, floors'
made of wood, concrete, or other

;rnaterials:'.. They :generally specialize
in either carpet of resilient floor,covi
ering installation, althotigh 4orrie do

,,:both.types.

,aid fill cracks and,indentations. An carpet..
extremely uneven floor may he resui-\
faced with wood or other materials. Placiks of Employment

On 'newly poured concrete floors
An estimated 85,000 floor cover-or floors laid over earthwork, install-

ers test for moisture content. If the ing installers were employed-in 1976.
moisture is too great, they may sug- About four-fifths' worked primarily

with carpet, and the remainder with
resilient flooring.,

Moit installers worked for flooring
contractors. Many others worked for
retailers of floor covering and hotne
alteration and reeair Contractors. .

to About I out of 4 floor covering inplan. The plan may .be -
stallers was self-employed, a, highertural drawings that specify every del

tail orthe covering design, or a sim- proportion than tiro average for all
pie, verbal description by, the building trades.

Installers are employed throughoutcustomer. When the plan is' complet-
the, Nation,' but most are concentrat-ed, installers,' often assisted by ,ap-
ed in urban areas that have high lev-prentices;ot helpers, cut, fit; and glue

the flooring into place. It must be els of constructionactivity.
carefully fit, particularly at' door. Training, Other Qualifications,openinds, along irregular will surfac-
es, and Aovanasmentand around fixtures, such as col-6e . .umns or pipes. Installers must take ," "Phe vast majority of floor covering
special care also in cutting out and installers learn their trade's informal-
setting in decorative -designs. After ly'on the job by working as helpets to
the flooring is in place, they may run experienced installers. Most others
a roller over it to insure good adhe- learn through formal apprenticeship

programs, Which include on-the-job
training as well as related classroom
instruction. . 4

gest postponing installation of floor
covering or recommend a covering
technique suited to the floor's condi-
tion.

Resilient-flooring installers mea-
sure and mark off the floor according

mon.
Carpet installers, like the installers

of resilient coverings, first inspect the
floor to determine its condition.
Then they plan the layoUt after al-
lowing for expected traffic patterns
so that best appearance and long
wear will be obtained.

For wall-to-wall, carpet, installers
lay underlaymenta .112 to 1 inch
thick, foam rubber padthat is ,cut
slightly smaller than the entire floor.
Next, they roll out,- measure, mark,
and cut, he carpet, allowing for 3 to 4

extra carpet on, each side.
rovides some leewayjor mis-

'orkers then lay. the'' carpet'
ch it to f evenly against the

floor- and snugly against each wall.
and door threstiald. With the carpet ,

Stretched, the.excess around the
rimeter is cut to fit the room precise-
ly. To hold the carpet place; work
gds eittfervtack or tape each edge'of
the carpet to the floor.

inch
This
takes.
and stre

%40.40
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n f orma 1 training programs usually
are sponsored by 'individual contrac-
tors and generally take about I 1(2
years. Ifelpers begin with simple as-
signments. Helpers on resilient floor-
ing jobs% carry materials and tools,
prepare floors t>4 the tile, and help'
witif its instal ation. Carpet helpers
install tacklessstrippingand padding, .

and help stretch wwVinttalled car-.
pet. With experience; helpers in ei-
ther trade take on more difficult as-
Signments, sUche as measuring,
cutting, and ,fitting the materials to
be installed. -:

Some contractor-sPonsored
grams and apprenticeship programs
provide-comprehensive trait/lin§ that .ff
covers both, carpet and resilient.
flooring wdik., _ -

Applicants for helper or appren -. '
Lice jobs shoulci.be at least 16' years
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b.

as

Fiber covering Installer laying resilient tile;

old; mechanically inclined; and li-
censed to drive. A high school e ca-

: .. tion "issPreferred , ;though not n es-
- sary. Courses in general mathematic

and shop mayprovide a helpful back-
. .

. 'ground. !
,i.. .Floor covering installers may ad-

.vance to sitiRkfiltisors or installation104managers ' e floor layingfirms. .

°Sonie ihsta ers. become salespersons
or estimators: Installers also may go

. into business for themselves.

Einploythent Outlook

EmPlorifent of floor covering in-
stallers is expected to increase about
as fast as, the,average for all
ions through title

dition toljob openings resteing frOm .

employment growth many, openings
will arise as experien ed installers'te-

%Are, or leave the:occupation for
other reasons.

'EmplOrnenloof floor cov.erinOn-
'.stallers:is expected to increase main-4

ly becanse.of the expected eltpanSiori
.

in Construction and. the more wide:
spread use of resilient floor coverings
and carpeting. In Many new:build-
ings., plywood. will Continue to re-
Ace hardwood f1016i-s, thus /flaking
w71-to-wall carpet or resilient floors
a kneiessity. Carpet and resilient
flooring also will continue to be used
extensively in renovation work.
Moreover, versatile Materials and
colorful patterns will contribute to
the growing demandfor floor cover-
ings.

Most job *opporttinities will be for
carpet installers and workers .who
can install both carpet and resilient
flooring. Fewer opportunities will:
arise for workers who can instill only
,resilient' flooring /*cause this is a
relatively small field

7

Earnings sind.ifiOrking
Conditions

Natura. of the'Work
Information from a liniited Munber.

4 le
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tween $6.25 and $9 per hour in
1976. Starting wage rates for appren-
tices and other trainees usually are
about half of the experienced work-
er's rate.

Most .installers are paid by the
flour. In some shops, part of the pay
may be in bonuses: In others, install-
ers receive a monthly salary or are

. paicl according to the amount of
work they dip. . :

. Installers generally_ work regular
daytime hours., Farticulai ..circum--
stances, however; such as installing a
,floor in a store or office, may require

, -work during' evenings or Weekends:
Unlike many construction wOrk-

ers, Not covering hist/Hers: ttsualli-
do not lose time due to weather con-
ditions. During the winter, most waif.
is ttlin heatedbuildings. 'gm
are n 'azardolis, but installers may
get injuries frig-lifting hes* mateita
als or from working in a kneeling poM
sition for long periods.. Most injuries
ca be:avoided if iTiper work proce-

' 4:1 rei -are f011Owed.
. any floor cOv' ering installers be-

., long to unions, including United
--Brotherhflod of CarpentersPidJoin
*ers of America, and the international
Brotherhood of Painters and Allied
Trades:

Sources of Additional
Information

For details about apprenticeships
or work opportunities, contact local
flooring contractors Or retailers; lo-
cals of the unions, previously men-
tioned; or the neatesi_office of the
State appreittieeshipfrgency or the
State employment service.

For general informatiilit abon't the
work of floor coliceirjrig. installers,
contact: i,ge

,RAEO- Box 2048,carpet and Row Institu
Dalton, Ga. 30720..

Resilient. Floor Covering lnst e; 1030 15th
St. NW., Q. Washingtorr, D.C.
20005. ;

GLAZIERS

86:78.1)
r: .

ofk firms indicates 'tha't experienced Constpiction glaziers cut and in-
floor cOverine installers earned be- 'stall all- types of building glass, Fro.

279.,
3, . .

;!.
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some jobs, the glass is precut and
ready to install. For other jobs, glass
must be cut before being. installed.

To prepare the glass for cutting,
glaziers measure and mark the glass
to fit the window opening, then rest
the glass either on edge or flat against
a carpeted table. To help the cutting
tool move smoothly across, the glass,
workers sometimes brush on a thin
layer of oil along the line of the
intended cut.

4.-4
;#'

72
-^,T

a

Glaziers cut glass with a special
tool that has a very hard m tal wheel
about 1/6 inch in diamete . Using a
"straightedge" as a guide, the glazier
presses the cutter's wheel firmly to
the glass, guiding and rolling it care-
fully over the surface. This creates a
cut on and just below the surface.
Immediately after cutting, the glazier
presses on the small end, thereby
causing the glass to break cleanly
along the cut.

5:71.
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popularity otglass In building design will'ethnuleie the demall 6tr,
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Glaziers may need the help of a
crane when installing a large, heavy
piece of glass. In all cases, however,
since there is p risk of shattering the
glass, glaziers use their hands to
guide the glassncarefully to the open-
ing and' to. posiiion the glass precisely
in its frame.

Glaziers secuTe glass in an opening
with materials such as putty, rubber
gaskets, metal clips, and metal or
wood molding. When using putty,
which is similar to very soft taffy,'
workers first spread it neatly against
and around the edges of the molding
on, thej,nside of the opening. Next,
they install the glass. With it prested
against witthe ty on the inside mold-
ing, workeir then screw or nail out-
side. molding that loosely holdS the
glass in place: Tofiold it firmly: they
aciC tfie space he.tWeen-the

anLlie41asswit,t putty, then trim
ancess pitity with a putty knife.

Clairtrs
. t . -

so useuse a rubber
gaskea very molded rubber
hose with a spUrunnifig its length
to secure glas0They first glue the
gasket around the perimeter within
the opening, then set the glass into
the split side of the gasket, causing it
to clamp to the edges of the glass and
hold it firmly in place.

When metal clips and molding are
used to secure glas %, glaziers jfirst
secnre, -the molding, then force
springlike metal clips between' the
glais and the molding. The c s exert
pressure on the molding nd the

"glass; thereby, kreping it (Illy in

, GlgzierS also install glass doois,
mirrors, and steel sash:

ition to handtools such as
ttirs and putty knives, glaziers
wer toMs,,such as cutters and

grinders.
w.

Places of EmOlejiment.

About 10,000 persons worked as
construction glaziersin -1976. Most
worked for glazing contractors en,
gaged in new conatructicin,`, alter -
tion, and rppair. Qthers worked for

lAivernmliat,age4ies orOuSinesses
that do 'theirolA;rinStructiOn work.

Glazi ,..worVirihiotrghoUt :the
atO, coaCentrated:ci
as, Glaziti -occa-

work for.a:day.

sit

coun
..metr

sionall
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or two in small outlying towns where
few people, if any, are equipped and
qualified to install glass in commer-
cial buildings such as stores.

Training, Oilier Qualifications,
and Advancement.

The majority of construction gla-
ziers learn the trade through a 4-year
apprenticeship program. Others
learn the trade informally, on the job,
by assisting aperienced workers.

Apprenticeship programs, usually
sponsored by local union-manage-
rffent committees, consist of on-the-
job training as well as 144 hours of
classroom instruction each year.
Some apprenticeship programs also-
require a comprehensive home study
course.

On the job, apprentices learn to
use the tools and equipment of the
Trade; handle, measure, cut, and in-
stall glass; cut and fit moldings; and
install and balance glass doors. In the
classroom, they are taught mathe-
matics, -blueprint reading, general
construCtion techniques, sicety.prac=
tices, and first-aid.

'4Those who learn this trade mfor-
mally usually start by carrying-glass
and cleaniiig up debris in large glass
shops. They often have the opportu-
nity to pracctice iffeiKctitting tech-
niques on discarded glass. After a
year or so, they may have an oppor-
tunity to cut:gilkss for a job. Eventual-

, ly, helpers assist experienced, work-
ers on a simple tinitallation job.
Learning the trade this way may take
considerably longer than through an.:
prenticeship.

Applicants for- apprenticeships or
belper4positions should be in good
physical condition and licensed to
drive. Persons- applying for helper.,
positions ihtvill find that employers
prefer high schopl or vocational
school _graduates. Applicants for ap-
prentiteships must be at least 1
years old and have a high chool di-
ploma tor4ts equiyalent. Courses in
irneral mathematics read-
ing, or mechanici6drAig, general

, construction, and shop ,provicie
helpful baCkground. -

GlazierS whet. haVe'legdekhip fibil- -
ity may advance io.,stipeMsory jobs.
Someglaziets become, contractors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of construction gla-
ziers is expected to increase faster
than fhe average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Besides the
jobs resulting from employment
growth, many openings will arise as
experienced glaziers retire, die, or
leave the occupation for other rea-
sons. The number of openings may
fluctuate from year to year, however,
because employmat in this trade is
sensitive to changes in construction
activity.

Over the long run, population and
business growth will create a rising
demand for new residential .and com-
mercial buildings, such as' apart-
ments, offices, and stores. Since glass

' will continue to be popular in build-
ing design, the demanglaziers to
install and replace glass also will
grow.

Employment opportunities should
be greatest in metropolitan areas,
where most glazing contractors are

- located.

.

Earnings and Working

271

r
'Sources of Additional

Information

For more information -abOut gla- .

zier apprenticeships or work oppor-
tunities, contact local glazing or gen-
eral contractors; a local of the
International Brotherhood of Paint-
ers and Allied Trades; a local joint
union-management apprenticeship
agency; or the nearest office of 'the
State employment service or State
apprenticeship agency.

. For general information about the
work of glaziers, contact:

4pterraona1. Brotherhood of eainteiund- Al-
lied Trades, 170 New York kie. NW., .

Washington. D.C. 20006.

g.-

INSULATION WORKERS

(D.O.T. 863.3819.781, ande)

Nature of the Work

rbperly insulated homes and
' buildingi reduce fuel costs by pre-
venting excessive loss of coot air on
warm days and hot air on cold days.
Meat storage rooms, steam pipes,

Covditions and boilers are other examples where

In 1976, unio .construction g la-
the wasteful transfer of heat to or

n . from the space inside can be mini-
ziers..m.metropolitan areas had esti- mized by insulation. Selecting the
mated average wa s of $9.25 an proper material and methocrof instal-
hour, or 'about Mt the average !anon is the responsibility of insula-

tiOn workers.
Insulation workerssometimes

called applicatorsmay paste, wire,
tape, or spray insulation to an appro-
priate surface. When covering a
steam pipe, for example, insulation
workers may cut a tube of insulation
to the necessary length,_ stretch it
open along a cut which runs the
length of the tube, and then slip it

rs they work can be adversely af- over. tits pipe. To secure the insula-
rap and fasten wire bands

it, or wrap a cover of
oCanvaeover it and

s le the coverin *ice.
ired to cbver joints corn=

hourly wage for prods ion or nonsu-
,,pervisory workers in private Indus-
tries, except farthing. Apprentice
wage rates usually stirt at ercent,

of the rate Aid tcf enced, gla-
ziers and increase p ally. Year-
ly earnings. of gl'aile apprentic-
es, however, gener re slightly
lower than ho I ra Would indi-

e because the annual number of'

fected by poor weather and fluctu- lien they
arouatibns in construction activity. paGlaziers may be injured by glass then

;60..0
edge

t
s Or cutting tools, falls from scaf- Care is.

toldsvior &dm lifting glass. To reduce PietelY.
injuries, employers and unions .em- whe
phasize safety training. surface, wor ers may use a hose to

Many glaziers employed in bon- 'spray fOam insulation onto a.wire
struction are memberi of the Inter4y mesh. The wire mesh provides a
tional Brotherhood.of Painters and-745vtfgh'surface to which the foam caw;

oiling and, adch'strength to the, fin-

ng a wall or other flat

Ai/led Trades.

2 8 j.



ished wall. If desired, workers apply a .,workers, or holding the material-
:final coat for a finishpd appearance. - while they fasten it in place. In about

In some places, such as attics 6 to 8 months, assignments hecpme
which do not require either wire
mesh for adhesion or a final coat for
appearance, applicators use a corn-
preflsor to "blow-in" the insulation.
llilowing-ir insulation is a si pie
task. The worker fills the ine
with shredded- fiberglass insertion,

(-allows the -comp essor to force" the
insulation throug a hose, and con-
trol's the direction and flow of the.,
insulation until the required amount
is installed.

Insulation workers use common
handtoolstrowels, brushes, scis-
sors, selOg equipment, and stapling
guns. Powersaws, as well is
handtools, are used to cut and fit in-
sulating materials.

Compressors for "blowing-in" or
for "spraying-on" insulation also
may be us'e'd. In using these tools,
applicators may have to *bend or
squat while working on ladders or on
scaffolds in dimly lit and sometimes
very dusty areas.

Places orErn. ployment ,

.bout 30,000 insulation. i°vorkers
-were employed in 1976. Most
-worked for insulation contractors.
Others'were employed to alter 'and..
maintain 'insulate'd piPeWork . in
chemical factories, petroleum refin-
eries, powerplants;and similar struc-
tures which have extensive steam in-
stallations foepower, heating, and
cooling..,Some large.firms which have
cold-,storage facilities also employ!
these workers for maintenance Ade:
repair.

Tratoln hicr Qualifications,
and Advancement

AlriVt all insulation workers learn
-their trade through 'either informal
on- the -job training or a;forrnal 4-Pear
"improvership" program; both of
these .programs conservation,
and safety. A traineejn an informal
o,ti-the-job program, usually provided
by and paid; for by an insulation
contractor,. is asiigned tan experi-
enced worker forinstruc-

,.? tionand' Super;.isin. A be-
gins. with, sigkple 4aski, euch- ars

inSuption, supplyi%
insulation materialS to experienced

lit OIL

more complex, and within a year a
trainee usually_ learns to Measure,
cut, fit, and install various types of
insulation. With experience, the
trainee receives less supervision,
more responsibility, and higher pay.

Trainees who receive informal in-
struction usually learn to specialize.
in only three or four types of installa-
tion. In contrast, trainees in 4-year
"improvership" programsinuch
like the apprenticeship programs of
other tradesreceive in-depth in-
struction in almost all phases of insu-
lakion work. The in-depth instruction
is provided by and paid for by a'joint
committee of loal insulation con-
tractors and the local union of insula-
tion applicators. The committee
determines the need for "improver-
ships," screens and tests applicarts,
and ensures the availability of proper
training programs. Progranis consist
of on-the-job training as well as class-
room instruction, and trainees must
pass practical and written tests to
diemonstrate a knowledge of the
trate.

For entry jobs, insulation contrac-
tors. prefer high school graduates
who are in good physical condition
and licensed to drive. High school
courses in blueprint reading, shop
math, and.. general construction pro-
vide a helpful background.
. Applicants seeking 4-year.
"improvership" positions must have
a high school_ diploma or its equiv-
alent, and be at ,least 18 y51rs old,
Applicaticin can- be made thitiugh lo-
cal contractots, unions, or. a joint
committee,

Skilled insulation workers may ad-
Vance to superviSdr, shop superinten-
dent, or insulatilm contract estima-
tor, or mayt§openlh insulation,
contracting business.

employment 'et oak,
r

Emeoyment of insulation (workers
xpected to gioWmuch, faster thanit average for occupations

th oUgh the mid-198 addition
to jobs from eln oyment orowth,
several Ipndred. b en ingS will arise
annually 'fsorn r tre need to repOt
workers who,tranSfer.to c4ther/O-cCuL

pattons., tctire; pr die.
2 9
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More workers will be needed to Install

Illiergy-saving Insulation In homes and
businesses.

Mow workem,will be needed to
install energy-saving insulation in
new homes and businesses. Insula-

. tion for boilers and pipes in new fac-
odes and power planti also will
stimulate employment growth. More-
over, old buildings `that need extra
insulation to 4tive fuel will add
ployment requirements.

Employment opportunitie will be
besi in metropolitan dre , where
most insulation rontractqrs re locat-
ed. In small towns much of the insu-
lation work is done by persons in oth-
er tracies, Supikas heating and air-
conditioning ifristallers, carpenters,
and drywall installers, rather than by
iiis'ulation workers.

Earnings and Working
Coriditio

Union insulation workers in metro-
politan areas had estimated average.
wages of $9.75 .an hour in 1976,
slightly higher than the average .for -

-all union building trades workers'.
Apprentice wage rates 'start about
half- the rate paid to expeiiencia-
woekers and increase periodically'.c'

According to lime information,
, .

experienced' norm n insulation
,

Workers earn from $200 lo $300 per
well(. Nonunion tl.ainees.earn from

20 to $140 peNek.
.Insulation WOt spend,inost cif

the workday on thfir feet, either
slanding,ftbemdin* stoopingrbr

=
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squatting. Sometimes they work from
ladders or in tight spaces. Removing
old insulation before. installing new
re terials. is often dusty and dirty:
Tearing out asbsstosat one time
the most common form of insulation
but rarely used todaycan be very
dangerous to the workers' health un-
less they follow proper safeguards.

A large proportion of the workers
in this trade are members of .the
International Association of Heat
and Frost Insulators and Asbestos
Workers.

Sources of Additional
Information, ,

For information about insulation
workers', improyership programs or
other work_ opportunities in this
trade, contact a local insulation con-
tractor; a local of the union men-
tioned above; or the nearest office of
the State employment service or
State apprenticeship agency.

a.

IRONWORKERS*
(D.O.T. 801.2801,..381, .781, .884;
809.381, .781, .884; and869.883)

Nature of-the Work

Ironworkers erect steel framework
and .other metal parts in buildings,.
bridges, and other structures. They.
also rig heavy .construction machin-
ery (prepare it for moving) and deliv-
er the machinery to new sites. In ad-
ditiOn, irtirorlers make alterations;
such. as installing steel stairs or add,
ing window .guards to buildings, and
do repair work, suchas replacing

ri metal bridge parts. .

Ironworkers comprise fourrelated,
tradesstructural ironworkers,_rig-
gers and machine -movers, of;namerilt-,,,,,
al ironworkers, and reinforcinglironv7
.workeh. Manyeironworkers area
skilled in two of these trades or w ore.

Structural ironworkers (DOD T.
.809.381i 'erect; align, and fasten tile
'steel .franitAtork 'of. biidges; build-
ings,Lant otTier ktructurls, such vai

o
*sioraie:taYiks. Thel y'alSo install floor

_.'cleckingtand the doors arrtframessol
-B41(.16aillts. Ironworkers:4010w blue-

print specifjeatfons"in erecting steel
p .framework: They direct cringopera,:

tors to hoist each steel part into prop-
er eositioRt Workers often push, pull,
or pry beams 'and girders for last-
second positioning befdre temporar-
ily bolting them in place.

To permanently connect a steel
member, ironworkers measure for
correct alignment, using plumti bobs,
levels, and measuring tapes-A/ley
remove temporary bolts if necessary,
then jockey the steel beam or girder
into position, using winches,hOists,
and jacks. When the member is ear-
fectly aligned, workers bolt, rivet, or
weld it-to others for;final faitEning.

Riggers and maclzine movers
(D.O.T. 869.883) set up and rig the
hoisting equipment used to erect and
dismantle structural steel frames.
These skilled workers also move
heavy construction machinery and
equipment. They study the size,
shape, and weight of the object to be
moved, choose lines and cables to
support its weight, and select, points
of attachment that will provide a safe
and secure hold on the load. Next,
they hook or boWleor more cables
to both the hoisTRig equipment and
the itenfto be moved. Workers then
direct the load into position by giving
hand signals 4Sndo.t,her directions to
the hoisting machine operator... In
many instances, riggers build tolat-
forms or containers on the job to

*move unusually shaped mateliials and
machines. This work requires a
knowledge-of hoisting' equipment.
and lifting devices.

Ornamental ironworkers (D.O.T.
809.381) install metal stairways, cat-
walks, floor gratings, ladders, and
window frames. They also install
lampposts, fences, and decorative
ironwork. In addition, they work with
prefabricated aluminum, brim, and
bronze items. Examples are ircently
develOped ornamental building fa-
cades.that are bolted. or welded to a
building.

Since other workers cut and shape
most of the ornamental metal away
from the construction site, orna-
mental ironworkers spend most of
their time fitting, aligning, and as-
sembling. On the job, workers make
sure ornamental pieces fit correctly
and hold firmly_Workirs. hacksaw
oversized pieces to siie anctttome-
times must drill holes. For secure
corfnections, they rivet' or weld the
metals.

Reinforcing ironworkers (D.O.T.
801.884) set steel rods or bars in
concrete forms to reinforce the con -
crete.' They place the steel bars on
suitable suppofts in the .concrete
form, then tie the bars together by
wrapping and °twisting wire around
them. Workers follow supervisory in-
structions or blueprint specifications
to make sure the reinforcing rods are'
positioned properly. Some concrete
is reinforced with a coarse mesh
made of welded wire.-When using

. mesh, ironworket measurefhe sur-
::,,:'"tace to be covered, cut and bend the
i,trnesh to the desired shape, and place

it over the area to be .reinforced.
While a concrete crew pours the
slab, ironworkers use hooked rods to
position the wire mesh in the freshly
poured mixture.

Places of Employment
,

'About 71,004,structural and cam-
-mental ironworkers were employed if
in 1976. Thbusandi of additional

ers were employed as riggers,
ine InOvers and 'reinforcing

onworkers.
,

Most of these. workers; are ern,-
ployed, by gene ofitradtors
larg uildint ruojec ,"steel "etieeti
COM S, -01'0 mental ion coll-

a Omit heights,,
.

Mateyttictors. agy areemployed bilarge-,,a I
. A t:

.

_. (... ; . . _!Li. _ fk"
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steel-companies or their subsidiaries
engage in cern-struction of
bridges, dam and large buildings.
Some Work for government agencies,
public utiF or large industrial.
firms .that- ,own construction
work. Wry few are self-employed.

Ironworkers work in all parts of
the country,..bdt.they are concentrat-
ed in metropolitan areas.

Tratnin9,40thr Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most A/dining..authorities recom-
mend the completion' of an appren-
ticeship as the best way to learn these
trades. Some people, however, learn
these trades infbrmally by working as
helpers to experienced ironworkers.

Apprenticeship pro ms, many of
which are sponsore y local union-
contractor agree nts, usually con-

e

gist of 3 years of -job training
and a minimum of 144 urs a year
of classroom instruction in subjects
such as drafting, blueprint reading,
and mathematics applicable to layout
work. Apprentices learn ornamental
assembling, reisiforcing, rigging,
structural erecting, and welding.

Those who 'learn the trade infor-
mally usually start by moving

rods and disposing of
debris. Within a 'short period they
can set reinforcing rods.. Eventually.,
they do ornamental or -structural,
work.

Applicantsffor apprenticeship or
helper positibns generally must be at
least 18 years old and have a high
school or vocational school educa-
tion; courses in gepistl mathematics
and mechanical drawNipprovide a
helpful background.

Since materials used in ironwork-
ing trades are heavy and bulky,
abqve-average physical strength is

tt necessary,. Agility and a good sense
of balance also are required in' order
to work at great heights and on nar-
row footings. .

Experienced ironworkers can ad-
. van4e to surferviso'ry positiOnS. A

small number go into the itonwork-
iiii.bitsiness.

: .

EmploymeAt Outlook

eEm6loYihttrit dfironwOrIkers is ex-
pected to increase much. faster tartiP,:
the. average for all occifpati ne,

through the Imid-1980's. Growth in
construttion activity will increase the
demaqd for' these -workers. Besides
jobs resulting from,.eomploy-ment
growth, many openings will result
from the need to repla.e&experienced
ironworkers who transfer' to other
fields of work, retire, or die. The
number of job openings;, fluctu-
ate from year to year, hb;.ever, be-
cause construction activity is sensi-
tive to changes in the economy.

Employment in all ironworking
occupations is expected to increase
over the long run. The growing use of
tructural .steel in buildings will cre-

, to a need for more structural iron-
workers. Work opportunities for or-
namental ironworkers will result
from the growing popularity of ofna-
mental panels for large buildings, and
of metal frames to hold large glass
installations. More riggers and ma-
chine mqvers will be needed to han-
dle the Alcreasing ambunA of heavy
construction machinery. he grow-
ing demand for prestressed concrete
will create additional job opportuni-
ties for reinforcing ironworkers.

Job openings for ironworkers usu-
ally are more abundant during 'the
early spring when the weather warms
up and the level of.construction ac-
tivity increases.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

- Union structural and reinforcing
ironworkers in metropolitan areas
earned estimated average wages of
$10 an hour in 1976, or about twice
the average -wage of nonsupervisory
and production workersln private in-
dustry, except' farming.' Apprentices
start at 6Q percent of the hourly rate
paid to experienced Workers. They
receive increases as they gain experi-
ence. Aniival earnings for' these
Workers, however, are generally low-
er than hourly wages would indicatge
because therannual number of hours
they work call be adversely affected,
by poor weather and fluctuations in
construction activity.

Ironworkers often work at great
heights, sornttimes walking on mere I
spot wide girders 20 floors. Sr more
atiove the grdulnd. Although many a
tfiese workers risk injury froM.
safety devices' such as nets safety

42 *4
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belts, and scaffolding have helped
prevent.accidents.

Iroriwork can involve consider bie
travel-because demand may he ins f-
ficient-to Iteee local cres continual-

,
ly employed. .

Many workers in these 14:1e1 are
members of the International AisOcil'°
anon of Bridge, Structural and Orna-
mental Iron Workers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For more information on appren-
ticeships or other work opportuni-
ties, contact local general contrac-
tors; a local of the union mentioned
above; a local joint union-manage-
ment apprenticiship dbmniittee; or
the nearest office of the State em-
ployMent service or apprenticeship
agency.

For, general information about
ironworkers, contact:
Associated General Contractors of America,

Inc., 1957 E St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.

LATHERS

(D.O.T. 842.781)

Nature of the Work

What makes vement cling to a
ceiling? Lath does..,If properly, in-
stalled, lath creates a firm support to
Which wet cement, plaster, or stucco
will hold fast to form. ceilings and
walls. The one who installs lath is
called a lather.

Until the list 'century, lath was
made' exclusively of wood. Since
then, metal and gypsum have re-
placed wood because of their versa-
tility, strength, and fire pr,00fing
propertias..Metal lati$ comes in dif-
ferent fOrifis, bust it is usuall ire
mesh. Gypsuqiplath comes in.1/2 in
thick sheets, ranging from I. p4.1
by 4 feet to 4 feet by 8 feet.
-" Each type of 'lath holds cement,
plaster, or stucco in a particular way.
For example, wet plaster penetrates-.
openings' in thee, lath and is held in
plaee.rhechanicaliy. When applied to
gypsum lath:bowel/et chemicals in
th2 wet" plaster react with other

et
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Lather wire -tles mita! lath.

chemicals on the lath's surface,
bonding the materials together.

Lathers Use various methods of
installation depending on the pur-
pose of t e job, the kind of building,
and the type of lath specified. On

, walls a d ceilings, lathers usually
clip, nail, screw, staple, or wire-tie
the lath directly to the building's
framework. On 'tinder block or ma-
sonry walls, it is necessary to build a
lighttilletal or wood frame, balled fur-
ring, onto the building's structure.
Then they attach the lath to the fur-
ring. WhileMenstalling ',nth, workers
cut operrIngs in it for electrical out-
lets and Water pipes.

..r:
Lathers install a special wirtrnesh

reinprcernenton inside angles and
Corners or walls to prevent cracking.

..

On outside or exposed corners, they.
attach a corner support that proiiides
protection and strength.

Sometimes lathers install two lay-
ers of lath:For example, when stucco
(a mixture of portland cement and-
sand) is to he applied over a wood
framework, workers may install
layers of wire mesh, separated by a
layer of felt, to serve as a base fot the
stucco.

In ornamental work or curved sur-
face work, workers build a frame ap- .
groximating the desired shape,and.
then attach the lath to the trams.

Lathers also install suspended ceil-
ings'. They wire-tie metal bands to
rods or wires attached to the strut=
,take above.. Installers run the 'metal.

111-.

tar spaces. These',spaces can serve to
*sholtsiihtrf ceiling panels or lath, to'
ithicg :laster ;

then- work, Idtheri 4efdrills,
haTrt ers, hatksaws;sirears; w
to atcheti, stapling niachitre's arid

wer-actuated tastenintdevipes.' .

.

PlaCe4 OVEMOloyment

.tylost latherswho '

about 20,000 in 1976-Work for
lathing and plastering contractor on
new residential, commircial, or in--

A rial construction. They also work
oderni tion and alteration

. s": :elf* ly 'email number 'of
,714atliers Ire. employed outside the
1,cpsstruction industry; for exampre,

--..--tronje make the lath backing for plas-4
.ter display materials or scenery. -

bandi horizontal
tine;crisscrossing

cross the room,
form* rectangu

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most training authorities recom-
mendmend apprenticeship as ttte best way,
to learn' lathing. However; many lath-
-,ers, particularly i4Inall comntunil
ties, have acquirdeliteir skills infor-
m ally by working as helpers,

--vbserving or being taught by experi-
enced lathers,

Apprenticeship program. usually
last a minimum of 2 years, and are
usually sponsored by various local
joint labor-management committees.;
All programs include on-the-job
training; some also include classroot
inSteuction. 'On the 0,- under the
guidance of an .experienced worker, -

app;entices learn to use the tools and
materiali of the trade. Initially, they

. work on simple tasks, suclf as nailing
gypsum lath to wall partitinns. Aker ,
gaining experience, thej; 'advance 'tb

orNsisino plex jobs, such as installing'
wire mesh on curved surfaces. Class=
room instructionifficludes applied

'mathematics,
blueprint reading:

sketching, estimating; ,basic /Welding,.
and safety. ,

Informal on-the-job trailing rho-
vides only the essential knowledge
'needed by trainees. They start 'with
ea0,jobs such as carrying materials
or holding lath in place while experi-
enceti- workers secure it. Trainees
soon *learn to clip, nai#; staple, and
wire-tie the lathfirst, fo walls an 91.
later to floors and ceilings. ' 40;

+.` `.
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Generally, applicants for \appren,- 'Althou h Ala eis' work is , not ther the type or the capacity of ma-
tice or helper, should, be at least 16. stcenuo es requiri standing, chines they operate.'

"years good,PhySicial Condition, sqUatting- working overhead fol. . Heavy. machines are usually Com-
and licensed to drive. Apprenticeship long,,peri dS:Ayorkets can be injured:1 AO arid difficult -io operate. A large
ap scants aire' usually. required by fOi dm scaffolds or*6j cuts crane,crane, _tor example, re9t.iires ahigh
eta Se high school or vocational' fra various working' materials or
icho educat*,40or the equivalent. tools.

CoUrses in general mathematics and., A large proP6rti6n of lathers are
mechanical drawing, can provide a 'members of The Wojed, Wire and
helpful background, Aptitude tests Metal Lathers International Union.
often are giyen to determine manual
dexterity" and mechanical ability.

Smite experienced lathers may be-
bame supervisors. Others nay be 4
able to start their own lath contract-
ing business.

Empl4ment Outlook

Employthent o lathers is expected
to'grow about as fast as the average
for all occupations through the mid-

.. I-980's. In addition to -growth, addi-'
tional jobs will spun from the need
to replace wqrkeTs who retire, die, or work of lathers, contact:leave the occupation for other real, `
sons. Because the number of lathers International Assoeiation of Wall and Ceiling

"ContractOrs, Gypsum Drywall Contrac-
is small, however, there will be ,vela - , tors International, 1711 Connecticut Ave.
lively few job openings annually. NW., Washington, D.C. 2000

Growth in population and business
activity are expected to stimulate the
construction of new, and the renova-
tion of old, buildings. As a result,
more lathers will be needed to con-
struct some of the more expensive
new buildings, to renovate older
buildings, and to fill the demand for
lath and plaster on Curved surfaces
where dry-Wall is not a practical sub-

.stitute.,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Sources of Additional
information

For information about lathers'ap-
prenticeships or other work opportu-
nities in the trade, contact a local
kathing or plastering contractor; a to
cal of the Wood, Wi
Lathers. International
joint labOr-managem
ship committee; or th
of the State emplo
apprenticeship:agency.

Por general information abou

6 and Metal
nion; a local

nt
s

apprentice-
neacest office

ent service or

the

National Lathing Industries Joint Apprentice-
ship Program, 815 16th St. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20006.

. In 1976, union lathers in metropol-
itan areas had estimated average
wages.of $9.{fp an hour. This is about
twice the average wage of nonsuper-
visory'andpreguction workers in 'pri-
vate industry, except farming. Ap-
prenticesis.tart at about 50 percent of
the wage .rate paid to experienced
lathers and receive more as they gain
experience. However, yearly earn-
ings for lathers and spprentice.s gen-
erally are lower than hourly rates
Would indicate because the annt141
number of hours that they work,can
be adversely affected by poor,"Weath-
er and-fluctuations in construction
activity.

OPERATING 1ENGINEERS
(CONSTRUCTION.

MACHINERY OPERATORS)
-

850.782 through
.134 1.782 and .88 852.883,

.?853,78,2 and .883, d- 859.782 and
.883)

degree of skit. Operators must accu-
rately judge distances and heights
and push or pUll a number of buttons,
levers, and pedals in pro,per sequence
while picking up and delivering ma-
terials: These controls rotate the
crane, raise and lower its bOom anerr
loadline, or. open and close attach-1P

l,,ments.,,wch as, steel-toothed btickets
for ,lifting dirt or clamps for lifting

" materials. At times, Operators May
n61 see either the pickup or delivery
point and' must follow the hand or
flag sigrials of another worker.

Mcdiuin-sized equipment, on the
othet hand, usually requires less skill
to operates Bulldozer operators, for
examply, generally handle fewer con-
trols thfin crane operators, and since
the "dozer" operator works at
ground -level, estimating distances is
less of a problem.

Operating a bulldozer is somewhat
like driving a car and can be a rela-
tively simple task. The huge "blade"
attached to Itte front can be raised or
lowered by pushing a button or by

,pushing or pulling a lever. To clear
.land, ast,bulldozer toperator simply
lowers.the blade to the ground, shifts
to forward gear and presses a pedal

power, causing the blade to
pe and level the ground. The op-

ator will back up and repeat the
process until the land is cleared.

Of the three weight classifications,
light equipment such as an air corn-,
pressor is the easiest to operate and,
therefore,"Irequires the least skill.

Before startifig.an air compressor
(a diesel engine that takes in airand
forces it through .a narrow hose), the
operator checks for tight hose cone

,nections an may manually pump ar
t ugh the.comp sof to check f r
leak The operator Iso makes'sur
the compressor h fuel and water.
The eritor en starts the aircom- .
pressor allowe it to build suffi-
cient pressure to run special "air"'
tools. While the compressor is iun-
ning., the operator periodically
checks fuel, ,waWr; aid pressuie lev-
els. At the ad of the work day, the
operaforeturns the Compressor 'off.

-and "bleeds-off" preisure in the air

Nature of the Work.

Lifting a quarter-ton pane of glass
by crane and positioning it into an 8-
foot- by 10-foot window opening 10
stories above the ground requires
considerable skill, At the crane's
controls is an operating engineer.
Operating engineers also. work the
controls a bulldozers', trench exca-
vators, paving machines, and many
other types o' construction machine
ery. Some workers olcnow how to op-
erate several kinds of machines; oth-
ers, only a few. Because tile skills and
trainingrequired vary, operating en-
gineers usually are classified by ei-

2'8 A'
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hose by opening, an air :pressure re- . Div
ksitievaive..3hitt allows:for easy en- .
gine Starting. the next time it is to be
used.. .

"Operating engineer helpers, some-
times called "oilers," make'sure the
ma-chineg have gas Ind oil and are
properly lubricated. Helpers also:.
make mino repairs and arljustrneots.
Experienced.operators- who are
working alone alto perform these
tasks. Major repairs, however, usual-
ly are made by heavy- equipment me- _

Places-of 'EhiPlOyment -

Approximately 600,000 Operatinst
engineers were enfloyed in 1976.
An estimated 290,d000 operated ex- .
cavating, grading, and read machin,--.)
ery; abor 130,000 worked 23 611-
dozer operators; and nearly 165,000

. operated other construction machin:
ery, including cranes, derricks.,

Mhoists, air resso, trench-pipe
layers, and gds. .

`Most 4cierating engineerswork for
.contractors in hkghway, dam, airport,
and other large-scale construction
projects. Others work for utility corn-
pinies, 'manufacturers, and other'
business firms that dOtheir own con-
struction work, asWell as State and
local highway arid public works de-
partments. Rome operating engineers
are empl ed in factories and mines_
to opera cranes, hoiits, and other
pomitsr-drigen machineryi Less than
onOtenthifif all operating engineers
are self-emPloyed, a smaller propor-
tion than ih most building trades. ,"'

' 9perating deers are emplOyed
in every section -3f the country, both
in large cities and injsmall towns.
Some work on .highways and, daniS
being built Vitemote ationi.

illilning, Other OuallfIN,Ions,
and Advancement

Although in years past, some oper-
ating epiuneert have learned ,their

Akins on ,the job Witho ormal in-
struction, employers to rprefer in-
di:iduals-with' some %mat aining: , ,

Most training aUthorities re Mmend
completion of a 3-year" for al ap-
prenticeship as ,tleg best Way to be-

.-P
! come an"operating engineer: Since

,
appregtices learn to operate a variety

', Of machines, they have better job Op-

. -

A

Operating engineers must judge distances

portunities. Less extensive training is
available thre,,sagh sptcial heavy-
equipment training schools.

The apprenticeship program, usu-
. illy sponsored through a union-man-

agement committee but also avail-
able in the_Armed Fonts, consists of
at least 31$.-ars of on-the job training,
as.well as-144 hours a year of related
classroom instruction.

Under the supervision of experi-
enced operating 'engineers, appren-
tices work ai oilers or as helpers. Ini-
tial tasks include cleaning, greasing,
repairing, and starting machines.:
Within, _a '<ye. apprentices usually
are given' thetWortunity,lo perform;

simple machine operations, such as
-light lifts with a crane. In time, they
receive less supervision and more re-

in the classroom, -ap-
prentices receive instruction in en-
-gine operation and repair, cable
splicing, hydraulics, welding, and
safety and -first aid.

y number of private schools offer
instruaien in the operation, of cer
taro types of construction equipment.
Pt:scions considerin§enfolling in any
school, whether public or priiste,
thI.i offers training for operating
,enaineer .career should cordirt con-
struction employers in their'screa4 to
deterptine the schoOl's.performance
in producing suitably trained endi-
dgtes:

2 8 7
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accurate!), and handle controls 'precisely.

For apprentice joiks% emplgyirs
prefer to hire high school or voca-
tional school graduktes wisp:Are at
least IS years old. Courses in driver
educatioand Lutomobile mechanits
provide a helpfu.kbackgroundfEipe-
rience in opera -Mg tractors and other;
farm machinerY alp is helpful. ,

Operating engineers:eho have
leadership ability may bee'brne gaper.

',visors, gut .opportunities 'are few.
Some operating engineers' start their
own excavating and graclincbusiniss.

Employthent Outlook
tr.

kb opportunities for operating en-
gineers should be fairly plentiful over

:the longlon. Employment in this oc-,
cispation is expected -.to grow faster
than the average for all occupadns
through' the aid- 1980's., Population.
and business growth will'lead'to the -
'construction of more factor*, mass
transit systems:- office buildings,

powerplants, and 'other structures,
thereby increasing alb demand for

4Operating engineers. More operating
engineers alsewill be needed in other
areas, sitChki fitaintenince on high.
ways andc,terials Movern eat in fac-
tories.anantineS. ' . .

Besides the:job. openingsr created
by emplainient growth, many open:,
ings will arise as. experienced operat-
ing engineers. retire, die, or leave

. ; ,
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occupation for oilier reasons.. Jobs
should: be easiest to find during

' Sgrihg.and summer since construe-
tFon picks up as the weather becomes
warmer. However, because construc-
tion activity is sensitive to ups and
downs in the economy, the number
of jib' openings may fluctuate from
year to year. -

r
Ear Pings and Working

. Conditions
. .

Wage rates for operating engineeri, .

vary according to the machine oper-
ated. According to 1976 estimates of
unionOwages in metropolitan areas,
hourly-rates for Gone opeyators aver- ' PAINTERS AND
aged $9.90; for bulldOzer operators,
$9.55; and for air, compressor opera-
tors, $8.65. These rates are abou
)*ice as much as the average for all
nonsupervisory and production
workers in private industry, except

- farming. Annual eirnings, howgver,
generally are lower than hourly wage '
rates would indicate becausethe an-
nual number of hours worked c ,e.
adversely affected by'''Ooor
and fluctuations in construct' c-
tivity. hourly wage rates for appren-
tices start at abdut 70 ile tent of the
full- rate paid to experienced, worker's
and increase periodicali ;4w .

Operating-engineer ork .out7
doors; consequently, they usually

.
work sttitclily during the warmer'

" months and experience slow periods
.odurinvite colder'mo

I
nths. Time also

II.

ray birlbst due to rain or snow. Op-
ating some machines,-particularly

bulldozers and some types of scrap-
ers, is physically tiring because the
constant movement of the machine
shakes 'or jolts operators an& may
subjat them to-high noise levels.'

Many °Peiping .enginters are
members Of the International Union
of pperating Engineers.

In addition, the local office orthi
State employment service may prp
vide information about apprentice-
ship and other 'programs that provide
Straining opportunities. .

For general inforniation about the
work of operating engineers, contact:
Assodited General Contractors of America.

Inc.. 1957 E St. NW.. Walrn. D.C.
20006.

International Union of Operating kngineers
1125 17th St. NW.. Washington,, D.C.
20036.
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Painters often use rollers oftspravy

guns instead of brushes. Rollers are
used on even surfaces sucipas Waft:
and ceilings. Spray guns are .used' on
surfaces t)t are 'difficult 0 paint
with a brush, such vindet-block
and metal fencing. rollers and
spray kilns permit faster painfing.

. Painters also erect scaffi4di 'n- -.

eluding "swing stages" (sc s .

suspended 17.y ropes air'cables at -

tached to roof hooks) and "bosun
chairs" (a device somewhat like a
ch4d'srsiring), which they use when
worki tall buildings and similar

. structure
, 0

, Generally, p er4 only paint.
Paperhangers, however, both paint
an i , ang wallpaper. As a result,
pa rhangers require more training
and skills.

:-

The first step in paperhanging is to
rfiepare the surface too.be' covered.
paperhangers apply "Sizing,"-a mate-
rial that seals the surface ands enables

. the paper to stick better. in redeco-
,

PAPERHANGERS ke

(D.O.T. 840.381..781 and .844, ,

and 841.781)
,-

Sources of Addltitoo)
PI" Information

For further Information about ap-
: prenticeships or work opportunities'.

in this occupation, contact a local of
. the International Union of Operating.

Epgineers; a local 'joint apprentice%
ship committee; or the nearest office ,

'the State apprenticeship agency.
7." CAN

Nature of the Work

Painting and paperhanging are
separate, skilled trades althOugh
some peRple.do both types of4ork.
Painters apply. paint varnish, and oth-
er finishes to decorite and protect
building surfaces. Paperhangers cov-
er walls and ceilings of rooms with
deCorati4 wallpaper, fabric, vinyl,,
or similar materials.

Painters sand or scrape away old
paint from the urface to be painted
so that paint will adhere pioperly. If
The paint is difficult to remove, they
loosen it with special materials or
equipment before sanding. They also
remove grease, fill nail holes and
cracks, sandpaper rough spots, and
brush off du,st. Wheil painting new
surfaCes, they cover them with a
"primer or sealer to make a suitable
surface for the finish coat: '

Paintels must be skilled in han-
dling brushes and other painting
'tools so that they can apply paint
thoroughly; uniformlyand rapidly to
any type oftsurface such as wood,
concrete masonry, plastic, or
drywal ust be able to mix

etch colors, using a
of ?ain t composition and

painti
knowle

thescharaaeOstics types
color parmony. The o must know

of paints and finishes froth the stand-
points of durabilitY, suitability, and
ease of handling and application.

' rating, they stay have to remove old
. paper by wetting it with Water-

soaked, sponges orr-ifthere -are.
many dyers-by steaming. Freiritient-
ly,.it is necessary for paPerhaWs to
patch holes with plaster.

Atter.earefully positioning the pat-
terns to match, at the ceiling and
baseboard,. paperhangers Measure
the area to be coverd and cut a.
length of wallpaper' from thersroll.
They then apply paste to theetrip of
paper, place- it on the wall, and
smooth it by hand or with a brush.
They cut and fit edges at the ceiling
and base, ind smooth seams between
strips with a roller or other special
tool. They inspect the paper fdr air
bubbles and other imperfections in
the, work. Air bubbles4are removed
by smoothing the paper trip toward
the outer edges. When working with
wall covetings other than paper, such
as fabric or vinyl, paperhangers tot- '1
le witie ''saroe general, procedure..

PlaCes of Employment

About 7410,00 painted and.
15,000 paperhangetS were employed
in .,1976.fManY worked for contrae-
torssengaged in new construction;re7..,.'
pair, alteration, or modernization
work. Hotels,..9ffice buildings.. ship-

-yardc,"trianilfaCturing firms, schools,:
. -268
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Painters make up one of the largest (funding trades.

?
and otter organizations thaV own or
manage extensive property holdings

- also employed maintenance painters.
A high proportion of workers in

these trades are in business for them-
selves. About one-fourth of the
painters and more than half of the
paperhangers are self-employed. In.
cpmparison, only one-tenth of all
building trade's workers are self-em-
ployed.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Opportunities to learn painting
and paperhanging range *fron'i formal
apprenticeship to informal, on-the-
job instruction.

Most training authorities recom
mend the completion of a formal ap
prenticeship as the best way to be-
come a Winter or paperhanger.
However, apprenticeship opportuni-

,ties are very limited, and new w,ork-

r R
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od of training nor related classrOom
instruction. Under the dilirction of
eVeriVnced trai4ees carry
sillies, erect scaffolds, and do otto,,,
er simple tasks while they learn about
the different kinds of paint and paint-
ing equipment. Within a short time,
trainees learn to prepare metal,
wood, and other surfaces for paint-
ing; to mix paints; and to paint with a
brush, roller, and sprayer. Near the-

; end of their training, they learn deco-
-rating concepts, color coordination,
and cost-estimating techniques.

Applicants for apprentice or
helper jobs generally must be at least

^16 years old and in good physical
condition. A high school or vocation-
al school education is preferred, 1,i-
though not essential..'Courses in
chemistry and general shop are use -.
ful. Applicants should have manual
4xterity and a 'good color sense.
They cannot be allergic, to fumes
from paint or other materials used. in
these trades.

Painters and paperhangers rrito ad-
_ vance to jobs as cost estimators for

painting and decorating contractors.
Some may become superintendents
on large contract painting jobs, or
they may estakblish their own painting
and decorating businesses.

Employment Outlook-

ers generally begin as helpers to ex Employment of painters is expect-
perienced painters. Very few ed to grow about as fast as the aver-
informal training programs exist for age for all occupations through the1/4,
paperhanger trainees because there mid-1980's. Replacement needs'will
are very few paperhangers and most create more job openings than
work' alone. As a result., a larger per- growth. Many new workers will be
centage of paperhangers than paint- hired to replace experienced painters
ers are trained through apprentice- who retire, die, or leave their jobs for

ship; ()other reasons. The number of job
openings, however, may vary greatlyThe apprenticeship for painters

and paperhangers generally consists from to ysat as well as within
Cof 3 years of qn-the-job training, in any gi en yea because the demand

for painters is sensittve to fluctu-
addition to 144 hours of related
classroom instruction each year. Ap- ations in construction activity caused

prentices receive instruction in sub-
by

.
neconomic and seasonal condi-

tloy
jects such as color harmony; use, of Over the long'run, population and
tools; surface preparation; cost esti- business growth Will create a rising
mating; paint mixing and matching; demand for new houses and buildings
and safety. They also learn the rela- and more workers will be -needed to
tionship between, painting and paper- paint these structures. Additional
hanging and the work performed by workers also will be hired to repaint
the other building trades. existing structures.

On3the-job instruction, unlike the Employment of paperhangers is
apprenticeship, has neither a set peri- expected to increase much faster
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than the average for. all occupations:
through the mid-I 980's. The demand
for these. workers Should be stimulat-

,ed,by the rising poPtildrity wallpa-
.per_anii more durable`wall.coveripgs
suchas"vinyl. Since this isa relatively
small trade, however, job- openings
for paperhangers will be far less nu-.
merous than those 'for painters.

Earaings'and Working
Conditions .

Based on-a survey.of metropolitan
areas,'union hourlyrates for painters
and paperhangers averaged about
$9.25 in 1976. In edmparison, the
average rate for experienced union
workers in all union bUilding-jrades
was $9.47 an hour while:production
workers to manufactuiing-as a whole
averaged $4.87 fn hour. Annual in-

\, comes for some'ainters, particularly
those on outside jobs, may not be as
high as hourly rates would indicate
because some worktime is lost due to
bad weather and occasional unem-
ployment between jobs.

Hourly wage rates for apprentices
usually start at 50 percent-of the rate
paid to 'experienced workers and in-
crease periodically until the full rate
of pay is reached at the completion
of apprenticeship.

Painters and paperh-angers .must
stand for long periods. Their jobs
also require a considerable amount-
of climbing and bending. A Painter
must have strong arms becailse much
of the work is done with arms raised
overhead. Painters and paperhanger4
risk injury from slips or falls off lad-
ders and scaffolds. HOwever, the in-
jury rate Tor employees of painting,
paperhanging, .and decorating con-
tractors in the constructionMdustry
has been siknificantly lower than the
average for contracttco trts as
a whole.

A large proportion of painters and
paperhangers are members of the
ithernational Brotherhood of. Paint-
ers 'and Allied Trades. A few are
members of other unions.

Sources of Additional
Information

For details about painting and
paperhanging apprenticeships*or oth-
er work opportunities in these trades,

OCCUeATIONAL. OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

contact local painting and, eddrating
contractors; a local of the 'Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Painterslina
Allied :trades; a local joint union-
management apprenticeship commit-
tee; or the nearest offiCe of the State
apprenticeship agency or State em=
ployment service.

For general information about the
work of painters and paperpangers",-
contact:, -3. -

In ational :13rotherhOod of Painters and Al-
'en Trades, 1750 New York Ave. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20006:

Paintin& and Decorating tontraciors
at. n of America, 7223 Lee Hwy., Falls
Church, Va. 4046.

National Joint Painting, Decorating, and Dry-
wall Finishing Apprenticeship and Train-
ing Committee, 1709 New York Ave.
NW., Suite 110, Washington, D.C. 20006.

PLASTERERS

(DP T. 842.381 and .781)

Nature/10f Me Work

Plasterers finish interiof walls, and
ceilings with plaster cetatings that
form fire-resistant and relatively

.soundproof surfaces; they apply du-
rable cement plasters or stucco to
exterior surfaces. Plasterers also cast
ornamental designs in plaster.

To interior surfaces such as cinder
block or gypsum =lath, plasterers 4p-

two coats ofplaster. The first or
"bro\vn" coat isa heavy, brown mix-
fure; the second or' finish" coat a
thin, hasty plaster: However, when
the'foundation consists of metal lath
(4 supportive wire- mesh), plasterers
apply a preparatory.coat to the lath.

When applying a preparatory 'or
"scratch" coat, plasterers either

osprey or us.: a trowel (a flat, 4 inch by
10 inch, ?.tal plate with a handle)
and wave motions to spread a
thick, grit plaster into and over the
metal lath .3efore the plaster on the
lath dries srkers scratch its already
uneven s ce with a rakelike tool,

/producing 'dges so the "brown"
coat will . f. tightly.

For th irrst Or "bfown" coat
whether is. -nd to a scratch coat,
cinder ,,r gypsum lath=work-
ers pre. "-ick, but smooth plas-

2 0

t , Woirkers 'either spiay or trowel,'
this ixture-onto the iirface,'push-

,. in plaster into cracks andholes, and
then,smoothing the plaster tOan even.
surface for finishing.

kar the finiSh_coat, plasterers pre-
pare a thin, plaster of'very fine gran-
-Liles. They usually hand trowel this
miXtUre `very quickly- onto the
"tiowit" coat to produce a very thin,
very- sfilooth finish .for a .ceiling or,
wall.

flaSterers .create decorative sur-
caces as well. For example, while the

711hal coat -is. still moist, they Press
firmly against ttie surfabe with a
brush and use a circular hand motion
to create decorative swirls.

For exterior.work,Ellasterers apply
a-scratch coat to wire lath, in the
same way that they plaster interior
surfaces. To the exterior ,scratch ,
coat, workers,. usually' apply a gritty
mixture of white cement and sand
called stuccoto produce a durable
final coat. As an alternative, they
plaster an extra heavy mixture over
the scratch coat, then embed marble.

-or .gravel chips about halfway in
the mixture, thus achieving
form, pebble like surface.

Plasterers sometimes .do complex
"decorative and ornamental work, For
example, the may, mold intricate
designs for the walls and ceilings of
Public bUildings. To .make these de-
signs, plasterers mix a special plaster,
pour 'it into a mold, and allow time
for drying. 'When these are dry,.

Plastering requires:consIderable stand-6
kw, stooping, and lifting.
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- workers remove the er
and paste it to the d azze.

Plasterers who.do thi fr..,
Ivy blueprints anditt§ "fx-7:-_,

lions furnished. '3,144=
Plagterers :41Se il,ftylpectal toc:._..

They hold. the rir) astett nil ti1e or.
hawk (a light rilet.41: plate with -,

handle) and apply:'t*:..t inzixt-_.7
with .a trowel. Smoothing .2.nd --'324
in" are done with straightruget-_, .ley.
eletiges,. rods, fleat4.. ac -ri.r.-:-
handtools. They-AlSco:m7: gs,,_ .7.,-.7,--

niachines ..tc apply' plaF - c7.7-77-,r-.-

baseand:fi r4s Oats....: .,

,.,

Places of EmplOw -nevi
. _

.,Plastererswho lium
24,000 in 1976wOrLec
new construction .a

work, particularly whc-
chitectural and lightir
part of the job.`Som
naired older building:

About 1 eurUtitk,
self-employed.

I ;AS,

-raining, Other Ouakii)4..a
and Advanca,-

0 St -. raining autr
-I cc nipletiorel of . Tge.4.

best way tc: le ,
, .vorking

hit and tl,g

plastere
enticeship

oy local join.
c.-ir:iractors and un:7
cc-7ms/ of 3 or 4 years
tanning, in addition tc '-

hours of annual classrc
tion in drafting, bluep:
and mathematics fc- 13. u
Training is extensi' in
nreritices start with . hist-
:rades and the industry. .-.: 0

learn about the uses of plan
and Many other concept
job, they learn about lath ba.sc.,.
ter mixes, methods of pias-
blueprint reading, and safet
ees follow the directions o
ceive assistance from exp--

f plasterers. .

These who learn the traz2
mally as helpers gain onl!
sicsmixing and applying
They usually start by carryin:

7-.als, setting up scaffolds. ark_ mixing
-.. plaster. In a short time they :earti
fhrouEn trial acid erro--to at-77.:y the

7,74oral.,..-7.---7and brown coa-..s.Lea.:g to
apply Me-finish coat takes consider-
ably :onger.

.Apolicants for a -77rentic:. or
helper jobs generally r-i-ust be a: least
1.7 year old,in good 7rivsical condi-
tion, and have manua. aexterit Ap-
plicants who hake a c_.igh school or

';vocationsd school eth:catior_ "Ire pre-
ferred. '.7purses in ger.7.-ral mar:le:mat-
es, Jr:..F.J.iqical draw 7.g, zinc'. shop

pr Vir:-Zki.iseful,backcrc.,ur..:
Pb...-:neilers maxiadvar:ce tc super.

sor,:: .-_,erititendient, c est=.:7-Jar t
plast_7-mg contractc-
coiri-. elf-emplOy,O.

--....:.-

..... --Snit lo gilt c tiateco

t....till -:-.ati&c e-:--yillik-----1-2c -r,

J r i p t , : - , ..,_:11:!o I 5 0 1 2 6 1 1 0 4 4 ' 'S 7 nrougri
. fig: 'riga-4 ..--',10s..Nft.'-- ess _1. 7e:

''-'7.ivOr' :.r.oa nttrrille:-...4f jo-± op 7:r7r-,
.vilii ,:t: :-om the % :-.: to're.piac.
_Noe... .,,- :-_ wor4r,..,w tn.: retirt:. :1,,

._-:- , . -. .... all.isei; -..,7,-. _coatior

, ..r...tt, .3f-- dirVrA--,. mater
.. , _ c '1,,,e..ifer h;- ..aded ti tc-

410.14k1;.: :4tf ...astes$ recent .:1-:

trt7._.-.:.:s,k__ ars sti
g-___ed :7 -..-.,re i.. a- older :7 __:c-

-.:

ir,4.7.e- mat :::ave ells. Play :77 is

tfor also uses ,471 scam niore e .per
n curve= sur- \

faces Oryv arefr'tot

Eier'nings and Working
jTh. Conditions
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terer. outdo)rs when applying
stucco cut most jobs are indocirs.

A large -Proportion of plasterers
are tri=ners of unions. They are
reprtser.r:eu by either the Operative

and Cement Masons'. In-
ter:0 o7.,t.11 Association of the United
St<azv, ind Canada, or the Bricklay-
ers ,ms and Plasterers' Interna-

l' tior. lion of America:

fotrrces of Additional
intormation

F :TDrniation about apprentice-
ship , other work opportunities.
con ui; Jca r- p last in g contractors:
()cal he unions previously men-

local joint imion-manage-
T1 t -,,orenticeship :ommittee; or
:hc ".arest office of the State ap-

,-.-nip agency or the State
service.

ger.eral information' abou: the
plasterers', contact:

-rs, Masons,and Plasterers' Interna-
. _11 Union of America, 815 15tr

Vashington, D.C. 2.0005.

Asseciationp Wall and Ceii
Co 1,:tors/Gypsum Drywall Cont:
tors nternational, 1.711 Connecti.

NW.. Washington,'D.C. 20009.

Plasterers' and Ceihent Masons' Ir
Assodiation of the Uniteit

air =nd Canada, 1125 17th St. NV,
4ht :ton. 20036.

f

aist Union wage r.2.,z-s for plaste-ers m
tend , metropolitan art -z- _raged $9.48

an hour in 97(

.

-

uug.

:ied

S 0 L: twice
the average wag 7 7nsupe-visory
and prodUcti-a w -i in pri- ate in-
dustry, exec-..-- fa= g. Apr- .ntice
wage rates st.-.- at hal. ..nerate
paid to expt-7- plasterers and
increase -fowever, year-
ly earnings for 7Lzast1-1,rs and appren-
tices ate gener.1\ c er than hourly
rats would in& t ecause the an-
nual number that they work
can be adve- ,r! .:tected by poor
weather and : ins in construc-
tion activity.

Plastering
standing, stoot-

considerable
Lnd liftir Plas--79 /

PLUMBERS AND
PIPEFITTERS

(D.O.T. 862.381)

Nature.of the Work

Plumbers and pipefitters insRtall
pipe systems that carry water, steam
air, or other liquids pr gaSe* They
also alter and repair existing pipe
systems and install Munn bing fixtures,
appliances, 'and. heating and refrig-
eration units.

Although plilmbing and pipefitting
are sometimes considered a single
trade, workers can specialize in ei-
ther craft. Plumbers install water,
gas, and waste dispOsal systems in
homes, schools, factories, and other
buildings. Pipefitters, on tge other
hand, install both high- and low-pres-



st4re pipes that, carry hot water,
stc,ann, and other, liquids sand gases. f
use in industrial processes..Forexa
ple._ pipefitters install --lie complex
pip= systeMs in oil refineries and

.tchasnical processing pl.:1-Its.
fire each of these tradsii. installation

teeroniques: are similar because the'"
:.' all inwolve pipes, faucet yged valkes

ania irroblems .encou0OOKil in one
-tome ire similar to tiOgott in mottle.

Mast pipes are cocitisp.-. cast km_
on scram other metal: illhers may be
Fvraatic glass, cifsothe-- non-metalEz
nrint=ial., While son= iror 'pipes
come ready.to instal: ;other metal ,-Dr
plastic pipes may hat "76 -fitted"
for tree job. To fit.piT, ,.,prkers Ma
have to measufe, rm-r. c=. anc
thread pipes, then .-raze
screw, solder, or welt: .11..-7111 tozetri 7.

For exacting cuts oric.er .1S;

pipecutter..This tooi -_aS a nan-
dle and two very sharp, 1- t
steel-cutting wheel:, WorkePs se;,.

rate the wheels' edges, set ne
. between em, then :17

wheels a ins the pipe. Litairrnin.i,
causes e sharp edges of tr,
to cut ust into the pipe's om
opposite ,ides: L sing the nancc:
leverage, worke---- rotate the
causing the stee wheels to
groove in an exact line arounc tr.

pipe. To cut enttrely..throurt
pipe, workers repeatedly- tight,-
wheels and rotate tne tool arc,. _:

pipe.
. To p pare pipes .that will e

screwed ogether. workers
mus "thread riipek. Threads -

the gro es .that spiral around
ends of pipes either on die 'Aside or
the inside.'

Workers thread pipes wr:ri. a 'pr. -
threader, a tool similar to 7 he pi:.
cutter. The pipcthreader" has one
more steel cutting dies (like rows of
teeth) pitched at an _angle. Workers
fasten this tool tb th2 end of a pipe.
As they rotate she threader around'
the pipe, the dies' pitched angle and
sharp edges cause the threader to
move along-as i shaves a groove
around the pipe.

Workers also may bend pipes to fit,
around obstructions. To bend a pipe,
'workers fasten it securely within a
bending device at or near the point oT
the intended bend, tben apply pres--
sure to one end of the 'pipe.

hen the ,pipes 'r pieces-
are wady. workers and:con-
nect there according the

blueprints. :nay have
W dui? 6oletts in ceili- Troors,and
walls. or L-Trilig.steel NuTpn.rts

aolpition the 6roper-.

. ftet- settr-ng, the in place,
wo- conrrrect them -"-may insert
the ert of pipe into slightly
iarge-r F nd ..)f a valve c.- properly
shape connector. W c, r, .-zrs then

'rmay .ie wrenches to scr- threaded
'together, Or -nary glue,

connectic2:-- to pre-
ve-it :eakii. To connicti=e pipes.
saw:: as in build gs -:- !ndustri-
.1 r-- workers r t 'Thguther- the
riuised. ears :tit triel:; of pipes
And

Soar,' oers pipefitters
°Prci.1,4.e.e in ga. steam. cz sprinkler'

g. 'jasfitte---s install a.7.-d maintain
tr; :'wings ext-nsions mitt con-

wita trt-eJ.ines
1: ng h.

ar.: tl," \v`ater
ssaems for c' dustri-

use Pitters :7-icai.. and
t. in the piping for

stern;.

1
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Plumbers and pipefitters use
wrenches, reamers, drills, braces and

r.amm ers, chisels, saws, and oth-
er. handtools. Power machines often
are used to cut, bend, and triread
mipes. Hand-operated hydraulic pipe
enders also are used. In addition,

1-dumpers and pipefitters ,use gas or
-cetylene .torches and welding. sol-

. acting, and brazing equipment.

Places of:Employment

Most plumberS and pipefitters
,1,..-10- nurr '-)ered about 385.000 in

-6w,; rx for plumbing and pipe-
t:7:n:: contractor's' engaged in new
p7-ns-.-:--:tion activity. ane work
triz. -.1y :-_: the coristructior site. A
sul4-ant:al proportion of lumbers
art -.h-.-..mployed or work f-i- plumb-
ing enactors doing rep...ir, alter-
ati=_ r ,modernization work. Some
putt -s install and maintain .7ipe

1

or government agencies _inc.
p :ilities. and some work c- -11

of ships and air__ y*-.
maintenance work

commercial build- - -_:
in particular, are ---

maintenance personnce
the -!-.-7.-oleum, chemical, and

ft'

3lumbIng Is one of the highest paying building trades.

2 j 2

ti
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processing industries' where manu-
facturing operations include the, pro-
ceSsing of liquids and gases through_
pipes.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Apprenticeship is the best way for,
plumbers or-- pipefitters to learn all
aspects of these trades. A large.num-

, ber of people, however, learn plumb-
ing and pipefitting -by working 'for
several 'years as helpers to experi-
enced plumbers and pipefitters, and"
observing and receiving instruction
from them.

Most apprenticeship programs Tor
plumbers and pipefitters are spon-.

sored through union-management
agreements and usually consist of 5
years of on-the-jor training, in addi-
tion to at least 21( hours annually of
related classrothn instruction. Sub-
jectsjects include drafting and blueprint
reading, mathematics applicable to
layout work, applied physics and
chemistry, and local building codes
and regulations.

On the job, helpers andapprentic-.
es begin with simple tasks such as
carrying materials and cleaning up
debris. In a short time they learn to
measure and scut pipe, "and later to
bend, thread, and connect-At. The
most difficult form of conffecting
pipe is welding. This is taught toward
the end of training. In the final phase
of training, helpers and -apprentices
may learn to estimate costs.

Applipants for apprentice or bell,-
er jabs generally are required to '`at
least 16 years old and in

:ical condition. A high school ati 'voca-
tional. school education genefatly is
recommended. Courses in chettristr*
general mathematics, rbechanidal
drawing, physics, and shop are help-
ful. Applicants may be given tests to
determine whether they have the me-
chanical aptitude required in these ;
trades. To obtain a plumber's or,
Opefitter's license, which some cam;
niunities require, individuals must
pass a special examination to demon-
strate knowledge of the trade and of
the local 'plumbing codes.

.,Some slumbers and pipefitters
may% become supervisors for plumb-

ing and pipefitting contractors. Many

go into business for themselves. As
they expand their activities, they may
employ other workers and become
contractors. In most localities, con-
tractors arc required to obtain a mas-
ter plumber's license. -

Employment Outlook

Employment N of plumbers and
pipefitters is expected to grow faster
than the average .for all occupations

1,throught the mid-1980's. Thousands
of job openings are expected because
of employment growth and the need
to replace plumbers and pipefitters
who retire, die, or stop working for

eiid-sother r eo
EmplOymen 'is expected to grow

mainly as a resylt of the anticipated
increase in construction activity.
Furthermore, plumbing will become
more important in many types, Of
construction. For example, a larger
pr.oportion of homes will have air.'
conditioning equipment, solar heat-
ing devices, and appliances such .as
washing machines and kitchen waste -
disposal equipment. Chemical and
petroleum refineries and coal gasifi-
cation and nuclear powerplants,
which use ',pipe° extensively in their
processing activities; are expected to

.expand, thus creating additional jobs
for plumbers and pipefitters. Mainte-
nance, repair, and modernization of
existing plumbing or piping systems
also will create employment opportu-
nities.

to'Employment growth is expected to
be fairly steady,,in the years ahead
since plumbing and pipefitting` are
less sensitive to ups and downs in
construction activity than are "most
other building traces.

Earnings and Working
Conditions,

.

According to a survey of metropol-
itan areas, union wage rates fbr
plumbers and 'for pipefitters in 1976
averaged $10.40 an hour, or about

'twice the average wage for nonsuper-
visory and production workers in pri-
vate industry, except -farming. Ap-
prentice wage rates start at 40 to 50
percent of the rate paid to experi-
enced plumbers or pipefitters and in
crease as they gain experience. An-

..

$

I
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-nual earnings of-workers in these
fields are among Ve highest in the
building trades because plumbing
and pipefitting are affected less by ._

bad weather and fluctuations in .con-
struction activity than are most other
building trades.

Plumbing and pipeTitting wo k is .
active and sonietimes stre ous.,
These workers frequently must Land .
for long periods and occasionally
work in cramped or uncomfortable

( positions. They risk the 'danger of
falls from ladders, cuts from sharp
tools, and burn from hot pipes. The.
injury rate forrnplo es of plumb-

, ing, heating, and ai conditioning
contractors` in the c

)

traction in-
dustry has been about _the same as-
the average for contract construction
as Owhole, but highdr thar the aver-
ages for manufacturing. . ,

Wny plumbers and pipefitters are
members of the. United Association
of Journeymen and Apprentices of
the Plumbing and Pipe Fi7ting indus-
try of the United States and Canada.
Some plumbers and pipefitters %Ito
are contractors are members of he
National ASsociation of Plumbing-
Heating:Cooling Contractors.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about apprentice-
ships or work oppbr-tunittes in these
trades, contact local plumping, heat:
ing, and air-conditioning contractors;
a local of the union mentioned
above; a local joint union-nianage-
ment apprenticehip committee; or

-the nearest office of-the State em-
ployment service or State appr
ticeship agency.

For general information about the
work of plumbers, pipefitters, and
sprinkler fitters, contact:
National Association of Plumbing- Heating-

Cooling Contractors, 1016 20th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 2003b

National Automatic rin nd Fire Con-
trol Association, P.O. Box 19, Mt. Kisco,
N.Y. 10549.

United Association of Journeymen and Ap-
prentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting
Industiy of the United States and Canada,
901 Massachusetts Ave. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20001.
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-ROOFERS

.03.0.T 804.284 843.844., and
866.381)

'`
Nature of the Work

. A leaky roof can cause damage to
ceilings, Walls, aid furnishings. To
keep out water, rtofers apply materi-
als such as asphalt, felt, shingles,
slate, and tile to. the roofs of build-
ings. These workers also waterproOf
walls and floors.

Roofers work with various kinds of
roofing. To .apply composition roof-
ing, such as ta,r-and-gravel, roofers
first measureccut, and place strips of
tarred felt over the entire surface.
Next, they pour hot tar from a bucket
and mop the tar over the felt and
stams,to seat them and make the sur-
face watertight. They repeat the first
two steps to build up the thickness of

. the tar. For the last coat, they use a
brOcim like device to spread a hot
.mixture of thick tar over the surface.
Finally, they add grayel, which sticks
firmly to the tar.

When applying asphalt shingles,
another. type of composition roofing,
roofers, first lay, cut, and tack three-

foot strips of 'roofing felt lengthwise
over the entire roof. Then, starting
from the bottom edge, they overlap

. and nail succeeding rows of asphalt
shingles. Workers measure and cut
the felt and shingles to fit around
corners, pipes, and chimneys. Wher-
ever. twd roof surfaces intersect,
roofers cement or nail flashing (strip
of felt or .metal) over the joints to
make them watertight.

)

A'reofer's work may bik.especliillyhot dur-
'Mg summer. s

Robfers also use meital, 'tile, and
slate. They build metal- roofs by sol-
dering together metal sheets and

\nailing them 'over the wood
ing. To install tile and 'slate roofs,
they place.a covering of felt'over the
wood sheathing, punch holes in the"
slate or tile, and nail-irto the sheath-
ing. Eaciirow of siate or tile overlaps
the preceding Toy, finally, roofers
cover exposed railheads with cenin:
to prevent rust and water leakak.
They use hanc:ools such as hain-
megiroofing krtves , mops, and Calk-

..,
ing guns.

-

Some roofers also waterproof aim
damppr f masonry and concrete
wa nd floors. To prepare surface
for waterproofing, they han4er arm:
chisel away rough, spots or remove
them with a rubb ng brick before
brushing on a coat of liquid w' ter-
proofing.compoun They. also may
paint or spray surf c s ith, a water-
proofing material or ail waterproof-
ing fabric to' surfaces. When damp-
proofing, they isually spray a Boating
of tar or asphalt on interior or,extefi--
or surfaces:

OCCUPATIONAL OUTL001, 4-1 A ItsfUOK

waterproof depends upr, the erg-
' ployer.

The apprenticeship .n-
erg!IY consists of a mini
hOurs of cn-the-job train ii-
in addition 14 hours .4 vlaslIKN:Tr.
instruction in subjects gratin as ti -

print reading; 'matheni..n.-:;s, and
y..On- the -job training== tic-

'es.is similar to tha -fa,'
that ce "apprenti. ,-shy, pro-

g am is broader and rte- ctructurec
IP

For iexamnie. appreri....."A work on
specific a=as of roofia k inecjtfer
periods. T=7, also mars

- proof and waterproof.
For those :nterestec .7..ec-,inirri

r fers;)" a nigh .school c

itsll equivalent is .hei ar.
c ul-ses innnechancial w

1?asic mathematics.
cogdition and a good' " of ha
ante also are impc-rtar 4,0.seits,
cants far apprant:ccthip prog%..rs
Must be at least I yrurs

RPofers may,advan. siv:44ervisc,
or to superintencer ', nofimg
contra a-Or. Alice. enhrr
business for themselves and citire c',
er roofers:

Places of EmPloyment .1,

About 90,000 roofers were em-
ployed% in 1976. ]Most worked for
roofing contractors on construction
or ieeeir jobs. Some worked for busi-
nesses and government agencies hat
do their own construction and repair
'work. A . feW roofers were self -em-
ployed; -

. .

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A 3-,year appredticeship pro-
gramUsually sponsored by a hipl
unierfi-manigement cominitte?
generally provides the moat oro.ugh
training for this trade. Howe r, the
majority of roofers acquire their
skills informally by working as help...*
ers Dar experienced roofers. , . .

Helpers learn the trade on:the.jobk*4
They stari by carryi t g equipment
and material and, by recting scaf-
folds. Within 2 or 3 months they are

. taught to measure, cut, and fit roof-
ing material's such as felt. Soon, they Earnings and Mistiming
are able to lay asphalt shingles. After Conditions
a year or so, they learn to lay and fit
tile; and eventually slate. Whether or In 97(f, union roofes Lin metro--
not helpers learn to dampprOof or politan areas had estimatukd average

Emproymen

itEmployAent of rc
to increase faster t
for all odcupations

1980's. More roofe
due to the ,Iongrun
struction activity. N..c
and repairs On existing
vide most of the.wr-1
aamppt offing an,
however, will provi.
proportion of roofe
the job openings rt-
plOyment growth, s
arise from the neec
enced roofers who
work'', for other
construction a tir,
ever. Joh open' gs
some years, scam
should be easies
spsingand
work picks up a -n
comes warmer.

Outiosock

xpected t.

ve

1 Lion
4,, ."

4. if pf.)-
11 bjtlee

pCT (ling;

atbides
from em-
nings will
e

.31' stop
Because

caws, how -
plentifUr in
thers. Jobs
;nd during

-*Inc roofing.
eather be-
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wages' 11110 an hoittr ttowr shoat"
twice th e hourly sot LIZO

--mcntsuPer cifrp -
sees ih prim rind , exstentt

Yeasty senniss site mane et and
aminmen sowever. seellenelly azre
*weer thaw ly -roan "md
era became the ansann,nesensier ot
*ems thew womh-can )ht orseiv af-
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feseind blu poor weattise-
ammo iia=oemnicSien

isepomiticessussiaNly
.core of she sided
anc---neceive im==ewes

woes is

flurrzu-

65 eer-
y rate
ally.
itremu-

oat involver ; lot al -.outing. as
weeny

11111110fCr'S rig trot slips
or folk from scellrolde, o:- rods, and

*moo have to -oe "etdossrs n ", s types
of-wencher, paarnialslarl+vh--cv making
- repasts_, The -ve-e4- may iL 'specially
hbt-cuesing the vuinitwirntis.

Msevry roofens Aire iseinbeers of the
Unites::- Slate_ Tiv awerCnf-'nposition
Roones, Zamaiip ann- Wslterproof
Wormrs Anioe,:iatton

1- :-
Sources, et Addllilelnal

7 deeknimatiesh

Few information .abotia 1.39fing wo-
prouneeships cur work oprortunities
in -lawn trade _contact roofing
cenkvactont: a olocal of the anion pre-
yaously mentioned: a 11-cal joint
unionr-mant leatsent' apprenticeship
enninsittee; (s. the neatest office -of
sae e aaloymen: service or .

hip agency.
n about the work of

coissact
Rood ass Contractors Association,
N. bleuiem Ave., Oak Park, III.

specialize in either 'shopwork or ow-
site installation; others do both.

Sheet-m etAl workers fabricate_
muchpf the metal at thel shop. Wore -
ing from blupprint spetificationri
they measure,ut, bend, shape, and
astep most of the pieces that will

used on the job. Tapes are used fr
measuring; handisheiats, hack saws
and power saws for cutting; and spi-

eler-METAL WORKERS --cially designed, heavy ,steel presses
. for cutting, bendihg,,'and shaping.

Once the metal is measured_and cut.
workers thenholt, cement, rivet, sol-

athe dire
d ,jor weld the seams and jointeto-

Stiet .--ge er to 'form ducts, pipes, tubes,
a other items.Seseet-msrcal workers fabricate and

804:281 and .884)

install shears -metal dual; for air-con- At the construction site, sheet-
diticming, heating, and ventilating metal workers usually just assemble"
systems; flat metal for kitchen walls and install pieces fabrigated at the
and Counters; and stamped metal foi shop. Sometimes, however, workers
roafisigg and siding. Some workers make parts by hand at the worksite,

2 9 A-

ehopwork.

. ,
hummers, shears, and &rills.

Workers ,install ducts, pipes, and ..

t es y joining them _end .to end and 8
h gig them With Metal braces se-
cu d th,,a ceiling or a wall. To hold
the leces together% workers some -.,
tim bolt, glue, or solder the con-
nedti s. "_ +

Mo ed and pressed sheet-metals,
such r roofing and siding, usually
are m sured and cut. 'on the job.
After uring the. first panel in
place, kers interlock and fasten
lie groo d. edge of the next panel
into the ooved edge of the first.
They nail e free edge of the panel

no the ' tru ure. This,,two-step, pro-
zess is ep ed for each additional
panel. joints, along cor-

.tners, and ro d windowl and doors, .
._

workers' f machine-made mold-
Ink fors n at, T nishedoeffect.

w ,
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Places of Employment-

. Sheet-metal workers in the con-
struction industrywho numbered
about 65,Q00 in 1976are employed
mainly by contractors wire specialize
in heating, rrefrigeration, and air-con-
ditioning equipment and orgeneral
contractors engaged m residential,
inniustrial, and conrnersciai building.
Additicirial sheet -rut * workers are
employed Iry goverrirAeagencies or
businesses tkat do rash own con-
struction am! .alteta:14,--- work. Very
few are self --'''iiplovect.
Sheet-meo.4. worse irs are employed

throughout /Y., '.1^Lintre . but jobs are
concentratat .--Itrcroolitan areas.

. Traininc.. 46 Qualifications,
areek, ncesnent

Many
acquired
helpers,
by experietaced
ity, howei-r. hay

tit-m I

s
workers have

by working as
d being taught

The major-
rned through

apprenticasnip, wl,ich providec the
most thomsolieh trammg.

The aprorarticemp program usual-
ly consist 4 vc-urs of on-the-job

g training, rr, 4--iditi77- o related class-
room insezctioz :n the job, ap-
prentices .. in ..:_-, ,..se the tools, Ma-
chines, enticement. and materials of
the.trade_ 7. the first 2 years, they
learn to ---,=sure, cut, bend, fabri-
cate, ane install sneet-metal. They
begin wits duct work and gradually
advance to fabricating decorative
pieces. Toward the end their train-

'. ingthey tearn.to use.maarials such
as plastics and acoustical tile, which
may be substituted for metal on some
fobs. classi)3om instruction comers
subjects such asdrafting- ,--blueprint
reading, mathematics, and first-aid.
Safety is stressed throughout the pro-
gram. In addition,fipprentites learn
the relationship between sheet-metal
work and other construction work.

Workers who piok up the trade
informally usually begin by carrying
metal and cleaning up debris in a
metal. shop. While there, they learn
about Materials and their costs as
well as tools and their uses. Then, a(
employers permit, helpers le'arn to
set switches and operate levers on
machines that bend or cur metal. I. In

ii

-
:;itrike.- helpers leave he shei, and go
ou: an t job- to I rn-

plicants' for jobs as apprentices
77r ielpers should be in good --ihysical
ondition and have mechant :al apti-
tile. Apprentices should navt-...a high
p,nool-or vocational schoo. educa-

, 7" or equivalent
in mathematic:: mecnanical
and shop prow:-.-e a nelpful

:lacs.ground for learninf .:the trade.
Snezet-metal workers --titconstruc-

-1(77 -ray advance to sup, -isoryjobs
: o into the cone- acting busi-

7=ss.

isaploymentlbutiook

'ment of sheet-metal work-
rs N.Jestruction is expected to in-

zrea ;c ,rout as fast as the average
:or 1....17-64ccupations through the mid -

98C' ; -1 addition to jobs from em-
ployment growth, Many openings will
arisi experienced workers retire,
die save work for ,,-,ther reasons.

oulation and lousiness grow.
eet-metal workers will be

new install air-conditioning aria
he* ?, duct- work and other sheet-
rr aroducts in new houses_ stores,
of- ,. and other buildings. The de-
m for air-conditioning syStems in
oi.1-t:f buildings also will boost

.:.Jent growth.
-lough employment is expected

tc .,:rease over the long run, job
openings may fluctuate from year to
yc.ar due to ups and downs. in con-
struction activity. When construction
activity is depresded, jobs fOr sheet-
metal\evorkers may oe available in
other' ihdustries.

Earninga and Working
Conditions

Union sheet-metal workers in met-.
ropolitan areas had estimated aver-
age wages of $10.10 an hour ire 1976.
This is about twice the average for
production an0 noniupervisciry
workers jn private industry. except
farming: Sheet-metal ap'printices
generally start at 45 percent of the
rate paid to experienced workers and
receive periodic pay raises. "

Many sheet-metal workers spend'
considerable time at the construction
site, working either indoors or ouit-
docirs. Others eyork pritnarily in

2 9 o".".
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shops joing :rater' icaling and layclut
work.

When ink: :nrst.pl::ters and sky-
lights, they w 0 tigr.- above ground.
When installiz-. iation and air-
conditioning se-itcx...s they may work
in awkward an = -aped, positions.
Sheet-metal f)-:-.2...-rs risk :tits and
&urns from matt:,!...ak, and stools.' The
injtury rate for IA, r-r_ers in this trade
higner than the .._=rage for all co6-
straction worke-7

A largelprop:. rTirit of sweet -metal
workers are m=aers of the Sheet
Metal Workers v....rrrnatioral Assqci-

. 4on.

Sources of atdditional,
: information

For more informatiozAbout ap-
prenticeships c- -!.fier opportu-
nities, contact , oca, sheet-metal con-
tractors or heazini:, refrigeration, or
air-Conditioning contractors; a .ocal
of the union mentioned above; z_ lo-
cal joint' twion-management appren-
ticeship commit tee. or the nearest of-
ficeof the State tr...nnlornent seervice
or apprenticeship agency.

For general ,nformation about
sheet-metal workers, cakitact:
Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contrac-

tors' National AssociatiOn, Inc., 8224 Old
Courthouse-Rd., Tysoi Corner, 'VnnEt.
Va. 2180.

TILESETTERS

(D. 61.781)

Nature of thA Work

In ancient .Egypt and tgome, tile ,

was used for the design and constr
tion of mosaicsan art form ,using
small, decorative ceramic squares.
Today, in a'fas.hion similar to that of
the ancient artists, tilesetters apply
tile to floors, walls, and ceilings.

To set tile, which ranges in size
from 1/2 inch to 6 ,inches square,
workers in this trade use eithey ce-
ment or mastk(a very sticky paste).
When using cement, tilesetters 'first
_must tack a support of screenlike
mesh to 'the floor, wall; or ceiling.
They mix a coarse cement, spread it
onto the screen with a trowel, and,
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About 1 suk,of 5 tiIssettsrs Is sett-smployod.

allows workers to examing the pat-
tern, and make any necessary Chang-
es.

,with a ralfehke device, scratch the
surface of the wet cement. After the
cement has dried workers trowel on a
richer coat -*Of, cement, working it
back. ind forth in sweeping motions
until it is smooth and even.

When using mastic to sit tile,
setters need a flat; solid surface such
as drywall or concrete. Workers
spread, the mastic with a toot -ad d
metal trowel to create tiny/r s inr
the mastic. When /hp tile is s onto
the ridges, icreates a suctio that
helps hold the tile.

Since tile is of variou colors,
shapes, and sizes, workers ometimes
prearrange the tiles on dry floor
according to .a specifidd design. This

k :

IWhether or not the tiles are prear-
ranged, tilesetters plate each tile
onto the cement or mastic. Some
tiles are cut with either a m chine
saw or a'Special cutting tool so ey

itcan fit to corners and around pipes,
tubs, a wash basins. Once the tile is
placed, tilesetters gqiitly tap the sur-
face of the tiles withca small block of
woad so that all the tiles rest evenily
and flatly.

When the cemenf or the mastic
"set" behind the tile, tilesetters use a

'rubber trowel to cover the tile' and
.the joints, with grouta very fine

)
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cement mixture. The-, then scrape
the surface with a unber-edge de-

,called a squec.gee. ThiS agtion
safely removes grout from the ?ace of
me tiles, fortis it irrtolthejoints; and
removes any excess. Before the gitut
dries-, workers wash-she surface with
water.

Places of Employment

Tilesetterswhc ....limbered about
36,000 in l 97:-.--a-e employed
mainly in nonresialerruzi construction

A protects, such as schc._ols, hospitals,
arc public and zommercial build-
cmgs. A significant proportion of tile-
setters about one out of fiveare
self-gmPloyed

TiltOetters are employed through-
out the country but are found largely
in the more populated urban areas.

'
Training, Other'Qualifications,

and Advancemm

Most training authorities recom-
mend the .comple!ion of a 3-year ap-
prenticeship prcw-am as the best way,
to learn tilesetting. A substantial.pro-
portion of tilesertersik however ac-
quire their skills informallytby ork
ing as helpers and being to ea by
experienaed workers.

Tire arfprenticeship program genr-
erally consists of on-the-job training
and relate .om instruction .in
subjects, s 'blueprint reading,-
! about w. nd basic mathematip.;

ApprentiCes begin by learning the. :
names of tools and how to use them.
Within a short time they are taugh
mix and apply cement, then to
mastic. Later, they .learn to cu (tile
and installit.-

Those whojearn informally genera'
ally receive' less thorough training.
They-start by carrying' .supplies,.
cleaning Work areas, and wastring off
the fiilisherf tile. Depending on the
employer:4 -heipr, may. learn to
spread cement or mastic. Eventually,
a helper is taught to cut and set

When hiring apprentices or help,,'
ers, .employerA prefer high'
school or .Voicaticinal of gradti-'

rates who halm had coUrserin general
mathematics, mechanical drawing,
and shop. Good physical onditian,
manual dexterity, 'and a :god sense .
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of'color harmony alio are no.-7-rsortant
sets.
Skilledhlesetters ma! net.unse su-

p rvi st or start their 771n zrsrztract-
ing Ilu esses.

.

Employment Outlook

Employment, of tileser:nr- is ex-
pected to increase abcir a, fast as
the average for all ..ccu:nar_ions
through the- mid-1980';t. Wmile em-
ployinent growth will p\ftsvide some
new jet) opportunities, /most will re-
sult from the need to replace tileiet-
teri who retire, die, or leave the oc-
cupation for other-rex/sons. Because
tilesetters IS a small occupation, how-
ever, there will be relat7;vely few job
openings annually.

Population and business growth
expected tocauSe an screase in the
construction of houses and other
buildings, thus incr=lsing the de-
mand for. tilesette7-_ The trend
toward two tile bathrc,:_-.rns or more in

a

a

houses and apartments also will spur
employment in this trade.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to 1976 estimates of
union wages in metropolitan 'areas
hourly rates for tilesetters averagEd
$9.35, or about twice the hourly rate
paid to nonsupervisory and produc-
tion workers in private industry,-ex-
cept farming. jlourly wage rates for
apprentices start at about 50 to 64
percent of the rate paid to union
workers and increase periodically.

Since tilesetters work mostly in-.
doors, the annual number of hours
they work generally is higher than
some of the other contruction crafts.
This differTnce may be reflectefl in
added annual earnings.

The principal unions organizing
these workers are the International
Union of Bricklayers and Allied
Craftsmen; and the International As.-

7

2
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sociation of Marble, Slate. and Stone
.Polishers, Rubbers and Sawyers, Tile
and 1Gtarble Setters' Helpers and
Marble Mosaic and Terrazzo Work-
ers' Helpers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For details about appfeditideship or
otter work opportunities in= this
trade, contact local tile setting con-
tractors;Iotals of the unions previ-
ously mentioned; or the nearest oft-
fice of the State employment servic4.
Or State apprenticeship agency.

For general information about the
work of tilesetters, contact:
International Union of Bricklay rs and Allied

Craftsmen, International asonry Ap-
----, prenticeship Trust, 815 1 St. NW.,

`Washington, D.C. 20005.

Tile Contractors' Association .of America,
Inc.. 112 North' Alfred .St., Alexandria.
Va. 22314.

.18
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_0.CCUPATIONS IN TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITi' ES. rev

The transportation industries offer
a wisle range of career appOrtunities.
Jobs in air, rail,_ highway, and water
transportation vary from those that
require littlg education 1tr technical
Ind administrative positions that re-

o quill at least t college degree.

Although this field includes a vari-
ety of jobs, almost half of the workers
provide transpOrtation, by driving
buses and trucks, flying aircraft, or
operating trains and ships) Thl rest
of the workers in this industry pro-
vide the countless support iervj,ses

4

Occupations jii-transportation activities, 1976

31,20/ of total employment
- in al occupations

. ,

4
7

0

am.

S.

.1
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'that are needed. For example, some
employees deal directly with custom-
eriflight attendants and reserva-
tion agents assist passengers and rail-
road station agents arrange' *to
transport cargo for businesses. Other

4 workers, such as airplane mechanics,
truck mechanics, and railroad shop-
workers are needed to keep transpor-
t4tiori equipment in good working
condition.

As our economy expands and
population grows, demand for freight
and passenger service will rise., and
more transportation workers will be

neede Employmenttrends will vary
email; thetdiffertnt mdfes of trans-
portation, however. Employment in
Tost 4ir and highiffay transportation
jobs will increase, whjle employment
in the merchant marine and most
jobs withirkthe railroad industry will

...decline: Ever in mop declinifig occu-
pations, however, new workers will
be hired to replace those who retire,
die, or transfer to other fields;

The transportation occupations
mentioned/ in this, introduction, Jas

as many chore, are described in
detail in-the following sections. 7

.
'Os
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AIR NSAOATIGN,occuPATIbNS

C
Air transportation offers excellent

opportunities for persons of `karying,
skills, training: oand expe rrie.,

..Working -Conditigins generally are
'good and the pay is fairly ha. Many

, loyees have an opportunity to
( travel, either on the-job "b_fcause
:they are' entitled to fl at reduced

w
fares on most airlines. -

Through the wor9" 80's, employ-:
ment in air trahspohation occupa-
tions as a whole is expected to grow

fits the number- of lanes increases. In ;,

addition to job fpenings created by
growth, many new employees will -be'
hired to replace those who retire, die,
or stop working for other rEasons.

The individual statements that fol-
ilow describe the occupations 'most
c sely associated with flyihg: #ir-
pla pilots, flight attendants, air-
plane mechanics, air traffic control-
lers, and 'reservation, ticket, and -
passenger agents. ^

, . /
It.

AIR TRAFFIC
CON7RQLLER'S

(D.O.T. 193.168),

Nature of the Work

.Air traffic controllers are the
guardia4 of the airways. Controllers
keep track of planes flying within
their assigned area, giving pilots Sin-
structions that swill keep the planes

,, 4
separated. I hei mmediate concern
is safety, but within this framework,
controllers -must direct planes e fi-
ciently to minimize delays. SO e
regulate airport traffic; others regu-
late flights between airports.

From the control tower, airport
traffic controlleft can see the planes
that are on the ground and in the aifi
nearby. Planes that are farther iv/ay
or at a higher altitude show up on the
radar screen. As planes approafh an
airport, pilots -radio ahead to inform

Keen competition is expeckd for the relatively.sInall,
number of openings in airiransportation occupations"--1

Average annual.openings, 11976- 85'( in thousands)

0

SCIUrCe Bureau of Labor Sltbsticb
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the tower of their presence and re
duest.Permission to land. If the wa
clear, controllers direct the p to
a runway; if the airport is busy, con-
trollers fit the plane into a traffic,pat-

iern with other'aircraft waiting to
land. They also provide pilots with
information about conditions at the
airport, such -as the weather, he
Speed an direction of the wind, nth,
the v' ibi y. Controllers° constantly -
observe t e planes under their _direc-
tion, andei contr011er notices that 4
two plane' are on a collision course,
one of the pie will be instructed to

essf:),turn or change a ude.
A similar proce e e is used for

takeoffs. If necessary, 9a 'temporary
bt ak in traffic is arranged, the plane
is in trycted to depart, and a control-,
ler d ryes it on radar to glide the
pilot r and othertplangs2

A er each. plane departs, *airport
traffic controllers notify the enroute
controllers who will be next to take
charge. There are 25 enroute control
centers located around the country.
Enroute contiollers work in teams
twee or three. Because airplanes gen-
erally -fly along specially -designated
routes, each team isiassigned a_,cer-
tain amount of airspace @tong one of
these routes. A team, for eXiample,
might be.responsibile for 'all plane's
that are between 30 to 00 miles
north cethe airporrand fling at an
altitude between 6,000 and 18,000
feet.'

Wherik plane enters a team's air-
space, one controller Communicates
With the; pilots by radio, and follows
the planls filet path oh radar. The
remaining tea members prepare for
other`iskines about to enter their area
by commu mating with neig'hhoriniry
control to rs and adjacent centers',
and brgani ng flight plans coming
over teletype machines and- comput-
er displays. These plans were filed by
pilots and provide controllers with

%.
Information su Ikas when a plane will
enter the team' airspace and at what.

altitude,
Enroute controllers also warn pi-

lots about nearby planes, bad weath-
er conditions; and other Possible haz-,.,
ards. If two-planes are on a collisiont-
course they will be directed'arotind

lit:. each other. Or if a pilot wants to
r

00



Controllemc nate flight activities to prevent accidents and expedite takeoffs and
landings.

ude in search of better airports and air route traffic control
ions, the controller will . centers located near large cities..
termine that no othgr

be along the proposed
the altitude change.
ht progresses, the team

for the aircraft notifies
m that will be in charge.
s Coordination, one team
r watches over the plane
ly artiiies ,at its destine-

change aid
'flying Coed*
ohcck to d
planes will
path ddring

As the fli
reVonsjible
the :next to
Through th
after anoth
Until 'it saf
tiOn. -

Controllers usually have sevfm1
planes und r their control at e

time, and ften have to, make q
decisions a outcompletely different
activities. or examp)e, an airport
controller ht- be directing a plane
on'Its land ng approach, and at the
same time be providing pilots just
entering th airport's airspace -with
informatio about, conditions at the
airport. W ite instructing these pi=
lots, the co troller also would be oh,
serving oth r planes in the vicinity,
'such as th se in a holding pattern

, waiting for rfinisaion to land, to de-
termine th t they 'remain well sepa-
rated:-

Piac sot Employment

..,. The sole
traffic cont
ation 'Admi
21,000 per
controllers

employer of civilian air
ollers 's the Fed4ral Avi-
istrati

ons wo
in 1976,

(FAA). About
ed as air traffic

ostly at major

Training, Other Qualifications;
and AdvanCement

Air traffic controller trainees are
selected through the competitive
Federal Civil Service' System. Appli-
cants must be' less than 31 years old
and must pass aWritten test that mea7
st(res their ability to' learn and per-
form the controller's duties. In addi:
tion, applicants must have 3 years of.
general ,work eXperience,or 4 years
of college, or a combination of both.
Applicants with sufficient experience
as military' controllers, pilots, or navi-
gators may be hired without taking
the written test. Applicants must be
in excellent' health and have vision
correctable.to 20/20.

Potential controllers should be ar,
ticulate, since directions to pilots
must be given quickly and clearly. A
quick and retentive 'memory also is
important because controllers con-
stantly receive information about the
planes under their direction which
they mast immediately grasp, inter-
pret, and remember for a short peri- .
od. A decisive personality is an asset,
since controllers often have t6 make
rapid decisions."

SuccesSful applicants receive a.
combination of on -the job and for-
mal training to--learn ,the fundamen-

3
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'tale of the airway system, Federal avi-
; ation regiilations, controller

equipmenf,and aircraft performance.
They Ifceive ap- "

noximately 1'6 mkeks ortin.lensive
-triining,includingpractice on simw ,

lators, at the FAA Academy 'in Okla-
hOma..C1.4y. It Usually 'take:2 to 3.
years of progressive)), more respon-
iible 'work experience tor*Lcornea
fully qualified controller. tach.-year,
controllers niust pass a physical ex-
amivation;"-they must pais 4,04 per-
formatice examination twSe each
year.

Controllers can transfer to.jobs at
different locations and advance to
supervisory positions. Some advance.'
to more responsible management
jobs in air'traffic control 1'64 a few to
top -administrptive jobs in the FAA.

Employment Outlook

Employmen it traffic control-
lers is expected to inCrease faster
than the average for all occupations

, through the mid-1980's.; In addition
to openings resultinOrrom growth,'
many others will arise as experienced
controllers retire; die,. or leave the
occupation for other reasons. Com-
petition for jobs' should-,be . keen,
however, because the nuMber of.
qualified applicants is expected to be
much' greater than the number or
openings:

As the number of aircraft, in:.
creases, the skyways 'will becoree
more congested and more 'controllers
will be needed. Also, to prevent col-
lisions, the FAA has created sp'aCes
near .certain airports and above ter-.
taro altitudes which.require all'pilots
to receive directions,frow... air traffic
controllers. If, asexpectetthe num-
ber and size of these spates' are ex-
panded, additional controllers will be
needed despite the greater use of
new, automated. control equipment.

College graduates who have civil-
ian or military experience as control-
lers, pilots, or navigators, will have.
the best employment opportunities.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In -1976 controller traineesearned
$11,500 a year; the average earnings
for all controllers was $22,300 a
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year, or over twice th,e.average for all
nonsupervisory wor,kers'iri private in-
dustry, except farming. ,Depending
on length of service,'they receive 13
to 26 days of paid' vacation and 13
days of paid sick leave each year, life
insurance, health benefits, :and, due
to the stress involved in the work, a
more jiberal retirement program
than other Federal employees.

Controllers work .a basic 40-hour
' week; however, they may work addi-

tional hours fok which they receive
overtime pay or. equal time' off. Be-
cause control towelfrand centers
must be .operated 24 hours a day, 7
days a weel4..controllers are asSigned
to night and Weekend shifts on a ro
tating basis

Air traffic-'controllers sometimes
..work undeVgreat stress. They nest
keep 'tiack,'bf ,Several planes at the
same trite ah:d Make certain all pilots
receive.corret tinstructions.

Many Ciltnfrollers belong to the
Professional .iAtr Traffic Controllers

,40rganilation; : ,

Sottrces of Additional
VInformatIon
.

'A parnP,hlet providing general in-
formatiOn''about controllers and in-
Structioneor submitting applications
is available from any U.S. Civil Ser-
vice Cornittission' Job Informa+ion
Center. Look under U:S. Govern-
men ,-CM1 Service Commission, in.

telephone book to obtiln a local
Jo Information Center telephone
h ber and call for a copy of An-
nouncement 418. If thtre is no listing
in your telephone book, dial the toll-
free :number 800-555-1212 and re-
quest the toll -free number of the U.S.
Civil Service Commission Job hifor-
matioh Center for your location.

AIRPLANE MECHANICS

(15.0.T. 621.281)

Nature of the Work

Today most travelers hardly think
twice about flying thousands of feet
above the ground. The. confidence

'travelers have in airplanes is a tribute
to the mechanics who maintain them.

Airplane mechanics perform sched-
uled maintenance, make repairs, and
complete inspections required by the
Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA).

In 'order to keep plates in top op-
erating condition-, many mechanics
specialize in scheduled maintenance.
Using a scheolule that is based'on the
number of flight hourt,calendar
days, or a combination of thew fac-
tors, the planes are inspected and
necessary.maintenance is performed.
Mechanics may examine- engines
thiough specially designed openings,
working from ladders or scaffolds, or
use hoists or lifts to remove the entire-
engine from the planes. Mechanics
may,take engines apart, measure the
parts for wear with delicate instru-,
ments, check for invisible cracks
with X-ray and magnetic inspection
equipment, and replace worn parts.
They also may repair sheet-metal
surfaces, measure the tension of con-
trol cables, or check for rust, distor,
tion, and cracks in parts of fuselages
and wings. After making repairs, rue-
chanics test the equipment to make
sure the repairs were made properly.

Some mechanics specialize in re-
pair work and use,the pilot's descrip-
tion of a problem to find ..and fix
faulty equipment. For example, dur-
ing, the pre-flight check of the air-
plane, a pilot may discover that the
gas gauge does not work. To solve
the problem, mechanics may check
the electrical connections, replace
the gauge, or use electrical test
equipment to make sure no wires are
broken or shorted. They work as fast
as safety Permits so that the plane
can be put back into service quickly.

Mechanics may work. on many,
types of airplanes, on one type of
plane, 'or they may specialize in-'
working on one section of the plane,
such as engines or electrical systems.
At 'small airports, mechanics usually
make all kinds of inspections and
repairs on many different types of
aircraft.

Places of Employment

About 110,000 airplane mechan-
ics were' employed in 1976, not in-
cluding about 30,000 who worked in
aircraft manufacturing firms assem-
bling airplanes. Over one-half

3,)2,

worked for airlines and about one- .

third worked for the, Federal Gover,n4''
emnt. The rest were general aviation,

mechani s, most of whofn worked
for smal repair shops or companies
that op rate heir Own planes to
transpor executives and cargo.

Most airline mechanics work near
large cities at the airlines' main stops.
Many employees of the Federal Gov-.
ernment are civilians employed by .

the military' and work at large. mili-
tary Bases. Others work for the FAA,
Many in the headquarters at Oklahat
ma City. Mechanics for small repair
shops work at airports in every part
of the country. ,

TielnIng, Other Ouallflattions,
. and Advancement .

Thel" majority of mechanics. who
work on civilian aircraft are licensed
by the 'FAA as "airframe mechan-
ics," "powerplant mechanics," or
"aircraft inspectors." Airframe me= .

chanics are qualified to work on the
fuselage, wings, landing gear, and
other structural parts of the plane,
while powexplant mechanics are
qualified only for work on the en-
gine. Combination airframe-and-
powerplant mechanics can work on
any part of the plane, and those with
an inspector's license can certify in-
spection work completed by other
mechanics. Unlicensed mechanics
aresupervised by those with licenses.

At least 18 months of work experi-
ence are required for an FAA air-
frame 'or powerplant license; for a
combined license, at least 30 months t
of experience working with both en-
gines and airframes,,are requiied. To :
obtain- an inspectoris, license, ame-.
chanic must have held' an airframe-
and-powerplant license 'for at least 3
years. Applicants for all licenses also

passmust ass written ja ndt oral tests and'
give practical de onstrations of their
ability to do the work authorized by

..,the license.
Most mechanics learn their job in

the Armed Forces or in trade schools-
certified-by the FAA; Courses in
these trade schools last about 2 'yea'rs
and provide training with the tools
and equipnknt.mechanics will use on
the job. Attendance at such schools
may be used as a substitute for wail
experienCe when applying'for an



The confidence travelers have in airplanes Is 'a tribute to the mechanise Who maintain
them.

FAA licensgi, aowever, these schools'
. do not guarantee students jobs or
FAA licenses, People -Who were air-
craft mechanics in the Armed Forces
usually have earned credit towards
the Work experience, and other, re-
quirements of the license. They...,usu-

ally attend a shorter program at one
of the trade schools to learn the ma-
terial specific to civilian aircraft, be.
fore taking the licensing test.

A few -people become mechanics
through on-the-job training. For
these trainee jobs, employers prefer,

333.
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high school graduates who are in
good physical condition. Experience
in automotive repair or other me-
chanical work is helpful.

Courses in mathematics, physics,
phemistry, and mechanical drawing
are helpful for all prospective lye-
chanics because knowledge of the
principles involved in the operation

-of an aircraft often is necessary in
brder to learn hoit to make repairs.

Aircraft mechanics must be able to
do detailed work and have the
strength to lift heavy parts and tools.

-Agility is important for the reaching
and climbing that are necessary to
the. job. Aiicraft mechanics must be..
willing to work in high places, such as
ckil the top of wings and fuselages on
large jet planes.

As aircraft mechanics. gain experi-
ence,,they can advance to more re-
sponsible jobs. Opportunities are
befit for those who haye ahairframe-
and-powerplant license, as well as an
aircraft inspector's.license. -The ave.-
Atie advancement usually is me-

, chanic to head mechanit crew
chief); to to head inipec-,
tor, to shop ,supervisor. In. airline'
companies, a few, supervisors may
advance to executive poiltions. With
additional business training, some
may open their own repair shops.

Ehiployment Outlook,

The number of aircraftimechanict
is expected to Increase faster than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition f
to jobs resulting from growth, many
job openings will result from the
need to replace mechanics who'
transfer to other fields of wor,k, re-
tire, or die. However, joboppOrtuni-
ties in generhl aviation, airline com-,
panics, and the Federal Governnrent
will diffee.

Job opportunities in general avI-.
ation are expected to be good. The
number of aircraft used by compa-
nies for executive transportation is
expected, to grow rapidly, thus in-
creasing the demand for mechanics.
Since wages in small companies fre-
quently are low, there is less compe-
tition for jobs than in the airlines.
Also, some additional jobs be-
come available as experienced me-
chanics leave for better paying jobs
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with airlines or large private compa-
nies. Although employers in general
aviation prefer applicants with an air-
frame-and-powerplant- litense from
the FAA, some trainee jobs are avail-
able.

In contrast with general aviation,
competition for airline jobs will be
keen because the high wages attract
more qualified applicants than there
are jobs available. A growing popula-
,tiob and rising incomes are expected
to increasthe demand for airline
transportation and, as airlines add
more planes to meet this demand,
more mechanics will be. needed.
However, the introduction. of larger
planes, combined with the recent
slowdown in air traffic, has led to p
temporary decrease in the need for

"airline mechanics. Therefore, in the
near future, many of the new jobs
will be taken by experienced airline
mechanics now on furlough.

Little change in the number of
mechanics employed by the Federal
Government is .expected. Opportuni-
ties will fluctuate with changes in de-
fense spending.

Earnings. and Workings
Conditions

in 1976, annual earnings of airline_
mechanics averaged $23,061,. about
2.1/2 times the average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private industry,
except farming. As an additional
benefit, airline mechanics and their
immediate families, receive reduced
fare transportation With their own
and most other airlines.

Mechanics usually work in hangars
or in other indoor areas. However,
when repairs must be made quick!
they may work outdoors. Mechani
sometimes must stand or lie in awk-
ward positions when making repairs.
Work areas are noisy when engines
are being tested.

Mechanics employed by most ma-
jor airlines are covered by union
agreements. The principal unions in
this field are the International Asso-
ciatiori, of Machinists' and Aerospace
Workers and the Transport Workers
Union of America. Some mechanics
are represented by the International.
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf-
feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of
America. A

Sources of Additional
Intormation

For general information about air-
plane mechanics, write to:
Aviation Maintenance Foundation, P.O. box

739, Basin. Wyo. 82410.

Information about jobs in a par-
ticular airline may be obtained by
writing to the personnel manager of
the company. For addresses of airline
companies, write to:.
Air Transport Association of America,. 1,709

New York Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.

For information on jobs in a par-
ticular area, contact employers at lo-
cal airports or local offices of the
State employment service.

AIRPLANE PILOTS

(D.O.T. 196.168, .228. .268, and
.283)

Nature of the Work

Pilots are skilled, highly trained
professionals who fly planes to carry
out a wide variety of tasks. Although
Most' pilots transport passengers and
Cargo, many others perform tasks
such as crop dusting, inspecting
power lines, and taking photographs.

Except on small ail\raft, two pilots
usually are needed to fly the plane.
Generally, the most experienced pi-.
lot (called captain by the airlines,) is
in command and supervises any oth-
er crew members on board. The co-
pilot assists in communicating with
air traffic controllers, monitoring the
instruments, and flying the plane.
Most large airliners have a third pilot
in the cockpit who serves as flight
engineer. The flight engineer assists
the other pilots by monitoring' and
operating many of the instruments,
making minor inflight repairs, and
looking out for other aircraft.

Before depafture, pilots plan their
flights carefully. They confer with
dispatchers and weat6er foreasters
to find out about weather conditions
on route and at their destination..
Based on this information, they
choose a route, altitude, and speed
that will give a fast, safe, and smooth
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flight. It is the, responsibility of the
pilot in command tonform air traffic
control of the flight plan so that the
flight can be coordinated with other
air traffic.

Before taking off, pilots thorough-
ly check their, planes to determine
that the engines, controls, instru-
ments, and other components are
working properly. They also make
sure that baggage or cargo has been
loaded correctly.

Takeoff and landing are the most
. difficult parts of the 'flight and re-

quire close coordination between the
pilot and copilot. For example, as the

-plane ,accelerates for takeoff,, the pi-
lot concentrates on the runway while
the copilot scans the instrument pan-
el. The pilots already have calculated.
the speed they must attain to become
airborne, taking into account the alti-
tude of the airport, the weight of the.
plane, and the speed and direction of
the wind. The moment the plane
reaches this speed, the copilot in-
forms the pilot who then pulls back
on the controls to raise the nose of
the plane.

Unless the weather is bad, the ac-
tual flight is relatively easy. Pilots
steer the plane along 'their planned
route, and radio their position, air
speed, and other flight details to the
air traffic control stations they pass
along the way. They continuously
scan the' instrument panel to check
their fuel and the condition of their
engines.. Pilots may request a change
in altitude or route if circumstances
dictate. For example, if the weather
briefing led the pilots to expect a
smoother ride than is being experi-
enced, they may ask air traffic con-
trol if pilots flying at other altitudes
have reported better conditions, If
so, they may request a change. This
procedure also may be used to find a
stronger tailwind or a weaker head-
wind to save fuel and increase speed.

If visibility is poor, pilots must rely
completely on their instruments.,
Using the readings on the altimeter,
they know how high above ground
they are and can fly safely over
mountains and other obstacles. A
special navigation radio gives pilots
information which, with the help of
special maps, tells them their exact
position. Other, very sophisticated
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Bofors taksotts, pilots net sure all equipment is working properly.

equipment provides directions to a
point just above the end of a runway
and enables pilots to land completely
"blind."

Once on the ground, pilots must
Complete records on 'their flight for
their company and the Federal Avi-
ation Administration (FAA).

Airline pilots have the services of
large support staffs and consequently
perform few nonflying duties. Pilots
employed by businesses that use their

'own aircraftq however, usually are
the businesses' only experts on flying
and consequently, have `many other
duties., For example, since pilots un-
derstand the requirements' for a bal-
anced plane, the business pilot loads
the plane and handles all passenger
luggage. While the plane is being re-
fueled, the business pilot stays with it
to assure that the job is done proper-
ly. Other nonflying responsibilities
include keeping records, scheduling
flighti and major maintenance', and

performing minor maintenance and
repair work on their planes. Some
pilots are instructors and spend much
of their time giving flying lessons.
They teach their students the princi-
ples of flight in ground school classes
and -demonstrate how to operate the
aircraft in "dual ;controlled planes.
A few specially trained pilots are
"evaluators" or "check pilots." They

y with ea h airlirie pilot and copilot
at least twi e a ye4 to make sure that
they are proficient.

Places of Employment

About 83,000 civilian pilots
worked full time in 1976. About one-
half worked for the airlines. Much of
the remainder worked as flight in-
structors at local airports or for'large
businesses that use their own air-
planes to fly company cargo and ex
gcutives. Some pilots flew, small

3 3 5
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planes for air taxi compariies, usually
flying passengers to or from lightly
traveled airports not serviced by the
airlines. Othetworked for a variety
of businesses performing tasks such
as crop dusting, inwecting pipelines,
br conducting sightseeing trips. F""e-ch.----,

eral, State, and local got/ell-mend '
also employed pilots.

Most pilots work at the major air-
ports located close to cities. l$ fact; #
over one-third of all pilots work near
seven metropolipin areasLos An-
geles, San Fraicisco, New York, DC-
las-Fort Worth, Chiotp, MiAmi, and
Atlanta. -

Training, Other-bualifications,
and Advancement

All pilcits who are paid to transport
passengers or cargo' must have at
least a commercial pilot's license

,from ,the FAA. To qualify for this
license, applicants must be at least .18
years old and have at least 250 hours
orflight experience. They also must
pass a strict physical examination to
make sure that they are in good
health, have 20/20 vision ,with or
without glasses, good hearing, and no
physical handicaps that prevent
quick reactions. Applicants must
pass a written test that includes ques-
tibns on the principles of safe flight,
navigation techniques, and FAA
regulations; and demonstrate their
flying ability to FAA examiners.

In addition to a, commercial' li-
cense, pilots who want to fly in bad
weather must be licensed by the-FA'>
to fly by instruments: Pilots may
qualify for this license by having 40
hours of experience flying 'by instru-
ments, passing a written examination
on procedures and FAA regulations
covering instrument flying, and dem-
onstrating their ability to fly by in:-
struments.

Airline pilots must fulfill additional'
requirements. They must pass FAA
written and flight examinations to
earn a flight engineer's license. Cap-
tains must have an airline transport
pilot's license. Applicants for this li-
cense must be at least 23 years old
and have a minimum of 1,500 hours
of flying experience during the previ-
ous 8 years, including night and in-
strument flying.
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,All licenses, are valid as 1 ng as a
pilot can pass the require physical
exaitninations and the pe odic tests
of flying skills demand govern-
ment regulations.

Flying can be leirned in military Or
Civilian flying schools. Either kind of
trainingtatisfies the fliggi experience
requirements for licensing,' but. per-
sons 'serving in the Armed Forces
have the qPportunity to gain the sub-
stantial experience on jet aircraft
that is preferred by airlines and many
businesses. .

Pilots hired by airlines must be
high school graduates; however,
mizst airlines> require 2 years of col-
lege and prefer to hire colleggradu-
atei. Because pilots must be ablefto
make quick decisions and accurAte
judgments under _nessure, airline
companies give arfrakilicants psy-
chological tests and reject those who
do not pass.

New airline pilots usually start as
flight engineers. Although airlines fa-
vor applicants who already have a
flight engineer's license, they may
train those 'who have only the coin-
mercial license. All n,ew pilots re-
ceive sexseritl weeks of intensive,
training in simulators and classrooms.
before being assigned to a flight.

Companies other than airlines gen-
erally do not require as much flying
experience: However, a commercial
pilot's license is required and compa-
nies prefer applicants. 'have ex-
periencein the type of plane they will
be, flying. New employees generally
start as copilots.

Advancement fol'all pilots gener;
ally is limited to other flying jobs.
Many pilots start as flight instructors,
building up their flying hours while
they teach. As they become mote e -

perienced; these pilots occa'siona. v
may have the opportunity to fl ch'
ter planes and perhaps get jobi. w. .1

small air transpbrtation firms si_ch .s
air taxi companies. Some advance D
business flying jobs. Only a small
number get flight engineer jobs with
the 'airlines because the airlines pre-
fer pilots who have been trained in
the military.

In the airlines, advancement usual-.
ly depends on seniority provisions es-
tablished by-union contrasts. After 5
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Jo ro years, flight engineers advance
acco rding t9 seniority, to, co -pilot
and, after 10 to 2'0 years, to captain.
Seniority also determines which pi-,.
lain get the mote uesirable routes. In
nun-airline jot , copilots may ad-
vance to pilot and, .in large compa-
nies, to chief pilot in charge of air-
craft scheduling, maintenance, and
flight procedures.

Empioymen Outlook

Earnings and Working
Conditions .

Earnings of airline pilots are
among the- highest in the Nation. In
1976, the average salary for airline
pilots as $46,253 a year. Starting
salaries for flight engineers averaged
$9,000 a year, while some Senior
captains on the largest aircraft
earned. more than $80,000.)Earninis
depend on factors such aithe type,
size, and speed of the planes, and the

'_. I number of hours and miles flown.
Employment of pilots is expected E\axtra pay Is given for night and inter-

to increase fpter than the average n tional flights. Asian .a1c1,itional
for all occtions through the mid- i benefit, pilots and their immediate'
1980's. In addition to thii jobs from \ fainilies usually are entitledeo adim-

liited amount o. reduced &re trans-
portation on the r own and other air,
lines. .

.
Earnings of business pilots ranged

from '51 ,0,000 for copilots on small
planes to $45,000 for chief pilots of
companies with large jets. Most busi-
ness pilots flying single- engine planes
made from $14,200 to $19,000 a
year while salaries of those flying jets
ranged from $16,500 to $29,500.
Most'flight instructors made between
$7,000 and $16,000 a year while an-
nual salaries for air taxi pilots ranged
from $12;000 to $17,000.

By law, airline pilots cannot fly
more than 85 hours a month. Most

employment growth, 'openings will
result as dxperiencef pilots die, or
retire. Competition for job openings
should be keen, however, because,
the number of qualified pilots seek-
ing jobs is expected to exceed the
number of openings.

More than half the openings. for
pilots will occur outside the airlines.
Businesseg are expected to operate
an increasing number of planes and
employ more pilots to fly executives
and cargo to locations that the sched-
uled airlines do not service. More
flight instructors also will be needed
to. train new pilots.

The expected growth in airline airline pilots actually fly less than 70passenger and cargo traffic will cre- urs a 'month and, although theyate a,--tkeed "for more airliners and hav ditional nonflying duty hours,more pilots to fly them. Tbs. short usually only work 16 days a month.term outlook, however, is poor. The However, the majority of flights in-recent slowdown in air travel com- volve la, overs away from home.
bined with the introduction of bigger pilots are away from home, the,planes has caused a temporary de- airlines' provide hotel accommodi-
crease in the need for airline pilots. tions and an allowance for expenses.
Therefore, many of the new jobs that Airlines operate flights at all hours of
do develop be takel by exper the day and night, so work schedules
enced airline pilots now on furloug: often are irregular. Pilots with little

.Recent :311ege graduates wh, seniority may be assigned night or
have experience flying large, mit-- early morning flights.
engine aircraft and who have a con- Pilots employed outside the air-
merciaV13i1C-. s licere and a fligr. line often have irregular schedules;
engineer's license _in expect fir
consideration for. job- with the major
airlines. Businesses zenerally have
fewer formal educcl. )n and experi- _sponsibilities, they have much less
ence requirements than airlines. free time than airline pilots.-With the
However, these companies prefer ap- exception of business pilots, most pi-
plicants with experience in the lots employed outside the airlines do
type of plane .ney ,,,,111 be flying on not remain away from home over

. night. They may work odd hours,the job.

the may fly 30.hours one month and
90 urs the next. Since these pilots
frequently have many nonflying re-

a,1 fi
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,h wever. Instructors,' for example,,
o en give lessons at night or on
weekends.

Although flying does not inv lye
much physical effort, the me al
stress,of being responsible for a safe
flight, no matter what the weather,
can be very tiring. Particularly during
akeoff and landing, pilots must be

' alert and readylo,act if soifiething
goes wrong,

Most airline pilots are members of
,the Air Line Pilots Association, ln:
ternational. Those employed by ooe
major airline are members of the Al-
lied Pilots Association., 1

I-
.

Sources of Additional
information

- .

' Infoimation about job wporfuni-
ties in a particular airline, add the
qualifications required, may be ob-
tained by writing to the personnel
manager of the airline. Addresses of
airline companies are available in the
booklet The People of the Airlines.
For a copy, write to:
Public Relations Department, Air Transport

Association of America, 1709 New York
Ave. NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

For inform'ation about the duties,
as well as the physical and education-
al requirements for airline pilots,
contact:
Air Line Pilots Association, International,

. 1625 Massachusetts Ave. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036.

For information about job oppor-
tunities in companies other than air-
lines, consult the classified section of
aviation' trade magazines and apply
to companies that operate aircraft at
local airports.

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

(D.O.T. 352.878)

'Nature of the Work

Flight attendants (also called stew-
ardesses and stewards) are aboard
almost all commercial passenger
planes to help make the passengers'
flight safe, comfortable, and enjoy-,
,able.

Before each flight, attendants see
that the passenger cabin is n order.
They check that supplies rho as
food, beverage's, blankets, and ead-

. ing materjal are adequate, and that
first aid kits and other emergency
equipment are aboard. As passengers
come aboard, attendants greet them,
check their tickets, and assist them
by hanginga,coats and stowing
small piece luggage under th(e.
seats.

Before the plane takes off, atten-
dauts use the public address sysftem
to instruct passengers in the use of
emergency Equipment and ch4k to
See that all passengers have their seat
belts fastened. In the air, they answer
questions about the flight, distribute
magazines and pillows, and help care

'for small children, elderly persons,
and handicapped persons. On many
flights, they Serve cocktails and pre -
cool&d meals.

One of the most important func-
tions of attendants is to assist passent
gers in the rare event of an emergen-
cy. These range from a disabled
engine, where passengers must be re-
assured, to emergency landingii.
where attendants evacuate the plane.
opening doors and inflating emergen-
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cy slides. At endants also must be
pre cared to a minis r first aid to
passengers who become ill during the
flight.

PlacesOf EMployment

About 42,000 flight attendants
worked for the airlines in 197.6. Most
attendants are stationed in major
cities at the airlines' -main bases;
nearly three-fifth% work near Chica-
go; Dallas, Los Angeles; Miami, New
York, and San Francisco. Airliners
generally carry I to 10 flight atten-
dants, on the number of
seats on the ane. and the proportion
cot economy to first-class passengers.
Large aircraft like the Boeing 747
may have as.many as 16 flight fitten-
dahts.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The airlines place great stress
the hiring- of poised, tactful, and re-
sourceful people. In particular, appli-
cants should be able to.talk comfort-
ably with strangers. As a rule,
applicants must be at least 19 years
old. They must be in excellent health

fI,

Most airlines provide a 5-week training course for newly hired attendants.
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and have good vision. Vision may be
corrected with contact lenses or on
most airltnes, with glasses.° Appli-
cants also must speak clear4y.

Applicants must be high school
jgraduates. Those having 2 years of

cdllege, nurses' training, or experi-
ence in dealing with the public are
preferred. Flight attenda for inter-

anational airlines generall must be
.

able t_LP o speak an appropna foreign
language fluently.

Most large airlines give newly
hired flight attendants about 5 weeks
of -training in their own schools.
Transportation to the training cen-
ters and an allowance while in train-
ing may be provided; Trainees are
taught how to react to enfergencies,
including instruction on evacuating
attwairplane, operating an oxygen sys-
tem, and giving first aid. Attendants
also are taught flight regulations and
duties, and company operations and
policies. Additional courses in pass-
port and customs regulations are giv-
en to trainees for the international
routes. Towards the end of their
training, students go on practice
flights. The few airlines that do not
operate schools generally send new
employees to the school of another
airline.

After completing their training,
flight attendants are assigAed to one
of their airline's main bases. New
attendants usually fill in on extra
flights or replace attendants who are
sick or on vacation. Because assign-
ments a e based onseniority; experi-
enc ndants usually get their
choi and flights.

for ...jqvancemeht
a owever, some atten-

dan e to flight service
r service director*,

instructo ruiting representa-

ment, Outlook

oym
expected
the averag
through the mi
to growth, open

' cause of the nee
enced attendant
transfer to othe

of flight attendants is
ow much faster than

r all occupations
1980's. In addition
ngs 0411 occur be-
to replace experi-

who' retire, die, or
occupations.

4

Increases- in plipulation and in-
come are expected to increase the
numbenof airline passengers. To deal
with this`grOwth, airlines usually en-
large their capacity by increasing 'the
number and size of planes in opera-.

tion. Since the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration safety ru uire one
attendant for every 50 seat , more
flight attendants will be needed. Job
opportunities may vary from year to
year, however, because air travel is
sensitive to ups and downs in the
economy.

Because the job is attractive and
offers a chance to travel, many N:
ple are interested in, becoming flight
attendants. Applicants can expect e of Flight Atte ts.

keen' competition for any available
jqbs because the numbekof appli-
cants is expected to eireceed the num.'.
ber of openings. Applicants with 2
yearr,of college and experience in
dealing with the public have thebest
chance of being hired.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK
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Flight attendalits have the oppor-
tunity to nieet interesting people and
see new. places. The combinhti?n Qof

free time and disoount air fares pro-
vides substantial opportunity for
travel. However, the work can be
strenuol.ls mid Wing. Many- short
flights iequire speedy service if all
passengers are to be served. Poor
weather can make it difficult to serve
drinks and meals. Attendants stand
durin much of the flight and must
remain pleasant/Ind of cient regard-
less-f how tired they ay be.

Most flight att ants, are mem-
bers of either t Transport Workers.
Uniolt of,Am rica 9r the Association

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The average monthly earnings of
all flight 'attendants were $1,042 in
1976. "According to a number of
union contracts, salaries of most be-
ginning flight attendants of domestic
flights ranged from $690 to $780 a
month, while those on international
flights earned from $830 to $980. As
an additional benefit, flight atten-
dants and their immediate families
are entitled to reduce4 fare transpor-
tation on their own and most other
airlines.

Since airlines operate around the
clock 365 days a year, attendants
may work at night, on holidays, and
on weekends. They usually fly no
more than 80 hours a month, but
they may devote up to 35 hours a
month on the ground duties involved
in preparing their planes forrflights.
As a result of variations in scfrreluling
and limitations on flying time, many
attendants have 15 days or.more off
each month. Attendants may be
away from their home bases about
one-third of the time or more. When
they are acvay from home, the air:
lines provide hotel accommodations
and an allowance for meal expenses.

Sources of'Addltlonal
Information

InformatiOn about job opptirtuni-
ties in a particular airline and the
qualifications required may be ob-
tain'ed by writing to the personnel
manager of the company. AcdOsses
of companies are available fralin
Air Transport Association of Amer-._. .709

New York Ave. NW., Washing n, D.C.
20006.

RESERVATION, TICKET,
AND PASSENGER AGENTS

(D.O.T. 912.368 and 9IC 368)

, Nature of the Work
91/4

In .any company, the attitude with
which employees deal with the public
and the quality of the setvice-
provide often make the differe
between a satisfied or' dissati:--
customer. In airline comparne:
important personal contact
public is provided by reserv.z..- r.
ticket, and passenger agent.. .!se
employees reserve seats, sell tic _qs.

and help passengers board -)i: es.
Reservation agents work .rge

central offices and give cL
information on flight scheduie: nd
fares over the telephone. Afte _-7.1d-

ing out where a customer want... to _
go, when, and from which airpo he
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or she wants to leave, agents,check to
find DC if a seat is available. Com-
puter: ..: used to keeptrack of flight
space :ormation so that agents.at
all re, atidcroffices can quickly
find tii:. ,ut. 4

If ttit. plane is full, the agent may
suggest an alternate flight or cheek
with othersairlines flyi'n'g to ths same
despetion If 'the customer makes a
resrPtation, the agent types his or her
name and'other,informitio irIto' the
computer to prepare a ticket and
,reserve the space. .

Tick t -agents work in the airlines'
downto n ticket offices or at air-
ports. In addition to answering ques-
tions about. schedules and making
reservations, these agents fill out the

forms with the flight number,
passeqger's name and destination,
ancrother necessary information. At
airports and a few downtown offices
they also'tag passengers' luggage for
shir-i -t on the plane.

-.--- ..,,,,g (gents work only at air-
pot Ana _y spend much 42,f their
tire 'elping ticket agents give infor-
ma.....,,::, prepare tickets,' and check
,baggage. However, they also nelp-..
passengers board planes. These
agents may use the public address
system to tell passengers when and

where to btard. At the gates, agents
collect tickets,a,, on some flights,
assign seats as we Passenger agents
also keep records of passengers on
eachpl1ne and assist customers with
problems such as lost or amaged

baggage. ,
Duringlholiday s and ,o er, busy

periods, 4kicket and-passqn r agents
especially may find the wo hectic
dLe to the large nlIfitber of p sen-

ders who mitst be rapidly atcom o-
dated.

. Place& of Employment
9

About 51,000 reservation, ticket,
and passenger"agEnts wce employed
in 1976. Most worked in dow.ntown
ticket and reservation offices-and at,
large metropolitan airports ere
most airline passenger business origi-
nates. Some are employed in smaller
communities served by airlines.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

. Because reservation, ticket, anc
passenger agents must deal directl
with the public, airlines have strict
hiring standards concerning appear-

.1

Computers are used to keep track of flight reservation Information.
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atictz. Aoor
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er information o
make ticket reservation
learn how to handle cust
teously. After completin
room instruction, new em
ceive on-the-job trai
experienced workers. Abo
of experience are needed
employee is able to han

-without close supervision
Advancement opport are

limited. Reservation nd ticket
agents may become/. pfssenger
agents; passenger agents may ,A,el-
vance to supervisory positions. A few
eventually may become city and dis-
trict managers for airline ticket offic-
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f c
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Employment Outlook

Employment of reservation, ticket,
and passenger agents is expected to
grow faster thgn the, average .or all
occupations through the mid-1980's.
In addition to jobs that result from
growth, many openings will arise as
.experienced workers retire, die, or
transfer to other jobs.-Opportunities
for employment may fluctuate from
year-to year, however, since the num-
ber of airline passengers varies with
ups and downs in the economy. Ap-
plicants may find considerable com-
petition for openings because a large
number of people are attracted to
airline jobs. '

Mote agents will be needed be-
cause .of the anticipated increase in
airline passengers. Although airlines
are installing machines to process
reservations, keep records, dnd per-
form other routine tasks, machines
cannot rep,lace the personal contact
that is an ithportant part a reserva-
tion,"ticket, or passenger agent's job.

J Q
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Earnings and Working , j. we Airlines operate flights It all
Conditions hIburs of theday.and night, however,

Paisenger agents had estimated and work schedules Are. irregular.
Agents with littk seniority may wornweekly earnings of $322 'in 1976,

according to a survey'of 21 airlines.' s nights and weekends.

Tkket'agents averaged $311 a week Many agents belong to labor
while reservation. agents averaged.. unions. Four. unions cover r Jst of

the Orgariized agents: the : terna-
tional Alt Line' Employees -.ssoci-
ation; the ,Transport Worker Union,
of-Amrica; aid Brotherhood of Rails
way and Steamship Clerks. Freight
Handlers, Express and Station Em-

are entitled to retluced fare at traris-

$2941 These earhings'ringed from
about one-third tc one-half -more
than the average for all nonsupervi-

clsory workers in private industry, ex-
( cept farming. As an added benefit,

agents and their 'immediate families

portation with, their own and many
-1

°Orel. airlines.
Agents generally work 40 hours a

(

ployees; and the International Broth-
erhood of Teamsters, Chaffe-urs,
Warehousemen and) Helpers of
America.

7

.3 i 0
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r"- Sources of Additional
information

For a pamphlet ascribing the du-
ties. reservation ticket, and pas-
seng . r agents, write to:

me EIployees Association, 5600 S. Cen-
1 Ave., Chicago. III. 60638.

Infdrmation about jobs in a par-
ticular airline may lie obtained 'by
W Aka to the personnel manager of
the company. Addresses of compa-
nies are available from:
Air Transport Association of America, 1709

New York. Ave. NW., Washington, D.
20006.

SF
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11FC .ANT MARINE OCCUPATIONS
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...

The American merchant marine is,
. a Vital link in the Nation's transporta-

tion system. It transports Ahierica's..

products abroad and, in turn, bring
importi from the rest of the world. In

- time of war, it carries troops, arms,
anct supplies to combat areas. Seafar-
ing employment, offers a variety of
interesting and rewarding careers as
well gave' and adventure.

A t 46,500 officers and sailors
L worke aboard U.S. oceangoing yes-

-jsels during 1976. The work aboard
ships is dipded among the deck, en-
gine, and,steward depai-tments. The
deek department is responsible for
navigation, maintenance of the hull
and deck equipment, and the super-
vision of loading, unloading, and
storing of Cargo. Personnel in the en-
gme depariryle,nt operate and main-,.

taA m,the mathinery.that propels the
oevessel. The steward's department

feeds the crew and maintains living
afid recreation areas.
.,. Due to higher labor and shipbuild-
ing yosts the U.S. merchant fleet

. find it difficult to compete in the
world shipping, market. To insure
that our country maintains its ability
to transport essential targo, the Gov-
ernment subsidizes the wages paid
American crews and in 1970 passed
a law to subsidize the construction of
30 new ships annually over a 10-year
period. The number of ships built,\4phowever, is expected to be only
s ightfy more than the number of old-
er ones taken out of servibe. There-
fore, the size of the U.S. merchant
fleet probably will not grow signifi-
cantly.

Employment of officers is expect-
ed to increase slowly through the
mid-1980's. Opportunities will be
belt for graduates of maritime union

training programs. EmplOyfnent of
sailors,, on_the other hand, is ekpect
ed to Aline becduse new ships are
equikpOE with taborsavirig innova-
tions such as automated engine-
rooms.

a

MER AkT MARINE.
FFICERS

Nature of the Work.

Every ship has jobs of such impor-
-. tame to its safe operation that the

personsdoing them are identified as
having special responsibilities. These
perSons are the ships officers.

Inomniand of every oceangoing
vessel is thex_caotain or master
( D.0.- . 1971168) who is the. ship-
owner s sole representative. The cap-
tain has complete authority and re-
sponsinility for the ship's operation
and tile safety of the crew, passen-
gers, cargo, and vessel.

In addition; while in port, the cap-
tain may serve as the shipowner's
agent in confer-ing with custom offi-
cials. and in some case may act as

''paymaster for shiv. Although not
technically menzners of a specific de-
partment, captains generally are as-
sociated with the deck department,
from whoSe ranks they have, been
promoted.

Deck Department. Deck officers or
"mates," as they are traditionally
called, direct movement of the ship
and maintenance of the deck and
hull. They maintain the authorized
speed and course; plot the veggel's
position; post lookouts for other
ships; record information in the
"log" of the voyage; and immediately

3

r
notify the captain of any unusual'
occurrences. To comply with coast
guard regulinions for ensuring the
safe and ?efficient operation of ships,
deck officers must be familiar with
,i;nodern javigational- 5quipMent,
such as song, radar, and radio direc:
tional finders. *

The chf mate (D.O.T. 197 4 33 ),
atiio known as the first mate or chief
,officer, is the captain's key, assistant, e
ir_ assigning duties to the-deck ctew'
and maintainingorder,inddiscipline.
The chief mate also plans and super-
,yites. the loading and unloading' of
cargo, and assists the captain in tak-
ing the ship in and out of port.' On
sdme ships, the chief mate also may
be in charge of first-aid treatment.

. B,y tradition, . the ysecond mate
(DAT.' 197.13j) is the navigation
officer. The second mate sees that
the ship is provided v/ith the neces-
sary navigation charts and that navi-
gation equipment is maintained
properly.

Third mates (D.O.T. 197.133), the
most junior-rated deck officers act as
signal officers and are in charge of all
signaling 'equipment. They also assist
in the supervision of cargo loading
and unloading. The third mate fre-
qty_mtly inspects lifesaving equip-.
me-t to be sure it is ready for use in
fir., shipwreck, or other emergen-
cies.

Engine Department. Marine engi-
neers operate and maintain all enT
gives and machinery aboard ship.
The chief engineer (MO.T. 197.130)
supervises the engine department,
and is responsible for the efficient.
operation of engines and other me.'
chanical equipment. The, chief engi-
neer oversees the operation:of the
main powerplant and auxiliary equip-,
ment while the vessel is underway
and keeps records of equipment per-
formance and fuel consumption.

The first assistant engineer (D.O.T.
197,130) supervises engineroom per-
sonnel and directs operations such as
starting, stopping, and controlling
the speed of the main engines. The
first assistant engineer also oversees
and inspects the lubrication of en-
gines, pumps, generators, and; other
machinery and, with the chief engi-
neer, directs all types of repairs. ,

301
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The cant` rois has complete authchity and responsibility for the ship's operation. C

193.282), who also maintains radio
equipment. These officers send and
receive messages by voice or Morse
code. They periodically receive and
record time signals, weather reports,
position reports, and other informa-
tion..Radio officers also may main-
tain depth recording equipment and
electronic navigation equipment.

Some fitighters and all passenger
vessels carry pursers (D.O.T.
197.168). The purser or staff officer
does the extensive paperWork that is
required before a ship enters or
leaves a port. They prepare payrolls
Ind assist passengers as required. In
recent years, the Staff Officers Asso-
ciation has established a program WI

"train pursers to act also as physician's
assistants. This instruction is de-

The second assistant engineer.
(D.O.T, 197.130) has charge of the
boiler .and associated equipment
such as the water-feed system and
pumps. The second assistant engi-
neer also makes sure proper steam
pressure and oil and water tempera-
tures are maintained and supervises
the cleaning of boilers.

The third assistant engineer
. (D.O.T. 197.130) supervises the op-
eration and. maintenance of the lubri-'
cation system. and a variety df other
engineroom equipment. Some third
assistant engineers are responsible
for the electrical and refrigeration
systems aboard ships.

Other officers. A ship keeps con-
tact with the shore and other vessels
through its radio officer (D.O.T.

i 2
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, t
signecrto- improve the medical care 4..

aboard freighters' and tankers and fa-
cilitate U.S. Public`. Health Sqrvice

° clearance when a slpp arrives in po
All passenger ships, most 'carry li-

rt.c.
cense, doctors and nurses. sit.

. '''''
Places of Erhploymentft, .

. - . .
About 13,300 officers were emit

ployed aboar4 U.S. 'oceangoing yes-
sels .cluring- 1976. De9k officers. ,pnd

..engineering officers accounted fcii-
more than four -fifths of 'the-total, and
radio officers mask up most of; the
remainder. Due to long vacations .

other breaks in service such as
reisulting from hInessthert are':

about MO officers employed for ev-
ery jobon a ship.

About two-thirds of the officers
were aboard freighters and most of
the remainder' were aboard tankers.
Only a small percentage ware on

. passenger vessels.
k -../, .

. Training, Other QuallficatiOns,
and Advancement

.

Applicants for an officer's license
'in the deck or engineering depart-
ments of oceangoing vessels must/
meet certain legal requirements.
CaPtains, chief and second !bates,
and chief and fast assistant engineers
must be at least 21 years old. The
minimunt age for third mates, third
assistant engineers, .aiid radio opera-
tors is 19. In addition, applicants
must present proof of S. citizen-
ship and obtain a U.S. Mblic Health
Service certificate attesting to their
vision; color perception, and general
physical condition.

Besides legal and medical require-
ments, candidates must also have at
least 3 years of appropriate sea expe-;
rience or be a graduate of an ap-
proved training program. Deck offi-
cer candidates must pagl Coast
Guard examinations that require ex-
tensive knowledge of navigation, car-
go handling, and deck department
operations. Marine' engineering offi-
cer candidates must demonstrate in-
depth knowledge of propulsion sys-
tems, electricity, plumbing and steam

,fitting, metal shaping and assembly,
and ship structure. To advance to
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.

(higher ratings, officers mplillass pro= practical experience at sea. After, 0 ,

- gressively more difficult examina=. coa301,Guard examinations ar. i
.3 ,

pas4ed, lieenses tire issued for either 'arid dep nds "primarily. upoi speci-.lions. ''',.

For a Coast Guard license as a I.6ird mate or third assistant,:engineer. fled sea e perience,'Ippssing a coast
)

leikdershlo officer, appli5ants must have a h .adclition, graduates may receive Guard exa nation, and
i st rtecond-class radiotelegraph con' missions Zs ensigns in the U.S:- ability. beck officers. start as till

operators license issued by.theFed- Naval Reserve. I ,i- dates. After I year's sea service theY
era, Communications Cominpion. Because of theft thorough ground- are eligible to take a second ,mate -,

* For a license to serve as the sole ra- examination. A second mate mayiPirig in them), and its practical apfpli4-
dio operator aboard afAargo vessel, ,cation, academy graduates are inithe rrly for a-okef mate's license after)
the Coast 'Guard-also requires 61 year of sea se vice. Officer§,in thebest position to move up,,,tcr-master

,. .,. , . and cgier engineer 'ratings! Their' ene794e -departrgent start as johkd ..-months of-radio experience at sea.
Unlike most professions, no educa- , assistant engineers. After t yedr ofwellzEoundecl education also helps

tio /requirements have been estab- se vice, they may apply 'for a second"qualify them fOr shoreside jobs such
fish d for officers. A sailor with 3 assistant's licenspand finally a chief .'

.4. as marine superintendent, operating
year experience. in the deck or en- % engineer's license. g

manager, de,sign engineers, naval ar , .

e department may apply.foreither .t °

chitects, or shipping executive. , ,

a third mate's license or for 'a third ,

The U.S. Merchant Marine Acad- Employment Outlook it
assistant engineer's license. How-.now selects about 15 percent of . f
ever, because of the'com.plex ma- Employment of ship's of is

Chinery, and navigational and elec the approximately 250 persons who expected to increase more slowly
Ironic equipment on enter the academy each year to bemodern ships, than the .average for all occuptions
formal training usually is needed to trained as "omniCompetent" offi- 'through the mid-1980's.- ..

cers. They are taught both naviga-pass the Coast Guard's examination Since Wor151, War II, the number of
tional and technical skills so- thercan vessels in our nierchant marine has
work in either the deck or engine declined steadily as the owners of
department. Graduates of the H.S.
Merchant Marine Academy have an

. American ships have registered them
outside the country. The transfers

obligation to serve a minimum of 3 occurred because ships registered in
years as officers in, the merchant ma- the United States must employ sc
rine or in the military service of the American crews and, because of
United States: their higher wages, cost about twice

A umber of trade unions in the,
maritir e industry provide officer
training. These unions include the'
International Organization, of Mas-
ters,Mates and Pilots; the Seafarers'
International Union of North Amer-
ica; the Brotherhood of Marine Offi-
cers; and the National 'Marine Engi-
neers' Beneficial Association
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Advancem&ffor deck and engine
officers is along well-defiled lines t

for these licenses.
The fastest and surest way to be-

come a well-trained officer is
through an established training pro-
gram. Such programs are available at

,the U.S. erchant Marine Acadeiny
at Kings oint, N.Y., and at six. State
merhh t marine academies: Cali-
forni& Maritime Academy, Vallejo,
Calif.; Great Lakes Maritina Acad-
emy Traverse City,'Michigan; Maine
Maritime Academy,'Castine, Maine;
Massachusetts Maritime Acadekny,
Hyannis, Mass.; Texas Maritime
Academy,`Galveston, Tex.; and State
University of New York Maritime-
College, Fort Schuyler, New York,
N.Y. About 500 students graduate
each year from these schools; about
one-half aretrained as deck officers
and one-half as marine engineers.
Admission td the U.S. Merchant'Ma-
rine Academy is through 'nprnin'ation
by a member of Congress, whereas
entrance to the other academies is
made through written application di-
reedy to the school.
.Most of the academies offer 4-year

programs in nautical science or ma-
rine engineering, which include
courses such as navigation, mathe-
matics, electronics, propulsion sys-
tems, electrical engineering, naval
architecture, langua history: anrd
shipping manageliWt, as well/ as

as much to perate as ships regis-
ter2d abroad a d manned with for-
eign crews. The incentive of obtain-
ing greeter profits by lowering
operating costs prompted many own-
ers to register their ships outside the
U.S.

Little fiirther decline in the num-
ber of ships is expected, however,

(MEGA) owever due, to a crowded because the Federal Government has
job marke in recent years, all but the taken steps to'insure that ships regis-
MEBA-oper hoon. Engineer-. tered in the U.S. and operated by,
ing School in Baltimore, Md., have American crews are available to.
restricted training prOgrams to up- transport essential cargo: To main-
grading of officers already licensed. tain this capability, the Government
ThiCalhoon School, which iiroduc- pays the difference in wages if U.S. 4

es about 90 graduates every year, of- crews are used, and helpsafOr the
fers a third assistant engineer's li- Construction or purchase of nelv
cense. The program consists of botti? ships. Some job openings will occur
classroom instruction and sea experi- as a result of the need to enlace ex-
ence and provides free room, board, perienced workers who r ire, die or
medical care, and text books in addi- take shore`side er pl yment. Re=
lion to a monthly grant. Trainees Placement needs ar relatively higii
must agree. io serve at least 3 years in because ships' officers are somewhat
the merchant marine aftyr the 3-year older, on the average, than workers

*staining period. 1 in other occupations and the libeial

3
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pension plans offered by the mer-
chant marine industry. enconrage

' 1 early retirement. Alsot sov'Officers
find they prefer the stability of shore;

: side ernployment.' A

J opporturnities are expected to
bec e more favorable in the 1980's
than r h near future a3,the balave
betwee she supply derharrd
ki ffice becomes more favorable:

S. maritimeunioni" control a
mai rity of jobs; graduates frdm
union ,programs hive the.
hest Opportunities- to qbtaidjo4,14,
aboard oceari:going 1;essets.
eVer, graduates of mekbent marine
'academies whO cannot find.jobs on

inierehane shipegenerally have ,little
-,trouyle finding jobs in related 'fields.

For/ example; trained officers are
needed on oceanographic research
vessels,_on vessels that carry suppitts,
to Offshore oil drilling rigs, and on
dredges operfited bvIte Arm corps
of Engineers. Others find jo s with
the maritime industry.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

t
Earnings of officers de end upon

their rank and the type of ship.
Wages are.highest on' large ships. The
accompanying tabulation shows
monthly base wakes for officers
aboard an average freighter in 1976.
Additional payments for overtime or
for assuming extra responsibilities
generally average about 50 percent
of base, pay. For example, a second
mate with a monthly base pay of
$1,278 may regularly earn about
$1,917 each month,

jlase
P4

Captain $3,717
Chief engineer 3,158
First assistant engineer 1,888
First mate 1,802
Radio officer. 1,604
Second assistant engineer 1,338
Second mate 1,278
Third assistant engineer 1,202
Third mate 1,147
'Purser 1,055

Fait Coast wages in June, 1974 aboard a
12,000-17,000 power ton single screw

Ire

Officers d their dependents en.,
joy subs[ ial pension and "If. e .
'benefits. V cations rangefrom 9 to
180 days a ye.: 'Office 20
years of service have the. n of*,
monthly pension of. $325 or 37 1/2
`percent Of their monthly rate of pay.
Those wil& have-25- yeavof service
are'eligible ftir $425 a month Or 50.

Nrcent of their- indlithly 'rate.OffiL.
cer's1Z?rcoid to Ietire prematuely due
to permarierrt disabllitA Y receive par-
tial 'pensions' Comprehensive raecii-
Cal care anclhospitalization 'are pre:^
vided, for officeIs and !their fainijies

.4. ,
through---employer, or..union pro-.
grams.

The Workwsek aboard ship is coy-
siderablydifferent from the .work-
weIc on shore: At'sea, rnost o'ffiters
are required to work 7 days a peek..
Generally, they work two.4..hour
watches (shifts during every 24-
hour perbd and have 8 hours off be-
tween ea h watch. .Some officere
Work 8 hours a day, Monday through
Friday. All officers are paid overtime

r work over 40 hours a week.
Wh he ship is in port, the basic
workwe is 40 hours for all
crewmembers.

,

The duties-aboard ship are haard-
ous compared to other industries. At 9
sea, there is always the possibility of
injuries from falls or the danger of
fire, collision, or sinking. .

Almost 90 peicent of all officers
belong to maritime (Anions. The two
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Sources of Additional
informatij I

For general information abort.
merchant marine officer's jobs, write

'to:
'Office of Maritime ManpoWer, Meritime Ad-

- rninistration, -U.S. Department of Com-
theme,. WaShiugton,.D.C. 20238.r

InformatiOn about jpb openings,
qualifications fOr employment,wage
Scales; and other partisti:lats;ii avq- 1

able from focal 'tharitiine dfficer0
itn,Oniaritime unicilSlisted

in thelocal telephone directory, con-
tact; ,

. Internatiohal Organkntion of Masters. ates
and Pi!ots, 39 Bioadway, New. Yoitc, .Y.

, 100?6. _ .

National MaringEngirfeers' Beneficial Associ-
-spation, 17attery Pl., New York, -N. Y.

10004.
. eV

largest are the International Organi-
zation of Masters, Mates and Pilots.
representing deck officers, and the
National Marine .Engineers' Benefi-
cial Association, representing engi-
neering officers. The Brotherhood of
Marine Offiders represents deck and
engine officers on some ships. The
Staff Officers Association 'and the'
Marine Staff OfficersAssociation
represents pursers aboard 16rtain
freighters: Radio. officers arS repre-
sented by the American Radio Asso-
ciation and the Radio Officers
Union. In addition, a number of in-
dependent unions orgafrize OffiCers
on tankers. Officeri' unions may re-

MERCHANT MARINE
SAILORS

Nature of the Work

Oil from Saudi Arabia, aluminum
ore from Surinam, and cars from Ja-
pan, as well as countless other im-
ported commodities, provide much
of the energy and rdw materials that:
our economy requires and the fin-
ished products that individuals enjoy.
Yet these cargoes are so routinely -*
transported across thousands of
miles of ocean that our dependence
on merchant ship and sailors.for
their delivery in frequently taken for
granted.

Sailors make up most of a mer-
chant.ship's crew and do most of the
manual labor. Employment is along'
craft lines with varying skill-levels.
Each worker is assigned to one of the -

following departments: "deck, end
gine, or steward's.

Deck Department. Ordinary seamen
(D.0.1. 91 1.887), the entry rating in
the deck department, scrub decks,
coil and splice ropes, paint, clean
personneA quarters, and do other
general maintenance work. They also

quire initiation fees as high as may relieve able seamen who steer
$4,006. the ship and act as lookouts.

-.3 4
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.911..884), who' maintain the ship's
decks under the supervision of the
boatswain. They determine the con-
dition of bilges (compartments in the
bottom of the hid!) and do general
maintenance work.

Some vessels carry a ship's ccirperi-
ter (D.O.T., 860,28:1) who secures
cargo hatches and 'ports, and braCes
(shores) cargo. The 'carpenter also
may operate winches that hoist and
drop the anchor and do other general
repair work on the ship'S wooden.,
parts.

,Engine Department. The engineering
'Staff consists of workers who have a
variety of occupational specialties re-
quiring varying degrees of skill from
the rating of 'wiper to specialized
skilled jobs such as refrigerator engi-
neer.

. Wipers. (D.O.T. 699.887) keep
_the -engineroora and machinery
'clean. Most cargo vessels carry two
or three wipers. Oilers (D.O:T.
911.8841"ItibAeate mechanical
equipment: They make regular .,,

rounds of ship machinery to check
.oil flow and pressures. Oilers also-
may help overhaul and repair ma-
chinery: Fire4watertenders (D.O.T.

" 951.885.) check and regulate the
amount of water in the boilers,,in-

,spect gauges, and regulate fuel flow
to keep steam pressure constant.

also check the operation of .
rators and condensers, which

the Coast Guard or Navy provides a good background for most narcha used toonvert salt water to fresh'
ter.

Able 'se
Make up a
They must
edge of all
able to ha
equipment.
ters to ,stee
each take 2
and also se
for other sh

, Able sea
Mr rigging;
cargo-handl
must be ab
and' handle
ship is dock
tion to thei
do general

.
Pi (D.O.T. 911.884)

ut onelifth of all sailors.
ave a thorough knowl-

.
arts of the ship and be
dle all gear and deck

ey act as quartermas;
the .ship. Usually, they
our turns at the wheel,
e as lookOuts to watch

en also are responsible
repairing, and stowing

fig and other gear. They
e to tie &manor! knots
mooring lines when the
ng or departing:In addi-
more skilled tasks, they

deck maintenance work

sithilar to that done by ordinary sea -. The ;ship's electrician (D.O.T.

amen. 825.281) repairs and maintains elect:
tri al such

. The boatswain (D.O.T. e 91.1.13
Or bosun, is the highest ranking able
Seaman. As boss of the deCk crew,'
the boatswain relays the deck Offi-
cers' orders and sees that these or-
ders are carried out. The boatswain
assists the chief mate in assigning
work to crewmembers and directS
general maintenance operations such
as cleaning decks and polishing met-
alwork. When the ship docks or an.-
chors, the boatswain supervises the
deck crew in handling the lines used

c equipment, as generators.
and motors. Electricians also test
wiring for short circuits and remove
and replaCe fuses and defective
lights.

Certain types of ships require
workers, who,have special skillS, such
as /refrigeration engineers (D.O.T.
950.782) who maintain proper tem-
peratures in refrigerator corhpart-
mints for perishable cargoeS such as.
meat and vegetables.. °

Stew rd's Department. The chief
for mooring. steward (D.O.T. 350.138) supervises

Some cargo vessels carry one to the preparation and serving of meals
three deck utility hands (D.O.T. and the upkeep of ;lifting quarters

3
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aboard ship. The chief co.alc
15.13 1 j and assistant cooks prepare

s: The chief cook also supervises
e other galley (ship's kitchen)

. workers and is responsible for keep-
ing thegalley clean and orderly. Utt7-
ity hands (D.O.T. 318.887) and mess
attendants (D.O.T . 35(1:878), com-
plete the crew in the steoward's de-
pertinent. These beginning jobs re:
quire little skill. Utility hands carry
food supplies from- the Storeroom
and iceboxes, prepare _vegetables,
wash cooking utensils; and scour gal-
ley equipment: Mess attendants set
tables, serve meals, c)ean tables,
wash dishes, and care for living quar-
ters.

Due to the greater use of prepack-
aged foods and smaller crew sizes;
many new ships have reduced the
number of workers in the steward's
department. For example, the chief
cook and chief steward are replaced
by, a combination chief steward/
cook.

Because of the ever-present dan-
ger of fire at, sea, able seamen must
be familiar with fire prevention and
control niethods,.They participate in
periodic boat drills and are trained in
all operations connected with
launching lifeboats and liferafts.

Places of Employthent

About 33,200 sailors were 9M-
ployed aboard U.S. oceangoing ves-
sels during 1976. Due to long vaca-
tions and other breaks in duty, such
as illness,' the number of employed
sailors is bout one and a half times
the nu r of jobs on ships. Nearly
two-th ds of the jobs were aboard
freighters, and most of-the remainder
were aboard tankers. Only a small
percentage were on pas&enger ships.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

. -

Although not required, previous
sea experience in the Coast Guard fir
Navy is a useful background for en,
tering the merchant marine. Appli-
cants -must obtaitra doctor's certifi-
cate ,specifying they are in excellent
health and then must obtain a letter
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from a shipping -company stating at least 19' years of age and.pass an
that, if qualified, they will be hired if examination to test their knowledge
a job becomes evadable. In ada4tion, of seamanship and ability to carry
applicants must register with the U.S. ,put all the duties required of able
Coast Guard and acquire from it bun- seamen.,-Able seamen who. have su-
versal identification papers called a -" pervigory ability. may. advance to
merchant -mariner's document. The boa' tswain after years of Service.

-----

Most., training programs in the in-docuinent, hoyye,vers, does not guar-
dustry are designed to help experi-an tee a.job: It merely qualifies a per-
enced workers upgrade their ratings.son to be considered fOr a job when
However, the Seafarers' Internation-

.0,1e supply of regular .workerS has
al,,Union of North America operatesbeen exhausted. 'to get a job, a per-

son must be present at the hiring hall the Harry Lunde

when the opening becomes available. manshipat Pine
is

Hiring halls are 'located in the chief ple who -have no sea' e.xperience and
ports of-the country, They are oper:,,..tra-his them in general seamanship
ted by unions for commercial ves-

seeis.and by the Navy's Military Sealift
Command (MSC) for government-
operated ships. In most ports -along
the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts and
Great Lakes, the National Maritime
Union and the Seafarers' Internation-
al Union operate hiring halls. The
Sailors' Union of the-Pacific operates
hiring halls in many ports of the West
Coast. MSC employment offices are
located at Brooklyn, N.Y.; New Or-
leans, La.; and Oakland, Calif.

Jobseekers are given shipping
cards when they register at the hiring.
hall. The shipping companies send
jola orders to the hiring hall, and
sailors who have been unemployed
the, longest get first 'preference on
any jobs for which they are qualified.
Inexperienced applicants are expect-
ed to have difficulty getting jobs be-
cause the number of experienced
workers already greatly exceeds the
number of job openings. Applicants
must be present at the'hall when jobs
are announced and may lose their
places if they are not present or have
turned down three, job offers.

A sailor advances--in the deck and
itengine departmen by serving a des-

ignated 'period i a rating, and by
successfully completing a Coast
Guard examination that tests the
ability to use and maintain equip-
ment. For example, after serving a
minimum of 1 year, 'aboard an ocean
going vessel in ordinary seaman may
apply to the Coast Guard for limited
endorsement as an able seaman. F
full endorsement, applicants Must

3 1 . .

cep

erg School for sear
Point, Md. that ac-

ber of youlig peo-,

skills. Upgrading courses for sailors,
are offered by the Seafarers: Union,
the National l'Aritime Union- of .

America, and a:number of other.or-
ganizations. ,

Advancement to higher positions
in the steward's department is by
recommendation of the chiefsteward
to the captain. A mess attendant of
utility hand- can advance to third
cook, to cook'- baker, to chief cook,
and finally to, chief steward. -1

A small number of persons who
show exce&nal ability are selected
for self-study, union sponsored pro-
grams, which enable ,unlicensed sail-
ors to advance to the licensed ranks
as either third-mate or third assistant
engineer.

Employment Outook

Employment of merchant sailors! is
expected to decline through the mid-
198139s. Some job openings, however,
will arise each year due to the need
to replace experienced sailors who
retire, die, or quit the sea for other
reasons. Competition ;for these posi-
tiOns is expected to be keen because
the number of people seeking jobs as
sailors probably will exceed the num-
ber of openings. Most openings will
be filled by experienced sailors who
are unemployed; very few inexpeii-
enced applicants are expected to get
jobs.

Employment .opportunities in the
U.S. Merchant Marine are directly
related, to the number A:of ships
to the number of sailors required to
operate each ship. After World War
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this country possessed the largest
merchant marine fleet ever assem-
bled. Since then, howeyer, the num-
ber has declined Steadily as some
owners transferred their ship's regis-
tration outside the country. These
transfers occurred because ships reg-
istered in the United States must em-

. ploy American crews and, because of
higher' wages, cost about twice as

"much to operate as ships registered
.abroad and manned with foreign
crews. The incentive of obtaining
greaterprofits by lowering operating
cdsts prompted many owners to reg-

.
ister thetr ships outside the U.S.

Little further decline in the num-.
ber of ships is expected, however,
because the Federal Government has
taken steps to insute that ships regis-
tered in the United Star and oper-
ated by American crews are available
to transport essential cargo. To main-
jail' this, capability, the Government
pays the difference in wages to a
company if they use American crews,
and helps pay for the consTruction.or
purchase of new ships.

The number of ships is expected to
remain about the,. same. bedause the
numbeeof new ships entering service
should about equal ,tiC;Neing re=
tired. Howeier, employment of sail-

,

ors is expected 4o; decline because

new ships are operated with smaller
crews. For example, vessels generally
carry a crew of twelve sailors in the
engineering department, whereas
new ships only carry four: three deck
engine mechanics and one wiper.
Deck engine mechanics replace oil-

, ers, firer-watertenders, and electri-
, clans. Older freighters and tankers

customarily employ three ordinary
seamen, whereas their job has been
eliminated on-new ships. In addition
mechanization of tasks has eliminat-,,
ed jobs for some carpenters and the
use of prepackaged food and smaller
crew sizes have reduced the number
of cooks and stewards.

Employment opportunities may
improve if the Governmerft mandates
that a fixed proportion of imported
oil or exported grains is to be carried
in American shipsa, move ^that
would require more Ameecan ships.

Earnings and Working
. Conditions

Crewmembers of American, mer-
chant ships enjoy excellent pay and
fringe benefits. Earnings depend on
job assignments and type of vessel.
Basic monthly pay for a cross 'Section
of ratings on a typicallteighter
1976 is shown in the accompanying
tabulation:

'Typical crew aboard a modern automated dry-cargo ship

IMaster

Chief Mate

Second Mate

I
2 Third Males

Modern;ships
operate with
half the
crew of the
traditional
ships .

cnv 9y;

Officers

Crew Members

3i
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Base
PaY I

Electrician 51,117
Chief steward 950
Carpenter 874
Cook/Baker 822
Deck utility hand 807
Able seaman
Firer-watertender 723
Oiler 723
Ordinary seaman 564
Mess attendant/utility hand 560

I East Coast wages in June, 1976 aboard a
12,000-17,000 power ton single screw ship.

Monthly wages are supplemented
by premium pay for overtime and
other factors. On the average, premi-
um earnings are equal to about 50
pek f base wages. For example,
an d ith' a monthly base pay of
$72 gularly earns about $1,084

'each month.
Liberal employer-financed fringe

benefits" are provided. Vacations
range from 90 to 180 days a year;
Sailors may. retire on pensions after
20 years of service. Sailors and t§itir
dependents are covered by compre-
hensive medical care and hospitaliza-
tion programs.

The workweek aboard ship is con-
siderably 'different from the work-
week on shore. At sea; most sailors
are required to work 7 days a ,week.
Generally, they work two 4-hour
watches (shifts) during every 24- '

hotir period and have 8 hours off be-
tween each watch. Some sailors are
day' workers. They work 8 :hours a
day, Monday through Friday. All
sailors are paid overtime for work
over 40 hours a week. When. the ship
is in port, the basic workweek is 40
hours for all crewmembers.

A persOn working in the engine-
room must be able to withstand high
temperatures while, a deck worker
must adapt to both bitter cold and
the hot sun. At sea, there is alWays
the possibility of injuries from falls or
the danger of fire, collision, or sink-
ing.

Accommodations for sailors
aboard U.S. vessels are generally
good, but not 'luxurious. Meala are
served in a messroom, which often
doubles as a recreation room where
the crew-can read, write letters, play
cards, and socialize. Crewmembers
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generally share quarters aboard older
ships and have little privaty, but
most new' ships have single-berth
rooms.. Many sailors finethe work
aboard ship routine and boring.

Sailors are represented by a num-
ber of labor organizations; the two
largest are the. National. Maritime
Union of America and the Seafarers'
International Union of North Amer-
ica.

Sources of Additional
Information

For general information about
merchant marine sailors' jobs, write
to:
Office of Maritime Manpower, Maritime Ad-

ministration, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Washington, D.C. 20235.

Information about job openings,
qualifications for employment, wage
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scales, and other particulars is avail-
able from local maritime unions. If
no maritime union is listed in the lo-
cal telephone directory, contact:
National Maritime Union of America, 36 Sev-

enth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011.

Seafarers' International Union of North Amer-
ica, 675 Fourth G& Brooklyn, N.Y.
11232.

A
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RAILROAD OCCUPATIONS

People, food, and industrial mate-
rials all move along the 200,000
miles of railroad lines that crisscross
the Nation. In 1976;" the railroads
provided jobs for abotit 531;000 peo-
ple. Railroad jobs are found in all
States except Hawaii, and in commu-
nities of all sizes.

Large numbers of railroad workers
are employed at terminal points
where the railroads maintain control
offices, fretibt yards, and mainte-
nance and repair shops. Chicago, the
Ilisub of the Nation's railroad system

more railroad workers t any
other area, but many also are
ployed in or near New York, Los
geles, Philadelphia, Minneapoli
Pittsburgh, and Detroit.

Railroad workers can be divi
into four main groups: Oper ing
emplOyees; station and office w rk-
ers; equipment maintenance work-
ers; and property maintenarce work-r ers.

Operating employees make up al-
most one-third of all railroad Work--

ers. This group includes locomotive
engineerS-, conductors, and brake op-.
erators. Whether on the road or
terminal and railroad yards,. they
work together as traincrews. Some
other eMployees in this gtoup are
hostlers, who prepare locomotives
for the traincrews, and switchten-
ders, who throw track switches with -.
in railioad yards.

One-fourth of all railroad workers
are station and office employees, who
direct train movements and handle
the railroads' business affairs. Profes-
sionals such as managers, account-
ants, statisticians, and systems ana-
lysts do administrative and planning
work, while clerks handle business
transactions, keep records, and pie-
are stlitistics.- Agents Manage the

ss affairs of the ,,railroad sta-
tions. phers and telephoners
pass on in uctions to traincrews
and help agents with,clerical work.

. More than one-fifth of all railroad
employees are equipment mainte-
nance work4s, who service and re-

3

pair locomotives and cars. This
group includes car repairers, machin-
ists, electrical workers, sheet-metal
workers, boilermakers, and black-
smithi.

Property maintenance workers,
who make up about one-sixth of all
railroad employees, build and repair
tracks, tunnels, signal equipment,
and other raiiitoad property. Track-
workers repair tracks and roadbeds.
Bridge and building workers con-
struct and repair bridges, tunnels,
and other structures along the right-
of-way. Signal workers install and
service the railroads' vast network of
signals, including highway-crossing
protection devices.

Discussions of the work, training,
outlook, and earnings for some major
occupations in railroads are present-
ed in the statements that follow. In-
formation on employment also is
available in the statement on occupa-
tions ry,in the railroad industry else-
where in the Handbook. Details about
specific jobs may bi obtained from
local railroad offices. General infor-
mation on the industry is available
from:
Association of American Railroads, American

Railroads Building, 1920 L St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

BRAKE' OPERATORS

(D.O.T. 910.364 and .884)

101atuto o(th0 Work

Brake operators play a pivotal role
iii 'Making locomotives and cars into
trains. Working With engineers and
under the direction of conductors,
they do the physical work involved in
adding and removing cars at railroad
stations and assembling and disas-
sembling,trains in railroad yards.

All passenger and most freight
traincrews include two road brake
operatorsone in the locomotive
with the engineer and another in the
caboose with the conductor. A feW
small freight trains' need only one in
the locomotive. Before departure,
road brake operators inspect the
train to make sure that all couplers



and airhoses are fastened, that-hand-
brakes on all the -cars are released,
and that the airbrakes are function-
ing correctly. While underway they
regularly look for smoke, sparks, and
other signs of sticking brakes, over-

heated axle bearings, and other'
faulty equipment. They may make
minor repairs to airhoses and cou-
plers. In case of unexpected stops,
brake operators set out signals to
protect bOth ends of the train.

Yard brain" driddisassainbla trains In railroad yards:

a2n
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When freight trains approach an
industrial site, the brake oferator in
the locoMotive jumps off the moving
train and lima ahead to switch the
train to the proper track. The brake
operators uncouple cars that are to
be delivered and couple those that
are to be piCked up.

On passenger trains, brake opera-
tors regulatecar lighting and temper-
ature, and help the conductor collect
tickets and assist passengers . 1-

Yard brake operators (also known
as yard couplers or helpers). help
semble and disassemble trains in rail-
road-yards, according td instructions
from yard conductors. They use hand
Signals or two-way radios to signal
engineers where to move cars. Rail -
road cars generally are not pushtd
very far by the engine, but instead
are allowed to. rail' to their destina7

tion in the yard. Wake operators nn-
couple the cars aifd throw track
switches to route them to certain
tracks if they are to be unloaded, or
to an outgoing train if their final des-
tination is further down the line.
They may ride a car, operating the
handbrake to regUlate its Speed.

Training, other Qualifications,
and Aavanctoment.'

On most railroads, beginnin
brake operators make several trips'
With conductors and experienced op-
erators to become familiar with the
job. Their names are then put on the
"extra board" and they are given as
signments to 'sub'stitute for workers
whdare absent for vacations,

"or other reasons. On some railroads,
however, new brake operators first
are given several days of training, in-
cluding instruction on signaling, cou-
pling and uncoupling cars, throwing
switches, and boarding moving
equipment. Following this training
period, these brake operators accom-
pany experienced crews for several
trips before being placed on the "ex-
tra board." It usually takes several
years before b4ke operators acquire
enough seniority to gel regular as-

/signments.
Employers prefer applicants who

are high school graduates or thee
equivalent. Good eyesight and hear-
ing are essential. Mechanical apti-
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tude is helpful. Physical stamina is
necessary to board moving trains,
throw switches, and operate hand-
brakes. Most employers require that
applicants pass physical examina-
tions.

With sufficient seniority, brake op-
erators may become conductors.
These jobs are. always filled by pro-
moting experienced brake operators
who have qualified by passing written
and oral tests on signals, brake sys-
tems, timetables, operating rules, and
other subject." Some companies re-
quire that these tests be passed with-
in the firit few years of the brake
operator's employment. Since pro-
motions on almost all railroads are
controlled . by seniority rules, brake
operators usually wait at least 10
years before becoming conductors.
Advancement is limited by the num-
ber of conductoi jobs, and there are
many more brake operators than
conductors. A few brake operators in
freight service move to passenger
service, usually considered more de-
sirable because it is less strenuous.'

EMployment Outlook

Employment of brake Operators
who numbered'Lnearly 65,000 in
1976=-is not expehed change
thi-ough the mid-1980's. ,Employ-
"ment is expected to increase in the
short run, however, as an improving
economy leads to more freight traf-
fic. Although many of the available
openings will be taken by
enced brake operators now on fur-
lough, some jobs will be available for
new workers. Openings also will di-
velop 'as experienced brailkoperatoles
retire, die, advance to jo s as don-
dutors, or transfer to other work.

Even though total employment of
brake operators is not expected to
change 'in the long run, the number
of those in 'road service will inc,F,ease
since more trains. will be needed to
haul the additional freight volume
created by growth in population and
industry. Employment gains will be
moderated, however, by innovations
that make it possible to move freight'
more efficiently. For example, trains
will be able to carry more freight as
the railroads continue to 'replace
older freight cars wittir, better
designed ones.

The number of yard brake opera-
tors is expected to decrease, primar-
ily due to the installation of automat-
ic classification systems in more
yards. In an aut atic classification
yard, cars are bra ed and routed by
electronic controls. Fewer brake op-
erators are needed in these yards,
mainly to connect airhoses, uncouple
cars, and retrieve misrouted ones.
Yard employment also will be,affect-
ed by the new freight cars, which
take as much time to route as older
ones but carry more freight.

Earnings anfl Working
Conditions

976, brake operators had aver-
monthly earnings of $1,206 in

rd service, $1,523 in freight ser-
vice, and $1,637 in passenger ser-
vice. These earnings were about
twice as much as the average for all
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming.
- Yard brake operators usually work
a scheduled 40-hour week and re-
ceive premium pay for overtime.
Road brake operators are paid ac-
cording to miles traveled or hours
worked, whichever is greater., Brake
Operators often work nights, week-
ends, and holidays.

Most freight trains are unsched-
uled po few road brake operators
have scheduled assignments. Instead,
their names are placed onva list and
when their turn comes they are as-
signed the next train, usually on short
notice and often Vdd hours. Since
freight and passenger brake opera -
t_e rs often work on trains that operate

een terminals that are hundreds
iles apart, they may spend sever-

nights a week away from home.
ke ,operators assigned to extra'

board work have less steady work,
more irregular hours, and lower
earnings than those with regular jobs.

Most brake operators are members
of the United Transportation Union.

ag

8

(ONDUCTORS.O.T. I98.168)

Nature of the Work

7

Conductors ire in charge of train
and yard crews. They are responsible
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for the safe and punctual delivery of
cargci and passengers and the accu-
rate assembly of trains.

Before a train leaves the terminal,
the conductor receives instructions
em the train's route, timetable, and
cargo from the' dispatcher) and dis-
Cusses these with the engineer.. On
many trains conductors-can receive
additional information by radio while
underway. This may include informs.:
tion about track conditicins ahead, or
instructions to put pff at the next
siding to let another train pass.

During runs; conductors use two-
way- radios to contact engineers.
They pass on instructions received
from dispatchers and remind engi-
neers of stops, reported track condi-
tions, and the presence of other
trains. Conductors regularly receive
information from brake operators on
the condition of the cars. If a Prob-
lem occurs, conductors arrange ei-
ther for repairs while Underway or
for removal of the defective carat
the nearest station or siding. They
inform dispatchers of this develop-
ment using radio or wayside tele-.
phones.

On freight trains; the-conductor
keeps records of each car's contents
*d destination, and sets that cars
a&-e added and removed at the proper
points along the route. On a passen-
ger train, Inductors collect tickets
and fares, and answer passengers'
questions concerning timetables and
train rules. At stops they signal engi-
neers when to leave.

Yard conductors supervise the
crews that assemble and disassentle
trains. They receive instructions
from yardmasters concerning where
to move th cars of newly arrived.
trains. So cars will be sent to
special tracks for. unloading, while
'the rest will be moved to other tracks
to be made int6trains going to differ-

(ent cities. Conductors tell 'engineers
where to move cars while.brake op-
erators are told which cars to couple
and uncouple and which switches to
throw to divert the locomotive or
cars to the proper track. In yards that
have automatic classification sys-
tentsjonductors may use electrical
controls to operate the track switch-
es that route cars to the correct
track.
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Conductererecelve Instructions,by radio while underway.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and, Advancement /

Jobs as conductors always :are
filled from the ranks of experienced
brake operators who have passed
tests covering siggals, timetables, op-
eratin, rules, and related subjects.
Until permanent positions. become
available; -mew conductors are put on

\ the "extra board,L where they,,substi-
tute for experienced conductors who
are absent because of illness; vaca-
tions, Of other reasons. On most rail-
roads, conductors op the extra board
may work as brake operators if there
are not enough conductor runs avail-
able for them that month. Senicirity
almost always is the main factor in
determining promotion from brage
operator to conductor and from the
extra board to a permanent position.

Most railroads maintain separate
seniority lists for toad service and
yard service conductors; conductors
usually remain in one type of service
for their entire careers. On some
roads, howeier, conductors start in example, trains V112b able

.

the yards, then move to freight ser-
vice, and finally to passenger service.
Some ConduCtors advance to man-
agerial positions such as trainmaster
or yardmaster.

Employment Outlook

Employment of conductorswho
35,900 in 1976is

more slowly thah
the ave age r all occupations Most
job openings will result from the
need to replase conductors who are
promoted, or who retire or die.

The transportation requirements
of the country will increase as growth
in population and industry creates a
demand for more consumer and in-
dustrial products. This will result in
an increase in employment of road
service conductors, since more trains
will be needed to hall the additional
freight volinne. However, employ-
ment growth will be moderated by
innovations that make it possible to
move freight more efficiently. For

to carry

numbered abou
expected to gr
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more freightas the railrolds contin-
oe to replace older freight cars with
larger, better, designed ones.

Employment of yard conductors,
on the other hand, is not-expected to
change. Continued modernization of
yards, especially the` addition of auto:
matic classification systems, will im-
prove yard efficiency. Yard employ-
ment also will be affected by die new
freight,cars which take as much time
to route as older ones but carry more

'freight.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, conductors had average
monthly earnings of $1,489 in yard
service, S1,626 in passenger road
service, and $1,829 in freight road
service. These earnings were more
than double the verage for all non-;
supervisory work in private indus-
try, except farm in

Yard conductors usually work a
scheduled 40-hour week and receive
premium pay for overtime. Road
conductors are paid according to
miles traveled or hours worked,
whichever is greater. Conductors- of-
ten work nights, weekends, and holi-
days.

Most freight trains are unsched-
uled so few road conductors have
scheduled assignments. Instead, their,
names are placed on a list and when
`their turn comes they are assigned
the next train, usually on short notice
and often 'at odd hours. Since road
service conductors often work:on
trains- that' 'operate between stations
that are hundreds of miles apart, they
may spend several nights a week
away from home. Conductors on the
extra board freqnently work less than
40 hours a week as conductors and,
therefore, earn less than those who
have regular jobs.

Many conductors are members of
the United Transportation Union.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 910.383)

Nature of the Work

Engineers are among the most
skilled employees on the railroad.
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Engineers watch for sIgnali that Wieste track obitruetions and the
speed.'

They must have a thorough knowl- Before and (after each run, ,ngi-
edge of tlr. signal system:Yyards*, and neers ,check locomotives for me-
terminals along their route and be chanical problems. Minor adjust-
constantly aware of the condition Tents are made on the spot, but
and makeup of the train. Trains react major defects are reported to the en-
differently to acceleration, braking, gine shop supervisor.
and curves, depending on the num- .°
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- .manual dexterity, and mechaniCal
aptitude also are required.

Helpers are placed in training pro-
grams for engineer jobs within I yea?
following their initial hiring date.
These programs, and those for engi-
neer trainees and brake operators,
include classroom and on-the-job
training in locomotive operation.
Many programs include extensive
training on simulators. At the end `of
the training period, the potential en-
gineers take qualifying tests covering
locomotive equipment; airbrake sys-
tems, fuel economy, train handling
techniqtfes, and operating rules and
regulations.

As engineers are needed, ne y'
trained engineers or qualified helpe ..

who have the longest seniority as
placed on the ertfineers' "expo
board." Extra board engineers who
do not have regular assignments sub -
stitute for regular engineers who are

need to er
absent because of vacation, illness,

low or other rea,sons. Extra board engii.
neers frequently have to wait-a/num-
ber of years' before accumulating
enough seniority to get a regular as-
signment. Seniority rules also may
determine the engineers' tjafe of ser-
vice; for instance, fiom a first regular-

.

assignment in yard service, they may
move to road service.

Enginpers -take periodic physical
ber of cars, the ratio of empty to +raining, Other Qualifications, examinations to determine fitness to
loaded cars, or the amount of slack in and Advancement operate locomotives. They must have
the train. Misjudgment by the engi- cr

majority of railroads are filled byean lead to whiplash iniuries to pm-

.

neer of these or, many other factors , penings in engineer jobs on the keen eyesight and hearing. Those

cards are.restricted to y ard serviprom

who fail to meet the physical Stan-

training and. oting 'engineer ce..
sengers and crew members,damaged helpers ac carding to seniority rules. "scargo, broken couplers, or even de- Some railroads, though: train appli- Employment Outlook
railment. N 6 r

cants .dliectly as engineers. A few
Engineers' operate locomotives in train brake operators'. Employment of locomotive engi- '

passenger, freighvand yardservices. Helpers .ride in locomotives with neerswho numbered about 33,300
Road service engineers transport car- in 1976is expected to increaseengineers apd assist them by inspect-
go and passengers between stations', ing locoinotives, watching for signals more slowly than the average for all
while yard engineers move cars with- and track obstructions, and monitor- occupations through the mid-1980's.
in yards to assemble. or disassemble Most job openings will odic from theing gauges: New helpers receive on-
trains. Most e gineers run diesel lo- the job training lasting,up to 6 weeks need to 'replace engineers who retire
comotives; a f ,se run electrics. during which time they learn their or die.

Engineers operate the throttle to duties and railroad rules and regula- The need for transportation servic-.
start and accelerate the train and use tionst They are then assigned as engi. es will increase, % rowth in popula-
airbrakes to slow and 'stop it. They neer helpers on regular jobs.' 0 Lion and indus cotes a demand
also watch gabges land meters that Raiirad§ prefer that spplicants for for more consumer ant-Industrial
measure speed, fueinbattery charge, helper apd engineer poittions have .a products. This will result in an in-
and air pressure in the 'brake lines. high school education and be atjeast crease in employment of road service

Both on the road' and in the /yard, 21 years old. Applicants must havb engineers, since more trains will be

they Watch for sivitals that indicate good hearing, eyesight, and color vi- needed to haul the additional freight

track obstructions and speed limits. sion. Good 'eye-hand coordination, volume. However, this employment
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growth Will be moderated by-innova-
tions that make it. possible to move
freight nore efficiently.' For exam-
ple, tram' will be able to carry more
freight as the railroads continue to
replace older freight cars with latter,
better designed ones.

Employment of yard engineers, on
the other hand, is not expected to
change. Continued modernization of
yards,.especially the addition of auto-
matic classificationsystems that elec-
tronipally route cars to the proper
track, will improve yard efficiency.
Yard employment also will be affect-
ed by the new freight cars, which
take as much time to route as older
-ones but carry more freight.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

iii' The earnings of engineer #depend
on the size of the locomotive' and
type of service. In 1976, monthly'
earnings of engineers averaged
$1,634 inyard service, $2,008 in pas-
senger service, and $2,080 in freight
service. Engineers 'earned tWo to
three times as much as the average
for all nonsupervisory workers in pri-'
.vate industry, .except farming.

Yard engineers work 5 days or
more a week, depending on the rail-
road. Their ho s are scheduled and
they receive pr mium pay for work-
ing More the 8 hours in any day.
Road servicekengineers are paid by
miles traveled or hoiirs worked:,
Whichever is greater. Many railroacY
plaCe a maximum on the number of
miles a. road service engineer can
coler per month. Those who reach
the limit a''e replaced by extra board
engineees for the rest of the month.
Engineers often work nights, week-
ends, and holidays at regular pay.

Most freight -trains are unsched-
uled so few road engineers have
scheduled assignments. Instead, their
names are placed on a list and when
their tutp comes they are assigned
the next train,' usually on short notice
and often at odd hours. Since those
in road service may deliver cargo or
passengers to a distant, station one
day and not return until the next,
they may spend several days a week
sway from home..Engineers assigned Some
to the extra board have 'less steady

work, more irregular hours, and low-
er earnings than' those with regular
jobs.

Most engineers are members of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers; some are members of the Unit-
ed Transportation Union.

SHOP TRADES

Nature of the WOrk

Every railroad employs its own
workers to maintain, repair, and re-
build railroad cars, locomOtives, and
other equipment. In 1976, there were
over 72,600 workers in the six princi-
pal shop,-tradesabout 38,300 car
repairers, 16,300 machinists, 10,900
electrical workers, 4,500 sheet-metal
workers, 1,400 boilermakers, and
1,100 blacksmiths. These skilled
craft workers are employed in rail-
road yards, terminals, and engine
houses; as well as in major car and
locomotive repair facilities: -

Car repairers (D.O. 622.381)
keep freight and passenger , tank
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cars, and some sections of locomo-
tives in good running condition.
Some repairers specialize in visually
examining cars- and locomotives ev-
ery time they enter yards. They in-
spect parts such as wheels, brake as-
semblies, and cou?lers, looking for
defects that might lead to accidents
or delays. They may make re-
pairs on tbe spot, but defective c?is
usually are.fixed on special tracks by
other car repairers. These repairs in-
clude straightening ladders on freight
cars, fixing leaks in car roofs, chang- 0
ing wheels, and replacing couplers.

Some.car repairers work in special
yards rebuilding old or badly darn-
aged cars. They also may convert
standa0 cars received from manu-
facturers into custom-built ones for
specialized purposes.

The other shop workers are in-
volve4primarily with servicing loco-
motives. Locomotives are over-
hauled on a regular bas' each
craft plays a role. in he inspection
and repair of defective or damaged
locomotives.

Altkough a few machinists use
metal cutting and forming tools to
repair parts of locomotives, most do
mechanical work on engines. During
overhauls; machinists (D.O.T.

an

repairers rebuild old or badly damaged cars or convert standard cars Int0
custom-bulft ones for specialized purposes.
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600.280) examine valves, tranlmis-
sions, fuel lines, and other compo-
nents for damage or wear. During
major overhauls they, may strip the
engine completely. Exterior compo-
nents, such as wheels and axles, also
are inspected and any defective or
worn "parts are replaced.

During these overhauls, electrical
workers (D.O.T. f721.381) repair or
install new wiring and inspect the
generator and electric motors in the
engine. They also maintain air- condi-
tioning systems and the cooling sys-
tems in refrigeration cars. Some
maintain the wiring in railroad build-
ings.

Machinists and electrical workers
also examine engines that have me-
chanical or electrical problems.
Much of this work is done in the
shop, but if a locomotive breaks
down up the track, a team consisting
of a skilled mac nist and an electri-
cal worker is nt to the site to at-
tempt to re air it on the spot.

Sheet-me al- workers (D.O.T.
804.281) and boilermakers (D.O.T.
805.281) repair sheet-metal sections

---df locomotives and the pipes and .
tubes in locomotive engines. They
also work on other equipment made
of steel plates such as stationary boil-
ers and tanks. Blacksmiths (D.O.
610:381) repair locomotive frames
and other heavy metal parts. More
inforMation on machinists, electri-

.. cians, boilermakers, and blacksmiths
can be. found elsewhere in the Hand-
book.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

AlthOtigh apprenticeship training
is the most common way to enter
shop trades, some helpers and labor-
ers are upgraded to these jobs. Ap-
prenticeships last 3 to, 4 years, de- -

pending on how much previots work
experience- the apprentice has.

Most apprentices are between 18
and 21 years of age, although some
are older at the start of their training.
On some roads, apprentice appli-
cants must pass Mathematical and
mechanical aptitude tests.

Applicants who- have had shop
training in high schools or vocational

schools are preferred by most rail-
roads. Automobi1d rspair and ma-
chining courses are useful for ma
chinists. Courses in electricity; and
physics will help applicants who want
jobs as electrical workers.

Some workers in the shop trades
advance to supervisory positions.

Em ploymentiOutiook

Employment of shOp trades work-
ers is expected to decline through the
mid-1980's as shop efficiency contin-,
ues to increase and as older railroad
cars are replaced with new ones that
are more durable and more easily
maintained. However, job openings
will develop for new apprentices or
helpers as experienced workers re-
tire, die, or transfer to other fields of
work.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, hourly earnings averaged
$7.00 for electrical workers, $6.98
for boilermakers, $6.94 for" machin-
ists, $6.87 for blacksmiths, $6.90 for
car repairers, and $6.96 for sheet-
metal workers. Most shopworkers
have a,40 -hour workweek and re-
ceive premium pay for' overtime.

Shopwork is active,and strenupus,
involving stooping, climbing, and lift-
ing. In addition, much of t rk of
car repairers is done outdoors in, all;
kinds of weather. Other workers facie
noisy shop conditions.

Most jtiopworked are union msm-
bers. Among the unions in this field
are: Brotherhood -of Railway Car-
men of the United States and Can-
ada; International Association of Ma-
chinists and Aerospace Workers;
International Brotherhood of Electri-,
cal Workers; Sheet Metal Workers'
International Associati , Interna-
tional Brotherh d of oilermakers,
Iron Shipbuilders, acksmiths, Forg-
ers and Helpers; Transport-Workers
Union of America; and the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Firemen and
Oilers. Several of these unions nego-
tiate labor-management agreements
through the Railway Employes' QC-
pertinent of the AFL-CIO.

SIGNAL DEPARTMENT
WORKERS

.' (D.O.T. 822.281 and .884)

,
Nature of.the Work

tt.xailroa signal workers install, re-
pair, and maintain the train control,
communication, and signaling sys-
tems that direct train movement and
assure safety. These include gate
crossings and signal lights, as well as
sys ems that operate signals and
throw witches by remote control.
The work usually consists of either
general maintenance of the signal
systems or installation and major re-
pair.

Signal installers work in crews,
, usually Consisting of at least five
workers. They install new equipment
and make majorirepairs. They do.
itiosVy construction work that-in-
cludes digging- hole.s and ditches;
'hoisting poles, and mixing and pottr-
ing concrete 'to Make foundations.
They also assemble the control and
communications devices, make the
electrical connections, and perform

'the extensive testing that is required
to assure that new signal systems
work properly.

Individual signal maintainers are
assigned a section of track and are
responsible for keeping gate cross-
ings, sidnals,and J?ther control' devic-
es within their section in good oper-
ating condition. They periodically
inspect and repair-or replace wires,
lights, and switches. They,may have
to climb -poles V reach signals ,and
sometimes work, near high voltage
wires. Signal maintainers and install-
ers must have a thorough knowledge
of electricity and electronics.

315 41'

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

New employees usually are as-
signed as helpers to installation
crews. After a 60- to 90-day proba-
tionary period, helpers are eligible to
advance to assistants. Some railroads'
hire applicants directly as assistants.
After 2 to 4 years, which may include
classroom instruction, qualified assis-
tants are promoted to signal installer
or maintainer. Assistants usually ad-

.
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Signal milniaMer carefully checks lights.

oance to signal installer, though,
since openings in the gyore desirable
maintenance positiofii usually are
filled by senior signal installers.
These promotions and assignments
are made on :the -basis of seniority,
provided ability is sufficient.

When hiring helpers or assistants,
railroads prefer applicants who are
high school gr vocational school
graduOtes. Coufses in, read-'
ing, electricity, and electronics pro-
vide a helpful background. Appli-
cants also should be capable.,,of doing
heavy work.

Both signal installers and maintain-
ers may be promoted to signal
Spector or technician. Technicians
assist installers with complicated sys-
tems while inspectors check the work
of both installers and maintainers.
Same installers and maintainers be-
come gang supervisors and a few ad-
vance to higher supervisory posi-.
tions.

Employment Outlook

Emplciyment of signal departmen-t
workerswho . numbered about
11,500 in I976is not expected to
change significantly through the mid-
1980's. Nevertheless, some job open-

ings for new workers will arise as ex-
perienced workers retire, die, or
transfer to other fields.

Signal workers will continue to be
needed to repair the existing stock of
equipment as well as install and
maintain the new signal and train
control systems that are planned for.
the future. Employment is not ex-
pected to grow, however, since many
new signal systems, which have fewer
moving parts, require less mainte-
nance. Emplcrymes also will be af-
fected as the raiiilads continue to
close some sections of track that are
unprofitable or are made unneces-
sary as the installation of improved
train control systems enables rail-
roads to use less track.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, signal installers and main-
tainers averaged $6.77 an hour,
about two-fifths more than the aver-
age for all rionsupervisory workers in
private industry, ekcept farming. As-
sistants averaged $5.85 an hour and >
helpers $5.74 an hour. Most signal
workers hav a 40-hour week and
receive prem m pay for overtime.

Since they work over large sec-
tions of track, installers usually live
away from home during the work-
week, frequently in, camp cars pro-
vided by the company. Maintainers
usually live at home and service sig
nals ver a limited stretch of track.
Howe r, they must make repairs re-
gardless weather conditions or
time of day.

Most signal installers anfl main-
tainers are members of the Brother-
hood of Railroad Signalmen,

0

STATION AGENTS

(D.O.T. 211.468. and 910.138)

Nature' of the Work

Station agents are the customers'
contact .with' the railroad. Most
agents work in small freight stations.
They take orders from companies
that need cargo shipped and arrang
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for railroad cars fo transpot theii
product.When loaded cars a deliv-
ered to a station, the agent inspects
the merchandise for damage. and in-
forms the recipieni that the goods are
ready for unloading. Agents prepare
customer bills and must be knowl-
edgeable about the complex railroad'
billing procedure. Agents alsoSmay
pass on train orders and other mes-
sages to .train crews. At larger sta-
tions, many of these -*tasks may be
done by clerks, telephoners, and oth-
ers who are under the agent's super-
vision.

At passenger stations, agentssu-
pervise and coordinate the activities
of workers tvho'sell tickets.and check
baggage. At major freight and pas-
senger stations, the agent's duties are t,

primarily administiative and supervi-
sory.

Some agents, sometimes called
mobile agents, service several small
stations that get little business. They
travel from station to 'station, opens,
ing each only long enough to transact
the business at hand.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advapcement

Station agents ,rise from the ranks
of other railroad occupations. With
sufficient seniority and ability, tele-
phoners, telegraphers, tower opera-
tors, arid- clerks May, be promoted to
agents in small stations and may ad-
vance to larger stations as they gain
additional seniority. Agents also may
be promoted to ma agerial positions
such as supervisory agent oruditor. -

Employment Outlook

Employment- of station' agents
who numbered about 7,000 in
1976 is expected to decline
through the mid-1980's as more cus-
tomer orders and billing are handled
at large, centrally located stations,
and as an increasing number of
smaller stations are serviced by mo-

e agents. Nevertheless, a limited
mber of jobs will arise from the
ed to replace experienced agents

ho retire, die, or stop working for
other reasons.
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ElivIngs and Working
Conditions k

The earnings of station agents
vary. In,1976, agents in small stations
averaged 46.75 an hodr, while agents
in major stations ayeraged18.21 an
hour. A 40-hour workweek is stan-
dard, and time and ,one-half is paid
for overtime.

Station agents are members of the.)
Brotherhood of Railway, Airline and
Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers,
Express and Station Employees.

TELEGRAPHERS,
TELEPHONERS, AND
TOWER OPERATORS

/;/ /
(D.O.T. 236.588 and 910.782)

Nature of the Work

The movements of trains on many
sections of track are directed from.
central , locations. Switches are
thrown by remote control and crews
are contacted by radio. Where this
'centralized control has not been put

,,, into effect, 'however, trains are con-
trolled by telegraphers, telePhoders,
and tower operators.

lei Tower, operators work .in towers
located in railroad yaildsor at major
junctions on the outskirts of cities..
Following instructions given by'-dis-
patchers and yardmasters, they route
train traffic by operating controls
that activate signals and throw
switches on the track below. By

' throwing switches, a tower operator
in a yard can route trains to other
yards within the city, onto industrial
tracks to pick up or deliver cars, or to
a main track leaving the city. Once a
train is outside the city, a tower op-
erator directs it from the main track
to tracks leading to other cities. By
controlling' signals, tower operators
also can pass on instructions train
crews. For example, if s i s full,
the yardmaster will instruct tower
operator to signal' an approaching-.
train to wait outside t e city, rather
than have it block stre is while wait
ing its turn at th' e trance to the
yard.

Telegraphers and telephoners
work in yards and stations. They re-
ceive orders on train movement from
dispatchers and pass this information
on to train crews, either verbally or
in written instrdctions. These orde9s
may include infotmation on Jrain.1
route or directives to maintain lower
speed limits because of 'poor track-,
conditions. Those at stations assist
station agents in taking orders and
billing customers.
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experienced workers who retire, die,
or change occupations.

Employment in these fieldsil will
:continue to decline as technological
developments increase worker pro-
ductivity,through the wider use of '

mechanized yard operatikms, central-
ized traffic control, andirther auto-
matic signaling and control systems. ,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, hourly earnings for teleg-
raphers,-telephoners, and tower op-
eetors averaged $6.57,- abott one-
third more than the average for all
nonsup'ervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except- farming. A 40-hour
week is standard, and time and one-
half is paid for overtime.

Most telegraphers, telephoners,
and tower operatOrs 'are members. of
the'Brotherhood of it ailway, Airline
and Steamship .Clerks, Freight Han-
dlers, Express and Station Employ-.
ees.

Training, Other Gualificatfons,
and Advancement

Jobs as telegrapher's, telephoners,
and tower operators are filled from
the ranks of clerical worker!' accord-
ing seniority provisions t takes

years fOr a newly hire clerk
to acquire sufficient seniority to ad-
vance to one of these positions.

New telegraphers, telephqners,
and tower operators receive on-the-
jOb training that covers operating
rules, train orders, and station opera-
tions. On most roads, trainees must
past examinations on train operating
rules and demonstrate their ability to
use the equipment before they can
qualify. Newly qualified workers usu-
ally are assigned to the "extra board"
to work as substitutes for telegra-
phers, telephoners, and tower opera-
tors who are absent due to vacations,
illness, or other reasons. After gain-
ing enough seniority, tile y generally
can bid fohregular assignt5nts.

Telegraphers, telephoners, add
tower operators should be respon-
sible and alert. In addition, tower op-
erators should be capable of organiz-
ing thoughts and actions in
emergency or pressure situations.
Good hearing and eyesight, including
normal color vision, are required.

A few telegraphers, -telephoners,
and tower operators advance to posi-
tions, as station agent or train dis-
patcher.

Employment fiutiook

Employment of telegraphers, tele-
phoners, and tower operatorswho
numbered about 10,200 in 1976 is
iipeeted to decline through the mid-
1980's. Nevertheless, a small number

of clerks will be promoted to replace

TRAK WORKERS

(D.O.T. 1821168, 859.883, 869.887,
and 910.782)

4'
Nature of the Work

r
A major factor limiting -train speed

*is the quality of the track. Many loco-
..
mciliwes are capable of pulling hun-
dreds of cars at speeds as fast as 75
miles an hour, but train speed must
drop sharply on poorly maintained
track to avoid accidents. Preventing
track deterioration and the accompa-.
nying loss in railroad efficiency is the
job of track workers, who service,
repair, and replace railroad track and
roadway.

Most track%workers are members
of large, heavily mechanized travel-
ing crews which do scheduled pre-
ventive maintenance and major re-
pair work over hundreds of miles of
track. Many of these workers operate
heavy machinery, such as bulldozers,
cranes, and machines which they use
to lay rail, replace ties, or clean bal-
last. Others use power tools' to drive
and pull spikes, cut rails, and tighten ,
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Track work

a

ors laying re

bolts. Handtools, uch as picks and
shovels, are u ess frequently.

Section crews, which ,are smaller
and less mechanized than the travel-
ing ones, do less extensive repairs.

f
ey are assigned a smaller section

f track to keep in condition between
the major overhauls of the traveling'
crews. Section workers regularly in-

, spect the track and roadway, and re-
pair or rep-lade malfunctioning
switches, weak ties, cracked rails,
washouts: and other defects.

,t,TrainIni Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most track wolkcrs learn their
. skills through on-the-job training that

lasts about 2 years. Mpchine-opitat-'
ing jobs are assigned to qualified
workers by seniority. -

Railroads prefer applicants who
can read; --vthe, and do heavy work-.
Applicants may be required to pass
physical examinations.

s.

Some track workers who have the
necessary seniority and other qualifi-
cations may, advance to gang or sec-
tion supervisor, then to positions
such as track supefvisor.

Employment Outlook .

Employment of track workers
who numbered about 56,200 in
1976is not exPecteil to change /
through the mid:1980's: But employ.:/
ment is expecied to increase in the
short run as ands for track renova-
tion become available through gov-
ernment action.

Railroads are expected to upgrade
much of the right-of-way in an effort'
to increase efficiency, and the speed
and extent of this renovation will
determine the need for additional
work rs. Over the long run, however,
i reased productivity of track work-
ers=as machines-do -more 'of the
workwill moderate employment
needs. In addition, railroads will con-
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tinue to close some sections of track
that, are unprofitable dr are made un-
necessary as the installation of im-
proved train control systems enables
railroads to use less track. Despite
this lack of growth, rtew track work-
ers will be needed each year to re-
place experienced workers who re-
tire, die, or transfer to' other
occupations. Most job op'enings.will
be in traveling crews.

Earnings ane Working
Conditions

In 1976, track workers averaged
$5.89 an hour, slightly more than the
average fOr all nonsupervisory work-.
ers in private industfy,. except fayni-
ing,Equipment operators and help-
ersalleraged $6.1ficland crew
supervisors averaged $6.54 an hour.
A 40:hour workweek '4. standard,
anil premium rates are paid for over
time. Sqme track workers, especially
those working on traveling crews on
the nerthern railroads, are fur -
lougheJ during the winter months.

Track workers on traveling crews
may have to commute,long distances
to reach the worksite. Many, how-
ever, live in caw cars or trailei-s pro-
vided by the failroads.*Wqrkers on
sectioricrewg sometimes have to per-.
fqrm emergency repairs at night dur-
ing bad weather conditions. Track
workers have' strenuous and active
jobs. Thy tools they use are fairly
heavy and they often work in bent
andAtooped positions.

Most track wbrkers are members
of the Brotherhood of Maintenance
of Way Employees.
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Nearly 2.5 million truck, bus, and
taxi drivers, moved .passengers and
goods over highways and city streets
in 1976. Same drivers are behind the
wheel practically all their working
time. Others also spend part of their

° time loading and unloading goods,
making- pickups and deliveries, and
collecting' money. Route drivers'do
some selling as well as driving. For
thii reason route drivers are dis-
cussed in thc chapter on sales occu-
pations elsewhere in the Handbook.
The individual sections that follow
cover long-distance and local
truckdrivers, intercity and local bus-
driers, parking attendants, and taxi
drivers. Not covered are school bus-
drivers, chauffeurs, arnb,ulance driv-
ers, or employees for whom driving is
only incidental to their regular du-
ties.
° Employment of long-distance and
local trUckdlivers is expected to ex-

pand Of, ugh the mid-1980's as more
and mAe freight is moved by trucks.
Employment of tluscfrivers also is ex-
pected to increase as intercity pas-
senger travel continues to grow and
as cities expand their transit systems.
Employment .in other driving occu-
pations is not expected to. change
muchput many new employees will
be hired to replace those who retire,
die, or stop working' for other rea;
salts.

Driving jobs offer excellent oppor-
tunities for persdns who are not plan-
ning to attend college. The pay for
most drivers is relatively. high, and
working conditions are fairly good.
Many persons also will enjoy the
,freedom from dose supervision and
the frequent contact with people that,
are characteristic of most driving
jobs.

Most opening in driving occupations result liom
replacement needs .

Selected - driving occupations
Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousands)

..Sourca: Bureau of Labor StatlefIci
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INTERCITY BUSDRIVERS

(D.O.T. 913.363 and 913.463)

Nature of the Work

In many smaller towns and cities,
buses provide the only public trans-
portation 'to other communities. In
large cities, they are an alternative to
railroad and airline transportation
and, in many cases, provide more fre-
quent service.

When, busdrivers report to the .ter-
minal or garage, they are assigned
buses and pick up tickets, report
blanks, and other itetns needed for
their trips. They inspect their buses
carefully to make sure the brakes,
steering mechanism, windshield wip-
ers, lights, and mirrors work proper-
ly. They also check the fuel, oil, wa-
ter, and tires, and make certain that
the buses are carrying safety eqUip-
ment, such as fire extinguisher's, first-
aid kits, and emergency. reflectors.

,Drivers move the buses to loading
platforms where they take on passen-

4.. gers. They collect f restickets usu-
allyas passenger board the buses
and may use the bu,ses' public ad-
dress system to announce the desti-
nation, route, time of arrival, and
other information doncerning the
trips.p . .

r.ivers' routes vary.. On local runs,
drivers stop at many small towns only
a feA,, miles apart. On express runs,
however, they may stop only at major
cities after several hours of driving.
Although! drivers must . always , be
alert in preventing accidents, they
must be especially careful in fast-
moving highway traffic. They must
operate the bus at safe speeds while
trying to keep schedules, and oftgn
Must cope with adverse road condi-
tion

.
,

Before arriving at,major terminals,
they ...announce the stop 'and the
scheduled departure, time. At some
small stations, -drivers atop only if
they see passengers waiting or if they
have been told to pick up or deliver
freight. Drivers also regulate lighting,
heating, and air-conditioning equip-
ment for the passengers' comfort. In I

an emergency, they are required to
change flat tires. ..
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Bus ditm cheeks oil Wars starting. run.

Vpon arriving at their final desti-
nations, driver's may unload or super-

',vise the unloading of baggage and
freight. They prepare reports for
their employers on mileage, time,
and fares, as required by the U,S.
Department of Transportation. They
also report any repairs the buses
need before being used again.

At times, drivers operate chartered
buses. In these cases, they pick up a
group of people, take them to the
group's" destination, and remain with
them until they are ready, to ',return":
These trips frequently require drivers
to remain away from home one night
or .more.

Places of Employment

Over 25,000 intercity busdiivers
were employed by albeit! 950 bus
companies in 1976. Some work out
of terminals located in some of the
small communities served by buses,
but most work out of major terminals
i

oNvi,nlarge `cities.

prefer applicants who have bus or
truckdiiving .experience. One large
company lequirgs applicants to have
20/20 vision with `or without glasses.

SinCe they repreient their compa-
nies in,dealing with passengers, bus-
drivers must be courteous 'and tact-
fill'. An even temperament and
emotional Stability are important. .

qualifications, Pecause driving buses i
in heavy, fast-moving traffic and
dealing with passengers can be a
strain. .-

Most intercity bus companies con-
ducttraining programs for new driv-
ers. These programs, which usually
last from 2 to 8 weeks; include-,both
classroom and driving instruction. In
the classroom, trainees learn) about
rules of the CompanY,kd the U.S.
Department of Transportiltioil, about
State and municipal driliig regula-
tions, and.about safe driVing,practic-..
es.. They also learn how to determine
ticket prices and how to keep rec-
ords. 'In addition, new employees
learn to deal courteously with pas-
sengers.

Trainees spend considerable time
learning and practicing driving skills.
Courses are set up and.trainees prac-
tice turns, zig-zag maneuvers, back-
ing up, and driving into narrow lanes.
A good deal of practice is necessary
before trainees can adapt 'their auto-
mobile driving skills -to these larger
vehicles. Trainees ride with' regular
drivers to observe' safe driving prac-
tices and other aspects of the job.
They also. make trial runs, "without
passengers, to improve their. driving
skills. After completing the training,.

,which includes final driving and writ-
ten examinations, new drivers begin
a "break in" period. During this peri-
od, they make regularly scheduled
trips with passengers, accompanied
by an experienced driver. The expe-
rienced driver gives helpful 'tips, an-
swers questions, and determines that
the new driver is performing satisfac-
torily. .

New drivers 'start out on the "extra
board," which is a list of driverS who
are .given temporary assignments.
While an. this list, they may substitute
for regular drivers who are ill 'or on
vacation, or they may drive char-
tered buses. Extra drivets may have
to wait several years before they. hAve

Training, Other Oualiflcatlons,
and Advancement

Intercity busdrivers must meet
qualifidations established by the U.S.
Department of Transportation. Driv-
ers must be, at least 21 years old and
be able to read, write, and speak
English well enough to communicate
with passengers an,d to complete re-
ports. They also must have good
hearing, at least 20/40 vision in each
eye with or without glasses, and nor-
mal use of their arms and legs. In
addition; they-must take comprehen-
sive 'written examinations which test
their knowledge of Department of.
Transportation and State motor vehi-
cle regulations, as well as a driving
test in the type of bus they will oper-
ate. Most States require that drivers
have a chauffeur's license, which is a
commercial driving permit.

Many intercity bus companies
have considerably higher require-
ments. Most prefer applicants who
are, at least 25" yeas 3f age; some
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' enough seniority to get a regular as-
signment.

Opportunities for promotion gen-
erally are limited, particularly in
small. companies. For, most drivers,
advancement consists of receiving
better driving assignments in the
form of higher earnings or a more
leisurely route. Experienced drivers
may be promoted to jobs as dispatch-
ers, supervisors, or terminal manag-
ers.

Employment Outlook

Employment of intercity bus-
drivers is expected to increase about
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's. Addi-
tional openings will tiers-411e available
each year because of the need to re-
place experienced drivers who retire.
/die, or transfer to other occupations.
Since many qualified persons are at-
tracted tb this relatively high paying
job, applicants can expect stiff com-
petition for the openings that arise.
Applicants in excellent physical con-
dition who have good driving records
stand the best chance of being- hired.

A growing population is expected
to lead to a moderate increase in bus
travel. However,. should government
energy policiesimake gasoline for au-
tomobiles very expensive or difficult
to obtain, many persons may ride
buses rather than drive their own
cars, thus, increasing the demand for
,intercity busdrivers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Drivers employed by !erg, inter-
city bus companies had estim ted an-
nual average earnings of $16,100,in
I 276, about three-quarters more
than the average for all nonsupervi-
sory workers in private industry,' ex-
cept farming. The wages of intercity
busdrivers typically are computed on
a mileage basis, but short runs may
be on an hourly rate. Most regular
drivers are guaranteed a minimum
number of miles or hours per, pay
period. For wark on'other than regu-
lar assignmentp they receive addi-
tional pay, customarily, at premium
rates.

SiriCe intercity buses operate at all
hours of the day and'every day of the
year, drivers may. nights and
weekends. Extra drivers may be on
call at all hours and may be required
to report for work on very short
notice. Drivers on some long routes
have to remain away from home
overnight. Driving schedules may
range from 6 to 10 hours_ a day and
from 3-1/2 to .6 days a -week. How-

, ever,. U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation regulations specify that inter-
city drivers shall not drive more than
10 hours without having at least 8
hours off, and shall not drive at all
after being on duty for 15 hotirs.

Driving an intercity bus usually is
not physically difficult but it is tiring
and requires steady nerves. The bus-
driver is given a great deal of in-
dependence on the job, and is solely
responsible for the safety of the pas-
sengers and bus. Many drivers like
working without direct supervision
and take pride in assuming these re-
sponsibilities. Some also enjoy the
opportunity to travel and to meet the
public.

Most intercity busdrivers belong to
the Amalgamated Transit Union.
The Brotherhood of Railroad Train-
men, and the International Brother-
hood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Warehousemen and Helpers of
America (Ind.) also have organized
these workers in some areas of the
country.

Sources of Additonal
Information

For further information on job op-
portunities in this field, contact inter-
city bus companies or the local office
of the State employment service.

LOCAL TRANSIT
BUSDRIVERS

(D.O.T. 913.363 and 913.463)

Nature of the Work

Local transit busdrivers relieve
millions of Americans of the bother.
of fighting city traffic every day. numbers of persons on the bus..
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These drivers follow definite time
schedules and routes over city and
suburban streets, to provide passen-
gers with an alternative to automo-
bile driving and even ownership.

The workday for local busdrivers
begins when they report to the termi-
nal or garage to which they are as-
signed. Large cities have several ga-
rages while a small city may have
only one. At the garage, drivers are
given transfer and refund forms.
Some are assigned buses and drive
them to the start of their run. Others
go to designated intersections and re-
lieve drivers w o are going off duty.
Drivers inspec the inside and outside
of the bus and check the tirps,
brakes, windshield wipers, and lights
before starting their runs. Those who
work for small bus companies also
may check the water, oil, and fuel.

On most runs, drivers pick up and
discharge passengers at locations
marked with a bus stop sign. As pas-
sengers board the bus, drivers make
sure the correct cash fare, token, or
ticket is placed in the fare box. They
also collect or issue transfers. Drivers
often answer questions about sched-
ules, routes, and transfer points, and
sometimes call out the name of the
street at each bus stop.

A busdriver's day is run by the
clock, as they must pay special atten-
tion to their complicated schedules.

'Although drivers may run'Tate in
heavier than average traffic, they
avoid letting light traffic put them
ahead of schedule so that they do not
miss passengers.

Busdrivers especially must be alert
to' the traffic around them. Since
sudden stops or swerves will jar
standing passengers, drivers' try to
anticipate traffic developments, net
react to them.

At the end c3t the day, busdrivers
turn in tripsheets which usually in-
cludeia record of fares received, trips
made, and any significant delays in
schedule. They also turn in a report
on the mechanical condition of the

,bus that day. In case of an accident,
drivers must make out a report de-
scribing exactly what happened be -.
fore and after the event and ,obtain
the names, addresses, and phone
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Mora local busdrIvars will be needed to relieve traffic congestion.

At times; drivers operate chartered
busesbuses arranged for in ad-
vance by an organization or group. In
these cases, they pick up. a group of
people, take them to their destina-
tion, and remain with them until they
are ready to return.

Places of Employment

About 81,000 local busdrivers
were employed in 1976. About four
fifths worked for publicly owned
transit systems. Most of the remain-
`der worked for privately owned tran,)
sit lines; a small number worked for
sightseeing companies. Most bus-
drivers work in terge cities.

Training, Other Qualifications;
and Advancement

Applicants for 'busdriver positions
should be at least 21 years old, be,of

average height and, .weight, be irt
good health, and haft good eye-
sightwith or without glasses. Most
employers require applicants to pass
a physical examination and a written
test that determines if they are capa-
ble of following the often complex
schedules busdrivers use. Although
educational requirements are not
high, many employers prefer appli-
cants who have a high school educa-
tion or its equivalent. A relaxed per-
sonality is important since drivers
face many minor aggravations each
day due to traffic congestion, bad
weather, and the many different per -.

sonalities they must deal with.
Aftmotor vehicle operator's license

is a basic requirement. A good driv-
ing' record is essential because the
busdriver is resppnsible for passenger
safety. Most States require bus-
drivers to have-a chauffeur's license,
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which is a commercial driving per
mit.'N

Most local transit companies con-
duct training courses that may last
several weeks and include both class-
room and' "behind- the - wheel" driv-
ing 'instruction. In the classroomi"
trainees learn'company rules,' safety
regulations, and safe drivi jg practic-
es. They also learn how keep rec-
ords and 'how to deal tactfully and
courteously with passengers. Actual
driving instruction may begin with
several hours of instruction on a
training course, but trainees quickly'
advance to practice on city streets.
Because a busdriver is seated above
other traffic, defensive drivingsee-
ing and avoiding possible traffic dan-
gers ahead of timehas much poten-
tial and is stressed. Trainees are
assigned to a particular .garage, and
must memorize and drive each of the
runs based' at this garage before
graduating. They also take several
trips with passengers -while super-
vised by an experienced driver. At
the end of the course, trainees may
have to pass a written examination
and a driving examination.

Most drivers have regularly sched-
uled runs. New drivers, however, of-
ten are;placed on an "extra" list to
substitute for regular drivers who are
ill or on vacation. New drivers also
may be assigned $13 make.cextra trips
during" morning and evening rush

.hours. They remain on the extra list
until they haVe enough seniority to
get a regular run. This may take sev-
eral months or more than a year.

The different runs are assigned on
the basis of length_ of service, or
seniority. Therefore, as drivers devel-
op seniority they can choose runs
they prefer, such as those that lead to
overtime, or that have little traffic.

_Opportunities for promotions gen-
erally are limited, although experi-
enced drivers may advance to jobs
such as instructor, supervisor or iis-
patcher. Supervisors patrol the bus
routes and check whether drivers are
on schedule. If a schedule becomes
impossible to meet due to heavy traf-
fic, .a blocked Street, or some Ater
problem, the supervisor may reroute
buses. Dispatchers work in the transit
system's main office and organize the
day to day bus operation by coordi-

.
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nating all activit . They assign buses
to drivers, deter ine that drivers are
available for al runs, call extra list
drivers to substitute if experienced
drivers will be out, and keep a record
of the drivers and buses that were
assigned-to each run. A few drivers
advance to ,management positions.
Promotion in publicly owned bus sys-
tems is usually by competitive civil
service examination.

Employment Outlook

Employment of local busdrivers is
expected to increase about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition,
many job openings will result from
the need to replace drivers who
transfer to other occupations, retire,
or die.

The increased use of privately
owned automobiles in cities and the
population shift to the suburbs
where most people drive their own
carshas used a decline in bus
passengers an , driver employment.
However, Ahn...urban areas, the auto-
mobile now Is recognized as the main
source of alr pollution and traffic
congestion. As part of the effort to
reduce the number of cars used by
commuters, many cities are trying to
improve local bus service. Some now
have commuter buses with reserved
seats. In addition, Apress lanes re-
served 11or buses on city streets, more
convenfent routes, arid more com-
fortable buses reflect the impact of
Federal, State, andrlocal government
interest in providing better bus ser-
vice. Improved bus service will re-
quire more /drivers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a survey of union
contracts in 67 large cities, local bus-
drivers averaged $6.53 an hour in
1976, about one-third more than the
average for all nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry, except farm-
ing. Hourly wages were highest in the
larger cities. Wage scales for begin-
ning drivers were generally 10 to 20
cents an hour less.

The workweek for regular drivers
usually consists of any 5 days during

the week; Saturdays and Sundays are
counted as regular workdays. Some
drivers have to work evenings and
after midnight. To accommodate the
demands of commuter travel, many
local busdrivers have to work "split
shifts." For example, a driver may
work from 6 a.m. to 10 a.rn go
home, and then return to work from
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Drivers may receive
extra pay for split shifts.

Driving a bus is not physically
strenuous, but busdrivers may suffer
nervous strain from maneuvering a
large vehicle through heavy traffic
while dealing with passengers. How-
ever, local busdrivers enjoy steady-
year-round employment, and work
without close supervision.

Most,local busdrivers are members
of the Amalgamated Transit Union.
Drivers in New York City and several
other large cities belong to the Trans-
port Workers Union of America. The
United Transportation Union and the
International Brotherhood of Team-
sters', Ckauffeurs, Warehousemen
and Helpers of America also have
organized some local busdrivers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For further information on em,
ployment opportunities, contact a lo-
cal transit system or the local office
of the State employment service.

LOCAL TRUCKDRIVERS

(D.O.T. 900.883, 902.883, 903.883,
906.883, and 909.883)

Nature of the Work

Although goods from near and far
may begin their trip to customers by
trucks, trains, ships, or planes, final
deliveries almost always are made by
truck. Local truckdrivers move
goods from terminals and warehous-
es to factories, stores, and mes'in
the area. They are skilled drivers ho
can maneuver trucks into tight p k-
ing spaces, through narrow alleys,
and up to loading platforms.
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When local truckdrivers arrive at
the terminal or warehouse, they re-
ceive assignments from the dispatch-
er to make deliveries, pickups, or
both. They also get delivery forms
apd check the condition of their
thicks. Before the drivers arrive for
work, material handlers generally
have loaded the trucks and arranged
the items in order of delivery to mini-
mize handling of merchandise.

At the customer's place of busi-
ness, drivers generally load or unload
the merchandise. If there are heavy
loads such as machinwy, or if there
are many deliveries to make during
the day, drivers may have helpers.
Drivers of moving vans usually have
crews of helpers to assist in loading
and unloading household or office
furniture.

Drivers get customers to sign re-
ceipts for the goods, and may receive
money for the material delivered. At
the end of the day, they turn in re-
ceipts, money, and records of the de-
liveries made. They also report what-
ever repairs the trucks need before
being used again.

The work of these drivers varies;
depending on theiiioduct they trans-
port. Produce truckers, on the one
han'd, pick up a loaded truck in the
early morning and spend the rest of
the day delivering the product to
many different grocery stores. The
day for a driver of a lumber truck°, on
the other hand, consists of several
round trips between the lumber yard
and one construction site or more.

Places of Employment

About 1.6 million people worked
as local truckdrivers in 1976, mostly
in and around large cities. Some
drivers are needed in almost all com-
munities, however.

Most local drivers work for busi-
nesses which deliver their own prod-
ucts and goodssuch as department
stores, foodstores, and lumber yards.
Many others are employed, by truck
ing companies. Some work for Fed-
eral, State and local govbrnment
agencies.

A large number of local truckdriv-
ers are owner-operators. Drivers who
own one or two trucks account for a
sizable pioportion of the local for-
hire trucking industry.
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About 1.9 million pimple worked at local truckdrivers in 1978..

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Qualifications for local truckdriv-
ers vary considerably; depending
upon the type of truck and the nature
of the employer's busihess. In most
States, however, applicants must
have a chauffeur's license, which is a
commercial driving permit. Informa-
tion on how to get this license can be
obtained from State motor vehicle
departments. Applicants may have to
pass a general physical examination,
a written examination on driving
regulations, and a driving test. They

should have good hearing and at least
20/40 vision, with or without glasses,
be'able to lift heavy objects, and be
in good health.

Employers prefer applicants with
some previous experience driving a
truck.. A person may obtain such ex-
perience by working as a truckdriv-
er's helper.' Employers also give conr
sideration to driving experience
gained in the Arped Forces. Many
drivers start out as dock workers,
loading and unloading freight. They
get a general idea of the trucking op-
eration and their work may give them
the opportunityto move trucks
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around the yard. When a need for a
truckdriver develops, a capable (kick
worker may be promoted.

Since drivers often deal directly
with the company's 'customers, the
ability to get along well with people is
important. Employers also look for
responsible,' self-motivoted individ-
uals, since drivers work with little
superyision. Many employers will not
hire applicants who have bad driving
records.

Training given to new drivers usu-
ally is informal, and may consist only
of a few hours instruction from an
experienced driver, sometimes on
the new employee's own time, New
drivers also may ride with and obi-
serve experienced drivers beforc
being assignedtheir own runs. Addi-
tional training may be given if they
are to drive a special type of truck.
Some companies give 1 to 2 days of
classroom instruction which covers
general duties, the efficient opera-
tion and loading of a truck, company
policies, and the preparation of deliv-
ery forms and company records.

Although, most new employees are
assigned immediately to regular driv--
ing jobs, some start as extra drivers
and do' the work of regular driv
who are ill or on vacation. T re-
ceive a regular assignm when an
opening occurs.

Local truckdrive 'may advance to
dispatcher, manager, or to traffic
workL-for example, planning deliv-
ery schedules. However, relatively
few of these jobs are available. For
the 'most part, a local truckdriver
may advance to driving heavy or spe-
cial types of trucks or by transferring
to long-distance truckdriving. Local
drivers working for companies that
also employ long-distance drivers
have the beirchances of advancing
to these positions. Experienced driv
ers who have business ability can be-
come owner-operators when they'
have enough money to purchase a
truck.

Employment Outlook

Employment of local truckdrivers
is expected to increase faster than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to the job openings from growth,
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. thousands of openings will result
from the need to replace experienced
drivers who transfer to other occupa-
tions, retire; or die. Job openings
may vary from year to year, however,
since the number of drivers needed
fluctuates with general business con-
ditions. Applicants with good driving

cords have the best chance ,,,of
b ing hired. '

The rise in total business activity,
anticipated in the years ahead will
increase the amount of freight to be
distrib.wed. Since trucks carry virtu-
ally all local freight, employment of
drivers will grow.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

On the average, union wage scales
were $7.22 an hour for local
truckdrivers and $6.59 an hour for
helpers in 1976, according to a sur-
vey in 70 large cities. This is about
1 1/2 times as much as the average
fOr all nonsupervisory workers in pri-
vate industry, except farming.

As a rule, Incal truckdrivers are
payby the hour and receive extra

pay 'for working overtime, usually
after 40 hours. Some drivers are
guaranteed minimum daily or weekly
earnings. Local truckdrivers fre-
quently work 48 hours or more a
week. Night or early morning work is
sometimes necessary, particularly for
drivers handling foodstuffs for chain
grocery stores, produce markets, or
bakeries. Most drivers deliver over
regular routes, although some may
be assigned 'different routes each
d

Truc driving has become less
physical demanding because most
trucks now have more comfortable
seating, better ventilation, and im-
proved cab designs, but when drivers
make many deliveries du-Ong a day,
their,Work can be exhausag. More-
over, drivingrin heavy traffic can
cause nerdous strain. Local
truckdrivers, however, do have cer-
tain work advantages. Employment is
,steady and, unlike long-distance driv-
ers, they usually work during the day
and return home in the evening.

Many local truckdrivers are mem-
bers of the International Brother-

, hood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
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Warehousemen and Helpers of may last for days, or even weeks at a
America (Ind..). Some local time.
truckdrivers employed by companies In most cases, dispatchers tell
outside the trucking industry are long-distance drivers when to report
members of unions that represent the for work and where to take.the truck.

'plantworkers of their employers-,..------Althdugh many drivers work during
the day, night travel is common and

Sources of Additional frequently preferred because roads
Information are less crowded and trips take less

time.
When the drivers report for work,

the trucks already have been loaded
and serviced with fuel and oil. But,
before moving, from the terminal,
drivers inspect the trucks to make
sure they will operate safely. For
example, they make sure the brakes,
windshield wipers, and lights are
working and that a fire eitinguisher,
flares, and other safety equipment /
have been loaded. Mirrors are adjust-

, ed sat both sides of the truck are .

Information on truck driver train-
ing schools and on career opportuni-
ties in the trucking industry may be
obtained from:
American Trucking Associations, Inc. 1616 P

_St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

For details on truck driver employ-
ment opportunities, contact Local
trucking companies or the local of-
fice of the State employment service.

LONG - DISTANCE
TRUCKDRIVERS

(D.O.T. 903.883, 904.883, 905.883,
and 909.883)

Nature ofthe Work

At all hours of the day and night
big trucks travel along turnpikes and
highways carrying goods between
terminals that are hundreds, or even
thousands of miles apart. Behind the
wheel are the top professional driv-
ers. They drive the largest and most
expensive equipment and receive the
highest wages of all drivers.

The runs of long-distance
truckdrivers vary widely. Some driv-
ers have short "turnarounds". They
deliver a load to a nearby city, pick
up another loaded trailer, and drive it
back to their home base the same
day. Others are assigned runs that
take an entire day to complete, and
they remain away from home over-
night. Often on these longer runs,
drivers are assigned loads going to
other cities rather than back to their
home bases, and may continue to
haul loads from city to city for as
long as a week before returning
home. Some companies use two driv-
ers on very long runs. One drives
while the other sleeps in a berth be-
hind the cab. These "sleepef" runs

visible from the driver's seat. Drivers
also make sure the cargo has beep
loaded properly and will not shift af-
ter the trip has begun. If some equip-
ment does not work, or is missing, or
if the cargo is not loaded properly
drivers report the problem to the dis

,patcher for correction.
Once they are on the road; driv s

must be alert not oily to prevent
accidents, but also to drive their
trucks efficiently. Because of the
truck's size, driers sit higher than
the cars, pickups, or vans surround-
ing the, and have the advantage f
being able to see far down the ro .

They seek traffic lanes that allow
them to move at a sttady speed, and
when going downhill they may in-
crease speed slightly to gain momen-
tum for a hill ahead.

To avoid the drowsiness caused by
traveling for hours, drivers may stop
to eat, refuel, and relax during a run.
After they have reached their esti-
nation and have parked at the un-
loading platform, drivers ,complete
reports about the trip and the condi-
tion of the truck. Both are required
by the U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation. If they have had an accident
during the trip, a detailed report of
the incident is required.

Long-distance truckdrivers spend
most of their working time behind ,
the wheel. Drivers hauling some spe-
cialty cargo, though, often load or
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A sIgnMcent nu her of drivers are owner-operators.

unload their trucks, sigurthey may
be the only individuals at the destina-
tion familiar with this procedure.
Auto 'transport drivers, for example,
drive and position the cars on the
racks and remove them at the final
destination. Gasoline tank truckdriv-
ers attach the hoses and operate the
pump on their truck to transfer the
gasoline to the gas station's storage
tank. When picking up or delivering
furniture, drivers of long-distance
moving vans hire local labor, which
they supervise, to help them load or
unload the van.

4:01

Places of EmploYment

An estimated 467,0 ong-dis-
tance drivers were employed in
1976:Most live near large cities and
manufacturig centers that have
many truck trminals. Drivers who
specialize in transporting agricultural
products or minerals may live in rural
areas.

A large proportion of long-dis-
tance truckdrivers work for truckhitir
companies that offer transportation
service to businesses in generai..
Many others work: for companies
such as furniture manufacturers,
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which own and operate trucks to de-
liver their products. A significant
number of drivers a owner-opera-
tors. These drivers o n their trucks
and either operate inde endently, of
lease their services and their trucks
to a trucking' company.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation establishes minimum qualifica-
tions for long-distance truckdrivers
who are engaged in interstate com-
merce. A driver must be at least 21
years old and pass a physical exam i-
nation which the employer usually
pays-for. Good hearing, 20/40 vision
with or without glasses, normal use of
arms and legs (unless a waiver is ob-
tained), and normal blood pressure
are the main physical requirements.

To be hired, drivers must have,9
good driving record and must pass a
road test to show they can operate a
vehicle of the type and size they will
drive in regular service. In addition,
they must take a written examination
on, the Motor Carrier Safety Regula-
tions ^of the U.S. Department of
Transportation. In most States,
truckdrivers also must have a .chauf-
feur's.license, which is a commercial
driving permit.

The hiring standards at many
trucking operations are higher than
those described. Many firms require
that new drivers be at least 25 years
old. Others specify height and weight
limitations. Some companies employ
only applicants who have had several
years' exVperience driying trucks long
distances.

Drivel- training courses are a desir-
able method of preparing for truck-
driving jobs. Most training authori-
ties and employers recommend high
school driver-training courses. In ad-
dition, a high school course in auto-
motive mechanic elps drivers make
minor roadside pairs.

Many truckdr vers start out as
oidock workers, loading and unloathing

freight. As they gain, experience in
the general .trucking operation, they
may adv.tilicevipi local truckdriving

sau
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DRIVING OCCUPATIONS

jobs. Local'drivers with good driving
records maSi be offered jobs as long-
distance &kers.

A .small, number of private and
public technical-vocational schools
offer trteckdriving courses. Students
learn 14 inspect the trucks and
freight, to drive large vehicles in
crowded areas and in highway traffic,
and to comply with Federal, State,
and local regulations. Co letion of
a course, howev r, does n assure a
job. Even gradur these ols
who do get' truckdriving jobs ofte

.start as local drivers. After gaining
experience on these smaller,trucks
and proving their ability, they may
advance to long-distance truckdriv-
ing Persons interested in attending
one of these schools shoUld cheek
with Ipcal trucking aimpanies to
make sure the school's training is(''ac-

ceptable.
New drivers usually are given a

brief explanation of company policy
and are taught how to prepare the
various forms used on the job. Thq
also receive-a small amount of driv-.7-
ing instruction and practice on a
training course to learn how to ma- ,

'neuver these larger trucks. They then
C........;ake one or more training tripi un-

er the superwision of an instructor
or an experienced driver.

.Drivers for large trucking compa-
nies frequently start on the "extra
board," bidding for runs on the basis
of seniority as vacancies occur. (The
extra board is a list of drivers, as-%
signed in rotation, who substitute for
driver% who have scheduled runs or
wheillake the many unscheduled
trips.) Drivers for smaller companies
are more likely. to be assigned regular
'routes right away.

Opportunities for promOtion in
this occupation are limited. A few
drivers may advance to jobs as safety
supervisor, driver supervisor, and
dispatcher. wever, such jobs often
are unattr aye to long-distance
truckdrivers, since- the starting pay
usually is less than the pay for driv-
ing. Although most drivers can only
expect to advance .to driving runs
that provide increased earnings or
preferred schedules and working
conditions, a driver who has businees

ability and enough money to buy a
truck/may become an owner-opera-
tor.

Employment Outlook

Employment of long-distance
truckdrivers is expected to increase
more 'slowly than the average for all
occupations through the mid-I980's.
In addition to jobs from employment
growth, thousands- of openings will
be created in this large occupation as
experienced drivers retire, die, or
transfer o other fields of work. Job

_opport ties may vary from year to
r, owever, because the amount

of freight moved by trucks fluctuates
with ups and downs in the economy.
Since driver earnings are high and no
formal training is required, appli-,
cants can expect to face strong com-
petition for available jobs.

The general economic growth of
the Nation is expected to increase
the amount of freight that will be
carried long distances by truck, thus
increasing the demand for drivers.
But the demand for drivers is expect-
ed to increase more slowly than the
grOwtil in freight because la-rger
trucks should increase the amount
freight each driver Can haul.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

of

Based on limited information, driv-
ers employed by large trucking com-
panies had annual average earnings
of about $17,700 in 1976, about dou-
ble the averag;IJ all nonsupervisory
workers in private industrr except
farming. Pay rates' are fairly uniform
because this field is highly unionized,
and union contracts generally are
master agreements cover!" all em-
ployers within a multi-State region.
However, the earnings of individual
drivers vary, depending on mileage
driven, number of hours worked, and
type of truck.

Some companies outside the
trucking industry, such as bakeries
and dairies, may .pay drivers who
work for them on the same basis as
they pay their other employeesa
monthly, weekly, or 'daily,wage. Gen-
erally, such a wage is for a specified
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numbe., r of hours, and, if drivers work
additiorials hours, they receive extra
pay. .

Trucking companies engaged in in-
terstate commerce are subject to the
U.S. Department of Transportation

rules governing hours of work and
other matters. These regulations Jim -

it the hours drivers may work and
assure a reasonable amount of time
Tor rest. For example, a driver cannot
be on duty for more than 60 hours in
any 7-day period, and cannot driv
more than 10 hours without being
duty at least 8 hours. Many drivers,

particularly on very long runs, work
fairly close to the maximum hours
permitted. A workweek Of at least 50;'
hours is very common.

Long-distance truckdrivers often
must spend time away from home. In
such instances, the company pro-
vides, lodging either in a company
dormitory or a hotel or motel.

- The physical strain of long-dis-
tance driving has been redticed by
more comfoftable seafin*,(Wter
ventilation, and -improverf,,Cib' de-
sign. Better highways and more strin-
gent safety regulations have made
trucking safer. However, the noise
and vi ration of the .truck and the
nervous train of sustained driving
are tiring.

,Most long-distance drivers are
members of the International Broth-
erhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Warehousemen and Helpers of
America (Ind.). Some drivers outside
the trucking industry belong to the
unions that represent plant employ-
ees of the conipanies for which they
work.

Sources of Additional
Information

inform' ation on truckdriver train-
ing schools and career opportunities
in the trucking industry niay be ob-
tained from:
American Trucking Associations; Inc., 1616 P

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Additional details 'on truadriver
employment opportunities may be
obtained from local trucking compa-
nies or local offices of the State em-
ployment service.

a Q
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PARKING ATTENDANTS

(D.O.T.915.878)

Nature of the Work ,

Parking attendants park Custom-
ers' cars and collect payment for the
time they are letrcin the lot or -In the
garage. AttendantsAfeet incoming

and record th6. time of arrival
on numbered claim dirks. One part
of the check is placed on the car's
windshield and the other is given to
the driver tO 'reclaim his or her car.

In lots where cars are parked
bumper, to bumper, parking atten-
dantsimay ask customers when they
expe4 to return so their cars will be
more readily accessible *hen they
need them.

Attendants usually drive the cars
to and from vacant sp es, but at,
some facilities they tell d ivers where
to park. Attendants work g in 'multi-
level garages may be assign d to only
one level, but the usual prac ice is for
attendants to work all levels.

Some parking lots 'require custom-
ers to pay when entering the lot and
usually charge a flat fee for the day
or evenings Others charge by the
hour and attendants must determine
the correct amount owed by each
customer. In large establishments, a
cashier, rather than an attendant, will
collect payments. Slack periods are
common at most parl5ing facilities.
However, attendants may be re-
quired to perform routine mainte-
nance jobs such as cleaning and
sweeping the lot.

L.

More than a third of all parking attendants
work part time.

Places of Employment

About 40,000 parking attendants
weWemployed in 1976. Parking at-
tendants work in facilities ranging
from small outdoor lots to large park-
ing' garages. Most of these are in, ur-
ban areas. Parking lots and garages
usually are ,c:sl_.5n ercial establish-
ments and often are part of city, re-
gional, or national chains. Although
many restaurants, hotels, and stores
maintain their own Jots, 'it is also a
common practice to rent parking'
space for their customers in Commer-
cial garages. Many cities own and op-
erate their own lots in downtown
areas.

More than a 'third of all 'parking
attendants work part time, usually
during the busy afternoon rush
hours, in the evening,, and on week-
ends. Most part-time attendants are
students.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although there are no specific
.educational requirements for parking
attendants, employers prefer high
school graduates. Parking attendants
must have a valid driver's license, be
able to drive a car with a standard
transmission, and have good eyesight
and peripheral vision. Applicants
with experience driving many diffei2-
ent types of cars are preferred. At-
tendants must also be able to .keep
records of claim tickets, compute
parking charges, and 'make chaiite.

Attendants should be in gOod
physical condition because the work
involves long periods of standing and
can be tiring when many cars must be
moved in a hurry. Parking attendants
should be neat, tactful, and courte-
ous when dealing with the public.

Most parking attendants are
trained on the job. Beginners may
"ride" with an experienced worker
for a few hours or days to become
familiar with the work. Many em-
ployers also provide on-the-job train-

, ing programs that review proper driv-
ing techniques and explain company
policy on recordkeeping procedures
and damage claims. These courses
usually include tips on how to main-
tain good customer relations.
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Some attendants become manag-
ers of parking facilities. An excep-
tional attendant eventually may be-
come a supervisor of several
facilities. Supervisors _regularly visit
the parking facilities they oversee to
check the work of managers, the ap-
pearance of the facilities, and the
neatness of the acendants.-

Students inte&sted in manage-'
ment jobs in the parking industry
sheadd consider taking part-time or
sun* ter jobs as attendants, because
evenlarge companies want their ein-
ployees to have first-hand experience
with the business.

Employment Outlook

Employment of parking attendants
is expected to grow more sloWly than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's as the trend
to self-parking systems continues.
Parking owners prefer the self-park
method because it is less costly and
because most customers prefer to
park their own cars rather than wait
for a busy attendant.

Although employment growth is
expected to be slow, turnover in this
occupation, especially among
Workers, is higher than average. Th
heed, to replace these workers and
those who retire or die will create
additional job openings each year.
Part-time and evening work will be
available. Most job opportunities will
be in large commercial parking facili-
ties in urban areas.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Most parking attendants are paid
the minimum wage. The' Federal
minimum was $2.20 - $2.30 an hour
in 1976,but some cities and States
have their own minimum wage laws
which establish higher rates. Exper
enced attendants who have taken on
additional responsibility may earn
higher salaries. Nearly all attendants
receive tips in addition to wages that
add substantially to their incZime.
Many parking attendants receive
fringe benefits such as life, health,
and disability insurance; pension
plans; paid vacations; a Christmas
bonus; and profit sharing. Some com-
panies furnish uniforms.



DRIVING OCCUPATIONS

Attendants often work long hours.
A 10-hour day and work at nights, on
weekend and on holidays are not
unusual. In addition; 'many atten-
dants spend much time outdoors in
all kinds of weather and constantly
breathe automobile exhaust funies.
In some companies, attendanis are
responsible for any damage they do
to customers' cars.

The principal union organizing
parking attendants is the Internation-
al Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf-
feurs, Warehousemen, apd Helpers
of. America.

Sources of Additional
information

For general information about the
parking industry. and parking atten-
dants in particular, write:
National Parking Association, 1101 17th St.

NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

TAXICAB DRIVERS

(D.O.T. 913.363 )

Nature of the Work

In practically all communities,
taxicabs are an essential part of the
public transportation system. Unlike
buies and subways, which run on
fixed routes and schedules, taxis of-
fer individualized service. They pick
up passengers at any location and
drive them directly to their destina-
tion.

Most taxicab drivers either work
directly for a cab company or rent
their cabs from a company. Others
own their taxicab§ and operate in-

'dependently. Whether they are em-
ployees, renters, or owners, cab driv
ers have the same duties.

Cab drivers get many of their pas-
sengers by radio dispatching since
customers often call cab Companies,
giving information on where they
want to be picked up and what their
destination is. A dispatcher at the
company then uses a two way radio
to pass this information on to a cab
driver who is near the customer. Be-
cause this is an efficient method of
getting passengers, cab drivers who
own their own cabs often pay a cab

company for using its dispatching
service. Between radio calls, or just

o because they prefer it, drivers may
cruise busy areas and match for po-
tential customers. Drivers also may
wait at hotels, bus terminals, and oth-
er places where they expect business
to be good.

Because, cab drivers either rent
their cabs or are paid on a commis-
sion basis, the more business they
get, the higher their earnings. There-
fore, experienceil drivers often plan
their entire day. They know that dif-
ferent parts of the city will have po-
tential customers at different times of
.the day. Thof may cruise the busi-
ness district during rush hour and the
shopping centers in the afternoon.
Smart drivers also keep informed on
where crowds are likely to gather.
For example, drivers may go to the
airport the evening a convention is

. coming to town, drop by the station
when a train is scheduled to arrive, or
stop at the stadium at the end of a
ball game.

Occasionally, drivers may help
passengers in and out of the cab and
may handle their luggage. In some
communities, ers regu

lip&
rly trans-

port handicapped c n to and
from school. C1 drivers also may
provide sightseing tours for out-of-
town visitors and may pick up and
deliver packages. In small compa-
nies, drivers often are responsible for
keeping their cabs clean. .

By law, drivers have to keep rec-
ords of such basic facts as .the date,
time, and-Tplace passengers were
picked up and their destination, time
of arrival, and fare. Knowing where a
river was durin the day serves

many purposes, in luding protecting
the driver from mistaken identifica-
tion in case of a customer-complaint.\\ Places of Employment

In 1976, about 94,000 taxicab
drivers worked full time in the taxi-
cab industry. Although taxicab driv-
ers are employed in all but the small -
et cities, employment is
concentrated in large metropolitan
areas. About onedfifth of all full-time
taxi drivers work in New York City.

. .
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

taxi drivers usually must have a
State- issued chauffeur's license and a
special taxicab operator's license is-
sped by the local police, safety de-
partment, or Public Utilities Com-
mission. Requirements for a taxicab
operator license vary from city to
city, but applicants generally must be
in good health, have a good driving
record, and not have been convicted
of a serious crime:

In most large communities, appli-
cants for a taxi driver's license must
pass a written examination on, taxi-
cab and traffic regulations. The ex-
amination usually includes questions
on the geography of the community,
such as the location of important
streets and buildings, and questions
on local taxicab regulations. .These
may include regulations concerning

,, lost articles, the number of passen-
gers allowed in a cab, the pick-up
and delivery of packages, and zoning
or meter rules.

prosthe proc ure required to
get a taxicab lic se may seem corn-
plicated, applicants are advised to-
first visit cab companies for which
they would like to work. Most com-
panies will explain what is required in
order to get a license and how to go
about getting ,one. Some will also
help applicants prepare for the ex-
aminatio.n.

Although there are no minimum
education requirements, many com-
panies prefer applicants who haVe at
least an eights -grade education. Ap-
plicants also/must be able to write
legibly' in order. to'. .complete the
forms-drivers are required to fill out.....*
Because of automobile insurance
regulations, a large number of taxi-
cab companies hire only applicants
who are at least 21, and in some
cases, 25 years old. In some States,
however, companies may hire appli-
cants who are only 18.

People interested in a job,as a
taxicab driver should enjoy driving
and like meeting people. Tact and
courtesy are important. A relaxed
personality also is an asset, since
drivers deal with heavy city traffic
most of the day. To be successful,
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drivers also need to be capable of
motivating themselves, since their
earnings depend directly on their
ability and hard work,

Opportunities for advancement
are limited by the small number of
supervisory positions. Promotion to
the job of dispatcher is often the only
possibility. Some drivers, however,
have beciAi- road supervisors, ga-
rage superintendents, or claims
agents. A few develop administrative
skills and advance to managerial po-
sitions in the company. To increase
their income, many drivers buy and
operate their own cabs.

Employment Outlook .

Opportunities for employment
should be excellent through the. Mid-
1980's. Although employment of
taxicab drivers is expected to de-
cline, the high turnover of employed
drivers should create many jobs.

Many taxicab drivers are tempo-
rary employees. Some are working to
earn money until they finish school
or until they find the job they want;
others work to earl money for a spe-
cial purpose, such as a vacation. Af-

ter a period of weeks or months,
whenever these drivers have ob-
tained other jobs or paid their bills,
they quit. As a result, there .usually
are many taxicab driving jobs avail-
able.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, a private survey reported
that taxi drivers averaged $3.40,an,
hour, including tips. Drivers working
directly for a company are paid a
percentageusually between 40 and
50 percentof their fares for the
day. These drivers also may be guar-
anteed a certain minimum income if
ares are low one day. Information

from several union contracts indicat-
d that these, guarantees ranged from

$14 to $18.50 a day in 1976. Other
taxi drivers rent their cabs from a
company by the day for a set fee, and
keep any receipts above the cab rent-
al and gasoline expenses. In addition,
drivers frequently receive tips rang-
ing from 10 to 20 percent of the fare.

Many full-time drivers start work
between 6 a.m. and 8 a.m. to be
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available for passengers going to
work, and quit after the evening rush
of passengers returning home. Dur-
ing the day they may rest for sevepal
hours. Other drivers work niglits,
starting between 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.,
and Some work on Saturdays, Sun-
days, and holidays.

Taxi drivers in many of the large
cities belong-to labor unions, particu-
Ikrly those drivers who work for the
large taxicab companie`Mctst driv-
ers are members of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chluf-
feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of
America. Other unions to which cab
drivers belong include the Seafarers'
International Union of North Amer-
ica and the Brotherhood Of Railway
Airline and Steamship. Clerks,'
Freight Handlers Express and Station
Employees.

Sources of Additional
Information

For further information on job op-,
portunities 'in this field, contact local
cab companies or the local office of
the Slate employment service.
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS

The efforts of our scientific and
technical work force result in im-
provements in many areas of Ameri-
can life. New products and increased
productivity, greater defense capa-
bilities, environmental protection,
and advances in health care are ex-
amples of the achievements of scien-
tists, engineers, and. technicians.

About 2.5 million people (nearly
one-quarter of all professional work-
ers) were engineers, scientists, or
other scientific and technical work-
ers in 1976.

Engineer;

Engineers play a prominent role in
bringing scientific progress into our
everyday lives. They use scientific
and mathematical principles to, de-
sign and produce new,and improved
products and to solve practical tech-
nical problems such as ways of im-
proving automobile engines to in-
crease gas mileage. Most engineers
work in private industryprimarily

in industries manufacturing machin-
ery, electrical equipment; and air-
craft, and in firms providing engi-
neering and architectural services.

Engineers usually specialize in one
of the branches of engineering. (The
Handbook discusses 12 of these
branches.) Many engineers further
specialize in an industry such as the
motor vehicle industry.

Engineers design, develop, and test
equipment; work in the production
departments of manufacturing firms;
and sell technical products and prO-
vide technical assistance to industrial
customers. Some work in supervisory
and management jobs in which
knowledge' of engineering is re-

:quired.

Scientists

Scientists seek knowledge of na-
ture and of the physical_ world
through observation, study, and ex-
perimentation. Some scientists devel-
op new products and processes from

Scientific and technical occupations, 1976

3% of total employment:
In all occupations

a
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scaientlic discoveries. The largest
group of scientists study the scientific 9
principles of the physical world; this
'group includes chemists, physicists,
and environmental scientists. More
than half of all physical scientists are
chemists. Most chemiststvork in pri-
vate inpustry; about one-half are. in
chemical manufacturing. A quarter
of all physical scientists are- .physi-
cists. Most physicists work 2w, colleg-
es and universities; teaciiing and
doing research, and in priyate indus-
trymostly in companies that manu-
facture aerospace and defense,- relat-
ed products.

EnVironmental scientists study the
earth, its oceans, and its atmosphere.
Their work increases understanding
of our lanet and helps in controlling
pollution, discovering and develop-
Etig natural esources, and in weather
predictio This group includes- ge-
o °gists, meteorologists, and ocean-
ographers. The largest environmen-
tal science ,occupation is that of
geologist. Most geologists work in
petroleuni extraction industries and
in colleges and universities.

Life scientists study life processes
and living organisms, from the largest
animals to the smallest microbes.
The majorityoteach or do research in
colleges and universities. Biological
scientists are the largest group-of life
scientists: Medical scientists has been
the fastest growing group Within the'
life sciences over the past two dec-
ades.

Mathematicians and 'Statisticians
) also are considered natural scientists.

Some mathematicians devote all
their time to thebretical research,
while others apply matheinatical
principles to practical problems.
Ban mathematiciAs and statisti-
cians work to quantify solutions to
problems in science, management.
and engineerin Statisticians collect,
analyze, in interpret the nude-deal
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results of surveys, quality control
tests, or'economic and business re-
search programs. In doing so, they
assist managers and administrators in
making decisions..

Ceonservallonhas

Conservationists protect, develop,
and manage natural resources such
as forests, rangelands, wildlife, soil,
and water. By protecting and con-
serving these assets now, conserva-
tionists help assure that future needs

. wlIL,be met.
sters help insure that the Na-

t on's forests are used. properly.
Through the forester's management
and research efforts, forests can con-
tinually meet many competing uses
such as lumbeproductiOn, recre-
ation, and support of wildlife. Forest-
ers often are assisted by forestry
technicians, sometimes called forest-
ry aides.

'Range managers deterMine how
rangeland can best support livestock

'grazing while still conserving it for
other uses such as Wildlife grazing
and recreation.,

Soil conservationists provide farm-
ers, ranchers, and others with techni-
cal assistance and advice on how to
conserve soil and 'Water resources.

Other Scientific,ind Technical
Personnel

More than 900,000 workers in oth-
er scientific and technical occupa-
tions assist scientists and engineers.
These persons work as engineering
aqiiilScience technicians, broadcast
techniciansfdr1fiers, and surveyors.

Engineering and science techni"-
cian jobs are more practical and lim-
ited in scope than those of engineers
and scientists. The more highly
skilled jobs, however, require the

,ability to analyze and solve engineer-.
ing and science problems and to pre-
pare reports on tests and experi-
mnts.

Technicians who work in research
and development set . up complex
laboratory equipment and help de-
sign scientific instrun4nts. Those
who'work in production jobs test and
inspe roducts and act as a liaison

ween engineering and production
departments. Others sell technical

1.

products, install complex equipment,
and provide technical services to in
dustria,1 customers.

Broadcast technicians ensure the
technical quality of radio and televi-
sion broadcasts by operating and
maintaining soundltecorders, televi-
sion cameras, video tape recorders,
and other electronic equipment.

Drafters prepare detailed drawings
which show dimensions, Material re-
quirements, and other specifications
for enginders,rchitects, and design-
ers.

Surveyors measure construction
sites, establish official land bound-
ariesassist in setting land valuations,
and collect inforrhsfion for maps and
c rtt.

Training

A bachelor's &gee is usually
needed to enter scientific and engi-
neering jobs. However, increasing
emphasis is being placed on ad-
vanced degrees in some fields, espe-
cially 'in mathematics, physics, and
the life sciences. For some occupa-
tions:such as astronomer, a doctor-
ate is required for full professional
status.' A bachelor's degree is stiffi-
clent for entry into most engineering
jobs, and some senior engineering
technicians with less than -a ,b che-
lor's degree are occasionally-I3 omot-
ed to engineering, jobs.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTL K HANDBOOK ti

Undergraduate training for scien-
tists and engineers' includes courses
in their major field and in related.
science areas, including mathemat-
ics. Courses in statistics and comput-
er programming are becoming more
important. Students are usually re-
quired to take courses in English and
a foreign language; as well.

In graduate school, students usual-
ly take courses in their major area of
study,'' as well as courses, in mathe-
matics and related sciences. Require-
ments for the master's or doctor's
degree vary by institution, but usual-
ly include a thesis, whiCh is.a report
of the results of the studnt's own
original research. Students who want
to specialize in a particular area of
study should select their scho.ols
carefully-. For example, those who
plan to become bieunedical engineers
or biochemists and work in medicine
should study at a university affiliated
with yi hospital. Those who want to
be agricultural scientists can get the
most pradtcal at.State uni-
versities that have agricUltural ex-
periment stations.

Technicians acquire training, in
many ways. Some complete on -the-
)job .trainingprograms, take formal

''courses part time while working, or
obtain training in the Armed Forces.
Many ernplo
graduates of specialized, training pro- -

however, seek

The number of openings in scientific and engineering
occupations va 'es greatly by occupational group.

Average annual openings, 1976:85 (In thousands)

Engineers

Engineering and science
technicians

Drafters

Life scientists

Physical scientists

Mathematics occupations

Environmental scientists

Conservation occupations
/11

Source- Bureau cf Labor Statistics

30 40 50 60

Growth 1111 'Replacement



SCIENTIFIC MF1TECHNICAL- OCCUPATIONS

grams. One- to fourzyear training
programs are offergd in postsecon-

' dary. schoolsteohnical institutes,
junior and community colleges, area
vocational technical schools, and
collegei and universities.

Ou !do k

Opportunities in scientific and
technical occupations are expected
to expand through the mid- 1980's. In
the past, growth in these occupations
has been related to an expanding
econoniy and to increased R&D ex-.

. .
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r
.....many technically trained people will

be required to solve urgent problems
such as air, water, and nope pollu-
tion, to develop new sources of ener-
gy, and to combat disease,

The following sections of the
Handbook provide detailed infopna-
lion for 4 conservation occupations,
12 engineering specialties, 13 scien- ,
tific occupations including life, phys-
ical, environmental, and mathemat-
ical scientists, and 4 related scientific
and technical occupations.

penditures, especially by the Federal
Government. Both go\ernment and
industryore expected to increase.
their R &D expenditures through the
mid- 1980's although they will in:
crease them more slowly than during
the 1960's. If the rate of economic
growth and actual R&D levels end
patterns differ significantly from
those assumed, the outlook in many
occupations would be altered.

Scientists, engineers, and other sci-
entific and technical workers will be
needed to develop new- technologies
and better products. In addition,

't

)
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CONSEA)/ATION OCCUPATIONS

Forests, rangelands,' wildjile, soil,
and water are important natural re-
sources. Conservationists protect,
develop, and manage these resources
to assure that futuro needs will be
'met.

Persons interested in a Career. in
conservation must 'have specialized'
training. Foresters, range managers,
and soil conservationists genejally
need bachelor's degrees in their
fields. Technical schoo is usually
required for positions forestry
:technicians. In addition to technical
knowledge and skills, con ervationt
ists must have a sincere i terest in
the environment and the desire to
protect it. They shotild enjoy dealing
with others and like public service,
since they often work with people in
the community. Flexibility also is
important, since a conservationist
may work in a remote camping area
one week, speak to a community
gro p the next, and fight a forest or
br h fire the next.

This sectioiVdescribes four conser--
nation occupationsforester, forest
ry technician, range manager, and
soil conservationist.

FORESTERS

(D.O.T. 040.081)

Nature of the Work

- Forests are a vital natural re-
source. They can be used repeatedly
without being destroyedif properly
managed. 'the condition of our envi-
ronment has become a major nation-
al concern, and foresters play an im-
portant role in protecting that
environment by ensuring that our
forests are propdrly used. Foresters
manage, develop, and protect these
lands and their resourcestimber,
water, wildlife, forage, and recrea-
tional areas.

About' half of all conservationists are employed by
Federal, State, and local governments

Employinent of conservationists, 1976 (in thousands)

0
Soon*: Bureau of Labor StallrIcs

5 "! 10 15 20 25

ON Federal NM State and local.. Other
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Foresters:Plan and supervise the
cutting and planting of trees. :.They
also protect the trees., from, fire,
harmful insects, and disease. Forest-
ers may be responsible for other du-'
ties ranging from wildlife protection
and watershed management to the
development and sup.ei4ision of
camps, parks and grazing lands.

Foresters also do'research, provide
forestry information to foiest owners
and to the general public (called
extension work), and teach ar colleg-
es and universities,.

Foresters often specialize in one
area of work, such as timber manage-
ment, outdoor recreation, or forest.
economics. Some of these. areas are
recognized as distinct professions.

/ Place' of Employment

About 25,000 persons worked as
foresters in 1976. Near)), 2 out of 5
worked in private industry, Mainly
for pulp and paper, lumber, logging,
and milling companies. About one-
fourth worked for the Federal Gov-
ernment, primarily in the Forest. Ser-
vice of the Department of Agricul-
ture. The remain
and local govErnme
universities, or cons
were self-employe
.tants or test owners.

r worked for State
colleges and

Iting firms or
either as consul-

raining, Other 9uallfIcatIons,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree with a major
in forestry is the .minimum educa-
tional requirement for those,desiring
professional careers in fofestry.
However, due to keen job' competi;
tionand the increasingly complex na-
ture of the forester's work, employ-
erg prefer graduates who hold
advanced degree*. Certain jobs such
as teaching and research require ad-
vanced degrees.

Education in forestry leading to a
bachelor's or higher degree was of-
fered in 19761)y 50 colleges and uni-
versities, of which 43 were accredit-
ed by the Society of American
Foresters. Curriculums stress the lib-
eral arts and communications skills
as well as technical forestry subjects.
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Aing9,-
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t.foresters spend considerable timw out-
\ doors in all kinds of weather.

.

lytst programs also include courses
in forest economics and business ad-
ministration to supplement the stu-
dent's scientific and technical knowl-
edge. Many colleges require
students to spend one summer in a
field camp operated. by the college.
All schools encourage summer jobs
that give firsthand experience in for-
est or conservation work.

In additiOn to meeting the-intellec-
tual demands of forestry, foresters
must enjoy working outdoors, be
physically hardy, and be willing to
moyje,'often to remote places: Forest-

* ers should also be able to work well
with people and be able to express_
themselves clearly.

Forestry graduates usually work
under the supervision of experienced
foresters. After ,gaining experience,
they may advance to -more 'respon-
sible positions. In the. Federal Gov-
ernment, an experienced forester
may supervise an entire 'forest area,
and may advance to regional forest
supervisor or to a top administrative
position. In private 'industry, forest-
ers start by learning the practical and
administrative aspects of the busi-

ness. Many. foresters work their way
up to top managerial positions/within
their companies.

Employment Outlook'

Employment requirements for for-
esters are expected to grow about as
fast as the average for all occupations
through the mid-'1980's. In recent
years, however, the number of per-
sons earning degrees' in'forestry has
exceeded occupational require-
ments, creating competition for jobs.
If the number of degrees granted
each year remains at present levels,
competition is expected to persist
throughout the period. Opportunities
will be better for those who can offer
an employer either an advanced de-
gree or several years' experience.

The country will need more forth-
ers in the future to ensure an increas-
ing output Of forest products. Em-
ployment, also may increase as we
become more aware 'of the ne"ed to
conserve and replenish our forest-re-
sources, and to improve the envifem-

° mental quality of our forest lands.
Private owners of timberland may

well empldy more foresters as they
recognize the need forand the
higher i!rirofitability ofimproved
forestry and logging practices. The
forest produos industry will require
additional foresters - to apply new
techniques for using the entire forest
crop, to develop methods of growing
superior "trees in a shortert, period of
time, and to do research in the fields
of plant genetics and fertilization.

Employment of foresters will prob-
ably continue to grow faster in pri-
vate industry than in .the Federal
Government where budget '.limits=
tions may restrain growth. State gov-
ernment agencies wilLprobably hire
more foresters thro'ugh Federal-State
cooperative programs for fire con-
trol, protection against insects and
disease, recreation, and technical as-
sistance to owners of forest lands.

The expected-rapid increase in the
employment of forestry technicians
will reduce the amount of time spent
by foresters in performing routine
tasks, .but the forester will have to
devote mole and more 'time to'super-
visory work and to the gLigeral man-
agement of the forest.

34.3
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Earnings and Working
..,QondltIons

The average starting salary for for-
esters in 1976 was $10,000 a year,
while experienced foresters averaged
over-17)8,00g, according to the limit-..
ed data availa .

In private i ustry, starting forest-
ers averaged '10,300 a year in 1976
and the overall average salary was
$17,700, according to the limited
data available.

Graduates entering the Federal
Go'Vernment as foresters in 1977
with just a bachelor's degree started
at $9,303 a year. However,' because
of keen competition, most foresters
hired by the Federal Government
either held amaster's degree or had
some experience, and generally
started at $1J ,523 a year. Ph. D.'s
generally started at $14,097 or
$17,056 a year. The median annual
salary in 1977 for federally employed
foresters exceeded $20,000.

In localk.government, foresters gen-
erally began at about $10,700 a year
in 1976, while their median sonual
salary was $15,400. State govern-
ments paid about $9,200 annually to
start in 1976; and State median sala-
ries were $15,400 per year. College
professoa_zenerally 'started at about
$11,000 annually in 1976, while their
median salary was over $20,000 pei
year. Many faculty foresters supple-
ment their regular salaries( with in-
come from lecturing, -consulting, and
writing. .

Many experienced foresters ad-
vance to jobs which require them to
spend most of their time in an office.'
However, the beginning forester
spends considerable time outdoors in
all kinds of weellter, sometimes in
remote areas. Foresters may also
work extra Hours on emergency duty,
as in firefighting or search and rescue.

"missions.

Sources of Additional'
InforMation

General information about the for-
estry profession, ohs of heading ma-
terials, and lists of schools. offering
education in fOrestry are Available
from:
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ty of American Foresters, 5400 Orme.:
nor Lane, Washington, D.C. 20014.

National -Forest Products Association, 1619
. Massachusetts Ave., NW., Washington,,
D.C. 20036.

General career information is also
'available from:
American Forest Institute, 1619 Massachu-

setts Ave. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

American Forepy Association, 13108th St.
NW., Waslington, D.C. 20036.

For details on forestry careers in
the-Forest Service, contact:

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Ser-
vice, Washington, D.C. 20250. ,

FORESTRY. TECHNICIANS

(D.O.T. 441.137 through 441.887)

Nature of the Work

Foieslily technicians, sometinies
called forestry aides in, entry level
positions, assist foresters in the care
and management of forest lands and
their resources. (See statement on
foresters earlier' in this caopter.)

Forestry technicians helpestimate
present andpotential timber produc-
tion in a certain area. If new roads
are needed to make the timbereacces-
sible for cutting and removal4chni-
clans may supervise 'km. suNeying
and road building crews. After the
timber. has been cut, they measure
the logs to determine how much lum-
ber the trees will yield and then assist
in the sale of the timber.

Technicians work on many forest
improvement projects. They inspect

-trees for disease and other problems,
and record their findings. On 'water-
shed projects, they work to pivent
flood darnage and soil erosion and
seek ways to increase the quality of
water in the forest.

Forestiy technicians also help to
prevent and control fires. They give
fire preventiOn information to people
using the forest and lead firefighting
crews if a fire occurs. After fires are
extinguished, the x take inventory of
burned areas and Npervise the plant-
ing of new trees and shrubs to restore
the forest.

fib
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Forestry technician measuring the diameter of a tree.

Recreational use of the forest has
increased greatly. Technicians main-
tain forest areas for hunting, camp-
ing, hiking, and other recreational
activities. They also explain forest
regulations and policies to visitors
and enforce these rules:

Places of Employment

About 11,000 persons worked
year rounas forestry technicians in
1976. Nearly the same number found

'temporary employmentprimarily
a,with Federal and Sta'te Govern-

34 ti

mentsduring the summer or in the
spring and fall fire seasons.

Nearly half the year-round total'
worked in private industry, mainly
for logging, lumber, and paper com-
panies. Reforestation projects of
mining, oil, and railroad compa-
niesas well as employment in tree
nurseriesaccounted for the re-
mainder of the workers in private
emplbyment.. The Federal Govern-
ment employed about 3,700 full-time
forestry technicians in 1976, primar-
ily in the Forest Service of the U.S.
Department Fof Agriculture, Arhile an-
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Other 2,200 worked for State govern-
ments.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most persons qualify for beginning
jobs as forestry technicians by com-
pleting a specialized course of study
in a 1- or 2-year postsecondary
school or through work experience
on firefighting crews, in tree nurser-
ies, or in recreation, work.

Because of keen job competition
at the present time, opportunities for
employment are better for those with
postsecondary school training. In
1976, about 80 technical institutes,
junior_ or community colleges, and
universities offered forestry techni-
cian training, of which 53 are recog-
nized by the Society of American
ForesteN.

Most forestry technician schools
require graduates to complete gener-
al education courses such as mathe-

, matici and English, forestry-related
courses including biology and bot-
any, and specialized forest technol-
ogy courses such as land surveying,
tree identification, aerial photograph
interpretation, and timber harvest-
ing. To gain practical experience,
students may be required to work in
a forest or camp operated by the
school.

-Enthusiasm for outdoor work,
Physical stamina, and the ability to
carry out tasks with and without di-
rect supervision are essential for suc-
cess in this field. Technicians should
be able to work with survey crews,
users of, the forest lands, forest own-
ers, and foresters. They must express
themselves clearly when talking to
'others and, when making written re-
ports.

Forestry technicians generally be-
gin work as trainees or in relatively
routine positions under the direct su-
pervision of an experienced techni-
cian or forester. As technicians gain
experience, they are .given more re-
sponsibility, and often move into su-
pervisory positions. Some techni-
eians obtain bachelor's degrees in
forestry -and are promoted to the for-
ester levot 1'1

Employment Outlook

Growth in employment of forestry
technicians is expected to be faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-I980's. Private in-
dustry should continue to provide a
high prtportion of these jobs.

Environmental concern, a rising
demavid for forest products and in-.
creased use of technology in the

industry
for-

est ndustry are expected to stimulate
demand for more technicians each
year. Trained technicians will be re-
quired to operate specialized and
ficient laborsaving machines aita to
help apply sophisticated scientific
methods to forest management.
Technicians will also increasingly
perform many of the more routine
jobs done hy foresters.

Despite this expected growth, keen
competition for jobs is anticipated.
Currently, the -number of persons
seeking oinployment as forestry tech-
nicians greatly exceeds the jobs avail-
able. Unless the namber of graduates
of forestry technician schools de-
clines substantially in the future, this
keen competition for jobs is expected
to continue.lfhose offering spcial-
ized forestry technician traini4 and
some practical experience may have
better opportunities.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries of forestry techni-
cians ranged from $7,500 to $10,000
a year in 1976, according to the lim-
ited data available; experiented for-
estry technicians averaged about
$12,300.

In the Federal Government, forest-
ry technicians started at $8,316 or
$9,303 a year in 1977 depending on
education and experience. Experi-
enced forestry technicians in the
Federal 'Government averaged be-
tween $12,000 and $13,000 annual-
ly.

Forestry technicians spend consid-
erable time outdoors in all kinds of
weather, sometimes in remote areas.
In emergencies, such as fighting fires
and controlling floods, forestry tech-
nicians work many extra hours. Cli-
matic conditions often limit year-
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round field work, rand firefighting
jobs are limited to the fire season.

Sources of-Additional
'information

Information about a career in the
Federal Government as...a forestry,
technician is available from:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Ser-

vice, Washington, D.C. 20250.

For a list of schools recognized by
the Society of American Foresters
offering training in the field write to:
Society of American Foresters, 5400 Grosve-

nor Lane, Washington, D.C. 20014.

RANGE. MANAGERS

(D.O.T. 040.081)

Nikture of Work

Rangelands cover more than 1 bil-
lion acres of the United States, most-
ly in the Western States and 'Alaska.
They contain many natural resourc-
es: grass and shrubs for animal graz- -
ing, habitats for livestock and wild-
life, water from vast watersheds,
facilities for water'sports and other
kinds of recreation, -and valuable
mineral and energy resources.
Rangelands also serve as areas for
scientific study of the environment.

Range managers, sometimes called
range scientists, range ecologists, or
range conservationists, manage, im-
prove, and protect range resources to
maximize their use without incurring
ecological destruction. For example,
range managers determine the num-
ber and kind of animals to be grazed,
the grazing system to be used, and
the best season for grazing in Order to
yield a Nigh production of livestock.
At the same time, they must conserve
soil and vegetation for. other uses
such as wildlife habitat, outdoor rec-
reation,- and timber production.

Range., managers restore and im-
prove rangelands through techniques
such as controlled burning, reseed-
ing,. and biological; - chemical; or me=
chanical control of undesirable
plants. For example, selected range-
lands with natural sagebrush vegeta-

.
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Range managers may spend considerable
remote parts

tion may be plowed and reseeded_
with a more productive grass. Range
managers also determine the need
for and carry out range conservation
and development soch as provi ing
for animal watering acilities, err ion
control, and fire prevention.

Not all of the range manager's ime
is spent outdoors. Office work not
unusual. The range mans er may
consult with other conser on spe-
cialists, prepare written eports, and
perform certain administrative du-
ties...

Because of the multiple use of
rangelands, range, managers .Ofteli
work in such closely related fields as-
f/wildlife and wat'eriZed management,
orest " managem4t, and recreation.

Places of Einployment

About 3,0001 persons worked as
range managers in -1976. The major-
ity worked for the Federal Govern-
ment, principally for the Forest Ser-
vice and' the Soil Conservation
Service of the Department of Agri-
culture and the Bureau of and Man-.
agement of the Department of the
Interior, Range Managers,n State
governments are employed in game
and fish departments, State land
agencies, and extension services.

An increasing number of range
managers are working for private in-
dustry. Coal and oil companies em-

time away from home working outdoors In
of the range.

ploy range managers to help restore
the ecological talance to mined out
areas. Banks and real estate firms'
employ them to help increase the
revenue from their landholdings.
Other range managers work for pri-
vate consulting firms and large live-'
stock ranches.

Some range managers with ad-
vanced degrees teach and do re-
search at colleges and universities.
Others work overseas with United
States and United Nations agencies
and with foreign governments.

ofe..?r- '-,..

-
TiOlnliiif,i)ihei Quellflcetlsni zik

eridbAdvancemerit

A bachelor's` degree with a major
in range management or range sci-.
ence is the 'usual minimum educa-
tional reqpiremtt for range manag-
ers. In the Fedral Government, a
degree in a closelyttelated field, such
as agrpnoiny or forestryf including
courses in range management and
range science, may also be accepted.'

43raduate degrees in range manage-
ment are generally required-for,
teaching and research positions, and
may be helpful for: advancement in
other jobs.

In 1976,. about 20 colleges and
universities had degree programs in
range management or range science.

3 4 8'
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A number of other schools offered
course work in range management.

A degree in range management
requires a basic knowledge of biol-
ogy, chemistry, physics, mathemat-
ics, and communication Spe-
cialized courses combjne plant,
animal, and soil sciences with princi-
ples of ecology and resource man-
agement. Desirable electives include
economics, computer science, forest-
ry, wildlife, and recreation

Federal Government-agencies, pri-
marily the Forest Service, the Soil
Conseivatiop Service, and the Bu-
reau of Land Management, hire
some college students for. summer
jobs in range management. This ex-
perience may better qualify these
students for jobs when they graduate.

Besides having a love for the out-
doors, range managers should be
able to write and speak effectively
and work with others. They should
have the ability to work alone or un-
der direct supervision. Good physical
health and stamina also are impor-
tant.

Employment Outlobk

Employment of range managers is
expected to grow faster than the av-
erage for all occupations through the
mid-1980's. Job opportunities
throughout this period ar expected
to be good for persons wit ees
in range management or range s
ence. Also, some jobs ,may be filled
by persons with degrees in
'fields who have had some range man-
agement courses.

An increasing demand for meat
and other rangeland products should
stimulate the need for more range
managers: Since the amount of
rangeland is generally fixed, range
managers will be needed to increase
the output of rangefnds while pros
tecting their ecological balance,
Also, more range nyarragers will be
needed as the number of large live-
stock ranches increases.

As oil and coal exploration accel-
erates, private industry will probably
require many more range specialists
to rehabilitate ecologically disturbed
areas.

The use of rangelands for other
purposes such as wildlife protection
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and recreation could create addition-
al neickfor range *managers. Federal
hiring for these' activities depends
heavily upon legislation concerning
themanagenient of range resources.

Earnings add Working
Conditions

Iit the Federal dovernment, range
managers with the bachelor's degree
started at either $9,303 or S11,523 in
1977,. depending on their college

-grades. Those having 1 or 2 years of ,

graduate work began at S11,523 or
$14,097; persons with Ph. D. degrees
started at either S14,097 or 517,056
a" year. Range managers with the -
Federal Government averaged about
$20,000 a year-in 1977.

Salities for. range managers who
work for State'governments and pri-
vate companies are about the same
as those paid by the Federal Govern-
ment, according to limited data.

Range managers may spend con-
siderable time away from home
working outdoors in .remote parts of
the range.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about a career as a
range manager as=well as a list of
schools offering training is available
from:
Society for Range Management, 2760 W. 5th

Ave. Denver, Col. 80204.

For information about career op-
portunitiet in the Federal Govern-
ment, contact: --)40.

Bureau of Land Management, Denver Service
Center, Federal Center Building 50, Den-
ver, Col. 80255.

Forest Service, U.S.' Department of Agricul-
ture; Washington,.DC. 2025(

SOB Conservation Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture,,Washington, D.C. 20250.

SOIL CONSERVATIONISTS

(D.O.T. 040.081)

Nature of the' Work

Soil conservationists provide tech-
nical assistance to farmers, ranchers,
and othrs concerned with the con-

,

servation of soil and water. They help
farmers and other land managers de-
velop programs that make the most
productive use of land without dam-
aging it. Soil conservationists do
most of their work in the field. If a
farmer is experiencing an erosion
problem, the conservationist will visit
the farm, find the source of the prob..'
lem, and 'develop a program to com-
bat the erosion. For example, if the
erosion is caused by water runoff on
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sloped fields, the conservationist may
recommend ways to terrace the land,
or construct pathways for the runoff
that do not remove soil. If erosion
results from wind, the conservation-
1st may recommend growing hedges
in places .that will provide wind:
breaks or may suggest improved

-inethods of farming, such as leaving
the wheat or corn stalks on the field °

after harvesting to provide ground
coVer.

Soil coniervationiit provides tanner With Wittiest aisisitiweest.

3y
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In many areas of the countrypar-
ticularly in the Westrainfall is in-

.-

sufficient to permit the growing of
crcips. Much of this land, however,
CIan be niade.suitable for grazing live-
tock if pioper water co nervation

'techniques "are uded. conserve-
donna inspect rangela and recom-

. mend to range manageA areas where
ids can be constructed to provide

estock-, They also recom-vit a

toV oblems of over-
s seEcli9 g grassland or

e -fiCks in undergrazed
14't'' the livestock away

z4 that have been over-
in-this 'manner they can dis-

4e-lb that the concentra-
als in any one area does

tlgetci the replaceable food sup-
4 'a

Oil -conservationists pay close at
titiyi to weather patterns in 'order

:aware of conservation prob-

p1

t5
to
lems fore they arise. During the
winter -mOnths; -they make periodic
snowmobile or ski patrols into the
Rockies and other mountainous
areas of the West to measure snow-
fall. This enables them to predict the
spring and summer water runoff. In
years when the snowfall is light,-they---
alert rant! managers and farmers to
possible water shortages, and 'devel-

'op appropiiate watej conservation
measures.

In addition to working with indi-
vidual farmers and ranchers, soil

.conservationists are assig to work
as technical advisors to S -1 and Wa-
ter Conservation Districts when solv-
ing areawide land management prob-
lems. A Soil and Water Conservation
District is made up of a group of indi-
viduals within a county who are con-
cerned with, and responsible for,
conservation problems within 'that
county. Soil conservationists working
with Conservation Districts prepare
maps of the district or parts of the
district, depicting particular prob -'
lems of soil and water conservation.
They then use the maps to develop a
conservation program for the entire
area, whether it is only a few farms
and ranches or an entire watershed.

'Places of Employment

An esti ted 7,500 soil conserva-
tionists w_ere employed in 1976,
mostly by the.Federal Government in.
the U.S. agpartment of Agriculture's
Soil Conservation Service or in the
Department of 'the Interior's Bureau
of Indian Affairs. Soil conservation
ists employed by, the Department of
Agriculture work as advisors for Soil
and Water Conservation Districts in
almost every county in the country.,
Those employed by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs generally work near or
on Indian reservations, most of which
are located in the Western States. In
addition to those who work for the
Federal Government, others are em-
ployed by State and local govern-
ments, and some teach at colleges
and universities.

Other soil conservationists are em-
ployed by rural banks, insurance
firms, and mortgage companies that
make loans- for agricultural lands. A
few also work for public utilities, and
lumber and paper companies that

-have large holdings of forested lands..

Training, Other Oualificatthns,
and Advancement

Very few colleges and universities
offer degrees with a major in sag-

conservation. Most soil conserva-
tionists, especially those employed,
by the Soil Conservation Service.
have degrees in agronomy. A few soil
conservationists have degrees in re-
lated fields a the natural resource
sciences, such as wildlife biology,
forestry, 'and agricultural education.
Programs of study generally must in-
clude 30 semester hours in natural
resources, or agriculture, including at
least 3 hours in soils.

A background in agricultural engi-
neering is very helpful to soil conser-
vationists, and courses in cartogra-
phy, or mapmaking, also are helpful.
Soil conservationists must be able to
coamunicate well with people, since
much of their work deals with edu-
cating farmers and ranchers in sound
conservation practices. Also, they
must be able to prepare written re-
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ports and plans of programs tb pre-
sent to farmers, range managers, and
Soil and Water Conservation Dis-
tricts.

Opportunities for advancement
are somewhat limited. Howkr, con-
servationists working at ite county
level may advance to the State level.
Also, soil conservationists oan trans-
fer to related occupations such as
farm management advisor or land ap-
praiser. Those with advanced de-
lopes may find teaching opportuni-
ti4in colleges and universities. .

Employment Outlook

Employment of soil conservation-,

ists is expected to increase about as
fast as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to employment growth, several hun-
dred openings will occur each year
froin the need to replace conserva-
tionists who die, retire, or transfer to
other occupations. For example,.
even though employment of conser-
vationists in. the Soil Conservation
Service has not increased over the
past decade, the Department of Agri-
culture has hired, on the average,
about 400 new conservationists each
year

Employment growth will occur in
banks,' public utilities, and other or-
ganizations that make loans on agri-
culturt landi or that have large hold-
ings of farm or ranch lands91Many of
these organizations are adding con-
servationists to their staffs to help
preserve the value of farmlands on

. which they hold mortgages or to help
them comply with 'recent conserva-
tion and anti-pollution laws. In addi-
tion, as concern for the environment
and interest in conserving the pro-
ductivity of agricultural lands in-
creases, a larger number of colleges
should add soil conservation majors
to their degree uograms,. which
would increase the demand for soil. .

conservationists to fill teaching poSi-
tions. However, because this is a very"'
attractive .job choice for many peo-
ple, competitiOn for jobs as soil con-
servationists may'make it difficult t
find jobs in this field.
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CONSERVATION

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Soil conservationists who had a
bachelor's degree and were em-
ployed by the Federal Government
received $9,303 a year in 1977. Ad-
vancement to $11,523 could be ex-
pected after 1 year of satisfactory
service. Those who had outstanding&
records in college, or who had a mas-
ter's degree, started at $11,523 and
could advance to $14,097 after 1

year. Further advancement depends

4

t

upon the individual's ability to ac-
cept greater responsibility. Earnings
of-well-qualified Federal soil conser-
vationists with several years' experi-
ence range from $17,056 to $28,725

" a year.
Because soil conservationists do

most of their work in the field, this
may be an ideal career for a person
who enjoys working outdoors. Usual-
ly during periods of bad weather they
work in their offices, but occasional-
ly they have to work outdors in in-
clement weather.
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Sources of Additonal
inforrnatiop_n

Additional informatitn on employ-
ment as a sail conservationist may be
obtained from the U.S. Civil Service
Commissiotr, Washington, D.C.
20415; Employment Division, Office
IPPersonnel, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
20250; or any office of the Depart-
mentZs Soil Conservation Service.
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ENGINEERS

' The work of engineers affects our
lives in thousands of different ways.
Their past-accomplishments have en-
abled us to drive safer automobiles,
reach the moon, and even prolong
life through special machinery. Fu-
ture accomplishmenti could help us
increase energy supplies, develop

e pollution-free powerplants, nd
aid edical science's fight agal
dise

In 1976, more than 1.1 millio
persons were employed as engineers,
the second largest professional occu-
pation, exceeded only by teachers.
Most engineers specialize in one of
the more than 25 specialties -recog-

sized by professional societies. With-
in the majorbranches are over 85
minor subdivisions. Structural, enVi-
ro n m en tal hydraulic,vand highway
engineering, for example, are subdi-
visions of civil engineering. Engi-
neers also may specialize in the Ingi-
'leering problems .of one industry,
such as motor vehicles, or in a, par-
ticular field of technology, such as
prop Ision or guidance systems. This
sec on, which contains an overall
di ussion of engineering, is followed

parate statements on 12 branch- .
es of the professionaerospace, ag-
ricultural, biomedical, ceramic,
chemicpl, civil, electrical, industrial,
mechanical, metallurgical, mining,
and petroleum engineering.

Nature,of the Work

'Engineers apply thy theories and
principles of science and matheniht-

t ics to practical technical problems.
Often their work is the link between
a scientific discovery and its useful
application. Engineers design ma-
chinery, products, systems, and pro-
cesses for efficient and economical
performance. They develop electric
power, water suRply, and waste dis-
posal systems 'teineet the problems

of urban living. They design industri-
al machinery and equipment used to
manufacture go s; and heating, air-
conditioning, and ventilation equip-
meni for more c mfortable living.
Engineers also develop scientific
equipment to probe outer space and
the ocean depths, design defense and
weapons systems for the Armed

iil.Forces, and design, plan, an 1 super-
vise the construction of buildings,dings,
highways, and rapid transit systems.
They design and develop consumer
products such as automobiles, televi-
sion sets, and refrigerators, and sys-
tems for control and automation of
manufacturing, business, and man-
agement processes.

Engineers must consider many fac-
tors in developing a new product. For
example, in developing' new devices
to reduce "automobile exhaust emis-
sions, engineers must determine the
general way the device will work, de-
sign and test all components, and fit
them together in an integrated plan.
They must then evRluate the oyerill
effectiveness of the new. aevicy, as
well` as its cost and reliability. These
factors apply to most - products, in-
cluding those as different as medical
equipmenty electronic computers,
and industrial machinery.

In addition to design and develop-
ment, many engineers work in test-
ing, production, operation, or main-
tenance. They kupervise the
operation of production processes,
determine the causes of breakdowns,.
and perform tests on newly manufac-
tured products to ensure that quality
standards are maintained. They, also r
estimate the time needed to com-
plete engineering projects and their
cost. Still others are in administrative
and management jobs where an engi-,,,
neering background is necessary, or
in sales where they discuss the tech-
nical aspects of a product and assist
in planning its installation or use.
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(See statement on manufacturers'
Silesworkers elsewhere in the Hand-
book.) Engineers with considerable=
ect4ation or experience sometimes
work as consultants. Some with ad-
vanced degrees teach in the engi-
neering schools of colleges and uni-
versities.

Engineers within . each of the
branches may apply their specialized
knowledge to man% fields. Electrical
engineers, for example, work in
medicine, computers, missile guid-
ance, or electric power distribution.
Because engineering problems are

11usually complex, the w rk in some
`Melds cuts across th traditional
branches..*Using a team approach to
solve problems, engineers in one .

fielti often work closely with special-
ists in -other scientific, engineering,
and busi ess occupations. '

.

Places of Employment,

More than half of all engineers
work in manufacturing industries,
mostly in the electrical and electron-
ic equipment, aircraft and parts, ma-
chinery, chemicals, scientific instru-
ments, primary metals, fabricated
metal products, and motor vehicle
industries. Over 340,000 were em=
ployed in nonmanufacturing indus-
tries in 1976, primarily in construc-
tion, public utilities, engineering and
architectural services, and Business
and management consulting services.

Federal, State, and local govern-
inents employed about 10,000 engi-
neers. Over half of these worked for
the Federal Government, mainly in
the Departments of Defense, Interi-
or, Agriculture, Transportati an
in the National Aeronauti anc
Space Administration. Mos engi-
neers in State and local -gover mera
agencies worked in highway andpub-
lic works departments. tif

CollegAs and universities em-
ployed about 45,000 engineers in' re-
search and teaching jobs, and asmall _
number worked for nonprofit re-
search .Srganizations.

Engineers are employed in every
State, in small 'and large cities and in
rural areas. Some branches of engi-
neering are concentrated in particu;
lar industries and geographic areas,
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as discussed in the statements later in
this chapter.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree in engineering
is the generally accepted educational
requirement for binning engineer-
ing jobs. College graduatestrained in
one of the natural sciences'or mathe-
matics also may qualify for some be-
ginning jobs. Experienced techni-
cians with some. engineering
education are occasionally able to
.advance to some types of engineering
jobs.

Many colleges recently have estab-
lished 2- or 4-year,programs leading
to degrees in engineering technology.
These iirogr ms prepare students for
practical de ign and production work
rather than or jobs that require more
theoretical scientific and mathemat-
ical knowledge. Graduates of 4-year
engineering technology programs
may ge6kobs similar to those ob-
tained bf engineering bachelor's de-
gree iraduates. However, the status
of those with the engineering tech-
nology degree is still not clear. Some
employers regard them as having
skills somewhere between those of a
technician and an engineer.

Graduate training is being empha-
sized for an increasing 'number of
jobs; it is essential for most beginning
teaching and research positions, and
is desirable for advancement. ,Some
specialties, Such as nuclear engineer-
ing, are taught mainly at the graduate
level.

About 250 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree in engi-
neering, and over 910 colleges offer a
bachelor's degree in engineering
technology. Althou)gh programs in
the larger Winches of engineering
are offered in. most of these institu-
tions, some small specialties are
taught in only a very few. There,

''' t. .-a.-41iiiid en ts desiring specialized traCing=.,,- ,
should investigate curriculums be-
fore selecting a college.. Admissions

e requirements for undergraduate en-
gineering schools usually ,include
high school 'courses in advanced
mathematics and the physical scienc-
es.

In a typical 4-year curriculum, the
first 2 years are spent studying basic
sciencesmathematics, physics,
chemistry, introductory engineer-
ingand the humanities, social sci-
ences, and English. The 3ast2 years
are' devoted, for the most part, to
specialized engineering 'courses.
Some programs offer a general engi-
neering curriculum., permitting the
student to choose a specialty in
graduate school or acquire it on the
job.

Some engineering curriculums re-
quire more than 4 years to complete:
A number of colleges and universi-
ties now offer 5-year master's degree
programs. In addition, several engi-
neering schools have formal arrange-
ments with liberal arts colleges
whveby a student spends 3 years in a
liber arts college studying pre-engi-
neering subjects and 2 years in an
engineering school and receives a
bachelor's degree from each. -

Some schools have 5- or even 6-
year cooperative plans where stu-
dents coordinate classroom study
and practical work experience. In ad-
dition to gaining useful experience,
students can finance part_of their
education. Because of the need to
keep up with rapid advances in tech-
nology, engineers often continue
their education throughout their ca-
reers.

All 50 States and the District of
Columbia require licensing for engi-
neers whose work .may affect life,
health, or property,, or who offer
their services to the public. In 1976,
there were over 300,000 registered
engineers. Generally, registration re-
quirements include a degree from an
accredited engineering school, 4
years of relevant work experience,
and the passing of a State examina-
tion.

Engineering graduates usually be-
gin work under the supervision of ex-
perienced engineers. Some compa-
nies have special programs to
acquaint new engineers with special
industrial practices and to determine
the,specialties for which they are best
suited. Experienced engineers may
advance to positions of greater re-
sponsibility and some engineers
move to management or administra-
tive positions after several years of
engineering. Some engineers obtain
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graduate degrees in businessradmin-
istration to improve their advance-
ment opportunities, while still others
obtain law degrees and become, pat-
ent attorneys. Many high level execu-
tives in private industry began their
careers as engineers.

Engineers should be able to work
as part of a team and should have
creativityin analytical mind, and a
capacitY" for detail. They should be
able to express their ideas well orally
and in writing.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for en-
gineers are expected to 'be good
through the mid-1980's in most spe-,
cialities. In addition there may be
some opportunities for college
graduates frbm related fields in cer-
tain engineering jobs.

Employment requirements for en-
gineers are expected to grow slightly
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's..
Much of this growth will stem from
industrial expansion to meet the de-
mand for more goods and services.
More engineers will be needed .inthe
design and construction of factor-ies,
utility systems, office buildings, and
transportation systems, as well as in
the development and manufacture of -
defense - related products, scientific,

rinstruments, industriil machine 9

chemical products, and motor v hi-
cles.
. Engineers will be required in ener-
gy-related activitips developing
sources of energy as we.11 as designing
energy-saving systems for automo-
biles, homes, and other buildings.
Engineers also will be tifeeded to
solve environmental problems.

The level of expenditures' in some
of these areas, particularly defense,
however, hasilluctuated in the past,
affecting the requirements fin engi-
neers, and may do so in the future.
The outlook for engineers given here
is hassdon the assumption that de-
fense spending will increase from its
1976 level bqt will still be lower than`
the peak leers of the 19609S". If, how- -
ever, defense activity is highei or
ldwer than the level assumdif, the de-
mand for engineers will be higher or



lower than now expected. Further, if
the demand for their specialty de-
clines, engineers may lose their jobs..
This can-be a particular problem for
older engineers; who may face diffi-
culties in finding other engineering
jobs. These difficulties can be mini-
miz9d by selection of a career in one
of the more stable industries and en-
gineering sptcialties, and by continu-
ing education to keep up on the lat-
est technological developments.

Despite these problems, over the
long run the number of people seek-
ing jobs as engineers is expected to
be in balance with the number of job
openings.

(The oirtlook for various branches
is discussed in the separate state-
ments later;iii this section.)

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to the College Place-
ment Council, engineering graduates
with a bachelor's degree and no ex-
perience were offered average start-
ing salaries of $14,800 a year in pri-
vate industry in 1976; those with a
master's degree and no experience,
almost $16,500 a year; and those
with a Ph. D., over $21,000. Starting
offfrs for those with :the bachelor's
degree vary by branch as shown in
the accompanying table.

Starting salaries for engineers.
by branch, 1974

- Average starring
Branch salaries

Aeronautical engineering 514.268
Chemical engineering 16.212 4
Civil engineering 13.764
Electrical engineering 14.448
Industrial engineering 14.568
Mechanical engineering 14,964
Metallurgical engineering 15.600

In the Federal Government in
1977, engineers with a bachelor's de-
gree-and no experience could start at
$9,303 or $11,523 a year, depending
on their college recordsThose with
a master's degree souldistart at
$11,523 or $14,097. TICsehaving a
Ph. D. degree could begin at $17,056.
or $20,442. The average salary for
experienced' engineers in the Federal °
Government was about $25,900 in
1977.

For a 9-month academic college
year in 1976, faculty members with 5
years' experience beyond the bache-
lor's degree received about $15,150;
those witic 18 to 20 years experience
beyond the bachelor's degree re-
ceived about -$21,150. (See state-
ment on college and university teach-
ers elsewhere in the, Handbook.)

Engineers can expect an increase
in earnings as they gain Aperience.
According to an Engineering Man-

r
Growth andsreplacement needs are expected to provide
many job openings for rgineers

Selected engineering occupations
Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousands)

0 a
Source: Bureau Of Labor SlatlsOes

5 10 15

Growth 1111 Replacement
,
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power tonuntssion survey, the aver-
age salai'y for engineers with 20 years
of experience was $26,000 in 1976.
Some in management positions had
Quch higher earnings.

s
/tiny engineers work indoors in

0 and research laboratories.
Others, however, speed time in more
active workin a factory or mine, at
a construction site, or some other
outdoor location.

Sources of Additional
11nformation

General iinforfinition on engineer-
ing careersincluding engineering .-
school requirements, co rses' of
study, and salariesis aiTable

Engineers' Co4ncil for Professional Develop-
') ment, 345 E: 47th St., New York, N.Y:

10017.

Engineering Manpower Commission of Engi-
neers/Joint Council; 345 E. 47th St., New
York. N.Y. 10017.

National Society of Professional Eligineers.
2029 K St. NW.rWashington, D.C.
20006.

tfor, information about graduate
study, contact:

terican society for Engineering Education,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 400, Washing-
ton. D.C. 20036.

Societies representing the individ-
ual branches of the engineering pro-
fession are listed later in this chapter. .

Each can provide information about
careers in the particular branch.
Many other engineering organiza-
tions are listed in the following publi-
cations available in most libraries or
from the publisher:
Directory of Engineering Societies, published ,

by Engineers Joint council. 345 E. 47th
.5t., New York. N.Y. 10017.

Scientific and Technical Societies of the United
States and Canada, published by the Na-
tional Academy 91 Sciences, National Re-
search Council. 2101 Constitution Ave.,
NW., Washington, D.C. 20418r .

Some engineers are members of
labor unions. Information on engi:-
neering unions, is available from:

International Federation of Professional and
Teehnieatfogineers, 1126 16th St. NW.,
Washingftin. D.C. 20036.



AEROSPACE ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 002.081)

Nature of the Work

Aerospace engineers design, de-
velop, test, and helP, produce corn -' ^`,
mercial and Military aircraft, mis-
siles and sPacecraftThey play an
important role in advancing the ptate
of technology in commercial avi-
ation;defense system's, and space ex

. ploration.
Airosiiace engineers often special-,

ize m -ait area of work like structural
design, navigational guidance and t75..
control, instrumentation and com-
Munication, or production 'Methods.
They also may specialize in one type
of aerospace product such as
ger planes, helicopters, satellites, or
rockets.

Places of Employment

About 50,000 aerospace engineers
were employed i1 197,6, mainly in

jeepthe aircraft aid parts industry. Some
worked for deral Government
agencies, primarily., the National
Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion and the Departnient of Defense.
A few worked for commercial air-
linesy consulting firms; and colleges
and universities.

Employment Outlook

Employthent of aerospace engi-
neers is expected to grqw more slow-
ly than the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's.
Employment of aerospace engineers
is largely determined by the level of
Federal expenditures on defense and

' space programs: in the past", rapid
changes in spending levels have usu-
ally been accompanied by sharpt em-
ployment fluctuations. Expenditures
for the space program are expected
to increase only slightly from 1976 to
the mid-1980's, while defense spend-
ing will-proPably increase moderate-
ly. 'AlthOugh few jobs will be created,
by employment growth, many work-
ers will be required to fill openings
created by deatbs, retirements, and

00*--

Aerospace ermineer checking out part of a spacecraft.

transfers of workers to other occupa-
tions.. (See introductory section of
this chapter for discussion of training
requirements' and earnings. See also
.statement en aircraft, missile, and
spacecraft manufacturing elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

gources.of Additional
. Information

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astask.
nautics, Inc., 1290 Avenue of the AdieV17
ices, New York, N.Y. 10019.-

AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 013:081)r

Nature of the Work.

Agricultural engineers design ma-
chinery and equipment, and develop
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methods to improve efficiency in the
production', processing, and distribu.'
tion of food and othe agricultural
products. They also are concerned
with the conservation and manage-
'ment of energy', soil, and water re-
sources. AgriculturaLe ineors work
in research and deve pmenA, pro
duction, sales, os ma gemeni

Places of Employment

Most of the 12,000 agricultural
engineers employed in 1976 worked
for manufacturers of farm equip-
ment, electric utility companies, and
distributors of farm equipment.and
supplies. Some worked for engineer-
ing consultants who supply services
to farmers and farm-related indus-
tries; others were independent con-
sultants.

About 450 agricultural engineers
are employed in the Federal Govern-

. ment, mostly in the Department of



a
Agritulture; some are employed in
colleges and universitites; and a few
work-in State and local governmedts.

Employment Outlook

- Employment= of agricultural engi-
neers is expected to grow faster than
the, average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Incieasing
denrand, for agricultural products,

of faim operations,
increasing emphasis-on conservation ,
of resources, and the use of agricul-
tural products and wastes as industii.-
al raw materials should provide 'addi-
tional opportunities for engineers.
(See introductory part of-this section
for information on. training require-
ments and earnings. See also state-
ment on agriculture elsewherean the
Haiulbook.,)

Sources of Additional
/ Information

American Society of-Agricultural Engineers,
. pso NileRd.. St. Joseph, Mich. 49085.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERS

Nature of the Work

Biomedical engineers use engi-
neering principles to solve medical
#nd health-related problems. Many
do research, along with life scientists,
chemists, and members of the medi-
cal profession, on the engineering as-

' pects of the biological 'systems of
man and animals. Some design and
devcipp medical instruments and de-
vices artificial hearts and

i
aidneys, lasers or surgery, and pace:

kers that regulate the heartbeat.
her biomedical engineers "Adapt

computers to medical science, and
design and build systems to modern-
ize laboratory, hospital, and 'clinical
procedures. Most engineers in this

, field require a sound background in
Lone of the major. engineering. disci-
plines (mechanical, electrical, indus-
trial, or chemical) in addition, to spe-
cialized biomedical training.
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-Many biomedical engineers are Involved In research.
-

Places of Employment'

There were about 3,000 biomedi-
cal engineers' in 1976. Most teach
and do research in colleges and uni-
versities. Some work for the Federal
G,pvernment, primarily' in the Na-
tional Aeronautics and -Space Ad-
ministration, or in S encies. An
increasing number in private
industry developing new devices;
techniques, and 'systems for improv-
ing health care. Some work in saes
positions.

Employment Outlook

Employment of biomedical engi-
neers is expected to grow faster than
the average fiii all occupations
through the mid-1980's but the actu-
al number of openings is not likely to
be very large. Those who have ad-
vanced degrees will be-in demand to
teach and to fill jobs resulting from
increased expenditures for medical
research. Increased research funds
could also create new positions in
instrumentation and systems-for the
delivePy o)Lhealth services. (See in-
trodu ory part of this chapter far
information on training requirements
and earnings.)

Sources of Additional
Information

Alliance for Engineering in Medicine and Biol-
ogy, Suite,404, 4405 East-West Highway,"
Bethesda, Md. 20014.

Biomedical Engineering Society, P.O. Box
2399, Culver City, Calif. 90230.

CERAMIC ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 006.081)

Nature of the Work

Ceramic engineers develop net
ceramic materials and methods for
making ceramic materialsinto useful
products. Although to some, the
word ceramics' means pottery, ce-
ramics actually include all nonmetal-
lic, inorganic materials which require
the use of high temperature in their
processing. Thus, ceramie engineelz
work on diverse product's such as

(glassware, heat-resistant materials
for furnaces, electronic components,

',and _nuclear rtrtors. They also de-
sign and supervise'the construction
of plants and equipment to manufac-
ture these products:

Ceram ieengineers spe-
cialize in one product r morefor.
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Most ceramic engineers ars, employed In. ths stone,' clay; and glass Industry.

example, products ,of refractories ,average for al
fire-and beat-resistant materials the mid-1980's.

such as firebrick); whitewares. (por,
.celain and china dinnerware Or high
voltage electrical insulators); struc-
tural materials (such as brick, tile
and terra cotta); electrOnia ceramics
(ferrites for memory systems and mi-
crowave devices); protective and re-
fractory coatings for metals; glass;
abrasives; cement.technology; or fuel
elements for atomic energy.

Places of Employment

About 12,000 ceramic engine
were employed in 1976; mostly n the.
stone, chic, and glass industry. Oth-
ers work in industries that produce or
use ceramic products such as the iron
andsteel, electrical equipment, aero-
space, and chemicals industries.
Some are in Colleges and
independent. research organizations,
and the Federal Government.-

Employment Outlook

Employment of ceramic engineers
is- eipected to grow faster than the

0

cupations through,
Programs related to

nuclear energy, electronics, slefense,
'and medical science will provide job
opportunities for ceramic engineers..
Additional ceramic engineers will be
required to improve and adapt tradi-
tional ceramic produCts, such as
whitewares and abrasives, to new
uses. The development of filters and
catalytic surfaces, to reduce pollu-
tion, and the development of ceramic
materials for energy conversion and
conservation, should create addition;
al openings' for ceramic engineers.
(See introductory part of this section
for information on training require-
ments and earnings.)

Sources of Additional
information
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 008.081)

Nature of the Work

Chemical engineers are, involved in
many phases of the Prbduction of
chemical's and chemical products.
They'design equipment and chemical
plants as well, as determine methods
of manufacturing the product. Often,
they 'design and Operate pilot plants
to 'test their work and. evelop Chemi
cal processes such as' those to remove
chemIcal sOK.iinants from waste
materials. apsethe duties of
chemical engineers cut across 'many
fields, thbe ;professionals must have
a working knowledge of chemistry,
physics, and mecharrieril_and
cal engineering.

This branch ofengineering is so
-diversifier! and complex that ,cheini-

,

cal engineers frequently specialize in
a particular operation 'such as oxida-
tion or polymerizaiion. Others' spe-
cialize in a particular area such as..
pollution control or in the produc-
tion of a specific product like plastic's
or rubber.

Placli of Employment

Most of the 50,000 chemical engi-
neer§ working in 1976 were in manu-
faCtUring industries, primarily those
Producing chemicals, petroleum, and
related produCts. Some worked in
government agencies or taught and
did research in colleges and universi-
ties. A small number worked for' in-
dependent research institutes and en-
gineering consulting firm* or as
independent consulting engineers.

EmploymenVQutlook

Employmentof chemical engi-
neers is expected to grow about as
fast as'the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980.'s. A major fac-
tor underlying this growth is industry

American Ceramic Society, 65. Ceramic Dr.,
Columbus, Ohio 43214.

expansionthe chemicals industry in
,particular,

The growing complexity and auto-
mation of chemical processes will re-,

quire additional chemical engineers
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Chemical engineer cliehhsp!auctipil Instructions at chemical plant.

CIVIL ENGINEERSto design, builds and maintain. the ;
necessary plants and equipment.
Chemical engineers also ikip be
needed to solve problems dealing
with environmental protection, de-
velopment of synthetic fuels, and the
design and development of nuclear
,reactors. In addition, development of
new chemicals -used in the tnanufac-
ture of consumer goods, such as plas-
tics and synthetic fibers, probably
will create. additional openings. (See
introductory part of this section for
information on training requirements
and earnings. See also the-statement
on chemists and the industrial chemi-
cal industry elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Sources of Actilltional
Information- ".

American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
345 East 47th St.. New York,
100i7.

(D.O.T. 005.081)

Nature of the Work

$ -,

Civil engineers, who work the
oldest branch of the engineering pro-
fession, design and supervise the con-
struction of roads, harbols, ajraorts,
tunnels, bridges, watery supplf and
sewage systems, and buildings: Major
specialties within civil engineering
are ,structural, envifon-
mental (sanitary), transportation (in-

acluding highways and railways), geo-
techniCal, and sail mechaniCs.

Manycivil engineers are in super-
visory or adnlinistrative positions
ranging from supervisor of a

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

for Federal, State, and local 'g ern-
. ment agencies or in the ructipn -

industry. Many work for consulting
engineering and architectural firms
or as independent consulting engi-
neers. Others work for public utili-
ties, railroads, educatibnal institu-

:.tions, and manufacturJg industries.
CiVil engineers work in 111 parts of-

the country, usually in or !fear 'major
industrial and .commercial centers..
They often work at construction
sit4..es,'SometinIes in remote areas or in
foreign countries. In some jobs, they
must often move from place too place
to wdrk on different projects.

Employmetit.Outlook"

.'Employment of civil. engineers is
expected to increase about as fast as
the average for all occupations

,through the mid-1980's. Job oppor.-
tunities will result,from the growing
needs for housing, industrial build -

.sings, electric power generating
plants, and transportation systems
created by a growing poPlation and
an expanding economy. Work relat-
ed to solving problems of environ-
mental pollution and energy self-suf-
ficiency will also require additional
civil engineers.

Many "civil engineers also will be
needed each year to replade- those
who retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations. (See introductory part
of this section for information on
training requirements and earnings.)

Sources of Additional
Information

American Society of Civil Engineers, 345 E. )-
47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

ELE RICAL -ENGINEERS.,

struction site to city engineer,to top- (D.O.T. 063.081>1.51, and .187)
/ level executive. Others teach in col-

leges and universities or work as con=
sultants.

Places Of Xmployment ,
About .155,006' civil engineers

were emploospedlq 1976. Most work
(-J

Nature of the Work

Electrical engineers design, devel-'
op, test, and Supervise the`manufac-
ture of electrical and electronic
equipment. Electric .equipment in-
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1.:,. .-......9.-..A .. .

clucks -power generating `and .trani,
'1,mission..equipmentlused by "electrie:
motors, .machinsry..tontrols,. and
lighting and wiring in buildings, "Id
in automobiles !ad aircraft. Elec-
tronic eqUivnient includes. radar,
Computer's, Commimications eqilip.

, ..-
-1::÷1 -" meat, missile guidance. systems, and.:

'4.- * v .7 0

r : 4 -A4, >, .- consumer goods such as televiiions
..11' 1 ; ''. ;

and stereos:

' + ".4 ( z ,e. -, Electrical engineers' generally spe-
. cialize in a majorareasuch as inter

grated circuits, computers, electrical
equipment manufacturing, commu-
nications, or power 'distributing
equipmentdr in a Subdivisio4 of
these areas microwave communi-
cation or aviation lectronic systems,
for example. Electricalcal engineeis de-.
sign new products and specify their

1' uses and write performance require-.
ments and maintnince'schedalei. ot

4. They also tekt eqtApment, solve otter-
` '-.:-..,..p -. .-1*-,* ating problems, and estirhaie the

time and cost of engineering proj-
ects. Besides kinployment .in re-

' search, developlitent; and design,
many are in manufacturing, i'dininis-
tration. and Management, technical'
sales; or college teaching.. -

Employment:of EmployMen
11 41 M .iiii fit es

it fait AC
0 IL** Electrical Engineling is the largest

.*6 li 19 branch of the profession. About
300,000 electridal engineers were 1

`Agit employed j 197 , mainly by menu.: ii ,

facturers triesl and electronic .
a ai- equipment% aircraft and .16arts, biisi-
* ness machines, and PrOferdional and

....*; N .4.. - ";.,,;+j,.ii; - scientific equipment. Many work for
..1,... -. .44-, -- *

-..;':'44441 light and power companies. Large +'
`,,or...;' 7 , telephone, telegraphy and electric

"7

At-
';

17,;,,,ik . ° numbers are employed by govern-
, - IT '' $''''''''';'."1 ment agencies and by colleges and

,.,,x.
,.. . ...; pc,

,.....- e., *.. ,....___.. universities. Others work ,fOrcon-
t1-' Ail -: ''' 41 16 .

t Ilk struction firms, for-enikeering'con7
sultaillt, or as independent consult-
ing engineers.

1 :

Employment Outlook.

' Employment of electrical engi7
.

neers is expected to increase about, as
1' ,, fast as average kir all Ocedp dons

. .
through the mid-198.0's. Althou in

: creased demand or coMputers, m-Most clan englnisini Work for construction companies and *odors!, State, and local

3 9 muni,cations, and military electronics .

, .

.tovirnments. .. :..

*



Illectrkral 11111011111a developing specialized electrical equipment.

is expected 'to be the major contribu-
tor to thti growth, demand for elec-
trical and electronic corisnmer.

.goodsi along with increased research
and development in new types of
power generation, sl
dition'al jobs. Many

7neersAlso will be n

ould create ad-
electrical engi-

eded to replace
personnel,who re -e, die, or transfer
to other fields of work.

The long-range outlook for electri-
cakengineers is based on the assump-
tion "that defense spending in the
mid-1980's will increase from the
1976 level, but will still be somewhat
lower than the peak level of the late
1960's. If defense activity is higher or
lower than the projected level, the'
demknd for electrical engineers will
be higher or lower than now expect-
ed.

(See introductory part of this sec-
tion for information on training re-
quirements and earnings. See also
statement on elettronirS manufac-
turing elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Sources of 'Additional
Information

Institute of Electrical and Electronic' EngiL
neers/United States Activities Board,
2029 K St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20006.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS.

(D.O.T. 012.08.1-168, and .188)

nature of the Work

Industrial engineers determine the
most effective:ways for an organiza-
tion to use the basic factors of pro-
ductionpeople, machines, and ma-
terials. They are more concerned
with people and methods of business
organization than arepengineers in
other specialties who °generally are
concerned more with particular
products or processes, such as met-
als, power, or mechanics.

To solve organizational, produc-
tion, and related problems most effi-
ciently, industrial engineers design
data processing systems and apply
mathematical concepts (operations
research techniques). They also de-
velop management control systems
to aid in financial planning and cost
analysis, design production planning,
and control systems to coordinate ac
tivities and contrO product quality,
and design or improve systezts for
the physical distribution of goods, and
services. Industrial engineers also

,conduct plant location surveys,
where they look for the best combi-
nation of sources of 'raw materials,
transportation, and taxes, and devel-

3 (po
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op' wage and salary adminiitration
systems and job'evaluation programs.
Because" the work is closely related,
many industrial engineers move into
management positions.

.

Places of Employment

About 20
neers' were e

000 industrial., engi-
ployed in 1976; More

than..two- thirds worked in manufac.
tuning industries. Because -their skills-
can be used in ,almost any type of
company, they are more widely dis-
tributed' among industries than are

. those in °tiler branches of engineer-
ing. For. example, soine work for in-
surance companies, banks, construe--
tion -and mining fiims, and. public
utilities. Hospitals, retail organiza-. _

tions, add other large business firms
employ industrial engineers to im-
prove operating efficiency. Still oth-
ers -ikork for government agencies
andtcolleges and universities. A. few . .

are independent consulting engi-
neers. .

-c*Employment Outiook

Employment of industrial engi-
neers is'expected to grow faster than
the' average for all occupations,
through the mid-1980's. The increas-
ing complexity of industrial opera-
tions and the expansion of automated
processes, along with industry
growth, are factors contributing to
employment giowth. Increased rec-
ognition of the importance of seien-
tific management and safety engi-'
neering in reducing costs, and
increasing productivity, and the need
to solve environmental problems,
should create additional opportuni-
ties. .

Additional ,numbers of industrial
engineers will be required each year
to replace thOse who retire, 'die, or
transfer to other occupations' (See
introductory part of this section for
information on training requirenients
and earnings. )''D 'A

Sources of Additional
Information ,

American Institute of Industrial Engineers,
Inc., 25 Technology Park/Atlanta, Nor-
cross, Ga. 30092.
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Industrial engineer reviewing m of production process to check for problemit

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 007.081, .151, .168, and
.187)

Nature of the Work

Mechanical engineers are con-
cerned with the production, trans-

S mission, and use of power. They de-
/ sign and develop power-producing

machines such as internal combus-
tion engines, steam and gas turbines,
and jet and rocket engines. They also
design and develop power-using ma-
chines such as refrigeration and air-

T;conditaoning equipment, elevators,
"machine tools, printing presse and

steel rolling mills.
. The work of Mechanical engineers
varies, by industry and function since
many 'specialties have developed
wlthin the field. Specialties included
are motor vehicles, .marine
ment, energy conversion systems,

heating, ventilating and air-condi-
tioning, instrumentation, and ma-
chines for specialized industries,
such as petroleum, rubber and plas-
tics, and construction.
' Large numbers of mechanical en-
gineers do. research, test, and dei'gn
work. Many are administrator or
managers, while others work in m in-
tenance, technical sales; and pro uc-
tion operations. Some teach col-
leges and universities or work as
consultan ts.

praces of Emplaymant

About 200,00A mechanical engi-
neers were employed in 1976. Al-
most three-fourths were employed in
manufacturingmainly in the prima-
ry and fabricated metals, machinery,
transportation equipment, and elec-
trical equipment industries. Others
worked for government agencies,
educational institutions, and consult-
ing engineering firms.
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Employment Outlook

Employment of mechanical engi-
neers is expected to increase about as
fast as the average for all occupptions'
through the mid- 1980's. The growing
demand for industrial' machinery and.
machine tooli and the increasing

:complexity of"industrial machinery
Atiktesses will. be major factors..
supportingl:Increased employment
opportunities. Plebitanical engineers
will be needed to deVelop ifeW,energy
systems and to help solve enviroi- -:

.mental pollution problems.
Large numbers of mechanical en-

gineers also will be required each
year to replace those who retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.
(See introductory part of this section
for information on training. require- .*
ments and earnings. See also state-

, ment on occupations in the atomic
energy field elsewhere .in the Hand-
book..)

Sources of Additional
information

The American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, 345 E. 47th St., New York, N.Y.
10017.

METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 011.081)

Nature of the Work.

Metallurgical engineers develop
methods to process and convert met-
als into useful products. Most of
these engineers generally work in
one of the three main branches of
metallurgyextractive or chemical,
physical, and mechanical. Extractive
metallurgists are concerned with ex-
tracting metals from ores, and refin-
ing and alloying them to obtain use-
ful metal. Physical metallurgists deal
with the nature, structure, and phys-
ical properties of metals and their
alloys, and with methods of convert-
ing refined metals into final products.
Mechanical metallurgists develop
methods to work and shape metals

o

1



Metallurgical engineers study the physical propedles of metal.

such as casting, forging, rolling-, and
drawing. Scientists working in this
field are known as metallurgists or
materials scientists, but the distinc-
tion between scientists and engineers
in this fielct is small.

:Places of Employment

The metlworking industriespri-
marily the iron and steel and nonfer-
rous metals industriesemployed
over one-half of the estimated
17,000 metallurgical and materials
engineers in 1976. Metallurgical. en-
gineers also work in industries that
manufacture machinery, electrical
equipment, and aircraft and parts,
and in the mining industry. Some
work or government agencies and
colle es and universities.

EMployment Outlook

Employment of metallurgical and
materials engineers is expected to
grow faster than the average for all
occupations through the mid-1980's.
An increasing number of these engi-
neers will be needed by the metal-

working industries to develop new,
metals and alloys as well as to adapt
current ones to new needs. For ex-
ample, communications equipment,
computers, and spaceVaft require
lightweight metals of high purity. As
the .supply of high-grade ores dimin-
ishes, ore metallurgical engineers
will equired to develop new. ways
9f re ling solid waste materials in
addition to processing low-grade ores
now 'regarded as unprofitable to
mine. Metallurgical engineers also
will be needed to solve problems as-
sociated with the efficient use of nu-
clear energy. (See introductory part
of this section for information on
training requirements and earnings.
Also see statement on the iron and
steel industry elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Sources of Additional.
. Information

The Metallurgical Society of the American
Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Pe-
troleum Engineers, 345 E. 47th St., New
York, N.Y. 10017.

American Society for Metals, .Metals Park,
Ohio 44073.
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MIMING ENGINEERS

(D.O.T. 010.081 and .187i

Nature' of the Work .

Mining engineers find, extract, and
prepare minerals for manufacturing
industries. to. use. They design the
layouts of open pit and underground
mines, supervise the construction of
mine shafts and tunnels in under-
ground operations, and deVise meth-
ods for transporting minerals to pro-
cessing plants. Mining engineer; are
responsible for the economic and ef-
ficient operation of mines and mine
safety, including ventilation, water
supply, power, communications, and
equipment maintenance. Some;min-
ing engineers, work with geologists'
and metallurgical engineers to,locate
and appraise new ore deposits: Oth--
ers develop new mining equipment
or direct mineral processing opera-
tions, which involve separating min-
erals from the dirt, rocks, and other
Materials they are mixed with. Min-
ing engineers frequently specialize in
the mining of one specific mineral
such as coal or copper.

With increased emphasis on pro-
.teciing the environment, many min-
ing engineers have been working to
solve pro incr4lated to mined-land
reclam ion. a ,}viler and air pollu-
tion. 6 ,

.

Places'( Employment

About 6,000 mining engineers
were employed in 1976. Most work
in the mining industry. Some work
for firms that produce equipment for
the mining industry, while others
work in colleges and universities, in
government agencies, or as indepen-
dent consultants. 4

Mining engineers are usually em-
ployed at the .location of mineral de-
posits,'often near small communities.
However, those in research, teach-

, ing, management, consulting, or sales
often are located in large metropoli-
tan areas.

Employment Outlook

Employment of mining engineers
is expected to increase faster than
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PETROLEUM ENGINEERS

is

(E1.0.T. 010.081)

Nature of the Work

Petroleum engineers are mainly in-
volved in ,exploring and drilling for
and producing oil and gas. They
work to achieve the'maximum
able recovery of oil and gas from,4
petroleum reservoir by determining
and developing the best and most ef-,

";;' ficient production methods.
Since only a smaRr proportion of

the oil and gas in a reservoir will flow
out, under natural forces, petroleum
engineers develop and use various ar-
tifiCialf recovery methods such as
flooding' the oil field witlp water to
force the oil tp the surface. Even
whten using titer be*. recovery meth-
ods, about half the oil is Still left in
the ground. Petroleum engineers' re-
search and development efforts to in-
crease the proportion of oil recov-
ered in each reservoir can makeQ
significant contribution to increasing
available energy resources.

.
Mining engineers are responsible for the efficient operation of mines and One safety.

the alierage for all occupations
through the.mid-1980's.. Efforts to
attain energy self-sufficiency should
spur the demand for coal, and there-
fore for mining engineers in the coal
industry. The increase in demand for
coal will depend, to a great extent, on
the availability and price of other do-
mestic energy sources such as petro-,
leum, natural gas, and nuclear ener-
gy. More technologically advanced
mining systems and further enforce-
Ilent of mine health and safety regu-
14tions also will increase the need for
mining engineers. In addition, explo-
ration for all other minerals is also
increasing. Easily mined depositi are
being depleted, creating a need for
engineers to devise more efficient
methods for mining low-grade ores.
Employment opportunities also

arise as new alloys and new uses for
metals increase the demand for 'less
widely used ores. Recovery of metals
from the sea and the development of
oil shile deposits could present ma-
jor challenges to the mining' engi-
neer. (See introductory part of this
section for information on training
requirements and earnings. See also
statement on mining elseWhere in the
Handbook.)

Sources of Additional.
Information

The Society of Mining Engineers of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining, Metallurgical,
and Petroleum Engineers. 540 Arapeen
Dr.Research Park, Salt Lake City, Utah
84108.

. Places of Emiloyment
.

,

About 20,000 petroleum engineers
were employed in 1976, mostlyin ihe
petroleum industry and closely allied
fields. Their employers include itot
only the major oil companies,
also the hundredi of smaller indepen-
dent oil exploration and productionircompanies. They also. w,g1 com-
panies

co-
panies that prpduce -dr' ling equip-
ment and supplies. Some petroleum

`.engineers work in banks and other
financial institutions which ned4
their knowledge of the economii val. --,..
ue of oillnd gas properties. A small_ t

()number work for engineering coti,
suiting firms or as independent con-
salting engiqeers, andIor the Federal
and State governments.

- The petroleuni engineer's work is
concentrated in places where oil and
gas.are found. Almost three-fourth's'
of 411 petroleu'm engineers are em-
ployed in the oil-producing States of.
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and
California. There are many Ameri-
can- petroleum engineers working
overseas in oil-producing countries.

3 043
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Employment Outlook

The employment of petroleum en-
gineers is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Economic
expansion will require increasing
supplies of' petroleum and natural
gas, even with energy conservation
measures. With efforts to attain ener-

, gy self-suffiCiency, and high petrole-
,,,,, um prices, increisinglyosophisticated

and expensive recover methods will
, be used. Also, new sources of oil

frn' such as oil shale and new offshore oil
sources may be developed: All. of
these factors will contribute to in-

1 creasing demand foc petroleum engi-
neers. (See introductory part of this
section for inforthation on trainigg,

, requirements and earningC)

Sources of Additional
Information

7-n

Petwoleum engineers discuss proklem with -drilling supervisor.

6

or'

Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME,
6200 North Central Expressway, Dallas,
Tex. 75206.



ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTISTS 4

k,
Environmental scientists help us

understand our natural environ-
mentthe earth, its atnioiphe?e, and
the oceans. These scientists, some-
times known as earth scientists, are
concerned with the history, composi-
tion, and Characteristics .of the
earth's surface? interior, and atmo-
sphere. Some do basic research ,to
inbrease scientific knowledge, while
others do applied -research, using
knowledge gained from basic re-
search to help solve practical prob-
lems. Geologists, for example, may
explore for new sources of oil and
other minerals, while many meteo-
rologists forecast the weather. Envi- .
ronmental scientists also play an and
portant role in solving environmental
pollution 'problems. Many environ-
mental scientists teach in colleges
and universities.

This chapter discus s fur envi-
ronmental science occu tionsge-
ologists, geophysicists, meteorolo-
gists, and oceanographers.

GEOLOGISTS

(D.O.T. 024.081) /
Sr

quakes. An'important applicition f
geologists' work is locating oil
other minerals.

Geologists use many 'tools and in-
struments such ashammerschisels,
levels, ,transits (mounted telescopes
used to meastire angles), gravity me-
ters, cameras, compasses, and seis-
mographs (instruments that record
the intensity and duration of earth-
quakes and earth tremors). They
may evaluate information from pho-
tographs taken from aircraft and sat-
ellites and use computers to record
and analyze data.

Geologists also exantine chemical
and physical properties of specimens
in laboratories under controlled tern-
perature and presiure.They may
study fossil remains of animal' and

Nature of the Work

Gectiogists study the structure,
Compositio41, and 'history of the.
'earth's crust. By examining surface , -
'rocks and drilling to rdcover .rock
cores, they-determine the types and
distribution of rocks, beneath the s,

',earth's surface. They, also identify r
rocks and minerals; coduct'geologi-

. cal surveys, draw maps; take mea-_
surements, and record data. Geologi-
cal research helps to determine the
structure and history of the earth,anc),
may result in significant advahces
such as:the ability to predict .earth-,

,3tr-

vegetable life or experiment with the
flow of water %id oil through rocks.
Laboratory equipment used by ge-
ologistt includes complex. instru-
ments such th- X-ray diffractom-
eter, which deter ines the structure'
of minerals and the petrographic mi-
croscope, used for :close study of

k form atm:, ..,

Besides locating re ources and
working in laboratories, geologists
also are called on to advis= construc-
tion companies and g ernmental
agencies on the suitability of ce tain

v`loeations for constructing bui ings, -

dams, or highways. Some geol ists
administer and manage research and
exploration programs. Others teach'
and ttiork on research projects in col-
leges and universities. .

Geologists usually specialize in one
or a combination of three. general
areasearth mater *, earth pro,
cessesand earth history.

Economic geologists looate earth_
materials such as minerals and solid
fuels. Petroleum geologists search for
and recover oil and natural gas.
Some, petroleum geologists work
near drilling sites and others corre-

Gook:mist siamlnlog Vac's rocks.

C
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late petroleumrelateA geologic infor-
mation for entire regions. Engineer-
ing geologists determine suitable sites
for the construction of roads, air-
fields,lunnels, dams, and other ptruc-
tures. They decide, for ex'ample,
whether underground rocks will bear
the weight of a building or whether a
proposed structure may be in an
earthquake-prone area, Mineral-
ogists analyze and classify minerals
and precious stones according to
composition and structure. Geo-

'chemists stirdy the chemical compo-'
sition and changes in minerals and
rocks to understand the distribution
and migration of elements in the
earth's crust.

Geologists concerned with earth
processes study land forms and their
rock masseS, sedimentary deposits
(matter depOsitel, by water or wind)
and eruptive forces such Rs volca-
noes. Votcdnologists study active and

inactive volcanoes, and lava flows
and other eruptive activity. Geomor-
phblogists examine landforms and
those forces, such as erosion and gla-
ciation, which cause them to change.

Other geologists are primarily, con-
cerned with earth history. Paleontolo-
gists study plant and animal fossils to
trace the evolution and development
of past life. GeOchronologists deter-
mine the age of rocks and land forms
by the radioactive decay of their ele-
ments. Stratigraphers study the distri-
bution and arrangement of sedimen-
tary rack layers by examining _their .

'fossil and mineral content.
Many geologsts specialize in new

fields that require owledge pf .an-
other science as ell. Asiroged is
study geological onditions on 9EFther
planets. Geological oceanographers
study the sedimentary and other rock
on the ocean floor and continental
shelf. (See statements on oceanogra-
phers and mining elsewhere in the
Handbook...)

.
Places of Employment

More than 34,000 people worked
as geologists in 1976. More than
three-fifths of all geologists work in
private industry. Most industrial ge-
ologists work fof petroleum compa-
nies. Geblogists also work for mining

I

and quarrying companies. (See state-
ments on the mining and petroleum
industries elsewhere in the Hand-
boo/k.) Some are employed by con-
struction firms. Others are indepen-
dent consultants to kndustry an.,c1
government. ,

The Federal Government employs
over 2,000 geologists. Two-thirds
work for the Department of the Inte-

. dor in the, U.S. Geological Survey,
the Bilreau of Mines, and the Bureau
of Reclamation. State agencies also
employ geologists, some working on
surveys in cooperation with the U.S.
Geological Survey.

Colleges and universities employ
about 9,500 geologists. Some work
for nonprofit research institutions
and museums.

Employment of geologists is con-
centrated in those States with large
oil and mineral deposits. Almost two-
thirds work in five States: Texas,
California, Lobisiana, Colorado, and
Oklahoma. Some are employed by
American firms overseas for varying
periods of time.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree in geology or
a related F field is 'adequate for entry
into some geology jobs. An advanced
degree is helpful for promotion in
most ,types of work, and is essential
for college teaching and many' re-
search' positions.

About 300 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree in geol-
ogy. Undergraduate students devote
about one-fourth .of their time to ge-
ology Courses, including physical,
structural and-historical geology,
mineralogy, petrology, and inverte-
brate paleontology, about one-third
of their time taking mathematics, re-
lated sciencessuch as physics and
chemistryand engineering; and the
remainder on general academic sub-
jects.,

More than 160 universities award
advanced degrees in geology. Gradu.;
ate students take advanced courses
in geology and speCialize in one
branch of the science. .

Students Nanning careers in ex,pfo-
ration geolo y should like the. out
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doors, and must have physical stam-
ina. V

Geologists usually begin their ca-
reers in field exploration or as re-
search assistants in laboratories.
With experience, they can be pro-
moted to project leader, program
manager, or other 'management and
research positions.,

Employment 'Outlook

Employment opportunities.in geol-
ogy are expected to be good for those
with degrees in geology or in a relat-
ed science with courses in geology.
The employment of geologists is ex-
pected to grow faster' than the aver-
age for all occupations through the
mid-1980's. This. growth will create
many new openings each year. Many
additional openings will be\crea'led
each year by geologists who retire, 4
die, or leave the occupation.

Increased prices for petroleum and
the necessity to locate new sources of
other minerals as older sources be-
come exhausted will stimulate do-
mestic exploration activities and re;
quire many additional geologists.',
Additional geologists- alsci will be,
needed to discover new resources
and their potential uses. For exam-
pie, geologists help determ ine
the feasibility of using geothermal
energy (steam from the earth's interi-
or) to generate electricity. Geologists
ate needed to devise techniques for
exploring deeper within the earth's
crust and to develop more efficient
methods of mining resourCes. They
also are needed to develop adequat
water supplies and waste disposal
methods, andto do site evaluation
for construction activities'.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Geologists have relatively high .

salaries, with average earnings over
twice those of nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry, except farm-
ing. ,

According to a survey done by the
College Placement Council, in early
1977 graduates with bachelor's de-.
grees in other physical and earth sci-
ences received average starting of-
fers of $13,300 a year. Graduates

7
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with master's degrees in geology and
related geological sciences received
average starting offers of $14,900
per year.

In the Federal Government in
I977:\geologists having a bachelor's
degiee amid begin at $9,303 or
,$11,523 a year, depending on their
,college records. Those having a mas-
ter's degree could start at $1 1,523 or
$14,097 a/ear; those having the Ph.
1. degree'it $17,056 or $20,442. In
1977, the average salary for geolo-

, gists employed in the Federal Gov-
ernment was over $25,000 a year

Conditions of work vary. Uxpl ra-
tion geologims often work overs as.
Geolggists tfaiml, to remote sites #

helicopter and jeep, { and cover large
areas by foot, often working in
teamst Geologists in mining some-
times work underground. When 'not'
working outdoors, they areiiy com-
fortable, well-lighted, well-ventilated
,offices and laboratories.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information on training
and career opportunities, for geolo-
gists is available from:
American Geological institute, 5205 Leesburg

Pike, Falls Church, Va. 22041.
, For information on Federal Gov-

ernment careers, contact: ,`

Interagency Board of U.S. Civil Service Exam-
iners for Washington, D.C., 1900 E St.

Washingion, D.C. 20415. "1'

s

GEOPHYSICISTS

(D.O:T. 024.08 I )

Nature of the Work

Geophysicist& study the. composi-
tiOn and physical aspects of the earth\
and its electric, magnetic, anci`gra:ri-'
tational fields. Geophysicists use
highly complex instruments such as
the magnetometer which measures
variations in the earth's magnetic
field, and the gravimeter which mea-
sures - minute -variations in gravita-
tional attraction. They often use sat-
ellites to conduct tests from outer
space and cor4puters to collect and
analyze data.' <-

Geophysicists usually 'specialize in
I 3 general phases of the sciencer-
solid earth, flue earth, and upper
atmosphere. S me may also study
other planets. f(r

Solid earth geophysicists Search for
oil and mineral deposits,. map the
earth's surface, and study earth-
quakes. Exploration geophysicists use
seismic prospecting techniques to lo-
cate oil and mineral deposits. They
send sound waves into the earth and
record the echoes bouncing off the
rock layers below to determine if
conditions are favorable for the ac-
cumulation of oil.

Sehimologists study the earth's in-
terior and earth vibrations caused by
.earthcCuakes and manmade explo-
sions. They explore for oiltand miner-,
als, study underground detection of
nuclear explOsions, add provide ,iri-
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formation for use in constructing
bridges, dams, and buildings. For exr,
ample, in constructing a dam, seis-
mologists determine where bedrock
(solid rock beneath the soil) is
closest to the surface so the best dam
site can be selected. They use explo-
sives or other methods to create
sound waves that reflect off bedrock;
the time it takes for the shock wave
to return to the surface indicates the
depth of bedrock. Seismologists also
seek to ..understand the causes of
earthquakes so that one day they
might be predicted.

Geodesists study the size, shape,
and gravitational field of the earth
and other planets. Their principal
task is precise measurement of the
earth's surface. With the aid f satel-
lites, geodesists determine t e,posi-
tions,, elevations, and dist ces be-

/
Some geophysicists work In reseatch laboratories.
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tween points on the earth, and
in ure the intensity and dii-ation
of 'rational' attraction.

'Hydro gkts are concerned with
the fluid earth..They may study the
distribution, circulation, and physical.
properties of underground, and sur-
face waters, including glacieg; snow,
and permafrost. They also may study
rainfall' and its ra#k of infiltration into
soil 'Some aile Concerned with water
supplies, irrigation, flood control,
and soil erosion.' (See statement on
oceanographers, sometimes clasii-
fied as geophysical scientists, else-
where in the Handbook.

Geophysicits also study the atmo-
sphere, investigate the earth's Mag..
.netic and electric fields-, and com-
pare its outer atinosphre,with those-
of other planets. Geomogneticiatis
study the earth's magnetic' field.
Paleomagneticians learn about past
magnetic fields, from rocks or lava
flows. Planetologists study the cam-
position and atmosphere of the
moon, planets, and other bodies in
the solar system. They gather data
from geophysical instruments placed
on interplanetary spa.Ce probes or
from equipment used by astronauts
during the Apollo missions. Meteo-
rologists sometimes are classified as
geophysical scientists. (See state-
ment On meteoroldgists..elsewhere in.
the Handbook.)

Places of Employment'
My About 12,000' people worked as

geophysicists in 1976. Most work in
'pi vate industry, chiefly for petrole-
tun and natural gas companies. (See

_ .
statement an the mining and petiole-
urn- industry. elsewhere in the Hand-
boa.) Others are in ,,mining compa-
nies, exploi;afion and consulting

.`firms, 'and research institutes.'A.few
are independent consultants and
some t geojPysical prospectingxin

1 a fee i:i co Tact basis.
.Geoph masa are employed in

many western aid western
States, in thoSe on the Gulf
Coast, re large oil and natural gas
fields are located. Some ;geophysi-
cists are empl'oxed by American
firms-overseas for/varying periods of
nine. 01.

Almost 2,300 geophysicists, ge-
odesists, and hydrologists worked for
Fed al Government agenCies in

ainly the U.S. Geological'
; the National Oceanic and

1976,
Surve
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAH);, and the Defense Depart-
ment. Other geophysicists work for
colleges and universities, State goy::
erninents, and nonprofit research in-
stitutions.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree in geophysics
or a geophysical specialty isisuffi-
cient for most beginning jobs in geor
physics. A, bachelor's degrek in ate .,,
lated' field of science or engineering
also, is adequate preparetion, provid-,
.ed the person has courses in geophys-
ics, physics, geology, mathematics,
chemistry, and engineering;

Geophysicists doing research or
supervising exploration: activities
Should have graduate training ingeo-

' physics or a related science. Titose
Manning to teach in coileges 'or do
basic research should acquire a Ph.
D. degree.

About 50 colleges and universities,
award the bachelor's degree in geo -
phycs. Other' programs offering
training for beginning' geophysicists
include geophysical technology, geo-
physicaleagineering, engineering ge-

W'ietriileuin-geiology, geock
esyn7

More than 69. uniVerSititsgrant the
master's, acrid p e in geo-
physics.,Candidatts wi bachelor's
degree which incades courses in ge-
ology, mathematics, physics, erkgi-
neering, or a 'combination of these
subjects can be admitted. .- t

Geophysicists oftenwork as pertof
a team. They should be 'curious, ana-
lytical, and able, te co Unicate ef;

Most new geop ittsbegin their
careers doing field inapping or explo-
ration, Some assist senior geophysk-
cists in research laboratories.. With
experience, geophysicists can ad-
vance to jobs such as project leader

or program manager, or other man-
agement and rest-arch jobs.

3 U.'3
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- Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities are ex-
pected to be very goocfor graduates
with a degree ingeophysics or a_re-

expected. eveess, the number
lated field, few openings are,'

rtW
of people qualified to enter the field
may fall shbrt of requirements if pre- _

sent t'rends in the number obtaining
geophysics-training continue.

Employment of geophysicists is ex-
pected to gr9W faster than the aver-
age for all opcupations throUgh the
mid-1980's. As known. deposits of
petroleum and other minerals are de-
pleted, petroleum and rhitiipg corn.
panies over the next decade will need
increasing !limbers' of geophysicists
who can use sophisticated electronic

`techniques to .finddess acessible fuel
and mineral deilibsi,,ts.

In addition, geophysicists with ad.
vanced training will be needed 'to do
research on radioactivity and 'cosmic
and solar radiation and to:VVestigate
the use of geothermal poi'er (steam
from the earth's interior). as a'source
of energy to genetate electricity:

Federal agencies' are expected to
hire mOre geophysicists fbr new and
expanding programs. Thi-ough the
mid-1980's, jobs will depend heaVily
'on funds for resePrch and, develop-
ment in earth sciences as the'Govern-
ment supportS energy research in
both established and alternative
sources. The GoVernmeht also may
fund research tocrate more natural.

__,,twurtWifod-rtp Prevent environ-.
Mental damage, through better land
use. ,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

GeophySicists have relatively high
salaries, 'with average earnings' .

than. twice those of nonsupervis6ry
workers in private industry, except
*ming.

Ac-cording to a survey done by the
'College Placement Council, in early-
1977 graduates with bachelors de=
grees in other physiCal and earth
ences received average starting of-
fers of $.13,300 a-year. Graduates
with master's degrees in geolcrigyand.
related. geological sciences received
aVerage staking offers of $14,900'
per year.

t
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In the Fe er 1 Government. in
1977, geophysic is haVing a bache-
lor's degree co begi at $9,303 or
$11,523 a r, de on their
college re rds. Ge cists hav-
ing a mas er's degree coin d start at
$11,523 or $14,841 aoftar; those
having a Ph. D. degree, at $17,056 or
$20,442. In 1977, the average salary.
for -geophysicits einployed by the
Federl Government was about.
$24,500 a year.

Many geophysicists work outdoors'
and must be willing to travel for
extended periods of time. Sbme work
at, research stations in remote areas,
or aboard ships and aircraft equipped
with sophisticated ge9physical equip-
ment. When not in, the field, geo-
physicists work in modern, well-
eciuipped, well-lighted laboratories
and offices.

Sources of Additional
formation

Gene al inforination
.7

on`career op
nortunitie , training, and earnings for
geophysicists it available'from: e

American Geophysical Union. 1909 K St.
NW.. Washington. D.C. 20006. .

Society of Exploration' 'Geophysicists. P.O.
Box 3098. Tulsa. Okla. 74101.

For information on Federal Gov-
ernment careers, contact:
yteragencyBoard of U.S. Civil Service Exam-
, kers for' Washington. D.C.. 1900 E St..

'KW.. Washington/D.C. 204,15.

METEOROLOGISTS

,(5.0.T. 025.088)

Natut(e of the Work

Meteorology is the study of the at-
mosphere, which is the air that sur-

t. rounds the earth. Meteorologists de-
scribe and try to understand the
atmosphere's physical characteris-

e tics, motions, and processes, and de-
termine the way the behavior of the
atmosphere affects the rest of our
physical environment. The best
known application, of this knowledge
is in understanding and., forecasting
'the weather. Meteorologidal re-,
search is also applied in many other

areas not directly related to weather
forecasting such as understanding
and solving air pollution problems
and studying trendsin the earth's cli-
mate.

Meteorologists who, specialize in
forecasting the weather, known pro-
fessionally as synoptic meteorologists;
are largest group of specialists.
They study current weather-informa-
tion, such as air pressure, tempera-
ture, humidity, and wind velocity, in
order to make short-range and long-
range predictions. Their data come
from weather satelliteS and observers
in mgiy parts of the world. Although
some forecasters still prepare and
analyze weather maps, most data
now are plotted and analyzed by
computers.

Some meteorologists are engaged
in basic and applied research: For
.example, physical meteorologists
study the chemical and electrical
properties of the atmosphere. They
do research on the effect of the at-
mosphere on transmission of light,
sound, and radio ayes, as well as
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study factors affecting formation of
clouds, rain, snow, and other weather
phenomena. Other meteorologists,
known as climathlogists, study cli-
matic trends and analyze past.rec-
ords on wind, rainfll, sunshine, and
temperature to determine the gener-
alepattern of weather that makes up
an area's climate. These studies are
useful'in planning heating and cool-
ing systems, designing buildings, and
aiding in'effective land utilization.

Other meteorologists apply their-
knowledge in the study of t rela,
tionship between weather specif-
ic human activities, biol Ical prod-
tsses, and agricultural and industrial
operations. For example, they may
make weather forecasts for individ-
ual companies, or mayl work op prob-
lems such as smoke control and air
pollution abatement.

About one-third of all civilian met-
eorologists work primarily in weather
fofecasting, and another one-third
work in research and development..
Almost one-fifth of all civil* n me-

Meteorologist sending Weather balloon aloft t:

I
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teorologists are in administrative' or
Management positictiis.

Some meteorolbgists teiich or do
research- frequently combining
both activitiesin colleges and uni-
versities. In colleges without separate
departments of meteorology, they
may teach geography, mathematics,
physics, chemistry, or ,geology, as
wkIl as meieorplogy.-

Mom of Employment

About 5,500 persons worked as
meteorologists in 1976. In addition. to

1. these° civilian meteorologists, thou-
, sands of memberi of the Armed
%Fbrcesid forecasting and other me-,
teorOlogical work.

The largest employer of civilian
metegeogists was,the National Oce-
anic abd Atmospheric Administra-
tion INOAA), where over 1,800
worked at stations in all parts of the
United States and in a small number
of foreign areas. The Department of
Defense- employed Auer., 200 civilian
meteorologists.

Almost 2,000 meteorologists'
Worked for private industry. Corn-

- mercial airlines emplo ed several
hundred to forecast w ther along
flight routes and to bri f plots on
atmospheric condition thers
workedifOr private weather consult-
ing firms, for companies that design
and-manufacture meteorologicil :in-
strusents; arkcl for firms in aero-
glace, insurance, engineering, utili-
ties, radio and television., and other
industries.

Colleges and universities em-
ployed over 1,300needrologists in
research and teaching. A few worked
for State and local governments and
for nonpropt organizafiont.

Although meteorologists work in
all, parts bf the couiatry, neatly one-,
fifth live in just twto'StatesCalifor-
nia and Maryland. Alinost one-tenth
of all -meteorologists work in. the
Washington, D.C. area.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree with .a major
in meteOs4gy is title usual minimum
requiremen1 for begtaning jobs in
weather_ forecasting. However, a. tration may establish
bachelor's degree in a related science-7, weather consulting-se
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or engineering, along with some
courses in meteorology, is acceptable
for some jobs, For example, the Fed-
eral Government's minimum require,:
ment for beginning jobs is a bache-
lor. % degree with at least 20 semester
ho s of study in- meteorology and
c rses in physics and -mathematics,
including calculus. HoweAr,. em-
ployers prefer to hire those with an
advanced degree, and a9 advanced
degree is increasingly necessary for
advancement.

For research'and college teaching
and for.many top-level positions in
other meteorological activities, an
advanced degree, preftbly in mete-
orology,. is essential. owever, peo-
ple with graduate degrees in other
sciences also may qualify if they'bqve.
advanced course* in meteorology,
physics, mathematici, and chemistry.

In 1976, 44 colleges and universi-
ties offered a bachelor's degree in
Meteorology or atmospheric science;.
59 schools offered advanced degrees.
Many other institutions offered some
courses in meteorology.

The' Armed Services give and sup-
port meteorological training, both
undergraduate education' for enlisted
personnel and advanced study for of-
ficers.

NOAA has a program under Which
som f ids tfieteorologists attend col- .

T advanced or specialized
training. 'College students can obtain.
Surnmer jobs with this agency or en-
roll\ in its cooperative edudation pro-
g m in which they work, at NOAA
part f the year and attend scho.ol
part, of th'e year. In addition to help-.
ing students finance their education,
this program gives them,experierr*
valuable for finding a job when they
graduate. '4*4

Beginning meteorologists often
start' in jots in solVting routine data ,
collection, computation, or_aqalysis
Experienced.itieteorologists may. ad=
vance in'4acadentic rank or to various..
supeevisory or-administrative-jobs'. A
few very well qualified meteorolo-
gists with a baCkgrdund in scie.
engineering, and busigess admmis-

1r -own

Employment Outlodk

Job opportunities for meteorolo-
ists should be favorable through the
m14-1980's. Although the number of
openings created by growth in the
occupation and replacement needs is
not expected to be large, the num er
of persons obtaining degrees in te-
orology also is small. If trends i the
number of degrees gribted cont ue,
the number of people seeking ntry
to the field will about equal require-
ments. '-

Employment in the field, as a

whole, is expected'to increase about
as fast as the average for'all occupa
tions. Employment of meteorologists
in industry and M weather consulting
firms is expected to grow as priVaie
industry realizes the importance of
meteorology to understanding and
preventing air pollution. Many com-
panies are also recognizing the value
of having their own weather fore t-
ing and meteorological serMe's
which can be tailored to fit their
needs. There also should lie.ssilFile
openings in

,
radio and television as

stations increasingly Yely on their
own meteorologists 'to prepare and
deliver their weather reports.,Colleg-
es and universities will Offer some job
opportunities, especially for those
with advanced degrees. Theein'ploy- '17°!.si
went of civilian Meteorologists by
,,the Federal Government is not ex-
pected to grow significantly, al-
though there will be openingscreat-
ed by replacement needs.

Earninge and Working
Conditions

, ''

Meteorologists have relatively high ,

earnings; their salaries are about
twice the averagefor nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

.1n,1977, meteorologists in the F..g.L

eral Government with a bathelor's
degree and no experience-received
starting salaries of $9,303 br $.1 1,523 .
a year, de.pending on their college

r,grades. Those-with a maiter's-degree
'could 'start at $11,523 or $14,097,
and those With the Ph. 13: degree at
$17,056 or $20,442. The average sal-
ary for 'meteorologists employed by
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the ,Federal Government was
Ae$24,500 in 1977.

Airline metitorologiSts' salaries
ranged from about $16,000 to-
$24,000 a year in 1976, depending
on experience. (See Statement on
Occupations in Civil Aviation else-
where in the Handbook.) \

Jobs in weather stations, which are
opeiated around the Clock 7 days.a
week, often involve nightwork and-
rotating shifts. Most stations are at .
airports or in or near cities; some are

, in isolated and remote areas. Meteo-
rologists in smaller weather stations

- generally work alone; in largertines,
. they work as part of a team.

, Sources of Additional'
Information

s*
.... General information on career, op-
pottunitilk-jn meteorology is avail
'able from: t .-

1. .
.

- .
. , American Meterirological Society. 45 Beacon

St., Bottqn, Masi. 02108.

American Geophyild'al Union. 1449 K St.
. NW...Washington. D.C: 20006. :

,...

job opportunities
with thek,k,NOAA National Weather.
Service .end its student cooperative
education program, contact:

prictica methods for forecasting
weather, eloping fisheries, mining
ocean resources, and improVini na-
tional defense.

Most oceanographers test.. their
ideas about the ocean by making
obServations and conducting experi-
menis..at sea. They may study and
collect data on ocean tides; currents,
and other Phenoritena: ,They*may
styli undersea mountain ranges and
valleys, oceanic interactions with the
atmosphere, and layers of sediment

-on and beneath, the ocean floor.
Many. oceanographers work pri-

marily in laboratories on land where,
for example, they measure, dissect,
and photograph fish. They also'study
`sea specimens and plankton (floating
Microscopic plants and animal's).
Much of their work' entails identify-
ing, catalogiihg, and analyzing differ-
ent kinds of sea life and minerals. At
other labOratories, oceanographers
plot maps or use coniputer's to test.
theories abut the ocean. For exam-
ple, they may study and test the the-.'

Personnel Operations-Branch, AD 41. Ntion-
al Oceanic and -Atmospheric AdministraL
Lion. 600,1"-Lecutive Bfvd.Pjtockviflg.
md..20852.

OCEANOGRAP HER

(D.O.T:" 024.081 and 041.081)

''.r

I
Oceans cover mo're4iha,n two;

Nature of the Work

thirds of the earth's surface and ate a
soutee of, val tidbit?. foods, fossil "fuels,
and minerals. They also influence the
weather, serve as wayr.for
transpprtatiort, and offer many.kinds
of recreation.."Oceancigralitters use
the prinCiples and ,techniques. df
natural science,. matheinatics: and
engineering to stUdys. oceans-their
moveMenti, physical .propertia, and
plant and animal .life. their resea'itch
not Only extends Akasic Scientific
knowiedge, Ina alki :helps deVetop

ory of continedtal drift, which states
that the continents were once. joined
kogether, have :drifted to new posi-
dons', "and continue to. drift, causing
the sea floor to'spread in places. To
present the results of their studies,
oceanographers prewre charts, ta-
bulations, andieports;sand write. pa-

'terF,for; scientific joutnals.
04:anographers explore andstudY.

the ocean witstlrface ships, aircraft,
and various _types of. underwater
,craft. They use spetialized instru-
ments to measure andogrrord

'findings of. their. explorations and
studies Special cameras equipped
with strong lights are used to photo-
graph,Marine life and the ocean
floor. 'Sounding devices 'ate Used to
Measure, niapt and locate ocean ma-

: terials.
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ocean. Their research on the rela-
tionships between the sea and the at-
nkosphere May, lead to more ac,..curate
prediction of the weather.*Geolbgical
oceanographers (marine geologists)
study the ocean's underwater moun-
tain ranges, rocks, and sediments.
Locating regions where minerals, oil, ,
and gas might be found under the
ocean floor is ap applicatlbn of their
work. Chemichl oceanographers in-'
Vestigate the chemical composition
:of ocean water and sediments as well
as chemical 'reactions in the sea.,
Oceanographic engineers and elec-
tronic specialists design and build in-
struments", for oceanographic re-

search and operations. They also lay
cables and supervise; undelivater-
construction.

Many other scientistsalso work on
ptoblems relatecitto oceans, but are
counted in othiriseientific fields sit h
as biology; .chethistry,.or geology.

Places of. Employment-
.

r. About- 2,700 persons worked as
oCeanographersIn 1976. About one-
half worked in colleges and universi-
ties, and more than one-fourth for
the Federal Government.. Federal
ageficies.employing substantial niun-
bprs of oceanographers inchide the
Nayy and the National Oceanie and
Atmospheric Administration
(40AA ). Slime oceanographOrs
work'' in private industry; a few-work
for fishery laboratories 'of State and
local governmints:. . .

Most ifceanograp,hers Work in
States that' border on the ocean, al- '"

though . there are sortie Oceanogra-,
phers employed in almost every
State. Four out Of 10.13ceavographers
work' in just three StAkes--California,
Maryland, and Virginia.

4.4
,

Training, Other Qualifications,
hMostMos oceanographers specialize in: ' and Adiancement .

one branch,of the Science.,BiplOgleal
oceanographers (marine' biologists)', The minimum requirelnent
stutioly,; plant and ,anitnal life in the ginning prOfessionallobs in oAanog-
oakan. The biological oceanogra- raptly is a baphelor's degree with a

,pher'S research has practical
tions in improving and controlling :,earth or physical scrences, me-

major oceanography, .bi61cgy.;,
.,

commercial and, sport fishing and in ". maties, or engineering. HOwever,
determining" the effeets*Nioliutiort -,most jobs in research, teaching, and
on mar ne life,. Physical' oceanogra-.high-le.i.el positions in mOst- other
phers (physicists. and geophysicists) types of oceanographic work require'
study the physical properties of t ;graduate tramingln bcealog,raphy or

°
4111
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Four out of ten oceanographer's work In lust three StatearCaillomia, Maryland end

,.:- Virginia:
*-; . lo. '-- . . .

a basic -seience,- and ,it- doctwal de- oq, and biology. In general, students
'tree is often preferred or required lat ho . specialize in the t 1'
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.
with tethniques used to obtain
oceanographic iiiforrnation. Univer-
sities having oceanographic research
facilities along oUr coasts offer sum.:
iner courses for -both .graduate and
undergraduate udents. Oceanoira-

eis should have the curiosity need-
ed to do research and th'e patience to
ollect data and conduct experi-

.., ents.
Beginning, oceanographers with

-the bachelor's degree usually start as
rejarch or -laboratory assistants, or
in jobs involving routing data collec--

.tion; computation, or analysis. lait
beginning oceanographers receive
on-the-job training. The extent of the
training varies with the background
and needs of the individual.

Enerienced oceanographerkoften
direct surveys and research prograMs
pr adv ce to administrative or su-
petkist obs in research la:bor4O-
ries'..,'

for many oceanography pi4sitionS.
- About 35 ,colleges and universities
offered undergraduate degrees, in
oceanography or marine science .in
1976. Howe ver undergraduate tçin-
iiig in a basic scisoce and: a .sting
interest in oceanography may be ade-
quate preparation for some begin-
ning jobs and is the preferred baek-
-grotind for gradutetrainiij in
Oceanography:
; tcollege courses needed to prepare

i .,.physict, Chelit-.
for gradtiate ocanographY
include mathem
istry, geophysics, geotogy,.meteorol-

-

sci . thatitts closest to their area of
oce raphic interest. For example,
stu s mt rested ip hemical
oceanograp y ould obtain aclegree
in chemistr

In 1976, about 65.colleges offered
advanced degrees in. oceanography'

tnatirie, 'Sciences. In -gradaate'.
schools, students:' take advanced

ourieqin, oCeinographYand-inbasic'
sciences. " '

Graduate st&ients usually4..4 work.
wart of the time aboard 0143,, %%here
they. do opeanographic research and,
become familiar with the sea encl.

3'/ 9"

Employment Outlook

Persons seeking jobS in oceanogra-
phy may face competition through
the mid-1980's. Those,with a Ph. 1D-,,
degree should have more favorable A-

employment opportunitiesthan oth-
ers, while those with less education
may find opportunities, limited to
routine analytical work as research
assistants or techniciansiPersons
who,conibihe knowledge of other sci-
entific or engineering fields with
oceanographic studies should have
better employment prospeas than
others whose knowledge is limited to
oceanogjaphy.

Employment of oceanographers is
expected to grow abOut as fast as the
average lot all occupations. This
growth will result from increased
awareness of the need for ocean re-
search for understanding and con-
trolling pollution, for recovering off:',
share oil and.pther natural resources,-
and .for national defense, However,
.growth in employment may not be
raPiderrotigli to create enough open,
ings for. all. those expected to seek
enttytinto this relatively' small field.
Stile& the Federal Government fi-
notices' most oceanographic re:
Search; a 'lase increase in Federal
spend ffig in oceanography could im-
prove 'entplokinent prospects.

.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Oceanographers have relatively
1figh earnings. Their average salaries
wiere more than twice the average.

.,creoeived by nonsupervisory workers
ry 5 in private industry, except farming.
/ In 1977, oceanographers the

Federal Government with a .bache-
loi's degree received starting salaries

'of $9,30for $1 1,523 # year, depend-
' on, their college grades. Those

with .master's degree could start at
$11,523 or $14,097; and those with a
Ph. D. degree at $17,056 or $20,442.
The average salary for experienced
oceanographers in the Federal
ernment in"1977 was about $23,800
a year. .

Oceanographers in educational in-
stitutions generally receive the same
salaries as other faculty members.
(See statement on College and Uni-

versity Teacheitelsewhere in the
Handbook.) In addition *to regular
salaries, many earn extra income
from consulting, lecturing, and writ-
ing.

Oceanographers engaged in re-
search that requires sea voyages are
frequently away from home for
weeks or months at a time. Some-
times they live and work in cramped
quarters. People who like the sea and
oceanographic research often find
these voyages satisfying and do not
consider the time spent at sea?a dis-
advantage of their wort.

Sources-of Additional
- Information

For information about careers in
oceanography, contact:
Dr. C. Sdhelske, Secretary, Ameridn Society

of Limnology and Octeanography, Great
Lakes Research DivOion, University, of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48109.

363

federal Government career infdr-
mation is available from any regional
office of the U.S,. Civil Service Com-
mission or from: ,

U.S. Civil Service Commission, Washington
Area Office, 1900E St. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20415.

The booklet, Training and Careers
in Marine Scietice, is available for fif-
ty cents from:
International Oceanographic Foundation,

3979 Rickenbacker Causeway, Virginia
key, Miami, Ha. 33149.

Some info,rmation on oceano-
graphic specialties is available from
professional societies listed else-
where in the Handbook. (See state-
ments on Geologists, Geophysicists,
Life Scientists, Meteorologists, and
Chemists.)
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.
Life scientists study living orga-..

nisms and their life processes. They
are concerned with the origin and
preservation of life,, from the largest

-animal to the smallest living cell. The
number and variety of plants and ani-
mals is so large, and their processes
so varied and complex, that life sci-
entists usually work. in one of the
three broad. areasagriculture, biol
ogY, dr. medicine:.

Life-scientists teach, perform basiC
research-to expand knowledge-of
ing )things, and apply knowledge
gained fron- research to the solution
of practical 'problems. New drugs,
special, varieties of plants, and a
cleaner environtnent result frdm the
work of life scientists.

. -

This Chapter discusses life scien-
tists a'S a group; It also contains sepa-
rate statements on biochemists and . .

soil scientists.

,

BIOCHEMISTS

(D.O.T. 0141.081)

Nature of the Work

Biochem ists study the chemical
composition and behavior of living
'things, Since life is based on complex
chetnical_ combinations and ;reac-
tions, theyork of biochemists ii,vital

sfor an understanding of reproduc-
tion, growth, and herehityAliochem-
ists also may "study the. effects of
food, hormones, or drugs 'on various
organisms.
tt he methods and .techniques of

biochemistry are applied in areas
Such as medicine, nutrition, andragri-
culture. For instances biocheMists
inayjnvestigate causes and cures for .

diseaSes; identify the ilutrients'neoes- Many bloehamists work in basic and ap-.
sary tOlmaintain gooa health, or de- plied research activtdos.

velop chemical compounds for pest
control.

More than 3 out of 4 .biochemisii
work in basic and applied research
activities. The distinption between
basic and applied research is often
one of degree and biochemists may
do both types. Most, however, are in
basic research. The few doing strictly
applied research use the results of
basic research to solve practical
problems. For example, knowledge
of how an organism forms a hormone
is 'used to synthesize., and produce
hoirnones on a mass scale:

Laboratory . research involves
weighing, filteringt` distilling, drying,
and culturing (growing .rnicroorga-
rrisms;),1,:Some experiments also re-
quire the designing and constructing
of laboratory apparatus or the use of
radroctiye tracers. Bicichemists use
a variety -of instruments, inclutg
electron microscopes and centri, g-
es, and they may davise'new instru-
ments and techniques as. needed.

They usually report the results of
their research in scientific journals or
before scientific groups.

Soine biochemists combine re-
search with teaching In colleges and
universities. A few work industrial
production and testing activities.

. Places of Employment

About 12,700 biochemists' were
employ0 in the United States in
1976. About one-half are employed
in colleges and universities; °vet one-,
fouith work in private industry, pri-,
madly in companies manufacturing
drugs, insecticides, and cosmetics;
some work formonprofit research in-
stitutes and foundations; and others
for Federal, State, and local govern-,
ment agencies. Most government
biochemists do health and agricultur.:
al research for Federal agencies. A
few self-emplqyed biochemists are
consultants to industry and govern-
ment.

Training, Other Qualifications ;.,.
and Advancement .

The minimum educational require-
ment for many beginning jobs as
biochemist, especkly in research or .

/teaching, is an advanced degree. A'<'
Ph. D. degree is a virtual necessity
for persons Who hope to contribute

'significantly to biochemical research
and advance to 'many marialAment

;,andadministrativs jobs. A bachelor's
degree with a major in biochemistry
or chemistry, or with a majorin biol-
ogy and' a minor in chemistry, inky
qualify some persons for entry jobs as
reserch.asiistants or technicians.

*More than 100 schools award the1'
bachelor's degree in biochemistry;
and %nearly all collegesand universi-

'ties offer a major in biology or chem-
istry. Persons ' plain-ling careers as
biochemists. struld, take undergrad-
uate Courses in phernistry, biOlogy,
biochemistry, mathematics, and.'
physics. .

About 150 colleges-and Univrs':
ties offer_graduaie degrees hi bio-
chemistry, Graduate 'students 'gener-
ally are required to have a bachelor's
degree in biochemistry, biology, er
chemistry. Many Vacillate programs
emphasize one specialty in biochem-

;
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istry because of the facilities or the
research being done at that particu-
lar school. Graduate training re-
quires actual research in addition to
advanced science courses so students
should select their schools carefully.
For the doctoral degree, the student
does intensive research and a'thesis
in'one field of biochemistry.

Persons planning careers as bio--
chemists should be able to work in-"
dependently or as part of a team.
Precision, keen powers of observa-
tion, and mechanical aptitude also
are important.. Biochemists .should
have analytical abilities and curious
minds, as well as patience and perse-
veranoegto complete hundreds of ex-
periments necessary to solve a single
problem. They should also express
themselves clearly when writing and,
speaking to communicate the find-
ings oftitheir research effectively.

Graduates with; advanced degree t.
may begin their careers as teachers
or researchers in colleges or universi-
ties. In private industry, most begin
in research jobs and with experieace

"may advance to positions 4n which
theplan and supervise research..

New graduates with a bachelor's
degree Usually start work as research
assistants or technicians. These jobs
in private industry often involve test-
ing andanalysis. In the drug iltdustry,
forexample, research assisfaillit ana-
lyze the ingredientS of a producit to
verify and.maintain its purity or qual-
ity.

ent Outlook
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. About one-third of all life scien-
lists are primarily involved in re- ,

search and development. Many con-
duet basic research to increase our
knowledge of living organisms which
can be applied in medicine, in in-
creasing crop yields, and in improv-
ing the natural, environment. When
working in laboratories, life scientists
must be 'familiar- with reseal:eh:tech-
niques' and complex laboratory
equipment such as, electron micros-.
scopes. Knowledge of computers also
is useful in conducting experiments.
Not all research, however, is per-
formed in laboratories. For ekamplei
a bpCanist who explores' the volcanic -'
Alaskan, valleys' to see what plants

ow there, also isdoing reseal*:
bout one-third of all,life sCien..

n teach in colleges or universities;
many alsoolo independent reseallit
Almost one-fifth work in manire-
ment or administration ranging from

(planning and administering programs
for testinefo?ds and drugs to direct-
ing activities at zoos or botanical gar-
dens. Some life scient is work as
consultants to business' firms or to
government in their areas of special-
ization. Others write for technical
publiettions or test and inspect
foods, drugs, and other produps.4.
Sod e, work in technical sales and ser-
vices jobs for industrial -companies
where, for example, they demon-

vstrate the proper use of new chemi-
cals or technical products/

Scientists in. many' life science..
kreas,,often 6114heinselves bip.logists.
Howeve.r,Z'the m4AitY are classified
by the type of organise! they study or

i .
by the specific, activity:they perform.,

Botanists deal pnparily with plants
and their enVi n'iliertt!iaSome study

. a all aspects..9of,plaVlice- while others

loot biochemists would be al-
tered.
. The anticipated growth in this field

should result from the effort to find
.cureslfar cancer, heart disease, and
'other diseases, and from'public
cern with environmental protection.
BiocheMists will also be needed in
.the drug and other industries and in
hospitals and health' centers. Colleg-
es and Universities may need addi-
tional teachers Ak biocheMistry en -,
rollments. continue fo increase.

g 5, :111

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average earnings of biochemists
were about twice the average for all
nonsupecvlsory workers in private in-

;dustry, except farming. According to
a 1976 survey by the American.
Chemical Society, salaries for experi-
enced biochemists averaged $18,000
for those v,ith a bachelor's-degree;
$19,000 for those with a master-'s de:
gree; and $26,000 for those with a
Ph. D.

Starting salaries of biochemists
employed in colleges and u iversities'
are comparable to thOgVtoi other
faculty members. (See stateinentfon
college and university teachers erse-
where in the Handbook.)

Biochemists in research arid devel-
opment.do mosl of their work in a
laboratory, but they also may write,
lecture, and doibrary, research.

Sourest; of Additional
Information

,...

,

- For general information on careers.

., . .

I. Job .porfunities for. biOchemists in biochemistry, contact:
American Society. of Biological chemists.

9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Md.
20014.

. with AdvanCed degrees should be fa- -
vorable through the mid-1980's. The
employment of bio.Chemists is ex-
pected to grow' about as fast as the
average for all occupations during
this period. Some additional job
openings Will result each year as.bio-
chemists retire, die, or transfer to
other'occUphtions. Thd:boutlooll for
biochemists is based omotheassOmp-
non that researcrt and .development.

re-

LIFE SCIENTISTS

(D.O.T. 040.081, 041.081, 041.168,
041..18 I , 041.281) ,

expenditures in hi chemistry °and re-
lated sciences, primarily by the Fed-
eral Government, will increase
through theimid-lq80's, although at

slower rate than duringth 1960is.
If actual expenditures differ signifi-
candy from those assumed, he out-

, \

6141

work in specific ariae: ch as identi
fying' and classifying° ants or study-

,ing the sttigieture -of plants and plant
cells. Other- flofanists condentrate on
causes and cures of plant diseases
,Agronomists,!.wbo are doneerned

with tbe mass development of plants,'
improve the quality and ielsl of
crops, och as corn, wheat, and cot- .?
ton, byrdeveipping view growth meth-

,.
ods or by controlling diseases, pes , ;

and weeds. They also' analyze to" t.
determine ways of increasingacreage
yields anddecreasingasbil erosion.

Nature of the Work

Life scientists, who study al '14s-
pects of living. olganismsernphaae
the relationship of animals and plant
to their environment.

6 0
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Horticulturists work with orchard
and garden plants such'as fruit and
nut trees, vegetables,. and flowers.
They seek to' improve plant culture
Methods for the beautificatiOn of
communities, homes, parks,' and oth-
er. areas as well as for increasing crop
quality and yields.

Zoologisti study various aspects of
animal life;its origin, behavior, and
life processes.. Some conduct'experi-
mental studies with' live animals in
contiolleCor natural surroundings

7:While others diiiteCt tin** to study
structure of their Parts. Zoolo-

gists areupally identified by the ani-
11 mal gibup ..studiedornithologists

(birds), oht.0.1piogist,s (insects), and
maminalogistiAmammals).

Animal hpsbandry specialists do re-
search on the breeding, feeding, and
diseases of dOmestic farm animals.
Veterinarians stuey..dise*s and ab-

,no-imal functioning in animals. (See
statement on veterinarians elsewhere
in the ,Handbook.)

Anatomists study the :structure of
organisms, from cell structure to the
formation , of tissues ,and organs...
Many specialize in Jiuman anatomy.
Research. methods may entail dissec-
tions or the use°Of electron 41111ero-
'scOpeti.'

SoMe life scientists apply their spe-
.

cialized knowledge, across a numbor
.

?. of areas, and nia# be classified by the
functions performed: Ecologists, for
example, Study (lie relationship be-

%tween. organisms and their environ--
4nentit, particularly. the effects of en-
virohmenta,1 influences such as
rainfall, temperature,. and altitude on
rganisms. For example, ,ecologists

extract samples of plankton micro-.
scopic plants and animalsifrorn bod-'
ies of water* deter e the effects

itpf p011tition; and *ilea re° the radio-
ictive content of fish. .

Embryologists study'tbe develpP'-
merit of an animal frolit'a fertilized

° Ogg.t-KroUgh the hatching process or
gestation 'period. They investigate
the causes of healthy and abnormal
development in animals. '

Microbio4igists are life scientists
who investigate the growth and char....
acteristics of microscopic .or&anisins
such as bactena, viruses, anitiolds,

;,,They isolate and grolV.OrginiSini for
ose exam tnation: :tinder a micro-

o -
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.
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Life scientists study living organientiond their life processes.

*e,P 11'1

scope. Medical microbiologists are are included in separate statements
concerned with the.-relatiqnship be- elsewhere in the Handbook.
twee'n bacteria and dfsease or the ef-

Places offrnployment
I

An estimated 'persons,
woricect aside scientists -4'0976. Al-
most 40,000 were agric tural scien-
tists, about 1190,000 w biological
.scientists, and about 4000. were
medical scientists:

Colleges and universities employ
nearly three-fifths- of all life scien-
tis , in both. teaching and research

sAMeiical7 schools and hospitals
o e'inplOypiarge numbers of medi, .

cal investigators. Sizable numbers of
sbecialists ih agronomy, berticulture,
animal husbandrentomalogy; and
related areas work' for State agricul-
tural colleges and

P
agricultuial exPeri-"

merit stations.
About 18:000 life scientists

worked for the Federal. Government.
in 1 tltese, over half worked

. for 'tfie..be ern" AgOculture,
with' lam e. ers..,also in the pe-
p altd-in the.

#uteti:Of Itiestith".Cgtate
rnments .combine*:, ret

At*.

fect of antibiotica'on, bacteria. Other
mierobiologists may specialize' ill soil
bacteriology (effect o4 mi4roorga-
riisms on soil fertility), virology, (vi-
ruses), or immunology (mechanism's
that fight infectidns)... -

Nutritionists examine the bodily
processes through :which' food is Uti-

lized and transformed into energy.
They `-''lean :hol.V.9iitarnins, minerals,
proteii ands oilier utrient4build .

Kigali: ss

h hiacolog4ts coatict Jests' on
anirpZlssuch* rs;guinfa pigrsrind
morkkertO. !deterniine trier effeats'Of

'drugs, gases, poisons, dusts, and oth-
-er substiCces on the functioning of

9 tissues..and organs. They may devel-
op ne*or improved drugs and medi'-'

;:.,

'Pathkogists specialiieiti the e*
fecti o diseases, parasites, and irt-

\_sectr,on human cefisltissues, Ald or-
gans. Others' M4y tptvestigate genetic

JO-lath:ins causta by drugs.
Biochemist.f.a#d biological'oCeanog-

101.terV, who are also life. scientists,
'

1

'11 * bir,..*



LIFE SCIENCE OCCUPATIONS.

employed about 22,000 life scien-
tists.

Approximately 40,000 ,life scienr
Lists vorked in private industry,
mostlyLin the pharmaceutical, indus-
trial chemical, and food processing
industries in 1976. About 6,000
worked for -nonprofit research or-
ganizations and foundations; a few
were self-employed.

Life scientists are distributed fairly
evenly thioughout the United States,
but employment is cencentrated in
some rnetropVitan areasfor exam-

.. pie, nearly 6 percent of all agricultur-
al and biological scientists work in
the Washington, D.C., metropolitan
area. Life science teachers aria con-
centrated in communities with large
universities.

Trqiulng, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Persons seeking a,career in the life
sciences should plan to obtain an
advanced degree. The Ph. D. degree
generally is required for college
teaching, for iririlepAldf.nt research,
and for many administrative jobs. A
master's degree is sufficient for some
jobs-in -applied research ancLcolltge
teaching. A health science degree is'
necessary for *orne jobs in medical ,
resea1th (See 'section on health
occupations elsewhere in the Hand-
book.) ?.;`

The.baChelor's degree is adequate
9 preparation for,some beginning jobs,

but pronitotidns often are limited for
those whia hold no higher degree.
New graduates with a bachelor's de-

.
#4greetaiLstart-their carebrs in testing,
and inspecting jobs, br become tech-
nical.:sales arid service representa-
tives. Th4 also may become ad-
vanced technicians, particularly
indical research or, with courses
edildation; ;a high school biology
t"-ea6her.' (See statement on second-
aty school teachers elseWhere in the
Handbook.)

Most collegOI:an,d universities° of.-
fer. life seleece:,Akr.riculumg. How7'
ever,, ditsfel'ent -may empha-
size only certain dreas of life Setence.
For- example,:liber9 art? colleges
,may emithapize fife. bal)logical scienc-

'. es, while many:State universities and
'latId-irant colleges offer.pregrains4
agricultural science. ' !

9.

Students seeking careers in the life
sciences should obtain the broadest
possible undergraduate background
in biology and other sciences.
Courses taken should include biol-
ogy, chemistry, physics, and. Mathe-
matics. .

Many colleges and universities
confer advanced degrees in the life
sciences. Requirements for advanced
degrees .usually include field work
and laborato. research as well as
classroom studies and preparation of
a thesis.

Prospective life scientists shditld
be able to work independently or as
part of a team and must be able to
communicate their finding's in clear
and concise language, both orally
and in writing. Some life scientists,
such as those c9.n.ducting field re-
search in kremotre areas, must have
good physi I stamina.

Life scienti who have advanced
degrees usually begin inIresearch or
teaching jobs. With experience, they
may advance to jobs such as supervi-
sors of research programs.

.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for life .
scientists a5e expected to be good for

., those with advanced degrees through
the mid -1980' but those with-lesser
degrees mays rience competition
for available 0 s. However,- a life
science degree also is useful for entry
to occupations related to life science
such as . laboratory tophnology and
the health car pitons. Employ-
ment in the nces is expected
to increase f han the average
for all occup over this period.
In addition, some nings will occur
A life scie retire, die, or transfer
to other occupations.

Employment_ in the life science's-
will grow as a' result Of increased
interest in preserving the natural eq-
yironment and'a continuing interest
in medicd1 research. Employment

,opportunities in industry and goVelu-
ment should grow as epvir'onmecrital

'research 'and development increases
and ne&laws and standaidsirOtect-
ing the entironment are enacted. Ad;

science teachtrs.41)-be
needed if college and university
rollments. increase as. expected .:"1

Earnings and Working
Conditions

4
Life scientists receive

367

relatively
high salaries; their average earnings
are more than twice those of nonsu-
pervisory workers in private industry,
except farming.

Beginning salary offers in private
industry in 1976 averaged $10,900 a
year for bachelor's degree recipients
in agricultural science and $10,200 a
year for bachelor's degree recipients
in biological science.

In the Federal Government in
19779-life scieniisis having-4a bache-
lor's degree could,bnin at $9,303 Zr:
$114,523 a year, depending on their
college records. Life scientiita having
the master's degree could start at
$11,523 or 14,097, depending on
their academic records_nr work expez
rience. Those having the Ph. D. de-
gree could begin atAl 7,056 or
$20,442 a year. Agricultrial and bio-
logical scientists in.the Federal Gov-
ernment averaged $21,600 a year.

Earnings of all life scientists aver-
aged about $20,300 a year in 1976,
according to the 'limited data avail-
able. Life scientists who have the
M.D. degree generally earn more
than other life scientists but less than
physicians in private practice.

Most life scientists work in well-
lighted," well-ventilated, and clean
laboratories. Some jobs, however,.re-.

quire working outdoors under ex-
treme weather conditions, doing
strenuous physical labor.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information on careers in
the life sciences is available from:
American Institute of Biological Sciences,

1401 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Va.
111 22209.

Ame can Societi for ,orticultural Science?,
on Center for American Horticul-

t. Vernon, Va. 22121.

Physiological Sock., Education
ce, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,
20014,-),

ial information on Foicteral'.<;.
. .
Government careers is available
from:

0.

Civil Service Commission, Washington
AreaSiffice, 1900 E St. 44W., ashine.
,ton, D.C.' 20415. "
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SOIL SCIENTISTS soil scientists, who have backgrbunds
in the biological sciences, may inves-.

(D.O.T. 040.081) tigate the presence of organIc`mate
als in soils and study the effects of_

Nature of the Work these organisms on plant growth.
In recent years, mounting concern

,Because soil is one of our most over the quality of water has led to
be used research into the Causes of pollution
accom- ..and it has been found that sediment,

e.physical, or soil.wnoff, is responsible for much

valuable resources, it m
. wisely. Soil scientists he

plish this- b tudying t
chemical, b ological, and behavioral of the problem. Many States, in an
characteristi s of soils. A large part effort to comply with. Federal anti-
of their job is categorizing soils ac- pollution laws, now employ soil sci-
cording to a national classification entists to inspect large highway and
system. To do this, a soil scientist building sites where vegetation has
-investigates the soils at various plaCes' been stripped away, and agricultural
wi t.Wi an area, often taking samples -lands where fertilizers have been ap-
to Vfialyze in the labOratory,,Once plied, to make sure proper erosion
the soils in an area have been classi- control methods have been fqllowed.
fled, the soil scientist prepares a map,
usually based on aerial photographs,
which shows soil types throughout
the area as well as landscape fea-
tures, such as streams or hills, and
physical features, such as roads or
property boundaries.

Because different types of soil are
better suited tor some uses than oth7
ers, soil typrmaps are invaluable
tools for urban and regional filanne;
concerned with land use. A planner
who may -wish to locate large buiI8-
ings, such aS factories or apartment
bnildings, oil a secure base would
look for firm:solls containing.claY. In
contrast, sandy soils drain much bet
ter thaw clays, and thus are better
_suited for uses that require good
drainage, 'such as farming. In
tion, a small but increasing-number
of States require certified soil scien-
tists to examine soils and defers:line
their drainage capacities, before issu-.
mg building permits`fOr lots on which
eisiden.c% %sing septic systems are to
beS buibuilt °

Besides the- many "soil 'scientists
who-, ate employed mapping soils,
some, conduct research iu ;o the
chemical and biological properties of
soils .to deterniirie, their agricultural
uses. With the -as.11istance of agricul-
tural techniciansi-they set up exptri-'
merits in which they grow crops ii
different !types of soils to 'determine
which are most `productive for cer-

.

taire-,,oropsss They also may test the
,Affects of fertilizers on ifarions types
of soils fotoyeletp fertilizers ailapted
to particular ibils and to find whys to
improve leas piodUdtive soils. Other.

1,

Places of Employment -4

An:eitimated 2,500 soil scientists
were employed in 1976. Soil scien-
tists work all over the country, in
every State and nearly every county.
More than ,half were employed by the
Soil Conservation Service, of the U.S,
Department of Agriculture. Some
worked for other agencies of the
Federal Government, State agricul-
tural experiment stations, and colle. g-
es -of agriculture. Others were em-
ployed in a wide range of other
public and private institutions, in-
cluding fertilizer,,companies, private
research laboratories, insurance
companies, banks and other lending
agencies, real estate firms, land` ap-
praisal boards, State conservation
departments, and farm managemeik
agencies. A 'few are ictlependent
consultantp, and Others work foncon-
suiting firms. In addition, some soil
scientists worked in foreign countries
as researcli,leaders, consultants, and
agricultural inanagers.

Trainin3, Other GuallfIcatlohs,
and Adv ce nt

raining insa tollege 9r university
important `in obtaining employ-,

ment as a soil scientist. For Federal
-employment, the minimum qualifica-
tion for entcan is,a bachelor's de-
gree with a ma or in'soil science or in
acli rely. rel4ed, field of stud},
30 sertiestoi hours of course Of( in
The biological, physkal, 564 earth
scien4,es, includiim a Minimum of 1

3 7 8
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semester hours in sag. For students.
interested in working in the Soil Con-.
servation Service, one of the ,best_
cbtuses of study is agronomy, the
study of how plants and soils interact.
Also a major agriculture may en-
able an applicant to find employment
with the Soil Conservation- Service.
In addition, courses in chemistry and
cartography, or mapmaking, 'are
helpful to people interested in this
career, and are requi* by some em-
ployers. Soil scientiftis often must
write reports decribing their work
and thus need some writing skills.

Soil %cientists who have 'been
trained in both field work and labora-
tory research may have the edge in
obtaining the best jobs, and an ad-
vanced degreeespecially a doctor-
ate degreemay be needed to ad-
vance to the more respon
better paying research jo s. Also, a
strips background in chemi may
be necessary for obtaining r arch
positions.

Many colreges and, universities of-
fer fellowships and assistantships for
graduate training, or employ
ate students for part-tinie teachin
research.

A few States now req ire, certifica-
tion of soll,scientist; w inspedi soil
conditions prior to c. struction ac-
tivities. 'One. such 'certification pro-
gram requires candidates for certifi-
cation to have a bachelor's degree
and 3 yeari of experience as a soil
scientist, or a master's degree and 2
years of experience. In addition, can-
didates must. complete a written ex-
amination, demonstrating their
knowledge of

Soil scientists often can transfer to
related occupations .such as land ap-
praiser or farm management advisor.

Emploiniont ,

One of the majorObjectives of-the
Soil Conservation Service is %com-:
plete the soil cla sification surrey of
*J1 rural lands, r he United Slates.
This program inc udessbilotclassifica-
tion and soil interim-Anion for use by
agriculturist engineers, and Jond-
se Plannem.Yitlicougli the .riuMber

of.soil scientists workineon thisproj-;
ect has noechainged over Itir past
decadN abou100 openings aris4
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keep pace wjth *he ...mber crf..
jobseekers in thii.field..

,

Earnings and Working
COnditions

The incomes of soil scientists de-
pend upon their edUcation, profes-
,sional experience, and individual
abilities. The 'entrance salary in the -..
Federal service for grad, having
a B.S. degree was $9,3 in 1977.
They may expect advanCement to
$11,523 after 1 year of satisfactory
performance. Those who had out
standing records in college, or a mas
ter's degree, started at $11,523, and
coti)ld advance to $14,097 after 1

year. Further promotion depends
upon the individual's ability to do
high quality work and to accept re-
sponsibility. Earnings of well-quali-
tied Fedeial scritscientistazith sever-
al years of experience range_ d from

17,046 to $28,725 a year.
Soil scientists generally spend

much of their time doing field work,
which requires them to travel within
their areausually, within a county.
During inclement weather they gen-
erally work in an office, preparing
maps and writing reports. Research-
ers spend intich of their time doing
experimentsin fields and greenhous-
es.

Sourcal of Additional'
Information

" Additional informationinay be sob-
tailed from .the U.S. Civil 4ervice%
Commissidn, Wishington, D.C.

-'fr 20415; U.S Department of Agricul-
.

soil
. ture, Office of Personnel, Washing-

Most il Selentleb.Vibili for the Federal Government, State exparlmental statIonsi, and ton, D.C. 20250; any office of the.
. coneys* of agriculture'. .

.

1' Department's Soil Conservation Ser.;
vice;. any college of agriculture; tile
American Sbciety of Agroncirriy, 677,. "
S: Segoe Rd., Madison; Wis. 53711;.A
or the Soil Society' of Amerind, 677
S. Segoe Re, Madison, Wis.'.5711.'

See also statements on cheniiits
d life scientists elsewhere in the

,

each year to replaCe those scientists
who'retire, die; or leave the

.

servation Service for'otierrea :

In addition,. some 'e'inployn4nt
growth may be expected in ,ate and
local. goiernthent agetities'. age con-

fdilltiollution and destruction of
of r sbit,resourbes increalses. Emgloy-

?,!
A.

5
ti .

4,a. :

ment growth also is expected in the
private sector of the economy, in

41.businesses s'uch as fertilizer manufac-
turers, and with lending institutions

1 ,

that make lOans for farm lands, such
Vas banks, mortagage companies, and

fife 'insurance companies. Hoy:ever,
openings fpr soil.itscientistsi mqix. not

t`
') TYP >.

ndbot1'.

:,isr,
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Matheinatics is both a science. and
a tool essential for many kinds of
work. As a tool, mathematics is nec-
essary for understanding and ex-
pressingsadeas7in science, engineer-
ing, andi increasingly, in human
affairs. The application of mathemat-
ical techniques in these fields has in-
creased greatly beCause of the wide-
spread use of computers, which,
enable, mathematicians to solve com-
plex problems rapidly and, efficiently.
As a result,persons trained in mathe-
matics are employed in all sectors of .

the economy including private indus-
try, government, and acolleges and

p .universities.
. .

Persons considering careers in
-mathematics should be able to con-
centrate for long _periods of time.

. They should enjoy working indepen-
dbly with ideas and solving prob-
lemsNnd must be able to present
their findings in written reports.

This ACtion. describes two
tioni-iimathematjcian and statisti-
cian. A statemenIN.onactuaries, a
closely related mathematics,occupa--
tion, is discpssed in the ,...4ction On
insurance occupations. Entrance into
any of, these fields:requiiei college
training in mathematics-.Nofor, many
types of work, graduate eVation is
necessary

E 1111 AT ICS OCCUPATIONS
.

Many. other workers in .he natural
and social sciences and in data pro-
cessing use mathematics extensively,
aljhou.gh they are not primarily
mathematicians. These , occupations
are discussed elsewhere in the Hand-
book, as are jobs for .high school
mathematics teachers, covered in the
statement on secondary school
te4hers.

r _

A

MATHEMATIWiNS

(D.O.T. 020.088),,

Nature of the Work

Mathematicians work with one of
the oldest and most vital of all scienc-
es. Mathematicians today are en-
gaged in a wide variety of activities,

I

;r

;,

4

rangin,go,from The creation of
theariei to the translation of scientif-

N-ic and managerial problems into
.,

mathematical terms. N

lqathematical 'work falls int Iwo
broad Oiasses: theoiretical .(p
inathemitiss; and applied mathemat-
ics.--However, these
sharply defined and often-`bietlap..
sr Theoretical mathematiCiant ad-
vance mathematical science 3,y, de-
veloping new principlesand pets re-
lationships between existing
principles of mathematics: Although
they seek to increase basic knowl-
edge swithoui necessarily considering
its practiCal use, this pure and ab-
stract knowledge has been instru-
mental in producing many scientific
and engineering achievements. For

Ni

t...41._

vMathematIclans should haSe a :good 'moiled
.t complex mathematical qmputa

is

330

0

q71r

of coinputerprogrammlnwslece most
n Is done py computer.

4r,
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MATHEMATICS OCCUPATIO4S

example, in 1854 Bernard Riemann
invented a seemingly unpractical
non-Euclidian geometry-that was td,
ecome part of Albert Einstein's the-

contributed to e creation of
of relativitY. this the-

ry
;atorn e r.

Mathematicians in applied wail(
,use mathematics to develop thedries:
techniques, and approaches to solve
practical problems in business, gov-
ernment, engineering, and the natu-
ral and social gcieiEes. Their work
ranges from analysis of the mathe-
matical aspects o launching earth
satellites to studie -of the- effects Of
new drugs on des ase.
. Much work izTapplied mathemat-
ics, however, is carried on by persons
other than mathematicians. In 'fact,
the number of workers who depend
upon mathematical expertise is many
times greater than the number actu-
ally designated as mathematicians.

Places df EmployMent
About 38,000 persons worked. . ,

mathematicians in 1976. Roughly
three-fourths of all mathematicians
worked in colleges and universities.
Most were. teachers; sortie worked
mainly in research and development
with few or no teaching duties.

Most -other mathematicians).
worked in private industry 'and gov-
ernment. In the private sector, major
employers were the aerospace, com-
munications, machinery, and electri-
cal equipment industries. The De-
partment of, Defense and the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration employed most of the
mathematicians working in the Fed-

' eral Government. .. .

Ma hematicians work in all States,
but a e concentrated in those with
large industrial areas ancl large col-
lege and university enrollmentS.
Nearly half of the total are employed
in severoStates:California, New
York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Illkiois, Maryland,' and . New Jersey.
Of the total, one-fourth live in three
metropolitan areasNew York City;
Washing/on, D.C.; and Los Angeles-
Long3each, California.

TralhIng, Other 9uallfications,
and Advancement' ,

6 An advanced degree is the basic
tequirement for beginning teaching

.01, , "

jobs; as well as fek most research
positions., In rtiosi colleges nd uni
versiti9 the Ph. D *lieges-
saryThrfull faculty status.

o Although the bachelOr';( dagive
may be -adepuate pitieparation for

government,
,jobs in private industry and

-government, employers usually 6e-
quire an advanced degree. Those
bachelor's degree holders who find
jobs usually assist senior matheinati-
clans by performing computations
and solving less advanced problems
in applied mathematics. However,
advancement often depends, o'
achieving an advanced degree. Othe

.
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Mathematicians need goodreason-
iivitabiiity, persistence, and the abil-

0,ity, to aprly(14asic principles, to. new i
types. of pxoblems,' Tbeiy:--mAst be

.
'able to communicatf well w otneis
since they Often rnegt lisle to ,e
nonmatheinatiiinn desclib a prob-
lem general terms, and; Flick And
recheck tb nrakesure they,under-
stansiethe Rathematical soluti n that
is needed.

Employment putiook

Employment of matherriaticians is
pected to increase afore slowly
an,theave age for all noccupgtionsrebachelor's degree holsters v.51-kAs ',through the mid- 1980's. Althoughsearch or teachfireaSsistant0:-:in ..s.che number of degrees granted in,leges and universities whilestud Yin -.

for an advanced degree. . rvathematics each year is expected to
decline, the number of peopleseertThe bachelor's degree in mettle-- .

matici is offered by most colleges ing employment is expected to ex-

and universities. Mathematics ceed job openings. As a result, per -

courses usually required for a degree` 'sons, seeking employment as
are analytical geometry, calculus,

mathematicians are likely to face
.,keen competition throughout the pe-

differential equations, probability

and modern algebra: A prospective

rio_rdh.

44:
arid statistics, mathenigical analysis, Theoretipal matherdaticians,

college mathematics student should-
have traditionaliground jobs in c

w

leges and unive flies are e e t,
take as many mathematics courses as
possible while still enrolled in high

to experience the most difficulty in

school.
finding employment because colleges

. .

More than 400 colleges and uni-
and universities are not expected to
increase their employment -of mathe-

versities have programs leading to maticians much, if any, beyond pre-
the master's degree in mathematics;
about "156 also offer. the Ph. D. In

sent levels. /
Holders of advanced degrees in

graduate school, students build upon applied mathematics should have the
the bas nowledge acquired in ear- least difficulty in finding satisfactory
tier stu . They usually concen- employment. Altlitligh some limited
trate Dna spetific field of mathemat- 'opportunities may be available to.
ics, such as algebra, mathematical theoretical mathematicians 'in non-
analysis, or geometry, by conducting academic areas, most employers will
research and taking advanced seek app lied mathematicians who are '.
courses: capable of applying their

For work in applied mathematics, mathematical skills tdpi'acticar16ptob-
. training in the field in which the le Private industry and govern

mathematics will be used is v i mental agencies will need applied -
portant. Fields in which applied mathernaticians4for work in 'opera
mathematics is used extensively in- tions research: numerical analysis,
elude physics, engineering, and op: computer systeniS prograjbming, ap-
erations research; of increasing im- plied mathematical' physics, market
portance are' business and industrial research and commercial suliveyk,
management, economics, statistics, -and as consultants in industrial labo-
chemistry and life sciences, ind the ratories. Work ih applied mathema
behavioral sciences. ics _requires both a high degree of

Mathematicians should have a mathematical competence and a 6
,good knowledge of computer pro- knoCiedge of the field of application.
?grom nun g since most comple x ' Although mathematician jobs may

reputation is done be difficult to obtain,-college grailu--mathematical
by computOr. ates with cl6gree in- mathematics

.301 k,

r



should find their boackgrokind helpful.
for car,eers, in 'othear areaLS: Many jobs
rely' heavily on the -application of
mathematical theories and methods.'

athern atfei majors are:likely .to find,
alings in statislics,,Ictuarial vitrirk,

compulectikritgrammtng,' systems
e con optcs, engineering,

and physical and- ife sciences: Ern.-
.ployment opportunities in these
fields will probably be best for those'
who combine a major in mathematics
with a minor in one of these subjects.

New graduates may also find open-4
ings as high school mathematics
teachers after completing profession-
al educativn courses and other re-
quirementslfor a Stateteaching cer-

, tificate. (S-,,,.atement on secondary
school' teat elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Earnings and Working
Conditions

I 1976 th ti in , ma ema c ans eagle
average salaries over twice as higbas
the.average for nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry, except farm-
ing. Starting salaries fort mathemati-
cians with a bachelor's degree
averaged about' $1 1 ,500 a year.
Those with a master's degree -could
start at about. $14,300 annually:
Salaries for new graduates having the
Ph. D., most of whom had some ex-
perience, averaged over $20,000.

In the Federil Government in
1977, :mathematicians having the
bachelor's degree and no experience
could: start at either ..0$.91303 or
$1 1,523 a year, depending. or:thifi
college records. Those with the mas-
ter's degree could start at $14,097 or
$17,056; and persons having the Ph.

-,D.,degree..could begin at either
$17,0569t $20,442. The average sal-
ary for all-mathematicians in the Fed-
eralGovvitment was about $23,100
in 1977.

Salries. paid to colleg4 and univer-
sitymathematics teachers are com-
parable tO those for other faculty
members. (See statement on college
and university teachers elsewhere in
the Haridb'ook.)40-.

Sources of Additional f.
Information

Several *brochures are available
that give facts about the field of

_ .1'
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math a9c ihcludin-g career op-
po.r ies professiOnal training,
and 6ei es.and-universities witlyde
glee °grams.

) a
- el.

110Se Employment in the Mathe-
matic I Sciences is available. for. 50*
cents . .

American lAathematilSociety, P.O. Box
6248, Providence, .1. 02940.

Professional Opportunities in
Mathematics (50 cents) ,rid Guide
Book to' Depatments in the -Mathe
mailed Scien-ces ($3.00) are;provid

group of _people or things by survey-
, ing a small portion, called a sample,
rather than the whole group: For eic-
ample,. television .rating services as
only a few thousand Iamifies; rather sx

than all v:itew4ers, whAt programs they
watch to determine thep size of the
audience. Statisticians decide where
to get the data, determine the type
and size of the 'sample group, and
develop the' survey questionnaire or o

repOrting form. They also premre
instructions for workers who will/fla-
bulate the-returns. Statisticians who
design experiments prepasa' mathe-
matical models td test a particular
theory. Those in analytical work in

collected data and summarize
their' findings in tables, charts, and
written reports. Some' statisticians,
called mathernalical statisticians, use
mathematical theory to design and
improve statistical methods. .

Ocause the field of statistics has
such a wide application, it Sometimes-
is difficult to distinguish statistiCians
from specialists in other fields who
use statistics., For example, a statisti-
cian.working with data on economic
conditions may have the title of
economist.

Mathematical AssociUtion of America, li25
Connecticut Ave. NW Washington, D.C.

.20036. a

For specific in
reers in applied
tact:

rmation on ca-
athematics-, con-,

Society for .1 ndustri ncP App d Mathemat-
ics, 33:$. 174 St., Phila elphia, Pa.

r 19101'

For 'Federal Govcrnment career
jnformation., contact any regional of-
fice of the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission or:

- Interagency Board of U.S. r iv/1 Service Exam-
iners, 1900 E St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20415.

STATISTICIANS
-

' ,020.1813)

Places of Employment

AlSproximately 24,000 persons
worked` as statisticians in 1976.
About two out of three statisticians
were in priqate industry, primarily iris
Manufacturing, pUblic utilities, fi-
nance, and insurance companies.
Roughly one-eighth worked for the

. Nature o the Work Federal Government, primarily in
. , the Departments of Commerce;

Statistics are nu ers that help de- Health Education, and Welfare; Ag-scribe the characteristics of, the 'ricultlire;, and' Defense. Othersworld and, its inhabitants. Statisti- ,A State and local govern-
c.igns devise, carry out, and interpret worked in

. merit and colleges and universities.the numerical results of surveys and Although. statisticians, work in allexperiments. In doing so,- they apply 40,parts of the country, most ape intheir knowledge of statistical. meth- .

ods to a particular subject area, suc
-ii,.4.metropolitan areas, and abou one -

as
work in three areas New

as economics, human behavior, natu-
g1.1

rk City; Washington, D.C.; sand
al science, or engineering. They may Log' Angeles-Long Bea.chCali(ornia.use statistical techniques to predict . 1

-.
population growth' or economic con-

. Training, Other Qualifications,"
ditions, develop qiiality control tests, and Advancemtnt. . ._
for minu/factured products, or help -

business managers and government A bachelor's degree with a major
officials make decisions and evaluate in statisticfr,or mathematics is the'
the results of new pcograms: , minimurrrieducational requirement.,

Often statisticians are able to ob- for many beginning jobs in statidtics.
tail accurate information about. a For other beginning statistical jobs,

. .

i rr
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Statisticians &vise, carry out,. and Interpret the numerical results of surreys
extierlmenti. 4

however, a bachelor's degree with a
Major in an...applied field such as eco-
nomics of natural science and a mi-
nOr in statistics is p ;eterable. A
grad degree in mathemalics or

to is essential for college and
ersity teaching. Most mathemat=

,

al alltisticians have .at 'least a
helpr's degree in mathematics

and an advaEced degree in statistics.
* About .14mplolleges and univer-si:
ties offend, statistics as- a concentra-
tion for I baeheloes.degree in 1976.
Many sc is also off r either a de-

in itf6thema a sufficient
mber of courses in tistics to

qualify graduates for beginning posi-
tions. Required subjects for statistics
majors include mathematics through
differential !and jiitegrakalculus; sta-

. tistical methods, andbability the-
:ory. .Courties in eonipilter uses and
techniques,-itnot requir are;high-
ly recommended:. Ferqu 'ty, C Oho,
positiOns, tra to engine ring or a

physical or brOMgical science and in
the application of statistical methods

; to manufacturing processes isOesir-

.
,-

U s 'with knowledge-Of a field'of Up-
ply. ation, are expected to be
faVo able -through qte m id 7 1 9 8 Cr's .

Besides ,,the faster than average
growth' expected in this field, .addi-
tional statisticians will be needed to ..

replace those wbO die; retire, or
transfer to other occupations. , ,

Private industry will require iii
creasing numbers of statisticians for

4. quality 'control in manufac g
-Statisticians with a. knowledge
gineering and the physical sc ences/
will find jobs worleing,with scientists- '
and engineers in rel'earch and der1-
.epment. Businegs.firms *fil. rely
More heavily than in ;the past oh stet-

s isticians to forecast, sales, analyze'
business conditions, inodeinize 'ac-
counting procedures, and .help solve
management problems... ' ''' . 41

Many fields such as law and history .

are disco4tinglheusefulness of sta-
tistics. As the use of statistics ex-
pands into new area), more statist':
cians will be needed to apply their , '.. '
special knoWledge. . ,,.*. :'

Federal, State, "and loe;1 gove*
ment agendies will need statisticians.
for efisting and new programs in
fields such .social security,liealth,
and edudation. Colleges and uniVer- ,,_
sities will ewptoy atkers to teach a
growing .number, of. tidents, as,the
firoadefute of statistical methods.
makes such courses increasingly. im-
portant to persons majoring in fields
other than Mathematici, and statis=:,
tics.-

and

able. For many 'lnarket research,
business analysis, and fOrecasting
jobs, courses in economics and buii-
ness administration are helpful.

Over 100 cdlleges and universities
offered graduate degrees in statistics
in' 1976, and many other schools
offered one cr two goduite level
statistica7courses. Acceptance into
graduate ams doe's not require
an undergraduate degree in statistics
although .a good mathematics back--
ground is essential.

- Beginning statisticians who have
only the bathelor's degree - Often
spend much of their time perfoiming
routine work under the supervision
of an. experienced statistician.
Through experience, they may ad-
vance to rdsitions of greater teChni-
cal and supervisory responsibility:
jiowever, opportunities for promo-

'. tfon are best for those with itanced
degrees.

Employment OuttiCoO
,

'

sons who ds-
Einplbypcombi

e training in sleent

for per-

I

Earnings and Working,
Conditions

In the Federal, Government''
1977, statisticians who hail the
baChelorblegree and no experienCe
could start at either $9,303 .or
511,523 ,a year, depending on their,.
college grades. Beginai4g statisti-
cians with the Master's degree-could-,, I

start at $14,097 or 0$17,056. thos
with the Pti: D. could begin at
$17.,056 or $20,442. The average an
nual: salary, Mr. statistician's, in tie
FedeirSpvernnignt was $24,000 in
1977:-; '. .

Salarresin private industry were -

comparable,. to those in the Federal
goyernment,_ according to the Vital
ed data available..

,.. 383
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Statisticians. employed by eolleges
and universities, genefally receive'
'salaries comparable io those paid

A. other faculty members. (See state:
ment ontrillege and university teach-1
ers.) In addition to their regular salat'
ries, statisticians i,n educational
Institutions sometin4:ies earn extra in-
come-from outsid earch, projects,

--Consulting, and w ing. Q

Sources of Additions
Information t),

For infoimation about career op-
portunities in statistics, contact:

American Statistical Association, 806 15th St.>
NW., Washington, D.C. 20005.

Facts on Federal G ernment jobs,
are available from:
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Interagency Board of US; Civil SirVice'Exam-
iners for Washington, D.C., 1000- E St.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20414.

For information on.a. career as a
mathematical statistician, clatitact:

Institute-of MatheMaticadtatistics, 1367 Lau3
Irel St., San Carlos, Calif.- 94070. .

r.xit
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PHYSICAL SCIEN
r-

Physical sefentists ihvestigate the
structure and composition of the
earth and the universe. Four phys-
ical science occupalionS-,are de-
scribed in this section: astronomeis,

. chemists, food seientists, and physi-
'gists. Astronomers study the nature
of the and the celestial 1z2c1-
les, while chemists examine the am--
position and interaction of substanc-
es in the world around us. Food
scientists search for better ways W
commercially process and preserve.
food.- Physicists study the nuclear
structure of matter and its relation-
ship to energy. A knowledge of the
physical sciences is also required- by
engineers, environmental scientists,
and life scientists; these occupations
,are -desfted in separate sections,
elsewhere in the Handbook.

Many physical scientists perform
research directed toward increasing
our knowledge of the universe. Phys-
ical scientist's also employ the results.
Of research in the development of
new products_and production pro-
cesses. So physical scientists
teach in coil ges -and universities.
Others, particularly chemists and
food scientists, work in production
and sales-related activities in indus-
try.

Many high le'el jobs in the phys-
ical sciences require graduate educa-
tioh and often a Ph. D..degree.

ASTRONOMERS

. (D.O.T.021.088)
X,

Nature of the Work,

Astronomets seek answers to ques-
tions about 4the fundamental nature
of the universe, such as its origin and

! history and the evolution of Our solar
g

system.' Astronomerssometimes
called astroihysicistsuse the ptinci-

pies of phygics and mathematics to
study and determine the behavior of
matter 4nd energy in distant galaxies.
One. application of the infoimation
they gain is to prove Sr disprove
tlfeorie of the nature oP matter and
energy such as Einstein's theory of
'relativity.

,To TnaKe, observations of the uni-
verse, astronomers use large tele-
scopes, radiotelescopes, and other
instruments that can detect electro-
magnetic radiation from distant
sources. Astronomers of today spend
_little time visually observing stars
through telesCopes because photo-
graphic aid electronic, light-detect-

ing equipment is more effective with
dim or distant stirs, and galaxies. By
using- spectrOscopeis to analyze light
from stars t tironomets can deter-
miiie their emical composition.
Astronwners also. dise radiofele-
scopes and other-electronic mewls to
observe radio waves }Crays, and
cosmic rays. Electronic computers
are used to analyze data and to solve
complex mathematical equations
that astronomers develovto repre-
sent various theories. Comeputers also -?"

are useful for processing astronorni-
al data to calculate orbits opster-

oids or comets, guide spacecraft, and
4vork out tables for navigational
handbooks.

' Astronomers usually specialize in
one of the many %ranches of the r
science_sitch as.instruments and tech-
niques, the-sun, the solar system, and-
the evo:Itttion and interiors of stars.

Astronomers who, work on °bier-,
vational programs begin their studies
by deciding what stars or other ob-
jects to observeilnd the methods and
instruments to uk. They may need to
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Almost all astronomers do research or teach.
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design optical measuring devices to
attach to the telescope to make the
required = measurements.- After -com--
pleting their observations, they aria-
lyze the results, presentthem in pre-
cise numerical ,form, and explain
them on the basis of_some theory.
Astromomers, usually spend relative-
ly little time in actual observation_
and relatively more time in analyzing'
the large quantities of data,that 'ob-
servatory facilities collect. \\:,

Some astronomers concentrate on
theoretical problems and seldom visit
observatciries.'They--formulate7theo-
ries or mathematical models to ex-
plain observations made earlier by
other astronomers2These astrono-
mers develop mathematical equa-
tions using the laws of physics to
compute, for example, theoretical
triOdels of how stars.Change as their
nuclear energy sources become ex-
hausted.

Almost all astronomers do re-
search or teach; those in'colleges and
universities often do both. In schools
that do not have separate depart-
ments of astronomy or only small en-
rollments in the subject, they often
teach courses in mathematics or
physics as well as astronomy. Some
astronomers 'administer research
program- s,'develop and design astro-
.nomical instruments, and clo consult-
ing work. r

Places of Employment

Astronomy-is the smallest physical
science; only 2,000 persons worked
as astronomers 41,1976. Most as-
trehomers work in collegess and uni-
versities. Soir0work in observatories
operated by universities, nonprofit
organizati 1925\and the Federal Go'-
ernment.

The Federal Government er
ployed almost 600, astronomers a;
spaCe ciert-tists 'in 1976: Mc
worked. for the National Aeronautic..
And space Administration. Oth--
worked for the Deparinient of L
fense, mainly at the .U.S. Naval C
servatory and., the U.S Naval !
search- Laboratory. A fc.
astrondmers worked.for firms in
aerospace field, or museums
planetariums.

Training,)3ther Clualifi at ens,
and Advancement

,
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The usual requirement for s job in
astronomy is a Ph. D. degree. Per
sons with less education may qualify
for some joatiS;- however, high-level
positioni in teaching and research
and advancement in Most areas are

aoteee.n

only to those_with the doetor-
.

Many' students who, undertake
graduate study in astrOn my have as
bachelor's degree in a.enomy. In
1976, about SO colleges And universi-
ties had programs leading to the
bachelor's degree in,-astronomy.
However, students with a bachelor's
degree in physics, or in mathematics
with 4 physics minor, Usually can
qualify for graduate programs in as-

,. tronomy.
About 55 universities offer the Ph.

D. degree in astronomy. 'These pro-
grams include advanced courses im
astronomy, physics, and m_ athemat-
ics. Some schools require that gradu-

.a,e students spend several months
Working at an observatory. la most
institutions, the work program lead-
ing to the doctorate is flexible_ and
allows students to take .courses in
their own particular area of interest.

Persons planning careers in astron-
omy should have imagination and'an-
inquisitive mind. Perseverance and
the ability to concentrate on' detail
a1c1 to work independently also 'are
important.

New graduates with a bachelor's or
master's degree in astronomy usually
begin as assistants in observatories.
planetariums, large departments of
astronomy in. colleges and universi-
ties, Government agencies, or indus-
try. Some work as research assistants
while studying toward advanced de-
grees. New graduates with the doc-
torate can qualify for teaching iind
research jobs in colleges and univer-
sities and far research jobs in Gov-
ernment and industry.

Employment Outiook

Persons, seeking positions' as as-
tronomers Will pee keen competition
for the few available openings ex:
lected through the mid-19'80's. Em-

38b.

ployment of astronomer's is expected
to grow slowly, if at all, because the
funds dvailalle for basic research in
astronomy, which come mainly from
the Federal Government, are not ex-
pected to increase enough to create
many new positions. lost openings
will occur as replacements for those
who: die or, retire. Since astronomy is
such a small profession; there will be
few openit's needed for replace-
ments. There will be keen competi-
tion for these openings because the

:number of degrees granted in astron-
on4 probably will continue to' ex-
ceed available openings..

Earnings, and Working,
Conditions

Astronomers have relatively higr
salaries, with avcrage.earnings more
tha' -twice the average earnings' for
nonsuperyisory, workers in private in-
dustry, except farming.

In the , Federal GOvernmen: in
197,7, astronomers haling the Ph'. D.

degree could egin° at $ 17,056 or
$20,442 depend n .their coliege
record: Those having the _bachelor's
degree could start aat $9',303' or
$11;523; with the master's degree'at
$11,953, or 11,4,097. The average
annual salary f9f astrofrb--,erg anc
space scientists in the Go
ernment was about $25,10J 1977.
Astronomers teaChing it c. ;lieges,
and unisossities receiver -caries
equivalent to those `of othe' :acuity
members. (See statement o- :allege,
and university teachers elsewnere in
tOe Handbook.)

Most astronomers spend most of
their time working in offices or class-
rooms, although astronornerswho
make observations may need trav-
el to the observing facility a- d fre-
quently work at night.

Sources of Additional
information

For information on careers n as-
tronomy and on schools of-tring
training in the field, contact:
American Astronomical Society, 211 FitzRan-

;dolph Rd:, Princeton, N.J. 08540.
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(polymerization). In research ant:
development. new products are cre-
ate/II or Improveci. The process or f..

Vel ing a proauct begins w--.,...t.
scri dors of the character-isti:-.-.: it
should h.2:ie. If similar produ,ts e-:;_st.
'chemists test samples to et tl--rzitne
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Many modern amoseree. IncluttIng plaitica an siser 'synthetics, haly resulted from
resoarch:In elarsaaa y.
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suOnts to private inthistry :And to
'gov,ertimerit: agencies.

Chemists often,,specialize it wne of
the subfieids of chemistry .-An=7tieal
ch-emists determine the struczture,
composition, and nature of substanc-
es, and develop new techniques. An
outstanding example was the araelysis,
of moon rocks by' an international
team of.analytical chemists., Organic
chemists at one time studicad
chemistry of only liYing things,. it
this area has been broadeneeloc
elude all _carbon comriounds. Wiiten
combined with other dements,. car-
bon forms a vast number Of subsitanc-
es..Many modern commercial
acts, includihg plastics. and -rester
synthetics, have resulted from the
work o7 organic chemists. Inorearnic
chemists study compounds ,:-- ther
than carbon.:They may, for example,
develop materials tcouseiri solicultate
,electronic comtionents. Ply.- :zeal
chemists study energy transkIna-,
Lions to find new anc bets enemy
sources. Increasi- 1-1(1v.e.ver,

'chemists consider t risehres
bets of new specie. that rIcluctic
two'-of 'the preceding tlds _-
'Biochemists, often. cc._ iicieren
ther chemiits ;dentists, are
discussed elsewhere i = the (fan,Jhook:
Some chemist's spf- ze - the
chemistry of foods. sr-Itnen:
on food scientists riere 7 the
Handbook.)

as

Placei°of Erne:summery

Nearly 150,000 pe-sc7rts wombed as
cheniists in. 1976. three-fifths
ofa11Chemistek,work in nrivate .rprius-
try; almost one-half o them T -rte
Chemical manufacturing ifis,utt.iry.
,Most others work for com:-..nies
manufacturing food, scientific .instru-
ments, petroleum, paper, and ceJectri.
cal equipment.

Colleges: and tiniverSitim ern-
ployed 25,060 chemists in 19-- Ari
equal number worked for Star- .find
locate goverfim'ents, prima- ,., in
health and 'agriculture, and fc Fed-
eral agencies, chiefly,the Depar-rment
of. Defense; Health, Educatioff . rod
Welfare; Agriculture; and Interior.
Smaller numbers worked for-nc-
profit research organizations.
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Chemists are employed 1,1411 aSrts
of the country. bufat,irettonen-

..trated,in large induSta areas. Near-
ly one-fifth of all chemists ...titre lo-
,cated ir knit- metronolitan ..treas-
New Y Chicago. Philadelphia_
and No.:lark.. About Fluid' warketli in
six StatesNew Yoram , !erey.
Califorttt,g, -Petrinsylvit"tta. (..tty. and
Illinois

Trani.. Other atualilicaotiomg,
and Advancement

A tw-cheior s degree with -najor
in cheiiiistry m- a related iiitc.rroliniti:
suffidc-nt f-3r many 'eginring ,obi ray
.a Hetweve iraultalte train-
i'vg is -ea, irec mai , rocarc;,...rid

beg: .ing
cherricit, n a broad t..-,,,:k-

grounti in crr__---nb.- wtiA.; gdod -ibo-
___atizr-- skills

bout 1,1-5 col. --_get :Ind univer
ties offer a -.gree in
chemistry. - aeidn.on tlirec-

' courses in-a:rm.:tic:, ol

garlic, and pr--sio_kl L. -
graduates Us...a.ai. stud in,atherr
and physic:.

More than ar: uni
,versities a<"-arc i.aanceu du,i-ees in
chemistry. In scho,
dents generall :3T7r 4lizr .rr
ticular o ,.nemistr.,.. Re
quirements ta,i- rr .1.ter
doctor's degre.- ,, Ihe_
sis based or indenet:den

Student§ plarrnrng :_areers as
chemists' should t-,.., stodying sci-
ence and 3,r,,

lace worlfirrn with ...9.(tir ttar.c .tid-
ing scientific- 'apparatus ens,. to-m-
ing experiments. i'ttrt..vci
the ability to cop. 211tra' I

and to work are *,Nhen-

lial. Other ,clesimittrt
an- inquisitive mina, and
Chemists also should ha% ate,u e.:
sight and .eye-hand coarct ra

Graduates with the tnac
gree generally begin tineir ir

4gbyernment or industry ar. zing,

or testing prOducts, wort
nical sales or service, or 5:,1.-,§t§mx
for chemistsin research and cet-v.:_eo.
merit laboratories.Many
have special 'trainin and

.programs which are -conce--.. -
the special knowledge needel.
employer's type of work. Cartaiclar_,

for a= ac..:_a:ced degree often teach
or do -esa in college- and univer-
sities wni tt working tow=claci.vance-d
degree::.

Beg-_--rsriu.- chemists 4 -th the. mas-
ter's celtgr-=, can usually go into ap-
plied in gOvernment or pri-
vate ir tr.--. They alsc may qualify
for teaLr.,,mt. positions ir 2-year col-
leges anc scr_rme universis.

The Ph D. generally :s required
for basic --zsearch, for caching in
colleges ar. universities. .Ind for nd-
tianceme _oTriany ad rinistrative
positions.

Ecamoyment Ouzioot,

En...iorn oppor:::-.:-.e, in
cher:: are expected tc ::.3oc

at al_ deg.
..rm.,:o-

ment o. .,:nemsts is expected grow
-bout as fast as the
occupatic7S ,curing this perico,,
san- s' of r e *jobs will t.ateci
2ac year in addition, s.- nou-
,ar openings will result
: he-mis.__ ref.. die, :-
other oc. .ns".

Tail oar, -or
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1
ally are then regarded as teachers-
rather than chemists. (See statement
on secondary school teachers else-
where in the Handbook.)

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of chemists averagerd
more than twice as much as those of

nonsupervisory workers in private -,-
dustry, except farming. According :0
the American Chemical Sociev
salaries of experienced chemists hu.
ing a bachelor's degree average
$21,200 a year ln I p76; for those
with a master's degree. $22,100:
for those with a Ph. D., $25,800

Private industry paid chemists w :di
the bachelc.- s degree starting sa+
ries averag nz E: 11,500 a year 1/n

1976,; tho5-: v,,itn the master's de-
gree, $1 3,c00: and those with Ate

.-tr Ph. D $18,700
hou- In colleges an ini, ::rsities, the av-

erage palary of rrost- with the .mas-
ter's ,degree w 7,00D and of
those with the --ri $21,00C in
addition, many --iestenced chernmits
in educational --.7.cutions .supnu
ment their reguza salifries with

lecturing; and-
;

chemis

as

:.0

. used
an -:ne as.. t ._anon that re-r.=:-. and
ievelopr- xpenditures 7-T.:en-I-

ntent injustry will --ca.se
.hrough 711 4:: id-1980's, aitz,..-U17.11 -7-

slower ,1. Ian during ti-t
f actua. .x::, nditures difft sign!

: ant12,. :nose assumed. ane
.00k for _Inc:mists would be alteret-_-

. Appre=-_-__4ely three-fourths of T
:al empi:---mcnt is expected to be ir
private .- -'try, primarily in the de

rf new products. In add
tion. inc. :trial comnanies and gc
ernmer- t need chemi.,
:o heir, ...: problems related to er.

come from consi..
writing.

Depending or
record, the annuli-

tetson 's college
tatting salary in'

the Federal Gover-, :nent in 1977 for
an ihexperience6 zhimist with a
bachelor's iiissree as either $9,303,
or $11,523.141-hos: -ho had 2 years
of graduate stliu could begin at
$14,097 a year. Caemists having the
Ph. D. degree could start at $17,05.6
or $20,442. The average salary for all
chemists in the.Federal Goverrnent.
in 197.7 was $19_400 a year.

Chemists usually work in modern,
orgy s-ortazes, pollution control, a: 'Nu-go-well-equipped, amci well-lighted labo-
heath- care '.Some also will- work ratories, offices. .r classrooms. Some
Feder 1, State, and locarcrime lab. hazard is involve_ in handling poten-

tially explosive or highly caustic
chemicals,' However; when safety
regulations are followed, health haz-
ards are negligible.

Linie growth in college and un
versry employment is expected,ta= _
com=etition for teaching positior-
will 7'2 keen. (See statement on col-
lege and university teachers else-,
where in titeliandbbo0 -

Some graduates will find openings
in high school teaching 'after com-
plet:ng professic-,a1 education
courses and other requirements for a
State teaching cgtificnte. They usu-

-

Sources of Additional
Informailo

General inforinati,on on career op-.
portunities and earnings for chemists
is available from:
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American Chemical Society, 1155 16th St.
NW., Washingtoh, D.C. 20036.

Manufacturing. Chemists Association, 1825
Connecticut Ave. NW., WaShington, D.C.
20009.

For specific information on Feder-
,rtE.-akGoverninent careers, contact:

interagency Board of U.S. Civil Service Exam-
iners for Washington, D.C., 1900 E St.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20415.

For. additional sourc!es of informa-
tion, see statements, on \biochemists,
chemiCal engineers, food scientists,
and the industrial chemical industry.
Information on chemical technicians
may be found in the statement
engineering and science techni

FOOD SCIENTISTS

(D.O.T. 022.081, 040.081, and
041.081)

Nature of the Work

In the past, consumers processed
most food in the home; but today
industry processes almost all foods.
A key wxker involved in the clever-

l'opment and processing of ,the large
variety of foodlavailable today is the,
food scientist or Pod technologist.

'Food scientists investigate the
chemical, physical, and biological
nature of food and apply this knowl-
edge to processing, preserving, pack-
aging, distributhill and storing an
adequate, riutr , 's, wholesome,
and econonii* d hi/13ply. About
three-fifths be-alliscientists in food
processing Wo9r.4u17,research and de-
velopment, Others .fork in quality
assurance laboratOjries or in produc-
tion or processing areas of food
plants. Some teach or do basic re-
search in colleges and univ'ersities.

Food ,scientists in 'basic research
study the' structure an.d composition
of food and the changesit tinctOrgoes
in storage and processing. For exam-
pie, they may develop new sources of
proteins, study the effects of process-
ing on microorganisms, or search for
factors that affect the flavor, texture,
or appearance of foOds. Food scien-
tists who work inapplied research-
and development create. new foods

Food scientists conduct tests to Identify
bacterial co/tures.

and develop new processing meth-
ods. They also seek to improve exist-
ing foods by making them more nu-
tritious and enhancing their flavor,
color, and texture.

Food scientists insure that each
product will retain its characteristics
and nutritive value during storage.
They also conduct chemical and mi-
crobiological tests to see that prod-
ucts meet industry and government
standards: and ihey may determine
the nutritive contents' Of products in
order to comply with Federal nutri-
tional labeling requirements.

In quality control laboratories,
food scientists. check raw ingredients
for freshness, maturity, or suitability
for processing. They may use ma-
chines that test for tenderness by
finding the amount of force neces-
sary to puncture the item.\Periodical-,
ly, they inspect processing line op-
erations to insure conformance with
government and industry standards.
For example, scientists` test pro-
cessed foods for sugar, starch, pro-
tein, fat, vitamin, and mineral con-
tent. They, make,sure that, after
processing, various enzymes are in-
active and 'microbial levels are ade-
quately low so that the firma will not

-spoil during storage or present a safe-
ty hazard. Other food scientists are
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involved in developing and improv-
ing packaging and storage methods.

Food scientists in production _pre-
pare produttion specificatiOns;
schedule processing operations,
maintain proper temperature and hu-.
midity in storage reas, an.crsuPervise
sanitation oper Ons,' including ttie
efficient and economical.dispcisal of
wastes. To increase efficiency, 'they
advise management on the purchase
of equipment and recommend- new t

.N.

sources of materials.
Som food .scientists apply their

k wle ge in areas such Market .
rese advertising, a technical
sales. thers teach in c lieges and
universities.

Places Of Employment

About -,000 p e., rsons worked as
food scientists in 1 76. Food scien-
tists work :n all sectors of, the food
industry and in every State. The .

types of products ad processes with
which they work mi-y depend 'on the
locality. FCT example, ih, Maine and
Idaho they work with potato process-
ing; in the Midwest, with cereal prod-
ucts and meatpacking; and in Florida
and California,. with citrus fruits and

,..

vegetables.
Some food scientists do research

for Federa. agencies such as the
Food and Drug Administration and
the Departments of Agriculture and
Defense; others. work in State regula
tory agencies.'A few work for prjvate
consulting firms and international or-
ganizations such a the United Na-
tions. Some teach O sclo research in
colleges and universities. (See state-
ment on college and university teach-
ers elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Training, Other' Qualifications,
IkLIdAdyancemornt

A bachelor's degree with a major
in food science, or in one of the
physical or life scierices such as
chemistry and biology, is the Usual
minimum requirement for beginning
jobs in food science. An advanced
degree' is- necessary for many jobs,
particularly , research and college
teaching- and for some management
level jobs in industry.

89
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Ablaut 60 olleges and universities
offered prog ms leading to the
bachelor's degr in foqd science in
1976. Undergra ate audents ma-
joring in food 'sci ce "usually take
courses in physics, c mistry, Mathe:
maticA, biology, the s cial sciences
a manities, and bus ess admin,
ist 4 ton, as well as a van of food'
science courses. Food lenct
courses cover areas such as pr rva-
tion, processing, sanitation, and ar-
keting of foods.

Most of the colleges and u(44Yersi
ties that provide undergraduate food
,science programs also offer a
'wanced degrees. Graduate st ,nts
usually specialize in .a pa cular area

'of food science. Requirements for
the master's or doctor's degree vary
by institution, but usually include ex-
tensive laboratory work and a thesis.

People planning- careers as food
Scientists should have analytical
minds and like details and technical
work. Food scientists must be able to
express their ideas clearly to others.

Food scientists with a bachelor's
degree Might start work, as quality
assurance chemists or as assistant
production managers. After ,gaining
experience, they can advance, to
more responsible management jobs.
A food scientist might also begin as 'a
junior food chemist in a reseaich\and
development laboratory of a food
company, and be prbmoted to sec-
tion head or another 'research man-
agement position..

People who have master's degrees
may begin as senior food chemiitS in
a research and develop/bent labora-
tory. Those who have the h. D. ftlelit
pee usually begin their car rs doing
basic research or teaching.

#
Chlinging consurnerpreferences and
food standards.. In addition,hoth pri-
vate households..ana fiaod service in-
stitutions that supply customers such
as airlines and restaurants will d,
mand a greater quantitx of proce,sse a
convenience foods. -

Employment opportunitiet should
generally be favorable through the
mid- 1980's' for food scientists ,wr:_h
' degrees in food sciet. ortur.,-
nen: may . not be as go for scientists
w7tn degrees in related fiellls such a
c=emistry or biology. =ood scientist.
wpm advanced degree! are expected

nave more faydrable Opportunities
then those with only a oachelor'sde-
gre

A increasing numher of od
entis are expected to, find jobsi in
resea and product degelopment.
In rec ears, exiaenditurgetfOr re-
search an development in the food'
industry ha increased moderately

sand probably will continue to rise.
Through rese h, new fooils are
being produced rom..modifications
of wheat, corn, r ; and soybeans.
For exam pl kefientists are
working to improve ' pat" products
made &Om vegetable p oteins. There
will be an increased n= d for 'food'
scientists in ,quality contr jnd prop
duction because of the co lexity of .
products. and progpsses an he .ap7
plicatiori of higheik processin stan-
dards and new government
tions.

Emptizyment Outlook

Employmtnt Of food scientists' is
exp5cted to grow about as fast as.the
average for ail occupations through,
the mid-1980-s. Most openings will
rest* from the need to replace those
who die, retire, or transfer to other
fielde,..althougb some /openings will
arise from employment growth.

Empto)lunent is expected to grow
as the food industry responds to the
chaJlehe of roviding wholesome
and econorrlical foods that can meet

Earnings and Working
Conditions

:..# ..,

Food.scieritists had relatively high
earnings in 1976, twice as high as the

..average for all nonsurervisory work-'
ers in private i dustry, except farm-
ing. Pood' scie fists with the bache-
lor's degree ha average am/Ong
salaries of about $11,3.00 a year in

1/41976. Those with a 'master's degree
started at about $13,50,0, and those
with the) Ph. D. degree at about
$17,400.
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S20;442. T a%; ge salary for. ex-
perienced hvms in the Fed-
eral Goverlia,*8.40"... aC.)trt *VI 5 00

a year in 1,7

scuicats Aa4iitionaE

For ir. 7-771 it 1 v eers in food
.science ' 4

institute c Tzchnowisfsr_. Suite 2120,
221 LaSa&. : 2incago. III.

60.(

DX)

viS1C1,--77S

or-- nd.088

hatuare of b ,t-Work

1-:-.e Olt 'f asti cnauts'2througit
spac-.:. I: ---t..tszig 0 i. Jcean depthS,
°Ike .e-. . ;ille.tt., or' :he family car
depen.41c., .0.,-ear.:' 'ay physiciSts.
Throug ' ncterro.at.. aservation and
e.xper.--,, ^ ',OM . ' .iiEists. describe

-in tr.27-111... . cat -:uia the structure-
..pf t..^. -;e -d interaction of
matte rgy. Phy ists devel,
...op tht de e the funda-
, ment:, ..--.4 :_aws of nature:
'Deter-- -:,,,c. laws govern- .22
ing ph.-_ :s gravity. elec-
trornxi_ Luclear interac-
tion le:. ils...overies and
innos-.' , istaaice, the dpvel-.
opme Ai,-'n therapy ecluip-
ment .: dei7.roys triirmful

rowt:. at.. without damaging
the: s resulted from what

w about nuclear radi-
ts nave contributed to

sci ress in recent years-in
area*. nuclear' energy, elec-
t onyz,, . itermunications, adro-spaee,
51d r-alle...4 instrumentation,

TI- -rill: xrit. of all physicists work
in real: and development. Some
do bai noiterch to increase scientif-
ic kr -%-...!cv#,Kt. For example, they in-'
vestit.7aze tjekfundamentals of nuclear
structure n the forces between nu.-
cleons (r,.. , ar dynamics). The
equipment !::ta physicists design fora
their basic 07se ch can often be ap.-
plied to °herr. a eas. For example,
lasers (devIc:_-: amplify light and

In the Federal Governmerzt in
1977, food scientists with a ha.-che-
lor's degree could start at $9,3r 3 or
$11,523 a ye4r, dependingon :heir
college grades. Those with almaster's
degree could, start at 4$11,5:7 or
$14,097; and those with the PE D.
degree could begin, at $17,05^: or

p
ati
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Physicist deyeloplaji acoatins tar opt
\
cal fibers.
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and large college and univ,ersity en-
rollments. Nearly one-fotirth cf all
physiciSts work in four metropolitan
areasWashingto9, D.C.; Boston,
Mass.; New Yc rk, N.Y.; andLos An-
geles-Long Betach, Calif., and t-ore
than one-thirrz are concentrated in
three StatesCalifornia, New York,
and Masiach __setts.

Training, Othe;
' and Advancetteat

Graduate training in -ph sics or a
closet Y related field: is alm t essen-
tial for most,entry lev.el jobs 'n phys
-cs and for advancemenein all types
3f work. The4i3ctorate usually is
required for fuillelaculty status at
leges-and universities and for ind
:.rial or government jobi.,..adminikter7,
ng research and developrnInt

7rograms.
Those having master's degrees 1

' z.Tualify for m;:any research jobs in
private indust7-:: ancil'in the Federal
Government. Same work' in colleges
and universities., Astructing and as-
sisting in researchle studying.foi
their Ph.,'13. '' '0

Those havir g bachelor's degrees
qualify for some appliit,d, research
and developa: f.....nt jObg iiqpri, .:te in-
dustry and in the;Feder l C 3vern

pamerit: Some are!;pm yed as re-
search assistants in colleges and'
universities while studx,ing for 41-

- vanced degrees- Many a bache
lor's degree in physics appay. their
physics training primarily in jobs in
engineering, atd other scientific
fields, (See statements on enginedrs,
geophysicists, programniers-! and
systems analysts elsewhere in the
Handbook.) .

.00ver 800 colleges and universities
offer a bachelor's degree in physics.
In addition, many engineering
schools offer a physics major as part
of the ;general curriculum. The un-

ergraduate program in physics prof
vides a broad background intthe sci-
ence and serves as a base for later .
specialization either in ',graduate
school or on the job. Some typical

mostly in the Departm---ts of De- physici courses are mechanics, eled-
fense and Commerce. " tricity and magnetism, optics, /her-

Although physieists ar employed modynami`cs, and atomic and !no-"It
in all l`ilirts of the count-, . their em-2'....lcular, phy;ics. Students also take
ployment is greatest is areas that courses in chemistry an4I require
hai,e heavy industrial co: ce,ntrations many courses in mathematics.

cmit el;;. --;r, ,..gnetic waves in a nar- sin.:e all ph..ysie sn;ecia ,,I.,-st o

Interz 1.g.ht beam) Are utilized the same tundaMe7Aal r- nciples,
176 ,-.1rge7-7 .a--:crowave devices are phi. ,icist's work usually c :laps se

it,t: fo s; anc measurement - ern specialties.
.ed=icii:..e. -;:d ins7 7uments .devel- C -owin .n ers o: -h, siciscsa:-.1:eopt::. 7, 7 ncists can etect-and -t-spec mg in fields con; ning ptiN,

rr,easre tit, , nd and nu ben of cell ids and a. related . _.(.---such _ 2

blood or . arpdunt'of mercury or astrophysics, biopn; -:icchem. al
, .

tad 7n: fooc. . physics, and geoph .:s. urth.,..;r-

Sc-nc - .-7eering-lriented ph,,i- mor :, the 'practical _oplicatiOns

its u( . 7-ed research and hels, physiCists' wdik tli: increas;-.c ,
!-(eion nes,: r:roducts. For instance,''' merged with enginee--mg.

..._,

-eir knOv edge of solid-state physics
:d to the ,:evelopment,of transistors,

microcircnits used in electronic
equipmenz that ranges from hearing
aids to missile guidanc systeme

Many phys;cists teach and do re-
.;earch in corteges and uni ersities. A
;mall number work in inspection,
quality control, and other 'Produc-
tion-retated jobs' in industry. Some
Jo consulting work.

Most ofrysicists specialize in one
branch-I-more of the science ele-
mentar -particle physics; nuclear
physit- atomic, electron, and mo-
lecular 7.nysics; physics of c densed,
matter: optics, acoustics an plasma
physics: and the physics o fluids.
Some specialize in a subdivisioni of
one of these (branches. For example,
Nithin solid-state 1p hysics subdivi -,
sions include,ceram ics, +crystallogra-
phy, and senficonductors: However,

PlaCes of Emrnioyment

.A.nout 48,000 p(, e worked as
physicists` in 1976. -ate industry
piployeil nearly o 3ut ,--7f three
physicists, primaril; companies
manufacturing .cheer Is, *ctrical
equipment, andtaircr. ind missiles.
Matny others worke. -1 hospitals,
commercial lab9ra es, and in-,

- dependent research c- iizations.
Nearly, one-half of physicists

taught or did research ;T- an'
universities; some did About
8,000 physicists were loyed by
the Federal Goverilme- in 1976,

.



Aboin 300 colleges amt universi-
ties oft: advanced duress in phys-.

--ies. In -grad u ate-se h aff,7 '?.- st u el e n t ,
with 'laculty guidance. Joually works,
in a specific field. The graduate stu-
dent =pecially the canviiiiiatelar the
Ph. D. desree, spends A til-rge Portion
of hir pr tieNime in retfirsinir n.

Sharients planning are- in phys-
ics wRiould have an inauffautive mind,
mii.,waucal ability. an.. imagina-
tior liwy should be anne ::: work on
thei -'wn, since physlicisti.. larticu-
laev i: basic research. niter -- ceive
on limited supeivisior.. ..

hysicists often begir -mei- nreers
routine taborato-- ias-... after

,-,- -31e experience, the _:-.-' -..icagned
' wre complex tasks fl ma- ad-

k. vance to work dt 'project !....,4 vs. or/
,-search directors. Some v, ..i..1 top

. nagement jobs. Physicists who de-
v p new products frequert.:iv form

litown companies or ' in new
to exploit their own ativ-

Re

tite iie, o ransfer to other (,...-cupa-
:tion

cists_ work IQ researci.
and development (.R&D). The antici-
pated rapid ncrease in R&D expen-
ditures !hr Yugh$the mid-1980's
should resui: in increased require-

' ments physicists. If .actual .R&D
expendln.:re evels and patterns were
to differ significantly front those as-
sumed towever, the outlook for
physiorn--7 would be altered.

some :nysicists with advanced de-
grees wl be needed to teach in Col-
leges ar universities, but competi-
tion for :nese Jobs is expected to
keen' he number of teaching jobs is
expected to decline as he number of--
physics degrees award&,falls over
the 1976 to 1985 period.

Persons with only a bachelor's de-
gree in physics are expected to face
keen competition for physicist jobs

. through The mid-1980's. Some new
graduates will find employment as

.enginecrs or technicians. Others will
find ...pportunitieS as high school
physic teachers after completing the
required educational cOursesand ob-
taining a State teaching certificate.
However, they are usually regarded
as teachers rather than as physioists.
(See statement on secondary schoo
teachers elsewhere in the Harldbook.)

Earnings and Working .

Conditions

Physicists have relatively high shla-
ries. with average earnings more than
twice those of nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry, except far
ing. Starting salariesfor physicist
whcOhad a bachelor's degree aver-

Employmint Outv

--_=rnaloyment apporto s in
psysics are expected to ilvoratile
tkir-qugh the mid-1980's nersons
von& graduate degrees in *mos. Al-
imugh. employment of ysicists is
expected to grow more al(' vly than
the average for all occuase. ans over
the -period, fewer physi:.:.s are ex-
pected to enter the labc force than
in the past. The number of graduate
degrees warded annually in physics
has been declining since 1970, and
this treq is expected to ontinue
through The mid-1980's. Nfst job
openings will arise as'physicists re-

C.P.CUPATIOT:AL OUTLOOK HANDBOQK

aged about $12.6d0
Tacturmg industries tr.

in , manu-
976: a mas-

gr_ee, 1,13.600d_a Ph.:D._
00.
lending on the college rec
physicists with -ichelors. de-
coulci start in the --:ederal Gov-

---_=nent in 19-7, at et:mei $9,303 -or
.323 a year. -Beginning physicists
ng master's evee could start
11.52.3 or $141.CL an'd those

the Ph. Ds degr- could begin
$17,056 or S2C -2. Average

.....:nnings.for-all physic ..7s in the Fed-
Go, e.rnme,nt 1977 were-

= .850 a year.
.-tarting salaries c. zollege and
rersity faculties fc -7yMcists

Master's averaged
$10,800 in 1976, am_ --7 those hav-
'mg the-j".. D., $12.8i (See mate-
.- ent oncollege and un-- ersity'.teach-

elsewhere in th Handbook.)'
'iany faculty nhysic.isz.:= supplement

therrregular income! ay working as
consultants and takin, h special re-
:earch projects.

Sources of Aoditional
information

Gen4ial informatic n on career op-
portunities in physics is available
froiii:
Amen Institute of Phszcs. 335 East 45tte

St.. New York_ N.Y )017.

For information Federal Gov-
..:rnment careers, CC: act:,
Interagensy Board of U.S. civil Service EZarn.;

iners for Washington. D.C. 1900 E St.
NW*, Washington; D.C.

a
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OTHER SCIENTIFIC ANto TEChMICAL
OpITCATIONS

BROADCAST
TECHNICIANS

(D.O.T. 194)168, .283, .282, and
782; 957.282; and 963.168 through

.887)

Nature of the'-Work
.

r)

Broadcast technicians operate and
maintain the electronic equipment
used tb record and transmit radio
and television .programs. They work'
With microphones, sound- recorders;
lighf and sound effects, television
cameras, video 'tape recorders, `and
other equipinent...

In- the control room, broadcast
techniCians Operate , equipment that
regulates 'the quality of sounds and

. pictures' being recorded or broad-
mit. They also Operate controls that
switch broadcasts from One camera
or studiOto another; from filin:to live
proarathiningt or from network to lo-;

Cal programs. By eans of hind sig-
nals and, in by use Of tele-,
phone headsets, inf- give technical
directibris titiperscnnel m the studio.

When events.--oczalde the studios
are to be broadczar_ techtticiand may
go to the site and set L1=. test, and
operate. the After, the
broadcast, they ciinpnanif.e the equip-
ment and return to the station' .

As a rule, broadcast techAcians in
small stations ,iiety of
duties. In large sta..lorts and in net-
works, on the :r Iland,!;techni-
CiallIS are' mor: spezialized, although
specifi C'job "asF,annients may change
from day to c I -zn..-iitter techni-
cians ntaitbr Ind log outgoing sig-
nals and are rerriponsible for transmit-
ter 2fopefat )n. Maintenance
technicies se up. maintain, and re-
pair eleiktrc-:c broadcasting equip-
ment. Audio Rtrol ;echificians regu-
late sound pi. ;up --ansmissibn, and
switching, anz.vici, :ontrol techni-
cians regular` -he brightness,
an contrast of te,er. ision pictures.

.r
.

i4 The lighting of television programs is
direzied.b-y lighting technicians. For
programs originating outside the stu-
d.. technicians set up and oper-

-aL broadcasting equipment. Record-
ing technicialtslooperate and m tain
sound recording equipment; vid o re-
c(.rding technIcians operat and
"Maintain video tape recording equip,
ment. Sometimes the term "engi-
neer" is substituted for "technician".

Baia
r--

ast technician makes video tape recording on electronic equipment.

Places of Employment

4 out 22,500 broadcast techni-
cia Were employed in radio and
-ele, rsion stations in 1976. Most ra-
tio stations employ fewer than four .

:echnicians, although a few large
ones hi've more than 10. Nearly all
television-stations employ at least 10
Droadaast technicians, and those,,in
large metropolitan ,areas .average
about 30. In addition to the techni-
cians, some superxisory personnel, _
.wilib lob titles such as chief engineer .

or director of engineering, work in-
engineering departments;

Although broadcast technicians
are employed' in every State, most
,re located in large metropolitan
seas. The highest paying and most

specialized jobs' are goncentrated in
NewA York, L s Angeles, and Wash-
ington, D.C. the originating centers
for most of e network programs.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A person interested in beco g. .

brOadcast technician should plan t
get a First Class Radiotelephone Op:-
erator. License from the Federal
Communicat a Commission
(FCC). Feder 14aw requires that
anyone who perates broadcast

-transmitters,in levision stations
must hold such -a Alcense. The law
also'Yequires that the chief engineer
of a broadcasting station hold a first
class licep: THe FCC issues a Third
Class. Op,rator Lice-rise, too, and
fsapt stations require ill their. broadz
cast technictans.to have one or the
other of these licenses.- Applicants
tor an FCC license must pass a series .

.. of wr.kttenexaminations. These cover
constrofon and operation of trans-
misSiOtrand receiving equipment;
characteristics..of electromagnetic

383
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A

waves; ana --cinthations and practices;
Nj..both Fede-7:- and international,

which geover: nrsadcasting.
Among hiwr =hoot courses, alge-

bra, , physips, electron-
ies, and offer ::::minces provide valu-
b te bat:La-1;nd for persons

anticipation: in this occupa-
tion. BuilannT and operating an ama-
teur redo stamoir-also is gOod train-
ing. Takiittgian electronics course irta
echnicail`knool is still another good
way to aexprire the knowledge for be-
coming a.broaacast technician. Some
persons rain workexPerience as tem-
porary rrployeet.while filling in for
regular rroadcast technicians who
are on % acation:

Many schools give courses espe
ciallydeesigned toirepare the student
for the FCC's first class license test.
Technic-al school or college training
is an zi,...!..antage for those who hope
to acl%=1.:.-e to supervisory positions
or to more specialized jobs in
large stations and in the networks.

Persians with FCC first class licens-
es wh8 get entry jobs are instructed
and advised by the chief engineer or
by other experienced technicians,
concerning the work "prrkedures of
the stkion. In small- stations, they
may s Y 313 slIthe transmit=
ter a handling other t hnical du-

after a brief instrUcti n period.
As they acquire more expe ence and
skill they are assigned to ore rt-
sponsible jobl. Those who on-
strate above-average ability. ay
Move into top-level technical p si:
tions, stich as supervisory t hnilan
or chief engineer. A college e e in
engineering is becoming increasingly
important for advancement to super-
visory and executive positions.

Employment-Oloo,k

People seeking beginning jobs-as-
broadcast technicians face competi-
tion, especially in major metropoji,
tan areas where the nunither of quali-
fied johseekers exceeds the number
of openingt Job 'prospects may be
better in smaller cities for people
with appropriate training in electron-
ics.
. Employment of broadcast techni-

cians is expected to increase about as

fast as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's Most job
openings, however, will result- from
the need to replace experienced,
technicians who retire, die, or trans-
fer to other occupations.

Some ew job opportunities for
technicians will ariseas new radio
and television stations go on the air.
Demand 'for broadcast, technicians
also will increase as cable television.

.stations broadcast more of their own
programs. At the same time, techno-
logical .developments are likely to
limit future demand; such laborsav-
ing technical advances as automatic
programming, automatic operation
loggi ng, and remote control of trans-
mitters all hold down demand for ad-
ditional technicians.

Earnings and Working
Conditions.

Salaries 'of beginning technicians,
in commeri al' radio and television

_OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

varied. When remote pickups are
made, however, technicians' may
work out of doors at some distance
from the studios, under less favorable
conditions. -

Sources of Additional
- Information

For itformation about radiotele- 7
phone 'operators' examinations, and
guides to. study for them, write to:
Federal Communications Commission, Wash-

ington, D.C. 20554.

For information it;r1 careers for
broadcast technicians, Write to:
National AssOciatipn of Broadcasters, 1771 N

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036. =

Corporation( Public Broadcasting,' 1111
16th St. W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

DRAFTERS

ranged f m about $155 to $215 a (D.O.T. 0&1.281, 002.24003.281,
week in 49,76 and those of experi- 005.281, 007.281, 010.281,
enced tecGicians from: about 3200 014.281, and 017.) '
to $450, according to the limited in-
formation available. As a rule, tech- Nature of the Work 111
nicians' wages are highest in large --
cities and in large stations. Techni- When building a space capsule,
cians employed by television stations television set, or bridge, workers fol-

low drawings that show the exact di-

work
are paid morelhan those who

work for radio stations becAse tele- mensions and specifications of the
vision .-woxk is generally more com- entire object and each of its parts.
plex. Technicians'employed by edu- Workers. who draw these plans

ei

are.-
t r

ca al broadcasting stations drafters.
Drafters prepare detailed drawingsgenerally earn less .than those who

work for commercial station)?
based on rough sis.etches, speci6ca-

yost technicians in large stations tions, and calulations made by scien-'.tists, engineers, arepitects, 4nd de-

pay
a 40-floar week with overtime gigners. They als calculate the

pay fpr additional hours.- Some
broadcast technicians in the larger

strength, quality, quantity, and cost
of materials. Final drawings contain a

cities work a 37-how week. In small detailed view of the object from all
stations, many technicians work 4 to

, sides as well as specifications for ma-
1'2 hours of overtime each week:0" terials to be used, prooeduree fol- ,

Eyening, night, and v..../eeitend work i

. d, and (Apar Information to car-
frequently is necessary since many ' ry out the job.
stations are on the air as manyjas 24 In preparing drawings, drafters
hours a day, 7 days a week. Network' compasses, dividers, protractors,
iechnicianyrtay occasionally have to angles, and other drafting devices.

ork .continuously 'for many ;hours They also use engineering hand-
anikunder. great'pressule in order to Looks, tables, and calculators to help
meet broadcast deadlines. Er .solve technical prohlems.

Technicians generally. wc:rk'iin-' ' 'Drafters are classified according to
v

dooxs in pleasant surroundings. The,71 the work they do or their level cif'

work is intgge §ting, and the duties are responsibility. Senior drafters tyaAs-
1,V

use
tri-
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dilate an engineer's 'of architect's pre-
limirrafy plans into ,design "layouts"
(scale drawings of the object to be
built)., Detailers draw each part
shown on the layout, and give dimen-
sions, materials, and other info
tion to make the drawing clear and
complete. Checkers carefully, exam-
ine drawings for errors in computing
or recording diSiensions and sPecifi-
cations. Under the superviiion of ex-

-cerienced drafters, tracers make mi-
nor corrections and trace` drawings
for reproduction

ton aper or plastic
film.

Drafters usually specialize in a par-
ticular fiela--ef, work, such as me-

. chanical, electriC-21, electrOnic, aero-
nautical, structural, or architectural
drafting.

,V"

Drafters may specialize In mechanical, eley rical, aerdnaulCal, structural, or architec-
tural/rafting.

.

-

places of Employment

About 320,000 persons worked as
drafters in I 976more than 9 out of
10 worked in private industry. Engi-
neering and ailhitectural firms ern:,
ployed about 3 oi.4 of.the. 10. Other
major employers included the fabri-
cated metals, electrical equipment,

. Machinery, and construction indus-
tries.

4bout 20,000 drafters worked for
Federal/ Sjtate, and local govern-
mgnts irr 1976. Most diaftels in the
Federal Government worked for, the
erense Department; those in State

and local governments werelymainly
in highway and public works depart-

:1/4 ments. Another several thou'Sand
drafters worked for copeg s and uni-

t'
#ve'rsities and /ponprofit anizationt.

Training, Ofher DuallilcatIons,
and' Advancement

Persons interested in becoming
drafters can acquire the ,necessary,
training in'technic.arinititutes, junior
and community colleges, extension.
divisions of universities*: andsvoka-',
tional and technidal highl schools-,
Some persons receive !raining-and
experience in the Auned gOrces.'.
Others qualify jthrodgh on-the-job
straining programs combined Wqh,
part -time,_ schooling ory3- to 4-ye 4,
-apprenticeship programs. , --

Training for a career in drafting,
whether in a high school or posthigk.
school program, sh.9uld include
courses in mathematics, physidal sti-
ences, mechanical drawing, 'and
drafting. Shop practices and shop
s Its also are helpful since ,many
Iii herAe.ver'drafting, jobs require
knowledge of manufacturing or con-

385,

as junior drafters. After gainitig expel.
rience, they may a- vance to check-
er's, detailers, senior dra ers, ord-
p4eivisors. S ay becom
indep, dent d sig s. Coorsei .

engineering and mathematics
times enabli drafters to transfer to.
engineering positions. ,

Employment Oullook-
.

Employment of aJraffers expec
ed to increase faster thtn the ave
for all 'occupations. This growth,w
along with the need to replace those

'who' retire, die,- or move into other:
fields of 41.11k, should,provide-favor-
able job opportunities' through the
mid-1980's. Holders of .dri. associate
(2-year) degree in drafting -will haye
the best, prospects,':Many large ern;
ployers .already require postsecon-
dary techn ical:,education though

e.well.qi.31 Piffled high,..school graduates
wrio have studied drafting may .find
'opportunities in sorile types. of jobs.

Employment-of drafters is expect-
ed to rise ,rapidly as *result of the
increasingly complex design prob-
lernk of modern products. and pro-

"cesses. In addition, more supPo
personnel will be needed.as the em
ployment of engineers and, scientist
grows. Photoreproduction of draw
ings and .expandin# use of electronic-
drafting equipment and computers,
however, will redube the need fon
less skilled drafters.

struCtion _methods. Many technical .

schools offer courses in structural de-
sign, architectural drawing, and engi-

4
n ing or inchistrial technology.-

T ose planning careers in drafting
sho Id be able to do freehand draw-

\k ngs of three-dimensional 9bjects and
also detailed work requiring a high,
degree of accuracy. The9'should
have good eyesight and manual dex-
tefity. In addition, they shOuld be
able to function apart of a. team
since they 'work directly with engi-
neers, architect and skilled work-
ers. Artistic ability is helpful in some
specialized fields. .

High school graduUes usually start
. out as tracers. Those having posthigh

school technical training may begin.
3 D 4--0 1 - -f

:Earnings and Working
Conditions

In private industry, tracers aVer-
'aged about, $,8;400 a year in 1976,
while more experienced drafters ay-
eraged between $9,800 and$12,000 -
a Year. Senior drafters averaged
about $15,300 a year in 1976. On the

__average, expeitienced drafters earn
about one and one-half times all;
Much as the average earnings of non-. *i
Supervisory, worke s in private indus-
try, except.farmin

The Federal Government paid
drafters having an associate degree
starting salaries of $8,316 a year in
1977. Those with less education or

<experience generally started. at
$7,408.. The Average Fedefal. Gov-.



ernment salary for aH drafters was
about.S11400% year.
" Although drafters usually ,work in
.lvelWighteof and welf-veptilated.
rooms; 'they often _musesit for long,

- periods of time doing very detailed
work aecasionally (Ai-Afters may
visit: other offices cte cinnstrUctien
sites to gain4ist-hand information

.abont a ce inaisignment.

SOurdos- of -Addltionot
. .

Information

Ge al information on careers for
-dr ers is available from:
rtcan Inittute for Dsiin 5)afing,

19 Price Rd., Bartlesville;Okla. 74003.

1Qtereational Federation of Professional and
-1 Technical 'Engineers, 1126 16th Si. NW.,

ifWashington, D.C. 2003b. ° 4

See. Sources' of Additional Infor:
mation in the statement on engineer-
.ing and s9lence technicians else-
where in the Handbook. '

In researdh and development; one
of die largest areas of employment,
technifianssey-up °experiments aird

. calculate-the results using complex
nstruments. They also assist engi:

neers and scientists in developing ex'-
. -

'perimental equipment and. models by
making draWings and sketches and,
freqU'ently, by doing routi
ark.

In production, 'technicians us
follow'the :plans' and general di

. dons, of engineers and scientists, bu
often withouklose supervision.,They
may .prepare'specificationsfor mate-
rials: devise lests.to insure product

_quality! or study ways to; prove t e
efficiency of an operation The of-,
ten supervise production w 'kers to
make sure they folloW pr s ibed
plans and procedures. Asa roduct is

'built, technicians chdek to see that
specifications are followed, keep en-
gineers-and scienNsti informed as to.
progress; and investigate production
problems.
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i.
ity of an airplane or,missile. Other
technicians prepare or c eck draw-
ings for technical practica-

and economy.
. Aeronautical technicians frequent-

- 'ly work, as manuactuters' field ser-
-vice -,representat)ivTes, serving, as the
link, between their company and the'

services, cotnmercial. airs
lines, and other customers. Techni-
clans Also prepare teclfical informa-
tion for instruction manuals,
bulletins, catalogs, ankother litera-r MDre. (See statements on aerospace
eng eers, airplane mechanics, and
qc.cupations in aircraft, issile, and
spacecraft manufacturing elsewhere
in.the Handbook.)'

.

.Air-constitioning, Heating, and Re-
frigeration Technology. Air-condi-
tioning,' heating, and refrigeratior
technicians design, manufacture,
sell, and service equipment to regu
late interior temperatures. Techni-
cians in this field Often' specialize in

As sales workers or field represen- one area, such as refrigeration, and
4 44

y tatives for` manufacturers, techni- sometimes in a particular type of roc-
clans give 'advice ,pn installation and tivily, such as research and develop-
maintenanCe. Of-complex machinery, ment. ,...: ..

and may, write specifications and When working for Firms that
ENGINEERING AND technical manuals. (See statement on monufacture",temperature-eontrolz

SCIENCE TECHNICIANS technical wriiers elsewhere in the ling equipment, technicians, generally\.,
Handbook.)41 work in research and-engineering de- -\

TechniCiaits may work in the fields partments, where they assist engi-
of engineering, physical science, or neers and scientists in.the design and
life science. Within these -et efteral' testing of new equipment or produc-
fields, job titlesAmay describe the tion methods. For example, a techni-
level (biZologisAi aide or biological cian may construct an experimental

,,techRiciah), duties (quality C-Oqtroli- model to test its dUrability and °per.-
techniciat or time study analyst), orf ating characteristics. Technicians sc -
area of woNc (mechanical, eleigirical, also work as sales workers for equip -
or chemical): ment manufacturers or dealers, and

As aq engineering technLian, must'be able tr.) ihipply engineering
might work in any of the folloWri firms and other contractors that de-
areas: sign and install syStems with infdlrna=,

ti on thstallation, maintenance, op-

13

. (D.O.T. 002. through 029.),

Nature of the Work0 :
Knowledge of science,- mathemat-

ics, industrial machinery, and-techni-
cal procesAs enables engineering
and science technicians to work in all
Oyes of akin ess and government,
from, resea and design tornanu-
facturing, sales,. mid' customer ser-

Hinited in scope and -more p ctically
vice. /Although., their jobs amoremore

oriented than those of engineers or.
- scientists, technicians often apply'the .
theoretical knowledge developed-by
engineers and scientists..to actual
situations. Technicians frequently
use compleelectronic and rneehani-.
cal instruments, experimental labora-
tory equipment, and drafting instru-
ments'. Almost all technicians

-.described in this statement must be
able to the technical handbooks and
computing devieds such as slide rules
and 'calculating-machines. .

ne
g

Aerdhauticol Technology. Techni-
cians in thisfarea work`with engineers
ankscientists to design and product
atrcraft, rb4cets, guided. missiles, and
spacecraft. Many aid' engineers in
preparing design layouts and models
of. structures, contiol. systems, or

Ne4uipment installations by collecting
information, making computations,
andkpe7forming laboratory tests. For
example, a technicin -might estimate
weight factors, centers of gravity-,
and other items iffectingload caPac-

349 6'

erating cOsts,,and the perforenanee
"// specification:S.0f the equipMent..0th-

*er technidians work for contractors,
whe ;e'they help design and prepare

instructio'ns
tioning, heating, or rofri

condi-
sys-

tems. Still others work, in c korner'
service, and are reronsibl foi!su-
pervising the instillation an' mainte-
nance of equipment. (See statement
on refrigeration and air-Conditioning
mechanics elsewhere in the Hand:.
book.)
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Civil Engineering Technolog7Y. Tech-
nicians this area assist civil engi-
neers in planning, .deSigning, and
,cOnstrycting' highway bridges,
dams, and 'other structu s° They of-
ten specialize' in o area such as

. highway orkAstructural' technology.
During the Ptanninestage, they esti-
Inate costs, Pieparejpecifica`tions for
materials,oipihicipate in surveying,
draftint,' or designing. Once ci-
4tructi begins,'they assist. the con-
tradter or superintendent in schedul7

.ino construction -aCtiv:ities or
.inspecting the work to assure con-

. forinande blueprints and sPecifica-
tions. (See statements on civil engi-,
veers, drapers.and surveyors
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

;

Electronics Techrielogy. Technicians
in this' ya develop, manufacture,,

'and service electronic equipment
and systems. The types of equipment.
range from radio, radar, sonar, and
television to industrial and medical

,

measuring or control devices:naviga-
tional eqUipment, and electronic.
computers. Because' *the field' is so
broad, technicians often specialize in
one area such as automatic control

4'^- devices or electronic amplifiers. Fur-,
"therrnore, technological advance-
: ment..is constantly, opening up neit

areas,..of work. For example, the de-
velOpji'ent,of printed circuits stimu-'
fated. tile-growth ofitniniaturized
electronic systems., N

Whkn working in desigii,-pioduc-
tio customer service, electronic'
t hnicians use sophisticateemea-
tiring and diagnostic devices to test,

.-/adjust, and repair equipment: In
many cases, they must understand
the reqbirements of the field in which
the electronic device is being used. In

_designing equipment for space exploi,
ration, for% example, they must con-
sider the need for minimum weight
and volume and maximum resistance
to shock, extreme temperature, and
pressure.. Some electroniv techni-

"7:1,' --"901111111

.o. , .

Since t hnicians are part of a scientific*team, they sometimes work under the super-
vision of engineers end scientists.
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cians also work in technical sales, '

while others work in the radio and
television broadcasting industry.
(See statem is on brow cast techni-
cians and occ tiona-In" radio and
televisicin broadcasting elsewhere in
the Handbook.),

InduSikial Production Technology.
Technicianrin- this area, usually
.called industrial or production tech-
nicians, assist industrial engineers on
problems invOloing the efficient use
of pekrsonnel, materials, and ma-

lchines to produce goods and servic-
es. They' prepare laycnits of machin-
ery and equipment, plan the flow of
work, make statistical studies, and
analyze production costs. Industrial
technicians also conduct time and

-motion studies (analyze the time and
movements a worker needs- to acne
complish a task) to improve the pro-
du tion methods and procedures in

facturing plants.
Many industrial technicians ac-

quire experience that enables them
to qualify. for, other jobs. For exam-
ple, those specializing in madlinery

and production methods may move
into industrial safety. Others, in job
analysis, may set job standards and
interview, test, hire, and train per-
sonnel. Still others may move into
production supervision. (See state-
ments on personnel workers and in-
dustrial engineers elsewhere in the
Handbook.) -

,

Mechanical Technology. Mechanical
technology is a broad term that cov-
ers a large number of specialized
fields including automotive technol-
ogy, diesel technology, toarliesign,
machine design, and productipn
technology.

Technicians assist engineers in de-
sign and development w,str.lc by mak-
ing freehand sketches and rough lay-
outs of proposed machinery and
other, equipment and parts. This
work requires knowledge of me-
chanical principles involving toler-
ance, stress, strain, friction, and vi-
bration factors. Technicians also'
analyze the costs and practical value,
of designs.

In planning and testing experimen-
tal machines and equipment for per-
forthance, durability, and efficiency,
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technicians record data make com-
putations, plot graphs, analyze re-
sults, and write reports. They some-
times recommend design changes,.to
improve performance. Their job of-
ten requires skill in the use of com-
plex instruments, test equipment,
and gauges, as well as in the prepara-
tion and interpretation of drawings:

When a product is ready for pro-
duction; technicians help prepare
layouts, and drawings of the assembly
process and of parts to be manufac-
tured. '%cy frequently help...estimate
labor cnis, equipment life, and plant
space. Some mechanical technicians
test and inspect machinesqrnd equip-
ment in manufacturing departmentg
or work with engineers to eliminate
production problep's. Others are
technical sales workers.

TO01designers are among the bet-
%ter known' Specialists in mechanical
engineering technology. Tooldesign-
ers prepare sketches of the designs
for cutting tools, jigs., dies, special
fixtures, and other devices used in
mass production. Frequently, they
redesign existing tools to improve
their efficiency. They also make or
supervise others in making detailed
drawings of tools and fixtures.

Machine. drafting, with some de-
signing, is another major area often

V grouped under mechanical technol-
ogy and is described in the statement
on drafters.4Also see statements on
mechanical engineers, automobile
mechanics, manufacturers' sales
workers, and diesel mechanics else-
where irr th&Handbook.)

Instrumentation Technology. Auto-
*mated manufacturing and industrial
processes, oceanographic and space
exploration, weather forecasting, sat-
ellite communication systems, envi-
ronmental protection, and medical
research have helped to make instru-
mentation technology a fast-grawing
field for technicians. They help, de-
velop and design complex measuring
and control devices such as those, in a
spacecraft that sense and measure
changes in heat or pressu,re, antal-
Eatically record data, and make nec-
sary adjustments. These techni-

cians have extensive knowledge of
physical sdiences as well as electri-
cal-electronic and mechanical engi-
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neering. (See statement, on instru-
ment workers elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Several areas of opportunity eiist
in the physical sciences:

Chemical technicians work with
chemists and chemical engineers to
develop, sell, and utilize chemical
and,related products and equipment.

Most chenircal technicians do re-
search and development, testing, or
other laboratory 1.york. They often
set up and conduct tests on processes
and products being developed'or im-
proved. For example, a technician
may examine steel for carbon, phos-
whorus, and sulfur content ,or test
lubricating Oil by subjecting it to
changing temperatures. The techni-
cian measures reactions, analyzes the
results of experiments, and redprds
data that will be the basis for deci-
sions and future research.

Chemical technicians in produc-
tion generally put into commercial
operation those products orprocess:
es developed in research laborato-
ries. They assist in making the final
design, installing equipnient, and
training and supervising operators on en ces
the production line. Technicians in
quality control test materials, pro-
duction proces4es, and final prod-
ucts to insure that thdy meet the
manufacturer's specifications' and
quality standards. Many also work as
technical sales personnel, selling
chemicals or chemical products.

Many chemical technicians use
computers and instruments, such as a
dilatometer (which measures the ex-
pansion of a substance). Becaulf the
field of chemistry is so broad, chemi-
cal technicians freque,ntly specialize
in a particular industry such as food
processing or pharmaceuticals. (See
statements on chemistS,-chemical en-
gineers, and occupations in the in-
dustrial chemical .industry elSewhere

- in the 4boo/.)
Meteprological technic...harts support

meteorologists in the study of atmo-

Currently much research is being
conducted in seismology, petroleum
and mineraogy.

These technicians install seism -
c texploration, and ec I-

tgraphiC, instruments, record mea-
,Surements from these instruments,
assist in field evaluation of,eatth-
quake damage and surface displace-
ment, or assist geologists in earth-
quake prediction researchn
petroleum and mineral" exploration,
they help conduCt tests and record,
sound wave data to determine the

.likelihood of successful drilling, or
use radiation detection instruments\
and collect core samples to help ge-
ologists evaluate the economic possi-
bilities of mining a given resource.

Hydrologic technicians gather data,
to help hydrologists predict river
stages and water quality levels. They
monitor instruments that measure
water flow, water table levels, or
water quality, and record and ana-
lyze the data obtained.- (See state-
ment on environmental scientists
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Technician positions in the life sci-
generally are classified into

two categories:
Agricultural technicians work with

agricultural scientists in the areas of
food production and ptocessing.
Plant technicians conduct tests and
experiments to improve the yield and
quality of crops, or to increase resist:-
ance to disease; insects, or other haz-
ards. Technicians in soil science ana-
lyse the chemical and physical
properties of various soils to help de-
termine the best uses for these sloils.
Animal husbandry techniCians work
Mainly with the breeding and nutri-
tion of animals. "Other agricultural
technicianiwe mployed in the food
industry as fo d processing techni-
cians. They work in quality control
or in food science research, helping
food scientists' develop better and
more efficient ways of processing
fobd material .for human consump-,sph.eric conditions. Technicians cali- i .
non. (See statement on food scien-brate instruments, observe, record, -'
fists' elsewhere in the Hpndbook.)'erg report meteorological, occur-

rences, and assistrin research projects
.and the dev'elopment of inc
strUments.

.

Geologicdl technicians assist geolo
gists in evaluating earth processes.

,
98

Biological technicians work primar-
ily in laboratories where they per-
form tests fl,d experilhents under
controlled conditions. Microbiologi-
cal technicians study rgicroscopic
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. -ganisms and may be involved in irt- graphic technicians (mapmaking),
, Inunology or.parasitology re'search. m*teorological tectnicians, and

Imaboratory animal technicians study \ physical science, technicians. The
and report on the reactionof laborh- largest. number worked for the De-
tory animals to certain' phyical andf partMent of Defense; InOst of the

.,0chemical stimuli. They also studygand--150ers 'worked for the Departments
condu-ct research to help bidlogists ' Of Transpoitatidn Agriculture, Inte-"

- detleiop cures that triay be appliccLto' *iior, and Commerce.
human diseases. Biochemical techni- State government agencies em-

,cians assist biochemists in the,chemi- . ployed ,nearly 56,000 ,engineering
cal analysis 'of biological substances' and science technicians, and local,

(blood, other bodY fluids, foods, .governments about 11,500. The re-
drugs). 'Most of their work involves mainder'Worked for colleges anduni,
conducting experiments and report- versifies and nonprofit organizations.

--ing their results to a biochemist. As a: 'I.
biological techpician, one might also Training Othe! Qualifications,
work primarily with insects, studying and d4ancement
insect control, developing new insec-
ticides, or determining how to use Although persons can'qualify for
insects to controPother insects or un- technician jobs through many combi-
desirable plants. (See statements on- -nations of work experience and edu-

: life scientists elsewhere in the Hand- cation, most employers prefei appli -.
book.) . , cants who hive had some specialized

Technicians also specialize int--technical training. Specialized train-
fields such as metallurgical {metal), ing is aVailable at technical institutes,
electrical, and optical technology. In junior and community colleges, area'
the atomic energy field, t9eh4iihs-. vocational-technical schools, exten-
work with scientists and engineas on sion divisions of colleges and univer-
problems of radiation safety, inspec- sities, and vocational-technical high
tion, and decontamination. (See schools. Some engineering and sci-
statement on occupations in the ,

ence students who have not complet-
atomic energy field elsewhere in the - ed the bachelor's degree and others
Handbook.) New areas of. work in who have degrees in science and
elude environmental protection, mathematics also afe able to qualify
where technicians study the prob- for technician positions.'
!ems of air and water pollution, and
industrial safety.

.
Persons also can qualify for techni-

, .

Places of Employment

fiver 585,000 persons worked as
engineering and science technicians
in 1976. Almost 400,000 worked in
engineering 'fields; about 130,000 in
the physical science occupations,

- and about 55,000 in the life sciences.
About two-thirds of all technicians

worked in private industry. In the
manufacturing sector, the largest em-
ployers were the electrical equip-
ment, chemical, machinery, and
aerospace industries.- In nonmanu-

. facturing, large numbers worked in
iwholesale and retail trade, communi-
cations, and in engineering and ar-
chitectural firms.

In 1976, the Federal Government
employed about 95,000 technicians,
chiefly as engineering. and electron-.
ics technicians, equipment special-
ists, biological technicians; carto-

clan jobs by lesS formal methods.
Workers may learn through on-the-
job training, apprenticeship pro-
grams, or correspondence schools.
Some qualify. on the basis of experi-
ence gained in the Armed. Forces.
iioi;vever, postsecondary training is
be'oming increasingly -necessary for
advancement to more responsible
jobs.

Some of the types of postsecon-
dary and other schools that 'Provide
technical training are discussed in
the following paragraphs:

s.Technical Institutes. Technical in-
stitutes offer training to: qualif+estu-
dents al- a job immediately after
graduation with a minimum,of on-
the-job training. In general, students
receive intensive technical training

..but.,less theory and general education
than irr engineering schools or liberal
arts colleges. A few technical insti
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tutes and -community colleges offer
cooperative programs in which stu-
dents spend part of the time in school
and part in`paid eniployment related
to their studies.

Some technical institutes operite
as regular pr extr/hston divisions of
colleges and universities.,,Pther insti-
tutions are operated by States and
municipalities, or by priitate organi-
zations.

Junior and Community Colleges.
Curriculums in junior and communi-
ty' colleges which _prepare students
for technician .occupations are simi-
lar to those in technical institutes,
bUt with more emphasis on theory
and liberal arts course work-. After
completing the 2-year programs,
some graduates qualify for techni-
cian jobs while others continue their
education at 4-year colleges. Most
large community colleges, offer 2-
year., technical programs, and -many
employers prefer graduates who have
more specialized training.,

Area Ybccitional-Teelin ical Schools.
These postsecondary , public ihstitu-

_,fiCuls serve -students:from surround-
' ing areas and train them for jobs in

the local area. Most of these schools'
require h high school degree or its
eqUivalentfor admission.

Other Training. Some large corpo-
rations conduct trairlintprograms
and operate private schools to meet
their needs for technically trained
personnel in spei.ific'jobs; such train-
ing rarely includes general .studies.
Training for some technician occu-
pations, for instance tool designers
and electronic technicians is avail-
able through formal' 2- to 4-year ap-
prenticeship programs.' The appren-
tice, gets on-the-job training under
the close supervision of /an experi-
enced technician and related techni-
cal knowledge in classes, u wally af-
ter' work ing hours.

The Armed forces have trained
many technicians, especially- in elec-
tronics. Although military job re-.
quirements generally are different
from those in the civilian economy,
military technicians often areable to
find employment with'only minimal
additional training.

Technician training also is avail-
oable from many private technical and
correspondence schools that often
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specialize in a single field such as
electronics. Some of these schools
are owned and operated by large cor-
porations that have the resources to
provide very up-to-date training in a
technical 'field.

Those interested in a career as a
technician should have an aptitude
for mathematits and science ,and en-
joy technical work. An ability to do
detailed work with a high degree of
accuracy is necessary; for design
work, creative talent also is.desir-
able. Since technicians are part of a
scientific team, they sometimes must'
work under. the 'close supervision of
engineers and scientists as well as
with other technicians and skilled
workers. Some technicans, such as
repair and maintenance technicians,
`should be able to deal effectively
with customers requiring their servic-
es.

Engineering and science techni-
cians usually begin work as trainees
in routine positions under the direct
super,visicur of an experienced techni-
cian, scientist, co' ngineer. As they
gain experienc they receive more
responsibility d carry out a par-
ticular assignment-under only gener-
al supervision. Technicians may
eventually move into supervisory po-
sitions. Those who have the ability
and obtain additional education

,,sometimes are promoted to positions
, as scientists or engineers.

Employment Outlook
,Employment opportunities for en-

gineering and science technicians are
.expetted to be favorable through the
mid-1980's: Oppcirtunities will be
best for graduates of postsecondary
school technicilLtraining programs.

'Besides the, opMgs resulting from
the fastee-than-average growth ex-
pected in this field, additional techni-
cians will be needed to replace those
who die, retire, or leave the occupa-
tion.

Industrial expansion and the in-
creasinecomplexity .of modern tech-
nology underlie the anticipated in-
crease in demand for technicians,'
Many will be needed to work with

I)the growing number of engineers and
scientists in develOp ng, producing,
and distributing new and technically

advanced products. Automation of
industrial processes and growth of
new areas of work such as environ-
mental protection and urban devel-
opment will add to the demand for
technical personnel.

The anticipated growth of'research
and development expenditures in in-
dustry and government should in-
crease requirements for technicians.

Because space and defense' pro-
grams are major factors in the em-
ploymentof technical personnel, 'ex=
penditures in ttele areas 'affect the
demand for tectinicians. The Outlook
for technicians is based on the as-
sumption, that defense spending- will
increase from the 1976 level by the
mid-1980's, but will still be slightly
lower than the levels of the late
1960's. If defense spending should
differ, substantially from this level,
the demand for technicians would be
affected accordingly.

Earnings

In private jndustry in 1976, aver-
age starting salaries for 2-year gradu-
ates ranged from about $9,000 .to
$10,800 a year, while those who did
not complete a 2,year program
earned average starting salaries from
just over $6,400 to about $9,300.
Senior engineering technicians in pri-
vate industry earned average salaries
of ab,out $16,000 a year.

Starting salaries for all technicians
in the Federal Government were
fairly uniform in 1977. A high school
graduate with no experience could
'expect $6,572 annually to start. With
an associate degree, the starting.sal-
ary was $8,316, and witha bache-
lor's, $9,303 or $11,523. At higher
experience levels, however, differ-
ences in earnings are significant. The
average annual salary for all engi-
neering technicians employed by the
Federal 4overnment in 1977 was
$17,800; for physical science techni-
cians, $17,100; and for life science
technicians; about $11,400.

,Sources of Additional
Information

For information on careers for en-
gineering and science technicians
and engineering and technology pro-
grams, contact:
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Engineers Council for Professional Develop-
ment, 345 East 47th New York, N.Y.
10017.

Information on scellYools offering
technician programs is available
from:

ational Association of Trade and Technical
Schools, Accrediting Commission, 2021
L St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
_Welfare, Office of 'Education, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20202,,

State departments of education
also have information about ap-
proved technical institutes, juoior
colleges, and other educational insti-
tutions within the State offering post-
high school training for specific tech-
nical occurtions. Other sources in-
clude:
American Association of Community and Jun-

ior,Colleges, Suite 410, 1 Dupont Circle,
Washington, D:C. 20036.

National Home Study Council, 1601 18th St.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20009.

SURVEYORS.

(D.O.T. 018:188)

Nature of the Work

Before engineers can plan high-
ways or other construction projects,
they need complete and accurate in-
formation about boundaries, land
features, and other characteristics of
the construction site. Surveyors mea=
sure construction sites, help establish
oiticial land boundaries, assist in set-
ting land valuations, and collect in-
formation for maps' and charts.

Surveyors often work as party
chiefs; that is, they are in charge of a
field party that determines the pre-

' cise measurements and locations of
elevations, points, lines, and con-
tours on the earth's surface, and dis-
tances between points. SUrveyors are
directly responsible for the field par-
ty's activity and the accuracy of its
work. They plan the field work, se- ,
lect survey reference points, and de-
termine the precise location of natu-
ral and manmade features of the
survey region. They record the in

disclosed by the stlrvey, ver-
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ify the a curacy ofri -_he survey data,
and pre re sketch, maps, and re,-
pgrris.

A typical field party is made up of
the party chief and .nree to six assia,t7
ants and helpers. Instrument vorkers
(D.O.T.'018.188) adjust and Operate
surveying instruments such as the
theodolite,(used to measure altitude)
These Workers also compile notes,
sketches, and re$6rds of the data ob-
tained from using these instruments.
Chain workers (13:0.T.,018.687) use
a Steel tape or surveyor's chain to
measure distances between surveying
points. Generally chain, workers op-

erate in pairs, one holding the tape at
the last establiscied point, and heand

. other marking an advanced mea ur-
ing, point. Chain workers also ay

mark measured points with painted
stakes. Rod workers 4 D.O.T,.
018.587 )1.1Se.a level rod; range pole,
or other equipment to assist instru-
ment, workers in determining eleva-
tions; distances, and directions. They
hold and move the range pole ac-

cording to hand or verbal signals of
the instrument worker to help estab-
lish the exact point of measurement.
Rod workers also may clear .brush
from the suivgy line.
_ Surveyors ()ken specialize in a par-
ticular type of survey. Besides doing
highway surveys, many perform land
surveys to locate boundaries of a par-
ticular tract of land. They then pre-
pare ipjs and legal descriptions for
deeds, leases, and otheir..documents.
Surveyors doing topbAphic surveys
determine elevations, Ilepressions
and contours of.ap area, and indicate
the location of distinguishing surface
features such as farms, buildings, flv.-
ests, roads, and rivers. ther specia\l-
ties include mining, ipeline, gravity.

r and magnetic surveying.
Several, closely related occupy -'

tions are geodesy and photggramme-
try. Geodesists measure immense

,. areas of land, sea,'Or space by taking
into account the earth's curvature
..

. and its geophysical characteristics.
(See statement on geophysicists else-
where in the Handbook.) Photogram-
metrists measure and interpret pho-
tographic images to determine the
.various physical characteristics of
natural or manmade feMures of an

1

7-

I

Surveyors dolpg topographic surveys to
determine ehrvations, depvessions, and

contours of an area.,

area. By applying analytical process-
cds and mathematical techniques to
photographs obtained ftom aerial,
space, ground, and underwater loca-
tions, photogrammetrists arC able to
make detailed maps of areas that are
inaccessible or difficult to survey by
other methods. Control surveys on
the ground are made to determine
the accuracy of maps derived, from
photogrammatic techniques.

Places of Employment
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troleum and natural gas companies
and for public utilities.

t Training, Other.Gualificatiens.
/ and AdvancetAnt

Most perscps prefor surve
ing work by combining postsecon_-

ary, school courses in surveying and
extensive on-the-job training. Some
prepare by obtaining a college de-
gsee. Junior and community colleges,
technical institutes, and vocational
schOpls offer- 2-, and 3-year pro-
grams in su(veying. A few 4-year{col-
leges offer bachelor's degrees speciff
ically in surveying, while many others
offer several courses in the field.,

High school students interested in
pursuing a career in surveying sh'6uld
take courses in algebra, .geometry,
trigonometry, drafting, andmechani-
cal drawing.

High school graduates with no for-
mal training in surveying usually start
as rod workers. After several years of
on-the-job experience and some for-
mal training in surveying, it is possi-
ble to adit-ance to chain worker, in-
strument worker, and finally to party
chief.

Beginners with postsecondary
school training in surveying can gen-gen-
erally start as instrument workers.,1

After gaining experience, they usual-
ly advance to party Chief, and may
later seek to become a registered sur- .

veyor. In many instances, promotiotis
About 52,000 persons worked as to higher level poSitions are based On

. surveyors in 1976. Federal. State, 'written examinationi\as well as exile!
and local government agencies em- iience. '',, .

ploy about-,3 out of every 10 survey- For those interested in a reer as
ors. Among the Federal Government a photogrammetrist, a bache or's de-
agencies employing theie worKers gree in engineering or the physical
are the U.S. Geological Surve: the
13t#eau of Land Managemenr.. the
Army Corps of Engineers, and the
Forest ;Service. Most surveyors in
State and local government agencies
work for highway departments and
urpan planning and redevelopment
agencies.

. Alarge number of surveyors work
for construction companies and for
engineering and architectural con-
sulting firms. A sizable number either
work for or own firms that conduct
surveys for a fee. Significant numbers
of surveyors also work for crude pe-

431

sciences is usually needed. Most pho-
togrammetry technicians have had
some specialized postsecondary
school training.

All 50 States require licensing or
registration of land surveyors respon-
sible for locating and describing land
boundaries. Registration require-
ments are generally quite strict, be-
cause once registered, surveyors can
be held legally responsible for their
work. Requirements for licensure
`vary among the States but in general
they include a combination of 3 to 8
years' experience in surveying and
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passing an examination. A le w States
now require abachelor's degree, em-
phasizing surveying, as a prerequisite
to licenstire.

ht 1976, about 23,000 lam survey=
ors were registered. In iddition,
about 13,500 engineers were regis-
tered to- do Ind surveying, primarily
as part of their engineering du-
ties; however, these workers are con-
sidered engineers rather than survey-
ors. (See statement on civil engineers
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Surveyors should have the ability
to visualize and understand, objects,
distances, sizes, and other abstra9c.
forms. Alto, because surveying mis-
takes can be very .costly, surveyors
must perform mathematical calcula-
tions quickly and accurately while

/paying close attention `to the smallest
detail. Leadership qualities also are
important as surveyors must super-
vise the work of others.

Members of a survey party must be
in good physical condition in order to
work outdoors and carry equipment
over difficult terrain. They also' need
good eyesight, coordination, and
hearing in order to communicate
over great distances by hand signals
or voice. calls.

Employment Outlook

Employment of surveyors is x-
pected to grow faster than the aver-
age for all occupations through the
mid-1980's.^In addition to the open-
ings resulting from growth, many will
result from the need to replace those

who die, retire, or transfer to other
fields of work.

The rapid development of urban
reas and increased land values
hould create jobs for surveyors to

locate boundaries for property 'rec-
ords. Others will be needed to lay, out
streets, stopping centers, housing de-
velopments, and recreation areas.
Construction and imprOvement of
the Nation's roads and highways also
will Tquire. many new surveyors.
Hoviaer, periods of slow construc-
tion activity could limit -tte demirid
for surveyors Iat those particular
times. I

Continuing expansi\on of techni-
cian and technology programs in
postsei6ondary 'schools will create a
need for more surveying teachers.

- Earnings and Working
Conditions

In the Federal Government in
1977, high school graduates with lit-
tle or no training or experience start-
ed as, rod workers or chain workers
with an annual salary of $6,57,2.
Those with 1 year of related postsec-
ondary training earned $7,408.
Those with an associate degree that
included courses in surveying gener-
ally started as instrument workers
with an annual salary of $8,316. The
majority of surveyors who ;d as
piny chiefs in the Federal Govern,
merit earned between $10,000 and
$.14,000 per year and some high-lev-

4 , y.
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el positions earned more than
$17,000 per year.. .

g2 Although salaries in private indus-
try vary by geographic, area, limited
data indicate that salaries are gener-
ally comparable to those in Federal

tsservice and are above the avera e °

earnings of nonsupervisory worke
in private industry,....e.x.cept farming. r

Surveyor usuallylwork an 8-hour,
5-day wee . However, they some-
times work longer hours during the
summer months when weather con-
ditions are most' suitable for survey-
ing. The w..rk of surveydrs is active
and sometimes strenuous. They-often
stand for long periods and walk long

tracks

o% climb hills with heavy
kacks of instruments and equipment.
Because most work is out-of-doors,
surveyors are exposed to all types of
weather. Some duties, such as plan-
ning surveys, preparing4'eports and
comptitations, and drawing maps;
usually are done in an office.

Sources of Additional
information

Information about training and ca-
reer opportunities in surveying is
available from:.
American Congress on Surveying and Map-

ping, 21Q Little Falls St., Falls Church,
Va. 22046.

General information on careers in
photogrammetry is available from:
Americin Society of Photogrgmmetry, 105

North Virginia Ave., Falls Church, Va.
22046.
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MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS

In the technologically advanced
society we live in 'today, mechanical'.
equipment of one type or anothe
teaches almost all aspects of our

lives. Traltsportation equipmen, such
as cars, trucksJbuses, and airplanes

C--earries both ,g9ods And people any-
where in the Vorld Telephones and

.Mechanics and repairers, 1976

t-
4% of total employment
in all occupations

Mechanic and repairer occupations offe any career
opportunities topersons who are mechan cally inclined

-

,`

other communication equipment en-
able messages to be cdhveyed qtadtk-
ly and efficiently: Household appli-
ances and machinery such as air
conditioners make our lives easier
and more comfortable. The approxi-
mately 3.million people who worked
as mechanics and repairers in Mt,-
performed the vital fucction of keept,k,
ing.these and other types of machin-
ery running and ih good working or-
der. -.

Of the mechaniks and repairers
employed in 1976 ore than one-
third worked on motor vehicles in,
occupations such as automobile me-
chanic, truck or btl medhanic, and
automobile body re `wirer. Some oth-
er large occupationseach eniiiloy-
ing more than 100,000 workers- -
were appliance repairer, industrial
machinery repairer, airplane me-
chanic, and television and radio ser-
vice techniek Employment in
some occupati s, in ludiim vending
machine met anic, electric sign re-
pairer, and locksmith, was relatively
small.

In addition to the nearly 3 million
mechanics and repairers employed in
1976, almost 700,000 people worked
in three related occupations: Mai&
tenance 'electrician, telephone craft-
worker, and watch repairer. Alto-
gether these 3.7 million maintenance
and repair workers represented

of every 3 skilled work-
ers.

Almost one- rth of the mechan-
s and repairers w ked in manufac-

t ring industries th= majority in
pl is that produce dur le goods
such as steel; automobiles and-air-
craft. About one-fifth worked in, re-
tail trademainly in firms teat sell
and service automobiles, household
appliances, farm ipleme'nts, and
other mechanical ecuipment. Anoth-
er one-fifth worked in Mops that ser-
vice such equipment. Most of the re-

393
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maining mechanics and repairers
worked for ,trimsportation, construe=

. ticini and, public Utilities indusicies,
and all leyeti of government.

Mechanit`s---and repairers work in
every, section of the country, but
most employment opportunities are
in populous and industrialized'areas.

Train n9, Other Qualifications, p*
and )1dvancement

Many mechanics nd repairers
learn their skills onl the job or
through apprenticeship training.
Some acquire basic training or in-
crease their skills i vocational and
technical schools; otkers take corre-
spondence Courses. Training'and ex-
perience in the Arnied F,'orces also
may help people prepare for some of
these occupations, including televi-
§ion and radio service technician, air-
plane mechanic, and telephone craft-
worker.

Most employers consider a 3- to 4-
year apprenticeship, supplemented
each year by at least 144 hours of
related classroom instruction in
courses such as mathematics, phys-
ics, and basic economics, as the best

.-
.,way to learn skilled maintenance and

repair work Formal apprenticeship
agreements are registered with a
State apprenticeship agency 'cir the
il:S. Department of Labor's Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training.

loyers look for applicants#Tho
have m 'cal aptitude and like to
work with theuThands, Many employ-
ers prefer people Whose,hobbies or
interests include automobile pair,
model building, or radio and elevi-
sion repair. A high school el cation, ..
often is required, and erployers gen-
etally prefer applicants who have ttad
courses in 'mathe atics, chemistry,
physics, blueprint eading and Ala-
chine shop.

Physical requirements for work in
this field vary greatly among occupa-
tions. ForxamPte,,t,elephone line-
workers should be strong and agile to
climb poles, lift heavy equipment,
and work 'in awkward' positions. In
strument and watch repairers need
patience, finger dexterity', and good
vision.

Many maintenance and repair
.workers advance to supervisory jobs;
others to sales or technician jobs.
Some open their own businesses.

4,Ji
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Employment Outlook

'Emplocynient ita nwintenanc
repair occupations as a whole i
pe,cted to increase about as fas
the average for all occupati
thiciugh the mid-1980's. In addit
to jobs, created by employme
growth, many thousands of opening
will arise in this relatively large occu
pational category as experienced,
workers retire, die,or transfer to oth-
lit field .

Ma factors are expected to con-
e to,the grouting need for me-

anics and repairers, including in-
ere' sed demand for household

Hauges; Liadmobiles; and other
items, and repair of complex machin-

:n irrclust7y.
This chapter includes statements

on many maintenance and. repair ,
occupations:ether maintenance and
repair workers are discussed in other
sections of Handbook. For exam-
ple, airplane mechanics are discussed,
with ,air 'transportation occupations
and millwrigr 'ith industrial pro-(
duction and ..aed occupations.
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Mote than I out of every Nem-
ployees in. ihe telephone industrk, is a

4craft worker who installs, repairs,
and maintains plIones, cables, and re-

,flated ctquiWent. This chapter dit-
cusses the four groups of telephone '
craft occupations. Central office
draft occupations, central '.office
equipment installers, line 'installers
and cable splicers, and)telephorlt in-
stallers and repairers.

CENTRAL OFFICE CRAFT
OCCUPATIONS

Notate of the Work

Telephone 'companies employed
about 135,000 craft- orkers in 1976
:o maintain and re ir the complex'
equipment in their central offices.
Most worked as frame wirers, central
office repairers, and trouble locators.

small, t lepshone com
tral °file craft worke
form a vanety of jobs, b
citize in one' of these

Frame Oirers (D.O.
connect d discorme that
run from t ephone lines and cables
to equOm t in central offices. This
equipment consists of a frame having
many terminal lugs mounted on it,
each of which is assigned a specific
telephmie number. It also contains
one pair of wires for each customer's
telephone that is connected to that
central office. To.connect a new tele-
phone, the frame wirer solders the
customer's pair of wires to, a set of
terminal lugs. To diseOnnect a tele-
phone, a frame wirer melts off the
solder and removes the wires,. from
the terminal. Frame wirers occasion-
ally change a customer's phone num-
3ber. This is done by -e.connecting the
customer's pair of wires to a different
set of terminal lugs.

Central office repairers (D.O.T.
822.281) 'maintain the switching

r-

84)

Telephone craft occup tions will offer relatively few
obenings

S- ectee teletphone craft occupations
Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousands)

-1

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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I Growth IN Replacement .

equipment that automatically con-
nects lines when cusWiters dial num-
bers. Electroikechaniyal switching
systems contai1 moving parts that
must be cleane*,anctoiled eriodical-
ly. Alsd, electronic switc ing circuits '

must be checked occasionally for
brelikages. iWhen customers report trouble
-rntlitheir telephones, trouble locators
5.0.T. 822.381) work at special

--witchboarcis to find , the source of
-re problem. To do this, they com-
municate with telephone installers
and agVaiters as they attempt to
make connections from a portable
telep-he through the customer's
service line to tht central office. The
trouble shooter locates the problem
by having the telephone repairer
connect the portable phone at var-
ious places on the customer's line un-
til a connection can be made through
to the eentral office. rf the problem is
found to be at the central office, the
trouble locator.repeats this proce-
dure with a central office repairer. In
addition, trouble locators must also
test new equipmsnt when 'it is in-
stalled to make ASre installations are
made correctly. They also work with
other employees, such as central of-
fice repairers and cable splicers, who
help find the cause of trouble and
make repairs.

Training, Other Ottalifications,
and Advancement

Telephone companies give class-
room instruction and on-the-job
training to new central office craft
ernplOyees. In addition, telecommu-
nications equipment manufacturers
often train central office craft work-
ers in the use, maintenance, and re-
pair of equipment that they sell- to
telephone companies. Some voca-
tional schools, particularly theme` in.
rural areas served by small indepen-
dent telephone companies, also offer

'training to persons interested in be-
coming central office craft workers.
A few people may learn these crafts
through apprenticeship programs de-
signed by State employment agencies
in conjunction with lodal telephone
companies. Often classrooms are
supplied with equipment similar to
that which the trainee will be using
on the job.

4o
r.
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Frame whet makes (Finn

Trainee jobs generally are filled by
r.employees already with the compa-

ny, such as telephone operator )r
line, installers. Occaiionally worr-ersi
are hired from outside. Usua.iy,
trainees are assigned to the starting
job of franie .wirer, and take basic
courses in telephone communica-
tions. They gain practical experience
by observing and helping experi-
enced -fritme wirers under the direc-
tion of supervisors. With additional
training and experience, a frame wir-
er can advance to. central office re-
pairer or trouble locator. Usually it
takes at least 5 years for an inexperi-
enced worker to advance to the top
pay rate in either of these two jobs.

Since electrical wires are usually
color coded, persons who are,consid-
ering careers in ,central Office crafts
Should not be color blind. They also
should. be able to work closery with
others, because teamwork often is es-
sential in solving complex problems.
A basic knowledge of electricity and

ction for now tolophono.

electronics and telephone training in
Iss.t31 Forces are nelpful.

e phone companies give central
office craft 'employees continued
training throughout their careers to
keep them abreast of the latest develz
opments. As new types of equipment
and tools and new maintenance
methods are introduced, employees
are sent to schools to learn about
them.

Central office craft workers who
have managerial ability can advance
to, supervisory positions.

,
rot'

t 14"

Employment Outlook

Employment in entral office craft
occupations is e pected to increase
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the mid-1980's.
Many, pew central offices will be built

) to meet the expected increase in de-
mand for telephone services. Older,
outdated central, offices will be re-
modeled to include improved elec-

4 .)6
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nrc switnin4systems, (ESS). As
pulation6poivi and becomeS more

mobile, a greater demand for tele-
lobone installations and removals vk)01
result in emplo-yment growth. fbr
frame .wirers, trouble locators, and
central office repairers. Additional
ernplbyment growth for trouble loca
thrs and central office repairers will
result' from the use of increasingly
complex .equipment w ch requires
more maintenance. so, pewer, and

more complex .cent* I .office equip-
ment will. require bre testing when
installed, thus 'Imre demand :
for trouble" locators..

In addition to employment growthp
many job Opgnings will arise from the
need to replace experienced- workers
who retire, die, or tranifer to.other
occupations. Retirements and deaths
alone may result in seveial thousand
openings each_ year. Although most
job openings are filled- by' the ad-,
'vancement of operators and other
workers already employed by tele-
phone companies, some trainee posi-
tions as frame wirers should be avail:
able for new employees. Most job
openings will be in metropolitan
areas.

Earnings and Working;.
Conditions

In late 197 average hourly rates
were $7.24 To trouble locators. and
$6.9)$ for central office repairers. By
comparison, nonsupervisory workers
in all private industries, except farm-
ing, averaged $4.87 an hour.

Earnings increase considerably
with length of service. Under the
terms of a major union contract in
effect in late 1976, cframe wirers
startec $4 68 an hdur and could
work up to a maximum of $7.03 an
hour after 4 years.-' Central office
repairers- and trouble locators could
earn a maximum of $8.34 an hour
after 5 years.

Employees in central offices work
in clean and -well-lighted surround-
ings. Since the telephone iiidus6y
gives continuous service to its .cus-
tomers, central offices operate 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. Some
central office craft *orkers, there-
fore, have work schedules that in
elude shift work and some weekends
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and. holiday work for which they re,-
ceive extra pay. Centrareffife craft.
,viorkers are ,coverea by the sE9e

governing_ overtime pa",
-va ations, holidays, 'and other betheL
fits that apply to telephone workers

. generally. ,

See the statement on the telephone
industry elseWhere in the Handbook
for sourcett'of additional infotbatiop
anti for generakinftirmatioe oTfringe
benefits.' . -

CENTRALIrFICE
EQUIPMENT I STALL S,

(D.O.T. 822.3E

Nature of the Work

Central age' equipment installers
set up the complex :switching and, di-
aling equipment used in central offic-
es.of telephone companies. They
may install equipment in)nSv central
offices, add equipMent in an expand-'
ing office, or replace outdated equip-
ent.

On a job, installers follow blue-
prints, diagrams, and floor plans in
order to position the equipment
properly and wire it correctly. They
often use hoists to lift heavy items
into place and use handtools, such as
screwdrivers or soldering guns, to
connect equipment once it is in
place. Recently deJeloped equip-
ment sometimes comes in preassem-
bled components and often -equires
only simple plug-in connections.

After the new equipment has been
put in lace, installers connect the
outg g and incoming telephone
tru lines, often consulting diagrams
to sure that connections are,made
co ectly. Once this is completed,
installers then test the system, using
electrical testing equipment,,such as
electrical pulse repeaters and ohm-
sneters, to measure the strength and
consistency of the current flow. If
installers discover that the system is
not functioning properly, they must
check the equipment and all connec-
tions to determine the cause, and
then correct it.
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Installer winos a now distribution frame and swItchInto equIpmpnt
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PlaCes\I Employment
.

About 20,000 insi*Ile-s were em-
ployed, in 1976. Most worked for
manufacturers of central office quip-
ment. Others worked directly Tor
telephone companies or for private
contractors who' specialize in large-
scale installations.

Most central office equipment in-
stallers work in metropolitan areas,
where large central offices are found.
- lundreds of installers may be re-
aulted to 'work on large jobs such as

long- distance toll :enter in a big
city. Other installers are assigned
areas that include several States,. and
therefore they must travel frequently
to small towns within their area. In-
stalling equipment in small commu-
nities often requires only 2 or 3 in-
stallers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Individuals considering careers as
central office equipment installers
should have good eyesight and, since
electrical'-wires are generally color
coded, should not be color blind.

They should be able to work with
others, for teamwork often is essen -.
tial to solving a complex problem.
Although manufacturers generally'
provide all the necessary training to
perform this job, courses in blueprint
reatling and electronic theory are
hell to those interested in this ca-
reer.

New employees attend classes the
first few weeks to learn basic installa-
tion and then begin on-the-job train-
ing. Often trainees will be transport -:
ed to the plant where the equipment
is manufactured to receive their
training.

Workers who have several years of
experience may qualify as skilled-in-
stallers. Training continues,-how-
ever, even after they become skilled;
additional courses are given from
time to time to improve skills and to
teach new technique's in 'installing
telephone equipment. Also, techno-
logicatinnovations are constantly re-
sulting in changes in equipment.
When manufactfirers develop new
equipment; installers must be trained
to install it.

to



Installers who have managerial
ability caft advance to supervisory
positions.

. Emplqment Outlook

Em loymbnt of central (Office
equipm t installers is ,e4ected to
decline through, the
Howeker, a few hundred' openings
will arise(ejlchiyePr to,.replace experi;
enced installers,Awho trarisferto other
wotk, retire, ol die. *, ^

l'holikand( of.new central offices

de. In addition, in older offices qb-
solete mandal and dial switching
equipment will be replaced with
more efficient electronic switching,
systems (ESS). However, most new
central office equipment will be
manufactured components th
come partially assembled, thus gr at-
ly'reducing the. time needed for in-
stallation. The greater cbmplexity of.
ESS's will require more testing of
new equipment, but this will not off,
set the time savings resulting from
the use of component parts.d-

Employment may fluctuate' from
year to year, however, because in-
vestment in central office equipment
is subject to changes in business con-
ditions and availability of funds.
Thus, when business is prospering,
installations and modifications of
central offices may occur at an
above-average pace. When the busi-
ness outlook is depressed, there is
less likelihood that new central offic-
es will be built or that existing offices
will be enlarged or modernized.

will be. cgnstructed in the nstdx ec-,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Under the terms of a major union
contract in effect in late 1976, cover-
ing most central office equipment in-
stallers, starting rates for inexperi-
enced installers ranged from $3.73 to
$4.71 an hour. The contract provid-
ed for periodic increases, and em-
ployees could reach rates of $,7.20 to
$8.34 an hour after 5 yeqs of experi-
ence. Travel and ,expense allowances
also were provided.

The Communications Workeri of
America represents most central of-
fice equipment installers, including

thpse with the Bell System. The In-/
ternational Brothf.rhood ofElectrical,
Workers represents some installers
employed by vrious telephone coma
parties, by manufacturers supplying
the independent segment of the tele-
phone industry, and by large installa

. tion coktractors.
See the statement on the telephone

.industry elsewhere-)'n the Handbook
forlaurces of-additional inforRation
and for general information on fringe
,benefits.

LINE INSTALLERS AND
CABLE SPLICERS

Nature of the Work

The vast network of wires and ca-
bles that; connect telephone central
offices to each other and to custom-

`ers' telephones and switchboards is
constructed and maintained by line
installers and cable splicers and their,
helpers. Telephone companies em-
ployed tilmost 55,000 of these work-
ers in 1976 including about 33,000
cable splicers, 15,000 line installers,
and 7,000 helpers, laborers; and oth-
er workers.

To construct new telephone lines,
line installers (D.O.T, 822.381) place
wires and cables that lead froin the
central office to customers' premises.
They use power-driven equipment to
dig holes and set in telephone poles
which support cables. Line installers
climb the poles'to.attach the cables,
usually leaving the ends free fo,r
cable splicers to connect later. In
citir where telephone lines are be-
low the streets, installers place cables
in underground conduits. On con-
struction jobs, installers work in
crews of two persons or more. A su-
pervisor directs the work of several
crews.

When wires or cables break or a
pole is krfocked dow'n, line installers
often are called upon to make emer-
gency repairs. These repairs are most
common in parts of the country that
have hurricanes, tornadoes, and
heavy snowfalls. The line crew super-
visor keeps in rad/D,9ctact with the
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central office, which directs the crew
to problem locations on the lines.

1%,Same installersi periodically inspect
sections of lines 'in ,(ural areas and,
make-minor repairs.

After line installers Place cables on`
poles or in underground conduits,
cable splicers (o.o.T. 829.381) gen-skerally complete the line connections.
Splicers work on poles, on aerial lad-
ders and platforms, in manholes, on
in.basements of 1,:rge buildings. They
connect individual wires within the
sable and fearranse wires when lines
haye to be Changed. At each splice;
they either wrap 'insulation around
theatvires apd seal the joint with a
dead sleeve )or cover the splice with
some other type of closure. UsLjy, 4

°they fill the .cable sheathing with I
compressed air to keep out moisture.

Splicers also install terminal boxes
that connect customers' telephones
to outside cables. An innovation in
telephone connecting, these terminal
boxes are often placed in the base,
ments of aparttrient buildings or oth-
er buildings containing multiple tele-
phone customers. When a telephone
installer wishes to connect or discon-
nect a customer's telephone, it can
be done quickly at the terminal box.

Splicers also maintain and repair
cables. The preventive maintenance
1,vork that they do is extremely im-
portant, because a single defect in a
cable may cause a serious interrup-
tion in service. Many trouble spots
are located through air pressure or
electric tests.

, to,

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Telephone companiesire irrxRe-
rienced workers to train' for jdbs as.
line installers or cable splicers.
Knowledge of the basic principles of
electridity and training in installing
telephone systems with the Armed
Forces are helpful. Physical examina-
tions usually are given to prospective
employees, since some line and cable
work is strenuous,requiring workers ,

to climb poles and lift heavy cables
and equipment. The ability to distin-
guish colors is, necessary because
wires usually are coded by color.
, Telephone companies have train-
ing programs for line installers and
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for able for line and cab)e workers,- In
ethese..casesi employed receive class-

ro5m training in courses such as
mathtmatics arid elect &nit theory
sponsored I-14 outside agencies, fol.
example State employmnT agencies,
while they receive` on-the-job train-
ing. Apprentice0ips genergilly last 4
years.

Line installers and. Cable splicers
ccmtinge to re..ceiveltaining through--

out their careeryka,tosajiTy fót' more'

1.111 with teehno16gical chartges:ue to
difficult assignments anl to'kele..p Uri

A)
the strenuous nature of the job, most

_rine installeA arid cable-splicers find
it necessary to transfer to other occu-
pations as,they a vance in age. Those
having the ne isary qualificagoni
find many ad itional 'advancement
opportunities in the telephone indus-
Ary. For example, a line inetaller,may
be transferred to telephone installer
and later to telephone repairer or

r other higher rated jdb.

Telephone companies hire inexperienced workers to train for Jobs as line Installers or
cable splicers.

, cable splicers that include classro
instruction a§ well as on-Me-j b
training. Classrooms are equippe
with actual telephone apparatus,

' such as poles, cable supporting
. clanipanyi other fixtures to simu-

late working conditions as closely as
possible. Trainees learn to climb
poles and ate taught safe working
practices to avoid falls and contact
With perwer'wires. After a short peri-
od of classroom training, some train-
ees are assigned to a crew to work
with experienced line installers and
cable sPlicers.under the supervision
of a line supervisor.. 4

140itio n to thp training provided
biltEe telephone ciomi;\nies, some

m manufacturers of cable installation
equipment also train line installers

able splicers in the use of equip-
ment that the manufacturers sell to

'telephone companies. Often a tele-
phone ccImpany will send its line and
cable workers to the manufacturer's
training school. At other times manu-

, facturers send their instructors to the
job site. or-

Some small independent telephone.,
companies, particularly those in rural
areas, do not have adequate facilities
to train their employees. Therefore,
they may rejy on local vocational and
technical schools-to provide class-
room-gaining to craft employees. A
few apprenticeships also are avail:

Employment Outlook
.

Employment of cable 'splicerS is
expected to show little or no change
through the mid-1980z5. Technologi=
cal developments such *as the tele-
phone splicing van which uses the
truck engine to heat and Ventilate

anholes and drive power tools and
equipment will improve the efficIdn-,
cy of splicers, thus limiting the need
for additional workers. Nevertheless,
many job openings will arise due to
the need to replace experienced
splicers who retire, die,' or transfer to
other occupations.

Little or no change is expected in
the number of line instillers because
the increasing use of mechanical im-
provements such as ;plows that can
dig'a trench, lay cable, and cover it in
a single operation have eliminated
much of_ tlie heavier physical work of
the line crews and have caused re-
ductions in crew size. Also, satellites
are exp eted to carry an increasing
volume of telephone traffic, thus
slightly reducing the emphasis on
cab e),pfstallation. On the other hand,
as u an and suburban :areas expand
out ard, some employment opportu-.
nities for line installers and cable
splicers.may be created by the desire
to place unsightly cables under-
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ground in localities where c
presently are hunk from poles. I
ditian,.soniejob openings Swill occur
as experiAced line, installers retire,
die,"or transfer to toper occupations:

Due to the many miles cable

les
ed-
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TELEPHONE AND .PBX
I tipTg.t RS AND

R AIRES

Na ure of the Work
which must be installe,d and main-
tamed in. rural areas, job openings' About 1 in every-3 telephone craft

insane's an,dicable, splicers may worIcere s a telephone installer o_
be easier to fint:1 in 'Small,Fities thd,n in_ repairer. About 110,000 were ern
metropolitan area's. \ ployed in 1976. They Mtall and ser-,.

.vice telephones and switchbOnard syS:
tents such as PBX and dEI)ITREX On
customer's', property and trrialte re
pairs onthe cluipm,ent when-trouble

'develops. These wo)kers generally
yavel customers' homes and,offic-
es in trucks equipped'with telephone
toOls-and.kupplies. When customers
move or requesnew types of setyice,
they reldcale telephones or mak,e
changes on existing equipment. For
example, they may install. a switch-
board in an office, or 'change a two -

party line to a single-party line in a
residence. Installerealso may fill a
customer's request to add an exten-
sion in another room, or to replace
an old telephone with a new model.
Most installers and;repairers special-
ize in one or two of the jobs de-
scribed belovy; however, installers
and repairers 4mployed at small tele-
phone compa s may perform all of
these jobs,

Telephone installers (D.O.T .
822.381) install and remove tele-
phones in homes and business places.'

,They connect telephones to outside
service wires and sometimes must
climb poles to wake these connec-
tions. Occasionally, ellpecially in
apartment buildings, the service
wires or terminals are in the base-
ment of the building in which the
installation or removal is -being done.
Telephone installers are sometimes .
called station installers.

PBX installers (D.O.T. 822.381)
perform the same duties as telephone
installers,b4 they specialize in more
complex telephone system installa-
tions. They connect wires from ter-'
niinals to switchboards an Make
tests to check their installations.
Some PBX installers also set up
equiprnient for mobile. radiptele-___
phianes, data processing equipAient,
and telephone switchboard systems
for radio and, television broadcasts

4 .

Earnings and Working
.COrclItions

'..

In la.;e :1975., wage rates Of cable...
splicers,averaged $6186 an hour, line
installers averaged $6.49, and cable
Tplicers' helpers, $5.46. By compari-
son, nonsupervisory workers in. all

,private industries, except faiming,
averaged $4.87 an hour.

Pay rates for ctl31&.Tlicers and line
instal rs depend to a considerable
ex t up I n length of servic nd
geographic location. For oexa
under the t s of a major union
contract in effe late 1976, new
workers in line .con ction jobs in
the highest pay-scale ci began at
$4.71 sn hour and could r a
Maximum Aof $8.34 after 5 years of
service. The maximum hourly rate
for Cable sPlicers also was $8.34.
Line installers and cable, splicers are
coked by the same contract provi-
sions governing overtime pay, vaca-
tions, holidays, and other benefits
that apply to telephone workers gen-
erally.

Line installers and cable splicers
r work outdoors. They must do consid-

erable climbing, and often work in
stpoped and cramped positions. Safe-
ty standards, developed over the
years by telephone companies with
the cooperation of labor unions, hake
greatly reduced the hazards of these
occupations. ,When severe weather
damages telephone lines, line install-
ers and cable splicers may be called
upon: to Work long and, irregular
hoursito restore service.

See the statement on the telephone
industry elsewhere in the Handbook
for sources of additional information
and for general information on fringe
benefits.
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that involve receiving phone calls
froth Aie audience.'" . r.

Telephone repairers (D.O.T. '''
822.281 ), with the Assistance of trou-
ble locators in the central...office, lo-
cate trouble oh customers' equip-',
.tmpnt. A repairer finds the source of
the 'problem by connecting a porta- *
ble telephone to the cVomer'sttsle:
phone cord and then dialing the trou-
ble JocAtor in the central - office. If the
proper,doUnOion isniado,113e prob.

iglu thO.cUstcrrpr's,teiefhone, If
cw/a connecti cannot be .C.).-ompleted,

the problem is in the service line be,-
tweecn the phofe.apd the:centtal of:
flee', and the ,repairer repeats' this

,Procedure at y.i oils points along the
service line unfit the problem is lo-
cated. The repairers theirnakes the
necessary repairs to lestore, service.

PBX. repairers (D.O.T. 822.28 I ),
with the assistance of trouble loca-

. tors, locate trouble on customers'
PBX, CENTREX, or other complex
telephdne systems and make the nec- ,,

essarrrepairs. They also maintain.as-
sociated equipment suctwa S batteries,
relays, and power_plants. Some PBX
repairers maintain and'repair equip-
ment for radio and television broad-
casts, mobile radiotelephone's, and
data:processing equipment.

Training, Other Qualifications,
. ., and Advancement .

Telephone . companies give new
service workers Alassroom instruc-
tion in subjects such as mathematics
and electrical and electronic theory.
Trainees supplement their classroom
ilistruction with on-the-job training.
Often additional training is conducc.:._,
ed in classroom set,-ups that simulate
actual.working conditions. For exam-
ple,.,7telephone installer trainees are
instr ucted . in classrooms 'equipped
with telephone poles, _lines..and ca-
bles, tecrninal, boxes, and other
equipment. They' practice installing
telephones and connecting wires just _
as they would on the job. After a few
weeks in the classroom, trainees are
assigned to the field for on-the-job,
training by experienced workers, of-
ten supervisors.

Many small independent tele-
phone companies, especially those
located in rural areas, do not have '

P
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the facifilias,,,SuChns Simulated class-
rooms, led*itiylo' train their em- .

ployees,: Therefore, vocational and
teChnicei schoola may provide tfain=':
ingjoi;.installers and repairers -em .

oplbiredby telephone companies in
**tea. A.few installers aqd repair-
ens; -may enter.appcenticeship pro-
grams conductedjointly by State em-
ttloYment agencies* anVelephone
companies. In these programs ap-
prenticeareceive on4he-job training
at the. ConiPany where they are ink
',toyed.. At the same. time, they re-
qpive classroom instruction from the.
State agencies. Generally apprentice-
ships last 4 years.,

Because telephone wires usually,
are color-died, -applicants must
have gbod eyesight; no color
mess. PhySical evirninations are*
sometimes required since the work
may involve strenuous activity such
as climbing poles. 'In 'addition, appli-,
Cants may have to pass as test de-
signed to determine the applicant's
aptitude for the job. 'Often trainees
are the en, from -current telephone"
company employees, such as, opera-
tors Or line installers.

Telephone' service workers contin-
ue to .-reoetve training throughout
their careers to qualify for more re-
sponsible assignments and to keep up
with technical changes. Those who
have mantigerialabilityjcan advance
to,supervisory jobs.

Employment Outlook
.t

Employment of telephone install-
ers and repairers is expected to in
crease'about as fast as the average
for all occupations through the mid- Employment of tplophon Installers will Inertias(' most rapidly In arias whore the
1980's. Most job openings will 'result population Is growing rapidly:
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from employment growth, but many
openings will arise from the need to
replace workers whp retire, die, or
transfer to-other occupations. These

`openings usually are filled by work-
Os from 'other telephone jobs, such
as operators, service representatives,'
line installers, or cable splicers, but
some should'he available to new em-
ployees.

Employment will increase due to
the growing demand for telephones
and PBX. and CENTREX systems.
Employment of installers will in-
crease most rapidly in areas where
the population is growing rapidly,
,thus creating a large demand for tale-

phone installations. Also,' area's that
have a large influx'or outflow of peo-
ple, such as those with military bases
or colleges nearby, will have a rela-
tively large demand for telephone in-
stallations anchremovals.

On the other hand, ,technological
improvementkmai limit the demand
for installers and repairers. For ex-
ample, terminal boxes allow a num-
ber of installations to be connected
at one central location and make it
unnecessary for installers to climb
telephone poles.

4

Earnings and Working
Conditions

de In late 1975, the average hourly
rate for PBX repairers was $7.01,
and the average for telephone)and
PBX installers was `56.75. In com=e
parison, tfonsti' pervisory workers in
all private industries, except farming,
had average earnings of $4.87 an
hour.

Earnings increase considerably:
with len0 of serVice. Under the
terms of a or union contract in
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effect in late 1976, in on& of the
higher pay-scale cities, telephone in-.
stallers and repakeis earned a start-
ing rate of $4.49 an hour, with'peri-
odic pay increases up to a maximum_
of $7.63 an hour after 5 years of ser-
vice. Install&rs and repairers are cov-

4

ered by the same provisions, govern-
ing overtime pay, vacations,
holidays, and yother benefits that ap-
ply to telephone workers generally.

Telephone installers aud repairers
-40twork indoors; and outdoors in all.

kinds of weather. They may work

4 -; 9
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extra hours when breakdowns decur
in lines or equipment.

(See 'the statement on the tele-
phone industry elsewhere in the
Handbook for sources of additional
information and for general,informa-
tion on fringe benefits.)

/



OTHER MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS

AIR-CONDITIONING,
REFRIGERATION, AND
HEATING MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 637.281 and .381, 862.281
. and .381, and 869.281)

Nature of the Work

Heating and air-conditioning,
equipment makes buildings comfort-
able for work, study, or play. Refrig-

' eration equipment makes it possible
r to safely store food, drugi, and other

items. The types of equipment that
provide these conveniences are com-
plex. Air-conditioning, refrigeration,
and heating mechanics are the skilled
workers, who install, maintain, and
repair them. Thise workers usually
specialize in dile area bat often have
the ability to work in several.

Air-conditioning and refrigeration
mechanics (D.O.T. 637.281 and
.381) jasti4V1 and repair equipment
ranging in lize from small window
units to large central air-conditioning'
or refrigeration systems. When in-
Moiling new equipment, they put the
motors, compressors, evaporators,
and other components in place, fol-
lowing blueprints and design specifi-
cations. They connect. duct work, re-
frigerant lines, and other piping and
then connect the equipment to an

. electrical power source. After corn-
'pleting the installation, 'they charge
the system. 'with refrigerant and
check it for proper operation.

When air-conditioning and refrig-
eration equipment breaks down, me-
chanics diagnose the cause and make
repairs. 'W When looking for defects
they inspect components such as re-
lays and thermostats

Furnace installers ( 86.381
and 869.281), also called heating
equipment installers, follow blue-
prints or other specifications to in-

stall oil,' gas, and electric heating
units. After setting the heating unit in
place, they install fuel supply lines,
air ducts, pumps, and other compo-
nents. They then connect, electrical
wiring' and controls,"and--eheck the
unit for proper operation.

Oil burner mechanics (D.O.T.
862.281) keep oil-fueled heating sys-
tems in good operating condition,
During the fall and winter(w the
system is needed most, the ice
and adjust oil burners. If a er is
not operating properly, mec anics
check thethermostat, burner noz-
zles, controls, and other parts to lo-
Cate the problem. Mechanics carry
replacement parts in their-,trucks to
make repairs in the customer's home
or place of business. However, if ma-
jor repairs are necessary, they usually

complete the 'repairs in the shop.
During the summer when most sys-
tems are off, mechanics service heat-
ing. units, replace oil and air filters,
and vacuum -clean vents, ducts, and
other, parts of the heating system that
accumulate soot and ash.

Gas burner mechanics (D.O.T.
637:281), also c 6- gas appliance
servicers, h ties similar to those
of oil burner mechanics. They diag-
nose malfunctions in gas-fueled heat-
ing systems and make necessary re-
pairs and adjustments. They also
repair cooking stoves, clothes dryers,
and hot water heaters. During the
summer, mechanics employed by gas
utility companies may inspect and re-
pair gas meters.

Air-conditioning, refrigeration,
and heating mechanics use variety
of tools, including hammers,
Wrenches, metal-snips, electric drills,
pipe cutters and benders, and acety-
lene torches. They also use volt-
meters, electronic circuit testers, and,
other testing devices._

Cooling and heating systems some-
times-are installed or repaired-byoth-
er craft workers. for example, on a
large air-conditioning installation

Air-conditioning mechanic uses voltmeter to locate equipment. breakdown,

4113
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/jot, especially where workers are
covered by union contracts, duct

:work might be done by sheet-metal
workers; electrical work,.by electri-
cians; and installation of piping, con-
densers, and other components by
pipefitters. Appliance servicert often
install and repair window air-condi-
tioners. Additional information
about these occupations appears
elsewhere in the Handbook.

Places of Employment

Approximately 175,000 persons
worked as air - conditioning, refrig-
eration, and heating mechanics in
1976. Cooling and heating dealers.
and contractors employed, most air-
conditioning -and refrigeration me-
chanick. and furnace installers. Fuel
Oildealers employed most oil burner
mechanics, and gas utility 'compa-
nies,most gas burner mechanics. Ap-
proximately 1 out of 7: mechanics ,
was self-employed.

Air-conditioning and refrigeration
mechanics and furnace installers
work in all parts of. the country:
Generally, the geographic distribu-
tion of these workers is similar to that
of our population. Oil burner me-
chanics are concentrated in States
where oil is a major heating fuel.
More than half work in Massachu-
setts,.New'Jersey, New York, Penn-
sylvania, Illinois, and Michigan. Sing-
larly, gas bur r mechanics are
concentrated iiMtes whete gas is a
major heating fuel. Almost half
worked in Texas, California, Ohio,
Michigan, and Illinois.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most air - conditioning, refrigera-
tion, and heating- mechanics start as
helpers and acquire their skills by
working fijir several years with expe-
rienced mechanics. The remainder
learn through apprenticeship.

All new workers in these trades
receive similar on-the-job training,
faking 4. to 5 years. They begin by
doing simple .tasks such as carrying
materials, insulating refrigerant lines,
.orcleaning furnaces. Within a year,
they learn to cut, braze, and solder
pipe and tubing; within three, to in
stall fittings and work with sheet met-

al. By the end of training, they are
capable of checking circuits and in-
stalling burners and pumps.

In addition to on-the-job training,
apprentices must have related class-
room instruction in subjects such as
rnath, blueprint reading, and basic
construction and engineering con-
cepts.

When hiring helpers or apprentic-
es,' employers prefer high school
graduates with mechanical aptitude
who have had course in mathemat-
ics, physics, electroics, and blue-
print reading. bbod- physical 'condi-
tion also is necessary because
workers,sometimes ha've to lift and
move heavy equipment.

Many high schools and vocational
schools offer basic mechanic
courses, some of which are taught by
members of local firms and organiza-
tions such as 'the Air-conditioning
and Refrigeration Institute and the
Petroleum Marketing Education
Foundation. These courses may last
from 2 to 3 years.

Employment 0 utlook

Employment of air-conditioning,
refrigeration, and heating mechanics .
is expected to increase much faster
than the average for all occupations
through the slid-- °1980's. In addition,
to the job openings from employ-
ment growth, many openings will oc-
cur as experienced mechanics 'trans-
fer 'Ca other fields of work, .retire, or
die.

Most openings will be for air-con-
ditioning' and refrigeratiOn ''mechan-
ics. An increase in householthforma-
tion and rising personal incomes
should result in a very rapid increase
in the number of air-conditioned
homes. Air-conditioning in schools,
factories, and other buildings also is
expected to increaseIn addition,
more refrigeration equipment will be
needed in the production, storage,
and marketing of food and other per-.
ishables.

Employment of furnace installers
and gas burner mechanics is expeCt-
ed to follow the growth trends in the
construction of homes and business-
es. Employment of oil burner me-
chanics should also grow as custom-
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ers have their heating systenis
serviced more frequently in order to
conserve oil.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

YDe ding on the area of the
count and the experience of the
worke hourly rates for Skilled air-
conditioning, refrigeration,and heat-
ing mechanics ranged from about $6
to $10 in 1976, according to limited
information. In comparison, the av-
erage hourly rate for production and,.
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
slustry, except farming, was $4.87.
Mechanics who worked on both air-
conditioning and heating equipment
frequently had higher rates of pay
than those who worked on only one
type of equipment. Starting rates for

helpers andapprentices are about 55
to 65 percent of those paid to experi-
enced workers; with experience,
rates increase. t,.

Most mechanics work a 40- hour,'
week. However, during seasonal
peaks they often work overtime or
irregular hours. Air-conditioning and
refrigeration mechanics are busiest
during spring and summer, and heat-
ing mechanics are busiest during fall
and winter. Mostempl ers y to
provide a .full 'workwee e year
round, but they may temporarily re-
duce hours or lay off some mechan
ics 'when seasonal peaks. end., HO

'over, employment,in most shops
service both air-conditionin and
heating equipment is fairly stable
throughout the year.%

Mechanics sometimes are required,
to work at great heights when install-
ing new equipment. They also may.
work in awkward or cramped posi-
tions. Hazards in this trade include
electrical shock, torch burns, and
muscle strains aril& other injuries
from handling heavy equipment.

Sources of Additional
infoimation

For more information about-em-
ployment and training opportunitiet,
contact .the local office of the State
employmentlervice or firms that em-
ploy air-conditioning, refrigeration,
and heating mechanics.
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For pariiphlets on career opportu-
nities and training, write to:., r
Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute,

1815 N. Fort Myer Dr., Arlington, Va.
22209. (The Institute prefers not to re-
ceive individual requests for large quanti-
ties' of pamphlets.)

, For information about training inY
oil heating systems, write to:
Petroleum Marketing Education Foundation,

P. 0. Box 11187, Columbia, S.C. 29211.
For career information about gas

burner mechanics, write to:
American Gas Association, Inc., 1515 Wilson

Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22209.

'APPLIANCE REPAIRERS

(D.O,T. 63 7.281,
cand 827.

81, 723.844,

4 Nature of th rk
.

In the past, most h useh ores
such as cooking an cleaning e
performed by .hand and often
volved.a-great deal Of-time and phys-
ical effort. Today, a variety or labor-
saving ,appliancesmake many
household, jobs much simpler to .do.
Microwave ovens cook in minutes
Meals that once took hourS to jirer.
pare. ...0.1.01101. and dryers .. clean
tiotheS with little. physical effOrt..1n.-7.:-.,

eti.:the :I, tin:05040r honge
bines -41) rtWi.:11Iii. ikiii)414*,

en simOle,tisks ,ouch
,

thofFif.,000,-:,s#rygoA4
6..8.0f th'i!.401:

a'rer ..:

e
cialiie
appliances such as toasterS'aild irons'
or major appliances such as refrig-
erators and 'ranges.. In large repair
shops, they may specialize in particu-
lar items such as clothes washers and
dryers or refrigerators and freezers.

'repairers generally do not install ma-
jolb appliances. This job usually is

. done by 'technicians who work. for
retail Stores.

Portable appliances and major ap-
pliances that are rebuiltior resale are
worked on in shops.-Major applianc-

es usually are repaired in customers'
homes by appliance repairers Who
carry their tools and a number of
commonly used parts with them in a
truck. iv.

To determine why an -appliance is
not working properly, appliance re-
pairers may operate it to detect un-
usual noises, overheatita, or excess
vibration.' Repairers .aito look for
common sources of trot tilbeuriih as
faulty electrical connect' hey
may disassemble the appliance to ex-
amine the mechanical and electrical
parts. To check electric systems, re-
pairers follow wiring diagrarAs and
use testing devices, such as amme-,
ters, voltmeters, and ohmmeters.

After locating the trouble, the re-
pairer makes the necessary repairs or
replacements. The repair procedure
varies with the type of appliance and
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repair involved. To fix a portable ap-
pliance such as a toaster, the' repairer
may replace a defective heating ele-
ment. To fix .a major appliance such
as a washer, the repairer may replace
worn bearings, transmission belts, or
gears. To remove old parts and install
new ones, repairers use common
handtools, including screwdrivers,
soldering irons, files, and pliers, and
special tools designed for particular
appliances. Repairers operate the ap-
pliance after completing a repair to
check their work.

Repairers may answer customers'
questions and complaints about ap-
pliances and freqtlently advise cus-
tomers about the care and use of the
appliance. For example, they may
show the owners the proper loading-;
of automatic washing machines or
how to arrange dishes in dishwashers.

*A

',41:',A*-0,,,'"

Appliance repairer fixing electric range.
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Appliance repkirers may give cus-
tomers estimates on the cost of re_
pairs and collect the Payment for the
repairs. They also may keep records
of parts used and hours Worked on
each job.

Places of Employment

About 144,000 people Were ern-
ployed as appliance repairers in
1976. Most repairers work in, in_
dependent appliance stores ;and re
pair shops. Others worked for service
centers operated by appliance manu-
facturers, department stores, whole-
salers, and gas and electric utility
companies.

Appliance repairers are employed
in almost ever community, but are
concentrate
populated
areas.

41. the more highly
es and metropolitan

Tra lefirg, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most appliance repairers start as
helpers and acqkire their skills
through on-the-job training. The
'form of training 'varies among corn_
panies and usually depends

by
on the

type of appliance repaired b
company. In some shops that fix por-
table appliances, helpers work on a
single type of appliance, such as vac-
uum cleaners, until they master its
repail. Tr mees then move on to
work on different type of appli-
ance; this process continues until
they can repair a variety of applianc-
es. In other shops, helpers Progress
from Simple jobs, such as rePlacing,,a
switch, to inore,difficult jobs such as
rewiring an appliance.

In companies that repair major ap-
pliances, beginners usually learn by
helping experienced repairers during
houie calls. In other cases, they learn
basic skills by working in the shop
rebuilding used parts such as
Machine transmissions.

Many helpers receive supplemen-
tal instruction through training semi-
nars that are conducted periodically
by appliance manufacturers. These
seminars usually last 1°. or 2 weeks
and deal with the repair of one type
of appliance such as ovens. Up to 3
years of on-the-job training may be

needed to become skilled in all as-
peat of repairing some of the more
complex appliances.

Some large companies such as de-
partment store chains have formal
training programs, which include
home study courses and shop classes,
where trainees work with demonttra-
;ion appliances and other training
equipment.

Experienced repairers continue to
attend training classes periodically,
and study service manuals to become
familiar with new appliances And the
proper ways to repair them.

Formal training in appliance repair
and related subjects is available from,
some vocational schools, technical
schools, and community colleges.
`However, .graduates of "these schools
must gain on-the-job experience to
become fully qualified reptirers.

Persons who want to become ap-
pliance repairers generally must have
a high school diploma. High school
or vocational school courses in elec-
tricity are very helpful, because most
repairs involve work with electrical
equipment. Mechanical aptitude is
also 'desirable. Appliance repairers
who work in customers' homes must
be able to, get along with people.

Appliance repaiters who work in
large shops or service centers may be
promoted to supervisor, assistant ser-
vice manager, or service ;managerA
few may advance to managerial posi -.
tions such as regional service manag-
er or parts manager- foi appliance
manufacturers. Preference is given to
those who show ability to get along,
with coworkers and customers. Ex-
perienced repairers, who have suffi-
cient funds may open their own ap-
pliance stores or repair shops.

Employment Outlook

Employment of appliance repair-
ers is expected to grow about as fast
as the average forAl occupations
through the mid-1980's.. In addition
to the jobs created by, growth of this
occupation, many openings will arise
each year from the need to replace
experienced repairers who retire',
die, or transfer to other occupations.

The number of appliances in use is
expected to increase very rapidly as a
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result of increases in population and
income, and the introduction of new
and improved appliances. Maintain-
ing this large number of appliances--
will increase the need for qualified
appliance repairers.

People who enter the occupation
should have steady,work because the
appliance repair business is not very,

, sensitive to changes in economic
conditions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly earnings of appliance re-
pairers ranged from $4 to $7 in 1976;
based on the limited data avajtabk.
The starting sate for inexperienced
trainees was. about. 43 an hour. The
wide variations in wages reflect di&
ferdnces in the repairers' skill and
experience, geographic location, and
the type of equipment serviced.

Repair shops generally are quiet,
well-lighted, and adequately ventilat-
ed. Working conditions outside the
shop vary considerably. For example,
repairers sometimes work in narrow
spaces and uncomfortable positions
amidst dirt and dust. Those who re-
pair appliances in homes may spend
several hours a day driving, although
the use of 2-way radios has decreased
this time.

Appliance repair work generally is
safe, although accidents are possible
while handling electrical parts or lift-
ing and moving large appliances. In-
experienced workers are shown how
to use tools safely and how to avoid
electric ihock.

Appliance repairers usually work
with-little or no direct supervision.
This feature of the job appeals to
many people.

Many' appliance repairers belong
to the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers.

Source's of Additional
inform ation

VFor further information about jobs
in the appliance service field, contact
local appliance repair shops, appli-
ance dealers and utility companies,
or the local office of the State em-
ploymen1 service.
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Inforthation about training pro- Ipr
grams or work opportunities also is
available-from: :*

Assockition of House Applisuke Mannfactur-
ent; 20 N. Wsicker Dr., Chicago, Ill.
60606:

AUTOMOBILE BODY
REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 807.381)

Nature WA* Work

Every day thousands of otor ve-
lieles are damaged in ffic acci-
dents. Although some-are wrecked,
most can be made to look and drive
like new. Autoinobile WO repairers
are the workers who straighten bent
frames; remove sients, and replace
crumpled parts- that are beyond re:
Rair-Usually, they can fix all types of
Vehicles; but most ,repairers work
mainly on cars and small trucks. A
fe4 specialize in working' on large
trucks, buses; or tractor traitors.

When damaged vehiCle is
brouight into the shop, body repairers
genetally receive instructions from
their supervisors, who have deter-
mined which parts are to be restored
or replaced and how much time the
job should take.

Automobile body repairers use
.special machines to align damaged
frames and body sections. They
chain or clamp the semi-portable
alignment machine. to I damaged
metal an apply 4yd !,.

s;
pressureMto straig it. 1. )%

Body repairers remove .adly dam-
aged sections of body p nels with a
pneumatic metalcutting gun or
acetylene torch, and weld in new sec-
tions to, replace them. Sometimes,
dented sections can be repaired rath-
er than replaced; the repairers push
dents out with a hydraulic jack or
hand .prying bar, or knock them out
with a handtool or pneumatic ham-
Tiler. Small dents and creases
smoothed out by holding a smal
vil against one side of the

be

area while hammering the opposite
side. -Va./mall pits and lirthples are
remov d Qith pick hammers -and
punche
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Body ropairorsosuaNy. work by.thontioivos wIthdidy
troth supervisors.

Some small dents cannot be
worked out of the metal. Body- re-
paired fix these dents by first filling

. them 'with plastic or solder. Then,
when the filler hardens, they file or
grind it to its-original shape and sand
it smooth for painting. In most shops,
automobile painters do e painting.
(These workers are dIs ussed else-
where in the Handbook.), -So e
smaller shops employ workers w o
do both body repairing and painting.

Body repair work has variety
each damaged vehicle presents a dif-

,,, ferent problem. Therefore, in addi-
tion to having a broad knowledge of
automobile construction and repair
techniques, repairers must develop
appropriate methods for each. job.
Most of these skilled people fin
their work challenging and take pri
in being able to restore automobiles.

Body repairers usually work by
themselves with only general direc-
tions from aupervis rs. In somet
shops., thy may be assisted by help-
ers. In large shops,, body repairers
may specialize in one type of repair,
such as straightening bent frames or
repairing doors or fenders.

Places of Employmelic

About 1 74,000 persons worked as
automobile body repairers in 1976.
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mrsi directions

Most worked for shops that special-
ized in body repairs and painting, and
for automobile and truck dealera.

'Other employers included organiza--
Lions that maintain their own motor
vehicles, yph as trucking companies
and buslines. Motor vehicle manu-
facture% ecnployed a small dumber_

-.Of these workers.
Automobile body repairers work

in every section of the country, with
jobs in this occupatidn distributed In .

about the same way as population.
14.

TralnIng, OtherPuallflatika&se,
and Advancement

Most automobile body repairers
rn the trade on the j6b. They

usually start as helpers and pick up
skills from experienced workers.
Helper& begin by assisting, body re -.
pairers in tasks such as removing
damaged pang and installing re-
paired parts. They gradually learn to
remove small dents and make other .

minor repairs, and progress to more
difficult tasks such as straightening
frames. Generally, 3 to 4 years of on-
the-job training are needed to be-
come skilled in all aspects of body
repair. Most training authorities rec-
ommend a 3- or 4-year formal ap-
prenticeship program as the beat way
to learn the trade, but relatively few
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of these programs are ayailable; Ap- opeqin are expected each year
prenticeship includes both on-the- frpth the need to replace experienced
job an&.dassroom. instruction. Ap- repairers who retire' or die. Also job
prep ices spend most of their time openings will occur as some workers
learning on the job, but they aso are transfer to other occupations.
expected to attend classes in related-- Most persons who enter the occu-
subjects such as mathematics, job pation may expect steady work since
safety procedures, and-business man- the automobile repair business is not
agement. very sensitive to changes in econom-

Persons who want to learn this is conditions. .
trade should be in good physical con-
ditidn and know how to use tools..-
Courses in automobile body repair
offered by high schools,- vocational
schools, and private trade schools Body repairers employed by auto-
provide- helpful experience, as do mobile dealers in 36 large citieS had
courses in automobile nkechanics. estimated average hourly earifings of
Although completion of high school $8.20 in 1976, aboutSone and three-
generally is not a requirement, many 4 fourths times the average for all non -
employers believe graduation indi- supervisory workers in private, indus-
cates that the person' has at least try, except farming. Skilled body re-
some of the qualitiei of a good work- pairers usually earn between two and
er, such as the ability to. see a task three times as much as inexperienced
through to its co letion. The latter helpers and trainees.
is 'especially importa mployers Many body repairers employed by,
spend a good deal of time and money automobile dealers and repair shops
IT training. are paid a commission, usually about

tkutomobile body repairers must half of the labor cost charged to the
buYliandtOols, but employers usually customer. Under this method, earn-

:furnish power tools. The usual pat= ings depend on the amount of, work
tern is for trainees to accumulate assigned to the repairer and how fast
tools-as they gain experience. Many it is completed. Employers frequent-
workers have few hundred dollars ly guarantee their coin missianed

:invested in jools. workers a 'minimum weekly salary.
An experienced automobile body Helpers and trainees usually receive

repairer'with supervisory ability may an hourly rate until they are skilled
advance to shop supervisor. Many enough to work on commission.
workers open their own body repair Body repairers who work for truck-
shops. In fact, about one of every; ing companies, buslines, and other'
eight automobile body repairers is organizations that maintain,their own
self-employed. vehicles_usUally receive an hourly

wag ..Most body repairers work 40
EmplOyment Out ok to hours a week.

utomobile body shops dare noisy
Employment of automobile ecause of the banging of hammers

repairers is expected to inc e against metal and the whir of power
about as fast as the average' for all tools. Most shops are well-Ventilat-

through the mid-1980's. ed, but often they are dusty and have
Employment is expected to in- the odor -of paint. Body repairers

crease as a result of the rising num- often work in awkWard or cramped
ber of motor. vehicles damaged in positions, and much of their work is
traffic. Accidents are expected to in- strenuous and dirty. Hazards include
crease as the number of motor vehi- cuts from sharp metal edges, burns
cles grows, even though 'improved from-torches and heated metal, and
highwaYs, driver training courses, injuries from power tools.
lower speed limits, and' Improved Many automobile body repairers
bumpers and safety features on new are members of unions, including the
vehicles may slow the rate of in- international Association of Machin -
crease. ' ists and Aerospace Workers; the In-

In addition to the job openings ternational Union, United Automo-
frOm employment .growth, many bile, Aerospace and Agricultural

Earnings and Working
Cenditions
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Implement 'Workers of America; the
Sheet Metal Workers' International
Association; and the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf-
feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of.
America (Ind.).- Most body repairers
who are union members work for
large automobile dealers, trucking
companies, and buslines.

Sources of Additional
information

More details about work opportu-
nities may be ,obtained from local
employers, such as automobile body
repair shops andbautomobile dealers;
locals of the unions previously men-
tioned; or the local office of the State
employment service. The State em-.
ployment service also may be :a
so rce of information about apprew
tice ip and other.programs that pro
vide aining opportunities.

Fo general information about the
work of automobile body repair
workers, write to:
Automotive Service Industry Associate, 230

North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60601.

AutomotivtService Councils Inc., 188 Indus-
trial Dr., Suite 112, Elmhurst, III. 60126.

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 620.131 through .384,
.782, and .885; 721.281 and

825.281)

Nature of the Work

Anyone whose car has broken
down knows how important the auto-
Mobile mechanic's job is. The ability
to make a quick and accurate diag-
nosis is one 'of the mechanic's most
valuable 'skills. It requires good rea-
soning ability as well as a thorough
knowledge of automobiles. In fact,
many mechanics consider diagnosing
"hard to find," troubles one of their
most- challenging and satisfyin
ties.

When mechanical or electrical
troubles occur, mechanics first get a
description of the symptoms from the
owner or, if they work in a dealer-
ship, the service advisor who wrote
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the repair order. If the cause of the
trouble is hard to find, the mechanic
may test drive the car or use testing
equipment, such as motor analyzers,
spark, plug testers, or compression-

uges, to locate the problem. Once
th- cause of the Voblem is found,

chanics make Piustments or re-
rs. If a part cannot_ fnced, they

eplace it.
Most automobile.,. Mechanics per-

form a variety of repairS; others spe-
cialize. For examplet automatic
transmission specialists work on gear
trains, couplings, hydraulic pumps,
and other parts of automatic trans-
missions. Because these are-complex

,mechanisms, their repair requires
considerable experience and train-
ing, including a knowledge of hy-
draLics. Tune-u, mechanics .adjust
the ignition timing and nralves, and
adjust or replace sparlrikplugs, dis-
tributor points, and other parts to
ensure efficient engine performance.
They often use scientific test equip-
ment to locate malfunctions in fuel
and ignition systems.

Automobile air-conditioning spe-
cialists install air-conditioners and
service components such as com-
pressprs and condensers. Front-end
meci-)atics align and balance wheels
andrepair steering mechanisms and
suspension systems. They frequently
use special alignment equipment and
wheel-balancing machines: Brake
mechanics adjust hrake, replace
brake linings, repair hydraulic cylin-
ders, and make. other repairs on
brake'systems. Some mechanics spe-
cialize in both brake and\ front-end
work.,

Automobile-radiator mechanics
Clean radiators with caustic solu-
tions, locate and solder leaks, and
install new radiator cores. They also
may repair heaters and air-condition-
ers,. and solder leaks in gasoline
tanks. Automobile-glass mechanics
replace broken windshield and win-
dow glass and repair window operat-
ing mechanisms. They install pre-
formed glass to replace curved
windows, and they use windpw pat-
terns and glass-cutting tool to cat
replacement glass from flat sheets.
In some cases/they may repair minor
damage, such as pits, rather than re-
place the window.

r _

To prevent breakdowns, most car
owners have their cars checked regu-
larly and parts adjusted, repaired, or
replaced before they, go bad. This
responsibility of the. mechanic is vital
to safe and trouble-free driving.
When doing preventive mainte-
nance, mechanics may follow a
checklist to be sure they examine all
important parts. The list may include
distributor points, spark plugs, car-
buretor, wheel balance, and Other
potentially troublesome items.

Places of Employment

automobile
700,000 persons worked

mechanics in .197
Most worked for automobile dealers,
automobile repair shops, and gaso-

`-line service stations. Others were
employed by Federal, State, and lo-
cal governments, taxicab and auto-
mobile leasing companies, and other
organizations that repair their own
automobiles. Spme mechanics 'also
were employed by automobile manu-
facturers to make final adjustments
and repairs atthe end of the assem-
bly line. A small number of mechan-
ics worked for department stores that
have automobile service facilities.

Most automobile mechanics work
in shops that employ from one to five
mechanics, but some of the largest
shops employ more than 100 Gen-
erally, automobile dealer shops em-
ploy more mechanics than indepen-
dent shops.

Automobile mecharics work in ev-
ery section of the 5ountry. treo-
graphically, employment is distribut-
ed aboirt the same as population.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most automobile mechanics learn
the trade on the job. Beginners usual-
ly start as helperg, lubrication work-
ers, or gasoline station attendants,
and gradually acquire skills by work-
ing with experienced mechanics. Al-
though a beginner can make simple
repairs after a few Months' experi-
ence, usually takes 3 to 4 years to
become familiar with all types of re-
pairs. An additional year or two is
necessary to learma difficult special-
ty, such as automatic transmission re-
pair. In contrast, radiator mechan-_
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ics, glass mechanics, and brake
specialists, who db not need an all--
round-knowledge of automobile re-
pair, may learn their jobs id about 2
years.

Most training authorities recbm-,
mend a 3- or 4-year formal appren-
ticeship program. These programs in-
clude both on-the-job training and
classroom instruction. On-the-job
training includes instruction in basic
service procedures, such as engine
tune-up, as well as instruction in spe-
cial procedures such as overhauling
transmissions. Classroom instruction -
includes bourses in related theory
such as mathematics and physics and
other areas such shop safety prac-
tices and custo relations.` r

For entry jobs. ployers look for
young persons with mechanical apti-
tude and a knowledge of automo-
biles. Generally, a driver's license is
required as mechanics occasionally
have to test drive or deliver cars.
Working on cars in the Armed
Forces-or asa hobby is valuable ex-
perience. pletion df high school
is an advantage in obtaining an entry
job because to most employers it in-
dicates thjt a young person has at
least some of the traits of a good
,worker, such as perseverance' and the
ability to learn, and has potential for
advancement. Courses in automobile
repair offered by many high schools,
vocational schools, and private trade
schools also are helpful. In particu-
lar, courses in physical science and
mathematics cap help a persone,etter
understand how an autbmobil °pier-
ates. ..

The usual practice is for mechan-
ics to buy their handtools and begin-
ners are expected to accusur ate
tools as they gain experience. Many"
experienced mechanics have several

\ hundred dollars invested in tools.
Employeys furnish power tools, en-

\gine analyzers, and other test equip-
ment.

Employers sometimes send experi-
enced mechanics to factory training
centers to learn to repair new models

to receive special training in sub
jects such asautomatic transmission
or air-conditioning repair. Manufac-
turers also send representatives to lo-
cal shops to conduct short -training
sessions. Promising beginners may be
selected by automobile dealers to at-

.



Most automobile mechanics loam the trade on the job.

tend facto ;sponsored mechanic
training pro

Experienced mechanics who have
'eldership ability may advance to
shop supervisor or service, manager.
,Mechnoics who.. like' 'to work with
cuatorners may' become service adVi-
sofa. 'Many mechanics open their
own repair shops or gasoline service
sta dolls and about'1 ou of 7 automo- .
bile mechanics is ayifae Ployed.*

Employment also is expected to grow
because areater number otautorno-
bilea ill be equipped with pollution
control and safety devices, air-condi-
tioniagLand other features that in -.
crease angtenance requirements.

Most persons-who enter the Occu-
pation may expect steady work be-

' cause the automobile repair' business
is not much affected by changes, in
econoinic conditiong.:

Employm tt Outlook

opportunities for automobile
mechanics will be plentiful in the
yesrailiead. Because this is a large
'Oecupation,..replacement needs are
. high. Thus, in addition to openings
that will' be 'created by employrrient
growth, thousands of job openings
will arise each yea? due to the need
to replace experienced mechanics
who retire, die, or change jobs.

Eniployment of automobile me=
ghanics is expected to increase about
'as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's. The
number. of mechanics is expected to
increase .because expansion of the
driving age population 'and consumer
purchasing power will increase' the
number of automobiles on the road.

Earnings and Working
,Conditions

Skilled automobile mechanics em-
ployed by automobile -dealers in 36
cities had estimatedsaverage hourly
earnings of $7,16 in 1976, about two-
thirdamoe th% the average for all
nonsupervisory workers in priv8te in-
dustry, except farming.

tytany experienced mechanics em-
ployed by-automobile dealers and in-

.

dependent repair shops receive' a
commission, usually about half the
labor cost charged $43 the customer.
Under this method, weekly earnings
depend on the amount of work com-
pleted by the mechanic. Employers
frequently guarantee commissioned.
-mechanics a minimum weekly salary.`
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Skilled mechanics usually earn be-
tween two .and three:times as 'much
as inexperienced helpers' and' train-
ees.

Most mechanics work between 40
and`48 hours a:week; but many Work
even longer hours during busy peri- ,

ods, Mechanics paid by the. hour
frequently receive overtime rates for
hours over 40 a reek. .

Generally, mechanics work in-
doors. Modern automobile 'repair

_ -shops' are well ventilated,.. lighted,
and heated, but olderihops may not
have these advantages. : .

Mechanics frequently work with
dirty and-- greasy parts, and in atvii..
ward positions. Many of the automo-
bile parts and tools that they must lift

. are heavy. Minor cuts and. bruises are
common, but serious accidents can
be avoided by keeping the shOp clean.
and-Orderly and observing other safe-
ty pradtices. ,: .

Smite mechanics are members of
latiorbTuons. Among the .unions
organizing -these workers are the In
terliational AssOciatiOn of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers;The Interns-
tional Union, United Automobile,
AerospaCe. and- Agricultural Imple-
ment Workers'of America; the Sheet
Metal Workers' International Associ-
ation; and the International Brother- .

hood. of Teamsters, Cfiauffeurii,
Warehougernen and Heldkers of.
America lInd.). `I

Sourpria of Additional
.'' Inforination P

. .

For 'more details about tvork op-
portunities;contait local employers
such as antomobile dealers a d re-
pair shops; loc Is of the unions evi... .

ously mention d; or the local o ce
of' the State Mployment- service.
The state erriployment service also
may have information about appren-
ticeship and Other programs that pro-
vide training opportunities. . '

For, goers' information about .the
work of automobile mechanics, write
to: 1
Automotive Service Industry Association, 230 -v

North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill..
60601.

Automotive Service Councils, Inc., 188 Indus,
Mal Dr., Suite 112, Elmhurst, Ill. 60126.

National Automobile Dealers. Assoc don,
2000 K St. NW., Washingto D.C. .

20006.
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BOAT-ENGINE
MECHANICS

: (D.Q.T. 623.281 and 625.281)

Nature of the Work

Boat engines have many things in
'Eommon with automdbile engines,
including-unannounced breakdowns.
A reliable engine irkparticularly es-
sential in boating. breakdowns-far
from shore can leave a boater strand-
ed for hoursaa frustrating and po-
tentially dtngerous predicament if
the weather turns bad.

To minimize the possibility of
,breakdowns, engine manufacturers
recommend periodic inspections of
engines by qualified mechanics to
have engines examined and repaired
and worn or defective parts replaced.
Also, at periodic intervals the me-
chanic' may replace ignition points,
adjust valves, and clean the carburet-
6r. After completing these tasks, the
engine will be run to check for other
needed adjustments. Routine mainte-
nance jobs normally make up most of
the mechanic's workload.

When breakdowns occur, mechan-
ics diagnose the cause and repir
faulty parts. uick and accurate
'diagnosisone the mechanic's

r.

most valuable skillsrequires prob-
ym-solving ability as well as a thor-
ough knowledge of the engine's op-
eration. Some Jobs require only the
replacement of a single item, such as
a fuel pump, and may be completed
in less than an hour. In contrast,
tearing down and rea4mbling an
engine ,tp replace'worn Alves, bear-
ings., or piston rings may take a day
or more.

Mechanics may specialize in either
outboard or inboard engines, al-
though many repair b th. Most small

e-fueled
such

boats have portable
outboard engines'. Larger cra
as cabin cruisers and commercial
fishing boats are powered by inboard
engines (located inside the boat) and
are similar to automobile engines:
Some inboards burn diesel fuel rah-

.er than gasoline.
In large shops, mcgchanics usually

work only on engines and other run-
ning gear. In small shops,they also
may patch and paint hulls and repair
steering mechanisms, lights; and oth-
er boat equipment, such as refrigera-
tors, two-way radios, and depth find-
ers. In addition, they may repairt,
enginecycles, snowmo-
biles, lawnmowers, and other ma-

. chines which have small gasoline en-
gines that are similar to outboard
engines.
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Mechanics use common handtools
such screwdrivers and wrenches;
power and machine tools, including
drills and grinders; and hoists to lift
engines and boats.ngine analyzers,
compression gauges, and other test-
ing devices help mechanics, locate

.faulty parts. Mechanics. to ser-
vice manuals for assistance in assem-
bling and repairing engines:

'Places of Employment

Most of the 15,000 full-time boat-
engine mechanics employed in 1976
worked in the shops of boat dealers
and marinas. The next largest area of
employment was in boat manufactur-
ing plants where mechanics are era-
ployed to make final adjustments and
repairs at the end of assembly lines.
A small number of mechanics

- worked for boat rental firms. Mani-
as operated by Federal, State, and
local governmetts also employed
mechanics.

Dealer and marina'shops typically
ethplqy one to .three mechanics; few
employ more than 10. Some small
dealers and-marinasjlo
mechanics; owners
work or send it to la

Mechanic removes outboard engine to perform more exhinahm repairs.

not' employ
o the repair
er shops.

Boat-engine mechanicswork in ev-
ery State, but employment isconcen-
trated along coastal areas in Florida,
Texas, New York, California, Louisi-
ana, WashMgton,.and .New Jersey,
#nd near the inimerous lakes and ri4,-

, ers,in Michigan, Minnesqta,

;

Wiscon-
, sin, Illinois, Ohio., Indiana, and

souri. Mechanics who specialize in
1 outboard 'engines work in all areas.
i . ;Those who specialize in inboard en-
, --gines generally work, near oceanS,

i'; 4
bays, and large lakes. ,

-.,,
Training, Other Qualifications,

and Advanceieit

Boat-engine mechanics leare-the
trade on the job. At first, trainees
clean boats and engines and do- er
odd jobs. Then, under the guidan
of experienced mechanics, trainees
learn to do other routine mechanical
tasks such as replacing ignition
points and spark plugs. As trainees
gain experience, they 'progress to
more diffictilt tasks such as diagnos-
ing the cause 'of breakdowns and
overhauling engines. Generally, an
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inexperienced beginner'needs 2 to 3
. years on the job to become skilled in

repairing both outboard and inboard
gasoline engines. A capable mechan-
ic can learn to, repair diesels in an
additional year or two.

Employers sometimes send train-
ees,and mechanics to factory-spon-
sored courses for 1 to 2 weeks.
Trainees learn the fundamentals of
engine repair. Mechanics upgrade
their skills and learn to repair new
models.

In the past few years, several
schools around the country have be-

.. gun to 'offer formal training courses
in marine engine repair and mainte-
nance.'

When hiring trainees, employers
look for persons who have mechani-
cal' aptitude, are in good physical
condition, and have an interest in
ooating. High school graduates are
neferred, buyimany employers will
hire people with less education. High
school courses iQ small engine repair,
automobile mechanics, mach'ine
shop, and science are helpful. Before
gradAting, a person may be able to
get a summer job as a mechanic
trainee.

Mechanics usually are require to
furnish their own hand tools; Be 'n-
ners are expectid\ to accumulate
tools as they gain experience. Many
experienced mechanics have several
hundred dollars invested in tools.
EmPlOyers providepoWer tools and
test equipment.

Mechanics with leadership ability
can advance to supervisory positions
such as shop supervisor or service
manager. Some boat-engine mecha
ics transfer to jobs as automobile e-
chanics. Others may become sa s
representatives. Mechanics who have
the necessary capital may open their
own dealerships or marinas.

EmployMent Outlook

Employment of boat-engine me-
chanics is expected to grow about as
fast the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to new positions, a few hundred
openings will arise each year as expe-
rienced mechanics retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations.

Employment is expected to in-
crease due to the growth in the num-

S

ber of boats. The number of boats is
expected to increase at about the
same rate as the economy as a whole.
As popu4ation grows, and people
have more time for recreation, boat-
ing, like other leisure activities, will
probably expand..

Employment opportunities' will be.
particularly favorable for mechanics
who have a knowledge of electricity
and electronics. Electrical appliances
are becoming more common ,on

ats, and many new boats have two=
w y radios and depth finders.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a nationwide survey
of boat dealers and marinas, estimat-
ed hourly earnTngs of experienced
mechanics ranged from about $3.50
to $9.75 in 1976. Experienced me-
-dhanics generally earned two to three
times as much as trainees.

Most mechanics are paid an hourly
rate or,weekly salary. Others are paid
a percentageusually 50 percent
(if the labor charge for each repair
job.' If mechanics)-are paid on a
percentage basis, their weekly, earn-
ings depend on the amount of work
they are assigned and on the length
of time they take to complete its

Boating activity increases sharply
as the weather grows warmers- Con-
sequently,' many mechanici work
more than 49 hours a week in spring
and summer.' touring the peak
son, some;-mechnics may work '7
days' a week However, in the winter,
theY,may work less than 40 hours a

eek; a relatively small "number are
laid off. In Northern States, some of
the winter slack is taken up by repair
work on snowmobiles.

The work is not hazardous, but
mechanics sometimes suffer cuts,
bruises, and other minor injuries.;
Shop working conditions vary from
clean and spacious to dingy and
cramped. All shops are noisy when
engines are being tested. Mechanics
occasionally must work in awkward
positions to adjust or replace parts.
For many mechanics however, these
disadvantages are m re than com-
pensated for by the van ty Of. assign-,
ments and the satisfacti n that comes
from solving problem . MOreover,
mechanics may enjo, working near
water recreation a as.
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Sour es olAdditipnal
,jnformation

For details about training or work
opportunities, contact local boat
dealers and marinas or local State, ,
employment offices.

)B9WLING-PIN-MACHINE
MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 829.281)
-zar.

Nature of the Work

An important piece of machinery .

in the modern bowling center is the
automatic pinsetter,. It returns the
ball'to the bowler, clears the fallen
pins from the alley, and resets pins
for the next roll. When this complex
machine fails to work properly, the
game is held up and the bowling cen-&
ter may lose customers. Keeping pin-
setters, running properly is the job of
bowling-pin-machine (or automatic
pinsetter) mechanics.'

When a pinsetter breaks or mal-
functions, mechanics must quickly
find the cause of the trouble and
make repairs or adjustments so that
bowlers will not be inconvenienced
and annoyed. They refer' to trouble-'
shooting manuals and diagrams of
electrical circuits to guide, their
work'. To fbcthe pinsetter; mechanics
will repair: replace, or adjust broken
mechanical or electrical parts such as
gears, bearings, and motors.

Mechanics regularly service pin-
setters keep them operating prop-
sy. They inspect the machines for
faulty parts and wiring, and also
clean, lubricate, and adjust the gears,
motors, and other moving parts.

Mechanics use many different
types or tools, such as wrenches,
screwdrivers, hammers, soldering
irons, portable hoists, and lubricating
guns) to repair and service the parts.
They use ohmmeters, voltmeters,
and other devices to test electrical
circuits, relays; transformers, and
motors,

Mechanics often supervise ond'or
more assistant mechanics or pinchas
ers. Mechanics train these workers to
locate and correct minor problems
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-;13oviling-Oln-machinO. m.chanlcs spend much of throir tiros inspacting:. and adlusti
machines to prevent breakdowns.

such as pin jams, by, demonstrating
how the machines operate and by
disassembling the machine(and ex-
plaining the function,7of the parts..
Assistant mechanics or the pinchas-
ers maintaip 'the pinsetters when the
mechanic is off duty. . ,

In some bowling centers, mechan-
ics perform other, maintenance such
as pQlishin `lanes, reconditioning
pins, awl re iring seats and tables.
Mechanics oisome clerical work.
They order replacement parts and
keep n inventory of parts in stock.

. They !so" may, kik recotd5 of pin-
s tte malfunctionS and estimate
mai tenance costs.

Places of Employment

About 5,800 bowling-pin-machi
mechanics were employed in 1976.
Almost all worked in bowling ce
ters. A small number were employ,
by manufacturers of autpmatic pi
setters, to. install -the machines a

*servi6 those in-' bowling centers th
do .,rot employ full-time mecbanics.

cs
m-

Bowling-pin-machine mechani
are employ ed in every-State, but e
ployment is concentrated in heavq
populated areas, where there area
many bowling centers,

no

ne

n-
ea
n-.
nd
at

Training, Other Qualifications,'
andkdvancemant.

'Generally, there are no education:.
or experience tequireinents for a-job
as -a pinsetter mechapic. Some mit-.
'pl?yers, however, prefer to.hire
plimeits who are high'school grad'!"
ates and who have completed
courses in eiectricity, blueprint read-
ing, shop math, and machine repair.

Pinsetter mechanics usually begin
work,as assistant mechanics and 'are
trained informally on the job.Iffrain-
ees learn about the pinsetter's opera-
tion and maintenance by observing
head mechanics and working Oil the
machines under their superiisiciri.
Trainees are taught how to lubricate
and clean-pinsetters and to perform
other preventive maintenance.
Trainees also learn to diagnose and
repair 'various kinds of. Machine'
breakdowns. Usually, 1 to 23,.ears of.
On-the-job training and eiiiierienCe.
are needed to acquire mechanics',
skills.

.

A few mechanic trainees are sent
to training courses conducted by pin-
setter' manufacturers.' To take,these
training courses, ernechank must.-

. work at a bowling center. The bOwl-..
f ilig center usually pays the tuition for
the Courses: .

The courses, which last 2' to .4
weeks, include classroom lectures
and:shop work with dertionstratiOn..1.
machines: Trainees study 'thp struc-
tare and operatiOn of machinei made .
by the firm operating*thelichool, and
lekrn to locate typical sources of
trouble. They learn to perform pre-
ventive maintenance, to read wiring
diagrams, and to use the tools of the
trade. After attending factory
schools, trainees usually need several
months of on-the-job experience to
qpalify as Mechanics....

People who want to become bowl-,
ing-pin machine mechanics showX
have good eyesight .(including nor -
mal cOloevision), good eye-hand co-
ordination, and average physical
strength. They also should have the-
cbanical'ability and like to work with
digit-. 4:Eds. Because speed often :is
reqiiirdrin repairing pinsette4,
ity,to work under pressure also is inf.,
portant. .

Advancethent opportunities for
'pinsetter mechanics are extremely



limited. Some mechanics become ' Sources of. Additional
managers or 6wners of, bowling es- Information
tabliihments. Those who work for ; -

manufactitters may advance to *ser- People who want further informa-
vice manaer tion about/training or work opportu-

nities in-this trade shmild contact
bowling centers in their area,. the lo-
cal bowling .proprietors' association,
or locals of the unions previously
mIntioned. The local. office of the
State employment service is another
source of information about erpploy-
ment and training opportunities.,,

Employment Outlook

Employment of bowling-pin-pa-
chine mechanics is expeCted to grow
more slowly than the average for all
occ upations, thro ugh the mid-1980's.
The demand for bowling facilities is

creaks. The grIth in bowling fa ili
likely to grow he populatio in;

ties will be slower than in past y ars,
however, so Only a few new op ma
for pinsetter mechanics shout oc-

r. Most job openings will arise be-
use of the need to replace experi7
ced mechanics who retire, die, or

leave the occupation for other rea-
sonsl However, because this occupa-
tion is very small, only a limited num -.
ber of openings will become
available.

Earnings and Working
Conditions .

Hourly earnings in 1976 ransed .
fro" $3 for mechanic trainees up. too,

.$5.50 for head mechanics, according
- to the limited information available.

Mechanics work in a long, relatift-
ly4,narrow corridor at the end of
bowling lanes where the automatic
pinsetters are lotted. The work area
has spate for a workbench and usual-
ly is well lighted and well ventilated,
but quite noisy when t anes are
operating. When niatti g repairs and
adjustments,= mechanics - frequently
have to climb, and balance on the
framework of the pinvtter, and to
stoop, kneel, crouch, altd crawl
:Wound he machines. Those who in-
st_ and service machines for manu-
acturers must travel to the various

IiOwlirig centers in their region.
. The job generally is not dangerous
but workers are subject to common
shop hazards, such as electrical
shock, cuts, falls, and bruises.

Some mechanics and trainees em-
ployed in large metropolitan areas
are members of unions, usually the
Service Employees International
Union or the International Brother-
hood of Teamsters, Chatiffeurs,
Warehousemen., and Helpers of
America (Ind.)

BySINESS MACHINg
REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 633.281)
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Despite frequent ("maintenance,
'business machines do occasionally
malfunction. When a field engineer is
notified by the supervisor of,a break-
down, he or she will make a prompt
service-call to that customer.*The en-
gineef determines, the cause of the
malfunction by talking to the opera-
for and examining the machine.
Once the problem has been isolated,
repairs can be made. Minor repairs
generally can be made on the spot;
for more serious repairs, however,
the entire machine or a component
of the machine will be taken to the
repair shop where a specialist will
work on it.

Business machine repairers gener-
ally specialize in one type of rna-
chine. Xhose employed by manufac-
turing companies or dealers usually-
are familiar only with the brand pro-
duced or sold by their employer. Re-

Nature of the Work .panitrs who work for small indepen-
dent repair shops must be able to

Business machine repairers main-
tain and repair the machines lihat are
used to speed the paperwork in busi-
ness and governmenj: These include
-typewriters, adding and calculating
machines, cash registers, dictating
machines, postage meters, and dupli-
cating and copying equikment.
(Technicians who work on computer
equipment are discussed in a sepa-
rate statement elsewhere in the,
Handbook.)

Business machine repairers (often
called field engineers or ustomer
engineers) make regular vi s for pre-
ventive maintenance to the offices
and stores of customers in their as-
signed area. The frequency of these

.service calls depends upon the type
of equipment being serviced. For ex-
ample, an elCctric typewriter may re-
quire preventive maintenance only
three or four times a year, while a
more ,complex copier probably
would require more frequent atten-
tion. During these, calls, the engineer
inspects the machine for unusual
wear and replaces any worn or bro-
ken parts. Then the machine is
cleaned, oiled, and adjusted to insure
peak operating efficiency and to pre-
vent future breakdowns. The engi-
neer also may advise machine opera-
tors how to 'operate the equipme
more efficiently and how to sp
problem in its early stages.

4

work on equipment from several dif-
ferent manufacturers.

Repairers use-common handtools,
such as screwdrivers, pliers, and
wrenches, as well as other tools espe-

,cially designed to fit certain kinds of
businegs machines. In addition, they
use meters and other types of est
equipment to check for malfuncti ns
in electronic circuits.

Places of Employment

About ,58,000 people worked as
butiness machine repairers in 1976.
"About three-fourths of them worked
mainly on typewriters,, calculators
and adding machines, and copiers
and duplicators. Most of the rest ser-
viced accounting-bookkeeping ma-
chines, cash registers, and postage
and mailing equipment. A small
number repaired dictating machines.

About 8 of 10 repairers worked for
business machine manufacturers,
dealers, and repair shops. The re-
mainder worked for large organiza
tions that had enough machines, to
justify full time repaiters.

Business machine repairers work
throughout the country. Even .rela-
tively small communities usually
have at least one or two repair shops.
Most repairers, however, work in
large Rides. j



Business

4

machine repair Is cleaner and lighter than the work In most mechanical
tra

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

des. ,

The nmetint of formal education
'required for entry jobs' as business
Machine repairers varies widely
among employers. Some employers
hire applicants with a high ,school
educailoti, while many others require
at least 1 year of technical training in
basic electricity or electronics. Em-

. ployers agree, however, that elec-
tronics training received in the
Armed Forces Ili valuable.

Applicants for entry jobs may have
to pass tests that measure mechanical
aptitude, knowledge of electricity or
electronics, manual dexterity, and
general intelligence. Good eyesight,
,including color vision, is needed to
inspect ,and work on small;rdelicate
parts. Persons considering this type
of work also should have good hear-
ing in order to" detect malfunctions
revealed by sound.

Employers seek applicants 'who
have a pleasant, cooperative manner.

X

B*cause most machine servicing is
done in customers' offices, the ability
to work without interrupting the of-
fice routine is very important. A neat
appearance and ability to, converse
,effectively are essential.

Sdme employers.require that busi-
ness machine repairers be bonded.
Applicants for these jobs must be
honest and trustworthy because they
sometimes are exposed to large sums
of money and other, valuables in
banks and offices. In addition, these
workers mus; be able to work with-
out direct supervision. They must be
able to set up a maintenance sched-
ule for their customers' equipment

' and arrange their own schedule so
that they can meet service deadlines
and also handle emergency repairs.

Trainees who work in a manufac-
,turees branch office or for a fran-
chised dealer usually attend a school
sponsored by the manufacturer.
Training programs at company
schools usually last, several weeks to'
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severaj months, 'depending on the
type of machine the repairer will ser-
vice. Trainees then receive from I to
3. years of practicareiperience and
on-the-job training before they be-
ome fully, qualified repairers. These

. workers generally learn to service
only the company's line of equip-
ment.

Training offered by independent
repair shops usually is' less formal.
Trainees generally complete a self-
study course coupled with on-the-job
training under the supervision of an
experienced repairer. Because small
repair shops usually don't specialiZe
in the more' sophisticated types of
equipment, their repairers are ex-.

pected to be familiar with the more
common machines produced 'by
many manufactyrers. For example,
business machine repairers in small
shops should be 'able to repair several
different makes of typeivritess, add-
ing machines, and calculators.

Wherever they work, business
chi e repairers frequently attend
tr ning seminars sponsored by busi-

"n ss .equipment manufacturers for
special instruction in new, business
machine developments. Also, busi-
ness 'Machine repairers are encour-
aged to broaden their technical
knowledge during nonworking hours.
Many, companies pay 'the repairer's
tuition for work-related courses in
college and technical schools.

Business machine repairers may
move into sales positions for greater
earnings. Repairers who show man-
agement abilities also may advance
to service manager or supervisor. Ex-
perienced repairers sometimes OPen
their own repair shops; thQse who
work in manufacturers' branch offic-
es sometimes become independent
dealers -or- buy sales franchises from
the Company.

Employment Outlook

Employment of business machine 4
repairers is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations

'through the mid-198,0's. In addition
to jobs from employMent giowth,
many openings will arise as experi-
enced repairers retire, die, or change
occupations.

Employment oppOrtunities for
qualified beginners are good. Busi-
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ness and government will buy more
machines to handle the growing vol-
ume of paperwork and more people
will be trained to maintain and repair
these machines. In recent years,
many technical changes have oc-
curred in business machines. Elec
tronic calculating machines have re-
placed mechanical models, for
example, and electronic cash regis'

'tens are replacing mechanical regis-
ters. Because of the greater use of
such equipment; opportunities will
be particularly favorable for repair-
ers who have training in electronics;
within several years training in basic
electronics may even become a pre-
requisite for business machine, repair
jobs.

Business4 machine repairers work.
year round and have steadier em-
ployment than many other skilled
workers. Office machines must be
maintained, even when business
slackens, since reco #'ds must be kept,
correspondence carried on, and sta-
tistical reports prepared.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Information from.a limited number
of employers in .1976 indicated that
trainees earned froth $150 to $200 a
week, depending on their level of
training. For example, people who

. have previdts electroniCs training in
the Armed Forces or civilian techni-
cal schools generally receive some-
what higher beginning wages than
high school graddiites.

Experienced repairers generally
earned from $200 to $280 a week.
Earnings usually were highest for
those who repaired-electronic busi-
ness machines and complex duplicat-
ing and copYIng equipment'. Repair-.
ers who prepare themselves to work
on more than one type of equipment

_can increase their earnings by about
20 percent. Specialists earned sala-
ries ranging between $220 and$310
a week in 1976, according to the lim-
ited information available.

Servicing business 'machines is
cleaner Ad less strenuous than the
work in most other mechanical
trades. Repairers generally , wear
business clothes and do, most of their
work in the customer's office. Inju-
ries are uncommon.

)

Repairers generally use their own
Cars to travel to their customers' of

and are reimbursed on a mile-
age basis. Employers usually pay for
all tools and other equipment.

Sources of Additional
information

For more details about job oppor-
tuifities, contact local firms that sell
an service business machines anck
the local office of the State employ-
ment service.

The State department of education
in your State capital can furnish in-
formation aboOt approved technical-
institutes, junior colleges, anti -other
institutions offering postsecondary
training in basic electronics. Addi-
tional information about these
schools is available from:
U.S. Office of Education, Division of Voca-

tional/Technical Education, Washington;
DC. 20202,

COMPUTER SERVICE
TECHNICIANS

(D.O.T. 828.281)

Nature of the Work

Computer systems play a vital role
in our lives. They help us make tele-
phone calls, receive paychecks 'on
time, and reserve tickets for travel,
hotels, and entertainment. In busi-
ness and industry, computer systeths
perform a wide variety of complicat-
ed, tasksfrom maintaining business
records to controlling Fnanufacturing
processes.

A computer system is the combi-
nation of a computer and computer-
related machines, such as magnetic
tape readers and high speed printers':
Keeping this intricate set of machines
in good working order, is the job of
the computer service techniciin.

At regular intervals, computer ser-
vice technicians (often called field
engineers or customer engineers)
service machines or systems to keep
them operating efficiently. They rou-
tineiy adjust, oil, and clean mechani-
cal and`-electrom
They also check
ment for loose co.

hanical parts.
electronic equ ip -
nee ileitis and de-

fective components or circuits.
426
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When computer equipment brea
down technicians must fi d t ause
of the failure and make repairs. De-
iermining where in the system the
malfunction has occurred-kite most
difficult part of the technictsn's job,
and as computer systems have grown
larger and 'more complex, the poten-
tial for malfunctions also has grown.
The problem can be in the central
processing unit itself,' in one of the
peripheral machines, such as a read-
er or a printer, or in the cables con-

.

necting these machines. Technicians
use several kinds to test equipment,
including voltmeters, ohmmeters,
and oscilloscopes to check for elec-
tronic failures. They also run special
diagnostic programs that help pin-
point certain malfunctions. Although
it may take several hours to locate a
problemNixing the equipment may
take just a few minutes. For repair
jobs such as replacing a faulty,c44cuit
board, soldering a broken connec-
tion, or repairing a mechanical part,
technicians use a variety. 'of r
handtools, including needle-nosed
pliers, wirestrippers, and sold rerniNi-

equipment. The employer supplies .

tools and test equipment, but techni-
cians are responsible for keeping
them in good working order.

Computer technicians often help
install new equipment. They lay ca-
bles, hook 'up electrical connections
between machines, thoroughly test'
the new equipment; and, correct any
problems before the customer uses
the machine.
, Some technicians specialize in

maintaining a particular computer
model or system, or inaloing a cer-
tain type' of repair. For example,
some technicians are experts in cor-
recting problems caused by errors in,
the computer's internal program-
ming.

Besides knowing how to use spe-
cialized tools and test equipment,
computer technicians must be famil-
iar with technical and repair manuals
for each piece of equipment. They
also must keep up with the technical
inforthation and revised maintenance
procedures issued peribdically by
computer manufacturers,

Technicians keep a record of pre-
ventiVe maintenance and repairs on'
each machine they service. 'In addiz
tion, they fill out time and expense



Some tochnicians specialize in maintain

reports, keep parts inventories, and
order parts.

Although technicians spend most
of their time working on machines,
they work with people also. They
listen to customers' complaints, ati-
swer questions, and sometimes- offer
technical advice on ways to keep
equipment in good condition. Expe-
rienced technicians often help train
new technicians and sometimes have
limited supervisory duties.

Places of Employment

In 1976, about 50,000 persons
worked as computer service techni-
cians.' Most were.employed by firms
that provide maintenance services

a particular computer model or system.

for a fee and by manufacturers of
computer equipment A small num-
ber were employed directly by or-
ganizations that have a large comput-
er installation.

-Computer technicians generally
work out of regional- offices lotated2
in major urban centers, where com-
puter equipment is concentrated. For
example, about one-fourth of these
workers are employed in one of these
major cities: New York City; Phila-
delphia; Washington, D.C.; Chicago;
and Los Angeles. Mint are assigned
to several clients, depending on the
technician's specialty and the type of
equipment the user has. Workers
with several accounts must travel
from place to place to maintain these
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systems and to make'emergency re-
pairs. In some cases, more than one
technician will share an account, and

"' service different parts of a system. In
other cases, an experienced techni-
cian may be assigned to work full
time at a client's,installatio order
tarto maintain all phases of opera-3
Lion. Technicians who work for a na -. ,

tionwide organization must some
times transfer to another city or
State.

Training, OtherQualifications,
and Advancement

Most employers require applicants
for technician trainee jobs to hive 1
to 2 years' postrhigh school training
in basic electronics or electrical engi-
neering. This training may be from a
public or private vocational school, a
college, or a junior college. Basic
electronics training offered by the
Armed Forces is excellent prepare-
-don for technician trainees.
...A high school student interested in

becoming a computer service techni-
cian should take courses in mathe-
:matics and physics. High school
courses in electronics and coMputer
programming also are helpful. Hob1
bies that involve electronics, such as
operating ham or CB' radios nr build-
ing stereo equipment, also provide
valuable experience: `,

Besides technical training, appli-
cants for trainee jobs must have good
close vision and normal color per-
ception to work with small parts and
Color-coded wiring. Normal hearing
is needed since some breakdowns are
diagnosed by sound. Because techni-
cians usually handle jobs alone, they
must have the initiative to work with-
out close supervision. Also iMportant
are a pleasant personality and neat
appearance, since the work involves
frequent ontact with customer's. An-
other imortant asset for tie success-
ful technician is patience, because
some malfunctions occur infrequent-
ly and-are very diffiCult to pinpoint.
Applicants must pass _a physical ex-
amination and, in some cases, get, a
security clearance.

Trainees usually _attend" company
training centers for 3 to 6 months to,
learn elementary computer theory,
Computer math, and circuitry theory 1.
and to further their study of eleCtron-
ics. Classroom work_ is accompanied

427
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by practical training in opeiating
computer equipment,, doing basic
maintenance, and using test equip-
ment to locate malfunctions.

In addition to formal instruction,
trainees must complete, 6' months to 2.

. years of on-the-job training. At first
they work closely with experienced
technicians, learning to. maintain
card readers, printers, and other ma-
chines that are relatively simple, but
that have the basic mechanical and
electronic features of a large com-
puter system. As trainees gain experi-
ence they work ion more compleg
equipment.

Because manufacturers' continual-
ly redesign equipment and develop
new usesfor computers, experienced
technicians frequently must attend
training sessions to keep up with
these changes and to broaden their
technical Akills. Many technicians
take advanced training to specialize
in, a' particular computer system or
type of repair. Instruction also may
include programming, systems analy-
sis, and other subjects that improve
the technician's general knowledge
of the computer field.

Experienced technicians with ad-
vanced training may become special-
ists or "troubleshooters" who help
technicians throughout their territo-
ry diagnose difficult problems. They
also may work with engineers in de-
signing equipment and developing
maintenance procedures. Techni-
cians with leadership ability may be-
come supervisors or service manag:
ers.

Most computer equipment Oper-
ates on the same basic principles, but
machines built by different compa-
nies may be unique in design and
construction. For this reason, techni-
cians may find it difficult to transfer
between companieslhat mantain dif-
ferent brands of equipment. Because
of the pressing need for experienced
technicians, howeeri-irnany opportu-
nities exist for well-qualified workers

'to transfer to other firms that handle
tte same type of computer lfirdware.

Training and experience in com-
puter maintenance may alset qualify a
technician for a job in programming,
management, or equipment sales.
(See statements on Programmers and
Office Machine" and Computer

Manufacturing. elsewhere\in the
Handbook.)

Employment Outlook

Employment of computer techni-
cians is expected to grow much faster
than the average. for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. As the Na-
tion's economy expands, more com-
puter equipment will be used and
more technicians will be needed to
install and maintain it. Business, gov-
ernment, and other organizations will
buy, lease, or rent additional equip-
ment to manage vast amounts of in-
formation, control manufacturing
processes, and aid in scientific re-
search. The development of new uses
for. computers in fields such a/ edu-
cation,' medicine, and traffic control
also will,spur demand.

Because most technicians are
young, relatively few openings will
stem from deaths and retirements.
Most job openings will result from
rising demand fiat the services of
computer service technicians. Most
openings will occur in metropolitan
areas.

The rising demand fOr computer
technicians is related to the growing
number of computers in operation
and the geographic distribution, of
these computers. Continued reduc-
tions in the size and cost of computer
hardware will bring the computer
within reach of a rapidly incleasing
number of small OrgahizatiOns. As
more and move of these small sys-
tems are installed, the amount of
time technician's must splI:iravel-
ing between clients also will i rease.

Downturns in the economy will
tend to have a less negative effect on
job openings for computer service
technicians than for most occupa-
tions because even when business is
declining firms will continue, to use
computers for accounting' and other
data processing.

Earnings an Workitag
Conditions

Average weekly earnings of com-
puter setrvice technician trainees
ranged Korn about $180 to $200 a
week in 1976, according to a,private
tirvey of firms engaged in computer

maintenance. Experienced workers
earned about, $235 a week, while
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senior technicians, those with 8-10
years' experience, earned between
$250 and $285. Highly skilled spe-
cialists averaged,from $310 to $340 a
week. c

Because computer installations
generally run around 'the -clock,
Woikiii ii e- lOnt during a ebinputer
.breakdow9 can be very expensive.
For this. reason, technicians must' be '
available to make 'emergency repairs
at any time, day or night. Although
the normal workweek is 40 hours,
overtime is standard. The method of
assigning overtime varies by employ-
er. Some technicians are on call 24
hours a day. Others work rotating
shiftsdays 1 week, nights-the next.
However it is implemented, comput-
er technicians can expect substantial
amounts of overtime] in many Cases,
annual overtime pay can.bt as much
as 20 percent of base salary. For
most technicians, travel is local and
they usually are not away from home
overnight. Employers pay for travel,

tincluding reimbursement' for job-re-
lated uses of the technician's car, as
well as work-related education ex-
penses.

Although some bending and lifting
is necessary, the computer techni-
cian's job is not strenuous. Work haz-
ards are limited mainly to burns and
electrical shock, and can be avoided
if isafety poctites are followed.

Sources Of Additional
Information

For general information on caree
in computer maintenance, contact
the personnel department of comput-
er manufacturers and computer
maintenance firths-in your area. The
State department of education in
your.State capital can furnish infor-
mation about approved technical in-
stitutes, junior colleges, and other in-
stitutions offering postsecondary
training in basic electronics. Addi-
tional information about these
schools is available from:

y. Office of Education, Division' of Voca-
tional/Technical Education, Washington,
DC. 20202.

The State employment service of-
fice in your area maytalso be able to
provide information about local job
opportunities.
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DIESEL MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 625.281)

Nature of the Work

Diesel engines are'stronger and
'thus last longer than, gasoline en-
gines. In addition, they use fuel more
efficiently tharr gasoline engines be-
cause the higher-compression ratios
found in diesel engines convert a
higher percentage of the fuel into
power. Because of their greater dura-
bility and efficiency, diesel engines
are used to power most of the' Na-
tion's heavy vehicles and equipment.

Diesel mechanics repair and main-
tain diesel engines that power trans-
portation equipment, such as heavy
trucks, buses, boats, and locomo-
tives; and construction equipment,
such as bulldozers and cranes. They
also service diesel farm tractors and a
variety of other diesel -pow red
equipment, such as compressors land

-....,pumps used in oil well drilling and in
Irrigation.

Before making repairs, diesel me-
ichanics may use devices such as dy-
namometers to inspect and test en-
gine &imp° nts to determine why
an engine not operating properly.
After loca mg the trouble, they re-
pair' or replace defective parts and
make adjustments. Preventive main-
tenanleavoiding trouble before it
startsis anothei major responsibil-
ity. For example, they may periodi-
cally inspect, test, and, adjust engine
pars such as fan belts and fuel filters.

Many mechanics make all types of
diesel engine repairs. Others special-
ize, in rebuilding engines, for exam-
ple, or in repairing fuel injection sys-,
tems, turbochargers, cylinder tads,
or starting systems. Some also repair
large natural gas engines used to
power generators and other industri-
al. equipment. In addition to main-
taining and repairing engines, diesel
mechanics may work on other parts
of diesel-powered equipment, such
as brakes and transmissions.

- Most workers who maintain and
repair diesel engines are not 'called
diesel mechanics. Instead,, their job
titles usually indicate the type of die-
sel equipment they repair. For exam-
ple, workers-who maintain and repair
diesel trucks or buses are called

Diesel machanici.rispair.and maintain

truck or bus mechanics and thoge
who work on diesel farm tractors are
called farm equipment mechanics.
Many of these occupations are dis-
cussed elsewhere in 'the Handbook.
(See statements on truck mechanics,
bus mechanics, automobile mechan-
ics, and farm equipment mechanics.)

Diesel mechanics use pliers,
wrenches, screwdrivers, and other
common handtools as well as special
toots, such as valve refacers and pis-
ton pin-fitting pachineg. In addition,
they may u complex testing equip-
ment, suchtif as. a dynamometer to
measure engine power, and special
fuel injection testing equipment. t4e-
chanics'also may use machine tools
to make replacement parts. They use
powered hoists and other equipment
for lifting and moving heavy parts.

Places of Employment

About 100,000 persons worked as
diesel mechanics in .1976. Many
worked for d'stribiltors and dealers
that sell diesel ngines, farm and
construction equi ent, and trucks.
Others were employed by buslines,
construction firms, and government
agencies such as State highway de-
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a variety of dimhpowerad aquiptimnt.

pirftments. 'Some mechanic's worked
for diesel engine manufacturers and
independent repair shops that spe-
cialize in diesels.

Because diesel engines are used
throughout' the country, diesel me-
chanics are employed in almost every /.
town and city. 'However, those who
work for trucking companies and
buslines are employed mainly in,
large cities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Diesel mechanics learn their skills
in several different ways. Many begin
by repairing gasoline-powered auto-
mobiles, trucks, and buses. They usu-
ally start as helpers to experienced
gasoline engine mechanics, becom-
ing skilled in all types of repairs in 3
or .4 years. If the garage or business
they work for uses or repairs diesel
equipment, they receive several
months of additional training in ser-
vicing this equipment. While learning
to fix engines on the job, many find it
helpful to take courses in diesel
equipment maintenance offered by
vocational, trade, and correspon-
dence schools.
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A iew mechanics learn their trade
through formal apprenticeship pro_
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Employment Outlook doors where breakdowns occur. If
pEmployment of diesel mechanics is roper safety precautions are not
taken, there is danger of injury whengrams. These programs, which gener- expected to increase faster than the repairing heavy parts supported oually last 4 years, give trainees a rnco- average for all occupations through jacks or hoists. In most jobs, mechan-bination a elassroon training and the mid-I 980's. In. addition to the ics handle greasy tools and enginepractical experience The classroom jobs arising from employment parts. When making repaitheyinstruction usually covers blueprint growth, many openings will result sometinrs must stand or lie in awk-.. reading, hydraulics, welding, and from the need to replace experienced

other subjects related to diesel re- mechanics who transfer to other ward positions. ,

pair. occupations, retire, or die. ' Many diesel mechanics belong to
labor unions, such as the Internation-Still another method of entry is Increased employment of mechan- al AssAiation of Machinists andthrough full-time attendance at traci ics is expected millilly because most
Aerospace Workers; the Amalgam at-or technical schools that offer train_ industries tha`rdse diesel engines are ed Transit Union; the. Sheet Metalexpected to expand their activities ining in diesel engine maintenance and Workers' International Association;yearg "ahead. In addition, dieselrepair. These pro rams generally last the
the International Union, United Au-from several moths fo 2 years and_ engines will continudto replace gaso-
tomobile, Aerospac8 and Agricultur-line engines in trucks, buses,-and oth-rovide classroom instruction and of-

diesels use less fuel and produce less

al Implement Workers .of America;
practical experience. Grad

e
uutes, er equipment because propetly tuned and the International Brotherhood ofi n

however, usually need additional on- Electrical Workers.
the job training before they are cepa_ pollution. ,.

ble of handling all types of diesel re-
Most new job openings in this field

Sources of Additionalwill be filled by mechanics who have '.'
pair. ' Information ti

Experienced mechanics employed in repairing gasoline en-

by companies that sell diesel-
PluYed gives. Companies that replace gaso-

, ..
Information about work opportu-po,,, ;_ line engine equipment with diesel- nities in this trade may be availableered equipment sometimes are sent powered equipment usually retrain from the local office of the State em-to special training classes conducted their experienced mechanics. Per- ployment service. Othett sources ofby,engine manufactu'rers. In these 'sons who have_school training in die-. information are firms that use or ser-classes, mechanics learn to maintain sel repair,sput- no practical experi- vice diesel-powered equipment, suchand repair the latest engine 4 sing ,ence, may b able to find jobs only as as truck and buslines, truck deal rs,

the most modern equipMent .. addi- rainees. and construction and fa ip-tion, they.may receive training in ment dealers. Addi informati
specialties such as engine rebuildingng. Earnings and Working on careers is a able from:

Employers prefer _trainees and ap_ Conditions
Internatio Association of Machinists andprenticeship applicants who According to a 1975-76 wage sur- ' --A space Workers, 1300 Connecticut

high school-or vocational school edgy_ vey covering 36 metropolitan areas, 'ye. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.
cation and mechanical ability. Shop mechanics employed by trucking '

courses in blueprint reading, auto- companies, buslines, and other firms

work ire' helpful, as are courses
mobile repair, and machine shop

r es i in earned an" average hourly wage of
that maintain their own vehicles

science,-an-d mathematics. $6.67, more than one-third above the
the work often requires lifting heavy average for all nonsupervisory work-
parts, persons interested in becoming ers in private industry, except farm-
diesel mechanics should be in good ing.
physical condition. Diesel mechanics usually work 40

Many diesel mechanics have to to 48 hours a week. Many work at
-ffbuy their own handtools and begin_ night or on weekends, particularly

ners are expected to accumulate they work on buses, engines used in A common form of advertising for
tools as they gain experience. Expert- powerplants, or other diesel equip- many businesses and products is the
enced mechanics usually have sever- ment used in serving the public. electric sign. Electric sign repairers
el hundred dollars invested in their Some are subject tocall.for emergen- maintain and repair neon and nimbl-

cies at any time. Mechanics generally nated plastic signs so their ownerstools. receive a higher rate of pay when can receive the most benefits fromMechanics who work for organize- they work overtime, evenings, or them.tions that operate or repair large weekends. When a sign requires service, re-numbers of diesel engines, such as Most larger repair shops are pleas- pairers dr e to its location, carrying
busliTies or diesel equipment distribu- ant placesin which to work, but their too and a number of replace-
tors, may advance to a supervisory some small shops have poor lighting, ment parts in 'a truck. Repairers'
position, such as 'hop supervisor or heating, and ventilation. Diesel me- trucks are equipped with ladders and
service manager. cliffnies sometimes make repairs out- boom cranes so they can work on tall
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ELECTRIC SIGN
REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 824.281)

Nature of th'e Work
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Repairers do most of their work at sign locations.

signs or those placed high above the
ground. Common sources of sign
trouble such as burned-out bulbs are
easy to fix. However, in some cases,
the problem may not-be obvious and
repairers may need to use electronic
test equipment to determine the
cause of a breakdown. Although sim-
ple repairs such as replacing bulbs or
transformers are done at the site, ma-
jor repairs of faulty parts such as
neon tubing, are made in sign shops.,

Repairers also do preventive main-
tenance and periodic inspection of
signs to locate and correct - defects
before breakdowns occur. They
check signs and remove debris such
as birds' nests and accumulated wa-
ter. Repairers also tighten or weld
parts that have been loosened by
winds and repaint beams, columns,
and other ramework. They may -re-
paint por ions of ,neon tubing to
make t sign more readable. Mo-
tors, gears, bearings, and other parts
of revolving signs may be checked,
adjusted, and lubricated.

During periods with few service
calls, repairers who work for sign
manufacturing companies may help
to assemble signs. Sgmc repairers
also install signs.

Repairers use common handtools
and power tools, such as screwdriv-
ers,pliers, saws, and electric drills.
They also use ammeters, voltmeters,
and othei testing devices to locate
malfunctioning electric parts. When
replacing burned out parts such as a
lamp or a flasher in illuminated Mai-
tic signs, repairers may refer to' wir-
ing dihgrams and charts.

Repairers usually must fill out re-
ports noting the date, place, and na-
ture of 'service calls. They also may
estimate the cost of service calls and
sell maintenance contracts to sign
owners.

Places of Employment

About 10,000 persons worked as
electric sign repairers in 1976, pri-
marily in wall shops that manufac-
ture, install, and service electric
signs. Some worked for independent
sign repair shops.

Electric sign repairers work
throughout the country. However,
employment is concentrated in large
cities and in populous States, where
large numbers of electric signs are
used.
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Training, Other Oualifications,,
and Advancement

Most electric sign r4airers are
hired as trainees and leiirn the trade
'informally on the job. Trainees per-
form the various phases of signmak-
ing in the shop to obtain a general
knowledge of taskssuch as cutting
and assembling metal and plastic
signs, mounting'neon tubing, wiring
signs, and installing electrichl
After they have a thorough knowl
edge of the construction of signs,
trainees accompany experienced re-
pairers on service calls to learn to do
repairs and maintenance. At least 4
years of on-the-job training and ex-
perience ate required to become a
fully qualified repairer.

Some people learn the trade
through sign repairer or electrician
apprenticeship programs that are
conducted by some union locals and
sign manufacturing shops. The ap-
prenticeships ,usually last 4 years,
emphasize 'on-the-job training, and
include classroom instruction in sub-.
jects such as electri I theory and
blueprint reading. A prentices gen-
erally must be at le t 18. years old
with a high school d loma. Attempts
'are beig made by unipns and the
National Electric Siiin Association to
increase the number of apprentice-
ship programs, so the availability of
this type of training should increase
in the future.

Employers prefer to. hire high
school or vocational schooLgru-
ates, although many repairers have
less education. Courses in mathemat-
ics, science, electronics, and blue-
print reading are helpful to young
people who are interested in learning
this trade.'

Repairers need good color vision
because electric wires are frequently;
identified by color. They also need
manual dexterity to handle tools, and
physical strength to lift transformers
and other heavy equipment. Because
,much of their work is done on lad-
ders or from the baskets of boom
trucks, repairers cannot be afraid of
heights.

All electric sign repairers must be
familiar with the National Electric
Codes. Many cities require repairers
to be licensed. Licenses.can be ob-
tained by passing .an examination in
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local electrical codes, and electrical
theory and its application.

Highly skilled repairers may be-
come supervisors. because of their
experience in servicing signs and
dealing with customers, repairers
sometimes, become sign sales repre-,
sentatives. Repairers with sufficient
funds can open their own sign manp-
facturing or repair shops.

Employment Outlook

Employment of electiic sigp re-
pairers is expected to increase as fast
as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. A rapid in-
crease in the number of signs in. use'
will spur demand for these workers.

*More signs will be needed as new
businesses open and old ones expand
and modernize their facilities. Signs
already in use also will continue to
require service because well main-
tained signs are good for bOness
and also because many State and lo-
cal governments require pwners to
keep their signs attractive. In addi-
tion to jobs from employment
growth, some openings,will arise as
experienced workers retire, die, or
leave the occupation for other 'rea-
sons.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The earnings of electric sign re-
pairers compare favorably with those
of other skilled workers. It is estimat-
ed that the hourly wage rate of expe-
rienced'repairers was lbout $7.80 in
1976; based on a survey of union
wages and f Inge benefits throughout
the countr . Apprentice rates usually
rang o $3.90 tq $6.25 an hour.

Most electric sign repairers work
an 8-hOur day, 5 days a week,' and
receive premium pay for overtime.
They also may receive extra pay for
working at heights in excess of 3
feet.

Because most signs are out-of-
doors, repairers are exposed to all
kinds of weather., They sometimes
make emergency repairs at night, on
weekends, and on holidays. In some
large cities, rf pairers patrol areas at
night to locatle and fix improperly
operating signs. Hazards include
electrical shock, burns, and falls

from high places. Training programs
emphasizing safety, and equipment,
such as. saskets on boom trucks,
which allow easy 'access to signs,
have reduced frequency of.accidents.
Repairers 4ay spend much time tray-..
eling to the siteof a service call: '

Many electric sign repairers be-
long to one the following unions: the
International Brotherhood 6f Electri-
cal' Wollers, the Sheet Metal Work-
ers International Association, and
the InternatierSrBrotherhood of

, Painters and Allied Tradei.

Sources of Additional
information

For ftirther information on work
opportunities, contact local sign
manufacturing shops, the ocal office
of the State employment service, or
locals of the unions previously men-
tioned.

General information on job oppor-
tunities, wages, and the nature of the
work is available from:

National Electric Sign Aisociation. 2625 But
terfield Rd.. Oak Brook. III. 60521,
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FARM EQUIPMENT
MECHANICS

0.T. 624.281 and .3811)

Nature of the Work

Years ago farmers planted, culti-
vated, and harvested their crops
using only handtools and simple ani-.
mal -drawn equipment. Few repairs
were required and if a stray rock or
stump broke a plow blade, the metal
pieces could be hammered back to-
gether by the local blacksmith. Even
when tractors began to replace ani-
mals as the prime source of power,
their simplicity made it possible for
most farmers to do their own repair
work.

But in the last quarter century
farm equipment has grown enor-
mously in size and variety. Many
farms have both diesel and gasoline
tractors, some equipped with 300-
horsepower engines. Other machin-
ery, such as harvesti g combines, hay.
balers, corn pickers, crop dryers, and
elevators, also is common. In today's,'
world of mechanized agriculture, few
if any types of farming can be done
economically without specialized
machines.

4
!

Farm equipment mechanics service most of the equipment used to plant, cultivate, and
lent food.

.
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As farm machinery grew more
complex, it became importalt for the
sellers of farm equipment tf be able
to service and repair the machines
they sold. Almost every dealer em-
ploys firm equipment mechanics to
do this work and to maintain and re-
pair the smaller lawn and garden
tractors dealers sell to su'rburban
homeowners.

In addition, some mechanics as-
s mble new implements and machin-

y for farm equipment dealers and
salers, and occasionally they

must repair dented or torn sheet met-
al on the bodies of tractors or ther
machinery.'"

Mechanics, spend much of their
time repairing and adjusting .mal-
functioning diesel and gas-powered
tractors that have been brought to
the shop. During planting or harvest-
ing seaions, hoever, the mechanic
may travel to the farm to make emer-
gency repairs so that crops can be
harvested before .they spoil.

Mechanics also perform preven-
tive maintenance: Periodically, they
test, adjust, and' cletan parts and tune
engines. In larie'sicops, mechanics
may specialize in certain types of
work, such as engine overhaul or
clutch and transmission repair. Oth-
ers specialiie repairing the air-
conditioning units often included in
the cabs of modern tractors and com-
bines, or in repairing certain types of
equipment such:s hay balers. Some
mechanics also repair plumbing,
electrical, irrigation, and other
equipment on farms:.

Mechanics use many- simple
handtools including wrenches, pliersd-y
hammers, and micrometers. They
also may use more complex testing
equipment, such as a dynamometer
to measure engine performance, or a
compression tester to find worn pis-
ton rings or leaking cylinder valves.
They may use welding equipment or
power tools to repair broken parts.

Places of Employment

Most of the estimated 66,000 farm
equipment mechanics employed in
1976 worked in service departments
of farm equipment dealers. Others
worked in independent repair shops,
in shops on large farms, and in ser-
vice departments Of farm equipment

wholesalers and manufacturers. Most
farm equipment repair shops employ
fewer than five mechanics, although
a few dealerships employ more than
10. A small proportion of farm
equipment mechanics are self-em-
ployed.

Because some type of farming is
done in nearly every area of the
United States, farm equipment me-
chanics are employed throughout the
country. As emplbyment is concen-
trated in small cities and towns, this
may be an attractive career choice
for people who do not wish to live the
fast-paced life of an urban environs
ment. However, many mechanics
work in the rural fringes of metropol-
itan areas, so farm equipment me-
chanics who prefer city life need not
live in rural areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most farm equipment mechanics
are hired as helpers and learn the
trade on the job by assisting qualified
mechanics. The length of training
varies with the helper's aptitude and
prior experience. At least 2 years of
on-the-job training usually are neces-
sary before a mechanic can dkrpost
types of repair work, and additional
training and experience,...are required
for highly specialized repair and
overhaul jobs.

Many farm equipment mechanics
enter this occupation from a related
occupation. For instance, they may
gain experience as farmers and farm
laborers, or as heavy equipment mew
chanics, auto mechanics, or air-con-
ditioning mechanics. People who en-
ter from related occupations also
start 'is helpers, but they may not
require as long a period of on-the-job
training. Jr

More and more mechanics who
enter the trade have had vocational
training in rural high schools, in ju-
nior and technical colleges, or in the
Armed Forces. With the develop-
ment of more complex farm imple-
ments, technical training in'electron-
ics has become more important.

A few farm equipment mechanics
learn the trade by completing an
apprenticeship program, which lasts
from 3 to 4 years and includes on-
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the-job as well as classroom training
in all phases of farm equipment re-
pair and maintenance. Applicants for
these programs usually are chosen
from shop helpers.

Some farm equipment mechanics
and trainees receive refresher train-
ing in short-term programs conduct-
ed by farm equipment manufactur-
ers. These programs usually last
several days. A company service rep-
resentative explains the design and

4tefunction of equip nt and teaches
maintenance and air on new mod-
els of farm equipment. In addition,
some dealers may give employees
time off to attend local vocational
schools that teach 'special- weeklong
Classes in subjects such as air-condi-
tioning repair or hydraulics.

Employers prefer applicants who
have an aptitude for mechanical
work. A farm background is an ad-
vantage since growing up on a, farm
usually-provides experience in basic
farm equipineti repairs. Employers
also prefer.hi&School graduates, but
some will hfiTapplicants who have
less educatiOn. In general, employers
stress previous experience or training
in dieiel and gasoline engines, (the
maintenance and repair of hydrau-
lics, and weldingsubjects that may
be learned in many high schools and
vocational schools. Some employers
also may require mechanics to be
skilled at blueprint reading, because
mechanics may have to refer to dia-
grams of machinery when making
complex repairs to electrical and oth-
er system s. ,

Persons considering careers,in this
field should have the manual demter-
ity needed to handle tools and equip-
ment. Occasionally, strength is re-
quired to lift, move, or hold in ace
heavy parts. Difficult repair jo s may
require problem-solving abil. ies, so
experienced mechanics hod d be
able to work' independently wl h
minimum supervision. -

Farm equipment mechanics may
advance to shop supervisor or man-
ager of a farm equipment dealership.
Some mechanics open their own re-
pair shops. A few farm equipment
mechanics earn 2-year associate de-
grees in agricultural mechanics and
advai to service representatives
for farm equipment manufacturers.
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Employment Outlook

Employment of farm -equipment
mechanics is expected to increase
about asfast as the average for all
occupations through the mid- I 980's.
In addition to jobs from employment
growth, several hundred job opportu-
nities will arise; each year as experi-
end-mechanics retire, die, or trans-
fer to other occupations
Opportunities will be best for appli-
cants who'have lived or. worked on
farms and know hOw to operate farm

- machinery and make minor repairs.
The development of more techni-

cally advanced fairm equipment,
some of which will require greater
maintenance, will increase the de-
mand for mechanics. For instance,
many newer tractors have much larg-
er engines, and feature advanced

sions of up to 24 speeds.
mplec electrical systems also

o operate the great variety
of gauges nd warning devices now
used to alert the operator to prob-
lems such as brake wear, low oil ores-.
sure in the transmission, or insuffi-
cient coolant in the radiator.
Advances such as these and air -con-
ditioned cabs, which have improved
the comfort of the operator, have
made it more difficult for farmers to

- do their own repairs. Thug farmers
will have to rely more on skilled rr -
chanics in the future.

In'addition to the larger and more
complex farm machinery, sales of
smaller lawn and garden equipment
have increased vastly over the past
decade and are expected to continue

'to do-so. Most of the large manufac-
turers of farm equipment now pro-
duce aline of these smaller tractors
and sell them through their estab-
lished dealerships. More mechanics
will be needed to service this addi-
tional equipment.

transm
More c
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average hourly wages of farm
equipment mechanics ranged from
about $3.50 to $6.35 in 1976, based
on the limited information available.
However, a few mechanics earned
over $15,0D0 in 1976 because em-
ployees are paid time and a half for
overtime. Farm equipment mechan-

ics usually work a 44-hour wk,
which includes 4 hours. on Saturday.
During planting and harvesting sea-
sons, however; they often work 6 to 7
days a week, 10 to 12 hours daily. In
winter months, they may work fewer
than 40 hours a week, and some may
be laid off.

Mechanics often travel many miles
to repair equipment in the field, and
are exposed to all kinds of weather.
They come in contact vqtb grease,
gasoline, rust, and dirt, a4a -there is
danger of injury when they-, repair
heavy parts supported on jacks or by
hoists. Engine burns and cuts from
sharp edges of machinery, also are
possible.

Very few farm equipment mechan-
ics belong to labor unions, but those
who do are members of the Interna-
tional Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers.

Sources of Additional
information

Details about work opportunities
may be obtained from local farm
equipment dealers and local offices
of the State employment service. For
general information about the occu-
pation, write to:
National Farm and Power Equipment Dealers

Association, 10877 Watson Road, St.
Louis, Mo. 63127.

,/

INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 626. Through 631.)

Nature of the Work

When a machine breaks down in a
plant or factory, not only is the ma-
chine idle, but raw materials and hu-
man resources are wasted. It is the
industrial machinery repairer's job to
prevent these costly breakdowns and
to make repairs as quickly as possi-
ble.

Industrial machinery repairers
often called maintenance mechan-
icsspend much time doing preven-
tive maintenance. This includes
keeping machines well 'oiled and
greased,,, and periodically cleaning
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parts. The repairer regularly inspects
machinery and checks performance.
Tools such as micrometers, calipers,
and, depth gauges are used to mea-
sure and align all parts. For example,
on sewing machines in the' apparel
industry, treadles may need adjust-
ment and gears and bearings may
he to be aligned. By keeping com-
plete and up4o-date records, me-
chanics can anticipate trouble and-
hopefully service machinery before
the factory's production is interrupt-
ed.

When repairs beeome necessary,
the maintenance mechanic must first
locate the specific cause of the prob-
lem. This challenge requires knowl-
edge reinforced by instinct. For ex-
ample, after hearing a vibration from
a machine, the mechanic must de-
cide whether it is due to worn belts,
weak motor bearings, or any number
of other possibilities. Repairers often
follow, blueprints and engineering,
specifications in maintaining and, fix-
ing equipment.

After correctly diagnosing the
problem, the maintenance mechanic
disassembles, and. then repairs or re-
places the necessary parts. Hantl and
pouter tools usually are neeNded. The
repairer may use a sfewdriver and a
wrench to take the door off an oven
or a crane to lift a printing press off
the ground. Electronic testing equip-
ment Often is included 'in the me-
chanic's tools. Repairers use catalogs
to order replacements for broken or
defective parts. When parts are not
readily available, or when a machine
must be quickly returned to produc-
tion, repairers may sketch a part that
can be fabricated by the plant's ma-
chine shop.

The repairer reassembles and tests
each piece of equipment after it has
been serviced, for once it is back in
operation, the machine is expected
to work as if it were new.

Many of the industrial machinery
repairer's duties, especially preven-
tive maintenance, also are performed
by millwrights. (See statement on
millwrights elsewher in the Hand-
book.)

Places of Employment \
Industrial machinery repairers

work in almost every industry that
uses large amounts of machinery.
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Industrial machinery repairers need agility.

Many of the 320,000 repairers em-
ployed in 1976 worked in the follow-
ing manufacturing industries: food
products, primary metals, machin-
ery, chemicals, fabricated metal
products, transportation equipment,
paper, and rubber.

Because induitrial machinery re-
takers work in a wide variety of
plants, the are employed in every
section of e country. Employment
is concentrated; however, in heavily
industrialized areas.

Training, Othir Qualifications,
and Advanciment

Most workers who ifecome indus-
trial machinery repairers start as
helpers and pick up the skills of the
trade informally, through several
years of experience. Others learn the
triale through formal apprenticeship
programs. Apprenticeship training
usually lasts 4 years and consists of
both on-the-job training and related
classroom (or correspondence
school) instruction in subjects such
as shop mathematics, blueprint read-
ing, welding, and safety \Upgrade ex-
aminations may be administered pe-
riodically to determine the repairer's
ability to maintain more advanced

machinery. Some repairers are pro-
moted to machinists or tool, and die
makers. A few become master me-
chanics.

Mecha lea!' aptitude and manual
idextetity relittportant qualifications

for workers in this trade. Good phys-
ical condition and agility also are
necessary because repairers some-
times have to lift heavy objects or do
considerable climbing to Peach
equipment located high above the
floor.

High school courses in mechanical
drawing, mathematics, and blueprirkt
treading are recommended for thorii
interested in entering this trre.

.Employment Outlook
N.-7"r
Employment of industrial machin-

ery repairers is expected to increase
much faster thanthe average' for all
occupations through the mid- 1980's.
In addition to jobs from employment
growth, many openings will result
from the need to replace experienced

.rdpairers who retire, die, or transfer
to other occupations.

More repairers will be needed to
take care of the growing amount of
machinery used in manufacturing,
coal mining, oil exploration, and oth-
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er industries. In addition, %Brachia-
ery becomes more complex, repair
work and preventive maintenance
will become more essential.

Earnings and. Working
Conditions

According to a-survey ofrem:Ts:A.7
itan areas, hourly wagegfor industrial
machinery repairers ,averaged $6.47 .

in 1976,- one - third higher than the.
' average for all nonsupervisory work-

ers in private-industry, excw larm-
ingN3Kverage hourly earnings of in-
dustrial machinery repairers in 12 .
areas that, represent various regions

a. of the country are shown iwthe fol-
lowing stabrilation:

.

Area Hourly rate

Detroit
Indianapolis 7.18

Baltimore 7.13

Chicago 6.89

Houston 6.80
New York 6.33
Cincinnati 6.27
MinneapolisSt. gaul .24

St. Louis 6.19
w Orleans 5.71

Worcester, Mass. ti .59
GreenvilleSpartanburg; S.C. 4.76

Industrial Machinery repairers usu-
ally are not affected by seasonal
changes in production. During slack
pe-riods when some plantworkers are
laid off, repairers Often are retained
to do major overhaul jobs,

Industrial machinery repairers may
be called to, the plant during off-duty
hours, especially in emergencies.
Thus they may have to work nights
and weekends, depending on the
Maintenance necessary..

RiPairers may work in stooped or
cramped positions, -tedreach the Un-
derside of a generator, for example.
They also may Tind it necessary to
work from the top of ladders when
repairing a large machine. These
workers are subject to common shop
injuries such as cuts and bruises.
Goggles, metal-tip shoes, safety hel-i
mets, arid otker protective devices
help prevent injuries. \

Labor unions to which Myst indus-
trial machiWy repairers belong in
elude the 'United Steelworkers of
America;. the International Union,
United Automobile, Aerospace and
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Agricultural Implement Workers of
America; the International Associ-
ation of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers; and the InternatiOnal
Union of Electrical, Radio and Ma-
chirwWorkers.

Sources of Additional
-Information

Information about employment
and apprenticeship opportunities in
this field may be available from local
offices of the State employment ser-
vice or the following organizations:
International Union, United Automobile,

Aerospace, and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America, 8000 East Jefferson
Ave., Detroit, Mich. 4214.

International Union of Electrical, Radio, and
Machine Workers, 1126-16th St. NW.,
Washingtoiii? D.C. 2 36.

INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 710.131, 710.281, 729.281,
823.281, and 828.281)

Nature of the Work

Nearly all areas of industry and re-
search depend on measuring devices

ti called instruments. For example,
steel. plants use hundreds of instru-
ments to analyze, record and control
their production processes. Airline
pilots depend on instruments to navi-
gate between airports and to make
safe landings. Doctors use electro-
cardiographs and other medical in-
struments to diagnose and treat dis-
ease. In-deed, the variety and
applications of instruments are al-
most limitless. Repairing, servicing,
and installing this equipment is the
job of the instrument repairer, often
called instrument technician. -

Technicians usually specialize in
the repair of instruments used by a
particular industry such as process
control instruments or aircraft navi-
gation instruments. Because the in--
struments are different, the duties of
repairers vary by industry, although
much of the work is similar.

When an instrument is not working
correctly, repairers attempt to deter-
mine the cause and correct the prob-
lem at the site. Often the repairer can

I

fix thenstrument by making a simple
adjustment with a handtool or a mi-
nor repair such as resoldering a loose
connection. If the cause of the brcak-
clown cannot be located easily or ma-
jor repairs are required, the broken
instrument may be taken to the re-
pair shop. In the shop, the technician
disassembles the faulty instrument
and examines the individual parts or
the electric circuitry. When the
source of the breakdown is located,
the technician makes repairs such as
replacing worn or damaged parts. Af-
ter reassembling the instrument, the
repairer uses test equipment to adjust
the instrument and to check its accu-
racy.

In some cases, an instrument mal-
functions because it is used improp-
erly. Repairers often must under-
stand .the entire production process
to determine whether the instrument,
other equipment, or the operator is
at fault. In such situations, repairers
may have to show the operator how
to.use and care for the instrument
properly.

Repairers also perform preventive
maintenance in the field or by taking
the equipment to the slop for inspec-
tion on a regular basis. At the shop,
wormer defectivp parts that might
b eak down are replaced or repaired.
Instruments also are gleaned, lubri-

?cated, adjusted, and tested, before
being replaced.

Techicans may install new instru-
ments. After installation, the instru-
ments are tested for accuracy and -
adjusted to insure their proper opera-
tion.

Repairers use testing equipment
such as, pressure gauges and volt-
meters and information from mainte-
nance manuals, electrical diagrams,

std blueprints to locate malfunc-
ns. They use handtools such as

screwdrivers and wrenches, and
bench tools such as jewelers' lathes
and pin vises to make repairs and
adjustments. In some companies,
they operate drill presses, polisherses
and other machine tools to make new
pas or 'to change standard parts to
fit particular instruments. When an
instrument must be set precisely,
they may use jewelers' loupes, mi-
crometers, or microscopes.
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Place of Employment

About 75,000 persons worked as
instrument repairersin 1976. Most of
them worked, for the manufacturing
industries that use instruments in au-
tomated production and process con-
trol -systems such as petroleum and
chemical firms, gas and eleCtric utili-
ties, and producers of paper, food
products, steel, aluminufn, rubber,
aircraft, and automobfres. Large
nu-gbers of technicians were em-
ployed by inNrument manufacturers
to install and ervice their customers'
equipment. Others worked for firms
that offer installation and repair ser -"
vices to instrument users. A few
thousand, primarily aircraft instru-
ment repairers, worked for Federal
agencies, mainly the Air Force,,
Navy, and Army.

a

Training, Othereualificationa,
and Adv ricement

At least 4 years of on-the-job train-
ing and study usually are required in .

order to become an instrument re-
pairer. However, training time de-
pends upon individual ability, previ-
ous experience and training, and
complexity of the instruments ser-
viced.

Training for entry into the occupa-
tion is available from several sources.
In plants using instruments, repairers
generally are selected from produc-
tion or maintenance employees or
are hired as trainees. Training pro-
gums may be conducted informally
offthe job or through formal appren-

.6ceships, which usually are estab-.
-fished by union- contract. Both types
of training emphasise work experi-
ence with the instruments in the
plant and often include courses in
instrumentation theory, mathemat-
ics, blueprint reading, physics, elec-
tronics, and chemistry. 'These
courses may be taken by correspon-
dence or at technical schools and
community Colleges.

Some people train for instrument
repair work in technical institutes
and junk& colleges that grant asso-
ciate degrees in instrumentation. The
curriculum in these schools usually
includes courses in ba lectricity,
mathematics, applied sciences, and
the operation and maintenance of
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.
iVii;40d knowledge of electronic*.Is helpful In Instrument repair work.

particular instruments. Shop training
with various instruments is empha-
sized. Programs offered by these
schools usually last 2 years.

Armed Forces technical schools
also offer excellent training in instru-
ment seiVicing. Skills acquired in this
way help a-person qualify for a civil-
ian job as an instrument repairer.

Several instrument manufacture%
offer specialized training to experiL
enced .repairers employed by their
customers. This training may la t
from I week to 9 months, g
upon the number and complexity of
the instruments. Courses are given in
theory, maintenance, and opera on
of the instruments produced by these
manufacturers. Instrument repairers
also keep up with new 'developments
in their field by reading trade maga-
zines and manufacturers' service_..1

manuals.
Trainees. or .apprentices generally

must b4. high school graduates.
Courses in algebra,' trigonometry,
physics, chemistry, electronics, ma-
chine shop, and blueprint reading are
considered particularly useful anti

colleges. Some em
di%may be require r entry into junior

foyers give tests
to applicants to determine their me-

- chanical aptitude.

Good eye-hand coordinatio and
finger dexterity are needed to ha dle
delicate parts. The ability to wo
without close supervision also is i -
portant. Experience with electr nic
equipment such as building and
maintaining a "ham" radio station'is'
helpful for an individual planning to
become an instrument repairer. 11

Instrument repairers may become
supervisors in maintenance and re-
pair departments. Some may, ad-
vance to positions as service repre-
sentatives for instrument
manufacturers. If they obtain addi-
tional education, instrument repair-
ers may become engineering assis-
,tants or engineers. Instruments are
becoming more complex, and techni-
cal school training is becoming an
essential requirement for instruinent
repair work. To,kind of training
will provide a biller base for ad-
vancement.

-, Employment Outlook..

Employment of instrument repair-
ers is expected to increaw as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-19801's.:In addition
to job openings caused by employ
men/ t growth, many openings will re-
sult annually from the hied to re-
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place experienced repairers who
retire, die, or leave, the occupatioD
for other reasons.

Additional instrument repairers
will be needed because the use of
technically sophisticated instruments
for measurement, analysts-und COW.
trol in industry and `felentlfic re-
search is expected to increase. Indus-
trial instruments fortrocess coptrol

'in a number of industries including
steel, food, and rubber are expected
to increase substantially. In addition,
more instruments will 'be used in 're-.
search laboratories, aircraft and mis-
siles, and automotive repair shops.

Opportunities)for instrunient
'miters are expected to be particular-
ly favorable in the petroleum, chemi-
cals, andmedicat supplies industries,
arising. from increased emphasis on
energy conservation and exploration,
air and water pollution monitoring,
and medical diagnosis..

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to the limited 'informa-
tion available, instrument repairers
received between $5 and $10 an
hour in 1976. Those specializing in
the repair of electronic instruments
and systems. often receive higher
wages. Instrument repairers emr
ployed by Federal agencies receive
rates comparable to those in private
industry.

.
Most instrument repairers work a

40-hour, 5-day week. ThOse em-
ployed in process plants that operate,
around the clock may woe on any of
three shifts or rotate' among shifts.'
Repairers also may be called to work
with emergency crews at nights or on
Sundays and holidays.

'Work settings for instrument re-
pairers vary from factory floors amid
noise; Neat, and fames. to quiet,
clean, well-lightid shops. In some in-
dustries, such ai -chemicals, petrole-
um, and steel, repairers may haye to
work outdoors./ Those employed by
companies that service or manufac-
ture instruments may travel frequent-
ly.

Many 1fistrument repairers belong
to unions, including the International
Association of 'Machinists and Aero-
space Workers; International Broth-
erhood of Electrical Workers; United
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Paperworkers,International
International :Chem ical.Workers
Union;:litternational Union:Of Elec-
tncal; kidio'and Machine/Orkeng
International Union, Unit kuto-
moPile; Aerospace and Agricultural
Itiplathent Workers of Aiperica; Pi).
Chemical and Atontic Woikers Inter-
nationV Union; United .Steelworkers

. of America; Utility' Workeri Union
of America; and United Association
of Journeymen and Apprentices of
the Plumbers and Pipefuters. .

Sources of Additional'
information

..The local office of the State em-
ployment serItice mii be a source of
infonn,ation about nal g and em-
ployments opportunities persons

wish to enter this occ on.
Additional information is available
from:
Instrument Society of America.'400 Stanwix,

St.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

Inquiries concerning positions with
the Federal Government should be
made at, the regional offices of the
U.S. Civil Service Commission.

JEWELERS

(D.O:T. 700.281 and .381)

Nature of the Work

For centuries people have adorned
themselves with rings, necklaces, and
other ornaments made from precious
metals and stones. The creation and
repair -of ,such beautiful items is the
work of a jeweler.

Generally jewelers specialize in a
particular manufacturing operation
such as designing, modelmaking,
stone setting, or engraving.. Some
speeialize In repair work such as en-
larging and reducing rings, resetting
stones, soldering broken 'parts, ore-
designi; old jewelry.

The ethod of producing jewelry
varies with the item made snit mate-,
rials used. For special orders, jewel-,
ers follow eitheetheir owri designi or
those created by designeis. They out-

millma.,
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Jowslsrs' work Is vary dances.

line the design on metal such as gold
or silver, and then cut, fit, and shape
each part. .After preparatory polish-.
ing, they, solder paps together to
form the finished piece. Desiins are
carved in the etal and diamonds or
other preci s stones are mounted.

Costu jewelry and some kinds
of.,,,rec jewelry pro-
duced by factory workers using as-
se ly line methods. The metal usu-
ally 's ted and cast in a mold Or
shay d wi a die. Skilled jewelers
are needed hdwever, to design and
make the m Ids and the dies, cast -the

4jewelry piece erfor finishing
operations, such as polishing, engrav-
ing and stone setting.

In their work jewelers' use-
saws, hammers, punches, soldering
irons, and a variety of other small
handtools. Because the work is very
detailed, jewelers often use...a magni-
fying glass or eye "loupe."

Some jewelers own jewelry stores
or Shops that make and repair jewel-
ry. Intilditionto working on jewelry,
these small business people hire em-
Ployees, order and sell merchandise,
and handle other managerial duties.
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Places of Employment ,

About 19,000 people had jobs as
jewelers in T976, one-third of whoM
were self-employed and owned retail
jewelry stores and, repair shOps.
About one out of ever eight jewelers
worked in a jewelry-spare. The re-
mainder were about evanly distrihut-
ed between 'jewelry factories and re-.
pair shops.

Most jewelers employed in pre-
cious jewelry production worked ..jn
or near New York City. Although
jewelry stores and repair shops are
located throughout the country, most
jobs in these establishments are in
metropolitan areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
dvancement

et"?

Jewelers' skills usually are learned
through informal on-The-job training.
HoWever, a limited number of formal
courses are offered by industrial, as-,
sociations and technical schools.,

Work in jewelry factories offers
the best opportunties for persons to
acquire all-round skills. In -the pre-.
cious jewelry industry the Amalga-
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mated. ,Jewblry, Diamond and Watch-
'case \Workers Union. and :the
manufacturer's have established ap
prenticeships for many of the skilled
occupations. Individuals who work in
jewelry -factories have the best
'chance .to get. such apprenticeships.
The apprentices learn their trade
through on-the-job training. Depend-
ing on the particular skill, appren-
ticeship programs for jewelry makers
usually take .from G3 to 4 years. For
example, 3 years are required to be-
come a colored-stone setter and 4
years to 'qualify as .a diamond' setter.
All new apprentices receive the same
starting wage and get periodic raises
up to the minimum for their job. To
overcome labor shortages in, the
modelmaking, moldmakiug, a
toolmaking occupations, man u> c-.
turers sponsor some coursesid)Provi-
dence, R.I. and New York City.
These courses are intended for em-
ployees of jewelry manufacturers,.
and the -tuition often is paid by the
manufacturer. ,

Some technical schools offer in-
struction for 6 months to.3 years in
watch and jewelry repair, and jewelry
design and 'construction. These
schoolsare a good source of training
for someone outside the -jewelry in-

ustrY. `, A

A high4chobl et4catios is desir-
able for young people entering the
trade. Courses in art;', mechanical
drawing, and chemistry are'particu-
lerly useful. ,

The preAV'ind,delicafe nature of
jewelry work requires finger and
hand dexterity, good eye-hand coor-
dination, patience, and concentra-
tion. Artistic ability is a major asset,
becausejekwelry is primarily a form of
adornmenT.

In manufacturing, jewelers some-
times advance to supervisofy jobs.

. Some jewelers open their own jewel-
rystores or repair shops.

A substantial financial investment
and a great personal commitment are

. required to operate a jewelry store,
because the field .is competi-
five. Jewelers who plan to open their

-Own stores should have experience in
selling jewelry. Those who can repair
watches have an advantage, bechuse

-.watch repair accounts for Much of
the bilsiness in small stores.

Employment Outlook

Employment of jewelers is expect-
ed to grow more slowly than the av-
erage for all occupations through the
mid- 1980's: Though the demand for
jewelry will increase as population
grows, and as rising incomes enable
people to spend more on luxuries,
'improved production methods will
enable jewelry factories to meet the
increased demand without hiring ad-.
ditional employees. However; many
job openings will occur each year as
experienced, workers retire; die, or
transfer to per occup-ations. Be-
cause of a shortage of'skilled jewel,
ers, oppor.tunities for people with
training in jewelry oonstruction, de-
sign, or repair should exist through-'
out the industry.

Earnings, and Working
Conditions

According to limited information
available, earnings, of experienced
jewelers ranged. from about $5 to $7
an hour in 1976. Those in business
-for themselves can earn mor.

Most jewelers, in stores and repair°
shops work 40 to 48 hours a week:
Some in factories work 35 hours a
week.

Skilled jewelers usually work': in
well-lighted and welf-ventilated sur=
roundings.

Sources of Additional.
Information

For information on job opportuni-
ties in jewelry manufacturing, con-
tact:

,.
The Jewelry Institute, 340 Froward Building,

155 Westminster St.,, Providence, R.I.
02903.

For informs ion. on 'lob opportuni4,
ties in jewelry tores, contact:.
Retail Jewelers of A erica, 0.Rooney-Circle

West Orange, N.J. 07052.
ry

For a list of technIcal schools of-
fering training in jewelry design and
construction, contact:0-
Jewelers Circular Keystone, Chilton-Way,

Radnor, Pa. 19089.
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LOCKSMITHS

(D.O.T. 709.281)

Nature of tha Work

,-Locksmithing is an ancient trade
so old, in fact, that archeolog'ts
have found evidence of key-operat
wooden locks made for Egyptian ro
alty as early as 2000 B.C. For m

. centuries,- the locksmith's tale
were available to only- the' relatively
few who could afford the locks of the.
day, which were sometimes elabo-
rate, if none too foolproof. In 1861,
the pirCtumbler Jock was invented
and a masi-production method de-
veloped that made these locks nearly
as common'as doors themselves. The.
locksmith came into' demand as. nev-
er before.

Today's locksmiths spend much of
their time helping people who have
locked. themselves out of 'their cars,
homes, and businessgs. If the key has
been left inside 'the car or hoUse, for
example, they may. simply pick the
lock. If, on the other:hand, the keys
are lost, new ones muss by made. To
do this,,lbcksmiths. first will try to

-4(obtain .identifying key code numbers -
so that they can cut duplicates of the
original key. Code `lumbers for a

iCeysl for example,-:may lie .Ob-
-tained by:consulting the. dealer who .
sold the 'car, or-by checking the oWn-
er's bill of sale. Keys also can be.

.d.uplicatcd by .impression.: In this
case, locksmiths place a blankley ins
the kick and, by following marks left
on the blank, file notches in it untilt
works. . .

Combination locks offer a special
challenge; J.-ocksmiths sometimes,
open them by touch, that is, by.rotat-s.
ing the dial and feeling the vibrations
when the wheels come into place. If
all else falls, a hole may be drilled
through tha lock to open it. Finally,
locksmiths repair damaged locks by
replacing tumblers, springs, and oth-.
er parts.

An important part -of the lock-
smith's job is to recommend security
measures to customers. For example,
they may advise a firm to yekey -its
locks periodically. To rekey,
smiths change the locking _mecha-
nism to fit new key codes, thus mak-

.
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Lederman' shops typically employ one to throe locksmiths.

.,ing the old keys useless. Rekeying a
: master 'system is one' of the most
coMplicated and time-consuming
jobs handled by a locksmith. In a
matter system,. some keys must open
all doors; others open various combi-
nations (for ,exampleVall Obis on
one fliior);' still others. are individual
keyifor each door.

SOthe I ksMiths install and repair
. efeetronit. urglar alarms-and surveil-
: lance syste s that signitl- police or

firefighters when break-ins or fires
,occur.. A task knowledge..of elec
tricity and electronic's' is needed to
install and repair. these 'systems..
.Mtich of the work is done by special-
ists called protective signal repairers,'
rather than"by locksmiths.

Locksmiths **Use screwdrivers,
pliers, tweezers;: and electric .drills in
their wOrk, as well as .special tools

1
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such as lockpicks. They make origi-
nal and duplicate keys on keycutting
machines. To guide them in their
work, they refer is manuals that de-
scrib the, construction of various
locks. .

. .

Places of Employment

Most of the estimated 10,000 lock-
smiths in 1976 worked for locksmith
sbops. Many operated their own
businesses. iocksznith shops typical-
ly employ one to three locksmiths;
few employ more than five. Some
locksmiths worked in hardware and
department stores that offered lock-
smith services to the public; others
worked in government agencies and,

large industrial plants. A small num-
ber worked for safe and lock manu-
facturers.
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Although most jobs will be.found
in big cities, locksmiths, work in virtu-
ally every part of the country. Lock-
smithing ,in small towns, however, is
usually a part-time job, Often com-
bined with other work, such as fixing
lawrimbwers, guns, and bicycles..

Training, Other: Qualificationi,
and Advancement

a, The skills of this trade are learned
primarily through on- the -job trainirit
under experienced locksmiths.firsf,
beginners may learn 'to duplicate
keys and make keys from codes. Lat7 ' ..,,..
er, they learn to open, repair, and
install locks, and finally, to work on
safes., Generally, a beginner needs
abofit 4 years jof on -the training
to qualify as a locksmith. Additibnal
training. is needed to service elec..:
tropic security systems.

Formal training also is available in
'a few public and private schools that

"offer I'- to 2-year programs in lock-
smithing. Students are taught the ba-
sics of locksmithing sucisas repaid:ft
-and opening locks. At.some sChoolt,
stu nts may specialize in safe repair..
or al -systems. Conipletion of a
course however, does not assure a
job; Interested persons should check.
with local eMployers to make sure
the schbol's tiaining y acceptable.

Eniplayers look for people who
. haver 'mechanical aptitude, good

hand-eye coordination, and Manual ','
dexterity. A neat appearance and a
friendly, ,tactful manner also are

since the locksmith haa'fre-
querit contact with the, public. Em-
ployers usually Will na,,i hire
applicants who have 'beep convicted
of crimes.

Although -high , school graduateS,
ar preferred, many employers will
hire' Applicants with less education.
High school courses in machine
shop, mechanicardrdwing, electron-
ics, and mathematics are heipfu. I.
Completion of a correspondence
school course in locksmithing in-
creases the chances of getting a.train7
ee job.: .

Many States and cities have licerii-
ing requirements. To obtain a li-
cense, the- applicant generally must
be fingerprinted nd pay a fee. Some
cities require th t ipi Individual pass
a written or pratical examination.
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However, specific requirements vary
from city to city. Information on li-
censing.-may be obtained from local

'governments.
To keep up with new develop-.,

,iments in their field, locksmiths read
monthly technical journals or attend
training classes at the annual conven-
tion of Associated Locksmiths of
America.

Locksmiths can 'advance to shop
supervisorspasitions found, how -
ever4 only in the larger shops. Experi-
enced locksmiths also can go into
badness for themselves with relative-
ly little capital. Many do business
from their homes.

Employment Outlook

Employment in this relatively
small occupation is expected to grow
fester than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid- 1980's. In
addition to the need to fill new posi-
tions, a few hundret1 openings will
arise each yea'r as experienced lock-

. smiths retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations.

.Employment of locks iths is ex-
pected to increase as a result of
population growth- and a more secu-
rity- co1'scious public. Also, many
businesses feel -that conven4nal
locks and other security devices are
not adequate and are having mote
complex equipment installed. Oppor-
tunities will be particularly favorable
for locksmiths who know how to in-
stall and service electronic security
systems. Use of such systems has ex-
panded greatly, in recent years, and
still greater growth is expected in the
future. Opportunities alio will be fa-
vorable for locksmiths who are will-
ing to work at night to handle emer-
gencies.

Earnings and Working
.Condltions

Experienced locksmiths earned
from about $4.60 to $7.50 an hour in
early.1976, according to the limited
information available; many self-em-
ployed locksmiths earned even more.
Trainees usually started at about
$2.50 an hour, with periodic raises
during training.

Most locksmiths receive an hourly
rate or weekly salary, although some
-work on a commission basis, receiv-

ing a percentage of the money they
collect; the earnings depend' on the
amount of work available and ho
quickly they complete it.

Locksmiths generally work year
round. Most work 40 to_48, hours a
week; even longer hours are common

"among-the self-employed. The loc k
smithjuy be called at night to ha
dle emergencies, though in many
shops the responsibility to be "on
call" is rotated among the staff.

Locksmiths do considerable driv-
ing from job to job. t times, they
must work outside in bad weather
and occasionally wor in awkward
positions for long periods. However,
locksmithing is cleaner work, than
that of most mechanical trades and is
comparatively free from the danger
of injury.

So_ urces of Additional
Information

Details about training and work
opportunitiesynay be available from
local locksmith shops and localk'offic-
es of the State employment service.
For a list of schools offering courses
in locksmithing and general informa-
tion about the occupation, contact:
Associated Locksmiths of America, Inc., 3003

Live Oak St., Dallas. Tex. 75204.
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MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN

(D.O.T. 825.281 and 829.

Nature of the Wo k.

Maintenance electricia keep
lighting systems, transformers, gener-
ators, and other electrical equipment
in good working order. They also
may install new electrical equipment.

Duties vary greatly, depending on'
where the electrician is employed.
Electricians who work in large facto-
ries may repair particular items such
as motors and welding .machines.
Those in office buildings and small
plants usually fix kinds of electri-
cal, equipment. Regardless of loca- ,
tion, electricians spend much of their

ptimedoing reve'ntive mainte-.
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nanceperiodic inspection of equip-
ment to locate and correct defects
before breakdowns occur. When
trouble occurs, they must find the
cause and make repairs quickly to
prevent costly production, losses. In
emergencies, they advise manage-
ment whether continued operation of
equipment 'would be hazardous.

Maintenance electricians make re-
pairs by replacing items such as a
fuse, switch, or wire. When replacing
a wire, they firstmake sure the power(
is off. Workers then pull the old' wire
from the conduit (a pipe or tube) and
pull the new wire through to replace
the old: Once the new wire is con-
neCted, they test to make sure the

, circuit is complete and functioning.
properly:

Maintenance electricians some-
times' work from blueprints, wiring
diagrams, or other specifications.
They ,use meters and other, testing
devices to locate fa ty equipment.
To make repairs t ey use pliers;
screwdrivers; wirecu ters, drills, and -
other tools.

Placetrof Employment

An egtittated 300,000 mainter
nance electricians were employed in
1976. More than half of them
worked in manufictuiing industries;
large numbers worked in plants that
make automobiles, machinery,
chemicals, aluminum, and iron and
steel. Many maintenance electricians
also were' employed by public utili-
ties, mines, railroads, and by Federal,
State, and local governments.

MaintenanCe electricians are em-
plo'yed in every State. Large numbers
work in heavily industrialized States
such as California, New York; Penn-
sylvania, Illinois, and Ohio.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most maintenance electricians ,
learn their trade on the job or
through formal aPprenticeihip pro-
grams. A relatively small number
learn the trade in the Armed Forces.
Training authorities generally, agree
that apprenticeship gives trainees
more thorough knowledge of the
trade/and improved job opportuniti .

during their working life. Becaus
the training is comprehensive, people
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Mara than half of at14aIntananes electric!' aim work In manufacturing Industrials/

who .complete apprenticeship pro-
, grams may qualify either as mainte-

nance or construction electric ions.
Apprenticeship usually laits 4

years, and consists, of on-the-job
triliLing and related classroom in-
struction in subjects such as mathe-
matics, electrical-and:electronic they

ory, and blueprint reading. Training
may include motor repair, wire splic-
ing, installation and repair of elec-
tronic controls and 'circuitk, and
weldiez and brazing.'

Although apprenticeship is the
preferred meihod of training, many
people Wm the trade informally on

4.1
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the 'ng as helpers to
skill maintenance electricians.
He hers begin 1* doing simple jobs
s h as replacing fuses or switches,
nd, with experience, advance to

more complicated jobs such astgplic-
ing and connecting wires. They even-
tually get enough experience to qual-
ify as electricians. This method of
learning the trade, however may
take more thin 4 years.

Persons interested in beComing
maintenance electricians. can obtain
a good background by taking high
school or vocational school courses
in electricity, electronics, algebra,
mechanical' drawing, shop, and "sci-
ence. To qualify for an apprentice-
ship program, an applicant must be
at least 18 years old and usually must
be a high school or vocational school
graduate with 1 year of algebra.-
. Although physical strength is not

essential, manual dexterity, agility,
'and good healthare iminirlint. Good
color visic4f;iir-..necessary 2becauSe
electrical wireefrequantly a'i.e identi-
fied by colof.

All maintenance electricians
should be familiaf with thelslitionai ,;
Electric Code and local building
codes. Many cities and counties re-
quire maintenance electrician& to Ito,
licensed. Electrician& can get a, li-
cense by passing an exttninatioti that=
tests their know dge of electrical'
theory and its d

Some mainten nce electricians be-
come supervisors. Occasionally, they
advance to jobs suchlas plant electri-
cal superintendent or plant mainte-
nance superintendent.

Emp oyment Outlook

Employment of maintenance elec-
tricians is expected to increase about
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's. 'This
growth will stem from increased use
of electrical and electronic equip-
ment by industry. In addition to the
jobs from employment growth, a few
thousand openings will arise each
&ear to replace experienced electri-
cians who retire, die, or transfer to
Other occupations.. r

Growth in the numbe.r.a job open-
ings is expected to be fairly steady in
the yeara ahead since the demand for
maintenance electricians is not very.
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Sensitive to ups and downs ip the
economy. At times when construc-
tion activity is depressed, however,
beginners may face competition for
job, openings because some unem-

4, ployed construction electricians ap-
ply for these openings.

U

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of maintenance electri-
cians compare favorably with those
of, other skilled workers. In 1976,
based on a survey of metropolitan
areas, maintenance electricians aver-
aged about $6.95 an hour, ranging

-from $4.84 in Greenville, S.C.,. to
$8.02 .in Indianapolis. By compari-
son, all production and nOnsupervi-
sory workers in private industry, ex-
cept farMing, averaged $4.87.

Apprentices start at about 60 per
cent of the skilled electrician's hour-
ly pay rare'and receive increases eQ-

ery'6.months.
During a single day, an electrician

may, repair equipment both in a'
clean, air- conditipned office and on a
factory floor, surrounded by the
noise, oil, and 'grease of machinery.

. Electricians often cliMb ladders or
work on scaffolds in awkward or
cramped positions.

Because maintenance electricians
work near high-voltage industrial
equipment, they must be alert and
accurate. Errors in wiring installa-
tions could endanger both the elec-
trician and other employees. Safety
principles, which are a part of all
electrician training programs, have
reduced the frequency of accidents.
Electricians are taught to use protec-
tive equipment and clothing, to re-
spect the destructive potential of
electricity, and to fight small electri-
cal fires.

,Among unions organizing mainte-
nance electricians are the' Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers; the International Union of
Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers; the - International Associ-
ation of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers; the International Union,
United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of
America (Ind.)', And the United.
Steelworkers of AMerica.

Sources of Additonal
information

Information about apprenticeships
or other. work, opportunities in the
trade is available from local firms
that employ maintenance electri-
cians, and from local union-manage-
ment apprenticeship committees. In
addition, the local office of the State
employment service may provide in-
formation about training opportuni-
ties. Some State employment service
offices screen applicants and give ap-
titude tests.

MOTORCYCLE
MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 620.281 and .384)

Nature of the Work

In 1950 there were just over
500,000 motorcycles in the United
States. Today there are over-5 mil-
lion. Accompanying this rapid rise in
the number of motorcycles has been

Ai rapid increase in the number of
motorcycle mecliics. For although
many cycling enthusiasts repair their
own vehicles, most rely on skilled
mechanics.

Motorcylcles, like automobiles,
need periodic servicing to operate at
peak efficiency. - Spark plugs, igni-

11116ft.,__
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tion pelints, brakes, and many other
parts frequently require adjustment
or replacement. This routine servic-
ing represents the major part of the
mechanic's work.

The mark of a skilled mechanic is
the ability to diagnose mechanical
and electrical problems -and to make
repairs in a minimum of time. In
diagnosing problems, the mechanic
first obtains a description of the
symptoms from the owner, and then
runs-the engine or test-rides the mo-
torcycle. The mechanic may have to
use special testing equipment and
disassemble some components for .
further examination. After pinpoint-
ing the problem, the mechanic-makes
needed adjustments or replacements.
SdIne jobs require only the replace-
ment of a single item, such as a car-
buretor or generator, and may be
completed in less than an hour. In
contrast, an overhaul may require)
several hours, because the mechanic
must disassemble and reassemble the
engine to replace worn valves, pis-
tons, bearings, and whet internal
parts.

Mechanics use common handtools
such as wrenches, pliers, and screw-
drivers, as well as speoial tools for
getting at parts that are hard to re-
move such as flywheels and bearings_
They also, use compression gauges,
timing lights, and other kinds 'of test-
ing devices. Hoists are used to lift
'heavy motorcycles.

MP'
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!Alloy motorcycle.. mechanics also repair mlnIbIlisie and onowmoblloo...:
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Most mechanics speci ze in s r-
vicing only a few of the m re than 0
brands of motorcycles nd moto
scooteq. In large shops, some me-
chanics speciilize in overhauling and
rebuilding engines and transmissions,
but most are expected to perform all
kinds of repairs. Mechanics may oc-

%casionally repair mini-bikes, go-
carts, snowmobiles, outboard mo-
tors, lawnmowers, and other equip-
ment powered by small gasoline en-
gines.

Places of Employment

About 12,000 persons had full-
time jobs as motorcycle mechanics in
1976, and a few thousand more had
part-time jobs. Most mechanics work
for motorcycle dealers. Others wOrk
for city governments to maintain po-
lice motorcycles. A small number of
mechanics work for firms. that spe-
cialize in modifying or "customizing"
motorcyles. Most shops employ feiv-
er than five mechanics.

Motisrcycle mec anics work in ev-
ery State and maj city. About half

res: California,
Ohio, Pennsylva-
a, Minnesota, and

-work' in nine S
Michigan,, Texas,
nia, Illinois, Flori
Indiana.

Mechanic o specialize in re-
pairing rcycles work mainly in
metropolitan areas. In smaller cities,
motorcycles frequently are repaired mathematics. Many motorcycle
by owners or managers of mot y; dealers employ students to help as-

:cle dealerships-orlbylriechani sem' 6Ie new motorcycles and per-
repair all kinds of 'eqtripmen..;-Iforrit`rniri-O-f .

ered by small gasoline engities; 4Pth,, . Public schools in Me;,large cities
t 6 ddl d

become skilled
torcycle repair

Trainees ,usually accumulate
handtools as they gain experience.
Experienced mechanics often have
several hundred dollars invested in
tools.

Employers sometimes send me-
chanics and experienced trainees to
special training. courses conducted
by motorcycle .manufacturers and
importers. These courses, which can
last as long as 2 weeks, are designed
to upgrade the worker's skills and
provide information on repairing
new models.

When hiring trainees, employers
look particularly for cycling enthusi-
asts who .have gained. practical expe-
rience by-repairing their own motor-
cycles. However, many employers
will hire trainees with no riding expe-
rience if they have mechanical apti-
tude and show an interest in learning
the work:. Trainees must be able to
Atain a motorcycle driver's license
so they can deliver newly assembled
motorcycles and test drive those
brought in for repairs.

Most employers prefer high school
graduates, but will accept applicants
with less education. Courses in small
engine repairoffered by some high
schools and vocational schoolsgen-
erally are helpful, as are courses in
automobile mechanics, science, and

kalall aspects of mo-
s....
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with supervisory.ability may advance
to -service manager and, eventually,
to general manager 'in large dealer-
ships. Those who have the necegsvy
capital may become dealeA. r

Employment Outlook

Employetnt in this rel Lively
small occupation is expected t grow
faster,than the average for al occu-
pations through the mid-I 980's.
Openings arising from growth will
fluctuate from year to year, however,
as motorcycle sales and thus employ-
ment of motorcycle mechanics ap-

. pear to be sensitive to dips in the
business cycle. Additional openings
will arise from the need to replace
experienced mechanids who retire,
die, or transfer to other fields of
work.

Underlying the anticipated growth
in the number of motorcyle mechan-
ics is .the continued growth in the
number of motorcycles. Increases in
the young adult population and in
personal income levels will create a
demand for more motorcycles, and
additional mechanics will be nefeded
to maintain - `these machines. Also,
growth, in the numbers of m ibikes
and- snowmobiles will stimu ate the
demand for mechanics.

Opportunities for ernployme
be best in larger dealerships, mos of
which are 1 ted in the suburbs.of
metropolitan a Many, motorcy-
cle dealers in-small c es do not have.

'.enough `1)usinesto hire full-time
=trainees, but 'part-time or summer
jobs may be available.

as outboard motors and lawnmowers. o f postsecondary an a ute uca-

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

'Motorcycle mechanics usually
learri their trade on the job, by pick-
ing up skills from, experienced work-
ers. Beginners.usually start by learri-
ing to uncrate, assemble, and road-
test new motorcycles. Next, they
learn routine maintenante jobs such
as sadusting brakes and replacing
spark plugs and ignition' pOints. As
trainees gain experience, they prog-
ress to more difficUlt tasks such as
repairing electrical systems and over-.
hauling engines and transmissions. ,

Generally, 2 to 3 years of training on
the job "are necessary -before trainees

tion in small engine and motorcycle
repair. Some technical schools have
training programs for motorcycle
mechanics. Many junior, and com-
m\mity colleges offer courses in mo-
toacycle repair.

/30rause all internal combustion
engines are similar, skills learned
through repairing motorcycles can
be transferred to other fields of me-
chanical work. For example, motor-
cycle mechanics can become auto-
mobile, truck, or 'diesel mechanics
after:some,additional training. HoW-
ever, transferring to one of these
occupations would not necessarily
mean higher earnings.

Motorcycle mechanics have limit-
ed advancement possibilities. Those
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of motorcycle mechanics
and trainees vary widely and depend
on level of skill, geographic location,
season of the year, and employer.
Limited information indicates that
experienced mechanics employed by
motorcycle dealers earned between
$4 and $10 an hour in late 1976.
Generally, experienced mechanics
earned 2 to 3 times as much as
trainees.

Some mechanics receive an hourly
rate or a weekly salary.. Others re-
ceive a percentageusually about 50
percentof the labor cost charged to
the customer. If a mechanic is paid
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on a ppreent* basis, income de-
pends on the amount of work as-
signed and. how rapidly the mechanic
completes it. .Frequently. trainees
are paid on a piecewcA basis when
uncrating and assembling new mo-
torcycles. At other times, they are
paid an hourly rate or weekly ilea

Motorcycling increases sharply as
the weather-grows warmer. As a re-
sult, most mechaniis work more than
40 hours a week during the summer._
Many temporary Workers. hired to
Help handle the increased work load
Work only part time, and are laid off
in the fall. However, a large propor-
tion of these are either students or
workers with other jobs.

Motorcycle repair shops generally
(are well-lighted and ventilated, but

are noisy when engines are being
tested. The 'work is not hazardOus,
although mechanics are subject to

J cuts, bruises, burns; and other minor
injuries. Since motorcycles are rela-
tively lightweight and have easily ae-
cessible parts, mechanics rarely do
heavy lifting or work in awkward po-
sitions:

A small percentage of motorcycle
mechanics are members of the Inter-
national Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For further information regarding
employment opportunities and train-
ing, contact local motorcycle dealers
or the local office of the State em-
ploynic nt service.

PIMA AND 0 GAN
TUNERS AND RE IRERS

(DAIT: 730.281, .381;,and 8
and .381)'

281

Nature of the Work

Pianos' and organs are use& to per-
form music ranging in style from con-
temporary "rock" to the classics of
Bach. However, not even the greatest
artist can overcome the handicap of
an untuned instrument. piano and or-

-

Piano tuner equating strings for pro* pitch.

gan tuners and repairers bring the
notes of these instrumepts into har-
mony.'

There are four different kinds of
piano and organ tuners and repairers:
Piano tuners; piano technicians, pipe
organ technicians, and electronic or- -

gan technicians. According to their
skills, they tune, repair, or rebuild
pianos and. organs. They ,sually be-
gi6 their trade by learning how to
tune these keyboard instreinents.

Piano tuners (D.O.T. 730.381) ad-
just piano strings sa that thdy will be
in prwer pitch and sound musically
correct. There are approximately
220 strings in.the standard 88-key
piano. After muting the strings on
either side, the tuner uses a tuning
hammer( also called a tuning lever or
wrench) to tighten or loosen the
string being tested until its frequency
matches that of a standard tuning
fork. The other strings are tuned in
relation to the starting string.

Sometimes the tuner has to make
minor repairs, sach as replacing worn
or broken .hammers. However, ma-

.
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jor repairs are made by piano techni-
cians.

In addition to knowing how to tune
a piano, ,piano technicians (D.O.T.
730.281) can detect and correct oth-
er problems that may affect its
sound. Technicians talk with the
customer to get an idea of what is
wrong and then go to work to find
out why. Once they find what the
problem is,-they make repairs or ad-
justments- such as realigning, ham-
mers that-do not strike the strings just
right or replacing math-eaten felt on
the hammers. TO dismantle and re-
pair pianos, technicians use common
handtools as well as special ones such
as regulating tools, repinning tools,
and key leveling devices. .

Although organs and pianos look
somewhat alike, they function differ-
ently, and few technicians work on
both Instruments. Moreoyer, organ
technicians specialize in either ele,
Ironic or pipe organs.

pipezorgan technicians (D.O.
730.381) install, tune, and repair or-
gans that make music by, forcing air
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through one of two kinds of pipes
flue pipes or reed pipes. The tone in
a flue pipe, like that in a whistle, is
made by air fdiced through. an open-
ing. The reed pipe makes its tone by
vibrating a brass reed in the air car-

rent.
Like piano tuners, organ techni-

clans use their ears and tuning forks
to put an organ in good voice. To
tune a tflue pipe, the technician
iiiov s a metal slide that increases or

eases the pipe's "speaking
:-.71ingtiV" A reed pipe is tuned by

adjusting the length of the reed. A
(lay or more may be needed to finish
,one of these jobs, because most or-
gans have hundreds of pipes. Some

-.... workers specialize only in tuning,
and do not have the all-round skills
of a technician:

Most pipe organs are ver large
and complex, and are assem led on-
site in places like churches a audi-
toriums. Technicians, i all air

. chests, blowers, air du s, organ
'- pipes, and.other components. They

follow the designer's blueprints and
use a variety of hand and power tools
to assemble components. Techni-
cians may work in teams or be assist-
ed by helpers. A job may take sever-
al weeks or even months, depending
on the size of the organ.

'Technicians may also maintain or-
gans on a regular basis, returning ev-
erY,3tor 4 months to tune them and
makebther routine- adjustments.

Electronic .organ technicians
(D.O.T. 829.281) have very different
duties from those of pipe organ tech-
nicians. ey use special electronic
test equi ert to tune and 'to check
tone and amplification. Some elec-
tronic organs do not require tufting.
'Those that, do are Thirty simple to
tune. However, these organs may
break down due to loose connec-
tions, faulty transistors, dirty ccfn-
tacts, and other problems. When
routine checks do not find the prob-
lem,technicians use meters and elec-
tronic devices to check suspected
circuits. For example, they check
voltages until an unusual Of irregular
measure shows up the part of the cir-
cuitry causing trouble. When they
find the problem, they make repairs
or adjustments, using soldering irons,
wire cutters, and other handtools.

Tsihnicians often use wiring dia-
grams and service manuals that show
connections within organs, provide
adjustment information, and de-
scribe causes of trouble. Because of
the large differences among various
brands of electronic organs, many
technicians service only a particular
brand.

Places of Employment

About 8,000 persons worked as
full-time piano and organ` /'tuners and
repairers in 1976; most `worked on

. pianos. About two-thirds of the total
worked in independent repair shops;
many were the sole operators of
small shops. Another one-fifth were
employed'by piano and organ deal-
ers. Most of the rest worked for pi-
ano and organ manufacturers.

Piano and organ tuners and repair-
ers are employed mostly in big cities
and in States that have large popula
tions. In towns too small to offer
enough work for a full-time job in
this field, piano and pipe organ work
may be done part time by local music
teachers and professional musicians.
Similarly, electronic organ work may
be done by television and radio re-,
pairers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Piano and organ tuners and.repair-
ers generally learn the job. Deal-
ers-and repair shops hire begirers to
do general cleanup work, help move
and install instruments, and do other
routine'. tasks. Helpers gradually
learn to tune and to make simple re-
pairs, and then take on more difficult
jobs as they gain Ixperience. Gener-
ally, 3 to 4 years of on-the-job train-
ing are needed to qualify as a piano,
pipe organ, or electronic organ tech-
nician.

Piano and organ manufacturers
train inexperienced workers to as-
semble instruments. However, be-
cause assembly is done in many
steps, workers learn little about the
instrument as a whole, and need ad-
ditional training in tuning and repair
work before they Can qualify as tech-
nicians.

People interested in a career in
piano or organ servicing should have
good hearing, mechanical aptitude,
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and manual dexterity. Because ser-
vice work frequently done in the
customer's home, a neat appearance
and a pleasant, cooperative manner
also are important. Ability to play the
in'strument helps, but is not essential
as a qualintation.

Employers prefer high school
graduates for beginning jobs in these
fields. Music courses help develop
the student's ear for tonal quality.
Courses in woodworking also are
useful because many of the moving
parts in pianos and pipe organs are
made of wood. For jobs as electronic
organ technician trainees, applicants
usually need formal training in elec-
tronics available from technical
schools, junior and community col-
leges, land some technical - vocational
high schools. Training in electronics
also is available in the Arrkied Forces.

Courses in !Amu:, technology.,
which may take up ;o 2 years to
complete, are offered by a small
number of technical schools and by a
few 4-year colleges. Home study
(correspondence school) courses in
piano and organ technology also are
available. -

Piano and organ tuners and repair-
ers keep up with new developments
in their fields by studying trade

'magazines and manufacturers' ser-
vice manuals. Most electronic organ
manufacturers and the Piano Techni-
cians's Guild conduct brief courses
periodically to provide information
on technical changes'in their instru-
ments.

Tuners and repairers who work for
large dealers or repair shops can ad-
vance to supervisory positions. Most
people in this field move up, how-
ever, by going into business for them-
selves. Relatively little capital is re-
quired beyond an, initial investment
in tools. Basic piano or pipe organ_
tools cost only a few hundred dollars.
By contrast, tools and test equipment
for electronic organs may- cost a
thousand dollars or more. Typically,
self-employed tuners and repairers
operate out of their own homes and
use either a car or a small truck tor
service calls.

Employment Outlook

Little change in tillemployment of
piano tuners, piano technicians, and
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pipe organ technicians is expected
through the mid-1980's. Growth in
the number of pianos and organs will
be limited by competition from other
forms of entertainment and recre-
ation. Nevertheless, Some jobs will
open.each year as experienced work-
ers retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations. Nearly all openings will
be for piano tuners.and technicians.

The continued growth in popular -'
ity of the electronic organ, a com-
paratively new instrument, is expect-
ed to produce a moderate increase in ,
jobs for electronic organ technicians.
However, this is a very small occupa-
tion and the number of job openings
will be far fewer than for piano tun-
ers and technicians.

Opportunities for beginners will be
best in piano and organ dealerships
and large repair shops. 'Many re-pair/
shops are too small to afford a full-
time helper, although they may hire
one helper part. time.

Ea,rnings and Working.
Conditions

Experienced workers earned from
$5 to $10 an hour in 11976, depend-
ing on their level of skill and where
they worked, according to limited in-
formation. Beginning rates for help-
ers ranged from $3 to; $5 ah hour.

Many self-employed tuners anck re-
pairers earned more than312,000 a
year, and 'earnings in excess of
$15,000 a year were
Earnings of the
pend on the size of the community,
their ability to attract and keep cus-ttomers, their operating expenses, and nail, or sew the 'soles to the shoes.
competition from other tuners and Finally, they trim the soles. To re-
repairera. heel shoes, repairers pry off old

Service business increases with heels, select replacement heels or cut
cold weather because at that time them to shape, and cement and nail
people. spend more time indoors them into place. After the heels and
playing the piano or organ. Conse- soles have been replaced, repairers
quently, during fall and winter, many _stain and buff them to match the col-
tuners and repairers work more than 'or of the shoes. , -

40 hours a week. As business falls off ,Shoe repairers alko replace insoles,
during spring and summer, shops restitch loose seams, and restyle old
may take up'the slack by recondi- shoes by changing heels or dyeing
tioning or rebuilding old instruments. uppers. Highly skilled repairers may
Self-employed tuners and repairers design, make, or repair orthopedic
frequently work evenings and week-, shoet according to doctors' prescrip-
ends'to suit theircustomers. tiqRs. Repairers also may. mend

The work is relatively safe, al- 11,101bags, luggage, tents, and other
though tuners and repairers may suf- items 'made of leather, rubber, or

fer small cuts and bruises when mak-
ing repairs. Electrical shock is a
minor- hazard for electronic organ
technicians burit has rarely caused
serious injury. Work is performed in
shops and homes and public build-
ings such as churches and ,schools
where working conditiousually are
pleasant.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about job opportunities
may be available frOm local piano
and organ dealers and repair-shops.
For general information about piano
_technicians and a list of schools of-
fering courses in piano technology,
write 'to:
Piano Technicians Guild, Inc.. P.O. Box 1813,

Seattle. Wash. 9811 I.
140-

SHOE REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 365.381)

c.Nature of the Work

Pebple like their shoes to look nice
and be in good condition. Keeping
them triat way is the job of the shoe
repairer.

Shoe repairers spend most of their
time replacing worn soles-and heels:
They remove , worn soles and old

not uncommor,L. stitching, and "rough" the bottom of
self-employed de- the shoes on sanding wheels. They

select precut sales or cut them from,
pieces of leather; they then cement,

A 4,1 7
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canvas. They also replace zippers,
dye han bags, and stretch shoes to
confo to the foot.

In arge shops, repair work some-
times is.divided into a number of spe-
cialized tasks. For example, some
repairers only remove and replace
heels and soles; others only restit h
torn seams.

Shoe repairers use power-operated
sole-stitchers and heel-nailing ma-
chines, and manually operated se_w-
ing machines. Among the handtools
they use are hammers, awls, nippers,
and skivers (a special tool for split
ting pieces of leather).

Self-employed shoe repairers have
managerial responsibilities in addi-
tion to their regular duties. They
estimate repair costs, keep records,
and supervise other repairers.

Places of Employment

About 25,000 shoe repairers were
employed in 1976. About one-half
of them owned shoe repair shops,
many of which were small, one-per-
son operations. Most of the remain-
ing repairers_worked in large shoe
shops. Some repairers worked in
shoe stores, department stores, and
drycleaning shops. A small number'
were employed in shoe manufactur-
ing, to repair shoes damaged inpro-
duction. These workers generally are
less skilled than those who work in
repair shops. ' r

All cities and towns and many very
small communities have shoe repair
shops. Employment, however, is
concentrated in large cities:

Training, Other Oualificationi,
and Advancement'

Most hoe repairers barn on the
job as helpers to experienced repair-
ers. lLelpers begin by assisting experii
enc.ed repairtrs. with, simple tasks,
such as stainingebrushing, and shin-
ing shoes.' As they gain expelienc,
trainees learn to replace heels and
soles, to estimate the cost of repairs,
and to _Beal with customers. Helpers
usually become fully skilled in 2 to 3
years. t

Some repairers learn the trade at
vocational schools: Applicants to vo-
cational schools usuall4mus\have a
high school diploma. In addition to
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In recent years, employment of
shoe repairers has declined because

___..siii new shoes were relatively inexpen-
sive and many people bought new
shoes instead of having old ones
fixed. This reduced the need' for shoe
repairs and repaiiers. The popularity

',=.'. of cushion-soled shoes and other ca-.
,, sual footwear which usually are not

; practical to ,repair also limited the
demand for these workers. However,
shoe repairer employment is expect-
ed to remain about the same in the
future. Expected:shoe price increases
should reduce the practice of replac-
ing w rn shoes with new shoes and
shoul stimulate the demand for re:
pairs. ,

t..

.s%

)111.1146e4-

. Wm* repalme: "rpuihs" bottom of shoe before aitatching new solo;

learning shoe repairing, yricational
School students attend classes in'
business administration. The ero-
grams last frorUmonths to 2 years.
Graduates ofte re encouraged to
gain, additional training by working
with experienced shoe repairers.

. Shoe repairers must have manual
iexterity and mechanical aptitude to

rk with various machines and
ndtools. They' must be able to

work alone With little supervision.
Shoe repairers need patience to per-''
dorm the work and deal with-custom-
ers. Repairers who own shops must
have a working knowledge of basic
arithmetic to maintain records.

Advancement opportunities for
shoe repairers are limited. Many
open their own shops and some who

are employed
supeivisors.

in large shops become-

Employment Outlook

Employment 'of shoe repairers is
not expected to change significantly
thibugh the mid-1980's. Neverthe-
less numerous job' openings are ex-
pected each yeir in this relatively
small occupation, because 46f-the
need to, replace experienced shoe re-
pairers who retire, die, or leave the
field for other reasons. Job opportu-
nities should be very good 'because
few people are attracted to this occu7
pation. Opportunities shoul be es-

, pecially good for experienced epair-
ers who wish to open their own
shops.,,

4 4 8
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Earnings and Working
, Conditions

Information from a limited number
of employers indicates that shoe re-
pairers earned between $3 and $4 an
hour in 1976. Inexperienced trainees
generally earned between $2.30 and
$2.50 an hour. Some highly skilled
repairers, including managers of shoe
repair shops, earned more than $300
a week.

Shoe repairers generally work 8
hours a day, 5 days a week. The
workweek for the self-employed is
ofteh longer, sometimes 10'hours
day,.6 days a week. Although shoe
repair shopi, are busiest during the
spring and fall, work is steady with no
seasonftl layoffs.

Because many shoe' repairers own.
shops, working conditions are deter-
mined by the repairer. Large shoPs
are usually .comfortable, but small
shops may cro ded and noisy and
have poor h or ve tilation. ,Strong
odors from eather g ds, dyes, ald
stains may be presen

The work .is not strenuous and
there are 'few 'bazar s. However it
does.require stamina, because repair-
ers must stand Much of the time.

i Souieits of Additional
' information

Information' about training oppor-
tunities may be obtained from: .

Site Service Institute of America, 222 W.
Adams St:, Chicago, III. 60606.
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Informktion about ,work opportur
. nities is available froni State employ-

ment service offices, as well as shoe
shops in the community.

TELEVISION AND RADIO
SERVICE TECHNICIANS

, (D.O.T. 720.281)

Nature of the Work
O

Television and radio service tech-
nicians repair a large and growing
number of electronic products, of
which television sets and (adios are
the most numerous. They Olio repair
stereo components, tape recorders,
intercoms, and public address sys-
tems. Some service technicians spe-
cialize in repairing one kind of equip-
mentfor example, television sets or
car radios.

Equipment may operate unsatis-
- factorily or break down completely

because of faulty tubes or transistors,
poor connections, or other problems.
Service technicians check and evalu-
ate each possible cause of trouble;
they begin by checking for the most

common causetube or module fail-
ure. In other routine checks, they
look for loose or broken connections
and for parts that are charred or
burned.

When routine checks do not locate
the trouble, technicians use test
equipment, such-as voltmeters, oscil-
loscopes, and signal generators, to
check suspected circuits. For exam-
ple, they may measure voltages or
wave firms in a television set until an
unusual or irregular measurement in-
dicates the faulty -part. Once the
cause of trouble is found, they re-
place faulty parts and make adjust-
ments, such as focusing and converg-
ing the picture or correcting the
color balance.

Technicians who make customer
service calls carry tubes, modules,
and other parts that can be easily
replaced in the customer's home. Ra-
dios, portable.. television sets, and
other -small equipment' usually are re-
paired in service shops.tLarge televi-
sion sets also are repaired in shops
when the trouble must be located
with complex test equipment.

Service technicians use screwdriv-
ers, pliers, wire cutters, soldering
irons, and other handtools. They re-
fer to wiring diagrams and service
manuals that show connections and

'OS
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provide information on how to locate
. problems and make repairs.

Places of Employment

About 114,000 people worked as
radio and television service techni-
cians in 1976. About one-quarter of
them were self-employed, a much
larger proportion than in most skilled
trades. Two-thirds of all service tech-
nicians, either self-employed Ar
working for others, worked in shopt
and stores that sell or service televi-
sion sets, radios, and other electronic
products.

Television 'and radio service tech-
nicians work in almost every city.
Geographically, employment is dis-
tributed in much the same way as the
Nation's population.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Training and experience in elec-
tronics are required in order to be-
come a skilled television and radio
service technician. Technical, voca-
tional, or high school training in elec-
tronics, mathematics, schematic
reading, and physics ay pro)v,ide a
good backgroUnd fo enteririg the
field. The military services offer
training and work experiende that
are very useful in civilian electronics
work. Correspo aance schoolp
courses also are 1pful.

Up to 2 'years technical gaining
in, electronics pluS 2 to 4 yehrs of on-
the-job experience usually. are, re,
quired to become a full, qualified
service9techniai4n. people ,a: have

groPso.--- no previous technical ?pilling may
be hired Is helpers or apprentices If
they show aptitude for the work or,
like the amateur "ham" radidope,ra-
tor, have a hobby in electronie's; ARA.
apprenticeship program lasfi 0044:
years and may -include hothe study..
The apprentke must wOrk.with ful-

Aaly qualified service technician_ who is
responsible for,his work..

An important part of the ser*e ...,

technician's training is providedty
Many manufacturers,-employers,10 41F
trade associations. They conduct
training programs to keep service''''
technicians abreast of the latest ser-'' 4..

. -,

%wing methods for new models or
products. Technicians also keep up. ,-,?:

.,-

TV and radio service technicians Use various Instruments to locate faulty operations.

4y
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with technical developments by
studying manufacturers' service:
manuals and technical magazines
and by attending training seminars.
Technicians who work for large com-
panies work mainly on that compa-
nies products and so are more famil-
iar with certain brands.

Television and radio service tech-
nicians must know how electrimic
components and circuits work. Other
essential qualifications include the
ability to manipulate small parts and
tools, good eye-hand coordination,
normal hearing, good eyesight and
color vision, and an ability to work
with people. .

Service technicians *ho work in
large repatr shops may be promoted
to 'supervisor or service manager.
Technidians who have sufficient
funds may open their own sales and
service shops. Some technicians ob-
tain jobs as electronic "trouble
shooters" or technicians in manufac-
turing industries or government
agencies.

People interested in advancing to
positions such as electronics Jechni-
cian can improve their opportunities,
by taking trade school, correspon-
dence, or technical institute courses
in automatic controls, electronic en-
gineering, television engineering, and
mathematics. Those planning to ,go
into business for themselves should
take some business administration
sourses, particultarly accounting and
consumermer relatiens.

growing number of States re-
-.quite radio andielevision technicians
to be licensit To obtain a license,
applicants must pass an examination ,
designed to test their knowledge of
electronic circuits and components
and their skill in the use of testing

. equipment.
1

Employment Outlook

Employment of television and ra-
dio service technicians is expected to
increase faster than the average for
all occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition to openings from
employment growth, many openings
will result each year from the need to
replace 'xperienced technicians who
retire, die; or change occupations.

Employment of service technicians
is expecte 51 to increase in response to

.

.

the growing number&of radios, televi-
-Om sets, phonographs, tape record-
'it's, and other home entertainment
products, despite the improvements
in technology of these
products,less necessary. ng popu-
lation and personal incomes will con-
tribute to this growth. Nearly all
households have at least one televi-
sion set, and the number of house-
holds with two seis.cCr morels expect-
ed to increase significantly, mainly
because of the growing demand for
color and portable sets. Greatente
Of electronic products for purposes
other than entertainment also istm-
pected; for example, closed-circuit
televisiont, two-way radios, calcula-
tors, homeappliances, and various
medical electronic 'devices. Closed-
circuit television is _being used 'in-
creasingly to monitor production
processes in manufacturing plants
and to bring educational programs
into classrooms.

People who enter the occupation
should have steady work because the
television and radio repair business is
not very sensitive to changes in eco-
nomic conditions.

Earnings and Working
Conditicks

Earn' gs of television' and radio
service technicians ranged from
$3.50 to $7.50 an hour in 1976,
based. on the limited information
available. The wide variations in
wage rates reflect differences in 'skill
level, type of employer, and geo-
graphic location. ,

Television and radio service tech -i
nicians employed in local service
shops or dealer service departments
usually work 40 to 48 hours a week.

Service on television, radio, and
other home entertainment products
is performed in shops and homes,
where working conditions usually are
pleasant. Some physical strain is in-
volved in lifting and carrying equip-
ment. Hazards include electrical
shock and the risk of falling from
roofs while installing or repairing an-
tennas.
, Some service technicians are
Members of labor unions. Mat of
them belong to the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
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Sources of Additional
Information

FOr more information about jobs
in this field, contact local shops and
stores that service television sets and
radios and other electronic equip-
MCAt. Technical And vocatio,kal
schools that offer courses in televi-7
sion andsradio repair or electronics
may provide information about train-,
ing. In addition, the local office of
the State employment service may
have information about programs
that provide training opportunities.

Information about the work of
television and radio service techni-
cians is available from locals of the
Internati4)14frotherhood of Electri-
cal Workers and from:
National Alliance of Televitiion and Electronic

Service Associations, 5908 S. Troy
Chicago, Ill. 60629.

Electronics Industries Association, 2001 Eye
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

ei
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TRUCK MECHANICS AND
BUS MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 620,281)

Nature of the work

Commercial vehicles serve an im-
portant function in the Nation's
economy. Heavy trucks are used by
industries, such as mining and con-

k,struction to carry ore and building
materials; while small trucks are used
tot:local hauling. Buses are used for
both local and transcontinental
transportation, as well as for shipping
some goods. Truck and bus mechan-
ics perform the vital role -of keeping
these. vehicles in good operating con-
dition.

Truck and bus mechanics:work on
both diesel and gasoline engines.
However, most mechanics usually re-
pair only dne type; because many of
the engine components are different.
(See the statement on diesel mechan-
ics elsewhere in the H. andbook.)

Mechanics who work for organiza- ,
tions that maintain their own vehicles
may spend much time doing preven-
tive maintenance to assure safe op-
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'Some truck and bus mechanics spedallze In the repair of diesel engines.

eration, to prevent wear and damage
so parts,' and to reduce costly-break-
downs. During a Maintenance check,
They usuaUy follow a regular check

-,1 list that includes the inspection of
brake systems, iteering mechanisms,
wheel bearings and other important
par* If a part isnot working proper-
ly, they usually can repair or adjust it.
If it ,cannot be fixed, it is replaced.

Irk many' shops mechanics do all
kinds of repair...work. For example,
they may work Oil a vehicle's electri-
cal system one day and do major en-
gine repair the next. In some large
shops, however, mechanics special-
ize itt one or two types of repair
work. For example, one mechanic
may specialize in major engine re-
pair, another in transmission work,
another in electrical systems and yet
another in suspension or brake sys-

, terns.
Truck and bus mechanics use a

variety( of tools in' their work. They .

use power tools such as pneumatic
wrenches to remove bolts quickly;
machine tools such as lathes and
grinding machines to rebuild brakes
and other parts; welding and flame
cutting equipment' to remove and
pair mufflers and other parts; com-

. ,mon handtools such as screwdrivers,

pliers, and wrenches to work on
small parts and reach hard-to-get-to
places; and jacks and hoists to lift
and .move large parts.'

Truck and bus mechanics also use
a variety, of testing equipment. For
example, when working on electrical
systems, they may use ohmmeters,
ammeters, and voltmeters; to locate
engine malfunctions, they often use

dynamometers.
For heavy work, such as removing

engines and transmissions, two me-
clknics may work as a team, or a
mechanic may be assisted by an ap-
prentice or helper,. Mechanics gener-
ally get their assignments from shop
supervisors or service ,managers who
may check the toilhanics work or
assist in diagnosiiii problems.

Places of 'Employment

A large proportion of the estimat-
ed 125,000 truck mechanics em-
ployed in 19:76 Worked for firms that
owned fleets of trucks. Fleet owners
include trusting companies and busi-
nesses that( haul their own products
such as dairies and bakeries. Other
employers include truck dealers,
truck manufacturers, truck repair
shops, firms that rent or lease trucks,
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and Federal, State, and local govern-
ments.

Most of the estimated 20,000 bus
mechanics employed in 192b worked
for local transit companies and inter-
city buslines. Bus`manufacturers em-

- ployed a relatiVely small number of
mechanics.

Truck and bus mechanics are em-
ployed in every 'section of the coun-
try, but most work in large towns and
cities where trucking companies, .

buslines, and other fleet owners.have
large repair shops.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most truck or bus mechanics learn
their, skills on the job. Beginners-Usu-
ally do tasks such as cleaning parts,
fueling, and lubrication. They may
also drive vehicles in and out of the
shop. As beginner; gain experience
and as vacancies become available,
they usually are pTomoted to me-
chanics' helpers. In some shops, be-
ginnersespecially those hkting pri-
or automobile- repair experience
start as mechanics' helpers.

Most helpers can make' minor re-
pairs after a few Months experience
and advance to increasingly difficult
jobs as they prove_their ability. 'Gen-
erally, 3--to 4 years of on-the-job ex-
perience are necessary to qualify as
an all-Tound truck or bus mechanic.
Additional training.may be necessary
for mechanics who CA to specialize
in diesel engines.

Most training authorities recom-
mend a forffia14-year apprenticeship
as t best way to leain these trades,

'Typalal apprenticeship programs for
truck and bus mechanics consist of.
approximately 8,000 hours of shop'
training in which trainees obtain
practical experience working on
transmissions, engines, and other )
components and at least 576 hours,of
classroom instruction in which-lin-
ees learn blueprint reading, mathe-
matics, engine theory and safety.
Frequently, these inciude.trainrng in
both diesel and 'gasoline engine re -.
pair. -

For entry jobs, employers genera
ly look for applicants %tho-have me
chanical aptitude, are at least 18
years of age, and in godd physical

's 451 _rier
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conditidh. Completion of high
school is an advantage in ,getting an
entry mechanio job b c se most
employeis believe it inch ates that a
person has at least some` of the traits
of a good worker, such as reliability
and perseverance. Employers dO not
want to spend a lot of. time and mon-
ey training mechanics only to see
them quit. t

When the mechanic's duties in-
clude driving trucks'or buses on pub-
lic roads, applicants may need a-State
chauffeurs license. If the employer is
engaged in-interstate transp-Oltation,
applicanft also may have ;to meet
qualifications for driVers established
by the U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation. These applicants- must be at
least 21 years of age, in good physical
condition:and have good hearing
and 20/40 eyesight with or without
glasses. They must read and speak
English and have a good driving rec-
ord, including 1-year's driving experi-
ence.

Person§ interested in becoming
fruck or> bus mechanics. Can gain
valuable experience by taking high .

school or vocational school courses
in automobile and diesel repair. Sci-
ence and mathematics/ are helpful
since they better one's understanding"
of how trucks and buses operate.
Practical experience in automobile
repair from working in a gasoline ser-
vice station, the Armed Forces, or as
a hobby also is valuable. ,

Most mechanics must buy their
own handtools. Experienced me-
chanics often invest several hundred

. dollars in tools. -

Employers sometimes send experi-
enced mechanics to special training
classes conducted by truck, bus, die,
sel engine, and parts manufacturers.
In these classes, mechanics learn to

i repair the latest equipment or re-
ceive special training in subjects such
as diagnosing' engine malfunctions.
Mechanics also may read service and
repair manuals to keep abreast of en-
gineering changes.

Experienced mechanic's who have
leadership ability may advance to
shop supervisors or service, arilaril
ers. Truclemeehanics who ha sales
ability sometimes become truck sales
representatiTes. Some mechanics

open their own gasoline service sta-
tions or repair shops.

Employment 0 tleok
.

Employment of truck mechapics is,
expected to increase about the same
as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's as a result of
significant increases in the transpkr-
tation of freight by trucks.. MM'e
trucks will be needed for b local
and intercity hauling due to e in-
creased production, of goods and the
necessity of transporting them great-
er distances and to more. places as
both population and industrial cen-
ters spread out. In addition to the
jobs-created by employment growth,
many openings will arise to replace
truck mechanics who ?tire, die, or
transfer to other occupations.

Bus mechanic employment is ex-
pected to increase sloosr than the
average for all occupations through
the mid- 1980's because of offsetting
factors affecting the demand for bus
service. More buses will be needed
for local travel due to increased em-
phasis on mass transit systems. Inter-
.city bus travel, on the other hand, is
expected to remain about the same.
Most job openings will result from
the ed to replace bus mechnicswhite,e, die, or transfer to other
occupa ions. .

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Truck and bus mechanics em-
ployed by trucking companies;
buslines, and other firms that main-
tain their own vehicles had estimated
average hourly earnings of $6.53 in
1976. By comparison, nonsupervi-

gory workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming, averaged $4.87.

Beginning apprentices usually earn
ohe-half the rate of skilled workers
and receive increases about every 6
months until a rate of 9.0 percent is
reached..

Most mechanics vfr k between 40
and 48 hours per week. Because
many truck and bus firms - provide
service around the clock, mechanics
who work 'for these firms may work
evenings, nikhts, anil weekends.
When they do, they usually receiv?a
higher rate of pay.
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Truck mechanics and bus mechan-
ics are subject to the, usual stop haz-
ards such as cuts and bruises. ,Me-
chanici handle greasy and dirty parts
and, may stand or lie in awijiWard or
cramped positions when repairing`
vehicles. Work areas usually are well
lighted, heated, and ventilated, and
many employers provide locker
rooms and shower facilities:. A170,
though most work is done indoors,
mechanics occasionally work or
make emergency repairs on the road.

Many truck and bus mechanics are
members of labor_unions, including
the International Association of Ma-
chinists and Aerospace Workers; the
Amalgamated Transit Union; the In-
ternational Union, United Autctitio-
bile, Aerospace and Agricultural Im-
plement Workers of America; the
Trans-port Workers Union of Artier-.
ica; the Sheet Metal Workers' Inter-
national Association; and the Inter-
national Brotherhood. of Teamsters,
Chauffers, Warehousemen and Help-
ers of America (Ind.):

Sources of Additional
Information

More details about work opportu-
nities for truck or bus mechanics may
be obtained from local employers
such as trucking, companies, truck
dealers, or bus linesvlocals of unions
previously mentioned; or the local
office of the State employment ser-
vice. The State employment service
also may have information about ap-
prenticeship and other training pro-
grams.

For general information about the .

work of truck mechanics and appren-
ticeship /raining, write to:
American Trucking Associations, Inc., 1616 P

St. NW.. Washington. b.C. 20036.

VENDING MACHINE
MECHANICS

(D.O.T. .639.381)

Nature of the Work

Vending machines have become a
familialoscene in everyday life. In
places recreation, work, and edu-'



eation, vendintOtachines provide
everything from ;piece of candy to a'
full-course meal.i '; -

Vending machine mechanics keep ' '

°11kthese machines in good wcivking or-
- der. They 'alsO may assemble and in;
-stall Machinei and,,yiri some cases,

.merchandises:stock, then` with erchandise%; Some
theehanict orlc,, only in repair' shopi `. .
anchiome work only in the field, but :,

many do bOth. Those who work' in
the field are assigned 'a service truck,
to travel between locations.

In preparing Machines for inst;11a-
tion, mechanics follow instructions
supplied by the manufacturer. After
the machine is put togethetkind test-

' ed, the mechanic fills= it witproducts
or ingredients and Oyes .. test run.

'' .' When working on complicated ma-
chines, such as beverage Or food dis-
pensers, mechanics check to see, that
the miehines*:giVe proper quantitiei
Of ingredient-4 and that refrigerating
and heating units workfpro erly.19n
gravity-operated machines mechan- :.
ics check springs, plunges; and mer-
chandise delivery systems. They also,
test coin and change- making mecha-
nismi..,Wheif installing machines on;
locatitin, mechanics make ,the neces"-.,.
sary water and electrical connections

..- and recheck the rtiachirieS for proper.
operation.

Preventive maifiten ceavoid-
ing trouble before it sta anoth-
er major part of the job. r exam-
life, mechanics periodically clean
electrical contact points, lubricate
mechanical parts, and adjust ma-
chines to perform properly. When a
machine breaks down, mechanics
must determifie the cause of the trou-
ble. They first inspect the machine
for obvious problems, such as loose I
electrical wires, malfunctions: of the
coin mechanism, and leaks. If the
problem cannot be readily loCated,
they may refer to troubleShobtink
manuals and wiring diagrams and else
testing device such as electrical cir-,,
cuit testers. to find defective parts.

)Mechanics then rePairor replade the
faulty parts, eithCr on location or in
the employer's service shop. -.

Mechanics use pipe cutteo, sol-
derineirons, wrenches, screwdrivers,
hammers, and other handtools. In the
shop, they also may use power tools,

Preventive maintenance lb a major pan of the Job of verictrigmachine mechanics.

such as grinding wheels, saws, and
drills.

Mechanics who install and repair
food -vending machines must ,knolv
State public health and sanitation
standards as well as tase established
under local plumbing codes. They
also -must 'know apd follow safety
procedures, especially when lifting
heavy objects and wor with elec.'
tricity and gas.

Mechanics 'must do some clerical
work, such 'as filing, reports, prep4r-

:

big rept. cost -estimates, and order-
ing parts: Those employed by small
opifratintcompanies frequently ser-
vice as welt as repair machines.
These combination "pechanic-
rOuteworkeri" stock machines, col-
lect money, fill coin and currency
changers, and keep daily records of
merchandise distributed. (Additional
information about vending machine
route drivers is included in the state-

.

ment on route drivers elsewhere' in
the Handbook.)
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Places of-Employment electricity and refrigeration. Employ- grow mareslo34.than the average.
ers often pay for at least part of the for all occupations.4hrough the mid-

In )976, about 25,000 mechanics tuition and book expenses for these 1980's. Most job openings will arise
maintained and repaired more than 5 courses. as a result of the need to replace
million vending machines. Most me- To learn 'about new and complex experienced mechanics who retire,
chanics work for vending service machines, employees sometimes at- die, or transfer to other occupations.
companies that install machines and tend manufacturer-sponsored train... Because "his is a small occupation,

,provide services, such as cleaning, ing sessions. Instruction 'fakes place the number ofoperings,Will be rela-
stocking, and repairing. Other me- either in manufacturers' service divi- tively small. fi .

.,

chanics work for beverage compa- sions in major cities or in operators'nies that have coin-operated rnti- .repair shops. Employers usually pay Earnings and 'Working
chinesor for companies that own and wages and expenses during these ses- Conditionsoperate juke boxes, pin-ball ma- sions, which may last from a few days
chines, and laundry and drycleaning Wage rates for vending machineto several weeks.t.
machines.Aome mechanics are em- mechanics ranged from $3.45 - toMany beginners are ,high school A 111..
ployed asTnstructors by vending ma- $6.56 an hour in 1976; based ongraduates, but employers generally
chine manufacturers to explain tech-, information from a small number ofdo net requir a diploma. Highnical innovations and ways to repair union contracts.' -'unionschool Or vocational school courses
new machines to other mechanics. Most vending machine' mechanics

, 0

employed
in electricity, refrigeration, and ma-

Althoup ,kkechanics are empl chine repair help beginners to,qualify work 8 hours a day, 5 days a week,
througpottMe country, most are lo- and receive premium pay for over-for entry jobs and may help begin-

_ catedAn igdustrial and commercial time. Since vending machines can beners t6 skip the lowest rung of the job
centers where there are a large num- operated around the. clock, mechan-ladckergeneral shop helper. There
ber of vending machines, - ics k;ametimes work at night and onare now I 5 high schools and colleges

weekends-and holidays. Some unionin the couniry, offering I- to 2-yearraining, Other Qualifications, contracts stipulate, higher pay for
'-, and Advitic,em*,or training programs in vending ma-.

"nightwork and for emergency repair
.4

-4--w - . . . ' 1'44:aline mechanics. ....

*."1PersonS usually enter this 'trade as. - Employers, require applicants to jobs on wedkends and holidays.
Vending machine repair 'shops.general shop helpers or vending ma- demonstrate mechanical ability, ei-

chine routdriVers. If shop helpers or ther through their work experience generally are quiet, well-lighted, and
have adequate workspace. However,route drivers spol..v promileas me- or by scoring well on mechanical ap-
when servicing machines on location,chanics, they may becope;trainees. titude tests. Since mechanics are ex-

Some workers are hired directly as posed to thousands of dollars in mer- mechanics may work in cramped°

mechanic traineet. chandise and cash,ternployers will quarters, such as passageways, where

Most trainees learn the trade infor- hire only applicants who have'a rec -. pedestrian traffic is heavy. Repair .

,,

mally on the job by observing, work- ord of honesty and respect for the work is relatively safe, although me

ing with, and receiving instruction law. The ability to deal tactfully with chanics are subject to.shop liazards \

from experienced mechanics. Train- people also -is important: .A commer- such as electrical shocks an cuts

ees usually start out by doing simple cial driver's license and a good driv- from sharp tools and metal objects.

jobs such as cleaning, painting; or ing record are essential for most Many vending machine mechanics

refurbishing machines. From there, vending machine repair jobs. employed by. large companies are

they move on to rebuilding these ma- Skilled mechanics may., b promot- members of the International Broth- .

4chinesremoving defective parts, ed to senior c1(anic or, large erhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Waehousernen and- I-Delpers ofrepairing and adjusting them, and companies, to shop supervisor. Ad- .

testing the machines. Next, they go vancement to service manager, who America:

on service calls, accompanying an schedules tepair wok, is possible for *experienced mechanic, and then go mechanics having adrninistrative' Source of °Additional 4
.

out on their' own, calling upon the. 3 InfoimatIon iability.
expertise of highly skilled mechanics Further information or.i.job oppor-Employment Outlookor manufacturers' field engineers . -. , tunities can be Obtained from local
when necessary. At this point they Vending machinebusiness'will. in- vending machine; peratOrs and local, .., .,
have completed their on-the-job crease % as population grows Itie as offices of the State employment ser-
training. This process takes from 6 more industrial, plants, hospitals, ., vice. r general information. on
months to.3 years, depending on the stores, and other establishments ,y e n d i n machin"j'mechanics, as well
individual's capabilities, previous move to suburban area's where res- as a list gf schools offering courses in
education, and the quality of instruc- taurants are not always close by. "vending machine mechanics, write
tion. Some employers encourage Growth in the number of vending to:
both trainees and experienced :me- will create more jobs for '

.

National Autornati0.- Merchandising Associ-
chanics to take evening courses in mechanics.' ation, 7 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
subjects related to machine opera- However, employment of vending 60603. °

tion and repairfor example, basic machine- mechanics is expected to

%0 1
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WATCH 'REPAIRERS Training, Other Qualifications, Wisconsin, To obtain a license,.re-
and Advancement . pairers-must paSs an examination de-

signedsigned to test their skill with tools
4DO.T. 715:281) Most people learn the trade in and their knowleFige. of watch con-

watch iepair schools; oth7rs learn itruction and repair.
Nature of the Work through formal apprenticeship or in,' Watch repaisersin all States can

..
A, formal on-the-jot training arrange- deMonstrate -their competence by

As the pace of modern living ments. '. . e passing certification' examinations,<,
;quicltens, people become more con-, There generally are no specific1 given by the American Watchmakers
scious 'of time and more dependent educational requirements for en- Inititute. Tests are given for-the title
on watches..and clocks to keep ap- trance into witch 'repair schools al- of either Certified Watchmaker or
pointments and complete tasks. though most students are high school Certified Master Watchmaker. An-
Cleaning,. repairing, and adjusting grpduates. Some schools test a stu- nual voluntary examinations cover-
theie devices is the job of watch re- dent's mental aptitude and manual

.: ing new phases of watchmaking alsopairers or, 'as they are frequently d.exterityl---tatost schools charge tu- are offered, and those who pass arecalled, watchmakers. ition and require students to furnish
When a watch is not working prop- their ciwn handtools. Courses last w given a plaque Of recognition.

planning a career as aerly, repairers use. tweezers, screw- from I to 3 years for full-time-stu- A person,

drivers, and bother tools to remove dents. Students learn to use and watch repairer must be willing to sit

the watch from its case and disassemo care for the ...watch repairer's tools foi'} long periods and work with a
minimum of supervision. The pre-

. ble the mo'vement. With the aid of a and machines, make and adjust indi-
'special magnifyineglass called a vidual parts, take apart and reassem- cise and delicate nature of the work
loupe, they carefully examine each ble various. kinds of watch and clock moires p'atience andofoncentration.

/ part of the methanism. movements, and diagnose and solvte nce a watch is simply a small ma.:.
chine, mechanical aptitude. is essen-Repairers may replace the Main ,repair problems. Some schools offer

spring and other parts of the winding courses on repairing unusual types of tial.,Good depth perception and eye-
,Tnechanism of a mechanical watch or timepieces, such s chronographs and coordination are .essential in
the battery of an electronic watch. and timerS. i . king with the tiny parts. '
They may adjust improperly 'lined Some watch repiirers learn the Watch repairers who -have suffi-
wheels, land replace broken hands or trade through formal apprentice- dent experience and funds may Open
a cracked watch crystal. Before reas-=' 'ships. Apprentices should have a- their own watch repair shops..Watch '
sembling the watch, watch repairers high school diploma. They receive repairers also may open their on
clean and oil its parts, then test its some classroom instruction in, watch° jewelry stores. where they can. in- l
accuracy with a timing machine. technology; however, most of their- -creas4their income by selling watch,

In addition to handtools 'watch training is conducted bn-the-job, Thet es and other merchandise in addition
repairers use timing and clear ing ma- training is structpred in much the to ripairing watches. These Stores- re-

-.chines. . They use -electrical test sane way as the technical school quire a much greater fiencial invest;
equipment when -repairing electronic courses. Apprenticeships last 3 to 4 ment than do repair Mops, because
watches to make sure that circuits years. Instructing an apprentice r n. inventory -of expensive .rnerchan-
work properly. , t .1/ -quires a great deal of time; for this disc be obtained.

Watch repairers who own jewelry reasdn many watch repairers are re-
' ;

stares may do jewelry repair and sell luctant to employ a trainee. Only 100 .
watches, jewelry, silv0ware, and Employment Outlookapprenticeships were registered with
other items. They also inay hire and the Department of Labor in 1975. Employment of watch repairers is
supervise sale'sclerks, other watch re- A few watch repairers acquire expected, to grOw at a slower fatepairei's, and jel,teJers; arrange win- their skills through informal on-the-
dow displays; purchase goods to be job arriingements with experienced than the average for all occupations

sold; and perform other margerial workers. This type of training is less through the mid-1980's. Most job
duties.

6-
4.. structured than apprenticeship, and openings will result from the need to

replacelTxperienced repairers who
_ classrqom instruction is not required.

retire, die,, or leave the occupation
Places'Of Employment Trains learn by observing experi-

forether reasons. Job opportunities-enced repairers and by performing
,

About' 21,000 persOpersons 'worked, as simple and then more complex re- shOuld be 'very good "fos,trained

watch repairers in 1976. .One- 'third pairs. 'On- the -job training lasts, longer watch repairers.

.were self-employed. Most watch re- than technical school or apprentice
sold popAlthough

more watches' will be
i.. ion and incomes rise,

-

pairers worked in jewelry stores or ship: .

repair sliops, which area located The following States require watcH many ill be inexpensive watches
thrbughoutt the country. A 'small repairers-toobt in a license: Florida, that.cos little

tly, employmentis
re to replace than

number had jobs in factories that Indiana, .loiva, entucky, Louisiana, repair. onseq

make matches, clocks, or other preci- ,-)Michigan, Minnesota, North Caro: not ex ected to keep pace with
sion timing instruments. lina, North Dakota, Oregon, and growl in the number of watches:

4 .- .-0 0 :



Watch repair work requires patience:tend concentration.

Furth rmore, the increasing popular-
ity of solid-state digital watches may

.low r the need for watch repairers.
These watches have no moving parts
and usually are serviced by factory
technicians instead of watch repair-
ers. However, in 'recent years job
openings have exceeded the number
of trained workers entering the occu-
pation. If this gap continues, trained

laCCUPATI110,NAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

I ,

1150 to $200 for a 401hour week in
1976, based on the limited informa-

,..tion available. Experienced watch
repairers working in retail stores and,
repair shops received from $275 to
$350 frit- a 40-hour week. Some
watch repairers may be paitio com-
mission based 0 Q the nttinber of
watches repdired. Others rent space

4
in a jewelry store set up a repair de-
partment, and split 'the profits with
the store owner. Watch repairers
who are paid commission or own
their own businesses can earn consid-

available. Opportunities are expect-
ed to be particularly good for gradu-
ates who have had training in repair -
ing electronic watches because these
watches are growing in popularity.

Earnings andlilforking
Conditions

Earnings of watch repairers in en-
workers should find jobs r6adily try

/jobs generally ranged from about

erably more than those working for a
salary.

Watch repairers often work longer
than . the standard 40-hour week.
Those who are self-employed or lo-
cated in small communities often
Work AS-hour week or longer. The
work involves little physical exertion, '-
however, and geherally is performed
in comfortable surroundings.

Sources 'of Additional
Information

For information about training
Courses and watch repairing as a ca-

reer, contact:
American Watchmakers Institute, P.O. Box

11011, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211.
For information about job oppor-

tunities in retail stores. contact:
Retail Jewelers of America, Inc., 10 Rooney

Circle, West Orange, N.J. 0.7052.

Further information about work
opportunities or training in this trade
also is available from local offices of
the State employment service.



---'''t_FIEALTH OCCUPATIONS

When people are sick or injured,
1 having health services readily avail-

able becomes very ,important to
them. The availability of these servic-

Zs dependi, not only efilAke number
of people employed in heallirdcc.i-
pations, but also on their geographi&;:-
distribution. The number of health

Health occupations, 1976

5% of total employment
in all occupations

Seven nurses are employed for every two'
health practitioners

Distribution of employment among health occupations, 1
Health practitioners .13%

I
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Nursing occupations 57%

Health technologists,
technicians,' and assistants

'

wwwwwwwfww

Therapy and rehabilitation 2%

20%

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Other health 'occupations 8%

4 5

personnel has grown very raptdry- in
recent years; improving their distil-

..-buitori remains a problem that is-
beittgattecked on the national, State,
and local levels.'

About 4.3 million pebple:,worked,
in health-related occupationt<in,
1976. Besides dOctors, nurses, den-
tists, and therapists, these include the
behind-the-scenes technologists,
technicians, administrators, and as-
sistants. 0'

Registered. nurses, physicians,
pharmacists, and dentists constitute
the largest profesional health occu-
pations. In 1976 employment in
these occupations ranged from
960,000 for registered nurse/ to
112,000 for dentists: Professional

health occupations also include other
medical practitionersosteopathic
physiciaqs, _chiropractors, optom-
etrists, podiatrists, and veterinarians.
Therapists (physical therapists, occu-
pational therapists, and speech pa-
thologists and audiologists) and 'ad-
ministrators (health services
administrators and medical record
administrators) also are professione)
health workers, as are dietitians.

Other health service 'workers in-
clude technicians of various types,
such as medical technologist, medi-
cal X-ray technician, dental hygien-
ist, and dental laboratory technician. -
A large number-1.5 million
worked as practical nurses and auxil-
iary workers, including nursing aides,
orderlies, hospital attendants, and
psychiatric assistants.

Hospitals employ about half of all
workers in the health field. Others
work in clinics, laboratories, pharma-
cies, nursing homes, public health
agencies, mental health centers, pri-
vate offices,, and patients' homes.
Health:'work&s are concentrated in
the more heavily populated and pros-
perous areas of the Nation.
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Training

The educatioc-nal and other-require-
ments for work in the health.field are
as diverse as.the health occupations
themselvv. For example, professi9n-
al health Workersphysicians, den-
tists, pharmacists, and othersmust
complete a number of years of pre-
professional and professional college
education and pass a State licensing
examination. On the other hand,
some health service occupations can
be entered with little specialized
training. Many community and ju-
nior colleges offer courses to prepare
students for various health jobs. In
niany occupations on-the-job train-
ing traditionally has been the means
of preparation, but employers now
prefer persons who have completed a
formal educational program..

fourths of .the average for all nonsu-
perVisory workers in private industry,
e cept farming. Earnings for the oth-
e health occupations that can be en-

red with up to 2 years of formal
training are about the same as the
average. People in health occupa-
tion's that require graduation from
college earn from one-and-a-quarter
times to twice these average earn-
ings. Among the occupations for
which average yearly earnings are re-
ported in the Handbook, the top 15
include 8 of the professional health
occupations, including all 6 medical
practitioners.

Outlook

/ Employment in the health field is
expected to grow much faster than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-I980's, although the
rates of giowth will differ consider-
ably among individual health occu-
pations. Among the factors that are
expected to contribute to an increase
in the demand for health care are

Earnings

Earnings of health workers range
from those of a physicianthe' high-.
est apaid occupationto those of ,

nursing aide, who earns only three-

4
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population growth and the public's
increasing health consciousness. Ex:
pansion of coverage under prepay-
ment programs that make it easier
for personsto pay for hospitalization
and medical care also will contribute
to growth in this field. Other open-
ings will be created each year by the
increasing expenditures by Federal,.
State, and local governments for
health care and services.

In addition to jobs created by em-
ployment growth, many new workers
will be needed each year to replace
those who retire,,,-die, or leave the
field for other reasons.

Recent expansion of training pro-
grams in most of the occupations will
add to the supply of trained health
service personnel. The employment
outlook in the various occupations
ranges from excellent to competitive,
depending on the balance between
the supply of workers and expected
openings. See the individual state-
ments for the outlook for each occu-
pation.



DENTAL OCCUPATIONS

Proper dentaLcare is. an integral
part of overall health care. This sec-
tion focuses on the dental profession
at the three dental -auxiliary occu-
pations.

Dentists examine and treat patients
'for oral diseases and abnormalities,
such as decayed and impacted teeth.
Most dentisti are..general practition-

,ers, 'but some specialize in certain
areas of dentistry,. such as orthodon-
tics Or oral surgery. Other dentists
are employed in teaching, research,
Or administration.

Dental hygienists are the only den-
tal auxiliary workers required by
each State to be licensed. They scale,
Clean, and polish teeth, expoie X-
rays, and instruct patients in prOp r
oral hygiene.

Dental assistants" help ,dentis
while they are working with patients.
This assistance includes things such
as_handing the dentist the neoessary
instruments, keeping the patient's
mouth clear, and preparing materials
for impressions of teeth. They also

perform non-chairside duties such as
keeping records, receiving patients,
and ordering dental supplies.

"Dental laboratory technicians make
various dental and.orthodontal appli-
ances, such as dentures and crowns,
according to the models and inslync-
tions supplied ,by dentists. This work
requires patience,qminute attention

detail, and a high degree of man-
ual dexterity. Some technicians pre-
pare all kinds of .dental appliances,
while others concentrate in certain
areas of dental laboratory work, such
as bridges or artificial teeth.

DENTISTS

(D.O.T. 072.108 )

Nature of the Work

Dentists examine .teeth and other
tissues. of the mouth to diagnose dis-

Growing demand for dentists' services and
expanded use of auxiliary workers will create
good job opportunities in dental occupations

Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousa&lds)

0
Source: Bur.elu of Labor Statistics

5 10 15

IN Growth III Replacement

AbOut 9 out of every 10 dentists are In
private practice.

eases or abnormalities. They take'46.
rays, fill, cayities, straighten teeth,
and 'treat gum disjases. Dentists ex-
tract teeth and Substitute artificial
dentures designed for the individual
patient. They also perform corrective
sur ery of the gums. and suppprting

ones. In addition, they may clean
teeth.

Dentists spend most of their time
with patients, but may devote pore
time to laboratory work such as mak-
ing dentures and inlays. Most den-
tists, however,particularly those in
large citiessg,nd their laboratory
work to commercial firms. Some
dentists also emplo dental hygienists
to .clean patients' .t nd provide
instruction for patient elf-care. (See
statement on dental hysienists.).
They alsor employ other assis-
rants who erform office work, assist
in "chairside" duties, and pr vide
therapeutic services under the per-
vision of the dentiit.',1.:

Most dentists ero-.general practi-
tioners whp provide many types of
dental care; about 10 ilercent are
specialists. The-largest group of spe-
cialisfi are orthodontists, who
straighten teeth.' The next largest
grOup, oral surgeons, operate on the
mouth and jaws. The remainder spe-
cialize in pedodontids (dentistry for ,

children); periodontics (treating the,
gums); prosthodontics (making arti-
ficial teeth or dentures); encaidontic's
(rdot canal therapy); public health

449
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dentistry; and oral pathology (diseas-
es of the mouth).

About 4 percent of all dentists
teach in dental schools, do research,
or administer dental health programs
on a full-time basis. Many dentists in
private practice do this work on a
part-time basis.

and other institutions of higher edu-
cation.

Dental colleges require from 2.to 4
years ofils@predental education. Howl
ever, of those students entering den-
tal setool in, 1976, 85 percent had a
baccalaureate or master's degree.
Predental education must include

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

the ability to instill confidence are
helpful for success' in private prac-
tice. High school students who want
to become dentists are advised to
take courses in biology, chemistry,
health, and mathematics.

Most dental graduates open their
own-offices or purchase established

courses in the sciences and human- practices. Some start in practice with

Places of Employment ities. .
established dentists,.to gain experi:

,' Competition it keen for admission ence and to save the money required -
-About 1 i 2,000" dentists were at dental /in to equip an office; others may enter,`.,to uental schools. selecting stu-

, work in the United States in 19.76.9
-p

residency training programs in ap-
. t
('' dents, schools give considerable

of every 10 were in privatepractice'weight to college grades and he proved hospitals. Dentists who enter
About 5,000 served as commissioned the Armed Forces are commissionedamount of college education. In addi-
officers in the Armed Forces, and. .as captains in the Army and Airtion,,all dental schools participate in
about 1,400 worked in other types of Force and as lieutenants in the Navy.a nationwide admisSion testing pro-
-Federal Government positions Graduates. of recognized dentalgrain, and scores earned on these
chiefly in the hospita schools are eligible for Federal Civil ,

tests are considered along with infor-the. Veterani Admini Service positions And for commis-
mation gathered about the applicantPublic ,Healthervic sions (equivalent to lieutenants in the
through recommendations and inter- Navy) in the U.S. Public Health Ser-
views. Many State- supported dental vice.Training, Other OuhfJtications, schools alo give preference to resi-
dents of their particular States.

Dental school training generally
lasts 4 academic years although some
institutions condense this into 3 cal-
endar years. Studies begin with an
emphasis On classroom instruction
and laboratory work in basic sciences
such as anatomy, microbiology,,bio-
chemistry, and physiOlOgy. Courses
in clinical sciences and preclinical
technique also are provided at thiS
time. The last .2 years are spent chief-

and clinics of
ration and the

A license to practice dentistry is
required in all States and the District
of Columbia. To qUalify for a license
in most States, a candidate must be a

.graduate of a dental school approved
by the'Ainerican'Dental Association
and pass written and practical exami-
nations. In 1976, candidates in 48
States and the District of Columbia
could fulfill part of the State licens:
ing requirements by passing' a written
examination given by'Ythe National ly in a dental clinic,,treating patients.
Board of 'Dental Examiners. Most The degree of Doctor of Dental
State licenses perMit 'dentists to en- Surgery (D.D.S.) is awarded by most
'gage in both general and specialized dental. colleges. An equiyalent de-
practice. 19 14 States, however,° a gree, Doctor crf Dental Medicine
dentist cannot be licensed as _a "spe- (D.M.D.1, is conferred b$ 19
cialiOt" without having 2 or 3 years of
graduate education and, in some

schools..
Dental education is very costly be-

cases, passing a special. Sate exami- cause of the length of time required
nation he other 36 tes, the to earn the dental degree. However,
extra e cation also is n essary, but Federal funds provide a hated num-
a specia ist's practice is egalated by
the dental prof ssion, not the Sta e

ber ofjoans for dental students, and ai
licensing authority. In order to pra limited ,number of scholarships are

nee
f. in a different State, a lice ed

le for qualifying students who
Sand d improved dental hygiene md'y

era service.. prevent some tooth and gam diset.-examination. However, at least 21 ,

State's, grant licenses without further The profession of dentistry re- dem, and preserve teeth that might\y,

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
dentists are expected to be very good
through the mid-1980's. Dental
.school enrollments have grown in
recent years because of federally as- .

sisted 'construction of additional
training facilities However, unless
schools expand beyond' present lev-
els, the number of new entrants to
the field i4 expected to fall short of
the number needed to fill openings
created by growth of the.occuilation
and by death or retirement from.the

.professionf 'it
Einployment of dentists is expect-

ed to grdw- about as fast as the aver-
age for all-occupations due to pppu-
lation growth, increased awareness
that regular dental care helps prevent 7
and control dental diseases, and the
expansion of prepayment arrange-
ments, which make it easier for peo°-
pie to afford dental services.' Fluori-

quires both manual skills and a high ,(pt'herwise be extracted. However,
....,,

atination to dentists already li-

eir credentialS. Dentists who want shoilld have good visual memory, ex- care in the future, these measures
level- ofIliagnostic ability. bentists 7Since the preserved teeth will need

exce sed'in other States on the basis of

to teach or do research usually spend cellent judgment of space and shape, Tully fncrease rather than.decrease

n additional 2 to 4 years in ad- and a high degree of manual dexter- the demand for dentatlare. Similar-

vance dkntal training in t,programs ity, as well as scientific ability, Good ly, while_new techniques, eq.uipment,-,E.

operatei by dental schools, hospitals, business 'sense, self - discipline, and and drugs, .as well as the eirpanded, ., .

. ..

...
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..use of dental hygienists, assistants,
and laboratory technicians should
enable individual dentists to care for
more patients, these developments
are not expected to offset the need

k for more dentis4.` There will continue to be a need
for dentists to administer dental pub-
lic health programs and teach in den-

' tal colleges. Also, many dentists
continue to serve in the Armeii
Forces.

Earniqgs and Working
Conditions

During the first year or two of
practice, dentists often earn little
more than the minimum needed to
cover expenses, but their earnings
usually rise rapidly as their practice
develops. Specialists generally earn
considerably more than general prac-
titioners. The average income of den-
tists in 1976 was about $39,500 a
year, according to the limited infor-
mation available. In the Federal Gov-
ernment, new graduates of ,dental
school could expect to start at
$17,05 a year in 1977. Experienced
dentists rking for the Federal Gov-
ernment in 1977 earned average an-
nual salaries of $31,600, with some
earning as much as $39,600 ayear.

Location is one of the major fac-
tors. affecting the income of dentists
who open their own offices. For ex-
ample, in high-income urban areas,
dental services are in great demand;
however, a practice can' be devel-
oped most quickly in small towns,
wh'ere new dentists easyy become
known and where they,may face letS
competition from established practi-
tioners. Although the income from

_ practice in small towns may rise rap-
idly at first, over the long run the
level of earnings, like the cost of liv-
ing, may be lower than it is in larger-

. communities.
Most dental offices are open

days arweeic' and some entists have
evening hours. Dentists u call Y. work

between ,40 and 45 hours a week-,
although many spend ore than 50
hours a week inythe.of icalys 4Dentists
often work fevila hours as'they grow
older, and a ,consider'able_ nuthber
continue in part -time practice well
beyond the usual fetirement.age:

Sources of Additional
Information

Persorit who wish to practice a
given State should .obtain the
quirements for lic sure from the
bdard of dental e a ets of that
State. Lists of St e boards and of
accredited dental schooli, as-well as
information on de tistry as a career,
is available from:
America; Dental Association, Council on

Dental .Education, 241 East Chicago
. Ave., Chicago, III. 6061,1.

Americas Association of Dental Schools,
1625 Massachusetts Ave. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036.

'

Information on dentistry as a ca-.
. reer also is available from:.

Division of Dentistry, Public Health Service,
U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 9000*Rockville Pike, Be-
thesda, Md. 20014.

Students should contact the direc-
tor of student financial aid at the
school they attend for information
aboht Federal or other loans and
scholarships.

DENTAL ASSISTANTS

(D.O.T. 079.378)

Nature of the Work

Dental assistants` work with den-
tists as they examine and treat pan.'
tients. The assistant makes the pa-
tients comfortable in the dental
chair, prepares them for treatment,
and obtains their-dental records. The
assistant haads the dentist the proper
instrumentsand materials and keeps
the patient's mouth clear by using
suction or otherAlevice?..Dental as-
sistants prepare materials for making
impressions and restorations and ex-
,pose radiographs and process dental
X-ray film as .directed. by the dentist.
They also provide oral health instruc-
tion prepare instruments for ster-

.
non..

Dental assistants perform a variety-N
of -duties that 'do not require the '
dentist's' professional. knoviiedge and
skill. Some Csistants make casts of
the teeth and ,mouth from- impres-' `:,fir 46j
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ns taken. by the dentist. These
ca is are used by dentists and techni'
ci s to make der/tures. In some
States, assistants apply medicaments
to the teeth and oral tissue, remove

cess ce t used in the filling pro-
cess front su es of the teeth, and
place rubber dams or the teeth to
isolate them for individual treatment.
Some dental assistants manage the
office and arrange and confirm ap-
pointments, re eive patients, keep:
treatment rec ds, send bills, receive
payments, and rder dental supplies
and materials.

The work of the' dental assistant .
shohld not be confused with that of
the dental hygienist, who must be
licensed to scale and polish the teeth.
(See statement on dental hygienists
elselpere in the Handbook.) .

Plaoes Of Employment

Nearly 135,000 persons worked as
dental assistants in 1976; about 1 out
of 10 work part time.

Most dental assistants work in pri-
vate dental offices, either fo_rjidivid-
ual dentists air for groups ordegtists.
Many of the remainder work in den-
tal schools, hospital dental depart-,
ments, State and local4pohtitr-health
departments, or private clinics. The
Federal Government emplo''ys dental
assistant's, chiefly in /the Public
Health Service, the Veter s Adm in-
istration,,d the Armed F rtes..

Training, Other Qualifications,
an dvancement

Most dental assistants learn tbeir
skilLs.on the job. An increasing ntm-
ber,Thowever, are trainedlv formal
post-high school Orogtinms. About
280 such programs were accredited
by the American Dental Association
(ADA), in 1976.

., Post post-high school courses in
dental, assisting are giVen in junior
and community colleges or in voca-
tional or technical schools. More
than three-fourths of these programs
take 1 year to complete and lead to i
certificate or diploma. Graduates of
2-year programs offered, in junior,
and community colleges earn ad as;
sociate degr e upon completion of

.specialized t ainind and liberal 'arts
courses. The Iminimum.,requirement

1



Most dental issistants loam their skills on the fob.

for any of these programs is a high.
4 school diploma 9r its equivalent.

me school, also require typing or a7cience coup Air admission. Al-
though some rivate schools-offer 4-
to 6-month courses in dental assist-
ing,,.these are not accredited by the
dental prOfession. Those. receiving
dental assistant training in the Armed
Forces usually qualify, for civilian
jobs as dental assistants.

High school students interested in
careers as d'ental assistants. should
lake courses in biology, chemistry,
health, typing, and office practices.

Approved dental assisting curriCu-
fums include classroom and laborato-
ry instruction in skills and related
,theory, Trainees get practical experi-

ence in affiliated dental schools, lo-
cal clinics, or selected dental offices.

A correspondence course accred-
ited by-the American Dental AssocV2
atio0s available for employed dental
assistants who are learning on the job
or who otherwise are unable to par -
'ticipate in regular dental assisting

- programs on a full-time basis. The
correspondence program is equiv-
alent tc1/41 academic year of study, but
generally requires about 2 years to
Cornplete. -

Graduates of accredited dental
assistant programs who successfully
complete an examination adminis-
tered by the. Certifying Board of the
American Dental Assistants Associ-
ation become Certified Dental Assis-

4 9, 1. !

r
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tants. Certification is acknowledge-
men$ of an assistant's qvalifiotitions
but is not generally required for em-
ployment.

After working as dental assistants,
some individuals seek to acquire
skills and qualifications for practic-
ing as dental hygienists. Prospective
dental assistants who foresee this
pbssibility should plan carefully since.,
credit earned in a dental assistant
program, often issnot applicable,
toward,requirements fora dental hy-
giene certificate. Some dental assis-
tants become sales representatives
for firms that manufacture dental
products.

s b 4t
Employment Outlook

Employment opportunitie for ,
dental assistants, are expect be
excellent through thp mid-I9
pecially forirgraduates of academic
programs in dental assisting. Part-
time opportunities, alsO will be very
favorable.

Employment of dental assistants is
expected to grow much faster than
the average,' for'. all occupations,
largely because redent graduates of
dental schools hav'e been taught to
use assistants in theirpractice. The
increase in the demand for dental
services "which stems from popula-'
tion growth, a growihg arenesii of
the importance of reg lar dental
care, and thp increasi g abiliiy, of
people to pay for care Iso willcon-
tribute to the deman for dental as-
sistants. For exampl , increased par- .

ticipation in dental repayment plans
and public programs such as Medi-
caid bring dental services within the
reach of many who couletiot afford
them otherwise.

In addipion to job openings created
by growth in the demand for demtal
assistants, thousands of assistants
alv will be required each year to
r4lace those who leave the field.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

sSalary depends largely on theassis-
tant's education and experience, the,
duties and responsibilities attached
to the particular job, and geographic
location.
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/
In the Federal Government, expe-

rienceand the amount and type of
education determine entrance sala-
ries. In 1977, a high school graduate
who had 6 months of general experi-
ence started at $7,408 a year; gradu-
ates of an ADA-approved ILyear
training program who had an addi-
tional year of general experience;
could expect to start at $8,3-16 a
year. In general, experienced dental
assistants working for the Federal
Government in 1977 earned average
annuaL salaries of $9,100.

Although the' 40-hour workweek
prevails rotr ntal assistants, the
schedule is lik to inclucta /work on
Saturday. A.2- o 8-week patid vaca-

s ticin is common. Some dentists pro,
vide ick leave and, other benefits.

' Den I assistants who work 'for te
Fed ral Govei-nnient receive t e
same empl.giye9 benefits as other
Federal workers.

.

Dental assistants world, in a well-
slighted, clean environment. They
must be careful in handling radio-
graphic and other equipment.

may perform, prekentive and thera-
peutic services undfc- the supervision

,Sof the dentist. Specific responsibil-'
sties of the hygienist vary, depending

:-

Sources of Add nal
Informed

Information about weer opportu:
nities, scholarships, accredited den-
tal assistant programs, including the
correspondence prodtm, and re-
quirements for certificatioln is avail-

. able from:
."4

American Dental Assistants Association, 211
E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111. 60611.

Othel *material on opportunities
for dental assistants is available frOm:
Division of Dentistry. PubliC Health Service.

U.S. Department of Health, 'Education.
and Welfare, 9000 it ockyille Pike, Be
thesda, Md. 20014.'

.

. ,

DENTAL AlEHYGIENISTS

(D.O.T::078.368)

Nature of the Work

Dental hygienists are oral health
clinicians and edueatoi-s who help
the public develop anti' maintain
good oral health. As members of the
dental health team, dental hygienists

1.'

Ir

7,
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on the law of the State where the,
hygienist is employed, but may in-
elude: removing deposits and stains
from patients' teeth; providing in-

1

IP-

/0- / J

Dental hygienists must be !Immix!.

r
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structions forsatient self-care, and
dietetic and ibtriti9nal counseling;
and the applicatiorrof me ine for
the prevention of tooth deca . They aminers. Few States permit1dental
take medical and dental histo ies, hygieniSts ,licensed in other States
pose and develop dental X-ray films, practice in their jurisdictions wit

OCCUPATIONAL OUTL

the State licensing requirements by periodontology (the study of gum
passing a written examination given 'diseases), dental materials, and clini-
by the National Board of Dental Ex- cal dental' hygiene.

People .who want to become dental
hygienists should-be those who enjoy
wprking with others. The ability to
put patients at ease is helpful. Per-
sonal neatness and cleanliness, man-
ual dexterity, and good health also
are important qualities. Among the
courses recommended for high
school students interested in careers
in this occupation are biology,
health, chemistry, speech, and
mathematics. .

K HANDBOOK

make mode_Limpressions of teeth for
study, and prepare other diagnostic
aids for use by the dentist. Pain con-
trol and restorative procedures alsoj
may be performed by dental hygien-
ists in some States.

Dental hygienists whowork in
school systems serve in several ca-
pacities. Clinical functions include:
examintation of children's teeth, as-
sistance to the-dentist in determining
the dental treatnient needed, and re-
porting of their findings to parents.
They Ilse scale and polish teeth and
give instruction on proper mouth
care. In addition, they develop class-
room or assembly programs-on oral

,A health.

A few dental hygienists assist in
research projects. -Those having ad-
vanced training may teach in schools
of dental hygiene.

. -

Places of

'Nearly 27,000' persons worked as
dental hygienists in 1976. Many are
employed part time. Mostfwork in
private -dental offices. Public health
agencies, school systems, industrial
plants, clinics; hospitalS, dental hy- creased participation in dental pre-admit the dental v --.--giene schools,;m41`.the .F taJ Qev--- -- -_ -.- - - --,,,r- ,-r-uayment plans and more group/ ' r giede proirain -Only,:affer;theyave -1"

:- --,---- . , .-to le.te'cl 2 years of college. Many .ployrnent for dental hygienists. Some 1,..4 i . in new jobs for den tail hygienists.
._._ s is also- require that applicants Dental .care prograins for children 'who are graduates of baChelop's-de-

ta a titude test given by aye also may lead to mere emploYment
-gree programs are commissioned of: . .4,);

.-A ericaficers in the Armed Forces.

Employment

further examination.
In 1976, 182 schools of dental

hygiene _in the United States were
accredited by the American Dental
Association. Mot programs grant an
associate degree; others lead to ,a
bachelor's degree. Some institutions
offer both types of programs. Eigh-
ften schools offer master's degree
programs in dental hygiene or related
fields,

Completitin associate degree
program usually is Sufficient for the
dental hygienisl who wants to prac-
tice in'a piivatedental office..In 'or-
der to do research, teach, and work
in n.pUblie or school health programs,
at least a, baccalaureate degree usual-
ly is required. Dental hygienists with
a master's degree work as teachers or
administrators in dental hygiene and
dental. assisOng. training pro rams,
public health agencies, and in aSsoci-
ated research.

,Competition is keen for admission
to dental hygiene schools. The mini-
mum" requirement for admisSion to a
school :of dental hygiene is grgclu-
atiOn from ,"high school. Se'ver'al
schools that offer the- bachelor's de-
gree

P
e

Employment Outlook
,

.

Employment opportunities for
dental hygienists are -expected to)pie,o

...good through the mid-198gs:. AK
- spite an anticipated rise in the 'num-
ber of graduates from' schools of den- .

tal, hygiene, the demand is expected
':to be'greater than the number avail:
able for einployment if recent ti-ends

;
in .enrollments continue. There also °

should be very good dpp tunitis--
for 'those desiring part-ti e employ-
ment, and for those willing to work in
rural areas.

Employment ofdental hygienists is
expected- to grow much faster than
the average for all occupatiwts7 be-
cause of an expanding 'population

.and the growing awareness of the im-
portancee of regular dental care. In-

ernment are other,SoUrce .ot-einr- .
. . practice among dentists should result

Training and Other
OuallfIclitIons

.

_Dental Hygienists' Associ- opportunities in this field.
aiTon: Dental hygiene training given

-..
in the 'Armed Forces !Roes not fully
prepare one to pass the licensing tiAd!ftdiii

Earnings andy/orking
exam, but credit "f r that training may
be granted to ose who seek admis-Dental hygienists must-be Iicensed. ,

sion to accredited dental.hygieneTo obtain a license .in most States, a
candidate must bilza. graduate /Ade. '.41m
accredited dental liygikne,sc.,1)ool and' ,,,--.1

?pass both a written and clinical ex- ps
-arn-ination. Foi the clinical examina- basic'sciences, dental sciences; clini-
tion, theapplicant.is required to per- cal science, and liberal arts. These
form dehtal -hygiene procedures, schools offer laboratory, clinical, and
1,uch as removing 6 eposits and stains classroom instruction in supjects
from a patient's teeth'. (In 1976, can- such as anatomy, physiology, chernis-i
didates in 48 States and- the District try, pharmacology, nulrition, 'Nisbet-.
of Columbia c. uld cdinplete par of y (the study paf tissue structure),

riculum in a dental hygiene
ned CI:insists of courses in the

4 ti

Earnings of dental hygienists are
affected by the type of employer,
education and experience of the indi-
vidual hygienil, and:the geographic
location. Dental hygignists who work
in private dental offices usually are
salaried employees, although some
are paid a commission for work,,per-
formed, or all combination of salary
and commission.

gental hygienists working f;u1l time
in private offices earned average
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salaiies of about-412,900 a year in
1976, according to the limited data

. This salary was slightly
average fol. all nonsupervi-

Aiers in private industryiex-
cept farming. In 1977, the Federal
GOvemiCent paid dental hygienists

:with no experience starting salaries
of,$8,316 a year. Experienced dental
hygienists w ,jking for the Federal
Gbvernment earned average annual
salaries of $ 10,500.

Dental ihygienists employed full
time in prjvate offices usually worked
between 35 and 40 hours week.
They may work on Saturdays or dur-
ing evening hours. Some hygienists
work for two dentists or more.

Dental hykienists usually work in
clean, well-lighted offices. Important
health protections for persons in this
occupation are regular medical
checkups and strict adherence to 'es-
tablished procedure's for using'X-ray
ectitifme'nt and for disinfection,.

Dental hygienists who work for
school systems, health agencies, and
the Federal orb State governments
have the same hours, °Vacation, sick
leave, retirement, and health -insur-
ance benefits as other'Workers in
these organizations.

avat
...al)

sory.

Sources of Additional .

Information.

/ For infvfrmation abdut accredite
programs 'and, the educationa°1
qUirements to enter this oc ion,
contact: .

Office of Education, American Dental Hygienf
ists' Association. 211 E. Chicago Ave..
Chicago. III. 60611. '

Othe,r ritaterial on opportunities'
tor dental hygienists is available'
from:

Division of Dentistry,Piiblic Health Service.
U.S. Deparrnent of Health,- Ethication,
an Welfare, 9000 RockvilleAlike, Be-
thesila, Md. 20014.

The State Board of'Dental
iners in each State, or the _National
Board of D.etItal Examiners, 211 E.

-Chicago Ave., Chicago, III. 6061,.
Can supply inforthation on licerping
requirements: , :

DENTAL LABORATORY Administration hospitals and cli ics '

TECHNICIANS
and in,the Armed Forces. Establ sh-
ments that manufacture dental m
ials and equipment also em loy

technicians as technical or-sales rep,
resenitatives.

.

Dental laboratories are lo' ated
mainly in large cities and pop lous
States. Many laboratohes r ce've
work through the mail from d ntists
.who work a considerable di tance
away.

(D.O.T. 712.381)

Nature of the Work

Dental' laboratoryetechnicians
make dentures (artificial, teeth), fab-
ricate metal or parcelain crowns and
inlays to restore teeth, Construct
bridges of metal and porcelain to re-
place missitivteeffi, and make
dental orthodontic appliances. A_ ll.
work is done 'following w?itten in
structions submitted by the dentist,
using impressions made by the 'den-
tist of a patient's 'teeth or. mouth,
from which models are made by'den-
tal stone pourings. Som-etime9 these
model pourings are made by the den-
tist, but mizst often by the technician.

Trainees in beginning jobs. usually*
mix and pour plaster into casts and
molds.. and perform other simple
tasks. As they gain experience, they
d rhore difficult' laboratory work.
Some dental laboratbry teichnicians-
o all kinds of laboratow work. Oth:

ers are specialists whoimake crowns
and bridges, arrpange artificial teeth
on dental appliances, -make plastic
molds for dentures; work with dental
ceramics (porcelair0; or make cast-
ings of gold or metal alloys. To per
form their work, technicians' use ."
small handinstruments suchas wax
spatulas and wax cati',.ers, as well as
special electric lathes and ,drills,
high-heat ftirnaces, metal-melting-
torches; and Other kindsof special- '

ized labOiatorY equipment: .

Places. o,f Ernployment

' About 42,000,'-persons-worked as
dental laboiatory techniCians in r.
1976. Most' work. commercial
laboratories, either as employees or
agOwners, of the'bttsiness, Commer-
cikklaboratories, which; handle ot-
ders frdm dentists, usually employ
tewer than 10 technicians. However,
a few large laboratories einploy'ove,r
200 technicians.

About 7,000, -dental '1aboratory
technicians work in dentists' offices.
Others work for hpspitals,that *pro-
vide deritslserviCes and,ior the Fed-
eral chieflArt Veterqns

Training, Other Oualificati
and AdvanCement

`\-
Althoiit no minimum form ',edu-

cation is needed to enter thisoccupa-
tion, a high School diploma js an as-
set. .Many dental 'laboratory
technicians leaflet, their craft on the;
job,job, although more andwire are tak-
ing formal /raining programs before
starting vbrk.' On-the-job training
usually lasts 4 or 5 years, depending
on the trainee's previcius experience,
ability toniasterXe techniques;ancti,
the nuntber of specialized areas to be
learned.,A ew public vocational high
schools offe .courses in dental labo-
ratoey work that May be taken in
conjunction with on-the-job training.

In 1976, 2-year education pro-
.grams accredited by 'the -American
Dental Association (ADA) 'ere of2.
fired in 48 'schools. pigh school
graduation or equivalent egiucatiOn is
re'quirecrto _enter these pr'ogr'ams.
The firSt,Year of training' indudes,fOr- -'
mai classroom, instruction,,irr dental

law and ethr_s, chemistry, ceramics;
,,metallurgy,Knd other related sub-.
jects..During the second year, the
student lets siipervised practical ex- .
periencin_the sehool Orldentalla.bo-.
ratory. After completion' of the 2-
year traiping proiTarn, the trainee
may -need about 3. year, more f/
practical experience to develop i
skills needed to be, recognized as a
well-qualifieddentaklaboratory.tech:.
nician. Those receiving..dental labor
ratory: training in the Armed Forces.
usually'q.ualify for...siyilian jobs as-
dfntal-labotatory'tee*nicians,'

)dental lOotatory ie4miciatis
become certified,L)Pntal Te

,
cians by passing.written Aid practical
examinetions given by the Natiorial
Board for CertificatiOn,sa trust eSfatb-
lished by theN.ational_Associalion.Of

.

no,'

1
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.Dental laboratorysstochnicians generally nfed

c.) s
10 :

5 yeiirs ohraining.
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Denial Laboratories. Certification is
becoming increasingly important as
evidence of a technician's compe-
tbnce. Well-qualified technicians ad-
vance by becoming supervisors or
managers in dental laboratorig,
teachers in dental lab training. pro-
grams, or salespersons Sof dental
,roducts ,comp Some techni-
eians become o ners .of dental labo-
ratories.

Aniong the p rsonal qualifications
that employers ook for in Selecting
trainees are a high degree of manual
dexterity, good color perception, pa-
tience, and a liking for detailed work.
,High school students interested in ca-
veers "in this occupation are advised
to take courses in art, crafts, metal
shop, metallurgyand sciences.

Employment Outlook

Job opportunities for well-quali-
fied denial laboratory technicians are
expected to be eisellent through the
mid-1980's. Soar experienced tech-
nicians should be. able to establish .
laboratories of. tltir own, A techrii-

' clan whose work has become known
to several dentists in a community*
will have the best prospects of build- -
ing a successful business.

Empiptyment of dental laboratory
technicians is expected to growfaster
thaii the averagd for allOtgup0forls
due. to expansion of dintil prepay-.
meht.plans and the increasi4 nut*.
ber of older people who require deil -

*tures. In addition, the- number of
dentists is not expected to keep pace
with the demand for. their services; to A

41evolte more time to treatment of ba- :I\
bents, dentists will send more of theii
laboratory wOrk to commorcial'.
firms, or hire technicians to work "di-
rectly for them..

in addition to job opportunities
created by growth,, Many openings
for dental laboratory technicians .will
occur each yeaebecaust,of the need
to replace tedhnicittits who die or
retire.

s

Eainings and Vorkint-
.

a

Conditions, .

Dental laboratory techniciant who,
worked full,time in commercial labo
ratories received the following,,ay-er-
age annual salaries in 1976: Tranrees

.01
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with no, experience, $5,600; gra
aces of'2Year dental technology
courses with no experience, $7,600;
technicians with no formal training
and 2 years of on-the-job experience,
$7,300; technicians with 2 to 5 years
of experience, regardless of training,
$9,400; and technicians with :more
thanj5 years pf 'experience regard--
less of training, up to $ Tech-
nicians who specialize ,ceramics
received the higheSt sal ies (up to
$25,000). Large dental abOratciries
,employ superviscftor managers who
usually earn wire than4technicians.
In general, earnin s Wselfemployed
technicians ate h her than those of
salaried workers.

In the Federal Government, gradu-
ates of ADA-approved priailams
with no experience were paid starting,

so
salaries of $8,316, a year in 1977::
Experienced dental laboratory teciil

nicians employed in the Federal Gov-
rnment generally earned betweeq.

$1 1,523 and $16,588 -anAally, with
the average earning .$14,000 per/
Year.

Salaried technicians usually work
40 hours a week but selfernployed
technicians frequently work longer.
hours. Karr-technicians in commert
cial faboyatorte receive paid holi-
days and vacations d Some also re-
ceive paid "sick leave, bonuses, and
other fringe benefits. Technicians
employed by the Federal GoVA-n-
ment have the same benefits as other
Federal employees.

Sources et Addltldnal
Information.

Forinformation about training and
a list of approved school's contact: :
American Dental Association: Council on

Dental 'Education': 211 E. Chicago Ave..
Chicago*. Ill. ,60611.
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17nformation on scholarships' is
available from `dental technology
Schools or fromlhe American. Fund
for Dental Health, 211 _East Chicago
Ave.,,Chicago, III. 60611. .

For information on career oppoi-
tuhities in commercial laboratories
and requirements for certification,
contact:

National Association of Dental Laboratoriese
*"3801 Mt. Vernon Ave., Alexandria, Va.
22305.

Information on careers in the den-
tal technology field also is available
from'.

Division-of Dentistry. Public Health Service,
lf.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 9000 Rockville Pike, Be-

tthesda, Md.-20014.

; a -
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MEDICAL PRACTITIONE

Medidal practitioners work to pre.::
vent, cure, and alleviate disease..This
gr'6up includes almost four times as exceeded evert t of profes-
many physicians as all other practi -. sional workers with similar, yeari of
tioners combined. graduate ducation. In of ition to

Phystcians, osteopatHs, and chiro- high 'earnings, medical practitioners
practors all treat diseases' that affect also enjoy great prestige within .the

community. Most also deriVe consid-the entire body; chiropractors and
verable personal satisfaction fromosteopaths 'emphasize manipulation
knowing, Their work 'contributes di-of muscles and bones, especially tte rectly to thewell being of other peo-4r Optometrists care for the eyes, ple or, in the case -of veterinarians, topodiatriststreat: foot diseases that of the 'animal population.

and 'deformities. Veterinarians -treat All ,inedical practitioners must
have the ability and perievqralis&to

All of these occupations are complete the years of study requd.
.closely regulated. States require theta Medical practitioneq should.beerno

metQcal practitioners be licensed and . tionally stable, able 'to make deCi-
pass a State board exam. Only'physi-'->signs in emergencieS, and have a

" cians, osteopaths, podiatrists; and strong desire to help the sick and -in-
veterinarjOs can usedrugs,and sure Sincerity and .the-ability to

of all,nonsupervis
vete industry in 19

rkers in pri7
their earn-

animals.

CHIROPRACTORS

079.108).

Nature of the Work

Chiropractic is a. system of treat:.
ment based on the principle that,
person's health is determined largely
by,the neryous system, and that inter-
ference with this system impairs nor-
mal functions and lowers. resistance
to disease. Chitopractors treat pa-
tients primarily by manual manipula-.-
Lion (adjustments) of parts of the
body, especially tI spinal' column.

Because of the emphais on the
spine and its, position, most chiro-
practors use: X=rays to aid in locating
the source of patients' difficulties: In

r addition to manipulation, most chiro-,
practots use.'suppiementary 'Inca
surfs such as water; light, and heat,
therapy, and prescribe diet, exercise;

: and reit. Most.State laws spetify the
types of supplemeniary. treatment
permitted in chiropractic. , Chiro-
practors d not use drUgs or surgery.

gery in tlieir treatment. gain the confidence of patient's also Places Of Employment
4inong the six medical practitiOn- Aire tinportant qualities for medical

: I ,practitioners. ,'Cr occupations, require e. lova About 18,9000 persons, practiced
license vary from 6 to 9 post chiropractic in 1976. Most chirO

;. ,secondary education. rAgladu- practors were in private practice.
.

ation from college, osteopaths "must. 1

' complete a 4-year prOgram and.phy- I
sicians -generally. 3- Or, 4-year, pro--
grams. Most States require '4 .1;year,
internship or resilency fortiith.phY-

'. sicians . and osteopaths: linsicians ,:i
who specialize must ?spend more

'years in residency and pass a special- k
ty board examjnation. Most schools
of chiropractie require Oat students'
complete 2, -years of cge reced-
ing their.4-year :program tome
etrists; podiatrists; and vete cans
all must complete a mini of '2:, e,

years of college .before beginning th
4 program. I :

though training to become a
medical practitioneris 17Nrc riiorous
than that for most other professiOnar ,
ocqupatioris, medical Practice also,
offirs Unusual r'ewards--TfinanCial
and otherwiSe. MediCal Practitilpners
earned incomes far in excess of those

...48'.4

.

,;4
.4blioPractorsIrsit patients primlinty by menus! manipulation (scljusinisets ) of pats of

..:i k4 the 'body. siipsclilly the spinal Column. 4
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MEDICAL PRACTITION1RS

Some were salaried assistants of es-
tablished practitioners or worked for
chiropractic clinics. Others taught or
conducted research, at chiropractic
colleges.

Chiropractors often locate in small
.communiteesabout half of all ac-
tive chiropractors work in cities a
50,000 inhabitants or less.,

TdainIng, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

aAll 50 States and the District of
Columbia regulate the practice of
chiropractic and grant lidenses to
chiropractors Who meet-certain edu-

. cational requirements and pass a
State board 'examination. Although.

. the type of practice permitted and
the educational, requirements for a
license vary considerably from. one
State to another,,most States requir
successful completion of. a 4-yea
chiropractic. course following 2 years
of preprofessional college work.

. Some States require that specific
subjects such as English, chemistry,
biology, or physics be a part of this
preprofessional work.,b, addition,
several States require that-chiroprac-
tors pass a basic science examina-
tion. Chiropractors licensed in one
State often. m obtain a license in
other States brreciprocity.

In. 1976, there .were 13shirOprac-
tic &llegeS. Four athese,institutions
were fully accredited bwhe -Council
on Chiropractic Education; four 'oath-

.
ers were recognized -candidates for.

creditaflon and. working -toward
Ccreditation, All require &minimum

or,2 years of college before entrance,
.arpor mpst 'colleges require that

cburses_in chemistry an& biology be
ialcen during these '2 years. fly:1979;
the 'council cin Chiropractic .Educa-.
tion "will 'approve. only those schools_
which include courses in -English and
the social sciences. Chiropractic cot
'leges,emphasize coursesjn manipula-,.-
tion and 'spinal.adjusiments. .1%aost

offer. a broade-r curriculum .howeJer,
- including subjects,: such as physiO-

therapy and nutrition. 'er most chiro-
- practiC colleies, the l'ffist .2 years' of

the turriculurri include chiefly class- .

room and laboratory v.foik,in,,SubjeCts ,

such as an ato.my,,physiology, 'and.
biothemistry. Daring the last 2,

. -

cears, students obtain practical expe-,

rience in college clinics. The degree
of Doctor of Chiropractic- (D.C.) is
awarded to. students completing 4
years of chiropractic training.

Chiropractic requires a keen sense
of observation to detect phyical
normalities and considerable hand
dexterity but not unusual strength or
endurance. Persons desiring to be-
come chiropractors should be able to
work independently and handle re,
sponsibility.QThe ability to work with
detail is irilpottant. Sympathy and
understanding are among personal
qualities considered desirable in
dealing effectively with patients.

Most newly licensed chiropractors
either set up a new practice or pur-
chase an established one. Some start
as salaried chiropractors to acquire
experience and funds needed to es-
talNsh their own practideiX moder-
ate financial irivestmenqis usually
necessary to open and equip an of-
fice.

Employment Outlook,

Enrollments in chiropractic colleg-
es have grown dramatically, partly in
apparent response to the broader
public acceptance of the profession.
As more students graduate, new chi-
ropractors may find it-increasingly
difficult to establish a- practice in
those areas where other practitioners
already are4ocated. The best oppor-
tUnities for new chiropraCtor's may be
ih small towns and in areas with corn-
paratively -few' established prictition-
ers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

1'., =. as in other types of
indep 'dent practice, earnings are
relatively low in the begirtnir% New

`graduates who worked as associates
established practitioners earned

about $12;000 a year in 19,76. Expe-
rienced chiropractors averaged
about $29,000, according to limited
data available,''although many earn
considerably more.,

Sources 61 AdditiCnal
. Information

;
The, State board of licensipg in the

capital cif each State can supply in:

ti
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formation on State licensing require-
ments for chiropractors.

General information on chiroprac-
tic as a career is available from:
American Chiropractic Association, 2200

Grand Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 50312.

International Chiropractors AssociatiOn, 741
Brady 'St., Davenport, Iowa 52808.

For 'a list of chiropractic colleges,
as well as general information on chi-
ropractic as a career, contact
Council on Chiropractic Education, 3209 In-

gersoll Street, Suite 206, Des Moines,
Iowa 50312.

For information on requirements)
fbr admission to a specific chiroprac-
tic college, contact the admissions
office of that school%

OPTOMETRISTS

(D.O.T. 079.)08)
. Ii

Nature of the Work

About one out of every two er-
sons in the United States wears cor-
rective lenses. .Optorrietrists provide
Most of this care. They examinePeo-
ple's eyes for vision probleml., sliS-
'ease,anp other abntgmal conditions;
and test for groper depth and color
perception .and the ability to fOcus
and coordinate the eye's. When nec-
essary, they prescribe lenseS and
treatment: Where evidence of dis-
ease is present, the optometrist referi
ithe patient to the appropriate medi-
cal. practitioner.' Most optometrists
supply the Prescribed 'eyeglasses and
'fit and adjuit contact lenses. Optom-
etrists also prescribe corrective eye,
exercises or other, treatment ficit, re-
quiring drugs or suriery.

Although mosCoptornetrists are in
"general practice, some specialize in
-wore the 4gedeitt: vOth children,
Others work' Ponly with pqson .hay. ='....
ing 'partial sight who can loe helped
with microscopic or, ,t lescoPic
lenses. Stillointhers are concerned
with the visual safety of industrial
workers. A fev',/ optometrists teach oi..:
do. research.

Optometrists should not be con
fused' with either ophthalmcslogi'S4,

46'9 :
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nation, given in the third and fourth
year of optometric school, for part or
all of the written State eiamination.
Several States allow applicants to be
licensed without lengthy examination
if they have a license in another

41 State.
. The Doctor of Optometry degree
requires a minimum of 6 years of
college consisting of a 4-year profes-
sional degree 'program preceded by.-
at least 2 tears of preoptometric
study at an accredited university; col-
lege, or junior college In 1976,
there were 12 schools-and colleges of
optometry approved by the Council

' on Optometric- Education of the
e American Optometric Association.

One liew school was.seeking accredi-
tation. Requirements for admission
to these .schools. usually include
courses in' English, mathematics,

About 1 out of every 2 persons In the

sometimes, referred to as oculists, or
with dispensing opticians. Ophthal-
mologists are physicians who special-
ize in Medical eye care, eyediseases
add injuries, perform eye surgery,
and prescribe drugs or other eye
treatment, aiwell as lenses. Dispens-
ing opticians fit and adjust eyeglasSes
according to prescriptions written by
ophthalmologists or optometrists;

United States wears corrective lenses.

tion, public and private health agen-
cies, and industrial health insurance
companies. About 500 optometrists,
serve as commissioned officers in the
Armed Forces. Optometrists also act
as consultants to engineers specializ-
ing in safety or lighting, consultants
to educators in remedial reading, or
partipipants on health advisory com-
mittees to. Federal, State, and local

they do not, examine eyes or pre-' governments.
scribe treatment. (See statement on About two optome 'sts out of five
dispensing.pptibians.) . '

4 Places of EMplongent
. .

In 1976, there were about 19,700
practicing optometrists. he majority
of optometrists are t practice:
Others are in,,partner or group
p6ctice with other , optometrists !pr
doctorS as part of a Professional*health care treaM. .

SOrne, optometrists work in special- a
ized hopitalk And ye' Clinlea,or teach

,itt.schobIS of -oPtoinetry. Others
Ark' forAli.e.c Veterans' Adm in istra--,

practice in towns o under 25,000
thabitants.-,

VTrebling, Other Qualifications,
':and,AdvanCement °

a

All States and the District of Co-..
lunn-bia require that optometrists be
licensed. Applicants for a license
must have a Doctlir of Optometry
degree froth an accredited optomef-
ric school and pass'a State both! ex-,.
aminationd -la some States, appli-
cants are peinnitted to substitute the
National BOard of Optometry exaini-

0

physics, chemistry, and biology,
zoology. Some schools else>: requi e
courses in psychologY, social studies,
literature, philosophy4 and foreign

' languages. Admission to OptikiedrY
schools is competitive. Each year, .

qualified applicants exceed available
laces, so serious apPicants need su-

p grades in their pre6ptometric
college courses to-enhance their
chances for acceptance.

Because most optometrists -"are ,

Of-employed, business ability, elfivk
discipline, and, the ability to de ith
patients tactfully are! necess 4for
success:

Many beginning opti:6 etr)sts en 9
-into associate 'practice with an op-
tometrist or other health profession-.
al. Others purchase an established
practice or set up a new practice.
Some take salaried positions to ob-..
tain- experience and the neeessary
funds to enter their olk practice.

Optometrists Wishin advan
a specialized field Ma day r ii
Master'fotboctry of hies° y de- 14
glee in physiologicat opt/0, neuro-
physiology, public health administra
ton,health16formation and ti

communication, iiiirife#1th,edkation.
Optoinetrists whoventet the Armed
Force's a§ career officers have the
opportunity to:, work toward ,ad-
vanced degrees and to do vi5ion:.re-
search.



MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS

Employment Ou lo k

Employment opport'unitieS fa op-
tometrists are expected to. be favor-

.

able through the mid-19430'S. The
number of new graduates from
schools of o,ptometry is expected to
be adequate to fill the positions made
available by emplaynient growth and
the need to replace optometirists who
die and retire.

Employment of optometrists is ex-
pected to grow about as fast as the.
average for all occupations. An it*,
crease in thelOtal population, espe-
cially in the group racist likely, to need
giasses1-:-older peopleis a major.
factor contributing to the expected
growth in the occupation.. Qreter
recogflition of the importance of
good vision and the possibility that
more persons will have health insiir-

to cover optometric services,
also should increase the dernand-for
Optometric services.

ti

associations, societies, and institu- Places of Employment

tions are available from:
American Optometric Association. 7000

Chippewa Si, St..Louis, Mo. 63119.

Federal Health Professions Loans
are available for optometric students
who meet certain financial needs re-

.quiremenfs. For information on this
financial aid, on the availability
Federal scholarships, and on re-

ujred preoptometry courses, con-
tiCt individual optometry schools.

ft 14 Board of Optipmetry in the capi-
tal of each ,State _can supply a lis;.of,
optometry schools approved by that

'State, as well as licenlinglrequire-
ments.

OPTEC)P,ATHIC
PHYSICIANS

(
(D.0:T. 071.108)

ture of the Work

Osteopathic physician's .diagnose
and treat" dise.aies or:maladies of the
human body. They are particularly
concerned about problems involving
the muscles or,bones. One,of the ba-
sic treatments or therapies used ky

-osteopathic physicians cergers on
manipulating these systems with the'

461

About 15,000 osteopathic physi-
cians practiced in the United States
in 1976. Almost 85 percent of the
active osteopathic physicians were in
private practice. A small number had
full-time salaried positions in osteo-
pathic hospitals and colleges, Piivate
industry, or government agencies.

Osteopathic physicians are located
chiefly in those Statei that have os-
teopathic hospital facilities. In 1976,
three-fifths Of all osteopathic physi-
cians were in Florida, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio,
Texas, and MisSOUri. Twenty -one

'Slates and the District of COlumbia
.each. had fetser than 50 osteopathic
physicians.-1Vore than half of all gen-
eral p;actitioners are located in
towns and citjak having fewer than
'50,000peoprelikpecialists, however,
practice mainly in large cities. `

Training, and Other
Qualifications,

Earnings and Working -
,..

( Conditions: .A1150 'States and the District of
Columbia require a license to prac-
tice osteopathic medicine. To obtain
a license, a candidate must be a
graduate of an approved school of
osteopathic medicine.and pass a
State board examination In six
States, candidates must pass an ex-
amination. in' the basic Sciences, be-

fore they are eiigible-to take the pro-
fessional examination; 37 States and

hands. Osteopathic physicians alto., the District of dorunsbia also require
use surgery, drugs, and all other act* 4, Periodofinternship in an approved

',-.,' .cepted methods of medical care. .-tnospital after graduation from an os-
. ' Most osteopathic p,hysicianiare tebathic school. The .:National
"family doctors" who engage in gen.- ,Stotird of Osteopathic EXamingrs.also
eral practice. These physicians usual- ':' iv'es an examination Iihich is ac-
ly see patients in their offices, Malk°,'i epqd by most States as a substitute
house calls, and teat patients-in os7:47for.: ate examination. All'Seat4s e)v
teopathic and 94.her private and pub- co Alaska and Florida grant lieens-
tic hospitals. SOMe4octors of osteop- es without further x,a4notion to
athy teach, do research, or writ; ana property qualified osteoilthic physi-
edit scidritifiC book_ s and journals'.', cians already licensed by, another

lececent years, specialization"has State. --1 -'' -

increased. In 1976, abliiit 25 percen't : The minimum educational require-

in 1976, net earnings of dew_ op-
qometry graduates averaged about
$15,500, but some graduates who
started work in the optometry de-
pirtmentof chain retail stores,-
earned Casiderably more.- Experi-
enced optometrists averaged about
$33,000 annuallk Optometristv

;working for the Fedieral Government
'earned.an.average 00.19,300 a year
in 1977.. Incomes vary gieatly, de-
,pending upon location, specializa-
tion; and other factors. However, af-
ter' several years; optometrists In
associatcship or partnership practice
may earn substantialjy more than
their solo praCtitioner counterparts.

Independent practit ners can set,
their own work sched . Some work
over 40 hours 'a week including Sat
urdax. Bec use the, work is not
physically strenuous, optometrists-of=
ten Mil continue.to practice after the

'Ino,rirtal,retirement age.

SourPes of, Additional
;information

Information fin optometry as..4 ea-
,

reer and a list of Scholarships and
. loan funds offered by various State

: "

of all osteopathic physicians were
Practicing in specialties, including in-
ternal medicine, neurologyrnd psy-
chiatry, Otitthalrnology, pediateics,
anestheSlolog4, physical medicine
and rehabilitatiop, derrnatology, ob-
stetrics and gynecology,' ethology,
proctology, radiology, ana surgery.

Meta for entry to one of the schoolS
off' osteopathic medicine, is .1 years of
'college work, but hi practice almost
all osteopathic stuclen;ts hive a
bachelor's degree.; Preosteopathid
education twist include courses in
chemistry,physics;MologY,.and Eng-

, lislACrsteopathic collefes requir'e-
t.

yt.
4 7
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Osteopath

r-r1t

ph ions are particuilrly rioncromid aboaiproblams Involyinithe
,
mus-

ciao or panes. ,

successful completeon of 3 to 4' years for stuilen44- int! scholarships are
of professional study for the degree available to thine who qualify and
of Doctor of Osteopathy (D.O.). agree to a minimum of 2 yeari? Fed-
During' the first half of professional
training, emphasis is placed on basic

eral service.
In 1977, theretWere schPolsollik:

sciences, such as anatomy, physiol- osteopathic medicine. 'schools admit
ogy, and pathology, and on the prin.- students on the ,basis of grades re- ,

55,ceived in college,. scores on the re-ciplei of osteopathy; the reina gr
+sired 14.ewM.fdical Cone Adm is-of the. time' is devoted largely46'Clini-

cal dperienCe With)patierita §i..40?s"fest,-41cd red.,; eitdations
;;:,7.`". Afrorti prmedical.coll counselors,'tale and clinics. 0rIne;;aboicaiiiwiesire to serve as, an:After graduation, nearly. all 'doc-t2'._

- dit!opathiC physician xather than ,astors of osteopathic InedieihelarfVh doctor''qrained in other fields of12-monffi internship at I -of ticr 79 medicine' is a very important qualifi-..osteopathic libspitals' apPellve cation. The colleges also give consid- .the American OstedpathiefAstoci- erable weight to a favorable recom-
ration for intern arid/or, rbardency mendation by an osteopathic
training. Those who wish to bseciite physiciaklatitiliar with the appli-
specialists -must lute 2 to 5 Its. of cant's background.°

.

additional training. - Newly guar ed 'doctors ef.cotO-ig .

The osteopathic physician's train- papilc medicine usually establis
_.,,Earnlitas rid Workinging,is werylo,stly because of the'-...11thOdovin ptactice, althougka grow
t. ,

In ogtebpat ic edicine,. 'oak in, '
any of the other h aftliitrofe 4ions,

1.

Itil

associated with osteopathic and allo-
pathic (M.D.) hospitals. In view of
the variation in °State laz.vs; persons
who wish to become o'teopathic
physicians should study carefully the
profesSional and legal requirements
of the State in which they plan to
practice. The availability of osteo-
pathic hospitals and clinical facilities
also should be considered. .

Persons who wish to become os- ,

teopathic physicians must have' a
strong desire to pursue this career
above ail others. They must be will-
ing to study a great deal throughout
their career to keep up with the latest
advances in osteopathic medicine.
They should exhibit leadership, emo-
tional stabiliy, and self-confidence. A
pleasant petssonali , friendliness, pa-
pence, and the,' pity to deal with

/people- also ar important.

- Employment Outlook

.Opportunities for osteopathic phy,-.7,
ileians are expected to be very godd
th'rough 1985. Many localities are
without, medical practitioners of any
kind; many more have few or no.ps-
teopathic 'physicians. In addition,
many new osteopaths will be needed
to replace those who 'retiAor die.
The greateit demand pro:My will
dontinue to pe in States whereosts.97 ,
pathic.roedicine. is a I.ideTy--known,
and accepted method of treatment,
such as ennsylvania; Florida, and a
number f Midwestern States. Gen-
erally, pects for beginning a suc-
cessful p actice are likely to be best
in rural areas, small towns, and city
suburbs, where young doctors of os-
teopathy may establish their profes-
sional reputations more easily than in
the centers of large .cities.

The osteopathic profession_ is ex-
pected to grow faster than the aver-
a,ge,for 411 occupations through the
mid-19801 because of populatidn
growth,- the establis ent of addi-
tional osteopathic h spital facilities,
aSd the extension of prepaym,ent
programs. for hoSp alizationjand
medical care including edicare and
Medicaid.

length of si e taksir to earn, the ing.naMber,arc enteringg .D.O., aegree. However, Federal and tice. Sorfie work aaassist g1.1.,
. 1. , .N .4 A,.

private funds are available.'for loans rtened by/stenos 'or
. ..

..
...,.

a . , kir01
:7 A''
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MEDIC4,PRACTITIONERS

incomes usually rise markedly after
the first few years of practice. Earn-.
ings of individual practitioners are
determined mainly by ability, experi-
enceti geographic location, and' the
income level of the community
served. In 1974, the average income
of, general practitioners after busi-
ness expenses was abour$3 I ,000, ac-
cording to the limited data available.
This income is very high in compari-
son with other professions. Special=
ists usually had higher incomes than
general practitioners.

Many osteopathic physicians work
more than 50 or 60 hours a week.
Those in general practice work
longer and more irregular hourscthan

Sources of Additional
Inforination

People who wish to practice in a
given State should find out about the
requirements for licensure directly
from the board of examiners of that
State. Information.on Federal schol
arthipt.apd loans is available from
the Directqr of StUdent Financial Aid
at the inViOidual schools of Osteop-
athy. For a of,.State boards,
well as general information on oste.

,,,,.opathy as a career; cont6act:
American Osteopathic Association, Depart-

, ment of Public Relations, 212 East Ohio
St.. Chicago, III. 6061 I.

American Association of Colleges of Osteo-
pathic Medicine, 4720 Montgomery
Lane, Washington, D.C. 2Q014.

PHYSICIANS

(D.O.T. 070,14and ,:108)

'Nature of the Work. .

A decreasing percentage of the
physicians who provide patient care
are general practitioners (about .15
percent in 1976); most specialize in
one of the 34 fields for which there is
graduate training. The largest spe-
cialties are internal medicine, gener-
al surgery, obstetrics and gynecol-
ogy, psychiatry, pediatrics,
radiology, anesthesiology,' ophthal-
mology, pathology, and orthopedic

4turgery. The most rapidly growing
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specialty is family practice which em-
phasizes general medicine.

Some physicians combine the
practice of medicine with research or
teaching in medical schools. Qthers
hold full-time research or teaching
positions or perform administrative
work in hospitals, professional asso-
ciations, and other organizations. A
few are primarily engaged in writing
and editing medical books and maga-
zines.

Specialists detntkiber general practitioners. by 5 to 1

Percent of physicians by specialty group, 1975.

Other specialty

Surgical specialty

Source- American Medical Kesoclallon

General practice

Medical specialty

CI

Atimost.two-thirds of all physicians practice in the
Seven largest specialties

Phylic4ans perform medical exami-
..';nations, diagnose diseases, and treat

r .pearde who are suffering from injury
OfIdkoase. They also try to prevent
illness by advising patients on 'self
rare (elated to -diet and exereise.
Physidians 'generally examine at
treat patients in their own '$ ices and
iq hospitals,.but thef also' ay visit
patients at home.

t:

av

Number of physicians, 197-5 (in thousands;

.Ganarai dractice

medi6lne.'

General surciep-,

Psychlatnj,..:4

Obstetrics and cpinecol

.'k .

Pediatrics

Anesthesjpfopy .'

,
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Places of Employment .

About 360,000 physicians were
'professionally active in the United
States in 1976almost 9 out of 10
proyiding patient care services.
Nearly '2159000 of these had office
practices; ore than 94,000 others
worked sidents or full-time staff
in hospi s. The remaining physi-
ciansabou-t 28,000taUght or pert
formed administrative or research
duties. .0

In 1975, 19,000 graduates ofAlir:
eign 'mediCal schools served as.hospi-
tal residents in this country. To be
appointed to approved residencies in
U.S. hospitala,,,,these graduates, ex
cept in special instances, must obtain
a certificate after passing an exami-

nation given by the Educational
Commission for Foreign- Medical
Graduates.

The Northeastern States have the
highest ratio of physicians to popula-
tion and the Southern States the low-
est. Because physicians have tended
to locate in urban areas; close to hos-
pital and educational centers, many
rural areas have been underserved by
mei:n..1 4 personnel. Currently, more
medical students are being exposed
tcr practice.in.rural communities with.
the direct support of educational
centers and hOspitals in more popu-
lous-areas. In addition, some rural
areas offer physicians guaranteed
minimum incomes 'to offset the rela-
tively low earnings typical in rural
medical practice.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK
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' Training and Other
*Qualifications

Air States, the District of Colum
via, and Puerto Rico' require a li-
cense to practice medicine.. Require-
ments for liCensurei,nolude
graduation,from an acw,dited medi-
cal school,,successful-eampletion of
alicensing examination; and, in most
State* period of 1' or 2 years in an
accredited graduate medical educa-
tion progrAm (residency). The "li-
censing examination taken by most.
graduates of U.S. medical schools is
the National Board of Medical Ex-
aminers (NBME) test:Licensure ap-
plicants who have not taken- the
NBME test must be sponsbred by a
State in order to sit' for the Feder-
ation Licensure Examination
(FLEX) that is accepted by all juris-
dictions. Although physic
censed in one State usgly 6 et a
license to practice in aia-ther. ut
further exarpipation, .some tes'
limit this recipro6ity.

In 1976, there e 116 accredited
schools in tatT in which .
.stUdentg could begin the study' of
medicin . Of the*, 114 awarded the.
degre of Doctor of Medicine
(M.D.); two schools offered a,2-year
program in the basic mediCal scienc-
es to students who could then trans"-
ler to regular medical schools,for the
last semesters of study..

The minimum educational require-
ment for entry to a mecli6lichool is
3 years of college; some schools re-
qui. 4 years. A few medical schools
allow selected students who kaVe ex-
ceptional qualifirtiOnS tobegintheir
professional study after 2 years of
college. Most students who enter
Medical schoo4,110e a )bachelor's
degree:

.

''Required premedical study in-
cludes undergttiluate 'work-in Erfg7.
li physics, biblogy, and inorganic,

orgapip ctre:Vnistry, StUdents
shoulcitake courses in the human-

ikliiies, inathe tics, and:the social-Kir,
dices to at ire aliroad general eduk.4.'

qr.
-

: to'
AFC .1

- *Medicine a popular field of).Fempetitlen for entry IntO rnidleal lichee! Is intense wen th4 h the number of schools
1/4) has increased. --7,0 s*.tcly, and cOnrIpetitiqn fos.rentry to.." " a

T..4 ; Pe
. 41--7. 4 111



MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS

medical school. is intense. In, 1976, freldiuch as biocamistry or micro-
there were about 42,000 applicante .biology."

fOr only. 15,613 positions. Almost all Medical training is very-costry be- ; as fdmily practice; pediatrics, or in-

of those accepted had premedical cause of the long time required to ternal medicine.
earn the medical degree. However,
financial assistance in the form of
loans and, scholarships is available
primarily from the Federal Govern-.
ment, and tb. a lesser extent from
State and local government and pri-
vate. sources. Some of this aid re-
quires the student to commit a mini-
mum of 2 years' time to Federal
service upon graduation and/or to es-
tablish financial need..

Person's who wish to become phy-
sicians must have a strong desire to

.serve.the sick and injured.)They must
be willing to study a great deal to
keep up with the latest advances in

.4 4

_ e

° .
ates wil&be enco uraged to specialize I

Ins one of the primary care areas such

college grades averaging :B' or bet-
ter. Other factors considered by
medical schools in admitting students
inel'ude their scores on the New
Medical College Admission Test;

'Which is. taken- by almost all appli:
cants. Consideration also is given to
the applidant's character, personal-
ity, and-leadership qualities, as
shbvitf by personal Interviews, letters
of recOmmendation, and extratur-
ricular etivities in college. Many

rted Medical schools,give
residents of their par-
and, sometimes, those

Of nearby States.
Most medical students take .4 years

to complete dr curriculum for the
M.D. degree./ Many schools, how-
ever, allow students who have dem- of patients. Prospective physicians
onstrated outstanding ability to fol should be emotionaljy stable and
low a shortened, curriculum, able to.,make decisions in emergen

cies.
-

generally lasting 3 years. A fel&
schools offer the M.D. degree withiAr The majority of newly qualified
6 years of high school gradtation. physicians open their own offices or

The first semesters of medical j oin associate or group practices.
school training are spent primarily in Those who have completed 1 year of

laboratories and classrooms, learning graduate 'medical, education (a 1-

. basic medical sciences such as anat- year residency) and enter active _mill-

omy, biochemistry, physiology, phar- tary duty initially serve as captaihsl in

amacology, microbiology, and pa- the Army or Air Force or as lieuten-

thology. Additionally, many schoOls ants in the Navy. priaduatesf medi-
are integrating some clinical experi- cal khoolskare eligible for comrhis*-

ence with patients into the first 2
years of study. During the last semes-
ters, students spend the majority of
their time in h`ospitals and clihics- un-
der the supervision of-experienced
ithysicians, They learn to take case

perform examinations, and
recognize; diseases.

After 7graduating from medical
schooLalmost all M.D.'s serve a 1- or,
2-year Jr,tesidenpyoThoie planning torwork intgerat actice often send

, an additional year in a hospital .resi-
dency. Those seeking certification in
a specialty iipend from 2 to 4 yeara
depending on the specialtyin ad-
vanced residency training,' followed.

State-sup
pfefeience
titular Stat

Growth in population will create
much of the-need for more physi-
cians, and a larger percentage of the
population will be' in the age group
over 65, which uses more physicians'
services. Also, the effective demand:
for physagns' care *ill increase be-.
cause ofTeater ability to pay, result-
ing from extension of prepayment
programs for hospitalization and
medical care, including Medicare
and Medicaid, and continued Feder-
al Government provision of medical -

care for members of the Armed
Forces, their families, 'and veterans.
More physicians will be needed, in

medical science. Sincerity and a addition, for medical research,
tpleasant personality are assets that teaching in medical schools, and the
conttcontinuing growth in 1,the fields of

help physicians gain the confidence' rehabilitation, indus-
trial medicine, and mental health;

To some extent, the rise in the
demand for physicians' services
be offset by developments that
enable physicians to cire for more'
patientS. For' example, increasing
numbers of medical technicians are
assisting physicians; new drags and
new medical techniques are 'shorten-
ing illnesses; and growing numbers of
physicians are using their time more
effectively by engaging in group
practice.

The exterit'io which the' deVelop- .

sons as senior *assistant surgeons ,," inn health ,occupations, such as those
:'(eqtkvaleni... to lieutenants in the .v* of physiciang' ,assistants and nurse
Navy)" in the 0.4:,.Public Health.Ser;..- Practitiohers, will enable eacILPhysi- ..,
vice; as well as forF,,ederal Civil Ser- ,cian to treat More Patients is §till un-*
vice professicmlitedical poSitions. known. It is possible that these new

health personnel will increase physi-.

Eniployment Outlook clans' productivity significantly. .

The net -effect of expected growth
The employment outlook for phy- in requirements' for physicians and of

sicians is expeeted to be very good increases In ,theill nunriber and pro-
through the mid-1980:s. However, ductiyity, ii likely tokean. improved
anticipated increases in the. numbers /availability of medical care. New '
of graduates Of existing and develop-, physicians will have little difficulty
trig `11.1.S. medical schools, combined establishing practices, however.
with foreign medic graduate en- Even fin the 'unlikely event that some
trants, point to a' g 15, impcoved urban alies. become 'overserved and
supply situatign.,Thi ay .result in .needno additional dgctors, many rer-

' by 2 5:ears of practice or moire in.the an' indiea'sin.s,..mov ment of physi- mote .,and rural areas arq..without
sPecialty. Then they must, pass tire, j;,4viarjs knto.rurals. other areas that IVIO's.,71f some P ro Po sed incentives,

.'Speclarty 'board examinations'. Some have: ext e.r9iced shorta,ges in the ar'e'implemen , physicians max be

phySillifiris who want to,teaCh or 'do. .P . Also', sOe speci s wilkihaVe-" able to pYacti these unctersqved

researph.take graduate work leading suf 'dent entirilers Of illtitiorie*.; areas -v/ittlour foratting a,Cesijo.
by 1980 Or-4,1985 scS; that newt, gradti-V consultation et specialisis'afd

to a thOster'a ol...k.k/...clegree in 'a Ration "wir,
Lc.
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without' earning an income sigriifi-
caittly-below that of most colleagues
Iodated in cities.

Earninbs and Working
Conditions

Salaries. of medical school gradu-
ates serving as residents in hospitals
vary according to the type of residen-
cy, geographic area, and size of hos-
pital, but earnings of $12,000 to
$13,000 a year are common. Many
hospitals also provide full or partial
roam, board, anti other maintenance
allowances to their i@sidents.

Graduates Who have completed an
approved 3-year residency but have
no .other experience could expect to
start working at a Veterans Adminis-
tration hospital for an annual salary
of between $27,000' and .$31,500 a
year in 1977. In addition, tIvse who
work lull time could expect ;mother
$5,500 to $5,800 in other cash bene-
fits or "special" payments.

Newly qualified physicians who es-
tablish their' own practice must make
a sizable financial investment to
equip a modern office. During the
first year or two of independent prac-
tice; .physicians probably earn 'little
more than the minimum needed to
pay expenses. As a rule, however,
.their earnings rise rapidly as their
practice develops;

Physicians have the .highest aver-
age annual earnings of any occupa-
tional groUpz The net income of phy-
sicians who proVided patient care
services averaged almost $542000 in
1976, according to the limited infor-
mation available. Earnings of physi-
cians depend on factors such as the
region of the country in' which they
practice; the patients' income, levels;
and the physician's skill, persokality,
and professional reputation, d0- well
as the length of experience. Self-em-
ployed physicians- usually 'earn more
than those in salaried positions, and
specialists usually 'earn considerably
more than general practitioners.
Many physicians have long working
days and irregular tours. Mostipe-

Eialists work fewer hours each week
Tfharr.general practitioners. As 4od-
'tori gfew- older. they may acdept
fewer

.

new pa*enti and tend ii-Pwork
shorter hours. lioWlever, many con-

.

iinue in practice well beyond 70
years, of age._,

Bowel's of AdditiOmar;
Informatldn

.

-Persons who wish to practice in a
given$1.ate should find;out about the
requitiktents for licensure directly
from ifie'-beard of medical examiners
of that State. Inforfnation on Federal
scholarships and loans is available
from the director of student financial
aid at the individual medical schools.
For a list of approved medical
schools, as well as general .informa-
tion on premedical education, finan-
cial aid, and medicine as a career,
contact:
Council on Medical Education, American

Medidal Association, 535 N.. Dearborn
St., Chicago, III. 60610.

Association of American Medical Colleges,
Suit 200, One Dupont Circle, NW.,
W ington, D.C. 20036.

PODIATRISTS

(D.o.T. 0v9.108).

Nature of theWork

Podiatrkts diagnose and treat foot
diseases and deformities. They per-
form surgery,'fit corrective devices,
and prescribe drugs, physical ther-
apy, and proper shoes. To help in
diagnoses, they take X-rays.and per-
form or prescribe blood and other
path' logical tests. Among the condi-
tions podiatrists treat are corns, bun-
fans, calluses, ingiown toenails,,slcin
and nail diseases, deformed toes, and
arch disabilities. They refer patients
to medical doctors whenever the feet
show symptoms,of medicaftlisottlers
affecting other parts of .the body - -.
such as arthritis, diabetes; or bean
disease= while continuing to trat
for the foot problem.

Some podiatrists spe4alize in foot.,
surgery, orthopedics (bone, muscle,
and joint disorders), podcipe.diatrics
(children's foot ailmens), or pod

'geriatrics ,(f9pt vroblems of theel-!
derly). However, most- provide' all

!types of kot care. e
e

4 7o.
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Places of Employment

About 7,50pe ons practiced po-
diatry, in 1976, to of thenklacated
iplarge cities. Those who had full-
time salatieitpasitions worked Maid-
.ly in hoSPitalS, podiatric medicafvol-
leges, oi_ far:zother podiatrists. the
Veterans Administration and public
health departments employ podia-
trists on either a full- or part-time
basis. Others serve as commissioned
officers in the Armed Forces.

Training, Other Qualifications, -
and Advancement

All States and the District of Co.
lutribia require a license for the prac-
tice of podiatry. To qualify fora li-
cense, an applicant must graduate
from an accredited college of podia-
tric medicine and pass a written and
oral State board proficiency exami-
nation. Four StatesGeorgia, Michi-
gan, New Jersey, and Rhode Island .
also require applicants to serve a 1-
year residency in a hospital or clinic
after graduation. Three-fOurths of
the States grant licenses without fur-
ther examination to podiatrists li-
censed by another State.

Minimum entrance requirements
at t6 colleges of podiatric medicine
include 3 years of college work with
courses in English, .chemistry, biol-
ogy or zoology, physics, and mathe-
matics. Most entrants to podiatry
schools have completed at least '3
years of college/Competition for en-
try to these' schools is strong, how-
ever, and most entrants surpass the
minimum requirements. Nore than
90 percent of the enteric cg class of
1976 held at least a bachelor's de.
gree,and the average enrollee had an
overall grade point average of 'B' or
lAter. All olleges of podiatric medi-
cine require plicants to take the
New Medical College Admissions
-Test. Of' the-4 years min podiatry
`school, the first 2 are spent in class-
rooM instruction and laboratory
work in anatomy, bacllitiology,
chemistry ; pathology, iphysiology,
pharmacology, and other basic sci-
entes. During the., final 2, years, stu-
dents obtain clinical 'experience

A

..
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Podiatrists diagnose and beat foot problems.

while continuity their academic
studies. The degree of.J:Coctor of
Podiatric .Medicine (D.P.M.) is
awarded upon graduation. Addition-

-. al education and experience general-
ly-are necessary to practice in a'spe-
cialty. Federal, State, and private
loans, are available for needy students
to pursue full-time study leading to a
degree in, podiatric'medicine.

Persons planning a career in podia-
try should have scientific aptitude'
and manual dexteriti; and like dd-
tailed Wok. -A goOd .business sense
and coriiiniality alsO"arE assets in th
profession. -. , 411 . .

'n

. 1*.
Most newly licensed podiatrists Se.'.

46/

health services. The growing number
of older pidple who %need foot,0care
and tboise who are int tled to cettain
Podie0!*q.' 541/ices u der Myticarei
afsd s e. ctedeta,s r dftmand"foi..

s rvices. re podiatrists
will beAtritededito :work 'in .hcispikals;
extended care fatilities; and 'Public'
health programs.

Ea nings and Working
,-Conditions '

5

s

Newly licensed podiatrists build
their prictices over a number of,

,years.-Incomd during the first several
years Will be less than in later years.

'The 'average- income of all podia-
trists, after expenses but before tax-
es, was over srisc000 in- 1976, ac-..
cording -to the limited information
available.

The workweek of podiatrists is
generally-40 hours, and they -nni-4set
their hours to suit tl3eir practice.

. . g
Sources jrafdditional - .

Infoation
Information on license uire-.

ments in a particular State it avail-
' able from that State's board of exam-

iners in the State capital. .
laformation .on colleges of podia-

tric medicine, entrance' ref:101'e-
ments, curriculums, and: student:1i-

' nancial aid issivailable from:

up their own practices. Solite pur-
chase established practices, or obtain
salaried positions to t e experi-,
ence and one neede' to begin
their own.

Employment Outlook,

nterican Association of Colleges of Podiatric
Medicine, 20 Chevy Chase Circle, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20015.

For additional infgrmation en po-
diatry as a career,- contact: r

American P' try -.4ssociation. 20 chevy
'Chase ClIt414 NW.,. Washington,. D.C.-

20015.
r

Opportunities for -graduates to es-
tablish nevi practices, as well as to
enter salaried positiotts., should be fa-
vorable.throtigh the mid-j.980's.

Ejnployment of *podiatrists is ejc
pecled to grow about as fast as the
average for all occupations as an ex-
panding populationdtmands More

VETERINARIANS

(D.O.T: 073.081 through .281)

Mature of the Work

;veterinarians (doctors of veteri-'
nary medicine A diagpose, treaj, and
control Cliseases and injuries amiong



t

Over one-thlra of an veterinarians treat small animals or pets exclusively.
to.

animals. They help prevent the out-
break and spread of animal diseases,
many of which can be transmitted to
human beings.

Veterinarians treat animals in hos-
pitals and clinics or on farms and
ranches. They perform surgery onb
sick and injured animals and. pre-.

ocribe and administer' drugs, medi-.
cities,, and vaccines.

Veterinary medicine offers a vari-
ety.a.4:),eacticb specialties. fiver one
'third- of 'all :ieletitiVtifS Ilat small
animals or pets exchisiv'el. About
another third ,treat. both large' and
small animals. A large number spe-
Cialize in the health arbieeding of
cattle, 'poultry, shee , swine, or
horses. Many veterinarians inspect
meat, poultry, and .other. foods-as -.
patt 'of Federal and State public
health programs. Still others teach in
veterinary collegei, dt research re-.
fated to animal diseases, foods, and
drugs, or work as part of a medical
research team to learn about preven-

wo:non and treatment of humandOease:

.

Places of Employment

There were about. 30,500 veterin-
arians active in 'I.976most in pri-

vate practice. 'The Federal Govern-
me- nt lb employed about' 2,300
veterinarians, chiefly in the U.45,. De-

. partment of Agriculture'and the U.S.
Public Health Service. About 750
more were commissionefebfficers in
the veterinary services of thE Army
and Air Force. der employers of
veterinarians a and local gov- 'oernment age international

'health agencies, colleges. pf veteri
nary rnedicine, medical schools, re-
s arch and development laborato-
r e , large livestock, farms, animal
f d companies, and pharmaceutical
companies that manufacture qugs
for animals.

Veterinarians are located in all"
parts of -the country; and the type of

5practice generally vies according
.to geographic settiu. Veterinarians
An rural areas maml reat farm ani-
mals; those in small to s usually en-
gags in general practiCe;those in
cities and suburban areas often limit.
their practice to pets. i

I
toe.U.PATIONAL OVTLOOK HANDBOOK.. -

a license..To obtain alicense, aPpli-
; r cants must have a Doctor.of Veteri-

nary Medicine (D.V:114. or V.M.D.r
degree froni an accredited college of
veterinary-medicine and. Pais written
and oral State board profiatency ex-
aniinatidns. Some-States issue licens-
es .without further examination to
veterinarians already-licepsed by an-

.

other State.
For positions in research and

teaching, an Jitional master's or
Ph. D. deg;ee uffially is required in a
field such as pathology, physiology,
or bacteriology.

The, D.V.M. or V.M.D. degree re-
quires a minimum of 6 years of col-
lege consisting of a 4-yeiir profes-
sional,degree program, preceded by
at least 2 years of preveterinary study

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

All States and the DiStrict-ef Co-
lumbia..require veterinarians to have

that emphasizes the'physical and bio-
logical sciences. Two vetefinary
medical colleges 'require 3 years of
prevea,terinary wotic, however, and
most applicants have completed 3 to
4 years of college before entering the
professional programs. In addition to
rigorous academic instruction, pro --
fessional training includes consider- -

able praCtical experience itadiagnos-
-ing and treating animal diseases and
performing surgery and latioratory
work in anatomy, biochemistry; and
other scientific and medical subjects.

In 1976, there were 21..4olleges of
veterinary medicine accredited °by
the Council on Education Hof the
American Veterinary Medical Asso-
ciation.. Admissiorcitp these schools is
highly competitive. Each year there
are many more qualified applicants
than the schools 4an accept, Serious
applicants usually need gr.' des of

ii"B" or better, especially in mice. -

r courses. ExiDerience part-ti e or
summer jobsworking with animals is
advantageous: Colleges usuaikg give
preference to r'esidents of theigiate in
'wbich the col ege islocated, because.
these schOcils re largely. State sup-
ported. In the South and We re-
gional educational plans per
operating' States without vet 'nary
schools,to send.students to designat-
ed regional. scho.ots. Co other areas, .

-"colleges that accept a certain number
of students:from other Stated usually,
give priority to applicantscfroin near-

'by States that do nett have vaterinagir
-schools:

t

'1



- MEDICAL ORACTIONERS.

Federal funds provide a 1iMited
number .of loans 'for needy. students,

,who want to'pUriue full-time study
leading to the ,degree of- Doctor of
Veterinary- fvfedkine.

Most. veterinarians begin .as eM-
piPyees or partner; in established
practices. A few start their cowp prac-
tices with a modest financial invest-.
ment in drug's, instruments, and an
automobile. With a more substamtial
irivetment, one may ()pen an animal
hospital or pufchase an established

4 practice.
Newly qualified veterinarians may

'enter: the Army ,and Air Force as
commissioned officers, or qualify for

0Feo detal position as meat and,poultry
.inspectors, disease-conlrol workers,
epidemiologists, research assiStaattl,
of commissioned officers in the U.S.
Pablie Health Service,,A ,license is
not required for Federal employ-
relent.

. .

EmployMent Outlook

Employment opportunities for vet--
erina'rians are expected to be favor-
able through the mid-1980's. Veiteri-
nary employment-is expected to grow
faster than the average for all Occu-
pations during this period; primarily
becafise of growth in the companion
animal (horses, dogs, and other vets)

,
ooptilation and an increase, in veteri-
nary rtearch. Emphasis on scientific

`-inethod)3.--of raisinkand breedin lilt:
,slock'ald poultry &.4 grbwth pub-
lic health and liistase control pro,
grams also wit! contribute to the
demand for veterinarian..

i Earnings and Working , ,.,-

Conditions, .- ,

.. - ,
Newly. radulated,-vetequa rian's,tm-1

plwed b the Federal.-Government
started at $16,000 a year in _1977. -
The overage annual salary of tttcrin-
arians in the.-FederalGovernffient
was $24,300. The incoirtes of veter-
inarians in pr, ate praf tide vat:A-con-
siderably,,depending "on factors stidh
as locatiliint3ipe of Practice; and
years-of experience, but usually are,
higher than those of other veterinar-
ians, according to the limited data
available. :

Veterinarians sometimes may be
exposed to danger of injury, disease,
and iGfection.,Those in private prac-
tixe often have long and irregular

..working hours. Veterinarians in-rural
areas' may have to spend much tithe
traveling to and fro,m farms alld may
have k outdoors in 11 kinds
weather. Because they are self-em-
ployed, veterinarians in private prao--l-
tice Usually can 'continue working
well beyond normal retirement age.

0

a

469J
Sources ot Additional

information
.; I

,A pamphlet entitled Todayts,yeter.0.
-Marian pte'sents, additional informa-
tion on veterinary medicine as a ca-
reer, as N'vell, as a list of colleges of
veterinary medicine.:: A free "copy
may be .obtained by submitting a re-
quest, together with .a 'self-addressed
stamped dual y sizeeilvelope, to:.',-
American fete 'Medici] AssOcitiori;

930 N. Meacham .-Rd.,. SchaurnbUii,
patg6:

Information :op.-opporturlities for -
veterfriariansi9 the U.S. Dppartment
of Agriculture is,availableIronf:
Agricultural Research. Service. U.S.' Depart-

ment of Agriculture4attsville, Md.
20782.

Animal and Plant Health Inspection 'Service,
Personnel ,Division. 12th and Indepen-
dence Ave. SW.. Washington. D.C.
i0250. p

Agricultural Marketing Service. Personnel Di-
vision ,,12th and Independence Ave. SW.,
Washington, D.C. p25o.

Students, seeking loan or scholar:
ship assistance should send inquiries
to the schools in which they are inter-

.

ested.
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST; TECHNICIAN
AND ASSISTANT OCCUPATIONS

;

is section deals in detail with
ni to health occupations that are
i4chnical o erical in nature. Many
of these tion's were developed

. to relieve hi:' 1y trained professionals
of their less cbritplicatedatid -routine
ditties: Optometric assistants, fdr ex-
ample, give preliminaryeye examine-

, tiotis and help patients do prescribed
eye °exercises to f oe opternetrists
and ophthalmblo
mending professi

Other med
have 'emerged t
unfilled'need fo

is for more de-
naf-duties.

clinician jobs
eet a previously
teal care in situ-

J

ogy, has created the need for
work uch as electrocardiograph
technicians who operate equip,thent
that monitors a patient's heart at--
tion, and" electioence phalogra phis
technicians -who operate 1quipment
that 'monitors the elate activity
of a patient's brain.

Medical record, technicians
clerks process the large .numbers of
medical %cords geneated daily in
hospitals. Ad nursing 4romei.

, .
ations where Physicians and regis- ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
tered purses areitinayailable. Emer-

. TECHNICIANS
.'gency niedical technicians, for

example, qvide medical attention
atfthe sit

. ..

ire or an automobile
accident._

The development of sophisticated
dtriltbstic tools and techniques for
tre

.
en!, broUght about ,b)yodv,anc-

es medicaAllipnce and technol- 'by' an instrument called an electro-

Vie technician then.clips and mounts : 1,,

078.3 6S)

Nature of the Work

. , 11

cardiograPh. These tracings record
the electrical changes that oectir dur- tl

ring a hilartbeat. Physicians use elec.:,
erdcardioiramI to diagneae irregu-
larities in tieirf action and to analyze
changes in thecandition,:of a pa-
tient's heart' over _a peilod. of lime,
Some physicians order electrocardio- -

.

gra as a routine diagnostie-Proce-' .

e forpersons whb have_feached a
spe'cified e. Electrocardiograms

ment ph
s part oftpre-employ-are rirclui
examinations fOr ro-

plain many fields: In same cases, the
tests alio a'ro used if surgery e
performed. .

At the reqUest of a physician, elec- 4t.

trocardiograms can be recorded in a
doctor's office, ih the EKG depart -
?lent of a hospital, or at the patient's

bedside, since the equipment'is mo7
bile. The technician straps electrodes
to specified parts of- the patient's f2,
body, manipulates switches of the
electrocardiograph, and moves elec-

.trtides across thepatient's chest.-the
technician must know the anatomy

.Of the cheit and ',heart to properly
seleCt the exact locations for the
chest electrodes, since the. wrong se-
lection yields an ina6curate diagno-
sis. Thetest tnayik given while the
patient Pt rest,r b re and after

Electrocardiograms .(EKG's) are mild exercise.
0graphic heartbeat tracingi prochised The electrocardiograph records -
the "picture" of the' atient's heartc,--
action On a continuous of.
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Despite a large number of openings in many health '
techniciamoccupations, competition will exist due
to the large supply of qualified job ieekerS

° Selected medical technologist, technician, and assistant occupations
- Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thousands)

Source purssuol Ly,orStsUellc,

10 .1115 25

Growth IIII Replacement'
111P

. .

t

- "5

this. elekfocardiogram for analysis-
by a physician, usually a heart spe-
cialist. 'Technicians must rectize
and correct, any, technical err, in
the machine luch as crossed wires .-6r
electrical interference, that pl.-event'
an accurate reading:They alsb intuit
call the doctor's attention to any sig-
tiqicanedeviatiOns from the norm.

EKG 'technicians. sometimes- cont :
duCt,other tests such as Vectoreard 4
gran* which arc three -diMeniional-,.
traces, pho.noaardiograrits. %thick
'record the sounds of the heart
and blood passing' through' theni,t. 1s.
stress testing (exercise te4ti),,pUlse.t
readings, arid-1164er monitOring and
;scanning, which is a 12- to 2*-hour: .:.1
recording 'Of electrOcardiograp.hy..

'.Some technicians da4choCardiogra7 2
phy, which utilizes very high frequen-

..

°
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The electrocardiograph nilrds the "picture" of the pitiont's head action.

e9 sound waves"ultra sound"--,to
%detect heart problems, such as con-
genital defects.. In addition; techni:
CiatIS psually schedule appointments,
type doctors' diagnoses, maintain pa-
lien* EKG files,.and care for equip-
meat.

Place* of,Employment

Neark 12,000 persons worked as
electrOcardiograph technicians in
1976.' Most EKG. technicians worked
in cardiology departments of large
hospitals. Others worked part time in
small general hospitals where work-
loads are usually not great enough to
deMand fulllinie technicians. Some
worked full'6r part time in clinics and

' doctors' offiges.

Training, Other ClualificatiOns,
and'Advancenient

Generally._ EKG technicians are
trained on the job. Trainingusually,
conducted by an bcp supervisor or a
Cardiologistlasts from 3 to 6
monthsonths for the basic EKG tests and
ups to I year-for the more complex,
ones. Vocational schools in several
states and junior colleges give college

:credit for cardiology, technology
courses, and, some colleges have'.
added cardiology technology to their
curricula. Generally,,,:the minimum
educational requirement for the job
is high school graduation. Among.
high school fourses that are recoin-
mended for students interested in
thiifield.are health, biology, and typ- _
ing. eamiliarity with medical termi-

481
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nology als-o 'is-helpful and can eel ac-
quired in classes on human anatomy
and physiology arid by stlying a

m)kiciis dictionary.
ersons who Want to bccome EK.0%.

technicians should have mechanical'
aptitude, the ability to follow de-
tailed instructions, presence of mind
in emergencies, tenability, and pa-
tience.

Though opportunities for advance-
ment generally are limited, latge hos-
pitals sometithes prinnote E1SG tech-
nicians to supervisors. Adva6cement
to cardiovascular technician, cardio-
pulmonary technician, and cardiol-
ogy technologist also is possible.

Employment Outlook
;

The employment of kic0 techni-
cians is expected to groW4aster than
the avrage for all occt}pations be-
caluse of increasing reliance on elec-
trocardiographs to diagnole heart
diseases and for physical eiamina-
tions of older patients. Also coptrib-
uting to the expected groikth,-4 this

'occupation is the increased demand
for health selyices in 'general, as a
result of greater health consciousl

-ness, new medical techniques and.
drugs, and extension of piepaymeni
programs that make.it easier for peo-
ple to pay, for health and medical). '

. _
care.

In addition .to openings from
grOwth, workers will. be needed to
replace technicians who die, retire,
or leave the field for, other reasOns."

Earnings and Working
Conditions

I EKG technicians in hospitals and.
medical centers earned starting sala-
ries of about $6,9 0 a year in 19.76,
according to a urvey conducted
the ,University of Texas Medical .-.
Branch. Eiperienced' EKG techni-
cians, in some cases, earned as much
as $13,700 a year.

inexperienced EKG technicians
with, tbe Federal Government earned
$6,572Na 7earin 1977; a few experi-
enced technicians earned as much as
$12,093 a year. Usually, EKG teclini-
9ians earn about as much as,the aver '
age forall n.onsupervisori ework. rs in
private industry, except farming.
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troencephalograph, the technician
,

,tfi t advise his or her supercisor, so
tha4, the machine can be.' repaired
promptly. EEG technicians also need-
a basic understanding ,of the kinds of
medical eMergeiicies that can Occur
iikiabor'atories, to ,be able to react
properly if an emergency arises. For
example, if a patient 'suffers 'an .epi:
leptic seizure, the EEG technician

In general, thoSe EKG technician
with preVious formal training, earn
higher starting 'salaries than those
who.learn on the job. - t

EKG technicians in hospitali re-
cejve the same fringe benefits as.oth-
er hospital personnel, including hos-
pitalization, vacation, and sick leave
benefits.1SOme institutions provide
tuition assistance_ or free education
courses,_ pension programs, and urn-
forms. Technicians generally work a
40-hour week, which may include
Saturdays and Sundays. -

Sources of Additional
information

Local hospitals can supply infor-
mation abbut'employment-opportu-
nities. For additional 'information
abZiut the work of EKG technicians,
.contact:

American Hospital Association, 840 North
Lake Shore Or., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

Miss Ruth Jackson, President, American Car-
*logy Technologists Association, Scott
.and White Clinic, Temple, Tex. 76501.

. "

ELECTRO-
ENCEPHALOGRAPHIC

TECHNOLOGISTS AND
TECHNICIANS .

(D.O.T. 078.3 68)

Nature of the Work

. The field of electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) is doncerned witki record-

- ing and studying the electriohl activi-
ty of the brain. A special instrument,
the electroenceptiaiogrecords
this activity, producing a written
tracing of the brain's electrical im-
pulses. This record of brain waves is
caed an electroencephalogram.

'Various kinds of brain disease can
be diagnosed by neurologists and
other qualifiediffnedical practitioners
with the use of EEG. Electroenceph-
alograms are taken for patients sus-
pected of having, brain tumors,
-strokes, or epilepsy. The° conse-

'quences of infectious diseases on the
brain Can be measured)w-ith EEG.
Electroencephalograms may be itak-4en of children with serious ust-
inept problems or learning difficul-
ties to discover any organic basis for
these problems. EEG..also may be
used Prior to vital organ transplant
operations, to help determine wheth-
er the potential donor is dead or

. " must take the proper action..alive
The people who operate EEO ina- EEG technologists usually perform

chinery are known as -EEG techni: all the duties of EEftechnicians, but
"fans and technologists. The main: have'a more_thorough understanding-
job of an EEG technician is to pro-Aof all aspects of EEG..work: Thus
duce electroencephalograms, under7'they can apply specific EEG tech- .

the supervision ot.an EEG tecirnolo-
of

tp the particular requirements
gist or an elgctroencephalographer of a patient. Technologists'als6 may
(a physician specializing in electro- use EEG equipment in conjunction
encephalography). Before doing this with other electrophysiologic moni-
job, the technicPan takes a simplified toiling devices, such as a tape record-
medical history ()Mlle patient and er. They also can repair the, equip:
helps the patient relai for the test. ment if it is not working properly.
The technician-then applies the elec- After producing an EEG recording,
trodes of the electrtzencephalograph the technologist writes a descriptive
to designated spots on the patient's report to accompany it for use by
head , makes sure that the ma- ielectroencephalographers.
chine is working well. The technician / Part of an EEG technologist's job'
chooses the most appropriate combi- is to supervise EEG technicians. Be-
nations of instrument controls and - sides direct supervision d ing ,EEG

recordings, this includes suc tht gs
as arranging work schedules and .
teaching EEG techniques, Technolo-
gists often -have administrative re-
sponsibjlities,"I such ,as managing the
laboratbry, keeping records, schedul-
ing appointments, and ordering sup-

electrodes"t produce the kind of
record needed: EEG techniciarts
must be able to recognize -and cor-
rect any artifacts that appear (an ar-
tifact is an electrical or mechanical
event that comes from .somewhere,
other than the brain). If there are any
mechanical/problems with the elec -. plies.

a

.0'

qmoctroencephalograph. records the electrical activity of the brain.

'd2
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Places of Employeitant-

About 4,300 pers. Its

electroencephalograph o--..:-

gists and techniciank ill Aet' ' though' EEG pe .,tirelt;Ifroi,k primir--
- ily in the neity gy depeyAents

hospitals, many wort 16#0,ale'ofF.,...-
es of- neurologis5;1.4.&.;pe uros-._
geon5. - 14,/,44'

!,4,

i,.
Training, Other Oualeseations.

and AdviCnceiewlet
. .

Most to lam fiirTIC 13

1976 were A d ;le

experienced persc
ever, with advances in
nojogy, electrorencenr--
equipMent has become
niore sophisticated, rec :1777: h-

cians with more trainir.:._
The Council on Me--r_

tion of the American eoi, .sup-

ciation, in collaborL:_:,

...ciety, the Amerida:

.z encephalographs: - ro

Of,* the American Soc-ie7 tr
ephalographic

oped standards -I-- '414 act
ams: to train EU. let 14.
'echnicians. Thy-

- ,.,cc'- '",--nd that program .-
Fars ,and induce t Ntiator.

,.-*IliPtiiirt,,:oce as well as risk n
ins> neurb.

p logy, .clinica:
nremscine psychiatry....
a= Instrumentation.
be -carried on-in college. .nr cc

les, medical schools, he r,, r.
vocational or technic: hzho.
There were nine. AMA Appr....%c
training programs for EEL. zee,-
gists and technicians *-1 19-

EEG personnel who have -eat!
training and I year of L,t7ira:
experience, and who
complete a written and orai
tion adniinistered by the .-rr:er-
Board. of Registration of Eiec--)eft,_
cephalogra'ph Techno-; is-
(ABRET), are designated r

tered EEG Technol
(R,EEG.T.). Although not a r al
requirement for employmer:

ABRET is acknc--..!oer-
ment of a technologist's =ant.. -

ut

;ions, and makes better paying lobs
`easier :o obtain. .

.
.

Persons. who want -.0 erne: this
field siould .have ma:- ual de :ze.rity,
good -.--isian, an aptitude for crking
with -erectronic,equipmf.-nt, and the
ability to work with p,-:-.ents 2:: well
as with dther,members : the hospital
team. High school stucents.consider-
ing a career in this occcnation should-
take coarses in heals- :-Aology.. and
electronics:

Some10,EEG techn:.:lans large.
)41hospita.s-1 vance-to c=lef EE-7-'tech-tlogiiil. aye increased r=ponsi-

'bill ie: .i -.laboratory managemen:
and teachingAasic iecnrAcues :

new 7 fi§Ofinel. Chief 7 'F. :3 7t.'::.-inoli
gists .T%-.-ttuperVIsedri- ..:: tic:: roer --

-.1.
cephi. grapher, r.,';. .:crirot... list

,irgespn.,,..',.
...leurc

ramidjelt* -*prated(
-tw

_. fryhir A EC tec-
exaiecte :

:o tit* v erage
Ihe.tont; UE:

1

Di ES:* diagnosm:.
nc with -air

.40.,nt;`ibutint- the
ndalti ices an -.he

for tettli--.,z,Figts and
az]...zTelattor

'771orel-,,:!-;:. -health -no-
g Tr, d
Teclitholo5n44.wi the bes:. em-
ployment a,pRort_nif : PI--

In acfc,iiion -rings from
graWtit,\;_fhany ,:p,:1,,i1gF.- will ari4e
Wtt.trylicers re-; re or ';.ave the fiefC
fotiOth.er reason

Earnings and Working
. Conetaakotm

Starting salar: EEG
clans ernplc- ed .and
medical cent-_--5 S- 400 a
year in 19.7 to survey
by the Unive7:it..... exas
Branch. Star_ :-::r.g sail, ies for Regis-.
tpred EEG Telb- logists were
$ I,000'to $2.000 iligmf r, Top salaries
of ,experiencee s a technicians
ranged as hie -..-, .=0f600 a year.
Highly qualif,!,! It...:nnologists may
earn more a --ePs in special
training situa:K.,_,, as supervisors
of EEG laborator.-,!

4

4e3
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"Inexneriencedi EEG trainees- em-
ployes :fie Feral Government
receivec $6_572 a year in l971 but
they coi.:id advance to as much as

Usually, EEGiechni-
clans ei177- apontlas much as the aver-
age cor nons pervisoty workers in

.niustry except farming.
EL. gists' and technicians

in h :IS rest ive the sante benefits
as oo,, Gospita personnel,..including
hose . v-azation, and sick
leav Some ihstitutions may
pro' tLition assistance' or free
cou- -pension prograrris,
and

-zhnologists and technicians
acne-env pork a 40-hour week with
'ink"! -.me, although some hospi-
:aL- e a standby emergency ser-
ic and :in weekends

,

46aurces of Additlorial
ihformatiori,

hospitals can supply infor-
:bout einployment

information
TOM:

Hospital Association, 840 Noi.i
1,1 Shore Dr., Chicago, III. 6061'4.

.eneral information about
7.71. e4 field of electroencepha

ih Is well as information or
r with ABRET, contact

C.

Sa_lur
Urns-
Ohc -

Tenney-, R: EEG 1.. EEG Oe
-jail. G.S.U. Hospital. Colutntnto
_lo.

EMERGENCY MEDIcAL
TECHNICIANS

(13.0T:354.374)

Nature of the Work

An automobile accident, a heart
attack, a near drowning, an unsched-
uled childbirth, a poisoning, a gun-
shot wound-all of these situations
demand urgent medical attention.
Seeing 'medical emergenCies like
these handled'on television has made
millions_ of Americans aware of the
crucial role played: by emergency
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satedical technicians ( EMT's), some
itmes called ambulance attendants.

A call from a dispatcher s
aMT-'swho -ussally--4-trk-in--t ins,-
cal twoto the scene ,of theemergen-
cw. Although speed s essential, the
EMT's obey the tranc laws for tt,'
-irperation of emevestcy vehicle;.
7.7.33ey also must knew the best roktite
tr.; take , in the face AtIVtraftic, ram,
=tastruction, arid °" *ether costa:U-
tica:nes.

:upon arriving a,. scene of th,
emergency, the dri-er parks the .a:rn
Nuance iha safe pence to ayoid_acci-
meets. If no 'police are present. by-

\standers may be enlisted to lend a
hand. For instan= .n -ne case c-f an
automobile accide!--.- -,,,staziers -- :.-..

help control Traffi! -e, Dia-c:74- -n i
flares, removing d.-- ,.. inc. -e(r--ec_
ing traffic.

EMT's first determine tie :att.. .

and extent of the ictims .tine:::.t---;

irkirieS and estaolish pnoritic,
em igency medical care. ='atic7i:
ceive appropriate medics. car.. s ..:FT
as o' ening and maintain1: an -.7
way, restoring breathing. .or:r,,,Ilic_,
bleed ng, treatmng for shoe.. -rnmots-
lizingfracture.... bandaginc. _.-----!-"..t.
in childbirth, 7,1anaging -nen;.i,,i dis

turbed patients. and .k:vir initial

EMT ,training stresses -,,_ , cy
care to poison and burn victor.

and-Confidence to reassur- :-TI4T, -:,,a

fiend and bystander's. EN 7N

han e patients corrects- ,c-. , .st
ing a time nor workin' too na-itlit
'Who th situation 'requires, al -7 ' ; :e

cas of 0 ssible epilepsy or din- - s,
E T's I ok i'r medical id,er:7! . ..

tion rnb ems that are 'Ties t pro-
viding co rect treatmen

When ersons are tran'oed, s :1 as

in an au ()mobile- accicent,
face a d uble problem., Firs :-.-a-

must asses the, victims' injuries at4
supply. all possible emergency rned
cal care and. protection to the
trapped p "rsons. Then they must Use
the correct equipment and tech-
niques to remove the victims safel?
EMT's m
or special
radio or to

In case

y iequest additional helf
escue or utility services b
ephdrie from a dispatcher
if death, EMT's `notify the

proper authorities And arrange for
the protection of the deceasecFs
property. -s

jiften pa=tients =1st -.. ransported
,4 a hospital. 17. stn -- instances.

AT s: place the C. 2nern i- on stretch
ers_.. at_ :hem_ into t,L.- a.--n -, u la n cc._ ant_

sem 17e be th the -7..ts and the
sttctirciber for the r.::_ t. E. ' i.fer's choose

the near---11-1 tospi:.al .7.-:ey consider
e--t equipped anc -7.1-5.ed to treat

'.e..r. patients. Tc _.-.E.,ure promp,.
zii...zrrient .pon arriva.. ii:MT's.rePort

7aidio directly. tL; 7=e hospital
:mt--2-enc, department -r the emer-

ger; dispatcher abit.- the nature
anc extent of injuries illness, the
0, her of persons be-_:.--..... transport-
_-.. ar.-i 'Ir.e destinatio. They may
as.-- for attdiriona" ad---J,... from the

ioital 's erreraer. -'-. 'rr.--.=ical staff.
Or .?.7)e wa.v to e err. :rgency de-

ic:ar.:- .-nt, EMT: '.:!--..stantly watch
the '-i.i..,.nts ,.- ,..71 V ..laz.'i,.:ional care as
neecf-.1 or .-i- ....irect.-..-e_ :2y a physician

wit', ...t, hon. 'hey ha ..: :radio contact.
1--,i,d arri : al at the nospital, they
tlp tran f-:-:- the paten* from the

,,,; '- 'ane.e 'o th,.. emerztor:ry depart-
- tr, . I ',ts enc.-: their observations
ind ,:. %, c: :lie rs' atie 7 !_s :o thefemer-
gene.; -iepar--ner stn= foT .iagnost--_.

purposes : . as .-__ mat:_: . -acord. If
.-acd i_pou EN T's he. r::-..- emer-

ge .- - eryartment star
Jii, V...: duties i...IT's is to

vit. ri-..a.: iean. weft equipped am-
rul. -Ice ..ir each ..--.. 'MT's 7e-
-,Lt, , :he used linen ria kets, anti
--e- il.....pplit.ii;, send tr.. . ..:d items :3

:-..: sr.erilizet...... and care-_...: . cheCk a.i
Noir-molt s:'that ti-a rc-_-_-;bulance is

(.. r the next tr.7. :f they nave
-., zacj.elts Aho,=....-,-te contagious
.1,in ( have late- exposed EO

Ttey decorr:: ---linate the tn-
it- ,11- ambia.e: i. and re--7.r:

cc the 77:1.. authtarrae::.
IA.: :: sure t: at th.-_-. ambulanc.:

. 1, ,7 apera-::ng condition" h-
. sii ,_! gaso hie, cil,- tire pies-

;a , siren. .eater, and com.--
equinment before their

'

, nitre

E

ac .:n tc the baiic EMT
ha:- been described,

.7" u otht.r tyrtes,Of EMT:sr
medics and EMT-Dis-'

pi=er -,:brkina with radio corn.
under the direction, a

_F-MT-Faramed,ics may ad-

- 8.1
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.minister driagS, both,orally and intra-
venously, and use more complex
equipment, such as a defibrillator,
than basic EMT's...
--Although not dealing directly. .With

emergency patients, EMT-Dispatch-
ers nevertheless play an imporjant
role. They receive and process calls .

for emergency medical assistance.
Dispatchers send the appropriate
persons and resources to the emer-
gency site and coordinate the move-
ment of emergency medical vehicles
from start to finish. By means of tele-
phone and radio, dispatchers serve* as
a communications link between the
:ppro late medical facility and
hose -- ho are sent to attend the

-errerzency patients.. EMT-Dispatch-
handle- toMmunications for

Jblic safety agencies, su,cti as police
fire departments so %at services

so: :raffle and fire cor :rc can be._
pc Trrned.

Places of Emplovinent

an estimated 287. ') r.-!:.-
...-.Trked as EMT's.

-ciunteers on rescue ....lads,
7 whom work closely sire

.ezz.rcrnents. :

a- / paid EMT's work fo-
',re departments and

companies. Funera:
ambulance service

77: t ,TT"T's; althdugh. in r - .cent
ors rr, m runeral homes ha-% left

field few EPIT's work c
prai-baseTr ambulance scads.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Few F `..1T's received forma_ train-
ing unt, zcent years. Now instruc-
tion in eT,:...-rgency medical care tech-
niques A'andatory. A st7mdard
training purse is the '8 pro-,

, gram de:Igned by the U,S. 1..epart7
ment of -ransportation,Thts pro-
gram, or s equivalent, is available in
all 50 S:.ces and the district of Co-
lumbia. is offered by police, fire;
and health departments, in 'hospital*
and as a 'special course in medical
schools. colleges, and universities.

This course provides iestructl
and practice in dealing with emer-'
gepcies such as bleeding; fractures,
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.., ":*:11

airway' obitrucou, cardiac arrest,
and: emergency Childbirth. `Students
learn" to use and, care for common
emergency equipment, such astack-
boards, suction machines, fracture
kiti," oxygen delivery systeMs," and
stretchers. Physicians- and nurses

, .
usually give the lectures and demon-

- strations.
After completing the basic 81-

hour progrant; students may takes 2-
day course dealing,with the removal
of trapped victims. 'Further training
courses presently are being prepared
by : -the DePartment of TransportatioO
for the categories. of EMT-Paramedic
and EMT-Dispatcher. A 'special
course on driving alio is in p epara-
tion: Thus, a career ladder- r the
EMT field is being established

Admittance to an EMT training
course requires that the applicant be
at least 18. years aid, have a high
school diplotha or the equivalent,
and have a valid drivCr's license.
AMong high school subjects recom-
mended for persons interested in the
field are drii,er education an health
and science courses. Training the
Armed Forces as a "medic" a o is

s'
considered good preparation for ro-
spective EMT's.

Graduates of approved EMT train
ing Programs who meet certain pe-\
rience requirements and succePully
pass a' ritten and practical examina-
tion adminiitered by the. National
Registry of Emergency Medical
Technicians earn the title of Regis-
.tered EMT-Ambulance. To maintain.
.their profic,iency, EMT's must re
ter again every 2 years. t-,

Although not a general requile-
m-ent for employment, iegistitiOn:

.: with the National RegiStry is as-4
.

knowledgem.ent of an EMT's qualifi-
.. cationiiiid makes higher paying jobs

easier to Obtain. By late 1976, nearly
70,000 EMTfi were, registered.

EMT's should have good dexterity
and physical coordination. They

- must be able to lift and carry up to
100 pounds. EMT's need good eye-
sight (eyeglasses may be used) with
accurate color vision. Normal good
health is expected.

Because EMT's often work under
,, trying conditions, they must exercise,

ic-

as_
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EMT training Stresses etticlancy and confidant :a to reassure pathents and bmtandara.

good judgment under stress and have
\leadership ability. Emotional stability
hnd the ability to adapt to many
different situations help them handle
di culties. They should have a neat
and lean appearance and a pleasant
perso lity.

loyment Outlook

Employm t of EMT's is expected
to grow much aster than the average
for all occupa ons, due to the in-
creasing public awareness of the
need for better e ergency medical
services. Since pa ge of the High-
way ,Safety Act o 1966 and the
Emergency Medical rvices System
Act of 1973, the Fe eral Govern-
ment has encouraged t e e'xpansiop
and improvement of am b lance serv-
ices.

Additional positions for'-full -time
EMT's will become available as more

and more comniunities change. from
volunteer to paid apibillance serv-
ices. A trend is underway E. stsiblish-
big ambulance seivice -as the third..
'essential 'community 'service,after
police and fire protection.

Increasing cooperation, between
ambulance personnel and the physi ,

cians and nurses`of emergency cle) `
partments is expected to further con-
tribute to the growth of the '
emergency medical technician occu-
pation. As the field of eniergency
medical care develops and personnel.
become more qualified, niKe'peqpie
are expected to use ambulance serv-
ices, which will increase the demand
fir EMT's.

In addition to job 'opportunities
created by growth, many openings
for EMT's will occur each year be-
cause, of the need to replace EMT's

'.who retire, die,' or leave 'the labor,
-force for. other reasons..

4RA-

"
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

'Earnings of- EMT's depend on the
type- or employer, the training and
experience of the individual, and the
geographic location.

In general, graduate's of approved
81-hdur training programs received
starting salaries Of between $7,500.
and $9,000 annually 'in 1976; de-
pending on-the community. EMT's
working for pollee and fire depart-
ments usually are paid the same sala-
ries as police officers and firefighters.
(See statement on police officers ana
firefighters elsewhere in the Hand-
bOok.)0;

A few VolUnixer EMT's are paid a
small amount for being on call or
answering emergency calls.

-EMT's employed by fire depart-
ments often have a -56-hour work-
week. Those employed by hospitals,
private firms,. and police departments
usually work 4,0 hours a week. Vol-
unteer EMT's have varied work
schedules, but,many put in from 8 to
12 hours a week. Because many am-
bulance services.funct'ion 24 hours a
day, EM.,T's often work nights and
weekends.

The employee benefits offered by
private companies, such as vacation,
sick leave:and health insurance., vary
Widely. EMT's empldyed by hospitals
and police and ere departments re-
ceive.the same benefits as the other
employeei.

Source's of Additional
information

Information concerning training
courses can be `obtained by writing-to
the Einergency eledical Services Di-
vision of the Health Department of

.your State. A
FSinformation about job oppor-

tunities fot prospective EMT:s in
your State, contact the Governor's
Off re for Highway! Safety.

Information about the registration
of EMT's is available upon request
from:1 -

iet
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MEDICALAABOFIATORY . op labbratory technique:. itach.

WORKERS ,.Perform. administrative ties
Medical laboratory

who egenerally require
pwseconaary trainingoilr'
wide range of tests an
proCedures that require d Nig:n
of skill .but not the ir

'edge of higfrify trainee .Lset:htnolog,48.
Like technoi-ogists, the -rnAv w
several are:,_s__or spe:m1i
field;

M edicai laboratory ant_;,
generally ha .e a year imal tra

1.mg, assist medical tec7,.,..3L.;s=int% .1',
technicians routine ValSt rei.,_-

-ed work that Lan be lea*, t,

.
(D.O.T. 078.128, .16.8:.28f, and

. .381)

Nature of the Work

LaboratOry'tests play an important
part in thp detz.-ction. diagnosis, anc
treatment of rnzaril diseases. Medical.
laboratory wo--zers, often caged
clinical labbratc..77 ?workers, incluci e
three levels: medical technologists.
technicians, and ussittants. They per-
form tests under the, general direc-
tion of hologzsts (physicians who
di se- th causes and nature of
disease) andbother hysicians; or sci-
entists who Speci lize in clinica_
chemistry, microbio gy, or the other
biological sciences. edical labtara-
tory workers analyze the blood, tis-
sues, and fluids in t e human-body by
using precision inst ents such as
microscopes and au matic afalyz-
ers. - .

Medical technologists;
4 years of 'postseconda
perform complicated che
croscopic, and bacteriological tests.
'These may include chemical tests to
determie, for exarri le, the
chtbiesterol level, or
amination of the blood'
presence of diseases su
mia.. Technologists micr
examine other body fluids;
totes of body fluid or tissue
to determine the presence o
ria, p'arasites, or other micr

- nisms; 'and analyze the -dampl
4rf.che ical Content or reaction.

als May,typre,,and cross"-match bl
Samples. . ,

Technologists in small laboratori
Often perform many, types 9( tests,
Those in large laboratoriei ,ulually
specialize in areas such as miprobiol-

, ogy, parasitology, biochemjstr,y,
blood bp.nking, hematology (the
study' of -blood cells), and nuclear

. Medical technology (the se of radio-.
active isotopes to help d tect diseas-

who requre'

Ica!

croscop
o detec

p le
scopica

ake cu

blood
c ex-

he

sample
bacte-
orga-

for
hey
od

UT

tively short 17 la
ries, they, n-rzly Cancer.
area of work =or exam
identify ,abc.:)rmal blL
strides. In /addition to p
del.", tests, assistan:-_
label plasma-, clear, ...au
ratory equipment, J_-ias..war..-t. and 4.-
struments; prepare so foltov%

ing standard Tabora or .-nu,a1; anc
procedures; keeip a" tests,
and identify spetrimer:s.'

ei

g

1,n;

Places of ErnoloymIsnt

About 240,600 p-
medical labpratory
Mbst medical labor.
work in hOspital labo
work in independe
Physicians' offices,
health agencies,
firms, and resea.:h
These placies are )1"

larger and pop
1h 1916, Veterans
spitals and laborat
ut 2,400 medic
about 2,000 me _

, .'clans and as
for the A

ubltc Elea.

e

eq.
National Registry of Emergency Medical y Most medical technologists con-.

Technicians, 1395 East Dublin-Granville duct tests related'to the examination
Rd., P.O. Box 29233, Columbus, Ohio and treatment of patients and are

called on to display independent
ijudgmenbt. Some do research,'devel-

4-3229.

wor
the U

-oirations

Pig'
ologists
oratory
C :hers
e and

Tralneng, Oth r Laarudkations,
and A van ont

The nlIPei edw.z...:_-_-.:-..-,:nLrequire-

m i fc.- a ueginning :,r) , ,.: mediCal
tec noic.,isrusually .. 4 en' -rs of cola
lege raermingkincludir, cr,!ipletion of
a c.alize.4 training p.,,. ,ram in
me o i technology.

Und 7-graduate work icludes
courses ,In erienlistry, bioilgiccal sci-

i
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After the successful completion of
the appropriate examinations, medii -
.aat technologists maybe certified as
--Mtrical---Tmhnologists, MT (ASCP-),
try ,the Board of RegiStry of the

. Anierica,Society of .Clinical ea-
. thologists; Medical,Technoriogists,

MT, by the Arrierican Medical Tech-
roologists; or Registered Medical
'Technologists. RMT, by the Interne-
aerial Societ' If Clinical Laboratory\
Technology These organizations
ego certify -technicians. Laboratory t-.
assistant% certified by the Ameriz "

'4110,
Sectroll, Clinical Pathdlogists.

willeameehre itawaratom persona& work In hospitals.

encesand mathematics. l'acse stud-
ies gorse the technologist, a. road un-
der-r. .:ending if the s.:_rentific
primaries eadierlying lathoratoev
weak. Specie lased menial usually re-
quires 2 maciStls of stagy and in-
cltde laboratebry
lift7 caii 700 hospitals and

programs acredited
American 'Medical Aisoci-

lheselpiagrantswereaffiliated
lieges and universities; a
's theme usually is awarded

pie Lion. A few programs
ebastatelor's-deuee fordehtry.

ill110111k ultiversities also. offer ad-
Inasemilklegnees in medical technol-
ork,. towL.--relared .subj3s, for tech-
noilegiuswito- plan tipo cialize in a
certainzewea of laboratory work or in
teatehiner sichninistratiOn, or re.
search. ,

etc laboratorylaboratory technicianS
eed in 1976 got their training
in a -anety of- educateral ;pings.
Mmay encased junior,tor 4-year. Col;
leges and universitiesrsities fors 2 years.
Some were trained in the Armed
Forces. Many tiehnicians laceived

,raining in private or nonprofit voca-
tional and/Atclinical schools. 1971
the American Me5lical Association
accredited 38 of gse prqsrams anti
the Accrediting Bureau of Medical,
Laboratotrkchoolsaccredited 36.

Most mdliaal labqratory assistants
employed in 1976 tvere trained ors
the job. In recent years, however, awn

, increasing number haye studied in
year training programs Epriducted kir
hospitals, junior ccOleges in cooper,
ion with ho;Fstals, car vcicationat

slchoots. In 1976, the Americans
Medrcal Assbciation accredited 15.
training programs fort medical lab('
ratory assistants. Applicantto these
programS should he high sclittoi
graduates or have an eqUivaleneY di-
ploma with courses in science and
mathenatics. The programs include
c sroom instruction and practi9a1
tra trig in the laboratory. They Often

n with a general orientation to
-the clinical laboratory followed 'by
courses) in 13/let riology, seroloty,
parasitology, he atology, clinical
chemistry, blood nking;,,and uri-
nalysis.

Medi, AsliplpnolOgists and' techni-

C ifiotmaw.,-F-orida, Georgia, H
s mtskt 4e licensed in

111i 4evaka,Pennsylvani*
;Ake, York City, and erto

Rcgz, iiiii--equmnients for licensure in-,
cuoir _ virinert examination in some
Ranece,

ieriendability, and the .
aeret .o "v.,3rx. under pressure are
propel-rant personal characteristies.
PA s inectrical laboratory worker:.
hawaual dexterity and normal_ color:

-,*Toon are taghly desirable. A
Persons interested in medical Iiits*\,,

story careers should use. consider=
:toile care in'selecting a training prom
grain. Thr,we should get informatiOn ,;:tt,
*bout the kinds of, jobs obtained0y.
giadisates, educational costs,. thea,C,
creditation of the -school. the lertith
of. ti e the training prograsn'has-

16ee in operation, instructional' fa-
ci es. and faculty qualifications..

Teehieologists may advance to Sti-
pervisOry positionsin certain *areas of
laboratory work, or, after a

years' experience; to administrative
medical technologist in a large hospi-
tal. Graduate education ih one of the,
biological sciences, chemistry, mart-
agetnent, andf educationusuaily
speeds advancement. Technicians.
can advance to technologists by get-
ting.additional edueation and experi-

hence. Similarly,. assistants can be-
come technicians by acquiring more
education and experience.

EmOloyment0i4look

Einployment opportunities , for'
medical ( aboratory workers are ex-
:netted to be favorable through the
emic17198M8i4efhployrnen) Of these
workers is expected to expand faster
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than the averag for II orccupatioiQ The Federal Govern ent p:4i medi-
. as physicians mate wider :sse of labo- cal :Bociratoiy assista ts an. techni-

ratory tests' in routine physical --e.t.a= starting salaries 7augur.g from
checkups and in the diagnosis and .5.310 to $9,303 a year in 1( '7, de-

.

tteatment of disease. Indirectly influ- Jiiding on the amount anci .ype of
encing growth in'the field are popula- and experience. ' iedical
tion growth.. greater health .con- tat.-nnologists in the Federal C.-.-overn-
sciousness and, exnalis4on of
prepayment program:. for medical
care that make it easie for people to
pa" for services.

The use 31 automasibit.labotatory
test.equipmein is expressed to lead to
an increase usTthe of medical
laboratorytnicintas and assistants

yelitive to :*chno-sigents. Through
"lielrehnologicat -.1suees. technicians

and -asaistarin. yet :aerate equipMent
perfon ".i*Tcn ureCiously re-

quired the, a teinisnologist...
TeChnoleaftp. he needed to fill

supervisor= s in all laborato- '
ries. MSc kuine 4111 be needed in
laboratories viie re they are required
by State :.ensi uthoritiek or
third-part ealth urance regula-
tions, and k latnvialaries not using
the new aT,..Tramatec. =equipment.

In addisie tc :.nenings resuliat
from gro,a...r. man. .oris will become
available yes, because of the
need to re7P.r.-e til=kiical laboratory
work4s wh,, lie. -'ere, or leave the
field for cue- r retai.ora. -

E1111=1/6 and Working

Salaries if medical laboratory
workers vary depending oil the ein-
player and geographic location. In

.general, medial laboratsrit workers
-employed on the West Coast and in
large cities received the highest sala-
ries.
. Starting salaries for medical tech-

nologists in hospitdIs and medical'
centers averaged -about $10,600 'a'
year in ,1976, according to 'a( survey
conducted by the University of Texas
Medical Branch. Beginning salaries
for laboratory technicians averaged
about $8,700 a year in, 1976; for

t.sistants, about $7,600.
The Federal Government paid

newly graduated medical technolo-
gists with bachelor's degrees starting
salaries of $9,303 a year in 1977./
Those having experience, superior ,

academic achte-C,ement, or a year of
graduate studoy entered

averaged $13,60C year and
^tj.r.zal technicians $1: 00 year,

-7.
laboratorypersonnel gen-

work a 40-hour-we-ii. In hospi-
a. -_-ney can expectsOrr._. light and
+it e4e-,i duty. HOspita. normally

Trovic vacation anc sick -eave
ome have retirrrrnent ?lams.

_al ones geneneei-, are well-
clean. Although unpleas-

2I and specimens of many
- 4seased tissue often are pre-

-dent haiards exist if proper
meth, 4r-A sterilization and handling

spe.-.:irr enis, materials, and equip-.
7ient a.To used.

lofurces of Addiftionai
Information

-

L .,a,tion about education ano
train ; for medical( technologists,
te -mans, and laboratory assistants
me -a standards recognized by, the
An can Medical Association, the
U ''Ffice of Education, or,both, as

_., career inforMation on these
fie_ 3f work, is available from:
Arit---.7ican Society of Clinical Pathologists,

Board of Registry, P.O. Box 4872, Chica-
go. III. 60680..

American Society for Medical Technology,
5555 W. -Loop Sbuth, Bellaire, Tex.

American Medical Techniihligists. 710 Higgins
Rd., Park Ridge, III. 60068.

Acqrediting Bureau of Medical Laboratory
Schools. Oak Manor Office,.29084 U.S.
20 West, Elkhart, Ind. 46514.

-For inforrhation..about Other tech-
nician training programs, contact:
Internatioenal Society for Clinical Laboratory'

Technology, 805 Ambassador Building,
411 N. Seventh St, St. Louis, Mc 63101.

For a list of training programs for
medical technologists.,-4technician's,
and assistants that are approveeby
the American Medical Assotiation,
write:

Department- of Allied Health 'Evaluation,
American Medical Association, 535
North Dearborn Si., Chicagot III. 60610.

.4.8N
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For list o : .miring programs Air
medica. labo-atzary technicians ac-,
credited by it-. Acc7taiting Bureau
of Medical !..Y.Drz.:ory Scpools,
write:

Secretary-ABMLS 29tre, .S. 20 West, Elk-
Ilan, Ind. 465

- Information eMntoyment
opportunities ir. -_-terans Admit% is-.
trationhospitah frbm tlye
Office of Peru), ..-.- (054E), Veter-
ans Administr.. Washington,
D.C. 20420...

lafonrnation 2-.7n".113' clinical and re-
search emp opp,ortunittes
with the Nation,. =zzitutes of t-lealth
is available fror- :--rn Clinical Center,r

tional Institute: Health, Bethes-
da, aryland 2D(..; .

MEDICAL RECORD
TECHNICIANS AND

-* CLERKS

(5.0.T :49.388)'
7-

Nature of this Work

4 medical record permanent
report on a Patient_ 's condition and

4,course of treatment in a. hospital,
clinic, or other health cars institu-
tion. Physicians, aiiied health'person-
nel, hospital administrators, public
health authorities, ancrinsurande
companies rely on these records

iwhich are ke by important mein-
hers of the heals e staff knowt as
medical, record -
clerks:

niciansa

- Medical record technOan
clerks perform the functionsess
tial to maintaining the Medical infor-
mation system including transcrip-
tion of medical data, analysis and
coding of inforation, filing, mainte-
nance of registries, Compiling of sta-
tistics: and abstracting records.

The sistem used in hdipitals to
gather, preserve, and maintain' the
information foL medical records re-
quires the, teamwork of many medi-
cal record technicians and clerks. In
large hospitals, recordkeeping activi-
ties are supervised and coordinated..
by a medical record administrator,

and

.
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but in smaller hospitals, experienced
.medical record technicians often
manage- the department. In most

,nursing homes, ai medical record
clerk, working under the supervision
of a medical record consultant who is
a Registered Record Administrator
(RRA) or an Accredited Redord
Technician (ART j is responsible for
the medical records..

Medical record clerks perform
routine clerical tasks that require a
minimum of specialized know dge.
They assemble the informatio *for
the records in sequence; check to;ee

,. that.all necessary forms, signatures,
and datAs-are present; andl5tate any
previous Medical records that may be
on-file for the patie9e. They translate
selected information such as sex, age,
and referral.source into a code and
enter it on the records 'Medical rec-

. ord clerks answer routine staff re-
quests for information about patients
and gather statistics for reports to
variolis groups uch as State health.
departments. S me medical record
Clerks transcribe reports of opera-
tions, X-ray and-laboratory examina-

\ tions, and special treatments given to
patients.

iMkdical record clerks follow the
explicit instructions and gOidelines of ,-
tkeir supervisors. Person-to-person
contacts in hospitals are limited to

Analyzing records and ero -Indexing
medical Information mzkwup large part,

of the technician work.

. k

providing readily available, montec7 -
nical information to the
slaff. However, in Mall nursi.4-
homes were only one medical re
ord clerk.is employed, the#e is mu
personal contact with the 'patients as
well as with felloW staff members.

Beginning medical reCorcNcrt7.-.11-
-cians perform duties that may -c
'similar to those of- clerks but whi:
require more technical knowiecil,_-_,
The technician codes the disease_
operations, and special.theraz!)ies
cording to recognized classzticat, L,7
systems and enters the, codes
me,dicalrecor,d. This coding malc;e:-
easier to refer to the record wh
there is a need toe review the patien; ;

case or to collect dataffor other p-.
poses. _Analyzing records and cr
indexing medical information m.ak.
up a large part bf the
. 'irk. Technicians do the impr_ -tar
job of reviewing reco-ds fch :am
pleteness, accuracy, and-comp,,
with requiremehts, referrin, in
complete records to the person ,vho
compiled them. They review retT -;rds
for internal consistency and poir
to their supervisors any ilppa- er-
rors.

Technicians obtain inforr _tion
from records in answer to legs goe-

r and. ipsurance ccnan
inn fries in duly authorized, in,tanc
:s, and gather statistics and prepare
periodic reports for health care fa-
cilities. on types _of-diseases treated,

479-

'
employ experience__ 7ledical(record"
:echnicians-:o co information
-frcitn patients..,reoL___as determine .

lability for paynient.
:.-partments- hire mediCal record.-
technicians to supe.-vise data colleen,
:Ion from health car.. institutions and
to assist in research to improve

-ehe alth care. Manufacturers of medi-
cal record systems, .services; and
ecuip'ment aisO emnio% medical rec-
ord personnel to ;I:t 7 develop and
market their proe.,_

Othe,' QualifIcatIofis,
and Advancement

_

N:lost employers prefer to fill tech-
' organ. cisitions ',an graduates from
cite Inr the zollezes that have been
accredited by the Anierican Mddical
-1,.ssociatioh (AMA add the Ameri...
:an Medical Fieceira Association
AMRA). Thes.-! colleges have I-
,tar associate .,_.earee proltams. In
i 977, there were 66 such programs
available. RequirA.Courses included
biological scien:_ ., medical termiL
lology, medical record science. hjusi-. -
ness management; ard secretarial *

yeskills. Persons w--:n this traini who ,
also have passed he Accredit d Rec7
3rd Technician ART) examination.
zan 'enterthe medical record field as -
technicians, and can ofte:lbok for--6-,
yard to pt tion to supervisory po-

,.iitions.
4igti s graduates who haze- ".__

types gsurgery performed, and utili- :asit secretarial skills can enter the..
-,_zatioriAf hospital beds. They also su- medical record. Bela, as beginiiiiig
pervise record 'clerks, assist
the medical staff by preparing special .: Ierits. About I rponth of on

wigstudies and tabulating datai-frOin rec- los training will prepare thern for ro

ords for research, and take records to zask$ that flQnot require much e-

court. / cialized skill., Although they are not
required;-!`school courses is sci-)'
ence, health, tyning,`matnematics,
and office practice are-helpfulMedi-
cal* rec,,ord..peispnnel must bia"ficcu:
rate and pay atteptio to detail.

The American Medical tte6ord
Association offer; a correspondence
course in medical transcription that
can be taken either as a home study
program or -ut in-ser is training. -
The certificate given uysin the suc-
Zessful completion of, the course is
htlpful in applying as job as a--_-_
medical record clerk. Mddical terms

Places of Employme

1-, 1974, there were about 6,060
medica record technicians_
41. 00 lerks. Although most wqrk
in _-)ospitals,s- a growing number are
Qnding jobs.in clinicsopursing homes,
comp unity health centers, govern-
mental agencies, consulting firm' ,
and health maintenance orga
Lions. Some medical record -techti-
ciansare consultants to small health
facilities. Some insurance companies

and

8 9 t
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and references learned avviwide a
goodlfoundabRn for adwassiment.

41rwSome Medici-ILI record cameo who
e several years crf impeonence

: advapc . to,, the tecinishair level
kr,

through an approved ediseamon pro-
grain, especially in areas t voilem.there
is a shortage of trained isimiveil rec-
ord technicians: In the finnam. how-
ever, it will be increasingly difficult

' for clerks to becomenechmicians
..wfthout graduating from "(n accredit-
ed college in madical recomd technol-

. ogy. In addition, another AMA cur-
respondence course is available for.

experiencsifLmedical reeccrd clerks-to
prepare for- the .examirnation for ac-
creditation as maical reecord techni-

c clans. Passing this examination and
earning the tide of Air can leag to

, . .
promotion to higher paying and more
responsible positions in medical rec--
ords. In 1977, tiler were .9,240
ART's.. -

0

Employment Qutiook

Employment of medical record!'
techniCians and cler expected to

-.grow ankh faster tha -, the average
for lill'occupations thr
1980's. This .employ

'Stem from a
the use of health insurance and
Medicare and Medicaid, which will'
result in -a need for-more complete
Mediehl-reedrds: New jobs alsO
be created as nursing hones 4clinics,
and new types of heakfrcare facilities
strh as health maintenance organiza-
tions ineteasinglyemploy medical
record personnel.

the outfdisk for:technicians with a
2-year coarse will" be favorable

the
nt growth will

ued increase: in

th4Mgh the.snidc 1,9:80's. it is' expect
ed that Me ical'fcord technicians (
will bayecjui ed to have this special-
ized trainin in the future as more
attepiion is given, to documenting
Medical care in the records in order.
to improve medical care delivery. As
a result; technicians who4Eave not
,received formal training may experi-
ence strong competition for pbsitions
from medical record techniciansidho
have an associate: degree.

Earnings,and Working
Conditions

Earnings of medical record clerks
and technicians vary greatly accord-
ing to locality.. Beginning medical
record clerks earned an average ..of

--$7,1-50 annually in ptiPate hospitals
in 1976. Earnings ranged from.fro
$.5,500 in small hospitals in thefSouth
to' $11,000 in New York City, ac-
cbrdingto limited data. In general,
salaries are "highest in the big cities
and lowest in `rural areas. Salaries
usually are/higher in larger hospital°
and urban areas.

Salaries of medical record techni-
cianscians follow a similar geographic pat,
tern. Limited data indicate that, in
1976, the median annual salary for
ART'sNas $11,000. Experienced
technician/ who were directors of-
hospital medical record departmeiks-'
averaged $11,550, Some earned over
$13';20,0 a year.

In Federal hospitals, medical rec.
,Ord clerks earned a beginning annual
salary, of '57,408 -iii 1973, Annual
salaries of medicalreXrd technt
cians .ranged from $.8316 to
$14,979,depending on previbus ex-
-p'erience and training. Some out
'standing m_ ieical record technicians
may work up to higher' supervisory

jdsitions with corresponding pay in-
eases, although most of these posi-

ti i are filled by Registered Record
A inistrators. .1

. L e - mint hospital ,employees,
medic record personnel work a 36-
td 40-h r week, seeeive .paid holi-
days and acations,..hellth and insur-
ance ben fits, and can participate in
retitdmv t plans. Although most of
the 'positionsiare MI time, some part-

ime/ jobs are available.

Sources of Additional'
information

.,,,)A 'list of approvedrsschools for
medical _record technicians, facts"'''
about the correspondence courses
for medical transcription and Medi-
cal record Arsonnel, and additional
details on the work performed by
medical record chnicianeare -avail--record

from:,

Y.
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-OPERATING ROOM
TECHNICIANS.

(D.O.T. 079.378)

Nature of the Work

Operating room technicians, occa-
sionally called surgica technicians,
assist surgeons and anesthesiologists
before, during, and after surgery.

They help set up the operating
room with the instruments, equip
ment, sterile linens; and fluids such
as glucose that will be needed during
an operation. Operating -room tech-
nicians also prepare patients for sur-
gery by washing, shaving, and 'disin-.
fecting body areas where the surgeon

__kill operate. They may trksport pa-
tients to the operating room and help
drape and position them on the oper-

47

ating
During surgery, they pass instru-

ments and other sterile supplies to
the surgeons. They hold retractors,
cut sutures, and help count the
sponges, needles, and instruments,
used during the teperation. Operating
room technicians help prepare, care
for, and dispose of specimens taken
for testing during the operation and
help apply dressings. They may oper-
ate sterilizers, lights, suction ma-
chines, and diagnostic equipment.

After the operation, operating
room technicians help transfer pa-
tients to the recovery room and assist
nurses in cleaning and itocking the
operating room.tor the next opera-
tion.

, Places of Employment
4.

About 30,0100 persons worked all
operating room technicians in 1976.
They worked in hospitals or other
institutions that have operating
room, delivery room,.and emergency

4.9294. facilities. In addition, my
were membere,of the Armed Forces.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

, .

Most opetatirig room technicians
are trained in vocational and techni;
cal schools, hosPitals, and commqni-
ty and junforCalleges. These training

American Medical 4rd Adociation, John
Hancock Center, Suite 1850, 875 H.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. !A:1611.

programs. last from 9 months to 1
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Pporatimg room toeholehm assists ourgoo

year; -oome junior %ollege programs
last 2 years add lead to pen associate
degree.'Students ftceive classroom
training as well a supervised clinical
experience. Reciutred courses in-
clude isnatomy, physiology, and mi-
crobio/ogy.'Courses teaching practi-
cal applications include the care and
safety of patients duting surgery, use
of aneithesilli arid, its -liaiartils, and

6

4 -

is required for entry. into training-and
emPloyment. 0n-the-job training.,_
progranislif many- hoipitals -include
classroom initruVihn in the
type of courses taught j junicir
!egos and vocational s hools. The,
length.of these progeams varies from
t weeks to 1-year, depending on the

.
tt§inee's qualifications and the Ob-
jectives of the training given. Some

-hospitals prefer applicants who have
worked.as nursing aides or Practical

- nurses. :

Some operating room techhicians
-yreceive trainingiethe Armed Forces.

The Association of °pending
Room Tec4icians awards 'a- certifi-
cate to operating room technicians
whopass theit comprehensive exami-
nation. A Certified Operating Room
Technician (GORE:) is recognizesfas
competent in the field and generally-
is paid a higher-salary.

MapdbI txterty -s4jacessity for
operating r onfolinicians because'
theymust handle various instruments*
cmicklys They must be orckrly and
emotionally stable. High school stu-
dents interested in careers in this oc-
cupation, ariNadyised to take courses
II health and biologf.

Operating room technicians' may..
advance' to 'thp positions of assistant
operating roam administrator- and
Assistant( onfrating room supervisor.
Assistant operating room ocninistri-
tors cleiil with the administrative azi-_
peas of running an operating room,'
such as ordering supplies and arrang-
ing work schedules, while assistant
operating room: sUperyisors actually
work in the operating.room itself, di-

, rectinifother cmerating room techni-
cians.

Employment Outlook

§mOloymerit oppcirtunities for op- ;
crating room techniciankare eleet- .

- ed taft-be gooddthrough the, mid -'
nursing ptOcedures. They also learn I R80's. Graduates of 2-year com;nu-
how to sterilize it(struments, prevent nity and junior college programs (and control "infatiOn: and handle, shouldlie especially in demand.
specialdrugs, scions, supplies, and Employment in this field is ,expect-
equipment. In 1976, there, wer,e446 ed to grow faster than the overage. for
training tograms accredited by 'the all occupations as operating room
American Medical Association. : .technic ions increasingly assume

Some operating room technicians ,,,,more of the routine nursing tasks in
e trained on the job. A high school ?the, operating rponi. The same fac-

ation or'tke equivalent generally tors that contribuje to the deloand ...

I
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for kaltb-workers in geherakapply to
operating room technic)anst-popu-
lition growtA and the inVeaseCI abil-
ity of people to pay for Medical care
due to expaniion in coverage under
prepayment-insUrance prOggams.

In addition to jolt openings result
ing from grOwth of the, occupatioai
many 'new operating roinn...,techni-
cians peeded to rept. ce work-
ers who die, refire, or leave t
for other reasons.

.4 Earnings and Wor ing
Conditio

Information on the operating-room
.teahnician also is avail-
Ale -from:
American Medical AssOciation, Department

of Allied Health EvAnatiOn, 535_ North
De_aiborn St_ Chicago, Ilk 60610.

OPTOMETRIC
..A$SISTANTS

. .

Nature of.the Work

The Optometric assistantsaverage s ing salary for perform a '
wide variety of -tasks, allowing op-erating rodm nicians was about tometrists to devote mre time to

OCCUPATIONAL. OUTLOOK HANDE(OK

- .

Training, Othel- Oualificatione,
and Advancement

- -
MOst*- optanetric assistants are,

trained on the job in their employers'
offices. - training. Also can bc' ac.
quires' in I-year academic' courses;
I I sc ools offered thislype
In in. 76. More detailed training
in t chnicallspects of optometry

- awas av< ila e in'20 schools that of-
fered . -year courses leading to an
associat- 'egree. In addition, the
U.S. Air Fo 'trained optometri7b,
specialists in a accelerated, &-
week training program.,,

1.

$7,400 a year in 19.76, according to a
., nationalervey conducted by the

University of exas Medical. Branch.
Experienced echnicians earned av-
erage salaries of 'approximately
$9,300 annually. In 1977the Feder-

,' Al GOvernment paid Operating room
technicians "starting salaries of
$8,316 a year. Most experienced op-

-

crating room, technicians erntlloyed
he Federal-Government received

. annual salaries of $10,370. .

Giaduates of training programs in
hospitals and co-m5iunity and junior
colleges often eafn higher salaries,
than workers- without formal train- -

ing. Salaries, reflecting variations i4
the cost of living. also vary videly fry
geographic -Ideation, with those on
the 'East and West Coasts geneeelly
higher. Usually, operating room
technicians earn

all

as much as
the average for all norisliperviiory
workers.in private, industry, except
farming. p ° 10

'Operating room technic ans usual-
14y-work a 5-day, 40-hour week. Hoy.%

ever, they may be required to work
"con call" ;Rifts (staying available to
work on short notice).

'Sources of Additional
Information

Additional information on a career
as an operating room technician and
on training programs for the occupa-,
tion is available from:,
Association of Operating Room Technicians,

Inc_ 1100 West Littleton B1vd,- Suite
201, Littleton, Colo. 80120. .. .

their professional duties. They keep
patients' recor s,. schedule appoint-
ments, and ndle bookkeeping, cor-
retonclence, and filing. They pre -
pare' patients for eye. examination-s,,
take initial cafe histories, and rekcird,
the resulttof optometrists' examina-
fions..Optometric assistants measure
patients for correct and comfortable
fit of glasses. They-suggest size, and
shape of- eyeglass frames-to compli-
ment

_.

the - patient's facial features,
and adjust finished eyeglasses by
heating, shaping, and bending the.
plastic or, rrietal frames. They also
assist the optometrist in giving in-,
structions on the wear and care of
contact-lenses. .

Optometric assistants help patents
With, exercises fOr eye ;Door nation
to overcame focusing defec s, In the
laboratory,_ they adjust conventional
glasses to assure proper fit, insert
lenses in frames, repair Ames, keep
an inventory of optometriematerials,
and clean and care for the instru-
ments. ,

In a large optometric' sornplexIN-
sistants may specialize in visual train-
ing, chairsiiie assistance, of office ad-,
ministration. In a smaller/' practice,
they may perfoinCall these duties.

-,Places of Employment
5

About I 1,800,:,persons, worked as
optomepic.asistants in 1976., Most

,worked for optoketrists: in private
practice. Others worked for heal&
clinics. Some served as assistants to-
optometrists in the Allried FyrceS.

4 9 ; '

High school 'gra'cluation or its 41

quivalent, including courses in
tiiematics and office procedures,

is a referred background .for admis-
si t a formal tratzkirri prOgram or
on-the-jobiraining. All of the formal
programs offer specialded courses
such as the anatomy ancl .physiology
of the human eye, vision training (the
use:of exercises to'correct defective
vision), and contact lens theory and .

practice. Programs 'also 'include
courses in secretarial and office pro-
cedures. Lectures and laboratory
work are supplementeclby actual ex-
perience in optometric clinics and
practices. - a.

-Although Jr newly hired opto-
metric assistants currently are
trained on- the -job, optometrists pre.:
fer to hire assistants who are gradu-
ates owl- or 2-year formal training
programs. This training will become
more important in gairiing initial em-.
ployntept anpi advantement as more
rograms b&orne available.
Kapual dexterity and accuracy are

requirem lilts for-persons planning to
be'come ptometric assistants: Ile -
causecause of

Iperson-to-per'son

work
relationshilsbet ween optometric' as-
sistants and patients, a'neat appear-
ance, courtesy, and tact are impor-
tant qualific tions..

Empirkio rnent Outlook
-"

The 'employment of-optometric as
sistants is. expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupatio
thrOdgh the. mid-1980's, Emploj,
Tent opportunities for. optometric
assistants who have completed one of
the formal training programs should
bekexcellent. On-the-jab training, -

'
4
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'early stages. The peOple who operate
-X-ray equipment afid take X-ray pic-
tures (known as radiographs) are
called radiologic technolo ists. They
usually work under the supe sion of
radiologistsphysicians who special-.
ize in the use of X-rays.

Within th field of radiologier tech-
nology there are three- specialties.
The most widely lc-down is X-ray
tdchnology, taking X-rays orisaRts of
the human body for study by a radi-
ologist 4 diagnosing'a patieneurob-

- lem. The other two branches.0e nu-
cleat medicine teEhnologythe
application of radioactiv'e material to
help radiologists diagnose or treat ill-
nesses or injuriesand radiation"
therapy, the use of radiation- produc-
ing machines to give therapeutic
treatments recommended by radiolo-
gists. Radiologic technologists work
in all three areas.

Before radiologic technologist
can perform anyikosk on a patient, a
physician mustMie a requisition or-
dering the work done. Similar to pre-
scriptions for drugs, these requisi-
tions 'assure. that, radiologic
technologists treat only those people
certified as needing such treatment
by physicians.

Radiologic -technologists prepare
patients for X-ray examinations, as -.
suring that they remove any articles
of clothing, such as belt buckles pr
jewelry, thrOugh which X-rays can-
not pass. They then position the pa..,-
tients, either on a table or standing,
so that the correct parts of:the body
can be radiographed, always taking
care not to aggravate injuries or
make the patients uncomfortable. To
prevent unnecessary X-ray expoSure
to unaffected parts, the technologist
surrounds the exposed area with ra-
diation protection devices, such as
lead plates.

After the necessary preparatiOns,
the technologist positions the X-ray
machine at the correct angle and
height over the appropriate area of a
patient's bbdy. Using instruments
like a measuring tape, the technolo-
gist estimates the thickness of the
section to be radiographed. He or she
sets the prOper controls on the ma-
chine, such as those regulating expo-
sure time, to produce X-rays of the
right density detail, and contrast.

Most Optometric assistants are trained on the job In their employers' offices..

however probably- will continue to
be the means by which many persons
enter the occupation. Many opportu-
nities for part-time work will contin-
ue to be,available,

Factors' underlying the expected
growth of the occupation are t
increase in population- and grea
demand for eye care services. As t
number of patients served by optom-
etrists increase, more -trained assis-
tant's will be needed.

strenuous and physical surroundings
are. usually pleasant.

Sou rces 'of Additional
Information

Earnings and Working
Conditions

r °
Earnings of optometric assistants

vary by geographical region,' aca-
demic and technical qualifications,
and the size and type of practice of
the optometrists employing them. in
1976,.beginning salaries ranged from
$100 a, week for Optometric assis-
tants .having no training or experi-
ence to $1 60 a week for experienced
aricF highly trained assistants, accord-

'ing.to limited information available.
Most optometric assistantsp work

between 30 and 4 hours all week.
'Occasionally they m y work a few
hours on Saturday. a work is not

Further.information on a career as
n optometric assistant and `a list of

training programs are available from:
American Optometric Association, 7000

Chippewa St., St. Louis, Mo. 63119.. ,

IOLOGIC(X-RAY)
CHNOLOGISTS

(D.O.T. 078.168 and .368)

Nature of the Work

Bone fractures, ulcers, blood clots,
and brain tumors are just a few of the
medical problems that involve the
use of X-rays in their treatment, ei-
ther for diagnosis or. therapy. X-rays
are also taken of the che'st during
routine medical checkups to'detect
the presence of lung diseases in the

493
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The technologist then place's a proP-
erly identified X-ray, film of the Cor-
rect size under the part of the pa-
tient's body to be examined, and
turns on the machine. Afterward, the
technologist removes the film and
develops it 'for analysis by a radiolo-
gist. Throughout the procedure, the
techn2logist is careful to use only as
muciliadiation as is necessary to obi
Min a good diagnostic examination.

When examining a patient sing
fluoroscopy (wiatching a patierriesiii-
ternal body movements ol'a monitor
or screen), the radidlogic technolo-
gist prepares .a solution of barium sul-
phate for the patient to drink. As this
solution passes through the patient's
digestive tract, a physician looks for
diseases, injuries, or defects in the
patient's digestive system. Wherryffu-
oroscopic. examinations are per-
formed, whither on the digestive
tract or on, other parts of the body

, such as chest, heart, or bones, the
technologist assists the physician by

a properly preparing and positioning
the patient, adjusting the machine,
and applying the correct exposure.

In radiation therapy, which is
mainly used for treating cancer, the
radiologic technologist works under
the close supervision of a radiologist.
Directed by a radiologist, the tech-
nologist applies the correct amount
of radiation for the proper period of
time -to the affected part_ef the pa-
tient's body. The technologist also
must keep adequate records of the
treatment and is responsible for the
comfort and safety of the patient dur-
ing the treatment time.

In nuclear medicine, the radiologic
technologist also works under the
direct _supervision of a radiologist:.
This technologist prepares solutions
containing radioactive material that,
when swallowed by the patient or
injected, is absorbed by the patient's
internal organs. Because diseased tis-
sues generally react differently from
healthy ones when subjected to ra-
dioactive substances, it is possible to
trace the development of disease.
The technologist uses special cam-
eras or scanners that pick_ up the ra-
dioactivity, add operates instruments
that measure the intensity of the ra-
dioactivity.

In addition to the duties involve
in operating X-ray equipment, ra
logic technologistS may have c
administrativei tasks. Technol
prepare and maintain patients' rec-
ordskeeping track of the devel-
oped film, the date it was taken, and
the radiologist's diagnosis. They also
may maintain files, schedule appoint-
ments, and prepare work Schedules
for assistants.' o 6,-°`

Somelradiologic technologists are
full-time instructors in X-ray tech-
niques, teaching in programs of ra-
diologic technology.

Places of Employment

10-
tain

gists

t."
About 80,000 pejsons worked as

radiologic technologists in -1976.
Hospitals employ about three-fourths
of all radiologic technologists; most
of the remainder work in medical
laboratories, physicians' and-dentists'
offices or clinics, Federal and State
health agencies, and public school
systems.

Training, Other Qualification's,
and Advancement

The requirement for entry into this
field is the completion of a fofmal
education program in X-ray technol-
ogy. In 1976, about 1,100 programs .
in X-ray technology offered by hospi-
tals, medical schools affiliated with
hospitals, colleges, and universities Employment Outlook
were approved ¢y the American
Medical Association (AMA). 'Employment in the field of radio-

Education also may be obtained in logic technology is expected to ex-

the military service or through pand faster than. the average for all
occupations through the mid-19_80'scourses in X-ray technology offered . as Xarajr equipment is increasinglyby vocational or technical schools.

Programs vary in length from 2 to 4 used to diagnose) and 'treat diseases.:
The demand for radicilogio technoloyears. Some colleges award a bacca-

dlaureate degree in radiologic tech- gists also will increase as prepaimedical
programs exte1/4nfi medicalnology. While emplOyers generally

care to wider segments ofthe popula-pay graduates of bachelor's degree
programs the same starting salaries tion. Part-time workers will find the
as those of 2- and 3-year programs, best opportunities in phySicians' of-
there and clinics where full-time ra-,there is more potential for promotion

Biologic services usually- are not re-for those holding the baccalaureate d
degree. It is advantageous for those quired. .

planning to be educators or adminis- Although the demand for radiolog-
tratorsn this field to pursue the bad-: is technologists should continue to
calaureate and master's degrees as be strong, the number of graduate's of
preparation. AMA-apgroved programs in this

All programs, accept only high field also 'is expected to grow rapidly
school graduates or the equivalent. during the period. If present enroll -
Course in inathbmatics, physics, ment patterns continue, the number

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK ,

chemistry, biOlogy, and typing are
helpful.

X-ray technology programs in,4'
elude courses in\ anatomy, physiol-
ogy, nursing procechires, physics, ra-
diation protection; film processing,
principles of tadiographic exposure,

. .medical terminology, radiographic-
positioning, medical ethics, and de-
partment administration.

Registration with the American
Registry of Radiologic Technologists
is an asset in obtaining highly skilled
and specialized positions'. Registra-
tion requirements include graduation
from an approved program of medi-
cal X-ray technology and the satis-
factory completion of a written ex-
amination. After zegistration, the
title ','Registered Technologist
(ARRT)" may be used. Once regis-
tered4technologists may b,e certified
in radiatio erapy or nuclear medi-
cine

ti_th
by completing an additional

year-of combined classroom study
and clinical education.

.Good health, emotional stability,
and a sincere desire to work with the
sick and disabled are important
qualifications for this field.. -

As openings occur, some technolo-
gists in large X-ray departments may
qualify as instructors in X-ray tech-
niques or advance to supervisory X-
ray technologists.
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seeking to enter the occupation is workers, treat patients With cardiore- lance services, nursing homes, and

likely to exceed the number of open- spiratory pioblems. This treatment universities.

ings from growth and replacement may range from Oing temporary re-- ,

,t--"needs. As a result, graduates may lief to patienk with chronic asthma Training, Other Qualifications,
face competition for positions of or emphys8ma to 'giving emergency and Advancement

c.Altheir choice. care in ses f heart failure, stroke,.. .

drowning{ an ,rshock..-Rlspiratory . ' Respiratory apparatus has become

Earnings and. Working - therapy workers also are airtong the increasingly complex in regent yeirs

,Canditions ' - first medical specialists called for and, although a few respiratory ther-

Starting salaries oeradiologic tech-

...

emergency treatment of *Lite resPi- apy workers are trained on the job,

nolOgiSt emplOyed in hospitals and
ratory conditions arising from head formal training now is stressed for

% injury br drug poisoning. Ttie therapy entry to the field.
medical +centers averaged about
$9,600 a year in 1976, according to a,

worker's role is a highly. responsible In 1976, about 200 institutions of-

one because da patient stops breath- feted programs in respiratory ther-
national survey conducted by the ing for longer than-3 to 5 minutes,. aPy that were approved by the Coun-
University. of Texas Medical Branch. .

- there is little chance e recovery cal on Medical Education 9f the
Experienced radiologic technologists without brain damage, if oxygen American Medical 4ssociation. Hi hg

averaged $11,300 a year, oresfigbtly
more than the average for all nonsu-

is cut off for more than 9 inutes, school graduation is required for en-

p
death results.

try to these programs. Cburses vary
ovisory workers in private industry,

except farming.
Following doctors' orderg,respira-

in length' between i8 months and 4
. tory therapy workers use special years and .include both theory and

The Federal Government paid clinical work. A bachelor's degree is
graduates ofAMA-approved schools

equipment such as respirators and awarded for completion Of a 4-year
of X-ray technology starting salaries' positive-p,ressure breathing machines program.and an associate degree for
of $8,316 a year in 1977. to treat patients who need teinporary

.Full-time technologists generally or emergency respiratory assistance.

work 8 hours a day and 40 hours a For example, they use Aerosol inhal-

week but may be."on call" for some ants to administer medication so that

weekend or night emergency duty.
Sick leave, vacations, insurance, and
other benefits are comparable to
those covering other workers in the
same organization.

There are potential radiation haz-:
ards in this field; however, these haz-
ards have been greatly reduced by
the use of safety devices such as' in-
struments that measure radiation ex-
posure, lead aprons; gloves, and oth-
er shielding.

Sotirces of Additional.
Information

For additional information about
programs, and careers in radiologic
technology, write:
The American Society of Radiologic Tech-

nologists, 500 N. Michigan Ave., Suite
r 836, Chicago, 111. 60611.

RESPIRATORY THERAPY
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 079.368)

Nature of the Work
°

Respiratory, therapy workers,'
sometimes called inh&lation therapy

it is confinedto the lungs. They ago
show patients and their families how
to use equipment at home. Other du
ties include keeping records of, the
cost of materials and charges to pa-

certificate of completion from an
AMA - approved' therapist training
prdgram, 62 semester Hours of col-

. lege credit, and 1 ye of experience)following completi6n of e program
are eligible to apply for registration
by the National Board for Respira-
tory Therapy (NBRT). The registry
examination consists of written and
oral tests. Applicants must pass both
to be dWarded the Registered Respi-
ratory Therapist (RRT) credential.
In 1'976, about 4,500 therapists had
been registered.

Individuals who complete an
AMA-apprOyed technician training
program and have 1 year of experi-
ence, in respiratory therapy may 'ap-
ply, to the NBRT for examination for
the Certified Respiratory Therapy'
Technician (CRTT) credential. The
CRTT examination is less compre-
hensive than the registry examination
and consists of a single written test.
Approximately 16,000 respiratory
technicians had been certified in
1976.

In contrast to therapists and tech-
nicians, there,are no general reiluire-
ments for the position of. respiratory

shorter courses. Areas of study in-
clude human anatomy and physiol.,
PSY, chemrstry; physics, Microbiol-
ogy, and 'mathematics. Technical
cdurses 'offered 'deal, with proce-
dures, equipment, and clinical tests,;

Respiratory, therapists who. have 'a

tients, and maintaining and Jnaking
minor repairs to equipment.

There are' three levels of worker's
within the field of respiratory ther-
apy: therapists, technicians, and as-
sistants. Therapists and technicians
'perform essentially the same duties.
However, the therapist is expected to
have a higher level of expertise and
may be expected to assume some
teaching and supervisory duties. Res-
piratory assistants have little contact
with patients and spend most of their
time taking care of the e uipment,
including cleaning, steril ing, and
storing it. 'Many are new to he'job
and are training to advance to the
technician or therapist level.

Places of Employment

' About 36,000 persons worked as
respiratory therapists, technicians, or
assistants in 1976. Most work in hos-
pitals, in respiratory therapy, anes-
thesiology, or pulmonary medicine
departments. Others work for oxygen
equipment rental companies, ambu-

45-
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assistant. The only requirements are-
those set by the head of the hospital
department that is hiring workers.
For example, some may require only
a high school diploma.

Respiratory therapists can advance
to assistant chief, chief therapist, or,
with graduate education, to instruc-
tor of respiratory therapy at the col-
lege level. Respiratory, technicians
and assistants can advance to the
therapist level by taking the appro-
priate traciging courses:

People twho want to enter the res-
piratory therapy field should enjoy
working with patients and should un-

derstand their physical and psycho-
logical neecs. Respiratory therapy
Workers must be able to pay atten-
tion to detail. follow instructions, and
work as Part of a team: Operating the
complicated respiratory therapy
equipment also requires mechapical
ability and manual dexterity. High
schOol students interested in a career
in this field are encouraged to take
courses in health, biology, mathe-
matics, physics, and bookkeeping.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for res-
piratory therapy.warkers are expect-

.

Operation of respiratory equipArequIres mechanical ability and manual deitterIty.

4 j
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ed to be good throughthe m id-
1980's. those with advanced training
in,respiratory therapy will be in de-
mand to fill teaching and supervisory
positions.

Employment of ,respiratory ther-
apy workers is expected to grow
much faster than the average for all
occupations; Stimulating 'demand'
will be new and expanding uses for
respiratory therapy and the growth in
health services in..general. Many spe-
cialists in respiratory therapy will be
hired to release nurses and other per-
sonnel from respiratory th.eiapy
work; other openings will arise from
the need to replace those who retire, .

die, or leave the occupation for other
reasons.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The starting salary of respiratory
therapists employed in hospitals and
medical centers averaged about
$9,900 a year in 1976, according to a
survey conducted by the University
of Texas Medical Branch. Top sala-
ries of experienced respiratory thera-
pists in hospitals ranged as high as
$17,600 a year. Salaries of respira-
tory technicians and assistants are
lower than those of respiratory thera-
pists.

The Federal Government paidres-
Oratory therapists starting salaries of
$7,408 aqear in 1977 if they had 1
year of AMA-accredited postsecon-
dary training, and $8,316 for those'
with 2 years of AMA-accredited
training,

Respiratory therapy workers in
hospitals receivetthe same benefits as
other hospital personnel, including
hospitalization, paid vacations, and
sick leave. Some institutions provide-
tuition assistance or free courses,
pension programs, uniforms, and
parking.
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Respiratory therapy workers gen-
erally have a 40-hour week. After-
hours and weekend duty.is generall
required because Most hospitals hay.
24-hour coveiage throughout th,_
week. Adherence to-Safety precaL
tions and regular testing of equip-
ment minimize the potential hazard
of fire to wqrkers and patients.

a

AND ASSISTANT,OCCUPATIONIS

Sourcesof Additional .

InformatiOn,
0

Information concerning education
programs is available from:

American Association for Respiratory Ther-
apy. 7411 Hines Place, Dallas, Te)s.
75235.
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Information on the certification of
respiratory therapists and respiratory

techniCians can be obtained from:
The National Boardbfpr Respiratory Therapy,

Inc., 1900 Wat 47th Place, Suite 124,
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66205.

On-the-job training informatio
can be obtained at local hospieals.



NURSING OCCUPATIONS

The enursing field, consisting. of
registered nurses; licensed practical
mutes; and nursing aides, orderlies,
and attendanti,. accounts Ifor about
one -half of total eMployment among

1 health service workers. Nuriing per-
sonnel perform a variety of duties to
care for and comfort the sick, the
injured, and others requiring medical
services.

This section deals in detail with the
" three basic nursing oecupationS.

Registered nurses (RN's) follow the
medical regiMen prescribed by physi-
cians but often must draw on their
professional training to make in-
dependent judgments in providing
nursing services. Some registered
nurses, after advanced training, be-
come nurse practitioners and perform
services, such, as physical examina-
tions, that traditionallY have .been
handled by physicians.. Some nursed
become head nurses with responsibil7
ity for ah nursing services of a speci-
fied area of an institution, for exarn7
ple, a pediatrics ward.

t

Licensed practical. nurses -provide
skilled nursing care tosick, injured;
and convalescent patents. They
work 'under the general supervision
of physicians and- registered nurses,
and may sometirn e! supervise nurs-
ing aides, orderlieil and attendants..

Nursing aides, orderlies, and atten-
dants makecup the largest gfOup of
nursing pe6onnel. They, erve meal4
feed patients, and do other tasks that
free professional anolpractical nurses
for work requiring Tprofessional and
technical training.

Persons who wish :t4ecome' regis-
tered nurses, licensed practical nurs-
es, or nursing aides, orderlies, and
attendants should like Working with
people because they must work
closely with other Members of the
health team and care for patients
who are uncomfortable and some-
times irritable. Nursing workers must
be reliable and keep, a level head in
emergencies.

About 50 percent of the job openings in health
occupaticins during the next 10 years will be
for nursing persbnnel

Average annual openings. 1976-85

Nursig aides, orderlies,
and'atteadents

Other health Occupations

Source: Bureau of Labor Stabsbce

Licensed practical
nurses

Reeisteree -ses
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, 'REGISTERED NURSES

(D.O.T. 075.11? through .378)

Nat 'e of the Work

Nursing plays a major role in
health scare. As important members
of the health care team, registered
nurses perform a wide variety of
functions. They observe, evaluate,
and 'record symptoms, reactions,
'progress of patients; )administer
medications; assist in thdrehabilita-
don of patients; instruct patients and
family members in proper health

'maintenance care; and help Maintain
a physical add emotional .environ-
ment that promotes recovery.

Some registered nurses provide
hospital care Others perform re-
search activiti or instruct 'students.
The setting usually determines the
scope of the nurse's responsibilities.

Hospital nurses constitute the larg-
VSt group of nurses.: Most are, staff
nurses- who provide skilled bedside
nursing care and'carry out the medi-
cal treatment preicribed by physi=s
cians. They may also supervise prac-
tical nurses, aides, and orderlies.
Hoipital nurses usually work with
groups of patients that require simi-
lar nursing care. For instance, some
nurses work with patients who have
had surgery; others care for children,
the elderly, or the mentally ill. Some
are adMinistrators of nursing serv-

hte duty nurses give individual
care to patients who need constant
attention. The private duty nurse is
self-employed and may work in a
home, in a hospital, or in a convales-
cent institution.

Office nurses assist physicians,
dental surgeons, and occasionally
dentists in private practice or clinics.
Sometimes they perform routine
laboratory and office workri addi-
tion to their nursing,duties.

Community health nurses ca' for
patients in clinics, homes, sc ools,
a d other community settings. They

ct patients and families in
healt care and give periodic care as
prescn by a physician. They may
also instruct groups of patients in
proper diet and aftange for immuni-
zations. These nurses work with com-
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Employment opportunlfte for registered nurses are intpectid to be favorable through
the mid-1980's.

.!)

munity leaders, teachers, parents:.
and physicians in community health
education. Some community health
nurses work in, schools.

Nurse educators teach students the
principles and skills of nursing,,both
in the classroom and in direct patient
care. They also conduct continuing
education courses for registered,
nurses, practical nurses, and nursing
assistants.

Occupational health or industrial
nurses provide nursing care to em-
ployees in industry and government
and, along with physicians, promote
employee health. As prescribed by a
doctor, they treat minor injuries and

illnesses occurrinrat the place of
employment, provide for the needed
nursing care, arrange for further
medical care if necessary, and offer
health counseling. They also may as-
sist with health examinations and in-
oculations.

(Licensed practical nurses who
also perform nursing services are dis-
cussed elsewhere in thettelandboolc.)

Places of Employment

About 960,000 persons worked as
registered nurses in 11'76. About
one-third worked on a part-time ba-
sis.
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About t ee-quarters of a regis-
te ed nurs worked in hospitals,
1111 sing homes, and related institu-
tio s. Community, health nurses in
gov rnment agencies, schools, visit-
ing urse associations, and clinics
Trumhered "about 65,000; nurse edu-
cator int nursing schools accounted
for a ut 33,000; and occupational
health nurses in industry, about
20,000 About 100,000 more worked
in the ffices of physicians or other
health actitioners, or were private
duty nu sea hired, directly by pa-
tients. Must of the otherspaverit staff
members `of professiarfetige and
other organizations or worked for
State boa s of nursing 'or research L
organizatip s.

Training, Other Oualifidation, s,
Nand Advancement .1\Advancement

A license is' required to practice
professionallnursing in all States and
in the District of Columbia, To get a
license, a nurse Must be a graduate of
a school of nursing approved by the
State board of nursing and pass a
written State competency examina-
tion. Nurses may be licensed in more
than one;State, either examination
or endorsethent of a license issued by
another State.

Three types of educational pro- \
gramsdiploma, baccalaureate, and
associate degree prepare Candi-
dates for licensure. However, a mini-
mum of a baccalaureate degree is
preferred for those who aspire-to ad-.,,
ministrative' or management posi-
tions, and those planning to work in
research, Consultation, teaching, or
clinical specialization, which require
education at the master's level.
Graduation fro school is re-
quired for ad Ism to a schools of
nursing.

Diploma p ograms are cone cted-
by hospital an. independent scho
and usually re' ire 3 years of train-
ing. Bachelor's ree programs usu-
ally require 4 years of study in a col-
legelege or university, although a few
require 5 yeast Associate degree'
programs in' junior and community
colleges require approximately' 2
years of nursing education.
tion, several progr*s provide, li-
censed practical .narsea. with the
training necessary to, upgrade them:
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selves to registered nurses while they
- continue to work part time These

programs,generally offer an associate
of arts degree. In 1976, about 1,375
programs (associate, diploma, and
baccalaureate) were offttrea, in the

JUnited States. In addition, there were
102 master's degree and 12 doctoral
degree programs in nur ing.

Programs of nursing i dude class-
"row instruction aDd s pervised
nursing practice in hos itals and
health facilities. Students take
courses in anatomy, physiology, mi-
crobiology, nutrition, psychology,1
and nursing. They also get supervised
clinical eYperience in the care of pa-
tients who have different types of
health s. Students in bathe-
lor's degree programs aewell as in
some of the other programs are as-

'signed to community agencies to
learn how to care for patients in clin-
ics and in the patients' homes. Vary-
ing amounts of general education are
combined with nursing education in
all three types of Programs.

Students whO need ,financial aid
may qualify for federally sponsored
nursing scholarships or low-interest
loans. Those who want to pursue a
nursing career should hay a sincere
desire to serve humanity and be sym-
pathetic to the needs of others. Nurs-
es must be able to accept responsibil-
ity and direct or supervise the'
activity of others; must have initia-
tive, and in appropriate situations be
able to follow orders precisely or de-
termine if additional consultation is
required and must use good judg-
men 4 emergencies. Good mental
heal 14411,,, eeded in order to cope
witIit,av .47 uffering and frequent

41101F.K, tuationsJAtaff nurses
4:; stamina because of the

,,amo pent walking and
stanch Vf

From itions in hospitals,
rses may advance to

ssistant director, and
rsing services. A mas,
owever, often is re-

' qui or ervisory and adminis-
trative pc sit ons, as well as for
positions-in nu ing education, clini-
cal specializkio and research. Pub-
lic health agdno s require a bacca-

,laureate degre= for employment.
Advancement ay be difficult for
nurses who do n t have a baccalaure-

ate" or master's degree in community
health nursing.

A growing movement in nursing,
generally referred to as the "nurse
practitioner program" opening

'new career possibilities. Several Post-
baccalaureate programs prepare
nurses for bight ependent roles

- in the clinical care an ing of
,patietIts. These nurses practice in pri-
mary role?' that include pediatrics,
geriatrics, community health, mental
health, and medical-surgical nursing.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for ro-
istered nurses are expected to beia-
vorable 'through the mid-19809s.,,
Some competition for more desir-
able, higher paying jobs is expected
in areas where training'`progiam%,
abound, but opportunities for full- or
part-time work in present shortage
areas, such as some southern States
and many inner-city locations, are
expected to be very good through
1085. For nurses who have hath
graduate education, the outlook is
excellent for obtaining positions as
admin istrators,' teachers, clinical spe-
cialists; and community health nurs-
es.

Growth in employment of regis--
tered nurses is expected to be faster
than the average for all occupations
because of extension of prepayment
programs for hospitalization and
medical care, expansion of medical
services as a result of new medical
techniques and drugs, and increased
interest in preventive medicine and
rehabilitation,of the handicapped. In
addition to the need to fill new posi-
tions, large numbers of nurses will be
required to replaCe those tvho leave
the field each year.

Earnings and Working
Conditions a

Registered nurses who worked in
hospitals in 1976 received ilverage
starting salaries of $11,820'a, year,
according to a national survey con-
ducted by the University of Texas
Medical Branch. This was above the
ay.erage for nonsupervisory workers
in private industry, except farming.
Registeredurses in nursing homes
can expect Co earn slightly less than
those in hospitals. Salaries of indus-

G
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trial nurses ayefaged
mid-I976; accOldingl
ducted by the Bureau
tistics.

In 1977, the Veterans
tion paid inexperienced

startin salaries of $10,37
had a or an assort'

'those with baccalaureate
$12,131. Nurses employed in

40 a week in
a survey con-

L a bly

dministra-
rses who
e degree

a year;
egrees,
11 Fed-

dral Government agencies ear
averaile of $15,500 in 1977,

Mcfst hospiti# and ursing me
nurses receive extra pay for wor on

ifts., Nearly, 11
13 paid holiday's
eks of paid vac
f service, -ind also

health and retirement

4evening Q r night
receive from '5
year, at ldast

. tion after 1 y
some type of
benefits:

Sourcei of Additional
Information 101,

For information on approve
schools of nursing, nursing careers
loans, scholarships, salaries, votkin
conditions, an'T.- mPloymen
tunities, cons t:

'T r

Coordinator, Undergraduate Provms. De-'
partment of Nursing Educatic. Ameri-
can Nurses', Association, 242( Pershing
Rd., Kanias City, Mo. 64108.

For career information and a list of
schools of nursing, contact:
Career Information Services, National League

for Nursing, 10 Columbus Circle: New
York, N.Y.f., 10019.

Information about employment
opportunities' in the Veterans Ad-
ministration is available from:
Department of Medicine and Surgery, Veter-

ans Administration, Washington, D.C.
20420.

LICENSED PRACTICA.
NURSES

(D.O.T. 079.378)

Nature of the Work

Licensed practical nurses 's)
help care for the physically c 2.n -

tally ill and inrrm. Under the -ec-
tion of physi cans and registered
nurses, they ovide nursing care
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that requires technical .k-ndwledge
but no the professiOnals education
and tr:.,aing of a registered nurse.
(See st4tiernent on regatereit rises.)

Ar. in Ca :srniaand Texas, licensed.
practi.....d nurses itre called licenlid
vocatio..rui nurses. 4".

A In lessitals, ,ijoN's provide much-
of the oedtside care ,ceded by pa-
tients. They_take find record temper-
atupg and blood pressures, change
dreqings, administer certain pre-
scribed medicines: and fielp patients
with bathing and other personal hy-
giene. They assist physiciani and reg-
istered efses in:examining patients
and in arrying out nursing proce-
dures. They also assist in the deliv-
ery, care, and feeding of.Anfants.
Some practical nurses ,work in spe-
vialized units such as intensive care
units, ;eCovery rooms, or burn units.

, .

They perform special nursing procf-
..

dures- and operate sophisthated
equipment te '0,i4ide care for seri-
ously ill or injured patients. In some
insl t ces, experienced 'LPN's super-
vise ospital attendants and nursing
aides,. (See statement o nursing
aides, orderlies, and attend nts.) .,

LPN's *ho wor4:, in priv to homes
provide 4ay-to-day patien are that
seldom involves hikhly technical pro-
cedures or completed equipment.
in addition to providing nursing care,
they may prepare meals, see that pa-,
tints are comfortable and htlp keep
up their morale. They alio to ch fam-
ily members how to peirforzn simple
tiursing tTsks.

In doctors"offices and in. clinics,
LPN's prepare, patientslor examina-
tion 'and treatment, administer medi-
cations, apply dressings, and teach

°
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patients prescribed health pare regi-9.1
mens: They also may make apiNnt-
menes and record information akkoui

-patients.

2latces of Employment

460,000 persons
'wo 'LPN s"about three-fifths
-of hogr-aals. Most . of the
of kec .n nursing homes,
cI tors' offices, sanitariums,

s an long-term, ea're
M ked for public health agen-
cies and welfare and religious organi-
zations. Some self - employed nurses
worked in hospitals or in the homes.
of their patients.

Training, Other Qualifications,
t Nand Advancemen.

All States and the District of Co-
lumbia regulate the preparation and'
licensing of practical nurses. To be-'
come licensed, applicants must com-
plete a course of instruction in pry-
tical nursing lat, has been' approved
by the State gird of nursing and
pass a written examination. Educa-
tional requirements for enrollment in
State-approved training programs
range from completion of eighth or
ninth grade to high school gradu-
ation. Many schools do'not require
completion of high school but they
give preference to graduates. Phys-
ical examinations and aptit ae tests

/ are usually required. Volunteer hoi;
pita! work can provide a usef back-

t, ground 'for practical nursing, but
Most applidants have no prior work
experience.

( In 19,76, over 1,350 State-ap-
. proved programs provided practical

-=.--,.....w.:140.1411611rtliks nursing training. Trade, technical, or
vocational schools offered more than
half of these programs. Other pro-
grams were avaiLable at junior colleg-
es, local hospitals, health agencies,
and private educatimpl institutions.

.Sever*1 programs operated by the
Arrny for military personnel also
were State-approved for practical
nurse training. Graduates from these

, programs are eligible for licensure.
Practical nurse training programs

are generally 1 year long and include
both classroom study and clinical
practice. Classroom instruction cov-LPN's provide much of the bedside care needed by hospital padents.
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ers nursing concepts and principlei
and related subjects including anat-
omy,,omyphysiology, medical-surgical

_...--066ZPATIONALOUTLOOK HA,B01:S

ninirLPN's an 'annual salar(i of nutTing vi orker, gerzagic'aiderand (in
..........

4,,408 in 19V7. mental institutikns, psychi trice,8ide.
Many hospitag give pay increases Nursing aides and orderlies answer

nursing, pediatrics, obstetrics, psy- after specific ptiods of satisfactory
chiatric nursing, administration) ofr aservice. Practical nurses generally.
dt.uts, nutrition, first aid, and corn- work 40-irofirsa week, but often this,, workweek includss some wc7k' a
ply their skill to an actual nursing night and on weekends and hc.idays
situation through supervised clinical Many hospitals provide paid holidays
experienceusually in'a hospital. and vacatlobs, health insurance, and

Those who wish to become li- pension plans...),1

patients' bell calls and deliver mes-
sages serve meals,-feed patients who
are enable to feed themseNes, make '
b-eiti.t an4 bathe, and dress patients.,

. They also may give massages, take
.temperatures, and assist patients in
getting out of bed and walking. Or-
deillAbs escort patients to operating

censed practical nurses should have a in .ptivate omes, LPN's usually and examining rooms and transport
deep condeen for -human welfare. work 8-td .12.thours a day and go, and setup heavy equipment. Some
They rpus be emotionally stable be- home et night. Private duty nursing attendants may work. in-hospital

pharmacies or supply rooms stori
and moving supplies.

The duties of nursing aides depend
on the policies of the instivitions-
where they work, did type of patient
being cared for, and -equally impor-0
tantthe capacities and reiourceful-
ness of the nursing aide or orderly. In
some, hospitals, they may clean pa-
tients' rooms an,d do-other household
tasks. In others, under the supervi-
sion of registered nurses and licensed
practical nurses, they may assist in
the care, of patients. The tasks per-
formed 'for patients differ consider-
ably; and depend on whether the Pa-
'ient is confined :o bed following
-major suriery, is recovering after a
iisabling accident c; illness, 07 needs
assistance with daily activities be
cause of infirmi caused by ad-'
vanced age.

Another occupation similar to
nursing aide is hornemakd-home
health aide. Working/ in the homes of
patients, they perfo7m duties similar
to those of nursing aides, as well as
doing the cooking and other light
housework. (See statement on home-
maker-home health aides elsewhere
in tne Handbook.)

cause wor ing with sick and injured
zle sometimes can be upsetting.

part of a health care team, they
Must be able to follow'.orders and
work under close supervision. Good
health is very importint, as is the
physical stamina needed to work
while standing a great deal.

Advancement opportunities are
limited without additional trklriAl or
fotmal education. In-setvice educa-
tional programs p4pare some LPN's
foi wort( in specialized areas, such as
post-surgery recovery rooms, or in-
tensive cafe units. Under career lad-
der programs, nurses' aides may at-
tend trailing to become LPN's while
continuing 'to work part-time, Simi-
lady.; ip some cases, . LPN's may pre-
pare >lo become registered .nurses
while they continue to work part-
time.

Employment Outlook

the employment outlook for
LPN's 'is expected to be very, good
through the mid-1980's. Employ-
ment is expected to continue to rise
much faster than the average for all
occupations zn response to the needs
of a growing population and expand-
ed public and private health insur-
ance plans. Also, newly licensed
practical nurses will be needed each
year in large numbers to replace
those who die, retire, or leave the
occupation for other reasons.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The average starting salary, of
LPN-'s in hospitals was about $9,100
a year in 1976, according to a nation-
al surAtey conducted by the Universi-
ty of"Texai Medical Branch.

Federal hospitals offered begin-

affords a great deal of independence
to time practical nurse in setting work
hourVand determining the length and
frequency of vacatieils..

Sources of Additional
Information

A list of State-approv_ed training
programs ancl information of ut
practical nursi,.. is available ,
National Leagtmiefor Ntiriirig, 10' Columbus

Circle; New York, N.Y. 10019..

National Association for Practical NurseEdu-
cation and Service, Inc., 122 East 42d St.,
S-Jite 80 . New York, N:Y. 10017.

FC7 information about a career in
practical nursing, contact:
National .Federation of Licensed Practical

vurses, Inc., 250 West 57th St., New
York, N.Y. 10019.

inform or bout employment
opportun- ,es in U.S..Veterans Ad-
ministrat n hospitals is available
from you local Veterans Adminis-
tration hcspital, as well as:
1-...nartmen. of Medicine and Strgery, Veter-

ans Aarninistration, Washington, D.C.
20420.

NURSING AIDES,
ORDERLIES, AND

ATTENDANTS

(D.O.T. 355.687 through .887)

Nature of the Work

Nursing aides, orderlies, and atten-
dants perform ,a variety of duties; to
care for sick and injured people. Oth-
er job titles include hospital alien-
?ant, nursiris Assistant, auxiliary

%) 9

ft

Places of Employment

About I million per _)ns worked as
'nursing aides, orderlies, and atten-
dants in 1976. Mos_ ork in hospi'-
tals, although a rapidly growing num
ber work in nursing homes and other 4
institutions that provide facilities for
long-term care and recuperation.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although some erriployers prefer
high school graduates, many, such as
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over 1 mllll n pinions worked as nursing aides, ordertles7-anc

;Veterans Administration hospitals,
do not requireaigh school diploma.
Employers often accept applicants
w1' t/5 are 17 or 18-years of age. Oth-
ersparticularly nursing homes and
mental hospitalsprefer:10 hire'
more mature persons who are at least
in their mid-twenties.

Nursing aides generally are trained
after they are hired. Some institu-
tions combine on-the-job training,
under the ,close superv'sion of regis-
tered on.lreensed pr tical nurses,

ith -classroom inst,r ction: Trainees
learn to take and ecord tempera-
tiires, bathe patie ts, change linens
on beds that are ccupied by pa-
tients, and move and lift patients.
Training may last,several days or a
few months, depending on the poli-
cies of the hospital or other institu-
tion, the complexity of the duties,
and the aide's aptitude for the work:

Courses in home nursing and first
aid, offered by r____Tianypublic school

attendants In 1976.

systems and other community agen-
cies, -provide a useful.backgroand
;;nowiedge for the work. Volunteer
work and temoorary summer jobs in
hospitals and similar institutions alsc
are helpful. -mplicants should be
healthy, tactfu.. patient,.understand-
ing. :motional' stable, and depend-
abit. Jursing _:des,- as other health
workers, shouiL :lave a genuine de
sire 7) help peon.-... be able to work
as part of a team, and be willing tc
perform repetitive, routine tasks.

Opportunities for promotions are
limited without further training.
Some acquire specialized training to
prepare for better paying positigns
rich as hospital operating room tech-
nician.

To become licensed practical
nurses, nursing aides must complete
the year of specialized training re-
quired for 'iv-rising. Some. in-service
programs allow nursing aides to get
this training while they continue to
work part time.
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Employment'Outiook.
Employmtnt of nursing aides is

,,expected increase -fasSer than the
average ,fore all. occupations through
the mid-:1980's. In addition to, ttioSe
needed /because of occupational
-.74"owth mapy thousands of nursing
aides . will be needed each year to
-apiece workers who die, retire,. or
leave. the occupation, for other rep-

o sons. (
Although"most jobs for nuiSitig

aides and orderlies currently ..are in
hospitals, rridItt new openings will be
in nursing' homeS, convalesdent
homes., and other long-teriri carp fa-

' cilities. Major reasons for expected
occupational growth are the increas-
ing need for medical care' of a grow-
ing population. including a larger
proportion of elderly people, and the
increasing ability of people to pay for
health care, largely as a result of the
growth in public and private health
insurance..,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Nursing aides, Jr_lerlies, and atten-
-itsearned salaries that were below

average for all nonsupervisory
Drkers in private industry, except

farming..Nursing aides employed full ,

time by /nursing homes and related
facilities earned considerably less
than thoSe in hospitals. Depending-
or the experience of the applicant,
starting salaries of nursing aides in
Veterans Administration hospitals
ranged from $125 to $140 a week in
1, "77. The average salary earned ,by
lursing aides employed by the Feder-

al Government was $185 a. week in
1977.

With few exceptions, the sched-
uled workweek of attendants in hos-
pitals is 40 hours or less. Became
nursing care must be. available to pa-
tiehts on a 24-hour-a-day basis,.
scheduled hours include nightwork
and work on weekends and. holidays.

Attendants in hospitals and similar
institutions generally receive paid va-
cations which, after 1 year of service,,
may, be a 'week or Jnore in length.
Paid holidays and sickileave, hospital
and medical benefits; shift difkren-
tials, and pension plans also.are avail-
able to many hospital employees.
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s, Sources of Additional
Information 4-

InformatiOn about employment
may be obtaiped from loCal hospitals'

\"14.
1'

A

8

,/

4

and nursing homes. Additional infor-
illation. about the work of nursing
aides, orderlies, and attendanti. is
available from: s

1'

.
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Division Of Careers and Recruitment, Ameri-
can Hospital Association, 840 N. Lake
Shore Dr., Chicago, HI. 6Q61 I.

t.

Jr -t

aft



THERAPY'AND RE,HABILITAtION.' OCCUPATIONS

ir
Persons disabled biy accident,

burns, strolceS, and cilseasE, as,,well as
the ethotionally disfurbed, all benefi6
&Om the care giyeu. by therapy and
cslikiabilitatiOn workers. After an ac=
ciden or serious illness leaves a vic-
tim fully ok partially disabled, phys-
Ica

PC9PPATIONAL
fligRAPISTS

,

(D.6.1: 07'9.128)-

Nature Of the Work
I

therapists, vocational counselors,
nurses, social workeis, and other spe-
cialists.

About two therapists out of five
,w9rk wit emotionally hartkcapped a

'patients, and the- rest work with-
physically disabled persons. Trhese
clients tep nt all age gr.olIps anih

. degrees"Of disability. Patients partici-
pate in occupational therapy to -de=
termine the 'extent prabilitieVand

4
liinitatibns; to regain physical, fnehe-*

' or- ,tal''` or enuStional stability; to relearn
daily routin-e-i-such as atingoziresig

, ingestrising, and using a te4401.1e;
and,. eventually, to prepare for,em- ,

e- ployment. I, .

OccupatiOnal.therapisIS teach
manual and -creative skills4stdh as

-;,iieaVing and !leather working., Qd ..,
business and industrial skills such as 1ttyping and the use of pOwer bls.

, These skills are taught to rest° mo-
bility and coordination and to help
the patient regain physical.ancl emo-
tional stability. Therapists also"plan
and direct gaMes and other activities,
especially fonohildren. They May de.
sign and make special equipment or

therapists; and physical therapist-
istants and aides work tp- restore ,Oecupatienal therapists plan and

the patient to the fullest possible ley- direct eciucationelje,vocational, and
el of activity, Occuphtional therapists recreatibrIal activities designed to
and occupatipnal therapy bssistants help mentally and physically disabled
and dides guide the disabled furthet, patients become self - sufficient. They
qong the road to realizing a satisfy- evaluate the capacities'and skills of
ing and productive life. - They teach clients, set goals, and plan a therapy
disabled and emotionally distucbed program together With the client and
clients skills and crafts that help members of a medical team which
build coordination and self-confi-

, dence, 'and, in many eases, prepare
them to return to work. They also
-help the elderly in pursing homes by
involvin
sorbing
this 'se

"and
heipin

hem in interesting and ab-
obbies. Also described in

ion are speech pathologists
Biologists, who specialize in
those with speech ancr hear-

ing problems to overcome their
handicaps.

Anyone considering work in one of
these fields should, have a gehbine
concern for the physical and emo-
tional wed-being of others. EmotiOn-
al stability and the ability to maintain
a pleasant disposition and a positive

le outlook also .are important, because
these workers often deal with clients
affected by severe handicaps.

Other occupations also provide
opportunity 'for work with the dis-
abled and handrcaripird!
tion counselors give personal and vo-
cational guidance to the physically,
mentally, or socially handicapped.
Employment counselors work- with
the disabled as well as the able-bod-
ied in career planning and job adjust-
ment. Both occupations are de-
scribed elsewhere in the Handbook.

a

may "include physiCians, physical

j ' 4.447e::

1. .4.
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Occupational therapists help handicapped people prepare fo employsisnt.

a
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splints to,help disabled patients. the ap
Besides working with patients, apy t

ioation O'f'l occupational thex-
ry and 'skills. The ro-

occupational therapietip 'Supervise grams also require students t
student therapists, occupatitAhl ther- for 6' to 9 moths in
apy Assistants, Volunteers, and health agencies to tain.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HAfto-
. oir

tions; -some therapists pursue ...ad-
vanced education pfid teach or °do
research.work

r V . ,tats or'. .. -

rienc*.in Employm'ent Outlook..-
.:la nursineworkcrs. The chief Ciccu- "clinkal ptactice. Ciraduato of atk..

.

p tonal, therapist in hospitals mayv credited ,educational programs are Employnient in this octupation is'
teac -medical and nursing students ,eligible'to take thel'A erican Occu- expected Jo' grow much faster than
the p

di

ciples of dceupational pational Therapy Assoc ation ceptifi- theaverage,lor all- occupations slue_v
to public interest in 'the rehabilitationany therapilts-supersykkeloCcu- 94 cation'tpaminitioc to become a reg-

al therapy departnientg,coor-7istared. oc.cupational rhetapi'sr-of disabled .persons and.thesuccess'
ate p'Atient activities, or Are (0TR)! Occupatiq61,.therapy, assis of establishede occur ational thsrapY-

Sonsultants to local...an(' State health ;Ants who, are certified by the assort= p rograms.. Many, therapists wilr4be
needed to staff hospital reifibilititiondepaitments and TnentallieaPth agsz- atiOnICOTA's) and have Jyeais-of

ties. Some teach in colleges and Uni-.- approved work exrtexience" also an departMents, community health cen-
.

versities, . eligible to Joke the examination to tens, extended care facilities,4sychi-
become' regitefedoccupational atric ocenters, schools f6r.,.children
therat with developinental and learati g dis-piss. Those COTA'S consider-PlaCee of. Employment .

ing this path of entry to the Occtipa- ,abilities, and community .dome
prosrams. .bout 10,600 occupational there- tioh should contact the riiirector of health

pests were employed in 1976. About Certification of the American Occu- Howevsr, the increasing number

4 out of 10 occupational the apists -pational, Therapy Association to of graduates from occupational ther-

wrirk in hospitals. Rehabilitatio cep- identify the types of experienCe re- apy programs may exceed the rium-

ters, nursing home s schools,,outpa- quired to qualjfy for the examination, ben of openings that will occur each

and to determine the availability of year due to growth in ttie occupation

suitable\work setting. ,10 and replacement of, Those who will
die or retireAs a result, new gradu-'Entry to educational programs is ates may face competition in some ..0,

s keenly competitive and applicants geographic areas through the mickare screened carefully for previous 1980
demic- performance to select

s.

tient clMics,. munit mental
health centers, and researc centers
employ most of the others. ome-
work in special sanitariums or c
for handicapped children, others i
State health departments. Still others
work in home-care programs for pa-
tients unableto atter), clinics or1

workshops. Some are fne begs of the
Armed Porces.

training, Othe\Ouallfications,
and Advancement

A degree or certification in occu-
pational therapy is required to enter
the profession. In 1976, 49 colleges
and universitjes offered programs in
occupational therapy which were ac-
credited by the American Medical
Association and The American Occu-

those
studies suc

st likely to. complete their
essfully. Persons,consid-

ccering this profession, th refore,
should have above average ac demic Beginning salaries for new gradu-
performance and consistent grades ates of occupational therapy prO.,
of "B".. or better in science courses, 9 grams working in ospitals averaged'including biology and chemistry. about' $12,Q00 a year in 1976, ac-
College students who consider trans- cording to a national survey conduct;
ferring from another academic disci- ed by the University of Texas Medi-
plinetoan occupational therapy pro- cal School. Some experienced
gram in their sophomore or janior ., therapists earned as much as
year need superior grades because $17,000, and some adniinistratots as
competition for entrance to pro- much as $25,000 to- $30,000. In
grams is more intense after the fresh- 1976, the average salary of experi-
Man year. enced occupational therapists was 1

Personal qualifications needed inpational Therapy Association. Ad of 'I/ilimes the average earnings for all
these scho. cils offer bachelor's degree the profession inclu4e a sympathetic nonsupervisory workers in private in-
programs. Some have 2-year -43ro-;, but objective approach to illness and dustry, except farming.
grams and accept students who have disability, maturity, patience, imagi- In .1977, beginning therapists em-
completed 2 years of college. Some nation, manual skills, and the ability ployed by the VeteransiA-drninistra-
also offer shorter programs, leading to teach. In addition to biology and tiop (VA) earned starting salaries of
to a certificate or a .master's degree chemistry, high school students inter- $10,370 a year'. The average salary ,,
in occupational therapy-for students este'cin 'careers as occupational paid ocpupational therapists working

-who have a bachelor's degree in an- therapists are advised to take courses for tAe VA was about $16,000 at that
other field. A graduate degree often in health, crafts, and the social sci- time.
is required for teaching, research, or enter. r Many part-time positions are avail-
administrative work. Newly graduated 'occupational able Nr occupational therapists.

Course work in occupational ther- therapists generally- begin as staff. Many, Therapists work for_more than
apy. programs includes ehYsic41, bio- therapists. Advancern.ent is chiefly to one employer and must (ravel be-
logical, and .behavioral sciences and supervisory or administrative posi tween job locations.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

r,,

- b" ..ra r



THERAPY. AND REHABILITATION OCCUPATIONS

Sources Of Additional
Information

For snore information on occupa-
-tional therapy as a career, white to:
Ameridan Occupational Theripy Association,

.7..6000 Executive Blvd., ROckville, Md.
20852.

Those-COTA's interested in quali-
fying-for the examination to become
a registered, Occupational therapist

s; (OTR)- through acquired work expe-
rience shmild.contact the Director of
Certification at the above address.

.1
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

ASSISTANTS & AIDES .

079.368)

)41aturev of the: Work ,5

OccUpfitional therapy assistants
,work under,the supervision of profea=
sional occupational therapists to help
rehabilitate patients who are physi-

:. citify and mentally disabled. They
help plan and impleitt programs of
educational,. vocation 1, and recrea-
tional activities that strengthen pa-
dente muscle power,' increase mo
Lion .:and coordination,_ and develop
Self-suffieiency in overcoming dis-
abilities.
' OcCupational therapy assistan'ts
teach clients self-care skills such' as,',
dressing; eating, and shaving, work/
related skills such as the use of power
tools; and'seCreational and social ed-
tivities such as games, dramatics, and
gardening. They also may teach cre-
ative skills such as Aoodworking,
ramics, and graphic' arts.

Assistants tot b able to 'teach a
broad range 's ills because of the
wide variety of --patients. They may
work either with groups or with infli-,
vidual patients. , When _treating pa-
tients with diseases, assistants usually
work under the supervision Of profes-
sional :oCcupationat. therapists. In
Other situations, such as organizing
crafts Projecti fOr handicapped per-
sons living in institutiOns,...they may
function independentlt, with; only
periodic consultation with profes-
signals. .

Occupational therapy aides order
supplies, prepare work materials, and
help maintain tools and, eqUipinent.

-V.74
7

''''
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Occupational therapy - assistants must ba obi* to teach-i broad rangeof skills.

Tbyy also may keep records on pa-
tients, prepare clinical notes, and
perform other clerical duties.

Some small occupational therapy
departments may coats eosly of a
therapist and oAc.other : worker. In
these cases, the assistant or aide may
assume most of the duties of an occu-
pational"therapist, within the limits of
his or her training.

Places of Employment

About 8,900 people "worked as
occupational therapy assistants and
aides in 1976. Althost half of all
-occupational. therapy assistants work
in hospitals. Others, work in nuiting
homes, schools for handicapped chil-
dren and the mentally retarded., reha-
bilitation and day care centers, spe-
cial workshops, ,and outpatient

q .. ..

'clinics. ti small number are memberi
of the Aimed Forces.

Occupational therapy aides work
in the same= locations as assistants,
but thek generally are most often
employed in hospitals.

. ,./
Training, Other Qualifications,

and Advancement

Two types of educational pro-
grams prepare occupational therapy .
assistants: junior or community (col-
lege programs that award an asso-
ciate degree upon completion and
vocational or technical programs of
about ryear's duration. In 1976, 42
schools offered educational pro -,.
grams approved by the American

(Occupational Therapy Association..
Most of these are 2-yea college pro-
grams leading to an- astieiciate degree.

.
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-About one-third are 1-year vocation-
A) And-technical school programs. In
addifidn; the .Armed Forces operate

.ftl's&ool to trainoccupational ther-
oapy assistants:

Graduates of these programs who
successfully complete the written qa-
tional proficiency examifiation rare
certified by the American Occupa-,
tionaj Therapy Association and re-
ceive the title Certified. OccuPational
Therapy Assistant (COTA). In 1976,
about 2,640 employed occupational

,&herapy assistants were COTA's.
Approved programs combine.

chissroorn instruction with at least- 2
months of supervised practical expe-
dente. Courses include the history
and philosophy of occupational ther-
apy, occupAtiorfril therapy theory and
skills, anatomy and physiology of the
human body, the effect of/Illness and
injury on patients,.and human devel-

--opmer. Students also practice skills
and crafts they later will teach to pa-
tients. .

Applicants' for training programs
must be high school graduates.or the
equivalent. Among the subjects rec-
ommended for high school students
interested in the occupational ther-
apy field are health, biology, typing,
and the social Sciences. Preference
sometimes is given to applicants who
have taken courses in science and
crafts and have previous work expe.-
rience in a health care setting.'

Occupational therapy aides train
on the job in hospitals and other
health care facilities. The length and
content of their training varies de-.
crding on the level of difficulty,of,
the duties that aides are expected to
'perform. ;

'Occup tonal therapy assistants
and aid s should like people, have
good physical and mental health, and
be able to establish and maintain
effective interpersonal relationships.
They also should have manual skills
since they must teach clients how to
use tools and materials.

Occupational therapy assistants
and aides who work in large health
facilities begin with routine tasks and,
May advance to more responsible
ones as they gain experience. A
COTA with 4. years of approved
work experience may take the exami-
nation, to become a registered occu-
pational therapist (OTR)- without

Iff

completing the remaining 2 years of
study for a bachelor's agree in occu-,
pational therapy. Those COTA's
considering this path of entry to the
occupational therapy profession..
Should contact the Director of Certi-*
fication of,the American Occupa-.
tionalTherapy Association to identi-
fy the types of experience required to
qualify for the examination.

Employment Outlook

The employment of occupational,
therapy assistants and- aides is ex-
pected to grow much faster than the
average for- all occupations, due to
public interest in 'the rehabilitation of
disabled people. All types of health
care institutions, especially nursing
homes and community' health cen-
ters, will need more occupational
therapy assistants through the mid-
1980's.

Employment opportunities for
occupational therapy assistants are
expected to be very good through the
micr-1980's, particularly for gradu-
ates of approved programs. Many
openings will be *created each year by
growth in the occupatiOn and even
more will occur as workers die, re-
tire, or leave the field for other rea-\
sons. -

The number of educational pro-
grams for occupational therapy assis-
tants is expeited to increase, with the
result that assistants in some geo-
graphical areas may face competition
for jobs. On a national basis, how-
ever, the supply of graduates is likely
to fall short of requirements.

Earnings and Working
Conditions-

In 1976, annual salaries generally
ranged from $7,500 to $9,000 for
inexperienced assistants. Experi-
enced occupational therapy assis-
tants earned between $8,500 and
$12,000, a-year, according to the lim-
ited information available. Those
who completed an approved pro-
gram generally earned higher starting
salaries than beginners without any
training. Occupation4 therapy assis-
tants working for the Veterans
ministration earnedearned starting salailes
of $7,408 annually in 1977, and the
average of salaries paid to all occUpa-
,tional therapy assistants with the

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBQOK

Federal Government was about
$11,500 a year.

Occupational therapy aides earned
beginning salaries of about $6,200 a
year in 1976, accordingto the limit-
ed 'information available. '

Occupational therapy assistants
and aides occaSionally may work
evenings, weekends, and part time.

Sources of -Additional
Information

For informatio about work op-
portunities and ograms offering
training for occupat onal therapy as-
sistants, contact:
American Occupational Therapy Association,

6000 Executive Blvd., Rockville, 'Md.
20852.

o

Those COTA's interested in quali-
fying for the examination to become,
a registered occupational. therapist
(OTR) through acquired work expe-
rience should contact the Director of
Certification, American Occupa-
tional Therapy Association, at the
above address.

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS.

(D.O'.T. 079.378)

Nature of the Work

Physical therapists help persons
with muscle, nerve, joint, and bone '
diseases or injuries to overcome-their
disabilities. Their patients ipclude ac-
cident victims, crippled children, and

}disabled older persons. Physical
therapists 'perform and interpret tests
and measurements for muscle.j
strength, motor development, func-
tional capacity, and respiratory and
circlatory efficiency to develop pro-
grams for treatment in cooperation
with the patrint's physician. They
evaluate the effectiveness of the
treatment and discuss the patients'
progress with physicians, psyatalg-
gists, occupational therapists, and
other specialists. When advisable,
physical therapists revise the theta-.
peutic procedures and treatments..
They help disabled; persdns to adept
their physical handicaps and adjust
to them. They show members- of the
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Phys leal'atereptete develop programs for treatment of disabled persons of all ages.

patients' families hOw to continue"
.treatments at home. ,

Therapeutic procedures include
exercises for increasing strength, en-
durance, coordination, and range of
rhotion; eleciriCat stimuli to activate
pantlyzpd muscles; instruction in car -
tying out everyday activities and in;
the .use or helping devices; and the
application of massage,,- beat and:
cold; lights water, or electricity to
relieve pain Or improve the condition
of muscles and skin.

Most physical the'rapists provide
direct care to patients as staff mem-
bers, supervisors, or self - employed
practitioners. Physical therapists usu-
ally perform their own evaluations of
patients; in large hospitals and nurs-
ing homes, however, the director or
assistant director of :the physical

therapy department may handle this
work, which requires extensive train=
ing and experience. Therapists may
treat patients with a wide variety of
problems, or they may specialize in
pediatrics, geriatrics, amputations,*

4.arthritis, or paralysis. Others teach or
are consultants.

Placeti of Employment

About 25,000 persons worked as
licensed physical therapists in 1976. '
The largest number work in hospi-
tals. Nursing homes employ a grow-
ing number. of physical therapists,
and also contract for the services Of
self- employed therapists. Others
work in rehabilitation centers Or
schools for crippled children. Some
who work for public health agencies
treat chronically sick patients in their

c-/ 9
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own homes. Still others work in phy-
sicians' offices or clinics, teach in
physical therapy educational pro-
grams, or work for research organi-
Zations. A few serve as consultants in
government and voluntary agencies
or are members of the Armeti
Forces.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement'

1

All States and the District of Co-
lumbia require a license to practice,
physical therapy. Applicants rot a li-
cense must have a degree or certifi-
cate from an'accredited physical:
therapy educitional program and to
qualify must, pass a State board ex-
A 'on. Applicants may prepare.
f' board examinations in phys-

eraPy through one of three
ypes of programs, depending upon
previous academic study. High
school' graduates can earn a 4-year"
bachelor's degree in physical therapy,.
4t a college or university. Students
who alreadi hold a bachelor's ree
in another field; such as biolify or
physical education, can earn a sec- ._
ond bachelor's degree or a*certifica-
tion in physical therapy through spe-
cial ptograms lasting 12 to 16
months: These applicants also :have
the option of working fin nmaster's
degree in physical therapy. ,, .

In 1970, 11 certificate progrents..
76 bachelor's degree programs and S ',.
master's degree programs 'were ac-
credited 'by the. Ameriean .PhySical
Therapy Aisociation and the Ameri.;::-
can Medical Association to provide,
entry lever raining. There wernalso..
17 other aster's degree programs
that provided advanced training to
thosealready in' the field. One of the
_certificate programs is sponsored
jointly by the U.S. Army and Baylor.
University;- graduates are commis-
sioned as officers in the Army.

The physical therapy curriculUM
includes 'science courses such as
anatomy, physiology, neuroanatomy,
and neurophysiology; it also includes
specialized courses such. as *me-
chanics of motion, human growth
and development; and manifestations
of disease and trauma. Besides re.:
ceiving classroom "instruction, stu,
dents get supervised clinical experi-
ence administering physical -therapy



to patients in a.hospital or treatment
center.

CompetitIon for entry to all phys-
. ical therapy programs is keen. Insti-

tutions offering a physical therapy
pratiiim- each year receive many
more applications than the number
of existing places. Consequently, stu-
dents- seriously interested in attend-
ing a physical therapyprogram must
attain superior grades in their earlier
studies; especially in science courses:

Personal traits that physical thera-
pists need include patience, tact, re-
sourcefulness, and emotional stabil-
ity to help patients and their families
understand the treatments and adjust
to their handicaps. Physical thera-
pists also should have manual dexter-.
ityrifind physical stamina. Many per-
sons who want to determine whether
they have the personal qualities
needed for this occupation volunteer-
for summer or part:time work in the
physical therapy department of a
hospital or, clinic. High school
courses that are useful include
health, biology, social science,
mathematics, and physical eduea-
tion,

A graduate degree combined with
clinical.' experience increases 9ppor-
tunities for adv'ancement, especially
to teaching, research, and adminis-
trative positions.

I

Employment Outlook

Employment of physical theraptists
is expected to grow faster thatMlie
average for all occupations through
the mid- 1980's because of increased
public.recognition of the importance
of rehabilitation. As programs to aid
Crippled children and other rehabili-
iati9n activities expaod, and as

.growth takes place in nursing homes
and other facilities for the elderly,
many new, positions for physical
therapisis are )ikely to be created. °
Many part-drip positions should con-
tinue to be available.

However, the rapidly growing
number of new graduates is expected
to the number of openings
that will occur each year due to
growth in the occupation and re-
plaeement of those who will die or
retire. As a result, new graduates are
expected to face: some. competition
through the mid-1980's. Employ-

,

ment opportunities will be best in
surburban and rural areas.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for new physical
therapy graduates averaged about
$11,200 a year in 1976, according to
a national survey conducted by the
University of Texas Medical School.
Earnings of experienced physical
therapists averaged about $14,000,
about one and a half times as much
as average earnings for all nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming.

Beginning therapists employed by
the Veterans Administration (VA)
earned starting salaries of $10,473 a
year in 1977. The average salary paid
therapists - employed by the VA in
1977 was-515,700 annually; supervi-
sory therapists may earn over
$20,000.

Sources ofAdditional
information

Additional information on a career
as a physical therapist and a list of

a
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accredited educational programs in
physical' therapy are available from;,
American Physical Therapy Association, 1156

15th St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20005.

PHYSICAfiTHERAPIST
D AIDESASSISTANTS A

(D.O.T. 355.878)

Nature of the Work

Physical therapist assistants and
aides work tinder the supervision of
professional physical therapists to re;
habilitate disabled persons so that
they may again lead useful and pro-
ductive 'lives. They work to restore
physical functions and prevent dis-
ability from injury or illness.

Assistants help physical therapists
test'patients, to determine the extent
of their capabilities and, the best
treatment for them. Using special
therapy equipment, they apply heat,
cold, light, ultra sound, and massage,
and report 'to their supervisors on

;awn

'Pasti:uir

-41V;;;.,, .2"1":"...k4

Aide helps padent do therapeutic 'sortie's.
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how well the patient is responding to
treatment. Assistants help patients
perform therapeutic exercises to
build strength and increase motion as
well as everyday activities such as
walking and climbing stairs. They
also help the physical therapist to-
instruct patients on how to use artifi-
cial limbs, braces, and splints.

Physical therapist aides help pa-
tients prepare for treatment, and may
remove and replace devices such as

splints, and slings and trans-
orra patientsvatients to and from treatment

,

areas. They may help assistants or
therapists by supporting patients dur-
ing treatment. Aides, care for and as-
semble treatment equipment. They
also make appointments, act as re-
ceptionists, and perform other cleri-
cal duties. ,

ome small health care institu-
tio , such as small hospitals or nurs-
ing omes, employ only one pe n
besides the th rapist. in the physic.'k,..
therapy depa ent. In this case, t. -4
assistantkor. aid may assume most of
the duties of the therapist, within th
limits of his or her training.

tional requirement to be waived for
thbse who learned their skills before

_associate degree programs became
available. In States not requiring a
license, physical therapy aides can
advance to assistants blip acquiring
the necessary knowledge and skills
on the job4, although employers often
prefer graduates of approved pro-
grams.

There were 37 approved programs
to train physical therapist assistants
in 1976. Most were in junior or com-
munity colleges, and-all led to an as-
sociate degree. Courses include his-
tory and philosophy of rehabilitation,
human growth and development,
anatomy, physiology, and psychol-
ogy. Studies also cover physical
therapist assistant proceduresnclud-
irk massage, therapeutic exercises,
and heat and cold therapy. Super-
vised clinical experience also is a re-
uirement of physical therapist
ssistant programs. The Armed

rces operate schools to train phys:
I therapist assistants, but this,
rang des not satisfy academic re-

quire is for State licensure and no
degree is a ed to graduates.
'Physical the apist aides train on

the job in hospitals and 'Other health
care facilities. The length and ion-
tent of these training programs, vary
widely, depencfitig on the level of dif-
ficurty of duties that aides are expect
ed to perform, the particular services,
required. by ,patients:in the firogrart,

Places of Employment

About 12,500 persons Narked as
physical therapist assistants and aides
in 1976. Most work in physical ther-
apy departaients of general and spe-
cialized hospitals. Others work in
physicians' or physical therapists' of-
fiCes a 'es, rehabilitation .cen-
ters,
c

omeslfor ttq rhyorii.7
elderly_.

co 40ypip*ox health
n6es ,9E Polk for

ctreji;,:e*Riptoofi.(ie.4cii:-11:-#10.1t0:*
retarded also erriP/OY..phYtichl4hek.4
pist assistants and
number are membeitS...df the 'Armed
Forces.

tants and aides must maintain a posi-
tive, bright outlook while helping pa-
tients with very difficult handicaps.
Patience and the ability to recognize
and appreciate slight improvements
also are helpful.

As physical therapist assistants and
aides gain experience, they may ad-
vance to more responsible duties
with corresponding pay increases.

4Fome aides may become physical
therapy assistants on the basis of ac-
quired job experience. The opportu-
nities for aides to advance in this way
are best in areas where associate de-
gree programs for physical therapist
assistants are unavailable.

Physical therapist assistants- with
an associate degree from an ap-
proved program sometimes advance
to physical therapists by earning the
bachelor's degree in physical ther- .

apy. A student thinking about this
option should,arrange his or her asso-
ciate degree curriculurh carefully 'to
correspond to the undergraduate, re-
quirements of the bachelor's degree
program under consideration.

Employment Outlook

Job . opportunities for physical
therapist assistants and aides who are
graduates..of approved programs are
expected to be excellent through the .
mid-1980's. In' communities where
there are large classes in physical
therapist assistant programs, some
graduates may find if necessary to 4

and th6satn°tInt of time professional 'mo'ire'410-other locations where no
-..4.4SOCiOSCIegree programs are avail-

Appinc OW Ordit:t0:,A0wpyystc,1.ii.-ble;FOI-.itie Nation aea whole, how-
capiit'aide:training tirOgraiti ger17:! ever; the number of openingS for

5t high school graduates iviiVskal therapist assistants caused
r;t li.iittilvalent:ErnPrOYeiSUSiallY .. by growth and replacement needs are

eitpecied to far exceed the number of
`at,drirSingOlclgs. graduates from these programs.

oof/cciOrseS that 'die:help- The number of physical therapist
ftd..:.,tY.i4iYSigar therapist assistants assistants and aides is expected to
and 'aides are health, biology, Psy- increase faster than the average for
chology, physical education, mathe-
matics, and typing.

Physical therapist assistants and
aides . need good physical health.
They also need good manual dexter-
ity to adjtist equipment, body coordi-
nation to assist in positioning Pa-
tients, and an interest in assisting the
physically handicapped. EmotiOnal
tability is important because assis-

Training, Othec OualificationS
and Advancement

Training requirements for physical,
therapist assistants are not uniform
throughout the country. In 19 States,
assistants are 'censed. They must be
graduates of a oved 2-year asso-
ciate degree programs and pass a
written proficiency examination. A
few of these States have a "grandfa-
ther" clause that allows the educa-

all occupations as the demand for
professional physical theripiSts
grows. Overall demand in the field
stems from increased public aware-
ness of the importance of rehabilita-

-tion and the growing number of nurs-
ing homes which provide therapeutic
services to the elderly, Expanded
physical therapy services planned by
hospitals, nursing homes, schools for



crigled children, facilities for men-
tally retarded; and other health and
reihabilitation centers are expected to
further increase the need for physical
therapist assistants and aides.

/Earnings and Working.
Conditions

In 1976, weekly salaries averaged
,'about $116 for beginning' physical
therapist aides and about $170 for
"those with experience, according to
the &naiad infOrmation available.
Physical therapist assistants received
itigl,er salaries than aides, beginning
at< about $175 a week. Experienced

. physical therapist assistants earned
as much as $325 weekly. Physical
therapist assistants working for the
Veterans Administration (VA)
earned starting salaries °fit 5 a
week in 1977, and the av ge of
salaries paid to all physical therapist
assistants with VA was about
$214 weekly. -0

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on a career as a phys-
'ical therapist assistant or aide and on
programs offering training for
ical, therapist assistant is available
from:

lheAmerinan physical Therapy Association,
1156 15th St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20005. (

'SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS
AND AUDIOLOGISTS

(D.O.T. 079.108)

Nature of the Work

About one out of ten Americans is
unable to speak or hear clearly. Chil-
dren who have trouble speaking or
hearing cannot participate fully with
other children in play or in normal
classroom activities. Adults having
speech or hearing impairmints often
have probletili in job adjustment.
Speech pathologists and audiologisti
provide direct services to these peo-'
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Speach pathologists and audiologists help penal* °venom speech and hearing.
disorders.

pie by evaluating their speech or
healing disorders and then providing
treatment.

The speech pathologist works with
children and adult's who have speech;
language, and voice disorders result-
ing from causes such as total or par-
tial.learing loss, brain injury, cleft
palate, mental retardation; emotional
problems, or foreign dialect. The
audiologist primarily assesses and
treats hearing problems. Speech and
hearing, however, are so interrelated
that, to be competent in one of these
fields; one must be familiar with
both.

The duties of speech pathologists
and audiologists vary with education,

apy. Some speech pathologists and
audiologists conduct research such
as investigating the causes of com-
municative disind_eis and improving -
methods for clipical services. 'Others
supervise clinical activities.

Speech pathologists and audiolo-
gists in colleges and universities
teach courses in the Principles of
communication, communication dis-
oiders, and clinical techniques; par-
ticipate in, educational Programs for
physicians, nurses, and teachers; and
work in university clinics and re-.
'search centers. Although most
speech pathologists and audiologists
do' some administrative work, direc-
tors of speech and hearing clinics and

experience, and place of .employ- coordinators of speech and hearing
ment. In clinics, either in schools orAn schools, health departments, or
other locations, they use diagnostic government agerkcjes may be 'totally
procedures to identify and evaluate involved in admiiistration.
speech and hearing disorders. Then,
in cooperation with physicians, psy-
chologists, physical therapists, and
counselors, they develop ana unple- Over 38,000' persons worked as
ment an organized program of ther- speech pathologists and audiologists

Places of Employment
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in 1976. Over one-half worked in
public schools. Colleges and univer-
sities employed, many in claisrooms,,
clinic's, and research centers. The
test Worked in hospitals, speech and
hearing centers, governor t _agen-
cies, industry, and privat practice.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

An increasing number of States
require a master's degree or its
equivalent 'for speech pathologists
and audiologisd. In addition, many
Federal programs, such as Medicare
and Medicaid, require participating
speech pathologist§ and audiologists
to have a master's degree. Some
States require a teaching certificate
to work in the public schools. In 29
States, those offering speech pathol-
ogy and audiology services outside of
schools must be licensed. Licensure
requirements vary among the States. t

Undergraduate course's in speech
pathology and audiology programs.
include anatomy, biology, physiol-
ogy, physics, sociology, linguistics,
semantics, and phonetics. Courses in
speech and hearing as well as in child
psychology, and psychology -of the ex-
ceptional child alse- ate helpful. This
training usually is available at colleg-
es that offer a broad liberal arts pro-
gram. .

In early 1977, about 228 colleges
and universitiei. offered graduate
education in speech pathology and
audiology. Courses at the graduate
level include advanced anatomy and
physiology of the 4reas involved in
hearing and speech; acoustics; psy-
chological aspects of cunicai
Lion; and analysis of speeaPproduc-
tipntlanguage abilities, and auditoryyprocesses.. racivate students also
take course' in the valuation and
remediation of speedhNanguage, and
hearing disorders. All students at the
graduate level receive supervised
clinical training with clients having
communicative disorders.

A limited number of scholarships,
fellowships, assistantships, and tiain-
eeships are available in this field.
Teaching and training grants to col-
leges and universities that have pro-
grams in speech and hearing are giv-
en by a number of ageacies of the

1 U.S. Department of He Ith,-)Educa-

tion, and Welfarethe Rehabilita-
tion Services Administration, the
Maternal and Child Health Service,
the Office of Educ tion, and the Na-
tional Institutes o Health. In addi-
tion, some Federa agencies distrib-
ute moneito colleg s to aid-graduate
students in speech and hearing pro:
grams. A large number of private or-
ganizations and foundations also pro-
vide financial assistance -for
education in this field.

Meeting the American Speech and
Hearing Association's (ASHA) re-
quirements for a Certificate of Clini-
cal Competence usually is necessary
in order to advance pression lly
and to
the
ter'

am a higher salary: To glarn
C, a person must have a mas-

degree or its equivalent and
Complete a one-year internship ap-
proved by the Association. PaSsing a
national written examination also is
required.

Speech pathologists and audiolo-
gists shOuld be able to approach
problems objectively and have a con-

' cern for the needs of othert. They
also should have considerable' pa-
tience, because a client's progress of-
ten is low. A person who desires
career in sOeech pathology and audi-
ology should be able to accept re-
sponsibility, work independently,
and dire& others. The ability to work
with dAail is important. Speech pa-
thologists and audiologists, receive
satisfaction from seeing clients'
speech or hearing improve as a result
of their work.

Employment Outlook

employment of speech pa-
:.gists' and audiologists is expect-

e o increase faster than the average
for all other occupations through the
mid-1980's. However, temporary re-
ductions in government spending on
speech and hearing programs may
decrease the number of new posi-
tions available at any one leime. Al-
though some jobs will be available
for those having only a bachelor's
degree, increasing emphasis
placed on, e master's degree by
State ments, school systems,
and Federal agencies will limit op-
portunities at the bachelor's degree
level.

.p '5°3
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While employment opportunities
for those with a master's degree gen-
erally shOuld be favoi-able, the large
number of graduates entering this
field may cause some competition.
Many openings will occur outside of
th'g large metropolitan areas and
some graduates will- have to relocate
in order to find employment. Compe-
tition for teac1ing positions in colleg-'
es and universities will be very strong
throughout the period.

Population growth, which will in-
crease the number of persons having
.speech and hearing problems, is one
of the factors underlying the expect-
ed expansion in employment of
speech pathologists and audiologists
through the mid-1980's. In addition,
there is .a trend toward earlier recog-
nition and treatment of hearing and
language problems in children. Many
school-age children; thought to have
learning disabilities, actually have
language or -hearing disorders which
speech pathologists and audiologists
can treat.

Other factors expected to increase
demand for speech pathologists and
audiologists are expansion in expenr
ditures for medical research and the
growing public interest in speech and
he ring disorders. State a Federal
lays now requireo school systems to
provide equ41 educational services
for handicap'ed children, an,d Medi-
care and Medicaid programs have
expanded their coverage of speech
and hearing services.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1977, the a al starting salary
in the Fed al Government for
speech path gists and audiologists
with a master's degree was ($14,097.
Those having a doctoral degree were
eligible to start at $17,056. The aver-
ge salary of all speech pathologists
nd audiologists working for the Fed-

eral Government was $21,804.
Salaries of speech pathologists out-

side of government tend to be higher
in areas cving large urban- popula-
tions. Many speech pathologists and
audiohgists, particularly those in
colleges and universities, supplement
their incomes by acting as consul-



tants, engaging in research projects,
and writing books and, articles.

any speech pathologists and
aud logists Work over 40 hours a

' week. ost-all receive fringe bene-
fits such paid' vacations, sick leave,
and retirement programs.

Sources of Additional
Information

State departments '-of education
can supply information on certifica-
tion requirements for.those who wish
to work in public sChools.

41.
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A list of c$11ege and university
programs and a booklet on student
financial aid as well as general career
information. are -available from:
American Speech and Hearing Association.

9030 Old Georgetown Rd.. Washington. .

D.C. 20014.
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DIETIT NS
(D.O.T. 077.0: through .168)

Matzo of the Work

Die s pIgn nutritious and ape
petizing meals to help people main-
tain or recover good health. They
also supervise the food service per-
sonnel who prepare and serve the
meals, manage dietetic purchasing
and accqteting, and give advice on
good eating habits. Clinical dietitians
form the largest groupAn this occupat-
tion; the others are administrative,
teaching, and research dietitians: Nu-
tritionists also are included in this
field.

Administrative dietitians apply the
principles of nutrition and 'sound
management to large-scale meal
planning and preparation, such as
that done in hospitals, universities,
schools, and other institutions. They
supervise the planning, preparation,
and service of meals; 1 select, train,

. and direct food service supervisors
and workers; budget for and pur-

. chase food, equipment, and supplies-,..
enforce sanitary and safety regula-
tions; and prepare records and re-
ports. Dietitians who are directors of
a,dietetic department,also decide on

-.departmental policy; Coordinate di-
etetic service with the activities of
other departments;' and are respon-
sible for the dietetic department bud-
get, which in large organizations may.
amount to millioais of dollars annual-
ly.

Clinical diet tans, sometimes
called therapeutic dietitians, plan
diets and supervise the 1seryice of
meals to meet the nutritional, needs
of patients in hospitals, nursing
homes, or clinics. Among their du-
ties, clinical dietitians confer with
doctors and (*her members of the
health care team about patients' nt-
tritional care, instruct patients and
their families on the requirements

.

and :importance of their diets, and
suggest ways to keep- on these diets
ittre leaving the hospital pr clinic. In
.;small institution, one person may
be both the administrative and clini-
cal dietitian.

clini-
cal_

dietitians conduct, evalu-
ate, and interpret research to im-
prove the nutrition of both..healthy
and sick people., is research may
be in nutrition scince and educa-
tion, food management, or food serv-
ice systems and equipment. They
may conduct statics of how the body
uses food. Research projects may in-
vestiate the nutritional needs of the
aging, or persons with a chronic dis-
ease, or space travelers. Research di-
etitians usually are employed .in
medical centers- or education facili-
ties, but also may work in community
health programs. (See statementfon
food scientists elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Dietetic educators teach dietetics
to dietetic, medical, dental,' and nurs-

ing students and to interns, residents,
and other members of the health care
team. They usually work in medical
and educational institutions.

Nutritionists may counsel 'individ-
uals and groups on sound nutrition
practices to maintain and improve
health or they may engage in teach-
ing and research. This work covers.
such areas as special diets, meal plan-
ning and preparation, and food bud-
geting and purchasing. Nutritionists
in community health may be respon-
sible fo the nutrition components of
preve we health and medical care
servic . This includes planning, de-
veloping, coordinating, and adminis-
tering a nutrition program or a nutri-
tion component as an integral part of,
a community health program. Ntitri-
tionists work in such diverse areas
food industries, educattbnal an
health facilities, and agricultural an
welfare agencies, both public and
private.

An' increasing number of dietitians
work as consultants to hospitals and
to health-related facilities. Others act
as consultants to commercial enter-
prises, including food processors and
equipment manufacturers. '----`'ss

Places of Employment

About 45,000 persons wdrked as
dietitian's in 1976. More than one-
half work in hospitals, nursing.
homes, and clinics, including about
1,100 inithe Veterans Adminitration-
and the U.S. Public Health Service.
Colleges, universities, and school sys.
tems' employ a large number of diet;
tns as teachers or in food service
systems. Most of the rest work for
health-related agencies, restaurants
or ,cafeterias, and large companiet
that provide food service for their
employees: Some dietitians are com-
missioned .officers in the Armed
Forces.

Training, Other Quaiifibations,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree, preferably
with a major in foods and nutrition or
institution manageMent, is the basic
educational reqUIFnient for dieti-
tians. This degreAtan be earned in
about 240 collefk and universities,

Clinical dietitians plan meals for patients usually in departments of home eco-
in hospitals, nursing homes, or cligies. nomics: College courses usually re-

1
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quired are in food and nutrition, in- . Employment Outlook
stitution ,management, Cilemistry. Employment opportunities for
bacteriole?gy, PhySiology, and related Qualified dietitians on both a full-

er.
as mathematics, data time and part-time basis are expected

processing, -psychology, sociology,
and economics.

to be good through the mid-1980's.
In recent years, employers have usedFor a dielitie lo qualify for pro- dietetic assistants trained in voca-

Dietetic
recognition, the American tional and technical schools and di-Dietetic Association (ADA) recom- etetic technicians educated in juniormends .the completion after gradu- colleges to help meet the demand foration of an approved dietetic intern- dietetic Services. Because this situ-,ship' or an .approtred individual ation is likely to persist, employmenttraineeshir; program. The internship

lasts 6 to 12 months and the trainee- opportunities also should contintie to

ship program 1 to 2 years. Both pro- be favorable for graduates of these

grams combine clinical. experience programs.

rn

Employment of dietitians is ex-under a qualified dietitian with' ome
pclassroom work. In 1976, 68 intern- ected to grow about as fast as the
average for all occupations throughship programs were approved by the the mid-1980's to meet the foodAmerican Dietetic Association. A

growing number of tovidinated un- madagement needs of hospitals and
g extended carp facilities, industrialprograms, located in- plants, and restaurants. Dietitiansschools of medicine andjn allied
health and home economi& depart- also will be needed to staff communi-

flints of bothtcolleges and universi- ty health programs and to conduct.
research'in food and nutrition. In ad-ties, enable students to complete. dition to new dietitians needed be-

lor's degree and the clinical experiboth

the requirements for a bacha- cause of ocbupational growth, any
i,

m

once requirement in 4 years. The others will be required each year to
- replace those who die, retire, orADA approves coordinated 'under-,graduate programs.

leave_ the profession for other ma-
_

Persons meeting- the qualifications sons.

established by Ihe ADA's Commis-
sion on Dietetic Registration can be- .

come Registered' Dietitians (R.D.'s).
Starting salaries of hospital dieti-

tians averaged $11,300 a year in
( 1976, according to a national survey
,conducted by the University of Texil
Medical Branch; Exp4rieneed dieti-
tians received innual'salaries ranging

-from $13,900 to $25,300: according
to the American Djetetic Associ-
ation. The median salary paid by col-
leges and universities, to dietitians
with bachelor's degrees was $13,900
a year in 1976. The median salary for
those with bachelor's degreesidwork-
ing in commercial or induStriarEstab-
lishments was $14,400 a year for
those in public and voluntary health
agencies, $13,090. For self-em-
ployed dietitiani with a bachelor's
degree, the median salary was over .
$16,000 a year in 1976.

The entrance salary in the Federal
Government for those completing an
approved internship was $11,523 in
1977. Begi if ning dietitians with a
master's de ree who had completed
an internship earned $14,097. In

Earnings and Akericing
Conditions

Registration ith the ADA is ac-
knowledgeme t of a dietitian's com-
petence.

Experienced dietitians may. ad-
, ,vance to ass or associate direc--

tor of dire or of a dietetic depati-
ment.: Advancement to higher level
tOsitions in teaching and research
aually requirps graduate,education;
public.hlialth nutritionists must earn
a' graduate degree in'this field.
Graduate study in institutional or
business administration is valuable to
those interested in administrative di-
etetics. -

Persons who plan to become dieti-
tians should have orgarlzational and
admini#rative ability, as well as high
scientific aPtitude, and should be
able to work well with a variety of
people. Among the courses recom-
mended for high school students in-
terested in careers as dietitians are

-hoirie economics, business A dminis-
. tration, biology, health, mathemat7

ics, and chemistry.
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107, the Federal Government paid
experienced dietitians average sala-
ries of $18,109 a year.

Most dietitians work 40 hours a
week; however, dietitians in hospitals
may sometimes work on weekends,
and those in commercial fodd service
have somewhat irregular hours.
Some hospitarls provide laundry serv-
ice in addition to salary. Dietitians
usually kceive paid vacations,.Itoli-
days, and health insurance and re-
tirement benefits.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information on approved Ai-
etetic internship programs, scholar-
ships,employ ment opportunities,
and registration, and a list of colleges
providing training for a professional
career in dietetics, contact:
Tha,-junerican Dietetic Association, 430

Worth Michigan Ave., 10th floor, Chica-
go, Ill. 60611.

The U.S. Civil Serv7ce---Commis-
sion, Washington,.D.C. 20415, will
send information on the require -
menZ for dietetic interns and dieti-
tians in Federal Government hospi-
tals and for public health nutritionists
and dietitians in the Public Health
Service,-U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and in the
District of Columbia government
programs.

DISPENSING- OPTICIANS

(D.O.T. 713.251, and 199.884

Nature of the Work )

About 100 million people 4n the
United States use some form of cor-
rective lenses to improve their vision.
Disperising opticians (also called
ophthalmic-dispensers) receive lens
prescriptions from eye actors (oph-
thalmologists) or optometrists, deter-
mine the size and style of eyeglassei
desired by the customer, write work
orders for ophthalmic laboratory
technicians, and adjust finished glass-
es to fit the customs,. In many States
they fit contact lenses.

Dispensing opticians determine
where lenses should be placed in
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relation to the customer's eyes by
,measuring 4M-distance-between -the
centers of the pupils. They also assist
the customer in selecting the proper
eyeglass frame by measuring the cus-
tomer's facial features and showing
the various styles and colors of
frames.

Dispensing opcicians analyze and
interpet prectipfions and prepare
work orders that give ophthalmic
laboratory technicians the informa-
tion they need to properly, grind the
lenses, and insert them in a frame.
The work orders include lens pre-.
scriptions and information on lens
size, color, and style. After glasses
are made, dispensing opticians use a
special instrument to check the pow-
er and surface quality of the lenses.

Opticians then adjust the frame to
the contours of theicystomer's face
and head so that it fits properlx and
comfortably. Adjustments ire diade
with handtools, such as optical pliers,
files, and screwdrivers. A special in-
strument is used to check the power
and surface quality of the lenses. s°

In fitting contact lenses, dispensing
opticians follow ophthalmologists' or
.,,optometrists' prescriptions, measure
alt corneas of customers' eyes and
then prepare specifications to be fol-
lowed by the contact lens manufacf
turer. Contact lens fitting requiies
considerably more skill, care, and pa- .
tience thanConventional eyeglass fit
ting. Dispensing opticians tell cus-
tomers how to insert, remove, and
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care for contact lens e during the ini-
tial adjustment peridvil, .which may
last several weeks. The, dispensing_
optician examines the patient's eyes,
cornea, lids, and contact lens with
special inoruments and microscopes
at each visit. Ophthalmologists or op-
tsitnetrists recheck the fit, as needed.
Oikicians may make minor adjust-
ments; lenses are returned to the
manufacturer for major changes.

The majority of dispensing opti-
cians are in the general practice of
designing and fitting eyeglasses.

'Asornespecialiie in the fitting of cos-
metic sffells to cover blemished eyes.
Still others specialize in the fitting of
prostheiis (artificial eyes). In some
shops, they may do lens grinding and
finishing and sell other optical goods
such as binoculars, magnifying glass-

, es, and nonprescription eyeglasses.

Places of Employment

About 14,500 persons worked as
'dispensing opticians in 1976. Most
dispensing opticians work' for retail
optical shops or department stores
and other ret*I stores that sell pre-
scription lenses. Many also work for

'optithalmologists or optometrists
Who sell glasses directly to patients.
A few work in hospitals and eye clin-
ics and teachin schools of ophthal -,
mic dispensing. Many dispensing op-
ticians own retail 'optical 'shops. .

Dispensing opticians: can befbund
it every State. However, employ-
inwit is concentrated in larie cities
and in populous States.

;

speniing optician arilnets finished glasses to fit the customer.

5J

Ain%

Training, Other Qualifications,
and AdSancement

. Most dispensing opticians learn
their, skills on the job. On-the-job
training in dispensing work may last
several years and usually includes
instruction in optical mathematics,
optical physics, and the use of preci-
sion measuring instruments.

Formal institutional tr9ining for
the dispensing optician i4Javailable
for high school graduates. In 1977,
15 schools offered 2-year full-time'
courses "in optical fabricating and dis-
pensing work leading to an associate
degree. In addition, large manufac-
turers of contact lenses offer nonde-
gree courses in lens-fitting that usual-

.
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'ly last a few weeks. Asrnall number
. of opticians learn their trade in the

Armed Forces.
High school graduates also. can

prepare for optical dispensing work
- through 3- to 4-year forinal appren-

ticeship programs'. Apprentices with
exceptional ability may complete
their training in a shorter period.

Apprentices receive training in op-
tical mathematics and optical physics
and in the use of laboratory equip-
ment.'In addition to technicialtrain-
ing, apprentices are given an oppor-
tunity to work directly with patients
in the fitting of both eyeglasses and
contact lenses: Trainees also are
taught the basics of office manage-
ment and sales.

EMployers. prefer' applicants for
entry jobs as dispensing opticians to
be high school graduates who have
had courses in the, basic sciences. A
Gowledge of physics, algebra,a ge-
ometry, and mechanical drawilt is
particularly valuable. Interest in and
ability to 66 precision work are es-
sential. Because dispensing opticians
deal directly with theopublic,- they
should be tactful and(%ave pleasant
personalities..

In .1976, 19 States had licensing
requirements governing dispensing
opticians: Alaska, Arizona, Cali
nia, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Kentucky, Massachusetts,
Nevada, New Jersey, New York,
North carcolinatRhOde Island', South ,
.Carolina; Terwessee, Vermont, -Vir-
ginia, and Washington. To obtain a
license, the applicant generally must
meet certain minimum standards of
education training; and also must
pass either a written or practical ex-
amination, or both. For Specific re-
quirements, the licensing boards of
individual States should be consult-
ed.

Many dispensing opticians go into
business for themselves. Others may
advance by becoming managers of
retail optical stores or becoming
sales representatives for wholesalers
or manufacturers of eyeglasses or
lenses.

Employment Outlook

Employment of dispensing?bpti-
cians is expected to increase faster
than the average for all occupations

through the mid-1980's. In addition
to the job openings from employ-
ment growth, some openings will
arise from the-need to replace experi-
enced workers who retire, die, or
leave the occupation for other rea-
sons. The demand for eyeglasses is
expected to increase as a result of
increases in population and a greater'
awareness of theoneed for eyeglasses.
State programs to provide eye .care
for low-income families, union health
insurance plaps, a d. Medicare also
will stimulate de 1W: nd. Moreover,
the growing variety of frame styles
and colors may encourage individ-
uals to bur more than one pair of
glasses.

Employment'opportunities" will be
particularly favorable for dispensing
opticians who have associate degrees
in opticianry_ Opportunities will be
best in metropolitan areas because
many of the 'retail optical shops in
small communities are operated sole-
ly by owners and do not need dis-
pensing opticians.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly wag rates for dispensing
opticians ran d from $5 to $8 in
1976 based o information from .a
small number of union contracts.
Dispensing opticians who own tileir
own shops can earn considerably
more.

.'Apprentices start at about 60' per-
cent of the skilled worker's rate and
are increased periodically so that
upon completion of the apprentice-
ship program, the ceive the begin-
ning rate for ex rienced workers.

Working co itions are generally
pleasant, quiet, and clean. Dispens-
ing opticians in rellail shops generally
work a 5 1/2- or 6-day week.

Some dispensing opticians are
members of unions. The principal
union in this field is the International
Union of Electrical, Radio and Ma-
chine Workers (AFL-CIO).

Sources of Additional
Information

I-

A list of schools offering courses
for people who wis4to become dis-
pensing opticians is available from:
National Academy of Opticianry. 514 Chest-

nut St.. Big Rapids. Mich. 49307.

5 ; 8
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National Federation of Opticianry Schools.
300 Jay St.. Brooklyn. N.Y. ,80,

5

For general information about the
occupation, contact:
International Union of Electrical. Radio and

Machine Workers. 1176 16th St: NW..
WaShington. D.C. 20036.

National Federation of Opticianry Schools
300 Jay St.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 11201.

Opticians Association of America. 1250 Con-
nedticut Ave. NW.. Washington. D.C.
20036.

HEALTH SERVICES
ADMINISTRATORS

- (D.O.T. 169.168, 187.118, and
187.168)*

Nature of the Work

Medical and health care is provid-
ed by organizations that. vary from
large teaching hospitals to small
walk-in clinics. Each of these re-,
quires effective manageinent to func-
tion properly. Health administrators,
under the general supervision of,
boards of directors or other govern-

,ing bodies, provide this management.
Administrators coordinate the var-

ious functions and activities that
'make a .health organization work.
They may do this personally, where
Ihe 'Organization is small, or direct a
staff of assistant administrators in
larger organizations. Health adminis7
trators make management deCisions
on matters such as the need for addi-
tional personnel and equipment, cur-
rent and fUture spa 4e requirements,
and the budget.

Some health se ces aclministra-
tors, including those who manage
hospitals or nursing homes, oversee
nursing, food services, and in-service
training programs. Assistant adminis-
trators usually direct the daily opera-
tions of these departments; however,
the chief executive keeps informed
through formal and informal meet-
ings with the assistantg, the medical
staff, and others. In addition to these

anagement activities, many health
inistrators help to carry out
raising drives and promote pub-

participation in health programs.
is phase of the administrator's job.

often includes speaking before civic

a
fun
lic



:-Admintitrators coordinotattia various activities of a Milani, organization.

groups, arranging publicity, and:co-
ordinating the activities of the 'or-
ganization with thpse of government
or community agencies.

.
Pieces of Employment ,. ''

-

About 160,000 persons, worked as
health services administrators' in
1976. Most administrators work in
health facilities, including h6spitals
(whibh employed about half of all
adrninistnitovs), nursing and person-
al care homes, and health manage-
ment firms 'that provide administra-
tive services td health facilities af`a
specified contract price.

Some health administraiors work
for. goverhMent agencies, including
State and local health de ents
and the U.S. Public Hel1th rvice.
In addition, the Federal Gov ment
hires administrators'in Veterans Ad-
ministration and Arnie FOrces hos-
pitals and Clinict. Qt Frs. work frn
voluntary health a ies that con-
duct research and p vide care and

treatment for victims of particular
diseases or physical impairments.

Training, Other Clualffications,
.anI,Advancemet

Educational requirements for
health services administrators vary
according to the position's level of
responsibility and the size of the or-
ganization. Generally, larger organi-
zations with more complicated ad-.
ministrative structures require higher
credentials than smaller o es.

Applicants with maste egrees
in health or hospital adminis tion
may be hired as associate or assi nt
administrators in hospitals, le
those with master's degrees in p c
health often find work as pro
analysts or program representa
in public health departments.
few master's degree recipients e
entry positions in nursing or pe
care homes, although many nu
hbme administrators pursue gradu
education while employed.
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Bachelor's degree recipients usuai-
., ly begin theivcareers as adminktra-..
.rive assistants.or deparunent-he0sin
hospitals, or as assistant acihnnistra-.
tors in nursing homes. GraduateS of .
2-year, associate degree prograrris
generally are hired await 'directors
br assistant departmenrheads inahos-
pitals, or as assistants lo program

'representatives in public health de-
partments. Some associate' degree
holders find assistant ,administrator
jobs in small nursing homes.

The.. Pit D. degree usually is re-
quired for positions in teaching or
research, and is an asset for those
seeking administrative jobs in the
larger, more prestigious health or-
ganizations'. Although some public
health departments still require chief'
administrators to be physicians, the
trend is away from this.

Administrators invArmed Forces
hospitals usually are career military
personnel.

In 1976 ',over 40 bachelor and
associate degree programs in health
services addinistratiori were of_
feredthe majority were 4-year' cur-
ricUliims. In addition, there were a'
about 52 rograms in hospital or
health se ces administration that
led to the aster's degree, and '19
schools of public health offered pro...
grams leading to a master's degree
public health.

Tqenter graduate programs,
Cants must Gave a bachelor's degree,

*with courses in natural sciences, psy-
chology, sociology, stristics, ac-
counting, and economics. Competi-
den for entry to these programs is
keen, and applicants need above'av-
erage grades to gain admission. The
programs generally last about 2years
and may include sore supervised ad-
ministrative, experience in hoSpitals
clinics, or health agencies. Programs
may include courses such as hospital
organization hnd management, ac-
counting and budget, control, person-
nel administration, public health ad-
ministration, and the economics of
health care.

All States and the District of Co-
lumbia require that the administrator
of a nursing or personal care hothe
be licensed: Requirements are not '
uniform., but they generally specify a
level of, education, such as a bache-

1 9
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lor's degree, plus some amount of
experience in the field.

Personal qualifications needed for
cess as a health administrator in-
de initiative and an interest in

helping the sick. Administrators
Should be able to work with and mo-
thrate people, and organite and di-
rect large-scale activities. They' also
should.enjoy public speaking.

Health administrators advance in
. the profession by taking increasingly

more responsible .positions. Fo ex-
ample, some hospital adnunis tors
lrgin their careers in small hospitals
in positions with broad responsibil-
ities, such as assistant administrator.
They advance by moving to jobs as
associate or chi f administrator in
larger liospi MOre commonly,
they start in a ge institution in a
position that is somewhat narrow in
scopefor exampl, as department

/tr ad in charge of purchasing. Re-
less of the path of advincement

chosen, the ultimate occupational
goal in hospitals and nursing homes is
the job of chief executive or chief
administrative officer.

Employment Outlook
The number of graduate programs

in heal& adininistration has in-
-creased rapidly in recent years and
administative spe$ialists with gradu-
ate degrees in other fields also have
entered the profession. Consequent-
ly, it may become more difficult for
those with less than graduate educa-
tion to enter health administration-in_r---
top management positions. In arldi-
don, some administrative jobs will
continue to be filled by registered
nurses, physicians, and members of
religious communities.

Employment,ef health services ad-
ministrators is e.refected to grow
much faster than the average for all

--occupations to' 985 'as the quantity
of patient ser "ces increases and
health services management be7
,comes more complex. The demand
for administrators will 'be stimulated
by the formation of more group
medical practices and health mainte-
nance organizations (facilities that
offer subscribers a broad range of
medical services for a monthly fee
paid in advance). Administrators
also will be needed in ranging. and
convalescent homes to handle the in-

t

creasing amount of administrative
work expected as these facilities ex-
pand in size. :.

Earnings and ificirking
Conditions

Salaries of hospital administrators
depend on factors such as the level of
job responsibility; the size, type, and
location of-the htspital; and the size
of its administrative staff and budget.

Chief administrators in hospitals
with to 199 beds earned an aver-
age of 5,500 a year in 1976. Some,
in lar r hospitals, earned over
$45, . Recent recipients of mas-.
ter's d grees in health administration
starting work in Veterans Adminis
tration (VA) hospitals earned
$14,097 a year in 1977. The average
salary paid administrators of Federal
hospitals was $20,700.

Commissioned officers in the
Armed Forces who work as hospital-
administrators hold ranks ranging
from second lieutenant to colonel or
from ensign to captain. Commanding
officers of large Armed Forces hospic,
tals are gener=ally plCysicians, who
may hold higher ranks. Hospital ad-
ministrators in the U.S. Public Health
Service are commissioned officers
holding ranks ranging from lieuten-
ant (junior' grade) to captain in the
Navy.

Administrators of nursing and per-
sonal care homes usually earn lower
salaries than those paid hospital ad-
ministrators in facilities having simi-
ar numbers of beds. Most adminis-

trators employed by voluntary health
agencies earned between $15,000
and $30,000 a year in 1976.

Health administrators often work
long hours. Because health.facilities
such as nursing homes and hospitals
operate around the clock, adminis-
trators in these institutions may be
called at all hours to settle emergen-
cy problems. Also, some travel may
be required to attend meetings or, in
the case of regional, State or local
public health department and volun-
tary health agency administrators, to
inspect facilities in the field. ,

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about health administ
tration and the academic programs in

".5.2n
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this field Offered by. universities, cGi
leges, and community ciolleges is

,available from:
American College of Hospital Administration.

840 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,
Illinois 60611.

Association of University Programs in Health
Administration. One Dupont Circle, NW.,

- Washington, D.C. 20036. ,
American Public Health Association; Division

of Program Services, 1015 18th St., NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

National Health Council, Health. Careers Pro-
gram; 1740 Broadway, New York, N.Y.,
10019.

American College of Nursing Home Adminis-
trators. 4650 East-West Hwy., Washing-
.ton.f.C., 20014.. '

i

MEDICAL. RECORD
ADMINISTRATORS

(6.0.T. 100.388)

Nature of the Work

All health care, institutions keep
records that contain medical infor-
mation on each patient, including
case,historiesrof illnesses or injuries,
repoVs on physical examinations, X-
rays and laboratory tests, doctors' or-
ders and notes, and:nurses' t=otes.
These records are necessary for cor-
rect and prompt diagnosis 'and treat-
ment of illnesses and injuries. They
also are used for research, insurance
clAims, legal ictionse evaluation of
treatment and medications pre-
scribed, and in the training of medi-
cal personnel. Medical information
in hospitals also is used to evaluate
patient care provided in 'the hospital
and as a basis for health care plan-
ning for the community.

Medical record administrators di-
rect the activities of the medical rec-
ord department and develop systems
for documenting, storing, and re-
trieving medical information. They
supervise the medical record staff,
which processes and analyzes rec-
ords and reports on patients' illnesses
and treatment. They train members ,

of the medical record staff for spe -.,
cialized jobs, compile medical statis:
tics requir d by State or national
health a ncies, and assist the medi-
cal sth in evaluations of patient care
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Medical record administrators develop systems for documenting, storing, and retriev-
ing medical information.

.) or research studies. Medical record
administrators,serving as department
heads are a part of the hospital man-

.

agetment staff and participate fully in
management activities. As the ad-
ministrators responsible for the
medical information system, they
may be required to testify in court
'about records and record proce-

dures.
The size and type of institution af-

fect the duties ato amount of respon-
sibility assigned to medical record
administrators. In large hospitals,
chief medical record administrators
supervise other mescal record ad-
ministrator& technicians, and clerks.
Smaller hospitals may employ only
two or three-persons in thee medical
record department; in nursing homes
usually one person keeps the medical
records. In these cases a consulting
medical record administrator usually
advises technical and clerical person-
nel performing medical record func-
tions.

4,

Places of,Employment

Most of the 12,300 medical record
administraAors emplOyed in 1976
winked in hospitals The remainder

worked in clinics, nursing homes;
State and local public health depart-
ments, and medical research centers.
Some health insurance companies

,also employ medical record adminis-
trators to help determine liability for
-payment of thlie clierks' medical
fees. Some medical record adminis-
trators work for firms that manufac-
ture equipment for recording and
.processing medical data and develop
and print health insurance and Medi-
cal forms, Many small' health care
facilities hire medical record admin-
istrators as consultants.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and. Advancement

Preparation for a career as a medi-
cal record administrator is offered in
specialized programs in colleges and
universities. Most programs last 4
years and lead to a bachelor's degree
,in medical record administration.
However, concentration in medical
record administration begins in the
third or fourth year of study, making
transfer from junior college possi-
ble. One-year certificate programs
also are available., for those who al-
ready have a bachelor's degree and
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req 'red courses in .the liberal arts
d biological sciences. In 1977,

`were 41 programs in medical
record administration approved by
the Council on Medical Education '0
the American Medical Association
and the American Medical Record
Association (AMRA). High "school
courses that are useful include
health, business administration,
mathematics, and biology.

Training for medical record ad-
ministrators includes both classroom
instruction and practical experience.
Anatomy, physiology, fundamentals
of medical science,' medicaktermi-
nology, and medical record science
are among the required scientific
courses. In addition, management
courses such as hospital organization
and administration, health law, statis-
tics, data processing, and computer
science are part of the ciirrimilum.
Experiente in the medical record de-
partments of hospitals provides stu-
dents with a practical- background in
applying standardized medical rec-
ord practices, piling statisticalco
reports, analyzin data, and organiz-
ing medical reco d systems.

Graduates of approved schools in
medical record administration are
eligible for the national registration
examination given by AMRA. Pass-
ing this examination gives profession.-
arecognition as a Registered Record
Administrator (RRA). There were
about 5,000 employed RRA's in
1976, according, to AMRA.

Mediqal record administrators
must be accurate and interested' in
detail. They also must be able to
communicate clearly in speech and
writing. Because medical records are
confidential, medical record admin-
istrators must be discreet in process7
ing and releasing information. Super-.
visors must be able to organize and
analyze work procedures and to
work effectively with other hospital
personnel.

Medical record administrators
with some experience in smaller-
health facilities may advanCkto posi-
tions as department heads in large
hospitals or to' higher 16,e1 positions
in hospital administration. Some co- 1
ordinate the Medical record depart-
ments of several sinalihospitals. Oth-
ers move on to medical record
positions in health. agencies. Many'

the
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teach in the expanding'programs for
medical record personnel in 2- and 4-
year colleges and universities.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
graduates of approved medical rec-
ord administrator programs are ex-
pected to be good through the mid-
1980's. Employment is 'expected to
grow fister than the average for all
occupations, with the increasing use
of heiddi facilities as more andAnore
people are covered by health insur-
ance. The detailed information re-
quired by third-party payers such as
insurance companies and Medicare
also will cause growth in the.oCcupa-
tion. More consultants will be need-
ed ti stawlardize health ,records in
outpatient clinics, community health
centers, nursing homes, and home
care p'rograms. The importance of
medical records in research and the
growing use bf computers to stole

. and- retrieve medical information
also should increase the demand for
qualified medical record administra-
tors to develop new medical informa-
tion systems. Part-time employment
opportunities also, should be avail-
able in teaching, in research, and in
consulting work for health care fa-
cilities.

Earnings and Working
Conditions s

The salaries of medical record,ad-
ministrators are influenced by the lo-
cation, size, and type of employing
institution, as well as by the duties
and responsibilities of the position.
The 'average starting salary for medi-
cal record administrators in 1976
was $12,312 a year, according to a
national 'survey conducted, by the
University of Texas Medical Branch
at Galveston. Top salaries averaged
$14,916 a year, with some earning as
much as $27,612. -

Newly graduated medical record
administrators employed by the Fed-
eral Government generally started at
$9,303 a year in 1977; those having
bachelor's degrees milk good aca-
demic records were eligible to begin
at $11,523. In 1977, the Federal
Government paid experienced'medi-
cal record administrators average
salgre% of $15,700 a year.

Medical record administrators
usually work a regular 36- to 40-hour
week and 'receive paid holidays and
vacations.

Sources of Additional
11....gorAation

Information about approved
schools and employment opportuni-
ties is availdble frIm:
American Medical Ricoid Association, John

Hancock Center,,, Suite 1850, 875 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

g PHARMACISTS

(3:O.T. 074.181)

Nature of the Work

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

dental practitioners and supply. and
'advise people on the use of many
medicines thargnn be obtained with
and without prescriptions. Pharma-
cists must understand Ite use, com-
position, and effect of rugs and of-
ten test them for purityand strength.
They may maintain patient medica-
tion profiles and advise physiCians on.
the proper selection and use of medi-
cines. Compbundingthe actual
mixing of ingredients to form pow-
ders, tablets r capsules, ointments,
and solutionsis now only a small
part of pharmacists' practice, since
most medicines are _produced by
manufacturers in the form used by
the patient.

Many pharmacists employed in
community pharniacies also !nave
other duties. BesidA dispensing
medicines, some pharipcists buy
and sell nonpharmacetitical mer
chandise, hire and supervise person-

Pharmacists dispense drugs and del, and oversee the general opera-
medicines prescribed by medical and- ti on of the pharmacy. Other

1t,
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Pharmacists often test drugs for purity and strength.
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' pharmacists, however, operate pre-
scription pharmaciesAhat dispense
only medicines, medial supplies,
and health accessories.

Pharmacists in hospitals and clin-
- ics dispense prescriptions and advise

the medical staff on the selection and
effects of drugs; they also make ster-
ile solutions, buy medical supplies,
teach in schools of nursing and allied
health professions, and perform ad-'
thinistrativ duties. An increasing.
number of annacists work as con-
sultants to, th medical team in mat-
ters related to daily patient care in
hospitals, nursing homes, and other
health care. facilities. Their role is.
crucial to safe, efficient, and proper
therapeutic care.

Some pharmacists, employed as
sales. or medical service representa-
fives or pharmaceutical detailers by

/drug manufacturers and wholesalers,
sell medicines to retail pharmacies
and to Aospitals, and inform health
personnel about new drugs. Others
teach in colleges of pharmacy, super-
vise the manufacture of pharmaceu-
ticals, or are involved in research and,
the development of new, medicines.
Some pharmacists edit or write tech-
nical articles for pharmaceutical
journals; or' do administrative work:
Some combine. pharmaceutical and
legal training an. jobs as patent -law-
yers or. consultants on pharmaceuti-
cal'and drug laws.

Places of Employment

About 120,000 persons worked as
licensed pharmacists in 1976. Over
90,000' pharmacists worked in com-
manity pharmacies. Of these, more
than two-fifths *owned their own
pharmacies; the others were salaried
employees. MOO of the remaining
salaried pharmacists worked for hos-
pitals, pharmaceutical manufactur-
ers, and wholesalers. Quite a few
community and hospital pharmacists
did consulting work for ntirsing
homes and other health facilities in
addition to their primary jobs. As a
rule, pharmacy services in nursing
homes are provided by consultants
rather than i y salaried employees.

Some pha'rmacists were civilian
employees of. tSe Federal Govern-

,ment,/i,workini chiefly in hospitals
-and elinica of the Vetirans Adminis-

tratiith and the U.S. Public Health
Service. Additional Federal agencies
employing pharmacists include the
Department of Defense,,the Food
and Dr-fitAdministration and other
'bran'?? es- of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and
the, Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion. Other pharmacists served in the
Armed Forces or taught in colleges
of pharmacy. State and local health
agencies, and pharmaceutical and
other professional associations, also
employ pharmacists.

Most towns have at least one phar-
macy with one pharmacist or more in
attendance. Most pharmacists, 'how -
ever, practice in or near cities, and in
those States that haye the largest
populations.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A license to, practice pharmacy is
required in all States and the District
of Columbia. To obtain ficerise, one
must be a graduate of an accredited
pharmacy college, pass a State board
examination andin nearly all
Stateshave a specified amount of
practical experience or internship
under the supervision of a registered.
pharmacist. Internships generally are
served in a community or hospital
pharmacy. In 1976, all States except
California, Florida, and Hawaii
granted a license without reexamina-
tion to qualified pharmacists already
licensed by another State. Many
pharmacists are licensed to practice
in more than one State.

At least 5 years of study beyond
high school are required to graduate
from, one of the degree programs
accredited by the American Council
on Pharmaceutical Education in the
72 colleges of pharmacy. Most
graduates receive a Bachelor of Sci-
ence (B.S.) or a Bachelor of Pharma-
cy (B. Pharm.) degree. About one-
third of the colleges of pharmacy also
offer advanced professional 'degree
programs leading to a Doctor of
Pharmacy (Pharm. D.) degree; three
of the schools offer only the Pharm.
D. degree. The Pharm. D. degree as
well as the B.5°. or B. Pharm. degrees
may serve as the .entry degree for
purposes of licensure as a pharma-
cist. The profession is considering
standardizing requirements and of-
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fering only one professional degree
instead of two.

Admission requirements vary. A
few colleges admit students directly
from high school. Most colleges of
pharmacy, however, require entrants
to have completed I or' 2 years of
prepharmacy education in an accred-
ited junior college, college, or uni-
versity. A prepharmacy curriculum
usually emphasizes mathematics and
basic sciences, such as chethistry, bi-
ology, and physics, but also includes
courses in 'the huthanities and social
sciences. Because entry require-
ments vary among colleges of phar-
macy, preph macy students should
inquire abo nd follow the curricu-
lam requir by colleges they plin to
attend.

The bachelor's degree in pharma-
cy is the minimum educational quali-
lication for most positions in the pro-.
fession. An increasing number of
students are enrolled in advanded
professional programs leading to the
Pharm: D. degree. A master's or Ph.
D. degree in pharmacy or a related
fiejc.--iisually is required for research
work- and a Pharm. D., master's, or
Ph. D. usually is necessary for admin-
istrative work or college teaching.
While a number of pharmacy graclii-
ates intetested in 'further training
pursue a Pharm. D. or a master's or
Ph. D. in pharmacy, there are other
options. Some enter medical, dental,
or law school, and others4ursue
graduate degrees in science or engi-
neering.

Areas of special study include
pharmaceutics and pharmaceutical.
chemistry (study of phy 'cal and
chemical properties of drugs dos-
age ,forms), pharmacology (stu y of
the effects of drugs on the body),
pharmacognosy (study of the drugs
derived from plant or animal
sources), hospital pharmacy, clinical .
pharmacy, and pharmacy administra-
tion (study of the social and econom-
ic faCtors related to pharmacy prac-
tice). Clinical pharmacy is. the
synthesis of the basic science educa-
tion and the application of this
knowledge to drug management
problems in the care of patients..
Courses in pharthacy administration
are particularly helpful to pharma-
cists who enter executive or manage-
rial positions.
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All colleges of pharmacy offer
courses in pharmacy practice, de-
signed to educate students in the
skilled processes required for corn-
pounding and dispensing prescrip-
tions, and to give students an appre-
ciation fqr the profession and an
understanding of the responsibilities
phirmacists have in their relation-
ships with physicians and patients.
Many colleges of pharmacy increas-
ingly are emphasizing direct .patient
care as well as consultative services
to other health professionals in their
academic programs.

A limited number of Federal schol -.
arahips and loans are available for
students studying full time toward a
degree in pharmacy. A number of
scholarships 'also are awarded annu-
ally by drug manufacturers, chain

- drugstores, corporations, State and
national pharmacy associations, col-
leges of pharmacy, and other organi-
zations.

Since many pharMacists are self-
employed, prospective pharmacists
with interest in this type of practice
should have some business ability, as
well as a interest in medical science
and e ability to gain the confidence
of their clients. Honesty, integrity,
and orderliness are important attri-

- b for the profession. In addition,
a .-acy is needed to compound and
dispense medicines as well as keep
records required by law.

Pharmacists often begin as em-
ployees in community pharmacies.
After they gain experience and ob-
tain the necessary funds they may
become owners or part- owners of
pharmacies: A pharmacist who gains
experience in a chain drugstore may
advance to a managerial position,
and later to a higher executive posi-
tion withirithe company. Hospital
pharmacists who have the,necessary
training and experience may advance
to director of pharmacy service or to

j

other administrative positions. Phar:
thacist,9 in industry often have oppor-
tunities for advancement in manage-
ment, sales, research, quality control,
advertising, production, packaging,
and other areas.

Employment Outlook

through the mid- 1980's. However, if
the number of pharmacy college
graduates continues to rise as rapidly
as it has in recent years, the job mar-
ket may change; graduates may begin
to, experience competition for jobs.
Growth is expected to be about as
fast as the average for all occupa-
tionL Most dpenings;however, will
'Tsai from deaths, retirements, and
other separations from the labor
force.

Employment will grow as new
pharmacies are established, in large
residential areas as well as in small
towns and rural ldcations. Many
community pharmacies, also, are ex-
pected to hire additional pharmacists
because of a trend towards shorter
working hours. Demand for pharma-
cists also will be generated by- such
factors as population growth; in-
creased life expectancy; greater de-
mand for drugs, particularly among
the elderly; availability of a wider
range of drug products for preventive
and therapeutic uses; the rising
standard of health care; and the
growth of public and private health
insurance programs that provide pay-
ment for prescription drugs.

Employment of pharmacists in
hospitals, nursing homes, and other
health facilities is expected to rise
faster than in other work settings.
Pharmacists increasingly provide di-
rect patient care arid consultative
services to physicians and other pro -,
fessionals in these health facilitiei.
Because drug manufacttirers are ex-
periencing loWer rates of return on
investment in research and develop-
ment due to increasing government
regulation, pharmacists may face de-
creasing cipportunities in production,
research, distribution, and sales.
Pharmacists with advanced training
will be needed for college teaching
and top administrative posts.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Based on limited information, the
starting salary for pharmacists gener-
ally Panges. from $14,000 to $17,000
a year. Experienced pharmacists,
particularly owners or managers of
pharmacies, often earn considerably

The employment outlook for phar- more. In general, salaries of experi-
is expected to be favorable = enced pharmacists are higher thanmacists
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the average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

The minimum entrance salary in
the Federal Government for a aew
graduate with a bachelor's degree
from an approved college of pharma- t
cy was $11,523 'a year in 1977. How-
ever, most graduates qual*d for a
beginning salary of $14,097 a year;
those with '2 years of graduate work,
$17,056 year, Pharmacists with ad-
ditional years of experience may start
at a higher salary. The average salary
for all federally employed pharma-
cists was about $18,600.

The average annual starting salary
for pharmacists in hospitals and
medical 'centers was about $14,600
in 1976, according to a survey con-
ducted by the 'University . of Texas
Medical School. Top salaries for ex-
perienced pharmacists in these set-
tings averaged $18,300, and4ome
-were as high as $26,200. Pharmacists
who do consulting work in addition
to their primary job may have total
earnings considerably higher than
this.

According to a survey condUcted
by the American Association of Col-
leges ofcPharmacy, average annual
salaries of full-time personnel in col-
leges of pharmacy during 1977 were
as follows: deans1, about$36,000;
assistar* and associate deans, about
$25,000; full professors, around'
$30,000; associate professors,
around $23,000; and assistant pro-
fessors, about $20,000. -

Based on the latest Pharmacy
Manpower Information_ Project initi-
ated by the American Association of
Colleges of Pharmacy, pharmacists
average 44 hours a week in their pri-
mary work setting. Many ,pharma-
cists' work in a secondary setting
where they average 15 hours a week.
Pharmacists in community settings
generally work longer hours that;
those employed in institutional set-
tings. Pharmacies often are.open in
the evenings and on weekends,, and
all States require airegistered phar-
macist to be in attendance during
store hours. Self-employed pharma-
cists often work more hours than
those in salaried positions.
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Sourp of Additional
Int rmation

Additional information on phar-
macy as a career, preprofessional
and professional requirements, pro-
grams offered by colleges of pharma-
cy, and student financial aid is avail-
able from:
American Association of Colleges of Pharina-

cY, Office of Student Affairs, 4630 Mont-
gomery Ave., Suite 201, Bethesda, Md.
20014.

General information, on pharmacy
is available from:

American Pharmaceutical Association, 2215
Constitution Ave. NW., Washington,
D.C. 20037.

Information abo.ut chain drug-
stores is available from"
National Association of Chain Drug Stores,

1911 Jefferson Highway, Arlington, Va.
22202,

General information on retail
pharmacies is available from:
National Association of Retail Druggists, 1750 ,

K St., NW., Washington, DC. 20006,

For a list of accredited colleges of
pharmacy, contact:
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American Council on Pharmaceutical Educa-
tion, One East Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.
60601.

Information on requirements for
licensure in a particular Statels avail-

file from the Board of Pharmacy of
that State or from:
National Association of Boards of Pharmacy,

One East Wacker Dr., Chicago, III.-

60601.

Information, on college entrance
requirements, curriculums, and fi-
nancial aid is available from the dean
of any college of phavnacy.
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SOCIAL SCIENTISTS.

Social sCientists study all aspects of
human societyfrom the origins of
man to the latest election returns.
Regardless of their field of specialize-

Lion, they are concerned with some
aspect of society, culture, or person-
ality. Anthropologists study primitive
tribes and mpdern communities, lib

Social scientists, 1976

7
Less than 1/2% of total
employment in
all occupations

The proportion of social scientists employed in
colleges and universities varies among occupations
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Source!. Burertis of L&bbr Satistics
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construct civilizations of the past,
and analyze the physical characteris-
tics, cultures, and languages of all
pdople, past and.presenteconomists
study the allocation of land, labor,
ancl capital, and the production, dis-
tribution; and consumption 'Of goods
and services, Geographers 'study the
relationship between geographic fac-
tors and economics, politics, urban
problems, culture, health problems,
and other areas. They also seek
explain changing patterns of human
settlement. Historians describe and
interpret ,the people, ideas, institu-
tions, and events of the past and pre-
sent. Political scientists 'study the
theories, objectives, and organization
of all, pes otgovernment. Psycholo-
gists study the behavior of humans
and lower animals in order to under-
stand and explain their actions, and
assist in adjustment or rehabilitation
when necessary. Sociologists analyze
the behavior and relationships of
groupssuch as the family, the com-
munity, and minoritiesto the indi-
vidual or to society- as a whole. Be-
sides these basic social sciepce
occupations, a number of closely re-
lated fields are covered in separate
statements elsewhere in this Hand-
book. (See statements on statisti-
cians, social workers, and otl er. so-
cial service occupations.)

The basic social science occupa-
tions provided employment for about
280,000' persons" in 1976. Overlap-
ping among the basic social science
fields makes it difficult to determine
the exact size of each profession.
Economists, however, make up the

_largest social science group *nd an-
thropologists the smallest.

About one-third of all social scien-
tists work in colleges land universi-
ties. However, the two largest social
science occuPations, economists and
psychologists, are not as heavily con-
Oentrated in institutions of higher
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Significant proportions of psychologists with doctoral
degrees work in nonacademic settings

Where social scientists work, percent of total employment; 1975

Source: National Research Council -Psychologists
with

doctorates
Other social scientists
with doctorates

a

tr

z

Teaching is the principal activity of social scientists
- with doctoral degrees

-6
Activities of social scientist#
,Percent of total employment, 1975

--(At.-
t

Sou National Research Council

0 20 40 60 80 100.

NMPsychologists
with im Other social scientists

doctorates MN with doctorates

education as other social scientists.
(See chart.)

Federal, State, and local govern-
ent'agencies, research and consult-

ng firms, hospitals and other health
facilities, and unions, associations,
and nonprofit organizations also em-
ploy social scientists: Business firms
:of all kinds are important employers
of social scientists. Banks, insurance
companies, retailers, and manufac-
turing concerns all employ soci 1 sci-

. ence majors as trainees for salts, re-

search, administrative, and executive
positions.

Overall employment in the social
sciences` is expected to grow about as
fast as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Economists,
psychologists, and geographers are
expected to experience faster than
average growth; anthropologists will
grow, about as fast as average; and
political scientists, sociologists, and
historians will grow more slowly than
average. Colleges and universities,
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the traditional employers of many
highly qualified social scientists, are
not expected to offer as many job
opportunities through 1985, as they
did in the past, because of the slow-
ing of enrollment growth. Top gradu-
ates 'of prestigipus universities should
have an advantage for the limited
number of academic positions. Most
employment growth should occur in
nonacademic areas, and many highly
qualified social scientists are expect-
ed to seek such positions. Despite

'this anticipated growth, the number
of persons seeking to enter the social

science field is likely to exceed the
available job openings. The following
statements present more detailed, in-
formation about the prospective clut-
look in the individual occupations.

ANTHROPOLOGISTS

(D.O.T. 055.088)

Nature of the Work

Anthropologists study man s
origins, physical characteristics, and
culture. These areas tf study exam-
ine people's traditions, beliefs, cus-
toms, languages, material posses-
sions, social relationships, and value
systems. Although anthropologists
generally specialize in one of four
specific areai=cultural anthropolo-
gy, archeology, linguistics, and phys-
ical anthropologyttey are expect-
ed, to have a general knowledge of all
of them.

Most anthropologists specialize in
cultural anthropology, sometimes
called ethnology. Ethnologists may
spend long periods- living with tribal
groups or in modern communities to
learn %bout their ways of life. The
cultural anthropologist lives with a
group of people to observe and write
about their social customs, beliefs,
and material possessions. They usu-
ally learn the native language in the
process. They also make compara-
tive studies of the cultures and soci-
eties of various groups. In recent
years, investigations have included
fewer primitive societies and more'
complex urban societies, including
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ghetto inhabitants, drug addicts, and
the aged.

Archeologists study cultures which
no longer exist or have changed
greatly. They study the remains of

- homes, tools, clothing, ornaments,
and other evidences of human life
and activity to reconstruct the in-

-habitants' history and customs. For
example, in a desert in New6Mexico,
archeologists uncovered an ancient
kiva an Indian religious chamber.
In a cave by the Dead Sea, some have
found pieces of ancient scrolls 2,000
years old. Archeological teams also
have excavated three large prehistor-
ic communities alOng the Illinois Riv-
er.

Linguistic anthropologists study the
evolution of language and the place
of language in a culture. They exam:
ine the sounds and structure of a so-
ciety's language and relate them to
the behavior and thought patterng of
members of that society. Such stud-
ies may be used to trace the diffusion
of a language or people over wide
geographical areas.

Physical anthropologists studying
human evolution investigate how the
physical characteristics of different_
races or groups of people are influ-
enced by heredity and environment.
This work requires extensive training
in human anatomy, biolOgy, genetics,
and the study of primates (the order
of mammals that includes man, apes,
and monkeys). A physic anthro-
pologist may identify a fossil of a hu-
man ancestor or teach a chimpanzee
to communicate with sign language.
A knowledge of body structure en-
ables physical anthropologists to
work as consultants on proje is such
as the design of cockpits for irplanes
and spaceships, and the sizing of
clothing.

Most new employme opportuni-
ties are expected to be in applied an-
thropology, a specialty which uses the
findings of anthropology in a practi
cal manner. Applied cultural an-
thropologists may, for example, pro-
vide technical guidelines to ease the
transition of nonindustrial societies
to a more complex level of socioeco-
nomic organization, or a medical an-
thropologist studying cultural atti-
tudes towards health and medical
treatment may help formulate and
administer a health program for an

ethnic minority. Many medical
schools hire medical
as instructors.

Applied linguistic anthropologists
may create a written alphabet to heap
advance literacy in societies with ufl-
written languages. Another related
specialty-area is urban anthropology,
the study of urban life, urbanization,
rural-ticharr migration, and the
ence of city life.

Most anthropologists,teach in col-
leges and universities, and they often
Combine teaching with research.
SOme specialize in museum work,
Mich generally combines 'adminis-
trative duties with fieldwork and re-
search on anthropological' collec-
tions. Anthropologists also v<rite
cultural, 'social,and archeological
impact statements for proposed Gov-
ernment projects. Some work in busi-
ness and industry including construc-
tion firm§ or engage in nontechnical
writing.

Olates of Employment

About 3,500 persons worked as
anthropologists in 1976. About four-
fifths of all anthropologists work in
colleges and universities. The Feder-
al GOvernment employs a small but
growing number, chiefly in museums,
national parks, the Bureau ofindian
Affairs, the rmy Corps of Engi-
neers, and tec niciyal aid programs.
State and local overnment agencies
emplby anthro logists, usually for
museum work or health research.
Some work as consultants in private,
community, or overseas develop-

4ment organizations.

Training, Other, Qualifications,
and Advancement

Students who want re) become an-
thropologists should obtain the Ph.
D. degree. College graduates with
bachelor's degrees often get tempo-
rary positions and assistantships in
graduate departments where they are
working for \iadvanced degrees. A:
master's deime, plus field experi-
ence, is sufficient for many beginning
professional positions, but promotion
to top positions generally is reserved
for individuals who have a Ph. D.
degree. Many colleges and univel:si-b

ties require a Ph. D. degree for per-.
manent teaching appointments. Per-
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sons a master's or bachelor's
degree in a thropology may be hired
as govern nt social ence analysts
or placed in manage ial positions by
private employers.

A student intereste in studying
anthropology should have a strong
background in the social and phys-
ical sciences. Mathematics is helpful,
since statistical and computer meth-
ods are becoming more widely used
for research in this field. Undergrad-
uates may begin their field training in
archeology by arranging, through
their university departinents, to ac-
company expeditions as laborers or
to attend field schools established for
training. They may later become su-
pervisors in charge of the digging or
collection of material and finally may
direct a portion .of the work of the

pedition. hthnologists and lin-
g ists usually do their fieldwork in-
dependently. Most anthropologists
base their doctoral dissertations on
data collected through field research;
they are, therefore, experience
fieldworkers by the time they ea
the Ph. D. degree.

Nearly 300 colleges and universi-
ties have bachelor's degree programs
in anthropology; some 130 offer mas-
ter's degree programs and about 80,
doctoral programs. The choice of a
gradu4te school is very important.
Students interested in museum work
should select a school which is asso-
ciated with a museum that has an-
thropological collections. Similarly,
those interested in archeology should
choose either a university that offers
opportunities for summer experience
in archeological fieldwork, or attend
an archeological field school else-
where during summer vacations.

AnthrOpologists shOuld have spe-
cial interest in

and
history and

social studies and enjoy reading, re-
search, and writing. Traveling to re-
mote areas, working in an uncom-
fortable climate, and liVing in
primitive housing are sometimes nec-
essary.

Anthropologists work with ideas
and have the op rtunity for self-ex-

spression. Th should be able to
work independ tly and with detail.

(For information on advancement,
see the Handbook statement on Col-
lege and University Teachers.)
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Employment, Outlook

Emplokrapnt of anthropologists is
.expected tcpiaticrease about as fast as
the average for all occupations. Most
new jobs are expected to be in pri-
vate industry,. the Federal. Govern:
ment, mAital and piiblic health agen-
c i.es , and urban. planning
departments of city governments.
College, and university teaching,
which will remain the largest area of
employment for anthropologists, is
likely to have litt(I4towth due to the

iprojected slowdown in college en-
.rolIntents.

rithe number of qualified .anthro-
- pologists seeking to enter the field

will likely exceed available positions.
As a result: doctorate holders may
fact keen competition through the,
mid-1980's, particularly for jobs in
colleges and universities. Graduates
with only bachelor's and master's de-
grees are expected to face very keen
competition, although they may be
preferred for some nonacademic 00-
sitions. Some teaching positions may
be available in junior colleges or high
schools for those who meet state -eery
tiflcation- requirements.

Anthropologists sometimes-are re-
quire to do fieldwork under adverse
weather conditions. They also must
adapt themseves to cultural environ-
ments which are materially and so-
cially different.

Sources of Additional
Info rmation

For information about employ-
ment opportunities and schools that
offer graduate' training in anthro-
pology, contact:
The Americari Anthropological Association,

1703 ew Hampshire Ave. NW., Wash-
ingto D.C. 20009.

e A eological Institute of America, 260
W. Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10013.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for anthropolo-
gists with a Ph. D. degree were gener-
ally about $16,000 a year in 1976.
Most experienced anthropologists

ECONOMIS1

(D.O.T. 050.088 and .118)

Nature of the Work

Economists are concerned with
how to utilize scarce resources such
as land, raw materials, and human
resources to provide goods and ser-
vices for society. Economists analyze
the relationship between the supply

earned between $17,000 and
$27,000 a year, according to limited .,
data available. In general, salaries of
experienced anthropologists are a lit-
tle lesfithan the average, for all social
science professional workers.

In the Federal Government, an- .
thropologists having a bachelor's de-
gree could begin as trainees at
'$9,303 or $11,52p a year in 1977,
depending upon the 'applicant's aca-
demic record. The starting salary for
those having a master's degree was
$14,097 a year, for those having a
Ph. D., $17.2016,. Anthropologists in
the Federal Government averaged
around $23,800 in 1977.

Many anthropologists in colleges
and universities supplement their
regular salaries with earnings from
other sources such as summer teach-
ing and research grants.
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and dbmand of goods and services
and study, how they are produced,
distributed, and consumed. Some
economists are concerned with, spe-
cific fields such as farm, wage, tax,
and tariff problems and policies,
while others attempt to develop theo-
ries explaining the causes of employ-
ment and unemployment or inflation.
Most economists analyze and inter-
pret a wide variety of economic data
in the course of their work,

Economists in colleges and univer-
sities are engaged primarily in teac
in.the theories, principles, an
methods of economics. In addition,
economics faculty members often
are involved in research, writing, and..
other nonteaching activities. They.,
frequently act as consultants to busi-
ness firms, government agencies, or
individuals.

Economists in government collect
and analyze data and prepare studies
used to assess economic conditions
and the need for changes in govern -.
ment policy. Most goveifnMnt
economists are in the fields ofi$gri-
culture, forestry, business,r,4finance,
labor, transportation, or internation-
al trade and development. For exam-
ple, economists in the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce study domestic
producti n, distribution, and con-
sumption commodities or services;

Economics is the largest social science fir.
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in the Federal .Trade CoMmission,
economists_, prepare economic evi-
dence or industry analyses to assist in
enforcing Federal statutes designed
o eliminate unfair, deceptive, or o-

nopolistic practices in interstate
commerce; economists in the Bureau
of Labor. Statistics assist in survey
planning and analyze data on prices,
wagqs, employmeoC and _productiv-
ity.

. Economists who work for business
firms provide management with in-
formation to make decisions on mar-
keting and Pricing of company prod-
ucts; ana,lyze the effect of
government policies on business or
inwnational trade; or look at the, ad-
vi ability of adding new lines of mer-
chandise, opening new branch opera-
tions, or otherwise expanding the
company's busfness. Business econo-
mists working for firm hat carry on
extensive operdtions broad may be
asked to prepare sh t- and long-
term forecasts of foreig economies
as well as forecasts of th U.S. econ-
omy:

Places of Employment
Economics is the largest social sci-

ence field. About 115,000 persons
worked as economists in 1976, ex-
cluding those teaching in secondary
schools. 'About 3 out of 4 of these
jobs are in private industry or re-
search organizations. Important em-
ployers of economists include manu-
facturing firms, banks, insurance
companies, securities and investment
companies, and management con-
sulting firms. Colleges and universi-
ties employ about 1.0 percentabf the
Nation's economists while govern-
Ment agencies, primarily Federal,
employ another 10 percent. Some
economists run their own consulting
businesses.

Economists work in all large cities
and university towns. The largest
nuiiiber are in the New York City
and the Washington, D.C. metropol-
itan areas. Some work overseas,
mainly for the U.S. Department of
State including the Agency for Inter-
national De velopmeint.

TrainIng,10ther Qualifications,
and Advancement

Economists must have a thorough
understanding of economic theory

and of mathematical methods of eco-
nomic analysis. Since many begin-
ning jobs for economists in govern-
ment and business involve the
collection and compilation of data, a
thorough knowledge of basic statisti-
cal procedures is required. In addi-
tion to courses illinacroeconoinics,
microecon mics, econometrics, and
business nd economic statistics,
training in omputer science' is highly
recommend .

f At the undergraduate level,
courses in one or More of the follow-
ing subjects also are valuable: busi-
ness cycles; economic and business
history;'economic development of
selected areas; money and banking;
international ,economics; public fi-
nance; industrial organfiation; labor
economics; comparative economic
systems, economics of national plan-
ning; urban economic problems and
policies; marketing principles anclor-
ganization; consumer analysis; or-
ganizational behavibt; and business
law.

A bachelor's degree with a major
in economics is sufficient for many
beginning research, administrative,
management trainee, and buSiness
sales jobs. However, graduate train-
ing increasingly is required for ad-
vancement to more responsible posi-.
tions as economists. Areas of
specialization at the graduate level
include advanced economic theory,
comparatisle economic systems and
planning, econometrics, economic
development, economic history, en-
vironmental and natural resource
economics, history of economic
thought, industrial organization, in-
stitutional economics, international
economics, labor economics, mone-
tary economics, public finance, re-
gional and urban economics, and so-
cial policy. Students should select
graduate schools strong in specialties
in which they are interested. Some
schools help graduate students find
part-time employment in nearby gov-
ernment or private organizations en-
gaged in economic research where
students may gain valuable experi-
ence.

In the Federal Government, candi-
dates for entrance positions must
have a minimum of 21 semester
hours of economics and 3 hours of
statistics, accounting, 9r calculus.
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. A master's degree generally is the
minimum requirement for a job as a
college instructor in many junior col-
leges and small 4-year schools. In
many large colleges and universities,
completion 'of all the requirements
for a Ph. D. degree, except the disser-
tation, is -necessary for appointment
as a teaching assistant or instructor.
The Ph. D. degree usually is required
for a professorship and, almost always
is necessary to gain tenure.

In government, industry, research
Oganizations, and consulting firms,

ee9noMists who have a graduate de
gree usually can qualify for more re-
sponsible research and 'administra-
tive positions. Experienced business
economists may advance to manage-
'fiel or executive positions in banks,
industrial concerns, trade associ-
ations and other organizations where
'they formulate practical business and
administrative policy.

About 1,500 colleges and universi-
ties offer bachelor's degree programs
in economics; about 230, master's;
and about 120, doctoral programs.

Persons who consider careers as
economists should be able Co work
accurately and in detail since Much
time is spent on careful analysis of
data. Frequently, the ability to woi)
as part of a team is required. Ecorio-
miSts must be objective in their work
and be able to express themselves
effectively both orally and in writing.

Employment Outlook

'Employment of economists, is ex-
, pected to,grow faster than, the aver-
age for all occupations through the
mid- 1980's. However, most openings
will result from deaths; retirements,
and other separations from the labor
force.

Private industry and business will
continue to provide the largest num-
ber of employment opportunities for
economists because of the increasing
complexity of the domestic and inter-
national economies and the in-
creased reliance on quantitative
methods ,,of analy4ing business
trends, forecasting sales, and p
ning purchases and production op-
erations. Employers will seek those
well-trained in econometrics and sta-
tistics. In addition, the increasing
need for business economists to assist
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lawyers, accountants, engineers, and
other professionals in saving prob-
lems should stimulate employment
growth. Eynployment of economists
in State and local government agen-
cies is expected to increase because
of the growing responsibilities of lo-

- cal governments in' areas such as
housing, transportation, environment
and natural resources, health, and
employment development and train-
ing. Employment of economists in
the Federal Government is expected
to rise slowlyin line with the rate of
growth .projected for the Federal
%york force as a whole. Colleges and
universities, the traditional employer
of many highly qu;lified economists,
are not expected to significantly in-

, crease employment. As a result,
many such economists may seek non-
academic positions.

Persons who graduate with a
bachelor's degree ' in economics
through the mid-1980's are likely to
face keen collipetitiqn for jobs as
economists. However, many of these
degree holders will find employment
in government, industry, and busi-
ness as management or sales trainees,
or as research assistants. Candidates
who hold master's degrees in eco-
'nomics face-very strong competition
for teaching positions in colleges and
universities, but they should fipd
good opportunities for administra-
tive, research; and planning Positions
in private indu,stry and government.
Ph. D.'s are likely to face Competi-
tion for academic positions, although
those graduating from high-ranking
universities shoed have an advan-
tage. Ph. D.'s should have favorable
opportunities in government, indus-
try, research organizations, and con-

(liulting firms.
Economists specializing in the en,

vironment, energy and natural re -.
sources, health, and transportation
are expected to Have good-job oppor-
tunities. However, since 'practicing
economists 'may shift from one spe-
cialtyto another, fields of specializa-
tion offering favorable job opportu-
nitiel may change over short periods
of time: A strong background in eco-
nomic theory and econometrics pro:
vides the tools for acquiring any spe-
cialty within the field.-

Earnings

According to the 1975-76 College
o Placement Council Salary Survey,

bachelor's degree candidates 'in the
social sciences received offers aver-
aging around $10,000 a year; (mas-
ter's degree candidates in the social
sciences, around $12,000; bachelor's
degree candidates offered positions
in the field of finance and economics,
around $10,600. -

According to an American Eco-
nomic Association survey, average
salary offers made to new Ph. D.'s for
the academic year 1975-76 were as
follows: in colleges and universities,
around $13,100 to $14;600 for the 9-
month academic year; in business
and industry, $18,000 a year; in
banking and finance, $17,775 a year;
in consulting and research, $17,500 a
yea ; in the Federal Government,
$18, 50 a year; and in State and lo-
cal vernment, $15,500 a year. Av-
erage 'salaries of economists em-
ployed in colleges and universities
for the academic year 1975-76 were
as follows: for professors, about
$25,400; for associate professors,
about $18,700; for assistant profes-
sors, about $15,300; and for instruc-
tors, about $12,100.

Economists who have
fa Ph. D.

ii---generally are aid higher salaries
than those who have lesser degrees
and similar experience. A subMantial
number of economists supplement
their salaries by consulting, teaching,
and research activities. In general,
salaries of experienced economists
are much higher than the average for
all nonsupupisory woqkepin private
industry, except harming."

The Civil Service Commission rec-
ignizes education and experience in
certifying applicats for entry level
positions in the Fe era! Government.
In general, the entrance ,salary for
economists having a bachelor's de-
gree was $9,303 a year in 1977; how-
ever, those with superior academic
records could begin at $11,523.
Those having a master's degree could,
qualify for positions at an annual sal-
ary of $14,097, while those with a
'Ph. D. could begin at $17.0356.
E6onomists in the. Federal Govern-
ment averaged around $25,100 in
1977. Economists`.work in many gov-
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ernment agencies, primarily in the
Departments of State, Treasury,
Army, Interior, Agriculture,Com----
mtece, Labor, Health, Education,
and Welfare, Housing and Urban De-
velopment, and Transportation. r

Sources of Additional
information

For information on job openings
for economists with graduate degrees_
and on schools offering graduate
training in economics, contact:
American nomic. Association, 1313 21st

Aven th, Nashville, Tenn. 37212.
For additio 1 information on ca-

reers in busines economics, contact
National Association of Business Economists,

28349 Chagrin Blvd., Suite 201, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44122.

GEOGRAPHERS

(D.O.T. 017.281, 029.088, and
'059.0 8)

Nature of the Work

Geographers study the spatial
characteristics of the earthand all
that is found on it. Such studies help -*-
to explain changing patterns of hu-
man settlementwhere people live,
why they are located there, and how
they earrr a living.

GeOgraphers are involved in a vari-
ety of activities. Most are college or
university tefichers; others are in-
volved in reselirch, writing, and other
nonteaching /activities. Their le-
searckisncludes the study. and analy-
sissis of the distribution of land forms,...,
climate, soils, vegetation, mineriL
water, and human resources. They
also analyze the distribution and
structure of political organizations,
transportation systems, mark ting
systems, urban systems, agri re,
and industry. Many geograp ers
spend considerable time in field_
study sing surveying and mettoro-
logics instruments. They analyze
maps, aerial phbtographs, and data
trans fitted by remote sensing equip-
ment on satellites, and apply ad-
vanced statistical techniques in their
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geographers speelallze In making maps.,

:0. I ..70.

work. Some gepgraphers also con-
struct maps, graphs, and diagrams.

Economic geographers deal with
the geographic distribution of eco-
nomic activitiesincluding manu-
facturing, mining, agriculture, trade,
and communications. Political geog-
raphers study the relationship of geo-
graphic conditions to political affairs.
Urban geographers study cities and
their problems and make recommen-
dations about community' planning
and development, including housing,
transportation, arid industrial plant
sites. (See statern,ent on Urban Plan-
ners elsewhere in thi Handbook.)
The physical characteristics and pro-
cesses affecting the earth are the
concerns of physical geographers.
Typically, they specialize in a par-

, ticular branch of physical geography
such'as hydrologythe study of wa-
ter and its effects, or geomorphology,
which is the study of land forms. Re-
gional geographers study the physical,
economic,,,political, and cultural
characteristics of a particular region
or area, which may range in size from
a river basin or an island, to a State,
a country, or even a continent. Car-
tographers compile and interpret
data and design and construct maps
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ogy, anthropology, or urban plan-
ning.

Places of Employment

About 1p,000 persons worked -as
geographers in 1976, excluding those
teaching in secondary schools.

.Colleges and uniVeriities employ
about three-fifths of all geographers.
However, the Federal Government is
an important emplom of geogra-
phers, and many work in the Wash-
ington, D.C. area. For these pogra-
phers, employed mostly by malpping
and intelligence agencies, skills in
cartography, aerial photograph inter-
pretation, and remote sensing are im-
portant.

The. principal Federal employers
are the Departments of Defense, In-
terior, Commerce, and Agriculture.
Other agencies include the Depart-
ments of State; Transportation; a9d
Health, Education, and Welfare; Ad
the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy (EPA), National Aeronautical
and Space Administration (NASA),
Energy Research and Development

and charts. They also conduct re- Agency..( ERDA), and Central Intelli-
search in surveying and mapping gence Agency (CIA).
techniques and procedurei. A grow- State and local governments ern-,-ing number of medical geographers ploy a growing number of geogra-
are concerned with t geographic, phers, mostly on city and State plan-
aspects of hums ealth, problems ning and development commissions.
and planning of 1) alth services. They
study the effect of the natural envi-
ronment on helth, including such
factors as climate, vegetation, miner-
al traces in water, and atmospheric
pollution, as well as the geographic
distribution of human health prob-
lems and health care facilities.

Formal training in geography pro-
vides the backgrourtO for a wide
range of jobs requiring expertise in
environmental resources and plan-
ning, research methods, and a variety
of other areas. Exarkles of such jobs
are aerial, photo irpreter, clima-
tologist, community . development
specialist; ecologist, intelligence ana-
lvt, map analyst, land economist,
marketing analyst, regional planner,
research analyst, site researcher, and
transportation planner. Jobs such as
these generally reiluire knowledge
not onlf of geography, but of other
disciplines as well. Particularly useful
combinalions include geography and
economics, political science, sociol-

L)

# Private industry employs a small
but growing number of geographers
involved in research, planning, and
location analysis. Most work for text-
book and map publishers, travel
agencies, manufaquring firms, real
estate developmenircorporations, in-
surance commits, communications
and transportation firms, or ...shain
stores. -Others work for scientific.(
foundations and research organiza-
tions, or run their own research or
consulting business.

-Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The minimum educational require-,
ruent for beginning positions in geog-
raphy in goKernment, industry, 'or -
secondary schools usually is a bache-
lor's degree with amajor in the fi61d.
Bachelor's degree holders would find
it helpfyi to have training in a spe-
cialty such as cartography, aerial
photograph or remote sensing data
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110 interpretation, statistical analysis; or
environmental analysis.

A master's degree 'usually is the
minimum requirement for the posi-
tion of collsge instructor, and is im-
portant fof advancement in business
and government. In many colleges
and universities,..however, a Ph. 'D.
degree usually is required fpr a pro-
fessorship and often is necessary to
gain tenure. The Ph. D. degree often
is necessary for senior level planning; t
research, and administrative...06i-
tions in government, industry, re-
search organizations, and consulting
firms.

'In the Federal Government, geog-
raphers generally nil& have a mini-
mum of 24 semester hours ip geogra-
phy or related fields. Requirements
may vary for certain specialties such
as cartography.

About 400 colleges and universi-
ties offered programs in geography in
19 /g. Undergraduate study provides
a general introductio-n to the field of
geography- and, often inekides field
study. Research methods and writing
skills also are taught. Typical courses
offered are physical geography, cul-
tural geography, climatology and me-
teorology, economic geography, po-
litical geography, urban geography,
and, quantitative methodqn geogra-
phy:Courses in cartography, remote
sensing, historical geography, ecol-
ogy.,.natural resource planning,,soCial
geography, geftraphy of transporta-
tion, geographic aspects of pollution,
and geography of various regions
also are offered. Geography majors
should take appropriate electives in
other departments. For example,
courses 'in economics, architecture,
urban planning, and urban and rural
sociology are important for planners;
courses in drawing, design, computer
sciencejAnd mathematics are impor-
tant foikdartographers; and courses in
physics, botany, and geology are im-
portant for physical geographers.

In 1976, 'about 150 institutions of-
fered master's degree progirams; 55
offered Ph. D. programs. Applicants

_are required to have a bacheler's de-
gree in any of the social or physical
sciences with a substantial back-
ground in geography. Requiremeks
for itdvanced degrees include flea
and laboratory work as well as .I;1-

611vanced classroom study in geography

and preparation of a thesis. Many
graduate schools also require course
work in advanced matheinatics, sta-
tistics, and computer science be-
cause of the increasing emphasis on
these aOas in the field. A language
may bor required for those studenti
who plan to enter the field of foreign
regional geography.

Students should select graduate
schools that offer appropriate areas
lof 'specialiiiitioir- add ood research-
opportunities in nearby libraries,'ar-
chives, laboratories, and field stab
tions. Employment often is avaitable
at area government agencies or re-
search, scientific, or industrial firms.

Persons who want to become geog-
raphers should enjoy reading, study-
ing, and research because they must
keep abreast of developments in the
field. Geographers must work with
abstract ideas and theories as well as
do practical studies. They also must
be able to work independently and
communicate their ideas orally and
in writing.

I)

Employment Outlook

Employment of geographers is ex-
pected to grow faster than the aver-
age for all occupations through the
mid-1980's. However, most openings
are likely to result from deaths, re-
tirements, and other separations
from the labor force.

Little growth is anticipated in col-
lege and university teaching, the tra-
ditional empl yer of many_ highly
qualified geo aphers; as a result,
many u eograpIrrs may seek
nonacademic positions. Many oppor-
tunities are'beComing available in the
fields ooh e!rth services planning and
environmental management and
planning, including such areas as
land and water resources planning
and flood management. Significant
growth in the number of jobs requir-
ing knoivledge of remote sensing,
cartography, and climhtology also is
expected. The Federal Government
will need additional personnel to
(work in programs such as health
planning, regional development, en-
vironmental quality, and intelligence.
Employment of geographers in State
and local government is expected to
expand, particularly in areas such as
health planning, conservation, envi-

3
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ronnie tal quality, highway planbing,
and city, community, and regional
planning and *development. Private
industry is expected to hire increas-
ing du bers of geographers for mar-
ket re earch and location analysis.

The employment outlook for geog-
raphers with the Ph. D. is expected to s-

be pvorable through the mid-1980's
for research and administrative posi- 11
tionsi in government, industry, re-

--search organizations, and consulting
Iiiint. Ph. D. 's may face competition
fctr academic riositions, althodgh
thbse graduating from high-rankingrudiversities should have an advan-
tage. Thdse with the master's degree
are likely to face competition for
academic positions, but should have
good opporitunitea for planning and,
marketing positions in government
and industry. .

Graduates -with a bachelor's de-
gree in geography are. expected to
face competition for jobs as geogra-
phers. Some may find jobt as cartog:
raphers, climatologists, or intelli-
gence analysts, while many of these
degree h ers may find employment
in jovernm t and industry as man-
agEmentlral es, research assistants,
or adminis ative assistants. Others
may obtain employment as research
or teaching assistants in educational
institutions, while studying for ad-
vanced degrees. Some bachelor's de-
gree holders teach at the high-school
level, although in Some States the
master's degree is becoming essential
for high school teaching positions.
Others earn library science degrees
and become map librarians.

, Earnings and Working --
Conditions

Ae d' g to the-1975-76 College
Pla emen, . Council Salary Survey,
bachelor's degree candidates in the
social sciences received offers aver-
aging around $10,C00 a year.; mas-
ter's degree candidates in the social
sciences, around $12,000.

According to an Association of
American Geographefs survey, Ph.
D.'s with no teaching experience
earned starting salaries between.
$12,000 and $14, 00 for the aca-
deMic year 19 , while the aver-
age salary pf geographers employed
in colleges 'and universities was
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$19,000. talitaries of geographers in
planning positions in business and in-
dustry are comparable go those in the
Federal Government.

Geographers in educational insti-
tutions usually have an opportunity
to enrn Income from other sources,
such as consulting Work, special re-
search, and publication of books and
articles. In general, salaries of experi-
enced geographers are higher than
the average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

The Civil Service Commission rec-
haizes education and experience in

Eying applicants for entry level
positions in the Federal Government.
In general, geographers in the Feder-
al Government with the bachelor's
degreend po_experience started at
$9,303 or $11,523 a year in 1977,
depending on their college achieve-
ment. Those with a master's 'degree
started at $14,097 a year, and those
with the Ph. D. at $17,056. Geogra-
phers and cartographers in the Fed-
eral Government averaged around
$21,100 in 1977.

Geographers sometimes must do
field work in 'primitive regions of the
world, r-equiring.an ability to adapt to
different social and cultural environ-
ments.

Sources of Additional
lnfonnation

For additional information on ca-
reers and job openings for geogra-
phers, and on schools offering var-
ious programs in geography, contact:
Association of American Geographers, 1710

16th St. Ny., Washington, D.C. 20009.

HISTORIANS

(D.O.T. 052.038 and .088)

. Nature of the Work

History is the record of past
events, institutions, ideas, and peo-
ple. Historians describe and analyze
the past through writnik teaching,
and research. They relate their
knowledge of the past to current

_revericsin an effort to explain the pre-
sent.

).
Historians' may specialize; in. the

history of a specific country or area,
or eraancient, medieval; or mod-
ern. They also may specialize in the
'history of a field, such as economics,
medicine and disease, philosophy, re-
ligion, science, dInIture, military af-
fairs, the labor movement, art, or ar:
chitecture. Other specialties are
concerned with historic preservation,
women, business, archives, quantita-
tive analysis, and the relationship be-
tween technological and other as-
pects of hist,6rical developinent.

In this country, many historians
specialize in the social or political
history of either the United States or
modern Europe, .however, a growing
number are speeializing in African,

tin American, Asian, or Near East-
ern story. Some historians special-
ize in ases of a larger historical
field, such as ljte American Civil
War.

Most historians work in colleges
and universities and are piiniarily
-concerned with teaching. They often
lecture, write, and do research out-
side the academic setting. Other his-
torians emplOYed in colleges and uni-
versities are involved in research and
development, administration, and
oder non-teaching activities. Some
specialists, called archivists, work fox;
museums, special libraries, historical
societies,_ and other organ ations.
They collect historical d currents
and objects, prepare hist Ical exhib-
its, and edit and classify historical
materials for use in research and oth-
er activities. A gro -mg number of
historians are concerted with the in-

._

xl

Colleges and universities employ about
70frpereent of all historians.

terpretation and preservation of his-
toric buildings; treasures, docu-
ments:and other items. A few serve
as consultants to editors, publiShers,
and producers of materials for radio,
television, and motion pictures.
Some historians are administrators in
government esearchers who pre-
pare studies, rticles, and books on
their findings.

Places of EMployment

An estimated 22,500 persons
worked as piofessional historians in
1976, excluding those teaching in
secondary schools. Colleges and uni-
versities employ about seventy per-
cent of all historians. Historians also
work in archives, libraries, museum41,
research organizations, historical so-
cieties, publishing firms, large corpo-
rations, and government agencies.
Historians employed in the Federal
Governthent work principally in the
National -Archives, Smithsonian In-
stitution, or in 'the Departments of
Defenssi Interior, and State. Other
Federar agencies that employ histori-
ans include the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Central
Intelligence Agency, National Secu-
rity Agency, and the Departments of
Agriculture, Commerce, Transporta-
tion, and Health, Education and Wel-
fare. A small but growing number .

work for State and local goverii-t,
ments.

Historians are employed in virtual- 4
ly all U.S. institutions of higher edu-
cation. Most historians who work for

'the Federal Government are in
Washington, D.C. Historians in oth-
er types of employment usually work
in localities .having museums or li-
braries with collections adequate for
historic'al research.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and/Advancement

Griduate education us II is nec-
essary for employment as a istorip.
A master's degree in history is the
minimum requirement for the poste
tion. of college instructor. A Ph. D.
degree usually is reqUired for a piJ-

fessorship and for administrative po-
sitions, and almost always is neces-
sary to gain tenure.

While historian§ in the Federal
Government generally must have 24
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semester hours in history, require-
ments may vary for certain specialists

-: such as archivists, who usually 'must
have 30 hours of graduate work in
history. Most historians in the Feder-
al Government and in nonprofit or-
ganizations have Ph....D. degrees, or
their equivalent in training and expe-
rience.

Although a, bachelor's degree with
a major in history is sufficient train-
ing for some beginning jobs in goir-
ernment either Federal, State, or
local advancement opportunities
may be limited for persons without at
least a' master's and preferably a Ph.
D:degree in history. Since be-ginning
jobs' are likely to be concerned with
collection and preservation of his-
toricl data, a knowledge of archival

...,.. work is helpful.
Training for historians is available

in colleges and universities.
Over 1,250 schools offer programs,

. for the bachelor's degree; about 440,
the master's; and about 145, doctor-
ates. ,

History curriculumi in the Na-
tion's colleges and: universities are
varied; however, each basically 'pro-

s vides training in research methods,
writing, and speaking. These are the
basic skills essential for historians in
all 'positions. Quantitative methods.
of analysis, includiarixatistical and
Computer techniques; ;re inae ing-
ly important for historians; ma col-
lege- programs include them. Most
doctoral candidates must exhibit
competence in a foreign language.
-,.. Historians spend a wpmt deal of
mie studying, doing research; writ -
n papers and reports; and giving

ures and presentations. There-
fore, they must possess analytical
skills and the ability to communicate
their' ideas effectivelAorally and in

',.. Vtriting. The ability to work both

S.
te,4 .

Only a small number of historians
will be needed to fill positions in
colleges and universities, junior col-
leges, libtpries, archives, museums,
secondar§ schools, research organi-
zations, publishing firms, and govern-
ment agencies. Persons with training
in historical specialties such as his-
toric preservation and business histo-
ry, in addition to thOse well-trained
in quantitative methods in histclrical
research are expected to have the
most 'favorable job opportunities.
Those who are able to teach several
areas of history should, have the best
opportunities for jobs in college_ s and
universities.

ti

Although information is limited, an
patterns of entry to the field, it is
clear that the number of pertons
seeking to enter the occupation will
greatly exceed available positions.

a result, historians with a Ph. D.
are expected to face keen competi-
tion for positions through the mid-
1980's. Those graduating Troni pres-
tigious universities should have some
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Earnings

According to the 1975-76, College
Placement Council Surveg, bache-
lor's degree candidates in the social
sciences received offers . averaging
around $10,000 a year; master's de:
gree candidates in the social scienc-

'-ts, around $1,.-2,000.
According to information from the

American Historical AssociatiOn,
large public colleges and universities
offered starting salaries ranging from
about $13-$1 ,000 for academic
year 1975 -76. S alter public and pri-
vate academic i titutions generally
offered lower salar s. Full professors
and top administrators' may earn
$25- $30,000 a year or more. In gen-
eral, salaries of experienced histori-.
ans are higher than the average for
all nonsupervisoryworkers in private
industry, except farming.

The Civil Service Commission rec-
ognizes education and experience in
certifying applicants for entry level
positions in the Federal Government.

advantage in this highly competitive In gene*al, historians having'a bache-
situation. Since academic institutions lor's-degree could start at $9,303 or
are the traditional employers of $11,523 a year-in 1977, depending
many highly. qualified' historians and upon the applican't's academic 4-cc- .).t
competition for these jobs is expect- 0'h:1-Starting salariesOr those having
ed to be part icu ar y een, many
^D.'s are expected to accept part-
time, temporary assignnients as in-

sstructors with little or nO,.ilope. of
gaining tenure. Persons with the rilas-
tee§ degree in history will encounter
very keen competition for jobs as hiS-
torians. However, some of' them will
find teaching positions in community
and junior colleges or high schools;
such jobs may have State certifica-
tion requirements.

People with a bachelor's degree in
history are likely to find very limited
opportunities for employment as pro:

independently and as part of a group fessional historians. Howev

also is essential. , dlrgraduate major in his
vides an excellent backg
some jobs in international

a .masTees degree- were $14,047 akeen,
year, and for those liaving. a Ph. p.,
$17,056. Historians and archivists in
the Federal -Government averaged'
around $22;400 a year in 1977,

Many hiStorians, particularly thine
in college teaching, supplement their
income by teaching Ammer classes,
writing books or articlei, or giving
lectures,,,

Employment Outlook

Employment of historians is ex-
Pected to grow more Slowly than the ,
average for sjl occupations throUgh
the mid-19110ts. Job openings will re-
ault chiefli from 'deaths, retirements,
and other separations from the labor
force.

ate

, an un-
4.ory pr9-

und..ftor
lationit

journalism, and other areas, nd
continuing education in law, businesS
adminstration, and related
plines. Many graduates will find jbbs'
in secondary schools 'or in govern-
ment, business, and industry as mall-
agement or sales trainees, or as re-
search or administrative assistants.

Sources of Additional
information

,

Additional information on careers
and job openings for historians, and
on schools offering various programs
in higtory4,,is available ..,trom:

American Historical Association, 400 A St.
SE., Washington, D.C. 20003.

FOr information on careers and
schools offering programs in historic
preservation, contact:
National Trust for Historic Preservation, 740

Jackson Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20006.
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Additional information on non-
.

teaching.opportunities f ,historians
is available from:
Orgardzabon of American Historians, Indiana

University, 112 North Bryan St., Bloom-
ington, Ind. 47401.

.

POLITICAL SCIENTISTS

(D.O.T. 051%088).

Nature of the Work

Political scientists Study the func-
tions and workings of governments.
Many of them specialize in a geneyal
area of political science including po-
litical theory, U.S. politica institu-
tions and procesies, compar tive po-
litical institutions and proce ses, or
international relations and o anizal
tions. Some specialize in a pa icular
type of political institution or in the
politics of a specific erg.

Most political scientists teach in
colleges, and universities, where they
May combine research, consultation,
Or administrative duties with.teach-
ing. Some are primarily researchers
who survey public opinion on politi-
cal questions for private research or-
ganizations,' or study proposed legis-
lation for Federal, State, and
municipal governments, legislative
riference bureaus, or congressional
staffs and committees.- Others ana-
lyze the operations of government
agencies, specialize in foreign affairs,
or do adminisirative or research,
work for either government, or non-
government organizations. Some po-
litical scientist-Verve as consultants
to political grottos or business firms.

Places of Employment

About 14,000 persons worked as
political scientists in 1976, excluding
those teaching in secondary schools.
About four-fifths work in colleges
and universities. Most of the remain-
der work in gaverninent, manage,
ment consulting. firms, political or-
ganilations, research organizations,
civic and taxpayers `a§sociations, and
large business firms.

Political scientists can be found in
nearly every college or university
town since courses in government

"MS

4

I

Some political scientists

d.

4
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survey public opinion on politirelguostIons for private re-
search organizations.

and political science are taught in
almost all institutions of higher edu-
cation. Since, the national headquar-
ters of many associations, unions,
and other organizations, f-: located
in Washington, D.C., diffs area at-
tracts a sizable 'number of political
scientists in research Or policy jobs. .

The Federal OOvernment employs
political scientists both domestically
and abroad. Those on overseas as-
signment work prinfirily for agencies
of the U.S. Department of State, such
as the Foreign Service, and the U.S.
Agency for International Develop-
ment. Other employing agencies in-
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elude the U.S. Information Agency,
Energy Research. and Development
Agency, Central Intelligence Agen-
cy, and the Departments of Defense,
Treasury, Justiee, and- Commerce.
Political scientists in the Federal
Government pi-hilarity are concerned
with foreign affairs, international re-
lations, and intelligence. Those em-
ployed in State and focal government
often are concerned with the admin-
istration of housing, economic devel-
opment, transportation, environmen-
tal protec tion, and health programs.
Political scientists in the business
world may deal,with marketing, per-

. sonnet, advertising, public relations,
banking, finance, and consume( af-
fairs. ,.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Graduate training generally is ce-
quired for employment as a political

t scientist. Completion of all the re-
quirements for the Ph. D. degree is
becoming the. prerequisite for ap-
pointment to academic positions,
and almost always is required for ong
,,te gain a professorship and tenure.
The Ph. D. also is helpful for ad-
vancement in government, industry,
and other nonacadeinic areas.

College graduates with a master's
degree can qualify for various admin-
istrative and research positions in
government, industry, and nonprofit"
research or civic organizations. A
master's degree in international rela-
tiOns, foreign service, or area study
(for example, Soviet Government) is
helpful in obtaining positions in Fed-

, eral Government agencies concerned
\with foreign affairs. Intelligence, for-
eign affairs, and. international rela-
tions specialists in the Federal Gov-
erninent generally must have 24
semester hours in political science,
history, economics, or related fields.

People with a bachelor's degree in
political science may qualify as train-
ees in such areas as management, re-
search, administration, sales, and law
enforcement. Many students with
bachelor's degrees in political sci-
'ence go on to study law., journalism,
or some specialized or related branch
of political science, such as public
'administration and international re-
lations.

In 1976, about 1,100 colleges and
universities offered a bachllor's de-
gree in political science, around 270
had master's programs, and about
115 had doctoral programs. Many
colleges and universities offer field
training and internships that provide
experience in government work or
teaching.

Undergraduate programs in politi-
cal science include courses in the
principles of government and poli-
tics, State 'and local government;
comparative studies, political theory,
foreign policy, public administration
and policy, political behavior, consti-
tutional, administrative, and interna-
tional law, and many other offerings.
Other specialized political science
courses and seminars deal with the
prottlems of detente, politics of
growth.. and technology, politics of
health, legal status of wonlen, politi-
cal warfamin the age of nuclear de-
struction, and political culture and .
the psychological processes of death.
A growing number of progrs at
both the undergraduate and graduate
levels offer courses in quantitative
and statistical methods, including the
use of computers.

Graduate students may specialize
in. American politics, comparative
politics, international politics, politi-
cal behavior, political theory, public
administrattOn, urban affairs, public
°policy, and other areas. Doctoral
candidates often must exhibit com-
petence in one or more foreign lan-
guages and quantitative research
techniques.

Persons planning careers as politi-
cal scientists should like to work with
details.. They must be objective and
able to work independently or as part
of a team. Ability to express them-
selves clearly, orally and in writing, is
important td political scientists.
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The number of persons whO gradu-
ate' with advanced degrees in politi-

--calscience will greatly exceed avail-
able job openings through 1985. As
a result, those with a Ph. D. face stiff
competition for positions through the
mid- 1980's, althonigl Ph. D.'s from
prestigious' u iversities are likely -to
have an ad tage. Many Ph. D.'s
are expec d to accept part-time, .
temporary assignments as instructors
with little or no hope of gaining ten-
ure. Graduates trained in quantita-
tive methods pf research, American
Government, public administi'ation,
or policy science should have an ad-
vantage far-both academic and non-
teaching positions. Those with
knowledge of economic theory,
transportation, health care delivery
systems, and environmental ques-
tions may be in. particular demand.
Graduates seeking to enter the for-
eign service are expected to face very ,..,
stiff' competition. Master's degree
holders wilt face very keen competi-
tion finding academic positions, but ,

those with specialized training in
areas such as policy science or public
administration may find jobvin Fed-
eral, State and local government, re-
search bureaus, political organiza-
tions, and business firms.

New graduates with the bachelogr's
degree, expected to find few op-
portunities for jobs as professional
political scientists. However, many of
these graduates are expected to acti
cept positions as trainees,in govern6
ment, business, and industry- For
those planning to continue their stud-
ies in law; foreign affairs, journalism,
and related fields; political science
provides an e elient background. .

Some new grad tes who meet State
certification requirements will be
able to enter, high school teaching.

Employment Outlook

Employment of political scientists
is expected to increase, more slowly
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Most jobs
openings will result from deaths, re-
tirements, and other separations
from.the labor force. The largest area
of employment will continue to be in
college and university teaching.

. Earnings

According to the 1975-76 College
Placement Council Salary Survey,
bachelor's degree candidates in the
social sciences received offers ,,aver-
aging around $10,000, a year; mas-
ter's degree candidates in the social
sciences, around $12,000.

According to an American Politi-
cal Science Association Survey, the
median beginning salaries for new

.
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ifculty members during 1975-76
ere $12,300 for Ph. D.s and
11,200 for those without a Ph. D.

The median annual salaries of politi-
carscientists employed in education-
al institutions in 1975-76 were:
$22,000 for full' professors; $17,000
for associate professors; $13,500 for ,

assistant professors; and $11,500 for
lecturers and instructors. In geperal,
salaries of experienced political sci-
entists are lfigher than the average
for all nonsupervisory workers in pri-
vate' industry, except farming.

The Civil Service Commission rec-
ognizes education and experience in
certifying applicants for entry, level
positions in the Federal Government.
In general, the entrance salary for
those with a bachelor's degree was
59,303 or, 311,523 a year in 1.977,
depending upon the applicant's aca-
demic record. Starting salaries for
those with a master's degree were
$14,097 a year, and for those with a
Ph. D., $17,056. Intelligence, foreign
affairs, and international relations
specialists in the Federal GoVern-
ment.a4raged around $25,300 'in
1977. ,

Soine political scientists, particu-
larly those in college teaching, sup-
plement their income by teaching
summer cot rses'or consuRing.

Sourdes orAddlilonal
Information,

Additional information on careers,
job openingi; and schools offering
various; graduate programs in polity
cal science and related fields is avail-
able from:
American Political Science Association, 1527

New Hampshire Ave. NW., Washington,
D.C. 20036.

PSYCHOLOGISTS

(D.O.T. 045.088 and .108)

Natwe of the Wciric

Psychologisti study the behavior of
individuals and groups in order to
understand and expgin 'their actions.
During their work, they may be con-
cerned with the effect of one mern-'

d.

ber's emotional stress upon a family,
causes of low morale at work, or the
most effective way of dealing with
terrorists. Some engage in teaching;
research and administrative activi-
tiesties in colleges and universities; oth-
ers provide counseling nrvices, plan
and conduct training programs for
employees, conduct research, advise
on psychological methods and theo-
ries, or administer psychology pro-
grams in hospitals, clinics, or re-
search laboratories. Many
psychologidts combine several of
these activities.

PsycholOgists gather information
about the capacities, interests, and
behavior of people in various ways.
They interview individuals, develop
and administer tests and rating
scales, study personal histoiles, and
conduct controlled experiments.'
Also, psychologists often design and
conduct surveys.

Psychologists specialize in a wide
variety of areas. Experimental psy-
chologists study behavior processes
and work with human beings and*
lower animals such as rats, monkeys,
and pigeons; prominent areas of ex-
perimental research include motiva-
tion, learning and retention, sensory
and perceptual processes, and genet-
ic and neurological factors in behav-
ior. Developmental ps,ychologists
study the patterns and causes of be-
havioral change as people progress
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through life; some co them-,
selves with the origin man be-
havior during chit th-
ers study change ace
during maturit cid old age. Person-
ality psychologists study human na-
ture, individual differences, and the
ways in which -those differences de-
yelop. Social psychologists examine
people's interactions with others and
with the social envitonment; proini-
nentareas of study include group be-
havior, leadership, and dependency
relationships. Psychologists in evalu-
ation research study social programs
and their effects and recommend im-
provements as a result of increased
understanding. Environmental psy-
chologists study the influences of en-.
vironments on people, and their per
ceptions of these environments.
Population psychologists Study de-
mography's relation to personal and
social behavior. Comparative psy-
chologists compare the behavior of
different animals, including_man. <JP
Physiological ,psychologists study the
relationship of behaviOr tothe.bio=
logical functions of the body. Psy-
chologists in the field of psycho/let-
ries develop and apply procedures
for measuring psychological vari-
ables.

Psychologists often combine sever-
al areas in their specialty. clinical .

psychologists; the largest specialty/
generally work in mental hospita or

er
of h

whi e

Among doctoral psychologistt,^clinical specialists
make up the largest group
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clinics, or maintain their own prac-
4es. They may help the mentally or

emotionally disturbed readjust to life
with altered physical capabilities.
They interview patients, give diag-
nostic tests, provide individual, fam-
ily; and grotip psychotherapy, and
design and carry through behavior
modification programs. Counseling
psychologists use several techniques,
including interviewing and testing, to
help people with problems of every-
day livingpersonal, social, educa-
tional, or vocational. Educational
psychologists study psychological
processes as related to applied prob-
lems in education. School psycholo-
gists diagnose educational problems,
facilitate school adjustment, and help
solve learning and social problem in
the schools. Industrial and organiza-
tional psychologists engage in person-
nel. research, policy, and planning,
training and development, psycho-
logical tests research, counseling, and
organizational development and
analysis, among other activities. En-
gineering psychologists develop and
improve human-machine systems,
military equipment, and industrial
products. Community psychologists
apply psychological. knowledge to
problems of community life. Con-
sumer psychologists study the psychii-
logical factois that determine an in-
dividual's behavior as a consumer of
goods and services.

t

Places of Employment

About 90,000 people, excluding
secondary school teachers, worked
as psychologists in 1976. About one-
half worked in. educational institu-
tions, primarily colleges and universi-
ties (including medical schools), ei-
ther as teachers, researchers,
administrators, or counselors.

The second largest group of psy-
chologists work in hospitals, clinics,
rehabilitation centers, and other
health facilities, while many others
work for Federal,' State, or local gov-
ernment agencies. They typically ad-
minister and interpret intelligence,
interest, and aptitude tests; diagnose
and treat mental disorders; and con-
duct educational, vocational, and
personal adjustment counseling. Fed-
eral agencies that employ the most
psychologists are the Veterans &A-

ministration, the Department, of De-
fense, and the Public Health Service.
Other employing agencies include
the Departments of Justice, Com-
merce, Treasury, Interior, Labor,
and Transportation, the Civil Service
Commission, the National Aeronau-
tical and Space Administration, and
the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy.

Psychologists also are employed in
correctional institutions, research or-
ganizations, and business firms.
Some are in independent practice or
work as consultants.

QualificationTraining, Other
and Advancement

A doctoral degree almost always is
the minimum requirement for em-
ployment as a psychologist. The de-
gree is needed for many entrance po-
sitions and is becoming increasingly
important for advancement. People
with doctorates in psychology qualify
for the more responsible research,
clinical, and counseling positions, as
well as for teaching, positions in col-
leges and universities and administra-
tive posts in Federal and State pro-
grams. The doctoral degree is
necessary to gain academic tenu , a

-process that is becoming more 1-

cult and taking longer than in
past.

People with a master's degree in
psychology can qualify as psycholog-
ical assistants, administering and in-
terpreting some kinds of psycholog-
ical tests. Working under, the
supervision of psychologists, they
may collect and analyze data, con-
duet experiments, or perfgrm admin-
istrative duties. They also quaky for
certain counseling jobs or7-if they
have previous teaching experience
may be hired as school psychologists
or counselors. (See the statements on
school counselors and rehabilitation
counselors.)

People with a bachelor's degree in
psyChology may work directly under
psychologists and other professionals
in community mental health centers,
vocational rehabilitation offices, and
correctional programs; as research or
administrative-assistants; as trainees
in government or business; orpro-
vided they meet State certification
requirementsas high school teach-
ers.

4 6 e.
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In the Federal Government; some
positions are filled at the entrance
grade with candidates having at least
24 semester hours in psychology and
one course in statistics. Most posi-
tions, however, are filled at a higher
grade. Clinical psychologists general-
ly must have completed the Ph. D.
requirements and have served an in-
ternship; counseling psychologists
need 2 years of graduate study in
counseling and 1 year of counseling
experience.

At least 1 year of full-time gradu-
ate study is needed to earn a master's
degree in psychology. An additional

5 years of graduate work usually
are required for a Ph. D. In clinical or
counseling psychology, the require-
ments for the Ph. D. degree generally
include an additional year or more of
internship or supervised experience.
Doctoial candidates at some univer-
sities must exhibit competence in a
foreign language. Some gain post-
doctoral appointments for special
study and research.

The Ph. D. degree culminates in a
dissertation based on original re-
search which contributes to psycho-
logical knowledge. Another profes-
sional degree, the Psy. D. (Doctor of
Psychology), is based on practical
work and examinations rather than a
dissertation.

Some universities require graduate
school applicants in psychology tot
have a major in that field. Others
prefer only basic psychology with
courses in the biological, physical;
and social sciences, statistics, and
mathematics. Some persons trained
in other fields such .as social work,
counseling, and education find
graduate education in psychology
useful.

Competition for admission into
graduate psychology programs is
keen. Only the most highly qualified
applicants can expect to be admitted
to graduat'e study.

Over 1,100 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree pro-
gram in psychology; about 325, a
master's; about 165, a Ph. D.; and
about 20, a Psy. D. Thie American
Psychological Association (APA)
presently accredits doctoraltraining
programs in clinical, counseling, and
school psychology. In 1976, over 100
colleges and universities offered fully



approved programs in clinical psy-
chology; over 20, in counseling psy-
chology; andfewer than 10, in school
psychology. APA also has approved
about 120 facilitied offering intern-
ships for doctoral training in clinical
and counseling psychology.

Although financial aid is becoming
increasingly difficult to obtain, some
graduate ,students may receive fel-
lowships, scholaiihips, or part-time
employment. The Veterans Adminis-
tration offers a -number of predoc-
toral traineeships to students while
they work as interns in VA hospitals,
clinics, and related training agencies.
The National Science Foundation,
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, various branches of the
Armed Forces, and many other or-
ganizations,and foundations also pro-
vide fellowships, grants, and loans.
However, the present trend at the
Federal level is to provide low-inter-
est loans rather than fellowships and
grants.

Psychologists who want to enter
independent practiet must mee cer-

4'

tification or licensing requi ements.
In 1976, 49 States and the ikstlict of
Columbia had these requ rements.
Licensing laws vary by tate, but
generally require a doctorate in psy-
chology, 2 years of professional ex-
perience, and an examination.

The American Board of Profes-
sional Psychology awards' diplomas
in clinical, counseling, industrial and
organiiational, and school psychol-
ogy. Candidates generally need, a
doctorate in psychology, 5 years of
qualifying experience, and profes-
sional endorsements, and also must
pass an examination.;

People pursuing a career in psy-
chology must be emotionally stable,
mature, and able to deal effectively
with people. Sensitivity, patience,
and a genuine interest in others are
particularly important for work in
clincal and counseling psychology.
Research psychologists should be
able to do detailed and independent
work; verbal %nd writing skills are
necessary to communicate fesearch
findings.

4mir:
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Sonaldvity, patience, and a ganulno Interest In °then are pardbularly Important for
work In clinical and counaelIng2sychology.
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Employment Outlook

Employment of psychologists is ex-
pected to grow faster than the aver-
age for all occupations through the
mid-1980's. In addition to employ-
ment growth, some openings will re-
sult from deaths, retirements, and
other separations from the labor
force.

Several factors should help main-
tain a strong demand for psycholo-
gists. First is increased 'public con-
cern for the development of human
resources, particularly -among the
aging and rhinority groups. Growing
awareness of the need for testing and
counseling children also should in-
crease the demand. Federal legisla-
tion emphasizing good health rather
than treatment of illness may pro-
duce new roles for psychologists in
preventive and therapeutic situations
and in group practice. Inclusion of
psychological services in a future na-
tional health insurance program also
may heighten demand.

Other. openings are likely to occur
as psychologists move into new fields
such as technology assessmentthe
study of the effects of technological
advances in areas such as agriculture,
energy, the environment, and the
conservation and use of natural re-
sources. In addition, psychologists
are becoming involved in program
evaluation in such fields a uca-
tion, military service, and law
force ment. Government agencies,
business, and-industry also are mak-
ing increased use of the services . that
psychologists can provide in counsel-
ing, employee assessment and train-

.ing, and mark research.
A doctorate s increasingly neces-

sary for those wishing to enter the
field. However, the growing number",
of doctoral degrees awarded in psx-
chology each year means that new
Ph. D.'s will face increasing competi-
tion for jobs through 1985, particu-
larly academic positions in large col -,
leges and universities. Those willing
to work in smaller and newer institu-
tions should have better employment
prospects.

Persons holding doctoral degrees
from prestigious universities should
have an advantage on the job market.
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Those with doctorates in applied
areas such as clincial, counseling,
and industrial or organizational psy-
chologir are expected to have more
favorable job prospects than those
trained in traditional academic spe-
cialties such as experimental, physio-
kogical, and comparative psychology.

As more and more peOple earn
doctorates in psychology, master's
degree holders will face increasingly
keen competition, particularly for
search or teaching jobs in colleges
and universities. Opportunities are
likely to be best in industry, govern-
ment, and human service organiza-
tions, all of which will have some jobs
for persons with training in applied
areas including evaluation research.

Bachelcir's degree holders will be
able to enter the field only as assist-
ants or trainees, working under the
direct, supervision of psychologists
and other professionals. However,
for persons fr.ho wish to continue
their education in fields such as law,
medicitte, social work, sociology,
counseling, recreation, gerontology,
or related disciplines, psychology
provides an excellent undergraduate
background.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1975, the median starting salary
for psychologists holding a master's
degree was about $11,000 a year
according to the American Psycho-
logical Association. The median be-
'ginning salary for those holding a
doctorate was about $13,000 for 9-
month" academic jolt and between
$16,000 and $17,000 for 12 -month
jobs.

According to a 1975 survey by the
National Research Council, the me-
dian annual salary ford lt doctoral
psychologists, was about $22,000. In
educational institutions, the median
was about $20,900; in the Federal
Government, about $26,600; in State
and local government, about
$21,500; in hospitals and clines,
about $21,400; in nonprofit organi-
zations, about $24,600; and in busi-
ness and industry, about $30,600.
Ph. D. psychologists in private prac-
tice and in applied specialties gener-
ally have higher earnings than other

ea

psychologists. In general, salaries of
experienced psychologists are much
higher than the average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private industry,
except farming.

The Civil Service Commission rec-
ognizes education and experience in
certifying applicants for entry level
positions in the Federal Government.
In general, the entrance salary for
psychologists having a bachelor's de-
gree was $9,303 or $11,523 a year in
1977; ,counseling psychologists with
a master's degree and 1 year of coun-
seling experience started at $14,097;
clinical psychologists having a Ph. D.
degree and 1 year of internship start-
ed at $17,056. The average salary fbr
psychologists in the Federal Govern-
ment was about $25,200 a year in
1977.

Psychologists in colleges and uni-
versities receive the same benefits as
other faculty memberssabbatical
leaves of absence, life and healtirin-
surance, and retirement benefits.
Working hours are generally flexible,

but often entail evening work with
individdal students or groups. Clini-
cal and counseling psychologists of-
ten work in the evenings since. their
patients sometimes are unable to
leave their jobs or school during the
day.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information on career oppor-
tunities and job openings for psy-
chologists; admission and degree re-
quirements colleges and
universities offering graduate pro-
grams in psychology, accreditation,
certification or licensure require -

ents, and financi4 assistance for
raduate students in psy`Chology,

c tact:

Amenan Psychological Association. Educa-
- tional Affairs Office. 1200 17th St. NW..

Washington. D.C. 20031.

Information on traineesbips and
fellowships is available from colleges
and Universities that have graduate
psychology departments.
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(D.O.T. 054.088)

Nature of the Work

Sociologists study. human society
and social behavior by examining the
groups that humans form. These
groups include families, tribes, com-
munities, and governments, along
With a variety of social, religious, po-
litical,- business, and other organiza-
tions. Sociologists study the behavior
and interaction of groups; trace their
origin and growth; and analyze the
influence of group activities on indi-
vidual members.

Some sociologists concern them-
selves primarily with the characteris-
tics of social groups and institutions.
Others are more interested in the
ways individuals are affected by
groups to which they belong.

Important fields of specialization
for sociologists include social organi-
zation, social pathology and psychol-all
ogy, rural or urban sociology, crimi-
nology and penology, demography,
industrial sociology, and medical so-
ciologythe study-Nat social factors
that affect mental and public health:
Increasingly, sociologists are finding
opportunities to apply their profeS-
sional knowledge and methods in

Areas of practice as diverse as inter-
group relations, family counseling, (
public opinion analysis, law, educa-
tion, public relations, regional and
community planning, and environ-
mental planning.

Most sociologists are college and
university teachers; some are in-
vved in research,. writing, adminis-
tration, and other nonteaching activi-
tie. Sociological, research, like other
kinds of social science 'research, in-
volves collecting information, - pre,
paring case studies, testing, and Con-
ducting surveys and laboratory
experiments. Increasingly, sociolo-
gists apply advanced statistical and
computer techniques in their re-
search. The results of sociological re-
search often aid educators, lawmak-
ers, administrators, and other
officials interested i# local, national',
or international social problems. So-
ciologists work closely with members
of other piiofessions _including psy-
chologists, physicians, economists,
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SOciologists spend a great deal of their.thne In study and research.

pOlitical scientists, anthropologists,
and social workers.

Some sociologists supervise the
operation of social service agencies
.,such as family and marriage clinics.
Others, acting as consultants, advise
on diverse problems such as the man-
agement of hospitals Sor the mentally

the rehabilitation of juvenile de-
linquents, 0 the development of ef-
fective advertising programs to pro-
mote public interest iwarticular
products such as telev)Consets or
cars.

Places of Employment

About 19,000 persons worked as
sociologists in 1976, excluding those
teaching in secondary schools..

Colleges and universities employ
about four-fifths of all sociologists. A
number work for Federal, State, lo-
cal, or international government
agencies, and professionally con-
cerned with suc. subjects as poverty,
welfare services and other public as-
sistance programs, population prob-
lems, social rehabilitation, communi-
ty development, and environmental

7

impact studies. Some work in private
industry, research firms, manage-

ent consulting firms, welfare or
ther nonprofit organizations, or else

are self-employed. Some work in po-
sitions that require training in sociol-
ogy and related disciplines, but- are
not classified as professional socioki-
gists. Related fields include social
work, recreation, and public health.

Since sociology is taught in most
institutions of higher learning, sociol-
ogists may 4 found in nearly all col -
lege. communities. They are most
heavily concentrated, however% in
large_ colleges and universities that
offer 'graduate training in sociology
and opportunities for research.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A master's degree and a major in
sociology usually is the minimum' re--
q'uirement for employment as a soci-
ole3gist. The Ph. D. degree is essential
for appointment as a piofessor and
for tenure in almost all colleges or
universities. The Ph. D. commonly is
required for directors of major re-
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search prisjects, important adrpinis-
tredve positions, or consultants.

Sociologists with inastet's degrees
can qualify' for many administrative
and research positions, provided they
have sufficient training in lise arch,
statistical, and computer .,11r ethods.
Advancement from these to supervi-
sory positions in both public and pri-
vate agencies generally is based on
experience. Sociologists with mas-
ter's degreei may qualify for some
college instfuctorships. Most collies-.
etti however, appoint as instructors
oI]y people who have training be-
yond the master's levelfrequently
the completion of all requirements
for the Ph. D, degree except the doc-
toral dissertation. Outstanding
graduate students ai), get teaching
or research assistantdhips that pro-
vide both financial aid and valuable
experience.

Bachelor's degree holders in soci-
ology may get jobs-as interviewers or 4
as administrative or research assist-
ants. Many' work as social workers,
counselors, or recreation workers in
public and private welfare agencies..
Sociology majors who have sufficient
training in statistics may get positions
as beginning analysts or statisticians.

Over 1206 colleges and universi-
ties offer bachelor's degree programs
in sociology; about 145 offer mas-
ter's degrees; and about 125 have
doctoral prograths. Sociology depart-
ments offer a wide variety of courses
including sociological theory, statis.:.
tics *kid quantitative methods, dy-
namics of social interaction, sex
roles, population, social' stratifica-
tion, social control, small group
analysis, rural-urban relations, for-
mal and complex organizations, soci -'
ology of religion, law, the arts, war,
politics, education, occupations and
professions, and mental health, in ad-
dition to many others.

In. the Federal Government, candi-
dates generally must have 24 seines-
ter hours in sociology, with course
work including theory and methods
of social researc4. However, since
positions as professional sociologists
are. quite limited, advanced study in
the field is highly recommended.

The choice of a graduateachooris
important fir people who want to
become sociologists. Students shoug
select schools that have adequate-
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'search facilities and offer appropri-
ate areas of specialization such as
theory, social psychology, or quanti-
tative methods. Opportunities to gain
practical research experience also
may be available, and sociology de-
partments frequently aid in the
placement of graduates.

Sociologists spend a great deal of
their time in study and research.4
They must be able to communicate
effectively, both orally and in writ-
ing. The ability to work as part of a
group as well as independently is im-
portant.,...

Employment Outlook

'Employment of sociologists is ex-
pected to increase more slowly than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Most open-
ings will result from deaths, retire-
ments, and other separations from
the labor force. Some academic
openings will resultifrom the groWing
trend to include sociology courses in
the curriculums of other professions,
such as medicine, law, business ad-
ministration arid management: and
education. Demand in' the nonteach-
ing area will center around public
and piivate programs dealing with
the development of human resourc-
es, particularly those designed to
cope with social and welfare prob-
lems.

The number of persons who will
graduate with advanced degrees in
sociology is likely to greatly exceed
available job openings. Graduates
with a Ph. D. face increasing compe-
tition for academic positions, al-

/though those with degrees from pres-
itigious institutions may have an

advantage in securing a teaching job.
Some Ph. D.'s may accept tempo-
rary, part-time positions as instruc-
tors. Others may find research' and
administrative positions in govern-
m research organizations, and

consulting firms. Graduates with
training in business administration
including management and account-
ing should have the most favorable
job opportunities in business and in-
Alustry. Persons with a master's de-
gree will continue to face very keen
competition for academic positions,
although some jobs may be available
in junior and community colleges.
Some may find.research and adminis-
trative jobs in government, research
firms, and private industry.(

Bachelyr's degree holders are ex-
pected to find Very limited opportu-
nities as professional sociologists.
However, many graduates are ex-
pected togain positions as trainees in
government; business,' and industry.
For thoge planning to continue their
studies in law, journaliim, social
work, recreatiorcounseling, and
other related/disciplines, sociology
provides an excellent background.
Some who meet State certification
reqdirements may enter high school
teaching.

Sociologists well trained in quanti-
tative research methods, survey
methods, advanced statistics, and
computer science will have the wid-
est choice of jobs. Dem4nd is expect-
ed to be particularly ,strong for re-
search personnel to work in such
areas as urban studies, ethnic studies,
race relations,, deviant behavior,
community development, population
analysis, medical sociology, and the
sociology of law, work, and educa-
tion.

'Earnings and Working
Conditions

According.to the 1975-76 College
Placement Colincil Salary Survey,
bachelor's degree candidates in the
social sciences received offers aver-
aging around $10,000 a year; mas-
ter's degree candidates in the social
sciences, around $32,000.
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Salaries of sociologists working in
educational institutions and non-aca-
demic settings are co parable to
those for other social/scientists. In
general, salaries of experienced soci-
ologists are higher than the average
for all nonsupervisory workers in pri-

*industry, except farming.
e Civil Service Commission rec-

ognizes education and experience in
certifying applicants for entry level
positions in the Federal Government.
In general, the entrance salary for
sociologists with a bachelor's degree
was $9,303 or $11,523 a` year in
1977, depending upon the appli-
cant's academic record. The starting
salary for those with a master's de-
gree was $14,097 a year, and for
those with a Ph. D.,, $17,056. Sociol-
ogists in the Federal Government
work primarily in the Departments of
Health, Education, and Welfare; De-
fense; Agriculture; Interior; Com-
merce; Transportation; and Housing
and Urban Development, as well as
the Veterans Administration and En-
vironmental Protection Agency.
They averaged around $23,800 in
1977.

In general, sociologiits with the
Ph. D. degree earn substantially
higher salaries than those with mas-
ter's degrees. Many sociologists, par-
ticularly those employed by colleges
and universities for the academic
year (September to June), supple-
ment their regular salaries with earn/
ings from other sources, such as sum-
mer teaching and consulting work.

Sources of Additional
information

Additional information,on careers,
employment opportunities, and
graduate departments of sociology is
available from:
The American Sociological' Association, 1722

N St., NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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Workers in social service occupa-
ions help people in a number of dif-
ferent ways. School counselors help
students develop educational plans
that fit the student's abilities; inter-
ests, and career potential. Employ-
inent counselors guide. people of all
ages in planning careers and finding
jobs. Their advice helps clients select
an appropriate field of endeavor, and

prepans for it. Rehabilitation
co lors' advise people with phys-
ical, mental, or social disabilities.
These counselors help handicapped
persons understand what adjust-
ments are needed in their personal
lives and vocational plans in order to
achieve a satisfactory lifestyle. Col-

'liege career 'planning and placement
counselors help college 'students
choose a career and advise them en
the kind of training for experience
that will best help them find a job.

Members of the ,clergy, whether
Rabbis, Protestant _Minister% or

Catholic Priests, counsel people of
their faith and provide spiritual lead-
ership within their communities.
They enable people to worship ac-
cording to the dictates of their con-.
sciences. As spiritual leaders, mem -.
bers of the clergy are widely
regarded as models for moral and
ethical conduct. They frequently
counsel people who have problems in
their jobs, homes, schoolsr social
relationships; often, these aPe emo-
tional 'problems. In fact, they deal in
such delicate personal and emotional
areas that the law provides that they
need not disclose he nature of their
communications ith their congre-
gants. These are p vileged commu-
nications. The work of the clergy is
never done, and its importance can-
not be overstated.

Other occupations involve social
service as well. CNerative exten-
sion service workers deal with people
who live id rural areas; they do edu-
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calional work in such areas as agri-
culture and home economics, and
encourage youth activities and com-
munity development. Home econo-
mists provide training and technical
assistance in areas that make every-
day life more comfortable and lh;e-
ableconsunier econo cs, housing,i
home ,thanagement, time furnish-
ings and equipment, food and nutri--
tion;clothing and textiles, and family ,

development and relations._ Park,. ,
recreation,And leisure service work-.
ers plan, organize, and direct activi-
ties that help people of various ages
and socioecondmic groups enjdy
their nonworking hours. Social serv-
ice aides assist rehabilitation counse-

4ors, social workers, and other pro-
fessionals. Social workers help
individuals, families, groups, and
communities in solving their pr b-
lems so that they can live more ec-
tively in society.

People in social service occupa-
tions become closely involved with
their clients' lives, and the services
they provide can have farreaching ef-
fects. Advice on schools, jobs, ca-
reers, rehabilitation, or emotidnal
and family probleMs may lead an in-
dividual to make fundamental deci-
sions about his or her future. Sugges-
tions made by a counselor or social
worker may shape a client's entire
future. Members of the clergy in par
ticular may become involved
most intimate details of their ongre-
gants' lives. Fo,r these rea ns a
genuine concern for people and a de-
sire to help them improve theif lives
are important for anyone considering , ,

a career' in the social service field:
Patience, tact, isensitivity, and com-
passion are necessary personal 'quail-,
ties. "mover, people in social ser-
vice occupations -Must have
appropriate training and should be
dedicat d to high standards of' pro-
fession lism. Anything less may

se
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prove disastrous to the people being
served.

In general, knowledge of the par-
ticular social service field is gained

4

4.

thrbufgh college and graduate educa-
tien.Clfte-n;_--ijofessional educatiO. n
includes an internship, or period of
w6rk experience, that enables the
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student to learn how to apply "aass-
room knowledge to real life situ-
ations.

5..
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Alt some point in their lives, most
people seelr1.advice or assistance for
persdnal, education, or Vocational
problems. These problenis may be
telatiVely minor, such as a conflict in
a student's class schedule, or may
involve serious emotional or physic-al
disabilities. Regardless of the prob-
lem, counselors often are the ones to
whom people turn for help.

Counseilors may specialize in a spe-
cific area and work setting. Some
deal primarily with school children,
while others work only with adults.
Sortie counselors are trained to assist
in vocational planning and may work
for State or private, nonprofit agen-
cies. Whatever the area of specializa-
tion, counselors help people under-
stand themselves their capabilities
and potentialso that they can make
and carryout decisions arid plans for
a satisfying and productive life.

This chapter covers four counsel-
ing specialties: school; rehabilita-
tion; employment; and college career
Owing and placement.

School Counselors are the largest
counseling group. They are primarily
concerned with the personal, social,
and educational developtnent of stu-
dents. '1

Rehabilitation tour6elors help per-
sons with physical, mental, or social
handicaps 'to become productivallm-
dividuals.

Employment counselors counsel
personsthe unemployed or un-
skilled, for examplewho cannot
find a job and/or have problems in
career choice and planning.

College career planning and place-
ment counselors help college students
examine their own interests, abilities,
and. goal ,s; explore career alterna-
fives; make and follow through

/ with a career choice.
Persons who want to enter the

counseling field must be interested in
helping people and have an ability to
understand their behavior., A pleas-

,
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incorporate into a lesson information
on occupations that require mathe-
matics. Or the counselor may ar-

o range field trips to factories and busi-
ness firms or show films which
Provide a view of real work settings.
The desired result is a,student who is

aware of careers that match his
talents, likes, and abilities and

can, with the assistance of the
counselor, develop an educational
and career plan.

School counselors must keep up-
to-date on opportunities for.educa!
tional and vocational training beyond
high school to counsel students who
want this.inforMation. They must
keep informed ?bout training prd-
grams in 2f and 4-year colleges; in
trade, technical, and business
schoolk- apprenticeship pKagiins;
and available federally supported

c, programs. Counselors also advise
students abtiut educational require-

° mipts for entry level jobs, job chang;
es caused by technological advances,
college entrance requirements, and
places oif employment.

Counselors in junior high and,high
schools often help students findpart-
time jobs, either t6 enable them to
stay in school or to help them pre-
pare for their vocatiy. They may
help both graduates ana dropouts to
find jobs or mai'direct them to corn=

zunity employment services. They
-also may conduct surveys to learn
more about hiringexperiences of re-
cent graduates and dropouts, local
job opportunities, or the effective-
ness of the educational and gnidance
programs.

Counselors also work with prob-
lems affecting theochool as a whole
or ,one or two individuals. If drug
abuse is -a problem, counselors may,
for example, initiate group counsel-
ing sessions to discuss the dangers of
taking drugs. Or they may speak in-
dividually with students and their
parents.

Counselors work closely with oth-
er staff members of the school, mem-
bers of the community, and parents. ..
Often, teachers and counselArs con-:
fer about problems affecting a stu-
dent Or group of students. A leacher
may refer a student who appears to
have problems dealing with class-
mates to a counselor who will at-
tempt to fin ;1 the cause. Counselors

ant but strong personality that instills
confidence in clients is desirable.
Counselors also must be patient, sen-
sitive to the needs of others, and
to. communicate orally as well as in
writing.

In addition, many psychologists,
socral workers, and college student
personnel workers also do counsel-
ing. These and other fields which en-
tail some counseling pucb.:#.5 teach-
ing, health, law, religion, and
personnel, are described eliewhere
in the Handbook.

SCHOOL COUNSELORS
-

(D.O.T. 045.108) .

Nature-of the Work

Uncert. ainty about career choice,
learning disabilities,' or an unhappy

. home life are typical problems that
many students face. Usually these
problems cannot be soled by the
student alone; professional assistance
often is needed. Most schools hire
counselors to give individual atten-
tion to students' educational, career,
and social development. 7

A counselor role is to help students
understand themselves bettertheir
abilities, talents and career options,
for example. To accomplish this,
counselors may use tests and individ-
ual or group counseling; sometimes
they develop specialized methods or
seek the assistance of community re-
source persons.

When helping students in career
choices, counselors often administer
and evaluate tests. Some counselors
also have responsibility for a career
information center and the school's
career education program. The
counselor may, for example, suggest
ways in which a rpath teacher can,

( 5"..1 6 ,
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tiobed couneekiie. must keep up to date on opportunities for educatiOn and vocational
. training. -

k may arrange eetinp with -parents
or community agencies, 'such as Men-
tal health organizationi, if a student's

. problems are Limit:an::
ElemeOtary school counselors help

children to mage the best use of their
abilities by identifying these isnd oth-
er basic aspects of the child's mtFe:
up at an early age, and by evaluiiIng
ariy learning problems. Methods used
in counseling grade school children
differ in many ways from those used
with older students. Observations of
classroom and ,play activity furnish
clues about children in the lower
grades.. To better understand chil-
dren, elementary school counselors
spend much time consultini.with
teacherslind parents. They also wo*
closely, with other staff members of
the school, including iSsychologists

- and social workers.
Some school counselors,' particu-

larly in secondary schools, teach
classes iaccupational information,
social studies, or other subjects. They.
also May supervise school clubs or
other extracurricular activities, often
after regular school hours.

Places of Employment

About 43,000 pejople worked full
time as ptiblic school counselors dur-
ing 1976. Most counselors work in
large schools. An increasing number
of school districts, however, proVide
guidance services to their small
schools by assigning more than one
school to a counselor.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most States require school counse-
lors to have counseling and teachira
certificates. However, a grow'W
number of State; no- longer require
teacher certification. (See state-
ments on elementary and secondary
school teachers for certificate fe-
quirements.) Depending on the
State, a master's degree in counseling
and froM 1 to 5 years of teaching'
experience usually are required for a
counseling-certificate. People who
plan to beCome counseloidi should
learn the requirements of the State in
which they plan to work since re-
quirements vary among States and
,change rapidly.

College students interested in be-
coming school counselors usually
take the regular program of teacher
education, with additional courses in

o psycholdgy and sociology. In States
where teaching experience is not`a
requirement, it is possible to major in
a liberal arts program. A .few States
substitUte a counseling internship for
teaching experience. In some Stites
teachers who liave completed part of
the courses required for the master's

- degree in-counseling are eligible for
provisional certification and may
.work as counselonkunder supervision
while they take additional courses.

Counselor education programs at
the graduate level are available in
more than 450 colleges and universi-
ties, usually in the' departments of
education or psycholOgy. One to 2
years of graduate study are necessary
for a master's degree. Most programs
provide supervised field experience.

Subject areas of required graduate
level courses usually include apprais-
al of the individual student, individ-
ual counseling procedures, group
guidance, information service for car
reer development, professional rela-
tions and ethics, and statistics and
research.

The ability to help young people
accept responsibility for their own
lives is important for school counse=
tors. They must be able to coordinate
the activity of others' and work as
part of the team which forms the
educational system.

. School counselors may advance by
moving to a larger school;becoming
director or supervisor counseling
or guidance; or, with ,f rther gradu-
ate education, neco g a . college
counselor, educational ychologist,
'school psychologist, or school ad-

, ministrator. Usuallycollege coune-
lois and educational psychologists
must earn the Ph. D. degree.

Employment Outlook
Employment of school counselors

is likely to grow more slowly than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's as declining school
enrollments coupled with financial
constraints limit demand. If Federal
assistance for career education is in-
creased, however, many more jobs
should result. Thus, future growth in
counselor employment will depend,

r 547-
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largely on the amount of Amds that
the Federal Government provides to
the States.

Earnings and Working
Conditions-

According to a recent survey, the
average salary of school counselors
ranged from $11,646 to $18,929.
School counselors generalky earn
more, than teachers at the same
school. (See statements on kinder-
garten and elementary 'school teach-
ers and secondary school teachers.)

In most school systems, counsel9rs
receive regular salary increments as
they obtain additional education and
experience. Some counselors supple-
ment their income by part-time con -
sulting, or other work with private or
public counseling centers, govern-
ment agencies, or private industry.

-Sources of Additional
Information

State departments of education
can suppl information on colleges
and universities that offei training in
guidance and counseling as well as
on the State certification require-
ments.

Additionhl information on this
field of work is available' from:
American School Counselor Asi:ociation,

1607 New Hampshire Ave. NW.. Wash-
ington, D.C. 20009. 76*

EMPLOYMENT
COUNSELORS

(D.O.T. 045.108)

Nature of the Work
Uncertainty about career plans is a

problem faced not only by young-
sterAn school but also by many
adults. -Many persons lack realistic.

leer goals, -adequate job training,
o knowledge about the labor mar-
ket. Some become unemployed."Vet-
erans and school dropouts are exam-
ples of other individuals who often
do not how to turn their talents

Employment
abilities into marketable skills.

Employment counselors (sometinles
ccalled vocational. aounselors) help
these and other jobseekers.

Most employment counselors as-
sist persons who turn to State or

community agencies for advice. The
handicapped, older workers, and in-

u s displaced by automation
dustry shifts or unhappy with

theit present occupational fields are
typical applicants. Some jobseekers
are skilled in specific occupations
and ready fOr immediate job place-
ment; others, who have little educa-
tion and lack marketable skills, need
intensive training to prepare for jobs.
In State employment services, the
counselor also helps those who are
least employable, such as welfare're-
cipients, ex-prisoners, and the educa-
tionally and culturally deprived.

,. Counselors interview jobseekers to
learn employment-related facts
about their interests, training, work
experience, work attitudes, physical
capacities, and personal traits. If nec-
essary, they may get additional data
by arranging for aptitude and
achievement tests and interest inven-
tories, so that more objective advice
may be given. They also may get ad-
ditional information by speaking with
the applicant's former employer or
school principal.

When a jobseeker's background
the person's abilities and limitations
has been thoroughly reviewed, the
employment counselor, discusses
occupatidnal requir ents and job
opportunities in nt fields
within the potential of the jobseeker,
Then the counselor and the client
develop a vocational plan. This plan
may specify a series of steps involv-
ing remedial education, job training,
work experience, or other services
needed to enhance the person's em-
ployability..

In many cases, employment coun-
selork refer jobseekers to other agen-
cies for physical rehabilitation or
psychological or other services be-
fore or during counseling. If, for ex-
ample, a person is hampered in a job
search because of stuttering, the
counselor might suggest visits with
city or county. medical personnel.
Proper referrel requires that counse-
lors 'he familiar with the available
community services so that they can
select those most likely to benefit a
particular jobseeker.

COsisekto may help jobseekers by
sugge ng employment sources and
appropriate ways of:-ipplying for
work. In some cases, counselors may

divid
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contact employers about jobs for ap-
plicants, although in State employ-

.. rept services agencies, placement
specialists often handle this work.
After job placement or entrance into
training, counselors may folkiw up to
determine if additional assistance is
needed.

TheyThe expanding responsibility of
public employment service counse-
lors for .imiikving the employability
of dis dvantaged persons has in-
crease heir contacts with these pef-
sons duiltig training and on 'the job.
Also, it has led to group counseling

and the stationing of counselors in
neighborhood and community cen-
ters.

Places of Employment .

Un -106, about 3,400 persons
worked as employment counselors in
State employment service offices, lo-
afed in every large city and many
smaller towns. In addition, about
3,000 employment counselors
worked for various private or com-
munity agencies, primarily in. the
larger cities. Some worked in instItu-,"
tions such as prisons, training schools
for .delinquent youths, and mental
hospitals. Also, the Federal Govern-
ment employed a limited number of
employment counselors, Chiefly in
the Veterans Administration and in ,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Some,
counselors teach in graduate training
programs or conduct research.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

,
Th e national qualification stand-`

and for first level employment count
selors in State employment, service
offices calls for 30 graduate semester
hours of counseling courses beyond a
bachelor's degree. However, 1 year
of counseling-related experience
may be substituted for 15 graduate
semester hours. ;.

All States require counselors in
their. public employment offices to

theet State civil service or merit sys-
tem requirements that include mini-
mum_ educatibyal and experience
standards.

Applicants with adyanced degrees
*and additional qualifying experience
may enter-dat higher. l vels on the
Counselor Career ladder. any States

. '
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,also make provision for individuals
with ex'tensive exPetience in the em-
4Pioyment service, whether, or not
they have college degrees, to enter
the counstor career ladder and
move npviard by acquiring the pre-
scribed university coursework and
qualifying experience for each level.

Although minimum entrance re-
quirements ire,, not standardized
among private and community agen-
cies, most prefer, and some require, a.
master's degree in vocational coun-
Seling or in a related field such as
psychology, personnel administra-
tion, counseling, guidance education,
or public administration." Man)", pri-
vate agencies prefer to have at least
one staff member who has a doctor-
ate in counseling psychology or a re-
lated field.° For- those lacking, an ad-
vanced degree, employers usually
emphasize- experience in closely re-
lated work such as rehabilitation
counseling, employment interview-
ing, sclf'ool or college 'counseling,
teaching, social work, or psychOlogy.

In each State, the public employ-
ment service offices provide some in-
service training .programs for their
new counselors or trainees. In addi--
tion, hiith their new' and experienced
counselors often are given part-time
training at colleges and universities
during the regular academic year or'
at institutes or summer sessions.1Pri-
vate.and community agencies also of-
ten provide in-service training.oppor-
.tunities.

College students who wish to, be
come employmentcOunselors should
enroll in courses in psychology and
basic sociology. At the graduate lev-
el, requirements for thii field usually
include courses in techniques, of
counseling, psychological principfes
and psychology of careers, assess-
ment and, appraisal, cultures and en-
vixonmente and occupational infor-
mation. Counselor education,
programs at the graduate level are
available in more than 450 colleges
and universities, mainly in depart-

", Inents of education or psychology.
To obtain a master's degree, students
must comple e I to 2 years of gradu-
ate study inc uding actual experience
in counseli under the supervision
of an instructor.

- Persons aspiring to be employinent
counselors should have a strong in-

-

terest in helping others make voca-
tional plans and carry .them out. They
should be able to work independent-
ly and to keep detailed records.

Well-qualified counselors with ex-
perience may advance to supervisory
or administrative pos.itins in their
cnq or other. organizations. Some
may becoMe'directors of agencies or
Of other colinseling. .seriqces, or area
supervisors of guidance programs;
some may become consultants; and
others may, become professors in the
counseling ;field: -

EmploymentVutlook

Employment counselors with mas-
ter's degrees or experience in related
fields are expected to fade some
competition in both public and com-
munity employment agencies
through the mid-1980's. Actual
growth in emPloYment of counselors
will depend in large, part on the level
of Federal funding to State, local and
community, agencies to , provide
c unseling Serviced. Some openings

-f r employment counselors will re-
sult, however, from the need to re-
place those who die, retire, or trans-
(eft° other occup tions.

tainings d Working
Conditions

Salaries'of employment counselors
in State ,employment, services vary
considerably from State. to ,State. In

6, salaries, ranged from, about
00 for entry level positions to

$2 I ,000 for experienced counselors.
The average ,starting salarY for begin-
ning workers was $10,506, while ex-
perienced .counselors averaged
$13,814.

According to the limited data
available, the average starting salary
for.,,counselors in private, nonprofit
organizations in 1976 was $8,500.
The average for experienced workers
was $16,000. In, general, salaries, of
employment counselors are about 1
1/2 times as high as average earnings
for all nonestpervisory workers in pet;
vate industry, except farming.

Most counselors worlc about 40
hours a week and have various bane-
fits, i'ncluding vacations, sick leave
pension .plans, and insurance coveet
age. Counselors employed in coin.:
munity agencies may. work ove
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Sources of Additional
InfOrmation

For general information. on .em-
ployment or vocational. counseling,
contact:
National Employment Counselors Associ-

ation, 1607 New Hampshire Ave., NW.,
WaShington, D.C. 20009.,' .

National Vocational Guidance Association,
1607 New Hirripshire Ave. NW.; Wash-
ington D.C. 20009.

.U.S.. Department of Labor, Employinent and
Training Administration, USES, Division
of counseling and Testing, Washington, ,
.C: 20210.

The administrative office for each
State'semploypent security agency,
bureau, divisto 9 p commjssion can
supply specific information about lo-
cal job opportunities, salaries, and
entrance- requirements for positions
in public employment' ieryice offices.

REHABILITATION
COUNSELORS

(D.O.T. 045.108)

Nature of the Work .

03

Each yCar more mentally,-physi-
cally, and emotionally disabled per-
sons become self-sufficient and pro-
`ductive' citizens. They find
emptoyment in a wide variety 'of
occupations, previously thought too
complex or dangerous for them to
handle. A growing number are study-
ing in colleges and technical schools
throtkghout the United States. One
member of the team of professionals
who help uisabled individuals leave a
sheltered environment to leacgas nor-
mal a life aspossible is the kihabilita-
tion- counselor.

Rehabilitation counselors begin
their work by learn-111g about- their
client. They mayffead school reports,
confer with me' cal personnel, and
talk with' family Members to deter-
mine the exact nature of the disabil-
ity. They also discuss with physicians,
psycholOgists, and occupational
therapists,the types of skills the client
,Can learn. At that point, the counsel

,or begins a series of discussions with
the client to explore training and ca-
reer options. The counselor then uses'



this information to. develop a reha-
bilitation'plan.

, A rehabilitation program generally
inc ides. specific job training, such as

tetanal studies, as well as other
" specialized training the disabled per-

son may need. When working with a
blind individual, for example, the
counselor may arrange foi. training
with seeing-eye dogs: The disabled
person then may spend a few months
leatning to cross streets and ride:pub-
lic transportation systems. Through-
out this period, the counselor and
disabled client meet reguarly to dis-
cuss progress in the rellettilitation
program and any problems that may
arise.

Counselors also must Ond jobs for
disabled persons and oft;en'make fol-

' loW-up checks to insuee It place-
ment has been succesSttil.ay the new
employee has a specific problem on -
the., job, the counselor may suggest
adaptatioss, to the employer.

Rehqbat counselors must
e, °I-e.

capped clients and their families over
many months or even years. The
counselor often has the satisfaction
or watching day-by-day progress in
the disabled" person's fight for in-
dependence. At other times, how-
ever, the counselor may experience
the disappointment of a client's fail-
ures.

Because job placement is an im-
portant aspfet of a counselor's work,
he or she must keep in touch with
members of the business community
to learn the type of jobs available and
training required. They also try to
alleviate any fears on the part of em-
ployers about the suitability of Wring
handicapped individuals. As a result,
counselors may spend time publiciz.
ing the rehabilitation program to
business and community associ-
ations.

An increasing inpnber of counse-
lors specialize in a area of
rehabilitation; some may work al-
:Most exclusively with blind peopfe,

`fie tact with Nandi -,, I istroilcs orierg addicts, the men-

,

Rehabilitation counselor assisting blind person in use Of tape recorder.
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tally ill, or retarded persons, Ot rs
may work almost entirely per-
sons living in poverty areas. \_.

The amount of time spent counsel-
ing each client varies with the sever-
ity of the disabled person's problems
as well as with tresize of the counse.-
lor's caseload. Usually, cljunselors in
pate organizations can spend more
time' With clients than their gounter-
parts in State agencies. Some reha-
bilitation counselbrs are responsible
for' Many persons in various stages of
rehabilitation;-on the other band, less
experienced counselors or those
working with the severely disabled
may work with relativply few cases at
a time.

S
-

Places of Employment

AbOut 19,000 persons worked as
rehabilitation counselors in 1976.
About 70 percent worked in State
and local rehabilitation agencies fi-
nanced cooperatively with Federal
and State funds. Some rehabilitation
counselors and counseling psycholo-
gists worked for the Vet is Ad-
ministration. Rehabilitation centers;
sheltered worlarliops, hospitals, labor
unions, insurance companies, special
schools, and other public and private
agenices with rehabilitation pro-
grams and job placement services for

'the disabled employ the rest.

-.Training, Other OuallficatiOns,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree With courses
in counseling, psychology, and relat-
ed fields is the minimum educational
tecipirement for rehabilitatiowcoun-
selors. However, ernployers,are plac-
ing increasing emphasis on the mas-
ter's degree in rehabilitation
counseling or.vocational conseling,:
or in related, subjfcts such as pSy-
chology, education, and social lork.
,Work experience in fields such as vo- ,l.
cational co nseling and placeMent;
psycliplo y, education, and social ,
work 1 in asset fot securing employ:

' ment as a rehabilit counselor:
Most agencies.havesw rk-study pro-
grams whereby employed counselors
can earn graduate degrees in the
field.

More than 75 college and universi-
ties offered graduate programs in re-
habilitation counseling-in 1976. Usu-
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ally, 1 1/2: to 2 years of study are
required fo the master's degree. In-
cluded is a peripd of actual work ex-
perience as a rehabilitation counsel-
or under the close supervision of an
instructor: Be/Sides a basic founda-
titan * psychology, courses generally
included in master's 'degree programs

,ace counseling theory and tech-
niques, occUpational,and educational
information, and community
sources. Other requirements may in-.
dude courses in placement and fol-
lowup, tests and .measurements,
psychosodal effects of disability, and
medical and legislative aspects of re-
habilitation.

Tory am the doctorate in rehabili-
tation counseling or in counseling
psychology may take a total of 4 to 6
years of graduate study. Intensive
training in psychology and other so-
'dal: sciences, as welt as in research.
methods, is required.

Many States require that rehabili-
tation counselors be hind in accord-
ance with Stateiciyil service and mer-
it system rules, In most cases, these
Agulations require applicants to pass
a Competitive written test, sometimes
supplemented by :an hltervidw and
evaluation by a board of examiners.
In addition, some private organiza-
tions require rehabilitation counse-
lors to be certified. To become certi-
fied, counselors must pass exams
administered by the 'Commission on

. Rehabilitation Counselor Certifica--
tion.

Because rehabilitation counselors
deal with .the welfare of individuals,.'_
the ability to accept responsibility is
important. It also is essential that
they be able to work independently
and be able to motivate and guide the
activity of others. Counselors who
work:with the severely disabled Reed
unusual' emotional, stability. They
must be very patient in dealing with
clients who often are discouraged,
angry, or otherwise difficult to han-
dle.

Counselors who have limited expe-
- rience Usually are assigned the less

difficult cases. As they gain experi-
ence, their caseloads are increased
and they are assigned clients with
more ,complex rehabiliation prob-
lems. After obtaining considerable
experience and more graduate, edu-
cation, rehabilitation counselors may

advance. to supervisory positions or
top administrative jobs.

Employment Outlook

Because most State, and private
rehabilitation agencies are funded
,primarily' by the Federal Govern-
mbnt, the extent of employn&nt
growth will depend laitely on the
level of government spending. Addi-
tional positions, however, are expec't-
ed to become available in Itrivate
companies, such as manufacturing
and service firms, for rehabilitation
counselors to help in equal employ-
ment opportunity efforts. In addition
to. growth needs, m'avy counselors
will be cequired annually to replace
those who die, retire, or leave the
field for other reasons.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of beginning 'rehabilitation
counselors in State agencies ay.er-

aged $10,44 r a year in 1976. Begin-
ning salaries ranged from $7,200 in
Puerto Rico to $15,774 in Alaska.,t

The .Veterans Administration paid
counseling psychologists with, a 2-
year master's degree and 1 year ,of
subsequeht experienceand those
with a Ph. D.starting salaries of
$17,056 in 1976. Those with a Ph. d.
and a year of experience, and 'those
with 2-year master's degree and
much experience, started at $20,442.
Some rehabilitation counselors with
a bacheloir's degree were hired at
starfin salaries `of $1 1,523 and
$ 14,09T. In general, salaries of reha-
bilitation counselors are above the
average earnings for all nonsupervi-

e ery
workers imprivate industry, ex-

pt farining.
Counselors may spend only part of,

their time in their officps counseling
and performing necessary paper-
work. The `remainder of their time is
spetit away from the office, working
with, prospective employers, training
agencies, and the disabled. person's
farpilyz' The ability to drive a Car of-
ten is necessary for this work.

Rehabilitation.counselors general-
ly work a 40-hour week or less, with
some. overtime work required to at-
tend community and civic meetings
in the evening. They usually are(cOv-
ered by sick and/ annual, leave bene-
fits and pension and health plans.

Sources of Additional,
Information

For information about rehabilita-,
tion counseling as a career, contact:
American Psychological Association; Inc.,

1200 17th !St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20036. -

American Rehabilitation Counseling Associ-.
ation, 1607 flew Hampshire Ave. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20009.

National Rehabilitation Counseling Associ-
ation, 1522 K St. NW., Woshington, D.C.
20005.

Information on certification re-
quirements and procedures is avail-
able from:
Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor Cer-.

tification, 520 North Michigan Ave,, Chi-
cago, 111.-60611.

COLLEGfr,cAREER
PLANNING AND

PLACEMENT
COUtktELORS

(D.O.T.166.268)

Nature of the Work

Choosing a ca'reer is a decision
faced by many college students.
Finding an occUpatiott that matches
one's liketAlslikesil and talents can
be difficiAt and. Nme consuming.
And, once the 'decision is made,
there is still the problem of writing
resumes, .bevagl intervieWed, and
searching ,out prosPectiye employ-
ersoften an anxiety-proklueing and
discouraging experience.

Career planning and "placement
counselors help bridge the gap be-
tween education and work by assist-
ing students in all phases of career
decisionmaking and planning..These
counselors, sometimes called college
placement officers, proeide a variety
of services to college students and
alumni. They assist students in mak-
ing career selections by encotiraging
thern,to examine their interests, abili-
tiest and goals, and then helping.
them to explore possible carr,:r alter-
natives. They may, for example, ar-
range .part-time or summer employ-
ment with a local government atcy
for an architectural student cons er-
ing a career as a city planner. Or they
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1.
Counselor discusses career alternatives with college student

Ae

may discuss employment tions and
,.training requirements with students
majoring in history. Ofen, counselors
suggest additional courses or further
training to enchante employment
prospects.

Career planning and placement
counselors alio arrange for job re-
cruiters to visit the campus to discuss
their firm's personnel needs and to.
interview applicants. They provide
emplOyet40, with infOrmation about
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ear-
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Some career planning and place-
I ment counselors,,especially "those in
\junior or community colleges, aaise
ladministrators on curriculum and
course content. They may suggest
courses that employers believe would
train students more adequately. In
additiOn, some counselors, especially

1 Those working small schools, also
, teach. All cou elors maintain, a ,Ii-

brary of career idance and recruit-
ment information.

Placement counselors may special-
ize in areas such as law, education, or
part-time and summer work. How-
ever, the extent of specialization usu-
ally depends tipbn the9 size and type
of college as well as the size of the
placement staff.

Places Of Employment

Nearly all 4-year colleges and uni-
versities and many of the increasing
number of junior colleges provide ca-
reer planning and placement services
to their students and alumni. Laria
colleges may employ several counseP
logs working under a director of ca-
reer planning and placement activi-
ties; in many institutions, however, a
combination of placement functions
is performed by one director aided
by -a clerical staff. In some colleges,
especially the smaller ones, the func-
tions of career counselors may be
performed on a part-time basis by
members of the faculty or adminis-
,trative staff. Universities frequently
have placement officers for each ma-
jor branch or campus.

About. 3,900 persons worked as
career planning and placement coup-

selors in colleges and universities in
1976. Nearly three-fourths worked in
4-year institutions. The remainer
worked in junior and community col-
leges.

student's and inform students about
business operations and personnel
needs in inthistry. A counselor, may,
for example, explain to'students that
workers in certain industries are sub-.

eject to layoffs. In 6rder to counsel
students adequately, counselorsAinust -
keep abreast of job market develop-
ments by reading literature in the
field and maintaining contact with
industry and government personnel
recruiters.

0 2

Training, Other Qualifications;
and Advancement

Although no specific educational
program exists to prepare persons for
career planning,* placement work,
a bachelor's degree,''Preferably in a
behavioral science, such as psychol-
ogy or sociology, is customary for
entry into the field, and a master's
degree is increasingly being stressed.

In 1976, 120 colleges and uniyersi-
ties offered graduate programs in
college student personnel..work.



SEEING OCCUPATIONS

Graduate cbUtsesthat are helpful for
career planning and Plbeetnent cotirV-
seling include counse nd

tins, the- ,techniques, vocati
ory of glibup.dynamics, and oCeupa-
tional research and employment
trends.

SOme people enter the career plan-
ning and placement field after gain-
ing a broad background of experi-
ence in business, industry,
government, or educational organi-
zations. An internship in a career
planning and placement office also is
helpful.

College career planning and place-
ment counselors must have an inter-
est in people. They must be able to
communicate with and gain the con-
fidence of students, faculty,. and em-
ployers in order to develop insight
into the employment needs of both

. employ rs and students. People in
this fi d should be energetic and
able o work under pressure because
they must organize and administer a
wide variety of activities.

Advancement for career planning
and placement professionals usually
is through promotion to an assistant
or associate position; director of ca-
reer planning and placement, 'direc-
tor of student personnel services, or
some other higher level administra-
tive position. However, the extent of

such opportunity usually depen
upon the type of collegeor univer
and the size of,the staff,.

-"employment Outlook

Employment of "cane career
planning and placement counkelork is
expected to increase` through the
mid-1980's. Demand will be greatest
in junior and community colleges,
where, in many cases, there are no
career planning and placement pro-
grams at present. In addition, the
large number a adults entering coin-
munity colleges who have been out
of the labor market or who are seek-
ing a mid-career change will require
specialized counseling.

Also contributing to the demand in
all postsecondary institutions will be
the expected continued expansion in
services to student's from minority
and low-income groups, who require
special counseling in choosing ca-

. reers and assistance in finding part-
time jobs. Growth also is expected in
services to the handicapped and to
adults participating. in continuing
education.

However, 'many institutions of
higher education faced finanffal
problems in 1976. If this situation
persists, colleges and universities
may be forced to limit expansion of

p.
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counseling and placement services,
resulting in competition for available
positions.

Earnings and Working I
Conditions

. Salaries vary greatly among educa-
Alonal institutions. According to the

Iliftitenformatiori available, the aV.-
erage salary,.of college career plan-
ning and pla-caineitudirectors was
more than $17,000 a. ye`ar-in .1976.

Career planning and placement__
counselors frequently work more
than a 40-hour week; irregular hours
and overtime often are necessary,
particularly during . the "recruiting
season." Most counselors are em-
ployed on a 12-month basis. They are
paid for holidays and vacations and
usually receive the same benefits as
.other professional personnel em-.
ployed by colleges and universities.

Sources of Additional
information

A booklet on the college student
personnel professions, as well as oth-
er information on career counseling
and placement, is available fsom:
The College Placement Council, Inc., P.O.

Box 2263, Bethlehem, Pa, 18001.



Deciding on a career in the clergy
involves considerations different
from those involved in other career
choices. When persons chbose to en-
ter the ministry, priesthood, or rabbi-
nate, they do so primarily because
they possess a strong religious faith
and a desire to help others, . Never-
theless, it is important to know as

,,much as possible about the profes-
sibn and how to prepare for, it, the
kind of life it offers, and its needs for
personnel

The. number of clergy needed de-
pends largely on the number of-peo-
pie wpo participate in organized reli-
gious_groups. This affects the number
of churches and synagogues estab-
lished and pulpits to be filled. In
addition to the clergy who serve con-
gregations, many others teach or Ict
as administrators in seminaries and in
other educational institutions; still
others- serve as chaplains in the
Armed Forces, industry, correctional
institutions, hospitals, or on college
campuses; or render service as mis-
sionaries or in social welfare agen-
cies. .

Persons cbnsidering a career in the
clergY,should seek the counsel of a ,
-religious leader okheir faith to aid in
evaluating their qualifications. The
most impOrtant of these are a deep
religious belief and a desire to serve
the spiritual needs of others. The
priest, minister, or rabbi also is ex-
pected to be a model of moral and
ethical conduct, A person consider-
ing one of these fields must realize
that the civic, social and recreation-
al activities of a m ber of the clergy
often a e influe ed and restricted
by the ustoms,a d attitudes of the
comm nity.,

The clergy should be sensitive to
the needs of others and able to help
them deal with these needs. The job
demands an ability to speak and
write effectively, to organize, and to
supervise, others. The person enter-
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ing this field also must enjoy studying
because the ministry is an occupation
which requires continuous learning.
In addition, the ministry demands
considerable initiative and self-disci-
pline:

More detailed information on the
clergy in the three largest faiths in
the United States-1Protestant, Ro-
man Catholic, and Jewishis given
in the following statements, prepared
in cooperation with leaders of these
faiths. Informa)idn on the clergy in

,other faiths may be obtained directly
fiem tea,ders of the respective
groups.

PROTESTANT MINISTERS

(D.O.T. 120.108)

Nature of the Work
Protestant ministers lead their con, ,

gregations in worship services and
administer the rites of baptism, con-
firmation, and Holy Ol'ommunion.
They prepare and deliJer sermons
and give religious instruction to per-
sons who are to become neW mem-
bers the church. They also pear-
form arriages; conduct funerals;
counsel individuals who seek guid-
ance;,visit the sick, aged, and handi-
capped at home and in the hospital;
comfort the bereaved; and serve
church members in other ways.
Many Protestant ministers write arti-
cles for publication, give speeches,
and engage in interfaith, community,
civic, educational, and recreational
activities sponsored by- or related to
the interests of the church. Some
ministers -teach in seminaries, colleg-
es, and universities.

The services that ministers con-
duct differ among Protestant de-
nolninations and also among congre-
gations within a denomination. In
many denominations, ministers fol-

.

r
low a traditional order of worship; in
Others they adapt the services to the
needs of, youth, and other ,groups
within, tRe congregation. Most serv-
ices include Bible reading, hymn
singing, prayers, and a sermon. In
some 'denominations, Bible reading
by a member ofthe Congregation and
individual testimonials may consti
tute a large part of the service. ,

Ministers serving small congrega-
tions generally work on a personal
basis with their parishioners. Those
serving large congregations have
greater administrative responsibil-
ities, and spend considerable time
working with committees, church of-
ficers, and staff, besides performing
their other duties. They may have
one or more associates or assistants
who share specific aspects of the
ministry, such as a minister of educa-
tion who assists in educational :pro -.
grams for different age groups, or a
minister of music.

Places of Employment

In 1976, about 190,000 ministers
served more than 72 million Protes-

The services that ministers conduct differ
among Protestant denominations and
also among congregations within a do-

, nomination.
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- tants. Most ministers serve individual
congregations. In addition, however,
thousands of ministers work in close-
ly related fields such as chaplains in
hospitals and the Armed Forces. The
greatest number of clergy are affiliat-
ed with the five largest groups of
churchesBaptist, United Method-
ist, Lutheran, Presbyterian; and Epis-
copal.

All cities and most towns in the
'United States haveat least One Prot-
estant churat with a full-time minis-^
ter. Some churches employ part-time
ministers; many part-time clergy are
seminary students or ministers re-
tired from full-time yastoral'respon-
sibilities. Although most ministers
are located in urban areas, many live
in less densely populated area where
they may serve two congregations or
more.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Educational requirements for en-
try into the Protestant ministry vary
greatly. Some denominations have

.ner formal educational requirements,
and others ordain persons having
varying amounts and types of train-
ing in Bible colleges, Bible institutes,
or liberal arts colleges.

In t976,. there were 138 American
theological institutes accredited by
the AssociatiOn of Theological
Schools in the United"- States and
Canada. These admit only students
who have received a bachelor's de-
gree orits equivalent with a liberal
arts major from an accredited col-
lege. Many denominations require a
3-year course of professional study in
one of these accredited STIThols or
seminaries after college graduation.
The degree of master of divinity is

'Awarded upon completion.
Recommended pr,eseminary or un-

dergraduate college courses include
English, history, philosophy, the
natural sciences, social sciences, the
fine arts, music, religion, and foreign
languages. These courses provide a
knowledge of modern social, cultur-
al, and scientific institutions and
problems. However, students consid-
ering theological study should con-
tact, at the earliest possible date, the
schools to which they intend to ap-
ply, to learn how to prepare for the
program they expect to enter.

The standard curriculum ar ac-
credited theological schools consists
of four major categories: biblical, his-
torical, theological, and practical.
Courses of a practical ,nature such as

-psychology, rligious education, and
administration are emphasized.
Many accredited schools require that
students gain experience in church
work under the supervision of a fac-
ulty member or experienced minis-
ter. Some institutions offer doctor of
ministry degrees to students who
have completed I year or more of
additional study after serving aileaSt
a year as minister.'Scholarships and
loans are available for students of
theological instations.

In general, each large denomina-
tion has its own school or .schools of
theology that reflect its particular_
doctrine, interests, and needs. How-
ever, many of these schools are open
to students froin other denomina-
tions: Several interdenominational
schools' associated with universiffes
give both undergra
ate trainin coveri

es, however, is expected to continue
to grow.

Although fewer opportunities may
arise for Protestant ministers to serve
individual congregations, newly or-
dained ministers may find work in
youth, family relations, and welfare
organizations; religious education;
and as chaplains in the Armed
Forces, hospitals, universities, and
correctional institutions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of Protestant clergy vary
substantially, depending .on age, ex-
perience, education, denomination,
size and wealth of congregation, type

,of community, and geographic loca-
tion. Ac,cording to a study by the In-
stitute for Church Development, av-
erage income insluding benefits for
Protestant miriisfersoin five denopi-

' nations was about $1'3,650 in 19/76.
These earnings are somewhat higher
than the, average for Protestant de-

a wide range of
theological points df view. Persons
who 'have denonjinational qualifica-
tions for the ministry usually are or-
dained after graduation from a semi-
nary. to denominations that 'do not
require seminary training, clergy re,

. ordained at various appointed times.
Men rand women entering' the clergy
often begin their careers as pastors of
small congregations or as .assistant
pastors'in large churches,-

Employment OutiOOk ,7

The trend toward merger and unity
among denominations, combined
with the closing of smaller parishes
and the downturn in financial' sup-
port, has reduced demand for ProteS-
tant ministers' in recent years. As a'
result, new graduates of theological
schools will face increasing competi-
tion in finding positions. The supplY-
demand situation will vary among de-
nominations and the chance of ob-
taining employment will depend, in
part, on the length of the candidate's
formal preparation. Most of the
openings for clergy that are expected
through the mid- 1980's will there-
fore- result from the need to replace
those in existing positions who retire,
die, or leave the ministry. The need
for .ministers in Evangelical churii-

5' 5

nominations as a whole. Annual va-
. cations average 3 weeks and there
often is opportunity for time off.

Because of the wide range of serv-
ice that the minister provides, he or
she may work long or irregular hours,
often involving considerable travel.

. Sources of Additional
Information

Person's who are interested in e
tering the Protestant ministry shoul
seek the counsel of a minister or
church guidance worker. Each theo-
logical school can supply ormation
on admission requiremen Prospec-
tive ministers also should contact the
"ordination supervision body of their
particular denomination for inforn;a:7.H.,
tion on special requirements for ctrdi:-°
nation.

RABBIS

(170.T. 120.108) -

.

Nature of the Work,

Rabbis are the spiritual leaders of
their congregations and teachers and
interpreters Of Jewish law and tradi-
tion. They conduct religious services
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and deliver sernions at services on
the Sabbath and on Jewish,holidays.
Rabbis customarily are available at
all times to counsel members of their
congregatidn, other followers of Ju-
daism, and the community at large.
Like other clergy, rabbis conduct
weddings and funeral services, visit
the sick, help the poor, comfort the
bereaved, supervise religious educa
tion programs, engage in interfaith
activities, and involve thernselves.in
community affairs.

itabb0 serving large congregations
may spend considerable time in ad-
ministrative duties, working with
their staffs and committees. Large,
congregations frequently have an as-
sociate or assistant rabbi. Many
assistant rabbis serve as educational
directors.

1 Nearly all rabbis" serve-Ortkdox,
Conservative, or Reform congrega-
tions. Regardless Of their particular
point of vi4w, all Jewish' congrega-
tions preserve the substance of Jew-
ish religious worship. The congrega-
tions differ in the extent to which
theY follow the traditional form of
worshipfor example, in the wear-
ingf head, coverings, the use of He-
brew as the language of prayer, or
the use of music or a choir. The for-
mat of the worship service and,
therefore, the ritual that the rabbis

-.-

use may vary even among congrega-
tions belonging to the same branch of
Judaism.

Rabbis also may write for religious
and lay publications, alild teach in
theological seminaries, colleges, and
universities.

Places of Employment
About 4,000 rabbis served over '6

million folloWers of the Jewish faith
.
la this countrpin 1976; approximate-
Ix 1,550 were Orthodox rabbis, 1,350
were ConserSative, and 1',200 Re-
eerm. Others work as chaplains in the
military services, in hospitals and
other institutions, or in one of the
many Jewish community service
agencies. A growlni number are em
ployed in colleges and Universities as
teachers in Jewish Studies programs.

Although rabbis serve Jewish com-
munities throughout the Nation, they

fare concentrated in those States that
have 'large' Jewish populations, par-
ticularly .New York, California
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Florida', Maryland,
and the Washington, D.C. metrppol-
itan area.

Training and Other
Qualifications

'To become eligible for ordination
as a rabbi, a student must complete a

Fiabbl InstrtiCting nurse school children about the,FLIday evening Sabbath meal.
e7J(
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prescribed course of study in a semi-
nary. Entrance requirements and the
curriculum depend upon the branch
of Judaism with which the seminary
is associated.

Nearly 30 seniinaries train Ortho-
dox rabbis in programs of varying
lengths. The required course of study
to prepare for Ordination is usually 3
or 4 years. However, students who.
are not college graduate may spend
a longer period at these seminaries
and complete the requirements for
the bachelor's degree while pursuing
the rabbinic, course. Some Orthodox
seminaries do not require a college
degree to qualify for ordination, al-
though students who'qualify usually
have completed 4 years of college.

The Hebrew Union CollegeJew--
ish Institute of Religion is the official
seminary that trains rabbis for the
Reform branch of Judaism. It is the
only branch that has approved the
training and ordination of women as
rabbis. In 1976, almost half the en-
tering class at the Reform seminary
were women. The Jewish Theologi-
cal Seminary of America is the offi-
cial seminary that trains rabbis: for
the Conservative branch of Judaism.
Both seminaries requirethecomple-

- tion of a 4-year college course, ,as
well as earlier preparation in Jewish
studies, for admission to the rabbinic
program leading to ordination: Nor-
mally 5 years of study are required to
complete the rabbinic course at the
Reform seminary, including I year of
preparatory study in Jerusalem. Ex-
ceptionally well - prepared students
can shorten this 5-year period to a

'minimum of 3 years. A student hav-
ing a strong baekground in Jewish
studies can complete the course at
the Conservative seminary in 4 years;
for other enrollees, the course may
takiPas long as 6 years.

In general, the curriculums of Jew-
ish theological seminaries provide
stunnts with a comprehensive
knowledge of the Bible, Talmud,

'Rabbinic literature, Jewish-history,
theology, and courses in education,
pastoral plychbldgy, and public
speakihg. Stud its of the Iiieform
seminary get a thorough preparation

vin the classics as weir as extensive
practicak training in dealing with the
social and political prgibleins in the
community. Training for alternatives
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to the pulpit, such as leadership in
community services and religious
education,increasingly is stressed.

Some seminaries grant advanced
academic degrees in fields-such as
Biblical ant Talmudic research. All
Jewish thefogical seminaries make
scholarships and loans available.

Newly ordained rabbis usually be-
gin as leaders of small-congregations,
assistants to experienced' rabbis, di-
rectors of Hillel Foundations on col-
lege campuses, teachers in semi-
naries and other educational
institutions;, or 'chaplains in the
Armed Forces. As a rule, the-pulpits
of large and well - established Jewish

' congregations are filled by experi-
.

enced rabbis.

Employment Outlook
The demand for Rabbis has Ve-

dined in recent years because some
established congregations have

'closed and fewer new ones are being
formed. As a result, many newly or-.
dained Rabbis will take positions in
smaller Jewish communities and as
assistant Rabbis in larger Jewish con-

' gregations. Opportuniti s still exist
for Rabbis to teach in colleges and
universities, to serve as aplains in
the Armed Forces, and to work in
hospitals and other institutions or in
one of the many Jewish social,service
agencies. Openings in established
congregations will come largely from
a need to replace those Rabbis who
retire or die. .

The emploiyment outlook for rah-
.' bis varies among the three major
,branches of Judaism, however. Re-
form rabbis'may face some competi-
tion for available positions and Or --
thodox clergy are expected to
encounter very keen scompetition.
Conservative rabbis, on the other
band, will have' good employment
opportunities, if present trends con-
tinue.

. , EarAings and Working
CondltIonp-

'.Incomes vary, depending on the
size and financial status of the con-
gregation, as well as its'denomirfa-
tional branch and geographi

:don. Ilabbis usually earn additOnal
income from gifts or fees for officiat-
ing at ceremonies such as weddings.

In 1976 the annual earnings of

rabbis averaged between $15,10
and $20,000, includin.gpension and
housing allowance. Earnings of. Or-
thodox rabbis .tended to4be at the
lower end of the scale. Average earn-
ings of newly ordained Corkservative
and Reform rabbis were abou
$19;000; more experienced rabb'
earned Muth higher salariess a s
with .other benefits, averaged
much as $351)00 a year. Some senior
rabbis in' large temples earned up to
$60,000 a year. ,

Rabbis' working. hours are deter-
mined by their role in the congrega-
tion. Besides Conducting regular reli-
gious services, they also may spend
considerable time in administrative,
educational, and. community service
funCtions, as well as presiding over
various ceremonial services. Rabbis
also must be available to serve the
emergency needs of their congrega-
tion members.

Sources of Additional
Information

Persons who are interested in be-
coming, rabbis should discuss their
plans for a vocation with a practicing
rabbi. Information on the work of
rabbis and allied occupations can be
obtained from:
The Jewish Theological Seminary of America,

(Conservative),. 3080 Broadway, New
York, New York 101)27.

The Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Semi-
nary, an affiliate of Yeshiva University,
(Orthodox), 2540 Amsterdahi Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10033.,

Hebrew Union College and Jewish Institute of
Religion, (Reform), whose three campus-
es, are located at 40 W. 458th St., New
York, N.X. 10023; at 3101 Clifton Ave.,

/Cincinnati;'Ohio 45220; and at 3077 Uni-
versity Mall, Los Angeles, Calif. 90007.

ROMAN CATHOLIC
PRIESTS

Nature of the Work'.

man Ctho i is attend to
the spiritual, _past , moral; and
e uptional nee of the members of
theit Oltrich. heir duties include
presiding..at liturgical functions; of -
fering religious enlightenment. in the
form "of a sermon; hearing confes-

3

sions; administering the Sacraments
(incl g the 'sacraments of Mar-
ria c an Penance); and conducting
fu eral services. .They also comfort',
th sick, console r ativ and friends
of the dead, co sel ;hose in need of

idanc , and assist the poor.
r ests spend long hours working

for the church and the community.
Their day usually begins with morn-
ing meditation and Mass, and may
end with the hearing of confessions

c-or an evening visit to a hospit or a
home. Many priests direct and rve
on church committees, work in ivic
and charitable organizationi, and as-,
sist iq community projects.
'There are two main classifications

of priestsdiocesan (secular) and
religious. Both types have the same
powers acquired thro h ordination
by a bishop. The dliffrences lie in
their way of life, the,type of work to
which they are assigned,' and 'the
church authority to whom they are
immediately subject. Diocesan
priests generally work as individuals
in parishes assigned to them by the
bishop of -their diocese. Religious
priests generally work as part of a
religious order, such as the %suits,
Dominicans, pr Franciscans. 'They
engage, in specialized activities such
as tea'hing or, missionary work as-
signed to thenl by superiors of their
order.

Both religious and diocesan priests

Thikumbar of Nests has bean Irma
clentto fill all the leads of Ca lc In

tutlons.
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hold teaching and administrative
posts in Catholic seminaries, colleges
and universities, and high schools.
Priests attached to religious orders
staff alarge proportion of the institu-

, Lions of higher education and .many
high schools, whereas diocesan
priests are usually concerned with
the parochial schools attached to
parish churches and with diocesan
high. schools. The members of reli-
gious orders do most of the mission-
ar9 work

in
by the Catholic

Church in this country and abroad.

Places of Employmept

Approximately 59,000 priests
served nearly 49 million Catholics in
the United States in 1976. Riere are
priests in nearly every city and town
and in many rural communities. The
Majority are in metropolitan areas,
where mcist*Catolics reside. Catho-
lics are concentrated in tIN North-
east and- Great Lakes regions, with
smaller concentrations in California,
Texas, and Louisiana. Large num-
bers of priests are located in commu-
nities near CathOlic educational and
other institutions.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Preparation for the priesthood
generally requit'es 8 years of study
beyond high school, There are over
450 seminary institutions where stu-
dents may receive training for the
priesthood. Preparatory study may
begin in the first year of high school, .

°at the college level, or in theological
seminaries aft* college graduation.

High school se aries pr vide a
college preparat progra hat
emphasizes E glish gra ar,
speech, literature, and social studies.
Some study of Latin is required and
the study of- modern language is en-
couraged. The seminary college of-
fers a liberal arts program, stressing
philosophy and religion; the study of
man through the behavioral sciences
and history; and the natural sciences
and mathematics. In many college
seminaries, a student may concen-
trate in any of these fields.

The remaining 4 years of prepara-
tton include sacred scripture; dog-
matic, moral, and pastoral theology;
homiletics (art of preaching); church

5.

history; liturgy (Mass); and canon
law. Field work experience usually is
required in addition to' classroom
stydy; in recent years this aspect of a
priest's training has been empha-
sized.' Diocesan and religious priests
attend different .major, seminaries,
where slight variations in the training
reflect the differences in the type of
work expected of them as' priests.
Priests are not permitted to marry.

Postgraduate work, in theology is
offered at a number of American
Catholic universities or at ecclesiasti-
cal universities around the world,
particularly in Rome. Also, many
priests do graduatel work at other
universities in fields unrelated to the-
ology. Priests are encouraged by the
Catholic Church tionlcontinue their
studies, at least info ally, after ordi-
nation. In recent years continuing
education for ordained priests has
stressed social sciences, such as soci-
ology and psychology.

Young men never are denied entry
into seminarig because of lack of
funds. In seminaries for secular
priests, the church authorities may
make arrangements for student
scholarships or loans. Those in reli-
gious seminaries are financed by con-
tributions of benefactors.

The first assignment of a newly
ordained secular priest is usually that
of assistant pastor or curate. Newly
ordained priests of religious orders
are assigned to the specialized duties
for W h in they are trained. Depend-
ing on the talents, interests, and ex-
perience of the individual, many op-
portunities for greater responsibility
exist within the church.

Employment Outlook

A growing numbee of priests will
be needed in the years ahead to
provide for the spiritual, educational,
and social needs of the increasing
number of Catholics in the Nation..
The number of ordained priests has
been insufficient to fill the needs of
newly established parishes and other.
CathOlic institutions, and to replace
priests who retire or die. This situ-
ation is likely to persist and perhaps
worsen, if the recent drop in semi-
nary. enrollments continues. How-
ever, pernianent deacons, who may
marry and hold full-time jobs outside

,
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the Church, are being ordained as
Catholic ministers to greach and per-
forM other liturgical functions, such
as communion and baptism. They are
not permitted to celebrate Mass or
hear confession. Although priests
usually continue to work longer than
persons in other professions, the var-
ied demands and long hours create a
need for young priests to assist the
older ones. Also, an increasing num-.
ber of priests have been acting in
many diverse areas of servicein so-
cial work; religious radio; newspaper,
and television work; and 'Iabor-man-
agement mediation. They also have
been serving in foreign posts as mis-
sionaries, particularly in countries 4
that have a shortage of priests.

Earnings and Working
Conditions ,

. 9

Diocesan priests' talas vary
from diocese to diocese anclk range
from $2,000 to $6,004). a year. The
diocesan priest also may receive a
car allowance of $25 to $50 a month,
free room and board in the parish
rectory, and fringe benefits such as
group insurance and retirement
benefits in the diocese.

Religious' priests take a vow of
poverty and are supported by their
religious order.

Priests who do special work relat-
ed to fhe church, such as teaching,
usually receive a partial salary vihich
is less than a lay person in the same
position would receive. The differ-
ence between the usual ,sairy for
these jobS and the salary that the
priest receives is called "contribute
service." In some of these situations,
housing and elated expenses may be
provided; in other cases,- the priest
must make his own arrangements.
Some priests doing special well may
receive the same compeng'ation that
a lay person would receive. These
may include priests working as law-
yers, counselors, cOnsultants, etc.

Due to the wide range of duties
which most clergy have, priests often
must work long and irregular hours.
Their working conditions vary widely
with the type and area of assignment.

Sources of Additional
Information

Young men interested in entering
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'the priesthood should seek the guid-.
ance and counsel of their parish
priest. For information regarding the
different religious orders and the

t
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secular priesthood, as well as a list oc through the office of the local pastor
'the seminaries which prepare 'stu- or bishop.
dents for the priesthood, contact the ti

(diocesan Direc 6rs of Vocations

S.
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0 ER SOCIAL SERVICOCCUFATIONS

.;.,-
COOPERATIVE

EXTENS(pN SERVICE'
-WMKERS -.

. (D.O.T., 096: 128)

Nature of the Work
a

Cooperative extension service
workers; or extension Vents as they
are often called, Conduct educational

'piograms for 'rural residents in 4rea,
'such as agricuhure, home _econom-
ics, youth activities, 'cl--Community
resource development, Extension
agents generally specialize in' one of -

. these areas andhave titles that match
their specialtips, such as extension
agent, for, youth activities-or exten-
sion agent fcir agriculture science and
horticulture. They are employed
jointly by State land-grant universi-
ties and the'U.S. Department of Agri-
culture. ' ''txtension agents usually work with

,groups of people. For example,. the
extension agent for youth activities .

conchicts 4 -H Meetings; for members
in The area. During the summer, they
may hold day campS to 'organize
yciuth recreational activities. Agents
who work In hoMe economics set up

'meetingss and progrims' to illustrate
_

tt the benefits of proper nutrition -Aid:-
5._ to eduCate homemakers in good nu-

..tuition. : . f '
..'\gAgriculture' science . extension

ents ,condat grOup meetings on.
. topics of- special interest to area
: farmers. In a county which hag, much

dairy farming, extension agents ur,..
range -iemiflafs coveridg dairy herd'

"health orthe raising of crops.
Durin ititse seminars', agents in-
st farnip irr.using the prOpar,

1 feeds meet caws' nutritional nebds-
and to se tlIcir outp)ut of milk, and .

reco g ,and, combating health
hazar luding the possible estab-

, lisbni of .lf herd inspection' 'pro- ., -
gram. They alsomay help local farni-..
'eis- market their Products. -

,

Extension. agents for community
resource development meet with
community leaders to plan and pro-
vide for economic develdpment of
the community. They also assist
muitity leaders in developing recrea-
tional programs and facilities and in

&50 ;4.

.;
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.

planning other public projects, such c
as water supply 'andrsewage systems,
libraries and schools.

Inaddition to group work, they
also do. field work with individuals. If
a farmer is having a problem with his
or her,crops, an extension agent will
visit the fa Ti, examine the problem
and sugest remedies. Likewise,
home economics extension agents
occasionally visit homemakers to
give personal help in solving prikb-
lems.

An important part of each extend.
sion workers job is to provide infor-
mation thatO important to people in
the community.' Many extensiop

,

County extension warkir gives technicrit advice to dairy farmer'

.

t
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agents write arti es 'dealing with
their areas'of spem ization for publi-
cation in local ewspapers. Often
these are r- ar columns
that appear nee.a we tilers ap-
pear on .1 cal radio an elevision
,shows to give marketing*Ports for
agricultural products important to
the- area,,or present Saturday morn-
ing programs fOr ydung people. A
few extension service workersPro-.

.` duce documentary films on topics in
which they have specialtraining for
brOadcast on local television stations.
Also, extension workers at some land
grant universities produce, and
broadcast programi on university--
O-Wned UHF and cable television sta-
tions.

In addition to the extension4ervice
wqrkers.who work at the county

State extension specialiits, at land
grant universities coordinate the -ef-

. forts of county agents. State exten-
. sion agen p abreast of the latest.
research in theirAieldsnif study, and

_develop s Of using the research in
extension work, at the county level.
Some State .-extension . workers may
be on a split assignment and may
teach classes at the university: Also,
about 200 agiieriltural extension spe-
cialists are employedy the Exten-

of,the U.S. Department
of A riculture in Washington, D.C.

&Places Of Employment

More than four-fifths of the ap-
proximately 1,6,000- cooperative ex-
tension service workers are em-
ployed by counties throughout the
United States. Almost all of the more
than 3,00,Q counties have caurity
staffs. Depending on the population'
of the county, staffs range in size
from oe agehtwho serves a wide,

varieq of elierifele interests, to a doz-
.= or more agents, each serving a
highly specialized need: Most of the
remaining extension agents are ern-
ployed by State extension services lo-
cated.on the campuses of land grant
universities. A few work fai regional
staffs serving pulticounty areasn and

. a small ntimber are employed by the
Extension Service of the U.S. De -'
partment of Agriculture.in addition°,
a few work in urban areas, mostly
organizing 4-H activities for youth.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

,,Cooperative Extension Service
agents are required to be proficient
in disciplines related to the needs of
their clientele. They "must have a
bachelor's degree in their subject-
`matter field. In addition, training in
educational techniques and in a com-
munications field such as journalism
is extremely helpful.

Often, they receive specific in-
struction, in extension work in a pre-
induction training program, and can
improve their skills through refular
in- service training programs that
cover both educational techniques
and the subject matter for which they
are responsible. Beside being profi-
cient in their subject matter exten-
sion workers must like, to work with
people and to help them.

In most Statei, specialists and
agents assigned to multicounty and
State staff jobs are required to have
at least one advanced degree and in

- many they must have a Ph. D.

Employmen Outlook

The emplvyme t of cooperative
extension- service workers is expect-
ed to increase m re slowly. than "the
average for all 'occupation through
the mid-1980's. As agricultural tech-
nology becomes more complicated r
more extension workers trained in
educatio% and communications will
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towns, persons who wish to live out-
side the may find extension work
the ideal career. Extension agent's of-
ten get great satisfaction out of help-
ing others.

b L .

Sources'of Additional
Information

. .

Additional information is available
from County Extension offices, the
State Director of the Cooperative
Extension Service located at each
land-grant university, or, the Exten-
sion Service, U.S. Department of Ag-
riculture, Washington, 2 250. -,D.C.

HOME' ECONOMISTS

(D.O.T. 096.128)

Nature of the Work

HOrne economists work to improve,
products, services, and practices that
affect the comfort Sand
the family. Some specialize in.Specif-
ic areas,- such as consumer ecorro,np
ics housing, home'. managtent,
h e furnishings 'and equip
food and nutrition,. clothing- and tex-
tiles, and child development and
family relations. Others have a broad

)(field.
knowledge of the whole professional

Most home economists teach.
Those in high schools teach students

-about fbods and nutrition; cloting
selection, construction and care;
child development; tonsuniereduca-

.

tion; housing, and home furnislings;
family relations; 'band other subjects
related to family living and, home:
making. They alio perform 'the regu-
lar duties of (Aber high school teach-

that'are described, in the--
statement on secondary schobl.`,

. teachers elsewhere in the 'Handbook.
Teachers in adult education' pro-

.

grami help men and women to in-.
crease their understanding Of family
relations and to impIove.their home-
making skills. They also conduct,.
training programs on' secondary,
postsecondary, and for
jobs related to home eConomiei-Spe-
cial 'emphasis is given to teaching.'
those who are disadvantaged and'
handiCapped. College 'teachers may ,
combine teaching and research and

be needed to isse-minate informal
tion concernin dvances in agricul-
tural res.' and technology to the
farm pop lation. Also, modern farm-
ers often al-% college educated and,
thus, more likely to use innovative
farming practices. This may increw
the demarid for extension agents
since extension agents relay advanc-
es in farming practices from re-
searchers, to farmers.

Earnings and Working
Conditliss.

The .salaries of extension workers
vary by locality, but, for the most
part, they are competitive with -sala-
ries of- other municipal and county
professional employees, Such-as

'school teachers. -1

Extension agents work offices
and'in the field. Since Most sxtension
service ,offices are located- iri small.

06.1
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often specialize in a particular area
of home economics.

Home economist employed by
private business firms and trade asso-

premote the development,
use, and care of specific home prod-
ucts. They may do ,research, test
products, and 'prepare advertise-
ments and instructional materials.
They alio may prepare and Present
programs for radio And, television;
serve. as consultants; 'give lectures
and demonstratiOias before the pub-
lic; and conduct classes for sales per-
sons and appliance service-Workers.
Some home economists study con:,
"sumer needs and help4manufacturers
translate these needs into useful.
piOducts.

Some home economists conduct
research for the Federal Govern-
ment, Store agricultural experiment
stations, colleges, universities, and
,private organizations. The U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture employs the
largest group of researchers todo
work such as study the buying and
spending habits of fain-Hies in all so-
cioeconomic groups and develop
budget guider,.

. Home economists who work for
e Cooperative Extensio ervicei

onduct adult education. programs
\--and 44( Club and other oluitt4ro-

grams in area such as ho e Be-
ment, consumer education, family

- relationt, and nutrition. Extensyi
Service home economists also train

'and supdbvise volunteer leaders and
-paid aides who teach adults and
youth. (See statement on Goopera-
tive Extension Service workers else-
where in the 'Handboa6.) 4'

Federal, State, add local govern-
ments and private agencies employ
home economists in social welfare.
programs to advise and couasel.cli-
ents on the practical kRowledge and
skills needea for effective everyday

' famil$ living. They also- may help
handicapped homemakers and 'their
families adjust to physical as well as
social and emotional .limitations by
chaiiiii) the arrangements. in the
Home; finding efficient ways to man-
a e ac ''Vities of daily living; aiding in
th des' n, selection, and arrange
me quipment; and creating oth -.
er methods arleVevices tq,enabfe dis-
abled people a functidn at their
highest possible level. Other home .

.. r
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'
economists in welfare agencies su-
pervise or train workers who provide
temporary or part-time help to
households disrbpted by illness.

Home economists in .health serv-
ices, provide special helpTand guid-
ance I home management, co,sum-
er ed cation, and family economics
as t se relate to family health and
wel -being. Activities of home etono:
mists working in health programs in-
clude the following: collaboration
and consultation with other profes-
sionals 'on ,economic and home man-
agement jieeds ot patients and their
families; direct service 'to patients
thrOugh hi:me visits; clinic demon-
strations and classes' in homemaking
skills and child care;, coinseling in,
the management of time End resourc-
es, including financial aspects; assist-
ing socially an& mentally
capped parents in cit veloping their
potential skills for child care and
home management; :working with
agencies and community resources;
and supervising homemaker aides.

Places of Employment

Aboilito 141,000 people worked in
home economics professions ih
1976. This figure includes 45,000 di-
etitians and 5,600 Cooperative Ex-

au 9.
r.

SOm,o ho

tension Service workers who are dis;
cussed in separate statements
elsewhere in the Handbook.

About 75,000 Home economists
are teachers, abou4 50,000 in sec-
ondary schools and 7,000.in colleges'
and universities. More than 15,000
are adult education instructors; some
of whom teach part time in,secon
ary schools. Others leach in comm
nity colleges, elementary schoo
kindergarteni, nursery schools, a
recreation centers:

More than '5,000 borne economists
work in private business firms and
associations. Several thousand are in
research and social welfare pro-
grams. A few are self-einployed.

TralnIng;Other OnallfIcatIon,s,
and Advancement

About 350 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree in home
economics, which qualifies graduates
for most entry positions in the field.
A master's or doctor's degree 'is Net
quired for college teaching, for c
taro research and supervisory posi-
tions,, for work as an..extensidU-
specialist, and for most jobs in nutri-
tion.

Home economics majors study sci-
ences and liberal artsparticularly
social sciencesas well g special-

oconOr- n ists Work with dhildron. .

14#
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ized home economics courses. They
may. doncentrate in a particular area

4,f hoMe. economics what is
callici general' hdiiie economics. Ad-
vanced courses in chemistry and nu-
trition are important for work in
foods and nutrition; science and Sta.--
tistics for research work'and journal-
ism for advertising, public relations

. work, and all other work in the com-
munications field. To teach home

. economics in high school, -students
must complete the courses required
for a teacher's certificate:

Scholaiships, fellowships, ants.
' sistantships are available for under-

graduate and graduate study: Al
though colleges and universities offer
most Of these financial grants,.gov-
ernment agencies, research founda-

u.tions b inesses, and the American-
%

:Horne Economics Association Foun-
dation pre& allciltional funds 'for..
graduate stuffy.

Home ,ecdnomists musrbe able to
.work with people-of various incomes;
and culturabacligrounds and,should
have a 'capacity to leadership:. Poise

. and an:interest in people also, are
;essential for.those who deal with the
public. TI ability to write' and speak
well is important. Among The _sub:,
jects recommended for high. school
students interest' in careers in this
field are home .economics, speech,
English, health ; mathematics, Chem%
istry,.and the social sciences.

.

Employment OutiOok

,HomeeconoiniStsi especially, those.
wisIting to reach inhigh schools, .v011,-

through ;the mid-1980's. Other reasy
-Of hOrne ecdilbmics alsO xperi--
ence competitive lob 'market condi-
tions is4hor unable to find teaching
jobs lodk for otter positions. How-
ever, for tfies.e willing. till: continue-
their educatiOti'tbward an NcIVanced
degree, employment prospects in

:college -arid University teaching ate
expedted to begood. 1-

Although hare change. iSexpected ,4
in the employment of home...ecbno:
tnists',.many jobs will become. avail-
able each year to repfacethose..who
die, retire..or leave.thefield.for ether

'reasons. Thi growth thatis expected
to -occur will result from `increasing .

`awareness: of the cotitribiltiops that
can be made by'home economists in

face keen competition fot

child care nutrition, housing and fur-
nishingsd i n, clothing and textiles,
consumer e ation, and ecology:
They also will be needed to promote
home products, to act as consultants
to consumers, and to do research for
impr vement of home products, and
servi s.

Earnings and Working

Hilitne economics teachers in pub-
lic schools generally receive the same
salaries as other teachers. In 1976,
the average annual Salary for public
secondary school teachers was
$12,395, according to the National
Education Association. Teachers
with a bachelor's degree in School
systems with enrollments of 6,000 or
more received starting salaries aver=
aging $89233 per year in, the 19'74-75
school. year. Beginning teachers with
a master's degree started.at $9,159 a
year. Anntial salaries forteaqhers at
the college and university' level in
1975 -76 rainged from an average
minimum of$7,2.72 for instructors in
private 2-year institutions. to an aver-
ge.inaximurn of.$25,3$7 for proles-

s'ors at 4year PUblie in'S'titutions.
The Federal Government . paid

.hoMe economists with bachetOr%-de-
.grees starting saldries of $9,300.and
$41 300 in 1977, depodingOn their
scholastic record. 'Thee with addi-*
13briabeducation and experience gen:
eral1W-earned from. $ 1. 1,500. to
$20,400 or more: depending on the
type of position and level.of responsi-
bility. In 1977, the, Federal Govern-
ment paid experienced homes'- econo-
mists average salaries of $10,500 a
year.

tooperative Extension Service
workers pn the county levekavitagicl.
$14,006- per year in 1976; Adse on
the State 19cel received substantially'

Ihigfier salaries: in general, home
ec,ono-Mistseatn about 1.1/2 times as
Much as-the average for all nonsiiPer-..
vise. ty workers in private industry,'
eXcspt farming.

F-Rdie economists usually- work a ,

40-hour week. ThOse inteachikg'and
extension service positions, however,,
frequently work, longer hours be=!:-
Cause trip ate expected -40 .avail-
able tor eyeniing lectores, demonstra-
tions, and other .:}work. Most hoine
economists, receive fringe benefit

-
,
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such as paid vacation, sick leave, re-
tirement pay, and insurance benefits.

"\
Sourcesoof Additiogal .`44

lotormation
- .

A list of schools granting degrees
in home economics and additional
information about home economics
careers' and graduate scholarships

41.are available from: .

American Home j. Economics Association,
2010 Massachusetts Ave. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036

.HOMEMAKER-HOME
'HEALTH AIDES

Nature oftthe Nor*
-

Hotnemaker-hOme health' aide qs'
an 'awkward but- descriptive title for-
this occupation, since the job entails
both domestic and Social services as
well as health- care. Employed and
supervised by social and health agen-r
cies:homemaker-home health aides
work in tfiehoMe to provide whatev
er -assistance is necessary to enable
sick persons who cannot perform ba-
sic tasks for, themselVes to remain in
thlir own 'homes. They. provide
homemaking services, personal'serv-
ices, initiuctiOn, and emotional suR-
On for their clients, and they keCp :

records of their clients'_progress and
activities. Their Schedules vary ac-
cording to gtheif clients' needs? For
example, a;person who is recuperat-
ing froman op'era'tion may needdaily
help for I) or 2 weeks, while a person
who has chronic modica,t, problems
may ;teed help for 1!-Or 2 half-days a
week for an indefinite period of time
At times,-homemaker.hope health
ides work with families when the
other is :convalescing fr,orn an ill-

n ss and there are Alan children who
need care. Most clientsihowever, are
elderly persons who either live%lone
Or with a spoupewho also has, medi-
cal problems. Unfally the, clients,
have noqamily or friends whOititat
proVide the care that is needed. 7ii"

Homemaking services provided .13Y-
the aides- are manifold: Basic duties
inchide , cleaning a Client's. 'rooin,
kitthen, and batheooth, doing' the
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laundry, and changing bed linens.
Aides also plan meals (including spa °'
cial diets), shop for, food, and pre-

'.pare.meals.
- Among the personal..services that

perform are assisting with bath-:
r giving a bed bath; shaMpooing

air, =and helping the client move
from bed to a chair or-another room.
Homemaker-home health aides also
check pulse and respiration, help

Okth Simple prescribed exercises, and
ist with medications. Occasional-

. ly, they change' dressings, use specials
equip4ent such as an'hydraulic lift,
or assist with braces or artificial
limbs.

Iii addition to these practical.du-,
,ties, homeniaker-hgme- health aides
offer instruct' i and psychological.
support. The .. ften' teach Clients
how to adapt their lives to cope with
a new disability or how .tO prevent
further illness. For example, an aide
may teach a:low-income client how

P to plan nutritious.,. low-cost meals.
Another client may need instruction

' on:the proper diet for a diabetic. Still
another client, newly confined to 'a

"0,...wheel Chair, may need help in,leatn-
- ing how to perform daily tasks. An 'Places vipf employment

aide may help.a client .establish a dai-
ly schedirle that permits the accom-
plishnlent lot.' necessary household
duties and provides the -exercise nec-
essary for rehabilitation. Providing
emotional support and understand- aria healt age

visits the client to decide what serv-
ices are needed and to discuss the
aide's schedule of duties with the cli-
ent. Often the homemake -home
health aide gives the superviso.: dai-
ly report, signed by the clients 1i
the exact services performed acn
hours .worked. The,supervisor
sionally visits the client to deter
if the. service is satisfactory.

If the superxitor determines tha
extensive services will be required
over a long period of time, attempts
are made to coordinate the assign-

.,
ment of the aide with other in-home
Services such as meals-on-wheels,
friendly visitors, and telephone reas-
surance. If satisfactory provision for
the required care cannot be made,
the supervisor will suggest an alterria-::
tive arrangement such as transfet fo
nursing, home or a hornce for the aged.,
However, unless a client requires 24-
hour care, it usually is possible e,,l

maintain cag in the home through-
the services provided by homemak-
er-home- health aidescoordinated,
Where needed, with other community
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Trainipg, Other Qualifications,
s%

and Advancement

Generally, the only educational re-
quirement ,for; employment as a
homemaker -horns health aide is the
ability to read and write; completion
o high school usually is not' neCes-
sary. However, courses 'in home eco-
nomics such as meal planning and
amily living are helpful, especially

for younger persons with less person-
al experience in homemaking. A few
aancies require previous training as
a nursing aide; some gf these agen-
cies also require a year's experiake
working as a nursing aide in a hospi-
tal or nursing home.

Successful homemaker-home
health aides are mature persons who

dike to help people and don't, mind
hasework. They 'have a sense of
Jespon

:

bility, compassion, emotion-
.

al 4st y, and a cheerful disposi-
tion T y are able to overcome an

.. --
atmosphere of depression and bring
brightness into the day of a-sick, el-
derly person:Aides also must, be tact-
ful and able to get ..along with all
kinds,of people? _

,In addition to theSe personal quali-
ties, homemaker-home health aides
must have good health since some of
their duties, such as lifting, moving,
and supporting patients, require
above-average physical strength. A
physical examination usually' is re-

- quired of applicants.
Homemaker-home health aides

usually are middle-aged women.
However, younger women elderly
women,.. and men 'of all ages also are
employed as aides. Although only a
small -fftimber of men currently are
employed in the occupation, addi-
tional men are needed, especially to.,
care for those elderly men who pre-
fer a male aide, The minintunri age for

horriemaker-home health gide is
usually 17; however, most agencies
prefer people 'in their 20's at least..
Many agencies 'employ persons who
are -elderly themselves. Most of these
older. aides desire part-time employ-
ment to supplement their Social Se-
oul-icy,. income. Some agencies em-
ploy.- nursing .students who vlant
income from part-time' work. College. -

.students in, approptiate .major fields
,stick is home economics or social
work :Occasionally can find summer

services.

roximately 70,000 'persons
mployed as homemaker-home

ides in 1976. Although they
,work .in clients' homes, aides are
employed an ";s 'ervised by- social

that are respon-ing when a client is depressed. and': aible ..to the :; "nts for the servicelonely is another aspect of the work. .Py.,..9vided.- thes. agencies includeThis often is moreiimportant that' the P*ie .health and welfare' depart-'prattical jots since, at times, a sick. merits, private health care agencies;
person's inability to gain-strength and and' nonprofit community health or
independence is More the ,r-esult of a welfare organizations such as visiting
mental - ttitude than a physical prob- nurse associations. A few hospitals
lem. Lastly:, the aide regularikreports nikd nursing homes have extended
changes irlithe client'scondition and *the services into the community
helps a professional teem decide an
when the services being given to the he
client should he changed. ',

mpl y homemaker-home
ides..
agenc es pro.vide only home-

A homemaker home-health aide. is maket-ho health aide services
'assigned specific sluties by asuprvi- .while othe provide Sevral health
Sor, usttally a-reAered,ntirse o so- or welfare services. In the latter case,
dal worker who, works aspart of a the aide is part of a:team of'Profest
professional team. The supervisor gionai and' paraprofessional workers.
usually consults the client's phySi- For exarnple,7in a.horne, health gen-

4dian, especially iftth client recently 'ey','a homemaker -home health aide
has been discharged from the,hospi- may bp part:-of a ;team of nurses,
tal. Many public or honprofi t, agen- therap?sts, andOther aides wrio have
`cied'reqiiire physician certification of the same supervispr,and Wlio serve
need for the service: The superyisOr all clients in a,pahiculair area

J .
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work as aides; replacing regular em..
. ployees who are on vacation. .

, Shortly after they are hired, home-
-:.iitaker-home health aides undergo

';'''-diientation and training. The length
quality of this training vary

_greatly. Agencies that requitt.expeti-
,-:eilte as a .nursing aide generally Pro-

only afew hours of orientation.
Most agencies, however, provide a I -
or 2..Week training program. Topics
coyerecrinclude base autrition, Meal
pi:than% and 'preparation; personal
card; of the sick, such as bathing,

lurang and lifting bed patients; emo-
tional problems accompanying ill-
nesii; and the aging process and be-
havior of the elderly.

Supervisors give additional train-
ing informally when required for spe-
cific 'case assignments. As aides take
on 'a variety of cases, they develop
expertise in caring for persons with
many types of illness: Some aides dis-
cover a special talent for caring for a ,`
specific type of client, such as per
sons who need help with prescribed
exercises, or clients, with failing, eye-

'7. -Sight. In some larger agencies, expe-,
rienced' homemaker-home health
aids can spetislize in caring for cli-

'4rYtts With a -specific type of problem:
...Via addition to. on-the-job training

"given by supervisors; many agencies
offer seminars from time to due on
specific topics"-such as diets for dig,
betics, exercises for clients with a
heart Condition, or doping with de- ''

`pression. As aides gain experience in
4,A

different types of cases; they can as- ,
sure more responkibijity and-he- ,_ "V.4' 1 a

come moue Self-cl 'meting, within the Persons who Interested In and wall suited for work WIth:the elderly shyd have no'

Beene of 'their 1 aligned duties:la trouble-finding a fob.

some; ageneie , experienced aides .
Cam be promoted Vtpecial,assistant tion to encourage more widespread ity surrounding investigdtiond:into
to the supervisor, relieving thesuper- use of these servie the nursing home industry hail raised
visor of some, of th more" routine ' aver the next i. tars,.,etploy- much interest in alternatives to instil._
aspects of sunervision and ease man- meat growth in this veld will be af- ;tutional care for those who do not.

agementy : fected by heightened awareness on require constant nulling or 'pc/soli:41
I

the_Pareof the public and the medical scare. The general awarenesse of

Eniploymint Outlook profession 'of the, lyailafillity of home homemaker-home health aide serv--
sae se vices. Support is groviing for ice., then, can be erected to grow'nk.

0, ,

Employment of hoMemaker-hoMe servic hat enable people to remain the future. r
.

health aided is expected to grow in Iheir dwn homed:gs lorig as possi- An equally important factor in de-
,
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Much faster than pie average for all: ° Since.home care is 'a relatively termining how the=decupation

occupation*. through the mid-1980.'s. new' apProach. to long..terin care, 'grow is how much money is ayailable '-

This very rapid growth' of many elderly, ,persons and their bloc to pay for the service. Federallegisla-

pinion will occur as-a regain:if grOw-* tors are, not yet aware, that it iepOssi- tion authorizing greater use it public'

` ing-publieawareneis'of the availa14-; ble to receive personal. care without fundir. for homemaker-home "health:

ity of .home _ogre services, and moving into a nursing, home or a' Services probably will be enacted in

probable changes in. Federalajegishil hoirie for the aged. However, public- the future. Such legislation might
. - .

4t.
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r" take the form of changes in the So-.
cial Security Act to expand Medidare
coverage for home health care; adop-
tion of a natiog health insurance
program proviNng for long-term

: care; or other measures that Woul
expand health and social services t
people in their own homes. Publib-,
funds, for home care already are
available under Title XX of the So-
cial Security Act. Since 1975, when
this title took 'effect, nearly all the
States have given high priority to
homemaker-home health services in
allocating the social service funds al-

- loted them. The trend toward public
financing of home care services is
expected to .continue.

Such trends indicate that the num-
ber of yobs for homemaker-home
health aides is likely to grow very
rapidly through the .1980's. A large
!cumber of jobs also will become
available because -of the need to re-
place persons who leave the occupa-
tion to take other jobs, devote more
time to family responsibilities, or re-
tire. Some job openings will arise
from tfie need to replace aides who
die. Although there is an abundant
supply of persons for work of this
type,.with its minimal education and
experience requirements, the person-
al qualifications,required for the job
greatly limit the number of appli-
cants who are hired. Persons who are
interested in this work and well suit-
ed for it should have no trouble find-
ing and keeping jobs,.

Earnings and Working
Condition,*

Earnings for homemaker-home
health aides vary considerably. -Be-
ginning wages ranged from about
$0.10 to $.1.50..an hour higher than
'the minimum wage, or from $`2.10 to
$3.60 an hour in 1975. Agencies in
large cities that feave a high cost of
living- generally. pay higher wages.
Agencies that have union contracts
usually pay higher wages and offer
morelienefits. While some agencies
pay the same rate to all aides, most.
-agencies give pay increases as aides
gain experience and are given More..
respontibility: A fed' agencies have
Career ladders, with, ihe: increa,sins`.
responsibilit. and .wagSes cif' each.
step stated i detail,;;LiqiiteddataRn..

' .

dicate that pay fiir experience aides':
averaged about $3:25 an h ur
1975 with some agencies paying over
$4 an hour.

Benefits vary, even more than
wages. Some agencies offer no bene-

4, fits at -all, while others offer a full
:-package of holidays, vacation, sick

leave, health and life insurance, and-
retirement plans. While some agen-__.
cieshire only "on call" hourly work-
ers, with no benefits, many agencies
also employ aides on IA full-time dr
part-time basis with many, benefits
and a 'minimum number of hours
guaranteed. A typical full-time aide
is guaranteed 36 hours of work a
week; earns between $2.25 and
$3.25 an hour, depending on length
of employment and level of responsi-
bility; has I to 3 weeks of paid vaca-.
tion each year, based on number of
yeats of employment; earns I day of
Sick leave a month; is paid for major
holidays; and can participate in.
health insurance and pension. plans.
A typi9a part-time employee 'wOrks
a regulaiLschedule and is guaranteed
20 hours of-work a week, receives
the ?fame hourly wage -as full-time
employees.and has similar benefits
allocated according to the 'number031,
hours worked. A few, Agencies also
allocate .vacation and sick leave to
those employees who do not have a
guaranteed minimum number of
hours or a regular schedule.

Even, though agencies".. carefully
screen applicants before they hire a
new employee, many .homemaker-'
home health aides leave the .ocCUpa-
tion during the first few .months of
employment.. The most frequentrea-
sons for leaving center On the nature
of the work. Often new employees
like the personal care element of the
work, but do not like the housekeep-
ing chores. Other new employees dis-
like the demanding work schedule.
The inability of new employees to
copeispith the-physical 9r emotional
problems' of clients is another fre-.
que t reason for leaving,. Agencies
fire mployees who are irresponsible,

tedly refuse cases, are absent
fr 'work; or perform their work
unsatisfactorily'.

Homemaker-home health.. aides
Who' stay intheir job hive many,
.reasons for liking the work.. The oc-

..cupatiOn has 'status in coinpariSon
with many other jobs that do not re-

,
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quire a high school eddcation; aides
are important members of a- health
care team since their regular report-
ing'of changes in a client's conditipn
is,the basic information used to reas-
seSs the services provided. Another ,
attractive aspect of the occupation is
the availability of p.art-rtime work. Of-
ten. persons who. have full -time,

. strictly sigheduled jobs as nursing
aides in hospitals or -nursing homes
leave these jobs to work :as hbme-
maker-home health aides because ,
they need a part-time or flexible

. workschedule. A third attractive ele-
ment of the work is the indepen-
dence and self-direction -homemak-
er-home heattb aides hav,e in..
carrying out day -Jo -day duties. This
element increases as' aides gain expe-
rience and need less-detailed supervi- .

mon:
The personal' satisfaction that

comes from helping people is just as
important as status, independence,
and a flexible schedule. 'Homemaker -
home health aices provide essential
services for persons whocatcnot live
alone without help. The work' they.' do
keeps househglds functioning as nor-
mally as possible, and enables sick
fiersoils to remain at'4ome instead of
moving to a nursing honie. Often
homemaker-home health aides see
depressed elderly people "come to
life" because someone cared enough
to brighten their honies and their
lives. Persons whedo not mind hard
work and want tohelp people With
basic humah needs May.find home-
makerhome health aide a very satis-
fying occupation.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information may be obtained by
figentacting:
National Council of Homemaker-Home 4.

Health Aide Set, ices,;(67 Irving Place,
New York, N.Y710003. "

PARK, RECUEATIQN;sAND ,

LEISURE SERVICE
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 079.128, 159.228; 187.118
4195.168 195.14) 41r

Nature of the Work
Participation in organized recre-

ation is-mote important today than
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ever' before as many Americans find
the of leisure time in their,
lives increasing. Park, recreation.
and leisure service workers plan, or-
ganize, and direct individual and
group activities that help people en-
joy their leisure hours. They work
with:people of various ages and so-
cioeconomic groups; the easy-to-

. .
reach, and tbose who have tuned out
society; the sick andlothe well; the,
emotionally and physically handi-
capped. Employment settings range

- froni the wilderness to rural to sul?ur-
ban and urban, including the inner.

city. Jobs can be found in municipal,
county, special district, State and
Federal tax-supported ageneies; vol-
untary; south service organizations;
commerciarenterpriSes;and colleges
and universities. 0

The park, recreation, an& leisure
service field provides career oppor-

:, tunitia in two major areas which,
despite some-overlap; .involve did'
tinctive charaCteriStics and training
requirements. ACtivity witty- and for
people. is the chief, characteristic of
Recreation Program ServicssExam-
pie% of recreation progranf jobs in-. P
Nude playground leaders; program I.
specialists in dance, dramg, karate,
tennis, the arts, and other physical
activity; recreation ceriter _directors;
'therapeutic recreation specialists;
camp Counselors and,wi rness

,'leaders; senior citizen progr lead-
/

ers; civilian special services direbtors
in the Artned Forges; and industriallil
recreation direct*. Participants en- ':.

`gage in 'recreational . activity as a 1.
means. eying personal satisfac-
tioh an pr goals. Skilled leader-
shii3 is required. The other major ca-
reer area is Park ManageMent -and-

, Ratural ResouiCes, which focuses on
activities in natural and constructed
areas, facilities, and *environments.
Job examples include outdoor recre-
ation ,gtanners and park managers.
TheSe :Personnel work cloSely. with
other,s including grounds and facili-
ties maintenance pei%Onnel;. park
ranifirIp; landscape ardlifiects; "forest-
ers; and soil, range andt wildlife con-
servationists. An understandttg .of,".
tlie natural enyironment, physical,
planning, and maintenance and op-

' eration ark essential job require-

arch Aects, soil conservationists, life
scientists, and other closely related'
occupations are found elsewhere in
the Handkook ).

Park, recreation, and leisure sent-
ice workers in fiill-time, year -round
jobs occupy a variety of positiorisat
different levels Of responsibility. Rec-
reation program leaders and park

'technicians and aides provide.face-to-
face leiadership give instruction in
crafts, games,. 41 sports; keep rec-
ords, maintain

4,
r1

assist park ranger: and staff visitor
centers.

Specialists include those trained in,
idadce, drama, and the arts, in land-
scape architecture, horticulture, for-
estry; biology, and a variety of other
fields. These specialist% are employed

Ci by many park and recreation agen-
cies and often are involved in pro-
gram development, planning, imple-
mentation, and management.

Supervisors plan programs; super-
vise ecreation leaders or park per-
sonnel; manage recreation facilities;
provide direction in areas of special-
ization such as arts and crafts, music,

,drama, dance,_ and sports; or super-
vise leadership personnelover an en-
tire region.

Administrators inplude directors of
parks and recreation, superinten-
dents of parks and/or recreation, and
various divisidn heads. These individ-
uals have overall responsibility, for
adinfnistration,, Oudget, personnel'',
programming and/or park manage-

' ment.

Tad.

4.
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merits. (Separate statements on For- A majority of ail paid- ampiayees In ttre,panc, 'recreation, and leisure seiavIce field ar

esters, range managers, landse:ape part time or seasonal' workers.
,
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Educators teach park and recre-
ation courses, supervise field work
students, do research, and provide
public service expertise.

Places of Employment
About 85,000 persons were pri-

marily employed year round as park,
recreation, and leisure service work-
ers in 1976: The majority worked in
public, tax-supported agencies in-
cluding 2,018 municipal' park and
recreation. departments, 1,21J
Connty park and-recreation_ agencies;
345 special districts, and the State
park systems. In addition to these
public agencies, a number' of other
employmeritoceltings ,provide year-
round jobs.,14;r 'park, recreation, and
leisure service Workers.

Several thousand persons work for
the Federal Government is recre-
ation specialists (sports, am music,
theatre, therapeutic), outdbor recre-
ation: planners, park managers and
technicians, and recreation assistants
and ,.aides. They work primarily for
the Forest Service and Soil ConSer-
vation Service of the Department of
Agriculture; the Corps, of Engineers
andArmedForces Recreation of the
Department of Defense; the Niger-
ans Administration; and theNaTirnal

, Park Service, Bureau of Land Man-
agement, Bureau Of.Outdoor Recre-,

;ation, and U.S. ,Fish. wildiir6
Service of the Department of Interi.

PeaCe Corps and Vista employ
Park and recreation personnel in 68
foreign countries and in the United
States to plari and supervise recrea-
tional activities for depraved persons.

r^Boys' and Girls' Clubs provide a
variety of recreational,,gUidnce, an4"-

: :instructionaractivities to help young,
ters grow ant work together, to dis-

ver their needs:understand them-,
Selves, and achieve, a sense of
responsibility. 9'

Seninr centers and retirement
communities Offer older people a
range of recreation and leisure activi-
ties, and often employ trained staff to
superviSe and coordinate the assist:
ance prb,Viiled by volunteers:-

Therapeutic recreation is a rapidly
grO-wing speChVized field whiati pro-
vides Services to help an individual,

cover or:adjust to il hies' s, disability,
speCific,soctal problem Places

where recreational therapists work
include hospitals, correctional insti-
tutions, health and rehabilitation
centers, nursing homes, and private
schools and camps for the mentally
retarded, emotionally disturbed, and
physically handicapped. Therapeutic
recreation workers, in conjunction
with7 physicians, prescribe activities
on a one-to-one basis.
Many jobs for park, recreation,

and leisure service workers are found
in private and com_ ercial recre-
ationincluding a sement parks,
sports and entertaqiment centers,
wilderness 'and su'ival enterpriseS,
tourist attractions, vacation excur-
sions, resorts and camps, health spas,
clubs, apartint complexes, and
other settings: r ,, ,.>..! . .

The park', recriaion,4nd leisure
service 'field .is -Characterized by art°
unusually large number Part-tirne,T

,seasonal, and volunteer jobsty olun;
teers represent perhapsthree;put.9t7,
every four individualslierfOr-ming
Service in public park and recreation
ag ncies. Some serve On local,park
an recreation boards and commis-
sio s. The vast majority serve as vol-
unteer activity leaders atioCal play-
grounds, or in youth- organizations,
nursing homes, hospitals, senior cen-
ters, and other settings. ' Many park
and recreation professionals have
found that volunteer experienct, as
Well as part-time work dUiingichbol,

. ._
can lead directly to a full-timejob, A
majority of all paid employees in tire
park, recreation, and leisure service
field are part-time or seasonal work-
ers. Typical; job's, include sumnier
camp .c"onnselors: and playground
le ade r3:,tliTektiardai Craft!: speci fists,

,..aftens.Oool, and Iveeke'std rear tion
prclia ledde rso park rangers, main-
tenan ....Pe rson,ne I., an 'others, Many .

of. job4,,:are 'ifqled by : teachers:
and college stUdzents. '

TrSininVi.Other Qualifications, ''
, . and Advancemerit

. Al 'allege degree with a, major in
Parks and recreation is ikpreasingly
importa. for those seeking full-tirr4
career positions in the park, kare.,...:
atiorr,' and, leisure servIce field.-Gen-
erally, an applicln&tr-level of formal
oducationand training detevnine the
type-of job he-p..1' she cadget. ''
', A..Mariber of aide, recreation ?)ro-
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gram leader, and park technician po-
sitions currently are -filled by high
School graduates. However, those
seeking career potential should ob-
tain a minimum of an associate de-
.gree. Some, jobs at the recreation
leader level require specialized train-
ing in a particular field, such as art,
music, drama, or athletics.

Positions as specialists normally
require a minimum of a baccalaure-
ate degree. However, the degree usu-
ally is in the area of specialization,
such as forestry or biology, rather
than in parks and recreation:

Most supervisors have a baccalan.
:,reate degree plus experience. A de-
gree in p ks and recreation may im-
prover" !lances for career
advancement.

A baccalaureate degree mkt exp
-rtedce are coniiderefl minimum re-
Auirernents 'fox.ladriiinistrators. How-
feel.; inerealing numbers are
obtaining, mishre;Ft degrees in parks

-and-recreatioii".al well as in related
disciplines4any pirsons with back-,
grounds in otlfer disciplines including
social work, forestry, and resource
management pursue graduate de-
grees in recreation. ,

In 1975, over 1,200 educators
taught parks and recreation in junior,
and community colleges and senior
colleges and universities. Onithe ju-
nior college level, 90 percent. of the
faculty \had a master's degree or less
While on "the senior co ege level,
one-half had master's egree and
the other halfliad a doc rate..
' In 1975, about 1-65 2-yea'r commu-
nity colleges offered associate degree
recreation leadership and park tech-
nici
a

programs; 180 4-year colleges
universities offered park and rec-

ation curriculums. In addition,
over 80 master's de§ree programs
Ana about ,25 doctoral programs
were offered. Programs in therapeu-
tic recreation were 'offered by about
45 community and junior, ,colleges
and 95 4-year colleges and universi-
ties. A number of graduate programs
were,taught. ,

The National Recreation and Park
Assocatign-(1442.PA) is beginning a
process 'of as
reatizi pirric
credi

gr
ifii

4:3°(1.8.

,citing park and rec-
!rig: Students' in a.c-

'alapreate, deate prof, .

rote about of
eneral education .

ve-1 - 4
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courses in which they may gain
knowledge of the natural and social
sciences including an understanding

'of human growth and development
and o' people as individuals and as

.; social beings; history and apprecia-
tion of human cultural, social, intel-
lectual, spiritual, and artistic
achievements; and other areas of in-
terest. Another one-fourth of their
time will involve exposure to profes-
sional park and recreation education
including history, theory, and phi-
losophy; community organization;
recreation and park services; leader-
ship supervision and administration;
understanding of special populations
such as the elderly or handicapped;
and field work experience. Students
may spend the remainder of their
time developing Competencies in
specialized professional areas such as
therapeutic recreation (courses in
psychology, health, education, and-

. 1.sociology are recommended), park
management, outdoor recreation,
park and recreation administration,
industrial or commercial recreation
(courses in busineg, administration
are recommenifed)!'ramp manage-
Ment, and other areap.,',4

Persons planning Park recreation,
and-leisure service -careers muse be
good at motivating people and sensi
tive to.thei&needs. Good health and
physeal stamina are required. Ac--
tivity planning calls for creativity and
resour4fulness. Willingness to ac-
cept respondbility. and the ability to
exercise judgment ate important
qUalitieesince park and recreation
personnel often work alone. To in-
crease their leadership skills and un-

'..clerstanding of people, 'students are.
advised to obtain relaKd work expe-
rience in high school i and college.
Opportunities for part-time, summer,
°riveter-school employment,' or r
volunteer work, may be availabl
lOcai park 'and recreation depart-, r...7inents, youth service agencies,. fell
Oohs or welfare agencies, nursing
homes, carnsg, harks, or nature ce12--
ters. Such ifxrertence may help °sty-
dentS decide.;wheher their interests
really poinrio!'athttlinan Service ca-
reer. Students also should taIlt lo-
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aides or recreation program leaders
may become supervisors. However,
additional education may be desired.
Although promotion to administra-
tive positions may be easier for per-
sons with graduate training, advance-
ment usually is possible thrdugh a
combination of education and expe-
rience.

An effort currently is underway to
establish professional status and rec-
ognition for the field of parks and
recreation (ocreditation of curricu-
lums is discussed earlier in the state-
ment). There currently is no licens-
ing requirement for individ&als
employed in. public park and recre-
ation agencies. However, NRPA has
develSped 'national. standards for
professional and technical personnel,
including both education and experi-
ence requirements. NRPA expects
many States to 9,61A-these standards

o
titcin the comic years. Some therapeu-

tic recreati rkers are subject to
mandatory requirement* that den'Ote
competence to practice their profes-
sion. Those working in long -ter ih "
care facilities must be registered by
the NRPA, National Therapeutic
Recreation Society's Board of Regis,-
tration, or by the State in which/they
work. *

r
Ein,O loyment Outidok

The need for trained park, recre-
ation, and Igi e service workers is
expected to g c. as physical fitness'
and recreation become increasingly
important to millions of Americans;
as the number of older people using
senior ,f entelya 'sing homes in-
creases; as 4,1' ' mand for camp':-

i/..:7; , trails, and picnic
....,,'; orrectional insti-

:' :..10

Park Xssociation study indicates that
competition is keen for many jobs in
municipal, county, special district,
and State park systems.*Contributing
to the competitive job situation are
recent sizable increases in the num-
ber of park and recreation graduates
and the austerity budgets adopted by
many local governments and munici-
palities since the early 1970's.

The long-term employment out-
look is difficult to assess, laYgely be-
cause Of uncertainty about future
funding levels for these and other

,aublic services.' Furthermore, per-
4nOns_with a wide- variety of experi-

ence and education...may seek to be-
come park,-recteation, and leisure
service workers. Hcrwever, persons
with formal training.and experience
in parks and.recreation are expected
to have the best job opportunities in
this field; those withiraduate de-
grees should have the best opportuni-
ties for supervisory anOadministra-
tive positions. If the number. of park
and recreation curriculums contin-
ues to grow, master's and Ph. D. de-
gree holders may find favorable
teaching opportunities.

Additional job opportunities' are
expected in therapeutic recreation,
private and commercial recreation,
andto a lesser extentin senior
centers and youth organizations. Op-
portunities for specially trained
therapeutic recreation workers are
likely to be favorible, in line wittithe
anticipated need for additional staff
in many health-related occupations.
By contrast, competition for jobs as
camp directors is expected to be very
keen.

Job experience prior to graduation
will. greatly help a graduate find a
position. Although competition is ex-
pected to be keen, many opporturd-

jes fen. part-time and summer em-
"ployment will be available for
rec anon prOgrim leaders and aides

I government recreation pro-
ams Many of the summer jobs will

lie f'gr c unselors anti craft and ath-
pecialists,in camps.

Earnings and Workimq .
Conditions s

sites, lakes, st
areas increas
tutions recog e e need for such
personn need develops for
creative expression in the arts and -
humanities; and as the citizen's un-.
de,rstanding''orElielfse of our lei:Stire
and natural resources increages.
However, because of financial uncer-
-tainty in both 'the public and piivate
sectors, this need forArained person-
nel may not necessarily-result in ae-.,
tual -employment growth. Many
openings, nevertheless, iv)11 arise an--

retiremgnts, and
from the,labcir

a. 'II

RecreatiOn4nd

car-pait and .recreation profeision- nually from deaths,
.als, scho'ol.,guidafice 'counselots, and other separations
othe4s. , . fo.rce: . .

*, After a few:`,yearslpf experieffe4, A. '1976. National
- 1 i P:' -,

.4

..Starting salaries in State and local
govetnments for recreation progradi
leaders, with a imcheloris detree mi,-
erageclabOut $9,300 irf 1976, 'ac"-

o
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cordineto a survey by the Interna-
tional Personnel Management
Association. There was a wide salary

'range among employersin general,
salaries were highest in the West and
lowest in the South. Average earn-

gs for park and recreation workers
are higher than those for no upervi-
sory woikers in private in ry, ex-
cept far-ming.

According to NRPA, 2-year asso-
ciate degree graduates received start-
ing salaries ranging from $6,500 to
$9,500 in 1976. Individuals with bIc-
Calaureate degrees obtained park.*
and recreation positions with annual
salaries that were in the $7,200 to
/2,0(30, range. Persons with gradu:
ate degrees generally received higher
salaries. All salaries varied widely de-
pending on the size and type of em-
ploying agency and geographic area.

Supervisors' salaries ranged from-
$10,000'to $20,000. Salaries for spe-
cialists varied greatly, ERA generally
were equivalentto those of supervi-
sory personnel. ,.The average salary
for chief administrators in public

spark and recitation agencies was National Industrial Recreation Association, 20 ,-
about $20,004, and ranged up to : North Wacker Dr., Chicago, III. 60606.

$,45,000., .
,,

For information on-- careers in
"'The average annual starting salary A camping and job referrals, send post-
for recreational therapists, (positions paid -return envelope to:
.requiring a college degree in recrea- American Camping Association, Bradford
tionak therapy or,a related field) in Woods, Martinsville, Ind. 4615.1.
hospitals an medical centers was d

about $01200 in 1976, according to
a survey conducted by the University SOCIAL SERVICE AIDES-or Texas Medical, School. Top sala-
ries for experienced Pecreational (D.O.TI 195.208)
tfierapists, in these settings averaged
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atche campsr'where they work,,and quired in welfare. Programs. They
their room and board are included in may keep records on clients up to
their salaries. Most public and pri- date, maintain a. filing system of re-
vete recreation agencies pro,iide va-'1 ports or control system for periodic 1,

cation and other fringe benefits such .case reviews, and fill out school en-
, as sick leave and hospital insurance. rollment, employment, medical, and

People entering the park, recre- compensation forSns.
ation, and leisure service field should While such, duties are an essential
expect some night work and irregular part of the job, the most important
hours. In addition, workers often aspect of the work is being available
spend much of their time outdoors when needed to offer encouragement
when the weather permits. and to assist people in the communi-

ty
service aides viCkrk in manySources of Additionkal

who.need help.

Information different settings, perform 'a wide
Information about parks, recre- range of duties, and have a number

ation, and leisure services as a ca- of differelit job titles. Aides called,
reer, employment opportunities in income maintenance workers inter-
the field, colleges and universities of-' view applicants to determine wheth-
fering park and recreation curricula, er they or their families are eligible
accreditation, and registration and for help., The aide's responsibilites
certification standards is available' may include visiting the applicant's
from: home, interviewing friends and rela-
National Recreation and Park Association, Di-

vision of Professional. Service§, 1601
North Kent St., Arlington, Va. 22209.

For information on careers in in-
dustrial recreation, contact:

Lives, and .checking documents such
as marriage licenses or birth certifi-
cates to determine whether he or she
meets the requirements for financial
assistance or other services.

Aides usually referred to as case -.
work aides or assistants work directly
with clients. They may help clien
locate andatibtain adequat
food stamps, or medical'
them apply for unemploy
cial security "benefits, o
to job training. Family crises often
bring, clients to social service agen-
cies, and aides counsel parents about
such probleras children in trouble
with the police. Casework aides serve
as advocates for clients by accompa-
nying them to clinics to ensure that
they receive necessary medical care,
making appointmerrfor them at le-
gal aid office, or 63, helping them
through the red tape that surrounds
many welfare programs:

Many social service aides sperfd
most of their Work day in the pffice
interviewing clients and helping them-
fill out, forms, telephoning other
agencies for information, and ap-
pointments, and keeping recorditaip
to date. Some aidehowever, spend

'molt ortbeir timetelit of the offkdt

$12;200, and some were as high as Nature of the Work
$17,800. ,. .

. Social service of human service
Starting salaries fortetreation and aides enable social service agencies

park professipnafs in the Federal to help greater numbers of people'by
GovfZvnnQ R1977 were $9;303 for : providing services that supplement
applicants with a bachelor'S degree; the work of prpfessional social work-
$1 i ,g3 for those with a .bachelor's ers and rehApilltatioh.tounselors.. So-
degreedplus 1 year of experience; cial service aides work under tbe_
$14,097 for those with a bachelor's close guidance and supe ision of
plus 2 years' experience or a master's. other bprofessional S ff. .

degree; and $17,016 fOr.those with a Siftial service aides serve at a link
bachelor's plus 3 years' experience

;or a Ph. D. Recreation and park' or rehabilitation counielors.and peo-
weeh,professional social workers

are, help
ent or -

refer them

assistants, aides, and. technicians lenzho seek help from social agen- ,Their jobs.call for.assisiing clients in
earn considerably less' than these 'es. Aides eitpla the': serviees and their neighborhogAs orliomes. Aides
profes*ibrials : facilities of the p encY and telp new called*. neighbt4o,d outrea'c'h

,The average seek for recreation appliolints fill out any requitscl workers personalgebntactothe .
and park. pereonii41 is* -40 hqurs. forinS._SZcial-:zservice aides perlorm den&.-of an area-to explait; and dis-
Many camp redeation workers live much cif, the routine pherw

t,) .

, It

re- c u ss agency servi4s. They le^ the

= ; ti/ , I
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needs of individuals and families and :$ !.y-

- refer routine cases to a counselor or ''',

r...11to the appropriate community serv-
; 'ce agency. They report more diffi-
cult problems to a supervisor. Neigh-
borhood workers may inform
residents about job openings, avail-
able housing, job training opportuni-
ties, and public services. On a broad-.
er scale, they assist in the
organization of block and other
neighborhood groups to conduct
progritifis that benefit .the neighbor-
hood, foster a sense of community
respcinsibility among residents, and.

' encourage participation in the anti-
poverty programs of soc service
agenCies. They also may *Isis rou-
tine neighborhoqd surveys nd
'counts, keep records, and preps re-
ports of their 'activities for the super-
visor.

. EMployment aides also work with
clients in the neighborhoods %%mre

:they live. These. aides actively Seek
.,out the disadvantaged and help pre-
pare them for employment by giving
them assistance in getting special
training and counseling. While work-
4 in neighborhood centers or mo-
bile units, they locate candidates for
available jolt and- training programs
by contacting uitemployed residents
in pool rooms, laundromats, and
street corners or through employ-
ment or .welfaie agency referrals.
They give the unemployed'informa-
ti in about the services of ,the local
State employment service .officC,
available job and training opporte*-
ties, and help them fill out the neces:
sary application forms. After clients
are employed, aides maintain contact
to help*. workers adjust to. the hew
work environment and to. iron out

_ minor difficulties.
Homemaker-honi health aides

Work in households where illness, old
age, or an emergency makes it diffi-
cult.for the, elient_to manage. every-
day tasks. Aides help; witli u h
household activities as gricev s
pine 'cookin& cleaning,.mvendtg,
child care, and personal care if the
client is sick or bedridden. i'i occu-
patloo oehoniarnaker-libme;libalth
Aide is 011ikrihOd more fully in a *pa-
rtite statement elsewhere ,in the

; Ifaldbok. , .'
4'

; A 6t k . Lces of Einpferynient
41±4.:

, ,

= About.10Q,000 peOlire worked as'
social service aides int 1976. .Moat

- :

rT

561

Social sorvirmaidrm giro it link beiwion profsstional social tvorkrmiand its" pain,*
s half,.

work ,in the inner cities of large met-
ropolitan areas.

The overwlielmtng,majority of so,
cial service aides work: for welfare
agencies run by local governments or
by voluntary or religious organiza-
tions. These include pudblia wtyare
department's., cArtintinity. and ireigh
borhoCid service
agencies, halff uses ;Ilasidtfeeh a-
bifitation agencies. ost of tile' re-
maining aides.work i hospitals,ctin-

ics, and community health programs,
,,or in schools and public housingproj
ects.` y.

''' °

raining" Other Onallficat!one,:
ltd' /advancement

SoCial pervice sides have a wide*
range of olliiuqhtional backgrounds,
and levels, of- resportgiibil4xi

io a form, al' educittion
tam iit.-4Witini-ple, persons avich

Wilk&

.l.. x./
.41.
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a 'grade school educationAnae enter

peons wi a college degree, on the
the field
a

itions. Those

other hand,snay immediately assume
more pr nal responsibiltties

Most- :.-ijjervice aide jobs do
not irequi graduation from high
school. Many persons enter th&-field
without significant prior work experi-
ence. In fact, personal qualities mat-
ter most. These include a gentiine
desire trichelp people andthe ability
to cOrhinunitate with community
agencies and clients. In addition to
these pirsonal qualities, typing skills
and knowledge of an appropria!ei for-
eign language for aides working id,
certain ethnic communities may by
helpful. 4.,

When hiring, an - individual's need
for work, potential for Upgrading his
or her skills, and making a useful
contribution to the agency often are
chief considerations: As a result,
agencies often hire $riner welfare
recipients as social service aides.
Some aides are hired as part of gov-
ernment programs to provide subsi-
dized job opportunities for low -in-
come people' For employment in
some agencies,: an examination or
registration on a civil service list may
be required.

Most employers eniphisize the de-
velopment of career ladders with op-
portunities fOr advancement through
a combination of on-the-job training,
work experience, and further educa-
tion. For _example, entry level posi-
ticins as employment aides can lead
to a job as an employment interview-
er, and, after special training, to em-
ployment counselor, Aidesusually
are trained on the job from I to sev-
eral months. Aides often must' ac-
quire knowledge of many social pro-
grams including social security, food
stamps, anti Medicare. They also
must receive training from social
workers, rehabilitation ,counselors;
nurses and other professionals.

'Those without high school diplomas
often receive clapsroom instruction .
19 help theni' pass a high 'school
eqliivableriey examinaiion'Employing .

ii. gencies frequently. Flay part;of the
&el of further education for social

4s ice aides. '416 *
iiideS4ithecillege trajoing in this. -

`field generally are given, the m '

_difficult assignments, soAetintts in-_ .

eluding duties normally performed
by social workers. About 440 com-
munity and junior colleges offer -2-
year prograinsfor sooial service aides
under such diverse titles as "human.
service aide," "mental health aide,"
or "social service aide." Training
may include course work in sociol-

ogy and psychologycApils in inter-
viewing, observation -agd recording
of beha;.,ior, individual counseling,
Yroup dynamics, activity therapy,
and behavior modification.; and field
experience at local helping agencies.
Some college graduates with degrees
in non:social service areas work as
social service aides.

Employment Outlook
Employment of social service aides

is expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. Many oppOrtunities
are ezpected for part-time work. A
large tiumber of openings will arise
from the need to replgee aides who
die, retire, or leave the occupation
for other reasons.

Employment in this field will stem
from population growth, coupled
with this country's continuing com-
mitment to aid those who are disad-
vantaged, disabled, or unable to care
for themselves. The need to provide
social services of many kinds for our
aging population is likely to spui an
expansion of sociar welfare programs
and create many new jobs for social
service aides. Shifts in job ,duties
within welfare agencies also- may
contribute to the anticipated in-
crease in employment in this occupa-
tion. As social welfare services and
programs expand, .social service
aides increasingly will be used for
much of the routine work now done
by prOfessional personnel.

Egnings and Workjng
Conditions

Full-time social service aides 3.,ith
no prior experience or formal educa-
tion in the frld earned salaries rang-
ing from about '$6,000 to $7,500 a
year in 1976. Those with expeiience
or additional education usually
earned mire. The Federal Govern-
ment paid beginning social service

°aides salaileS rangipg from $5,8 I Q to
$9,303 41.1977 depending upieln their

4educationomnd prior work

2
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ence; experienced ides earned as
much as S11,523. Many aides- lot,i(
public and privatp agencie
part time and earn less. A ra

%earnings for .socialferv-ice aides ate
about therne as those:tor.-adnIru-
pervisory workers in 'pri'vateliidustry,.
except farming.

Although much of their time is
in offices of social service de-

partments and agencies, aides fre-
quently may vilit:the homes of clients
or offices of other Isocial service
agencies, hospitals, and business es-
tablishments. They often: must work
evenjngs or weekends- when clients
can be reached.

Sources of Additional
liporfniftion-

Information on requirements for
social service, aide jobs is available
from city, county, or State depart-
ments of welfare or social services,
community or neighborhood devel-
opment agencies, and local offices of
the State employment service.

SOCIAL WORKERS

GIY.O.T, 195.108, .118, .168, and
-.228)

,., Nature of tlie Work
The ability of people to five-effec-

tively in society often is hampered by
lack of resources.,and problems that
range from personal ones to those
arising from social unrest within a
grove or community. These prob-
lems, aggravated by the growing
complexity of society, have greatly
increased the need for social serv-
ices. Social workers assist individ-..
uals, families, groups and communi-'
ties in using these services to solve
their problems, and work to improve
the ,,resources available to' enhance .

social genctioning.
The three traditional appro hes -

to social wofet have been cas ork,
group work, and community. organi-

_zation. The approach chosen'Jisually
is determined by the nature of the

_problem and the time and resources
available foritsolving it. Social work-
ers_ Often combine these approaches
in dealing'. with a.specific. problem.
However, recently developed ways of -
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s . ,
c . .

organizing curriculums and 4raining
social workers have resulted in other
'approaches to the field. I)
to the traditional methodi; social -

orkert may specializ in'social insti-.
lions which enco- passes health,. .. ,,,

i'ecluFation, and- oth areas, social .

eroblevns 'including poverty; -and _
along other organizing principles and

/ fields of practice..
In casework, social workers use

interviews to identify the problems of
individuals and families. They then
help people to' understand and Solve
their problems andsecure the appro-
priate resources, services, education.
or job training. In group work, social
workers help people understand
'themselves and others, overcome ra-
c,ial and cultulal Prejudices-and
work with others in achieving a ,COni-
mon goal. They plan and conduct ac-
tivities for children, teenagers,
adults, older persons, and other\groups of people in settings uch as
community centers, hospitals, urg-
ing homes; and correctional inaitu-
tions. In community organizations
cial workers coordinate the effortsbf
groups, such as political, civic74: reli-
gious, business, and union organiza-
tions, to combat social problems
through.community programs. For a
neighborhood or larger area, they
may help plan and develop health,
housing, welfare, and recreation'
services. Social workers often coor-
dinate existing social services, orga-
nize -fund raising for community so-
cial welfare activities, and aid in the
development, of new community
services.

563

Social workers apply their training - Tkey may advise parents dr1 child
and experiencp in ,a vane of set.. cafe and. child tearing, counsel chil-

.- tings. ,While most if' k fri genclesactr.,1;0 and youth with social _adjust-
or iii,stftiltions; gro mg bed' or-i.mentdifficipties, aad irranle borne-s

so-Cial .wdrkers are in privatezpractici "maker services .during. is parent's
and provide cpunselir4,servicei on a illness. Social workers m4rilscr he'-, .

o

tee tasis. ./ '( called' tier to ,institute? legal-attion
2), Social workers in.family and child for the protection of neglectedidr.
'service positions in public and !in mistreated children, provide service's

voluntary agencies such as those run to. tiymarved parents, an,Counsel
by religious charities-, provide coun- couples w wish to adoptrtchild.
seling and social services that assist After making appropriate cate-evalu

individual adjustment,- strengthen ations and home studies, they may
in suit-

personal and family relationships, place and oversee Children
A. able adoption or foster homes or inand help clients to cope with the ecialized institutions. #

problems. They provide inforn4ti . Sehool, soc I-workers aid children
and referral services in' many- areas- -/*Fmk iiusaii actory sctfool progress
advising clients Ohlio- v.r. to plestainil--:,;-is related to their social problems.
budgets and manage mcineY, finding :

.

hcimes for families who have no:- 4hese
workers consult and work with

parents, teachers, counselors, and
where to go, arranging hornemajer.,, 'other school and community person-
assistance for elderly couples who no nel to identify and solve problems

.1,onger can ,manage household
. that hinder satisfactory adjustment

chores, providing information on job and learning. - .
training and day care for parents try- Social workers also are employed
ing to support a family, and providing '' in medical and psychiatric settings,"

such as hOspitals, cfinics, 'mental.
health agencies efiabilitation ct,t
ters, and 1:1001111-welfare agency vim.
They aid patients and their families'
with social problems that may ac-

help with interpersonal difficulties.
Social workers in child welfare po-

sitions work to improve the physical
and emotional well-being of deprived
'and troubled children and youth.

.0r
The 'majority of social workers

provide social services directly to in-
. dividuals, families, or, groups. How- .

ever, a substantial number are dire*.
()ators, dministrators, or supervisors.

Dire
tors,dministrators,

of social service agencies
have responsibilities much like those
of administratots anywhere. They
hire and train personnel, make bud-
getary decisions, develop and evalu-
ate agency problems, solicit new
Ads, supervise the staff, and serve
as a spokesp,erson for the agency's'
clients. lope social workers are col-
lege teafters, research workers, or
consOltants. Others work forcommu,.
nity agencies and planning at
all levels of goverament.h$voluntary ,,',,
agencies, and other private organiza- 4..

/ions.
..

1111111Ktt

' t

It

ma social workers, spoaallas In chlicisielfais.
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,company illness, iicOVery\,and reha-
.

inepthers:. of medical
. teams,: social workers help patients

.

;respond to :treatment'and guide -them,
readjusting .1p, their '-,homesi: jobs,

dwo m unities: Renal social work:
ens thosei v.twVeal with`patients-suf:
tering iispjh disease and their

'families) and social Workers' special-
izing in drug addition perform such

'- functions. (.The occupation
of'rehabilitation counselor is dis-
cussed in a separate statement.)

A growing number of social work-
ers 'specialize in the fielcrof. aging.
Many work with elderly, persons in
public welfare agencies and family
service age crest although workers
also are eriAped in-senior centers,
helpinelp e deal avith financial
and role changes brought about by
retirement; in area agencies, focusing
on planning and evaluating services

to the elderly;, and in-nursing 'homes,
helping patiOlts and their families
adjustld -illness and the need for in-
stitutionalization.

Social workers in correctional in-
stitutionrand others engaged in cor-
rectional programs help offenders
and personk on probation and parole
readjust to Society. They'counsel on
social problems faced in returning to
family and community life, and also
may help secure necessary educa-
tion, training, or com-
munity services.

Placstrs.of employment _

About 330,000 social workers
were :employed in,- 19,7.6: .A3nong;
these, twO-thirds provide dire& SCi-
cial services working for pUblic and
voliintary agencies, including State
departments of public assistance and

'community welfare and 'religious or-
ganizations. Most of the remainder
are invog,ed in social policy and
planning,.-Community organization,
and administration 'in government
agencis, primarily on the state and
local level, while still others work for
schools or for hospitals, clinics, and
other health facilities. A small but
groWing number of social workers
are employed in.rusinesi. and induS-
try

Although employment is concen-
trated in urban areas, many work
with rural families. 'A Small number
of social workersemployed by the

Feder Gqv rnrnent and the United
Natio e of,its affiliated agen-'

e in other parts' of -the
. world s',c' consultants., teac.Jpiers, or

ietIfnieons 'mar establiik:'agenoteS;,
Ivoir liool , or assistance prOgrams.

Training,bther Qualifications,
and Adva9oement

Only in the, last few years has the
bachelor's degree in -social work
(BSA/ ), rather than the master's de-.

ttgree (MSW. ),.been fully accepted as
the ,minimum education of the pro-
fessional social- worker. The BSW
programs generally provide content
in-the areas of social ork practice,
social welfare polic' and Service,
human behavior an the social em;i
Tonment, social res arch, and super-"
vised 'field exper nceGenerally,
BSW prograrn reparc, ople for
direct -sergice positions suc as case
worker or group worker. Qui a fe,w

workers in this field have deg es in
the liberal ails rliumanities,..tociol-
ogy and -psychology being the most
prevalent majors. However, opportu-

,nities for advancement`io high-level
supervisory and administrative posi-

. tions tend to be limited for those
without graduate training in social
work,-and are particularly limited for
persdns with no formal training in
this field.

For many positions, a master's
gree in social -work is preferred
required. Two years of 'special

. study and supervised field instruction
;,;,generally are required td earn an
.14\W;Field place nt affords one
the oopportunity to t st hiskor her suit-
ability for social wor practice. The
student may develop expertise in a
s iali4ed area and make contacts
helpful in later securing a permanent
position. Previous training in social
work is not required for entry into a
graduate program, but courses in r
lated fields such as psychology, soci-
dlogy, economics, political science,
history; social anthropplogy, and ur-
ban, studies, as well as social 'work,
.are recommended. Some graduate
sciloolsreoently have established ac-
celerated MSW programs for a limit-

, ed number of highly qualified BSW
recipients. However, applicants to
granite programs in.-social work'
may face keen competition., ..

5%
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In 1976, over 170 colleges and
,universities offered apciedited un-
dergraduate programs in social work
while over 80- offered accredited

` graduate progranis. More than 20
have inc4rpOrated a gerontological
emphasis into their programs. Gritidu-
ate students may specialize in clinical.
social work, community organiza-

%ion, administratiorf, teaching, re-
search, social policy planning, and a
vanety,of other areas. Some schoas'
offer Concentrations in many aalis
while others offer fewer choices.

(limited number of scholarships
and fellowships are available' for

-.graduate education. Because of in-
., creased costs, social welfare agencies

. have-reduced their practice of grant -
in workers "educational leave" to
obtan graduat education.

A graduate degree and experience
generally are required for superviso-
ry, aJministrative, or research work,
the last also requiring training in so-
cial science research methods. Many
administrator have a background in
social work, business, or public ad-
ministration, education, or health ad-
ministration. For teaching ,poSitions,
an MSWeis required and a doctorate
usually is'preferred. In government
agencies,' most applicants for em-
ployment must pass a written exam,
withAeexcepticen of some high-level
positions.

In mid-1976, 20 States had licens-
ing or registration laws regarding so-
cial work practice and the use of pro-
fessional social work titles by those
who qualify. Usually work experi-
ence, an examination, or both, are
'necessary for licensing or registra-
tion, with periodic renewal required.
The National Association of Social'
Workers allows the use of tfie title
ACSW (Academy of Certified Social
Workers) for those-members having

at least 2 years of postmaster's' job
experience' who" have passe thecL,

CSW examination. In vieW p the
e aging trend towards specializa-
tion at; advanced levels of socialWork
practice, efforts are being -made to

'devise specialized examinations. in
addition -to the general ACSW. ex-'
amination currently.given. -

Social workersillhould be ethotion-
ally matuh,.aj.ective, and sensitive,
and hOuld possess a basic concernf"o p2ople and their problems.' They

-Aye
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must be able to handle responsibility,
wOric independently; _-and. maintain
goad woikinerelationships with
ents and coworkers.

Students should obtain as inucti
related work experience as.posiible
dug:tor-high schboil and collegg to
determine whether they have the' in-
terest and capacity for professional
social work. They may do volunteer,

. part-time, or summer work in places
such as camps, settleinent houses,
hospitals, community centers, ordso-

. "E'wdvelfare Agencies. Some o/olun-
-taW- and pfiblio social welfare agen-
cies occasionally hirestudents fqr
jobs in which they assist social work-
ers.

Employment Outlook

Ernplofment of social .workers is
expected td increase faster than the

will result `annually frbmAeaths and
retirements. _N 1,

If the number of studerts- graduatr
ing from social work programs
tinues to,increase at the same rateias
in, die 1960;s:and early:i 970's, ptr-

,sons having bachelor's degrees in so-
cial Work will fate increasing job
competition. graduates of mister's
and *doctor:15 degree program's in so.-
clef work -are more qualiOed tor a
wider range of jobs toy:ling admin-
istrativeresearch, planning, and
teaching positions, and are expected
to have good opportunities thfough
the mid- I 980's.

Because many cities are experienc-
ing financial crises often, resultifig in
budget cuts in human serve activi-
ties, applicants in thew area shay
face keen competition. Graduates of-
ter: prefer to work in major metro-
politan areas, since small towns' and

average- for all occupations through
the mid- 1980's. The 'recent passage
of Title Xbof the Social Security
Act, the paential development of
national 'health 'insurance, and the
expansion of services in public edu-
cation should contribute to a contin--.
ued increase in employment in social
gervices. Many' new positions will
'come from, the expansion of health
services in hospitals, nursing homes,
comnrunit3 mental health centers,
and home'health agencies. Other
areas emected-to offer employment
opportuities include-services for the
aging; coonseling in the areas.of con:
sumerism rape, and drug and alco-
hol abyse; and social planning. Rela-

. tively high . levels of unemployment
tripled with pipbleats caused by so-
cial change are expectedto sustain a
strong demand for persons in the so-
cial service field. The increasing -
need for sagialwor assist oth-
eikprofessionals in suc fields as

Ilalth planning, transports , law,
andpublicadmirlistration also should
stimulate employment growth. In ad-
dilion to jobs resulting frdm employ-
ment growth; thotisandiAif openings

rural areas offer less opportunity for
professional contact w,ith colleagues
and have fewer academic institutions
for *continuing educed& necessary
for advancement. However, job op-
portunities maylPe more favorable in
rural areas and small towns.

Earnings and Working
Coyiltiens

. Salaries for social workers at all
levels*vary greatly by type of agency
(private. or. public, Federal, State, of
local) and geographic region. Aver-
age earnings for social workers are
higher than those for nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farrning4atries generally- are high-
est in largeaties and in States with
sizable urban populations. Private'
practitioners and4hose in administra-'
tion, teaching, and research often
tarn' considerably more than 'social
workers in other settings.

Starting salaries for social case
workers (positions requiring a bache-
lor's degree) in State and local gov-
ernments averaged about $9,500 in
1976 according to a survey lay.the
InternatiOnal Personnel Management'

.

Association; for 'psychiatric 'social
workers a d case work supervisors
(pokitiOns requiring a master's de-1

,gree) ut $12,000. .
The average annual starting salary'

for social worlc,ers (positions requir-
ing an -MSW and I year of related
experience) in hosptials and medical
centers was about $12,100 in 1976,
according to a, survey conducted by
the University of Texas Me
School. Top salaries for expert
social 'workers in these settings
aged $15,600, and some were as high
as $25,300.

In the Federal Goveniment,'
workers with an MSW and no exiieri-
ence starfed at $11,523 or $14,097 ,
in:1977. Graduatei with .a PIE D. or
job experience may start at higher
salaries. Most social workers in the
Federal Government are employed
by the Veterans Adranistration.and
the Departments of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, Justice, anchteri-
or. .

Most social workers have a 5-day,
35 to 40-hour week' HoWdet, many,
particularly in agencies, works
part timp. In some agencies,, the 'na-
tute of the dt*s requires some eve-

weelebnd work, for which
compensatory time off is given. Most
social work 'agencies vrovide fringe
benefits spoil- as paid vacation, sick
leave, and.retirement plans.

SOUrces of Additional
Informatlen

,
For inform1-ation about career op;

portunities in the various fields' of
social work, contact:
Nationaieosociation of Social Workers, 1425

H St. NW., Suite 600, Southern Building,
Washington, D.C. 26005.

. .

Informatilen on accredited gradu-
ate and undergraduate' college pro-
grams in ,social -work is available
from: -

Council on Social Work Education, 345- East
46th Si, New York, N.Y. 10017.
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RT, DESIGN, AND COMMUNICATIONS RELATED
OCCUPATIONS

s

Creativity and fre ability to
mumelite ideas aceiprere 'tes far
wtatiC..in occupations rel o
design, and communication dr ex-.

ample, an architect' s op rint is theikb
embryo of a building; floral designers
eiprgss a mood of love, sympathy, or
other emotion in a flower arrange-

.

--Art, design, and communications-
!' related occupations, 1976

2% of total employment
in all occupations

./

.

;.; 566

O

merit and actors Object racter
on the stige or semen for the enjoy-
ment of their" audiences. .1siewspisper
reporters communicate newsworthy

ievitnts .td ,their reading audiences;'
da rs express emotion, mood, or

t ough 'physical mciVe7
ments; an phers captqfe an
emotion or idea.through camera an-

-3-Olc; lighting, and the flick ofa shut-
. ter.

This section' of the. Handbook de-
.

;scribes in detail Occupations that re-
quire creative artd communicative
.talents: The performing artsac-
tors, dancers, singers,,and usicians;
the design 43ctupations.... architects,
photographers, and six other related
occupations; and .comnflinications-,
related Occupa.tionsinterpieters,.
newspaper reporters, teehnidal wag-
ers; and radio andrtriahounCETi.

. .



PERfCIRMING ARTISTS'

The performing arts include the
areas of instrumental music, singing,
acting, and the dance. Varied as they
are, the performing arts have in com-'
mon the goal of communicating with
and affecting the emotions of the au-
dience. Through the media'of music,

' speech, add movement, perfOrming
artists attempt to present a moving
interpretation of human experience.

Within the performing arts, the
number of talented persons seeking

'employment generally exceeds the
`number of full-time positions avail-
able. As .a .result, many performers
Supplement their incomes by teach-:

. ing, and others work much of .the
time in different types of occupa-
tions.tions.

The difficulty of earning a living as
performer is one fact -young per-

sons should remember when they
consider, such a career. They should
consider, therefore, the possible ad-
vantages of making their art a hobby
rather than a profession. 'Aspiring
young artists usually must spend
many years in inteTive training and

"ractice before they are ready for
"public performances. They not only
need great natural talent but-also de-
termination, a ,willingness to work
long and hard, an overwhelming. in-
terest in their chosen field, and some
luck. . .

The statements that follow this in-
troductio'n give detailed information
on 'musicians, singers, actors and
dancers., -

ACTORS AND ACTRESSeS

(D.O.T. 150.028 and150.048)

Nature of the Work
. .

. Making a character _tome to life
before an audience is a johthat has

.;.-4

great glamour and fascination, This
demanding work requires special tal-
ent and involves many diffictitties

and uncertanties. , .

Ohly a. few actors and actresses
achieve recognition as stars on the
stage, in motion pictures, or on tele-
vision or radio. A somewhat larger'
number are well-known, elperienCed
performers, who frequently are cast'
in supporting roles. However, most
actors and actresses struggle for a
toehold in the professiOn, and are
glad to pick up parts wherever they
can.

New-stage actors generally start in
"bit" parts whefe they speak. only a
few, lines. If successful, they may
progre,ss to larger, supporting roles.T' serve as understudies
for Me principals. Film and television
actors, in'contrast, may begin in large
roles or move into programS from
working' in commercials..

Actors who prepare for stage,
screen, and television foles rehearse

'hany hours. They must memorize
eir lines and know their cues. .

In 9:iition to the actors and ac-
tresses with speaiCing parts, "extras,"
who have no lines to deliver, are used
in 'various ways in almost all motion
pictures and many television shows
and theatre prodtictions. In "spectac-
ular" prod uctiohs, a large number of
extras take part in crowd. scenes. *

Some actors -find alternative jobs,,
as coaches of.drarna or directors of
stage, television, radio, or motion
picture productions. A few teach in
drama departments of, colleges and
universities.

:- Places of Employment
.

About 13,000 actors and actresses
worked, in stage plays, motion pic-
tures (ir'cluding films made especial-
ly for television), industrial shows,
and commercials in 1976. 4,

Int the winter, most employment
'opportunities on the stage are in New

. ...'
York ancrotheleige cities. In the
summer, stock companies in subur-
ban and resort areas provide employ-
ment. In 'addition, many -cities have
"little theatres,"t r perApry corhpal

and dinner t tres, which KO!
Vid pportuAltieS- or local talent' as-

',Well for professional actors and
,actressety' Normally, plays are pro-
duced and casts are selected in New
York City for, shows thk go "on the
.road."-' '1 - .

,

Employtnent, in motion 'pictures
and film teleVisiOn is essentially cen-
tered in Hollywood and New York
City, although a fev) .studios are lo-
cated in Miami and other parts of the
country. in addition, many films are
shot on locatiom,.and employ local
profeisiOnals and nonprofessionals as
"day players" and "extras." A num-
bet- of American-produced films are
being shot in foreign countries. In .-

television, most, opportunities for ac-
tors are at the heOdquarters of the
major networksin' New York, Los
Angeles, and, to a lesser ettent, Chi-
cago. A few local television ,stations
occasionally employ actors.

:r., , Training
-ind

Other
:,,.. :' Qualifications .

... .

Young persons who aspire to act-
ing careers should take part ht high
school,,and college plays, or work
with little theatres and other acting
groups for experience.

'Formal trainin&in acting, which is
increasingly ,necessary, can be Ob-
tained at dramatic art schools, locat-
ed chiefly in New York,.and in hun-
dreds of colleges' and universities
throughout the country. About. 760'
colleges anclAiniversities .crenfer
bachelor's or higher degrees on stit-
dentS who major in dramatic and the-.
ater arts. College drama curriculums
usually. include courses in liberal arts,
speech, pantomime, directing, y:
writing, play production, and hi tory
of the : drama, as well as practical
courses in acting. From these, the
student.develops an appreciation Of

.the great plays and a greater under-,
standing of the tolet he tr she rhay be
called on to play. Graduate degrees
in fine arts or drama are 'needed for
college teaching positions:

Acting demands patience and-total
commitment, since aspiring- actors

- 56-7
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EmplOiriterit Outlook-,,and. actresses 'mult wait for parts or
work lot Ig hours,

and often do .much traveling. Flaw-
less performances require.. the tedious
memorizing .of lines,_Which some-

.; .fi it
some-

times volyes long. rehearsal sched-''
ules. Other performances, su h. as
television program's, often 'allq little
time for rehearsal, so that th actor /

- must deliyer a good perfo mance
with very little crepalration.-The ac-
ter needs-stamina to withitand the
heat of stage or studio lights, or the'
adverse 'weather conditions that may
exist "on location." Above all, per-
sons who plan to pui'sue an acting
career must have talent and the cre-

.- 'ative ability to,POrtray different char-
acters. They must have poise, stage
presense, and aggressiveness toprOj-
,ect themselves ta the audience. At
the same tithe, the'-ability to follow
directiOns is important.

- In all media, the best wai to start is
to use loc4.-oppositunities and to
build on the basis of such experience.
Many actOk-Avho are successful -in
local productions eventually try.,,to
appear on the New York stage.- Mod-
eling experience may also be, helpful
in obtaining employment in televi-

: sion..Or motion pictures.
To become a ,movie, extra, one

.must usually be listed by Central
Casting1/4a no-fee agency that :works.'
with the -Screen extras GU' and
supplies all extras to the majOt movie'
studios in Hollywood. Applicants are

' accepted only 'when the number of
persons of a particular type on the
listfor example, athletic young
men, old ladiesifrsmall childrenis

!.; below the foreseeable need. In recent
years, only'a very small proportion of
the. tqtal number, Of applicants have
.succeeded in being listed. An actor
employed as an extra in. a film has
very. little opportunity to advance to
a speaking tole in that film.

The length of an actor's 131- ac=,
treall's working life depends largely \
on skill and versatility: Great actors \
and actresses can work almost indefi-
nitely.

\\

On the other Wand, employ-
ment becomes increasingly limited
by. middle age, especially for those
who become typed in romantic.,
youthful roles. Die to the, factors dis7
cussed, persons who intend to pursue
an acting career may find unstable

employmentconditions and financial
pressures.

Overcrowding has existed in the
acting field for many year4 and this
condition is repectecr-to hersist. In
the legitimate Vieater, motion pic-
tures, radio, and televisiOn,Ab appli-

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Iries)resulting in r Cea employ=
ment opportunites f rAmerican
actors andwiresse,s. Television em-,
ploys a larg-Miumber of actors on TV
programs and commercials.
ever,eeMployment in,,this media has
been reduced by the FCC ruling that
decreaked major TV network prime
time prograrnming. Local stations of-

"ten substitute with reruns or with low
cost 'game shoWs that employ few ac-
tors:Also, the trend toward I - to
how- programs, and more repuns
shortent .the pen of employmero
and reduces the la mber of persons

canti greatly exceed the'jObt avail-
able. Moreover, ac,tors' and
actresses are employed in their pro-
fession for only a- partbf the: year:

Motion pictuies andrTV have
greatly reduced employrraent oppor-
tunities for .actors ii-Athe theater.
though a motion 'picture production
may use. ,a very large- num'ber. of ae:
tors during filming, lihrls are. widely .._
distriikuted and may be used for
years. Also some A'rneritan7pro-
&wed films are shot in foreign coun-:

needed.
One possibility for future growth in

the legitimate theater lies in the es-
tablishment of year-round profes-

.Actg detrawd rttenc*And total .Coinnilthuent.



PERPORMING AR11STS

,

sional icting companies in cities. The
number of such acting groups is
growing. The'recent growth of sum,
mer and winter stock CompanieS7-.744.
"otramioor and regional theatre, re W ttip s the rate was :352.50 a day.
tar-- companies, and dinner thepAlit. *vars.:and .actresses who did not
assb- has increased. emplOyment. OP= I,- .*6-ed 4404.i prime time networktelev....
prrreunities. In 'addition', some hr.-4 -sibriieceivez a minimum progra
creager'rnay be likely in the emploY1:'4§0-b*nbc-ut :2.56 for a single pro-
meet of actors on 'television in and .u.:urs of rehearsal time. ,
ruse to expansion of the Public -.4ttezernsic= :w44,ors also receive. addi-
Bamicasting System,' UHF -Stations, 1001- car-n=pisation for-guns. 7

ansuatabole TV. The development an
wiser use,of video cassettes also ma
resent in some employment otiiatu-
nitres. These media willhime
tier--7.7nfluence.on employment of if
ortimmar,Materiitl and programs re-,
suc.. not repins or old movies.

7'rsough the, Beld of acting as a
wiu-pie is expected to grow about as
tsge..i! is the average for all occupations
trnrough the, mfd-1980's, the number,
at --nwsolis seeking to enter the pro-
ferstp-m is expectbd to far exceed
avowable orieriin Even highly tal-

young ineop, are litelY to faced
stiff --impetition aisci-economic

0.1476,4notiorrpicture and to vi-
niii and: actresses earne a

.daief rate -of 5172.5 , or
--iw,-weei-._. For extras,.

itne

iftwnmengs
Com.oi

4
Ats'. rr'r , -1 in the legiti-

=eat ^4. : g ine Actors'
;%,ntion plc.;

-Tow tingell*- 40'....-ir; BIM's, to
,efor n4/110 Inc.o.or tO-
' -eras nc.;

-.ton to te- -clerican Fed-
= firs :n cif Radio Art-,

I Ai"TRA ; Tlfese ttriions and the
prndtic.mr. sign oasic collective

bar ajar ----it agreements which set
waries, hours of work,
.editions of employment.

7-7ac..i actor eso signs a separate cOn'-
ract, whirtch may provide for higher

sala?iet iho i those specified in the
ageament

'!he Ahsionum weekly salary for
act' Tr liaroadway productions was
abcuut S28.5 in 1976: Those in small
"ofd 'mud
micron.=
on- thr roa

" theaters received a
175 a week. For shows
the Minimum rate was

about 5395 a week. (All minimum
salairks ate adjusted upward auto-
maaicaly, litly union contract, com-
mensurate wkith increases in the cost
ofir',nig as 1-7flected in the Bureau of
Law- Stairs Consumer Price

fkmwe.;:tz... _nrnual earnings of ac-
tor inia0s=-..-=ss5s are af-
fe.c d fe(filunt Treia d's of un-
din ,ioympi-; :.;perienced9hy _many.
Ac c. recent 's :: -veys by .*
A c (Which-
reor-tm-:s .=.2.:.ors whc vinik on.:1
stage Screen ketorsGilil
2 ' Omar ihi

S: 500 19VS a
ant $'.; abbiit

-cc, ver :500, jn
:Yeti r.te

t_.-:naracter-
'!+.2.7...,aCtorss. r- aFessil

-r-- thew 'i.,,-.4ones
;m4 g 7 1 , n j084.5

711 an e I klik.WW-11. c
.1 -7- ve . rate
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ly, tney are between. ammg jobl
they often have to take any casual
work tCey can rind.

Sources of Ado:Mortal.
Infotrnatkon

nformation on "ccOege! and' uni-
-.iersities and consen that of-
T-er'a major in drar. available

.

-,trnerican Theater Associatbr. 0.7.'3 Vermont
Ave. NW., Suite 402 1.1sahington, D.C.
200L .

re '2

tited,A, T.- Jar:LT.-0...z_ 6.f to
:net

El.- *...perforrnanz..t.f arnnunt*
C 7 the iegiticethe'star

;4"14'-onal pei-forinehies a
,ertime. Atli-v:4401c

or.:=n .^e nasic warleWeeK is ',(1

":c1S for
re it'itiik4s howe.. r,.

,.wee usualtilikinger to al-
l:: r. rehearsals. Even: .g
we c f arse, a regular part or
stn. actor ife. Rehearsals may
he- !ate ight and on weeker.:,,
and When plays are on
road _e..e.Li.ed traveling often nez-
essar

are covered by r
Ifa!--t and pension fun.:..Ln.

:alization insuracct,
whicr. -)tul:.ers contribute. Un.cier
some condnions, Egtu,t)
and A nembe ;s have paid
catior sick leave; Most fteititt
actor -,le if any unemplo-nerT:

-.n solely from ;,,,,
since e-.-idom have, enough
ploynr..-7 any State to. meet "...tn

dex uirements. Corisequ*zn

o-

MNCEp

D.; T. 11: .:28 1.048)

Nature tr thc mark

7 .gancnn'g .s and world,
,1013 a-r that tub_ different
fichres. Dance, moveiv-nts may be
siseC to :ntercret or a story,

:bey. nay 71.: ca I ex-
:prmsiOns -aund.,Pro-

esiona. -.apt.:,- ma) .:erform in '1.
xssical -,filet riodern dan'ce, in

hence ath.--atationt r' shOws,
fOlk clz --es_ anc, Ltner pbpular
ds of cz_.-Ict ditnrm to being ..

; impor-nt a f rats own
*axe, dan,.e also :o suppler'
r.xnt other typecs, I t!roct-fainmerit,

...ch as Opcsa, rriNisical :-:Nanedy, arid
-,evis4on.

:n canoe altochtction, performers
most often work as a group. HOw-
ever, a ery few top artists dd sOlo
work.

Many dancers combine -stage work
with full-time teaching. A few danc-
--rs Become choreographers and ere -
a.e routines. Others are dance
firectorr who train dancers in new
:Iroducti ons.

(Thin statement does, not include
nstruct-Jrs of ballroom, American or
nternational folktdance, or other so-
cial dancing.)

Places of Employment,

About 8,000 dancers performed
on the stage', screen, and, television in
1976. Many others taught in second-
ary schools, in colleges and universi
ties, in dancei-schools, and in private
studios A few teachers, trained in
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dance therapy, " vrked in mental
hospitals.

Dance teachers AMC located chiefly
in large cities, but nuany smaller.citiies
and towns have dance schools as
Well. New York Cary is the hub for
performiiig dancers. Other large
cities that have p-mmising employ-
ment 'opportuniti. including major
dance .companim... in.Aude Los Ahge-
les, Chicagg,Finmisaan, Salt Lake
City, Cincinnati, vhared, San Francis-
co", Los Angeles_ ,vitraneapolis, Seat-
tle, Boston, and

Training and Other
Qualifications

Seriou§ training for a career it
dancing,, traditionally begins 1357.'agf
12 or earlier. Ballet training is panic
ularly disciplined, and persons wh
wish to beconle ballet dancers shout,
begin taking lessons at the age of 7 c

Early and intense training also
important for the modern dancer_
Most dancers have their professional,
auditions by age 17 or 18,but train-
ing and practice never end. For ex-
ample, professional ballet dancers
take from 10 to 12 lessons a wee, for
11 or 12 months of the year. and
must spend many additional h. urs
practicing.

The early training a dancer re-
ceives is crucial to the later skill of
the dancer, and therefo
tion of professional d
very,important.

Because of the stren

e. the se:ee-
ce school is

ous training'
required, a dancer's eneral educa-
tion may be mini al. However, a
dancer, should study music, litera-'
ture. and historyalong with the arts
to help in the interpretation of dra-
matic episodes,. ideas, and feelings.

Over 115 colleges and universities
confer' bachelor's or higher degrees
in dance. College or university dance%
degrees are generally offered
through the departments of physical
education, musid,t, theater, or fine
arts.

A college education is not essential
to obtaining employment as-a profes-
sional dancer. In fact, ballet dancers
who postpone their first audition un-
til graduation may compete at a dis-
advantage.with younger dancers.

Although a college education is an
advantage in obtaining employment

dance tt...tch in a coillege
at attic use for ont.

vho reaches..profe,,sionai dance o:-
.:horeography tn a sT_Ld'io situation.
Professional school, ._siaal' require
eachers to es...periernc:. as 4 per-
:Titter; colleg in i ccmsvatone!..

generally re,_ouire .:,...4ivate _degrees.
experier... nerforrnv_-.7 often

ItVIly be suhenitute. Notalarir. and a'
`'')road edurtiona. .._-.11cicgroumd also

import,=.
The dame life le of rigorous

practice and self -Misc..; line; therefore
patience. 'persevcre- and _. devo-
tion :o dance . Good
htiltr. and :physical -:;1111ft.i are nee-

- oar rot to in good condi
1a to the :aimed :rave

.-ofte7 -equired.whi
r -1gh. it:41c1 haw, shot.iic..i tcz

froa. the .o-zrage. ,loot.
fee _ad lor-tft'., arch,,. a_lso .ire re-
qwr u. must have
agiE feeling for muSie,
as v. al a expres
one . t arc-

S-. intr. nceskris_ir!'y IL.

7rx..iefoc.e \y.oun.e pt
c.0.-,-sidez dancing a-

reer able t o fUn, .-"on ss
p2--t -1-11,e` also sh..-)uld -re
pr = par (7 face the cif ...insta-
ble woriani -ugh.... on by

.Show jar and Alures.
f

the _ iineei hawe an aci-
vart.-1,:e iar,zers it com-
pel: ng ro 101-ti dancer.-: retire
in Their or transfer to related

/1=11Mliall

The dancer's Ste Is CM! ef nalemars prac-
tice and salt
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ft= as such as teaching dance. How-
,- , some skf.i.1:ful dancers continue
:,ertorrning be-rond the age of 50.
11135e who be-me choreographers

dance dire=ors. can continue to
w7---1( as long .Ls persons in other
ca.izapations.

Employnnent Outlook

'-'1ploythent c-f dancers is expect-
grow .abott--, as.fast as the aver-

agr for all occupations. However, the
n--=.ber of dancers seeking profes-

-,7r.alrcareers wi continue to exceed
t number of available positions,
an. competitior be ., -ten. Most
errt.thoyment opoc--tunitie., will result
fr--= repiacemmai needn.

hployment orrnorranities in stage
btoductions are iirbitec, and cornpe
:cotton for such r....4ttno-ns :s great.
7reletoision is par: ..--.4ponsible for

reduction in ,:art. productions,
vet at the same time is media offers.
new outlets for au= New rofes-
SIOTli4 dance corriviRlIli-' formed from
Inc =reasing r.- -7_,!.- of civic and
community grow:, St". additional

,pitovrtient Orrcr17-....-.9. As a re-
alt the increase.t.-:-_-1,.al popular-
- .Vance in -ears, the best

etti.,,,izvment apr are in
_ 'trig dance.

Earnings anc- Working
Condibans

P:ifes,sional dance rs wrc -. perform
are naembsT of LAre. of the

.i.r.nicrts affiliated wit_-: the Associated
Aczots, and Artistes of America
-J-i-CIO). Dancers in opera ballet,

dzessical ballet, and the modern
_au= belong to the AmerLan Guild

Musical' Artists, Inc.; these on live
o- videotaped television -_-eiong to

American Federation -.T Televi-
sion and Radio Artists; 'Nft.e who
perform in films kind TV neiiing to

. the Screen Actors Gui. _ or the
'Screen Extras Guild; and :hose. in.
`musical comedies join Actors' Equity
Association' Other darkc-s may' be
members of other unions. depending
upon' the fields in which =ley per-
form. The unions and producers sign
basic' agreements. specifying mini-
mum salary rates, hours of work, and
othei conditions. of employment.
However, the separate contract
signed by each .dancer with the pro-
ducer of the show may be more fa-



PERFORMING ARTISTS

vorable than the basic agreement re l.-
garding sabary, hours of work, and
-working conditions.

In 1-9'76.7-the minimum salary for
dancers in opera and other' stage
productions was abotit $250 a week_
The single perforinance rate kir bal-
let dancers was about $100 for a solo
danCe and about $50 per dancer for a
groups Dan=trs on tour received an
alloWance cc $30 a day in 1976 .for
room and tioard, with the employer
paying the =st of transportation. For
a brief appearance in a performance
on television or a fewdays' work in a

o movie, the minimum rate wastigher,
relative to time, worked. However.
this difference. was offset by the brev-
ity of the engagement and the long
period likely waiting for the next one.

Unemployment rates for dancers
are higher than the average for all
occupations. Many qualified people
cannot obtain year-round work as
dancers, and are forced to supple-
'tient their incomes by other types of
work. Some dancers who are qualif
fled to teach combine leaching with
performing.

Salaries of dance teachers vary
with' ihe location and the prestige of
the school in which they teach.
Dince .instructors in colleges and
universities are paid on the same
basis as other faculty members. tsee,
statement on college and university
teachers.)

-The normal workweek is 30 hours
(6 hours per day; aximum) spent in
rehearsals aid matinee and evening
performances. Extra compensation is
paid for . additional hours worked.
Most stage performances take place,
of course, in the evening, and ;re-
hearsals require very long houri, of-
ten on weekends and ho idays. For

-shows on the road, week nd travel
often is reqalred.

cs Dancers are entitled to s. e paid.
sick leave and various' hea th and
welfare benefits provided b their
unions, to which the employe con-'
tribute. Dance instructors in s oafs
receive benefits comparable to ose
of other teachers.,

as well as details on the types of
courses and/other pertinent informa-
tion is available from:
National Da ''ca Association, a division of the

American Alliance for Health. Physical
Education and Recreation, 1201 164 St.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.-

For i formation on all aspects of
dance, counseling services, and job
listings, contact:

-American Dance Guild, 1619 Broadway,
"born 6,03, Ne, York, N.Y. 10019.

MUSICIANS

(D.O.T. 152.028 and .048)

Nature of the Work
The important role that music

plays in most people's lives Makes it
difficult to imagine a world without
musicians. Professignal musicians
are those whose livelihoods depend
upon performing for the enjoyment
of others. These professionals
whether they play in a symphony
orchestra, dance band, rock group,
or jazz combogenerally have be-
hind them many years of formal or
informal study and practice. As a
rule, musicians vspecialize in eittfer
popular or classical music; only a few
play both types professionally.

Musicians who-speRialize in popti-
lar muse usually play the trumpet,
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trombone, clarinet, saxophone, or- kgan,ot one of the "rhythm" instru-
mentlthe piano, string bass, drums,
or guitar. Dance bands play in night-
clubs, restaurants, and at special par-
ties. The best known bands, jazz
groups, rock groups, and solo per-
formers sometimes perform on tele-
vision.

Classical musicians play in sym-
- phonies, opera, ballet and theater or-
chestras, and for other groups that
require orchestral accompaniments.
These musicians play string, brass,
woodwind or percussion instrumezp.
Some form small groupsusuallya,
string quartet or a trioto give con- 4,..1
certs of chamber music. Many pia- 'J

nists accompany vocal or instrumen-
tal soloists, choral groups, or provide
background music in restaurants or
other places. Most organists play in
churches; often they direct the choir.

A few exceptional musicians give
their own concerts and appear as
soloists with symphony orchestras.
Both classical and popular musicians
make individual and group record-
ings.

In addition to performing, many
musicians teach instrumental and vo-
cal music in schools and colleges, or

`give private lessons in their own stu-
dios_or in pupils' homes. Others com-
bine careers as performers with work
as arrangers and composers.

Sources Of Additional
InformatIon 1 ,,-.., .

information on colleges and u -, 14-:,

versities that $ive a major in, th ' Since a high quality of performance requires constant study and practice, WI-disci-
dance d some courses in the dance One is vital. .
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A few musicians specialize in li-
brary science or psychology for work
in music libraries or . in the field of
music therapy in hospitals. Others
work as orbhestra conductors or
band directors.

Places of. Employment

About 127,000 persons worked as
performing musicians in 1976. Many

_thousands more taught in elementary
and secondary sohObls and in colleg-
es and ,universities. ,(See the state-
ments on teachers elsewhere in the
Handbook.) Almost every town and
city has at least one private music

jeacher.
T Most performing musicians. work
in cities where entertainment and
recording activities are concentrat-
ed, such as New York, Chicago. Los
Angeles, Naphville, Miami Beach,
and New Orleans. Many perform.
.with one of the 31 major syMphony
groups, the 76 metropolitan orches- .

, tras or the hundreds of community
orchestras. Many communities have
orchestras and dance bands which
offer at least part-time work. The
various branches of the Armed
Forces also offer ca,reer'.opportuni-
ties in a number of different musical
organizations.

Training and,Other
Oualifidations

Most people who become profes-
sional musicians begin studying an
instrument at an early age. Td ac-
quire great technical skill, a thacough
knowledge of inusic, and the ability
to interpret music, young people
need intensive training through pri-
vate study with an accompliihed mu-
sician, in a college or university
which has$ strong music program, or
in a conservatory' of music: Fos ad-
vanced'study in. one of these institu-
tions, an audititm frequentO is neces-
sary, Many teachers in these schools
are accomplished utiits who will
train only premising young

,Almost 500 colleges, universities,
and music conservatories offer
'bachelor's and/or higher degrees in
instrumental or vocal music. :These
programs vide training in nfusical
performance, composition, and the-
ory, -and, also offer liberal arts
courses. In additio;, about 750 con-

servatories ani colleges-and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree pro-
gram in music education to qualify
graduateifor the State certificate for
elementary and secondary school
teaching positions. College teaching
positions usually require advaneed
'degrees. but exceptions may be made
for weLl-qualified artists.

Musicians who play popularn-usc
must have an understandifig of anc
feeling for that style of music.
classical training may expand
employmenropportunities. Ai a ruie,
they ,take lessons with private -tea h-
ers when young, and seize every op--
portunir to play in amaze r or pro-
fessional performance stablisking
a reputation with other musicians is
very important in getting started in
career in popular music. Some youn

_people form small dance bands or
rock groups. As they gain experience
and become known, they may audi-
tion for other local bands, and still
later, for the better known. bands and
orchestras.

Young persons .Who consider ca-
.

reers in music shild, have musical
talent, versatility, creative ability,
and poise and stage presence to face
large audiences. Since quality of per-
formance /requires constant study
and practice, self-discipline is vital.
Moreover, musiciant who do concert
and nightclub tengagements must
have physical stamina because of fre-,
;quent ,traveling and schedules that \.
often include night perforrna es.

Empt&ment Outlook
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short-term engagements, playing
popularmuilc in night clubs and the-
aters, the supply-of qualified musi-
cians who seek such jobs is :ikely to
exceed demand. OiNhe other haWd.
first-class, experienced acc.:.mpanists
and -outstanding,players of stringed
instruments are likely,to remain rela-
tively scarce.-

Earnings an-il Working.
*CondttiOns

, It The amoun-1,received for .1. per-
forMance by ezther classical popu-
lar musicians ,depends on tneir geo-
graphic location- as well as c their
professional reputation. MinrImuir.
salaries for musicians in the '3 7.najor
symphony orchestras in the _.. nitea

' States in 197t ranged from-1=00 to
$400 a weex,.according _2 the
American SymOhknY 0,rchestrz
League. Animunt loges for mus
cians in metropolitan symphony or

_

chestras weregenerally between $2,.
and $40 per concert. Some musicians .
earned substantially more than the
minimums, however. . J. .2

The, symphony orchestras -
have Seas° nging from 45 to 5:

'weeks. About half of them ,have 5C-
. to '52-week seasons.Few of ttlempt
,' ropolitatt or community orchestra:

have seasons of 50 te052 weelts,ow-
ever. e_i . ,: .,

Musiciarte . in large metropolitan
areas Who played at dances, . club
dates, variety shows, ballets, musical
cornedres, concerts, and .industrial
shows generally earned minimums
ranging from $40 to $53 4)1(3 hoots
of work. Musicians in these areas

gra is earned between $6 and f8 per
iiw 'o had steady engagement con-

hoube

1 s in smaller citis and towns

'for a 5day Creek. Wages for the
sam types of engagements tended tc

ture reCording earrie.
MuSie`a s employed-i ionitimon plc-

.o

$93 for a 3 -hoar session0hose in-

loyed ,..n 'television commer,
rned a inimum of $48: for a 1

ur sess,O . Musicians employed b.
nufactbrers Ofphcnograph re
dings :ere paid "a minimum o
0 for a \', -hour, sessicrn.
usic to Otters in public schools

earn salarie' Compkable to tho?e of
otbe teach s. (See stmtements on
elem ntary nd secondary school
'teach rs else here in the Handbook.)

o , ;
\\_

'\I,

Employment of musicians i ex-.
pected -to grow about as fast as, he
average through the mid-1980's, .ut
competition for jobs wiN be kee .

Opportunities for concerts,ind -mot
als are not numerous enOugto pro
vide adequate employment for all the

Nvanigts, violinists, and other instru-
mentalists qualified as conclp 'art-
ists. Competition usually is keen for
positions tilt offerI;stabie emPloy-
rnent, such as jobs with major orches-
tras, with the Armed 'Forces, and in
teaching positions. 'Because, of the
ease with which musician can enter
private music teaching, the number
of music teachers has been more
than sufficient and probably will con=
tinuko be. Although many opportu-
nities are expected for single and

's 582.
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PERFORMIN$ ARTISTS

.
Many teachers give priva=. usiC
lessons to supplement'th

-However, earnings often as; ance;,-i.
tain anfl vary accanding to aiusi-
clan's reputation. the rr...t,qe- ofF
teachers arldstuderrr, in di:.
and the economic 7.--altus c. use _-orn-
munity..

' Musicians cusr .arily we it
niZht and on v:te-3ts:mids. anc
Must spend -consewrabh.
piactice and in rehee......sal. -'trforming
engagements usuar require Nile
trave..

Many mueicians. -7-imarily -7171;SC

/ %rinployed ttr.. symnr- -.. Drchesr-
work under master .- -,-;:- :. agreemf.--,
which gdaratatee a !c.:.:......vn's Wen
to 52 weeks.. Mull i=is in :.T.rwer

areas, however, may -iiz.e reil-'%\ vly
long- periods Aeme.rrnnbyme:
tween jobs. Thus, the- earning A-
erally are lower than ,..lose o i
other occupations. WI,- reover ,i:-. :e
thiy may not work -.st dily :".::i (Ape

employer, some 'pert7 --rners c...--_27-ant
qualify for unemploi..--7-. -....rit c ;rilipen
satiop, and few have .-ter sick
or vacations with pay =or then: I
sons, many musici= take t.,
types of jobs to simieMert . 411::-

earnings` as musicians.
Most professiona _-7---usicians oe

long to the A. mericiat '-----tdera-;. i (3'
Musicians (AFL -CI( ,:once .olo-
ists also belong -le Arr.: , icar
Guild of MuSical i--urtism. Inc NFL

CIO) i.
Sources Of ,r4411tfor

Inforessvion

For inforthatio f . out ., ages,
hours of work, a 410 , :king -ondi-
tions for professiorAs. .:cia- . con-
tact: 41

American, Federatior ,-'---siciari (AFL-
CIO), 1500 Broaasw:. -w Yc ::, N.Y.
10036.

Information abc,ii ..t. require
ments for certification. organists
and choir masters is avail:Able from:
American GOild of Orgartricts.[.:-:' ,:itth Ave.?

A .* New York, N.Y. 100: -).

si
Illist of aceyedile. :schot, of mu-
ar degree progrAms cz.,,,efed is

avail bke frgm:
National Association of Schools of Music,

11250 Rifier Bacon TZ7., Reston, Va.
22090:

-.-brrnation about careers
ir_ frorre.
Mush National Conference. :902

Reston, Va. 2213q-

entitled Car;efers in
Jo:Lamed for $1' from:

-11-11,--11- M Laic Conference, -150 E.
Id. 60611.

SINGERS

iD ).T 152.028 and . -.)48)

Nature of the Work

7._ t$1r.... an age-old form of c:nrn-
icaL :1 which, in one-form or .4n-

ti. . :nr, be understood and apprr-.---
c..-i. t : 4 by almost everyone
15*, f ..-.rional stinging often requir=s
molii .ny a finevoice but also a bight:),
--ii.it,:...--itpec, 7_echnique and a broad
-.(iv -edge of music. A silallnumbert
sir ;,;ing stars make recordings or

. concert, tours in the .United
. ,--5..1,,-. and abroad: .SomeWhat larger
---tu,.,,.thrs of singers obtain leading --7.r

---- -ring roles in optras'and popu-
,:_ -^ :Sic sh ows, or secure engage-/rn- as concert oloists irro
an.. filer t?p .s of performance s.
So: singdrs also become members.
of -Jere arid musical comedy cho-
--t1 or other prbfessional chord

Pop, lar Music sinters per-s
fo-ir n musical shows of all Inds
fir _he movies. on the stage, on radio
ari.zi television% in concerts, and in
nightclubs and other entertainment
place:- The best known popuir rm.-
sic singers ma e and sell many re-
cordings.

Sonic singers ombine their "work
as performers .with other related jobs.
Many ,give private voice lessons. A
number of'Singets, teach and direct
choruses in elementary and second -9`
ar% schools. (See the ,statements on

-..eachers elsewhere in the Handbook.),:
)thers give voice training or direct
:horal groups in churches, music
:onservatories, or °lieges and uni-
ersities.
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aly schools, colleges, universities,
and conservatories phroughouz the
country. Opportunities fc r singing
engageffr-:-7its- art coiicentra-d main-
ly in Ne 'York City, Los ,Angeles,
Las San Francis-Dallas,
and Chicago bae Nation's ,chief en-
tertairmer.: censers. Nashville, Ten-.

nessee, a --r-ajor center for- country
and \). ester.- in, .ofc., is one of tine most
important pac;t:-.-- t'r-,emplor of
singers for --.7erformar,. ss and
recordings Marc. ;ingers w part'
time as the r-c-_-: '.tiers irmas-
ters.

TrannIns a
OusAtfic

Places of Em loyment
-2 About 23,000 persons worked
professional singers in 1976. Man
others were . employed as music
teachers in elementary and second-

Pe s tic want
sio Ily should acr
gr und in musi.z, nr
a d history Thy ;t iivi,

helpful, sine sin ;7
a e tequireca 7:D ,,

th se interested singing career
sh star piano at an early
age /to ec.:Dme music
theory'a imposition. As a
rule, voice traini' should lot begin
until afted the L-ti-tiodua_ matured

y, altirilqp young noys who
sing in church loirsrece--ve some .
training bet---7t _neir voices change.

°An audition reqtred for ad-
vanced voic training., Since voice
training often zontinuek-f1/47- ears
tee the- singes professional career
has started, a.prospective singer must
have great cieltermintic-r

-To prepare. for careers as singers of
classical mi/tic, young people can.
take,privatt . ze lessons or enrolkin
a+4rusic con---f-Tatory or a school or
department music in a college or
university. -ese schools provide
voice trainin, _nd 'training in ,under-
standing anc --.-Terpr4ting muse in-
/eluding music. elated training in for-
eign larguz-4.:n: and, sometimes,
dramatic trai.-n1,-,4."After completing
4-years of studiN* the, graduate may
receive the degree of bachelor of mu-
sic, bachelor '.i.ience or arts (in
music), or bacrei0,- of fine arts.

Singers who pica: M teach in public
schools' need a: .east a bachelor's
degree in vidsit nd, must meet the
State certificatimn requirements for
teachers. Abou '50 conservatories
and colleges anc universities offer a
bac'helor's degre program in music

V
.

Otr-ter

ing ) rofes- ,
Oroaal back-
vg in- theory

el dance may .'

-s sc.inetim es.
In adotrtion,
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\aepeiods on a good Yu we, pirl-sinai --_.
stanrma, and public acceptance of
the eanst, all of whichray be ;r7-7k-t-
-ed brage. IT'

Corseit singers who were par -; a
choral. earned a minimum dal!, act
of 32f- 'in 1976, or,_-$45 to $5i' ple.
performance. Members of an oeber:

' mortis earned a minimum dail. r ZP.::
c S3C_ or $40 per performance.
featured soloist received a minatitir=
c43200-for each perforrhance. A :i.,...#
onera soloists and popular sinynsz-
rip,wever... earned thousands of dotiass
per performance.. Minimtirn wane ..

mites for singerson television maze
:gym around A143 to ahoitt S I tiA .ii-

""Mager for a I-hour show, depermang
on the numbercif singeks.: in ..nce

....".....
111111Ing people who want to slow ornagasaionnily should acquire a. orlrf Sackground In group. \--

_

Professional singers usually belong
tc a branch of the -AFL-CIO -union,
the Associated Actors and 'Artistes-of,.
America. Singers. on . the concer...
stage , or in opera: belong, ,tic me

.
American Guild of Musical. Artists. ..
Inc.; those who sing on.raelio or live
television or make phonograph re-
Ccirdings are members-of the Arater*-

on of Television andRa-
; singers in the vafiety and
field belong to the Ameri- :'

cart Guild of Variety Artists those ,,

Who:sing in musical comedy and opr..
erettas belong to the Actors'_ Equity s.
Association; and those who sift/00
the- movies belong to the ,Screen Ac-
tors Guild, 'Inc. .'' . 4

Sources of Additional
Information

,

Information abut ac ediled
schools .and departments of
available from: .
National Association of,hools of Music

11250 Roger Bacon Or., Reston. Va:
'22090. ' r

...

Further information about careers .
in music is available from:
Music educators National. ConTertnce,1902

Association Di.. Reston..Va, 22091,

eancation. In addition, :air ast
coneges and universities ofic7 ttai
noggin musical performances
ninon, and theory, lea
bachelor's degree. tither col
teachers must have a mas1,-?:- s
or Ph. D. degree, but excantions rr4
be made for well-qualifie...- artists,

klthougb voice trainin-1,,. as..act

feat singers of popular my
mini untrained voices 113%, (lad
=sofa] careers. The typo 2 paiztui.ul
song does not demand thr...-ithe void
be developed to cover- = wide
nage on. the musical scare as does
classical music, and the sec of voice
owojection may be overecane by use

d microphone.
Yburg singers of popular songs

illny become known by participating
in local amateur and 'paid shows.
These engagements may lead to em-
ployment with local dance bands pr
rock groups 'and possibly titter with
better knoWli ones.

In addition to musical ability, a
. singing career requires an attractive

appeararice, poise and stage pres-
0 epee. and perseverance. Singers also

must stave physical stainiviato adapt
to frequent traveling ana rigorous.

7, time schedules, which 'often include'
night performances.

music.

EmploymentrOutfook

Employment of sinter is expected-
to grow about is the average

but compe-
_ <een. ManY
,:ected in the

;c. movies, the-
. ther areas. The
;Jr singers., who
zo do radio and

through the mid-Ie

tition for jobs wi'
short-term jobs ar
opera aniconcert
ater, nightclubs. a*,
demand is growirn
record popular m.
television. comm. Liars. However,

these short - term -,10s are not enough
to provide stead .tabloyment for all
qualified singers.

^

Earnings and Working
Conditions

o
'Singers generaziy work at night and

l-o.Q.weekends, and m t spend much
tithe in practice and in rehearsals.
'Work in the' entertainment field 1st
seasonal and few performers. have
steady jobs. Except for a few well-
knOwn concert soloists, opera stars.

atop recording artists of popular mu''
sic; and some dance bailiff singers,
most professional singers experience
difficulty in obtaining regular. em-
ployment and have to supplement
their incomes with other_kinlis of
jobs:. Moreover, a singing career
sometimes is relatively short, since jt

can Fede
dio Artist
nightclub

1
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DESIGN OCCUPATIONS
,

'

'

) d' ood.rlesign can improve the aip-
pearanCe and usefulness: of the pr9d-
ucts that we use and theplaces'where
we' live and work, asAfell as increase
salerk by. improving their "eye 'ap-
peal,"' Making products .or places
more appealing and functio(nal and
bringing Ihesit'to the attention of the
public is the job of people in design

;occupationt .

Different design careers .require
varying levels of trajning and educa-
tioh..For examplewhile floral de-
signers often learn their duties on the

, Ifr job and do- not need a high school
diploma, oarchitectOmust have at
least 5 years of college and-profes-
sional eduCation. Regardless of the_
amount of formal training Inquired,

.

people in design occupations- shoubd
." be creative and be ableto eomMun i-

- cite ideas through their deigns amd
displays:

Job opportunities in ,design occu-
" patterns are expected to increase
through: the inid-11980's, primarily
bec,use a growing aird more affluent
pdgulation\ is becoini more design
conscious. :

This chapter'describes 8 design
occupation:. architects, commercial
artists, display workers, floral design-
ers, industrial 'designers, interior de-
signers, landscape architects, and
photographers. (Other jobs, that of-
ten require design skl'Itsfor exam-
ple., engineersare described else-
where Ili the Handbook.)

ARCHITECTS

oo .081)

tlature of the Work
Attractive buildings trnmve ,the

physical envirokiment of a cOnmuni-
ti. But buildings also must be ..,safe
and must allOw people both inside

\A .

/

and- around them to perform their
duties properly. Architects design
buildings that successfully combine
these elements of attractiveness,
safety, and usefulness.

Most\ architects provide profes-
sional services to clients .planning a
building project. They are involved
in all phases of development of a
building or project, from the initial
discussion of general ideas to the fi-
nal piece of construction. Their du-
ties require a variety of skillsde-
sign, engineering; inanagerial,And
supervisory.

The architect and client first dis-
cuss the purposes, reqdrements, and
cost of a project, as well as any pref-
erence irc, design that the client may
have. The architect then prepares
schematic drawings to show the scale
and structural retstionships of the
building.

, If the schematic drawings are ac-
cepted, the architect develops a final
design showing the floor plans and
the structure uetails of the project.

Floc exampt.. It atesigning aschpoi,
the architec- etermines the width of
corridors and stairways so that stu-
dents may -Trove easily from one class
to another: -ne type and arrangemvr.
of storage-->pa--and the
and size oi :lassrooms, laboratories,
lunihroorr orcafeteria, gymnasiurr,
and administraove offices.

Ne t the architect ,prepares work-
ing d mgs sihowing the exact di-.

mensions every part of the struc-
ture and qv-, location of plumbing, ,

heatimgiun Ilectridal outlets; and
air. copditionsilig

,

Artite,ils4o specify the building
mateals, in some, cases, the
interior fts=inilliingi. In all cases, he
architect must insure that the struc-
ture's desir. ana. specifications con-
form to Instal rand State -building
Codes, zorrFeg )aws, fire regulations,
and other

Thitiiigniout: this time, the architect
_ may `make changes to satisfy. the cli-
ent. A .:11sen .. for-example, de-
cide tha,. an original hose plan is'tcsd
expensi-P *IQ ask the architect to
me TT Jdifie az, s Or clients may
decide :aat dieir own ideas are rmore
appealing than those of the archisect;
As a rfthult, architects could bec:.rne
fiustratetd, redesigning their plans to
meet tire cljemts' expectatims.

.Afte all drawings are coNipieted,`
the am-lite'c7 assists the client in se-
lecting a cor=actor and negotiating

alAlthough architects have the largest number of job
opportunities within the design field, job casoortunit
also will occur in otheroccupations as well ,

Selected design occupations
Average annual openings, 1976-85 (in thoisands).

0

ouhe tBureau 01 LatW' StalLsics

1

111111GrowthEll Rep* ent

Vat

r-

A.

5/5 -
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the colfract. As construction pro-
ceeds, the architect nagkes periodic
visits. to the buiedfitig site to insurthi-
that tU,contraats is p lowing the
design, usg the speci d materials,
and meeting the specified quality
standards.. The job is not completeil
until construction is finished, all r0-
quired tests are made, billslarespaid,
an guarantees are received from the

nrtractor.
Architec.ts_design a wide variety of

structures such as houses, churclIes,
hospitals, office buildings, and air
ports. They also design' multibuilding
complexes for urban renewal proj-
e ts, college campuses, ii4dustriali
p rim and new towns. Besides de-
signing. structures, architects also

. may help in selecting building sites,
preparing cost and land -use studies,
and-Jong-range planning for site de-.

velopment.
When working on large projects or

for large architectural firms, archi-
.tects often specialize in one phase of
the work such as designing, or ad-
ministering construction contracts.
This often ,require working with en-
gineers, urban pla er's,-landscapt
architects, and other design person-
nel.

. ,.(4

Places of Employment

About 50,000 registere
censed) architects were employe in
1976. In addict m y unlicensed
architectural school grad to also

'''work as architects, taut they must
work under the supervision of li=
censed architects, rot

Most architects, work in architec-
tural firms, for builders, for real es-

: tate firms, or for other businesses,'
that have large construction pro-
grams. Some work for government

,,fo the licensing =examination. Many well °as in English, mathematics,agencies, often in city and communi- archite'ctural schJI graduates work chemistry; sociology, ecofidmics; andty planning_gr urban redeveldtment.

P.

*OP
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New graduates usually begin as Junior 'dotter. In architectural firms. 2

raining, Other Qualifications,
and Achrencement

11 $ta
lumbia require a
censed. To qualify
censing exam, a p
either a bachelor of
gree followed by 3 ye
ence in an architect's off'
ter of architecture degre
by 2 years of experientpe.

,riculum leading to a Master of
Architecture degree. Students also
may transfer to professional degree

the District of Co- programs after completing a 2-year
chitects to be li- junior or community college pro-
for the 2-day li- gram in architecthre. Many 'architec-

son must have tural schoOls'also offer'graduate edu-
chite4ture 'cation for those who already, have At

s of experi- their fir,st 'professional degree. Al-
or a mas- %hough such training is not essentia,k,
followed? :-;for practicing architects, it often is,-

s a substi- desirable for those in research and
Lute for formal training,' ost,Statep teaching. A typical archttec:
accept additionalexperience (usual- - tural program includes couisestin.sar-
ly 12 years) and' successful comple- chitectural theory, design, graphics,
tion of a qualifying test for admission engineering,, and, urban planning, as

in the field even ough they are not a foreign langtiage.About .1,30 architects work for the -
licensed. Howe\ier, a registered ar- Persons plannio&sareers in archi-Federal Government, minly for the

,chitect is. required to take legal re- tecture should be able to work in-
and

of Defense, sioiising
sponsibility far all work. 40 dependently, have a eapicit9 forand Urban Develowent, and the

In 1976, the National Arthiteetur-General Services Administration.
Although found in 'pally areas, a al Accrediting Board had accredited

large proportion of architects are 80 ol!the 161 schoolS offering pr es -.

employed in, seven cities: Boston, Monal degrees in architecture. oar
Chicago, Qs Angeles, New York, these schools offer a 5 -yeas cur-'
Philadelph , San Francisco, and riculum leading to a Bachelorof Ar -v,
Washington. chitecture degree or a 6-year cur-

solving technical problems, and be
artistically inclined. They also must
be prepared to work in the 'cornilti-;
tive.envilonment of business nhere
leadership and ability to workwith
others are important. Working 01-,:ar-
chitects or building contractors. dur-
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ing sqmmer ;vacations is useful fdr
raining pradtical knowledge.

New graduates usually' begin as ju-
nior draft- in architectural firms,
where prepare architectural
drawi gs an make models ofistruc:
tures wider e. direction of a regis-
tered architect. After several yeah of
experience, they .may advance to
chief or senior: drafter respocnsible for

'all major-details of A set of,working
drawings and for superVising other-
drafters. Others may work as design-
ers, construction contract adminis-
irators, gr specification writers who

..- prepare directions-explaining the ar-
'chitect's plan id the builder. Employ-
ees who become associates in their
firms receive, in addition to a salary,
a share of titt profits. Usually, how.-
ever, the arc itect's goal is to own yis
or her own bUsiness.

Employthent Outi
Architects are expeed to face

competition for jobs through the
mid-1980's. Although employment
of architects is expected to rise about

. as fast as the average for all workers
during this period, the number of de-
grees granted in architecture aim; has
been increasing rapidly. If this trend
continues, the number of, people '
seeking employment in the field
could exceed the number of Openings
froin grow te deaths, and retire-

' ments. The best employment pros-
pects are-'expected to occur in the
South and in those States which do
not have architectural school's.

The outlook for these workers may
change, however, dUring short-run
periods. Because the demand for
architects is highly dependent upon
the level of new construction, any
Significant upsurge or downturn in
building? could temporarily alter de-
mand.

Growing public concern about the
quality Of the physical ie_Aironment is
e4ected to increase die demand for
urban redevelopment and city and
community environmental planning
proje,cts. This should create further
opportunities for employment. (See
statement on urban planners else-
where in the-Handbook.)

Earnings and' Working,
. Conditions-

Ihe average salary for architects in
'.1976 was well over $20,000, accord-

ing to the limithd information avail-
able. Architects with well-established
private practices generally earn
much more than even highly paid

.---lalaried employees of architectural
firms. Although the range in their
incomes is very'wide, some architects
With many years of experience and
good reputations earned well over
$35,000 a year. Architectstarting
their own practices may go through a
period when their expenses are great-
er than their iricome. Annual income
may fluctuate due to changing busk
ness conditions.

'In 1977, the average salary for
architectst working in the Federal
Government was out $23,000.

Most architects spend long ,hours'
at the drawing board in well
equipped offices. An 'architect somd-
tim esiartic work overtime to meet a
deadline. The routine often is variep
by interviewing clients or contractors
and discussing the designs, construc-
tipn Procedures, or building matey '
als of a project with other architects
or engineers. Contract administra;
tors frequently work outdoors during
inspections at construction sites.

Most job openings are expected to
be in architectural firms Atit some
openings are also expected to occur

.N in colleges and universities, construc-
tion- firms, and the Gqiernment.

The- major factor contributing to
fir increase in employment of arChi-b
acts is the expected-rapid grow of
nonresidential construction: In a di:.
tiort, the projected increase in enroll-
ments in architectur)al programs
should result in additional. require-

*, ments for -architects to teach in col-
leges'and.univeilities. ror

s.

Souces of -Additional.
3Information ,T?

General information about-c eers
in architecture, including a catalo 9f
publications, can be obtained from:
The American Institute of Ardhitects, 1735

/ New York Ave. ,NW., Washington,
20006.,

Inform;tion about schools o ar-
chitecture and a list of junior col ges
offering courses 'in architeirel are
available from:
The Associatkm ofCollegiate Schopls.of Ar-

ehitecture, Inc. 1735 New York Ave.
NW., Washing C. ,2000,0.

4s . - .`
, .
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- Information about the licensing ex-
aminations can.be obtained from:
The National Council of Architectural

tration Boards, 173 New Y k Avs,
NW., Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 2066.

f
COMMERCIAL ARTISTS

(D.O.T. 141.Q3_1--and .081, 970.281
and .381, and 979.381).

r ."'
Nature of the Work

A tiamdf commercial artists ith'A

varying skills and specializations of-
i

. -
nten creates the artwork n ewspa-

pets and magazines and on bill-
boards; brochures, andcatalogs. This
team is supervised by an art director,

awhoge main function is to develop
theine or idea for an ad or an adver-
tising campaign. After the art direc-
tor has determined Alit main...*-
men& of an ad or design, hte or she
will, turn it over to two specialists for - .

further refinement. Theisketch artist,
also calledalled a renderer, does a rough
drawing 'of any pictures reqiiiresi.

:3The layout artist; who is c c cernedl
with graphics richer than ar work,
constructs or arranges the illustra-
tions or photographs, plans the ty-
pography and picks colors forthe ad.
What emerges is` a "rotigh fisnal," a
sketch of the, finished ad. Both the
sketch artist and the layout artist
work closely with the art director;
they. may .do several sketches o '
reugh visuals before the director is

'satisfied. . : '
Othpr commercial *artists, usually,with less experience, are needed to

turn oat the finished product. Let
terers put together headlines and oth-
er words on the ad. They use set or
photo lettering, 'and must have a
knowledge of type faces and the abilL
ity to reproduce them in a variety of
sizes and mediums.stnah as ink, pen-

. cif, or -cutout pieces of paper. ke-
chanical arti.vs- Rake ap 'an .engrav-
er's guide of the ad with all-the

'elements in the exact size and place
in whichehey will, finally appear.
Sineetthis pasteup will lie the engrav-
er's blueprin$, mechanical -artists
must be very precise.

Pasteup aril* and other begispers
do more routine work such as caning

'I.

5R,7
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mats, asse
ming ern;

In a small office, the art director illustrations, or in making technical
'maytiperforni the layout and more/ dawings for industry.

large office, however, the art Places. Employmentffi
director'develdps concepts witheathe = About 67,020 persons, worked as
copywriter; sets standards; deals with commercial artists in 1 976: Although
clients; and -ridrchases needed photo- some commercial artists can be
graphs, illustrations, lettering, and found in nearly Avery city, the major-
other artwork from freelancers, ity woild in large cities,-such as New

Advertising agencies or advertising York, Los Angeles, Boston, Wash-
departments who lack time or per- ingtok, D.C., and chicago, where. the
sonnel hire freelalce illustrators to largest users of commercial art are

/ prepitke sketches. These artists must 1°c:fp.' - .

be Welly talented and able- to work Most commercial artists work as
quicklyan age4icy, fors example, staff artists :for advertising depart-

" mit require 6 finished. sketfh in I ments of la* companies, advertis-
. day. Only the ihighly talentedkill re- ing agencies, printing and publishing
ceiVe en ugh assignments_to main- firms, textile companies, rphoto-

'n a siafficient income. graOhic studios, television and rn6-
0, ve ising artists crepe the con- tion picture studiosdepartniia
ce t a rtwork fc a wide variety .stores, and a variety.of other business
of s.- These include direct mail * organizations. .Many are Self-dm -
adv rtising, catalogs, counter dis- p,loyed, or freelante artists..,Some
playslides, and filmstrips. They also salaried Cominereial artist§ also Ao
designjv lay out the editorial pages freelance work in their spare nine; A
and features Of newspapers and., 'few thousand commercial artists
magazines _and produce or purchase work for Federal Government agent'
the necess ry illustrations or art- cies, principally in the Defense De-

*wort') So e commercial artists spe- partment:-ALle.ii*ch in art schools.

a.

commerche ornate also do freelance work In Moir spare time.

. 4 ,

bling booklets,. or run- cialize in producing fas ion iilustra-
, tions, greeting card, or bdok

rou e work with .the help of train-

a
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Training, Other Otrallfications,
and Advancement

Artistic ability, imagination, neat-
ness, and a capacity to Visualize ideas
or aper are important qualifications
for success in commercial art._ How-
ever, these qualities may be devel-
oped by specialized trai ngin the
teehniques,,of Comm I and ap-
plied art.

Persons can prepare fo areer in
commercial art- by attend' 2- or
4-year trade school, or a junf. col;
lege, college, or university which

. fers a program in commercial art. In
1976, about 900 institutions offered
instruction in co' ercial art.

Most artists who to the field are
graduates of trade ools. Admis-
sion to these. schools is based upon
high school gradei, a portfolio of art
work, and an interview. A growing
number of colleges and uniiersities,

however, ponfer degrees in commer-
cial art. These college, programs sup-
plement art instruction with liberal
arts courses such as English or histo-
ry. Although many employers prefer
graduates'of a ,college ,or university
program. in commercial art, the qUalf
ity and reputation of a particular pro-
gram is more important than the tyge
of inritution offering it.

Limited-training in commercial art
also may be obtained through public
vocational high schools and practical
experience on the .job. g'kere is lao
formal trading program for the com-
mercial" rt trainee,hoviever. Instead,
trainneer.may run erramis for-the art
director or chi other general Mores
while learning. Additional training
usually is needed. foNeavancement.
Beginners also sho'uld' s pplement
theireormal education an :raffling
by, making posters,_ layouts, lustre-
tions, and AlWar projects for schalls
and tither organizations:

The first Yeavip art school may be
spent' studying' fOndamentals per-
spective, design, color heir ony,
ddirniisitiOnand the use of ncil,
ccayon; pen and ink, and bt er, art
ledia. Subsequent study, generally
more specialized, -includes drawing
from life, adiertiskth design, giaphic/---

,;design, lettering, typography, illus-,
trations, another courses in the stu-
dent's ilarticulir.field of interest.

.,111 order to advave beyond 'a be-
1
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ginner'Sjob, commercial artists mist
develop specialized skills. For exam-
ple, letterer* and re,toucheri must do
-precise gind detafieu work that re-
quires excellent 'coordination: A
sketch artist muliti be 'able 'to draw,
anything adequatel% n almost any
medium, including die marker, pen-

Or transparencies. Most com-
mercial artists Advance by 'specializ-

ing either in the mechanical elements
Of producing an.ad (letterers and Me- "k
chanical and layout, artists) or in the
pictorial elements (sketCh artists and
illastrators)., Thu's, a successful
..tsketCh artist may not be very-skilled
:in typography. Art dire ors, how-
ever, need a strong edupational back-
ground in art and business prictices
in additign to experience with pho,
tography, typography, and printing

e production methods. Advertising art,
directorPrequire a special kind of
creativitythe ability to conceive
ideas that will stimulate the- sale of
the client's products or services..

Commercial artists-usually assem-
ble their best artwork into a "portfo-
lio," to display their work. A good
portfolio' is .essential for initial em-

ployment, for freelancesassignments,
and for job Changes. . .

,
EMployment Outlook

Talented and well-trained cOm-
.

mercial artists may fade competition
,tor-employment and advancement in
most kinds of work through the mid-..
1980's. Those with only average abil-
ity and little speCialized training are
likely. to encounter keen competition
for.beginning jobs and have very lim-
ited opportunities ibt advancement.

Ennp yrnent of commercial artists
is expe ted -to increase about as fast
as The average fOr all occupations
through the-mid-1980's. One antici-
pated aria of growth is- in visual ad-.
.vertising such as television graphics,
packaging displ4s,' and poster and
window displays. The expanding

... field of industrial design also is ex-
pected to require more qualified art-
ists for three-dimensional work with
engineering. concepts. ('See state-
ment on industrial deSigners.) In ad-
ditiOn, ,a few. thousand jobs for cam-

. Mercial artists are expected to op ',n
each year throughout the period t
replace workers who will idle, retire,
or leave the field for other reasons.

The d em andfor Commercial artists
is expected -to vary toy specialization
or 'type. For example, demand for
freelance artists is4-expeeted to in-
creaseand experienced 'paste-up and
mechanical artists are' alwags need-
ed k jobs-for art directors and layout
artt4,however, wilrbe fewer, muc
sought after, and open only to expel-
erboed, very. talented, and. creative"
artists. Employment opportunities
are expected to be best for those i.vho
have a variety of skillS rather thak
expertise in one-or- two special 'es.

Commercial art occUpation are
particularly sensitive to char es. in
business conditions. Therefore,
jobseekers mar fine that opportuni-.
ties vary from year to year detsending4,
upon economic Conditions.

'Sourcep/of Additional
information

InformatiOn.on institutions offer-
ing programs in commercial art is
available from:
National Art Education Association, National

Education Association, 1916 AssoCiation.
Dr., Reston, Va. -220911.
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DISPaY WORKERS
- (RETAIL TRADE) .

(D.O.T. 298.081)

N
I

ature.of the Work

It happens ever shopping day: A
person browsing through a clothing

Earnings and Working
store 'notices a mannequin- wearing ,
an attractive suit and, without having

Conditions ',tanned to, -purchases a similar out-
fit. A fishing enthuSiast sees a d'

In 1976, beginning commercial
artists havinif no training beyond vo-
cational high school typically earned
from $90 to $110 a week; graduates
of. 2-year professional schools, $100
to $125 a week; and graduates of 4-
year post-high school programs,
$120 to $171 a week, accofding to
the limited data available. Talented
artists who had strong educational
backgrounds and good portfolios,
however, t d 'at higher salaries.
After a ars of experience,
qualified trators may .expect to
earn $185 to $300 a week. Art direc-
tors, executives, well-known free-
lance illustrators, and others in top
positions generally have 'much higher
earnings, from $480 toSS80 a week
or more.

Earnings of freelance artists vary
widely, since' 'they are affected by
factors such as skill level, variety,
and popularity of work. Freelance
artists may be paid by the hour or by
the assignment. Commercial artists
who worked for the Ne.deral Govern-
ment in 1977 had an'average annual
salary of $15,550 or about $300 a
week.

Salaried commercial artists gener-
ally work 35,to 40 hours a week, but
some4mesthey must work additiOnal
hours under considerable pressure to
meet deadlines. Freelan.ce.artists
usually have irregular-working hours.
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of angling equipment in a- stor win-
dow, goes in, and buys a new reel.

Incidents like theSe show how dis-
plays in stores and store windows can
attract customers 'and encourage
them tti. buy.. Knowing 'the effective -
rtess of this form of advertising some
stores allot a large share of their pub
licity budget to. displays..

Display . workers ,specialize in. de-
signing and installing such exhibits.
Their aim is to develop attractive,
eye - catching ways of shovAng store
merchandise -to best advantage. To
create a. setting- that enhances the
merchandise, display workers need
imagination as well as knowledge of
color harmony, composition, and
other fundamentals of art. They may,
for example, choose -a themea
beach setting to advertise bathing
.suits or surfing equipMentand de-
sign a 'colorful display around this
theme. After-the design has been ap-
proved by the store's management,
display workers obtain the props and
other necessary accessories. Their
craft skills come into, play at this
time.

Display workers oft'en construct
many of the props themselves u'sing.
hainmefs, saws, spray_ guns, and otk-
er tools. They may -be assisted
these tasks by a helper or by store
'maintenance workers. Sometimes
display worteers use merchandise
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:fidm other departments of the store
..as props. Display workers' also may
use props but of storage; designed for
Previous displays, or order props
from firms' that specialize in them.
The display workers install the props,-
background settings, and lighting '

' tquipment. 'They also dress marine-.,
quins and add finishing to4ches. Peri-
odically, they dismantle add replace
old displays with new ones.

In large stores that employ many,
display woriers, each may specialize
in a particular activity° such is car-
pentry, painting, making signs, onset-
titig up interior or window. displays.

-cr

Overall planning and administration
in large stores are usually the respon-
sibilities of a display director who
supervises and coordinates the activit
ties'of each department. The director
confers with executives, such as ad-
vertising and sales mahagers, to se-
lect merchandise for promotion and
to plan displays.

: Places of Employmenti--About 36,000 persons worked, as
display workers in retail 'stores in
*6°. ' M t k d i d t to wor e n epar men
clothing, and homefurnishing stores;

Display'wOrtaro mood Imagination as will as knowledge of color harmony.

others in 'variety, drug, .iiftd, shoe
stores and in book and :g5iif shops.
Several additiDnal free-
lance or self- employed diSPlay work-
ers serviced small stores That needed
prOfessional "window dt'essing Lb_ut
could, not afford full:-,time -display
workers.

Geographically, employment is
chstutot,ted much like: the Nation's
population, with 'MOO jobs in--large
towns and cities. ,

Training,-Other /qualifications,
and Advancement

Most display workers learn their
trade- through, informal bn-the-job
training. Beginners are hired as help-
ers' to dismantle displays, carry
props, and do other routine' tafts.
Gradually, they are givenIthe oppor-
tunity to do more difficult work such
as building props and, if they show
artistic talent, planning simple de-
signs. A tfeginner usually can become
skilled. in I to 2 years. Training tinie .

varies, however, depending on the Iv
beginner's ability and the variety and
complexity of displays that the em-
ployer requires.

,-When hiring inexperienced work-
ers, most employers will consider
only high school graduates. Courses
that provide helpful training fof dis-
play work include art, woodworking,
mechanical drawing, and merchan-
dising. Some employers seek appli-
cants who have completed college
courses in art, interior decorating,
fashion design, advertising, or related
subjects.

Creative agility, manual dexterity,
and mechanical aptitude, are among '1

4the most important personal qualifi-
cations needed, in -this field. Good
physical conchoottilnd -agility are
needed to carry equipment, climb
ladders, and work in close quarters
without upsetting props.

Advancement may take several
forms. A display worker with super-
visory ability might become display
director in a large store. A display
director might in turn progress to
sales promotion director or be placed
in charge of store planning. .

Freelance work is another avenue
of advancement. Relativelf little
money is needed to start a freelance
business. However, this is a highly
competitive field, and ,self-employ-

4
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ment may be a struggle at the outset
unless an excellent reputation has
first been established. For this ma-.
son, some workers moonlight until
they have enough clients for full-time
work on their own.

:The I-display worker's skills could
lead to jobs in other art-related occur
pationssuch as interior decdration or
photography. These occupations:
liweyer, require additional training.

Employment Outlook

grniMolVent of display workers is
expected to groW' more slowly than
the average for all occupations

, through the mid-1980's. Greater
overall coordination of-activities by
store Manageinents and increased
specialization of job duties will tend
to limit the number of display work-
ers needed in each store. In addition
to the jObs resulting from employ-
ment growth, however, many open-
ings Will arise each year -to replace
experienced workers who retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

' Employment opportunities will
' continue tb be concentrated in large

stores, most of which are located in
metropolitan areas.

.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Among large employers, wages for
beginners ranged from $2.50 to
$3.75 'an hour in 1976. Beginners
who have completed college ,courses
in art, interior decorating, or related
subjects generally received the
higher starting salaries. Experienced
display workers' salaries ranged from
$120 to $240 a week, depending
largely on experience and ability.
Most display directors earned be-
tween $12,000 and, $20,000 -a year.

'Experienced directors in large met-
ropolitan department stores, particu-
larly executives, may earn consider-
ably pre.

Thi earnings of freelancers de-
pend on their talentand prestige, on
the number and kinds of stores they
service, and on the amount of time
they work. Many highly skilled free-
lancers -earn more than $25,000 a
year.

Display personnel enjoy the satis-
faction of doing creative work.
Transforming an original design into

reality 'can be a-highly rewarding ex-
perience. -.4 ,

Display workers usually work J.to
40 hours a week. Duririg,,b3sy sea-

, sons, such as Christmas and Easter,-
itthey may work overtime* ni t s , and

weekends tp prepare speeial 'splays.
Constructing and installing props

frequently .i'equire... prolonged stand-
ing; bending, stooping., and Working .
in awkward positions. Diiplay' work-
ers risk injury frorirfalls off ladders,
from contact with'sharp or rough ma-

Fterials, and from the use of power
tools, but serious injuries are uncom-

,
mon. ... . . ..,..-

(.'".Sourtes of Additional
, information '-

Details on career opportunities
can be obtained from local retailers,
such as department stores, and from
local offices of the State employment

,,,service...
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for color and type of flower, as well
as the occasion, price, date, lime,
and place the earrangement or plant is
to be 'delivered. Customers some-

_times leave 'the choice of flowers,
color, and design to thediscretion of
the ,designerFhowever:

A funeral order may read "easel
spray otsred and white flowers," For
the foundation, the designer attaches
a base (sir: ofoain, needle pack,-etc.)
near the top' of a three - legged wire
ptand. 'Appropriate flowers are se-
lected from the floral refrigerator..
White gladiolas and red carnations
a e 'a P'osiible combination. The

, pr e of.the order and the Cost of the
flat*/ rs determine the number of
flow used. The ,flowers.arb cut to
the needed length'and wired.for set
curity. Stems are strengthened. with
wood sticks for easy insertion into
the base.

TO-provide' a background for the
flowers, the 'designer inserts leafy

'branches such,as chamadorea or fern
into the base. Gladioluses are spaced

-so that the 'tips of the .flowers ap-
proximate an oval or diamond shape.
Carnations are placed between the
gladioluses to provide contrasting'
form, color harmony, and depth. A
bow is placed at the focal point of the
spray, and foliage is added to hide
construction. On the back of the
syMpathy card are the description 6f
the spray and the donor's name and
address for easy acknowledgement.
The spray is ready for delivery. This
type of order usually is completed in
about 15'minutes.

Floral designers often have other
duties. They may help customers se-
lect flowers, plants, .gifts, and, floral
accessories available in the shop.
During slack periods, deSigners
so etimes decorate flowering plants,
ar nge planters and terrariums, and
grepare accessories for a coming sea-
son.for example, bows and stream-
ers for football corsages or dressings .

for flowering plants. The ,variety of
duties performed by a floral designer
depends,on the size of the shop and
the number of \designers' employed.

FLORAL DESIGNERS,

(D.O.T. 142.08 I,)

Nature of the Work

Floral designers 'assemble flowers
and .foliage into a specific design to
express the thoughts And sentiments
of the sender.; In performing, their
work, floral designers combine their
knowledge of flOwet and plant forms
and floral design techniques with
their own creativity to producifloral
and plant gifts, decorations, and trib-
utes.

De, signers must know the names
and lasting qualities, of flowers, and
growing information, about flowering
plants. They must also ,know the sea-
sonal availability, of flower and plant
materials and, the management's
pricing structure for these materials.

In' any given day, designers may
receive a variety of orders including
decorative flowering plants, boil-
quets, corsages, funeral work, and
dried flower arrangements. Special
orders, such as for weddings and par-
ties, also incorporate the creative de-
sign and decorating talents of the flo-
ral designer.

Designers work from a written or-
der indicating customer preference

;.,

0 9

Places of Employment

About 37,000 floral designers
were employed in 1976. Nearly all
designers work in' the retail flower



Floral arrangements snores

shops common to large cities, subur-
ban shopping centers, and small

'towns. Most shops are small and em-
pii-)y only one or two floral desiglters;

designer's artistic talent

many designers manage their owe
stores. Geographically, employment
is distributed much the same as

OCCUPATIONAL. 0 00K HANDBOOK

Training, Other uafificatiarts,
and Adele cement"

An increasing a mber 'of people
now take courses floral design t6
prepare for a ca eer in this field.
Courses in flower arranging are of-
fered in many ad It education, pro-
grams, junior coll ges, and cbminer- .

cial floral desig schools. Longer
programs provid training in flower
marketing and s op management for
floral designers who plan to pperate
their own' shops. A background of
formal training -gives a prospective
designer an advantage in obtaining a
job over _other applicants who have
no training. However, since speed
and creative ability are the most im- ,
poriant eletnents in .successful floral
designing, training acquired on the
job through actual work experience
also is valuable:
-Many people who want to become

designers are trained on the job by
the manager or an experienced floral
designer. Initially they copy simple
arrangements that use one type of
flower. If they work quickly with
their hands and recognize the'shape,
color and position of flowers that
make attractive arrangements, in-
struction in more complex arrange-.
ments Is given'. As.Oxperience is

"original' :designs required for.
special orders can be attempted.
Ustially a person can become a fully
qualified floral designer after 2 years
of on-the-job training.

Good color vision, manual dexter-
ity, and the ability to arrange various
shapes and colors in attractive pat-
terns are the primary qualifications
for this occupation. A 'high sChool
diploma usually is desired, although
not essential. Applicants must be
able to write legibly and do simple
arithmetic in order to write up bills
for customers: High school courses in
business arithmetic, bookkeeping,
selling techniques, and other busi-
ness subjects are helpful. Experience
gained by working part time in a
flower shop - ..while still in schogLis
very helpful.

Floral, designers with supervisory
ability may advance to manager or
design supervisor in laise'.ffower
shops. Managers who have the neces-
'sary capital "Tiny open their own

population. , shops.
9
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Employment Outlook
Employment of floral designers is

expected-to increase faster than the
average for all occupations throuh
the mid-I980's. In addition tob,
openings created by emptoyment
growth, many openings will arise
each year as workers retire, die, or
change occupations. -

Floral designer employment is re-
lated to sales of retail florist shops,

. which vary with ups and downs in the
economy. ever the long run, how-
ever, it is expected thatopopulation
growth and riding income will cause'

sales of flowers and floral arrange-
menti to increase signifisantly. As a
, r esult, more floral desiwters 'Will' be
heeded. 4

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Limited information indicates that
in 1976 experienced designers usual-
ly earned between $2.50 and $5 an
hour. Ifieitperienced floral designers
generally earned the minimum wage.
Although their earnings are often
low, designers achieve the additional
Satisfaction of doing creative work
and seeing ,their ideas transformed
into reality.

In small shops, floral deSigners of-
l'ten work 8 hOurs a day, Monday

7 through Saturday. In many large
-shops, designers who work gaturday
get a day off during the week. De-
signers generally work tong hours
around certain holidays, such as Eas-
ter and Valentine's Day, when the
demand for flowers is great.

Most designers receive holiday and
vacation pay. Becairse most shops
are small, other fringe benefits 'are
limited. Some empldyers pay part of
the cost :I group life and health in-
surance but few contribute to retire-
ment plans Other than social security.
Floral c signers in a few .cities are
members of the Retail Clerks Inter-
national Assn iation.

Floral desi ers must be able to
stand for ion periodsWork areas
are kept c- of and humid to preserve
the Howe-;, and designers are ex-
nosed to E _ d den temperature chang-
.;s when entering or leaving storage
refrigerators. In general, however,
florist shoos are clean and well-venti-
lated, anc provide a pleasant atmo-
sphere.

a

Sources of Additional
Information

For add/ ,Dnal information about
careers in fc ral design and addresses
of schools offering courses in this
field, write co:
Society of American Tlorists, 901 N. Washing-

ton St., Alexandria,- Va. 22314.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS

(D.O.T. 142.08114

Nature of the Work/

1When ° people buy a product,
whether it.'s,a home appliance, a new-
car, or a ball point pen, they want it
to be as attractive,,,safe, and easy to
use as possible. Industrial designers
combine artistic talent with knowl-.
edge of.marketing, materials, and
methods of production to improve
the appearance and functional design
of products so that they compete fa-
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vorably with similar goods on the
Inarket.

As the first-step in'their work; in-
dustrial designers compare the vod-
uct with competing products) and
gather information about such thin
as the needs of the user of the prod-
uct, fashion trends, and effects of the
product on its environment, After
the initial research, industrial design-
ers sketch different designs and con-
sult With engineers, production su-
pervisors, and sales and market
research personnel about the pra,cti-
cability and sales appeal °reach idea./
Teamwork is important to get the
best information about specialized
areas of concern, such as engineering.
problems or new production br mar-,
ketinrmethods,

After company officials Select the
mossuitable design, the industrial
designer or a professional modeler
makes a model, often of clay so that
it. can be easily' changed. After any
necessary re*ions, a final or work-
ingtiodel is made,iusually of the ma-
terial to be used in the finished prod-

JO.

Industrial designers confer on plans for new product

5 9 _t4
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uct. The approved model then is put
into .production.

Although most in5lustrial designers
are product designers, many others
employed by business organizations
are involved in different facets of del"
sign! Some induArial designers seek
to create favorable public images for
dompanies and for government serv-
ices such as transportation by devel-
oping trademarks or symbols that ap-
pear on the firm's product,
advertising, brochures, and statio-
nery. Some design containers and
packages that both protect and pro-
mote their. contents. Others prepare

:small display exhibits or the entire
Layout for industrial fairs. Some de-

1 sign the interior layout of special pur-
pose commercial buildings such as
restaurants and supermarkets.

Corporate designers employed by
a manufacturing company usually
work only on the products made by
their employer. This may involve fill-
ing day-to-day design needs of the

,company or long-range planning of
new products. Consultant designers
who serve more than one industrial
firm often plan and design a great
variety of products.

Places of Employmhnt
About 12,000 persons were em-

Yployed as industrial designers in
1976. Most worked for large manu-
facturing companies designing either
consumer or industrial products or
for design consulting firms. Others
did freelance work, or were on the
staffs of architectural and interior de-
sign firms. A few taught industrial
design in colleges, universities, and k
art schools.

Industrial design consultants work
mainly in large cities such as New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles; and San
Francisco. Industrial designers with
industrial firms usually work in or
near the manufacturiag plants. of
their companies, which often are
located in small and medium-sized
cities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Completing a course of study in
industrial design in an art school, in
the design or art department of a
university, or in a technical college is
the usual requirement for entering

2,,

this field of work. Pe-sons majoring
in engineering, archite.7ture, and fine
arts may qualify as industrial design-
ers if they have appropriate experi-
ence and artistic tratt. Most large
manufacturing firms tire only Indus-
trial designers who lave a bachelor's
degree in the field.

In 1976, 33 colleges and art
schools offered programs in industri-
al design that were either accredited
by the National Association of

,I,Schools of Art or recognized by the
Industrial Designers Society of.
America.

Industrial design programs, may
take either 4 or 5 years, and lead to a
bachelo's degree in industrial design
or fine arts.- Some schoolg require
applicants to submit sketches and
other examples of their artistic ability
for prior approval. Some schools also
award ,a master's degree in industrial
design.

Industrial design programs differ
considerably among schools. Most
college and university programs
maintain a balance between science,
humanities, and art; art schools gen-
erally stress a strong foundation in
art. In most programs, students spend
much time in the lab designing ob-
jects in, three dimensions. In studio
courses, students make models with
clay,. wood, plaster, and other easily
worked materials. In schools that
have the necessary machinery, stu-,
dentS make models of their designs

Awhile- learning to use metalworking
and woodworking machinery. Stu.'
dents also take courses in drawing,
drafting, and other visual communi-
cations skills.

Many industrial design programs,
particularly those that are part of a
liberal arts college or universr-..y. , also
include sotr->es in basic engineering,
in the physical and natural s=ences,
in the beh. 'ioral sciences, and in
marketir:g business administra-
tion.

Indusr-iai resigners must have cre-
ative taitmt. drawing skills, and the
ability to see'familiar objects in new
ways. They must understand and
meet the needs and tastes of the pub-
lic, rather than design only to suit
-their own artistic sensitivity. Design-
ers should-not be discoupged when
their ideas are rejectedofte:: de-
signs must be resubmitted many
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nines before one is accepted. Since
industrial designers must cooperate
with engineer's and other staff giem-

(bers, the ability to work and commu-
nicate with others is important. A
sound understanding of marketing,

-sales work, and other business prac-
tices is important for design consul-
tants. I

A)Dplitants for jobs should assem-
ble a "portfolio" of. drawings and
sketches to demonstrate their cre-
ativity, and ability to communicate

,Jideas.
New graduates okindustrial design

programs frequent do simple as-
signments for expecienced designers.
As they gain experience, they may
become supervisors with major (re-

eponsibility for the design of a priori-
uct or a group of products. Those
who have an established' reputation
and the necessary funds, nay start
their, own consulting finis.

EMPloyment Outlook
Employment in this relatively

small occupation is expected to grow
more.slowly than the average for all
occupations. In recent years,' the
trend has been away from frequent
redesign of household products, au-
tomobiles, and industrial equipment.
However, continued emphasis on is -'
sues such as ecology and product
safety should increase demand for in-
dustrial designers

Demand for itlablitiiiah designers
may fluctuate over short-run periods.
During economic downturns when
the market far new products is damp-
ened, the need forthese workers also
tends to decline.

Emploprient oppdrtunities are ex-
pected to be best for college gradu-
ates with degrees in industrial design.
In addition openings resulting
from growth. some employment op-
portunities will arise each year as de-
signers die, retire, or transfer to other

Earnings anWorking
Conditions

Salaries for inexperienced industri-
al designers with a bachelor's degree
generally ranged from $9;000 to
$12,000 a year in 1976, according to
limited data. After several years' ex-
perience, it is possible to earn
$14,000 to $18,000 a year. \ Salaries
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of those with may years of experi-
ence averaged m re than $25,000 a

' year in 1976, but varied according to
.indiviIual pglent and the size and
type of firm.
a Earnings of industrial designers

who own their consulting firms flue-
ttiate greatly but in general tend to
be higher than the average earnings

. of corporate incintitrial designers.
. 'Industrial designers generally work._

a 5-day, 35-40hbut week, with occa-
sionalpvertime necessary to meet
production deadlines. Independent
consultants, who often are paid by
the assignment; may work longer
hours.

Sourcea_of Additional
. Information 4.

A brochure about careers and a list
of schools offering courses and de- ,.

.

greeS in industrial design are^ avail-
r

able for 50 cents from: I

'...a-0-Industrial Designers society orAmeriCa. '1750. '
Old Meadow Rd., McLean, Va. 22101.. I.Vinro

'00
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INTERIOR DESIGNERS

(D.O.T.-142.051)

Nature Of the Work

The creative work of interior de-
signers, sometimes called .interior
decorators,..help make our livings
working, and pling areas more at-
tractive and useM 0 Interior designers
plan and supervise he design and ar-
rangement of building interiors and
furnishings. They may work on either

.private homes or commercial build-
ings.

When planning a room, designers
-first consider the purpose of the area
and the client's budget and taste. A
very expensive cquch that is easily
soiled, for, example, may, not suit a
family's needs for their recreation
room.

Next, most designers prepare
sketches of their plans. The sketches
show all the furniture and accessories
the designer is considering as well as
any c nges in the structure itself,
such as a new wall to separate the
dining and living rooms. Sometimes,
the clients may not like the plans, in
which case the designer must start all
over again; other times, the client

4

A successful designer just be creative, haws good color sense and good taste,and be r

able to work will with people. 4

may want to make only minor
changes; such as putting a table and
chair wherelithe designer had placed
a couch.

6nce the client approves, both the
plans' and the cost, the designer may
look for and then buy,the furnishings,
supervise 'the work of painters, floor
finishers, carpet layers, and other
craQworkers if they are needed, and
make sure the furnishings are,in-
stalled and arranged properly.

Designers whd work in large de-
partment and furniture stores that
have separate design- departments
advise 9,stomers -on decorating and
design Plan. Although their pi-inci-
pal fuection is to help sell the store's
rnerctiiit4iw7lhey ,sometiMes may
suggest furnishings from other
sources when essential to the cus-
tomer's plans. Department store de-
signers also frequently advise the
store's buyers and executives about
style and color trends in interior fur-
nishings.

Interior designers who specialize in
nonresidential structures often Vyork
for clients on large design projeFts

00

0

such as the interiors of entat Office
buildings, hospitals, and libraries.
Generally they plan the complete
layout of rooms without changes to
the structure of the building. Some-
tinies, though, they redesign 'or...ren-
ovate he interiors of old buildings. In
these ses, ap, architect checks the
plans's.' make sure that they comply
with building requirements. Some in-
terior designers also design the furni-
ture and accessories to be used in
various structures, and then arrange
for their manufacture. A few have
unusual jobs such as designing inte
or of ships and aircraft or stage pets
used for motion pictures or tel vi-
sion. ir

All designers, regardless of wh e
they are working, must deal wit
paperwork. They must place orders,
figure estimates, and maintain rec-
ords of where to-purchase hundreds
of different types of furnishings.

Places of Employment
P 4

A ut 37,000 persons worked as
interlrdr designers in 1976, primarily
in large cities.
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Some experienced interior design -
,ers manage their own establishments,
either alone or as partners with other
designees. Most designers work for
large design firms that employ de-
signers 'to work-tindependently with
their clients br_iassistants to senior
designers.

Other in erior designers work in
large department' or furniture stores,
and a few have perrtalinent jobs with
hotel and, restaurant chains. Some
work for architects, furniture suppli-
eri, antique dealers, furniture and
textile manufacturers, or other

-.manufacturers in the interior furnish-
ing field. interior designers also wbrk
for magazines that feature articles on
home furnishings.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Formal training in interior design
is becoming increasingly ir4ortant
for entry into this field. Mosst archi-
tectural firms, well-established de-
sign firms, department and furniture
stores, and other major employers
will accept only trained people for
beginning jobs. The types of,tijdning
available include 3-year programs in
a professional school,of interior de-
sign, 4-year college or university pro-
grams that grant a bachelor's degree,
or postgraduate programs` leading to
a master's degree or Ph. D. The cur-
riculum usually includes principles of
design, history of art, freehand and
Mechanicadrawing, painting, study
of the essentials of architecture as
they relate to interiors, d sign of fur-
niture and exhibitio d study of
various materials, suc . d, plas-
tics, metals, and fa owl-
edge of furnishi nta'" 5, and

.11'aritiques mport ion,
courses i sales and blek is

val ble.
'WM ers in the Am ci-'

ety at I terior D re nized
mark achie rofes-
sion. em ber quires,
the omiNetion rs of
pos -high school edu on esign,
ati several years of practi al xperi-
e e in t e field, including supe viso-
r wor

s starting in interiolde ign
us y serve a training period w h a
design firm, department store, or fur-
niture store. They may act as r cep-

4

tionists, as shoppers with the task'Of
matchingtmaterials'or finding acces-
sorieSt or' as stockroop,,assistants,
salespersons, assistant .decorators, or
juntcy,designers. In most instances,
from I to 5 years of on-the-job train-.
ing are required before a trainee be-
comes eligible for advancement

signer. Beginners who do not get
tra ee jobs often sell fabric,.lamps,

ther interior furnishints in de-
partment or furniture- stores to gain
experience in dealing with customers
and to becomeffamitiar with the-mer-
chandise. There is no guarantee,
however, that this experience will re-
sult in a job in design, although it
could lead to a career in morchandis-

,ing.
Alter constderable'experience, de-

signers may advance to design .de-
partment head or to other superviso-
ry positions in department stores or'
in large design firms.. If they have the
necessary funds, they may open their
own businesses.

A successful designer must be cre-
ative, have good colpr sense and
good taste, and be able to work well
with people. At times, designers'
tastes may not match those of their
clients, so designers must be willing
to make changes in plans they con-
sider attractive and functional.

Eniployment.Outiook
Persons seeking beginning jobs in

interior design are expected to face '
competition through the mid-1980's:
Interior design is a competitive field
that requires talent,, training, and
business ability, and many applicants
vie for the better jobs. Talented col-
lege graduates who major in interior

-4esign and graduates of professional
schools of interior design will find the
best opportunities for employment.
Those with less talent or withotit for-
mal training will find it increasingly
difficult to enter this field.

Employment of interior designers
is expected to increase about as fast
as the average for all occupations
through the mid- 1980's. Growth in
population, personal incomes,. ex-
penditures for home and office fur-
nishings, and the increasing use of

design services in both homes and -
commercial establishments should
contribute to a greater demand'for
these workers. In addition tcinew

5 .
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jobs, some o
bZ the need t
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are expected t
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continue to expa

Employment o
however, is 'sensi
general econom
cause people oft
services w en th
down.

ntegor, designers,
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Earn ngis. an
Condit

Beginners usual
straight saiary.-plus
sion. Startingsalarie
the minimum wage p
mission to .a, fined s
week or higher. Firm
politan areas usually
salaries. 3

are paid a
small commis -
an, range from
s a small cont.
ry. of $140 a
large metro -

y: the highest

Some experienced erior design-
ers are paid straight salaries, some
receive salaries plus ommissions
based on the' value their sales,
while other's work ent rely on, corn-
missions.

I

Incomes of exp
vary greatly. Many
$6,000, to $ 12,000
successful' designer
more. A small ntim
recognized profess'
over $50,000 annua

The earnings of s
signers vary widely,
volume of business,
al reputttion, the ec
their clients, and the
competence.

Designers' work h
times long and -irreg
usually adjust their
the need's of their C
with them during the
weekgs when neces

ed 'designers
ns'earn from
r, and highly

ear much
f nationally

earn well

ployed de-
ding on the
profession-
ic level of
n business

are some-
Designers
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, meeting
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Sources of Ad al
Informed

For information abo seers in
interior desigit and a I st o schools
offering programs in th's fi Id, con-
tact:
American Society of Interior 730 Fifth

Ave New York, N.Y. I
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

(D.O.T. Olt' -51 ) f
, . ',. se.= t)

Nature of the 'fork ,
, 4

Ever one enjoys itst:ractively de-
signe residegtial areas. p ilbliciparks,

' and c inmefcial zones. Landscape
architects design thsee areas to satis-
fy functional needs -as well 'as peo-
pie 's aesthetic .sense. t ,

/ a

1p

Landscape architects assist many
types of organizations in planning
ar d 'designing a project, rre eal
e tate 'firm staffing a new s bur an
de4thpliient to a )ity constructing
an airpoAeOr Fark Tkcy may plan
and arrange trees; shrubbery, walk-
ways, open spaces, and other fea-
tures as well as supervis, the necces-
saxy ,grading, construction, and
planting.

Landscape architects first consiatr
thenatu6 ,and purpose of the prOjt,

s

587

.ect, the funds available, and the pro-
posed bufdings in planning a site.
Next,(fhey study the site and map
'features such as the slope of the land
and the positidn of existing buildings,
roe , walkways. 'rees. They alsc'
ob rve the sunny is the site at
di renttimes of soil tex-

t many ith- .
er andscape fe en liter
tUr , existing uili

consulting with
-

arctunect
or 4engineer, they p plans *to
develop the site. ans are ap-'
proy ed, landscape a cts prepare
working drawings showing all exist-
ling and proposed features. lend-
?cape architects'outline in detail the
methods of constructing features and

'raw up lists of building materials.
They theii may invite landscape con-
tractors to bifor the work.

Although lIndscape architects
hap design and supervise a wide
variety of projects, some specialize in
certain types of projects such as
parks and playgrounds, hotels and
resorts, shopping centers, o?, public
houiing. Sill others specialize in
services sucn as regional planning
and resource management, feasibility
and cost stuales, or site construction.

Places of Employment

About 13,000 persons worked as
landscape architects in 1976. Most
were self-enpryed worked for ar-
chitectural. landscape architedtural,
or engineering firms. Government
agencies concerned with forest man-
agement, water storage, public hous-
ing,, city planning, urban renewal,
highways, parks, and recreation also
employed many landscape archi-
iects. The Federal Government em-

40"Ift ployed over 550 landscape archi-
tects,- mainly in the Departments° of
Agticulture, Defense, and Interior.
Some landscape architects were em-

loyed by landscape contractor's, and
a few taught in colleges and universi-

i!
ties.

Employment of landscape archi-
tects is concentrated around large
metropolitan areas, primarily on the
East and West Coasts. However, ern-

avans planning careen; In landscape architecture should be Interested In ail and
Aployment opportunities have recent-

. ly been growing in the Southwest.
-

Ott
1,4

.41W 4
1.5\

I
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T_raining, Other ChiallfIcatIons, After gainipg exporience, they help $11,50 depending on their q4lift-k
and Advancement. ,_ prepare spicificilions and,Aonstiu.c- cations. Those with arr.dvance,d -de-

, tion details and lrandle Other aspects gree had a starting saiary of $14,1, 0
I .

., A bachelor's degree in landscape of project design. After 2 or 1,5/ears a year. Laridscape architects in tne
arehrteCture which take 4 or 5 years they. can usually carry a design Federal Govern!" nt average;.
is usually the minimun, eduCational ' through all Istages of-des,eloptnent. $22,500 a year.
requirement for'intering the profes- Highly qualified landscape architects Salz-ied e ces -:V oth in got --

. The American Society of Land- may become associates, in priAte .iernrr- nt and in la sdalpe architec-
scJape Architects accredits about , , firms; landscape architects who pro- tura firms usually' work regular
cotieges6,and universities that offer- gress this far, howeverA often open hour-. although employees in private
such pr r 'ms. About 60 other their own office. firms may also wai4civertime during
schools als off(i: programs cr'

t. Employment Outlook -
courseivin la dscape architecture. , deadline. Self-employed persons of-

- on interested in landscape Employment of landscape archi- ten work long hours.
archit cture should take high school Wets is expected to grow faster than i

courses in mechanical or geometrical the average for 411 occupations
JSources of Additional

t drawing, art, beim, and more throughthe. mid-1980's. 'Additional- ) Information .

mathematics than the minimum re- ly, new entrants will be need 'd as Additional inform'ation, including
quired for-college entrance. A good replacements foi-Nlandscape archi- a list of colleges and universities oft,
background in English grammar also tects who retire or die. 1 fering accredited courses of study in

idis -ineportant, since landscape archi-* Anticipated rap rowth in, new landscape architecture, is availablerye)
v.

tects must be able to express their construction is ex cted to play a frorn:
,-

ideas verbally as well as graphically. major' role in increasing demand for
American Society of Landscape Architecture,

College courses include technical Ian.A.'e architects. Howemer, dun- Inc., #750 Old Meadow Rd., McLean. Va.
subjects such as surveying, Itndscape Ping ili5W; period' the deman2could
construe 'on, sketching,.design,o5m- be limited. f

221W.

municatida", and'city planning. Oth- Another factor underlying the in-
er courses include horticulture and , creased demand for landscape archi-;
botany as well as English, science, tects isthe growing interest in city

: and regional env:ronn, _:ntal plan-and mathematics. Most college pro
'grams also include field trips to view ning. Metropolitan areas will require
and study examples of landscape ar- landscape architects to plan efficient
ohitecture. - . and safe land use for growing popula-

Thirty-eight Stat6s require a li- tions.- Legislatio- :o promote envi-
cense, based on the results of a ani- ronmental protetion could alsortpuy
form national licensing examination. demand for landscape ---2h4cts to
for independent practice of land- participate in planning z .1 designing (D.O.T. 143.062, .282, and .382)
scape architecture. Admission to the transportation systems. Jtdoor rec -'
licensing examination usually re- reation areas, and lam_ eclamation
quires a degree frOm an accredited' projects, as wed as tc ensure safe
schcni of landscape architecture plus industrial grown. Photographers use their cameras

,

2 tc - years of experience. Lengthy , and film to portray people, places.
app-enticeship training (6-8 years)

Earnings and Working and events much as a writer uses
under an experienced landscape ar-

Conditions words. Those who are skillful can
-chitect sometimes may be substitUted NeWly graduated landscape archi- capture the personality of individuals

'for college training. tects generally arned from $10,500 or the mood of scenes which they
Persons planning careers in land- to $12,500 a year in 1976., Most ex- photograph. Some photographer:

scope architecture should have ere- perienced landscape architects specialize in scientific, medical, o:
alive imagination, drawing talent, earned between $15,000 and engineering photography, and their
and an appreciation for nature. Self- $20,0Q a year. although some highly pictures enable thousands of person:
empioyed landscape architects also skilled persons earned, salaries' of to see a world normally hidden frnn
must understand business practices. $30,000 a year. Salaries of self- view.
Working for landscape architects or mployed landscape architects Althou h their:subjectmatter var-
landscape contactors during sum- ranged from $10,000 a year to well ies wide , all photograp ers use the
mer vacations helps a person under- over $25,000 a yea,r, depending on same basic equipment. TI most :m-
stand the practical problems of the the. individual's educational back- portant piece, of course, 1 the cam-
profession, and may be helpful in ob- ground' experience, and geographic era, and most photographers own
taining employment after graduation. Ideation. - .several.. Unlike snapshot cameras,. t

New graduates usually begin as The Federal Government, in 1977, which have a lens permanently at7
junior drafters, tracing drawings and paid new graduates with a bachelor's tached to the camera body, profes-
doing other simple drafting work. degree annual)salpries of $9,300 or sional cameras are constructed to use

6:0--,

seasonal rush periods or to mget a

For inccirmation on a( career as a
landscape architect in the Forest
Service, write to:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Serv-

ice, WashingtoneD.C. 20250.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Nature of the Work
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Commercial photog. phers must be
Imaginative an original.

a variety of lenses designed for close-
up, medium-range, or dOance pho-.
tography.

Besides cameras and lenses, pho-
Iographers use 'a variety of film and
colored filters to obtain the desired
effect under different lighting condi-
tions. When taking pictures indoors
or after dark,itihey use;',
flash units, floodlights;4ftectors,'
and other spectaflighting equipment.

Some photographers develop and
print their own photographs in the

-1,1 _darkroom and may, enlarge or other-
wise alter the basic image. Many
photographers send their work to
photographic labZ-atories for pro-
cessing.

Because the prbcedures involved
in still photography awe quite differ-
ent from those in motion picture
photography, many photographers
specialize in one or the other, How-
ever, there is a growing demand for
photographers who have training in
both areas.

In addit n to knowing how to use
their equipm and materials, pho-
tographers must be capable of corn,
posing the subjects of their photo-
graphs and recognizing a potentially
good photograph.

Many photographers specialize in
a particular type of photography,
such as portrait, commercial, or in-
dustrial work. Portrait photographers
take pictures of individuals or groups
of persons and often work in their
own studios. r pecial events, such
as weddings or c stenings, how-

!...58c-

, .
.I.

ever, the y take photogr aphs in poition w orkec :n commercial stu-
churches and homes..:-Portrait pho- dio;; inany others worked for news-
tographers in small studios frequent= papers and magazines. Government
ly do all the open Lions, including agencies, pho4ographic ,liquipment
scheduling appdintints and setting ' suppliers and dealers, and industrial
up and adjusting equipmtrnt before 'firms also employed large numbers of
taking the 'pictiires,,arwell as devel- photogr'aphers. In addition, some
oping and retouching negatives, de; pholographerS tatigh'i in colleges and

veloping proofs, and mounting and universities, or made films. Still ()A-
.

framing -pictures. The -also may. be ers wokked freelance, taking pictures

the ones to collect yrncynts and to sell td advertisers, magazines, and

Al.keep, recor s, and -therefore must be othercustomers. About one-third of
good busino "persons. 1 . all photographers were lelf-em7

Commercihl photographers photd- ployed.
graph a wide range of subjects in- Jobsio photographers are found
eluding livestock, manufactured aid- in a*. p s of the countryboth
-cies, buildings, and large groups of small towns and large .citiesbut are
people. They frequently do photog- concentrated in the more populated
raphy for catalogs. Those i adv Os- areas. t . . ,,

ing take pictures to pro ote Bitch .Training, Other Qualifications,
items as clot ing, furnit e, automo-
biles, and foo , n:- may specialize in , and Advancement

one such area. Ac -zrtising Photogra- Photographic twining is available
phers must Ulm, -ow to use many in colleges, universities, junior col-
different photogracnic techniques. leges, and art schools. Over 75 col-

The' work of ir,austrial photogra- leges and universities offer 4-year
phers is used in company publica- curriculums leaning to a bachelor's
tions to report to stockholders or to degree in photography.5ome6college
advertise company products or ser= es and universities grant master's de-
vices. Industrial plwtographers also grees in specialized areas, such as
photograph groU9s rf people for cm- photojournalism In addition, sorie
ployee news magazines or m tnKe colleges have .ear curriculums
motion pictures of we rkers operating leading. to a ce iticate or an asso-
equipment and macr.inery for man- ciate degree in T. notography. A for -
agarnent's use in an2lyzing produc- mal education in photography gives a
don Or work method:. They may also solid fundamental background in a
use special photographic techniques variety of ecuipment, processes, and
as research tools. For example. medi- techniques. ,s,chools, offer useful

researchers often use ultraviolet training in aesigr and aompositiogs.,
and -infrared photography, f.uores- but not the technical training needed
cence, and X -rays tc obtain ir .orma- for professional Photographic work.
tion not visible Unci.2r normal condi- (See the statemL nt on commercial
tions. Time' laps photog nhv artists elsewhere n the- Handbook.)
( where time is st: ached c .) The Armed 7'11' s also train many
densed), photomic-s-graphy wr.ere young peopa, n photographic skills.
the subject of the 7.-.otography -ay Although . nigh school education
be magnified 50 or 70 times or is desirable, :Ile photography profes-
more ), and photogrammetry (sur- sion has no set entry requirements
veying an area using aerial photogra- with regard to formal education or
phy) are other special techniques. training. However, the training a pro-

Other photographic specialties in- spective photographer has deter-
clude photojournalism, or press pho- mines the type of work for which he
tography, vzhicl- combines a "nose or she qualifies.
for news" with photographic ability; People may prepare for work as
and educational photography (pre- photographers in a commercial stu-
paring slides, filmstrips, and rfrovies dio through 2 or 3 years of on-the-job
for use in the classroom ). : training as a photographer's assist-

ant. Trainees generally start in the
darkroom where they learn to mix
chemicals, develop film, and do
photoprinting and enlarging. Later

Places of Employment
About 85,000 photographers were

employed in 1976. The greates1 pro-

5,9
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A
they may sot up lights acid cameras or
help", an eit'Perienced photographer
take ictures. . ' -mateur experience is helqful in
get ing an

stUdio, b post-high school edu-
job with a f ommer-

dation an training usually are need-
d for .in ustrial or scietific
photograp y. Here success in pho-
todi-aphy deptnds%on being more
than just a competent 'Photographer,
and adequate career 'preparation re-
quires some knowledge of the field in
whichithe photography is used. For
example, work in scientifiC, medical,

. . I

phers with exceptional ability may .1.Coutracts with The NeVs15aper Guild
- gain national recognitiori's for their had weekly earnings between 4'128

work: and exhibit their photographs and $432 inr. 1976, with the majority
in art and- photographic galleries, or earning between $175 and *4425.
puhlish them in books. 2k few indus- Newspa& photographers v7ith. some
trial.or%scientific phOtographers may , expprience (usually 4 or 5. years)

and engineering research, such as
photographing .microscopic ()real
nisms, requiresia baCkground in the
particular science or engineering.,"
specialty as'well as skill in photogra-
phy.

Photographers .triust have good .

..eyesight and color vision* artistic
ability, and manyardeiterity. They
also should be patient and accurate
and enjoy working with detail. Some .

knowledge of mathematics, physics,
and chem ry is helpful. fpr under-
standing t use or various lenses,
films, light so ces, and development
processes.

Some photOgraphic specialties re -'
quire additional qualities. Commer-
cial or freelance photographers must
be imaginative and original in their
thinkinsg.. Those who specialize in
photographing news stories must be
able to recognize a potentially good
photograph and acOquickly, fdr oth-
erwise an opportunity to capture an
important event on film may be lost.
Photographers who specialize in por-
trait, photography need the ability to
help people relax in front of the cam-
era.

Newly hired photographers are
given relatively routine assignments
that do not require split-second cam-
era adjustments or decisions on what
subject matter to photograph: News
photographers, for e4ample, may be
assigned to cover civic meetings or

'photograph snbw storms. After gain-
ing experience they advance to more
demanding assignments, and some
may move to staff positions on. na- Beginning photographers
tional news malazines. Photogra- _worked for newspapers that

be promoted to supervisory, psi,
ons. 'Magazine and newt photogra-

p rs may eventually hecqtne heads
of graphic arts departments orsho-
ibgraphy editors:

..EiriPloymept Outlodk,
Emplofmcnt'cif photographers, is

expected grdwmore slowly than.
the average fpr all lr-occupationT

the mid- 19180's. 'In addition
to) openings, resulting from growth,
others will occur each year as work:,
ersdie, retire, or transfer to other

, -.occupatiops.
Grdwth of employment in business

and inchistry' is occurring as 'gager
importance is placed upon vti,stfalaids
for use in meetings, stockholders'
reports, sales campaigns, aid public.
relations work. Video and motion
picture photography are,' becoming
increasingly important in industry.
Photography alsO is. becoming an. in-
creasingly impdrtant part of law en-
forcement work, as well as scientific
and medical research, where oppor-
tunities are expected to be good for
those possessing a highly specialized

-background.
The employment of portrait and

Commerical photographers is expect-
ed to grow slowly, and competition
for jobs as portrait a4id
commercial photographers and pho-
tographers' assistants is expected to
be keen. Thee fields are relatively
crowded silibe Photographers can go
into business for tkm-selves with a
modest financial inWstment, or work
part time while holding another job.
The increased use of self-processing7
cameras in commercial photography .
also has contributed to the crowding
in this field, since little photographjc
training is required for such work.

averaged about $320,a week in 1976%
Almost all experienced newspaper
plkotographers earned over $225; the '-
top salary was s.nearly $505 a wJek.-

Photographers in the Federal Gov-
ernment earned an Ayer.age, of

.314,900 a year in 19'76. ,Depending
on' their loft! of experience, newly,
hired hotographers in the Federal .

Goverpment earned from $8,3213 to
$11,524. a year. M st siperieneedir .

photographers e ned 'between."
$11,520 and aboutff$ 18,460 a year.

Experienced photographers gener-
ally earn' salaries that' are.abOverithe
average for nonsupervisory workers.
in private industry, except farming.
Although self-emplOyed and free,
lance photographers often'earn more .

than salaried workers, their earnings,.
are'affected 'greattycby general busi-
nessness condirons and the type and size.

. .

of their community and clientele:
Photographers who have salaried.,

jobs usually work a 5-day, 15-40 '

hour week and receive benefits such
as paid ,holidays,.vacations,and sick .

leave. Those in business for them,
selves usually work .longer hours.
Freelance, press, and commercial
photographers travel frequently. and.
may have to work in uncomfortable
inrobundings.c.Sometimes the work
can be dangerous, especially for
news photographers assigned to cov-
er stories on natural disasters or mili-
tary con acts.

Sources of Additional
Information

Career information on; photogra-
phyis available froin:
Photographic Art & Science Fotindation, I I I

Stratford Rd., Des Plaines, Ill. 60016.

Professional Photographers oft America, Inc. 0.
1090 Executive Way, Des Plaines,

Earnings and Working 60018.
Conditions

who
have



COMMUNICATIONS- RELATED OCCUPATIONS';
,

breaking 'into the communications
field..

The art of communications is as
Old "as_ humanity., Fro% the earliest
discoveries of papermalsing tech-

phrases tt interpreters and techni-
cal writers, for example put foreigg
or,complex matter intOlangua that

niques to today's use of computers is Deadily utiderstoOd..A feeling for
that transmiinform`ation with hith- language enabls newspaper report-.
erto unimaginethsped, people have- ers and broadcast jogrnalists to
sought wayi of refolding the events breathe life and,meaning into the
around -them and conveying the in- 'overwhelminenumber of events that

mmuttication occur every day.
with observ- In addition to a hrhad education

analyzing and and oqrstanding language skill, peo-
ormation, and'? ple in communications jobs need to

transmitting it to 'an audience be very well informed about certain
through a variely.ofinedia, of which subjeCts. Depending on the job, they

radio, television, newspapers, maga- may need to bk versed in economics,

zines, and books *e the most 'famil- law, politics, science, education, mu-

iar. , sic, or sports. They may be called
The comrunications field includes upon to explain legai issues discussed'

'formation to others. C
is a process that begin
ing what ikhap
iiite,rpreting that

" a broad range of occupations having
to do with research, writing, editing,
artd ,production; it also encompasses
public relations, advertising, and oth-
er specialties. The following section
of the ficindbook four of
these occupationsint
newspaper reporters,
vision announcers, a

4

by experts at an international confer-
ence on the law of the sea; national
economic and political events for
readers of a smalltown, newspaper;
the latest developments in data com-
munications technology for readers

rpreters, of a trade journal; or the history of
acro and tele-, jazz,, classical, bluegrass, or other

technical music featured on a r dio show.

writers. Other communications jobs Competition for mos communica7

are described elsewhere in the Hand- tions jobs is keen, for th field tradi-

book, in thi statements on occupa- tionally attracts many moreijobseek-
tions in radio and ,TV broadcasting; ers than there are job ,openings.
occupations in the printing and pub- Some .people are attracted by the
lishing industry; adyertising workers; "glamorous" image of media jobs
public relations workers; photogra- the opportunities to meet public fig-

phers; and commel-cial artists. ' ures, to appear before nationwide au-

The four occupations described diences, to attend special events. At-

below all require a broad education, tending social functions is nly part

with preparatiqn either in the.liberal of a,-journalist's job,. hewev r; many

arts and humanities or a scientific hours a day may be spent o

or technical field, depending on spe- dious but -essential tasks of making

cific career interest. The intellectual contacts, checking facts, and follOw-.
,

habits acquired during college are -littg leads."
important. Acute powers of observa- Despite the keen competition, jobs

tion and the ability to think clearly will be available through the mid-
and logically are necessary traits, be- 1980's for bright and talented ped-

cause. people in these jobs need to ple. For some, willingness to take a
understand the significance of the job where one is availablein a small

events they. observe. An excellent" town instead of Los Angeles or New

command of language-2- both written York cityand willingness to "start
and_ oralis essential. It is through at the bottom" may make the differ-

appropriate choice- of words of ence between success and failure in
4

.1

INtE)RP:FIETERS ..--- .,i...
OD.O.Tz 1.37.268 IF

f+1114ure of the Wbvk

Interfneters help people of differ-
-ent nations and different )cultures

overcome larigirage barriers by trans-
lating what gas beeffsaid hroneper-
son _00 -a language that can ba..un"-
derstoock by otIVers. ""41

There are two basic types, of oral
translation or interpretation: ; simul-
taneous and consecutive. In simulta
neous interpretatipn,.the interpreter
translates what is being said in one
language as the speaker continues to
talk in another; This technique re-
quires speed and fluency in the for-
eign language on the part of the in-
terpreter sand it is made possible ,hy
the use of electronic equipment,t
which allows for the transmission of
the siinultnneous speeches. Confer-
ence interpreters often work, in a
glass-enclosed booth from which
they can see the speaker. While lis-
tening through earphones to what is
being said, they simultaneously give
the translation by speaking into a mi-
crophone. People' attending the con-
ference who do bortunderstand the
language being spoken may listen to
an interpreter's rendition by simply
pushing a button or turning a dial to
get the translation in the language
theyiknow. Simultaneous interpreta-
tion generally is preferred for confer-
ences, and the development of porta-
ble equipment has extended its use to
other large-scale situations.

Consecutive interpretation also in-
volves oral translation. However, the
speaker and the interpreter take
turns speaking. A consecutive inter-
preter must have a good memory' and
generally needs to take notes in order
tolivea complete and exact transla-
tion. The chief drawback of consecu-
tive intertretation is that the process
is time consuming, because the
speaker must 'keit for tlie'translation
before proceeding.

Since interpreters. are needed
whenever people find language a.bar-
iier, the. work involves a variety of

591,
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topics and situations. Interpreters
may be needed, for example, to ex-
plain vari9nus aspects of. American
life to a group of foreign visitors, or '' gkeat portion of the. year; others

4 they maybe required to intetprit worked for'only -a fe-v dar. The re-
highly technical speeches and discus- mainder prthe 4eelarice-interpreteis. m
signs for medical "Scientific gather- worked in the .freelalice conference Communication' and a graduate cer-

at the United field. These interpreters provided for tificate in either translation, transla-
.

ings. They say w
Nations, or-find thellis.elves in, a .iboth. the tiipplementary needs 6f the ilk:in/interpretation, qi. in conference

,..
foreign lead international and ,Federal °age,pcie,s interpretatioh. Application`' to the

e visiting the i and, fc)12 the Pieriodicke shoit-teern Institute niust.have a bachelor's de-
,e, x 1

needs of variods` iirterptiOrtal con, -gree`an,d pass an aptitude test' 'They .... -..4,

,tle;
serve .as escort interpfr s for for-
eign .Visitors to the U ted States.
Sonte or these interpret s worked a

OeCCIpATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK
. a

degree. The Monterey Institute- of
Foreign Studies in Monterey, Calif.,
tbrottg its Department of Translai;

Interpretation, offers a 2-
raduate program. leading to a--

er's degree in intercultural

courtroom nor-esciprtin
ers Or 4businesS-peo

A
United States.

. . 'ferences that are held in this countoo. 'must he fluent: in one /.,Places of Entploymine
- -Tfie Orgadigation.a.American States other language if,studying Iransla-

(-70_ An 175 persons worked employs many- people ,in this area tion4nor in two other' lariguages if
MliPtime,as interpreters in the United ; liesides.PersonS who work strictly as swishing fo 'eater .the interpretation

.Stales_ in 1l 76. 'The largest single 4 interpreters, many, others db some field. After taking the basic courses
interpretation work in the course of in,translation and interpretatio9 the-
ttSeir jobs. ory, students must pass s-a qualifying

examination order to- enter the

'concentration qj interpreters was at
tljee United Nations in New York

about 90 'people held full-time
`posts. Various otherintel'national or-
ganizifions, located' primarily in
Washipgton, D.C.,. also employed

Trebling, Other Qualifications, !ranslation, or interpretation Pro-
and Advancement gram. This qualifying examination

usually takes place after two semes-
regular staff interpreters. Among A comp tte command of two Ian!' ters of work at the Institute.
these are the -Organization of Ameri- \ guagesor more is the usual require -. Many individuals may qualify as
cart States, the International Mort' ment for becoming ani terpreter. In- interpreters2nthe basis of their for- .

tary Fund, the Pan American Health terprelerr must instan eously call' eign backgThunds for positions in't,
Organization, and thp, World Bank. to mind words or idioms correspond- which extensive experience and a
Within the Federal Government, the ing to the foreign ones. An extensive \broad education are not as crucial as
Departments of State and Justice working vocabulary and ease in mak- '._ for other types of interpretation. For
werethe major employers of-full- ing the transition from one-language example, Consecutive interpreters
tfme interpreters. 4I

1 structure to another are necessary. employed by the Immigration and
An estimated 500 persons worked tudents who want to become in- Naturalization Service of the U.S.

as freelance interpreters. Freelance te pretfers should become fluent in Department of Justice serve primer=
inte preters may work for various sveral languages. interpreters who ily in i terpreting legal proceedings,
em ers under short-term con- work at the United NationS, for ex- such Gs.hearings for aliens.

..tracts. About four-fifths were under ample, must know at least three of Besides beiug proficient in tan-
contract on a temporary basis to tHt the six official U.N. languages: Ara- guages, interpreters arp expected to
Department of State and the Agency bic, Chinese, English, French, Rus- be generally well informed on a
for International Development to broad range Of subjects, often includ-

ing technical subjects such as medi-
,... cine or scientific or industrial tech-

nology. Work as a translator may
serve,as a useful background in main-

offer special programs for interpreter taining an up-to-date vocabulary in
training. Both require foreign Ian'- various specialized or technical
guage proficiency upon entry. The areas. The experience of living
Georgetown University School of_ abroad also is very important for an-
Languages and, Linguistics in Wash- interpreter.

:111:

'I:
la,

Intarpratirs mutt Instantaneously call to
mind words or Idioms cornosponding to

foralin on's.
o

sian, and Spanish. Portuguese and, to
Some extent, Japanese and German
are also valuable' to interpreters in
the United States.

Two schools in the United States

ington, 15.c., has a 1- or 2-year
course of study leading to a Certifi-
cate of Proficiency as a conference
interpreter. The certificate is recog-
nized by the International Associ-
ation of Conference Interpreters.
Applicants to Georgetown University ers and have good hearinf. The ex-
must qualify on the basis of an en- acting nature of this profession
trance test and a minimum of prev,i- Xequifes.quickness, alqtness, and a
ous studies at the university level;. constant attention ta accuracy.
suocessful candidates usually hold a Working with all types" of people re-
bacheldr's degree, often a master's quires good sense, tact,, and the emd:

6j2

Although there is no standard re-*
quirement for entry into the profes-

'sion a university education usually is
considered 'essential.

4People'interested in beconiing in-,
terpreters should be alttrculate speak-
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tional stamina.to deal with the ten-
sions ot the job. 'it is essential that
interpreters maintain confidentiality

'in their work and that they give hon-
est interpretations.

Advancement in -the jnterpreting
field generally ,is _based on satisfac-
tory service. There is some advance-

v ment from-escort level inierpreting
to conference level work:

Employment Outlook
Interpreters traditionally face-very

'stiff competition for the limited num-
ber of openings. Little change is ex-
pected in the number of fullgime in-
terpreters IhrOugh the Mid-1980-'s.
Most oppcittunities., therefore,i should result -froth the need to re-

' ,place workers who die, retire, or
leave, their jobs for other reasons. Ex-
perbtride his shown that Shy slight or

- sporadic increase in the demand for.
o interpreters can be met by the,exiat-

ing pool Of freelance workers. Only
highly qualified applicants will find
jdbs. ,

Qualified:- interpreters also may
find work abroad. The demand for
interpreters in Europe, where so
many differerit languages-are spoken,
is far greater than in the United
States.

People who have linguistic abilities
also may find some employment by

'1 portunities as translators. In fact,
-many interpreters find the ability- to
do translation work, if not requisite,
an occupational asset. Foreign lan-
guage competence also is important,
for careers in the , fields of foreign
service, international business, and...
language education:

tary living and family allowances.'
Junior interpreters whOsworked for

the -U.S. Department of State re-
ceived $17,056 a year in 1977. Start-
ing salaries were sc:Aewhat lower for
interpreters in other Federal agen-
cies..

In the freelance field, interpreters
are paid on a daily basis. Conference

-Interpreter, salaries ranged from
about $125 to $160 a day, in' 1976.
The U.S. Department of State paid a
daily salary of $125.

Freelance escort interpreters re-
ceived salaries ranging from about,
$40 to over $80 a day, based on the
individual's skill and priOr perform;
ante. Interpreters on assignment usu
ally could expect to be paid. for a 7-
dayetelc. interpreters are paid trans-
portation expenses .by the `employing
agency andjalso receive an allowance
to cover The cost of accommoda-
tions, meals, and other expenses inci-
slental to their assignments.

The conditions under which inter-
preters work vary widely. In freelahc-
jng, there is little job security be-

ause of 'demand fluctuations, and
the duration of various freelancie as
sigmnents ranges from a few days for .

a typical conference to several weeks
for some escort assignments. Al-
though the' hours interpreters work
are'not necessarily long, they are of-
ten irregular. In some instances, es-
pecially for escyrt freelance workers,
a great deal of travel to a wide variety
of locations,is required.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of interpreters depend
upon the type of interpreting done as ;

well as The 'ability and performance
of the individual.' The tax-free annual
starting salary for conference inter-
preters at the United Nations was
$14,300 in 1976. Outstanding P.N.
Aterpreters could`expect,tb earn al-
ost $30,000.
Beginning salaries for interpreters

in various other international or.gani-
,zations were over $15,000 a year,
according to the limited information
available. In addition, international
organizations often paid supplemen-

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on the interpreting
profession is available from:
The American Association of Language Spe-

cinINts, 1000 Connecticut Ave. NW.,
Suite 9, Washington, D.C. 20036.

/
For information on entry require-

ments and courses of study at the two
schools offering specialized, pro-
grams for interpreters, contact:
Division of Interpretation and Translation,

School of Languages and Linguistics,
Georgetown University, Washington,

Department of Translation and Interpretation,
Monterey, Institute of Foreign Studies,
P.O. Box 19/8, Monterey, Calif. 93940.

Information about employment
opportunities is available from:

6i-j

D.C. 20057.
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-Language Services Division, U.S. Departinent
of State, Washington, D.C.-20520.

Secretariat Recruitment Service, United Na-
tions, New York, N.Y. 10017.

NEWSPAPER REPORTkRS

(D.O.T; 1.32.268)

Nature Ofthe Work

Newipaper reporters gather infor-
matiot on current events and use it
to write stories Fcir publication in dai-
ly or weekly newspapers. In covering
events, they may interview people,
review public records, attend news
events, and do research. As a role,
reporters take notes or use tape re-
corders 'while collecting facts, and
write their stories upon return to the
office. Soinetimes, to meet deadlines,
they telephone their information or
stories to rewriters who write.drjr,0:.
scribe the stories for theni. 0

Large dailies frequently assign'
some reporters to "beats,"such as
police stations or the courts, to gath-
er news originating in these places.
,General assignment reporters handle.
various types of local news, such as a
story about a lost child or an obituary
of a community ,leader. Specialized
reporters With a.background in a par-
ticular subject interpret and analyze
to news in fields sych as medicine,

politics, science, education, business,
labor, and religion.

Reporters on small newspapers
may cover not only all 'aspects or
local news,bilt also may take photo-
graplis,-write headlines, lay out pag-
es,- and write editorials. On some
small weeklies, they also may solicit
advertisements, sell subscriptions,
and perform general office Work.

Places of Employment

More than 40,000 persons worked
as newspaper reporters in 1976. The
majority of reported work for urban
daily newspapers; others work for
suburban, community, or small town
weekly papers and press services.

Reporters work, in cities and towns
of all sites. Of the 1,762 daily and
7,579 'weekly newspapers, the great
majority are in medium-sized towns.
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directly for employment as a general
assignment reporter on a weekly or

i small daily newspaper. The Armed
Forces also provide some training in
Journalism.

A master's degree in journalism
was offered by mdre than 90 schools
in 1976; about 20 schools offered the
Ph. D. degree. Some graduate pro-
grams are intended primarily as prep-
aration for news careers, while others
concentrate on preparing journalism
teachers, researchers and theorists,
and advertising and public relation
workers.

Persons who wish to prepare for
newspaper work through a liberal
arts curriculum should take English
courses that include writing, as well
as subjects such as sociology, politi-
cal science, economics, history, psyr
chology, compuler science, and
speech. Ability to read and speak a
foreign language is desirable. Those
who look forward to becoming re-
porters in a specialized field such as
science should concentrate on
course- work in their .subject matter
are4s. Skill in typing is essential be-
cause reporters type their own news
stories. On small papers, knowledge
of news photogAiphy also is valuable.

The Newspaper Fund and individ
ual newspapers offer summer intern-, ships that provide college students
with an opportunity to practice the
rudiments of reporting or editing. In
addition, more than 2,700 journalism
scholarship's, fellowships, and assist-
antships were' awarded to college
journalism students by universities,
newspapers, and professional organi-
zations in 1976.

News reporting involves a great
' deal of responsibility, since what a

reporter writes frequently influences
the opinion of the reading public.
Reporters should be, dedicated to
serving the public's need for accurate
and impartial news. Although report-...-.
ers work as part 04 team,..they have
an opportunity fo? self- expression..
Important personal characieristics
include a 'nose for news,".curiosity,
persistence, initiative, resourceful-
ness, an accurate memory, and the
physical staminapecessary for an ac-
tive and often fast-paced life.

Some who compete for full-time
reporter jobs find it is helpful to have

ti

of 4,r*_ .

Reporters gathering news Information.

However, most reporters Afork in
sties, since big city dailies employ
many reporters, whereas - small
town paper generally empl s only a
few.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most newspapers consider only ap-
plicants who have a college educa-
tion. Graduate work is increasingly
important. Many editors prefer
graduates'who have degree in jour-
nalism; which usually includes train-,
in in the liberal arts along with pro-
fessional journalism training. Some
editors consider a liberal arts degree
sufficient. Others prefer applicants
who have a liberaLarts bachelor's de-"`
gree and a master's degree in journal-

,

ism. High school courses that are
useful include English, journalism,
social science, and typing.

Bachelor's degree programs in
journalism are available in almost
250 colleges. About three-fourths of
the courses in a typical undergrad-
uate journalism curriculum are in lib-
eral arts. Journalism courses include
reporting, copyreading, editing, fea-

. ture writing, history of journalism,
law, and the:relation of the press to
society:

More than 500 junior colleges of-
fer journalism4programs. Twelve to
fifteen hours of credit earned is
transferable to most 4-year college
programs in journalism. A few junior
colleges also offer programs especial-
ly designed to prepare the student

ti 4
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had experience as a ,newspaper
"stringer"a part-time reporter who
.covers the news in a particular area
of the community and is paid on the
basis of the stories printed. High.
school-and college newspapers, and
chui-ch or community newsletters,
also provide writing and editing ex-N

erience that may be helpful in get-
,
ting a job.

Most beginners starton weekly or
on small daily newspapers as general
assignment reporters or copy editors. .

A few outstanding journalism gradu-
ates are hired by large city, papers,
but this is the.exception rather than
the rule., Large dailies generally re-'
quire several years of reporting expe-
rience, which usually is acquired on
'smaller newspapers.

Beginning reporters are assigned .

duties such as reporting on civic and
club meetings, summarizing
speeches, writing obituaries; inter-
viewing 'important .visitprs to the
community,' and covering police
court proceedings. As they gain ex-

:perience, they may report more im-
portant events, cover an assigned
"beat," or specialize in a particular
field.

Newspaper, reporters may advance
to reporting for larger papers or press
services. Some experienced reporters
become columnists, correspondents,

'editorial writers, editors, or, top ex-
ecutives; these posits represent
the top' of the field and'competition

for them is keen. Other reporters
transfer to related fields such as pub-

- liC relations, writing for magazines,
or'preparing copy for radio and tele-
vision news programs.

Employment Outlook

Competition, for newspaper report-
ing jobs is expected to continue
through the mid-1980's. If enroll-
ments continue at record levels as
they have in the past few years, rec-
ord numbers of journalism graduates
will be looking for jobs. However,
employment in the communications
field is not expected to expand suffi-
ciently to absorb all those seeking
jobs, and a sizable number of journil-
ism graduates will have to launch ca-
reers in other fields.

Newspaper reporters in particular
face heightened job competition. Al-
thOugh the communications field is
expected to expand through the mid-
1980's, newspapers are not expepted
to share fully in this growth. As a
result, employment of reporters will
increase more slowly than the aver-
age for all occupations. Most job
orienings will- arise from the need to
replace reporters who are promoted
to editorial or administrative posi-
tions, transfer to other fields of work,
retire, or leaye the profession for oth-
er reasons.

Bright, energetic persons With ex-
ceptional writineability will have the

(

Rapid increase in the number of journalism graduates will
produce intense competition for communications jobs
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J
best opportunities for beginning jobs
as, newspaper reporters. Talented
writers who are able to handle news
about highly specialized scientific or
technical subjects will also be at an'

`advantage in the competitive job
Market.

Weekly or daily newspapers locat-
ed in small towns and suburban areas
are expected to continue to offer
most of the opportunities for begin-
ners entering newspaper reporting.
Openings arise on these papers as re-
porters gain experience and move up
to other editorial positions or trans-
fer to reporting jobs on larger neys-
papers or to other types of work.,Be-
ginning reporters able to help with
photography and other specialized
aspects of newspaje k and who
are acquainted with community
are likely to be gi reference in
employment on small papers.

?last big city dailies require expe-
rience and do not ordinarily hire new.
graduates. Sometimes, however, new
graduates find newsroom jobs on ma-
jor Metropolitan dailies because of '
outstanding credentials in an area for
which a, particular paper has a press -.
ing need. Occasionally, the experi-
ence and contacts gained through an
internship program lead to a report-
ing job directly after graduation.

In addition to newspaper report-
igg, college graduates who have ma-
jored in journalism ha* the back-
ground for jobs in related fields such
.as %dvertising, public relations, trade
and technical publishing, radio and
television, and law. Because contin-
ued high enrollment is fofeseen in
journalism education progranits, op-
portunities to teach journalism are
expected to be good. College teach-
ing jobs, currently require profession-
al, experience and at least a master's

'degree.

Earnings.and Working
Conditions

Reporters woikinglordaily news-
papers having contracts negotiated
by The Newspaper Guild had aver-
age starting salaries of $10,600 in
late 1976. In general, earnings of
newspaper reporters in 1976 were
above average earnings received by
nonsupervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming.
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Minimum salaries of reporters hav-
ing 4 or 5 years of experience who
worked for daily newspapers with
Guild contracts ayeraged.1-16,700 in
1976. The minimums ranged frOm
$9,960, paid by the smallest dailies,
to more than. $26,000 paid by the
largest. Many reporters, however,
were paid salaries higher than these
minimums. Reporters working for
national wire services received annu-
al salaries of at least $19,000.

Most newspaper reporters general-
ly work a 5-day, 35- or 40-hour
wfek. Reporters working for morn-
ink papers usually start work in the
late afternoon and finish at about
midnight. Most reporters also receive
benefits such as paid vacations,
group insurance, and pension plans.

Souices of Additional
. Information

Information about opportunities
for reporters with daily newspapers is
available from:
American Newspaper Publishers Association

REEidation, P.O. Box 17407, Dulles In-
ternational Airport, Washington, D.C.
20041.

For information on opportunities
in the newspaper field and starting
salaries of journalists "graduates, as,
well as a list of journalism scholar-
ships, fellowships, assistantships, and
loans available ati colleges and uni-
versities, write to:
The Newspaper Fund, Inc., Box 300, Prince-

ton, N.J. 08540.

Information on union wage rates is
available from:
The Newspaper Guild, Research and Informa-

tion. Department, 1125 15th St. NW.,
Washington; D.C. 20005.

For general information about ca-
reers in journalism contact:
American Council on Education for Journal-

ism, School of Journalism, University of
Missouri, Columbia, Me 65201.

Association For Education in Journalism, 102
Reavis Hall, Northern Illinois University, F

Dekalb, Ill. 60115.
The Society of Professional...lournalists, Sigma

Delta Chi, 35 East Wacker Dr., Chicago,
Ill. 60601.

Information on opportunities for
women in,newspaper reporting and

other communications fields is avail-
able from: -

Women In Communications, Inc., P.O. Box
9561, Austin, Tex. 78766.

Names and locations of daily news-
papers and a list of schools and de-
partments of journalism are pub-
lished in the Editor and Publisher
International Year Book, available in
most public libraries and large news-
paper offices.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
ANNOUNCERS

(D.O.T 159.148)'

Nature of the Work
Most radio announcers act as disc

jockeys, introducing recorded music,_
presenting news -and commercials,
and commenting on other matters of-\
interest to the audience. They. may
"ad-lib" much of the commentary,
working without a detailed script.
They also may operate the control
board, sell time for commercials, and
write commercial and news copy. In
large stations, however, other work-

' er's handle these jobs. (See the state-
ment on occupaiions in the radio and
television broadcasting industry else-
where in the Handbook.)

Announcers employed by televi-
sion stations and large radio,stations
usually specialize in particular kinds
of announcing such as sports, news,
or weather. They must be thoroughly
,familiar with their particular area. If
a written script is needed for parts of
the program, the anitsuncer may do

the research and writing. Announc-
ers frequently participate in commu-
nity activities. A sportscaster, for ex-
ample, might be the master of
ceremonies at a touchdown club ban-
quet or greet customers at the open-

' ing of a new sporting goods store.
Some announcers become well --
known and highly paid personalities.

Places of Employment

About 26,0110 announcers were
employed by radio and .television
broadcasting stations in 1976. The
average, commercial radio or televi-
sion station employs four to six an-
nouncers, althpugh larger stations
employ 10 or more. In addition to
staff announcers, several thousand
freelance announcers sell their serv-
ides for individual assignments to
networks and stations, or to advertis-
ing agencies and other independent
producers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

'Announcers must have a pleasant
and well-controlled voice, a good
sense of timing, and excellent pro-
nunciation.' Correct English usage
and a knowledge of dramatics',
sports, music, and current events im-
prove chances for success. The most
successful announcers have a combi-
nation of personality and a knack for
dramatization that makes them at-
tractive to audienCes.

Announcers usually,specialize In a particular area such as news, sports, or weather.636
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High school courses. in. English,
public speaking, dramatics, foreign
languages, and electron cs, plus
sports and music hobbies, -are valu-
able background for prospective an-
nouncers. A college liberal arts edu-
cation provides an excellent
background' for an announcer, and
many universities offer courses of
study, in the broadcasting field. Stu-
dents at these institutions also may
gain valuable experience by supple-
menting their courses with part-time'
work at the campus radio station and
summer work at local, stations, filling
in for vacationing staff members.. A
number of private broadcasting.
schools offer training in announcing.

Persons considering enrolling in
any, school, whether public ofd pri-
vate, that offers training for a broad-
casting career should contact the
personnel managers of stations,
broadcasting trade organizatons,
and the Better Business Bur u in
their area to determine the sc 'ors
performance in producing suitably
trained candidates.

Most announcers get their first
br6adcasting jobs in small stations.
Because announcers in small radio
stations sometimes operate transmit-
ters, prospective announcers often
obtain an FCC Radiotelephone Third
Class Operator License which en-
ables them to operate a radio trans-
mitter and, therefore, inake,sj:them
much more.. i.41-fOl, to t 'ationS.,:-
'.. AnnOuncers'uSuallS4'w .n verH

dirdrretit.statio.4'..in b.:pi.ir of, :
their cereers.,Afeer AC iriiig, ex ii-:
ence at a station is..,a.stnOe9-Intiiti':
ty, an, ambitious airCjc 0: .4-iiI.F:.:'
nbuncer may move to a better paying,::
job in a large city. An announcer alsb ,..e
'may advance, by getting' a regular
program as a disc jockey, sportscast-
er, or other specialist. In the national
networks, competition for jobs is in-
tense, and announcers usually mat
be college graduates and have sever-
al years of successful announcing ex-
perience before they are given an au-
dition. _

.

Employment Outlook . -

mean many more jobseekers than
jabs. Coi.4r the next decade, it will be

...- il.

e to get jobs in radio than in
t levision because more radio sta-
tions hire beginners. These jobs gen-
erAcy will be located in small sta-
tions, and the pay will belarelatively
low.

Employment of announcers is ex-
pected to increase faster than the av-
erage for-all occupations through the
mid- 1980's as new radio and televi-
sion stations are lice sed. Some jobs
will become availabl as more cable
television stations begin their own
programming. Employment of an-
nouncers will not keep pace with the
increase in the number of stations,
however, *ause of the increased
use of anVomatic programming
equipment. Manyrjobs in this rela-
tively small occupation will result
from the d to replace experienced-

transfer to other
e, or die.

announcers
occupations,

Earn0 d Working
ions

Salaries o :;beginnin nnouncers
fromin commerci I television ra

about $185 to $230 a week in 76,
and those of experienced announcers
rangel from about $300 to $500,
according to the limited information
available.' Many well-known.an-
nouncers earn much more. As a rule,
salaries increase with the of the
community and the station; and sala
ries in tojevislon, arer 'higko: than-;
those Lila.: radio:, 'A n no05ers :em7
ploYed by "cd*gf6'i,01*.i!,i4coiioi.

thOci,who oo Orciutsta

oyertime pay f4" rori5 40d
hot rs. In aift,t 64C;iit
nouricers work is of over-:
time each week. Wdrking hours con-
sist of both time on the air and time
spent in preparing for broadcasts.
Evening, night, weekend, and holi-
day duty occurs frequently since
many stations broadcast 24 hours a
day, 7.days a week.

Working, conditions are usually
pleasant because of the variety of
work and the many personal contacts
that are part of the job. Announcers
also:receive some 'satisfaction from

t
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becoming well known in the area
their station,serves.

Sources of Additional
Information

'or general career information,
write to:
National Association of Broadcasters, 1771 N

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036. -\

Corporation for Ptirklic Broadcasting, 1111
16th St. NW.; Washington, D.C. 20036.

For information on how, to obtain
an FCC license, write to:
Federal Communications Commission, Wash-

ington, DC, 20554.

. TECHNICAL WRITERS

(D.O.T. 139.288)

Nature of the Work

Technical writers put scientific
and technical information into lan-
guagyhat can readily be understood
by people who need to use it. They
research, write, and edit technical
materials,and also may produce pub-
lications or audiovisual materials. To
ensure that their work is accurate,
technical writers must be expert in
the subjecet area in which they are
writinglaser beams or pharmacol-
ogy, for example. At the same time,
'their writing must be ojear and easy
to follow. Conimand of the language
and versatility of style are tools of the ..

traile-Ahatenable;tecilmfdp1 Writers to
c9tiveY_)rifoirnatIpri in -Way. that

PgO0e:Avho'nie itscien-
tisp,'..tOChniOaps,executives, sales

prAs nfattyes,ankl-the general pub-;,

me organizatiOns use job titles
cattier' Than "technical writer." De-
00n-diitg on the particular employer,
people in technical writing jobs may
be called publications ,eriineers,
'communicationspecialists, industri-
al writers, medical writers, communi-
cators, or instructional materials de-
velopers.

Technical; writers set out either to
instruct or inform, and in many in-
stances ttlei do both. They prepare
manuals, catalogs, parts lists, and in-
structional materials needed by the
sales representatives who sell ma"-
chinery or scientific equipment and

,Competition foi beginning jobs as
announcers will be ,Iseen through the
mid-198'0's. The g#at attraction of
the broadcastingiTeld, plus its rela-
tiielY small size,3e7i11- continue to

6 07
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by the technicians.who install, main-
tain, and servile it. Instructional aids
must be prepared to assist the people
who operate complex equipment
for example, the technicians who
monitor sophisticated diagnostic
equipment in a hospital's 'coronary
care unit. Writing manuals and train-
ing aids for military weapons and
equipment is a highly specialized
field of technical writing. Sometimes
technical writers are- asked to write
scripts for training films, or to pre-
pare instructional materals for self-
teaching cassettes, filmstrips; or kits:

Many technical writers prepare re-
ports on the results of research proj-
ects. By communicating research de-
velopments to other scientists,
engineers, and technicians, these re-
ports speed scientific and technical
progress and help prevent duplical
tion of effort. Reports also play an
important part within a company;
hundreds of progress reports be
sent from one department to ancer
within the course of a year.:Detailed
reports also must be prepared for
regulatory agencies andffor agencies
that fund research and development
projects. Some reportsenviron-
mental impact statements, for exam-
plereqUire such a detailed treat-
ment of technical pubjects that they
usually are prepared by scientists
with.the assistancelof technical writ-
ers. Annual reports to stockholders
sometimes are an additional respon-
sibility.

Proposal preparation is another
important duty of technical writers.
Proposals are requests for the money
or facilities ,,to ;conduct a project,
develop a prototype of a new prod-
uct, or do research. When a proposal
is being prepared, scientists and engi-
neers provide the technical materi-
als, management provides the bud-
get, and a team of technical writers
usually shapes the final proposal.

Manuals, reports, and proposals
make up the bulk of technical writing
today; however, the work may take
other forms. Technical writers may
write specifications; prepare
speeches and news releases; edit and
write technical books; prepare arti-
cles kr, popular magazines; develop
'adveffising' Copy, promotional bro-
chures, and text for exhibits and dis-
plays; and handle technical docu-
mentation.

When they begin a writing assign-
ment, technical writers usually-start
by learning -as much as they can
about the subject. They study re-
ports, sometimes blueprints; read
technical journals; consult with engi-
neers, scientists, and technicians who
have worked on the project; or exam-
ine the equipment. After they have
assembled as much information as
appropriate, given the time they have
and the purpose of the document,
they draw up an'outline. Then they
prepare a rough draft, which may un-
dergo 'several revisions before being
accepted in final form. Technical
writers usually arrange for the prepa-
ration of tables, charts, illustrations,
and other artwork that accompanies
a finished document and may work
direc with technical illustrators,
draf or photographers.

Places of Employment
An estimated 22,000 technical

writers and editors were employed' in
1976. Many work for large firms in
the electronics, aviation, aerospace,
ordnance, chemical, pharmaceutical,
and computer manufacturing indus-
tries. Firms in the energy, communi-,
cations, and computer software fields
als6 employ many technical writers.

kesearch laboratories employ sig-
nificant numbers of technical writers.
Some laboratories are affiliated with
manufacturing companies to concen-
trate n developing products or im-
pr mg the manufacturing process.
0 er research laboratoriesinclud-
ing those connected with universi-
ties, government agencies, or private
foundationsengage in both basic
and applied research. 3-

The Federal Government employs
technical writers and editors in areas
as diverse as the physical sciences,
weapons development, agriculture,
health, and spade exploration. Three
out of four technical writers and edi-
tors in the Federal Government work
for the Department of Defense. Oth-
er agencies that employ technical
writers include the Departments of
Interior; Agriculture; Health, Educa-
tion,and Welfare; and the National
Aeronautics and Space AdMinistra-
tion.

Many people in this occupation
work directly for publishing houses.
They hold writing and editing jobs
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with business and trade piublications;
professional journals in engineering,
medicine, physics, chemistry, and
other sciences; and publishers of sci-
entific and technical literature.

The rapidly growing information
industry provides a new area of em-
ployment for technical writers. Com-
mercial firms that provide their cli-
ents with access to a computerized
data base employ technical informa-
tion specialists to collect, process;
and manage a. vast amount of infor-
mation. Technical writers are partic-
ularly well suited for such jobs be-
cause of their combination of
technical and communications skills.
Such jobs also are available at the
technical information centers run by
major industrial firms and research
laboratories. 1

Established technical writers may
work on a free-lance basis or, opeh
their' own' agencies or Consulting
firms.

Technical writers are employed all
over the country but the largest con-
centrations are in the Northeast,
Texas, and California. .

Training, tither Qualifications,
and Advancement

There are no rigid requirements
for, entry into the field. As a restilt,
people having a variety of back-
grounds find jobs as.technical writ-
ers. Employers seek people whose
educational background,iir work ex-
perience indicates that hey are fa-
miliar with a technical subject and
can write about it effectively. Knowl-
edge of graphics and other,aspects of
publication production may be help-
ful in getting a job. An understanding'
of current trends in communication,
technology is an asset, and familiarity
with computer operations and termi-
nology is increasingly important.

A college' degree is helpful, and
many employers insist on it. Hiring
criteria vary, howeer. Many em-
ployers prefer candidates with a de-
gree in scien1 c or engineering plus a
minor in Eng ish, journalism, or tech-
nical communications. Other\ em-
ployers emphasize writing ahility,
and,. in turn, look for candidatfs
whose degrees are in journalism or
the liberal arts. Depending on their
line of business, these employers al-
most always require course work or
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practical experience in a specific
subject as wellcomputer science or
biochemist'y, for example.

Besides havin1 writing skills and
scientific or technical expertise,
technical writers should be intellec-

t tually curious and able to think logi-
cally. They must be very accurate in
their work and must be able to deal
precisely with a mass of detailed ma-
terial. Because they often work as
partof a team, they should be able to
work with others-,' this requires tact
and a cooperative attitude. Technical
writers sometimes work alone for
long periods with little, or no supervi-
sion, so they must also be disciplined

C, about work habits and schedules.
Most technical writers do not enter

the occuriation directly from college.
The majority work initially in other
jobs, usually as technicians, ,scien-
tists, or engineers. Some begin as re-,
search assistants, editorial assistants,
or trainees in a company's technical
information or advertising depart-
ment. In time, these people may as-
sume writing duties and develop
technical communication skills.
When a flair for writing becomes evi-
dent, they may seek a technical writ-
ing position in the same company or
find a writing job elseWhere.

While many employers consider
only seasoned, experienced Writers in
filling vacancies,. not all do. Some
firms- hire college graduates for
writer trainee positions. People with
solid backgrounds in science or engi-
neering are at an adyantage in com-
peting for,-euch jobs. Those with
bachelor's or master's degrees in
technical writing are often preferred
over' candidates who have little or no

The majority of technical,- wrfkirs have
work expoilance as tecknIclanseselan-

fists, or engineers.

writing backgrOund. However, a de-
gree in almost any field may be ac-
ceptable,providing the candidate has
the necessary technical and comm
nications skills. Beginners can dev
op experience and demonstrate thei
ability through writing material for
local weekly newspapers and by pub-
lishing articles in student journals. A
portfolio of writing samples is helpful
when applying for a job.

In 1976,.10' colleges and universi-
ties offered programs leading' to ,a
bachelor's degree in technical writ-
ing, and 4 schools had associate de-
gree programs. Graduate programs
leading to a master's degree in'tech-

. nicel writing were ered at six
schools, one of whit also offered a
Ph. D. These progr ms have various
names, including science or medical
writing, science information, techni-
cal journalism, and technical com-
munication.

Most undergraduate programs' in
technical writing, are interdiscipli-
nary. While such programs may be
based in the communications, jour-
nalism, or language and literature de-
partment, they generally are given in
close cooperation witilt. the mathe-
Matics, engineering, and science de-

/- partments. At most schools, about 30
percent of the student's course work
is in communication's. Typical
courses include commtinication the-
ory, writing and editing, layOut and
design, and graphics. From 25 to 40
percent of the courses are in science
or technology. The remainder of the
program may be in the social sciene-
es and humanities, or may be devot-
ed entirely lq;e1
albite adAsed
related fields s
ence and statistics.

. Students usu-
ke courses in

s computer sci-
t many schools,
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*Itho'ugh only a' few schools' offer
degrees in technical writing or tech- i
nicd illustrating, hundreds of colleg-
et aisd universities offer one or more
cou s in these fields. Students with
such diverse majors as agriculture,
chemiisstry, engineering, and business
admi4stration can elect courses in
advan a compOsition, copy editing,
typog r hy, technical advertising, in-
dtitrial ommunications:lend. pro-
posal w ting, for example. M_ any en-r
gineeri g sch.00ls offer English
courses to sharpen writing skills, and '
several hnve developed extensive
course offerings in technical writing.
Several schools of journalism offer
courses in medical journalism.

Numerout special'institutes, semi-
nars, and workshops are available to
bring technical writers up to date.
Some take the form of intensive 1- or
2-week summer' seminars sponsored
by colleges and universities. Others
are workshops' "run by technical com-
munica'tion consultants or by organi-
zations that specialize in employee
draining And development.

Beginners often assist experienced
technical writers by doing library re-

.............-.search and preparing drafts of re-
ports. Experienced, writers in compa-
nies with large ofchnical writing
staffs may move tolthe job of techni-
cal editor or shift to an adnVnistea--
five position in the publicatiOnt or
technical information departments.
The top job is that,-of publications
manager, who normally supervises all
of thelieople directly involved in
producing the company's technical
documents. The manager supervises
not only the technical writers and
editorsi but alto the staff responsible
for illustrations, photography, re-
duction, and distribution.

After gaining experience and con-
. tacts, some technical writers free-
lance or form their'own 'firms. Some
consulting handle industrial
Publicity and t chnical iadvertiting
for corporate clients. Other technical
communications firms do the actual
writing and production of the cata-
logs, manuals, and brochures that
may be needed for the promotion of
a new product, for exaraple. Success-
ful technical' writers are frequently in
demand to conduct writing seminars
in industry and government, and

internships in industry or govern-
ment give students in the technical
writing program an opportunity for
first-hand job experience.

Graduate programs in technical
writing emphasize the field of com-
munications. Many graduate stu,
dents in technical writing already
have a bachelor's degfee science,
engineering, or techno og . Others

(ticome from liberal a s b rounds.
A typical graduate pro am i eludes
courses- in the theory of communica-

riting and editing, technology
a essment, and management.

- 639
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some teach at colleges and universi-
ties in addition to their regular jobs.

It also is possible to advance by.,..--
becomipf a Spec -st in a particylar
scientific or technic subject. These
writers sometimes pre are syndicat-
ed newspaper columns or articles for
popular magazines.

Employment Outlook
Employment of technical writers is

expected to increase about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
toPopenirqgs due to growth, oppbrtu-
nities will result from the need to
replace those who dje, retire, or
transfer to other occupations. Em-
ployment opportunities will be best
for experienced technical writers and
for beginners who have both writing
ability and a scientific or technical
backgiound. People who cannot
demonstrate both 'a technical back-
ground and communications skills

-may face stiff competition for begin-
_fling jobs.

Demand for technical writers is
expected fo increase because of the
continuing expansion of scientific
and technical information and the
need to communicate research re-
sults to the scientific community as
effectively as possible. Also contrib-
uting to the demand for technical
writers is the growing need to put
scientific and technical information
into language that corporate,manag-
ers, sales representatives, and service
technicians can understand. With the
increasing sophistication and com-
plexity of industrial and scientific
equipment, more and more users Will
depend on the technical writer's abil-
ity to prepare explanations and in-

structions in precise but simple
terms. -

Government expenditures for re-
search .and development (R&D) will
continue to have a significant effect
on job opportunities for technical
writers. Their employment, like that
of scientists and engineers, is linked
to spending levels for basic research
and for product development in such
important areas as defense, space ex-
ploration, energy, pollution control;
medicine, and communicItions tech-
nology. Through the m'd-1980's,
R&D expenditures are expected to
increase, 'but growth. will be slower
than, it was during the peak period of
the 1960's.

Relatively few job opkings are
expected in the Federal Government.
The number of technical writers and
editors employed by Federal agen-
cies has declined since the late
1960'sci most vacancies will oc-
cur as eralemployees retire or
transfer to other jobs.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries depend not only on the
amount and kind of education a tech-
nical writer has, but also on experi-,
ince and the ability to produce. The
type, size, and location of the em-
ployer also are important. Earnings
generally are higher on the 'East
Coast and in California than in other.
parts of the country. Free-lancing
can be an important source of aildi-
tional income, t freelance earnings
vary greatly ause they depend otr
the writer's...a ility and reputati

Starting sale ies for college g
ates began at about $1

T.
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althobgh graduates with V/ ee in
engineering, science, or to hni al
communications generally b an at
$12),000 or more. Experience h-
nical writers averaged a ,ou d
$19,500 a year in 1976; while ',tho e
in supervisory positions earn
$25,000 or more. There wet su
stantial regional variations, ho eve

In the Federal Governmet i

1977, beginning technical write
with a bachelor's degree and ahou
five scienqe courses were paid
$9,303 a year; those with a bache-
lor's degree an t..1 year's Specialized
experience could start at $11,523 a
year. The avera'ge salary for techni-
cal writers in Federal agencies was
$19,901.

kechnical writers, in and out of
government, may work under consid-
erable pressure, frequently working
overtime to meet publication ad-
lines. Their working Avironm nt
generally is clean and well-lighted

Sources of Additional
'Information

For information about careers in
technical writing, and the names of
colleges and universities that offer
programs in technical communica-
tion, contact:
Society for Technical Communication, Inc.,

Suite 421, 1010 Vermont Ave. NW.,
Washington D.C. 20005.

. Fbr information about careers and
workshops in the field of health com-
munication, contact:
Avnerican .MediCal Writers Association, Suite

290, 5272 River Rd., Bethesda, Md.
20016.
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For decades the word agriculture
has referred to agricultural produc-
tion or farminga 'major American

-Industry that employed over 3 mil-
lion:Vorkers in 1976. But today this
word encompasses more than just
farm production. Agrkulture is
closely-related to many other indus-
tries In the economyfood and fiber
processing, marketing and distribu-
tion industries, farm implement pro-
ducers and dealers, and feed and fer-
tilizer manufacturers.

Although jobs requiring agricultur-
al knowledge or skills long have been
available' in off-farm locations, . the
number and variety of these agricul--

itural jobs have increased dramatical-
ly in recent years. At the same time

- significant improvements in agricul-
tural productivity hive reduced the
number of jobs actually available on
the, Nation's farms. During-the last .
two decades, employment ou . U.S.
farms and ranches has declified to
only half its former level. Improved
agricultural technology has been
among the factors that have reduced

AGRICULTURE

employment on farms and created a
need for workers with agricultural
skills in off-farm occupations.

Although future grOwth in agricul-.
tural employment will be in off -farm
occupations and industries, about 2
million workers still will be needed in
basic agricultural production in-
1985. This statement begins with a
discussion of the occupations in basic
farm production and the factors to
consider in making the decision to.
farm. Subsequent sections describe
the_ increasing variety of work avail-
able in the growth sector of agiicul-

litreoff-farm businesses, occupa-
tions, and professions utilizing
agricultural skills.

Occupations in Farm1ProductIon
Farmers 'and farm workers ac-

counted for over 95 f all
farm employment-in 1976. Althoup
most farmers and farm workers are
engaged in growing crops, over I mil-
lion raise livestock, Because activity
on many farms is seasonal, some
farm employees work 3 months or

Agriculture, 19760,

t

4% of tot! employment
In all Industries
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less during the year. This' seasonality
of farm production enables many
small farm owners te hold another
job- while working their farms part
time.

Although ,employment on most
farms is limited to the farm operator
and one or two family workers -or
hired employees, large farms often
have 100 full-time workers or .more.
Some of these are in nonfarm occu-
pations, such as ,Suckdrivers, sales
representatives, and clerks.

Farm Operators. Three out of ev-
ery four 'farms are operated by an
owner or ten wat farmer (D.O.T.
409.181): The rgnainder. are run by
hired farm managers or partners. Th
specific tasks a farm operator ust
do are determined by ,the type of
farm he or she runs, but, in general,
farmers are responsible for planning,
tilling, planting, fertilizing, cultivat-
ing, and harvesting crops. Those who
raise livestock must feed and care for
their animals and keep barni, pens,
milking parlors, and other farm
buildings clean. Farmers alsoc-por--
form various other tasks, ranting
from setting up and operating a_

chinery to erectinglances and Wields.
The size of the farMbYten determines
which of these tasks operators will
handle themseves. Operators of
large farms have employees do much
Of the physical work that small farm
operators do themselves.

In addition to the physical work
that farm operators must do or ar-
ranw to have done, they also must
man' the management decisions re-
quired of modern 'agricultural pro-
duction. Farm operator must care-
fully plan the combination of crop/0
they grow so that if the price of one
crop goes down they will have suffi-
cient income from another to make
up for it. Also, prices of crops and
livestock change from one month to
another, and farmers who plan ahead.
may be able to store their crops or ,

7
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keep their livestock to take advan-
tage of better prices later in the year.
. Farm operators make other impor-
tant management decisions, such as
determining when to seed, fertilize,
cultivate, and harvest. After harvest-
ing, they make sure that products are
packaged, loaded, and delivered
promptly to ,market. If necessary,
they,secure loans from credit agen/

-cies to finance the purchase of ma-
chinery, fertilizer, livestock, and
feed. They also keep financial rec-
ords of the farm operation, and train
and supervise family and hired work-
ers in the tale of equipment and per-
formance, of farm chores.

Tenant farmers rent their land. Al-
though they often manage their farm
operations, they sometime consult
the, land owner or hire manager
when deciding what o plant or
scheduling the harve Tenant farm-
ers also supervise t e work of family
and hired labore . Although tenant
farmers gene y provide their n
machinery; 1- estock, seed, an fer-
tilizer, un r special agreements -the
land ow r may furnish one or more
of the Most tenant farm operators
turn ver an agreed-upon percentage
of crop to the land owner for the

e of the land. Others may pay a flat
yearly rent to the land owner.

.Farm laborers and farm labor su-
pehisors. Very few farms today can
be run by only one,person. In 1976,
apProsigiately 975,000-hired work-

-.ers, 40,606 family wo'rkers, and
10,0007.farm laboi supervisors were
employed on farms.

thatmany farms, especially those
that rely on a feW family workers or
hired employees, farm laborers per-
form a' variety of duties. For exam-
ple, farm hands (D.O.T. 421.883) on
a farm devoted to diversified agricul-
tureinay care for livestock and crops
as well as maintain structures and
equipment.

Livestock generally require a great
deal of attention on a , day-to-day
basis. Farm hands must mix feed and
additives, and fill feed and water
troughs. They clean barns and animal
pens and check livestock regularly
for jsigns of disease or infection. Of-
ter( farm -hands must vaccinate live-
stock, such as cattle and poultry,
against diseases or spray them with
insecticides to protect against harm-

ful parasites. Also-, farm hands on
dairy farms must clean a._-id milk cows
twice a day.

In contrast, hands on crop farms
have duties 'that vary with the sea-
sons.

Before seeding, they must prepare
the soil by plowing, harrowing, and
fertilizing. Once the crops are par-
tially grown, .they cultivate fields to
loosen soil and reduce the number of
weeds. Often, crops are sprayed to
control weeds, harmful insects, and
fungi. Farm hands also assist in har-
vesting, and storing, packing, and
transporting crops.

Many of the tasks performed by
farm hands require the use of ma-
chinery, such as milking machines,
hay balers, and cotton pickers. In ad-
dition to setting up and operating
machinery, hands maintain and clean
it and may do minor repairs, if neces-
sary. Also, they maintain and repair
farm structures, including barns,
fences, and irrigation systems.

Farm hands generally perform
some, or all, of these duties regard-
less of farm location or what crops
are grown. However, many types of
crops require special attention. For
example, a farm hand working in an
orchard (D.O.T. 404.883) may have
to transplant seedlings, prune fruit
trees, thin im,Tature fruit to improve
quality, and prop up overloaded
branches.

Other farm laborers may perform
specialized job duties depending Orr
the location of the farm. In areas
where rain is insufficient, .frrigators
(D.O.T. 422.887) wateocrops by
controlling the flow of water from
irrigation ditches, through gates or
portholes, to the fields. They also op-
erate portabiF sprinkling systems that
pump water 'through pipes spread on
the ground, and move the pipes from
One area of the field to another.

Farms such as -those producing
fruit or vegetables often need a large
number j)f workers to harvest their
crops. These farms employ laborers
with more specialized job duties. For
instance, if produce is packed on the
farm to prepare it for shipment, then
Produce sorters (D.O.T. 529.687)
and produce packers (D.O.T.
920.887) will be employed. Other
laborers may spend most of their
time operating a particular piece of
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machinery. Still others may be full-
.3ime maintenance workers.

When many workers are employed
in specializtd jobs, farm labor super
visors (D.O.T. 429.131) are needed
to coordinate work'activities such as
planting, cultivating, and ha'rveiting.
They schedule thew prk of crews and

hireh re additional Minds, especially
during the harvesting season. Farm
labor supervisors also teach new em-
ployees how to use machinery and
tools and keep records of production
and crop conditions. (For additional
information on r supervisors, see
the statement on. b ue-co r worker
supervisors, eleswhere in the Hand-
book.)

Places of Employment

Some farming done in nearly
every county in the. United States,
but more than one-third of all farms
are in the follotving States: Texas:
Missouri, Iowa, North Carolina, Illi-
nois, Kentucky, and Tennessee.
Thus, employment of farm operators
is concentrated in 'these StMes.
Farms in some of these States, how-
ever, are smaller on the average than
those in other areas of the country,
and more than orie-third of all farm
products are raised in Iowa, Califor-
nia, Texas, Illinois, and Kansas.

Often the topography of the land
And the climate of an area determine
the type ;arming that is done. For
exam wheat,, corn, find .othey
grains are mos! 'efficiently .grOw n. on -,
large, flat farms on which large and
sophisticated machinery can be best,
used. Thus, rese crops are ideal for
the Plains States of Kansas3 Nebraj-
ka, Iowa, and Illinois. Other States .

such as Wisconsin, Minnesota, and
New, York have rolling hills, suffi-
*dent rainfall to provide good pas-
tures, and denser populations, and
thus' smaller farms that are ideal for
grazing dairy herds. Cliinate is the
main reason why crops which require
longer growing seasons, such as cot-
ton, tobacco,and peanuts, are grown
chiefly in the South.

About three-fifths of all farmers
and farm workers are employed rais-
ing craps; the remainder raise cattle,
hogs, sheep, and poultry.

Raising fruits and vegetables,
which must be picked and packaged
by hand, generally requires a large
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number o.f employees during the har-
vesting.season. Thus many hired la-
borers work on these farms on a sew.
ional basis. About one-half of all
commercial vegetables grown in the
United States are produced in Cali -
fornia, and large' amounts of fruits
and vegetables also are grown in Tex-
as and Florida. Two-fifths of all farm
labOr supervisors and one -third of all
hired farm laborers are employed in
these three States.

Much of the work on farms that
produce animals and dairy products
is on a day-to-day basis,' so these
farms often rely on the farm operator
and several unpaid family laborers to

. do most of the work. Unpaid family
workers and farm operators also pro-
vide most of the labor on farms that
produce crops, such as wheat, Corn,
or cotton, that can be machine har-
vested and _packaged without dam-
age. Therefore, only a small number
of hired farm laborers and almost no
farm labor .supervisors are employed
in the regions that produce these
farm prodts.

Training, Other Ouallficationi;
and Advancement

Modern farming is very costly and
usually requires a large initial invest-
ment. The prices of farmland, fertil-
izer, hybrid seeds, and other resourc-
..es needed by farmers have risen'
dranitically-over the palit cie'cade.
Also,. more expensive machinery- is1-
needed today to farm efficiently. To'
obtain the financing necessary to get
started in. farming, prospective farm-
ers must be able to show that they'are
well trained and knowledgeable in
their field.

Growing up on a family farm and
participating in farming programs for
young people, such as the Future
Farmers of America or the 4-H
Clubs, is still an important source of
training for tomorrow's farmers.
However; because of the complex-
ities of modern scientific farming and
the need to keep up with advances in
farming methods, an increasing num-
ber of young farmers find it desirable
to receive additional training at a 2-
or 4-year college of agriculture. Also,
a degree in agriculture is almost es-
sential for persons who wish to farm
but who have not had the advantage
'
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of living or working on a farm in their (year to suburbanization, and in many
youth. areas of the country farmland for sale

Most colleges of agriculture offer is scarce.' The scarcity of available
major programs of study in areas land and the large cost of getting
such as dairy science, crop science, started in farming, may make it nec-
agricultural economies, horticulture, essary for a beginning farmer to s
and animal science. Also, colleges out as a hired hancton a nearby rm,
usually offer special 'programs of or as a tenant farmer for a land, own-
study concerning products that are er who supplies the machinery, seed,
important to the 'area in which they and fertilizer in return for a percent-
are located, such as grain science age of the crop. Hired hands and ten-
programs at colleges in the Plains ant farmers may later find jobs as
States. farm managers or one' day becafne

In addition to the knowldlike of owners of their own farms:

rt

agricultural practices that farming Oppoitunities for advancement for
requires, a wide variety of building, farm laborers are very limited; how -
maintenance, and business skills of- ever, they may advallCe to become
ten are needed on farms. On corpo- farm labor supervisors and a few may
rate farms and on large, established, have the opportunity to become
family farms, there 'may be many working farm managers, tenant farm-
workers, each supplying a particular ers, or to one day own their own
skill. However, beginning farmers farms.
may wish to supply as much labor as
possible to the operation of the farm Making the. Decision to Farm

in *der to hold down costs, so it Farming may be the ideal career
often is helpful for them to have for people who enjoy working out-
these other skills. The carpentry doors and being their own bosses.
skills needed to erect or repair fences The desire to live in a rural area,
and farm buildings may be learned in away from urban congestion, also
courses at vocational schools, 'as can may be an important consideration in
farm machinery maintenance and re- choosing farming as an occupation.
pair. Sound business practices can be However, farming is a very demand-
learned through high sch of courses ing career, and only persons with a
in bokeeping, and the owiedge great deal of initiative and a sense of
of financial management, account- responsibility can expect to be suc-
ing, and tax accounting that is almost cessful.
essential to today's farmer can be ob- Farmers often must work long
taited through college courses. .hours. A 6- or 7-day _workweek is ,s

In, contrast to the extensive and commcin during busy' seasons and
.varied training needed to be a farm the rule on certain° types of farms,
operator, most farm laborers, such as such as dairy and livestock farms.
field and livestock workers and pck- Farmers should be willing to try new

antly
duce

training. ;heir crops or raise their, liv stock
Some farm laborers on large farms more efficiently. FarMers al must
perform more specialized j.s, such have enough technical knowledge of
as machine operator, for which limit- crops and growing conditions and
ed experience may be helpful, but plant and animal diseases to be able
previous experience and training are to make decisions that insure the
riot necessary.

Farm laborers and farm operators sucessful operation of their farms.

should be in excellent physical condi- They also must have the managerial

tion. Physical stamina and strength skills necessary to organize and oper-
ate a business. Mechanical aptitfideare important to farm workers, since

they must often work long days on and the ability to work with tools of
their feet or stooped over under the all kinds
hot sun; and they may be required to the operato
lift and carry heavy objet, such as ten must m
hay bales, or to restrain animals. chinery or

Over 1.5 million acres of farmland knowledge
in the United States are lost each keeping

inghouse workers, learn their
a matter of hours on the
require little or no outsid

s in processes and adapt,- to con
rm and Changing technologies to pr

so are valuable skills for
f a small farm who' of-
ntain and repair ma-

f rm structures. A basic
f accounting and book-

an be helpful in keeping



financial records, and a knoWledge of
credit sources is essential.

Both the average size of farms and
the price of farmland have increased
greatly in recent years, thus consider -
ably raising the cost of buying-a farm.
Therefore. young people interested
in farming may wish to start by farm-
ing part of a relative's farm or by
leasing land from an absentee owner.
However, even if the beginning farm-
ertoes not purchase land and build-
ings, financing is generally necessary
to purchase livestock, seed, feed, fer-
tilizer, and machinery.

The Federal Land Bank is the larg-
est source of credit for farmers. In
addition, many commercial banks
and savings and loan institutions, es-
pecially those in rural areas, and
many life insurance companies, ex-
tend credit to farmers. Also, the
Farmers Home' AdministratiVii ex-
tends credit for purchasing farnis and
paying for yearly operating costs to
people who have been unable to ob-
tain loans from any other source.

Employment Outlook

Employment in the agriculture in-.

dustry is expected to continue to de-
cline thro,,ugh the mid-I 980's, as the
trend toward fewer but larger farms
continues. FeS.y.er farms means fewer
farm operators, and as farms become
larger, the addiltnal use of more and

larger machinery makes it unneces-
pry to hire more farm laborers.

Beginning farmers w,ho wish to
grow .crops such as grain crops or
cotton, which often are profitably
produced on farms of 1,000 acres in
larger; will find extremely limited op-
portunities, since- farms of this size
rarely are available for purchase, and
those that are cost a great deal. Be-
ginning farmers,simuld find more op-
portunities to get started in a type of
specialty farming that requires less
land, and in which'they have an ex-
pertise. For eNample, a successful
family dairy farm may require only
100-160 acres of pasture and crop-
land. Specialty crops such as toma-'
toes, strawberribs, or watermelons
may be profitably grown on even
smaller farms usisig-intensified farin-
ing methods.

Opportunities for beginning farm-
ers may be, best in rural areas in the
Eastern and Southern regions where
there are many small farms. How-
ever, many farms on the fringes of
metropolitan areas in .these regions
are being lost each year, to suburban-
ization, and thus the price of this
farmland should continue to in
crease.

Employment of farm laborers will
decline as the number of farms de-
clines and as machinery replaces
much of the 'work that laborers now
do. For example, an improved hybrid

I

Even
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tomato has been developed that has
hard skin and can be machine liar-
%;ested without damaging the toma-
toes. Now one machine can do the
harvesting work that formerly re-
quired many hrq laborers. .*

As thq, cost :bf farming increasea,
fewer individuals will be able to af-
ford the initial investment needed to,
get started in fanning, and the num-
ber of large corporate and partner-
ship farms that employ more workers
per farm will increase. Since these
types of farms usually are operated
by farm managers, employment of
farm manaers is eNpected to in-
crease about as fast as the average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's, and beginning farmers may
find opft rtunities iii this field.

Earr rigs and Working
Conditions

No information is currently avail-
able ,on the 'average earnings of farin
operators. Earnings of farm opera-
tors vary greatly from year to year
and by type and size of farm. Pries
Of many farrri products fluctuate
greatly depending on weather condi-
tions which determine the amount
and quality of products that a pro-l'

duced. A farm Oat shows a arge
profit in one year may show a I ss in
the. following year.

Farmiaboters are generally among
the lowest paid workers; in 1976
average hourly earnings of all hired

'farm torkers were only $2.66. In
comps on, average hourly earnings
of all production workers in private
nonagricultural industries were
$4.87 in the same year. Average
wage rates for hired farm workers
ranged, from $2.47 an houf for field
and livestock workers to $4.39 an
hour for farm labor supervisors. In
general, workers paid on a piece-rate
basis earned more than those who
received a straight hourly wage.. In
addition to their wages, some hired
farm workers receive room and
board allowances; however, almost
nci, farm workers receive benefits
such as paid vacations, sick leave, or
health benefits.

Many types of agriculture are very
seasonal in nature and many farm
operators and farm laborers on crop
farms may have to work from sunup ..
to sundown during the planting and

A



Over 1 million farmersend turn woOkers raise livestock.

harvesting seasons. Farm workers of-
ten work fewer than'6 to 7 months a
year on the farm, and, while many
can find off-farm enaployment, oth-
ersare ofteli unable' to find outside
employment' during the winter.months;

On farms on which 'animals are
ised for meat or dairy products,:tbe

work is distributed more evenly
throughout the year. However, these
firms .cannot be left unattended,

_ since animals must be fed and wa-
ared, regularly, and cows must be;
milked twice daily. Owners and op-
erators of these farms may rarely get
the chance to travel.

or many people, living ot..fagm
or i rural` area is an = attractive al-

, ternativ the fast-pacedyife of a
metropolitanearea. Howe*, farm
work can be extremely hazardous.
Each year Twiny farm workers suffer
debilitating injuries from farm ma-
chinery. Also, farm workers are sub-
ject to illnesses and diseases from
handling and breithing in dangerous
pesticides and chemicals and from
-handling crops that have been
sprayed with insecticides. In addition
to these problems, health care in ru-
ral areas sometimes it inadequate or

ly
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Many occupations in the agricul-,
tural services industry are well-sukted
to individualswho enjoy'working
withanimals. These occupations vary -_

greatly in skill requirements; from
_ professions requiring *lege training

to jobs that may be learned in atew
days'or by merely growing up on a--
farm and observing the tasks being
performed,;,.

Veterinarians (D.O.T. 073.081)
provide health care services to live-
stock and small pets. They inspect
livestock at public.stOckyards and at
points of entry into the United States
to keep diseased animals out of the
country and prevent the spread of
disease. They also dminister tests
for animal diseases, conduct pro-
grams for disease eradication, and
carry ou; research to develop vac-.
clues for disease cantrolf.(Veterinar-
ians are dis'cus'sed' in more detail else
where in the Handbook.) Animal
breeders (D.O.T. 419.181).usielheir
knowledge of genetics and ranch or
dairy management to: develop im-
proved breeds ofInimals that will be
more productive. They conduct tests
,on new -)Steeds of livestock to deter-'
mine growth rites for beef cattle and
milk productil;n for daiiry cattle.
Breeders -also Maintain &cords tn
offspring of new 'Ipreeds- with an aniz
mal breeding association or on their
own. Astifteial-breeding technicitins
(D.O.T. 467.384)- and artificial in-
seminators (D.O.T.-467.384) collect
semen from male livestock such as
bulls and rams, and artififially imp-
pregnate co%Gs and ewes. .These
workers may be employed by animal
breeding associations or by artificial
breeding distributors (D.O.T.
180.168) who manage insemination
distributorships.

Several occupations in livestock
services may be learned more easily .
Cow testers employed by dairy herd
improvement associations travel
from farm to farm to test the milk
from eadh cow in a herd for acidity
and butterfat content and record the
results. Cattle dehorners remove the
horns from cattle to prevent injuries
to other: animals in the herd, and'
often provide castrating and vaccina-
ting services, as well. Poultry hatch-
eries employ several types of animal
caretakers to vaccj.wate poultry,
place eggs on tramilf incubators, and

too expensive to meet the'needs!of
farm workers.- %

Many farm laborers, especially,1
those in California, are represented
by the United Farmvorkers Union
(UFW), and others and represenled
by the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehouse-
merpand Helpers. Many of them are
members of local and regions oop-
eratives that enable the reduce
the cost err supplie and also to
market-their products.

Agricultural Service Occupations
The agritultral services industry

offers careerrin hundreds of occupa-
tions, many requiring specialized
skills or the ability to operate farm,
equipment. In 1976, approximately
250,000 people provided Crop and
animal services to far hers and farm
cooperatives. Most worked for small
companies or were self-employed.
Although - about half of these people
are employed. as &borers; many oth-
ers work in professional occupations,
such as veterinarians or agricultural
acientists. Others work as managers,
agricultural technicians, writers, me-
chanics, machine operativet, clerks,
and secretaries.

6L5
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care for baby. chicks being used in
experimental tests.

In addition to workers who supply
animal services, others provide cus,
tom crop services' or other general
crop services, often on a contract ba-
sis. Although most crop services are
provided by self- employed individ-
uals or *hall businesses with 10 or
fewer employees, larger service b_u,si-
n'esses employ people with profes-
sional and,technical skills, as well as
laborers and machine operators: Pro-
feSsional managers are needed to di- .

rectthe work of employeesas well as
manage the business. Also, profes-
sional farm managers, who are gener-
ally college trained, provide farm
management services to absentee
land owners and their tenants. "hey
schedule the plowing, fertilizing,
planting, cultivating, and harvesting
of fields, and the marketing of crops
and livestock. Often they work for
businesses which specialize_ in sup-
plying these services; however, some
are self-eMployed.

Other occupations in this field re-
quire technicallskills or specialized
equipment, but can be learned
through technical training, on-the,
job training, Or training in another
job. For example, agricUltural pilots
(D.O.T. 196.283) and their assistants
mix agricultural .chemicals and apply
them awhile flying airplaneeor heli-
copters over fields at low altitudes.
They also seed an increasing number
of fields from the air. Also, some air-
plane mechanics are employed to re- U
pair and .Maintain agricultural' air-
craft;

Jobs in AgribusinessIn contrast to those occupations

hours andy6 or 7days a week during
the busy eason.

Farm labor contractors and crew
leaders also require no special train
ing. However, they must establish
contacts with farmers and farm man-'
agers to whom they supply farm la-
borers, especially harveSt jaborers,
on a contract basis at speoffied times
of the year. (Farm laborers employed
by contractors and crew leaders re-
ceive better social security coverage
by having only one eniployer).
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fieldthose that best represent the'
different types of work available. See.
the "Sources.of Additional Ihforma-

7Lion' pcirtion of this statement for a,
guide to other materials on specific
agribusiness jobs.

Sources of Additional
Illormation

The most significant t sojrces of in-
formation and guidance available to
farmers are the services provided by
the land-grant colleges and universi-
ties and the U.S. Department of Agri-'
culture, Washington, D.C. 20250,
These services include research, pub-
lication, teaching, and extension
work. The county agricultural agent
is often the best contact for the°
young.person seeking advice and as-
sistance in farming. The Farmers'
Home AdMinistration system of su-
pervised credit is one example Of,
credit facilities combined with a form
of extension teaching. Organized
groups, such as the Future Farmers
of America and the 4-H Clubs, also
furnish valuable training to young
farm people.

For information about opportuni-
ties in off-farm activities, contact in-
dividual colleges of agriculture or the
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250. a

that require professional or technical
training, farm servicelaborers work
in occupations that may be entered.
merely by having the necessary
equipment or by being familiar with
farm operations. For example; grain
elevator operators who have grain
drying equipment may provide grain
drying and storage services, and agri-
cultural chemical dealers may pro-
vide fertilizer hauling and spreading
and crop dusting services. Sometimes
farmers with special equipment sup-
plement their incomes by providing
corn shelling, has baling, threshing,
or other services ib farmers in their
area. -Employees of seasonal service

,businesses often must work long

iittgribusiness occupations, broadly
speaking, are those in off-farm set-
tings- that demand agricultural
knowledge or skills. Some can 'be
learned in 'a few days by persons who
have lived or worked in rural areas or
on farms. Others require training in

',technical schools, junior colleges,
colleges and universities, from a few
months duration to as long as several
years. Although all industries offer
some agribusiness jobs; they tend t
be concentrated in the manufactur-
ing, trade, agricultural services, and
government. sectors.

Since agribusiness occupations are
so varied and numerous, this section
deals only with selected jobs in the

Professional and Technical Occu-
pations in Agribusiness. One of the
oldest areas of professional work in
agribusiness involves collecting;

. compiling, and analyzing data.
Workers in these jobs have titles that
reflect theparticular settink in which
they are.employed; most are agricul,
tural accountants, marketing special-
ists, ane'agricultural economists or
statisticians.

'Agricultural accountants prepare
,and analyze financial reports that
managers us to.make important de-
cisions. They may specialize in tax
matters, such as preparing income
tax forms and "advising farm manag-
ers and operators about' the tax ad-
vantages and disadvantages of busi-
ness' decisions. ACcountants
employed by hardware and farm sup-
ply retail businesses, such as dairy
equipment stores and farm machin-
ery stores, often need a knowledge of
agriculture to perform their jobs.

Agricultural marketing specialists
survey wholesalers, retailers, . and
consumers; analyze data on products
and salts; and prepare sales forecasts
that businesses use to make decisions
relating to product design and adver-
tising. The results of their research
are used by food processing compa-.
nies to create food products that con-
sumers will buy, and by.agricultural
suppliers to develop products for'
agribusiness and industrial firms.
Marketing specialists also work for
commodity brokerage firms, farm or-
ganizations, cooperative marketing
and purchasing organizations, and
research division's of the Federal
Government.

Agricultural economists (D.O.T.
.050.088) deal with problems related
to production, financing, pricing, and
marketing of farm products. They
provide information to policymakers,
agribusinesses, farmers, and other
sectors 'of the agriculture industry.
Many work for the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, developing cost-
benefit analyses for evaluating farm
programs at the national, State, and
local levels. As part of their analysis,
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economists I study the effects of
mechanization and technological ad-
vances, for example, on the supply

I of and demand for farm produCts and
the resulting impact on costs and
prices. Others work for farm lending
institutions, such as rural banks, The
Farmers Home Administration, The
Federal Land Bank, and insurance
companies that make lo4ns to farm-
ers, determining the "feasibility of
loan programs and individual loans.
Many agricultural economists also
work for businesses which manufac-
ture products and provide services
for farmers, such as farm equipment.
Still others work for agribUsiness
firms that market agricultural prod-

, ucts at both retail and wholesale lev-
els. Agricultural conoirnists who
have advanced degrees may teachat
colleges and universities. There also
are opportunities for agricultural
economists in the Foreign Service,
conducting research to imPrrove the
productivity of agriculture aboard:

A more recent, but expanding,
field in agriculture is agricultural"
communications. Persons employed
in this area perform the vital job of
keeping farmers, consumers, and
others concerned with the agricul-
ture industry abreast of current de-
velopments in fairm technolOgy, re-
search, and consumer products.
Crop reporters and market news re-
porters are employed by the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture iryfield off-lc-

. es throughout the United States.
Crop reporters gather information on
crop production throughout the
growing season. Market hews, report-
ers collect information on the move-
ment of produce from the farm to the
market.

Other agricultural journalists, such
as reporters and editors, collect farm
news and data for publication in farm
journals, magazines, bulletins, and
for broadcast. Some may have job
titles; s h as livestock editor, that
reflect t eir area of special knowl-
edge.*Agr ltural journalists also are
employed as farm directors for radio
and television broadcast stations In
farming areas to report on prices:\
sales, crop conditions, and other ag-
ricultural informatioh of importdnce
to faffn residents. Still others are em-

-ployed in commegications depart-
ments of agribusiness firms to devel;

op advertisements and public
relations bulletins. .

Agricultural education is an im-
pbrtant and growing area of employ-
'ment of professional workers in the
field of agriculture. Because 'of e
constant changes in produ o-
cesses and technological innovations
in farming, teachers are a vital link
between agricultural researgchers and

-
atfuture farmers. School teach rs

(D.O.T. 091.228) in vocational H
culture-- instruct secondarY school
and adult education classes in farm
management, agricultural produc-
tion, agricultural supplies and servic-
es, operation and repair * of farm
equipment and structures, inspection
and Processing of farm products, and
ornamental horticulture. An increas-
ing number of 2-year programs that
require 'trained educators are taught
at junior colleges. Colleges and uni-
versities employ many agricultural
professors to teach as well as to do
research and publish their findings.

Cooperative extension service work-
ers (D.O.T. 096.128) also do educa-
tionarwork in fields such as agricul-
tural production and home
economics and may conduct agricul-
tural educational programs through
youth groups such as the 4-H Clubs.

Another very important area of
agriculture involves scientists who
conduct research vital to the devel-
opment of more productive plants
ancl\animals, and better food prod-
ucts for' consumers. Although agri-
cultural researchers are employed in
almost ..alt 'sectors of the economy,
the largest concentrations are in gov-
ernment agencies. The U.S Depart-
ment of Agriculture employs re-
searchers in various parts of the
country, including Washington,
D.c., the Agricultural Research Cen-
'ter at Beltsville, Md., and at land
grant colleges. State agricultural, ex-
periment stations employ research-
ers, as do other government agencies
such as the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration. Still other agricultural scien-
tists do research at private colleges
or far agribusiness firms, such as
food processors, fertilizer and agri-.
cultural chemical manufacturers,
and manufacturers of feed, seed, and
farm equipment. ,

The following list of occupations is'
not complete, but is a representative
sample of agricultural researchers.
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Many of these occupations a
cussed in more detail elsewhere in
the Handbook (see index).

Agronomists (0.0.T. 040.081)
conduct experithents in field crop
problems and develop new methods
of growing crops to make farming
more efficient, obtain higher'yields,
and improve quality. They study
methods of planting, cultivating, and
harvesting field crops such as cereals,
grains, legumes, grasses, cotton, and
tobacco. They also study the effect of
various climates on crop production.

Plant pathologists (D.O.T.
041.08 I) study the causes of plant
diseases to develop methods to con-
trol noxious weeds, insect pests, and
plant- diseasei.

Plant physiologists (D.O.T.
041.081) study the structure of
plahts and factors which affect their
growth, such as -respiration, metabo-
lism, and reproduction. They also are
concerned with methods of improv-
ing the storage life of fruip and vege-
tables.

Geneticists (D.O.T. 041.081) try
to develop strains, varieties, breeds,
wind hybrids of plants and animals
'that are better suited than those pres-
ently available for the production of
food and fiber.

MitGbiologists (D.O.T. '041.081)
study bacteria 'and other microorga-
nisms to better understand their rela-
tion to human, plant, and anima
health, and learn how these microor-
ganisms function in the production of
vitamins, antibiotics, amino acids, al-
cohols, and sugars.

Animal physiologists (D.O.T.
041.081) study the functions of var-
ious parts of the bodies of livestock.

Animal scientists (D.O.T. 040.081)
are concerned with production and
management' of farm apimals..They
conduct research in the select n,
breeding, feeding, and market' g of
farm animals and develop i roved
methods of housing, sanitation, and
parasite and diseasg. control. Some
are ,called animal nutritionists, and
specialize in finding feed require-
ments that will maximize production
and develing new livestock atid
poultry feeds.
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Entomologists (D.O.T. 041.081)
*study beneficial and harmful insects.
They identify the populations and
distributions of insects' that injure ag-
ricultural products during growth,
shipping, storage, processing, and
distribution...Their research.is,direct
ed toward finding ways to control
harmful insects and manage benefi-
cial ones.

Hpttnan nutritionists (D.O.T.
077A28).study the means by which
the body utilizes foods and nutFients,
and their relation to health and dis-
ease. They also study social, econom-
ic, and cultural aspects of food to
determine how the diets of people
may be improved.

Seed analysts (D.O.T. 040.381)
conduct tests on samples of seeds to
determine their rate of germination,
purity, and noxious weed content.

Agriculture chemists (D.O.T.
022.081) co duct research to im-
prove crop ieid and peomote soil
conservation. Theydevelop chemical
compounds for use in controlling in-
sects, weeds, fungi, and rodents.
They also perform experiments to
determine proper usage of fertiliters
and investigate the problems of nitro-
gen fixation in soils.

Food chemists (D.O.T. 022.081)
such as dairy products chemists' and
cereal chemists develop new foods,
food preservatives, and similar prod-
ucts. They study how various meth-
ods of preserving foods affect nutri-
ent content and ,taste, and test food
samples to ensure that they meet
government standards for quality and
purity.

Soil scientists (D.O.T. 040.084)
study the physical, chemical, and

-biological characteristics and behav-
ior of soils and claSsify them accoi-d-
ing to a national system. They deter-
mine the ability of various soils to
produce certain crops.

Rural sociologists (D.O.T.
054.088) study the structure and
functions of social institutions, such
as customs, practices, and laws, that
are a part of rural society and thus
affect farm residents. z

In addition to these agricultural
researchers and scientists, agricultur-
al engineers (D.O.T 013.081) devel-
op the physical layout of farms, such

as the placement of barns, sheds,.and
irrigation systems, used to carry out
production. Many agricultural engi-
neers work for manufacturers of
farm implements and machinery, de-
signing equipMent that enables farm-

._ers to increase_their production, Oth-
ers deSign improved farm structures,
such as dairy barns or irrigation sys-
tems, and some work for electric util-
ity companies 'developing efficient
methods_ of utilizing electric power
on farms and in food processing. Still
others are employed by the Federal
Government in soil and water man-
agement. Agricultural engineers with'
advanced degrees may also teach at
colleges-and universities.

In addition to the many agricul-
ture-related professional occupations
for which a college degree is neces-
sary, there are a number of occupa-
tions of a technical nature that do not
always require college training. Of-
ten, praaticalwork experience is suf-
fidient to qualify a person for a job in
these fields, although college training
may be required of persons without
work experience.

One important group of these
occupations is made up of inspectors
and graders of .agricultural products.
Meat and poultry inspedtors are em-
ployed by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and by many of the State
departments of agriculture. They
work under the supervision of veter-
inarians and inspect meat and poul-
try slaughtering, processing, and
packaging operations to insure that
proper sanitation is maintained
throughout all phases of processing.
They also inspect meat additives and
make sure that processed meats are
labeled correctly.

Agricultural commodity graders
(D.O.T. 168.287) inspect samples of
agricultural products to, determine
their quality and grade, and then is-
sue grading certificates. They gener-
ally specialize in the inspection and .
grading of one particular commodity,
such as eggs, vegetables, fresh fruits,
dairy products, or grain. Grain in-
spectors inspect large quantities of
grain for the presence of parasites,
spoilage, or impurities, such as
weeds. They also inspect ships for
sanitation prior to loading for trans-
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port: Most grain inspectors are em-
ployed by Federal and State agen-
cies; however, some also are
employed by large buyers of grain,
such as breweries.

Cotton classers (D.O.T. 469.387)
use the standards for various grades
of cotton established by the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture to classify
cotton samples on the basis of color,
fiber length, and presence of impuri-
ties. Tobacco graders (D.O.T.
329.687) examine the size, color,
and texture of tobacco at auctions
and certify the quality according to
the Federal classification sy tem.
Some are employed at tobacan c pro-
cessing plants, and use less mplex
grading systems.

Persons with technical skills relat-
ed to agriculture also are employed
in a variety of positions to assist agri-
cultural and biological research sci-
entists in conducting experiments.
Bial technicians work primarily
in 1 boratories in which biological
scientists are engaged in research,
development, control, and testing of
the chemical and biological proper-
ties of crops. Agricultural techni-
cians generally work in fields and
other experimental areas, such as
greenhouses, barns, or growth
houses. They assist agricultural sci-
entists in experiments conducted un-
der actual growing conditions:

Research technicians may perform
a varity of duties.. For example, they
generally are responsible for prepar-
ing human subjects, animals, insects,
plants, soils, and food samples for
tests. Other responsibilities include
setting up and adjusting instruments
and equipment, conducting experi-
ments, and tabulating and recording
data. Additional duties; such as car-
ing for laboratory animals, may be .
part of the job in some areas ofipe-
cialization; technicians employed at
Federal research facilities may spe-
cialize in microbiology, biochemis-
try, laboratory animal, animal sci-
ence, plants, insects, or soils.,

Other Jobs in Agribusiness: In ad-
dition to the ,many professional and
technical jobs that require a knowl-
edge of and training in agriculture,
many industries that supply raw ma-
terials to farmers and process and
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distribute agricultural products em-
ploy persons in urban as well as rural
areas: .While some of these people
Work in occupations that require
some agriculture- related training,
others work in jobs that are nonagri-

'-;'-' - cultural. Together. with agricultural
production, these industries make up
an efficient food production and dis-
tribution system. This section will
briefly discuss some of the career op-
portunities available in this system, in
both rural and urban areas.

Many farmers are members of lo-
cal and regional cooperatives. By
joining cooperatives, farmers can
buy many of their supplies, such as
seeds, feeds, and fertilizers, as well as
food and household goods, in large
volumes and thus at lower wholesale
pricel: In, addition, cooperatives pro-
vide marketing services so that indi-
vidual farmers do not need to locate
buyers for- their products. Some also
operate local stores. Local branches
of cooperatives are found in nearly
every rural community and in many
small and medium-sized cities, al-
though regional offices of large coop-
eratives often are located in large
metropolitan areas.

Cooperatives employ persons with
many differitt skills. Stock clerks
and feed sMe. managers 'are em-
ployed in local stores. Cooperatives
also employ college-trained business
managers to operate the cbopera-
tives. Regional cooperatives employ
sales representatives, wholesalers,
and brokers to contact buyers for
large grocery chains, food processing,
firms, and agricultural exporters to
arrange contracts to sell agricultural
products. They also employ purchas-
ing agents and buyeoto arrange vol-
ume purchases of seed, feed, fertiliz-
ers,' and other supplies.

Farm eciaipment dealerships in ag-
ricultural areas employ persons in
farm-related and nonfarm occupa-
tions. Farm 9quipment dealers
(D.O.T. 277.358) must know the
needs of Farmers in their' area and
stock the latest equipment and ma-

chinery to meet those needs. Dealers
and sales workers demonstrate and
sell equipment, and farm equipmept---
mechanics service and repair the ma-
chinery that is sold. Dealerships of-
ten have parts departments and thus
employ parts sales workers. In addi-
tion, large dealerships often employ
secretarial andtaher clerIcal employ-
ees.

The agricultural chemical indus-
try, including manufacturing, distri-
bution, and application, employs
professional and technical workers
with agricultural training. Chemists,
agronomists, soil scientists, and other
professional workers, along with re-
search technicians, conduct research
to develop new fertilizers and pesti-
cides as well as to improve other
chemicals for better agricultural
uses. Many agricultural Chemicals
are sold by cooperatives; however,
retail dealerships also are found in
many small towns in farming areas.
Retail dealerships employ store nian-
agers, stock clerks, sales workers,
and clerical employees, .and large
dealerships often employ agricultural
pilots and their assistants to apply
chemicals.,

These are just some of 'the many
businesses that employ persons with
agricultural training and also offer
opportunities in nonagricultural
occupations to people in farming
areas. Over the past quarter-century
the agricultural supply and distribu-
tion system has become more
verse, and now employs persons in
most major industries, including the
'transportation, communications, and
manufacturing indiistriest

Sources of Additional
Information

Many of the occupations discdssed
in this section are described in more
detail -elsewhere in the Handbook.

Opportupities in Research. Additional
inforMation on research opportuni-
ties at land-grant colleges may be ob-
tained from the dean of agriculture at
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the State land-grant college. Infor-
mation on emplbyment in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture is avail-
able from the USDA recruitment
representatives at land-grant colleges'
and from, the Office of Personnel,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington,. D.C. 20250.

The following publication will be
valuable:
Careers in Agriculture and Natural Resources

Agriculture. American Association of
Land-Grant Colleges and State Universi-
ties, Washington. D.C. Copies can be ob-
tained free from State agricultural colleg-
es.

Opportunities in Agricultural Ft=
nonce: For information about em-
ployment opportunities in agricultur-
Ofinance, contact:"
Farm 'Credit Administration.

D.C. 20578.
Washington,

Farmers Home Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
20250. ,

Agricultural-Director, American Bankers As-
sociation, 90 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
10016.

Opportunities with Cooperatives. Co-
operatives in the individual commu-
nitieS are a good source of informa-
tion on jobs either in their own
organizations or in Other coopera-
tives. Most States have a State coun-
cil or association of cooperativesthat
can provide information on cioopera-4
tive locations antilgsome job informa-
tion. °

Opportunities as Vocational Agricul-
turie Teachers. Prospective teachers
should contact the head teacher
trainer in agricultural education at'
the land-grant college or the State
supervisor of agricultural education
at the State department of public in--
struction'in their respective StAes.

Also, many books written on the
subject of jobs in agribusiness discuss
opportunities in much greater detail
and may be available in your loCal
high school and public libraries.



MINING AND PETROLEUM

The minim.; and petroleum, indus-
try provides most of the basic raw
materials and energy sources for in-

'clustry and consumer use. Metal
mine's provide iron, copper, gold, and
other ores. Quarrying and other non-
metallic mining yield many of the ba-
sic materials, such as limestone and
gravel for building schools, offices,
homes, and highways. Nearly all of
the Nation's energy for industrial and
persoital use comes from oil, gas, and
coal. Few prodiicts. from mines reach
the consumer in their natural state;
nearly all require flint* processing.;

The mining and petroleum indus-
try employed about 770,000 workers
in 1976. Almost half of these worked
in the exploration for and remoxal of
crude petroleum and natural A.
Coal mining accounted for ovey,one-
fourth'of the industry's workers1The
remaining workers were in Metal
mining and quarrying and nonmetal-
lic mineral mining:

As shown in the accompanying
chart.,. blue-collar workers (craft
workers and operatives) account for
nearly seven-tenths of theindustry's

. employment. Operatives is the larg-
est occupational group in the indus-
try. Included in the operative group
are oil well drillers, mining machin-
ery operators, and truck and tractor
drivers. Skilled craft workers consti-
tute the second largest occupatipnal
group. Mechanics and repairers
maintain the complex equipment and
machinery used in mining and in oil
well drilling. Many operators.. of
heavy equipment, such as powci
shovels and bulldoiers, work in open
pit mining. Large numbers of pump;
ers, gaugers, and engine workers
hold jobs in the production and
Iransportition of petroleum, and
natural gas. rSupervisors- of blue-col-
lar workers also constitute an impor-.
tant part of the craft worker group.

The industry's white-collar em-
ployees are divided among three
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occupational groupsprofessional
and technical, clerical, and manage-
rial workers. Taken together, these
groups compose the remaining three-

tenths of the industry's employment.
Professional and technical workers

are concentrated largely in petrole-,
...um and gas extraction. Most are en-

Mining and petroleum, 1976

.1% of total employment
in all industries

.Seven out Of every ten employees in the mining and
petroleum industries in .1976 were blue-collar workers

Professional technical
and.kindred

Managers and
administrator's

Clerical and
kindred

Craft

r.4%

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Operatives
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gineers, gtologists, or te nicians en-
egaged in exploration a research.
Two out of three clerics employees
work in petroleum and gas extrac-
tion. Most are secretaries, office ma-
chine operators, and typists.

Employment in the mining and -pe-
troleum industry, is expected to in-
crease faster than the average for all
industries through .the mid-1980's,
but different growth patterns are
likely within the industry. Employ-

4

e.

ment in coal miningnd in petroleum
and natural gas extraction should in-
crease rapidly as the Nation strives to
become self-sufficient in eitergy
sources. Employment in metii min -
inn also is expected to grow. Employ-
ment in quarrying and nonmetallic
mining, on the other hand, is expect-
ed to decline as laborsaving equip-
ment leads to higher output with few-
er workers.

The statements that follow provide

L
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information on employment oppor-
tunities in the, petroleum and natural
gas extraction, industry and the, coal
mining industry. More detailed infor-
mation about Many of the major
occupations in the mining and petro
leum industry also appears elsewhere
in the Handbook.
.00."

1
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COAL MINING ,

Nature'of the Indust

al .has played a tal role in the
de elopment of this tion. Original-
1 used only as a rce of heat, coal
grew rapidly as a -source .of power
with the coming of the steam engine.
By the 1.o ginning of the 20t1 century,
coal 17a become vital, not only for
heating homes and powering loco-
motives, but also as a source of ener-
gy for producing electric power and a
necessary ingredient for -making
steel. Although coal has been largely
replaced by other fuels for heating

. and traitsportation, it js used in prod-
ucts ranging from lipstick to chemi-
cals, and most importantly as a
source of electric power.
,4Coal usually is divided into two

classes, bittuninous and anthracite.
Bituminous, or "soft" coal, is the
most widely used and the most
plentiful, and for m t coal
production. Pro ion of a thra-
cite, or "hare coal, on the other
hand, is steadily declining due to
dwindling reserves and difficulty of
recovery. Otherforms of coal, such
as lignite and peat, are used in only
limited amounts.

Most of the Nation's coal is mined
in the Appalachian area that extends
from Pennsylvania through Eastern
Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, and Alabama.
Large amounts oPcoal a so re mined
in Indiana, Illinois, and in th Rocky
Mountain States.

Types of Mines

Coal is, either mined underground
or extracted from the earths surface.
Underground mines employ, most of
the workers-in the industry but pro-
duce less than half of all bituminous
coal. Surfate mining, a more produc-
tive type than qaderground mining,
employs feweriners to produce
more coal.
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The type of mine a company de-
cides to open depends on the geo-
logical formation and the depth and
location oft the coal seam. Under-
ground mines are used to reach coal
that lies deep below the surface. A
series of entries must be constructed
so 'that air, miners, and equipment
can reach the seam and coal can be
carried out. Depending on the depth
of the coal seam, the entry may be
vertical (shaft mine), horizontal
(drift mine), or at an angle (slope
mine). (See chart.) Shaft mines are
used to reach coal lying far below tlie
surface. Drift and slope mines are
usually not as far underground as
shaft mines.

After the coal scam has been
reached, nearly all underground
mines are constructed the same way.
Miners makesa network of intercon-
necting tunnels so that the mine re-
sembles a maze with passageways
going off in predetermined direc-
tions, sometimes extending over
many miles. As coal is removed, the

tunnels become longer and longer.,
Throughout .this process, a signifi-
cant anpunt of coal (pillars) is left
between the tunnels to support the
roof. When miners reach the end of
the 'company's property, they start
working back toward the entrance,
mining most of the remaining coal as
they retreat-I-Irisis .called retreat.
mining.

If the coal seam is not too far
below (road; surface mining is
practiced. Two types of surface
mines are strip and auger. At strip
mines, huge machines remove the
earth and expose the coal. Auger
mining is used to remove coal from
extremely steep hillsides. A large au-
ger (drill) bores into the hill and pulls
the coal out.

Occupations In the Industry

In 1976 about 210,000 people
worked in .the bituminous coal and
lignite mining industry. An additional
4,000 people were employed by
companies producing anthracite
coal. About 85 percent of all persons
in theft industries were production
workers who mined and processed
coal.

Mining jobs range from apprentice
miners who usually act as helpers in
-several occupations to highly skilled
and experienced miners who operate
equipment worth several hundred

Four types of bituminous coal mines

Shaft Mine Drift Mine

Surface Mine
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thousand dollars. Jobs available in a
mine vary by type and method of
mining.

Mining Occupations. Two basic
methods of mining underground
coal, conventional and continuous,
account for 95 percent of total un-
dergrOund production. A third meth-
od, longwall, -makes up most of the
remaining produCtion and is increas-
ing in importance. The hand loading
method is rarely used.

Conventional 'dining is the oldest
method and requires the most work-
ers and procedures. This type of min-
ing, however, is rapidly being phased
out. In conventional mining, the cut-
ting machine operator (D.O.T.
930.883) uses a huge electric chain
saw, with a cutter ranging in "lengtie-
from 6 to 15 feet, to cut a strip, or
kerf,' underneath the coal seam to
control the direction of the coal as it
falls after it has been blasted. Next
the drilling machine operator (D.O.T.
930.782) drills holes into the coal
where the shot firer (D.O.T.
931.281) places explosives. This
work. can be and must be
timed very carefully. The shot firer,
for example, must allow enough time
for miners to leave the area before
the blast.

After the blast, the loading ma-
chine operator (D.O.T.. 32.883 )
scoops up and, dunips the coal into
small rubber-tired cars, which are
run by the shuttle car operator
(D.O.T. 932,883). Depending on the
type of haulage system used, these
Cars take the coal to a conveyor belt
for shipment to the main entry or to

at,

the'surface, or onto mine cars that
are transported on tracks' to the sur-
face.

The continuous mining method
eliminates the drilling and blasting
operations of conventional mining.
The continuous - mining machine dp-
erator(D.O.T.930:883) sits or lies in
a Cab and operateiieirers to cut or rip
out the coal and load it directly onto
a conveyor 9r shuttle cars.

Longwall mining is basically an
extension of continuous mining. In
this method, the longwall machine
operator runs a huge machine with
drums which shear and automatically
load coal onto a conve or. At the
same time hydraulic jac renforce
the' roof. As the coal is c t and the
face progresses, the jacks hydrau-
lically wincheAforward an the roof
is allowed to cave behind.

Many other workers are required
to run a zafe and efficient under-
ground mine. Before miners are al-
lowed underground, the fire boss or
preshift examiner (D.O.T. 939.387)
inspects the work area for loose roof,
dangerous gases, and adequate veld-
lation. If safety standards are not
met, the fire boss will not allow 'the
miners to enter. The rock-dust ma-
chine operator (D.O.T. 939.887)
sprays limestone on fbe mine walls
and ground to hold down dust since
coal dust is extremely explosis%e and
interferes with breathing.

The roof bolter (D.O.T. 930.883)
operates a machine to install roof
support bolts. This operation is ex-
tremely important because of the
ever-present threat of *roof cave-ins,
the, biggest cause of mine injuries.

V23
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The stopping builder (D.O.T.
869.884) constructs doors,. walls, or
partitions in the pattageways to for
air through the tunnels to Work ng
areas. Title supervisor, 'called a f e
boss (D.O.T. 939.138), is in char
of all operations at the work site
where coal is actually mined.

Teamwork is very important in all
types of underground mining. Miners
are dependent upon each other when ,

accidents occur for first aid and, if
necessary, assistance in leaving the
mine. A simple slip around a continu-
ous mining machine, for example,
tould result in severed limbs.
^ Most surface miners operate the

large maahines that either remove
the earth above the coal or' dig and
load the coal. The number of work-
ers required to operate a surface
mine' depen on the tytles of ma-
chines used. d the amount of over-
burden abov the coal seam. The
more overburden present, the great-.
er the number of workers usually re-
quired.

In many strip mines, the overbur-
den is first dVlled and blasted. Then
the overburden, stripping operator or
dragline operator (D.O.T. 859.883)
scoops the earth away to expose the
coal. Sometimes; a dragline is so
huge and complicated to run that.a
team of persons is required to oper-
ate the levers. e

Once the overburden is removed,
the coal loading machine operator
(D.O.T. 932.883) rips coal from the
seam and loads the coal into trucks
to be driven to the preparation.plant.
In auger mines, the rotary auger op-
erator (D.O.T. 930.782) runs the ma-
chine that pulls the coal from sides of
hills. Tractor operators (D.O.T.
929.883) drive bulldozers to move
Materials or pull oat imbedded boul-
ders or other objects. Helpers assist
in operating these machines.

Other workers,, not directly in-
volved in the mining processes, work .
in and around coal mines. For exam-
ple, skilled repairers, called fitters
(D.O.T. 801:281), fix all ,types.of
mining machinery, and electricians
check and install electri al wiring.
Carpenters construct a maintain
benFhest-Jiins, and -stoppi gs. Many
methaales and electricians assemble,
Maintain, and repair the machines
used in mines. While these workers

4
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gerterally need thisame skills as their
counterparts in Other induatis, they
require additional training work
under the unusual 'conditio*in the
mines. Mechanics, for 'example, may
have to repair machines while on
their knees with only theicheadlamp
to illuminate.the working area.

/ Truckdrivers haul c'eal to railroad' sidings or preparation plants and sup-
Plies to the mine.

Preparation 'Plant Occupatio
Rocks and other. impurities muste,
removed beforek coal is ctushed,

zed, or blentidtameet the buyer's
ashes. These 0- (kisses take place at

the -

Many preparation plants are locat-
ed next to the mine. The plant's size.
and numberoof emplo-yees vary by the
amount of coal processed and degree
of mechanization. Someiplants have
all controls centrally located and re-
quire few workers to oversee all
washing, separating, and crushing
operations. Among these workers is
the preparation 'plant central control

iass .
operator (D.O.T. 549.138) who over-
sees all operations. Plants that are
not as mechanized, however, need
workers at each step, such as the
wash box att dant (D.O.T. 541.782)
and separ n tender (D.O.T.
934.885). Wash bo attendants doper-
ate equipment that sizes and sepa-
rates impurities from coal. The sepa-
ration tender operates a device that
further cleans coal with currents of
water. Most jobs in the preparation
plant are very letitive.

. .

) Administrative, Professional, Cleri.
cal, and Technical Otteitpations. A
wide range of administrative, profes-
sional, technical and clerical person-
nel worlCin the coal industry. At the v.
top of the administrative group are.
executives who mike all policy deci-
sions. A staff of specialists, such as
accountants, attorneys, and market
researchers, supply legal, technical,
and market information for deci-
sionmaking. Clerical and secr rial
workers assist the adminis rative
staff.

A variety of engineering and scien-
. tific personnel work in the coat' in-
dustry, Mining engineers (D.O.T.
010.081 and .187) examine coal
seams for depth and purity, deter-
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High-speed loading of rail cars at coal preparation plant.

mine the ty6e of mine to be built, and
supervise the construction and main-
tenance of mutes. Mechanical engi-
neers (D.O.T. 007.081, .151, .1681
and .187) oversee the installation of
equipment, suFh as centralized heat
and water sysOms, while safety engi-
neers (D.O.T. 010.081) are in charge
of all health and safety programs.

The scientific staff conducts re-
search on "means to make coal a

deafer, more efficient, and more
easily transportable energy source.
For instance, many physicists, chem-
ists, and geologists are studying feasi-
ble alternatives for converting coal
into a gas or liquid.

Other technical personnel are re- .
quired to assist scientists and engi-
neers. For example, surveyors
(D.O.T. 018.188) help map out the
mining areas. Engineering and sci-

ng engineer and supervisor discuss design oismine.



etice technicians may aisi5t in re-
search efforts.

Traltlp, Other Qualifications,
deancement

Most miners start out as helpers to
experienced 'workers and learn skills
on die job. Formal training, however,
is becoming more important dne to
the growing use of techncally
advanced machinery, and mining
methods. As a result, most compa-
nies supplement on-the-job training'

^ with formal 'programs, and actively
seek recent graduates of high school
vocational programs in Mining, or ju-
nior college or technical .school pro-
grams in mineliechnology.

M'ne technology programs are
avail le in a few colleges through-
out e country, Mostly in coal min-
ing reas. The programs lead either
4.0 a certificate in mine technology
after 1 year, or an associate degree
after 2 years. Courses cover areas
Such as mine ventilation, roof bolt-
ing, and machinery repairs. Prospec-

ctiVe students do not need a high
school education but must pass an
entrance examination in basic math
and English:

The type of formai training admin-
istered by coal companies varies. For
example, some companies have
training mines where skills are
taught; others give classroom instruc-
tion for a few weeks before allowing
workers into a mine. All miners
working at mines covered by, the
United Mine Workers of America
contract, however, must receive both
preservice and annual retraining ses-
sions from their employers. These
programs include subjects such as
rhachine operation, first aid, and
health and safety regulations. The
U.S. Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration also conducts classes
on health, safety,' and mining meth-

,' ods, and mine machinery manufac-
turers offer courses in machine op:
eration and maintenance.

As miners gain more experience,
they can move to high eying jobs.
When a vacancy occurs, n an-
nouncement is 'posted and all work-
ers qualified may bid for the job. A
mining machine operator's helper,
for example, may become an opera:
tor. The position is filledon the basis

..of seniority and ability. A small num-

ber of miners advance to supervisory
positions and, in some cases, to ad-
ministrative jobs in the office.

Miqers must be at least '18 years
old and in good physical condition. A
high school diploma is not required.
All miners should be able to work in
close areas and have quick reflexes in
emergencies.

Requirements for cientific and
engineering, admini rative, and
clerical jobs are similar to those in
other induistries. College graduates
are p'referred ft: jobs in advertising,
personnel, accounting, and sales. For
clerical and secretarial jobs, employ-
ers usually hire high school graduates
who have training in stenography and
typing.

Employment Outlook

Coal is expected to play an in-
creasingly important role as a basic
energy source. Rising demand for
electric power coupled with greater
emphasis on developing domestic en-
ergy supplies should result in acceler-
ated coal production. The extent of
growth in production, however, is
uncertain. Oil, natural gas, and nu-
clear energy also are used to gener-
ate electricity, and the demand for
coal will be determined, to some ex-
tent, by the price 'and availability of
these fuels. Growth in production
also depends on how quickly eco-
nomical methods of coal gasification
and liquification are developed. En-
vironmental standards relating to .
strip mining and the use of high sul-
fur content coal, which causes air
pollution, may also affect coal out-
put. More coal, however, will be
needed to make steel, chemicals, and
other products.

Employment is expected "to in-
crease but the amount of growth will
depend on the level of production,
on the types of mines opened, and
the mining methods and machinery
used. In addition to openings due to
growth, several thousand openings
will occur each year as experienced
miners retire, die, or transfer to other
fields of work.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 197.6, union wage rates for min-
ers ranged from $48.62, to $58.92 a
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day; workers in underground mines
generally earned slightly more than
those in surface mines or preparation
plants. In comparison, production
workers in manufacturing averaged
$41.52 a day. .

Because underground miners
spend time traveling from the mine
entrance to their working areas; they
have a slightly longer day than sur-
face miners. Those in surface occu-
pations work a 7 1/4-hour shift (36-
1/2 -hour week), while underground
miners workitm.8-hour day (40-hour
week).

Union miners' receive 10 holidays
and 14 days of paid vacation each°
year. 'As their length of service in-
creases, they gain extra vacation days
up tq a total of 29. Union workers
also receive benefits from a welfare
and retirement fund, and workers
suffering .from pneumoconiosis
(black lung) receive Federal. aid.

Miners have unusual and harsh
working conditions. Underground
mines are damp, dark, noisy, and
cold. At tjmes, several inches of wa-
ter may be on tunnel floors. Al-
though mines have electric lights,
many areas:are illuminated only by
the lights on the miners' caps.tWork-..
ers in mines with. very low roofs have
to work . on their hands and knees,
backs, or stoniachs in cramped areas.

Though safety conditions have im-
proxed considerably, miners 'must
constantly be on guard for hazards.
There also is the risk of developing
pneumoconiosis from coal dust, and
silicosis from the,rock ditst generated
bqs the drilling in the mines. Surface;
mines and preparation plants are
usually less hazardous than under-
ground mines.

Sources of Additional
information

For details about job opportunities
in mining, contact individual coal
companies. General information on
mining occupations is available from:
United Mine-Workers of America, 900 15th

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20005:

National Coal Association, 1130 17th St.
NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Mining Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion, Department of Interior,-WashingWn,
D.C. 20240.



OCCUPATIONS IN
PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS

PRODUCTION AND GAS PROCESSING,

o.

Nature and Location of the
Industry

4,
Petroleum is a natural fuel formed

from'the'decay of plants and animals.
, Buried beneath 'the ground for mil-

lions of years. under treinendous heat
and p re, this oreimic inatterhe-
crane tr , or what is usually
called Oil., kit gas is formed by a
similar process, ,

Oil and natural gas have assumed a
position of such importance that they
now furnish. more than three-fourths
of our energy needs. Oil and natural
gas run our factories and transporta-
lion systems; heat our homes and
places of work, and are basic raw
materials for many products such as
plastics, chemicals, mediCines, feftil-
izers, and synthetic fibers. In spite of
efforis to decrease ouraNation's de-
pendence. on petroleum as a source
of energy, petroleum and naturallas
will continue to supply the, major
Portion of our energy needs for many
years to come.

Although U.S. pioduction of oil
'arid natural gas has been on the de-
cline in recent years, most experts
feel that there are large. amounts of
petroleum in this country that have
not yet been discovered: Locating
and extracting these petroleum re-
serves will make a significant contri-
bution to the country's energy in-
dependence.

.

People with man .different skills
are needed-to expl re for oil and gas
fields, drill new We ls, improve exist-.
ing wells, and prOcess natural gas. In
1976, about 355,000 workers were
employed in these activities. Firms
that work on contract for oil compa-
nies employed many of these work-

:ors, and the major oil companies em-
ployed the rest. Occupations in' oil
refining are discussed in a separate
chapter elsewhere in the Handbook.
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Since ,oil and gas are difficult to
find, exploration and drilling are key
activities in the petroleum industry.
After scientific studies indicate the
possiblOresence of oil, the company-.
selects a well site anctinstalls a tower-
like steel rig to support the drilling
equipment. A hole, is drilled deep
into the earth until oil or gas is found

the company decides to write the
effo off as a loss. Although a few
large oil companies do their own
drilling, most is done by contractors.
There are hundreds of firms engaged
in the search for and production of
oil and natural gas. .

When oil or gas is discovered;
pipes, valves, tanks, and other equip-
ment are installed to control the flow
of these raw materials from the well.
There were more than 600,000 wells
in this country in 1976, -and a large
part of the petroleum industry's
250,000 production workers were
needed' to operate and maintain
them. 7

Oil and gas are transported to re-
fineries b,y pipeline, ship, railroad, .
barge, or ruck. Many refineries are
thousands f miles from oil fields, but
gas processing plants usually are near
the fields so that water, sulfur com-
pounds, and other impurities can be
removed, before the liquid goo is
piped to customers. 4

Although drilling for oil and gas is
done in 35 States, about nine-tenths
of the industrY's workers are em-
ployed in 10 States. Texas leads in
the number of oilfield jobs, followed
by Louisiana, Oklahoma, California,
Wyoming, Kansas, New Mexico,
Colorado, Ohio, and Illinois. Thou-
sands of additional Americans are
employed by oil companies overseas, .

mostly in the Middle East, Africa,
Western Europe, South America,
and in Indonesia and other Far East-
ern countries.-

1
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Occupations In the Industry

Workers with a wide range of edu.:
cation and skills are needed to find
oil and gas and to drill, operate, and
maintain wells and pr9cess natural
gas, .

--
Exploration. Exploring for oil is the
first step in petroleum production.
Small crews of specialized workers
search for geologic formations that
are likely to contain oil. Exploration
parties study the surface and subsur-
face of the earth in order to locate
places where oil might be concen-
trated in underground rock forma-
tions. They seek clues to the possible
existence of oil by examining types of
rock formations on and dnder the
earth's surface. Besides detailed
ground' surveys, aerial exploration
and magnetic surveys also are used
for a broad picture of the area.

Several methods are used to deter-
mine the nature and location of un-
derground rock formations. A tech-
nique called seismic prospecting is
widely used to mil) ynderground
rock formations. In this technique, a
large shock is set off at the earth's
surface. This can be caused by explo
sives or, more commonly, by a

-

"thumper," which is a heavy weight
dropped on the ground. The time it
takes f the sound waves to reach

e roc formations and return to the
surface is carefully measured to lo-
cate the depth and position of under-
ground features. Subsurface evi-
dence also is collected by boring and
bringing up core samples of the rock,
clay, and sand that form the layers of
the earth. Similar techniques are
used to explore offshore areas.

Exploration parties are led by a
petroleum geologist (D.O. .

024.081), who _analyzes and inter- .

prets the information gatherid by the
it

:4;iloaist, exploration parties may in-
clude

In addition to the petroleum

clude other geology specialists: Pale-
ontologists (D.O.T. 024.081) study
fossil remains in, the earth to locate
oil-bearing layers of rock; mineral-
ogists (D.O.T. 024.081) study phys-
ical and chemical properties of min-
eral and rock samples; strat' raphers
(D.O.T.' 024.081) deter i e the
rock layers most likely to co tain oil
and natural gas;, -photog ologists
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(D.O.T. 024.081) examine and inter-
pret aerial photographs of land sur-
faces; and petrologists (D.O.T.
024.081) investigate the history of
the formation of the earth's . crust.
Often a geologist must have knowl-
edge of some or all of these special-
ties since not all exploration parties
include all these specialists. Explora-
tion parties also inclvde drafters
(D.O.T. 010.281) -and surveyors
(D.O.T. 018.188), who assist in sur-
veying and mapping operations.

Many geologists also work in dis-
trict offices of oil companies or ex-
ploration firms where they prepare
and study geological maps. They also
study samples from test drilling to
find any clues to oil.

A geophysicist (D.O.T. 024.081)
usually leads a seismic prospecting
crew that may include: prospecting
computers (D.O.T. 019.288), who
perform the calculations and prepare
maps from the information recorded
by the seismograph, which is an in-
strument that measures the earth's
vibrations; and observers (D.O.T.
010.168), who operate and maintain
electronic seismic equipment. Other
workers whose activities Are related
to exploration are: scouts (D.O.T.
010.288), who investigate the drill-

. ing, exploration, and leasing activi-
ties of other companie)in order to
identify promising areas to explore
and lease; and lease buyers (D.O'T.
191.118), who make the necessary
business arrangements withlandown-
ersor with owners of mineral rights
to obtain the right to use the land.,

Drilling. Exploration methods are
used to find places where the pres-
ence of oil is likely fint only drilling
can prove the presence of oil. Overall
planning and supervision of drilling
usually are the responsibilities of the
petroleum engineer.

Wells pre almost always started in
the same wa)?. Rig builders (D.O.T.
869.884) and a crew of rig-builder

..-helpers (D.O.T. 869.887) install a
portable drilling rig to support the
machinery and equipment that raises
and lowers the drilling tools. Rotary
drilling the normal way of drilling a
well. A revolving bit bores a hole in
the ground by chipping and cutting
rock. The bit is attached to a length
of revolving pipe. As the bit cuts

deeper into the earth, more pipe' is
added. Drilling pipe is hollow and
runs the entire depth of the well. A
stream of drilling mud is continuous-
ly pum-ped into the hollow pipe and
comes out through holes in the drill
bit. This mud is a mixture of clay,
chemicals, and water. Its purpose is
to cool the drill bit, plaster the walls
of the hole to prevent cave-ins, and
carry crushed rock to the surface so
that drilling is continuous until the
bit .wears out. When a new bit is
needed, all of the pipe must be pulled
up out of the hole, a section at a time,
a new bit placed on the end of the
pipe, and the pipe returned to the
hole.

The toot pusher or drilling supervi-
sor (D.O.T. 930.130) supervises, one
ox mor drilling rigs and supplies ma-
terials d equipment to rig crews.

A ty Ical rotary drilling crew con -
sists of four or five workers: driller,
derrick operator, engine operator,
and one or two helpers. Because
drilling rigs are operated 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, several crqws are
needed for each rig. .

The rotary driller (D.O.T.
930.782) supervises the crew and
operates machinery that controls
drilling speed and pressure, and rec-
ords operations. The rotary rig e e
operator (D.O.T. 950.78) is in
charge of engines that provide the
power for drilling and hoisting. The
derrick operator (D.O.T. 930.782),
who is second in charge, works on -a
small platform high on the rig to help
run pipe in and out of the well hole,
and operates the pumps that circu-
late mud through the pipeRotary
drill helpers (D.O.T. 930.844), also
known as roughnecks, guide the low-
er end of the pipe to and from the
well opening and connect and dis-
connect pipe joints and drill bits.

>Roustabouts (D.O.T. 869. 4) or
general laborers, -though not consid-
ered part of a drilling crew, do gener-
al oilfield maintenance and construc-
tion work, such as cleaning tanks and
building roads.

Well Operationsand Maintenance.
When oil is found, the drilrpipe and
bit are pulled from the well, and
metal pipe known as casing is low-
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ered into the hole and cemented in
place. The upper ends of the casing
are fastened to a system of valves
called a "Christmas tree." Pressure
in the well forces crude-oil and gas to
the surface, through the Christmas
tree, and into gas traps and storage
tanks. If natural pressure is not great
enough to force the oil to the surface,
pumps are used.

Petroleum engineers (D.O.T.
Q10.081)Ngenerally plan and sjKr-
vise well operation and maintenance.
To prevent waste, they decide the
rate of oil flow and anticipate
formance of oil re§ervoinalyz-
ing information such as pressure
readings from the well. Engineers are
increasingly using computers for ana-
lytical work. Sortie engineers special-
ize in areas midi as overcoming ef-
fects of corrosion on well casing, in
the selection and design of produc-
tion equipment and processes, or in
the prevention of pollution. Some
companies hire engineer aides to
make tests, keep records, post maps,
and otherwise assist engineers.

Pumpers (D.G:T. 914.782 ) and
their helpers operate and maintain
motors, pumps, and other surface
equipment to force oil from wells.
Their chief duty is to regulate the
flow or oil according to a schedule
set up by the petroleum engineer and
production supervisor. Generally, a
pumper operates a 'group of wells.
Switchers work in fields where oil
flows under natural pressure and
does not require pumping. litimpers
open and close valves tosegulate the
oil flow from wells totnks or into
pipelines. Gaugers (D.O.T. 914.381)
measure and record the flow and
take samples to cheCk quality. Treat-
ers (D.O.T. 541.782) test the oil for
water and sediment and remove
these impurities by opening a drain at
the tank's base or by using special
chemical or electrical equipment. In
some fields, pumpingi switching,
gauging, and treating operations are
automatic.

Many skilled workers are ern-
ployed in maintenance operations.
Welders, pipefitters, electricians, and
machinists repair and install pumps,
gauges, piping, and other equipment.
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Natural G Processing. Most gas
processing corkers are operators.
The ' dehydration-plant operator
(D.O.T. 541.782) tends an automati-
cally controlled treating unit which
removes water and other im¢urities
from atural gas. The gas-pliant op-
erato (D.O.T. 953.380) tends com-
p rs that raise the pressure of the
gas for transmission in the pipelines.
The gas-compressor operator (D.O.T.
950.782) assists either of these two
employees.

'Many workers in the larger natural
gas processing plants are employed
in maintenance activities. These in-
clude instrument repairers, lectri-

41.

the coasts of Louisiana and Texas.
Additiohal offshore work is being
done off the west coast of the. United
States. Some drilling is expected to
take place soon off the east coast.
Some wells have bee drilled over
100 miles from shore d in water
more than 1,000 feet Ieep. These
offshore operations require the same
type of drilling crews as are em-

oloyed on land operations. In addi-
tion, offshore operations require ra-
dio 'operators, cooks, ship's officers
and sailors, and pilots for work on
drilling platfOrms, crewboats, barges,
and helicopters.

(Detailed discussions of profes-
cians, welders, and laborers. technical, mechanical, and

In numerous smaller natural gas
tants, workers combine skills, usual-

of operator and maintenance
worker. Many small plants are so
highly automated they are virtually
unattended. They are checked at pe-
riodic intervals by amaintenance,
workers or operators, or they arer
checked continuously by instruments
that automatically report problems
and shut down the plant if an emer-
gency develops.

Other Oilfield Services. Companies
that offer services on a contract basis
provide another important source of
employment. Among these employ-
ees are skilled workeis such as ce-
menters (D.O.T. 930.281), who mix
and pump cement intothe space be-
tween the steel casing and the well
walls to prevent cave-ins; acidizers
(D.O.T. 930.782), who force acid
into the bottom of the well to id-
crease the flow of oil; perforator op-
erators (D.O.T. 931.782), who use
subsurface "guns"tci pierce holes in
'drill pipes or casings to make open-
ingslor oil to flow through; sample-
taker operators .(D.O.T. 931.781 ),
who take samples of SO and rock
formations from wells to help geolo-
gists determine the presence of oil;
and well pullers- (D.O.T. 930.883),
who remove pipes, pumps, and other
subsurface devices from wells for
cleaning, repairing, or salvaging. ,

Offshore Operations. Most explora-
tion, drilling, and producing activi-
ties are on land but an increasing
amount of this work is done offshore,
particularly in the Gull of Mexico off

other occupations found not only in
the pdtroleum and natural 'gas pro-
duction industry, but in other indus-
tries as well, are gi,ven elsewhere in
the Handbook in the sections cover-
ing individual occupations.)

Trainieg, Other
Oualiflcations,and Advancement

-

Most workers in nonprofessional
jobs with an exploration crew begin
as helpers and advance into one of
the specialized jobs. Their training
may vary from several months to
several years. New workers usually
are hired in the field by the crew
chief or by local company represen-
tatives. College students majoring in
physical dr earth sciences or in engi-
neering may work part time or sum'
mers with exploration crews, and get
full-time jobs after graduation.

Members of drilling cr u ally
begin as roughnecks. The major.
qtialifications needed are mechanical_
ability and adequate physical.
strength and stamina. Previous expe:
rience is desirable but not necessary.
As they acquire experience, they
may advance to more skilled jobs.
For example, a worker_ hired as a
roughneck may advance to derrick
operator and, after several years, be-
come a driller:A driller can advance
to the job of tool pusher in charge of
one pr more drilling rigs.

Companies generally hire people
who live near wells for well operation
and maintenance jobs. They prefer
applicants whb,bave mechanical abil-
ity and a knowlclge of oilfield pro-
cesses. Because this type of work is
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less strenuous than drilling and offers
the advantage of a fixed locale, mem-
bers of drilling crews or exploration
parties who prefer not to travel often
transfer to well operation and main-
tenance jobs. New workers may start
as roustabouts and advance to jobs as
switchers, gaugers, or pumpers.'
Training usually is acquired on the
job; at least 2 years 'qexperience are
needed to becomd' an all-round
pumper.

For scientists, such as geologists
and geophysicists, college training
with at least a bachelor's degree is
required. The preferred educational'
qualification for a petroleum engi-
neer is a degree in engineering with
specialization in courses on the pe-
troleum industry. However, college
graduates having degrees in chemi-
cal, mining, civil or mechanical engi-.
neering, or in geology, geophysics, or
other related sciences often are hired
for petroleum engineering, jobs. Pe-
troleum engineering aides include
people with 2-year technical degrees
as well as former roustabouts or
pumpers who have been p oted.

Scientists and engineers u
start at junior level after se eral
years of experience they can a ance
to managerial or administrative jobs.
Scientists and engineers Who have
research ability, particularly those
with advanced degrees, may transfer
to research or consulting work.

Information on training, qualifica-
tions, and advancement in natural
gas processing plants is similar to that
for petroleum refining.. A statement
og petroleum refining can be found
elsewhere in the Handbook.

Employment Outlook

Employment in petroleum and
natural gas production is expected to
increase faster than the avdrage for
all industries through the mid-1980's.
Besides the job openings created by
employment growth, many openings
will occur as workers retire, die, or

Jeave the industry for other, reasons.
Greatly increased prices for crude

oil and natural gas and a 'national
policy to move toward energy self-
Sufficiency are expetted to provide
the incentives for the industry To-
expand rapidly. 'Growth will be con-

/
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Very rapid growth in the oil and gas extraction industry
will result from expansiontof exploration and drillingv
activities

Wage and salary workers in oil and gas extraction, 1950-76 and
ort,i,trri tf144
Employees 700
(in thousands)
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centrated in exploration and drilling,
and many more workers will be need.:
ed in most occupations associated
with these activities. Opportunities
should be particularly good in off-
shore drilling.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, nonsupervisory employ-
ees in oil and gas extraction averaged
$5.70 an hour. In coinpafison, the
average for all nonsupervisorj, work-
ers itt private industry, except farm-

41-
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ing, was $4.83 an hour. Earnings usu-
ally are shigher in offshore operations
than in land operations.

Most oilfield jobs involve rugged
outdoor work in all kinds of weather.
They often are in remote areas in
settings as varied as a western desert,
the Arctic. Circle, or the Gulf of
Mexico. Physi-cal strength and stam-
ina are important because the work
involves standing most of the time,
lifting moderately heavy objects, and
climbing and stooping to work with
power tools and handtoqls that often
are oily and dirty.

`1.

Ddifing employees may expect to
/hove from place to place since their
,work in a particular field May be
completed in a few months. Explora-
tion field personnel may be required
to move even more frequently. They
may be away from. home for weeks or
months at a time-. Well operation and

tfremaintenance workers an tural gas
processing workers usua remain in
the same location for long periods.

On land, drilling crews usually
work 7 days, 8.hours a day, and then
have a few days off. In offshore op?
erations, they may work 7 days, 12

hours a cly, and then have 7 days off.
If the well is far from the coast, they
live on the drilling rig or on shim
anchored 'nearby. Most workers in
well operations and maintenance and
-natural gas processing work 8 hours a
day, 5 days a week.

Sources of Additions).
information

further information about jobs in
the petroleum industry may be avail-
able from the pey4onnel offices of
individual oil comjanies. For, infor-
mation on scientifid and technical
jobs, write to:
American Association of Petroleum Geolo-

gists, P.O. Box 979, Tulsa, Okla. 74101.

Society LI Petroleum Engineers of AIME,
6200N. Central Expressway, Dallas, Tex.
75206.

American Geological Institute, 5205 Leesburg
Pike, Falls Chnrctf. Va. 22041.



The activities of the construction
iiiduirtrY touch nearly ,every aspect of
our daily lives. The houses and apart-
ments in Which we live; the factories;
offices, and schools in which we
work; and the roads on, whiCh we
travel are examples of some of the
products of this industry..The indus-_
try includes not only neW construe-
frail; but also additions, alterations, ".

andrepairs.tb,existing structures.:
in 1976, 'aboEt, 3.6 million people

worked in contract construction. An
additional 1..4 million workers not in
contract construction are estimated
to be either self-employedmostly
owners of small building .firmsor
are Federal, State, or local govern-
ment employees'who build:4nd main-
tain our Nation's 'vast highway sys-
terns.: 7 -

The contract construction, industry
is divided into three major segMents.
About half of the jobtiolders`work for :
electrical, air-ebnditiolling, plumb -
ing, and other special trade contrac-
tors;-Almost oneLthird work for the

. general building contractors that do
most residential, commercial; and in-
dustrial construction. The ,remaining
one-fifth build 'dams, bridges; roads,
and' similar heavy construction prok
ects.

As illustrated ire accompanying
chart, craft and kired workers ac-
count for 55 percent he total em
ployment in this industrya much,
higher Koportion .than jn any other
major industry. Some examples of
craft ''work 's are centers, paint-
eiiFSIumbers, and bricklayers. La-
borers aye the next largest occupa-
tiOriar, group and account for 14
percent of,employment. They pro-
vide materials,, scaffolding, and gen-
eral assistance to skilled workers.
Semiskilled ,Workers (operatives),
such as 'truckdrivers and welders,
represent about .8 percent of the CA-
dustry's work force, Manager* 'arid,
administratthts--mOstly sea-ern,

CONSTRUCTIoN

Four out of every five persons employed in contract
construction in 1976 were blue-collar worker's

e

Other 2%

Managers and
administrators

Clerical

Craft

Source' Bureau of Labor StalfeliCe

Professional and
technical 3%

Laborers

OperatiVes

1111 Blue ;collar

e

Although emploiment in the construction industry
fluctuates with the state of the economy, the trend-

.

-,thfough 1985 shows growth

Wage and salary workers in contract construction, 1.950-76 and
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Employment 5 iv
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ployedaccount for about 12 per-
cent of employmcrit. Clerical work-
ers, largely typist's', secretaries, and
office machine operators, constitute
another 7 percent of 'the industry's
employment. Professional and tech-
nical workers, mostly 'engineers 4nd,

. engineering' technicians, drafters,
and surveyors, make up the remain-
ing 3 percent of the work force.

Construction industry employment
is expected to rise faster than the
average for all industries through the
mid-1980.'s, as population and in-
come growth create a demand' for

more houses, schools, factories, and
ther buildings. However, employ-

m nt may fluctuate from year to year
because construction activity is sen-
sitive to changes in economic condi-
tions.

Construction tradelsvorkers in the
industry earned an average of $7.68,
per hour in 1976. This was about 50
percent more than the hourly aver-
age of production on nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming. Yearly earnings of construc-
tion workers generally are, lower than
the hourly irate would indicate, how-

,

,
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ever, because the annual 'number of
hours they work can be adversely af-
fected by poor weather and fluctu-
ations.in construction activity.

Contfact construction is the major
source of employment for skilled
craft workers such as bricklayers,
painters, and carpenters. For infor-
mation on these and other construc-
tion crafts, see the chapter on con-
struction occupations elsewhere in

,Re Handbook.

%.

/
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. Our NatiOn's economy is com-
posed -qL.R.ine, -majOr industry 'divi-
sions that, int-vide -us with a wide, va-
riety of goods and services. These
nine divisions_ are agriculture; min-
ing; contract construction;-Manufac-
turing; transportation and public
utilities; wholesale and retail trade;
finance, insurarice, and real estate;
services; and government. In terms of
the impact it has on our'lives, manu-
facturing may welt be the most itn-
portant. ti

Almost everything we use in our
work, leisure, and even in our sleep
a product Of a manufacturinrindus-

Vry. Factories' goods that
'range in comp xity from simple
plastic toys to intricate electronic
computers, and in size from minia-
ture electronic components to gigan-
tic aircraft. carriers, Workers in the
many diverse manufacturing indus-
tries 'process foods and cheihicals,
print books and newspapers, spin
textiles and weave them, make cloth-
ing and shoes, ancrproduCe the thou-
sands.of other products needed for
our personal and national welfare.

In terms of employment, manufac-
turing, with almost 20.million work-
ers in -1976, was thd largest of the
major industry divisions. About
three-fifths of all manufacturing em-
ployees worked in plants that pro-
duced durable goods, such as steel,
machinery, automobiles, and house-
hold appliances. The rest worked in
pants that produced nondurable
goods, such as processed food, cloth-
ing,Ind chemicals.

The occupational distribution of
the major industry divisions differs
according to each industry's particu-
lar needs. Industries such as whole-
sale and retail trade, for example,
require large numbers of sales and
service workers while the mining in-
dustry needs very few workers in
these occupationaigroups. Like all
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Manufacturing, 1976

23% of total employment
In all industries

Seven out of every ten employees in the manufacturing
industry in 1976 were blue-collar workers --

PrOfessional and
technical workers

Managers and
administrators

Clerical workers

Craft workeis-

Other

lag

°Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

-

Operatives..
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industries, manufacturing has its Own
unique occupational composition.

As illustrated.in the accompanying
-table, blue-collar workers (craft
workers, operatives, and laborers)
make up about two-thirds of manu-
facturing employment. Operatives,
who are needed to run the machines
used to manufacture goods, account
for over four-tenths of total employ-
ment in manufacturing. Many are

'spinners and weavers, sewing ma-
chine operators, machine tool opera-
tors and welders, or operators of the
specialized processing equipment
Used in the food, chemical, paper,
and petroleum industries.

Craft and kindred workers make
up the next, largest group and ac-
count for nearly one-fifth of employ-
ment in manufacturing. Many of
these skilled workers help support
the production processes by install-
ing and maintaining the wide assort-
ment of machinery and equipment
required in all factories. Others are
directly involved in production. Ma-
chinists, for example, are especially
important in the metalworking indusg
tries, as are skilled inspectors and
assemblers. In the. printing and pub-
lishing industries, compositors, type-
setters, photoengravers,' lithogra\
phers, and pressworkers make up a
far e share of the woi-k force. The
.craft group also includes supervisors
of blue-collar workers.

Laborers account for about out
of every 20 jobs in manufacturing,
Many of these workers help support
the production process by ,moving

. and storing raw materials and by
helping more skilled workers prepare
equipment for use.

White-collar workers (profession-.
al, managerial, clerical, and sales-
workers) account for nearly one-
third of employment in manufactur-
ing establishments. Clerical workers,
such as secretaries and office;ma-
chine operators, are the largest
white collar group, holding about I
out of every 8 jobs in the manufac-
turing sector. Clerical ,workers help
handle the necessary paperwork in-
cluding payroll accounting, billing,
and other paperwork that is found in
all types of business activity.

Professional, technical, and kin-
dred workers account for about l out
of every -10 jobs in manufacturing
establishments. Engineers, scientists;
and technicians represent a' large
share of the professional workers.
These highly trained Workers include
not only those who oversee and guide
the production processes, but also
those who carry out the extensive re-
search and development activities
needed in the aerospace, electronics,
chemical, petroleum, and other in-'
dustries.

Managers and administrators ac-
count for' about I out of every 16
workers. In addition to the managers
who run the factories, many workers
in this, category are responsible for
buying the numerous goods and raw
materials used in manufacturing.

Sales workers constitute a very
small part of employment in manu-
facturiffg, only about I out of very.

9
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50 workers, but they perform the vi-
tal function of selling the goods made
in the factories.

Population growth, rising personal
income, and expanding business ac,
tivity will create a substantial in-
crease in the demand for manufac-
tured products throtfgh the mid-
1980's. Employment in Manufactur-
ing, however, is expected to increase
at a slower pace than production as
technological advances and improve-
ments in manufacturing methods in-
crease the amount of goods each
worker can produce.

The employment outlook, for indi-
vidual manufacturing industries, .
however, will vary widely. Employ-
ment in the industries manufacturing
rubber and Miscellaneous plastic
products, medical and dental instru-,
ments, and computers and peripheral
equipment, for example, should in-
crease faster than the. average. Whilb
employmegt in, most manufacturihg
industries is expected to increase.
through the mid-1980's, employment -
in some including tobacco, food,
and radio and television setsis ex-
pected to 'decline.

The chapters that follow provide
information on employment oppor-
tunities in several of the manufactur-
ing industries. More, detailed infor-
mation about occupations found in
manufacturing as well as in many
other industriesappears elsewhere ii
the Handbook. ('See index in the back
of the book.)



OCCUPATIONS. IN AIRCRAFT, MISSILE,
AND. SPACECRAFT MANUFACTURING

.' Firms that manufacture and as-
semble aircraft,. missiles, and space-

- craft make up what is known.as the
k"aer"ospace" industry. In 1976, more
IF than '700,000 people worked in the

induitry--rmarly 500,000 in the
comanufactuie and assembly. of corn=

plete aircraft, aircraft engines, pro -
pellers, and tauxiliary parts and

..eqiiiPment;. 85,000 in the Jeanufac-
ture of missiles and spacecraft; and
160,000 in companies that make
electronic equipment and instru:-
*lents' for aircraft, !ensiles, and
spacecraft. Thousands olworkers in

"`ether industries produced Para, ma-
chinery, and equipment used in the

:r)Vianufacture of aerospace -vehicles.
thousands of Federal Worker.i-

:were engaged in aerospace-related
Work, since the Government is a nia-r. purChaser of the industry's prod-

These workers Were piitharily
'employed in the National AerOnau-.

and' Space AdministratiOn,
(NASA) and the Department of De-
fense. .

Although. aerospace jobs exist in
almost every. State, the largest .con-
Centration is in California; Other'
States with large .nuMbers of aero-
space jobs include New York, Wash;
ington, Connecticut, Texas, and
Florida.

Natu re of the industry

All aircraft,, missiles, and space-
craft have the same basic compo-
nentsa frame, an engine, and a
guidance 110 control system. Ballis-
tic missiles and spacecraft travel into
space 'at speeds. many times faster
than sound, while aircraft fly in the
earth's atmosphere at much slower
rates. Missiles are powered by either
jet or rocket engines; spacecraft are
rocket-powered only. Aircraft are
powered by piston, jet, or rocket en-
gines.
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Aircraft vary from ssmallsersonal
or ttusiness planes that do not cost
much more thap an automobile to
multi-million dollarjumbo transports
and supersonic fighters. In dollar val:
ue most aircraft production 'is for
military use although the value of
planes made for commercial and pri-
vate use has been increasing.

Missiles are for military Use and
generally carry destructive warheads..
While some are capable of traveling
only a few miles, such as those that
support ground troops and defend
against low-flying aircraft, others
have intercontinental ranges of 7,000
..Miles or more. Some missile are
launChed4rom land; others from air -.
craft, submarines, or ships.

Most of the Nation's spacecraff are
built for. NASA and the .Department
of Defense to explore 'outer space or
to :monitor conditions within the
earth's atmosphere. On_jeanned
flights, a cabin capsule carries the
astronauts. Some spacecraft probe

the space environment and then fait
back to earth, while others, such as
those that monitor weather condi-
tions, enter into earth orbit and be-
come artificial satellites.Still others
orbit or land on the moon or go to
other planets. All spaeecraft carry
instruments that record and tran6mit
scientific data to earth stations.

Major aircraft, missile, and space-
craft firms contract with government
or private business to produce an
aerospace vehicle. As a contractor,
the firm is responsible for managing

. and. coordinating the entire project.
'%This involves design, production, as-

sembly, and inspection of the vehi-
cle.

Although aircraft, missile, and
spaceCraft manufacturers generally
make many components 'of a craft
and do final assembly work them-- G
selves, thousands of subcontractors
are involved in the production of
parts or supplies the original firm-
cannot produce, such as bearings,
rocket fuels, or special lubricants.
Other subcontractors produce saes-

, semblies such as communication or
guidance equipment or jet engines. --

Some of these firm. s depend on still
other subcontractors to supply parts
for their subaisemblies.

In producing an aerospace vehicle,
the contractor's engineering depart -..
ment first prepares design drawings
and specifications, usually after long

Employment in aircraft and parts manufacturing
increases sharply in times of accelerated defense
spending

Wage and salary workers in aircraft and parts martfacturing, 1950-76
. and.projectd 1985

Employees, 1,000-
:(in thousands)
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Operator*f braiding insetting, for aircraft ducts.

"- 1.

consultations wirthe purchaser.
Then, the production department
works on details for machines, mate-
rials, and operations needed to
manufacture the vehicle. Often, spe:
cial tools and machine map be de-
signed and produced in order to .
Mae parts or to assemble the aero-
space vehicle. This is especially true
whena firm is develqping an experi-
mental oiultra-sophisticated vehicle
requiring specially designed parts or
assemblies.

Once parts and ,components are
developed, they are tested and ip-
-specte-d many times before ,being Ss-
sembled. 'If the tests prove satisfac-
tory,assembly of the entire craft may
begin. Finally, the finished vehicle is
checked out by a team of mechanics,

or flight -tested, it is an aircraft, be-
-

fore it is delivered.

Occupations In the Industry

Because of the compI nix!
changing nature of aerospac' tech-
nology, firms need -workers with
many different types of skills" The
types of workers iequired also will
depend on the specific function.of an
aerospace plant. For example, a
plant primarily: engaged in research
and development or in producing ex-
perimental prototypes requires many

Honore scientists and engineers than a
firm producing large quantities of
parts for aircraft. -

Major jobs in aerospace manufac-
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turing_are described under three,
maintegories: Professional and
technical; administrative, clerical,
and related occupations; and plant
occupations. Many of these jobs" are
in other industries as well and are
discussed in greater detail elsewhere
in the Handbook.

Professional and Technical Ocrupa-
tionS. Research and development
(R&D) are vital to the aerospace in-
dustry. The -pace of discovery.
aerospace technology is so rapid, in
fact, that much equipment becomes
obsolete while still in an experimen-
tal stage or soon after being put into
production. Today, research is con-
ducted in many areas such as devel-
oping vehicles with greater speeds,
ranges, and reliability; engines With
more power; and more advanced
sources of rocket propulsion such as
nuclear and electric energy. Metals
and plastics also. are continually
being developed for wider capabili-

.ties, as are electronic guidance and
communication system

Emphasis on R&D Makes the aero-
ipace industry an important source
of jobs for technical personnel. In
1976, about one-fourth of all em-
ployees wire. engineers, _scientists,
and technicians, a considerably high -.
er proportion than in most other
manufacturing industries.

Engineers, scientists, and techni-
cians work together in developing -
designs for aircraft, missiles, and
spacecraft. Scientists often. do rem,-

-_searsb,,Q,Ikhow nisei-121i ivithstand
certain- conditions, such as intense
heat or velocity, or create hew mate-
rials that are needed. Engineers ap-
ply the information obtained by sci-
entists to develop new. designs.
Before an engineering department
approves a design for production, it
conducts tests to determine which,,
designs Can best, withstand expected

Q operating conditions. A scale model
is made from a preliminary drawing
and is tested in wind, temperature,
and shook tunnels and other testing
areas .that simulate actual flight con-

IsIext, a full-sized experimen-
tal model, or prototype; is thoroughly
tested in the air and on the ground.
The design is modified Many times
during this proceSs until the test re-
sults are satisfactory. Then, actual
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production may begin. Even after
production has started, however, fur-
ther changes often are made.

Due -to' the wide range of R&D
projects, many types of %engineers
an scientists work in the aerogpace

. Aerospace, 'chemical, elec-
tricxal, electronic; industrial, and me-
chanical e neers are among the
larger gro of engineering special-
ists need it this indUstry. Scientists
in the. in ustry include physicistS,
=the' ans, chemists, metallur-
gists, a' astronomers. These engi-
neers/Mid scientists work in a wide
ancr/vaned range of applied fields

as materials and structures, en-
et and power systems, and space

/sciences..
Amcing the many types of workers

assisting scientists and engineers are
drafters and engineering and science
technicians. Drafters use tools such
as dompasses and protractors to pre-
pare detailed drawings 'of a clejign
based on rough sketches and cite/illa-
tions made by engineers. The draw-
ing details the exact measurement of
every part, specifications for materi-
als to be used, and the procedures to
be followed in producing the object.

Engineering and science techni-
clans assist scientists and engineers in
R&D. They usually operate complex
machinery and equipment to carry
out tests under the supervision of a
scientist or engineer.

Other workers who help scientists
and engineers include production
planners (D.O.T. 012.188), who plan
the layout of machinery, movement
of materials, and sequence of opera-
tions for efficient manufacturing pro-
cesses; and technical illustrators
(D.O.T. 017.281), who help prepare
manuals and other technical liters=

;cure describing, the operation and
maintenance of aerospace products.

AdIninistrative, Clerical, and Related'
Occupations. Managerial and admin-
istrative jobs generally are compara-
ble to similar jobs in other industries,
except that in the aerospace industry
these positions are often filled by
people with technical backgrounds in
engineering or science. These posi-

itions include executives responsible
for the direction and supervision of
research and production, and offi-
cials in departments such as sales,

purchasing, accounting, and industri-
al, relations.. Many thousands of
clerks, secretaries, computer person-
nel, and other office personnel work
in aerospace firms.

Plant Occupations. About one-half of
all workers in the aerospace industry
have plant- 'or production-related
jobs. Plant jobs can be classified in
the following groups: Sheet-metal
work; machiiiing and tool fabrica-
tion; other metal processing; assem-
bly and installation; inspecting and
testing; 'flight checkout; and materi-
als handling, maintenance, and cus-
todial.

1Sheet-Metal Oc upations. Following
blueprints and other engineering in-
formation, sheet-metal workers
(D.O.T. 804.281) shape complicated
parts from sheets of thin metal by
hand or machine. When shaping
parts by hand, these workers either
pound them with Mallets or bend,
cut, or punch them with. handtoOls.
Machine methods use power ham-
mers and presses, saws, tube,a-ddecs,
and drill presses. This work requires
much precision since a part must fit
perfectly.

Less skilled workers usually spe-
cialize in the 'use of a single machine
to fabricate parts required in large

' numbers. Som( of these workers ate
punch press operators (D.O'T.
615.782), power hammer operators
(D.O.T. 617.782) and power shear
operators (D.O.T. 615.782 and
.885).

Machining and Tool Fabrication
-etrcupations. Machining and tool fab-
rication workers use a wide variety of
machines and handtools to make
metal parts of machines or other
products. Many of these workers are
in engine and propel er plants, which
are liasically metal working estab-
lishments; fewer ar required in
plants that assemble c ete aero-
space vehicles. '

The most skilled machinists are the
all-round machinists (D.O.T.
600.280 and .281) who plan the
work and set up and operate several,
types of machine tools. They perform
highly varied, nonrepetitive machin-
ing operations, frequently producing
parts for experimental and prototype
vehicles.
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Machine tool ,operators (D.O.T.
609.885) produce metal parts in
large volume. They generally operate
a single type of Machine tool such as
a lathe, drill press, or milling ma-
chine. Skilled operators set up work
on a hive and handle more diffi-
cult an varied jobs. Less skilled op-
erato o more repetitive work.

Other machiningtand tool fabrica-
tion workers prodtide parts needed
for the manufacture of aerospace ve-
hicles. On the basis of information.,
received from an engineering depart-
ment, jig and fixture builders (D.O.T.
693.280) build jigsmetal devices
used as guides for tools. Tool-and-die
inakers (D.O.T. 601.280) make the
cutting tools and fixtures used in ma-
chine tool operations, and the dies

work.
in forging and punch press

Other Mead Processing Occupations.
Some of the many other metalwork-
ing occupations are tube benders
(D.O.T: 709,884), who form tubings
used for oil, fuel, hydraulic, and elec-
trical conduit lines; and rivet ers
(D.O.T.. 800.884) and welders
(D.O.T. 810.782 and .884; 811.782
and .884; 812.884 and 813.380 and
.885), who use mechanical and elec-
trical devices to join fabricated parts.
Metalworking jobs also are located in
foundry plant& where -workers pro-
duce castils by pouring molten met-
al into molds..

Many workers chemically 'treat
and heat-treat aircraft, misgile, and
spacecraft parts during their manu-
facture to clean, change, or protect
their surfaces or structural condition.
For example, heat treaters (D.O.T.
504.782) heat sheet-metal parts to
keep the metal soft anal'malleable for,'
metal-shaping work Palters (D.O.T.
845.781) an platers (D.O.T.
540/380),either taint or plate surfac-

. .

Assembly and Installation Occupa-
tions. Practically all plants in the
aerospace industry employ assembly
and installation workers. Some as-
semble engines, electronic equip-
ment, and auxiliary components, but
most assemble major subassemblies
or install major compon or space-
craft. In an aircraft, for example,this
work involves joining wings and tails
to the fuselage and installing the-en-
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gine and auxiliary equipment such as
the fuel system and flight controls.
Assemblers rivet, drill, bolt, weld and
solder ,parts 'together.

Manyassemblers-are skilled me-
chanics`and installers Who read blue-
prints and Anterpret other engineer-
ing speCificationas they take apart,
inspect, afkl iiistall_Complex me-
chanical and electronic assemblies.

-;\ Often;'-asserably..w
itive as iri3i-
bler.in.ari,-0
pie, ina

then ikir
two -seate
such as jn
806.781 r'61!..,.

iS not as repet-.
es. Ati-assem-
At or ixam:.

rrkittths
aircraft and

bly of a small,
assemblers,

triblers (D.O.T.
lite aircraft and
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.
missile or rocket assembly mechanics
(D.O.T. 625.281), do general opem-
bly work, and often work on experi-
mental, prototype, or special craft.

Other skilled assemblers who work
in plants that produce relatively large
numfiers of aircraft and missiles
rather than a few experimental types,
however, often specialize in the as-
sembly of one specific part of a space
vehicle. Assemblers also specialize in
systems such as electrical wiring,
heating, and plumbing. "°

Inspecting and Telling Occupations.
Because aircraft, missiles, and space-
craft are.extremely complex and af-
fect the life and safety of people,
firms employ workers to conduct

v ca
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Flight line mechanic tightens wing pylon during final assembly,
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thousands of painstaking inspections
and tests. Inspectors thoroughly test
each component and part as it moves
through the production and assembly
process, as well as just before deliv-
ery. If, for example, a part must with-
stand a great deal of heat, it will be
tested under very high temperatures.
Inspections are made not only by em-
ployees of the manufacturers but also
by commercial firms or agencies of
the Federal Government that have
contracted fQr the equipment.

Most inspectors specialize in a cer-
min area of aerospace manufactur7
ing. Using complex machinery, they
check to assure that all parts and as-
semblies were made according to en-
gineering specifications. Among /the
most skilled inspectors: especiall' in
final assembly plants, are outside pro-
duction inspectors (D.O.T. 806.381)
who examine machined parts,subas-
semblies, and tools and dies ordered

mfrom other fi s. They also serve as a
link betwee

il
their own engineering

department and supplying compa-
nies. Machined parts inspectors
(D.O.T. 609.381) examine machined
parts and fabricated sheet-metal and
assembly inspectors (D.O.T.
806.381) inspect complete major as-
semblies and installations such as fu-
selage, wing, and nose sections to in-
sure their proper fit. They also check
the functioning of hydraulic, plumb-
ing, ana other.systems. Less skilled
inspectors checklIsubassemblies.

Flight Checkout Occupations. Check-
ing out every, part of an aircraft or
spacecraft before its first flight re-
quiret a team of mechanics. The crew
chief, the most skilled mechanic' of
the team, directs other workers in the
entire checkout operation. Engine
mechanics specialize in checking out
the powerplant of a craft, including
the engine, propellers, and oil and ,
fuel systems; and electrcinics checkout
workers do' the final examination of
the operation of radio, radar, auto-
matic pilot, fire control, and elec-
tronic guidance systemi. The check,
out 'process may require making
minor repairs arid, in some cases,
even returning the craft to the plant
for extensive adjustments.
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Materials . Handling, Maintenance,
and Custodial Otcupations. Aero-
space plants employ many materials
handlers such as truckdrivers, ship-
ping-clerks, and toolroorn attendants.
Maintenance workers, such as ;lee-
tricians, maintenance mechanics,
carpenters, and plumbers, keep
equipment and buildings .in good op-.
crating condition and make changes
in the layout of the plant. Guards,
firefighters, and janitors provide pro-
tective and custodial services.

Training, Other QualittOltions,
and Advancement

A college degree M engineering or
in one of the sciences usually is the
Minimum requirement for an entrj,
level position as an engineer or scien-
tist in the aerospace industry. Tech-
nicians sometimes can advance to
these positions without a college de-
gree, but only after years of work
experience and some college level,
traininU.

Neorentrants usually qualify` for
technician positions .by attending a
technical institute or junior college.
Highly skilled plant workers who
take courses, in areas such as elec-
tronics may advance to technician
positions. -#

Entry level plant occupations gen-
erally do not require a high school
diploma although graduates of voca-
tional courses,in electronics or me-
chanics often are preferred. Inexperi-
enced plant workers generally start
out in semiskilled positions and learn
skills on the job and in classroom
courses. As they gain experience,
they can- move fn to more highly
skilled ,ositions. or example, it usu-
alljr.takes 2 to 4 years of plant expe-
rierice to become a skilled assembler.

Skilled inspectors- often have sev-
eral years of machine shop experi-
ence and must be able to install and" -
use various kinds oesting equip-
ment and instruments, read blue-
prints and other specifications, -and
use shop 'mathematics.

Mechanics who do final checkout
of aircraft and spacecraft may qualify
for their jobs by working in earlier
stages of the production line, by re-
ceiving training in checkout work, or
by. working as "line maintenance"
mechanics with commercial airlines.
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Chief mechanics usually need 3 to
5 years of experience in the manufac-
ture of aircraft, missiles, and space-
craft, including at least I year as a
checkout mechanic. Specialized me-
chanics, working under the supdrvi-
sion of a chief mechanic, usually
need at least 2 years' experience.
Less experienced helpers or assis-.

tants learn on4he job, with plant
training courses.

Apprenticeship programs some-
times are available for craft occupa-
tions,stich as machinists, tool-and-die
makers, sheet-metal workers, aircraft
mechanics, and electricians. The
programs vary in length from 3 to 5
years dependingon the trade. During
this time, the apprentice handles
work of progressively increasing dif-
ficulty and also receives classroom
instruction. Such instruction fyr
machinist apprentice, for example,
includes courses in blueprint reading,,
mechanical drawing, shop mathe-
matics, and physics.

Because complex and rapidly
changing products require highly
trained' workers, aerospace plants
sometimes support formal training to
supplement day-to-day evperienoe
and to help workers advance more
rapidly. Although most are short-
term programs to meet immediate
needs, some major producers con-
duct training classes or pay tuition
and related costs for outside courses.
Some classes are held during working
hours; others are after working
hours. r.

Employment 0 Otiook

Employment in the aerospace' in-
dustry is expected to rise above re-
cent levels by the mid-1980's. The
number of people working in this in-
dustry, however, probably will re-
main below the peak levels of the late
1960's.

Thousands of jobs will opeh eatb-
year because of the growth expected
in thb industry and to replace rk-
ers who retire, die, and transfe to
jobs in other; industries. Job op ortu-
nities are expected to increase for
highly trained workers, such as scien-
tists, engineers, and skilled plant per-
sonnet in all areas of the hadustry9,4-
especially with firms engaged in
R&D' anc1,,tbe manufacture-of proto-

d 8

type and other technologically ad-
vanced aircraft.' Less skilled and un-
skilled workers also will-be needed to
fill entry level plant positions.

Since many aerospace products
are either military hti-dware or space
vehicles, the industry's, future de-
pends,to a great exted, on the level
of Federal expenditures. Changes in
these expenditures usually have been
accompanied by sharp fluctuations in
aerosp9ci employment. For exam-
ple, ackospace employment declined
sharply from the high levels of the
late 1960's partly because of de-
creased aircraft requirements for
Vietnan\ and reduced expenditures
for -space exploration. The outlook
for this industry is based on the as-
sumption that defense spending will
increase moderately from the 1976
level, but will be slightly below the
peak levels of the late 1960's. R&D
spending also is expected to be above
current levels. If actual expenditures
should differ substantially from these
assumed levels, the outlook will be
affected accordingly.

Civilian aircraft production also is
an impohant determinant of aero-
spi.ce employment. ()Vera!! employ -
ment in this area is expected to re-
main fairly stable through the mid -
198,0's. Nevertheless, thousands of
new .workers will be required in this
sector of the industry to replace
those who die, retire, or transfer to

.
other fields.

_

Earnings and Working
,_Conditions

Plant workers' earnings in the
aerospace industry are higher than
those in most other manufacturing
industries. In 1976, for example, pro-
duction workers in plants making air-
craft and parts -averaged $6.45 an

, hour; production workers in all
manufacturing induitries as a whole'
averaged about $5.19 an hour. .

The followin,g tabulation indicates
an approximate range of .hourly
wages for selected occupations in
1976 obtained from the collective
bargaining agreements of a number
of major aerospace companies; these
pates do not include incentive evil:
'hiss. The ranges in various jobs 'are
wide, partI9 because wages within4an
occupation vary according to work-
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ers' skills and experience, and partly
because wages differ from plant to
plant, depending upon type of plant,
locality, and other factors.

Aircraft mechanics 55.94-7:15
Assemblers 5.72-6.49
Electronics technicians 6.49-7.45
Heat-treaters 5.84-6.77
Inspectors and testers 5.39-7.45
Jig and fixture builders 6.13-7.45
Machinists 5.67-7.45
Maintenance crafts 5.55-7.40
Riveters 5.61-6.27
Tool-andylie makers 6.37-7.45
Welders 5.84-7.17

Fringe benefits in the industry usu-
ally include 2 weeks, of paid vacation
after I or 2 years of service, and 3
weeks after 10 to 12 years. Employ-
ees generally get 8 to 12 paid holi-
days a year and I week of paid sick
leave. Other major benefits include

a.

p

life insurance; med cal, den-
tal, and hospital ins ranee; ccident
and sickness insura e; .d retire-
ment pensions.

Most employees work`in modern
factory buildings that are clean, well-
lit, and well-ventilated. Some work
outdoors. Operations such as sheet-
metal processing, riveting, and weld-
ing may be noisy, and some assem-
blers may work in cramped quarters.
Aerospace plants, however, are reka-
tively safe.

Most plant workers in the aero-
space field are ufilon members. They
are represented by several unions in-
cluding the International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace Work-
ers; the International Union, United
Automobile, Aerospace and Agricul-
tural Implement Workers of Amer-
ica; and the International Union of
Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers. Some craft workers,

1'

-
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guards, and truckdrivers are mem-
bers of unions that represent their
specific occupational groups.

Sources\ot Additional
Information

Additional information about ca-
reers in the aerospace field is avail-
able from:
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion, Washington, D.C. 20546.

Electronics Industries Association, 2001 Eye
St. NW Washington. D.C. 20006.

For specific information about an
occupation, or apprenticeships con-
tact:
International Union, United Automobile.

Aerospace, and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America, 8000 East Jefferson
Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48214.

International Union of Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers, AFL-C10, 1126 16th
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

.4)
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE ALUMINUM INDUSTRY

Aluminum was once considered a
specialty metal having limited appli-4
cations. Today it is produced in
quantities second only to iron- and
steel. It is used in products that range
from household appliances and
cooking tesansils to automobiles, air-
craft, and missiles. In recent years,
many new uses for aluminum have
been developed, including house sid-
ing, food and beverage containers,
and electrical cables. In 1976, the
industry produced about 12.9 billion
pounds of primary aluminum, or
about twice the output of 10
Years earlier,

This statement describes occupa-
tions' in plants that produce ingots
(Wars) of primary aluminum. It also
describes occupations in plants that
shape the ingots into sheets, wire;
and other forms by rolling, stretch-
ing, or forcing the aluminum through
an opMng. Occupations concerned
with Irrafing, forging, stamping, ma-

.

chining, and fabricating aluminum
are discussed separately in the Hand-
book statements dealing with forge
shop, foundry, and metaRvorking
occupations.

More than 93,000 persons worked
in the aluminum industry in 1976.
Approximately one-third helped
make primary aluminum; the remain-
der helped convert large pieces into
sheets, cables, and other industrial
products.

Since the huge machinery neces-
sary for Making aluminum is very ex-
pensive, the prodiktion of primary obtained from alumina by using elec-
aluminum is concentrated in a rela- tricity to create chemical changes
Lively small number of plants. These)/ that separate pure aluminum from.,
plants gei*rally are located near other materials. Aluminaa fine,
abundyffWa urces of alumina and white powder processed from baux-
electricity. Many are in ,Arkansas, ite oreis placed in large containers
Louisiantk4exaw,.Allabama, and Ten- called "pt*" that are filled with a

_nessee: tereetiaVxite ore is ntined especial liquid. Suspended in the liq-
locally' or imported' from the Caribl., uid .are poles (anodes); electric ,ca-
bean area, and electricity is obtained' hies are attached to the pots-and

'from the Tennessee Valley Authority poles. When the process is in opera-
or generated from local 'deposits of tion, electricity flows from the poles,

natural gas or oil. About two-fifths of
the employees who make aluminum
work in these States. Another one-
fifth 'work in the State of Washing-
ton, where plants obtain electricity
from the Bonneville Power Authority
and serve 'customers on the West
Coast. A significant number of em-
ployees also work in plants located in
Ohio, Indiana, and New York.

Plants that shape aluminum into
sheets; wire, and other products are
more dispersed geographically. Over
one-half of the empkment in these
plants is in California,'Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Illinois, Alabama, New
York, and Ohio. The remainder is
widely scattered throughout a large.
number of States.

Occupations In the Industry

Employment in the aluminum in-
dustry falls into several categories.
The largest group of workersabout
three-foulthsare the production
workers directly involved in operat-
ing or maintaining the industry's pro-
duction equipment. The remaining
one-fourth are in professional, tech-
nical, administrative, clerical, and su-
pervisory positions.

Production Occupations.
trate the production occupations
found in the industry, a description.
of the major steps in making and
shaping aluminum follows.

Making Aluminum. Aluminum 'is

To illus:
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through the liquid containing the alu-
mina, to the walls and floors of the
pots. As the eleCfrriCity passes
through the liquid, it heats and
chemically changes the alumina to
pure, liquid aluminum. Because-ihe
aluminum is heavier, it settles to the
bottom of the pot; waste materials go
to the top of the liquid. Periodically,
pure aluminum is'removed the
bottom ofihe.pot.

rPot tenders (D.O.T. 512.885) see
that the pots operate continuously.
Each is responsible for ait.umber of
pots. As a result .of the chemical
changes, the alumina in each pot is
slowly used up, Instruments monitor
the level of alumina and signal the
tender when to add alumina from the
overhead storage compartment.
- Every 24 to 72 hours, molten alu-

minum is drawn from the bottom of
the pots in t:) huge brick-lined, steel
containers oi'4erucibles." The tapper
(D.O.T. 514.884) and tapper helper
(D.O.T. 514.887) signal the hot-met-
al crane operator (D.O.T. 921.883
place the- overhead crane near the
pot. Using automatic equipment,
they break a hole in the Crust of
waste materials that forms on the top
of the liquid. One end of a curved,
cast iron tube is inserted into the pot;
the other end is placed into a cruci-
ble and the molten metal is drawn -
from the pot into the crucible.

After aluminum has been taken
from several pots and the crucible is
full. charge gang wetkhers (D.O.T.

'562.887) weigh and sample the mol-
ten metal for laboratory analysis.
Weighers also select chemicals that

. the analysis indicates should be
blended with the molten aiuminuni.
Then, workers operating overhead
cranes pour the molten metal from
the crucible into a remelting furnace.
A remelt operator (D.O.T. 512.885)
adds portions of aluminum scrap,
other molten metal, or chemicals
that will produce metal with the de-
sired properties. Finally, hand skim-
mers remove waste productrthat
have been forced to the 'surfAce of
the molten metal.

The metal is then transferrer to
tI4 second or holding cpmpartrnent
of the furnace until I saficient sup-
ply obtained for pouring. The d.c.
casting ope'rator (D.O.T. 514482)
has charge of the pouring station
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where the molten metal is cast into
ingotslarge blocks of metal. The

'operator controls the cooling dondi-
tions of the casting unit by keeping
the molds full of metal and spraying
water against fhe molds to produce
ingots of uniform size anct.quality.

After a pot has been operating for
a number of vonths, the heat and
chemical reactions mate holes in the
pot's lining so that th liquid metal
contacts the -steel container. When
this happens, the pot is shut down
and the liquid drained so that pot
liners (D.O.T. 519.884) can make
repairs. Depending on the condition
of the pots liners may patch holes in
the lining or may completely remove
and replace the lining.

Shaping aluminum. The large
ingots must be reducein size before
the aluniinum is useful to customers.
Depending on the final product de-
sired, several methods may be used
to shape the ingot. Aluminum prod-
ucts such as plate, sheet, and strip are
pthduced by rolling.

The first step in killing is to re-
move surface impurities from the in-
got. The scalper operator (D.O.T:

605.782) manipulates levers of a
scalper machine and cuts thin layers
of the rough metal from the ingots so
that the surfaces are smooth. Then,

-thc ingots are heated to proper work-
ing temperatuces for rolling. Workers
operating overhead cranes lower the
ingots into furnaces, or "soaking
pits," where they are kept sealed for
12 to 18 hours. Soaking pit opettors
(D.O.T. 613.782) manage the/fur-
nace and control the temperature
and heating time.

After being heated, the huge ingots
are positioned on the "breakdown"
or hot rolling mill where they are
converted into elongated slabs. Roll-
ing mill operators (D.O.T. 613.782 )
manipulate the ingots back and forth
between powerful rollers until they
are reduced in thickness to about 3
inches, The slabs then move town
the line on the rollers to additional

whot mills that or)Kihem down to a
thickneAsi of about one-eighth of an
inch. At the end of the hotline, a
toiler operator (D.O.T. 613.885)
tends a coiler that automatically
winds'the metal onto reels.

The coiled . aluminum cools at
room temperature before being cold-,

I

rolled still thinner. Cold-rolling pro-
duces a better surface finish and in-
creases the metal's strength and
hardness. Since continuous cold -roll-
ing could make the metal too brittle,
an annealer (D.O.T. 504.782) occa-
sionally heats (anneals) the metal.

To relieve internal stress created
during the rolling process or surface
contours the metal may be stretched.
Stretcher-level-operators (D.O.T.''
619.782) and stretcher-level-operator
helpers (D.O.T. 619.886) position
the finished plate or sheet in clamps,
detetinine the stretch required,to re-
move surface contours, and operate
the machine that pulls the metal from
end to end to stretch it.

Sometimes ingots are melted end
cast in molds to produce "billets."
Beides being smaller and easier to
handle than ingots, billets. can be
molded into shapes which make it
easier to produce the final product.

In the rod and bar factory, billets
are heated to make them softer and
then are rolled through progressively
smaller openings, until the desired
size is obtained. To produce wire,
hot-rolling continue% until the rod is
about three-eighths of an inch in
diameter. Then, wire drew operators
(D.O.T. 614.782) operate machines
that pull the cold wire through a
series of holes (dies) that gradually
reduce its size. The machines also,
automatically coil the wire on revolv-1
ing reels.

-r
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Structural products such as I-
beams and epees may be hot-rolled
or extruded. Hot-rolled products are-
made by passing a square billet with
rounded corners between grooved
rolls that ly reduce the thick-
ness and c the shape of the
metal.

Extruding of metal often is com-
pared with squeezing toothpaste
from a tube. Extruded aluminum
shapTare produCed by placing hot
billets (bars) inside a cylinder in .a
powerful press. A hydraulic ram that
usually has a force of several million
pounds pushes the metal through a
hole (die) at the other eild of the
cylinder. The metal take's the shape.

E.of the die and then may be cut into
desired lengths. By using dies of vary-
ing desigki, almost any shape of alu-
minium product may be formed. Ex-
trusion creh, operators (D.O.T.
614.782) reguh'ate the rate at which
the metal is forced through the press,

Of increasing importance in, shap-
ing aluminum-is the continuous cast-
ing process. This process uses a tall,
curved mold that is wider at the top
than at the bottom. The mold has an
opening at the bottom that is file
shape of the final productfor ek-
ample, it is square if billets tire being
made. As space becomes available,
Molten aluminum is added to the top
of the mold and moves down through
the mold while tieing cooled by water
sprays. When the now solid alumi-

Aluminum ingot Is' ironwood from v04101111 casting u
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numeomes out of the mold, it moves
onto a conveyor belt where it is cut
to the desired Lengths.

During both the production and
the shaping process, workers and ma
chines inspect the-Octal to assure
quality. Radiographers (D.O.T._
199.381) operate various types of X-
iay equipment to inspect the metal.
Computers monitor, operations and
automatically Adjust metal tempera-
ture and nilIrspeed.
ZOther production *orkers in the
aluminum industry keep machines
and equipment operating properly.
Some move materials, supplies, and
finished products throughout the
plants; still others ate in service
occupations such as guard and Custo-
dan.

Since electricity is vital to making
aluminum, the industry needs mans
electricians to install and repair elec-
trical fixtures, apparatus, and control
equipment. Other employees, such as°
millwrights and maintenance ma-
chinists, makeand repair mechanical
parts fo,r plant machinery. Stationary
engineers operate and maintain the,,
powerplants, turbines, steam en-

*gines, and motors used in alu "num
plants.

Other important groups ar e
diemakers who assemble and repair
dies used'in 'aluminum metalworking
operations; the bricklayers who build
and reline furnaces, soaking pits, and
similar installations; and the welaeri
who- join metal parts together with
gas or electric welding equipment. In
addition-, plumbers and pipefitters lay
out, install,"and maintain piping and
co nig-systems for steam; water, and

r' materials used in aluminum'
'inanitfacturing.

Professional, Technical, Administra-
tive, Clerical, and Sales Occupations.
About one employee in 'ten is a pro-
fessional or technical worker; about
the same proportion are clerks. The
few remaining workers are in admin-
istrative and sales positions. ,

Aluminum companies employ a
variety of professional specialists.
Quality control chemists analyze the
aluminum and the raw materials used...,
in its production. Processien
gists determine the most efficient
methods- of producing aluminum
from ray materials. Physical metal-
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Engineers 'gigantism air pollution abatement

lurgists test aluminum and aluminum
alloys to determine their physical
characteristics and also develop new
alloys and new uses fOr aluminum.

Chemical engineers and mechani-
cal engineers design and supervise
the cdnstruction and operation of
production facilities. Mechanical en- _

tineers may design. new rolling mills
or improve existing mills and related
equipment. Electrical engineers plan
and oversee the installation, opera-
tion, and maintenance of the electric
generators and distribution syste&s
used in thwonanufacture of 'alumi-
num. Industrial engineers conduct
work measurement studies and de-
velop management control systems
to aid in financial planning and cost
analysis.

Engineering technicians, laborato-,
ry technicians, and chemical analysts
assist engineers and chemists in re-
search and development work. Draft-
ers prepare the working drawings
that are, required to make or repair
production* machinery.

A wide range of other profesional
and administrative workersis needed
in the' manufacture of aluminum.
Top executives manage the compa-
nies and, determine policy.. Middle
managers and superintendents direct
individual departments, offices; and
production operations. The industry

equiPMent Installed in an aluminum plant.

also employs other adminstrative
personnel, as well as accountants,
lawyers, statistidiails, economists,
and mathematicians: Clerical work-.
ers, including bookkeepers, secre-
taries, stenographers, clerk typists,
and keypunch and computer opera-

Aosskeepcompany records and do
. other routine office work.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most production workers are hired
as unskilled laborers. They generally
begin their careers in .a labor pool
and substitute for absent workers un-
til they become eligible for a perms -
Mint positonA a shop or departmeig.

ProductO 'workers, such as pot
tenders or liners, receive their train=
ing on the joinder the guidance of
experienced workers; these employ;
ees begin by, doing simple taslcs and
progress to operations requiring pro-
gressively g&ater, skill as they ac-
quire experience. As they gain addi-
tional skilli. and seniority, they
usually move to more resporisible
and better paying jobs within their
departwnt.

Craa workers usually are trained
on the job. A number of companies,
particularly the larger ones, have
craft apprenticeship programs that
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include classroom or home study
courses, as well as on-the-job train-
ing. Generally, candidates for these
programs are chosen from promising
young workers already employed by
the company. The length of the ap-

. prenticeship varies according to the
craft, although most require 3 to 4
years. Examples of crafts that can be
learned through. apprenticeship are
lElectriciv, welder, brickmason, car-
penter, machinist, maintenance me-
chanic, pipefitter, and general main-
tenance mechanic.

--Applicants and current employees
who demonstrate an aptitude for
technical work have opportunities to
qualify as technicians, laboratory as-

"sistants, and other semiprofessional
workers. However, some college
background in engineering and sci-
ence,,or graduation from a technical
institute or community college, is re-..
quired for many technical jobs.

Most professional job's require at
least a bachelor's degree. Graduate
degrees in science or en ineering are
referred for research a d develop

ment work. Administrative and man-
_a_,gerial positions usually are filled by
workers who have an engineering or
science background and have been
promoted to these jobs. Some dew
graduates who have degrees in busi-
ness administration or liberal ,arts
may fill entry level administrative
jobs. Sales. positicins often are filled
by persons with engineering or relat-
ed-technical backgrounds.

Employment Outlook

Employment in the aluminum in-
dustry is expected to grow about as
fast as theaverage for all industries

'through, the mid-I980's. In addition
to openings created by growth of the
industry, many j'M opportunities will

-arise from the need-to replace work-
.,

ers
.,
who_ retire, die, or le-Ave the in-

dustry for othOrireasons. The number
of job opportutities may vary from
year to year, however, because the
demand for aluminum fluctuates
with the ups and downs in the econ-

f.omy.
Over the long run, the demand for

aluminum is expected to crow as
pdpulation increases and aluminum
is substituted foryother materials. In-
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Although long-term employment growth is expected

each year ill fluctuate with economic co itions
in the alu um industry, the number of irpenings

Wage and salary workers in aluminum industry, 1964-76, and
projected 1985
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dustries that represent major markets
for aluminum are growing industries
with potential for new product devel-
opment. For example, aluminum
studs are replacing wood studs in the
construction -of large buildings and
for residential construction and re-
modeling. With the growing' empha-
sis on fuel economy,. car and truck
manufacturers are expected to
more- aluminum in the future to
duce the weight of vehicles.

Employment,' however, will grow
more slowly than the demand for
aluminum. Furthermore, the alumi-
num industry supports a strong re-
search and development program
and an aggressive marketing program
which should continue to develop
new alloys, processes, and products.
As a result, the number of engineers,
scientists, and technical personnel is
expected to increase as a prOPortion
of total employment. Technological
developments, such as continuous
casting and -computer-controlled
rolling operations, will limit eniploS,-

.ment growth among some produc-
tion occupations.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly earning f iNitntworkers in
the aluminum industry are higher
than the average for manufacturing

6 et

industries. In 1976, production work-
ers in plants which make aluminum
averaged $7.29 an hour, and those in
aluminum rolling and drawing plants
averaged $6.27. In comparison, pro-
duction workers in manufacturing in-
dustries as a whole averaged $5.19
an hour.

Skilled operators and skilled main-
tenance and craft workers hold the
highest paying plant jobs. Hourly
rates in 1976 fbr °selected occupa-
tions in a number of plants covered
by one major tinjon-management
contract are shown below.

Hourly
wage

Occupation rate

Making. Aluminum:
AnOde rebuilder $7.09
Pbt liner 6.57
Pot tender 6.74

Head tapper 7.00
Charge weigher 6.30 .%

Shaping AluMinum:
Scalper operator 6.74
Soaking p' Aerator 6.48
Hot mill dikiator, junior 7.35
Continuous mill .operator... 7.61

Annealer .6.30
Stretcher and flattener

operator"
Inspeatore em 6.57

(11e

Extrusion press operator 7.
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Hourly- Making aluminum requires high
wage temperatures and some potrooms

may be hot, dusty, and smoky. How-
ever, worlZing conditions in plaqts
have been improved. as. a result of
control programs and other projeCts.
because making aluminum is a con=
tinuous process, soiree production

employees have to work nights and
weekends. . .

The shaping sector of the industry
generally offers more favorable
working conditions, although; work-
ers in certain jobs are subjected, to
heat and loud noises.

The industry stresses safe working
conditions and conducts safety edu-
cation programs. Plants where alumi-
num is made have led a lower rate of
injuries than the average for all metal
industries, while the rate for alumi-
num rolling and drawing mills has
been about the same as, theavetage.
However,- the average number of
workdays lost fora each injury in the
aluminum industry as been greater'.

OccupatiOn rate

Maintenance:
Boiler operator 1$6.57-"" ******
Briannason .7.44
Welder 7.35
Pi Patter 7.35'.

'Millwright (maintenance
Mechanic) 7'35°

P.Electrician...., 7.61
Machinist 7:61

Aluminum workers receive many
fiinge benefits, such as paid vaca-
tions and'holidays, retirement bene-
fits,,,life and health insurance, shift
differentials, supplemental jury -duty
,pay; and supplemental unemploy-
ment benefits' Most workers receive
paid vacations ranging from I to 4

, weeks, dependifig..dinzAefigth of ser-
vice. In addition, there are extended
vacation plans that provide a 10-
week vIcatiOn with 13 wgek's pay
every 5 years.

-
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than the average for all metal indus
tries.

Most process and maintenance
workers in the aluminum industry
belong to labor unions. In addition,
labor organizations represent some
office and technical personnel. The
unions havint the greatest'nuMber of
Member's in the induStry are United

' 'teelworkers of America;; Alumintim
Workers International Union; and In-
ternational Union,. United Automo-

, -bile, Aerospace and Agricultural
plement. Workers of America.

Sourcest.of Additional
information

Information on aluminum prodiic:
tion and uses; as well as careers in the
industry, many be obtained frOrn:
The Aluminum.:AMoCiation, 750 Third Ave.,

New York, N.Y. 10017.
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o variety of experiencestraveling,
observing life styles, and looking at
paintings and other sources of infor-
mation about how people dressed
the past, to name but a few. In addi-

OCC1U3ATIONS IN THE APPAREL INDUSTRY

Nature and Location of the,
Industry

. The apparel industry produces
clothes that not only are appropriate
for the occasiorybe it work, sleep,
or leisure 'activitiesbut in such a
wide variety of colors .and styles that
we can select apparel to match our
mood and eipress our personality. In
addition to clothes, the industry pro-
duces linens and drapes aand othe,T
produftS, made from cloth such at
tents ilind parachutes. To do all thrs,,
the industry employs about 1.3'01-
lion peoplenearly 4 out of 5 .make
clothes.

have over 100 employees. Only I

plant in 7, however, is this large. The
limited investment reeired to cut
and sew garments, and the specializa-
tion of firms in one operation; such
as cutting, allow small firms to enter
this industry with relative ease. In the

?women's and misses' outerwear sec-
for of this industry, foi instance, he
majority of the cut and sewn gar-
ments originate in New York City,
but much of the sewing is contracted

ut to firr,ns spread throughout the
fiddle Atlantic States. Plants riranu-

4,' facturing men's Wear usually are larg-
er than those making wome4 gar-
ments because men's clothing
undergoes less frequent changes in
design and' e and thus is better

roducti007inethods.

'At the beginning of this century;
the buildint.and st6 anhat-
turps , 1.d .We -
apparel friaV
York's styles

fe0 with
.4New

_et, standard
for the rest of the printry. Buyers for
large, out-Pkown department stores
came to New York City to view new
designs and to place orders for winter
and summer fashions. Apparel firms
in this city not only had the advan-
tage of being near a concentration of
buyers, but newly arrived immigrants
provided them with an inexpensive
supply of workers. New York City
was then the undisputed apparel'
manufacturing capital of the country.

Today, New. York City is no longer
the Nation's dominant apparel cen-
ter, although it is still important
almost 1 out of every 5 employees in
the industry works in or around New
York City. However, many firms
have moved to the South so as to
lower their taxes and labor costs. As
a result, about 25 percent of the in-
dustry's employees work in North
Carolina, Georgia, Texas, Tennessee,
SOuth Carolina, and Alabama. Other
firms have moved to large cities such
as Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, St.,
Louis, and Dallas, where large cloth-
ing markets exist.

More than half of the industry's
workers are employed in firms that

".ti0c,t-st`cr. .

Occupations in the Industry.

Itipparel- in stry employees, most
of..wfibm ar 'rectly involved in the
'production process, carry out the
major operations of designing and
pattern making, cutting and marking,
sewing, and pressing. About half of
all apparel employees are hand sew-
ers or sewing machine operators.
Generally, high grade and style-ori-
ented apparel is more carefully de-
signed and involves more handwork
than cheaper, more standardized
items. For example, some hand de-
tailing goes into a fashionable Cock-
tail dress or a high-priced suit or
coat, while items such as undershirts'.
and overalls usually are sewn entirely
by machine. To make the many dif-
ferent kinds of garments, workers
with various skills and eslucational
backgrounds are needed. s

Designing Room Occupations. Typi-
cally, the manufacturing process be-
gins with the designer (D.O.T.
142.08 I ), who creates new types and
styles of apparel. inspiration. for a
new design may come from any of a

tion to creativity) designers must
have practical knowledge of the ap-
parel business so that-they can trans-
late their ideas into styles that can be
produced at competitive-prices. They
must, for example, be familiar with
labor processes and costs for various
factory operations such as pattern
making, cutting, sewing, and press-
ing. ,

A large marigacturer generally
has a head designer and several assis-
tants. Many,small firms, however, do
not employ designers but purchase
rea4limade designs or patterns or
copy higher priced designs.

A designer usually works with one
,type of apparel, such as suits or
dresses, although some work with
several. For a high-quality dress, de-
signers usually start by drawing°
&etches or draping muslin `6n ,a
manikin and choosing fabrics, trim,
and Colors. Using these sketches as
guides, designers and their assistaats
make, an experimental dress. They
cut materials and pin, 'sew, and adjust
the dress on a form or a live model
until it'matches the sketch.

Sample makers (D.O.T. 785.381)
use this experimental dress as a guide
in cuttir* and sewing fabrics to make
a finished sample of thedress. After
management has approved the sam-
ple, a patsern maker (D.O.T,
781..381 ) constructs a master pat-
tern. Working closely with the de:
signer, the pattern maker translates
the sketch or sample dress into paper

cor frbseatn

a part ef the garment. A'pat-
eiboard Qieces, each one repre-

i
tern grader (D.O.T. 781.381) mea-
sures the pieces that make up this
master 'pattern, and modifies themtO
fit various sizes. To speed`up this pro-.
cess, some large plants use cainput-

,-ers to draw up the patterns fpr each
size.

Styles for many .items, such' as
men's suits ancfckets, do
change significantly froin year t
year; thus, some of the steps. de-
scribed above are not required. A

- designer may alter the style of a suit,
for example, by simply making minor
changes on the master pattern.

645
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,.
eutiing Room Occupations. Workers
in the cutting room prepare cloth for
sewing. There are .five basic opera-
tions in the cutting department:
Weeding, Marking; cutting, assem-
bling, and ticketing. tn41 shops may
combine two or more Ofthese okra-
tions into 'a single_ job.

Hand spreaders *(D.O.T. 70,887)
lay out bolts of cloth. into exact

lengths on the cutting table. Machine
spreaders (D.O.T 781.884) are aided
by yeachines in laying the cloth
evenly across the table.

Markers.' (D. O.T. 781.484) trace
the fiberboard .pattern pieces on
large sheets of paper, and may make
several carbons of these- tracings. In
some cases they trace :the pattern
pieces with :chalk directly on the
cloth itself, rather than on paper.

Following the pattern's outline on
the cloth, cutter '(D.O.T, 781.884)
cuts out the various garment pieces
from layers 'of.cloth. Sometimes
these layers are as as 9 inches.
Using an eleCtrically powered knife,
theutter slicesthroug0 all the layers
at once: The work of cutter and a
marker frequently is combined into a
single job. t ,

The pieces of cloth that have been
cut are prepared for the sewing room
by another group of specialized
workers. Assemblers, sometimes
called bundlers or fitters (D.O.T.
781.687), bring together and bundle
the pieces and accessories (linings,
tapes, and trimmings) needed- to

tO" make a complete garment. They
match color, size, and fabric design
and use chalk or thread mark
locations for pockets, j2uttonholes,
buttons, and other trimmings. They

4clotify 'each bundle with a ticket,
Aich is also used to figure the earn-
ings of workers who are paid accord-
ing to the number of.pieces they pro-
duce. The bundles then are routed to
the various sections of the sewing
room. .

Sewing Room Occupations. Most
production workers in the apparel in-
dustry are hAnd sewers and sewing
machine--6perators: Although hand
sewers are needed in the production
of expensive garments and to put the
finishing touches on moderate-priced
clothing, sewing machine operators'
Constitute the great majority of work- sewing machine operators use machine's that are heavier and run faster than the.o nes
ears in ttiis area.
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Markers arrange pattern pieces to get the. greatest number of garments from Um*,
smelliest quantity of cloth.

Using industrial machines that are
heavier and run faster than the ones
found in the home, sewing machine
operators (D.O.T. 787.782) generally
specialize in a single "operation such
as sewing shoUlder seams, 'attaching
cuffs to sleeves, or hemming blouses.
Some make sections such as pockets,
collars, or sleeves; ott4rs assemble

,and join, these complete4 sections to
the main parts of the garment.

Sewing nrachine operators gener-
ei

40,

ally are classified by the type of
chine they use', such as single-need
sewing machine operator or blind-
stitch machine operator, and by the
type of work performed, such as col-
lar stitcher or sleeve finisher.

Most hand sewing is done on bet-
ter quality or highly styled dresses,
suits, and coats. Hand sewers (D,O.T.
782.884) uss, needle and thread to
perform various operations ranging
from simple sewing to complex

found In the hothe: i
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stRching. Many hind sewers jpecial
M

-
ize a single operation such as lapel,
basting or lifting stitching. -

Instead of being sewn,. parts such
as collars and lapels may be "fused"
together by heat and pressure. A
fusing machine operator places the
garment part ,:on a loading platform
of a,fusing press that is adjuked to
apply thoprecisesamount of pressure
and temperature needed for a perma-
nent bond. F

.

In a typical apparel plant, each
operator in the sewing department
performs one or two assigned tasks
on each piece in a bundle of cut
garment pieces, and then passes the
bundle to the next operatork, Many
plants employ material fandlers
(D.O.T. 929.887) who move gar-
ment bundles from one sewing op-
eration to another.

At various stages of the sewing
operations, inspectors and fheckers

. (D.O.T. 789.687) examinegarrnents.
They mark defects, such as skipped
stitches or bad seams, which the in-

rs sometimes repair before the
ga ts are pasSed on to the next
sewing operation.Hand trimmers
(D.O.T. 7811.887), often c led
thread trimmers and cleaner re
move loose threadt basting sti hes,
and lint from garm nts.

Tailoring elccupations.. Tailors
(D.O.T. 785.261 and .381) and
dressmakers (D.O.T. 785.361) are
skilled Workers who do difficult kinds
of hand and machine sewing. Most
are employed in making expensive
clothing that needs precise ,shaping
and finishing. Althoughssonie tailors
and dressmakers make complete gar-
ments, most specialize in a few op-
erations such as collar setting and
lapel padding.

Bushelers 785.281) are
tailors who repair defects in finished
garments rejected by the inspector.
They ter parts that have not bee'
"Sewn c, rrectly, rearrange padding in
coats and suits, and do other sewing
necessary to correct defects.

Pressing Occupations. The shape and
appearance of the finished garments
depend, to a large extent, on the
pressing that is done during and after

Csewin4 operations.
Pressers (D.O.T. 363.782, .884,

and .8W5), sometiritils working with

1.
Zf

manikins and body forms, use var-
ious types of steam pressing ma-
chines or hand irons to flatten seams
and shape parts and finished gar-
ments. 'There are two basic types of
pressersunderpressers and finish
pressers. Underpressers specialize on'
particular garment parts, such as col-
lars, shoulders, seams, or pockets.
Their duties vary from simple
smoothing of cloth and flattening-of
seams to skillful shaping of garment
parts. Finish pressers generally do fi-
nal pressing and ironing at the end of
the Sewing operations.

Fur Shop Occupations. Because furs
are expensive and difficult to work
with, making a fur garment requires
workers who have special skills not,
found in plants'that make other types

°of apparel.
The most skilled worker in a fur

garment plant is the fur cutter
(D.6T..783.781), who also may be
the supervisor. The cutter selects and
matches enough fur skins to make a
single garment, such as a" coat or.
jacket, and arranges and cuts Abe
.skins on pattern pieces so that the
choice sections of* fur are placed
where they will show. Following the
sewing instructions given by the cut-
ter, fur machine operatoks (D.O.T.
787.782) sew these pelts together to
make garment sections. A fur nailer
(D.O.T. 783.884), after wetting and
stretching the garment sections, ei-
ther staples or pails them on a bo4d
so that they will cover the.pattern.
When the'Sections are dry, this work-
er -removes them from the board. To
complete the garment, the fur ma-
chine operator then finishes sewing
the various sections, and fur finishers
(D.O.T. 783.381) sew in the, lining,
tape edges, make Pockets, and sew
on buttons and loops. '

Administrative, Sales, and Mainte-
nance Occupations. Most administra-
tive positions in an apparel plant are
in the production department. Pro-

,duction managers are respimisiVe for
estimating production costs, schedul-
ing the flow of work, hiring and train-
ing workers, controlling quality, and
supervising the overall production
activities of the plant. In some small
apparel firms, the production manag-
er also is a designer.
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Industrial engineers advise man-,
ement about the efficient use of

machines, materialk, and workers.
(Further discussion of industrial en-
gineers is included elsewhere in ,the
handbook.)

Clerks, 'bookkeepers, stenogra-
phers, and other office wor rs make'
up payrolls, prepare inv ces, keep
records, and attend to of er paper-
work. In some, large pla ts, many
clerical functions are handled 'With
computers. This reqniies keypunch
operators, computer programmers
and operators, and Systems analysts.
Sales workers, fabric &vets, models,
accountants, and sewing machine
mechanics and technicians are
among other types of workers in the
apparel industry. Discussions of -
many of these jobs can be found else- k
where in the HandbOok.

Training,,Othir Qualifications,
and Ad4ancement

Most workers in the apparel incis-
try pick up their skills on the job by
helping and observing experienced
workers. The length of time required
for on-the-job training ranges from a
few weeks to several years, depend-

_

ing' on' the type of occupation, the
worker's aptitude, and the employ-
er's training program. A relatively
small number of employees are
trained in formal apprenticeship pro-
grams for highly skilled occupations,
such as pattern maker, cutter, and
tailor. Some employees take courses
in pattern making, cutting, and tai-
loring, as .well as machine and hand
sewing, at private and public schools
in apparel manufacturing centers.

Many production jobs do not re-
quire much physical exertion. Good
eyesight and manual dexterity, how-
ever, are vital.

Entry into beginning hand-or ma-
chine-sewing. jobs is relatively easy,
since there are few restrictions re-
garding education and physical con-
dition. Ail increasing rilfinb"Or of
workers, however, are receiving
traning in high school and vocation-
al schools. New workers start by sew-
ing straight seams, under the supervi-
sion of a skilled worker or supervisor,
and progress to more complicated
sewing as they gain experience.
Many large companies have special

.
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in-plant training programs for sewing = Graduates usually start as a4istant
machine operators. The Operator is :110st ers or sample makers. Some

,taught how to perform each opera- kirsver, have come up
tipn with' minimal finger jarm and sugh.the ranks-litadyancing froM
body movement. The ability to do cutting, pattern Maki ng734.-. tailoring

routine work rapidly is essential, jobs.
since nearly all sewers are paid by the Designers need a thorough knowl-
number of pieces they. produce. edge of fabrics, a keen senseof color,
Some sewers advance to supervisory and the ability to translate desiin
positions. Most, however, stay do the .. ideas into a finished garment. They
same general operation throughout should also acquaint themselves with
their working lives and can look for- garinrnentmaking techniques by work-

ward ohly to moving from simple, ing briefly in various plant jobs, such
asewing tasks to more complicated as sample making, pattern making,

ones that paY'higher piece rates. cutting, and machine sewing. Design-

NeW workers in cutting rooms usu- ers should know how to sketch.

ally begin as assemblers (bundlers or Production managers and industri-

fitters). Speed, patience, and the al engineers often begin as manage-

ability to match colors are necessary meet trainees. A college education
ifor these jobs. An assembler'may be increasingly is being required for
they jobs. For those without a col-
legeto spreader, and after a background, many years of on-few years, to marker or

Most pattern makers ick up the
skills of the trade by working 'for
several years, as helpers to experi-
enced pattern makers. Cutters and
pattern g-aders occasionally are pro-
moted ''to pattern making. Pattern
makers must be able to visualize
fiorn a sketch or model the size,
shape, and number of pattern pieces
'required for a particular garment.
They also must have a knowledge of
fabrics, body proportions, and gar-
ment .construction.

For beginning tailor and dressmak;
ing jobs, many employers prefer to
hire vocational school graduates who
have had courses in these subjects.
With a few years of additional ap-
prenticeship' or informal on-the:PAb
training, graduates can qualify as

'skilled workers. Some of these work-
ers-eventually t.become designers or
supervisors. T13?y can also transfer to
jobs outside the apparel manufactur-
ing inciustri, as fitteis and alteration
tailors in clothing stores and dry-
cleaning stops.'

Pressers .usually begin as Under-
pressers, working on simple seams
and- garment parts. Uriderpressing
can be learned in a short time, and
the worker can progress to the more
difficult job of 'finish presser. These
workers also can transfer to pressing

n.

jobs in drycleaning shops.
Many apparel firms prefer to re-

cruit designers fro}n colleges that of-
fer specialized training in this field.

er: the job training in all production pro-
cesses, ranging from selection of fab-
rics -to shipment of finished apparel,
are required to qualify as a produc-
tion manager.

Employment Outlook

Apparel industry employment is
expected to grow about as fast as the
average for all industries through the
mid-1980's. Most job openings will
arise from the need to replace experil
enced workers who retire, die, or
transfer to other fields of work. The
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number of enings may fluctuate----8
greatly fro par -to year; as the de-
mAnd for apparel is highly sensitive
tty changes in the economy.

Demand for apparel is expected to
;increase over the long run as popula-
tibitankincomes continue to grow.
Ttte induStiy% greater emphasis., on

.styling also may stir/Ito demand.
Employment in the in ustry,.. how-
ever, is not expected to keeP-p-ace.--a,
with the production of apparel, be- --

cause new mechanized- equipment
and improved methods,of production
and distribution are expected to re-
sult in greater output per worker. Ex-
amples of laborsaving equipment in-
clude sewing machines that can
position'eeedles and trim threads au-
tomatically;- devices that automati-
cally position fabric pieces under the
needle and remove and stack com-
pleted pieces; and computer-con-
trolled pattern making, grading, and
cutting. Computers also are improv-
ing managerial control over, sales, in-
ventories, shipping, and production.

Despite technological advances in
equipment, extensive application of
automatic Ilhorsing. equipment to
the production process is difficult '
because of the variety of items pro-
duced and the frequent style and sea-
sonal changes, particularly in cloth-
ing. For these and other reasons,

I I

The number of jobs
with the economy

Wage and salary workers
projected 1985
Employees 1,600
(in thousands)

1,400.

in the apparel industry fluctuates

in the apparel industry1190-76 and

200
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE APPAREL INDUSTRY

apparel manufacturing, operations
will contit, to require much man-
ual labor. st employment oppor-
turtities4will be for sewing ,machine

...

operators, as this occupational grodp
constitutes approximately 50 percent
of total industry employment.

Opportunities are expected to be
particularly favorable for production
managers and engineers with college
degrees in apparel management, en-
gineering .technology for apparel,
and industrial engineering, as well as
fOr.sales-workers, fabric buyers, and
sewing machine mechanic's. Job op-
"pOrtunities also should be favorable
for the'inore high skilled craft work-
ers such as Pattern makers, cutters,
presSers, finishers, and tailors. Peo-
ple who plan to become designers, on
the other hand, will face keen com-
petition, because the,number of peo-
ple trying to ge% into this field ex-
ceeds the number of available jobs.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings in the apparel industry
are relatively low.. In 1976, produc-
tion workers in apparel averaged
$3.41 an hour, compared with $4.87
anour for thciSe in all private indus-
tries, except farming.

ATerage ,hourly earnings of pro-
duqlriOn workers variedlamong differ:
ent kinds of apparel plants, ranging
from $3.03 in plants that made hats,
caps, and millinery to $4.18 in those
that made men's and, boys' suits and
coats. Earnings .of apparel workers
also varied by occupation and geo-
graphic area. Table 1 gives estimated
average hourly earnings in 1976 for
selected occupations and areas in
one segment of the industry.

Because most production workers
in the apparel industry are paid by
the number of pieces they produce,jstheir total earnin depend upon
speed as well as s .

Many apparel workers are union
members, particularly those who
work in metropolitan areas. The ma-
jor unions in this industry are the
International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union, the Amalgamated
Clothing and Tektile Workers'
Union, and the United Garment
Workers of America. Some of these

-
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Table.1. Average hourly earnings of prOductiOn workers In the meth and boys' suits
coats Industry, selected occupations and areas, 1976

andc,

Men's and boys' suits and coats.

Estimated average hourly earnings

New York.
N.Y.-N.J.

metropolitan
area Baltimore. Philadelphia

All production workers $4.5 I $4.23 $4.47

Cutters and markers 6195 5.06 6.39

Finishers. hand. coat fabrication 3.81 3.88 3.89

Pressers. finish. machine. coat fabrication 4.99 5.20 5.98

Sewing machine operators. coat fabrication 4.60 4.12 4.47

Stsw.trtng achineoperators:trouser fabrication 4.50 . '3.69 3.95

unions sponsor health care and child
day 'care centers, cooperative hous-
ing and vacation resorts for the
benefit of their merriTh&rs.

Workers may be laid off for several
weeks during slack seasons, particu-
larly in plants that make seasonal
garments, such as women's coats and
suits. Employment is usually more
stable in plants that produce stan-
dardized garments, such as pajamas
and_men's shirts, which are worn all.
year. In many plants, the available
work during slack periods is divided
so that all workers can be assured of
at least some earnings.

.While many plants are housed 1
old buildings, others are located in
modei-n buildings that have ample
work space, go ighting, and air-
conditioning..Be se most employ-
ees sit when they sew,The work is not
physically strenuous, but the pace is
rapid and many tasks are monoto-
nous.

Working conditions in cutting and
designing rooms are more pleasant
than in the sewing and pressing areas.
The cutting and designing rooms are
in an area away from.the hustle and
bustle of the sewing and pressing
operations, and designing, pattern
making, and cutting jobs are more
interesting and less monotonous than
most other apparel jobs.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on vocational and
high schools that offer training in
designing, tailoring, apd sawing may

ra

be obtained from the Division of
Vocational Education of the Depart-
ment of .Education. in each State
capital.

Information ' on apprenticeships
may be obtained from the Appren-
ticeship Council of the State labor
department or the local office of
State employment service. Some lo-
cal employ nt service offices ad-
minister res to determine aptitudes
that are im rtant for many apparel
industry jb s.

For general information on jobs in
the industry -and information on
schools that offerdegreesAn.apparel
management, engi
ogy for apparel, signan related
professional and vocation,a1- fields, '

, .

write to:
.

American Apparel Manufacturers Associ-
ation. Suite 800. 1611 N. Kent St.:..Arling-.
ton. Va. 22209. -

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers'
Union. 15 Union Square. New York. N.Y.
10003.

Fur Information and Fashion Council. 101 Wy
30th St.. New York. N.Y. 10001.

International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union. 1710 Broadway. New York.
10019.

National Outerwear and Sportswear Associ-
ation. Inc.. I Pefinsylvania Plaza. New
York. N.Y. 10001.

United Garment Workers of America. Rooth
1614. 200 Park Ave. South. New York.
N.Y. 10003.

Apparel Manufacturers' Association. 1440
Broadway. New York. N.Y. 10018.

National Knitted Outerwear Xssociation. 51
Madison Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10010.
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OCCUPATIONS. IN THE BAKING INDUSTRY

.
The baking industryire of the

largest food-piocessing em-
. ployeriprovides steady, year-
round employment for thousands ofa.,,
workers throughout the country.'
Jobs exist to suit a wide variety of
interests, skills, and talents. Bakery
Workers make, wrap; pack, sell, and
deliver products. Mechanics main-
ta0 and repair plant machinery and
service delivery trucki. Managers
and sales specialists direct operations
and clerical workers perform regular
office duties.

Nature and Location of/the
Industry

About 240,000 persons worked in
the Nation's 3,500tindustrial bak-
eries in 1976. More than 4 out of 5
worked in bakeries.athat produced
perishable goods'such as bread, rolls,

Vies,. cakes, add doughnets,. The re-
mainder worked in those that made
"dry9.,good; such as cookies, crack-
ers, and pretzels.

Although there are many small
bakeries, the larger plants account
for most of the employment. About
three-fourths of the industry's em
ployees are in plants with more than
100 workers.

Most jobs are concentrated in met-
ropolitan areas and most of the in-
dustry's employees are production
workers. They do the baking, handle
raw materials, maintain equipment,
wrap and pack products, and keep
the bakeries clean. Nearly 1 out of 4
drives a truck to deliver the indus-
try's products; most of these workers
sell to retail stores. Other drivers
with no sales duties deliver bakery
products to distribution centers, ho-
tels, restaurants, and stores. The re-
maining 20 percent of the work force
are in administrative, professional,
technical, and clerical jobs.

Production Occupations. Although
not all baked goods are made in
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exactly the same way, most bakery
production jobs are similar. Produc-
tion workers blend, sift, and mix in-s
gredients to form a dough; shape and
bake the dough;,,and wrap and pack
the final product. .

Since bread is the primary product
of the jndustry, occupations de-
scribehere are those found in a
,bread bakery. Jobs may differ sorn0-
what in a bakery that makes other
products 'or is more automated.

The first step in baking is to com-
bine the' ingredients needed to make
dough. Mixers (D.O.T. 520.885)
load blending machines with the
exact amounts of flour; water, and
yeast needed for the bread. Using in-
struments, they carefully ccint k the

MINN 111.111W
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temperature, timing, and mixing
speed of the machines to insure a
uniform, *ell-blended dough. The
mixed dough is dropped into a trough
and pushed to a warm proofing room
where the yeast ferments and the
,dough rises. The risen dough is
poured back into the blender and
sugar, salt, shortening, and more,
flour and water are 'added. The
dough is allowed to rise again before
it is..Shaped into loaves.

Divider machine' operators (D.O.T.
520.885) run machines that divide,
round, proof, and shape dough into,
loaf-size balls. A conveyor carries
theie balls of dbugti to dough molders
or molding itachineroperators
(D.O.T. 520.8 5) who press out the
air btfbbles,:form the balls into
loaves, and drop the loaves into pans.
If bread or rolls are to .be made in
fancy shapes, bench handl ,(D.O.T.
520.884) knead and form the dough
by hand. 6k, .71

The pans of dough.go back. to the 's
proofing ipoz for about an hour
efore beir . placed` in the oven.

Oven tenders (D.a.T. 526.885)Joad

...
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Divider machine operator runs machine that divides and shapes dough Intb loaves.
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Oven tender loading pans of dough Into oven.' ,

and unload the ovens and adjust the
temperature and timing of the ovens,
to make sure that the bread is prop-
erly baked.

Some bakeries use an automatic
process called "continuous mix" that
eliminates many of the steps de-
seedbed above. With this .procpss, all
ingredie )lts are mixed at once and the
dough is divided, shaped, put into
moans, and then proofed only once be-
fore baking.

In small bakeries, all-round bakers
(DO.T. 526.781) assisted by help-
ers, usually handle all the steps need-:
ed to turn out.finisbed baked prod-
ucts. In large ,bakeries';'' ally r
bakers are employed as wocicin su-

isors. They direct their employ-
d coordinate their attivity with

other departments to meet produc-
tion schedules. ;

A considerable number of helpers
(D.O.T. 526.886) are employed in
baking operations to grease pins, re
mode bread'from pads, . h troughs
and rack's, and wash . ns. ey may
assist .all-eqund baker: and, other
wooers. They have jo titles such as'
doughmixer helper, an n tender
helper.

After baked goodi are cooled, sev-
eral types of .workers .prepare them
for delivery to customers. Slicing -.
and - wrapping machine operators
(D.O.T. 521.885) feed, loaves of
bread onto conveyors'leading to the
machines, watch the slicing-and
wrapping operations, adjust the ma -.
chines, and keep them supplied; with
bags' and labels. A conveyor then
takes the wrapped loaves to the ship-
ping platform.

Bakery employees in icing depart
ments give finishing touches 'to
cakes, pastries, and other sweet
goods foIlowing'special formulas of
the bakery. cing mixers (D.O.T.
520.885) igh and measure ingredi
ents and ix.cak icings and fillings
by machirfe. The also prepare
choked fillings for ies, t rts, find
other pastries. H d ice 0.T.
524.884) are sk led who
decorate specia prodUcts uch- as
wedding cakes, birthday cakes, and
fancy pastries. When the product is
uniform or requires no special deso-

cration, the frostinmay be applied by
mac/line icers (D.O.T. 5 24.885 ).

Bakeries also employ many work-
efri in'storage, warehousingpandthip-

$ ' : . 10 0 1 ,
,

ping departments. Receiving and
stock clerks check, record, and deliv-
er incoming supplies and ingredients
to various departmenth. Packers and
checkers make up orders of bakery
products for delivery by route driv-

, ers.

Maintenance °Occupations. Bakeries
employ skilled maintenance workers
such as machinists, electricians, and

p,stationary engineers to keep Machin-
ery and equipment in good , condi-
tion. Large plants need many of these
workers' because their baking opera-
tions are highly mechanized. Many
bakeries also employ truck mechan-
ics to service their delivery trucks.

Sales and Driving Occupations. Sell-
ing and delivering finished baked

foods requires many thousands of '

some
workers. Some sell baked goods,
some drive trucks, and many do
loth.

Route drivers (D.O.T. 292.358)
work for wholesale. bakeries. They
delivei baked foods to grocery stores
along 'their. routes and collect pay-
ntent. Attracting new customers and
urging old customers to buy more
products are major,parts of.their job.
Route drivers usually arrange their
baked goods on shelves or ,display
racks, in grocery stores although
some stores have begun to use their
own employees to stock shelves.
Drivers also list the items they think
the grocers will buy the next day;
these lists are used to help make up
the bakery produCtion schedule for '
the next morning.

Route supervisors assign delivery
routes and check4elivery schedules. .
They train new route drivers and may
temporarily replace those who are
.absent.- A large bakery may employ
several supervisors, each in charge of
6 to 10 rou *drivers.

Chain grocery store bakeries and
multioutlet retail bakeries employ
truckdrivers rather than route drivers
to deliver baked foods 'to each of
their company's stores. Truckdrivers
do not have sales duties, n9r, in most'
areas, do they stock sh lues. Each
store's 'strata( clerks or les clerks
arrange the displays of ked fodds.

,Adrninietrative,,Clericakanit Profes-
sional and Technical Occupations.
Administratorscitn large bakeries and

'
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owners of small bakeriescoordinate
all baking activities, from the pur-
chase of raw materials to the produc-
tion and delivery of .finished goodS.
In large- firms, activities are divided
into Separate departments w func-
tions and are superviied 60; plant
managers, comptrollers, sales` man-
agers, and other executives. Some
administrative employees specialize
in fields sucheas"accounting, purChast
ing, advertispig, personnel, and in-
dusifiai relations. Bakeries employ
many types of clerical workers, in-

- eluding bookkeepers, cas,hiers,
clerks, business machine operators,

; "typists, and switchboard operators..
Some large baking wornpanies have
laboratories and test kitchens where
chemists, home economists, and
their assistants test ingredients and
prepare formulas and recipes. (De:
tailed discussion of the duties, train-
ing, and employment outlook for
maintenance, sales, driving,-adminis-
trative, clerical, and technical per-
sonnel appear elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Training, Other. Qualifications,
and Advancement

Training requirements for occupa-.
tions 4,g, the baking industry range
from a few days on the job to several
years of experience or advanced edu-
cation. Slicing and wrapping ni,a-
chine operators can learn their job in
a few days, but skilled workers, such
as all-round bakers, mixers, ovetten-
ders, and other 'baking specialists,

, need. 3 or 4 years' of training. Profes-
sional pefsonnel and some- Sciminis-
trative:workers must have a college
degree or considerable experience -in
their sped-a/$)/1

Most in ex.Derienced production
workers in the baking industry are
hired as helpers. They usually are
assigned such tasks as carrying-ingre-
dients to mixing machines, or push-
ing troughs ofdouih to the proofing
Doom. Many 'workers who become
'all-round bakers begin as baker's
helpers. They learn more advanced
baking ills while" working alongside

. ,
experieKed bakers, an may be se-
lected to enter an. ap*renticeship
program. Employers usually require
an apaentice to be at least 18 years

) OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

old and have a high school or voca-
tional school diploma. Apprentice-
ship programs la't 3 or 4 year's, and
include on-the-job training. in all bak-
ing operations and. classroom instruc-
tion in related subjects.

Some workers take courses in vo-
cational scMol or learn baking in the
Armed Forces. Such training may
not qualify a person as a skilled ba-
ker, but it may help in getting job as
an apprentice or shorten the appren-
ticeship training period.

Bakers may be promoted to jobs
such as working or department su-
pervisors. Some bakers who have de-
veloped special skill in fancy cake-

making or piemaking may find jobs,
in hotel or 'restaurant bakeries. 'All-
round bakers with some business
ability sometimes open their Own
bakeshops.

Production employees must be in
good health. Most States -require a
health certificate indicating that the
worker is free from contagious dis-
eases. Good health also is important
because of the high temperature in
bakeries.

Some bakeries have apprentice -
slyfp programs for maintenance
wor ers such as machinists, electri-
cians, and mechanics. Others train
maintenance workers informally on
the job, Some bakeries 'hire only
maintenance workerS who are al-

.ready skilled.

For routefdrivers or truckdArs,
baking firmd generally hige inexperi-

'enced peoplwith a igh chool edu-
cation. These work rs oft- begin as
stock clerks, pack rs, or checker ,
and are promoted to driving es. :
Applicants m get a
chauffeur's l'cense and sometimes
are tested b the, baking companies
to determine hether they are safe
drivers. Clastroom instruction in
sales, display, and delivery proce-
dures is sometimes given to new

, route drivers, but most training is giv-
eft orr the job by supervisors. Route
drivers may be promoted to route
supervisors or sales mahagers.

.Administrative jobi usually are
filled by upgrading personnel already
employed in the firm. Some owners
and production managers of bakeries
'have been plant workers.or were in
sales occupations. In recent years,
late baking firms have required
their new administrative workers to
have a college degree in an adminis-
trative field, such as marketing, ac-
counting, Ilibor relations, personnel,
or advertising. Kansas State Univerii-
ty at Manhattan offers a bachelor of
science degree In bakery science.and
management. The Amtrican Insti
tute of Baking conducts a school of
.baking for persons who wish to qual-

Iffy for managerial positions. Appli-
cants must havda high school diplo-

a

(

Technological innovations enable bakeries to meet
hicreased demand with fewer employees

Wage and salary Xorkers inlItp baking industry, 1950-76 and
projected 1985,..
Employees 350
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE BAKING INDUSTRY

ma and 2 years of baking experience
or equivalent time in college:0

Persons who have completed a
commercial course in high school,

junior college, or a business school
usually rare preferred for secretarial,
stenographic, and other clerical jobs.

Employment Outlook

'gmployment in the baking indus-.
try is expected to decline through the
mid-19807v. Nevertheless, several
thousand job openings are anticipat-
ed each year becauseriof the need to
replace workers who retire, die, or
transfer to other fields of work.

Under. the terms of union contracts
covering employees in some whole-
sale Jaakeries producing bread and
related products, minimum hourly
rates in major occupations in 1976

were as follows':,.

Baking supervisors
All-round bakers and mixers
Molders and dividers and

molding and dividing
machine operatOrs

Oven tenders
Baker's helpers
Wrapping machine operators

$5.84L7.49
4.81-7.04

4.62-7.04
4.81-7.04
4.4.4-6.95
4.81-6.29

Population growth v.c111 increase Some plant employees work night
, the demand for bakery products. shifts and weekends because many

However, laborsaving technological \ bakeries operate around the clock.
innovations will enable many bak- Some bakeries are eliminating the
eries, particularly large industrial night shift since baked goods can be
ones, to meet the demand with fewer frozen and stored until needed. Most
employees. Pneumatic hirdling sys- plant workers are on a 40-hour worlk-
terns and pumps` quickly and easilyN week, but some work 35 or 37 1/2
transfer ingredieks from trucks or hours, and others 44 to 48 hours.
railroad cart to storage containers. Route drivers usualk receive a

The "continuous niix"process elimi- guaranteed minimum galary plus a
nates doughmixing and proofing op- percentage of their sales. According
erations, and conveyor systems move
.

tO limited information from union
panned dough from ovens to labeling contracts, route drivers for wholesale
machines in one'continuous process. bakeries had minimum weekly ,sala-
In addition, some bakeries can pre- ries of from' $123 to $283 in 1976. By
pare a week's baked goods at one, selling more baked products to more
time and store them in .the freezer customers, route drivers can increase

q, until needed. their earnings. Companies generally

Earnings and Working.
pay for uniforths and their mainte-

Conditions
nance.

. . - Working conditions in bakeries are

In '1976, earnings df production generally goo However, many jets

workers in the baking industry aver- involve some strenuous physical

'aged $2'012.27 a week, or $5.16 an work, despite the considerable

hallr, which is slightly higher than the mechanization of baking processes.
average for allewOrkers in pr. to in Work near ovens can be uncomfort-

duStg ry, except farming. tgiy hot!
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Nearly all employees of industrial
baking firms get paid vacations;
which usually range from I *o 5
weeks according to length of service.
Employees also get from 5 to 11 paid
holidays, depending on the locality.
Mostimking companies have life and

, health insurance programs and re
tirement pension plans. Many em-
ployees are covered by joint union-
industry plans that are paid for en-
tirely by the company.

Many bakery workers belong to,
labor unions. Bakers and other plant
workers are organized by the Bakery
and Confectionary Workers' Interna-
tional Union of America, and route
drivers and truck drivers usually ate
members of the international Broth-
erhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Warehousemen and Helpers of
.America (Ind.). Some maintenance
workers are members of craft unions\
such as the International Association

, of Machinists and Aerospace Woyk-
ers and the International Union of
Operating Engineers.

.
Sources of Additional

Information

Information on baking jobs and
training opportunities may be' ob-,
tained from bakeries in the commu-
nity, local offices of the State em-
ployment service, or locals of the
labor unions noted previously.

For general information on job op-
portunities in the industry and on
schools that offer courses or degrees
ih baking science, and technology,
write to:
American Bakers Association, 2020 K St..

NW., Suite 850, Washington, D.C. 20006.

r



OCCUPATIONS IN THE DRUG INDUSTRY

References to potions' and spells
for the cure and prevention of pain
and disease are numerous in medical
folklore. But 20th century science
has created a supply of drug products
undreamed, of by even the most
imaginative apothecaries of the past.

More than 10,000 individual or
combination drug Oroducts are avail-
able to today's physician for diagnos-
tic, preventive, and therapeutic ages.
These drugi have feiiulted in the con-:"
trol of, venereal disease, tuberculosis,
influenza, cardiovascular disease.,
malaria, pneumonia, and even some
forms of cancer. Hormones havele-
lieved the pain and crippling effects,
ofarthrite§ and-other diseases. Tran-
quilizers and other drugs have done
much to reduce t,hei.severity of men-
tal illness. Vaccines have reduced
dramatically the toll of polio, whoop-
ing cough, and measles. Discoveries
in veterinary medicine have in-
creased animal productivity and, con-
trolled various 'diseases, some of
which are transmissible to humans.
New drugs which control symptoms
of various diseases and disorders
have resulted irpremarkable .benefits
to society by increasing life expec-
tancy and allowing manyill people to'
lead *Hand reasonably normal lives.

The Americas 'drug industry has
achieved worldwide prominence
through its activities in research and
development, of new drugs, end
spends a ,higher proportion of itt
funds fort research than any other
industry in theUnited States. About
80 .percent of research and devslop-
ment,expenditures is devoted tk the
advancement of'scientific knowledge
and the development otnew prod-
ucts.'The remaining funds are allo-
cated to the irprovement. 6f existing
produt s. Each year the industry
tests more than 150,000 new sub-
stances which may eventually' yield
only 10 to 20 completely new, useful..
medicines. In recent years, most re-

,
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man and animal-use drugs also are
required in these other areas.

Nature and Location of the
Intstry .'

In 1976, about 165,000 persons
works 9 in the drug..industry. Over 1

`I30,00(rworkeif for Companies that
made /pharmaceutical- preparations
(finistitd drugs), such as tranquiliz-
ers, antiseptics, antibiotics, and anal-
gesics. The. remainder worked for
firms that made biological products,
such as serums, vaccines, toxins,
plasmas, andkobulk medicinal hemi:.
cals and botanicals used in making
finished dugs.

Drug manufacturing companies
typically employ large numbers of
workers. About two-thirds of the in-
dustry's employees work for firms
with more than 500 woikers; over
one half work for firms employing
over 1,006 workers. Some of the
largest firms employ more than 5,000

-workers. The Pharmaceutical, Man U-
facturers Association (PMA) repre-
sents bout 130 companies that pro-
d u c e' most' of the Nation's
phariaceuticals, accounting for over
90 percent of total drug sales.

About three-fourths' of the indus-
try's employees worked in seven
States: New Jersey, New York, Penn-
sylvania, Indiana, IllinoLs291ifornia,

search ,has been devoted to infec-
tions, diseases of the central,n,ervous
and cardiovascular systems, and to
neoplasm 'therapy (treatment of ab-
normal tissue growth).

Drug firms also are involved in
research and the development of oth-
er tyPes of products and chemicals.
Closely rept to drugs as important
adjuncts to m dern medical care are
medical device Ind diagnostic prod-
upts. Many pharmaceutical as well as
other manufacturers in the past few
years have entered the fast 'growihg
production of radiological equip-
ment, raclip-pharmaceuticals, heart
pacemakers, dialysis machines, and
numerous other products. These ate

, used to diagnose disease on,one hand
or, _like drugs, help aileviate -symp-
toms and restore health and well-
being. Many firms also are involved
in the agricultural chemical. market.
Many of the same types of employees
required in the research and quality
control-oriented production of hu

,

Three-fourths of all drug ind
in seven Slates

State,Ciistribution of workers in the drug i
New Jersey
New Yo,rk
Pennsylvania
Indiana
Illinois'
California
kfichigan

I

Workers are employ

dustry, 1976

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

4
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Remaining 43 states.'
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE DRUG INDUSTRY

,

and Michigan. Large dr manufac-
turing installations ar located in *

7 Indianapolis,..Ind.; Ch' ago, Ill.; Nut-
.

ley
v

nd Rilliway, .J.; Philadelphia,
Pa. Kalamazoo, Midi.; Pearl River

..(and ooklyn, N.Y.; and in, the L'os
Angeles angl ,San Francisco, Calif.,
areas.

.

For, testing new .drugs,' a' primary
research method called ssreening is
-rd. In screening an bniibiptic, for
'example, a sample is first placed'in a
baeterial culture. If the antibiotic is

'effective, it is next tested on infected
laboratory animals. Each year re-
search, personhel study the effects of
potential' new medicines on millicas
of animals including' mice, rats,
chickens, and guinea pigs. Promising
compounds dry studied further,.ror
evidence 'or usefuland harmft4.
effects. A new drug is selected fot
testing in human's only if it promises
to have therapeutic advantages over
comparable drugs alreadlt in use, or
if it offers the possibility of being se-
,

After laboratory screening, a clini-
cal investigation, or trial of tile drug
on human patients, is made. Supplies
of the, drug are giVen to a small gtoup
of doctors who administer it to care-
fully selected consenting patients.
The patients are then observed close-

. ly and special studies made to deter-
mine the drug's effect.. If a drug

, proves useful, arrangements are
made for more tests with a larger
group ofiphysicians: .

Once a drug has successfully
passed ;animal and Clinical tests,
problems of productiort methods and
costs /must: be worked out before

'mantrabt 'ing begins. if the original
laboratory -rocess of draparing and
compounding the ingredients is com-
plex and expensive, pharmacists,
chemists, chemical 'engineers; pack-
aging engineers, ancreoduction spe-
cialists are assigned to develop .pro-
cesses econor'cally adaptable to

-mass productiO
l' 4'" Drug manu tepLers have devel-

oped a high de of ditomation in
many productio rations. Milting
and microniii achines (which
pulverize sub'sta s, into extireinelY.
fine particles) are used-to reduce
bulk chemicals to the .req fired size.

hes& finished (chemical are com-
tined.and proceised furt, er in mix-

?

About 1 out of

0
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*very 8 employees hi Vie drug Industry Is scientist, engineer, of
itechncian.

. i

ing Machi'nes. The mixed ingredients
may then be mechanically capsul-
'ized, pressed into tablets, or made
into solutions. One type of 'machine,

-for example, automatically. fills,
seals, and stdmpS capsules. Other
machines fill bottles with capsules,
tablets, or liquids, and seal, label, and
package the bOttles. .

nee 76r control is_.vi-
talitt this-. in 1::3"2 .k-A afitAdnt!ra'::
system involvesselection in train-
ing of personnel; proactu es-'
tablishment of specifitatio
dures, and tests; dtsign n_d

maintenance of facilities and equip-
Merit; selection of materials; and rec-
ordkeeping. In an effective system,
all these aspects of quality control.%
are evaluated on a regular bsis,...and
modified and improved "whenaPpro-,

Quallty-co,iiscionsi ma
turers may psign ix
production wbikers to eitid r'-

-ance functions alone, wlIile'atl other
employees may devote part of their
time to these functions. For example,
although pharmaceutical company
representatives .called detailers
Mandy Work in marketing, they en-
gage quality control wjpien,they as-

/- 10.

sist pharmacis0 'in checking for
outdated products.

A drug may. undergo hundreds of
complex,' time-consuming, quality
control checks at various stages dur-
ing the manufacturing process to in-

,- sure that it confOrms to 'spe ifica
tiohs. -Although some inspectitm
operations,are mechaniz &litany are

-0P-Crf94).2"--644W7 :rr.
The pharmaceutical industry is

_closely regulated. 'The Food and
'Drug Administration (FDA) has le-
gal authority to inspect manufactur-
ing, plants, test drugs and examine
drag inverts, and monitor drug re-
search, testing, development, mar.),
keting, and consumption.

dfccui)atIons In the Industry

Employees with many different
levels of Skill and education work in ,

the drug industry. About half are. in
white tollar jobs (scientific, techni-
cal,. adMinistrative, clerical, and
sales), a much higherk proportion
than in most other manufacturing in-
dustries; the other half are in ,plant
jobs (processing or production,
,

,
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substances, determine, molecular
structure, help tct create new Om-
pounds, and improve manufacturing.
processes. Biochemists study the ac-
tion of drugs on body processes.).
Radiochemists trace the course of
drugs through body organs and tis-
sues, Pharmaceutical chemists set
standards and specifications for the
form of products andrfor storage con-
ditions and see that labeling and lit- .

erature \meet the tequirements of
State and Federal laws. Analytical'
chemists test raw and intermediate
materials and finished products for
quality.. .

Several thousand biological scien-
tists (D.O.T..041,081, .181) work in
the drug industry. Biologists and bac-
,teriologists study the effect of chemi- .
cal agents on infected animals. Mi-
crobiologists grow strains of .1
microorganisms which produce .anti-
biotic!. Physiologists investigate the
effect of drugs on body functions and
vital processes. Pharmacologists and
zoologists study the effect of drugs
on animals. Virologists grow viruses,
develop vaccines, and test them in
animals. Botanists, with iheir special
knowledge aplant lip; contribute to
the discovery of babnical ingredi-
ents'fot drugs"Other biological sci-
entists include, pathologists, 1.+Iho
study normal an abnormal cells or ,

tissues, and to., ologists, who are
concerned with the safety, dosage
levels, and the compatibility of dif-
ferent drugs. pharmacistis perform
research in product development:,

-studying many forms of medicines at
various stages of production. Some'
set specifications for the purchase
and manufacture of materials, an

"handle correspondence relating t?
products. Drug manufacturerS also
employ physicians and veterinarans.

' Engineers account for a small frac-.
, Lion of scientific and technical work-.
ers, but make significant contribu-
tions toward improving quality
control and production efficiency.

111hemical engineers (D.O.T.
008.081 ) design equipment and de-
viSc manufacturing processes. Indus- ,

trial engineers (D.O.'F. 012.081,
.168, .187, .188, and :21) plan .1,
equipment layout and workflow to
maintain efficient use of plant. facili-
ties. Illechanicalengineers (D.O.T..
067.08) , .154;181, and .187) coor-

.

ice;,

wr

Biologist conducts testa that MOniOf the effect of different compounds on heart muscle.

maintenance, transportation,
service).

Some 9f the important occupa-
no& are-,describid briefly below. De-
tailed discussions of professional,
technicaficlerical, and other occupa-
tions found ip drug manufacturing, as
'4)..4e11. as in other industries, site given
elsewhere, in the Handbook.

.

Scientific and reclinicgl Occupations:
About o e out of every six employ-
ed in th inchistri is a scientist, engi-

1/2

o ,

neer, or techniciana fare greater
proportion than in most other indus-
tries. The majority do research to de-
velop new drug products. Others
work to streamline production meth-
ods and improve environmental and
quality control. -

Chemists (D.O.T. 022.081) make
Up the largest group of scientific and
technical personnel in the industry.
Organic chemist combine new. COm-'
pounds for -biological testing. Phys-
ical chemists separate and identify
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dinate the installation and mainte-
nance of sterilizing, heating, cooling,
humidifying, and ventilating equip-
ment. N

Technicians (D.O.T. 073:38 I ,'
,,.078.128', .168, .281, .381, and .687)
'Clepresent about one-third of the drug

industry's scientific and technical.
workers. Laboratory tests play an
important part in the detection and
diagnosis ofdisease and in the as-
covery of,me'dieines. Laboratory
technicians perform these:tests under
the or scientists in, such
areas as bacteriology, bioch'e stry,
microbiology, virology (the udy of
virusesk and cytology (an lysis of
cells).

z i .

Administrative, Clerical, and Related
Occupations. About 1 out of every 3
workers in drug manufacturing is in
.an administratil, clerical, or other
office job. At the to Of the adminis-
trative group are the executives who
make policy decisions concerning
maulers of finance, marketing; and
research. Other administrative and
executive workers include account-
ants, lawyers, purchaping agents, per-
sonnel and 'labor' rermions workers,
public relations workers, economists,

ists, d advertising and marketing
hk, ,tec al writers, computer special-

ists,
researii workers: Clerical employ-
ees include secretaries, typists, office
machine operators, and others who
keep records 6n personnel, payroll,
"raw materials, sales, shipments, and
plant maintenance. '',..-

Pharmaceutical detailers (D.O.T..
266.158); often called pharrnacedti-
cal sales representatives, describe
their companies' productsto plitysi-
icians, pharmacists. dentists, and.
health services administrators, and
serve as lines of commdnication bt
'tween their companies and clients.

- 1 i:
Plant:Occupatiohs. Nearly half of the
industry's' etriployees work 4in I plant
jolts. TheNmajority of these workers

*". can be divided into threemajor ocCu-
. pational ps: production or pro-

*cessing workers, Who 'operate the
drug-p oducing equipment( mainte-
nance orke whb install, maintain,

. and rep 'r this quipment; and ship-
ping clerk ,. kdrivers, and mated-
al handlers, who he transpo the
drugs.

;7: V.

Various typeg of chemical opera-
tors are involved in the production of
pharmaceutical preparations and
biological products. Pharmaceutical
operators (D.O.T. 559.182) control
machines that produce tablets, cap-
sules, ointments, and medicinal solu-
tions. Granii laior machine operators
(D.O.T. 559182) tend milling and
grinding m ines that reduce mix-
tures to particles of deSignated sizes.
Cqmpounders (D.O.T. 550.885) tend
tanks and kettles in which solutions
are mixed and compounded to mak
up creams, ointments, liquid medica-
tions, and, powders. Comfiressas
(D.O.T. 556.782) operate machines
that compress ingredients into tab-'
lets. Pill and tablet coaters
554.782), often called capsule cpat-
ers, control a battery of mac/Tines
that apply coatings to tablets which
flavor, color, preserve, add medica-
tion, or control, disintegratign, time.
Tablet testers (D.O.T. 55.9.687) in-
spect tablets for hardness, chippage,
and weight to assure conformity with
specifications.

Ampoule fillei-s (D.O.T: '559.885)
operate machines that fill small glass

liquid drug pro ucts. Ampouleexam-
Icontainers wit measured, doses of

iners (D.O.T. 559.687) examine the
ampoules for discoloration; foreign

articles, and flaws in the glass.
After the drug product is prepared

.,,_
and inspected, it is bottled or pack-
aged. Most of the packaging and bot-
tle filling jobs w d,one by semiskilled
workers who aerate machines that
measure exact amounts of the prod-
uct and seal containers.

The drug LinduStry employs many
skilled m tenance workers to a-
sure that pro ction equipment is
operating propr.ly and to prevent
costly breakdOwns.. Included ,amorfg
-maintenance workers are powerplant
.operators who are responsible' f1i,r'

high pressure boilers, turbogenera-
tors, compressors, refrigeration
equipment, and pla?t water sygtems;.

electricians who installroinaintain,
and repair,the various' types of elec-
trical equipment,' plunthers who in-
stall maintaintleating, plumbing,

..
and pumping'systems; machinists ,.

whoho Make and, repair metal parts- for
machines and equipinent; and-instru-
ment repairers; who periOdically, in-
spect instruments and controls'

. 4 . 6 0
,
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repair or replace malfunctioning
parts. Drug firms also employ pipalt-
ters, millwrights, and many. other
skilled workers.

Plant workers who do not operate
or maintain equipment perform a va-
riety of other tasks. Some drive
trucks to make jdeliv ies to other
parts of the plant; som load and un-
load trucks and railro d cars; others

Iceep inventory records.,,Ttie industry'
also employs service workers, such as
guards, cookS, and janitOrs, whose
duties are similar to those of such
workers in other industries. .

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advdncement

Training- requirements for jobs in
the drug industry range from 'a few
Hours of on-the-job training to years
of,., formal educational preparation

_plus job experience. Bedause quality
control is of paramount importance,
the drug industry places a heavy em-
phasis on continuing education for
employees, and many firms provide
classroom training in safety, environ-
mental and quality controls, and oth-
er areas.

For production and' maintenance
occupations, drug manufacturers
generally hire inexperienced workers
and train them on the job; ,high
school graduation is not essential irt,
generally is preferred by most firs.
Beginners in production jobs assist -

experienced workers and learn the
operation of the processing equip-
ment. With experience, employees
may advance to more skilled jobs in
their departments. Most.'mainte-
nance jobs are filled by people who

'start as helpers-to e.teetricians,
plumber's, machinists, an other craft
workers.

Many companies encourage pro-
ductAln and maintenance workers to
take.Tourses related to their jobs in
local schools and technical institutes,
'tor, eo enroll in correspondence
courses. College courses in chemistry
and related, areas are particularly en-
couraged for highly skilled produc- '-
iion workers who operate sophisti--, ,
c,atedequipment. Some companies
reimburse the workers for part, or
All, of the tuition. Skilled productipn -

and rrI4intenance workers with lead- .

ItiattFability may adyance to super-
visory positions..
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For teAnicians in the drug indus-
try, methods ofAualifying for jobs
vary in many ways. Some teehnieialis
enter the field with R high' school
education -and advance to jobs of
greater responsibility with 'experi-
ence and additional formal eduda-
tion. HoWever, companies increas-
ingly prefer to hire graduates of
technical institutes or junior colleges,
or those who have completed college
courses in chemistry, biology, mathe-
matics, or en'gineeting. In many
firms, newly _hired workers begin as

laboratory helpers or. aides, Perform=
ing routine jobifsuch as cleaning and
arrangingtAkties.test tubes, and oth-
-prt ent,

or nee required for highest,
ley nician jobs vanies:frqm
Com tit ,comPariYA Ggnera*,
employees adinCioVer a number of
years from assistant.. teehnillab., to
technician, ltd seniqr technician, td

,technical associate: Some companies
require senior -technicians and tech::
nical associates to complete job.itti4

-rated collegeourses. . :

For. moss sciejrtijfic and' engineer-
lot of scienrekclegree
requirement Some

companies have formal training pro-
grams for college graduates with en,
gineerintrand scientifibbackgrounds. -

-These trainee's work for brief Windy
in the var §diViiicins of the plant to

again id knowledge of .drug
-manUfaquring operations before
being assigned to a particular depart

In otherfirms, riewlyemployed
scientists and engineeti'are:iminedi-
ately assigned' to. a specific activity
such, ascresearch, process .develop.,
went? produCtior, or. sales". 'drug .

manufacturing companies Prefer to
hire :college graduates, particularly
.rose With, strong scientific liackt

ing jobs, a Bach
is the minirau

gbunds, as .pha
Newly emp

representatives mplete rigorous
loi-mal training programs revolving
around their companies' product'

-
Jbb prdspects and advancement

usually are best foeprofesSionals with
adyanced degrees. Over half of 011
PrOfessionale,, involved in research
aqd dEvelopment have 'a doctoral ot
masters degree. Sore Cornpanies of-
ferktraining programs to help 'scienu,
tists and engineers keep abreast oi"..

eutical
pharmaceutical,
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,Drug industry employilent has shown,fairly steady
growth .

Wage and salary workers in the drug industry, 1950-76 and
projected 1985

Employees 250
(V thousands)
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Source Bureau 01 Labor SlatisOca

new developments in their fields and
to develop administrative skills.
These programs, May, include lneet-
ings and _Seminars with consultaNS
frotri various rields. Many companies

,encourage scientistsvand engineers.to
further their edutatiori;. some pro':
vide financial assistance for this pur-
pose. Publication of scientific papers.
also is encouraged:

.

ploynlea Outlook

Drug manufacturing employment;.
is exPected to grOW, about' as fast as
the average for all through.
the mid-1980r . In 'addition to em-
ployment gr wth,)rnany job openings,
will result om deaths, retirements,
and other. separations from the labor
force.

The demand for drug products is
expected- to grow very raPidly. pe-
malidAill be stimulated primarily by'
population grbwthi particularly the
growing number.of. older people who
require more health care services,
and bilhe growth:of pliblic and pri-
vate health', insuranqprogiams,
which "gtherally bovef. the cost of
drugs and 'media:le. Ad4tion of a
national health insurance program
could further expand the niarketfoi
drugs : .Other factors that areNxpect-
ed :increase The idem and -fdr drugs
inctudegitatevnetsonal,income, the
rising healthr.conSciousness, of the

T-?

general, public, and the discovery of
-new. drugs. A continued rise in for=
eign Orug sales, particularly to dev.e1-
oping countries with rti,ountinhealth
care requirements, also., is anticipat=.

. .

The industry's employment 'will
not increase as rapidly as the demand ,

for drug products, hoWever, because .

teChnOlogical improvinnents in`, pro-
di ion methods will. increase output
pet "worker. -Tile more widespread
use of automatic processing and can-
fro! equipment in operations firmer -
ly dohe -by hand will. tend to reduce
labor requirements, partieularly in
plants Where comindrc drugs.. are
rriasSpOduCed. For exa.mple, mixing',
and granulating processes, which
precede tableti.ng, have become
completely mechanized in some
plants. ,In additiOn, computers 'in-, I;
creasingly are used in quality cot4Tol
systems to elimina computational '
errors in analysis an testing and °to
speed up prbduction and shipment.
cgmputefs:thus,'have tended to take
over some of the taski of profession-
..al; technical, and production work?

.

. ers:
The rateS'bf. emprOyment,i,.grow-th

over the lagrfew,deeades is not ex- .

pecte to continue: Only moderate
increases a e anticipated irrthe num-
ber of scientists;engineers; and tech-
nicians engaged in pharmaceutical
research and 1ploPmenkIncreaS

44, r:xr. ar,

ofib
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,ingirTestzigtive government regula-
bons have ceduced the rate of return
on investment inxesearch and devel-

nd, as a result, drug manu7
eCted to lirh it future
s area. Demand for

ance workers (such.ass
electridians,- machinists, plumbers;
and instrument repairers) will 13e
spurred by the. need to service the
growing nt of automatic pro-
cessing a introl equipment. Em-
ployment o administrativeand cleri-
cal. workers is expected to increase
moderately. Deinand- for -laborers

:and many semiskilled plant occupa-
tions is not expected to increase sig-
,nificantly. as more processes are
adapted, to automatic equipment.
However, demand for hi skilled
production, workers to operate the
increasingly sophisticated equipment

:used .in drug manufacturing is ex-;
pected to rise.

Unlike*many other manufacturing
...industries, drug industry employment

is not highly sensitive to changes in
economic conditions. Thus, even
doring,periods of,high unempla3
ment, workis likely to be relatively
stable in the drug industry.

Earnings and Working
Conditiois

°Earnings of plant workeis in the
drug industry are higher than the
average for all manufacturing indus-
tries. For example; in 1976, produc-

i,

tion workers in the drug industry av-
eraged $5.50 an hour, while those in
manufacturing as a whole averaged
$5.19 an hour.

According to a 1973 Bureau of
Labor ,Statistics Survey earnings of
office employees in the drug manu-
facturing industry' were 68 percent
higher than earnings for production
workers. ,Earnings generalky were
highest in the North Centril Region
and lowest in the Southi.Employees
generally, received bonuses, vacation
and sick leave, paid holidays: life,
health,' and accident insurance,
workers' compensation, and .retire-
ment plans.

National wage data are not avail,:
able for individual occupations ir, the
drug industry. 'However, statements
on specific Occupations, such as
.chemist, pharmacist, and techniCian,
found in other parts of the Handbook,
will give general earniags. informa-
tion.

Some employees, work in plants
that operate around the .tlock-3
Shifts a day, 7. cLajts a, week.' In most
plants,",,workerS'yeceivs...extra pay
when assigned to second or third
shifts. Since drug produAion is sub-
ject to little se.sopVvariation,-work
is steady

Worki
are befter most other manu-
facturing plants ;Much emphasis is
place on . keeping equipment and
work areas cleaiIbecatis edap-
ger of 'coritairlination, 6f gs. Plants

ions in drug plants

O

' 7,1: V o 9
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usually are air-conditioned, welt
lighted, and qujet. Ventilation Sys-
t ms piotect workers from dust,
fu es, and disagreeable odors. Spe-

c utions are, taken to .protect
vely small number of ern-

ork with infectious
d poisono(is chemicals.
xception of work per-
material handlers and
workers, most jobs re-

eta

t&\
ploy
cult
With
forme
maintenan
quire little physical effort. The fre-
quency, and ..verity of injuries in
drug manufacturing .has been about
half the average for all "kanufacti/r-
ing industries.

Some of the industry.'s production
and maintenance employees .are
membtrs.oflabOr unions. The princi-
pal.prtions in the industry are the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers Inter-
national- tinion., the International
Chemical WolkeVr&nion; and Unit-
ed Steel Workers.WAmerica. .

Sources of Additional
Information

For additonal information about
careers in drug'manufacturing and
the industry in general,. write to ,the
personnel departments of individual
drug manufacturing' companies and'
to:

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association,
1155 Fifteenth St. 'NW., Washington.
D.C. 20005.,

o

;



:O..CCUPATIONS IN THE
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

. An nit ut,a doetor, .a mechan:
. .

lc, and. butuneits executive air have
somettittig in Obniinotf;°witbeut elec-
tronic' devices 'wefilid, be unable
to do much of theirWOrk, We would
never have reached the -lnoon with:
out the tSOusands of people working
in electronics. research and produc-

. tion. Nor would doctors be able. to'
diagnose' and treat many/diseases
without modern electronic machines.

.Mechanics' use electronic -testing
equipment' tb .locate malfunctioning
parts.in numerous -types of machines
and engines. Business executives also
owe a lot to electronics. Electronic
coMputers, for example. provide
them:with better and more informa-
tion, speed up payroll and building
ptocedures, and reduce the cost of
their.Operations.

.

Natuie and LOcittiow of the'
Industry 5.

The .electionics industry dates
baCk to the 'early I900's when the
Crst radios were flt °duped. By 1930;

the industry had expanded its re-
search to' include,, for example; the
development of crude teleyision Pic-
tures in Color. It wasn't until World
War II, however, That electrynias
production really began:to diversify. ,

Efforts , to develop wide .range.,of
military prodiUits resulted in s'Cieutif-
ic advandes such as electronic'- Mew,-
inking and detecting equipment9' air
flight control -equipment; arril the'
digital computer. Today,' the inslustry.
produces abou; 30,000 ty.pes of elec-
tronic goods:

The electronics- industry is divided
into four main markeeareas: govern-
ment products, induStriii products,
cOnsumer'produets, and compo-
nents: Products sold to the govern=
ment make up a large portion OfeleC-
tronic sales' and include widely'
different items sulk:as' missile: and

space guidance systems, communica-
tions systems, and other electronic
gapda used in medicine, education,
crime detection, and traffic control.
Industrial
ers, radio
equipme

purchases include comput-
and television broadcasting
nt, telecommunications

.
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t

.equipment, electronic office equip-
. ment, and production control equip-
trientall vital to daily business op-

': eratiobs.
Consumer products are probably

the most.familiar types of electronic
products. Every day thousands of
people 'buy television sets,,
stereos, and calculators. No electron- I
is productq could be developed, how-
ever, without their main ingredient-
components. Some of the most well-
known ,compOnents are -Capacitors,
switches, transistors, relays, tele0i-
sion picture tubes, and amplifiers.

About 1.4 million persons w,,ere
employed in the development, pro-

. - .
Most elearonics prOducts are assembled by hand with smalrtools, soldering Irons, and

,
. . Hght welding machines. .

a

cr "
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duction, and sales of these products
in 1,976. Nearly ,three-quarters of
them worked in plants that produce
end products for goyernrolvt, indus,
trial; and consumer use. The rest,
worked in plants thatinade electron-
ic components.

Electronics manufacturing, work-,
ers are located in all parts of the
country, but the majority of the jobs
in 1976 were in eight States: Califor-

liia, New York, Illinois, Massachu-
setts, Pennsylvania, Indiana, New
Jersey, and Texas. Metropolitan
areas with large numbers of electron-
ics manufacturing workers include,
Los Angeles, Chicago, New York,
Philadelphia, Newark, Boston, Balti-
more, IndianapOlis, and Dallas.

Occupations in the Indintry

A viide variety of jobs exists in the
electronics manufacturing industry.
More than half of all workers are in
plant jobs that include production,
maintenance, transportation, and
service occupations. The rest are sci-
entists, engineers, and .other techni-
cal Workers, and administrative,
clerical, and sales workers.

Professional and .Teclinical Occupa-
tions. The electronics tidustry is de-
pendent on research and develop-
ment. As a result, a large proportion
of its workers are in engineering, sci-

' entific, and other technical _lobs. 'En-
gineers and scientists alone make up
about one out of'every nine electron-
ics workers.

Scientists in the electronics,.indus-
try work in a number of areas. Many
are involved in pure research=learn-. ing about why and. hOw /flings react
the way they'da. Some apply this in-
formation to develop, processes or
products..

Physicists work with solid-state
. materials. They may develop_uses for

semiconductOrs and design integrat-&
ed Circuits:' for satellites. Chemists
and ilietallurigists'woik :mainly in rna-
terials 'preparation and testing, but
alp; Akbrk in research , and develop-
ment of new Processes. Mathelnati-
clans and statisticians use computer
Models tosassist engineers 'and scien-
tists compleZ "initheinaticaS 'and
sptitical problem speCiall in-the'
design of.milita and spice equip

.

ment ;and 'c'omputers: Statisticians
alsO are employed in quality control,
production scheduling, and sales
analysis and planning.

Engineei:S use their knowledge of
Math tics and science to develop
new Oducts, processes, procedures;
or systems to solve problems. Electri-
cal and electronics engineers, the
largest group of engineers in the in-
dustry, work on research and devel-
opment, Production, and duality con-
trol problems. Most of tthese
engineers are highly specialized and
may work in a specific area such as
the design and implementation of
solid-state circuitry in radar, comput-
ers, and calculators.

Mechanical engineers help Bevel-
` op' new products, tools, and equip-

ment by-setting requirements for the,,
strength of.materials and designs.
They may, for example, develop cal-
culators and television antennas. In
dustrial engineers. deterriiine the
most efficient. methods to produce
these productsa:-They evaluate Plant
layout, machinery, and the number
and type of personnel utilized in_ the
plant, and Make suggestions to lower
'cost and increase production.

Chemical, metallurgical, and pe;
ramic engineers also work feii elec-
tronics companies. Chemical engi-
neers may design chemical plants
,and.processes while metallurgical-en-
gineers determine the most efficient
way to use metals in the c9mparifs
products.

Industrial designers design the ex-
teriors of electronic products. When
designing a television set, for exam-
ple, they must insure that all compo-
nents fit, that the set is easy to use
and repair, and that it is attractive
enough to compete with others on
the market.

Technicianssuch as electronics
technicians, drafters, :engineering
aides, labcoitory technicians, and
mathematical assistantsmake, up
about 1 o t of every 20 eleetrcjnics
manufactu nd workers. Many elec-
tronic to hnicianslthelp engineers
'design an build experimental Mod-
els.,They also set Wind repairelec-
tronic equipment/or customers. Oth-
er electronici technicians do

;cornplex 'inspection and assembly
work; Drafters prepare. detailed
grawings.from sketches or specifica--

653'
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ions furnished by 'engineers that
how the exact dimensions of the en-

tire object and its parts: p
Engineering aides assist (engineers

by making calculations, sketches,
and drawings, .ancl. testing' electronic
components and systems. Laboratory
technicians help phiSicists, 91emists,
and engineers in. laboratory.analyses
and experiments.0Mathematical as,
sistants follow procedures outlined
by mathematicians to. solve prob-
lems: They also operate test equip-
ment to develop computers and oth-
er electronic products.

Technical.writerS prepare training
and technical manuals that describe
the operation and maintenance of
electronic equipment. Theoy also pre-
pare catalogs,product literature, and
contract proposals. Technical illus-
trators 'craw. pictures of electronic
equipment for technical publications

. and sales literature. ,

Administrative, Clericait and Related
Occupations. About one out of four
workers in electronics manufacturing'
has an administrative or other office
job Administrative workers include
pu4ltasing agents, sales executives,
personnel sPecialists, advertising
workers, and market researchers.
Secretaries, typists, and business ma- -
chine operators are among the thou-
sands of other office workers em-
ployed by electronics firms. A
growing proportion of -these- office
workers operate computeri.

Plant Occupations. About half of
electronies manufasturing employ-
ees work in plant oper,atiOns: assem-
bly, capacitor and coil winding; in-
specting, machining, fabricating,
processing, and maintenance.

Assembly Occupations (O10.T.
729.884; 720.88.4; 726.784 and
.884). Assemblers, mosttpf whom are
semiskilled workers, make up the
largesttgroup of employees. Most enth,.
Products are a.ssernbled by hand with
small tools, soldering irons', and-light
welding machines. Assemblers' use
diagrams to guide their work. Some
assembly is done by following in-
structions presented on colorglides
and tape recordings. Color slide pro-

jectors flash a picture of an assembly
sequence' on a screen, while the as
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Afloat half of elactronlcs niantdaOturIno employees work In plant occupations.
- . .

sembler listens to recorded direc- , under magnifying lenses or 'micro-
tions. ; .Ait scopes'rPrecision welding equipment

PireCisiim assemble4 and electron- may be used to Wield connections in
ics teChnicians install components.. 'microminiature components and cir-
lind subassemblies in contplex prod- 'cuit as. semblies. -

uCts such as missiles. They also help
Machining Occupations. Machining'make experimental models. Most of
workers are needed inmost electron=_these workers are employed in the
ics inanqacturing plants, particularly-.manufacture of military and industri- for, military; space, and industrialOtelectronic.equipinent.

Machines are used in some assent- products. Macltc-tOol operatciss-
, putting parts. Toolniakerconstruct and

blv k For 1
. Q machinists e precise, metal

getherscircuitpoards, automatic ma- . -
-.Chines .ofted are used to on

F while it is being stamped, shaped, or
.

componevts.on boards in liter.., drilled: Diemakers build metal formsconnections. Here the a sem-biers: (dies) used in stamping and forgingwork as machine operattors of lOad

pair jigs and flxtureselat hold metal

metal.ers. Most components are put togeth:'-
achines, since their assembly Fabricating Occupations, Fabricating
simple and repetitive °pelt- workers are employed in many elee-

yen some;types of miniatur- tronics manufacturing -plants, tint
'conductors and other com- most are in plants that make industri-
, made with itacts small al products.' Sheet-metal workers

er by
invo
tions.
ized se
ponen
enOugh to pass through a needle's make frame', chassis, and cabinets.
eA, are assembled by Mfichinet. Glicli.Nowel-s and glass lathe opera:'

Hand assembly is needed for some torePED,O.T. 6.74:782) make., tubes,
items such as receiving tubes and :for,eXperimentatitin and develop-
some types of: resistors and diodes: inent work^ - .

Hand asseripbler! may perform only a In electron tube manufacturing,
single operation A , component's ipecial fabricating workers are _ern-
move down.the productionlinei but sployed. For example, grid lathe op-
some put together Complete compo- .erators (D.0.1'. 725.884)- wind fine
nents,. Tiny waits often are assembled wire 'around t±i/o heavy parallel wires
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to make grids (devices in tubes that
Control the flow of electrons). Other
fabricating workers include coil
winders (D.O.T. 724.781 and .884,
crygal grinders and finishers (D.O.T.
726.884), and, punch press operators
(D.O.T. 617.885).

. Processing Occupations. Many elec-
.tronici Workers. process or prepare
parts for assembly. ElctrePaters and
tinners (D.O.T. 501.885) coat partS
with ;metal; anOdizers ('D.O.T. '-
501.782) treat, these parts in electro-
lytic and cheriiical baths., to prevent
corrosion: Other processing: workers
also coat electronic components with
waxes, oils, plastics, $r other materi
als. Some operate machines that en=,
cash microminiatmsComponents in
plastic. Silk. scresters
726.887) print, patterns on circuit-':
boards and. on pails. of electronic'
corripbrtents. Etching equipment op-
erators tD.0.14.' 300.885) do chemi-
caloal etdIting,,qf copper on ,circiiit
boards.

Operator.vbf infrared ovens and hy-
drogen fdrnaces (D.O.T. 590.885)
.mbyeimOisture. and foreign deposits
frotiktramic, metal, and glass parts.
in 'tube:manufacturing, exhaust.,9p-
eraieri.(D.97. 72$:884)-4nd sealers
(D.O.T. 692,885) opOrate gas flame
machines that clear tubes of impuri-
ties,exhaust the gas, and seal the
tubes..'

Inspection. Occupations. hispection.
begins when raw materials enter
plant and 'continues through mantr-

ri ,-,,facturing. Some inspection retI'10-v
,

quire electronics technicians who_, ,,..
have years of experience. These jobs
are minonly foand in complex proL71:5,,
'duct n work. such as, the manufa,' i'
ture . f computers and spacecraft:14,
Most inspectors, however, do not ,,.
need extensive technical training.

SOme inspectors check inlitemjng-
parts nd components suppli4 by
other firms. They may have job 'titles i
that. indicate the work they do, such,;
as incothing materials inspector or .

plating inspector. .

During .manufacturinnitcuompo-
nentslre either checked allot by
workers usies test 'meters or routed
mechanically Trough automatic test
equipirent 'Althpugh,triany of the
dorkers simply are called t
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others have job titles that reflect the
type of components they inspect,
such as transformer-tester or coil-
tester. Some automatic equipment
can check components, produce a
punched tape of the results, and sort
the components`into batches for
shipping. Workers who feed or moni-
tor automatic equipment often are
called test-set operators or testing-
machine operators.

Electronic assembly inspectors
(D.O.T: 722.281) examine assem-
bled prOdusets to,make certain that
they conform to blueprints and speci-
fications. 'they ,inspeit wiring, eleo-
tricaal connections: and other critical'
items, to make surefeyerehing will
work properly.

Maintenance qccupations. Many
workers repair and maintain machin-
ery and equipment. Skilled electri:
cians are responsible for the proper
operation of electrical equipment;
Machine and equipment repairers
make mechanical repairs; mainte7:
.nance machinists and welders build
and repair equipnient and fixtures.
Air-cOnditiOning and refrigeration
mechanics work in air-conditiOned
plants that have special refrigerated
and dust free rooms to protect sensi-
tive parts. Painters, plumbers, pipe-

, fitterscarpenters, and sheet-metal
workers also are employed in elec-
troirfes

Other Plant 'Occupations. Many
Workers moveanA'handle materials.
eorklift operators stack crates in
Warehouses, and ld'ad and unload
trucks and boxcars. Tuckdrivers
'move f ht, outside the plant. The
indust also employs guards and

,janito
(p tiediled discus*ans of profes-
nsloaPito chnical,. mechanical, and,

other ocappations,Thiind not only in
electronics manufacturing plants; but
also in other. industries, are pres. nted-
elsewhere in 'ale Handbook in -sea-

, Lions covering the individual ficcupa=
tionS.)- e c.

Training, Oiher Qualifications,
.,).- and Adiraftement

Training retivemegts for jobs in s
elec manufacturing. plants!.
..rang a feW Hours of on-ethe-job
trainin years of specialiZed prep-

-% 4

aration. Beginning engineering jobs
usually are filled by recent college
graduates, but some positions call for
advanced degrees. A small number
of workers without college degrees,
however, are upgraded to profession-
al engineering classifications from
occupations such as engineering
assistant and electronics technician.
Workers who become engineers in
this way usually take advanced elec-
tronics courses in night.school or in
other training programs. To keeyup
with new developments and-to,qu,al-
ify for prornoticirl; prcifessional and

adptechnical

personnel obtain itional
training, read technical publica dons,
and attend lectures and, technical

-.-demonstrations.
Almost all 'mathemaffeianst.

ci$ts, and other ieritists e*Iiiyed
min electronics manufacturing have

College degrees; most have advanced-
degrees.

Technicians generally need we- .
Cialized training to qualify for the
jobs. Most' electronics techniciansat-
ten'd eitbe . a public; PriVate;Or
Armed Fo es technical school.,
Some cOrripl to I or 2 years of col-
lege in a scientific or engineering
field , .and some receive training'

.tVough g 3- or' 4-year apprenticeship
program. High sclkeol graduates Whi3,

have ad courses in mathernancs-and
science, are preferred forapprentiie-

.

ship programs.' .
Some -workers advance to elec-

tronics technician positions from
jobs such -as tester or laboratory
assistant. A relatively small number,.
of plantworkers becoine technicians.
Opportunities fcir 'adyanceinent are
improved by -tayint,c§Urseeithee
comRenrylogerated, cless!q;

school, oi,:by rieSpoUdepte, -`

Electronics. echnicians led good
color'

technicians who test 'radio transmit-
ting equipmenj must hold licenses
from the Fedifal Communications
CommisSiOn as ,first=, or second-Class;
commercial ralp-telephone opera-
torS.

Drafters usually take' cotures in
drafting at. a trade..* ttf,chnical.
school; few have completed a or

formal
pprenticeship;Under anp

formal arranOtnent with their ent-

school, j'uni r lege,, or teChnioal

655

!Avers, some qualify for both on-
the-job training and part-time
schooling. Because many drafters in
this industrS, must understand the ba-
sic principles of electronic circuits,
they should study basic electronic
theory.

Technical writers must have a flair
fOr writing and usually- -are ,required
to have some technical training. Em-
ployers prefer to hire those who have
had some technical institute or col-
lege training in science or engineer-
ing. Many, however, have college de-
grees in English or journalism and
receive their technical training on
the job and qv-attending company-
operated 'evening Classes. Technical
illustrators usually lave attended art
or design schools.

`Many tool and diemakers, machin-
ists, e4eictritians, and 'Other craft

-workers' learn their trades by(coin-o-
"'pia-U.4 a 11-Ar 5 - yeary appiuent cesh ip;

Others -erg upgraded tont helpers'
. mr.Trote

- Fcitmal training ist not necessary
for workers entering Apt jobs, but a
high"school diploma or its equivalent
is sometimes required. Job applicants
may have to pass aptitude tests and
demonstrate skill for particular types
of work. A short period of on-the-job

'training generally is provided for in-
experienced workers. Asilemblers,

*IteiterS, and inspectors need good vi-
_ .

Sion, good color perception, manual
dexterity-;' and palience.'

Requirements for administrati
and, other ,office jobs die, similar
thcise in other induitriest Some b
ginning administrative jobs are open
only to college graduates with de-
grees in busin* ss administration, law,

,fitcounfin rfrigineering. For cleri-
Cal job mployecs usually prefer

-high s,ch graduates4ith training in
;.stenography, typing,- 'bookkeeping,

and Office Machines. .. ".

good eyeLhand rdination. Some

1 1

°

Employment Outlook

Employment growthpatterns will
vai-V. among the differentsectors of',
the industry.' While employMent in
lorngareas ismiected % grow faster
Ethan Ihe'averagg fo 7a1.1 .ibthistries
through the JLid -108 Ivinent%
in other ar I .gfes?4, morik.
slowly or fn
tion. to Ihir. Ring fPom

sr.r.
:

h .
e .10?
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ployment growth, large numbers of
1111111apenings will arise in all areas as ex;

perienced workers retire, die, or take
jobs in other industries.

Production of industrial 'electronic
products will increase-as bthihets ex-
ecutives bury more computers and
Other eletttonic equipment tti auto-
mate paper work and production.
processes. Business spending for
electronic Communication and test-.. quipment also will grow. Al-

the demand for television re-
edy .rs, video tape recorders, stereo
systems, calculators, and two-way
car radios will rite as population and
persona! income's* grow, the increas-

-ing level of imports may adversely
affect production. As a result, eM-
ploymeRt in this industry may de-

-. dine. Government purchases for de-
ferise will continue to account for a
large proportion of electronics
malaufacturing crutput.' An increasing
share of goyernmenp\trchases, how- .
ever, is lik to be for electronic
equipmented in medicine, energy
conservation, education, and pollu-
tion abatement.

Employment in the electronics in-
--;dustty may fluctuate from year to

'L 'because of changes in econom-
i6;acdvity-and defense spending, As a,
result, job openings maybe plentiful
in some years, scarce in others.

,The rates of employment grpirith
also> will vary among occupational
groups and individual occuplatior.
Fos example, employment Of ,skilled

maintenance workers and igei-mice
technicians. is' expected to rise at a
more rapid rate than total dimloy-
[pent because of the need to repair
the incre4sing amMints of complex
machinery used to prtiduce goods, or
sold to 'cOnsumers. On the °other
.hancit employment of assemblers

1'

probably will rise at a slower rate
because of the growing mechaniza-
tion and automation of assembly-line
operations.

Employment of engineers, scien-
tists, and technicians is expected to
increase faster than total employ-
ment, because of continued high ex-
penditures for research and develop-
ment and the manufacture of more
complex products. Among profes-
sional and technical workers, the
greatest demand will be for egai-
neers, particularly those who hatW, a
background in certainjspecialized
fields, such as quantuth mechanics,
solid-state circuitry, product
and industrial engineering. Many op -.
portunities also will be available for
engineers in sales departments be-
cause the industry's products will re-
quire sales personnel with highly
technical backgrounds. The dTand
for mathematicians and physt:sts
will be particularly good becau of
expanding research in computer and
User technology.

Earnings and Working
. Conditions

S shown in the accompanying ta-
ble, in" 1976 _electronics prodOCtion
workerS who made products fort goy-
ernment and industrial use had *igh,
er average hourly earnings, than pro-
duction workers in manufacturing
a whole. ThOse making other e!
tronic products, has.vever, made less
lhan.the average for all manufactur-
ing industries.

Working conditions in electroni
manufacturing compare Myor
with those in other industries. pl
usually are well-lighted,,cleaii,- a
quiet. Many plants' are relative
new, and are lo"Cated in suburban and
semirural areas The' work in
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Production
worker.?
average
hourly

earnings,
Type of product 1976

All manufacturing industries.... 55.19 -

Major electronics manufacturing
industries:

Government, and industrial
electronics end products

Radio and television receiving
sets, and phonographs 4.51

Electron tubes 5.22
Semiconductors a?d other

componenttexceittubes.., 3-97

. _
occupations is not strenuous but as-
sembly -line -jobs may be monoto-
nous:

The injury rate in electronics
manufacturing has been far berow

f-tbs, average in manufacturing as a
whole, and injuries usually have been
less severe.

Many workers in eledronics
manufacturing are union members.
The principal unicins are the Interna-
tional Union of Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers; International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers;
International Assdciation of Machin-
ists and Aerospace Workers; and the
United Electrical,. Radio and Ma-
chine Workers of America (Ind.).

6.45

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about careers-01a this
field can be obtained from the public
relations departinents of electronics

atilrfactUring 'companies, the
ions previously listed, and from:

lectronic Industries Association, 2001 Eye
St. NW., Washington, D.C.-20006.

t
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OCCUPATIONS IN FOUNDRIES it-.

**Met*: castings produced by
fougdrfAvolicers-fare essential pa
of thousands of products rangin
from Missiles to- cooking utensils.
The strength of metal that -has been
cast Makes it - suitable for many
household and industrial- items, and
the develcipment of improyed alloys,,
or combinations of metals, has wid-
ened the range of products made by
casting.

In 1976, aEut 300,000 people
worked in the foundry industry pro-
ducing bath tubs, tubing, plumbing
fixtures, and thousands of other
products. Thousands of other work-
ers were employed-in the foundry de-
partments of other industries Oat
make castings to use in their final
pr4Oduct, such as crank shafts and en-
gine blocks, for automobiles and
compressors fof refrigelj.ors.

Casting is a methoff* of forming
metal into intricate shapes. To 'cast

,..metal, a inold ispreated that has °a
cavity- exactly shaped like the object
to be

i

produced. Molten metal, usual-
ly ron, is poured into the mold where
it cools and solidifies..

Nature and Location of the
Foundry Industry'

Nearly three- fouIths of o the
`foundry induttry's etnplOyees work
in iron and steel foUndlies. The re:
Mainder wotk in plants that cast non-
ferrous tnetals, such as aluminum,
bronze, and zinc. Foundries usually
specialize it} alAiltd number of
metals, because ,difterent methods.
and equipmfillt are needed to melt
and cast different alloys. ' ,

Ttere are six principal methods of
,'casting, each named forthe type of
mold used... Ins' the most 'Common
method, gieen-sand moliltng, a spe-
cial sand is packed drOund a pattern
in a boxlike container called a flask.
The pattern is withdiatwin and nlolten
metal is poured intVhe, mold cavity.
tow iptm the desired shape. ,Because

. ,

w

sand molds can be used only once, a
econd method, called permanent
olding, was developed which em-

ploys a metal mold that can be used
many times. Permanent molding is
used chiefly for casting nonferrous
metals..

Precision investment casting, a
third:method (often called the lost
wax process), uses ceramic molds. A
wfrax or plastic pattern is coated with
clay; after the coating hardens, the
wax or plastic is melted and drained
so that a mold cavity is. left. Unlike

A

the first two methods, castings pro-
duced from these molds are' precise
and require little finishing.

shell molding, a fourth pr ess is
becoming increasingly impo nt be-
cause castings produced fro these
molds 17;6t only are preci but also
have a smooth 'surface th yires
almost no finishing. In this me , a
heated metal pattern is covered with
a mixture of-sand and resin. The sand
forms a thin shell mold that, once
hardened, is peeled from the pattern.

Diecasting, a fifth process, is done
mostly by machines. Dies are impres-
sions that are carved by macros
into metal blocks or plates. Molten
metal is forced under high pressure
into dies from which the castings are
later automatically' ejected or re-
moved by hand.

A sixth method, centrifugal cast-
ing, is used to make pipe and other
products that have cylindrical cav-

Supenrisol Inspects.cores.
;,

s0 -

y
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ides. In this process, molten metal is
; *lured into a mold that is spinning at

a very high The spinning mo-
tion forces the tal against the wadi
of the mold where it then hardens.

Most foundries are small. More
than 90 percent employ fewer than

.250 Workers, although several of the
largest employ more than 5,000
workers.

Small foundries generally produce
a variety of-castings in small quanti-
ties. They employ hand find machine
molders itnd coremalcers (the key
foundry occupations) and a substan-

--tial number of "unskilled laborers.
Large ,foundries often are highly
mechaiized and produce great;quan-
tities of identical castings. These'
ahops employ relatively few unskilled
laborers becabse cranes, conveyors

land other types of equipment replace
manual 'labor in the moving of mate-
.rjals, molds, and castings. Sive
much of the casting in large shops is
mechanized, they also employ pro-
portionately fewer skilled molders
and corem akers than small shops.
However, many skilled maintenance
workers, such as millwrights and

- electricians, are employed to *vice
and repair the large amount otima-
chinery.

Though ibundries are .located in
many areas, jobs are concentrated-in
States that have cohliderable metal-
working activity: suh as in. Michi-

'
von,

-
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. Emplaysas placing cores into minds.

.
. . ..gan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, In- tical castings are to .be made, ma- Tied, a Shakeout worker .( D.O.T.

chines may be used -to make 'the 4a519.887,) -removes them %froth- . 'thle
, :molds at a faster speed than is possi.s' sand and sends then] to the cleaning

, ,-Foundry Occupations , ble by hand. The operator of this -: and finishing ti,e areinent:
, equipment kicalled a machine-rriolder 'Dirty ,and. rO h surfaces oficast,,

ost of the industry's tb,000 em- (D.O.T. Y18.782). - - ings. are ci4141 and smoothed. A .pl yetis in 1976 were plant workers. , A. cOremaker (D.O.T. 518.381 and' shotblaster (D.O.T. 503.887) oper-illUstrate .more clearly the duties:tN,8ea i.... shapes sand into cores (bodies ate& a Machine that cleans large cast-of t workers, a brief of sand that make hollow spaces in ings by blasting them with air mixed .oft bs invtolVed in the most com- castings). Core-oven tendes (D.o.T: with metal shot or grit. Smaller cast-mon casting proCesisand mold-
, ., 518.88.5) bake most cores in Ovensto ings may be smoothed by tum6Wrig.;ingfotiows: . .- hardsn ands engthen them so that; In this process, the ca-stings',IdgetherAfter re - casting is designed, a

they :call be. dled withouebreak- :with sand of another abrairve materil.patterirMaker, (D.O.T. 600.280: ajld
ing. .When 'a sufficient number of,. "al, are placed in a barrel- that' is ititat-. 661.2819,- following the design blue'-
cores al- assembled, they are placed .ed at high speed: The- person wh9,- '''print, makeso wood or metal pattern

in the shape of the casting. filex .:A., in the Ids by core setters ( .0.T. controls,the barrel. ailed a tumbler "
'9.88574 Sand-- , ',..hattd Molder (DJ:XT. W.381 ) 18.880 or molders...Neff the Molds operdtor cp,:o.T.. ",®

makes sod moldeby inialiiig and are ready bpi...the molten metal. blasrs, anttum er operators may ,

rammingsand, speciatly,,..pcipared li3i, .: 4 furna/c4 .operator ( D:o.,stcdtilso: operate-A machine that both .- 4,,

a sand ria.Ker (D.0.1y579.1182),; :51178?) controls the fuinace itrilt :, tumblei, and ,blasts the Castinlis.:A :' 7. ' .....
;around the pattertiVsder's helper..imogIts the 'metal which,. a pore hipits0-40.t. g. 9.,884),=a.ad-"a.-
s-ek).0i 911 9.887T ii .tst.in tteso (D .T. 514:p84 1- :re ts flow into g finder (06.T. 809 use' 6.4 ,opera fia. If large Viumbentotiden4 , moles. Whenthe cits" tings.have solidi-- ado Ohisels,gpolker ab asi_Se wheels

. ,,

..4';')'''' ...:1 " 1

, -60:6 . ,,..t; ..
,_. -) . ,, iik4;:-. .._ .,..i. .. .: \i .

diana, andifisconsin.
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Grinders finishing sestinas.

powersaws, Sand handtools, such as
chisels and Mei, to remove excess

, metal and, to finish the castings.
Castings frequently are heat-treat;

ed in furnaces to strengthen the Met-
' al; a heat treater, or annealet: (D ;O.T.

SO .782), operates these furnaces.
Before the Castings re packed for
shipment, a casting Spector
514.417) checks t to make sure
they are structurally sound and meet
speCifications. Often, the inspection
involves X-raying the casting to
,check for separations in the metal.

-Many 'foundry workers are em-
ployed.in occupations that are com-
mon tow other .industrie. For exam-
ple:,,maintenarice mechanics,
maihinists, carpenters, and mill
wrights maintain and repair foundry
equipment. Crane and derrick opera -

'tors and truckdrivers !Wove mgterials
from. Place ,ito tlace. Machine took.
aperators-Kiitish Castings. Foundries
altto,"eMploy ettApusands of workers in
unskilled jobs. chflas. Oa* janitor,
and pboret. 1, '', ;

About 6m- sixth of ill foundryc,.;
. workers ar:temployed in profesSion.4

al, technical, administrative, clerical,
and sales occupations. Of these per-
sonnel; the largest number are cleri-
cal workers, such as secretaries, typ-
ists, and accounting clerks.

Foundries employ engineers and
:metallOrgists to do research, deSign
machinery and plant layout, develop
improved 'alloys, control the quality
of "castings, and supervise plant Op-
erations and maintenance. In recent
years, many of these workers have
been hired, to sell castings and to, as-
sist customers in designin.g cast parts:
Most foundry technicians are con-
cerned.with quality control. For ex-
ample, they may test molding and
coreMaking sand,4nake chemical
analyses of metal, and operate! ma-
chines that test the strength and
hardness of castings. Administrative
°Workers employed in foundries ins
elude office managers, personnel
workers, purchasing agents, and
plant managers.

Detailed discussions of three prin-
cipal fouildry occupationspattern-
.

makeilliged'oremake4 and mplaers
aptiearselseyv here in the Handbook.
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Training, Other Qualifications,

and Advancement
. .

Most workers start in unskilled
jobs, such a,slaborex or helper, 4nrl,
after receiving on-the-job training
from a superVisor or experienced
worker, gradually learn more skilled ":
jobs. This is the usual practice in.
training workers for casting procesS
jobs such as melter, chipper, and
grinder.

Some skilled foundry workers
particularly hand molders, hand
coremakers, and patternmakers
learn their jobs through formal ap-
prenticeship. Apprentices receive su-
pervised on-the-job training for 2 to
4- years, usually supplemented by
classroom instruction., Nigh 'school"
graduates are preferred for most ap-
prenticeship `programs, but appli-
cants with less education Sometimes
are hired. Fdr,some apprenticeship
programs, especially those for pat-
ternmaking, a high- school education
is the minimum requirement. Man-
agement prefers workers who have
completed an apprenticeship, be-
cause they have a greater knowledge
of all foundry operations and there-
fore are better qualified to fill super-
visory jobs. r

Skilled foundry workers also can
learn their trades informally on the
job or through a combination' of
trade school and on-the-job training.
In some cases,. trade school courses '
may be credited toward completion
of 7-formal apprenticeships. "Some
foundries and the American Foundry
Society Cast Metals Institute conduct
training programs.to update andup-
grade the skills of experienced work- .

ers.

Employment Outlook

Over the long run, population
groWth and higher infomes will cre-
ate;a1clemand fdrnrjp re ationiObiles,
household appliances, and other con=
sumer products that have cast parts.
More Castings also will be.peeded for
industrial .macIligery as factories
pand and modernize. Deipite the-in-
creasing demand for castings, ern
ployment in the foundry industry is
expected ,tci.gt.low, only atPut as fast
as, the average for all indttstries
through the Technologi-

c-
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Ehiployment in foundries is very sensitive to year-to-.
yeatiluctuations in the business...cycle
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cal developments will enable found-
ries' to meet the increased demand
for castings with olAy a moderate in-
crease in employment. Continued
improvements in production meth-
ods will result in greater output per
worker. in addition to those job
openings that result from employ-
ment gqwth, many other openings
will arise dueto the need to replace
experienced workers who die, retire,
or transfer' to other fields of work.
The number of openings fluctuates
greatly from year to year,- since de-
mand for Castings is yery sensitive to
ups and downs in the economy.

Much of the employment increase,
in the foundry industry will be in pro-
duction jobs. However, employment
will increase in other occupations, as
well. For example, employinent of.:
scientists and engineers is expected

.. to increase because o expanding re-
sigarch and. develop ent- activities.
Technicians also will be needed in
greater numbers to help impiove
quality control and production tech-
niques. More maintenance workers
will be hired to keep the industry's
'growing ambuntimof machinery in
working order. In contrast, machine
molding and coremakingivill be sub-

. 0..

,
stitu ed for hand processes, and will
limit e need for additional hand
molders ,ed hand coremakers. Im-.
proved maWing techniques, such as
quiCk set .molding in which the mold
hardenk quickly and without baking
in 'an oven, also will limit employ-
ment of molders. As more machinery
for matefials handling is introduced,
employment of laborers and other
unskilled workers may decline.

Earnings and Working
CoriditiOns

Production workers foundries
have higher average earnings than
those in manufacturing as a whole. In
'1976, production workers in iron and
steel foundries averaged $6.16 an
hour, and those in nonferrous found-
ries averaged'$5.22, By comparison,
production workers in all manufac-
Wring industries averaged $5.19 an
hour. ,

Most foundry industry employees
-work under union contracts that pro.
vide periodic pay increases. In those
foundries that operate 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, conteacts gener-
ally provide for extra pay for shift

work 'andi work 'one on/weekends
and. holidays. Also, most contracts
pr "de .pajdixaItfons according to

th service. Typi6ally, an On-
ployee receives I week of vacations

after )-Year of service, 2 weeks after '

2 years, and 4 weeks af,r IVeariv
In addition, pany eriiployeest'are cov-
ered by' paid sick leave plans, group
insurance, acoiden ,and Bath bene-
fits, and retirement an disability
pensions.

Working conditions in foundries .

have improved in recent years. 'Mangy
foundries have changed plant layouts
apd install ern ventilating. sys-.
.terns

fours
rries

is

es to red eat; fumes, dt, and
smoke

''higlikr-than.thaverage for manufac-
turing; fOUndraltworkers are .subject
to burns frOn metal and cuts and
bruises fram'handling metal castings.
However, emplo.yets and unions are
attempting to reduce injuries by pro-
moting safety training.

Foundry workers belong to many
unions, including the International
Molders' and Allied Workeri' Union;
the United Steelworkers of.AiveAica;
and the International Union of,r ec-
trical, Radio and Machine Workers.

'Many patternmakeri are members of
the Pattern Makers' League of North
America.

Sources of Additional
Informatfon

Further information about work
opportunities in foundry occupati2Es
may be obtained from local four
ries, the local office of the'State em-
ployment service, the nearest office
of the State apprenticeship. agency,
or the Bureau of Apprepticeship and
Training, V.S. Department of Labor...
Information als av ilable from the
follow'ng or nizat s:

American oundrymen's Society, Gold and
Wolf Rds., Des Plaines, Ill. 60016...

Foundry Educational Foundation, 1131i:1er-
. mind! Tower, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.

International Molders' and - Allied Workers'
Union, 1225 E. McMillan St., Cineinnati,
Ohio 45206.

t
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Industrial chemical productS are'
the raw materials for all kinds of
everyday items, from nylon stockings
t 'automobile tires. Chemicals also
ar used to treat drinking water, to

- pro 1 rockets, and to make steel,
glass, explosiVes, and thousands or
other items. The discovery of nylon,
plastics, and other new products has
helped the industrial emicql inclusz
try become one of th Nation's-most
important. y,

.

Making these many, very different
kh kinds of prod ucts requires a large

number.of workers with many differ-
, ent skills. About 540,000 people in

many different occupations worked_
in the industrial 'chemical industry in
1976. Training varies' from a few
days on the job for some plant-
workers to college degrees for engi-

1 neers and chemists.

Nature of the Industry

The industry produces Organic and
inorganic chemicals, plastics, and
synthetic rubber and fibers. Unlike
dras, paints, and other chemical
0111ducts sold directly to consumers,
industrial Chemicals are used by oth-
er indus ries to make their own prod,
ucts. .

Chea cal products are made from
coal, petroleum, limestone, mineral
-WS, and many other raw materials.
Since these materials usually go
through 'several chemical changes,
the finished, products are vastly dif-
ferent from the original ingredients..
Some plastics, for example, are made
from natural gas.

In a modern pheinical plant, elec- ,
tronic and other automated equip-
ment controlithe dissolving, heating,
cooling, mixing, filtering, and drying
processes that, convert raw raterials
to finished products. Thisiljuipmeni
regulates the combination of ingredi-
ents, flow of materials, and the tern-

.

In

. .
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perature, prestsure, 'and processing
time. Materials also are moveSauto-
matically from one part of the plant
to another by conveyors or through
pipes. Through the use of such auto=
mated eauipment, a relatively small
number 18f workers,,can produce/0ns,
of chemiCal id' one continuous op-
eration. .

About two-thirds of the 3,000
dustrial chemical plains in the Uri' d
States have fewer than 50 w ers.
.Over half of the industry's e ploy-
Sees, ,however, are concentra d -in
large plants .with more t n 5
workers.

Chemical plants are usually close
to' manufacturing centers or near the
sources of raw material. Many plants
that produce' chemicals from petrole-.̀um, for example, are near the oil
fields of _Texas and Louisiana.
though industrial chemical. workers
are employed in almost every State,
about half of them work in Tennes-
see, New Jersey: Texas, Virginia,
West Virginia, Ohio_ and South
Carolina.

Occupations in the Industry

Workers with many different skills
and levels, of education work in thci
indi.iii4rcherfiical industry Re-
search ,sciertists,,, engineer , aqd
technicians develop products an de-
sign equipment and production pro-
cesses. Adnistrators, professionals,
and clericanorkers handle financial
and business matters, keep records,

. and advertise and sell chemical prod-
ucts. Other employees are in process-
ing, maintenance, and other plant
jobs. J . .

Scientific and Technical Occ ns.
The industiial chemical industry
one of the Nation' major employers
of scientific and technical workers; 1
out of 5 of its employees is a scientist,

_

engineer-, or technician. Aneyea
lager number are AaministratOrs or
production superviSors.' Because the
safe of chemical - products frequently
requirestechnicafbackground,.sci-
entists and engineers may take jobs

..;(as, Sales' representatives.
etilernistS are thol a rgest arid one of'

I- the most importanc group of 'scien-
tists in the industry. Through basic
and applied research, chemists learn
about the properties of chemiCals in
order to- find gewand imptoved
products and p?odudtion, methods.
Their efforts-have led to the discov-
cry of plastics, nylon, and many other

_items.
's>

Chemists leo work in activities
other. than research and develop-
ment. A- large number supervise

iplantworkers or analyze and test
Chemical samples to insure the qual-.
ity of the final, product. Many are ,

administralor, marketing experts,
chemical sales workers, and techni-

. \cal writers.
Engineers ire another important

rbup of industrial chemical .Prollgi-
onals. Using their knOwledge of

both chemistry and engineering,
chemical engineers convert laborato-
ry processes into large-scale produc-
tion methods. They design cheraical,
plants and processi4g equipment and
sometimes stipervise their construc-
tion and' operation. Chemical engi-
neeri also fill jobs in salmi customer
service, market research, Plant man-
ageme t, and technical writing.

ical engineers design pow
er ng equipment. -They also
wo chemical engineers to de-
sign processing equipment and su-
pervise its, installation, operatiorf,
and 'maintenance. Electrical engi-
neers design electric and electronic
instruments and tons of devices, and
facilities'for generatifig and distribut-
ing electric power.

Many technical workers assist sci-
entists ad engineers. Laboratory
technician's conduct tests and record

. .
the, r in graphs, and re-
ports that re used by chemists and
chemical en gers. Their work may
range from siniple routine tests' to.
complicated analyses. LEA-afters pro-.

vide esginers-, with specifications
and detailed drawings of chemical
equipment.

661
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Plant Occypations. About three out .

\o-f) every five industrial chemical
-Workers operate or .maintain equip-
..inent or do ether plant jobs.

, 'Skilled demrcal operatois (D.O.T.
'15'8.885 Ind 559.782)' and their
helpers are the large$t. group ofplant
workers, They set dials, valves, and
other controls on 'automatic equip-
ment to insure that the nen temper-

.

- Enure, pressure, and amounts of ma=
terials aide used,As chemicals are
professed; Operators read instru-'
ments that measurepressure, flow of
InAterilip, ind other conditions. They .
alio use instruments to 'test chemicals
or send Chemical tfainples to the test-
ing lab9ratory: pperatorst keep rec-.
ords;of instrument readings and test
reielts pnd report' equipment break-
downs. Chemical operators some-
tithes are called filterers, mixers, or
some 'other title; -depending on the .

kinds of equipment they operate.
To keep production processes rink. 4'

ning smoothly, instruments must give ..

accurate, measurements and equip-
ment must withstand corrosion, dam-
aging chemicals; high temperatures.

and pressure. Many skilled Anainte-
nanoe workers are needed to, keep
this equipment in good- conteltion.

% Pipefitters and boilermakers lay out,
install,. and repair pipes, vats,`" nd
iireSsurg,tanks; maintenance machin- .\!;;.
isys, make, and repair nfetal ISarts ;for
machinery; electricians- Maintain and..;
repair wiring, motors., and other elec-
trical equipment; and iestruMent: re-
paiters install and service instru-
meats and Cont161-devices. In some
Chemical plants, one Worker may do
Several of these jobs. Plant workers

. also are needed 4o drWittiacks, keep
inventory' of stock :and tools, load
and unload trucks-shipi, and rail-
road cars; keep the plant gad office
:clean; -and do many other inds of
work.

-

irlsr,' drafter,- ilnd modal bullet"r examine model of maw chirrirics1 '01
. layout.

.;
6 a .

Administrative, Clerical, and' Relined' . -

Occupations. About one out or five .
industrial chemical workers holds an
administrative', clerical, of other non-
scientific white-collar job High.leyel
tdinagins generally' are, trained in
chemistry .or chemicaf:e't ineering.
Tht executives decide .what prod,.
ucts Alanufacture, wheretii build
plants, and how to handle thecompa-
ny's finances. Executives depend. on
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specialized workers inOuding ac-
countanti, sales representatives, law-
yers, 'industrial and public relatibns
workers,. market researcheri, corn -
Puter:programment, and personnel
and advertising workers. Many-secie-'
taries; typists, payroll and shipping
clerks, and'other clerical employees
work in offices and plants. se

(Individdal statements elsewhereII in the Handbook `give detailed djscus-
..--
. sions of many, scientific, technical,

maintenance, and other occupations
found- io the industrial chemical in-
dustry as well as in other industries.)

Training, %her Qualifications,
and Advancaggtnt

Jobs in. the industrial chemical in-
dustry require from a few days of on-
the-jo§..training to many, years of

' preparation. Some plant workers, can
- learn their job's in a day or two.Sci-

entists, engineers, technicians, and
chemical operators, on the 'other
hand, spend several years learning
their skills.

IndUsticial chemical firms gefierally
hire and train ,inexperienced high1
school graduates for wocessing jobs.
Equipment operators and othiro-
cessing, workers often. start outer a
tabor pool where they are aned
jobs such as filling barrels or Allying
materials. Workers may. be trans-

. ferred from the labor pool_ to fill va-
can4iespin one of the processing de-
partnynts. Training frit !Accessing
occupVions,s,done . almost entirely

- on *timob ander the supervision"of
an. experienced worker. Workers
Move to jobs requiring greater skills
as they gain experience and job

:cipenings occur. Thus, a worker may
advance from, laborer to. chemical
operatcir helper,'ant.then to chemi-

. cal operatoi. Skiffed processing
. workers. rarely recruited from
otheill plants.

Although 'man); maintenance
workers start ailhelpers and riicie
their 'skills from experienced work-
ers;apprentictip is the best way to'
learn a mainte ance trade. Appren-.
ticestartkprograms Usually last 3 or 4
years and consist mainly of shop
traininein their particular jobs. In
strument repairers sometimes attend
trainirigisrograms offered by; instru-

. Mt.

ment man uficturers; Maintenance
workersanti trainees are encouraged
to take job-related courses at local
vocational or technical schools'.
Their employers may pay part or all
of the tuition.

TechnicianS qualify for their jobs
in many way Graduates of technical

_institutes, junior colleges, or voca-
tional technical schools have the tll
opportunities. Companies also hire

dents whohave completed part of
_requirements for 'a college de-

g 5, especially if they have studied
mathematics, science, or engineer-
ing. High school graduates with
courses in chemistry can qualify
through on-;the-job training and ex-
pefienc . Many- technicians -receive
additi al technical school or under-.
gra u te training through company
tuiti refund programs.

La
star
dr
As they gain experience and show er clerical wprkeis Severally
ability to work without clOse supervi- had,conimercial cogfses in' high
sion, these technicians advance from school or business seho61.

amine' Work to more difficult and./
onsible jog;.

Engineer's and scientists .must have
at least a bachelor's degree in engi-
neering, chemistry, or a related'sci-

;ence. MOst research jobs, however,
relate advanced degrees or special-
izedexperiertec.. Many scientists and

663 ttt

englineers attend graduate courses a.; ,

cospany expense. ".

me firms have formal training
programs for newly hired scientists'
and engineers. Before they are as,
signed to a particular job, these em .
ployees work briefly in variouy'de-

- partments fo -learn abodl the,
company's overall operatibn: In oth;
er firms; junior_ scientists and eigi-
neers are assigned irgmediately..to a
specific job.

Chemists and engineers as well as
people with college degrees in busi-
ness administrAion,, accounting,

ics,
eco-

nomics, statist
-g. marketing, and in-

dustrial relat s, °flail advance to
adminiStrative jobs. COMpanies
have advanced training programs for
new admirettretive employees. Per-
sons with`.% technical background in
Chemistry or engineering will have

atory -technicians usually, the test.opPortunities for sales

trainees or,or assistants, and o

s begin as copyists or tracers. Secretaries, hookkeepeis, and 8th-

S

Employment OUtloOk

El;npioymenS in the industrial
chernical ,industry is expscted *to
grow more slowly th4n the a'verage
for. all industries through the mid-
198b's. Most job, openings will occur

it

,Continued Icing-term growth is-expected in the . .

industrial chemical industry, despite some sensitivity
to the business cycle vt,! N

Wage and salary workers in the inthistrial chemical induOry,
1958-76 and projected 1985
Employees 700
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from the need to replace,experienced
workers whO retire, die, or transTer to
other industries. -

'However, Continued emphasis on
research and development is expect-
ed to stimulate some growth in the
industrial chemical industry, which
has far outstripped most Other majbr
industries in the developM,ent of new
products. Some of these products,

. such as plastics and synthetics, not
only have created new markets but
also have competed successfully in
markets previously dominated-13y
Woods,..metals, and natural textiles.
Chemical products are expected to
continue to make advances in these
markets. However, higher produe-.

.tion osts.may cause the growth rate
in the production of indudrial chemi-
cals to slow down in the future. Firms
are expected to pay more for petrole-
um .and natural gas, .which are the
raw materials for many industrial
chemicals. In addition, more strin-
gent air and water quality standards
are forcing chemical companio
spend more money for pollutiOn con-
trol equipment.

'Employment is expected to grow.
at a slower= rate than production be-
cause of laborsaving technologicll
developments and the greater use of
automatic, processing and control
equipment. Although the composin -
'lion of employment in the industry is/
expected to clange, with more ad-
ministrative and technical workers
needed to handle the increasingly
complex production processes, most

job openings will be for production
workers since they are t largest
group of employee's. .;

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Productjon workers in the industri-
al chemical industry have relatively
high earnings because a large propor-
tion of them are in skilled jobs. In
1976 they 'averaged $6.21 an hour,
compared with $4.87 an hour for
production workers in all industries.

National wage data are not avail-
able for individiAl occupations in the
industrial chemicals industry. How-
ever, specified in 976 hourly wages
in a few union-management con-
tracts were as follows:,

Instrum'ent repairers
Laboratory technicians
Chemical operators
Pipefitters, boilermaker;, and

sheet-metal workers

Hourly rates

$4.93-5.30
4.82-7.07
4.64-6.90.

4.98-7:95

Because chemical plants usually
operate around the clockthree
shifts a day, 7 days a weekprocess-
ing workers often work the second or
third shift, usually fbr extra pay. Shift
assignmenls are *usually rotated, so
an individual may work days I week
and nights the next. Maintenance
workers usually work only the day
shift.

Most industrial chemical jobs; ex-
cept those for laborers or material

4
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handlers,' are not strenuous. Eq
merit dpeikatow are on their feetin st
of the ie. Some w,orkers must
chart stairs or- ladders to contider-
able heights, or work outdoors in all
kinds of weather. Workers may be
exposed to dust, disagreeable odors,
or.high temperatures, although many
plants have ventilating or air-condi-
'tioning systems.

Many chemicals are dangerous to
touch or breathe. However, the in-
dustrial chemical industry has one of
the better safety records in manufac-
turing. ProtecOe clothing, eyeglass-
es, showers, eye baths near hazard-
ous 'work stations, and other safety
measures help prevent serious inju-
ries.

Many production workers in The
industrial chemical industry belong ,

to labor unions, including the Inter-
national Chemical Workers Union,-,.
Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers
International Union; and the United
Steelworkers of America. 4

4
sources of Additional

Information

Further information on careers in
the industry niay be (obtained from
employment offices of industrial
chemical companies, locals of the
unions mentioned above, and from:
American Chemical Society, 1155 16th St.

NW.,jWashington, D.C. 29036.

Maqufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc.,
1825 Connecticut Ave. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20009.



professional, technical, administra-
tive; and supervisory work.

"e--)

\DoCUPATIONS_IN THE 4)
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY ./ /.

Process ng Occupationt. The major-
ity of tile workers in 'the industry' are
employed-in- the many processing op,
erationt involved in- converting iron
ore into steel and then into sornifin-
ished'hnd finished steel:products: Be-.
cause of the 'extensive use of auto-

-mated control' equipment in making
steel from irOnq:ife,,most processing
jobs are ;found in the rolling mills
where the steel is shaped into semi- .

'finished and finished products. Fol
.lowing" are brief descriptioniptithe
major iron and steelmaking' andOEn-
ishing operations and some of thirilt
occupationsicoanected with them-.

Mast flirnaces., The blast furnace; a
large steel cylinder lined with heat-
resistant (refractory) brick, is used to
separate the iron from other- ele-
ments in the iron ore. A mixture of
ore, :coke, and limestone (called a ;
"charge") is fed into the top of the
furnace. As this material works its
way down thro the furnace, hot
air blown into e ottom from giant
stoves eauses the coke to bur at a
-high temperature. At this high t

.perature chemical reaction take
place between-the coke and the iron
or,e, 'freeing the iron from other ele-
ments in the ore,

The irou, which notv is a liquid,
ifickles down through the" burning
coke and collects In a pool 44ci 5 feet
deep at the bottbm of the furnace. As
the liquid-iron passes through the
coke, the intense heat causes another
chemical reaction between the lime-,
stogior burned-out coke, and any
oth aterials to form aWaste prod-
uct called "slag". The slat also trick-
les down through the-coke and floats
on top of the heavier hon. In a typi-
cal furnace liquid iron is removed
from the furnace every 3 or 4 hours;_
slag may be removed more frequent-
ly.

A blast furnace operates confirm- -

ously, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,..
unless it is shut down for repairs or
for other reasons. A single furnace
may produce up to 10,000 tons of
iron in a 24-hour period.

The raw materials used in blast
furnaces are transferred from storage
areas on railroad cars. Moving on

665

Steel is the 'backbone of any indus-
trialized economy. Few produCts in
daily use are not made from steel or
processed by machinery made of
steel. For example, steel sheets are
made into antdmobile bodies, appli-
ances, and furniture; steel are
used to make pasts for machinery
and to reinforce concrete in building
and highway construction;: steel'
plates become parts of ships;15ridges,
railroad cars, and storage tanks; strip
steel is used to make pots. and pans,.
razor blAdes, and. toys.

To silisfy the country's need for
steel, the iron and steel industry em-
ployed about- 540,000 persons in
1976. Employees work in a broad
range of jobs that require a wide va-
riety of skills; many of these, jobs are
found only in iron and steelmaking:

Characteristics of the Industry

The iron and steel industry, as dis-
cussed in this chapter, consists of the
firms that operate blast furnaces,
steel furnaces, and finishing mills.
Blast furnaces make iron from iron
ore, coke, and limeitone. tel I fur-

( !faces refine the iron and steel
lhinto steel. Primary rolling mill and

``continuous casting operations shape
. the steellinto semifinished products;
called blooms, billets, and slabs,
which other rolling mills shape into
steel sheets, bars, plates, strips, wire,
pipe, and various other finished
products.

The types of operations performed
in the more than 900 steel plants in
the United States vary throughout
the industry. Fully integrated steel
plants: which are so large they may
cover several square miles, contain
blast furnaces, steel furnaces, and
rolling mills. These plants perform all
the operations necessaryto convert
processed iron ore into finished steel

,products. Other plants only perform'
finishing' operations such ao Makin
steel-Wire and pipe from..billets.

the um ber of people employed in
the plants

varies
iron and steel indur-

try also varies greatly. Individual
plains typically employ a large num-
ber of workets becduse the produc
tion of iron, 'and steetroducts is a
monumental task, It requires the
handling and use ophousands of tons
of raw materials, and involves -enor-
mous facilities ar equipinent_suOt
as blaSt furnaces hat may be 12 sto-
ries high and rolliug mill` -that may be
several city blocks longvAboyt 65
percent of the industry's employ.ees
work in plants that have more than
2,500 employees; fully integrated
plants may have, more than 1-0,00.0.-
Many plants,--ficwever,,have fewar
than 100 employees.

Iron and steel plants are located
mainly in the northeastern part of the
United States near the abundant iron
deposits of the Great Lake's area and
the nearby coal depOsits. About 7 out
of 10 of the industry's swin-kers, are
employed in five States:--Pennsylva-,
nia, Ohio, indiana,'Illinois; and New
York. Nearly 3 out of 10 are em-

i ployer? in Pennsylvania alone. The
largest steel-producing plants are lo-
cated in Indiana Harbor and Gary,
Ind.; Sparrows Point, Md. (near Bal-
timore); Chicago; and Pittsburgh.

Occupations in the Industry

- Workers 7- the iron and steel in-
dustry hold --'ore than 2,000 differ-
ent types of abs. About 80 percent
of all worke- are directly engaged in
moving raw m aterials and steel prod-
ucts about plants, making iron
and steel p _ucts,and maintaining
the vast am, 1± of machinery used in
the industr , addition, other work-
ers are nee, o dd clerical, sales,
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ature of the air inside the stove
When air 'reaches the correct tern
pallature, the,tender opens valves or
the' stove that allow the heated air tc
pr's to the furnaces. Stove tender: .
al& keep the stove flues clean of car

and dirt.

rap
imirger

Rails
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liquid iron and slag' from de furnace..
the iron js not forming correctly in

the furnace. blowers may have the
stove tender,. --7.nrrge the tempera-
ture and flew a air into the furnace.

When th-' blower has determined
that the ken i!dy to be removed,
the keeper r a helper use power
drills, air or small explosive
zharges to it-inovj the. clay that is
plugging a lw--,t-xe.ite above the liquid
iron, allowir slag to flow down a
sand -lined into huge con-
tainers cal). ,adles, which have
beer positioine.r ander the channel.
by .:rane oarattors: Helpers open
gates to diVAIP hAe slag into other la-
dles, wrien ,.st one is filled. After
removing ,tag, the keeper re-
moves tae '-om a lower taphole
thaz ailrnw~ iie cart to .flow down an-
otner mIo special railroad
tank ca:: ca!flIM "not metal cars".

A fT.f...r and iron have been
;eeper uses "mud

:3111 7C :;11. --my into the tapholes.
;7 nelpets use tongs to

iron, and slag from
cmannels awn shovels to line the:

iannelis pecial heat-resistant
4.

--rn taken from the
-7-vast a lade into finished
-'roducts automobile -engine
docks vita pt..uvaoing pipes: Most of
it(lhowd*er, .trod to make steel..

Basic
Oxygen
Furnace

hi crane operators put
--t steal In furnace.

OI

Ladle
of
Molten Iron

Nett.
Charging crane °wagons
Put hould iron Into turnset.
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o.,cause steel is stronger than iron
arse can be hammered add bent with=.
oun_breaking, it can beamed for many
metre producti.

Steve! firnaces. Steel i5::--rade ny heat-
iyrzi iron or scrap SINet to remove
some of the cirhcin at r.ither impui
as arid adding cherni6,:fatiagents sues
as saiccon and thangat -or$N. By varying;
me amount'of carbon and chemi=l
age= contained in trillirrnal produ::-...,
motssands of differerqf types of steel
.:.,-..i ze -madeeach .vitas specified
properties. that are =iced fcr a par-
ticular product. Fo -7 xariiya, stain-
less steel is rust-ream:an- ana heA.
resistant and is tue.-- ! oroduc.
which need th se na , .ttei. cct: a,

razor blades. '' .,'r
'Steel' is made rice _n, -:.-ii.t. :ye of

furnaces: .basieoxy men, Orr. ac.:. 1.9n

and electric,. More ti..an 60 .:-._-: rc e ro ,)
all domestic steel s made m b:,,,.
oxygen furnaces (sOF'-s) and aN,.
20 percent in open hearth itrn,,:e
Both produce similar kind
but BOF's 'do .the job taste in.:. -re
expected to replace mar the

-open hearths no w in operauL- r
many years, electric furr ace: .-, '
used mainly to p-oduce '1,,,gh .:_....iir7y
steelssuch as stainless and tot:

orTheymow'produce large quanr-7it-.-
regular' steel and account fc- . D.

20 percent of-tota. U.S.'stee ..1-:,,
Although the steelmakim 7:,-

dure varies with the type ..ace :-.t__cy

used, the jobs associate: with -fnii
various plOcesses are'. sim_lar. ..1.7-:,
basic oxygen furnaces accoun.
most of the L. steel, the ions .

nected with them -will fie 3ed a an
illustration of those in oth-- stee : .,

pace operations. -

A melter (D.O.T. '',512%.. . 2) s,_
vises workers at a, steel. furr ....,

'Welters receive information or. int
characteristics of the raw materials
they will be using and the type and
quality of steel they are expected to
produce. The melter makes the steel
according to the desired specifica-
tions by varying the proportions of
iron,, scrap steel, and limestone in the
furnace, and by adding small

. amounts of other materials:such as
manganese, silicon; copper, or -
chrome. The melter directs the work-
ers whO load furnaces with these raw
materials and supervises the taking of

,kinpiet of Mould fstestei
:o Isu "e the steel :.-ze desired
quA1iVe3- The.. melter -rust. coordi-
nate -rie loading am. rn-r.:=Ig of the
raw nacer.als with molding
opera:loll avoid de!...iay m

taste oi:ygen fur is a giant,
pc r-shaped steel ,cortrair_ter lined
w-. n neat- resistant brae The fur-

e be tilted-from sic.= to side to
rec..t-P., raw materials ana discharge
steel ,nd slag. The furm_ operator

' T. 512 782).. unuf the direc-
r the irrieltei., cons --::s the op -'

case; furnace. T legin the
crie-aticn, the fur-act aerator's
fri.r assistant uses CI Itroi -o tilt the
nr-nac receive :. )ad -.-)1 -charge"
of ste,. 'iCr?.,7 ant 77,iitien iron. A
.,citc;; rune pe ( D .0 .T .

; 1 ad scrap tee ard'is fo;- .
ny a ,:i:arging rcne )perator

' 0.' . 92 I who Id& the lig-
,. if-cm ma,-..e by he biav Mrnace.

fter aissistant rights -hie -:arnace;
?urea: f: a wbc works in a.

urn the fur.-
ria.cc, uses le . s-a:ad .c low -
er the ;ailet. a pine :Hat plows

One furnace at :ncrSOn

spees, he c_rni:_ce Dr also
era la ,edition o Arne_ which
Orr. ,rtes irriparities in -he iron

. for slad. .:d tne ad.. ttl plan%
ager:s that an re_ tired tc

ihe

.tue asahaunta return
uidt, wanton. A

nu' %limo, fa voker,
,.;:en is lowered

nets ..... nigh panty
ar It 11,AIWI, ale top of the
at 1111.14 40011.
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give the steel the desired properties.
If the chemical reactions in the fur
nace hecoane too violent, the furnace
may overheat, causing slag and. iron'
to splash out the' top. Thus, the fur-
nace operator must pay close atten-
tion to conditions in the furnace,
regulate -the oxygen and, if the
furnace -does overheat, direct the
-ocking of the furnace to cool itT

By observing the various instru-
-lents in the control room, the fur-
ace operator when the steel

nas almost the correct composition.'
-The 'firs- assistant then tilts the fur=

Will.fre the second assistant. anci
!timers. -working froin behind a heat

-_use a long-handled spoon to
a sample. The sample is sent up

to ihe tan where metallurgists deter-
Tr ,'' 'IOW close the stee to the

c: desired. Based or this infor-
mar_-1, the furnace operator deter
mt now much longer and a vha

-ature the furnace shout: an-
when the furnace overatr---

reed chat the steel his
uaiities, the first. ass.:: -an

:urnace towards a w;-7:ins
ht.: steel flows through

h- .7 77- :he side of the furnact and
ice: -7.. .adle. The second assaint
ace _ = fr..e7S- may add chemical -s

to 7:7 while the steel is
tilting furnace . a

ste:-,er at .gee the' first assistant in

nr atm:olive teen relined, furnace operator asalstanil
furnace anolnolten Iteeloitrs Into ache. A88101/113

nn add alloy.. to the metal:

675
Ladle of
Molten Steel

Alloy
Addition

d J.
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keep the slag above the taphole, pret
wenting it from flowing into the ladle.

_EKentually,rthe slag is poured
through the taphole, into the slag pot.
Mite assistants and -helpers then use
-nandtocrls to clean -out the taphole
and furnace "lip.'

The -liquid steel usually is splidified
into large blocks called "ingots." A
nal metal crane operatoi (D.O.T.
L71.883) controls aro'verhead crane
wnich picks up the ladle- of liquid

...::`,--sae) and moves it over a long row of Ingot Molds
1iron ingot molds resting on railroad

flatcars (ingot buggies). The steel.
pourer (D.O.T. 514.884) operates a

, When an Ingot has solidified

stopper at the bottom of the ladle to
III

Crane operate,' may remove
on the outside, a stripper

, let 'the steer flow into these molds. .-.:)1,,
the mold as shown here In
'cutaway. The tongs Ilft the

The steel pourer also examines the iihirt in -7 / ..'"
----11'E__=----81..11.'7

the Ingot down on tn. ingot
mold while a "plunger" holds

molds to see that they are clean and .
Car.

smooth and directs a helper in taking
a. sample of 'the steel fo- chemical .
analysis. As soon as the steel has
solidified sufficiently, an :-ngOt strip- I

per (D.O.T. 921.883) operates an When the ingots are needed in the slab or bloom of the desired size_ :t is

overhead crane, which removes the mill', the crane operator places them then ready to be' cut .to specified
on an ingot buggy, which carries lengths.

molds from the ingots. The steel now
the to the fist rolling mill, some. is ready to be shaped into semifithem

S

r
Iquid steel Is.poured horn a ladle Into Ingot molds
of various sires. As It cools, the molten steel Solid -
If lea from the outbid° toward the center.

xi/lairs

A roller (D.O.T. 613.782): the

fished and finished products. times called a "primary" mill. Here, worker in charge of the mill, works in
the ingots are rolled into , smaller, a glass-enclosed 'control booth, loft-

Rolling and finishing. The three prin-
more easily handled semifinished ed above or beside the conveyor lime.
products called blooms', billets, and This employee's duties, which appear

,cipal methods of shaping steel are
rolling, casting, and forging. (Forged

slabs. Blooms generally are between to consist 'principally of moving le-

steel usually is made h forging shops.
6 and 12 inches wide and 6 and 1-2 vers and pushing buttons, look rent-

i
Occupations in those shops are de-4 inches thick. Billets, which are rolled tively simple. However, the.quality of

,

scribed elsewhere in the Handbook.) from blooms, have a smaller cross- the product and the speed 'with which

About 90 percent of the steel pro- section and are longer than blooms. the ingot is rolled depend upon the

cessed in steel mills is shaped by roll- Slabs are much wider and thinner roller's skill: The roller regulates the

ing. In this method, heated steel than blooms. opening betweep the rolls after' each

ingots are squeezed into longer and, Rolling ingots into blooms and pass. If the opening is set too wide,"-

flatter shapes between two massive slabs are similar operations; in fact more passes will be needed to get the

cylinders or "rolls."-Before ingots of e rolling mills can do both. In the required shapes and productiOn will

'steel are rolled, they are heated, II, the ingot moves along on a be stowed. the-.opening is too nar-

the temperature specified by plant
tkik-z' rAIler conveyer to a machine that row, the rolls or gears may be dam=

esembles a giant clothes wringer. .A aged. Long'experience and a knowl-
metallurgists. The heating is done
large furnices called "soaking .pits" rolling mill has two edge of steel characteristics are
located in the plant floor. A soaking grooved rolls that revolve in opposite required for a worker to become a

pit crane operator (D.O.T. 921.883) directions. The rolls grip the ap- roller. A manipulator operator
maneuvers an overhead crane to lift proaching red hot ingot and pull it (D.O:T. 613.782) sits in the booth

the ingots from small railcars nd between them, squeezing it thinner beside the roller and operate' con

place them in the soaking pit. A he t-

-

and longer. When the ingot has made trols that correctly position the i got

er (D.O.T. .613.782) ail(' one such pass, the rolls are reversed, on the toiler conveyor before, each

(D.O.T. 613.885) control the soa - and the ingot is fed back through. pass. -

ing pit operation. They adjust con, them. Throughout the rolling opera- Upon leaving the rolling mill, the

trols, which regulate the flow Of air tion, the ingot periodically is turned red:hot stab, billet, or bloom moves

and fuel to the burners, to maintain 90 degrees by mechanical dvices albng a Conveyer to a place where a

the correct temperature in each pit, \ called "manipulators," and passed shear operator, (D.O.T. 615.782)

A.
and by watching dials they determine \ between the, rolls again so that all controls a heavy hydraulic shgar,that.
when the ingot is uniformly heated to sides are rolled. This operation is re- cuts the steel into desired lengths.
the required temperature. peated until the ingot is reduced to. a In arching mill that has automatic

.'67u i
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controls, a. rolling mill attendant iI
.

given a icard-that has been punched
With: iSerieS _of holes._ The' holes
represent coded directions as {o how'
the ingot is to be rolled: The atten-
dant inverts the card into a card
"reader" and 'presses 's button to
start the atitomaticTrbiling sequence.
When tliii,proCess,0 used, the roller's
job is shifted from operating the don-'4'
trols to ditecting ,and coo dinating
the

Of increasing use imshaping steel
into slabs, blooms, and billets is the
continuous casting proceSs; which'
eliminntesThe necessitS of producing
large ingOts. that 'in turn must be
reheated ancl;then .put through the
primary mill. In one type of contipu-
ous casting, a ladle' of liquid steel, a
water-cooled mold of the desired
product shape (for example, a
bloom) and a cooling chamber are
set above the plant floor. 'A series-of
rolls descend from the Cooling cham-
ber -to the floor. Liquid' steel is
poured into thermolti. The steel cools
and-solidifies along the, bottom and.
lower sides of the mold. Passing
down through.the chamber, the steel
is further cooled by a water spray.
The rolls control the molded steel's

, -descent, suppOrt its weight, aid
straighten rt as it moves toward the
pl4nt floor. The molded steel is cut to

e

( ct9

Ingot

._

Soaking
Pft

4/
% Alt-.._

" '-''Z

Luaus
i

Ingots are talus to soaltec-nda-(above where del. am -Posiire, .

until they are of uniform temperature throughoUt. Al each ingot ..
required at the ryughing mita fright) soaking pit crane operators tar
it Iron, the
section of

rig pit to tee huge facility. The almost-square sum
steel emerging -from the rolls at the right Identifies t e

Arrother kind et semifinished steel Is Wider than It
and Is called slib.

SOW. 1110,1.01 ftsnanif 4. Own

Roughing' /
knit / j 11

improved surface, the product may,
be cold another ,mill.

Having obtained ,information on
the characterigtics-of the sheet de,
sired; the roller at, the hot Ze7-34'
refers to a printedguide to d
the necessary gauge between each
pair of rolls, and the speed at which
the Mae; should travel. Working', in a
pulpit, the roller, uses 'controls to set
the.igrge on the last series of rolls,
while tie speed operator (D., T...

'the desired lengths as it emerges . 613:782) works controls that' adj st
from the rolls. Continuous casting re-: the speed of the rolls and conveyor.
quires fewer workers than the pour-.
ing-and rolling of ingots require..

After the steel is rolled or cast intdj
. primary shapes, most ;of it is put

through finishing operatiOns. Slabs,
for .example, can be reduced and
shaped into shee.,, and billets can 1r
made into win and pipe.

Steel sheet is the most important
e pr uc ma, e by e iron . e a

4Ibk

Unless problems develop, the jobs of
these 'two- workers are repetitive.
HoweVer, if the sheet should begin to
buckle, between rolls, due to 'the
steel's composition or temperature,
these two emplOyees must readjust
the gaugd and speed of the rolls in an
attempt to avoid damage to the
sheet. .

finish d od t d b -Under the directioA of the r r ,I
,
and steel industry. To liekesilieets, a rougher (D.O.T. 613.782) and ist-

-, slab is first heated in a furnace Simi- ant use handtool4 to adjust the gauge

t lar to the soaking pits described ear- and edge guides for the first setieS of
lier,tnd then run through a hot strip rolls :( called the roughing mill). A
mill. The hoestrip mill is a continii- roue ier pulpit operat r (D.O.T.

rious series of pairs of rolls, shmilar to 613.782), TolloWing the ougher% in-.
the two at the priMary mill. As the struotions, signals the furnace crew ,
slab-m4vei through each pair of rolls, ,for additional slabs and operates con-
it beCoMes thinner and longer. Edge ) trols to position the slab on the con;

loom

billets. To To make ciray.tn wire the kJ -t
let is, olled into a Lonf ''yin. round
produtt called rod. dmiroster

614.78) opver..1 ecquip-
Meat that pulls the steal's ud Alytrougt
a die. The die has a rape -re-I hoisec, or&

end of which is smaiie- thaw ow
'As the rod passes thrctiigh tt-te hoar- st
is made thinner and tf-A.,p, ,,,Td

cows wirek.the win. posi-
tions the rod in the die ear'
for drawing.the rod to ,

'sehibricates the rod a
wire for scratches anc

A piercing-13M op--
613.885) ,controls Macs
makes sealess pipe
moves levgts that drc,::
from a oonveyer intc
pass it between twc
-cells that spin the bill
end of it against a
"mandrel:" The
the inside wall of the
the diAlpleter o the
The operator u coruris * remove
the mandrel an dro_ ..410,11et on a
conveyer for fu her --or "sing.

-Ade

anak
shad
orce an
lug or
ooths

makes
tnuform.

guides control its width. After pass-
ing through thedast pair\of rolls, the
sheet is wound into a coil. INhe cus-
tomer prefers a. thinner sheet or an

veyor and guide it into the rolls.
Other important steel mill prod-

ucts include various types of wire and
pipe. These products ate made fronl

677 \\2.

Maintenance, Tranissmasiiim, and
Plant Service Onnotatnerom Large
numbers of workers _a-e acquired ins ..

steel Omits to suppo.- poe,5sing ac-
tivities. Some maintain tkr0 repair.
maul, incry and equipment oth-
ers' operate the equipment nt tnat pro-
vides power, steam, and v.timr.

Machimist:s and machine t000l op-
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work is the design, construction, and
- crperatiop of mill machinery and ma-

.

74!-___iial handling e4ugpment.- Metallur-b vsts and /metallurgical engineers
w7...rk in 121).9mm-ries.and production
aernartments where they have the im-
pel-ant task of specifying, control-
ling_ a.ael testlittg the quality of the
ste.: :luring its man ufaCtute. Civi:
enpnetter are engage(1 'al the layout,
comtn.:zreun, and r intenance of
stet! ?tame.. and the cquipment-usea
for nea ;.fight. 4p, 'ransportation.,
Eleareic.;-: engir.-vota:_tesign, lay out,.':,
anc Am---oese t, lasseationsbf elec-
trical fa:-.:Llt .,.. tn;,.: prowide power foi
stee- ir,,i a ,A%.:.on. Zhemists ana-
lyze the ch -I;- .1 prouertiesof steel,
ana raw. it. c 4,4s ..:1 Laboratories.
Laboliaitcrz- '44, nic-:ans d,o routine
testing am iv,.,, . chemists and engi-
nee -s. 2--A--:'-. -;-\pr,.pare working
plar s.a-nc. 7,t.1.,I.d arav--,ngs,required,

' in -:ant . -,.7.----ucii(.-,-, and mainte-
nanze. , .

eix,monf Ns emplc.yees in adminis-
rative, rr-...rilgerial_ and supervisory
Iaccupatic.-tn: are office managers, la-

Llor relz:lons and 3ersonnel mtnagf
rs, pt.r,,,basing agents, plant manac-

ers, ar -industrial erygineers.
Wori,t7r;,, with these persioAnel are

. sever 4ousarit -professional work- .

ers, -rtzli4in aczouratantse, nurses,
lawyv--s, ec aomists. statisticians,

.. and zathematHcians. The industry
also !employs several thousand sales'
wotleiers.

(I tailed' discussions of prpfes-
sional7 iechnioa::, mechanical, -and
othts ::.ccupations found in the iron ."
and .mil industry as well as in many
othe adustries are given elsewhere
in th- Handbook.) '

Tramming, 9thor Qua2plcations,
and Advancement.: +.

eleepcooled
Mod

to solklety. A
maid MS od Oa-

sod shell Is
tonne!.

Rower Aprons and
secondary stooling

4.068

INN ei *MM. reCI

480^0 MidAommr

IIIM01.1011..... MEM 1.0

St

, Serators maim recaisr lama -art7

for productia
:-ers use machine toods to ft -rrr.
such as those .sied to rnel,;.; wire:
turners,(D.O.:7 801.88 4 ose.latlear
grinders, ants. =thq- inat ;him toot:

'rebnish the se=a rolls (*seer r the
ing mills:

Millwrights averhaui machine-
and repair lead -replv::..e defect:
parts: Elecr-Tz.ens innwiti wiring an
fixtutes ark hook up fi.,*ectrically
crated equipment. Erg-:!trzai repay:
'ers (mot(- inapectors teep
motors, SWAM/ anc -tsar electrzal
equipment n viaa-ating condi-
tion.

Electroni, Fmairets 'natall and
maintain increasing number of
electronic an systems uses
in'steel f ring plants. Typi-
cally, this eeent includes coin-

' *municatior Tsetse's such as closed-
circuit televest:Is. elecrronic comput-

. ing and -dati-, systems: and
' measuring, pr4,2ussing, and ,confeoF

devices such as -ray measuring or
inspection eauipment.

Bricklayers ripen and rebbiid the
brickwork ir filmwees, sqalcing pits,
ladles, andiecate over. as well as mill
builqings office' Pipefitters lay

( out, install, anal cepiu.: piping that
(used to carry the large amounts of,,
liquids and -gases used in steelmak-
ing.tbilermalcers test, repair, and re-

k build heating Units, storage tanks,
1,

seeditying steel
strew a-

coon. ; new. Cooling is
acmsecionenai Sopa:tot

water Imam Roller aprons
Ora &MOW& to (Mk* and

sumo., -a. 'Wands
simulteneecary take up t

terromatic peepers mart
by the rmuld mama]

,tend

stationary boile4s, and ccntiens rs.
Locomotive engineers ..-nd othei
train crew members." open -ate trains
that transport materials anc products
in the vast yards of iron and steel
plan-s. Other skilled workers operate
the .-arin.us boilers, turbines
switchb9firds in factory po rplants.

ether types of maintenance, and
service workers include carpenters,
oilers- painters, instrument repairers,
scale mechanics, welders, loaders,
riggers, janitors, and y.hguaids., Man
laborers .are employed to toad and
unload materials and do a variety of
cleanup jobs.

Admin strative, Clerical, and Tethki-
cal Occ Minns'. Professional, admin
istrative, clerical, and Vales workers

' constitute about one-fifth of the in-
dustry's total 'employment. Of these,
the majority are clerical workers,
such sas secretaries, stenographers,
typists, accounting clerks, and. gener-
al office slerki.

Engineers, scientists, and techni-
cians make up asubstantial propor-
tion of t e industry's white-collar
employme .Several,thousand of
these' w'7511 s perform research and
development work to improve exist
ing iron and steel produo and pro:
cesses, and to develop new ones. .

Amorig the technical s cialists.
emplOyed in steelmaking are e-
chanical engineers, whose prin pal

'67.8

Nev. workers ii.cprotessing opera-
tions are hired as unskilled

'laborer*, Openings in:higher rated
jobs usually ate filled by promoting
worke-.- from lower grade jobs.
Length -.71 iervice with the c ',any
is the mzion- factor considered e
selectinL workers for promcition.
Propotirs to first leyel supe'rvisory
positom such as blower and melter,
differiamng companies. Some Wins
detetmint3 these .promotions solely
on seniority while others also consid-
er ,43 do the job.

+). .
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Training for processir occupst-
tionti is done -alniost entirely on the
ji*. Workers move to operations re-
Oaring progressively ;treater skill as
they'acquire experien=. A.crane op-
eratdr, for example. first is taught
how oto operate
cranes, and ten advances thrqngh
Several steps to c-i-2, much more
difficult-lb run, such the not-metal
crane.
_Workers to the vemews operating

tihits usually advar aking fairly
.well- defines' 'fines v promotcon` withiartheir For exam,
Ole, to becorP.t `14:stqurnace`blowr
er, a ii/orke- Jay starts' aCa la-
borer, advzr----iv.i second 'helper,.
.first,belpe: der. ana_finally bloy-
er. At a ins -.Teri furnace, a

4

worker m:a.v *g. ly doing-general
' cleanup win anslithen advance to .

furn1ce sealed assistant, first
assistant. :.rnaRoperator, and
eventually . r meo!tri. A possible line
of job al:4=mm for a Joliet iT..a
finishing it ratt,ht be assistant
rougher ughe- 2alcit operlipr,

a
1 S "

1 ,

er-

rougherispeed operator.: a7 finish
Workers can be traLs:_ed for

.:sited -jobs, such as -nelter,
,11 roller, which are among f. high-

.sst Tated steelmaking joss. in
of 4 or 5 years, to th.-_!Y may
-.o wait much longer oefore,

occi;r.
help them ,advar H. their
-many efhploytee, ..ake part-
co arses in suhje sts such as

. ,str, physicg; me_..-...-Turgy and
are-rent. Steel comp --lies some-

-.777ries lvide this trarrhng--..r,ften
. plant. Other arker: take

en :.ourqes:in-111z.n. schools,
>olsf or universities or en-

. respondence coursed:*
A,,vre,rticeship is the best w5y to

ear. ainteriance trade. Appren-
I:cesz-.10r-rogranis ustiaily last 3 or 4
eat an I.-consist mainly, of shop

trainurg im.various aspectsof the par-
ricu ir* In addition, classroom
inst- an related .r.f.-chnical sub-,
iec- ally -is given. either in -the
pia local vocational Schools,' or
ihr zorrespondence schools.

Employe* aviaries autom deadly controlled charging of blast flimitce.

.6 79

*
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Steelmaking .:,:znenpanies have dif-
ferent qualifir:::!ans"fcr apprentice
applicants. G, 7.-.1-rtp-loyets re-

applicar ; 7 n ve the isquiv-
alen: of a higi- o, or vocational

.school educati 1: Host cases, the'
minimum age :, .00licarits is 18.
Some companits: a aptitude and''
other types of .o apphicants to
determine Thei for thf
trades. Apprer: generally are
chosen frosit 'art- aualifie'd wo'rk-
efs already ernpr.- in the plant.
' The minimum -,:rsuiremerat for ad-
ministrative, err:".2-t-ne:Tring,- and:scion-
tific jobs,usuai bachelor's de-

.gree with an _:-.777opriate major.
ractically all -tne cOrmianiest

ha formal t_7-air.:1-ig programl for
collegetrainec workers and recruit
these workers -iirectly Istfin college
campuses. In tnes.: programs,train-

operat an manic:mance divisions

train-
ees :-:.-siods in various

and
to get a broad picture of steelmaxing
ontratIone igefore they are assigned
to a particular Jerartment. In other
companies, the hired pectes,
sional worker is-assigned direct) , to a
specific research pperating,, mainte-
nance, administrative, 4r sales un1t.
Engineering graduates kiequently are
hired for sales work endmany of the
executives in the industry hate engi-
neering backgro,setds..Engineering
gAaduates,' as we.I as graduates- of
bus)ness adminisrratiqn and liberal
ails colleges; ate einployed'in sales.
accounting, and labor-management
relations, as well as in manageriai po-
sitions. 4

Completio business.course in
high school, junior °liege, usi-
ness school is prefer': d for4entr7 t to
most' '61 the clerical occupation
Clerical jobs requiring special kn
edse of the' stee intiustry, genera
ard'filled by promoting personnel al-
readremployed in the industry. _,

Employment Outlook

Employment-in the iron and steel
rind stry is not 'expected to change
sig ificantly.through the miU-1980's.

"Ne rtheless, \many workers will be
hir.ed to replace those who'retire, die,
or leave Sher jobs for other..reasons.
The total number hired ;may fluctu-
ate from year to year because the
industry is sensitive,T) changes in

IR
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Technological advendes have enabled the iron aV steel,
industry to meet groiQing demand without lOng- n
increasesin employment

Wage and salary workers in the Lrogiand steel industry, 1950-76 and
.projected 1985
Employees 800
(in thousands) -

.700

je ONALOU7L 40K NDBOOK

g o.

rice , exar7r,,,..: brick-
ers and carpenters-, work e4x-

t .,risi,very on open hearth urnaces-
-because they work on

uiprrit that is beinc replaced.
- Employment in ,p'rocessir_2" occupa-

-_:ons -3, xpected to decline slightly as
r\r\--71C-7:f efficient plan: machinery and

N.--.ronent are intr-Dduced.

bush-lees conditions and defense
needs.

'-'-. roduction of iron \and steel i% ex-r
_ cted fo inerease as i: opulation and
.,, business growth create a demand for

more autOmobiles, house:nold appli-
ances, industrial achinery,land oth-
er products tljat require large
amounts of thesi metals. Because. of
laborsaving technology, howeve,r,
employment is not expected to keep
pace with! increases in production.
Giant blast furnaces are being built
that make more iron per worker than
the smaller fu'rnaces they are replac-
ing. Some 'blast furnaces now 'have

, conveyor systems that automatically
weigh and, transfer raw materials

§uch syste s will eliminate 'Mock-
I m furnace.lltiiifrom the stor re-to the fu

I stock-
house jobs such as the scale car op-
erator. Open hearth furnaces will
continue to be replaced with more
efficient bic oxygen furnaces, in-,
creasing the amount Of steel pro-
duced per worker. Older primary
ro.Uing mills VII be ret

fewer em-
ed by con-

' '.. cattek which
pl ees to 'p,toduce slabs, billets, an

tblooms. Greater use of compute
control- plant -eipment, as in ho
finishing mills, Asticl)tto,proceSs. busi-
ness records also- will pro
ductivity.

Employment trends will- d fer
among Qccupations. The num r of

0 4b Opportunitiesr enginedrs, met-

it.

allurgists, laboratory techniciait.
and other technical workers will-in-
crease as the industry's reSearchtind
development programs expand. Em-
ployment of computerisysterns ana-
lysts and programmers also. will in-
crease because computerslwi'
perform more of the work in the.
steelmaking operations. Some main-
tenance workers such is4electronic
repairers 1,111 be needed in greate-
numbersP maintain the kicreasingl\
complex maChinery used by the steel
mills. Employment of other mainte-

.

. N-).' -.'r-
Approximate hasic straight-time hourly earnings 1 of 1...o,--,---: in selected occupations

- in 'basic iron and steelestablishment, -nid-1976
di

Earnings andVoridng
Conditions

_
:--rungs of producti,:m kers in

and steelmaking a:. ar- lng the
--_v"test manufacturrag. 1r 1976,

av'::7aged $7.68 ar hour, while
p; -Jduc...on wo*rs as a wnole aver-

To sow how earnings
iov ,:ccjipation and departinent,

. rates IrOr employes in sbme of
rh: .occupations are, prë-

d table 1. 1-lowNer,. most
ste. .w,,,rKers are paid on all incentive
haismthat is, the more they produce

they earnL:7d often ea.rn
more than the table wuld indicate.

Nf:st production w -)rkers in the
iror and steel industr :. re members
of :ne United-Steelwork,..rs of Amer-
ica., 1-.greemems been steel com-
panies and the union.--::udeRso of
the --tOst liberal fringe benefits in-
dus..- Most workers receive vaca--
tior--ay ranging from to 5 weeks,
de7,ending on length of service.' A
worker in thiF to 50 percent of a

ty list rec II 13-week v,a-

Blast furnaces: /.
Larry or or scale car operators

.

Keepers
Basic oxygen furnaces: . ./..

Second assistants (Second helper) '
Furnace operators

Open hearth furnaces:
Charging macki,ne operators
Furnace ope a tors (First helper)

Bloom, stab and illet mills:
Soakir

Houriv
_earnings

$6.55
6.95

r- pit ane operators,
Roller

Continuous hot-s`trip mills:
Roughers
Rollers -1

Maintenance:
Bricklayers

r- 6.95
7

'
80,

.;.7.20,,

7.05
8.35

7.20
S,90

7-7.30
' 7,20
e hitt;

Millwrights s

ExCludes.Premium pay for overtime and for work on weekends, holidays, and
and incintrve pay.

4.
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cation. every 5 years; (the 77'm:4:ming
ers receive 3 extr4 -,..--- '' va-
n on e in a 5-year".nreric,..: ro-

fession nd executive pv-szurt_-. re-
ceive Simi ar benefits.
A Workers may regre or -.:orn-z;:Lny-

Aid pensions after;30 yez.2._.-- :211/-

ice, regardless Of age. Z-77--... ices
...

- having 2 years or more of Tier-:'..: are
eligible to receive suppxrnem::. 2in-
employment .benefits far UT to 52

e- weeks. Other ben'efits in.ciliat raealthsand lifeinsurance, and ea..icaticn and
scholdrshiplaisistancg.

...-,

Workirig conditions -.--2--y by de;
.1 partment. Nki.ork in almo,t ail prbfes-.

sional and clerical jobs and many
maintenance jobs is done .n comfort-

\.

"a.

4

a

able surrowadings. Workers near the
blast and steel furnaces and in the
rolling mills, however, are subject to"-
extreme heat and noise. For exam-
ple, when raw materials such as scrap
steel are loaded into a steel furnace a-
thunderous roarAccurs. The temper-
ature in the building which surrounds
the. blast furnace remains extremely
high even in the middle of winter.
Many plan& have developed meth-
ods to reduce jpb 'discomfort. The
use of remote control, for example,
enables some employees, such as fur-
nace operators, to work outside the
immediate vicinity Of processing op-
.erations. In other instances, the cabs
in which the workers sit while operat-

673

ing mechanical equipment; such as
cranesmay be air-conditioned. Be-
cause certain processes are continu-
ous, many employees are on ni&ht
shifts or work on weekends.

Sources of Additional
Information

For additional information about
careers in the iron and steel industry,
contact:
American Iron and Steel Institute, 1000 16th t

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036. (

United Steelworkers of America, FivcGate-
way Center, Pittsburgh. Pa. 15222.

.1

-.
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OCCUPATIONS IN LOGGING
ANDIUMBER MILLS

The logging and !umber mill hid u:6-
try offefs a Cariety of careers for peo-
ple who enjoy.outdoor work. LOg-

. ging camps and sawmills promjide
many job opportunities, especiallY in
the Sbuth and Pacific Northwest, the
Nallori's major timber-producing re-
gions.

fiature and Location of the
Industry

In 1976,- about 75,000 wage and
salary workers we e employed in log-
gingharvestin rees and removing
theft' from fo ests. A much' larger
number about 210,000worked in
sawmills and 'Planing mills where logs
are converted into lumber. In addi-
tion, there were about, 60;000 _.self-
employed, workers, most of them in,

-logging.
This statement deals with activities

. and jobs involved in cutting and re-
; movipg timber from forests and in

the processing of logs into rough
finished lumber. It Gexclu.des the
manufacture of paper, plywood, ve-

. neer, and other wood products such
as furniture-and boxes. Occupatibns
in paper manufacturing are discUssed
in a separate statement elsewhere in

`the - Handbook.
Lurnber prOduction has followed

the same basic process for many
years. A stand of timber is harvested
in the forest, moved to a central
location or "landing" accessible to
transportation, art, then carried by
truck or rail to a mill- for processing.
Logging crews typically consist of
from 5 to 1 541)orkers. Sevogal crews,
each working at a different location;
may be needed- fo supply args for a
,single mill. The crew mtves through
the forest as one area aft r another is
harvesied: Years "ago, these workers
lived in carna close to the cutting
site. With better reads and transpor-

tation, almost all can now live_ at
home and commate_to work.

In,the sawmill, logs are ,debarked,
rough-sawn into bqards or timbers i5f
various widths and lengths, and then
seasoned (dried) so the wood will ridti
warp. A small amount of rough lum-
ber is sold without further process-
ing, but. the rest must be sent to a
planing mill before i2 goes to market.
In the planing mill, rough boards are
finished to give them a smooth sug-
face. Boards also are made into floor-
ing, siding, moulding, and other

'forms of building-iNm,, Since logs
Cost more to ship than processed
lumber, sawmills usually are 16cated
fiear,tree-harvesting areas. Some of
these mills are small,.portableopera-.
tious that can be moved about from
week to week as the harvest pro-
gresses, but the large onesare perma-
nent. P aning mills may be part of
sawmil operations og may be sepa:
rate fici ties miles away. Many saw-
mills and planing mills employ fewer

674 . x
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than 20 workers, but some have
more than 100.

Although some logging and lumber
mill wbrkiks are employed in-%early
every State.seven States account for

ent: Oregon, WasciingTon,alifor-
about half of the industrys employ-

Alabama, North Carolid Ar-
kansas, and Georgia.

Logging. Before a-stand of timber is
harvested, a fo-rester (D.O.T.
040.0) Wselects and marks' which
trees to cut. Foresters also.map,the

`cutting areas, plaTand supervise the
cutting, and plant seedlings to re-
place he trees that wer removed.
Flrestry techntci
441.384) assist foresters in perform-
ing thesg -a uties. cruisers
(D.O.T- 449.287) estimate the
amount and grade ofstanding timber
and help foresters make maps. Heavy
equipment operators build aecess ,

roads and trails td the cutting-and
loading areas lip \that they...can be
reached by logging creme

The initial hyveSting task "fall-
ing and PuckiAg"is the'process of
Cutting the tree down and .further
cutting (bucking) it4,into logs for
maximum productv,alue and easier
handling. Fallers (04.0.T.'.910.884),'
working singly or in pairs, use power-
saws to cut down large trees marked
by the forester. Exrpert faders. can
usually,drop a tree in the exact spot

Nearly half of all and Wither mill worker's are
employed in seven fates

State distribution of emplOyment in logging and lumber mills, 1970

Oregon
Washington
Calitorrfra
Alabama
North Carolina
Arkansas
Geoigia

Source: Bureau Of the ALS

"Remaining 43 States

e-



. OCCUPA ONS IN LOGGI AND LUMBER MILLS,

where they want it, withoiit injuring
other trees: As soon as the tree is
down, buckers (D.O.T. 94%84).saw

N. the limbs off and saw the nk into
logs. Sometimes, small trees are
felled with tree' harvesters, which are
machines mounted on a tractor and
operated by a logging-tractor opera-.
for (D.O.T.. 929.883).

The next task "skidding " is a
method of remcOng logs- .

'cutting area. .,A chokei (step! cable)
Anoosed around the log by choker,
Mters (D.O.T. 942.887) and then

,,atched to a -tractor, which' drags or
"'skids" the Jog tot landing. A
rigging slinger (D.O. . 942.884) su-
pervises and choker setters'
and tractor drivers.

Sometimes, other methods of re-
g.Amoval are. necelisary or desired. In
." rough terrain in he West; where logs
must be moved up or down steep
slopes or across 'ravines, the "high -.
lead" method is used instad of skid-
ding. This method is somewhat like a
fishing rod and reel. Steel-cables run

om a diesel-powered win'ch (lee!)
ough pulleys at the top of a large

stee tower (rod! and down to the
cutting area which may be huhdreds
of feet away from, the tower. Choker
setters noose the cad at the cable
around a log and a yarder engineer'
(D.O.T. 942.782) operates the winch,
to pull the log into the landing. Othersiv Water storage protects the logs from
methods include the use of re.heavy: N
duty helicopters and ballooigthat lift

splitting, insect damage, and

logs weighing several tons and carry
Cold decking, on the other,

opermits greater storage -V
,
e per

them to the loading Sites. The major
advantages Of these methods are that

acre, and' some trees such as oak

forest obstacles may be' avoided mustfbe stored this way because they4
more easU.y and environmental.dath-

will sin* in 'Water.oL scalerk

age .caused by dragging across (D.O.T. 941.488) measure logs andlip
The land ig reduced.

look for defects, such, as knots and-

1) After logs reach the landing, th49 splits, to estimate thearnount ,and
quality of lumber available. Peeare loadedi on a truck trailer and
worked (D.O.T. -921.8/315) -sort Tireto A" mill. A lbader engineer

(D.O.T. 921.883) operates a ma- logs so that all of one kind or size\go

7

Loader
area and

perators take logs from landing
ace them on trucks to go to

lantg for proCessIng.

chine that picks up Idgs and places 'into the mill together.
them of the trailer. A second loader A bull-chain ...pperator (D.O.T.
(D.O.T. 949.884) directs the posi- 921.885) contrels'a conveyor that
tiAing of fogs on the trailer. Al- pulls logs up a chute into tti'd sawmill.
though trucki, usually a* used, logs Ai barker operator ( D.f>.T 533.782)
are sometimes carried' by railroad Operates machinery to remove bark
cars: and foreign Tatier that could dam-

age saws. One kind of machine has
Sawmills and...Planing Mills. At the 'rough metal bars or kniv,es thaCrub
sawmill incoming logs are stacked on chip the bark away. Another kind-
the iround (cold decking) or tears it off with the high pressure
dumped int0a,pond to await cutting. force- of water. The removed /bark

9 lie

may be processed into garden mulch
Or burned to produce heat and steam
for the sawmill.

As a log enters the sawing area, a
deck worker D.O.T. 667.887) rolls it
onto a- platform called 'a "carriage,':
and a block seder (D.O.T..- 667. 3)
aligns th log and locks,it into posi:'
tion. arriage,which moves back-
and fort on rails, carries the log into
the teet f a large bandsaw; each
lime the asses the saw a board is
sliced off. s qperation is con-
trolled y a he sawyer (D.O.Ts
667.782), who is one of the most ex-

. perienced workers in ,tM mill. The
ality and quantity of usable lumber_

ob 'led from logs depends largely,
on t head sawyer's skill and knowl-
edg

A ter leaving the carriage, thelum-
ber moves to an edger saw, consisting
of two or more circular blades. Orier-

ated by a pony edger (D.O.T.
.667.782), the edging machinery cuts
the lumber -th the desired width. For
example, the production run may be
cutting boards to a 4 -incH' width.
Next, a trimmer saw,operator (D.O.T.
-667.782), using a seije, f circular
dross-cut saws, cuts the lumber to
various lengths, such as 8710, or 12
feet.

When all sawing is completed, a
conveyor- system mows the rough
lumber into a sorting she'd, where
graders 41# D.O.T. ,664`.587) examine
each board and determine its grade
according to set standards df,quality
and Aloe. After grading, sorters
(p.Ci.T. 922.4:$7) pull, and stack the
lumbeoraccording to type, grade, and
size.

At this stag e lumber- is still
green and ust seasoned so that it
will not .sh k )or warp. it may-be
stacked outdoors where the sun and
wind Will remove excess .moisture.
More frequ ntly, however, it is
placed in a s ially heated building
(dry-kiln )./P',, Dry-kiln operators
(D.O.T: 563. 81) control .trRpera-
ture, hurriiditi, and ventilation irk.
kilns."

Some seasoned lumber is ready fob
use without further processing. Moit
of the lumber, however, must pass
through a planing mill before being
shipped to market. In, this mill, the
rotsgh dried lumber is tuft through a



SO of rotating knives controlled by a
laner. operator (DO.T. 665.782).

,Sclite knife: heads prodtice smooth
surfatel, *tile others tongue-and-
groo/e the boards for. flooring. 'or
paneling ; Sirnilarly; a wide variety of
mdtddinkorRtber building trim nifty
be cut.. The 'dressed 61finished 1u4N.
bet is usually graded- again before

, storageby, a p/dngr: mil, kiaript.--
(D.OT.' 669.587 ).. The milling to-
cess is now 'ended and 4,,he, !Umber is
ready 'for .shipment.
. In addition to those already de-

Stribed, workers in many Other oc.au-
pations, requiring a, broad range of
training and skill needed in the
logging and' mill' processes. Main-
tenance tnecliailiC's install and repair
saws and related machinery. Saw fil-
ers sharpen and repair saws, andi
electricians maintain and repair

: ins, motors, and 'other elearjaii
:equipnient.. Increasingly; people with
electronics backgrounds are being.

A beginning logger' may start byhired. to maintain the growing.
amount of electrOniCally controlled helping choker setters .or bucket's.

Aor operated equipment. Truckdrivers fter-gaining logging experience and
tzasic skillsworkers may advance totransport logs to the mills and deliver

products 'to higher paying positions ,as vacanciesthe' finished !Umbel'
Wholesaler's. Occur. Those with an aptitude for

:

employed inMan workers are operating machinery .may 'become ,e,k
yarder engineer,.or a tractor opera-sales, and adminiitrative

occupations. .For example, many tor. Others may be: interested. in the
.

highly skilled faller or bucker jobs.companies employ. office 'Manager's,
purchasing agents, personnel manag- In the M41; the beginner often is
ers, salesworkers, office clerks, ste- ass!

. nographers andtypists; bookkeepers;, job

. o
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, Saw operator cuts loge into 8-foot lengths for plywood.

o' a labor' pool,. to do odd
as sorting and stacking

lumber! Millhands,may be trained toand, business machine operators.
;'Also ; the industry employs profes- operate various machines such as the

.''' sional and technical workers, such as edger saw or a band saw. Other mill
civil and industrial' workers may be able to pursue ca-engineers, draft
ers and Surveyors, and accountants. reers in lumber sales and marketing,
T etailed discussions of professional, or be trained' forJesearch jobs.

hnical, and mechanical occupa- Mechanics, electricians, and oth-
"li fns,' found not only in logging and ers who repair and maintain the in-
milling but in other industries as well,. dustry.'s'equipment are trained on the
are given elsewhere, in the Handbook job under the guidance of supervisors

. in sections covering individual occu- . and experienced workers. In. some
companies, this training is supple-
mented by classroom instruction.
Maintenance trainees frequently are
selected from workers already em-

..Most loggers , and millhands get Played in mills of logging crews.
their first jobs without previous train- Many firms, however, will hire inex-
ing. Employers prefer high school perienced people who have-mechani-
graduates but applicants with less cal aptitude. Generally, it- takes a
education frequently are hire . Entry 'trainee 3-to 4 years to become Skilled
level jobs, usually' can be learn in a In one, of the maintenance jobs.
few weeki by observing and h ping Workers who haveleadership abil,
experienced. workers. - , ity and. years t experience can ad-

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Adyancement

vance to supervisory. osttions in
'mills and logging crews. Many of the
smaller logging companies and ,saw-
mills are owned' by people who begati
their careers as loggers or millhands.

Loggers and millhands.must be in
good physical condition. Although
modern equipment -has reduced
some :of the heavy labor, stamina and-
agility are still important. qualifica-
tiOns, particularly for -loggers. Be-
cause of the .danger involved in oper-
ating and working' around heavy
maannery, workers should be 'alert
and well coordina,ted.

A 'bachelor's degree usually is the
minimum educational requirement
for -forester, engineer, accountant,
and other professional occupations.
Completion of commercial courses
in high school., or business school
usually. is adequate for entry_ into
clerical occupations, such as secre-
tary, typist, and bookkeeper.

Employment Outlook

Employment in logging and lum-
ber mills 'is expected to decline'
through the mid-1980's despite an-

. ticipated increases in lumber prod uc-
tiOn to meet the Nation's population
and industrial 'gfowth. Laborsaving
machinery will make it possible to
harvest more timber and process
more lumber with fewer employees.
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Nevertheless, many workers will be
needed each year to replace those

'who retire, die, or leave the industry
for other reasons. The number of job
openings may fluctuate from year to
year, however, because The demand
for lumber is: sensitive to changes in
copstruction activity.

Emptyment in logging camps and
mills will decline over the long run as

. more modern equipMent and tech-
niques are adopted. A tree harvelll.c...
for_examOle, which has a scissor -like
-pair o,.f. blades, can cu down a tree
four times as' fait as w, As more
harvesters comejntO use, fewer log-

1 ging Workers will be required. Saw-
mills and planing mills may reduce
employment requirements by install-

Ang new machinery and improving'
plant layouts. In ,the kiln area, Kr
example, a stacking machine operat-
ed by two three -people can re-
place six who stack by hand.

Although employment in. the in-
dustry as a whole is declining, certain

°occupations will grow. Additional
mechanics, for example, will be
needed to maintain the growing
stock of logging equipment., trucks,
and mill machinery. More foresters
and forestry technicians will' find jobs
in this industry as forest replanting
and cOnservatibn programs receive
greater attention. -Engineers will be
in greater demand as the industry's
production methods become, more
complex. As in the past, `however
most of the industry's job openings
twill be for logging and mill workers;
because .they make up a very large
proportion of the induftry's total em;
ployment, replacement needs are
high.

Summer jobs sometimes are avail-.,
able for high school students 17 years
of age or older. These jobs are. un-
skilled and include such tasks as
working. on a survey crew, helping
haul logs to landings, clearing brush,
and fighting forest fires.
t.

Ern ings. and Working
Conditions

In 1976, production workers in
sawmills and planing mills averaged
$4.59 an Inoue In comparison, pro-
duction workers in manufacturing in-,
dustries as a whole averaged $5.17
an hour.

Laborsavin'g'machinery has cut-einployment in the
logging and lumber mills industry in,hatf since 1950

Wage and salary WOrkeis logging and lumber mills, 150-76' cl

projected 1985
'Employees 600
(in thousands)

400

300

200

100

.677

. 1950 1955

) I

:
Source Bureau of Labor 51211311os
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Wage rates in logging, sawmills, times, working time and pay may be
'and planing mills vary considerably lost because of heavy rainlor snow or

by occupation and geographic area. very extreme temperatures. 'Al-
Workers in different regions of the though usually sheltered, sawmills
United States often earn vastly differ-. and planing mills may be noisy and
ent hourly wages for doing the. same dusty, and uncomfortably warm dur- .
job: Average hourly rates for select- ing She sumnier. Moreover, work at
ed occupations in Western logging logging sites and in mills is-more haz-
camps and sawmills in 1976 are ardous than in most manufacturing
shown- in the accompanying tabula- plants. For many persons, however,
tion.- Workers in the South earned the opportunity to work and liveiti
considerably less than those in the forest regions .away from crowded-
West. cities more than offsets these disad-

Logging and lumber mill workers vantages. .

often must do their jobs under un: The major unions in this industry
pleasant working conditions. Most are the International WoodworkerS
logging jobs are outdoors and the of America (AFL-CIO) and the,
weather often is very yot and humid Lumber Production and Industrial .

or extremely cold. The forest May be 'Workers, an affiliate of the United
wet and muddy, with many annoying
insects during the summer, Some-

,

., >

Logging

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Join -.,
ers Of America (AFLiC10) On the. '.(AFL,CIO).

,..
, . Hourly rates,

- 1 West Coast.'

Deck workers $6.00

Pond workers 6.00 '
Sorters ., 6.25

Trimmers 6.25

Choker setters. 6.45

Pbny edgers ,

Truckdrivers '
6.45

Graders ... 66..6555

Lumber stackers 6.§0
Planer operators r 7.00
Rigging slingers 7.10

Yarder engineers i 7.70
Head-saw operators, circular saw r 7.80
Head-saw operators, band saw 8.30
Falters and buckers 9.15
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West Coast, a large proportion of the
industry's' production workers are
covered by union-management con--
tracts. In the South; on the other
hand; relatively few are covered.

I.

Soitrces of Additional
Inforniation4

Fo.r furthei infOrmkion abbut, job
opportunities and Working ,condi-
tions, contact:
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International Woodworkers of America, 1622
N. Lombard St., Portland; Oreg. 97217.

Wood Industry Careers; National Forest Prod-
ucA Association, 1619 Mass. Ave. NW.,
Washington. D.C. 20036.



MOTOR VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURING OCCUPATIONS

At the beginning of this, century,
...Motor .vehicle manufacturing was a

virtually unknown. industry'. .Today;
by a number of measures, the &Was-
try is one of the most important in
the Nation.

A measure of an induStrys role in
the economy is theimportance of the
products it makes. The: prOducts of
motor vehicle manufacturing cars,
trucks, and buses are a Vitai, part of
ouY transportation system'. Heavy
trucks are used in industries such as
mining to haul raw materials and
heavy equipment, and tiy:dther in-.
dustries such as trucking .to carry a
wide variety of goods frdtrione part
of the country to anOther: Small
trucks carry bread, mail:. building
materials, and hundreds,Of other
items for short distances. :Buses are
used' for both local and transconti-
nental transportation, as well as for
shipping some goods.. Automobiles
provide people with the ability to go
anywhere in the country whenever
they desire.

Another measure of an industry's
economic importance is the number
of people it employs. Motor vehicle
manufacturing employs more work-
ers than any other single rnanufactur-
ing industry, almost 1 ,.-Orit of every
100 workers in the Nation's labor
force, works i motor; N.!ehicle manu-
facturing.

Still ano r indicator is the num-
ber of jobs industry creates in oth-
er sectors o the economy. Motor ve-
hicle manu acturing is important for
two reasons. First, it is a major con-
sumer of steel, rubber, plateglass and
Other basic materials needed to pro-
duce' motor vehicles. As a result, nu-
merous ernployment oppOrtunities
are created in the industries that pro-
duce thesernaterials. Second, a num-
ber of indu§tries employing large
numbers:of workers have been creat-
ed because of motor vehicles. Some

4.

11..

of these industries are motor vehicle
repair shops, automobile dealerships,
gas _stations, highway construction,
and truck and bus transportation fa-
cilities:

As in other large industries, the
workefs in motor vehicle manufac-
turing have widely different levels
and types, of education and training.
Job requirements vary from a college
degree for engineers and other pro-
fessional and technical workers to a
few hours of on-the-job training for
some assemblers, materials handlers,
and custodians.

Nature and Location of the
Industry

The automobile industry is able to
produce millions of vehicles because
of mass production of standardized
parts and assembly line manufactur-
ing. Parts plants make thousands of
interchangeable parts that are put to-
gether by workers at assembly plants
to build complete vehicles. NeW cars
are driven off the assembly line at the
rate of about one a minute.

The industry has about 3,00.0
plants, ranging from small pails
plants with only a few workers to
huge assembly plants that .employ
several thousand. About 85 percent
of the industry's employees work in
plants with 500 workers or more.

Over two-thirds of the industry's
employees work in the Great Lakes
region, including Michigan, Ohio, In-
diana, Illinois, WiSconsin, and west-
ern New York. Michigan alone has
almost 40 percent of the total, with
half of these workers in the Detroit
metropolitan area. Other important
industry centers in the Great Lakes
area are Flint and Lansing, Michigan;
Cleveland and Warren, Ohio; Indian-
apolis and Fort Wayne, Indiana; Buf-
falo, New York; and Chicago, Illi-
nois.
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Majcir automobile manufacturing
centers are also found in other parts
of the country, including L1:6 Ange-
les; San Francisco, Kansas City,' St.,
Louis, Atlanta, andPhiladelphia.. 011

How Automobiles are Made

There are three stages in making
an automobile: Designing, engineer-
ing, and testing; productian of parts
and subassemblies; and final assem-
bly. Although the rest, of this state-
ment discusses only automobilesthe
information also applies to trucks,
buses, and 'other motor vehicles.'

Designing, Engineering, and Testing.
About 2 to 3 years of designing,
engineering, and testing precede the
actual production of a new car.

First, executives decide what type
of car to producea sports car, com-
pact, or luxury carbased on what
their market research shows about
consumers' desires. Once this deci-
sion has been made, they determine
basic specificationg for the car's size
and cost. Design of the car's body
and interipr is assigned to stylists.
From th,e sketches and drawings,
skilled model makers make scale and
full-size clay and fiberglass models of
the car that are used to 'refine the
styling, to evaluate 'safety features,
and finally to make master .dies for
producing the car, Engineers, usually
working with, drafters who draw up
blueprints and specifications, design
the car's engine, transmission, sus-
pension, and other parts. Their de-
signs must meet safety and pollution
control standards, as 'well as pass
cost, fuel economy, and performance
tests. They work with physicists,
chemists, metallurgists, and other
scientists to develop new parts, stron-
ger and lighter metal alloys, new
ways to use plastic and fiberglass,
and thousands of other improve-
ments in automobile design.

Each new design and improvement
is thoroughly tested in the laboratory
and on special test tracks that can
duplicate almost every driving condi
tion. Engines are run thousands of
miles to test their durability. Safety '
features are tested in the laboratory
and in actual crashes. Components
that fail must be redesigned before
the car can be produced.
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Production of Parts. Once the cat's
finaL.design has been agreed up.on
and the decision to. go ahead with'
production has been made, the thou-
sands of parts that are needed to
mass'produce complete vehicles
Must be manufactured. Parts are
made using a' number_ of different
methods' and'. a variety of materials,
including steel, copper, aluminum,
glass, rubber, plastic, and fabric., ,

Even. metal parts are made by a
number of different methods. The
metalworking process used to make
each part is determined by a number
of factors, including. the size of- the
part to be made, the amount of stress
to which the,part Will be subjected,
and the degree of precision required.
Bulky parts, such as engine' blocks,
are made usi9g the casting process.

' Another proCess, called forging, is
used for axles, crankshafts, andother
parts that must withstand great
amounts of stress. Body panels -are
made by a process called metal
stamping in- which huge presses
stamp sheet metal into the shape of
the desired part:`Other parts such
alters tors and carburetor. parts are
mach ed to exact dimensions. These
metalworking prOcesses are ex-
plazned more fully under plant occu-
patons. .

, variety of manufacturing proces-
ess are used for the windows, trim,
ana interior. Plastic and glass parts
are molded and cut, seat cushions are
sewn, and many parts are painted.

5;

.. 4
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Throughout production many in-.
spections and tests are made to in-
sure that the assembled car will meet
quality and safety standards.

Final Assembly. After Many months
of designing, testing, and producing
parts, the car is finally ready for
assembly. Each worker on the assem-
bly line has a specific task to perform
as the conveyor carries the chassis
along the assembly line. Axles are

Lattached; the engine and transmis-
sionsion are mounted; body panels are-
welded together, painted, end joined
to the chassii; and instrument panels
and seats are installed. Near the end
of the line, hubcaps, mirrors, and

. other finishing touches are added.
Gasoline. is pumped into the- Wel
tank, headlights-and wheels are align-
ed, and the', car is inspected and driy-
en off the line. The whole final as-
sembly process may take .as little as
90- minutes.

,Assrfbling hun4eds of Oars a daY4
requi es expert timing and coordina-
tion. Parts and subassemblies are de-
livered according to. production
schedules, arranged months in ad -'
vance in order that they may be &ICU

without interruption to workers from
storage areas along the assembly line.
Workers at each assembly station re
ceive instructions for the color and
special equipment for each car that
passes along the line. This allows cars
of different colors and types to follow,
each other on the assembly line. /A
blue,Sedan, for example, may follow

6 8 8

a red station wagon. Throughout the
assembly process, inspections are
maae to assure that evil car is being
Oct together dorrectly:1-

, ,

Occupations in the Industry

The autqmobile industry employs/
workers in hundreds of occupations.
Semiskilled plant workers; including ...
assemblers and inspectors, rnake up
about' one-half of all employees: An
additional one-quarter supervi-
sors, machinists, toolia -die mak-
ers, mechanics,and oilier skilled craft.
workers. Clerical workers make up
another one-tenth of the total. The
rest are professionals, technicians,
sales workers, managers, guards, and
unskilled workers.

On-the-road testing of fuel economy and tailpipe emissions. Some of the important occupa-
tions are described briefly below. De-
tailed disClissions of many of the pro-
fessional, technical, craft, and plant
johs'.may be found elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Profession dl and Technical Occupa-
tions. The modern automobile is the
product of the research, design, and
development work of thousands of

...engineers, chemists, drafters, and
'other professional and technical
workers.

Over 30,000 'engineers worked in
the automobile industry in 1976.
Most of them were mechanical, elec-
trical, or industrial engineers. Me-
chanical engineers design improve-
ments for engines, transmissions, and
other working parts. Electrical_engi-
neers design the car's electrical sys-
tem, especially the ignition system
and accessories. Industrial engineers
concentrate on plant layout, work
standards, scheduling, and other pro-
duction problems. The industry also
employs metallurgical, civil, chemi-
cal,-and ceramic engineers.

The industry employed over 3,000
mathematicians, physicists, chemistS,
and other physical scientists in 1976.
Most of them work on research and
development projects, such as find-
ing ways to reduce fuel consumption
and air pollution and studying the
behavior of metals under certain
conditions. Mathematicians and stat-
isticians design quality control sys-
tems and work with research scien-
tists and engineers. Some scientists
supervise technical phases of Produc-
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tion. Metallurgists,, for example, su-
pervise melting 'and heating! opera-
tions in the casting and forging
departments.

,Drafters are the-largest grOup of
ethnical workers. They work Closely

with engineers and stylists to draft
blueprints and specifications fdr each
pact of the car. Engineering !aides, _

laboratory istants, and-thpUsands
-, of other tea iciaits also assist engi-
. peers and scientists.

Administrative, Clerical, and Related.
Occupations. Execiitives decide what
kind of vehicles to produce,I what
prices to charge, where- to build
plants, and whether to manufacture
or buy certain parts. They are assist-
ed by lawyers,, market analysts,
economists, statisticians, industrial

rain! -,ns experts, and other profes-
siona.-., whp may also supervise plans
or office staffs.,P,urchasing agents,
pe----orinel-- managers, and other ad-
miumtrative -workers direct special
phaz,es of the compan 's business.
.. ...`,.,:cretaries, bookke pegs, shipping
clerks, keypunch and business ma-
c)rine operators, .typists nd other
clerical employees work in the indus-
try's plants and ottices: :

.

Plant Occupations. jAbout' three-
fourths of the automobile industry's,
employees work in'the plant. Most of
these,worketre engaged directly in
the production pr ss m4king parts
or working on the embly line: Oth-
er plantworkers s qts maintenance
machinists and -statiohary engineers
help support the production process

q
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The largest group of workers In the dutomoblle industry are assemblers.
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by servicing and repairing machinery
and equipment.

Foundry Occupations. Engine blocks
and many other parts are "cast" or
molded from melted metal. Pattern-
makers, coremakers, and machine
molders make sand molds that have a
hollow space inside in .the shape of
the part they are making. Workerr
called melters and pourers melt the
metal in electric furnaces, Or cupo-
las, and pour it into the mold. After
the metal cools and hardens into the
shlkipe- of tfie part, shakeout Wdrkers
remove the casting ftlimihe mold.

Forging Occupations. Forging pro-
duces metal tttt is exceptionally
strong; thus the forging process is
used to make parts such as crank-
shafts And axles that must withstand
heavy wear. Before metal can be.
shaped Using this process, it must be
heated in very hot furnaces called
forges. After the 'metal is glowing
hot, it is placed between two metal
dies, which together form the shape
of the desired part. Then, with tre-
mendous force, these dies are
brought together by hammers or
presses that squeeze the metal into
the desired shape.. After the metal
has been shaped, other workers re-
move rough edges and excess metal
and perform other finishing opera
sons such as heat treating and polish-

ing :-es.

Machining and othei- Metalworking
Occupations. Most rough cast,
forged, and some stamped parts must
be e.L,machined to exact dimensions b
fore they can be used. Engine cylin-
ders, for example, must be bored out
to precise dimensions that could not
be achieved using the casting process
alone. Machine tool operators, rep-,
resenting one of the industry' 'largest
metalworking occupations, ru ma--
chine tools that cut or grind ay
ex ess metal from rough parts. MoIt

ope )ators use only one kind of ma-
chine tool and have job titles related
to tlhe type of machine tool they op-
erate, such as lathe operator or mill-
ing machine operator.

Some machine tools are automatic
and can be linked together to do a
series of machining operations. A
rough engine block, for example, can
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, be mo ed through hundreds of auto-
matic filling, cutting, and grinding
o.yerations with little or no manual
labor. Some of the inspection also is
automatic. Operators of those ma-
chines are required only to monitor; a
control panel to spot interruptions
and breakdowns. Other types of ma-
chine tOols need more highly skilled
operatbrs who can change or adjust
cutting edges; determine proper feed
speeds for the metal to Ile machined,
and check the accuracy of machined
parts.

Assembly Occ:Upations. The largest
group of workers in the automobile
industry are the assemblers (D.O.T.
806.8'87 ). They put together small

_parts to make subassemblies, and put
subassemblies together to buildsso
complete vehicle. Each assembFer
has'a specific job to do as the vehick
passes a work station. For example,
one workei mounts a tire and the
next worker tightens the nuts with h

.power wrench. Most assembly jobs
are repetitive and require limited
skills. However, they do require good
coordination, and may be strenuous.

Finishing Occupations. "Finishing"
includes painting, polishing, uphol-
stering; .and other operations that
protect the car's surface and add to
the car's comfort and appearance.'
Electroplaters (D.O.T. 500.885) coat
bumpers, grills, hubcaps, and trim
with chrome. Metal finishers (D.O.T.
705.884) file and polish rough metal
surfaces in preparation for painting.
Sprayers (D.O.T. 741.8-87) apply
primers and paint with power sprdy
guns. Polishers (D.O.T. 705,884 )
polish finished surfaces by hand or
with a power buffing wheel.

Several different kinds of workers
are'involved in making the car's up-i
holstery. , WOrking from a pattern ,l
cutters (D.O.T. 781.884) cut-fabric
or leather with hand or electric
shears. Sewing machine operators
(D.O.T. 787.782) sew the pieces to-
gether into seat covers or headliners.
Cushion builders (D.O,T. 780.884)
fasten springs, padding, and foam
rubber to the seats and other uphol-
stered areas and install the covers.

Inspection Occupations.' ,( D.O.T.
806.281, .283, .381, .382, .387, .684,

and..687)v Tlfroughout the manufac-
ture andfasse bly of a new car, in-
spectors chec certain part for de-
fects. They i sped raw materials,
examine parts uring manufacturing,
check the quali ,y and uniformity 9f
subassemblies, and test-drive the new
car. Inspectors eed various gills,
depending on the, part of the prd'cess
they inspect. So e jjpspectors must
be able to read bl Cwints and species j
fications to dete ine the reouir
dimensions for the parts they check.
They then use micro' eters and other

.2
precision 'measuring instruments to
insure that the pare meet specifica-
tions. Other inspecto use testing in-
struments such as dynamometers to
be sure that engines are working
properly.

Other Plant Occupations. Many other
,worker help.' keep the plant operat-
ing smoothly by delivering materials
and parts, repairing equipment, and
cleaning and guarding the plant.

Keeping the assembly line running
smoothly requires an elaborate mate-
rials handling and deliyery system.
First, materials handlers load and un-
load raw materials and parts from
trucks, ships, and railroad cars.
Large and heavy materialsfdex-
ample, heavy machinery COOk w
steelare then moved about the
plant by Overhead crane operators,
while other parts and materials- are
moved by power truck operator .
Checkers, stock chasers, and sto
clerks receive and distribute materit
als and keep records of shipments to
make sure parts and tools are deliv-
ered to the assembly line at the right
time. -,
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the protective sery e wor ers are
guards, while janitor : - porters
make up a large portion of the custo-,
dial work force inIthe industry.

.Training, Other dualifications,
. and Advgncement

Engineers and scientists must have
\J at least a bachelor's degree with an

appropriate major. Advanced de-
grees or specialized experience.
sometimes are required for research
and development jobs. About a doz-
en colleges offer' undergraduate or
graduate courses in automotive engi-
neering; and many companies have
training programs in automotive spe-
cialties for engineers and scientists.
Most companies also offer grants;
loans, or tuition refund plans to their
employees for .advanced study. Engi-

.neers and scientists may become su-
pervisors of research or production
units, and sometimes enter adminis-,
tratite or executive positions.

Most automotive stylists are gradu-
ates of art institutes or have bache-'
lor's degrees in industrial design.
Thiy should have a background in
practiCal applications, such as model
building, as well as in design theory-
and techniques.

Most engineering aides, laboratorj,
assistants, drafters, and other techni-

' cians in the automobile industry are
graduates of technical institutes or
junior colleges.. Others are trained on
the job, at company schools, or at
company expense at local technical
schools or junior colleges. Techni-
cians sometimes advance to engi-
neering jobs through experienceind
study toward an engineering degree.

Although a college elFfitYM 's
not always required, dmidstrative
jobs usually are filled b people with
degrees in tiusiness a inistration,
engineering, marketing, ccounting,
industrial ,relations, an similar
fields. Some companies o er ad-
vanced training in these ,specialties.

For) semiskilled jobs, the industry
seeks people who can do routine
work at a steady pace. Most assembly
jobs can learnedbe leaed in a few hours,
and the

pi

less skilled machine operat-.
ing jobs can be learned in a few
weeks. Plant workers should be in
good health and have good coordina-

' A large staff of workers set up the
plant's equipment and keep it in
good condition. Skilled maintenance
mephanics and electricians service
and repair complex mechanical hy-

electrical, and electronic
equipment. Millwrights move and in-
stall heavy machinery. Plumbers and
pipefitters lay out, install, and repair
piping, valves, pumps, and compres-
sors. Carpenters, stationary engi-
neers, and sheet-metal workers also
work in automobile plants:

The industry also employs ma y
protective service workers to ke p
plants secure and many custodi 1

Workers to keep them clean. Most of

690
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tion' and ability to do mechanical
work. *

Tool-and-die makers, paiternmakl'
ers, electricians, and sow other
raft workers in the automobile

dustry need at least.4 years of train=
ing. Although many persons ,learn
their skills by working Avith experi-
enced craft workers, ap enticeship
training is the .best way o learn a
skilled. trade. Autom'obile.manufac-
turers, working with labor unions, of-
fer'apprenticeships in many crafts. I

Applicatts for apprenticeship usii-)
ally must be high school,, trade, or
vocational school graduates, orhave
equivalent training. Training should
include mathematiCs, science, me-
chanical drawing, and shop courses.
Apprentices must pass physical. ex-
aminations, mechanical aptitude
tests, and other 'qualifying tests.

Apprenticeship includes both
classroom and on-the-job instruc-
tion. Shcp math, blueprint reading,
shop theory, and special subjects
such as electronics and hydraulics
are studied in the classroom. In the
Shop: apprentices learn the tech-.. ,Jfugues of their trade and how to use
tools and machinery.

Supervisors usually are selected
from workers already employed in
the firm, especially if they have com-
pleted an apprenticeship and, have
considerable experience. Manufac
turers usually have special training
programs for newly promoted super-
visors that provide instruction in the
various aspects of their new job.
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ment in the industry' Will not keep
pace with production. Automobile
companies will use more automated,
and computerized equipment for ma-
chining, assembling, and inspecting.
A recent example is the versatile "in-
dustrial robot" that can be pro-
grammed to weld body panels, feed
parts into machine tools, and do a
variety of other tasks. Also, new or
modernized plants will have the lat-
est cotriveyor equipment for moving
parts and materials..

Some of the industry's inci
efficiency, however, will be offset by
other developments. For example,
more workers will be needed to de-
sign, test, and., build cars with im-
proved safety, exhaust control, and
fuel consumption features.

Changes in the kinds of vehicles
built and how they are produced will
affect the type as well as the number
of workers employed in the automo-
bile industry. More engineers, scien-
tists, technicians, and other profes-
sionals will be employed to meet the
industry's research and deopment
needs, especially to design new en-
gines, exhaust systems, and safety
equipment. The use of computers
will increase the need for systems
analysts and programmers, but will
limit employment growth in many
clerical occupations.

The employment outlook for
skilled workers in the industry varies

6 91r

by occupation. Little employment
growth is expected for machinists
and tool-and-die makers, kr exam-
ple, as more efficient metaiworicing
processess are introduce_ Nome
skilled occupations will groN Includ-
ing eleSi-ricians, millwright pipefit-
ters, and machine repairer Overall.
the number of semiskillec, vorkers
will decline slightly.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Production workers in the automo-
bile industry, are among 'the highest
paid in manufacturing. In 1976 they
averaged $7'.10 an hour, compared
to $5.19 an hour for production,
workers in all manufacturing indus-
tries.

Besides wages and salaries: auto-
mobile workers receive a wide rangc
of fringe benefits. They ai c 7

1/2 times their normal wa::
working more than 8 hours a
40 hours' a week, or for wori:L
Saturday. They receive to-
working late shifts, and tour th%

normal wage for Sundays anc

Most workers get -pair ica-
tions (or payment insteac aca-
tions) and 12 paid holida !ear.
Most companies proviL -nuai
wage increases, plus autom in-
creases when the cost of liv rises.
Life, accident, and health insurance
are provided, also.



A great mar-7-ity- tif the irftinsity's
Workers are ,tieredFY -com any-

. paid retiremc- plans. Retil- erlt
pfly varies WIT. -ne length of)scryice).

. Many plans p .,,de roTretirement at,
age 55, or ar:-.- 30 years .of4service
egarbless of Lige.
. Mostivage worl$yers and sonr sala:

tied employees receive, 'snpplementak
. unemploymitnt benefit plans, paid

for entirday by their =employers.'
These plans prOvide 4,4y.dtainf 14.,: '

, offs and also provide ,short -work-
week benefits when 'workers are re-
quired to wo ?1c Nis than a full week.
During layoff, rovisions are includ-
ed for life, accident, and health insur-
ance; survivor income benefits; relo-
cation allowances; and separation

t.,, payments for those laid off. 12 con-
tinuouemonths or more.

Most production maintenance
workers in 'assembly plants, and a
majority in parts plants, belong to the
Internationa1, Union. United Auto-
ingbile, Av -' . r-e and Agricultural
Imvplemen \I, , I. 3f America, In

Some parts plants', the International
Union, Allied fildustri ers of
Amerraa'is the bargaim g Agent.
Other wo.tkNrs 'belong tolhe_Interna-
tittotial Assoeiation of Machinists an
Aerospace Workers; the Patte n
Maker's League of North Ameri a;
the InternationallMolderand Atli d
Workers' Uniorli3Of North Ameri
the Metak Polishers Buffers, .Platers,
and Helliers International tlInion; the
lFntprnational Un loll', United Plan[
Guard` Workers of America (Ind,);
the International Brotherhood .6f
Electrical Workers;,the International
Union of Electrical, Radio, andMa-
chine Wprkers; and the Internationhl
Die Sinkers' Conference (Ind.).

Most automobile industry employ-
ees work in plants that are relatively
clean, and free of dust, smoke, and
fumes. Some work areas, however,
are hot, noisy, and filled with dust
tnd fumes. These conditions have
een greatly improved by the intro-

Juction of better ventilation and
noise control systems. r
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.Soqrces of Additi6nal
Information

Informatibn on employment and
training -mr -runities in the automo-

:a4 he 'obtained from
--ate employment
t ()inc.-y.5 of auto-

:als o4he Unions

bile inc....
local offic
service; e

mobile fi
listed abo
Internation.al

- Aeros
Wotice
Ave., De

on:
)

Unitec Automobile,
AgActltura I Im pleat ent
ica, 8000 East Jefferson
ch. 4821-t,

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of
the U.S., Inc., 320 New Center Building.
Detroit, Mich. 48202.

Infortriation on careers in automo-
tive engineering and a list of schools
offering automotive engineering
courses are a,. ailanle'frorn: a

Society of Automotive Engineers, 2 Pennsyl-
' vania Plaza, New 'lurk. N.Y. 10001'.
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OCCUOATIONS IN THE
NUCLEAR ENERGY -FIELD

Nuclear energy is a source of heat
and radiation that can be used for
peaceful as well as militiry purposes.
Although peaceful applications have
been expanding rapidly i4"recenti,
-yea , they are still in the early stages,:,

development..Contintling research
and 'development programs will be
needed, diming the next' several dec-
ades to find newer, saferrand more
efficient ways of utilizing this energy.

In 1976, about 300,000 people
worked in nuclear energy activities.
Most were employed in i". esign
and engineering of nucleailities
and in the devejaprneht and manu-
facture of nuckar weapons and nu-

Iclearfeactors and their compO'nents.
Many persons also were involved zn
research and development of nuclear
energy. Most nuclear energy_ workers
are .scientists, engineers, technicians,
anc1, craftworkers.

C /
'Applications of Nuclear Energy

One si nificant use of nucfear en-
ergy is t e production of electricity
by nuclea reactors. Steam produced
by reactors ow generates electricity
or many communities. These reac-
tors have become competitive with
systems that use fossil fuels (such as
coal and oil). In early. 1977, there
were 65 nuclear reactors in commer-
cial operation. About 170 plants
were either in the planning stage or
were being constructed. Dual-pur-
pose nuclear power desalting plants,
whiCh would at the same time pro-
vide a new source of fresh water and
electric power, are being studied.

Nuclear reactors also power sub-
marines and surface vessels. By
eliminating refueling, nuclear pro-
pulsion extends the range and mobil-
ity of our naval forces.

Although existing reactors already
generate huge quantities of power
from a small amount of uranium,

At

n 4

more efficient (eactors mc. 'be- in
.-

operation hkrithe Further
in. the future,,controlled fusion reac-
tors may provide' an even more effi-
cient method'o( producing electric-
ity. h

'Another significant application of
nuclear energy is in the use of radiq-
igotopes. Radir6isOtopes emit radii-
ati&n that special instruments, such
as thkckness gaiiges, can detect and
arst.-141uable research tools in envi-
ronmental studies, agrictilture,,medi-
eine, and industry.

How 1,IClearEnergy is
Produced

Although there are several pro-
cesses fc producing nuclear energy,

:
7 .

k.

the most co n method used to-
day is the fissio roc ss.-It involves
splitting uranium or utoniuni eClei
by_neution bOrnbardmept YPhen
neutrons emitted from tMis`fisiithr

'process bombard other nuclei, fur-
ther fission takes place and, 'under
roper conditions, results in 'a

`c in"-Veaction. This reaikon.re-
leases energy that is conv,erted gto
ower.'"Fhis energy can be controlled'

fo&ommercial use.
Ciintrolled fission is the _essential

feature of a nuclear reactor. Th
reactor is like a fiiinace, and needs
f4e1 to operate. The principal sou
material for reactor fuel is uraniu
235.. Uranium in its natural state Con-
tains less than 1 percent of readily
fissionable' 'material, Al-
though natural uranium sometimes is
used as reactor fuel, a 'tthe concen-
trated and enriched fuel can be pro-
duced by increasing the proportion
of U-235. isotopes through a process
called_gaseous diffusion. The rate of
fission and energy produced in a nu-
clear reactor usually is controlled by
inserting special neutron-absorbing.
rods into the fuel chamber or "core,"

p

A section of a control room at a nuclear power plant.
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Nuclear reactor generating electricity
'
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Privately -owned fq,cilities do all

types of nuclear energy work except
for the developrikent and .production
of 'Military weapcins and certain nu-
dear fuel-prOcessing operations..
Some 7ese,arcii is carried -out.in-4
dependently by colleges and univer7
sities and by nonprOfif orggnizations,

Occupations In the Nuclear
Air Energy,

Nuclear Reactor Por Rae .1..

Reactor ClOntroltonsom

MEL
Ph*

Shield

Reactor Core

Uranium Roll.

.

Control Rods

ter

z.

Z=PvN,Elecuic Power t-
""-

°*"."hx111 riTUrbin.

7/4111111g
Mal%

%ISAR
Condensate

Hot Fluid

1

4141 11,0

_Le Cool Fluid

Boiler

Seam

When nuclear energy' is used com-
mercially for power, the heat gener-
ated must be converted to electricity
by copventionaE power equipment.
The major differeasee between nucle-
ar and t onventional thermal electric
power stations is fhat the steam to

: drive turbines comes from a nuclear
reactor,rather than from convention-
al power sources. (See accompany-
ing chak)

BecausZof the potential hazards of
nuclear radiation, special adiation-

> resistant materials are used in reac-
tors, and extensive safety measures
are taken to protect person'nel.

Nati& of the Nuclear Energy
v., Field

Many kinds of research and indus-
tittr activities are required for the

produ 'on and use of nuclear ener-
gy. These processes include' the ex-
ploration, mining, milling,,and refin-
ing of uranium-bearing ores; the
production of nuclear fuels; the
manufacture of nuclear reactors, re-.
actor Components, and nuclear in-
struments; the production of special
materials for use in reactors; the de- .
sign, engineering, and construction
of nu e facilities; the ,operation
and ma ce of nucle'ar reactors;
the disposal of radioisotopes; the

production of nuclear weapons; and
research and development work.

These activities take place in var-;
ious types of facilities. Some work,
such as T ilitng and milling, manufac-
turing heat t-ansfer Itiumment, and
constructing facilities, differs little
from simila- work in other fields.
Other activ:ties, however, such as
producing feels needed to run reac-
tors, are unicue to the nuclear energy
field.

The Federal Government supports
about half of the basic nuclear ener-
gy activities, although brivate- sup-
port has -been increasing. The U.S:
Energy Research anc -)evelopment
Administran (ERE directs the
Federal Go, ernmerit'L, rn:ziear ener-
gy research -_-rogram, any the Nucle-
ar Regulatory Commission (NRC)
controls the use of nuclear 'Materials
by private organizations. The opera-
tion of ERDA-owned facilities, in-
cluding laboratories, uranium pro-
cessing plants, nuclear reactors, and
weapon!, manufacturing plants, is
contracted to private corporations.
Most of these operations .involve re-
search into the expansion of medical
and industrial applicationskf nuclear
energy and the advancement of reac-
tor technologies for generating elec-
tricity. Production of nuclear materi-
als for civilian needs is also done ill_ clear energy activities, as do electri-
some of these facilities. cians, plumberiopipefitters, and oth-

Engineers,. scientists, technicians:
d craftworkers account for' a.

igher.' proportion of total emPlOy-
ment.in this field than in most others,
mainly because,much of the work is,
still in the research and development
phase. Office personnel in adminis-
trative and clerical jot* represent an-
other large group. Most of the re-t'
mainder are semiskilled and
unskilled workers involved in pro-
duction operations, plant protection,
and services.

Although many engineers working
in the nuclear energy field are
trained in nuclear technology, engi-.
neers trained in other branches also-
are emp 'ved. Mechanical engineers
are the -gest single group, but many
electricz, and electronic, chemical,
civil, and metallurgical engineer's
also work in this field. Many of these'
engineers do research and develop-
Men: worK; others-design nuclear re-
actors, rit.clear instrumentst and oth-
er ecuipment.

Research laboratories and other
organizations that'do nuclear energy
work employ scientists in basic and
applied aclear research. Most are .

phys--zists and. cheniists, but mathe-
maticlans, biological scientists, and
metallurgists also do nuclear energy
research.

Large numbers of engineering and
science technicians,' drafters, and ra-
diation monitors assist the engineers `1,
and scientists in conducting research
and in designing and testing equip-
ment.

Many highly skilled workers build
equipment for experimental and pilot
work_ and maintain the complex
equipment and machinery. Many
maintenance mechanics and all-
round machinists work in most nu-

6 9 4
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er craftworkers and ?chemical-
procesi operators.

Activities in the Nuclear_ Energy
Field ,

The following sect ns briefly de-.
scribe scYme major nuc r energy ac-
tivities and their 'workers.,

4 1'
a - fl

Uranium Explohltion Atiy1
The 9,500-people employed in. rani -
um exploritiOn arid mining ii 197

.` hadjobs similar to the in 'Mining of
other metallic' ores.r, They mainly
work in the Collett-ado late uarea of
the Far West, in the tate of New
Mexico, Wyomitig; h, Colorado,
and'Arizona. A relatively mall num-
ber of mines account for th ulk of
production and 'employment, Most
Workers in uranium mines are in pro-
duction jobs. 'Among them-are min-
ers and drillers in underground mines
and truCk¢rivers, 'bulldozer opera-
tors, and Machine loaderS at open pit
mines. :Scientists add engineers
mining engineers, geologistsalso
'work in uranium exploration and
mining.

Uranium Ore Milling. In uranium
*mills, metallurgical and chemical
processes are used-to extract urani-
um from mined ore. Uranium mills,
located primarily in the Colorado
Plateau, employed about 1,700
workers in 1976.

These mills employ skilled machin-
ery repairers, millwrights, pipefitters,
carpenters, electricians, and chemi-
cal-process operators. A small pro-
portion of those working in milling
operations are scientists and- engi-
neers.

Uranium Refining and Enriching.
Milled uranium' is chemically pro-
cessed to remove impurities and is
then converted to metal or interme-'
diate chemical products for reactor
fuel, preparation. Conventional
chemical and metallurgical processes
are used, but they must meet more
exacting standards than in most other
industries. The output of refining
plants may be further processed to
obtain enriched uranium.

N. Activity in this segment of the nu-
clear energy field is centered in Ohio,

Tennessee, Kentucky, and Illinois: In
1976uranium refining and enriching
plants employed about 11,800 %lark-
ers.

'Maintenance traftworkers, partic-
ularly in thd highly automated urani-
um enriching plants, constitute a
large prIportion.of skilled workers in
tlus'arca. Many chemical-process op-
erators'also are employed. More,thlen
one-third of the entineers and scien-

.Jtists are chemical engineers and
chemists,

Reactor Manufacturing. About
.27,800 people were employed in the
design and manufacture of nuclear
reactors and reactor parts in 1976.
Reactor manufacturers do extensive
development work on reactors and
auxiliary equipment and generally
build mostrF the intricate corripo-
nents, suet as fuel elements, control
rods, and reactor cores.

Over One-third of the employees in

in -research n engineering, in physical ,,
and life sciences; and in the develop- -
ment bf nuclear reactors and iother
nuclear equiprnentr More than ha
of the 30,000 employed in ERD
research and develoPment facilities.
are 4tgineer4t, scientists, and ;sup-,
porting technicians, including radi- ',

ation monitors. e 'N

Although Most nuclear energy re-,
search is done in ERDA research mil
develdPrpeni facilities, about 2;600
persons: conducted research inept-i-
a owned

stitutions, and industrial concerns in
tionat institutions, other nopiirol'in-

rly; . ...tific,,engincering, and (technical
. 'A Y

jobs. '

687 .

Production of Nuclear Weapons and
Othe'r Defense Materials. Establish-
ments producing nuclear weapons,
weapon components, and other de-
fense materials 'employed' about

,700 persons in 1976. Among the
firms that design and manufacture t 33

large number of scientists' and engi-
reactors are scientists, engineers, and
tech

neers employed at these faciliiies are

sent
icians. Engineers alone repre-4

on
physicists,tichemiSts,Nand mechaqical;

,
one - quarter of the em- electrical, and electronic engineers.

ployment. Most are mechanical engi- Many engineering and physical sci-
neers and engineers who specialize in ence technicians, drafters, and radi-
reactor ,technology. Assisting these ation monitors assist scientists and
engineers and scientists -are many engineers.
drafters and engineer% technicians.
Reactor .martufacturers employ Construction of Nuclear Facilities. In

d workers, mostly all-round ma- 1976, about 66,000 persons worked
mists, in experimental, production, op the construction of nuclear facili-

and maintenlnce wort. Nuclear i;e-, ties=most were craftworkers. About
actor operators also are employed to 18,000 of these were pipe- and
operate experimental and test reac-
tors.

Reactor Operation and Maintenance.
About 13,000 workers operatedand
maintained nuclear reactors in 1976.
Nuclear power stgtions employ reac-
tor operators, m&hanical, electrical
and electronic engineers, instrument
and electronic technicians, and radi-
ation monitors. Machinery and in-
strument repairers, electricians, and
pipefitters maintain and repair the
reactors.

Research and Development Facilities.
' A number of research and develop-
ment laboratories are operated for
ERDA by universities and industrial

steamfitters, 8,100 were -electricians,
and 11,200 were laborers. Several
thousand carpenters, ironworkers,
operating engineers, and boilermak-
ers also were required in nuclear
construction.

Other Nuclear Energy Activities.
About 2,400 workers produced spe-
cial materials such as beryllium, zir-
conium, and hafnium for n,sein reac-
tors in 1976. About 8,500 .workers
were employed in companies that
made reactor control instruments
and radiation detection and monitor-
ing devices. Large _numbers of engi-
neers, and technicians are employed
in these industries.

About 6,900 people were involved
concerns. These facilities are major in the design, construction, or opera-
centers for basic and applied nuclear tion of partidle accelerators used in
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nucleat4 research. Particle acceleilk
.

logIcal health programi at nuclear
energy facilittes. They establish in-
rspection ., standarZls and' determine
'procedueeg for protecting einploye

_and elimnwing radiological hazards.
Some supervise the inspection of

tors enable scientists 'to study the
= structure and properties of elementa-

ry pai-ti es in themuclens of ark atom.
'Other kers process and Pack-/agkadioisot .us; produce radiogra-

phy units and ,radiation. gauges, and
paclage anti dispose of radioactive
waste.

Giikeirrment Employment.ln P9-16,
the,Enetly Research and -Develop-
ment AWninistration (ERDA) 'em-
ployed nearly 7,000 workers who
were invol ed in nuclear energy. ac-
tivities: T e Nuclear Regulatory
Co is n (NRC) employed about
2,500 persons. Since ERDA and
NRC are primarily administrative
and regulatory agencies, nearly 9. out
of 10 employees are in administra-.
tive, professional, or clerical jobs.
Several thousand employees are en-
gaged in nucleaf energy work in oth-
er Federal agencies and-in regulatory
activities and radiological health pro-
grams of State and local govern-
ments.

Unique Nuclear ergy Occupations.
Most of the cc =ions discussed in
the precedin ctions are similar to
those found in Cher industrial activi-
ties, even though they may have job
titles unique to the nuclear energy
field (such as nuclear engineer, radi-
ation chemist, and nuclear physicist)
and require some specialized knowl-
edge of nuclear energy. (A detailed
discusiion of the duties4 training, 'and
.employment outlook for most of
these occupations appears elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

The health physics occupations
and some other occupations that are
unique to the nuclehr energy field
and require specialized train ase
discussed briefly in the following sec-

, tions.
Health . physicists (sometimes '

called radiation or radiological physi-
cists or ohemists) detect radiation
and apply safety standards to control
exposure to it. In 1976, about 650
health physicists were employed in
radiation protection work, research,
or teaching.

. Health 'physicists are res ible.
for planning and organi radio-

work areas with 'potential radiatiory
pazards and prepareinstructions

Covering safe work. procedures.
.Health physicistilsoplan and s,u-.

pe rvi3e training' prdgrSms
with radiationohazaras and advise%
others.on methods of dealing with
thy. In some cases, *hey work on

- re earch projects dealing with the ef-
fects of.human exposure to radiation
and may develop 'procedures for
using radioactive materials.

Radiation monitors (also called
health-physics technicians) generally
worikunder the supervision of health
physicists. About 1,900 radiation
mff nitors were employed in 1976.
T ey use special instruments td
ii nitor work areas and equipment
to detect radioactive contamination.
Soil, water, and air samples are taken
frequently to determine radiation
levels. Monitors also may collect and
test radiation detectors worn by
workers, such as film badges and
pocket detection chambers,, to en-
sure that th are functioning prop-

*. erlry. Monitor calculate the amount
of time that personnel may safely
work in contaminated areas, consid-
ering maximum, radiation exposure
limits and the. radiation level. They
also give instructions in radiation
safety prOcedures and prescribe spe-
cial clothing requirements and other,
safety precautions for workers enter-
ing radiation zone

Nuclear reattor eratori ,perform
work in nuclear pow- ns simi-
lar to that of boiler operators in con-
ventional power plants; however, the
controls they operate are different.
They also help to load and unload
nuclear fuels used in reactors. Those
who work with research and test re-
actors check reactor control panels
and adjust the controls to maintain
specified operating conditions within
the reactor. About 2,100 people
worked as nuclear reactor operators
in 1976.

main-
tain,

operarrs set up, rriairi-
tain: and coordinate the operation of
pirticleiccelerators. They adjust

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

de- Ily cliarged particles,. based, i ,n
'mac ine controls to accelerate elec-

fro the scientist in '
'charge of the exp riment, angl.set up r
target materia)s t are to be boFriA ,

banded by the,Orticles.
Rcidiog-aphers take radiographs to

check the condition' of metal cast-
ings,i,weids, and other objects by ex: .
p5ksing them to ource of radioac;
tivity stZh as X-rays mma rays. , tig

They .selecteslicprop4pe of radi-' t
eation source, and film and use stand- ,

and mathematical krmulas to deter-
mine expe15ure distance and time:-
After proceswg the radioactive flints
the raciiogrififier is able to discover
cracks and weaknesses in the object
radiographed so that it may be 're-

,paired.,
Hot-cell technicians operate re

mote-controlled equipment to test
radioactive materials that are placed
in hot cellsrooms enclosed with ra-
diation shielding majerials such as
lead and concrete. By controlling
"slave manipulator (mechanical
devices that act as a pair of arms and
hands) from outside the cell and ob-
serving their actions through, the cell
window, they perform standard
chemical and metallurgical opera-
tions with radioactive materials. Hot-
cell technicians also enter the cell
wearing protective clothing to set up'
experiments or to decontaminate the
cell and equipment. This classifica-
tion is 'divided into several groups.
Decontamination workers use radi-
ation-detection instruments to locate
plant areas and 'materials that have
been exposed to radiation and de-
contaminate them with special
equipment, deteigents, and chemi-
cals. They alio verify the effective-
ness of the process. Waste-treatment
operators, operate hpat exchange
units, pumps, compressors, and other;
such equipment to decontaminate
and dispose of radioactive wastes.
Waste-disposal workers seal contami-
nated wastes in concrete containers
anditransport.the containers to be
buried underground.

Radioisotope-production opera
use remote control manipul nd
other equipment to prepare iso -,

topes for shipping and to erform
chemical analyses to ensure that ra-
dioisotopes conform to. specifica:
tions.

ors

is
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for many workers because the field
requires exacting w6rk standards in
both its research and production .ac-
tivities, and because it has unite :
healttl and safetyyrobleins:

Many engineers and scientists in
tile naclear- energy . field have ad-
vanced trlining; particularly...those...

doing resaich, diveloement', find-%
--design work.. SoMe'7emplOyers .re- -..

qUir:e.'s .Ph.D. degrec,.2.In:ibtlie jobs,,
'''' a9.- advanced :degree ,ts. re- reqUired - ..vv.

but it pften increases ,onel4advance-
.men,t OppoFtunit.ies., . .

The speCialized -knovlesIgefof nu-. .

clear energy essential for moVscien;
tific and engineering positions qn be

- obtained_at a college orunive ity or
through .fn-the-job experience.
Many col!Fges and universities have
expanded their facilities and curricu-
lumslums to provide training in nuclear
energy. Most persons planning to
work in the nuclear energy field as
scientists and engineers choose to
major in aspecifienitelear discipline,
although a degree in a traditional en-
gineerini; or science curricuituit_ of-%
ten is sufficient to begin work in the
field. SoYne colleges and universities
award graduate degrees in nuclear '.'
engineering 'or nuclear science. 0th-
ers offer some graduate courses in
these field but award degrees only
in the traditional. engineering or sci-i
entific fieldS.

Health physicists should have at
least a bachelor's degree in physics;
chemistry, or engineering, and a year
or more of graduate work in health
physics. A PItc D. degree often is
required for teAching .and research.

Skill requirements for craftwork- .....,

ers in the nuclear energy field 'are ..-----
'higher than in most industries be-
cause of the precition_.reqUired to in-
sure efficient operation and ,inainte- ,

!lance of complex equipment and--
machinery. For exampreTpipefitters ..
may have to fit pipe, to tolerances of

an
inchsasid,work wittropipe made from
rare andAostly.metals. Welding also
must meet higher reliability stand- ,

ards .than' in most fields. These 1

craftv7hriceri generally obtain 4he re-
quired additional specialized skills
'throughi apprenticeship training pro- .'
grams Of employers and unions.

Employs** Inspect one of the fuel elements In a nuclear reactor at an electric.company less than one ten-thousandth of
plant.

2 . ,

Training and Other energy field are similar to those
Qualifications doing comparable job4 in Other`in-

dustries. These are discussed else-
Training and education require-. where in. the Handbook "under the

mentL and advancement oppbrtuni- specific occupations?Howeyer, addi-
ties for most workervin the nuclear 'dorml specialized traimini is required



High school graduates who have
;taken science courses can qualify for
on-the-job training as radiation
worke'rs, accelerator operators,
radiographers, -hot-cell technicians,
decontamination. workers, radioisot
tope-production operators, and ra--
*active waste disposal workers.

Nuclear power reactor operators
need a'basic understanding of reac-
tor theOry and a working knowledge
of reactor ColitroK Most operator

.

trainees are high school graduates.
Some receive spedialized.training, ei-
ther through a technical school or
through training programs in the
military service. Many trainees are
selected from `conventional power
plant personnel with experience opals
mating boilers, turbines; or electrical

.machineFy. Workers operating nu-
clear reactor controls must be li-
censed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. TO qualify fora license,
the trainee must pass an operating
and written test given by the NRC,
alattg with a medical examinapon.
The preparation for NRC licsing
generally lasts at least 1 year. Licens-
es must -be renewed every, 2 years:
however, due to rapid technological
change. Consequently, continual
training is necessary. Additional
preparation beyond the operator's li-
cense is needed for a senior opera-
tor's license, which authorizes the
holder to supervise a nuclear control
room.

All employees who work'. in 'the
vicinity of radiation hazards are giv-
en on-the-job training in the4ature
of radiation and the procedures to
follow in case of its accidental re-

,
lease.

Individuals who handle ,.classified
data (restricted for reasons of nation-
al security) or who work on classified
projects in the nuclear energy field
must pass a security clearance.

The Energy Research and Devel-
opment Administration, at its con-
tractor-operated facilities; supports,
on-the-job and specialized training
programs to help prepare scientists,

. engineers, technicians, and other
workers for the nuclear energy field.

Additional educational and train-
ing opportunities are offered in coop-
erative programs arranged by ERDA

laboratories with colleges and .uni-
verSities. Temporary employment at
these laboratories is available to fac-
ulty membsrs and students_ Many
undergraduate and graduate engi-
neering students work at laboratories
and other ERDA facilities on a rota-
tion basis, sand -many, graduate stu-
dents do their thesis work at ERDA
laboratories.

GOvernment contractors . often
proVide employees with training at
their own plants or at nearby colleges
and universities.

Employment Outlook

Employment in the nuclear energy
field is likely to grow much fa,ster
than the average for all industries
through the mid-:1980's. However,
mith public concern exists regarding
the safety and environmental effects
of the use of nuclear power. Contin-
ued controversy in this, area could
result in a slower rate Of industrial
growth than initially anticipated.

Expansion of nuclear generating
capacity and continued increases in
research and development expendi-
tures should account for most of the
growth in the field. Besides the job
openings created by employment
growth, many openings will occur as
workers retire, die, or transfer to oth-
er occupations or industries.

The /lumber of nuclear power
plants is expected to be several times
greater in 1985 than it was in 1976.
This anticipated growth will, require
large increases in the number of
workers in the design; construction,
operation, and maintenance of these
plants. In. design, many more engi-e
neers and drafters will be required.
Construction needs will call for large
numbers of craftworkers and labor-
ers. Matiy more nuclear reactor op-
erators and -maintenance personnel
will be needed to bring these plants
into operation and keep them run-
ning efficiently.

Expansion will require substantial
employment increases in the sectors
involved in mining and milling urani-
urn 'ore, processing reactor fuel, and
producing special materials for reac-
'tors. Also, because of the concern
about the possible health hazards of
nuclear radiation, increasing num-

.

bers of persox involved in reactor
o 9 8
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and personnel safety, such as health
physicists and radiation monitors,
should be needed. a

Employment associated with re-
search and development also is ex-
pected to increase,-thotah not as fast
as in. the areas directl7 affected by
nuclear construction. An increasing
number of scientists, engineers, and
technicians will study methods to im-
prove the efficiency of the nuclear
generation of electricity, peaceful
uses for nuclear explosives, and the
Possible bio-medical applications of
nuclear science.

I

Earnings andWorking
Conditions

Hourly earnings of :production
workers employed by contractors at
ERDA laboratories and other instal-
lations averaged $6.21 in 1976, com-,
pared with "$5.19 for those in all
manufacturing industries..

S'cientists and engineewemployed
at ERDA installations :.`; averaged
$21,700 a year in 1976. Clerical per-
Sonnel earned an average of $5.15 an
hour while technicians averaged
about. $6.55 an hour. (Earnings data
for many, of The occupations found in
the nuclear energy field are included,
in the statements on these occupa-
tions elsewhere in the Handbook,)

Working conditions for most
workers in the nuclear energy field
generally are similar to those in other
industries; except for radiation safety
precautions. For instance, all urani-,
um mines are equipped with me:
chanical ventilation syitems that re-
duce the concentration of
radioactive radon substance that may
cause 'lung injury if inhaled over a
number of years: Efforts to eliminate
this hazard are continuing. Manufac-
turing facilities, power plants, and re-
search laboratories are generally
well-lighted and Well-ventilated.
Only a small proportion of emplOy-
ees in the nuclear energy field actual-
ly work in areas where direct radi-
ation dangers exist' Even in these
areas, shielding, automatic alarm sys-
tems, and.other devices and clothing
give ample protection to the workers.

Extensive safeguards and operat-
ing practices protect the health aud
safety of workers, and ERDA and Os
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cpntractors have maintained an ex-
esafety record. The NRC iegu-

the possession and use of radio-
,active materials, and inspects nutlear
facilities to insure compliance with
health and safety requirements. Con.-.
stant efforts are being mOe to pro-
vide better safety standards and regu -,
lations.

4

Most hourly paid pletworkers be-
long to unions that ;represent their
partictita-ckaft or industry.

'Sources of Additional
Information

Information about, research pro-
grams in the nuclear energy field is ,1

avaita6le. from:

6JJ
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U.S. Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration, Washington, D.C. 20545.

For information about licensing
and safety requiremenis, contact:
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Wash-' ington, D.C. 20555.

.4
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OFFICE MACHINE AND COMPUTER
MANUFACTURING OCCUPATIONS

During the last decade, employ-
meat in the office machine and com-
puter_indusiry grew much faster than
employment in manufacturing as a
whole. Growth was spearheaded by a
_rapid expansion in the production of
computers. Tor many years, the in-

,.
dustry's chief products were type-
wrfters, adding machines, calcaa-
tors, and other conventional office

. e, machines. Today, plants that make
computers and related equipment ac-
count for about three-fourths of the
industry's production.

Nature and Location of the
industry

In 1976, the office machine and
computer manufacturing industry
employed 290,000 workers in ape
proxiMately 1,050 plants. About 6'
out of every 10 of, them worked in
plants that produced computer
equipment,' the remainder in plants
that produced conventional office'
Machines anclsaalei and other
weighing dein-(es.

COmputer equipmenvnanufactur-
ing plants employed about .195,000
workers in 1976. These plants manu-
facture general purpose compUters
as well as those used-for special ap-
plications, such as space' exploration
and missile guidance. They also
manufacture:related equipment such
as machines that read-magnetic num-
bers on bank checks. In addition to
computers and related, equipment,
plants may fun& "software" (corn-5
puter programs and operating sys-
tems that control the operation of the
computer). Thousands of 'People
whose.employment is not included in
this chapter are employed outside
manufacturing plants by firms that
specialize in software or that rent or
lease computers and provide related
services.
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In 1976, about 95,000 people were
employed in factories that produced
conventional office machines and
scales. Of this total, nearly half pro-
duced desk calculators, cash regis-
ters, coin and ticket counters, and
adding, accounting, and voting ma-

, chines; the rest produced typewrit-
ers, industrial and household scales
and miscellaneous office 'machines,
including items as diverse as postage
meters and dictating machines.

Large plants account for most of
the employment ;in office machine
and computer manufacturing. Alginkt
65 percent of the industry's employ-
ees work in plants that have 1,OQO or
more employees; several computer
plants have more than 5,000 employ-
ees.

Six of. every 10 persons employed
in computer manufacturing work in,
California, New York, and Minneso-
ta, and the following States employ
most of the-remainder: Massachu-'
setts, Pennsylvania, Colorado,NFlor-
ida, Texas, Arizona and North Caro-
lina. In New York, the lower Hudson
River Valley area has many impor-
tant computer .manufacturing cen-
ters: Poughkeepsie, East Fish Kill,
and Kingston. Large manufactu?ing
plants also are located in Utica, N.Y.,
and in the Boston, Mass., and Phila-
delphia, Paareas. The leading cent
ter in th 'Midwest is Minneapolis-St.
Paul. The- Los Angeles and San bi-.
egoa industrial areas are the most
portant computer manufacturing
centers in the West, followed by
Phoenix, Ariz.; and San Jose, Calif.
e/Most of the conventional business
Machine manufacturing employment
is located in eight States: Ohio, Ken -
uckv, New York, Michigan, CalifCir-

nk Illipois, New Jersey, and Con-
necticut. Some of the important
manufacturing centers are: Dayton,
Toledo, and Euclid, Ohio; the New.
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York-Northeastern New Jersey in- -

dustrial area; Hartford and Stamford,
Conn.; Chicago, Ill.; Detroit, Mich.;
and Lexington, Ky..

Occupations in the 'industry-

A variety of occupations, requiring
a broad range of training and skills,
are found in plants that make office
machines and computers. More th
half of the industry's' workers are in
white-collar jobs (engineering, scien-
tific, technical, administrative, sales,
and clerical); the others are in plant
jobs inspection, mainte-
nance, transportation and service).

White-collar workers, represent a
significantly largerpropcfrtion of to
tal employment in the computer in- .
dustry than inmost other manufac-
turing ii es because of the
highly com ature of computer
manufactu

Some of tHe key occupations in the
office machine and computer indus-
try are described briefly M the fol-
lowing section. (Detailed discussions
of profesOonal, technical, skilled,
and other occupations found in this
industry, as well as in many others,
are presented elsewhere in the Hand-

, book, in sections covering individual
occupations.)

Engineering and Scientific' Occupa-.
Lions. Nearly 1 out of every 10 work-
ers in the office machine and com-
puter industry is an engineer' or
scientist. Most of them work at com-
puter plants.

The largest group of engineers
work with electricity or-electronics.
Most are engaged- in research and
development, althoillh many, work in
production. The industry also em-
ploys large numbers of mechanical
and industrial engineers. Some me-
chanical .engineers are engaged in
product development and tool and
equipment design. Others are con-
cerned with the maintenance, layout,
and operation of plant equipthent.
Industrial engineers determine the
most effective means of using the ba-
sic factors of productionlaber, ma-
chines, and materials.

Chemists make up the largest
group of scientists in Office machine
and computer manufkturing. Their
wort is primarily in chemical pro-
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cessing of printed circuits used in
computers. Mathematicians mike up
another Jarge group of scientists.
Their work on complex mathemat-
ical problems is important in design-
ing computers. Physicists are em-
ployed in research and development
to work on items such as ininiatur-
ized components and-circuits. Statis-
ticians work in fields such as quality
control and production scheduling.

The industry also employs systems
analysts-and computer programmers,
many of whom have scientific or

o engineering backgrounds. Systems
analysts primarily devise new infor-
mation processing techniques and
improve existing techniques. Pro-
grammers design and test computer
programs. Some _analyst's and pro-
grammers specialize in scientific and
engineering problems, while others
ppicess accounting, inventory, sales,
&d other business data. In addition,
systems analysts and programmers
may assist sales personnel in deter-
mining data processing needs of cus-
tomers.

Technical Occupations. More than 1
out of every 20 workers in the indus-
try is a technician. Most specialize in
electronics and assist engineers and,
scientists in research and develop-
ment, testirig and inspecting elec-
tronic components, and doing com-
plex assembly work. Some
electronics technicians specializ
repairing computers. Chemical
trot technicians prepare solutions
used in the etching of circuit boards.
Photographic technicians set up
cameras and other equipment used in
the tracing process to dreate copper
etchings on circuit boards. Drafters
prepare drawings from sketches or
specifications furnished by engi-
neers. Engineering aides assist engi-
neers by making calculations, slciph-
es, and drawings, and by conducting
performance tests on components. .

Admin'istrative and- Sales Occupa-
tions. About I but of every 13 work-
ers is an administrator. Included are
to executives who manage compa-
nies and determine policy decisions
and middle managers who direct de-,
partments such as advertising and in-
dustrial relations. Other. administral

tive employees in staff positions
include accountants, lawyers, and
market researchers.

Sales personnel hold about 1 out of
every 25 jobs in the industry. Those
who sell conventional office ma-
chines usually work on their own.
Computer sales personnel, on the
other hand, are assisted by a host of,
technical experts, such as engineers
and systems analysts. Because .com-
puters are complex and expensive,
computer sales representatives may
have to spend several months to
complete a sale. ).

Clerical Occupations. Nearly 1 out of
every 6 workers in the industry is in a
clerical job. Included in this group
are secretaries, clerk\ typists, file
clerks, bookkeepers, and business
machine operators, as well as com-
puter personnel such as keypunch
and computer operators.

Plant Occupations. Nearly half of this
industry's employees are plant (blue-
collar) workers. Most plant workers
are engaged directly in making com-
puters and office machines. They in-
clude assemblers, inspectors or test-
ers, machinists, machine tool
operators, and their supervisors.
Truckdrivers, material handlers,
power truck operators, guards, and
janitors move materials and perforin
custodial duties, and plumbers and
pipefitt,ers, electricians, carpenters,
and other workers maintain produc-
tion machinery and building facili-
ties.

Assembly Occupations. (D.O.T.
706.884, 726.'781 and .884) Workers
who assemble computers and office
machines have many different skills,
and make up the largest group of
plant workers.

AsSemblers may put together small
parts to make components or compo-
nents to make sub-assemblies or the
finished product. Much of their work
is done by hand. Some assemblers do
a single operation as components

"move down the assembly line. The
assembly of typewriters, for example,
is divided into many simple opera-
tions. Each assembler does one job as
the typwriter passes the work station.
Some assembly jobs are difficult and
require great skill, while others are

7 t) 1
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relatively simple. Skilled electronics
assemblers, for example, use dia- e'

grams as guides to wire complex
memory and logic panels for comput-
ers.

Machines are used for many as-
sembly operations. Automatic wire-
wrapping machines;' for exainple,
wire panels and plug-in-boards. Op-
erators feed these machines and re-
move and inspect finished items.

Electronic technicians usually do
the most difficult hand assembly
work. In research laboratories, they
put together experimental equip-
ment. In plants, they put together
complex items that require a knowl-
edge of electronics theory.

Assemblers commonly use screw-
drivers, pliers, snippers, and solder-
ing irons and they use special devices.
to position and hold parts dung as--ri
sembly. Some assemblers use preci-
sion equipment to weld connections
in circuit assemblies.

Machining Occupations. Most office
machine and computer manufactur-
ing plants employ machining workers
who operate power-driven mackine
tools to produce plastic and natal
parts for .computers, typewriters y ac-
counting machines, calculatols, and
other products. Numerical control
machine operators .tend machines
that have been programmed to per-
form machining operations automati-
cally. Toolmakers' constnict and re-
pair equipment used to ' make and
assemble parts. Diwiakers specialize
in metal forms (dies) used in punch
and power presses that shape metal
parts.

Inspection and Testing, Operations.
These operations begin when raw
materials enter the plant and continue
ue throughout the assembly process.
Finished parts and products are test-
edand inspected thoroughly.

Some inspectors examine individ-
ual parts; others inspect components
during subassembly; still others in-
spect completed office machines and
computers. Many; inspecting jobs re-
quire highly skilled workers. On the
other hand, relatively unskilled peo-
ple can run some automatic test
equipment. Workers who feed or
monitor this equipment are called
test-set operators or testing Machine-
operators.
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Job titles indicate the work many
. inspectors do. M hind parts inspec-

tors (D.O.T. 609381) use precision
testing instruments to determine
whether parts have been machined
properly. Type inspectors (D.O.T.
706.687) use a magnifying glass to
examine typewriter type for defects.
Electronic subassembly inspectors
(D.O.T. 726.384) use microscopes,
meters, and various measuring devic-
es to examine circuits ancl other elec-
tronic subassemblies. Electronic as-
sembly inspectors (D.O.T.- .722.281)
use special instruments to test elec-
tronic systems such as computer
memory units.

In plants that manufacture conven-
tional office machings, final inspec-
tion is relatively simple. Inspectors
operate the machines, `look. for de-
fects, and refer- malfunctioning ma-
chines to repairers. The final inspec-
tion or "debugging" of computers,
on the otherhand, is very complex.
Electronic technicians inspect new
computers under the supervision of
electronic engineers. They use com-
plex equipment to run tests and de-
tailed drawings and instructions to
find causes of malfunctions.

Maintenance OcCupations. Many
Maintenance workers with different
types of training take care of the
industry's production machinery and
equipment. Skil d electricians are
retponsible f aintenance of
electrical eq tit. Machine and
7equipmelit-7t e inechanil
cal repairs-. e e, machinis
and 4.7efitegs: and' epair equi
ment.

mechanics are employed
p14,hts_ that are, air-conditiorted:
ftiie special refrigerated anedust-:
free rooms in order to maintains; the
equipment. Painters, plumbers, pipe-
fitters, carpenters, and ,sheet-metal
workers, and other building mainte-
nance craft workers also are 'em-
ployed in thii industry.

Other Plant Occupations. Many
truckdrivers are employed to make
deliveries to various':.parts of plants.
Laborersoad and unload trucks and
boxcars arid do general clean-up
work. Some other plant occupations
are boiler operator, stationary engi-
neer, guard, and 'janitor.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree in engineering
or one of the sciences is usually re-
quired for engineering and scientific
jobs. For research and development
work, applicants with advanced de-
grees generally are preferred. Some
companies have training programs,
designed to give newly hired college
graduates broad picture of manu-
facturing rations before they are
assigned to particular department.
Because of the highly technical -na-
ture of computers, many of the in-
dustry's executives have back-
grounds in engineering or science.

Engineers and scientists, as well as
persons with a degree in computer
science, are employed as sales work-
ers, prograrrimers, and systems ana-

ts. Most business and liberal arts
gra di,., s

. are employed in account-
ing 3- sonnet, and other administra-
dire u ities.

T chn ians qualify for their jobs
in nu 1- of Ways. Some obtain
tra' mg in ei public, private, or
A ed Forces ical schdols.
Others have one or ore years of
scientific or engineering training, but
have not completed all of the, re-
quirements for a degree. Still other
technicians are prom ,ed from lower
grade jobs. in the plant and, some
well-qualified technicians may ad-
vance to engineering jobs after corn-.

-pletina courses:in'Matbernaties; engi-
, 5. ,... ; . .neeritig,:api,related stible-...1-:. ., merit; little growth is forseen among

IPeople. 96m letc'Fornrnm-cmlzu,',M0410.6tureri of convential offiCe
c 6..t.,in...Iii .school' : erldip)iint.: in addition to the job
F-110-0:140-ef-h.:0104011,16t3s Openings%that result from employ-

, su01 as. Secr t i31;',Offia:1:04dikite. :merit. growth, many openings will

PWOk uter,,' operaiais, arise:, as experienced workers retire,
most fii-rits. Pt. ,:Nh6- die, or transfer to jobs in other indug-. ,

l'e:so,, TA co i'"t0F11. 4341! tr4irt' Ines -

ingin datatt*rssing:*thaChntibrit : The demand for computers and re-
al training;i:Sonecoinputer operators tated equipment is expected to -in-
and clerical workers advance to pro- crease rapidly as danputers are used
grammer jobs. to solve an increasing array of path--'

In,selecting workers for plant jobs, lems in business, industry, and goy-
firms generally prefer high school or ernment. Using computers to control
vocational school graduates, who are the flow of automobile traffic, to aid.
then trained through on-the-job in- physicians make a medical diagnosis,
struction and experience that varies and to help students learn more
from a few days to years. Some plants quickly are just a few of the new
also conduct classroom training of computer applications that are likely
short duration. Skilled craft workers,' Co come into widespread use overthe
such-as machinists and tool and die next few years. In addition to growth
makiri, may spenfr ba4 years in generated by new applications, de-
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learning their jobs and some firms
have formal apprenticeship pro-
grams, which include both on-the-job
training and classroom instruction
related to the particular craft. Fre-
quently, openings for skilled jobs are
filled by workers alreadyn the plant.

Workers who have little or no pre-
vious experience or training are hired
for lesaiskilled inspection, assembly,
and rhachining jobs. Applicants may
have to pass aptitude tests and dem-
onstrate ability for particular types of
work. Most assembly and inspection
jobs require good eyesight and color
perception, manual dexterity, and
patience.

Experienced plant workers have
opportunities to advance to jobs with
higher pay. Assemblers, for example,
can become semiskilled inspectors,
and eventually skilled inspectors.
Machine tool operators can move to
skilled machinist jobs. Craft 'workers'
and skilled inspectors can become
'technicians, after completing courses
in company-operated schools, junior
colleges, or technical schools. Super-
visory jobs are open to experienced
plant workers who have leadership
ability.

Employment Outlook
Employment in this industry is ex-.

pected to increase faster than the av-
erage for all 'industries through the
.mid-,1980's. This growth is projected
to occur principally in plants that
produce electronic computer. equi-
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Very rapid employment growth is expected in plants
4- that produce electronic computer equipment

Wage and salary workers in office and computing machine
manufacturing, 1958-76 and projected 1985
Employees
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mand will rise_aihurther price reduc-
tions bring a computer system within
reach of more and more small or-
ganizations..Growth in the number of
computers will be accompanied by a
need for additional computer-related
equipmentinput and output, stor-
age, and communication devicesas
well as software designed specifically
to meet the needs of certain types of
organizations.

Although the demand for conven-
tional office machines is expected to .
remain strong through t mid-
1980's, employment in nts that

"produce this type of equi ment will
grow sloWly. Most job openings will
result from the need to replace expe-
tienced workers tw- Ito retire, die, or
transfer to other industries. The de-
mand for office ,equipment should
continue to rise as business and gov-
ernment organizations grow and the
volume of paperwork increases.
However, technological improve-
ments in production' methods are ex-
pected to increase output per work-
er. For example, increasing
mechanization of operations former-
ly done by hand will tend to reduce
labor requirements, particularly in
plants where products are mass-pro-
duced, such as typewriters and calcu-
lators.

Some occupational groups in the
office machine and computer manu-
facturing industry are expected to

grow faster than others. For example,
the number of ptofessional and ad-
ministrative workers, particularly en-
gineers, scientists, and technicians, is
expected to increase more rapidly
than the number of plant workers.
Demand for these workers will be
spurred by continued high levels of
research and development expendi-
tures to improve machine capabili-
ties, design more efficient software,
and develop new applications for
computers.

Semiskilled workers, such as as-
semblers and inspectors, will contin-
ue to account for most of the work
force in production occupations, de-
spite the grotving use of automated
and mechanized assembly line equip-
ment.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, plant workers in the office
-machine and computer industry had
average earnings of $5.29 an hour.
Wages in computer manufacturing
plants are slight higher than in the
industry ,as a whole, averaging $5.4.6
an hour in 1976.

National wage data are not avail-
*

able for individual occupations in the
office machine and computer indus-
try. However, the following tabula-
tion, based on data obtained .from a
small number of union contracts,
provides an ,exantple of the range in
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hourly wage rates for selected occu-
pations in 1976:

Hourly rate
ranges

Assemblers $3.00-4.50
Machinists 4.38-5.82
Tool-and-die makers 5.50-61.50
Electricians 5.50-6.50

Some employees work night shifts
and weekends because many plants
operate around the clock. EmOoyees
working second or third .sliifts, or
more than 8 hours a day.or 40 hours
a week generally receive extra pay.

Paid vacations' and holidays are
`almost universal in this industry.
-Most employees receive 1 to weeks
Hof vacation, depending on length of
1service. They alsojeceive insurance
arid pension benefits at least partially
financed by the employer. Employee
stock purchase plans are available in
many firms.

In general, the work surroundjngs
in office machine and computer
plants are more favorable than those
iu most other types of factories.
Work stations usually are well-
lighted and clean, and free from dust,
fumes, and loud noises. Many com-
puter factories are relatively new and
are located in suburban areas.

Some plant jobs are repetitious,
but Very few require great physical
effort. Fewer and less severe injuries
take place in office machine and
computer manufacturing than the av-
erage for all manufacturing.

Many plant workers are covered '-
by union contracts. The principal
unions in this'industry are the Inter-
national Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Worktrs; the Interna-
tional Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and Agricultural Imple-
ment Workers of America; the Inter-
national Union of Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers; and the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers.

Sources of Additional
Inftkination

For general information on jobs in

7J3

the-industry, write to:
American Federation of Information ProCess-

ing Societies,. Inc., 210 Summit Ave.,
Montvale, NJ. 07645.



OCCUPATIONS IN THE PAPER ±
AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INDUSTRIEIS

In 1976, the paper and allied prod-
ucts industry employed about
676,000 people to produce many dif-
ferent kinds of paper and paperboard
products'. The iridu)try employs
workers in, occupations ranging from
unskilled to highly- specialized tech-
nical and professional jobs, many
found only in the paper industry.

Nature andlocation of the
Industry

The paper industry is highly
mechanized. Pulp, paper, and many
finished paper products are manufac-
tured by machinessome as long as
a football_field=in a series of nearly
automatic operations that require
very, little handling of materials by
workers. Manufacturing plants in the

-paper industry are engaged in one or
more of three different ?perations:
The production of pulp (tItz basic
ingredient, of paper) from wood,

reused fibers, or other raw materialt;
the manufacture of paper or paper-
board (thick paper) from pulp; or the
conversion of rolls or ;fleets of paper
or paperboard into finished products,
such as tissue paper, envelopes, and
boxes.

The largest up of employees in
the industry ork in mills that pro-
duce pulp, paper, -or paperboard.
The next largest group works in
plants that make boxes and contain-
ers; and the remainder work in plants
that make a variety of other paper
products.

About four-fifths of the ind
employees work in factories that em-
ploy 1.00 workers or more.

Workers in this industry are locat-
ed throughout the country, aVlough
about half sit employed in eight
States: New l'ork,- Pennsylvania, Illi-
nois, Ohio, Wisconsin, Massachu-
setts, California, and New Jersey.
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Occupations in the Industry

Employees in the taper industry
work in a variety of occupations re-
quiring a broad range of training and
skills. Many workers operate and
control specialized papermaking, fin7
ishing,, and converting machines:
Some workers install and repair pa-,
permaking machinery. Truck drivers
make deliveries, and other workers
load and unload trucks, railroad cars,
and ships.

r7 The industry employs many-wark-
ers in clerical, sales, and administra-
tive occupations. For example, it em-
ploys purchasing agents, personnel
managers, sales representatives, of-
fice Clerks, stenographers, book-
keepers, and business machine op-
erators. Also,' because of the
complex processes and equipment
used, the industry employs profes-
sional and technical workers, includ-
ing chemical and mechanical engi-
neers, chemists, laboratory
technicians, and pulp and paper test-
ers. (Detailed discussions of profes-
sional, technical, and mechanical
occupations, found not only in the
paper industry but in other indus-
tries, are given elsewhere in the
Handbook in sections covering indi7
vidual occupations.)

Productiof Jobs. In 1976, more than
three-fourths of all emplb" yees in the
industry worked in production jobs.
The simplified desdiption of paper-
making occupations and processes
that follows applies to a plant which
cdmbines the production of pulp, pa-
M, and finished paper products into .- .
one continuous omation. (Set ac-
companying chart.)'

After trees are cut down, loggers
will saw off the limbs a d saw the
trunk into logs. Th ogs are then
transported to the'' 1p mill where
the bark is removed. One machine
used for this operkion is a bulge
revolving cylinder known as a "drum
barker.' Logs are placed on a con--
veyor lit and fed into this machine
by a semiskilled work er'called a bark-
er operator (D.O.T. 533.782). The
machine cleans bark from the logs by
tumbling them against each other
and also against the rough inner sur-
face of the drui. Next, pulp fibers in
the' logs are separated from other
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ment panel, digester opefators make
certain that proper conditions are
being maintained.. When the pulp fi-
bers are removed from the digester,.
they are washed to remove chemi-
cals, partially cooked chips, and oth;.er impurities. These fibers, called
pulp, resemble wet, brown cotton.

Many modern plants today are
making greater use of continuous di-
gester's (equipment that produces
pulp continuously rathet_than in
separate batches)? Continuous di-

(gesters make it practical to use tiaw-
hat in pulpmaking, and eliminate

the manual' starting and stopping of
each batch of pulp. w

To turn pulp into paper, the pulp is
mixed thoroughly with water and fur-,
ther refined in machines operated by

workers called beater - engi-
neers (D.O.T. 30.782). The kind
and amount of c emicals and dyes

%they use and the I ngth of time they,
"beat" the solution determine the
color and strength of the paper.

The pulp solution, now more than
99 percent water, is turned into pa-
per or paperboard by machines that
are among the largest in Ameridan
industry. The machines are of two
general types. One is the Fourdrinier
machine, by far the most commonly
used; the other is the cylinder ma-
chine used to make particular types
of paper, such as building and con-

tainer board. In the Fourdrinier, the.

Ths papir Industry Is highly mechanized.

substances by a chemical or me-
chanical process, of both, depending
on the type of wood used and the
grade of paper desired.

In the mechanical process, pulp-
Avood is held against a fast-revolving
grindstone that separates the fibers.
In the more commonly used chemi-
cal- process, pulpwood is, carried on
conveyor belts to a chipper machirie
operated by a'chipper (p.O.T.
668.885). The machine cuts the
pulpwood into chips about the size of
a quarter.
. In recent years, larger number of

mobile harvesters and chippers have
been used to chip whole trees or logs
at the orginal harvest site, thereby
reducing transportation costs and the
amount 6f wood not utilized.

After the logs have been converted
to wood chips, they are. "cooked"
with chemicals under high tempera-
ture and pressurein a "digester," a
kettlelike vat several stories high. Di-

. gesters are operated by skilled work-
ers called digester operators (D.O.T.
532.782)4 who determine .the

amount of chemicals to be used and
the cooking temperature and pres-
sure. They also direct the loading of
the digester with wood chips
chemicals. By checking in ins

Half of all wprkers in the piper and allied prodUcts
industry are employed in eight States

State distrib tion of employment in the paper and allied products
3

New York
Ohio
PennsylyanJo
Illinois
Wisconsin
Massachusetts
New Jersey
California

Source' Department of Commerce

--"1"---').

Remaining 42 States

-,.

50%

7,),5
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pulp solution pours into a continu-
ously moving and vibrating belt of
fine wire-screen. As the water drains,
millions of pulp fibers adhere to one
another, forming a thin wet sheet of
paper. After passing thr gh presses
that squeeze out more ater, the
newly formed paper p s through
the dryer section of the .. permaking
machine to evaporate maining wa-
ter.

The quality of th paper produced
largely de on the skills of paper

' machine operats (D.O.T. 539.782),
who control the "wet-end" of the
papermaking machine to form paper
of specified thickness, width, and
physical strength. They check con-
trol-panel instruments to make sure
the flow of pulp and the speed of the
machine are coordinated. Paper ma-
chine operator41/4 also, determine
whether the paper jmeets 'required
specifications by interpreting labora-
tory tests or, in some instances, by
visually checking or feeling the pa-
per. They supervise the less skilled
workers of the machine crew and,
with their help, keep the paper Moli-
inismoothly through the machine.

Many modern papermills have pa-
permaking machines that use com-
puteri and advanced instrurnentation
to help the operator control the qual-
ity of the paper. For example, beta
ray sensors measure the weight of the
paper and electromagnetic sensors

r measure the thickness. Measuie-
ments from these devices are put into
a comppter that compares them to
programmed Specifications. The
computer then adjusts the papermak=
ing machine's operations to eliminate
any differences. Computer process

4control also hal rought about
changes in job duties r some opera-
tor positions. Generally this has in-
volved a reduction in manual ma-
nipulation of control devices and an
,increase in monitoring functions. For

_example, the computer sets produc-
tion variables such as temperature,
pressure, and nom rates whereas, be-
fore computer control, they were set
by the machine operator.
1.. Backtenders (D.O.T. 532.885),
who are supervised by paper ma-
chine operators, control the pressure
and temperature of machinery that
dries and finishes the paper and gives
it the correct thickness. Backtenders

inspect the paper for imperfections
and make sure. that it is being wound
tightly and uniformly into rolls. They
also adjust the machinery that cuts,
the rolls into, smaller rolls and, with
the help of assistants, may weigh and
wrap the rolls for shipment.

Papermills that produce a fine
grade o!paper for books, Magazines,
or stattolnary usually have finishing
depatiments.. Most workers in these
departrhents are either semiskilled br
unskillqi. One semiskilled worker,
the superca.lender' operator (D.O.T.
7534.782), aided by several helpers
and by mechanibal handling equip-
ment, places huge rolls dr paper onto
a machine that gives die paper a
smooth and glossy finish. The super-
calender operator, also inspects the
filiished paper to make sure that
specifica,tions have been met. Anoth-
er semisltilled worker, the paper sort-
er and counter (D.O.T. 649.687), in-
spects sheets of paper for tears, dirt
spots, and wrinkles; counts them; and
may fill customer orders.

In converting plants, machines op-
erated by semiskilled or skilled work-
ers convert paper and paperboard,

into envelopes, napkins, corrugated
shipping containers, and other paper
products. Occupations in. converting
plants differ widely, depending large-
ly on the product being manufac-
tured. An ,example of a semiskilled
worker is the envelope machine
erator (D.O.T. 641.885), who feeds
and tends an automatic machine that.

ipakes envelopes from either rolls of
paper or prepared envelope blanks.
One of the few skilled workers in a
converting plant is the printer-slotter
operator (D.O.T. 651.782) who con-
trols a machine that cuts and creases
paperboard sheets and prints designs
or lettering on them.'

Converting plants ernplo Y- thou-
sands of workers to print designs and
lettering on bags, labels, wallpaper,
and other paper ,products. Among
these are compositors, who set type,
and press operators who prepare and
operate printing presses.

,
Maintenance Jobs.' The papei indus-
try employs many skilled mainte-
nance workers to care for its com-
plex machinery and electrical
equipment. Millwrights install and

/ \)6
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, repair machinery. They also take
apart and reassemble machines when
they are moved about the plant. In-
strument repairers install and service
instruments that measure and control
the flow of pulp, paper, water, steam,
and chemical additives.

Other, important maintenance em-
ployees include electricians, who re-
pair wiring, motors, control panels,
and switches; maintenance machin-
ists, who make replacement parts for
mechanical equipment; and pipefit-
ters; who lay out, install, and repair
pipes.

Stationary engineers are employed
to operate and maintain powerplants,
steam engines, hollers, air compres-
sors, and turbines.

PrOfessional and Technical Occupa-
tions. The complexity of pulp and
pec manufacturing requires tha'f:
sands of workers who have
engineering, chemical, or other tech-
nical tr ning. Approximately 16,000
scientists engineers and 13,000,,

.technicians were employed by the
'2-paper industry in 1976..

Many chemists are employed to
control the quality of the produot6by
supervising the testing of pulp and
paper. In research laboratories,
chemists study the influence of var-
ous chemicals on pulp and paper. In
ddition, some chemists and engi,
eers are Tmployed as sales represe

tatives, supervisors of plant wor rs,
or, as administrators in poSi ions
which require technical know) e.

thfrnica/ and mechanical engineers
transform new pulp and papermak-
ing techniques into practical produc-
tion methods. Some chemical engi-
neers supervise the production
.process. Electrical engineers super-
vise the operation of power-generat-
ing and distributing equipment and
instruments. .

Packaging engineers design con-
tainers and packages and supervise
their prbduction. A few; box manu-
facturers also employ aitists who de-
velop ,lettering, designk and colors
for containers.

Foresters manage large areas of
timberland and assist in the wood -
buying operations of pulp and paper
companies. They map forest areas,
plan- and supervise the harvesting,
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\
.marketing, accounting, industrial re-
lations, or other specialized business
fields. A knowledge of paper,tech--
nology is helpful for administrators
and sales occupations. This is true
especially for sales' representatives
who give customers technical assist-
ance. Most gulp and paper compa-
nies employ clerks, bookkeepers, ste-
nography, and typists who have pad
commercial courses in high school or
business school.

For production workers, promo-
tion generally is limited to more
skilled. jobs within a.."work .area,"
which may be department, section,
or an operation on one type of ma-
chine. For example, a person may
start as a utility person and advance
to backtender and finally to machine
operator. These promotions may
take years, depending on the avail-
ability of jobs. Experience gained
within a 'work area usually is not
transferable; unskilled or semiskilled
workers who transfer ttrit1151 outside
their usual work area or . to other
plants usually mutt start in entry
jobs.

Many plalit supervisors are former
production workers, In some plants,
qualified workers may be promoted
directly to supervisory positions. In
others, workers are given additional
training-before they are eligible, for
promotion. This training often is Con-
tinued after the worker is promot-
ed---.through conferences, special
plant ttainingsessions, and courses at

universities or trade schools. Most
firms provide some financial assist-
ance for employees who take courses
outside the plant.

and seed or plant new treesito assure
continuons production of tirgber.

System's analysts and computer pro-
grammers are becoming increasingly
important to this industry due to the
greater use of computerized controls
in the production process. They also
analyze business and production
problems and convert them to a form
suitabl.for solution by computer.

Frequent tests are performed aur-
ing the manufacture of pulp or paper
to detertnte whether size, weight,
'strength, color, and other properties*
Meet standards. Some testing is done
by machine operators, but in many
mills testing technicians are em-
ployed. These technicians, who have
job titles such as laboratory techni-
cian, pulp tester, and chemical ana-

* lyst, also assist engineers and .chem-
ists in research and development
activities. .

Administrative, Clerical and Related
Occppations. The paper industry em-
ploys many aollttinistrative, clerical,
and other office personnel. Execu,'
tives, plan and administer company
policy. To work effectively, execu-
tives require information from a wide
variety of personnel, including ac-
countants sales representatives, law-
yers, and personnel in industrial rela-.

tion's, trans ortation, market
research, and Cher activities. Book-
keepers, seer taries, shipping clerks,
and other c1 rical workers keep rec-
ords of perMnnel, payroll, invento-
.ries, sales, shipments, and plant
maintenance.

4eTraining, Other Qualifications,
ripd Advancement

Paper and pulp companies gener-
ally hire and train inexperienced
workers for production 'and mainte-
nance occupations. Many companies
prefei to hire high school graduat6.
Inexperienced workers usually start
as laborers, or helpers and advance
along stirly well-defined paths to
more skilled jobs.

Some large plants have formal ap-
prenticeship programs for mainte-
nance workers. Under these pro-
grams, which usually last to 4 years,
people are trained for jobs such as
machinist, electrician, millwright,
and pipefitter. Generally, an appli-

cant is given a physical examination,
mechanical aptitude tests, .and simi-
lar qualifying tests. Apprenticeship
includes both on-the-job training and
classroom instruction related to the
occupation. The machinist appren-
tice, for example, receives classroom
instructions in mathematics, blue-
print reading, and shop theory.

In newer mills, many experienced
maintenance Porkers are being re-
trained to become multi or four-
skilled craftworkers. The workers are
given 18 months to become compe-
tent in each individual craft or a total
of 41/2 years. For example, a pipefit-
ter would learn the skills of -a mill-_
wright, machinist, and an electrician.

A bachelor's degree is usually tire
minimum educational requirement
for scientists, engineers, foresters,
and other pro'fessiohal occupations.
For research work, persons having
advanced degrees are preferred.
Many engineers and chemists (called
process engineers and paper chemists)
have specialized training in paper
technology. Many companies have
summer jobs for college students spe-
cializing in papermaking, and upon

frequently flire them on a
permanent basis. Some associations;
colleges and individual companies
offer scholarships in pulp and pape'r-
making technology.

Some companies have formal
training programs for college gradu-

(ates with engineering or scientific
backgrouds. These einployees may
work for brief periods in "varions
parts of the plant to gain a broad
knowledge of pulp and paper manu-
facturing before being assigned to a
particular department. Other firms
immediately assign junior chemists
or engineers to a specific research,
operation, or maintenance unit.

Generally, no specialized *loca-
tion is required for laboratory assis-
tants,.testing technicians, or other,
kinds of technicians. Some employ-
ers, however, prefer to hire technical
institute or 'junior college graduates.
Beginning technicians start in routine
jobs and advance to positions of
greater responsibility after they ac-
quire experience and can work with
minimum supervision.

Admiriisirative positions usually
are filled by people who have college
degrees in business_administration,

.
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Employment Outiorok

Employment in the paper and al-
lied products industry is expected to
increase more slowly than the aver-
age for all ,industries through the
mid-1980's. Although b.significant
number of job openings are expected
due to growth, most opening% will
stem from the need to replace work-
ers who retire, die, or leave their jobs
for other reasons. The number of job
openings may fluctuate from year to
year, however, because the demand
for paper and paper products is sen-
sitive to changes in economic condi-
tions.
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Employment in paper manufacturing is expected
continue growing over the long run

Wage and salary workers in. paper and allied products manufacturing,
1950-76 and projected 1985

Employees 800r
(in Thousands)

700

Source Bureau of Lab% BlaostIcs

Paper production is expected to
increase over the long run as popula-
tion and business activity grow and
new uses for paper are developed.
Employment will grow at a slower

fate than production, however, be-
cause of the greater use of laborsav-
ing machinery. Most of the employ-
ment growth will occur in plants that
make finished products such.as nap-
kins, envelopes, boxes, and wrapping
paper. These plants are not as suited
for laborsaving machinery as plants
that prodtiqe pulp and unfinished pa-

(

per products.
-Occupational groups within the in-

dustry are expected to grow at differ-
ent rates. .The number of engineers,
scientists, technicians, and mainte-
nance workers is 'expected to in-
crease faster than other occupational
groups in the industry. More scientif-
ic and technical personnel will be
needed as research and development
activities expand, and more mainte-

' nance_ workers will be required to
service the more complex machin-
ery. Employment, of administrative
and clerical workers also is expected
to rise at a faster pace than total em-
ployment. On the other hand, the
number of production workers may
decline slightly as more laborsaving
machinery is introduced. Neverthe-
less, replacement needs will create
many job ,openings for production
workers.

Jarnings and Working
Conditions

Production workers the paper
- industry had average earnings of

$5.43 an hour in 1976. In the same
year, production workers in private
induStry, except farming, averaged
$4.87 an hour.

The following tabUlation, based on
information from a number, of union-
management contracts in 'the paper
industry, illustrates the approximate
range of hourly wage rates for select-.
ed pioduction and ipaintenance
occupations in 1976. Local rates,
within these ranges depend on geo- Further information about job op-
graphic location, type and size of portunities in ,,this industry is avail-
mill, kinds' of machines used, and able from local offices of the State
other factors.

Most pulp and paper plants oper-
9 ate around the clockthree shifts a,.

9 .

Hourly rage Fibre Box Association, 224 S. Michigan Av
ranges Chicago, W. 60604.
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day, 7 days-a week. Production work-
ers can expect to work on eVening or
night shifts from tirrie to time.-Main-
tenance workers usually are em
ployed'on the regular day. shift. Mul-
ti-craft maintenance mechanics
generally earn about $1.50 in hour
more n a single -craft mechanic. /'

In most plants the standard work-
week i4 40 hours; in a few it is 36
hours or less. Workers normally have
year-round employment because pa-
per prodUction is not subject to sea-
so variation.

S tand papermaking jobs
*do not require strenuous physical ef-
fort. However, some employees work
in hot, humid, and noisy areas. They
also may be exposed to disagreeable
odors from chemicals in the paper-
making process. The rate of injury in 7--
this Industry has been about the same
as.the rate for all mant4acturing.

A majority of the .production
workers are members of trade
unions. The largest iinion'in the in-
dustry is the United Paperworkers In-
ternational Union. Many, osher work-
ers in the Western States are
represented, by thy' Association of
Western Pulp and Paper Workers.
Many printing workers belong to the
International .Printing and Graphic
Communications Union. Some main-
tenance and craft workers belong to
various craft unions.

4

.,Sources of.Acdtilonal
Information

,
employment service and from:
American Paper Institute, 260 Madison Ave.,

.New York N . Y 10016

Production occupations:
Paper ma, Nine operator . $5.34-10.41

A list of schools offering courses
on paper technology is available

Backtender 4.87 9.91 from:
Head stock preparer

(beater engineer) 4.93 7.01 American Paper Institute, 260 Madison Ave.,

Digester operator (cook) ) 5.07 7.30 New York, N.Y. 10016.

Supercalendar operator 5.18 6.36 For information on job opportuni-
Barker operator, drum 4.69 6.80 ties for paper and paper products
Chipper 4.40 6.70 sales representatives, write to:

Maintenance occupations: National Paper Trade Association, Inc., 420
Pipefitter 5.58 7.76 Lexington Ave, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Electrician 5.74 7.76

Machinist 5.58 7.76
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE
PETROLEUM REFINING INDUSTRY

. .

The petroleum refining industry
forms the link between crude oil pro-
dUction and the distribution and con-
sumption of petroleum products.
Products refined from crude oil sup-
plj, the fuels and- lubricants used for
all modes of transportatipn, for heat
in homes, factories, and other struc-
tures, and for fuel for the generation
of over one -third of our electric pow-
er. In additions basic petfoleum corn-

.

podnds are used to manufacture hun-
dreds of everyday products such as
synthetic rubber, fertilizers, and plas-
tics.

In 1976 about 160,000 wadRers,
who had 'a wide range of educational

-backgrounds and skills, were em-
ployed in the petroleum refining in-
dustry. This industry cwers occupa-
tions and activitiesvinvolved in
refining oil. Occupations in petrole-
um and natural gas production and
processing are discussed in a sepa-
rate chapter elsewhere in the Hand.?
book.

Nature. and LocItion of the
Ifiduistry.

A modern refinery is a complicat-
ed plant made up of tanks and towers
connected by a maze of pipes and
valves. From the time crude oil en-
ters the refinery to the shipment of
finished products, the production
flow is almost continuous.,Operators
use instruments including computers
to measure and regulate the flow,
volume, temperature, and pressure
of liquids .and gases going through
the equipment. Manual handling of
materials has been virtually eliminat-
ed.

Petroleum refining consists of
heating crude oil as it flows through a
series of pipes in a furnace. The
vapors from the heated oil plss into a
tower where the various "fractions,"
or parts, of the oil are condensed.

The heaviest parts (tor exfmple,
heavy fuel oils and asphalt) are
drawn of along the bottom of_ the
tower where temperatures are high

ntIttfu

-
arts Et fuel and diesel

e drawn off along the middle
of the tower; and the lightest (gaso-
line and gases) are taken off at the
top where temperatures are lowest.
Since this process does not prOduce a
sufficient quantity of some products,
such as gasoline, further processing
by more complicated methods com-
bines or modifies products obtained
through fractionating to increase the
yield of some products. Treating
units are used to remove water, sul-
fur compounds, and other impurities.

About 280 refineries were in op-
eration in 1976. They ranged in size
from plants with fewer than ten em-
ployees to those with several thou-
sand. Although many States have re-
fineries, ab t 85 percent of the
workers were mploied in 10 States:
Texas, California, Pennsylvania, Illi-

nois, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Ohio,
New York, New Jersey, and Indiana.
Refineries usually are located near
oilfields, industrial centers, a(r deep-
water ports where tankers 'dab dock.

Occupations in the Industry

About. every1 out of eve 2 workers in
a refinery is involved in the :operation
(as opposed to maintenance) of the.
plant. A key worker in convirting
crude oil into usable prodUcts is the
refinery operator (D.O.T. 542.280),
or chief operator, who. is responsible
for one or more processing units: The
refinery operator, with help from
-assistant operators, makes adjust-
ments for. changes in temperature,

-pressure, and oil flow. In modem re-
fineries, operators monitor instru -.
ments on panels that show the entire
operation \of all processing units in
the refinery. They also patrol units to
check their operating condition.

Other plantworkers may' include
still pump operators. (D.O.T.(
549.782), also kiwn as pumpers,
and their helpers ( .0.T. 549.884),
who intain and operate pumps:
that co rol all production through- ,-

the efinery; and treaters (1310.T,
549.7 ), who operate equipment to
remove impurities from gasoline, oil,
and other products. Iii automated .

plants, computers may do the work
of pumpers and , treaters. Operators

Over 90 percent of all WOrkers in the petrOleum refining.
industry are employed in ten. States

State distribution of workers in the petroleum refining industry, 1974

Texas
California
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Louisiana
New York
New Jersey
Ohio
Oklahoma
Indiana r

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics

Remaieing 40 States

jot
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the complex refining equipment.
Occupations involved in mainte-4
rimed include skilled boilermakers, :-

electricians, carpenters, instrument
remirers, mac,htfiists, pAgefitters,
shtetmetal workers, :ea.welders.'
There also are helpers and apprentic-
es in-these trades. Some skilled work"-
ers have a primary skill in ehe craft
and also the ability to handle closely
related crafts. Forexample, a pipefit-
ter also may be a boilermaker and a
welder. Maintenance workers-Who .
have such combined jobs are, some-
times called refinery mechanics.

Plantw6rkers who do not operate,
monitor, or maintain equipment do
many ether tasks. Some workers. -'

drive delivery trucks; some load and
unload materials on trucks, trains, or
ships; and others keep stock and tool -
invdntory records. The industry also

a employs service woikkers such as
guards and janitors. i

About 12 percent of the workers in
petroleum refining ese scientists; en-
gineers, and technicians. Among
these area dhemists, chemical engi- -

Oparilor observes refinery controls. neers, mechanical engineers, envi-

-nonitor the computers to spot poten'
tial problem areas, and may make
routine checks of the refinery to
make sure that valves are operating'
proPcrly-

ny refineries employ large num-
bert of maintenance workers' to re-

pair, rebuild, replace, and clean
equipment. In other plants, some
maintenance work is contracted to
companies outside the petrolelim in-_
dustry. Many maintenance, workers
are needed because high heat, pres-
sure, and corrosion qtdckly wear 2ut

, I i

Einployment In petroleum refining is expected to
show little change through the mid-1980's due to
productivity Improvements

'Wage and salary workers in the petroleum refining industry, 1950-76
and projects's:0985
Erholoyses 250
.(in thousands)
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d'
ronmental engi eers, laboratory ,
technicians, and rafte. Chemists
and laboratory te hnicians control
the quality of petroleum products by
making tests and analyses to deter--
mine chemical and physical proper-
ties. Some dhemistsainsl chemical en-
pricers develop and improve

..products and processes., LaboratorY
technicians assist chemists in re-
search ptojects or do routine testing
and sample taking. Some engineers
design chemical processing equip-
ment and plant layout, and others
supervise refining processes. , Envi-
ronmental engineers and technicians .
supervise and improve treatment and
disposal of refinery waste waters and
gases. Drafters prepare plans and
drawings needed in refinery, con-
struction and maintenance.

Refining companies employ many
administratiire, *clerical, and other
white-collar personnel. Administra-
tive workers include managers, ac-
countants, purchasing agents, law-
yers, computer programmers, -
'computer analysts, and personnel
and training specialists. Typists, sec-
retaries, bookkeepers; keypunch op-

V.
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erators, and business machine opera-

1
srs -assist administrative workers.

( etailed discussions of professional,
hnical, mechanical, and other

occupation found not only in petro-
leum refining but also in other indus-
tries are presented elsewhere in the
Handbook.) 4a

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

ri ,Employers prefer to hire a-ppli-
cants who are high school graduates.
AptitUde testing and intetyiewing
frequently are used in selecting appli-
cants for plant jobs. Inexperienced
plantworkers us 'ally begin as aides
in a labor poo ' ey may move mate-
rials, pack cart s, fill barrels, or do
maintenance work. they may be
transferred either to the operating

epartment or the maintenance de-id
yartment when a vacancy occurs.

Workers newly assigned to an op-
erating department learn to operate
equipment under the guidance of ex-,
perienced operators. Formal training
courses frequently are given in plant
operation. .

A supervisor trains inexperienced

't,
workeran maintenance skills. Some
refineries give classroom instruction
related to particular work. After .3 or
4 years, a person may advance from
helper to skilled craft worker in one
of the maintenance. crafts. :SOnie
large refineries train workers in sev-
eral crafts. For example, a quali ed
instrument repairer may be given
electrician or machinist training.b-

For scientists and engineers, a
bachelor's degree in an appropriate
field usually is the minimum educa- ';`
tional requirement. Advanced de-
grees are prefer...pet!' for research
work.

For most labLratory assistant jobs,
2-year technic school training is
required. Laboratory assistants begin
in routine jobs and advance to posi-
tions of greater responsibility as they
acquire experience and learn to work
without close supervision. 'Inexperi-
enced drafters begin as copyists or
tracers and can advance to mare
skilled drafting jobs.

Administrative positions generally f.

are filled by people who have college
degrees in science and engineering,
accounting, business, industrial rela-

tions, or other specialized fields. For
positions as clerks, bookkeepers, sec-
retaries, and typist.4,most refineries
employ persons who have had_ com-
mercial, coursein high school or
business school. For occupations as-
sociated with computers, educational
requirements range from a high
school level for keypunch operators
to a college deg ea in the physical
science field for analysts.

mpioyment Outlook

Emp yment in petroleum refining.
is exp ctet tq show little change
through the mid-1980's. 'Refinery
output is expected to increase to
meet the Nition's growing demand

I
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for petroleum products, but automat-
ed, computerized plants, increased
refining capacity,, and improved re-
fining techniques should make it pos-
sible for the industry to increase-pro-
duction without increasing
employment, significantly. Neverthe-
less, thouiands of job openings will
result from the need to replacesork-
ers who retire, die, or transfer to oth-
er occupations.

Most jobs will be for operators,
maintenance workeis, administra-
tors, and technicians. More mainte-
nance workers, such as ele,ctricians,
pipefitters;and instrument'repairers,
will be needed to, take care of the
increasing amount of automated

:4

Most refinery jobs require only 'moderate physical Wort.

7.11
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equipment <and complex control in-(
Itrumenti.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Refinery workers are among the
highest paid employees. in manufac-

> turing. In 1976 production workers
r in petroleum refining' averaged $7.72

an hour, compaied With an average
of $4.83 an hour for production
workers in manufacturing industries
as a whole*,

Because petroleum is refined
around the clock, operators may be
assigned to any pne of the, three
shifts, or they may be rotated on

various shifts. Some operators work
weekends,,and get days off during "the
week. Employees usually'receive ad-
ditional pay for shift -c-51-1.c. Most

maintenance workers are on duty
during the day.

Most refiner jobs require only
moderate ph cal effort. A few ,
workers, however, have to open and
close heavy valves and 'climb stairs-.
And laddersto considerable heights.
Others may work in hot places or
may be exposed to unpleasant odors.

Many refinery workers are union'
numbers and belong to the Oil,.
Chemical and-Atomic Workers Inter-
national Union. Some refinery work-
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ers are
unions
unions.

members of AFL-CIO craft
or of various independent

Sources of Additional
Information

More lormation on job opportu--
nities in the petroleum refining -in-
dustry may be obtained from the per-
sonnel offices of individual oil
companies. General information on
jobs in the induitry is available from:
National Petroleum Refiners AssoCiation,

Suite 802, 1725 DeSales St. NW., Wash-
ington,,O.C. 20036.



OCCUPATIONS IN THE PRINTING,
AND. PUBLISHING INDU,=

. -
Printing is both an art and one of

our chief means of communication.
In 1976, tlke printing: and publishing
industry e ployed almost 1.1 million
wbrkers. Government agencies and
private firms that do their own print-
ing, such as banks and insurance
companies, also employed thousands
of printing workers. ,

Nature and Location of thern
Industry_

Included in the industry are the
printing and publishing of newspa4

.pers,magazines, books, and advertis-
ing matter;. the production of busi-
ness forms, greeting cards, and gift
wrappings; commercial or jobprint-,
ing; bookbinding; and typesetting,

, photoengraving, platemaking, and
other printing serviced, primarily for
printing establishments.

In 1976, .the largest division in
terms of employment was newspaper
printing and publishing, with over
380,000 employees. Most daily and
many weekly newspapers throughout
the Nation do their own printing.
Although some major newspapers
have more than 2,000 -employges;
many have fewer than 20.

Commercial printing shops, the
second- largest division of the indus-
try, employed about 359,000 work-
ers. These shops produce a variety of
Materials, including advertising mat-
ter, business cards, calendars, cata-
logs, labels, maps, and pamphlets!
They also print limited-run newspa-
pers, books, and magazines.' Many
commercial shops have several hun-
dred workers, but employment is..
concentrated in smaller shops:

Printing jobs are fcitiq throughout
the country. Almost eVe)-y town has
at least one printing shop, frequently,

`a small newspaper plant that also
may do other printing. However,,%,

Printing Methods
, .

° Printing is a means of transferring

about one7hglf of t e Nation's print-
ing employees are in five States---
New York,'Illinois, California, Penn-
sylvania, and Ohio, Within these
States, most printing activities are in
or near manufacturing, commercial,
or financial areas such as New York,
Chicago,"Los Angeles, San Franciso-
Oakland', Philadelphia arid Cincin-
nati. Other leading centers of print-
ing are Boston: Detroit, Minneapolis-
St. Paul, Washington, D.C., St.
Louis, and Dayton. Employment in
book and magazine printing is highly
concentrated in these areas. A much
larger proportion of newspaper em-
ployment, however, is found outside
these centers because of the great
number of small lockl newspapers.

f

1

_A`
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4

ink impressions of words and pic-
tures to paper; iketal, or, other mate-
rials. A plate of metal, rubber, or
plastic is prepared so that part of itrhe'can be covered with in . ink is
then transferred to a` sh et 'of paper

or other material that is pressed
against the plate.

In letterpress. printing, the letters
and images are raised from the rest of
-the printing' plate. Printing is
achieved by covering the printing .
surface with ink and pressing it di-
rectly against paper, thus transferring
the-image onto the paper. In gravure
printing, the image is etched into the
surface of a cylinder. The whole sur-

' ?'ace is covered with 'ink and then
.wiped off; ink is left onlqin.the-sunk-
en or etched areas. Whsp paper is
pressed against the surface, the ink is
lifted dut and appears on the paper.
In lithography (offset printing), the
printing plate surface is smooth, with
both image and nonimgge areas on
the same level. Lithography is based
on the principle that grease and wa-

The printing and publishing Industry employed almost 1.1 mIlllowersoritere in 1976.
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ter do not mix. The plate's image
areas are coated with a substance to
make the greasy 'O'rinting ink stick to
the plate and then moistened with
water so that only the image areas
take up the ink. The inked image is
transferred frOm the plate to'a rubber
blanket and then to the paper.

Screen linting is a method in
which ink or other materials such as
paint and varnish are forced through
a stencil mounte on a finely wOverrcl.,
screen. The sha of 'tkie stencil
openings determines he design to be
printed. This process may be applied
to a variety of surfaces such as paper,
glass, metal, plastic, and textiles;

Printing Occupations

Production of printed materials re-
, quire workers in a wide variety of

occ pations. Printing craft workers
re esent a large segment-of these
e ployees. They usually specialize in
ne area of printing operations:

Type composition, photography,
platemaking, presswork, or binding.
Their training generally. is confined
to only one of the rbasic printing
methodsletterpress, lithography,
or gravure. Some of the principal
printing crafts are briefly described
below. Detailed information on these
crafts is presented in the section on
printing occupatiOns elsewhere in the
Handbook. .

The printing process begins in a
composing room where manuscript
coy is set in type, proofed, and
-checked for errors. Machine and
handset type and other materials
such 'as photoengravings are assem-
bled there and prepared for the
pressroom.

In 1976, almost 40 percent of all
printing craft workers-152,000
were employed in composing room
occupations. This group includes
compositors (D.O.T. 973.381) ilvho
set type by hand or machine; typeset-
ter perforator operators (D.O.T.
208.588) who punch tapes used to
operate some typesetting machines;
make-up arrangers (D.O.T. 973.381)
who assemble, type( in shallow trays
called, "galleys:.' and make trial copy
of this type; and prqofreaders (D.O.T.
209.680 whp check the trial copy
with the original copy for errors.
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Electrotypers and stereotypers

(D.O.T. 974.381 and 975.782) make
duplicate pressplates of metal, rub-
ber, and plastic for lefterpress print-
ing,c These plates are made from the
meill type forms prepared in the
composing room. Electrotypes are
used mainly in book and magazine
work. Stereotypes, which are less du-
rable, are used chiefly in newspaper
work.

Photoengravers (D.O.T. 971.381 )
make metal printing plates of illustra-
tions and other copy that cannot be
set up in type. The printing surfaces
on these plates stand out in relief
above the nonprinting spaces, as do
the letters and the accompanying
typel. Similarly, gravure photoengrav-
ers (D.O.T. 971.381), a specialized
type of photoengravers, make gra-
vure cylinders in which the image is
etched below the surface for use in
reproducing pictures and type.
the actual printing oper on is

pMormed in the pressroom. Prints
press operators (D.O.T. 651.782,
.885 and .886) prepare type forms
and pressplates for final printing and
tend the presses while they are in
operation. Small commercial shops
generally have small and relatively
simple presses that often are fed pa-
per by hand. At the other extreme
are the enormous presses used by the
larger newspaper, magazine, and
book printing plants. They automati-
cally print the paper and cut, assem-
ble, and fold the pages. These ma-
chines are operated by crews of press
operators assisted by less skilled
workers.

Lithography (offset printing) has
grown to be the most widely used
method of printing. Practically all
items printed by other processes also
can be produced by'lithography. It is
a process of photographing the mat-
ter. to be printed, making a printing
plate from the photograph, and
pressing the inked plate against a
rubber blanket which in turn presses
it onto the paper. Several operations
are °involved in lithography, and each
is performed by a specialized group
of workers. The main group of litho-
graphic workers are camera operators
(D.O.T. 972.382), artists and let:-
terers (D.O.T. 971.281), strippers
(D.O.T. 971.381), platemakers

7i

(D.O.T. 972.381), and press opera-
tors (D.O.T. 651.885).

Because of the increasingly com7
plex and highly mechanized printing
equipment in use today, technically
tanned people are needed in all areas
of printing management and produc-
tion. For example, .an increasing
number of production technicians
(D.O.T. 019.281) are employed to
see that the standards for each print-
ing job are met. ,

Many printed items, such as books,
magazines, pamphlets, and calen-
dars, must be folded, sewed, stapled,
or bound after they leave the printing
shops. Much of thi work is done by
skilled pookbind In many binder-
ies, however, a large portion of the
work is done by less skilled bindery
workers. ,

Besides printing craft workers, the
industry employs people in a variety
of other occupations. Many mail-
room workers are employed in news-
papers and magazine plants to ad-
dress, bundle, and tie the printed
matter for distribution. Modern mail--
room processes are mechanized to a
considerable extent. Mailers operate
addressing, stamping, stacking, bun-
dling, and tying machines. Many
large printing firms employ mechan-
ics and machinists to repair and ad-
just typesetting machines, printing
presses, and other equipment.

'Printing firms employ'kgreat man
people as executives, sales repreself
tatives, accountants, engineers, com-
puter programers, stenographers,
clerks, and laborers. Newspapers and
other publishers employ a consider-
able number of reporters, editors,
and photographers. These occupa-
tions are discussed elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Most printing craft workeis (union
or nonuniOn) learn their trades
through established apprenticeship
programs. A substantial number of
people, however, learn these trades
by working as helpers or through a
combination of work experience and
schooling.

Most printing unions, in conjunc-
tion with management, have estab-
lished guidelines for apprenticeship
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- programs for the various printing
crafts. Many nonunion printing firms
have established apprenticeship pro-
grams with the help of local printing
associations, and the employer' or-
ganization Printing Industries of
America. Apprentices often are cho-
sen from among people already em-
ployed in various unskilled jobs in
prjnting plants.

Printing apprenticeships usually
last from 4 to 6 years, depending on
the occupation and shop or area
practices. The apprenticeship plo-
grams.cover all phases of a particular
trade and generally include class-
room or correspondence study in re-
lated technical subjects, as well as
on-the-job training. Apprenticeship
applicants generally must be at least
18 years of ege and pass an aptitude
test and a physical examination. Ap-
plicants who qualify may be put on a
waiting list if there are no immediate
apprenticeship job -openings.

Most employers prefer applicants
to have a high school education or its
equivalent. A thdrough knpwledge of
spelling?' punctuation, the /fundamen-
talso 'grammar, and basic mathe-
matics 14 essential in many of the
printing trades. A knowledge 6f the

Alsic principles of chemistry, elec-
Wnics, andphysics is becoming in-
creasingly important because-of the
growing use of photomechanical and
electronic processes in printing.

Most printing crafts require people
with good eyesight, about average
physical strength, and a high degree
of niandal dexterity. Alertness, pa-
tience, and the ability to work with
others also are necessary. The ability
to distinguish colors is important in
areas of printing where color is used.
An artistic-sense also is an asset since
the finished product should be pleas-
ing in balance and design.

AbOut 4,000 schoolshiih
schools, vocational schools, tecbni-r

/ cal institutes, and collegesoffer
.courses in printing technology. Thes'e
courses may pelp a person to be se-
lected for apprenticeships or other
job openings in the printing and pub-
lishing industry.

Administrative jobs usually are
filled by upgrading experienced peo-
ple.. Many owders and production
managers of printing firms have
come from the ranks of printing craft

worker's. In recent years, however,
more firms are filling administrative
positions with people who have col-
lege degrees in business administra-
tion, marketing, accounting, industri-

1 relations, or other specialized
business fields. Most firms hire
clerks, book,keepers, stenographers,
ail typists who have completed
commercial courses in high school or
business school.

Some computer programmers in
the printing industry have technical
school training; others learn their
skills on the job. Also, many com-,
positors and typesetters are being
taught computer programming skills,
and the International Typographic
Union has established a training cen-
ter for this purpose.

Employment Outlook

'Employment in the printing and
publishing industry t is expected to demand for more computer typeset-grow more slowly than the average
for all industries through the mid-
1980's. Most job openings will occur
from the need to replace experienced
workers who retire, die, or transfer to
other industries.

The volume of printed materials is
expected to increase rapidly because
of population growth, the increasing-
ly high literacy level of the popula-
tion, and the trend to greater use of
printed materials for information,

packaging, and various industrial and
com.&ercial purposes. Employment
will grow it a slower rate than the
volunie of printing, however, be-
cause of ,laborsaving technologiefrr
changes in printing methods.

Occupational groups in the indus-
try are expected to increase at differ-
ent rates. EMployment or technical,
maintenance, and clerical workers
will increase at a faster pace than
total 'employment. Employment
growth will vary among the printing
crafts. The number of lithographic
craft workers, for example, is expect-
ed to increase because of the growing
use of lithography. On the other,
hand, since lithography does not re-
quire photoengraving, employment
of photoengravers is expected to de-
cline. The trend to computerization
of typesetting operations will reduce
the need for some machine operators
in composing rooms while creating a

ters. More mechanics will be hired to
maintain The industry'S' increasingly
complex machinery.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of production workers in
the printing and publishing industry
are among the highest in.rnanufactur,
ing..4 1976, they averaged $5.67 an

Employment in the printing and publishing industry
has grown steadily,.responding only slightly to
economic downturns .

Wage and salary workers in printing and publishing, 1950-76 'and.
projected 1985
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Estimated average
minimum hourly rate,

1976

Newspapers
Rook and
Job shops

Bookbinders
Compositors:

$7.47

Hand $7.91 8.38
Machine operators 8.18 8.20

Electrotypers 7.23
Photoengravers 8.47 8.90
Press operators 7.65

Press (cylinder) operators 7.72
Press (platen) operators 6.63

Stereotypers 7.49 7.88

hour, while those in manufacturing
industries as a whole averaged $5A9.

The accompaying . tabulation
shows average estimated union mini-
mum hourly rates for selected print-
ing occupations in 1976 based on a
survey of 69 large cities. These are
the minimum basic rates for day-
work, and do not include overtime,
other special payments, or bonuses.

Most, printing craft workers who
are covered by union cokracts work
fewer than 40 houreh--week. Some
contracts specify a stndard work-
week of less than 35 hours, but most
fall within a`35 to 37-1/2 hour range.
Time, and a half generally is paid for
overtime. Work on Sundays and holi-
days is paid for'at time and one-half
or dOuble-tithe rates in most ,com,-
mercial printing firms. In newspaper
plants, however, the workweek often
includes Sundays. Time and one.half

.

or do ble time is paid for these days
on when they are not part of the
employee's regular shift. Night-shift
workers generally receive pay differ-
entials above the standard day rates.

The starting wage rates of appren-
tices generally are from 40 to 50 per
cent of the basic rate for skilled
workers in the shap. Wages are in-
creased periodically;--usually every 6
months, until the apprentice,reaches
the' skilled rate.

The frequency of injuries in the
printing industry is somewhat lower
than the average for all manufactur-
ing industries.

About 35 percent of all printing
trades workers are members of
unions. Among these unions are the
Graphic Arts International Union,
the' International Printing and
Graphic Communications Union, the
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International Typographical Union,
and the International Mailers Union.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about employment oppor-
tunities and apprenticeships may be
obtained from local employers, such
as newspapers and printing shops, lo-
cal offices of the unions mentioned
above, or the local office of State
employment services. Some State
employment service offices screen
applicants and give aptitude tests'

For general information on t'-z. in-
dustry,-tVrite to:
American Newspaper Publishers Association,

11600 Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston,. Va.
20041.

American Photoplatemakers Association, 105
West Adams St; Suite 950, Chicago, Ill.
606043.

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 4615
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

Gravure Technical Institute, 60 E. 42 St., New
York, N.Y. 10020.,

National Association of Printers and Lithogra-
phers, 570 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y.
10018.

Printing Industries of America, Inc., 1730 N.
Lynn St., Arlington, Va. 22209.

(See the section on printing occu-
pations 'elsewhere in the Handbbok
for names of labor organizations and
trade associations that can provide
more information on specific print-
ing trades.)



OCCUPATIONS IN THE TEXTILE
MILL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

Two hundred years Ago no cloth
was manufactured in the United
States. Most had to be imported from
England. Indeed, the textile industry
was so important to England's pro's-
perity that neither diagrams of the
machinery nor the mechanics rho
operated it were allowed to Wave
Britain. In I 789*wever, an English
textile mechanic/named Samuel Sla-
ter disguised himself as a farmer and
sailed torsthe United States. He car-
ried the details, of the machinery
where no official coulsi find them: in
his head. A few years later he opened
a spinning mill in Pawtucket, R.I. To-
day, the spinning jennies Slater built
stand silent, a show for tourists. But
the industry that began in Pawtucket
now includes 7,260 mills and facto-
ries, produces enough fabric each
year to wrap around the earth 250
times; and provides jobs for about I
million people.

Nature and Location of The
industry

About one-half of all employees in
the industry work in mills that weave
or knit fabrics that will be made into
clothing or household furnishings.
Another one-third of Vie empi4ees
produce knit goods for use in making
stockings and underwear, while most
of the remainder work in mills that
color or put patterns on the cloth, or
that, manufacture carpets and other
products such as thread, lace, and
cord for tires. About 9 out of 10
textile workers are employed in
plants having 100 workers-or more,
although the majority of plants are
small.

Textile plants are found in almost
every State, but they are concentrat-
ed in a broad arc stretching from
New England through the Southeast-
ern United States into Texas. New
Englandwhere the industry, was

bornled .the rest of the country in
the number of textile mills until the
early part of this century, when the
Southeast became dominant,_iThig
shift occurred because the Southeast
enjoyed several economic advantag-
es, such as lower labor costs, cheapl
steam And electric power, and great-
er accessibility to cotton. Today, the

Northeast employs more people than
any other region of the country in
manufacturing narrow fabrics such

c as lace, ribbon, and fabric tape; in
weaving and finishing wool; and in
the production of miscellaneous tex-
tile goods. The South leads therest of
the country in every other sector of
this industry. Three statesNorth

-Catolina, South Carolina, and Geor-
giaemploy a little over hay* of all
textile workers.

Occupations inthelndustry

The raw materials of textile manu-
facturing must pass through many
hands before becoming finished fab-
rics. As a result, most employees are
direFtly involved in production,,..ei-

a

ti

About one -half of all employees In'tho textile Industry work In mills that weave or knit
fabric.

1 7
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ther working 'with their hands or op-
erating machinery.

In the past, cotton was the .basic
raw material for the industry. Today,
consumers demand fabrics that are
durable and require minimal care
while textile manufacturers continu-
allyx seek cleaner raw materials. Ac-
co din synthetic fibers, such as
nylon or lyester, have replaced
cotton as e leading raw material for
the in stry because they are easier
for the consumer to care for and eas-
ier for the manufacturer to work

0. with. Regardless of the raw material,
however, all textiles are produced by
spinning the fiber into yarn, weaving
or knitting the yarn into fabric, and
dyeing and finishing the fabric.

Pirst the fibers must be prepared
for spinning. In order to clean and
align the fibers, they are combed and
carded: Particularly short fibers are
removed, and allt.fibers are drawn
into a form that is strong, enough to
withstand the twisting process of
spinning. Textile worker, called
opener tenders (D.O.T. 680.885),
picker tenders (D.O.T. 680.885), card
tenders (D.O.T. 680.885), drawing

680.885), and
ro vin ers (D.O.T. 680.885), op-
erate the machinery that prepares
the fiber. They start, stop, and clean
the machines. While patrolling the
aisles between groups of machines,
they also repair broken fiber ends
and feed fiber into the machines.

When the fiber is ready for spin-
ning, a spinning frame draws and
twists it through rotating rollers and
winds it on conical, structures called
bobbins. machines, operated
by frathe spinn , turn the fiber into
yarn. Frame inners (D.O.T.
68 .885) run r ws of spinning
fra es, position bobbins of fibers,
twi fiber ends, repair breaks- in
lengths' of fiber, and clean the ma-
chines.

Spinning and weaving or spinning
and kfitting generally take place in
the same plant. However, weaving
and knitting operations usually are
performed in different plants be-
cause these' two methods of cloth
manufacture and the machinery used
to accomplish them are quite differ-
ent. To prepare the yarn for weaving,
loom winder tenders (D.O.T.
689.885), spooler tenders (D.O.T.

.

689088dr warper tenders (D.O.T.
681.885 ), slasher tenders (D.O.T.
582.782), and warp tying machine
tenders (D.O.T. 681.885) position it
on their respective machines, draw
or thread the yarn into place, tie yarn
ends, observe the machines to detect
malfunctions, and remove the pre-
pared yarn.

Fabric is produced on looms which
interlaceweavethe yarn.' There
may-be as many as 2,000 looms in the
weaving room. Weavers (D.O.T
683.782) constitute about 10 per-
cent of all textile machine operatives.
They are skilled workers who moni-
tor and operate as many as 200
looms at a time. They observe fabric
being woven to detect and remove
defects. They also repair breaks in
yarn, fix minor loom malfunctions,
and call loom fixers
683.280) to make major repairs.
Loom fixers not only repair ma-
chines: but also adjust them and pre-
pare them for operation. Each of
these highly skilled operatives works
with several weavers.

Although most textiles are woven,
knitted cloth claims a larger share of
the market each year. To knit yarn, a
knitting machine operator (D.O.T.
685.885) places it on a machine
which produces fabric by intermesh-
ing yarn loops. Knitting machine op-
erators tend several mabhines at a
time' They start the machines, feed
in the yarn, observe the knitting pro-
cess to detect malfunctions, tie bro-
ken yarn ends, and notify knitting
machine fixers (D.O.T. 689.280) if
they break down. Knitting machine
fixers and loom fixers do similar
work, but on different machines.

The most highly skilled workers in
a knitting mill are knitter-machine
mechanics (D.O.T. 685.380). They
arrange metal pattern plates in the
form of chains and place the chains
in the knitting machines. The chains
control the operation of the .ma-
chines. Thus,, these mechanics pm
vide the means by which textile de-
signs become knitted fabrics.

Once the yarn has been woven or
knitted, the restilting fabric is ready.
to be dyed and finished either by
textile mills that also weave or knit
the fabric, or by independent busi-
nesses. Dyers (D.O.T. 582.138) de-
velop dye formulas that are used to
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create a desired color. They also su-
pervise the dyeing. Dye weighers
(D.O.T. 550.884) mix the dyes and
chemicals used in dyeing. Dye range
operators (D.o.T.-582.78g) run the
simehines that dye and dry the' cloth.

Manufacturers print textiles in
thousands of different colors and de-
Signs in order to appeal to a variety of
consumer preferences. Printing may
be done in several ways. One of -the
newest 'methods is' rotary screen
printing, a system in which a porous
cylinder (screen) holds the print de-
sign. Dye in the cylinder is forced
through the screen as the cylinder
rolls over the cloth, leaving the print.

However, before the fabric can
receive a print, the design must be
created, and colorists (D.O.T.
022.181) must develop the colors for
printing. Screen printing artists
(D.O.T. 970.381) then use these col-
ors to make color separations of de-
signs on transparent paper. For each.
color, screen makers (D.O.T.
971.381) prepare a screen, treating it
with emulsion and exposing it photo-
graphicallyto the appropriate trans-
parency. Screen printers (D.O.T.
652.78,2) mount the screens on the
rotary screen printing machines, fill
the machines with dyes, and tend
them as they print.

In addition to dyeing and printing,
finishing often involves treating the
fabric to prevent excessive shrink-
age, strengthening it, or providing it
with a silky luster. Each step offers
job, opportunities for textile machine
operatives and general maintenance
workers. People in several other
occupations are important to the in-
dustry, although they are not directly
involved in production. Among these
are textile designers (D.O.T.
142.081), textile engineers (D.O.T.
183.118 ), and textile technicians
(D.O.T. 689.384). These occupa-
tions usually require special talents
and 2 to 4 years of education aftei
high schood.

Textile designers create the-pat-
terns, or designs, that are woven or
knitted into 'fabrics or printed on
them. Most designeri work in New
York City, where the designing and
styling departments of most textile
companies are located.

Textile engineers usually hold su-
pervisory or 'managerial positions.
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They may be plant managers who su
pervise entire plants, or plant pngi-
neers, responsible for the heating, air
conditioning, electrical, materials
handling, or other systems in textile
establishments. 7

Textile technicians translate fiber
properties into useful end products.
They may work in research, develop-
ing new fiber .:processing techniques;
in quality control and production,
measuring major characteristics of
raw textiles; or in customer sales and
service, selling directly to customers
or serving them. Many technicians
work in the dyeing and finishing
areas of textile plants.

In addition to occupations that are
unique to the manufacture of tex-
tiles, many. others are found in this
industry. There are managers such as
plant and department managers in all
areas of the textile industry. Person-
nel specialists hire employees, and
make sure that pay and benefits are-
received. There are jobs for book-
keepers, accountants, And computer
programmers. The industry employs
a wide assortment of clerical workers
as well, including secretaries, corn-

, puter console operators, and ship-
ping and receiving clerks. There also
are jobs for janitors, guards, and food
service workers. Mechanics and re-
pairers, besides those ,already men-
tioneil, keep machinery and equip-
ment operating properly. Laborers,
such as freight and material handlers,
often using mechanical devices, lift
and move heavy loads to various tex-
tile machines.

Training, Other Qualifications
and Advancement-

Most occupations in the textile in-
dustry are machine operative jobs
that can be learned on the job. Other
ccupations require additional train-
ng and special skills. A small share

of jobs is held by workers trained in
professional fields.

Traininzi for most production jobs
is provide3 on the job and lasts from
a few weeks to a few months,,de-
pending on the complexity of the
work. Methods of instruction vary,
but usually an employee starts out by
assisting an experienced worker.
Some mills set aside a section of the
plailthere full-time instructorsof-

terrformer machine operatorsshow
new workers hem to operate the ma-
chines. Persons from outside the tex-
tile plant sometimes provide instrtic-
don. For example, manufacturdrs
might wlain the operation of new
equipment or State educational coor-
dinators might organizeand conduct
training programs at the request of
the company.

Good Coordination, good eyesight,
and manuil dexterity are important
requirements for production jobs in
this highly mechanized industry. Al-
though most textile employers prefer
that production workers have a high
school education, they often do not
require it.
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Only a small percentage of work-
ers in-.this industry- are trained
through apprentice
However, there are
ranging in length fro

kip programs.
uch programs,

2 to 4 years,
for dyers, weavers, loom fixers, elec-
tricians, and -some other occupations.
Persons interested in these programs
should contact a textile employer or
a local State employment service
fice.

Some production workers bcome,
instructors and train new employees.
Others may advance to supervisory
or management positions after hav-
ing shown interest and ability at jobs
of increasing responsibility, Most
textile companies have training pro-

Most occup atIons In the textile Industry are machine operative Jobs that can bi learned
on the Job.

7 1 9
4:s1.
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grams to help an;,employee advance
in skilled occupations; many pay all
or part of the tufygn for courses tak-
en at private an ublic schools and
colleges which the company deter-
mines would help the employee ad-
vance to pos)ii ons of increased re-
sponsibility.
, Textile designers and textile tech-

nicians need training at a technical
institute, a technically oriented ju-
nior college, or a 4-year textile col-
lege. Talent, demonsated in high
school courses in art ,.awing, and
design, indicates a potential for suc-
ce in the textile design field, al-

, thOtigh competition for jobs in thegE
fields may be stiff. Textile designerS
need a vivid and fertile imagination,
a feeling for colo; and design, sensi-
tivity to Consumers' desires, and the
ability to visualize the effect of de-
signs on cloth: Qualifications of a
good textile technician include man-
ual dexterity, the ability to communi-
cate well, both orally and in writing,
and patience with details. High
school courses in algebra, geometry,
chemistry, physics, aild English are
,good preparation for textile techni-

4clan jobs. Advincement for a textile
technician often means promotion to
a supervisory position such as depart-

t head or blue-collar worker su-
pe7PiseFin the comPeny's production
division.

Graduates of 4-year colleges hold
the majority of mnnagement jobs in
textile companies. Textile manufac;
turers are particularly interested in
those with degrees in engineering
and business-related subjects al-
though the industry employs gradu-
ates with drees in various fields,
including liberal arts and business.
Also, graduates of textile colleges or
those who majored in textile curricu-
lums often have.'a head start on ad-
vancement to management positions.
Textile curriculums include studies
in various phases of the manufactur-
ing process sr in the operation of the
industry, suck as textile engineering,
textile chem- istry, or textile manage-
ment. Ten colleges in the United
States offer 4-year undergraduate de-
grees in textiles; most of these institu-
tions are located in the northeastern
and southeastern parts of ,the coun-
try. High school courses in mathe-
matics and the physical sciences are
good preparation for pursuing de-
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Emplciment in textile manufacturing, which declined
in the 1950's, is expected to continue at recent levels

Wage and salary workers in textile mill products manufacturing,
1950-76 and projected 1985
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Source. Bureau of Labor Statistics

grees in textile engineering or chem-
istry, while courses in business and
economics provide a good basis for
pursuing a degree in textile manage-
'alt. _

any college graduates begin ca-
reers in the textile industry as man-
agement trainees. Training programs
ana)7 extend over several months and
are usually designed to expose a new
employee to all facets of the compa-
nyits organization, policies, manu-
facturingfacturing processes, and me chandis-
ittg techniques. Program include
-efassroom instruction, plant site vis-
its, and management internships in
various-departments of a company.
Having completed their training,
many of them move ink() manufactur-
ing supervisory jobs, frdm which they
often advance to positions of increas-
ing responsibility.

Upper levdl management positions .
in textile companies include plant
engineer and plant manager. Colage
graduates with degrees in engineer-
ing eventually may become engineers
for an entire plant. Those who be-
come plant managees frequently
have degrees in textile engineering or
textile management, as well as the
demonstrated ability to lead and mo-
tivate people.

. Employment Outlook
a

Textile industry employment
grOwth is expected to be slower than

the average for all industries through
the mid- 1980's. Many more job
openings will result from persontnit-,
leaving the industry because
death, retirement, or forother rea-
sons than from employment growth'.
The demand for textile employees,
particularly skilled and semiskilled
workers, will be greatest in the
Southeast.

Textile output is expected to ex-
pand oVer the next decade in re-,
sponse to demand from the apparel
and home furnishings industries
which are spurred by groWth in popu-
lation and incomes. An anticipated
increase in the variety of textile,prod-
ucts also should contribute to growth
in output. In addition, although com-
petition from imports has diminished
the demand for domestic products of
some sectors of this industry, recent
negotiation of a new international
trade agreement limiting textile im-
ports probably will weaken this com-
petition.

Textile employment is expected to
grow more slowly than the industry's
output, however, since laborsaving
machinery and the use of synthetic
fibers increase worker productivity.
Numerous improvements in ma-
chines and production processes will
continue to reduce demand for work-
ers in yarn manufacture and weaving.
Electronic instrumentation, which
reduces the need for) maintenance
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY.

Table 1. Average Hourly Earnings of Production Workers in Weaving Mills and Yam
and Thread Mills industries, Selected'OccupatIons and Areas, 1975

Weaving mills and
yarn and thread mills

Estimated Average Hourly E arnings

New England Middle Atlantic Southeast

All production workers
Card tenders
Frame spinners
Slasher tenders .4.{-
Warper tender
Loom fixers
Weavers

$3.17
3.01
3.08
3.53
3.08
3.82
3.62

$3.33

3.53
3.70
4.68
4.07

$3.07
2.85
2.93
3.35
3.02
4.05
3.55

Not available.

yrkers, is expected to become in-
creasingly important. Also, the com-
ing decade will see the greater use of ,
computers as a management tool and
as a means of controlling parts of the
production process.

Although the adoption 9f techno-
logically advanced machinery will di-
minish the need for semiskilled and
unskilled workers, the demand for
skilled workers and professional and
managerial personnel will increase.
Skilled production workers, such as
knitter machine mechanics and
dyers, will become more essential as
textile machinery increases in com-
plexity. New technologies, such as
computer processing and electronic
instrupentation, will require more
textile technicians and computer spe-
cialists. The indu'stry's demand for
college graduates in textile engineer-
ing and textile management also will
grow. Federal Government safety
and health regulations as well as sci-
entific research and development
will continue to stimulate demand for
chemists, and mechanical, electrical,
and industrial engineers.

Earnings and Working
Conditio

Average hourly earnings of pro-
duction workers in the textile indus-
try in 1976 were below those df pro-
duction workers if all manufacturing
industries$3.67tversus $5.19,

In 1976, production workers' aver-
age wages ranged from $3.44 an hour
in yarn and thread mills- to $3.97 an
hour in textile finishing plants. There
also is some variation in wages by

geographic area. A 1975 Bureau of
Labor Statistics survey of weav

i

i

mills and yarn and thriad mills i di-
.cated average Ornings of produ on
workers in The Southeast were $3.07
an hour; in New England $3.17 an
hour; and in the Middle Atlantic re-
gion, $3.33 an hour. Table I gives
estimated average hourly earnings in
1975 for selected occupations- and
regions in one segment of the indus-
try. According to limited informa -.
tion, starting salaries for professional
workers in the textile industry ranged
from $10,000 to $12,000 a year in
1976.

Although some textile production
workers are paid according to incen-
tive plansi.e. a cording to how
much they prod eabout 3 'oiit of
every 4 are a. ime rates. Wdrkers
usually paid under incentive wage
plans include drawing-frame tenders,
spooler tenders4, and weavers.

Although the average wi'llirkweek,
for textile production workers is
close to 40 hours, about the same 'or
production workers in all manufac-
turing industries, many textile em-
ployees, particularly in the South-
east, work 46 to 48 hours a week.
Most textile mills operate 24 hours a
day, each day divided into three
shifts. A shift differential is usually
paid to those who work the 3d, or
late, shift.

There are few seasonal influences
on textile plAnt operation. When
there is a lack of work due to reces-
sion or for some other reason, the
textile industry usually chooses to re-
duce operations by I or 2 days a
week rather than close down the
plants

Th
altogether. '.
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Although most textile employees
work with or near machinery, the
accident rate for the industry is
slightly lower than the average for all
manufacturing industries. Some .
workers, however, are subjected to
noise from machinery. Most employ-
ees work in newer buildings where
temperature and humidity controls
are common, although lint -laden 'air
and poor lighting are problems in

';some older plants.
:it, Benefits for textile employees in
.,hOth unionized and nonunionized
plants usually include paid holidays
and vacations, pensions or retire-
ment plans, hospitalization insur-
ance, and sick pay. Additional bene-
fits provided by labor-management .

agreements in unionized plants in-
clude provisions' for arbitration of
grievances and protection of workers
from the unfavorable effects of tech-
nological change such as layoffs and
undesirable changes in work assign-
ments.

About one-fifth of all textile work.,
ers are members of labor, unions,
whereas about half of nIlmanufactur-
ing workers are union members. The
major textile unions are-the Amalga-
mated Clothing and Textile Wor rsfiy,tf
Union (ACTWIJ) and the U ited
Textile Workers of America
(UTWA).

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on vocational educa-
tion for occupations in the textile in-
dustry is available from the Division
of Vocational Education of the De-
partment of Education in each State.

For information on educational re-
quirements and occupational de-
scriptions, write to:
American Textile Manufacturer Institute,

Wachovia Center, 400 S. Tryeall6t.,thar-
lone, North Carolina 28285. -

United Textile Workers of America, 420 Com-
mon St., Lawrence, Mass. 01840.

For information regarding sp
jobs in your area, contact the local
office of the State employment ser-
vice.

4F
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- TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONI, AND
PUBLIC UTILITIES

Transportation, communication3
-,. and public utility firms are Common-
ly grouped together because they
provide a public service and aro.
owned or regulated by government

. or other public agencies. The pur-
pose of this regulation varies from
'nclastry to- industryi but in. general

°A, th goals have been to erasure fair
1 prices and to see that the public in-

terestterest Is served.
- .*

In 1976, almost 5.7 million people
worked in this group of industries,

, alrflost one million of them in Feder-
al, State, and local governments own-
ing or regulating part of.the industry.
The two largest industries were xom-
munications, which employed 1.2
million workers, and motor freight
transportation and warehousing (in-
cluding lo nd long-distance
trucking which mployed over 1

million orkers. Cl. se behind were
electri , 'gas, and s nitary services
with 7 0,000 workers, and railroads
with 525,000. .

As shown in the accompanying ta-
bulation, blue-collar workers (craft'
workers, operatives, and laborers)
accounted for three-fifths of the total
employment in these industries in
1976. The remaining two-fifths were

, white-collar workers (professional, ,
managerial, clerical, and sales).
However, the occupational pattern
differed among the various indus-
tries. , .

.In Zre trans ortation industries,
blue Ila operatives constitute the
largest group of workers, almost
three times as large as the nett larg-
est occupational group. Among the
operatives are the thousands of bus
and taxi drivers who provide public
transportation. But over half of the
total number of drivers arejocal and
long-distance truck drivers who
move goods throughout the country.
Other operative workers include rail-
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Transportation, communications, and public
utilities, 1976

50/0 of total employment
in all industries

Three out of every five employees in transportailo
, communications, and public utilities in 1976 were

blue-collar workers

Professional and
technical

Manadrs and
administrators

Other

Laborers4%

Clerical

Craft

Boum.: BoKau of Labor Statlatics

Operatives

Blue-collar .
workers
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TRANSPORTATION:COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC UTILITIES

road brake operators and sailors.
Many craft workers also are needed
in the transportation industries, such
as the railroad shop.workers who re-
pair locomotives, and airplane me-
chanics.' Also needed are numerous
clerical employees, such as reserva-
tion and ticket clerks, yard clerks,
and secretaries.

The comMunications industries
employ many clerical workers to
help provide vital public services
such as the telephone, newspapers,
and television. .Secretaries, book-
keepers, stenographers, and payroll
clerks keep records and prepare sta-
tistical reports. These workers, for
example, ensure that customers are
billed correctly 'for telephone,and
telegraph services. Also includs&are
switchboard operators and messen-
gers. The communications industrie
also employ entertainers, writers, in-
terpreters, and other professionals.
Many craft workers are employed to
install, maintain, and repair the
equipment used in the telephone in-
dustry and in radio and television stu-
dios.

Electric, gas? and water utilities,
and sanitary services need a large
number of craft workers to provide
prompt and efficient service to con-
sumers. In thiwelectric power indus-
try, for example, these employees in-
stall powerlines and run cables
underground. They also repair all

equipment, including the machinery
in the powerplants and the meters in
customers' homes. The need to rec-
ord the use of these utilities and to
bill customers promptly accounts for
the large number of clerical employ-

. ees that also are.found in this indus-
try group.

Employment in the transportation,
communications, and public utility
industries is expected to increase
about as fast as the average fcr all
industries through the mid-I980's. In
addition ,to openings resulting from
growth, many thousands of jobs will
be available each year because of the
need to replace workers who die, re-
Aire, or transfer to other industries.

Employment growth in the trans-
portation indirstries will vary. Rising
population and business expansion
will stimulate growth in interurban
transit at a faster than average rate.
Average growth is expected in air
transportation, trucking, and some
local passenger transportation (sub-
ways and local buses). On the other
hand, taxicab service employment is
expected to remain about the same.,
The long-run decline in railroad em-
ployment is expected to continue,
but at a decreasing rate.

Employment in communications is
expected to grow about the same
rate as the averse for all industries
through the mid-1980's Although de-
mand for the services provided by

4
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the communications industries will
increase rapidly, advances in tech-
nology are expected to limit employ-
ment growth in some occupations,
particularly, in telephone communi-
cations. Computers and other elec-
tronic equipment are expected to be
applied increasingly to work previ-
ously done by wage earners. For ex-
ample, when long-distance phone
calls are dialed directly, the length of
the call and billing =irribrmation. can
be recorded automatically! This re-
duces the need for telephone 1pera-
tors.

Employment in electric and gas
utilities also will be affected strongly
by advancing technology, so that
while the demand for these utilities
will increase greatly, the number of
Workers will grow at about the aver-
age rate. Most of the employment
increase will be for scientific, engi-
neering, and other technical vARrkers,
as research accelerates in the dbvel-
opment of more efficient ways of
using energy.

The statements that follow cover
major industries in the transporta-
tion,, communications, and public
utility fields. More detailed informa-

"lion about particular occupations in
these fields appears elsewhere in the
Handbook.
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The rapid development of air
transportation, has increased the mo-
bility of the population and has creat-
ed many thousands of job opportuni-
ties in the civil aviation industry. In
1976 over 425,000 people were em-
ployed in a variety of interesting and
responsible occupations in this indus-
try.

Characteristics of thee IndustOy

Many different-organizations and
activities are involved in civil avi-
ation. The most familiar are airlines
that provide transportation for pas-
sengers aVd cargo. Airlines account
for almost four times as much inter-
city passenger travel as buses 'and
railroads combined. Other commer-
cial transportation is provided by air
taxi companies that use small planes
to provide passenger and cargo ser-
vice, often to and from small airports
not serviced by the airlines.

ozct-nve

The civil aviation industry includes
other kinds of flying activities. For
example, many businesses transport
executives in company planes: Some
firms and individuals use their own
planes for crop dusting, inspecting
pipelines, and, other activities. The
government-licensed shops that re-
pair and inspect smaller airplanes
also are included in the industry.

The Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA ),and the Civil Aeronau-
tics Board (CAB)both part of the
Federal Governmentregulate the
civil aviation industy. The FAA de-
velops air safety regulations, coordi-
nates,flights, operates ground naviga7
tion equipment, and licenses some
personnel, including pilots and air-
craft mechanicg. The CAB makes
policy on airline rates and routes.

In 1976, about 303,000 employees
worked for the airlines! Most of the
remaining civil aviation employees
worked for air taxi companies, for

air '"

*4

Over two-thirds of all civil aviation employees work In ground occupations.
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firms that use 'airplanes AO transport
executives, and for firms that rent,
service, of repair aircraft. The rest
worked for the Federal Government;
in 1976, the' FAA employed about
58,000 people, the CAB .less than
1,000.

About half of all airline employees
work at airports near New York,
Miami, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Chicago, Atlanta, and Dallas, the
cities w )kere major airlines are based.
Others work at airports scattered
proughout the country. Most other
civil aviation employees work at air-

, ports near large cities.

Civil Aviation Occupations
Over two-thirds of all civil aviation

employees work in ground occupa-
tions. Many of these are mechanics
and aircraft maintenance personne
who refuel, clean, inspect, and repai
the planes between flights. Oth
large groups make reservation
sell tickets for the airline corn
Some are air traffic controller
flight service specialists for the F
Flight service specialists assist pilots
before the flight by suggesting routes
and altitudes a pr vidin them
with infopmation o their particular
area, such as terrai and weather pe-
culiarities. Other roundworkers in-
clude cargo and freight handlers, dis-
patchers, and.' clerical,'
administrative, and professional Per-
sonnel.

Flight crewmembers make up the
remaining one-third of civil aviation
employment. They include the pilots
who fly the planes and the flight

Reservatioragenti use- compuker termi-
nals to makereseriltda*.



CIVIL AVIATION

tie
attendants who assist passengers. De-
tailed discussions of most of the prin-
cipal occupations in civil' aviation are
presented elsewhere in the Handbook
in the section on Air Transportation
Occupations,

Training; Other OtiallflaatIons,
and Advancement

Jobs are available to persons with a
wide variety of training and back-
grounds. Some jobs require previous
t .ning and may require certificates
litf the FAA. Others can be learned

e job.
,.3... Pilots must have a commercial pi-

lot's license from the FAA when they
begin work. Many also have an air
transport licepse. They must have an
instrument license to fly ,,when the
weather is bad. As a rule 1.,w airline
pilots begin as flight engmeerl and
must have a flight engineer's license.

Interested persons may obtain pi-
lot training from military or civilian
flying schools. Physical requirements
are strict. With or without-glasses,
pilots must have 20/20 vision, good
hearing, and no physical handicaps
that prwient quick reactions. In addi-

.._.,
.. .

tion, airlines generally reNire
years of college and prefer, college
graduates. Advancemept for pilots
usually is limited to better flying jobs.

Applicants for flight attendant jobs
must be in excellent health, and
those who have rome college and
have experience in dealing with the
public are preferred. Applicants are
trained for their jobs at company
schools. Advancement opportunities
are limited, although some atten-
dants beconv customer service di-
rectors, instructors, or recruiting rep-
resentatives.

When hiring airplane mechanics,
employers prefer graduates of air-

lane mechanic4rade schools who
in good physical condition. Moit

me nics remain in. the mainte-
nance , but they may advance to
head mechanics,epectors, and in a
few cases, to supervisory and,execu-
five positions. Some jobs require air-
craft mechanics to be certified-by, the
FAA.

New reservation, ticket, and pas-
senger agents are trained by the com-
pany. A good-speaking voice and a
pleasant personality are necessary,
because these workers deal directly

4--
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with the public. A high school educa-
tion is required;

Air traffic controllers work for the
FAA and are selected through the.
competitive Federal Civil Service
System_ Applicants must pass a rigid
physical examination and a written
test. The FAA e s new workers on
the job and at e FAA Academy. All
Workers must be certified by FAA
examiners before thy can work as
controllers. Controllers can advance
to supervisory positions aPd to,higher
management jobs in air-traffic con-,
trol.

Completion of corlimercial courses
in high school or business' school is
Usually adequate for.entry into gen-
eral clerical occupations such as sect
retary or typist. However, additional
on-the-job, training is needed tor spe-
cialized clerical occupations such as
bookkeeper.

Administrative and sales positions
usually arefilled by college graduates
who have majored in business adm in-
istrationwmarketing, accounting, in-
dtistrial iilations, or transportation.
Some companies have management
training programs for college gradu-
ates in which trainees work for brief
periods in various departments to get
a broad picture of air transportation
operations before they are assigned
to a particular department.

Employment Oiitlook

The total number of workers in
civil aviation occupations is expected
to increase about as fast as the aver-
age for all occupations through the
mid-1980's. Besides the job openings'
that will be created by employment
growth; Many openings will arise as
experienced workers retire, die, or
transfer to other fields of work. Job
opportunities may vary from year to

4.
howevpf, becau the demand.

for air travel fluctuates 'th ups and
downs in 'the economy

Airline employment is expected to
increase as passenger and cargo trap
fic grows in responle to increases in
pOpulation, income, and business ac-
tivity. Employment in other civil avi-
ation activities is expected to rise as

ore aircraft are purchased for busi-
ne , agricultural, and recreational

Controllers at an air traffic control centarUordinatIng flights tO prevent collisions.

72
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Employment in civil optiation is expected to experience
moderate long-term growth, following a rapid Increase
during the late 1960's.

Wage and salary workers in transportation by air, 1958-76 and
projected 1985

"Employees 500
(in thousands)

1955

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics

1960 1965 1970 1975, 1980 1985

Earn Inge and Working
Conditions

Airline employees earned an aver-
age of $20,900 a year in 1976; over

twice the average for all nonsupervi-
sory workers: in pfivate industry, ex-
cept,farrnin . Among the major
occupations; salaries ranged from
$800 a month, for new reservation,

(agents to $6,500 a month for experi-
enced airline captains. As an addi-
tional ben.efit, airline-employees and
their immediate families are entitled
to reduced-fare transportation with
thVir own,and most other airlines.

Because airlines operate flights at
all hours of the' day and night, per-
sonnel in some occupations often

'have odd^hours or work schedules.

°
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Flight and ground personnel may
have to work at night, on weekends,'
or holidays.- Flight personnel -also
may be away from home bases about
one-third of.the time or more. When
they are away from home, the air-
lines provide hotel accommodations.
Ground personnel usually work a 5-
day, 40-hour week. They generally
receive extra pay for overtime work
or an equal mount of time off.

lources of Additional
Information

.
For inforniation about job oppor-

tunities, in. a particular airline: write
to the personnel manager of the coin-
pal.y. Addresses of companies are
available from: ,4
Air Transport AssOciation of Amtiica; 1709

New York Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.

For information about FAA-ap-
proved schools that offer training for
airplane mechanics, pilots, or other
technical occupations in aviation,
write .to:

Research and Inquiry Division, Office of lnfor;
mation Sei:vice AIS-230, Federal Aviation
Administration, 1.74/01 n, D.C.10591.

ti



-OCCUPATIONS IN THE
ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY

Electricity has become so much a
part of our daily lives that most peo-
ple takeait for granted. But just imag-

, ' ine not being; able to ride the elevator
to your apartment and instead having
to walk up all those flights of stairs.
Or think about having no lights, tele-
visio -set, or radio in your home. To-
day, I would be difficult to get used
to livin without electri ity.

Bringing electricity in our homes
and places Of work and ecreation is

' . not as simpie as just ning on, a
switch. There are thousa ds of ern-
ployeei working in the electric power
industry to make all this possible.

Nature and Location of the
Industry

The 'delivery of electricity to users
at the instant they .need it is the
unique feature of the electric power
systems. Electricity cannot be stored
efficiently but must be used as it is
produced. Because a customer can

"1 begin or increase the use of electric
poWer at any-time by merely flicking
a switch,' an electric utility system
must have sufficient capacity to meet
peak consumer needs' at any time.

An electric utility system includes
powerplants that generate electric

'power, substations that increase or
decrease tie voltage of the power,
and vast n tworks of transmission
ands distribution lines: Electric utili:
ties range from .large systems serving
broad regional areas to small power
companies -serving individual com-
munities. Moit electric utilities are
investor-Owned (private) or owned
by cooperatives; others'are owned by
cities, counties, and public utility dis-
tricts, as we,j1 as by the Federal Gov-
ernment. While some utilities.gener-
ate; transmit,'and distribute: only
eleotricity, others distribute both
electricity and gas. This chapter is
concerned with employment relating

only to the production and distribu-
tion of electric power.

Producing and distributing large
quarititiei of electrical energy in-
volve§ many processes arid activities.
The accompanying chart shows how
electric energy is generated, and how
it travels from the generating station
to the users.

The first step in providing electri-
cal energy occurs in a-generating sta-
tion or plant, where huge generators
convert mechanical energy into elec-
tricity. Electricity is producied pri
marily ip steam-powered generating
plantsIhat use coal, gas, oil, or nucle-
ar energy for fueyn addition, a con-
siderable amount of electricity is pro-
duced in hydroelectric generating
stations that use water power to op-
erate the turbines. Still other gener-
ators, prim_arily for use in standby
service or to provide electricity .for
special purposes, are powered by die-
sel engines or gas turbines.

4,

After electricity is generated, it
passes through a "switchyard,"
where the voltage is increased so that
the electricity may travel long dis-
tances without excessive loss of poW-.
er. Next the electricity passes onto
transmission lines that carry It from
the generating plant to substations,
where the voltage is decreased and

. passed on to the distribution net
works serving individual.customers. .

Transmission lines tie together the
generating stations of a sirigle system
and also the poWer facilities of sever-
al systems. In this way, power can be
interchanged among several utility
systems to meet varying demands.

In 1976, 544,000 people worked in
,the electric power industry. Most of
them, 461,000, worked in investor
owned utilities and cooperatives and
80,400 worked in Federal andmu-
nicipil government utilities. A few
large manufacturing .establishinerits,
which produce electric paver for
their own use, also employ electric
power workers.

Since electricity reaches almost
every_ locality, jobs in this industry
are found throughout the country:.
Although hydr lectri power proj-

.7.'ects have create o s °in relatively
Isoladd areas, mem utility jobs still
are found in he populated urban
areas.

)
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Jobs In the electric power Industry are found throughout the country.

Electric Utility Occupations. Many
different types of workers are re-
quired in the electric power industry.
About 40 percent of the industry's
employees work in occupations relat-
ed 'to the generation, transmission,
and distribution of electricity, and in
customer service occupations.
(These occupations are discussed in
detail later in _this chapter.) The in-
dustry also employs large numbers, of
workers in engineering, scientific,
administrative, sales, clerical, and
maintenance occupations. A brief
discussion on these occupations is
given below. Further information can
be found in statements, covering indi-
vidual occupations elsewhere in the
Handbook. 1

J

Engineering and Scientific4Occupa-
tions. Engineers plan generating
plant construction and additions; in-
terconnections of complex power
systems, and installations of new
transmission and distribution systems
and equipment. They supervise con-
struction, develop improved operat-
ing methods, and 'lest the efficiency,
of the many types of electrical equip-
ment. In planning modern power sys-
tems, engineers help select plantsites,
types of fuel, and types of. plants. En-
gineers also help induStrial and com'-
mercial customers make the best use
of electric power. For eXample,They
may demonStrati hoAt to modernize
a chemical manufacturing plant or
how to remodel a store or hotel, sug-
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gesting changes that would use elec-
tricity more effectively.

Administrative and Clerical Occupa
,tions. Because of the enormous
amount of recorcikeeping required,
electric uliTities employ many admin-
istrative and cler al personnel.
Large numbers o /stenographers,
typists, bookkeep , office machine
operators, file clerks, accounting and
auditing clerks, and cashiers are em-
ployed. These workers keep records
of the services rendered by the'com-
pang, make up bills for customers,
and prepare a variety of statements
and statistical reports. An increasing .
amount of this work in the-larger of-
fices now is being performed by com-
puters. This generally results in more
clerical work being done either by
fewer or by the same number of em-
ployees. The use of this equipment
also creates a need for programmers
and computer opetors. Administra-
tive employees include accountants,
personnel officers, purchasing
agents, and lawyers.

Maintenance OccupatiOns. A consid--
erable number of workers test, main-
taint and repair equipment. The du-
ties

-"
of these skilled craft workers are

similar to those of maintenance
workers in otherAdustries. It may be
necessary to replace a switch or
transformer,' for example, or a weak
section in a boiler may have to be
repaired. Among the more important
skilled workers are electricians, 'in-
strument repairers, industrial ma-
chinery repairers, machinists, pipefit-
ters, welders, and boilerrnakers.

Employment 014tIpok

Employment in the elec\tric power
industry is expected to increase
about as fast as the average for all
industries through the mid-1980's.
The 'greater use of electric power in
industrial processes, growth of com- ry

mercial centers such as shopping
malls, and population growth all will
contribute to an increased demand
for electricity. However, due to the
growing use of autdmatic controls,
employment.,..vill not increaseas fast
as electric power production.

Trends in growth will differ from
one occupation to another In the
industry. The need for scientific, en-
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giieerng, and technical employees is
expected to increase sharply as con-
struction-of power generating plants
increases and as research into devel-
oping more efficient energy usage to
combat shortages' and higher prices
of fossil fuels becomes necessary.
Much of this increase in employment
will be in the development and con-
struction of new nuclear power facili-
ties. 1 ,

In many other occupations in this
induitry, only slight increases in em-
ployment are expected. Larger, more
efficient powerplants will limit
growth of employment of powerplant
empldyees. The increased use of
electronic data processing equip-
ment for billing and recordkeeping
will restrict growth in some clerical
jobs. In occupations that will experi-
ence little or no growth, most jog.
openings will result from the need to
replace workers who die, retire, or
leave the electric power industry for
other reasons.

People_ hired by electric power
companiel are likely to have relatiVe-
ly secure jobs. Even during down-
turns in the economy, these compa-
nies seldom lay off employees.

Earnings-and Working
Conditions

Earnings lh the electric utility in-
dustry are relatively high. In .1976;
nonsupervisory employees in private
electric power companies averaged
$6.66 an hour. By comparison, the
average for, all nonsupervisory work-
ers in private- industry, except farm-
ing was $4.87 an hour.

Because supplying electricity is a
24-hour, l-day-a-week activity, some
employees work evenings, nights,
and weekends, usually on .rotating
'shifts. Most union contracts with
electric utilities provide a higher rate
of pay. for evening and nigkiwork
than the hasic day rate.

Overtime work often is required,
especially during emergencies such
as floods, hurricanes, or storms. Dur-
ing an "emergency callout," which is
a short-notice. request to report for
work during nonscheduled hours, the
worker generally is guaranteed a
minimum of 3 or,-4hours' pay at

1 ,l/2 times .the basic hourly rate.
Travel time to and from the job is
counted as worktime. - .

In addition to these provisions that
affect pay, electric utilities provide
other employee benefits. Generally,
annual vacations are granted to
workers according to length of ser-
vice. A typical contract or employee
benefit program provides for a !-
week vacation for 6 months to I year
of service, 2 weeksloG. 1 to 10 years,
and 3 weeks for 10 to 20 years. Some
contracts and programs provide for 4
weeks after 18 years, 5 weeks after
25 years, and' 6 weeks after 30 years.
The number of Paid holidays ranges
from 6 to 12 a year. Nearly all com-
panies have benefit plans for their
employees. A typical program pro-
vides life, hospitalization, and surgi-
cal insurance and paid sick leave. Re-
tirement, pension plans supplement

'Federal social security payments and'
generally are paid for in full or in Part
by the employer.

Because of the dangers of electro-
cution and other hazards, electric
utilities and unions have made inten-
sive efforts to' enforce safe working'
practices. This has resulted in an in-
jury rate lower than in most manu-
facturing industries. However, some
occupations, especially those on line-I
crews, are-more subject to accidenti
than others.

Many nonsupervisory electric util-
ity workers in production, transmis-
sion, and distributiou departments
are union members. The bargaining
representative for most of these
workers is either the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
or the Utility Workers Union of
America. Independent unions, repre-
gent some utility workers.

Sources of Additional,
information

Information about jobs in the elec-
tric power industry_ is available from
local electric utility companies, from
industry trade associations, or from
the local offices of unions that repre-
sent electric utility workers. Addia
tional information also may be ob-
tained from:
Ediso)a Electric Institute, 90 Park Ave., New'

York, N.Y. 10016.

Intematibrial Brotherhood of Electrical Work-
ers, 1125 15th St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20005.

t
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Utility Workers'.Union of America, 8t5 16th
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

POWERPLANT
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Work

Powerplants employ many differ-
ent types of workers to produce elec-
tricity. All equipment in the plants
must be kept in good running order;
thus the machinery must be regularly
cleaned and serviced, and all opera-
tions carefully checked and con-
trolled. Maintenance personnel, in-
cluding electrical, instrument, and .
mechanical repairers, inspect and re-
pair this equipment. 'For example, an
instrument repairer may notice that a
gauge connected to a turbine does
not register properly. The repairer
may disassemble the gauge, locate
the specific problem, and .4place a
part if necessary.

Other powerplant workers include
helpers and cleaners, and the custo-
dial staff, 'including janitors and
guards. In steam generating -plrits
using coal for fuel" coal handlers also
are employed. In hydroelectric
plants, gate tenders open and close
the headgates.that control the flow oft
water to turbines. Supgrvision of
powerplant operations is handled by
chief engineers called operations su-
pervisors, and by their assistants,
watch engineers (also called shift su-
pervisors).

Operators are the key workerstin a
powerplant. They include four basic
classes of workers switchboard ,
boiler, turbine, and auxiliary equip-
ment operators. Their job is, to ob.'
serve and regulate the various kinds
of powerplant equipment, keep rec-,
ords-ofall operations to make certain
that equipment functions efficiently,
and to detect any trouble that may
arise. In this way, operators ensure
that power production will not be in-
terrupted.

Switchboarth, operators (D.O.T
952.782) control the amount of elec-
tric power flowing from generators to
outgoing powerlines by watching in-
strument panels and by operating
switchboards. Switches .control the
movement of electric current
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through the generating station cir-
cuits and onto the transmission lines.
Instruments mounted on panelboards
show the power demand on the sta-
tion at any instant, the poWerload on
each line' leaving the station, the
amount of current being produced by
each generator, and the voltage.

The operators use switches to dis-
tribute the power demands among
the generators, to combine the cur-
rent from two or more 'generators,
and to regulate the flow of the elec-
tricity onto various powerlines ac-
cording to the changing needs of
consumers. When power require-
ments change, they order generators
started or stopped and, at the proper
time, connect them to the power cir-
cuits in the station or disconnect
them.. In doing this, they follow tele-
phone orders from the load dispatch-
er who directs the flow of current
throughout the s ;stem.

Switchboard operators and their
assistants also check their. instru-
ments frequently to see thatelectric-
ity is moving through and out of the
powerplant properly, and that cor-
rect, voltage is being maintained.
Among their other duties, they keep
records of all switching operations
and of load Conditions on senerntor's,.
lines, and transfolmers, They obtain
this information by making regular
meter. readings.

Boiler operators (D.O.T.
950.782)employed only in,steam-
powered, generating plantsare re-
sponsible Tor maintaining the proper
steam pressure needed -to turn the
turbines. They.note and regulate the
fuel, air, and water supply used in the
boilers using control valves, meters,
and other instruments which are
mounted on panel boards. The size of
the generating unit determines the
number of boilers used; thus a boiler
operator may be responsible for op-
erating one or several boilers.

Turbine operators (D.O.T.
952:138) control the turbines that
drive the, generators: In small plants,
they also may .operate auxiliary
equipment or a switchboard..Since
modern' steam turbines and gener-
ators operate at extremely high
speeds, pressures, and temperatures,
the operathr must give close atten-
tion to the pressure gauges, ther-
mometers, and other instruments

"

showing the operations of the turbo-
generator unit. Turbine operators
record the information shown by
these instruments and check the oil
pressure at bearings, the speed of the
turbines, and the circulation and
amount of cooling water in the con-
densers that change the steam back
into water. They also are responsible
for starting and shutting down the
turbines and generators, as directed
byuthe switchboard operator in the
control room. Other workers, such as
helpers and junior operatori, assist
the turbine operators.

iruxiliary equipment operators
(D.O.T. 952.782) check and record
the readings of instruments that indi-
cate the operating condition of
pumps, fans, blowers, condensers,
evaporators, water conditioner's,
compressors, and coal pulverizers.
Precise operation of this machinery
is directly related to the proper func-
tioning of boilers and turbines. For
example, after steam goes through
the, turbines, it enters the condensers.
Here the steam becOmes water. This
operation of the condensers provides
some of the force that drives the tur-
bines. Since auxiliary equipment may
occasionally break down, these op-
erators must be able to detect trouble
quickly, and sometimes make minor
repairs. In small plants which do not
employ auxiliary equipment opera-
tors, these duties are performed by
turbine operators.
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In most powerplants codtructed
in recent yearsincluding nuclear
the operation of boilers, _turbines,
auxiliary equipment, and the switch-
ing required for balancing generator
output has been centralized in a sin-
gle control room. From here, central
control room operators (D.OTT.
950.782) or powerplant operators
regulate all the generating equip-
ment, which in older plants requires
specialists such as boiler and turbine
operators. Control room operators
have several assistants who patrol the
PI d check the equipment.

hen equipment is not operating
properly, operators report problems
to the plant superintendent or a
watch engineer.

Watch engineers or shift supervi-
sors (D.O.T. '950.13 I ) oversee the
workers in the powerplant who oper-
ate and maintain the bbilers, tur-
bines, generators, transformers,
switchboards, and other machinery
and equipment. Watch engineers are
supervised by a chief engineer. or a
plant superintendent who is in charge
of the entire plant. In small plants,
the watch engineer also may be the 1

ge'neral plant supervisor.
Generally, a nuclear-powered

plant requires about the same kind
and number of employees as a steam- .

generating plant powered by Zoa.J.
However, nuclear plants employ a

few .additional employees such as
.health and safety, specialists.

" oh'

.1:11
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dperators check and record the readings of. In mints.
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

New powerplant workers generally
begin at the° bottom of the ladder
usually on cleanup jobs. Such work
gives beginners an opportunity to be-
come familiar with the equipment
and the operations of a powerplant.
They advance to the more respon-
sible job of helper as openings occur.
Formal apprenticeships in these jobs
are uncommon: Applicants generally
are required to have a high school or
vocational school education.

It takes from I to 3 years to be-
come qualified as an auxiliary equip-
ment operator and from 4 to 8 years
to become a boiler operator, turbine
operator, or switchboard operator. A
person learning to be an auxiliary
equipment operator progresses from
helper to junior operator to operator.
A boiler operator generally spends
from 2 to 6 months as a laborer be-
fore being promoted to the job of
helper. Depending on openings and
the worker's aptitude, the helper may
advance to junior boiler operator and
eventually to boiler operator, or
transfer to the maintenance depart-
ment and work up to boiler repairer.
Turbine operators, advance from the
ranks of auxiliary -equipment opera-
tors.

Where a utility system has a num-
ber of-generating plants of different
size, operators usually first get expe-
rience in the smaller stations and
then are promoted to jobs.in the 1.6rg-
er sgons as vacancies occur. Thus,
ho.ur rapidly a worker advances also
may depend on the availability of
openings. If these are few, it may
take longer to obtain a particular job
than just to learn it.

In many States and large cities,
employees whO operate equipment in
powerplants must be licensed by lo-
cal or State agencies. While licensing
requirements often vary from place
to place, the National Institute for
the Uniform Licensing of Power En-
gineers (NIULPE) is aftempting.to*.
standardize these requiremerits.

Some powerplant workers em-
plord in atomic - powered 'electric
plaiits must havespeciat training to
work with nuclear fuel, in addition to
the knowledge and skills required for
conventional. steam-generated elec-
tric power. All control room opera-

,.

tors, assistant control room Opera-
tors, and some operators Of high
pressure auxiliary equipment in nu-
clear powerplants must be licensed
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion.

New workers in the switchboard
operators section begin as helpers,
advance to junior operators, and
then to switchboard operators. Some
utility companies promote substation
operators to switchboard operating
jobs. The duties Of both. classes of
operators have much in common.
Switchboard operators can advance
to work in the load 'dispatcher's of-,
Tice.

Watch engineers are selected from
among experienced powerplant op-
erators. At least 5 to 10 years of ex-
perience as a first -class operator usu-
ally are required to qualify for a
watch engineer's job.

Employment Outlook
Employment of powerplant opera-

tors is expected to increase more
slowly than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's, even
though the production of electrical
energy will increase at a rapid rate.
Although some new jobs will become
available, most job openings will oc-
cur because of the need to replace
workers who retire, die, or leave the
industry for other work. People hired.

"by electric power companies are like-
ly ioave relatively secure jobs.
ty6Myring downturns in the econ-
ornyllitieCOmpa`n ieS-sildOtri lay
gtipi o,e e s.

---71.2

Because of the increased demand
for electric power, it will be neces-
sary to/build and operate many new
generating stations. The use.of larger
and more efficient equipment, how- .

i.ever, will resu in a great increase in
capacity and roduction without a
corresponding ir*rease in the num-
ber of powerplant operators. For ex-
ample, it takes only one turbine op-
erator to control a turbogenerator
regardless of the generator's si?e.
Also, automatic equipMent makes it
possible to control several INSilers-
from a central control room.

Earnings and Working
Conditions
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The following tabulation shows esti-
mated average ,hourly earnings for
selected powerplant occupations in
privately owned utilities in 1976.

Average
-hourly
earnings

Auxiliary equipment operator 55.66
Boiler operator 7.44
Control room operator 8.26
Switchboard operator:

Switchboard operator, Class A.. 7.56
Switchboard operator, Class B .. 7.03

Turbine operator 7.26
Watch engineer 8.67

A powerplant is typically well-
lighted and ventilated, clean, and or-
derly, but there is some noise from
the equipment.

Switchboard operators in the con-
trol room, often sit at the panel
boards, but boiler and turbine opera-.
tors are almost constantly on their
feet. The work of powerplant opera-
tors generally is not physically
strenuous, particularly in the new
powerpl ants. Since generating sta-
tions operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, some powerplant employees
must work nights and weekends, usu-
ally on rotating shifts.

Sources of Additional
information

For information concer wens-
ing of powerplant employees, n-
tact State and local occupational li-
censing agencies in 'Your area or
write to:
National Institute for Uniform Licensing of

Power Engineers, 176 W. Adam St., Suite
1914, Chicago, III. 60603.

TRANSMISSION AND
DISTRIBUTION
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Wink

One-fourth of the workers in the.
electric power industry are in trans-
mission 'and distribution jobs. This
phase of thi utility system links the
electric power produced in generat-
ing plants to individual customers ac-

The earnings of powerplant work- cording to their needs:The principal
ers vary by occupation and locality. workers in these jobs are those who

/ 31
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control the flow of electricity.7-load
dispatchers and substation opera-.
torsand employees who construct
and maintain powerlinesTline in-
Stallers and repairers, cable splicers,
troubles ground helpers,. and labor-
ers.

dispatchers (D.O.T.
950.168), also called system opera-
tars or power dispatchers, control
the flow of electricity throughoui the
area served by the utility. They oper-
ate the plant equipment used to gen-,

.erate electricity and direct its flow.
The'load dispatcher's source Of infor-
mation for the entire transmission
system is the pilot board. This board,
which dominates -the load 'dispatch-
er'g room, is a complete map of the
utility's trankmission ,system. It en-
ables the dispatcher to determine, at
a glance, the existing conditions at
any point in-the system. Often lights
are connec4d to' the pilot board,
which show the positions of switches
that control generating equipment
-and transmission circuits, as well as
high-voltage connections with sub-
stations and large industrial custom-
ers,The board also may have meters
and several recording instruments
that make a graphic record of opera-
tions for future analysis arid study.

Because it takes some time to
change the level of electricity being
produced, the load dispatcher must
anticipate power demands sothat the
system_ will be prepared to meet
them. Power demands on utility sys:
tems may change from hourlwo hour.
A sudden afternoon rainstorm, for
example, may cause a million lights
to be switched on in a matter of min-
utes. Dispatchers telephone instruc
tions to the switchboard operators kt
the generating plants and the substa-
tions, telling them when to start or
stop additional boilers and gener-
ators so that power production will
be in balance with power needs.

Dispatchers also direct the han-
dling of any emergency situation,
such as transformer or transmission
line failpre, and route current around
the affected area. They also May be
in 'charge of interconnecting their
utility'system with other systems and
directing transfers of current be-

tween systems as the need arises.
Substation operators (D.O.T.

952.782) generally are responsible
for the operation of the step-up or
'step-down' substVions. A step-up
substation usual) is located adjacent
to the powerplant to raise the voltage
ofhe electricity so it can travel long
distances. A step -down substation, at
the other end of the transmission
lines, reduces pdwer voltage before it
is sent out to the customer. Under
orders from the_ load dispatcher,
these operators use-a switchboard to
direct the flow of current out of the
station. Ammeters, voltmeters, and
other types of instruments register
the amount of electric power flowing
through each line. The flow of elec-
tricity from the incoming to the out-
going lines is controlled by circuit
breakers. The substation operators,
using switchboard levers that control
the circuit breakers, connect or
break the flow of current. In some
substations, where alternating cur-
rent is changed to direct current to
meet the needs of special users, the
operator controls converters which
perfdrm the change.

In addition to switching duties,
substation operators check the oper-
ating condition of all equipment to
make sure that it is working properly.
Thy supervise the activities of the
oth r substation employees on the
same shift. In smaller substations, the
operator May be the only employee.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Some utilities employ a mobile op-
erator who drives from one automat-
ic station to another, inspecting pow-
erlinei, operating controls, and as-
sisting customers' electricians in

Jarge commerical or governmental
installations.

Line installers and repairers
(D.O.T. 821381) make up the larg-
est single occupation in the industry.
They construct and maintain-the net-
work of powerlines that carries elec-
tricity from generating plants to con-
sumers.

Installers bolt crossarms to trans-
mission poles and then bolt or clamp
insulators in place on the crossarms.
Next, they raise wires and cables and
attach them to the insulators. Other
equipment, such as lightning arres-
tors, transformers, and switches, also
must be attached to the poles. Any

'routine maintenance' and replace-
ments necessary are performed by
line installers and repairers.

When wires, cables, or poles
break, it means an emergency call for
a linecrew. Line repairers splice or
replace broke% wires and cables and
replace broken insulators or other
damaged equipment. Most installers
and repairers now work from "buck-
et" trucks with pneutnatic lifti that
take them to the top of the pole at
the touch of a lever.

In some power companies, line-
crew employees specialize in p-articu-

stallers constructing underground electrIC power !Ines.,
I
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lar types of work. Those in one crew
may work on new construction only,
and others may do only repair work..

Trouble shooters (D.O.T. 821.281)
c"----are experienced, line installers and

repairers who are assigned to special
'crews that handle emergency calls.

They-move from one job to another,
as Odegett. by &central service office
that receives, reports of line trouble.

bleshooters 'receive their
*rea- radio .communica-
eetrl service office,
-job , these worker-S

a thorough knowledge of
y's. transmission and dis-
etwork. Upon reaching

.4tiori of the brbak, they first
t the source of trouble,

ttempt to restore service
Rig the necessary repairs. For

;tiff:, depending on the nature
::extent dt the problem, trouble-

Deters may have to install new
g.or cut down live wires. They

be familiar with all the circuits
and Switching points so that they can
safelYr-disicinnect live circuits when
lines brealcdown.

Ground helpers (D.O.T. 821.887)
assist in constructing, repairing, and
maintaining the transmissiorrand dis-
tribution lines. For example, they dig
pole holes, and then help the line
iniallers and repairers to raise the

es while positioning them into the
holes.

Cable splicers '(D0.T. 8,29.381)
supervise the installation of insulated
cables on utility poles and towers, as
well as those buried underground
and those carried in jenderground

sfconduits. When cablerrepstalled,
these workers direct the laying of the
conduit and the pulling of the cable
through it. The cables are joined at
connecting points in the' transmission
and distribution systems. At each
connectionor' break in the sys-
teminsulation is wrapped around
the wiring and the cable is sealed
with lead sheathing. Most of the
physical work in placing new cables
or replacing old ones is done by la-
borers.

Cable splicers spend most of their
time repairing and maintaining ca-
bles and changing the layout of the
cable systems. They must know the
arrangement of the wiring systems,
where the circuits are connected,

and where they lead to and come
from. When making repairs, they
must make sure that the continuity of
each line is maintained from the sub-
station to the customer's premises.
Cable splicers 'also periodically
check insulation on cable§ to make
sure it is in good condition;

Training, Other Qualifications,-
and Advancement

Load dispatchers are selected from
experienced switchboard operators
and from 9perators of lrge substa-
tions. Usually, 7 to 10 years of expe-
rience as a senior switchboard or
substation operator are required for
promotion to load dispatcher. To
qualify for this job, an applicant must
have thorough 'knowledge of the en-
tire utility system. Substation opera-
tors generally begin as assistant or
junior operators. Advancement to
the job of operator in a largq substa-
tion requires from 3 to 7 years of on-
the-job training.

About 4 years of on-the-job train-
ing are needed to qualify as a skilled
line installer and repairer. New work-
ers usually begin training as ground
helpers, and assist the line ipstallers
and repairers. For example; they may
help set poles in place or pass tools
and equipment. Some companies
have formal apprenticeship programs
for line employees. Apprenticeship
programs combine on-the-job train-)
ing with classroom instruction in
blueprint reading, elementary elec-
trical theory, electrical codes, and
methods of transmitting electrical
energy. After about 6 -months, ap-
prentices begin to do simple linework
under close supervision, and pro-ess
to more difficult work as they_ gain
experience. A line installer and re-
pairer may advance to troubleghoot-
er after several years of experience.

Candidates for linework should be
strong and in good physical condition
because climbing poles and lifting
lines and equipment is strenuous.
They algo must have steady nerves
and goOd balance to work at the top
d the poles and td avoid the hazards
of live wires and falls.

Most cable splicers get their train-
ing on the job, usually taking about 4
years to become fully qualified..
Workers begin as .14,elpers and then
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are promoted to assistant or junior
splicers. In these jobs, they are as-
signed more difficult tasks as their
knowledge of the work increases.

Employment OutIctk

Several thousand job opportunities
are expected to be available in trans-
mission and distribution o6cupatieMs
through the mid-1980's. Most of
these opportunities will occur be-
pause of the need to replice experi-
enced workers who retire, die, or
transfer to other fields Of work.
Workers hired by electric power
companies are likely to have relative-
ly secure jobs. Even during down-
turns in the economy, these compa-
nies seldom lay off employees.

Some increase in the employment
of transmission and distribution
workers is expected, although env
ployment trends. will differ among,
the various occupations in this Gate-
ory. In spite of the need to construct

maintainla rapidly growing num-
ber of transmission and distribution
lines, the number of line installers
and repairers and troubleshooters is
expected to increase only slightly be-
cause of the use of more mechanized
equipment. A limited increase in the
number of cable splicers is expected
because of the growing use q under-
ground lines in suburban areas. The
need for regular substati n opera-
tors, however, will be reduced sub-
sta ally, since the introduction of
improved and more automatic equip-
ment makes it possible. to operate
more by remote control.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Wages for transmission and distri-
bution workers vary by occupation
and geographic location. The follow-
ing tabulation shows estimated aver-
age hourly earnings for major trans-
mission and distribution 6ccupatials
in privately owned utilities in 1.

Average

earnings
Ground helper $5.37
Line installer and repairer 7.97
Load dispatcher
Substation operator 78#
Trouble shooter. 9.15
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Load dispatchers and. substation
operators -generally work indoors in
pleasant surroundings. Line installers
and repairers, troubleshooters, and
ground helpers work outdoors, and
in emergencies, may work in all kinds
of weather. Cable splicers do most of
their work beneath city streetsof-
ten in cramped quarters. Safety stan-
dards developed over the years by.
utility companies, with the coopera-
tion of labor unions, have greatly re-
duced the hazards of these jobs.
Workers stringing hig, voltage, lines,
for example,lrotect themselves by
wearing bber gloves. Also, barri-
cades specific warning signs usu-
ally e posted where workers lay
con uits or run wires underground.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Work

Workers in customer service occu-
pations include people who read, in-
stall, test, and repair meters so that
the utility company can accurately
charge customers for their consump-
tion of electric.4power. Also included
are workers who represent the utility
company in rural areas, and appli-
ance repairers who work in compa-
ny-operated shops; fixing customers'
electrical equipment.

Electric meter repairers (D.O.T.
729.281) are the most skilled work-
ers in this group. Their main duties
are to maintain and repair meters,
althpugh they also may install and
tesemeters. Some of these workers
specialize in repairing simpler types
of meters, such as those in homes.
Others can handie all kinds of me-
ters, including the more complicated
ones used in industrial' plants where
large qWitities of electric power are'
consumed. Often, some of the .large
systems require specialists, such as
meter installers (D.O.T. 821.381)
who pit in and take out meters, and
meter testers'(D.O.T. 729.28 ).

Meter readers (D.O.T. 239.588) go .
to customers' premises to check the

Meter readers go to custspers' homes to
record electrichrtmed.

meters that register the amount of
electric energy used. They record the
amount used during the current bill-
ing period and watch for, and report,
any tampering with meters. -

5Disirict representatives usually
serve as company awns in outlying
districts that are too small 43 justify
more specialized workers and in lo-
calities where the utility company
does not have an office. The)/ collect
overdue bills; make minor repairs;
and read, connect, 'and disconnect
meters. They receive service com-
plaints and reports of line trouble
front customers, end send them to a
central office.

Appliance repairers are discussed
a separate chapter elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Meter repairers begin their jobs as
helpers in-the meter testing and re-
pair departments. Persons entering
this field should' have 'a basic knowl-
edge of electricity., About 4 years of
on-the-job traini are required to
become thorough familiar with all
types of repairs. Same companies
have formal apprenticeship programs
in which the trainee progresses ac-
cording to a specific plan*.
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Inexperienced workers can qualify
as meter readers after afew weeks of
training. Beginners accompany the
experienced meter reader on the
rounds until they have learned the
job.

The duties of district representa-
tives dab are learned on the job: An
important qualification for this occu-
pation is the, ability to deal tactfully
with the public in handling service
complaints and collecting overdue
bills.

Employment Outlook

Employment customer service
occupations is expected to show little
change through the mid-1980's. The
need for meter readers will be limited
because of the trend toward less fre-
quent readings. Moreover, automatic
meter reading may become more
common, and new meters will re-
quire less maintenance. However,
some job openings for meter repair-
ers and meter readers will occur each
year because of the need to replace
workers who retire, die, or transfer to
other fields of work. People hired by
electric power companies are likely
to have relatively secure, jobs. Even
during downturns in the economy,
these coMpailies seldom lay off ern-,
ployees.

Earnings and Working
Conditions.

The earnings of customer service
workerg vary according to the type of
job they have and the section of the
country in which they work. The
folloWing tabulation shows estimated
average hourly earnings for major
customer service jobs in priVately
owned utilities in 1976

Average (-1

hourly
earnings

District representative 88.14
Meter repairer A 7 26-

Meter repairer B 6.43
Meter reader 5.78

a



OCCUPATIONS IN THE
MERCHANT MARINE INDUSTRY

In 1976, the merchant marine in-
dustry employed about 100,000 peo-
ple in a variety of occupations that
require different levels of skill and
education. Many of these jobs are
found only In the merchant marine
industry.

Nature and Location of the
fi Industry

jlhe' merchant marine consists
mainly of private firms that carry
foreign and dOmestic commerce
aboard oceangoing vessels. In late
1976, nearly all of the 521 ships in
the active fleet were privately owned.
The small number of government-
owned ships in the merchant'matc0e
are operated by the Navy's Military
Sealift Command (MSC) and hlve
civilian crews. .

Nearly, three-fifths of the ships in
our merchant fleet are freighters.
These include general cargo ships
and special vessels, such as roll-on-

roll-off container ships. About two-
fifths of the ships are tankers that
carry liquid products, such as oil,
mostly between the Nation's Gulf
and. Atlantic Coast ports. Several
ships are combination passenger-car-
go carriers.

Many ships operate on a regular
schedule to specific ports. Others sail
for any port promising cargo. The
Size of a crew depends on the type of
vessel. Cargo ships and tankers have
crews varying from 13 to.65 persons;
passenger ships may have crews of
300 or more.

Most shoreside employees in the
industry work in the country's major
port cities, and most officers and sail-
ors have home bases in these cities.
The Nation's largest port is New
York. Other major Atlantic ports are
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltiiore,
Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah, and
Jacksonville. Gulf ports that handle
large volumes of cargo. include New

Orleans, Houston, Galveston, and
Tampa. Shipping on the West Coast
is concentrated in the areas of San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, and
Portland.

Occupations in the Industry
Almost half of the merchant 9a-:.----

rine industry's employees are officers
and sailors who make up ship crews.
Most of the industry's shOreside em-
ployees are dockworkers who load
and unload ships. A small number of
workers have administrative and
clerical jobs.

Ship Crews. The captain ('D.O.T.
197.168) or master, has complete
authority and responsibility for the
ship's operation, and the safety of the
crew, passengers, and cargo. tinder '
tile superyision of the captain, the
wbrksaboaid ship is divided among
the -deck," engine, and steward de-
partments..

Deck officers , (D.O.T. 197.133),
under orders from the captain, direct
movement of the ship and the main-

.

tenance of the deck and hull. Boat-
swains (D.O.T. 911.131 ) supervise
deck crews and see that deck offi-
cers' orders are carried out. Able sea-
men (D.O.T. 911.884) steer the ship
and report sightings to the deck offi-
cer. Ordinary seamen (D.O.T.
911.887), the entry rating in the
deck department, do general mainte-
nance work such as chipping rust,
painting, and splicing and coiling
ropes. Deck utility hands' (D.O.T. I
911. 884) and ship's carpenters
(D.O.T. 860.281) also are employed
on some vessels to inaintain the
ship's deck and hull.

Marine engineers (D.O.T.
197.136) are responsible for starting,
stopping, and controlling the speed
of the main engines and the opera- 3

tion of all other machinery aboard
ship. They also direct sailors, such as
oilers and wipers; in the lubrication`
and maintenance of engines, pumps,
and othVr equipment. Oiled (D:O.T.
911.884) lubricate moving parts of
mechanical equipment. Wiper
(D.O.T. 699.887) keep the engine -=
room and 'machinery clean. Firers-
waterie'nders (D.O.T. 951.885) regu-
late fuel gauges and the amount of
water in the boilers. The -ship's elec.
trician D.O.T. 825.281) repairs and

3;1
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maintains electrical equipment, such
as generators and motors.

-

The chief steward (D.O.T.
150.138) supervises the preparation
of meals and the upkeep of living
quarters aboard ship. The chief cook
(D.O.T. 315.131) and assistant
cooks prepaie meals. 41ti lity hands
(D.O.T-318.887) carry food sup-
plies from the storeroom, prepare
vegetables, and wash cooking uten-
sils. Mess attendants (D.O.T.
350.878) set tables,- serve. meals,
wash dishes, and care for living quer-
ters.

Most ships employ radio officers
(D.O.T. 193.282), who keep contact
with the shore and other ships and
maintain the radio equipment. Some
cargo ,ships and all passenger vessels

.cagy pursers (D 197.168), who
prepare the nec ssary papers to al-
low ships to enter or leave port.

Occupations aboard ship are dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere in the
Handbook in the statements on mer-
chant marine officers and merchant
marine sailors.

Dock Workers. Many workers are
needed to load and unload ships.
Terminal managers are responsible
for hiring dockworkers called steve-
dores (D.O.T. 911.883). Gang bosses
supervise crews of stevedores who
load and unload ships and move car-
go in and out of warehouses. Some
operate materials handling equip-
ment, such as lift trucks and cranes.
Stevedores also position and fasten
hose lines to the' ship's tanks when
loading or unloading liquid cargo,
such as chemicals and oil.

Administrative and Professional
Occupations. The merchant marine
industry employs 'a small number of
administrative and other office per-
sonnel. Executives plan and adminis-
ter company policy. The industry

111 also employs accountants, lawyers,
and labor relations and personnel
workers. Some marine architects
(D.O.T. 001.081) are employed to
oversee the construction and repair
of ships.

Clerical Occupations. The merchant
marine industry employs workers in
geneial clerical jobs, such as payroll
clerk, secretary, and typist. Other
clerical workers_ have]) specialized
jobs. Billing clerks (D.O.T. 219.388)
type invoices that' list items shipped
and dates of shipment. Clerks and

pilot station, (D.O.T 4,
keep records -.of ships ent

tering ports. Manifest Clerks (D.O.T.
21,9.388) compile and type the ship's
manifest (a list of passengers and car-
go) for use at customhouses or termi-
nals. Receipt and report clerks
(D.O-T. 911.388) prepare reports on
labor and equipment costs for. load-
ing and unloading cargoes.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Inexperienced workers may be
hired as stevedores to load and un-
load cargo. Applicants must be in
good ptysical condition. A high
school edation is preferred but not
required, Under the guidance of ex-
perienced workers, stevedores can
learn their jobs in a few weeks. As
vacancies occur, they can advance to
jobs such as lift truck operator and
crane operator. Workers who have
supervisory ability may become gang
bosses.

No educational requirements are
established for jobs aboard ship, but
a good education is an advantage.
Formal training for officers is con-
ducted at the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy, at five State merchant ma'
rine academies, and through pro-
grams operated by trade unions.
Unions also conduct training pro-
grams to- upgrade the ratings of sail-
ors.

To obtain an officer's 'license, a
candidate must be a U.S. citizen, be
physically fit, and pass a written ex-
amination administered by the U.S.
Coast Guard. Sailors. also must ob-
tain licenses (merchant mariner's
documents) from the Coast Guard.
Applicants are required to pass a
physical examination and present
proof that they have a job offer
aboard a U.S. merchant vessel.

Persons who are considering a ca-
reer at sea must be able toslive and
work with others as a team. Although
peace time service' is relaked, they
must adjust to some military-liqe dis-
cipline that is essential because of the'
nature of shipboard life.

Most general clerical occupations,
such as secretary or bookkeeper,
usually require the completion of ba-
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- sic commercial courses in high
school or business school. Additional
on-the-job training 'is necessary, for
.specialized clerical occupations,'
such as manifest clerk and receipt
and report clerk.

Administrative positions usually
are filled by college graduates who
have degrees in business administra-
tion, marketing, accounting, industri-
al relations, or other specialized
fields. A knowledge of the merchant
marine industry is helpful. Marine ar-
chitects must be licensed profession-
als. Requirements for licensing 'are
set by the individual States and gen-
erally include graduation from an ac-
credited professional school followed
by 3 years of practical experience in
an architect's office.

Employment Outlook

Little or no change in employment
in the merchant marine industry is
expected through the mid- .1980's.
Nevertheless, some openings will
arise each year from the 'need to
replace experienced workers who re-
tire, die, or transfer to other fields.

Because of substantially higher
shipbuilding and labor costs, Our
merchant fleet finds it difficult- to
compete in the world shipping mar-
ket. To ipsure that our country has a
mercharit fleet operating in regular
or essential trade routes, the Govern-
ment subsidizes. many ships. In 1970,
the Government also passed a" law
which would subsidize the construc-
tion of 30 new ships an'nuall'y over a
10-year period and to improve tax
incentives for firms to buy new ships.
Despite" this support, the size of our
merchant fleet probably VII not
grow significantly, since the number
of ships to be built is expected to only
slightly exceed the number of older
vessels taken out ,of service.

Little or no cluinge in the employ-
ment of ship's officers is expected
Qver -the long ruff+ Employment of
sailors, on the other hand, is expect-
ed to citclifii because new ships-are
equipped with laborsaving innova-
tions, such as automated engine- .
rooms, which redace the need for
these workers.

,Emplayment trends also will vary
among shoreside occupations. The
greater use of' containerized cargo
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ships and improvements in materials
handling equipment wiH reduce the
need for steved &es. Employment in
administrative and clerical occupa-
dolls, on the other hand, is not ex-
pected to change significantly.

4 Earnings and Working(
ir Conditions

Stevedores working along the At-
lantic' and Gulf Coasts earned $13' an
hour in 1976, and those on the Pacif-
ic Coast earned $7.52 an h-our.
Stefedores also earn extra pay for
handling hazardous cargo.

Earnings aboard ships are relative-
ly high411 officers earned a base. pay
of over $1,000 a month in 1976. Sail-
ors who have advanced a rung or two
in rating could receive a base pay of
over $700 a month. In addition, both
officers' and sailors' earnings are
supplemented by premium .pay for
overtime 'or for assuming extra re
sponsibilities. On the average, addi-
tional payments for assuming extra
work or responsibility add about 50
percent to base pay. Shipboard work-
ers also receive free meals and lodg-

e ing while at sea.
Since ship's crewmembers and

stevedores are subject to occasional.
1$yoff, however', their annual earn-,,
ings usually are not as high as the
hourly rates and monthly salaries
would imply.

Most shoreside workers in thegin-
dustry work a 5-day, 40-hour wdbk.
The workweek for people aboard
ships is considerably different. Most
officers and sailors are requiri to
stand watch, working split shifts
around the clock. Geperally, they
work two 4-hour shifts during every

24-hour period and have 8 hours off
between eacty:Aift. Other officers
and sailors are on duty 8 hours a day,
Monday through Friday.

The merchant m/rine industry
provides excellent fringe benelits.
Most employers provide paid vaca-
tions and holiday). Vacations for sail-
ors and officers range from 90 to 180
days a year. Many firms also proyicl,
other benefits such as life, .114atfh,
and accident insurance. Officers and
sailors may retire on full pension af-
ter,20 years of service, regardless of
age. Stevedores are eligible for pen-
sion at age 65.

Working and living -conditions
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$r Most employees are union mem-
bers. All stevedores are represented
by either the International Long-
shoremen's Association or the Inter-

nal Longshoremen's and Ware-
semen's Union. Most officers

aboard ships are represented by thd
International Organization of Mas-
ters, Mates and Pilots; and the Na-
tional Marine Engineers Beneficial
Association. Sailors are members of
the National Maritime Uriion of
America and the Seafarers' Union.

as.

.goyrces of Additional
Information

For general information abpf,lobs-r
aboard ship have irript54d over the in the merchant marine, wihi to:
years. Mechanization has 'reduced
the physical demands, and newer'.-'
vessels have private rooms, air-con;
ditioning, television, and better rec-
reational facilities. However, life
aboard ship is confining, and since
voyages last several weeks or
months, officers and sailors are away
from their homes and families much
of the time. Some tire of the lengthy
separations and choose shoreside
employment.- However, for many
people, the 'spirit and adventure of
the sea, good wages, and fringe bene-
fits more than compensate for the
disadvantages.

The,duties aboard shiAare hazard-
ous compared with other industries.
At sea, there is always the possibility
of injury from falls or the danger of
fire, collision, or sinking. Most shore;
side jobs are not hazardous, but
stevedores may do heavy lifting and
risk injury from falling boxes and
other freight when loading and un-
loading ships.

40

.

Office of -Maritime Manpower, Maritime Ad-
ministration, U.S.- Department of Com-
inerce, Washington, D.Cr.,20235. ,

Information about job openings
and wages aboard ships, can be ob-
tained from local maritime unions, If
such a union is not listed in the local
telephone directory, contact
National Maritime Union of America, 36 Sev-

enth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011.

Stafarers' International Utfipn of NorthArker-
' i'ca, 675 Fourth Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

11232.

National Marine Engineers, Beneficial Associ-
ation, 17 Battery Pl., New York, N.Y,
10004.

Further information about steve-
dore jobs is available from:
International Limgshoremen's Association

(AFL-CIO), 17 Battery PI., New York,
N.Y. 10004.

liternatiostal Longkhore men's And Ware-
. housemen's Union (AFL' -CIO), 150

Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
94102,



OCCUPATIQNS IN RADIO
' AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING

j The glamour and excitement of ra-
-"--", dio and television, make broadcasting

careers attractive to many people. In
1976 about 130,000 full-time and
30,000 part-time workers' were em-

,, ployed in broadcasting; slightly more
than half#vere in. radio and the rest
were in television.'ln addition, sever-.

t arthousand freelance artists, mostly
writers, performers, and musicians,

'work on a contract basis for stations,
networks, and other, producers. Sev-
eral thousand other employeei work'
for independent producers in activi-
ties closely related to broadcasting,
such as the preparation of filmed and
taped programs and commercials.

Broadcasting stations offer a vari-
ety of interesting j
the country: Oppo
jobs are best at s
munities, although
jobs are in large
those with national
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bs in all parts of
unities for entry

s in small. com-
e highest paying
ities, especially

twork stations.

. .

Nature and Location of the
Industry

large number of regional networici.
Stations can affiliate with networks
by agreeing to broadcast their pro- .
earns on a regular basis. The seven-
national radio networks eMployed
approximitely 1,000 +workers in
1975.

Most thlEvision stations depend on
one of three national television net-
works ft:I programs that would be
too expensive for individual stations

Commercial broadcasting. In 1.976
about 7,250 commercial radio sta-
tions and 720 commercial television
stations were in operation in the
United States. Most commercial ra-
dio broadcasting stations are small,
independent businesses. The average
station employs about 11 full-time
and 4 part-time workers. The small-
est radio stations employ only four or
five people while radio stations in
large cities' may have 100 employees,
or more. Television stations average
about 75 full-time and 10 part-time
employees. However, many televi-
sion stations are smaller than- this,
while sothe are much larger. A televi-
sion station in a small market may
employ only 30 people, while a sta-
tion in a major metropolitan area
may employ up to 250 pebple. Com-
mercial radio stations are served by
seven nationwide networks and a

Station person nal preparing for newscast.
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to originatefor example, sports
events or newscasts of national and

'international significance. These net-
works, in turn; can offer national
coverage to sponsors. As many as
200 stations across the"eounjry may
carry a network television show. In
1975 the three national networks
employed about 13,000 workers.
Most network programs originate in
New York City or Los Angeles.

Public broadcasting. There were
about 850 noncommercial radio sta-
tions (mainly FM) and,,270 educa-
tional television stations in 1976.
These stations are operated princi-
pally_byieducational agencies such as
State commissions, local boards of
education; colleges and universities,
and special community public televi-
sion organizations. Educational sta-
tions employed more than 9,000 full-.
time and over 4,000 part-time work-
ers in 1976.

Cable television. There weri also
about. 3,570 cable TV ; systems .
(CATV) employing about 25,000
workers in 1976:

Broadcasting Occupational

Nearly half of all employe s in thg\
Broadcasting industry hol profes-
sional and technical jobs, su h as an- .

o neers, anchors and news persons,
ers,. or brdaddast technicians.

Clerical and sales workers make up
an additional 30 percent, and man-
agerial personnel make up about
6he-fifth. Many,of the remaining em-
ployees are craft workers; such as
electricians and carpenters.

Jobs vary greatly between small
and large stations. In small stations,
the station manager, who frequently
is the owner, may act as sales manag-
er, or perhaps as-program director,
announcer, and copywriter. An -,
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Although television accounted 11 percent of all
broadcast stations and systems, it rovided 41 percent
of all broadcast jobs in 1976

Stations

Souris: Federal Communications Commission

Broadcait
headquarters

Radio

Jobs

ElCommercial Ea Educational \

nouncers in small' stations may do
their own writing, operate the studio
control board, and do sales work.
The engineering staff may consist of
only one full-time broadcast techni-
cian assisted by workers from the
other departments. In large radio and
television stations, jobs are special-
ized. Traditionally, radio and televi-
sion stations maintain four major de-
pa rtments: programming,
engineering, sales; and general ad-
ministration. An increasing number
of stations have created a separate
department for news; elsewhere,
news personnel work in the program-
ming department. The kinds of jobs
found in each of the four depart-
ments are described in the following
paragraphs.

Programming Department. Staff
members produce daily and weekly
shoO, assign personnel to cover spe-
cial events, and provide general pro-
gram servicesjsuch as sqund effects

d lighting. From time to time free-
lar e performers, writers, singers,
an other entertainers are hired for
specific broadcasts, for a series of
broadcasts, or for special assign-

*lents.
The size of a station's program-

. ,curing departmentdepends on the ex-
tent to which its broadcasts are live,
recorded, or received from a net-
work"; In a small station, a few people

make commercial announcements,
read news and sports summaries, se-
lect and play recordings, and intro-
duce network programs. In a large
station, on the other hand, the pro-
gram staff may consist of a large
number of people in a wide variety of
specialized jobs.

/Program directyrs are responsible
for the overall prog schedules of
large stations. The ge for a
combination of programs that will be
attractive and interesting to the audi-
ence and at the same time effectively
meet the needs of advertisers.

Traffic managers prepare daily
schedules of programs and keep rec-
ords of broadcasting time available
for advertising. Continuity directors
are responsible for, the writing and
editing of all scripts. They may be
assisted by continuity writers, who
prepare announcers' books ("copy")
that contain each programs script
and commercials along with their se-
quence and length.

Directors plan and supervise indi-
vidual programs or series of pro-
grams. They coordinate the shows,
'select artists and studio personnel,
schedule and conduct rehearsals, and
direct on-the-air shows. They may be
assis ed by associate directors, who
work uitdetailed schedules and
plans, arrange for distribuiion of
scripts and changes in scripts to the
cast, and help direct on-the-air
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shows. Some stations employ pro-
gram assistants to ,aid directors and
atRiate directors. 'Assistants. help
a.4semble and coordinate' the various .

parts of the show. They arrange for
props, makeup service, artwork, and
film slides 'and assist in timing. They
cue the performers, using cue cards
prepared from scripts.

Communi and public affairs direc-
tors are- a between the station
and sahools, churches, citizen
groups, and civic organizations. They
supervise, write, and host public af-
fairs programs.

In large stations, directors may
work under the supervision -Of a pro-
ducer,, who selects scripts, controls
finances, and handles other produc-
tion problems. Many times these
fanctions are combined in the job of
producer-director.

Announcers are the best known
pinup of program workers. An-
nouncers introduce programs, ,

guests, and musical selections and
deliver most of the live commercial
messages. In small stations, they also
may operate the control board, sell,-
time, and write commercial and news
copy. Broadcast announcers are dis-
cussed, in detail elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Music is an important pan of radio .
programming. Both small and large
Stations, use recordings and transcrip- -
tkons to provide musical programs'
and background music for other
shows. Large stations, which have ex
tensive music libraries, sometimes
employ music librarians to maintain
Music files and answer requests for
any particular selection of music.'
The networks have specialized per-
sonnel who plan and arrange for mu-
sical services. Musical directors se-
lect, arrange, and direct music for
programs following general instruc-
tions from program directors. They
select musicians for live broadcasts :
and direct them during rehearsals
and broadcasts, Musicians 'are gener-
ally hired on a, freelance basis.

tirews -gathering and reporting is a
e7 aspect of radio and television

programming.'yews. directors -plan
and supervise all news and special
events coierage. yews reporters

.broadcast daily nelks programs and
repoft spe'dlal' news ents the
scene . News writers set and writel t anwrite

, .
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copy for newscasters to-read on the
air. In small stations, the jobs of news
reporter and news writer often ate'
combined. .

Stations that ortginate live televi:-
sion shows must have staff Members
who take care of staging° the pro-
grams. Studib supervisors plan and
supervise the setting up of scenery
and prOpg: Floor managers plan and
direct the performers' positions and

/glitkmovements on the set accordin& to
directors' instructions. The jobs of
studio supervisor and floor manager
often are combined. Property han,
dlers set up props, hold cue cards, .
and do other unskilled chores. Make-
up artists prepare personnel for
broadcasts by applying cosmetics.
Scenic designers plan and design set-
tings and backgrounds for programs.
They select furniture, draperies, pic-
tures, and other props to help convey
the desired visual impressions. Sound-
effects technicians operate special
equipment to simulate sounds, such
as gunfitte or rain.

Almost all commercial television
programming is recorded' either on
film or video tape. Broadcast techni-
cians make video tape recordings on
electronic equipment that permits in-
stantantkous playback of a-perform-
atice. Video tape is used to record'
live shows and to prerecord pro:
grams for,, future, broadcasts. Many

stations employ specialized staff
members to take care of filmed prO-
.gram material. Film editors edit and
prepare all film for on- the -air presen-

, tation. 'They:screen all films received,
cut and splice films' to inserts com-
mercials, and edit locally produced
film. Film librarians catalog and
maintain files of. rpOtion pieture film.

, .

Engineering Department. Techni-
cians position microphones, adjust
levels of sound, keep transmitters op-
erating properly, and move and ad-
just lights and television cameras to
produce clear, well-composed pic-
tures. They also install, maintain, and
repair the many types of electrical
and electronic equipment required
for these-operations.

Most stations employ chief engi-
neers, who are responsible for all en-
gineering matters, including supervi-
sion of technicians. In .small,stations,
they also may work at the control
board d repair and maintain equip-
ment. arge stations have engineers
who T3 cialize in fields such as sound
recording, maintenance, and light-,
ing.:Networks employ a few develop-
ment engineers to,design nd develop
new electronic .appar us to meet
special problems.

Broadcast technicians have many
jobs. For example, they control the
operation, of the transmitter tb keep

4114.-
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Broadcast technician In control room monitoring telecast.
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the level and frequency of broadcast
within legal. requirements. They also
set up, operate, and maintain equip-
ment in the studio and in locations
where remote broadcasts are to be
made. (Further information on
broadcast technicians is given else-

t where in the,Handbook.)

Sales Department. Sales re&esenta-
tives,the largest group of workers in
this department, sell advertising time
to spOnsors, advertisingtegencies,
a other buyers. They milt have a,
t ough -krioWledge of the station's
operations and piogramming. The
job also requires thaVhey be knowl-
edgeable about -t audience. in-
eluding,' for example; sire and char-
acteristics, number of radio and
television sets it-Luse,. income levels,
and consumption patternS. Sales rep-
.resentatives in large. stations often
work closely with sponsors and ad-
vertising agencies. Many teleVision,
stations sell a substantial part of their
lime; particulariy to national, adver-
tisers, through independent advertis-
ing agencies.

Large stations generally have sev-
eral° workers who do only sales work.
The sales manager supervises them,
and .also may handle a few of the
largest accounts personally.. Some-
large stations employ statistical and
research personnel to help analyze
and _report Market information on
the community served.

General administration. In a very
small station, the owner and a book-
keeper may handle all the record-
keeping, accounting, purchasing, hir-
ing, and other routine office work. If
the size of the station Warrants it, the
business staff may include account-
ants, lawyers, personnel workers, and
others. They are assisted by office
workers, such as secretaries, typists,
bookkeepers, clerks, andf4nessen-
gers.

.-N.Training, Other Qualifications,
andoAdvancement

A high school diploma is sufficient
for many entrY-level jobs in broad-

'casting. For an increasing number of
jobA,a owever, technical training or a

degree is preferred. Entry-
level jobs in the .engineering depart-
ment, for example, require some,
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technical training in electronies. A
college education provides a good
background for many jobs in the pro-
jamming, sales, and business end of
broadcasting. While a major, in al-
most any field is acceptable, many
stations prefer candidates with a
background in the liberal hrts. Some
technical schools offer courses in
broAdcasting, and many colleges and
universities offer 2- or 4-year degree
programs in broadcasting, mass com-
munications, telecommunications,
speech, and journalism.

Education beyond high 'school al-
Most always is an asset in terms of
career potential and advancement. .A
high school graduate mkr start work-
ing for a radio station jn,a sales job,
fdr example, but oplioAnities to

4 progress to the Managernent ranks
are likely to be much, greater'with 'a -
college degree. In the programming
area, proficiency in announcing may
be' e Krug j a job, but advance-

, -- -: tures a' strop e

ti '4,-. rid Or, addle ad-
TTI I IS IIS.

Television programming for net-
°I;vdrks and large independentstatimA
generally requires some expelriepce
in broadcasting in addition VI a col-
lege degree.

Some people get their start in
broadcasting as clerks, typists, prop-
erty handlers, or assistants. Jobs such
as these do not ordinarily require
specialized training or experience.
They do, however, provide' workers
with the chance to advance to more
responsible jobs as they gain knowl-
edge and experience. A few. people
get started in broadcasting with-tem-
porary jobs in the summer when
regular workers go on vacation and
broadcast schedules of daylight-
hours stations are increased.

Technical training in electronics is
required for entry jobs in engineering
departments. Programs in electronics
are- offered by trade schools and

-technical institutes, and also by ju-
nior and community colleges. High
school courses in electronics, mathe-
matics, and physics often are helpful
to people who plan to pursue careers
as broadcast technicians.

Some technical schools give
courses especially designed to pre -
parepare the student for the series of writliff
ten examinations required for the

Federal Communication Commis-
sion's (FCC) First Class Radiotele-
phone Operator License. The tests
cover the theory, construction, and
operation of transmission andreceiv-
ing equipment; the characteristics of
electromagnetic waves; and U.S. and
international regulations governing
broadcasting. The first class license
(the FCOralso issues second and
third class licenses) is required by
law for the chief engineer, and usual-
ly is required by stations for other
members of a radio or television sta-
tion's engineering staff. Industry ex-
perts stress. the importance of p first
class license, particularly for techni-
cians who wish to progress to the top
ranks in broadcast'engineering. In
sortie metropolitan areas, where
competition for jobs is keen, holders
of a first class licet*e are at an advan-
tage. in finding employment. as a
broadcast technician.

Small radio stations wish only a
employess ,sometimes prefer to

ave.

w
as maniMaff members as possi-

ble who are-legally qualified to oper-
ate their transmitters. Because of
this, nontechniclans, especially an-.
nsfuncers, have, a bettejchance of

"getting a job in radio if they have a
first class or. third class license.

Entry jobs as announcers in small
, stations usually do not reqUire specif-
ic training or experience, but an ap-
plicant must have a pleasant voice, a
good command of the language, and
other characteristics that make a dra-
matic or attractive personality.
Courses in speech, English, social
science, drama, and electipnis re
helpful to persons seeking' carterg:as
announcers. In addition, college
campus radio experience, summer
and part-time employment at local
stations, and a good knowledge of
tke commercial industry are all high-
ly regarded as baCkgrounds. Qualifi-
cations for administrative and sales
jobs in broadcasting are similar to
those required by other emplOyers; a
business course program of study in
high school or a college degree in
business' or management is good
preparatiop for suchjobs..

Most beginneq start out in small
educational and public broadcasting
stations. Although these stations can-
not pay high salaries, they offer op-
portunities to learn the different
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phases of broadcasting work-bcause
they generally use personnel in cot
binatiop jobs. For example, an an-
nouncer may perform some of the
duties of a broadcast technician.

People in the engineering depart-
ment tendto remain injthis area of
work, where thorough training, in
electronics is essential. Proifamem-
ployees usually remain in program-
ming work, .although sometimes
transfers to and from the sales and
business departments are made.
Transfers are easier between sales
and general administrative depart-
ments because of their close working'
relationship; in fact, in small stations,
they are often merged into one fie-
partment: Although transfers' of ex-
perienced workers between depart-
ments are limited to the,extent noted,
these distinctions are less important
in beginning and top-level jobs. At"
the higher levels, a stationexecutive
may be drawn from top-level person-
nel of any department,

Many radio and tettvisign station
managers, consider training in a pri-
vate trade or technical school helpful
for people interestedoin careers in the
broadcasting industry. However, be-
fore enrolling in any broadcasting
school, whether public or private;
prospective students should contact
employers,.broadcasting trade or-
ganizations, and the Better Business
Bureau in their area to determine the
school's performance in producing
suitably trained-candidates,

Employment Outlook

employment in...the broadcasting
industry is expected to grow 'about as
fast as the average for,all industries
through the tnid-198Q,'s. Bepides Ole
job openings from growth, many
openings will result from the nted to-
replace experienced workers who re-
tire, die, gr leaver the industry for
otherrpaions. ecimpetition will be
very ketIn for entry jobs, especially in
metrbpolitantreas, use this field
traditionally attracts large numbers
of jobseekers.

New radio stations can be expect-'
ed to go on the air, particularly in
small communities, and will offer op,
portunities for additional workers.
Technological developments are
likely to limit employment groWth, in
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The steady employment growth in radio and television
broadcasting is expected to continuethrough 1985, with
many of the neW jobs in educational and cable television

a

Wage and salary. Workers in radio and television brjOadcasting,
1958-76, and projegted 1985
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some broadcasting occupations.;. For
example, automatic programming
equipment that permits.radio stations
to provide virtually unattended pro-
gramming reduces requirements for
announcers.

. The number of educational televi-
sion stations is expected to increase.
as private and government groups
continue to expand in this area. The
growth of ethicational stations will
increase job opportunities, etpecially
in programming, com'nunity rela-
tions, and station management. How-
ever, such technological advanCes as
remotely controlled transmitter and
automatic programming equipment
may limit employment growth in en-

, /gineering and technician jobs.
Cable television (CA.1"V) has,_

emerged as a powerful new force in
communications, and some addition-
al job opportunities for professional,
technical, and maintenance workers
wilLbe created as CATV systems in-_
creasingly originate and transniit,
programs.. Many of these new jobs
will be in small cities where inost,

JCATV systems are located to im-
prove television reception in rural,
areas. By using cables instead of air-_;

4 s

waves, CATV can offer customers a
larger selection of stations plus many
additional programs produced spe-
cifically for cable television.

Earning:if and Working
COnditions

_ .

In 1976 earnings of nonsupervi-
sory broadcasting workers averaged
$5.78 an houjr, nearly one-fifth more
than the ia,vpiage for nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming. Salaries Nary widely among
occupation's and locations in the
broadcaiting Atustry. Employees in
large cities generally earn much
more than those in the same kinds oftjobs in s all towns. Salaries also tend
to be h her in:large stations than in
small ones, and higher in 'television
Shan in t'adio. '

Most full-time broadcastink em-
ployees have a scheduled 40-hour
workweekit,emplofees in many Small
stations work longer hours. Siles and
business emPloyees generally kork in
the daytime hours common to most
office job's. However, program and
engineering employees must work
shifts which may include evenings,
nights, weekends, and holidays. To
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meet a broadcast deadline, program.
..!t,and teChnical employees in the net-

works may have to work continuous-
ly:formany hours under great pres-
sure.

,
Several union% operate in the

bPoadcasting field. They are most
active in the network centers and
large stations in metropolitan areas.
The National Association 'of Broad
cast Employees andTechniciansand
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers both organize al
kinds of broadcasting workers, al-
though most of their members are
technicians.' The- International Alli-
ance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and Moving Picture Machine Opera-
tors organizes various crank such as
stagehands, sound and lighting tech-
nicans, wardrobe attendants, make-
up artists, and camera operatgrs.
Many announcers and rtainers
are members of the American Feder-
ation of Television and Radio Artists.
The Directors Guild of America, Inc.

stage manag-,
Ne(Ind,) organizes pr,ogr ' directors,

associate directors, and
ers. The Screen Actors Guild, Inc.,
represents,- the majority Of entertain-
ers who appear on films made for
television. .

..

Sources of Additionef
Inforrtiallon

. .

Booklets entitled "Careers, in Ra-
dio" and "Careers in Television" are
available from: .

National Association of Broadcasters,. 1771 N
St. NW., Washington, P.C. 209$. / )

Foi information about colleges
and universities that offer programs
or course work in broadcasting, con-
tact: . .
Executive Secretary, Broadcast Education As-

sociation. National Association of Broad- -.,.
--r-casters, 1771 'N St. NW., Washington,

/D.C. 20036.

For informatidn on careers in Ab-
lic radio*and television brgadcasting,
write to:
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 1111

16th St. NW.,, Washington, D.C. 20036



OCCUPATIONS IWTHE
RAILROAD INDUSTRY,

Trains are one of the most efficient
methods of transporting large

yamunts of Veight over distances ex-
deeding several hundred miles. Loco-
motives can pull thousands of tons of
cargo using fewer employees and far
less fuel than trucks and airplanes. In
1976, the railroads hauled 1:4 billion
tons of freight, apd carried 271 mil-
lion passengers well:

.

I

With 531,000 workers in 1976, the
railroads were one of the Nation's
largest employers. Railroad workers
operate trains, build and repair
equipment and facilities, provide ser-
vices to customers, and collect and
account for revenue. In most nonpro-
fessional jobs, seniority systems pre-
vailworkers start at the bottom and
work their way up.

:t

Nature anti-Location of the
Industry

The railroad industry is made up of
"line-haul" arailroad companies that
transport freight and passengers and
switching and terminal companies
that provide line-haul railroads with

, services at some large 'stations and
yards.

About 95 ercent of all railroad
employees w k for line -haul dompa7
nies that han le about 99 percent of
the industry's businesi. The remain-
der work for switching and terminal
companies. Most railroad revenue
and employment comes from freight.
Passenger service has declined sub-
stantially in the past 30 years, be-
cause the railroads have not been
able to compete with the speed of the
airlines or the convenience of private .
automobiles.

Railroad workers are employed in
every State except Hawaii. Large
numbers work at terminal points
wher% the railroads have central of-
fices, yards, and maintenance and re

shops. Chicago, the hub of the
Nation's railroad network, has more
railroad employees than any other
area, but many employees also work
at the major railroad operations cen-
tered near New York, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia,' Minneapolis, Pitts-
burgh, and Detroit.

Trains are one of the most efficient methods Of transporting large amounts of freight

Railroad Occupations

Railroad workers can be divided
into four main groups: Operating
employees; station and office work-
ers; equipment maintenance Work-
ers; and property maintenance work=
ers.

Operating employees make' up al- '
most one-third of all railroad work-
ers. This group. includes locomotive
engineers, conductors, and brake op-
erators. Whether on the road of at
terminals and railroad yards, they
work together'as traincrews. Also in-
cluded are switchtenders whO help
conductors and brake operators by
throwing 'track ,switches in railroad,
yards and hoitigrs .who fuel, check,
and deliver locomotives from the en-
gine house to the crew.

One-fourth of all railroad workers
are station and office employees who
direct train movements and handle
the railroads' business affairs. Profes-
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Operating employees maks up almost ono-third of all railroad workers.

'sionala such as Manager i ,. account-
ants,,tatitticians, and sy tems ana-,

lysts do administrative and planning
work. Clerks keep records, prepare
statistics, and handle business trans-
actions such as collecting bills and
adjusting claims. Agents manage the
business affairs, of the railroad sta-
tions. Telegraphers and telephoners

,,_pass on instructions to traincrews
and help agents with clerical work.

More than one-fifth of all railroad
employees are equipment mainte-
nance wor:kers, who service and re-
pair locomotives and cars. This
group includes ear repairers, machin-
ists, electrical workers, sheet-metal

-

workers, boilermakers, and black-
smiths.'

Property maintenance workers,
who make up about one-sixth of all
'railroad employper; build and repair
tracks, tunnels, signals, and othdr
railroad property. Track workers re-
pair tracks and roadbeds,'Bridge and
building workers construct and re-
air bridges, tunnels, and other struc-
ures along the right-of-way. Signal

workers install and service the rail-
roads' vast network of signals, in-
cluding highway-crossing protection
devices.

The accompanying chart shows
the 1976 distribution of railroad em-
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ment among the four occupa-
final groups. Detailed information
about some occupations within these
groups is given elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Training, Other Qualifications,
Advancement .

Most beginning...railroad workers
are trained on the joffliii expgrienced
employees. Training for sorite._affice
and maintenance jobs is available in
high schools and vocational schools.
Universities and technical schools of-
fer courses in accounting, engineer-
ing, traffic management, transporta-
tion, and other subjects that are
valuable to professional and techni-
cal workers. .

New employees in some occupa-
tions, especially those in operating
service: jobs such as locomotive engi-
neer, start as "extra board" workers.
They substitute for regular workers
who are on vacation, ill, or absent for
other reasons. They also may be
called when railroad traffic increases
temporarily or seasonally.

Extra board workers with enough
sOiority move to regular assign..
ments as they become available. The
length of time a new worker spends
on the extra board varies according
to the number of available openings.
Some workers do not receive regular
assignments for many years.

Beginners in shop trades usually
are high school graduates with no
previous experience, although some
shop laborers and helpers are pro-
moted to the trades.' ShopWorkers
serve apprenticeships that last 3 to. 4
years, depending on how much previ-
ous work experience the apprentice
has.

Most applicants for railroad jobs
must pass physical examinations.
Those interested in traincrew jobs
need excellent hearing and eyesight.
Color-blind persons are not hired as
locomotive engineers or brake op-
erators or for any other jobs that in-
volve interpreting railroad signals.

Railroad workers are promoted on
the basis of seniority and ability. Job
openings are posted on bulletin
boards and workers may bid for
them. The worker who is highest on
the seniority list usually gets the job.
To be promoted, however, workers
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.

Two out of every five railroad.employees 4n 1. 76
maintained property'or equipment.

Operating employees

Station and
- office employees

31%

31%

Sourer intiostats Commsres Commission

Property maintenance
workers

Equipment maintenance
workers

may have to qualify 'by passing writ-
ten, oral, and practical tests. Ad-
vancement in train and engine jobs is
along established lines. All conduc-
tors, for example, are chosen from
qualified brake operators.

Besides determining advancement
procedures, seniority, also gives
workers some choice of working con-
ditions. A telegrapher, for instance,
may have to work several years on
the night shift at out-of-the-way loca-
tions beforelfinally getting a day shift
assignment near home.

Employment Outlook

The long-run decline in railroad
employment is expected to continue
through the mid-1980's, but at a de-
creasing rate. Nevertheless, thou-
sands of job opportunities will devel-

0.

op each year as the industry replaces
some experienced workers who re-
tire, die, or transfer to other fields of
work.

Despite an expected increase in
freight traffic, railroad employment
will decline as technical innovations
increase worker productivity. For ex-
ample, as automatic classification
systems are installed in more yards,
fewer yard workers will fie needed to
assemble and disassemble trains. The
installatipn of wayside scanners,
which entify cars electronically,
will r uce the need for clerical
worke

Most people working in passenger
service may eventually work for AM-
TRAK, the National Railroad Pas-
senger Corporation, created in 1971
to revive train passenger service.

74 5
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Nonsupervisory railroad employ-
ees averaged $6.88 an hour. in 1976,
about two-fifths higher than the aver-
age for all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming.
Earnings 'of railroad workers vary
widely, however, depending on the
occupation. For example, in 1976 av-
erage hourly earnings for locomotive
engineers in passenger service were
$12.71; for freight service brake op-
erators $7.961 for railway clerks,
$6.39; and for track gang members,
$5.89. Regional wage differences are
much less in railroading than in other
industries because of nationally ne-
gotiated labor contracts.

Most railroid employees work a 5-
day, 40-hour week, and receive pre- _

mium pay for overtime. However,
operating employees often work
nights, weekends, and holidays. Ex-
tra board workers may be called to
duty on short notice and at any time.
Bridge and building workers, signal
installers, and track workers may
work away from home for, days.at a
time.

Sources of Additional
nlirmation

Ad tionar infoxmatiorr about
occupatiOns in he railroad industryA
may be obtain from local railroad
offices. For general information
about the industry, write to:
Association of American Railroads, American

Railroads Building, 1920 L St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.



OCCUPATIONS IN THE
TELEPHONE INDUSTRY

Just about everyone has a tele-
phone..Many households bye two or
more, and large. businesgs and or-
ganizations have hundreds. Some
people have telephOnes in their cars
and on their boats. A few even hdye
portable telephones that they carry
with them like briefcases. There also
are thousands of public telephones
on street corners and in airports, res-.:
taurants, and stores. Altogether,
more than 155 'million telephone
were in use in the United States in
1976; and people made over 600 mil-
lion local and long-distance calls ev-
ery day.

To provide all this service, tele-
phone companies employed approxi-
mately 930,000 persons in 1976.
Most tvorked in telephone craft
occupations, in clerical occupations,
or as telephone' operators.

The telephone industry offers
steady, year round employment in
jobs requiring a variety of skills and
training. Most require 2 high school
education; some can be learn5d on
the job. Many require particular
skills that may take several years of
experience, in addition to 9 months
of training, to learn completely:

Telephone jobs are found in al-
most every community, but most
telephone employees work in cities
that large concentrations of in-
dustrial and business establishments.
The nerve center of every local tele-
phone system is the- central office
that contains the switching equip-
ment through which orte telephone
may be connected with any other
telephone. When a call is made, the
signals travel from the caller's tele-
phone through wires and cables to
the cable vault in the central office.

' Here thousands of pairs of wires, in-
cluding a pair for the caller's tele-
phone, fan out to a distributing frame
where each pair is attached to
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switching equipment. As the nu'm'ber
is dialed, electromechanical and
electronic switching equipment
'make th connection automatically,
and, in s c1\onds, the caller hears the
telephone inging. Only in.: a few re-
maining switchboards and in unusual
situations does an operator make the
connection.-

Because some customers make
and receive more calls than a single
telephone line can handle, a system
somewhat similar to a miniature cen-
tral office may be installed on the
customees premises. This system . is:
the private branch exchange (PBX),
usually foUrfd in, office buil ings, ho=
tels, department ptores, and other
business firms.

Another .type o ervice for busi-
nesses is called CE TREX, in which

Incoming calls can be dialed to any
extension wittut an operator's as-.
sistance, and outgoing and interof-
fice calls can be dialed by the exten-
sion users. This equipment cane be

located either on telephone company
premises or on the customer's prem-
ises. CENTREX has replaced PBX in
popularity, among business and in-
dustrial users that handle a very large
volume of calls. However, PBX is still
more popular with smaller users.

Other communications services
provided by telephone companies in-
clude conference equipment in
stalled at a PBX to permit conversa-
tions among several telephone users
simultaneously; mobile radio-tele-
phones in automobiles, boats, ,air-
planes, and trains; and telephones

. equipped to answer calls' automati-
cally and to give and take messages

° by, recordings.
Besides providing telephones and

switching equipment, ./ telephone
companies build and maintain most
of the vast 'network of cables and

,
radia-relay systems needed fo4 com-
munications services, including those
that join thOthousands/6f tioadeast-
ing stations around the Country.

-"\ZAitese services are leased to networks
and their affiliated stations. Tele-
phone companies also lease data and,
private wire services to business and
government' offices.

The Bell System owns more than 4
out of 5 of the Nation's telephones,
Independent telephone companies
own the remainder. There. are.. ap-
proximately 1,600 independent tele-
phone companies in the United

Telephone craft workersand operators made up
more than one-half of all workeys employed in. the
industry in 1976

Manageriat and
professional workers

BusinesS and
sales workers

Clertcal
workers

source: American Telephone and Telegraph

Telephone
operators

1

construction,
installation,

. and, maintenance
workers

or
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States. General,Telephone and Elec-
tronics Corp., United Utilities, Inc.;
and Continental Telephone Corp.,
service about Z out of every 3 tele-
phones owned by, independent com-
panis. PC

Telephone Occupations

Although the telephone industry
requires worketS, in many different
eccuPations, telephone craft workers
and operators make up more than
one-half of all workers. (See accom-
panying chart.)

Telephtne craft workers, install,
repair, and maintain telephones, ca-
bles, switching equipment; and mes-
sageliaccounting systems. e Thes
workers can be grouped by tpe typ
of work they perform'. Constiection
workers place, splice, and maintain
telepluine wires and cables; installers
and repairtis place, maintain, and re-
pair telephones, and private branch

, exchanges (PBX) in homes and offic-
,es'end other places of business; dnd
central office craft workers test,
maintain, and. repair equipment in
central offices.

Operators. make telephone con-
nections; assist customers in special-
ize services, such as reverse-charge
calls; and provide information. De-
tailed discussions of telephone craft
,occupations and telephone and "PBX
operators. are presented elsewhere in
the Handbook.

More than one-fifth, of all tele-
phone industry employeeS,are cleri-
cal workers. They include stenogra-
phers, typists, gookkeepets, office
machine and computer operators,
keypuncheperators, cashiers, recep-
tionists, file clerks, 4cc..-venting and
auditing clerks, and payroll clerks.
Clerical workers keep records of ser-
vices, make up and send bills t? cus-
tomers, and prepare statistical and
other reports.

About one-tenth of the industry's
employees are professional workers.
Many of these are scientific and tech-
nical pers s cls'as engineers and
drafters. gine = rs plan cable and
micrdwave ro tes, central qffiCe aid
PBX equip ent installations, new
buildings, and an-sion of exist-
ing structures, and so ve other engi:
neering problems.
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Traitflcoperstor uses computer terminal to complete customer's call.

Some engineers also engage in re-
search and develespment of new
equipment, and persons with engi-
neering backgrounds often advance
to fill top managerial and administra-
tiye positons. Other professional and
teChnical workers are accountants,.
p onnel and labor relations work-
rs, public relations specialists and

pplilicity writers, computer systems
analysts, omputer -programmers,
and lawye

About I ,in e 2 of the indus-
try's p loyees a business and.
sales representative. These employ-
ees sell new communications services
and directory advertising and handle
requests for installing or discontism-
ing telephone service.

About 3 percent of the industry's
workeri maintain- buildings, offices,
and warehouses; operate and service
motor,vehales; and do other mainte-) 747
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nance jobs in offices and plants.
Skilled maintenance workers include
stationary engineers, carpenters,
painters"; electricians, and plumbers.
Other workers employed-by the tel-
phone industry are janitors, porters,
and guards.

IP Employment Outlook

Telephone industry employment is
,expected to increase about as fast as
the average for all industries through
the mid-1980's. In addition to the
jobs from emplqyment growth, tens
of thousands f openings will arise
each* year bec use of, the. need to
replace experi ced worker who re-
.tire, die, or leave their jobs for other
reason.

Employment will row primaiily
becatiSe. higher .incomel and a larger
and more mobile,poPulation will in-
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crease the use of telephone service.
greater demand for transmission of
computer-processed data and other
information via telephone company
lines also will stipulate employment
growth. Laboraying innovations,
however, will keep employment from
growing as rapidly as telephone ser-
vice. .

Employment of telepAlono opera
tors is expected to decline. As the
number of telephone companies
charging customers for directory as-
sistance calls increases; more people
will dial numbers directly and use
telephone directorici to locate need-
ed numbers, thus reducingthe need
for operators. Also, improved switch-
ing equipment will allow more calls
to be connected without an opera-

- tor's assistance, and more advanced
billing systems will automatically re-
lay billing information to computer-
ized files that are used in preparing
customer's billing statements. Tech-
nological innovations will restrict

. employment growth in some skilled
crafts. For example, mechanical im-
pro,verrients, such as pole-lifting
equipment and earth- borinai tools,
have limited the employment line
installers by increasing their efficien-
cy.

New technology, 'however, is ex-
pected to increase the demand for ,
engineering and technical personnel,
especially electrical and electronic
engineers and technicians, computer
programmers, and4kystems analysts.
Employment in administrative and
sales occupations will rise as tele,-
phone business.iperea,ses.,'

Earnings and Working
, Conditions

An 1976, earnings for nonsupervi-
sory telephone employees averaged
$6.46 an hour. In comparison, none-
supervisory workers in-all private in-
-dustries, -except faiming, averaged
$4.871n hour.

In late 1975, basic rates' ranged
froin an average of $3.75 an hour for
telephone operator trainees' to
$14,76 for professional and semipro:
fessional woirkers other than drafters. ,°

A telepliEme employee usually
starts at the minimum wage for the
particular, job. Advancement from
the starting rate to the maximum rate

generally takes 5 years, but operators
and,clerical employees of some com-
panies may reach the maXimuml rate
in 4 years.

More than two-thirds of the work-
ers in the industry; mainly telephone
operators,and craft workers, are
members of labor unions. The tvi,o
principal trnions representing work-
ers in the telephae industry are the
Communications Workers of Amer-
ica and the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, b'ut
many other employees are 'members
of the 15 indepe'n'dent unions that
form ,the Telecommunications Inter-
national Union.

I
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Union coeotracts govern wage-
Cates, wage increases, and the
amount of time required to advance
from one step to the next for most
tele hone wrkers. The: contracts
al o .11 for 'extra pay for work be-
y a nd the normal 8 hours a day, or 5
ays a week, and for all Sunday and

lid'ay work.' Most contracts pro-
vide a pay differential for night work.,

Overtime work sometimes is re-
quired, especially during emergen
cies, such as floods, hurricanes, or
bad storms. During an "emergency
call-out," which is a short-noticece-,
quest.to report for,work during non-
scheduled. hours, workers are guar-

Soma Brur InstallAri work urtchliground.?4

....40daiskuil



OCCUPATIONS IN THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY

Although employment in. the telephone industry will-
fluctuate due to economic cycles, moderate long-term

_ growth is expected

Wage and salary workers in telephone
projected 1985
Employees 1.200

thousandst

1950 1955

Sourcor'Bureau of Labor Statistics

anteed .a minimum per6t1 of pay at
,the basic hourly rate. Travel time be-
tween jobs is counted as worktime
for craft workers under' some con-
tracts.

Paid vacations are granted accord-
ing to length of service. Usually, con-

4 Q

a

tracts provide for a 1-week.vacation
beginning with 6 months of service; 2
weeks for I to 7 years; 3 weeks for 8
to 15 years; 4 weeks for 16 tn -24
years; and 5 weeks for 25 years and
over. Depending on locality, holidays
range from 9 to I I days a year. Most

k.
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telephone workers are covered by
paid sick leave plarti and group insur-
ance which usually,provide sickness,
accident, and death benefits and re-
tirement and disability pensions.

The telephonp industry has one of
the best safety records in American
industry. The number of disabling
injuries has been well below the aver-.
age.

Sources of Additional
Information

More details about employment
opportunities are available from the
telephone company irj your cornmur
nity or local office of the unions thdl
represent tele/Shone workers. If no
local union is listed in the telephone
directory, write to:
Telecommunications Intern4tionalvOnion,

P.O. Box 5462, Hamden,`Conn. 06518.:
International BrotherhoOd of Eleit-rical Woik.

ers, 1200 15th St. NV, Washington, 0-.C.
20005.

United States Independent Telephone Associ-
ation, 1801 K St. NW Suite 1201, Wash-,
ington, D.C. 20006. -



(D.O.T. 904.883) spend nearly all
their working hours driving large
tru9ks or tractor trailers between ter-

'minals Some drivers load and unload
their trucks, but theUsual practice is

OCCUPATIONS IN THE to h ve other employees do this
work. Local truckdrivers (D.O.T.

TRUCKING INDUSTRY 906.883) operate trucks over short'
distances, usually within one city and
its suburbs. They pick up ,odds from,
and deliver goods to, trucking termi-

In 1976, the trucking industry em-
ployed approximately 1.2 millidn
workersmore thqn the rival rail,

,air, and pipeline t4nsportation in-
dustries combined. It is a major 'em-
ployer bf persons' not planning to ht-
tend edllege, since nearly 90 percent
of its employees the freight handlerst
drivers, truck mainVenance person-
nel, or, clerical workers-iccupa-
tions .which only reqUire a high
school education. .

Trucking companies vary widely in
size. Almost half of the industry's
workersare employed by less than 1.0
percent of the companies, But a large
proportion of of companies are small,
particularly` those which serve a sin-
le city. Many companies are owner-

° erated, and the owner does the
d in

T ckirig industry employees work
in citiesandtowns of all sizes and awl'
distributed much the same as
NOon's population.

, Nature and Location of the
Industry .

'Occupations in the Industry

The ducking industry its made Up
of companies that sell transportation
and st6rage services. AlthOugh many
trucking companies serve only a sin,-
gle city and'its suburbS, and others
carry goods only between distant
cities; most large trucking firms pro-
vide' both types of service. Some
firms operate one,,type of truck and
specialize,in one type-of product. For
example, they may tarry steel rods
on flat trailer's br grain in 'open top
vans. In addition, trucking compa-
nies may operate as either contract
oripmmon carriers. Contract carri-
ers aul commodities of one or a few
shippers exClugively; common card-
ers offer transportation services to,
lusinesses in 'general:

About Toir-fifths of all trucking
industry employees have blue-cdp-ar
jobs, including about 62,000
truckdrivers. Other large blue-collar
occupations are material handlers,
mechanics, washers and lubricators,
and supervisors. Most white-collar
employees are !erica! workers, such
as secretaries and rate clerks, and
administrative personnel, Such as ter-.
trimatInafpagers and accountants.

The dutie4 and training require-
ments of some of 'these occupations
are'described briefly in ttre-foll6ving
sections.

Truckdriving Occupations. More than
half of the industry's employees are
drivers. :Long-distance tryckdrivers

nals, businesses, and homes in the
area.

: Clerical Occupations. About I Out of
every 8 of the industry's employees is
a clerical worker. Many have general

E clerical jobs, such as secretary or
clerk-typist, which are common to all
industries. Others have specialized
jobs. For example, dispatchers
(D. . 919.168) coordinate the
movement of trucks.and freight into`
and out of terminals; make up load
fof specific destinations; assign driv-
ers and develop delivery schedules;
handle customers' requests for pick-
up of freight, and provid,e informa.
tion on aeliveries. Claims adjusters
(D.O.T. 241.368j" handle claims for-
freight lost or damaged during tran-
sit. Manifest clerks (D.O.T. 222.488)
prepare forms that list 'details of
freight shipments. Parts-order clerks
(D.O.T. 223.387 ) -supply mechanics
with replacement parts for trucks;
they also take care of most of the

4 1
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R s clerk calculates the cost for-shl Iatt
r". each Item.



OCCUPATIONS IN .THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY

clerical duties eeded to Maintain a
truck repair .sh p.

Administrative end Related Occupa-
tions. More than,1 out of 15 employ,
ees ,is an administrator.Top execu-
tives manage cOmpanies aWd make
polioy decisions.:Aiddle managers
supervise the *Peration of individual
departments, terminals, or warehous-
es. A small number of accountants
and lawyers are employed by these
companies. The industry also em-
ploys sales tepresentatives to solicit
freight bUsiness.

Material. Handling Occupations.
.-.About 1 out of 12 employees indves.

. freight into and outi-9( trucks and

.41

warehouses. Much of this work is
done by material handlers (D.O.T.
929. 7) who work in groups of
three r four under the direction of a
dock supervisor or gang leader. Ma-
terial handlers load and unload
freight with the aid of .handtrucks,
conveyors, and other, devices. Heavy
items are moved by power truck op-
erators D.O.T. 922.883), and crane
operators (D.O.T. 921.280). Qang
leaders determine the order in which
ite,ms will be loaded, so, that the car-
go is balanced,apd items to be un-
loaded first are near the truck's door.
Truckdrivers' helpers (D.O.T.
905.887) travel with drivers 413 un-
load and pick up freight. Occasianal-
ly, helpers may do relief driving:

h-bf the truck mec,thIc's lime is spent in proventhre maIntenandb."
4. tt '

1
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Truck Maintenance Occupations.
About 1 out of every 20 employees
takes care of the trucks. Truck me-
chani,cs (D.0-T. 620.281 )" keep
,trucks and trailers in good running
conditionfrluch lime is spent in pre-
ventive maintenance to assure safe
operaticirto check wear and dam-
age 'to parts, and to reduce break:_
downs. When breakdowns do occur,
these workers determine the cause
and make the necessary 'repairs:
Truck mechanic helpers (D.O.T.
620.884) and apprentices assist ex:.
perienced mechanics in inspection
and repair work. Truck- lubricators..
and washers (D.O.T. 915.887 and
919.887) clean, 'lubricate, and tenier
trucks, change tires, and do other
routine. maintenance.:

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Workers in blue -co] lAr occupa-
tions usually ,are hired at the un-
skilled level,' as`materiai handlers,
truckdrivers' helpers, lubricators,
and washers. No formal training is
requiiVd for these jobs, but many em-
ployers prefer high school graduates.
Applicants must be in good physical
condition. New ,employees work un-
der the guidance of experienced
workers and supervisors while learn- 1

ing their =jobs; this usually takes go
more than .a few weeks". As vacancies
occur, work_sqsadvance to more

--skilre41/10-eollar jobs; such as pow-.,--ertrivk operator and truckdriver.
The ability ro do the job and length,
of service with the firm are the..pri-

. mary qualifications for promotion.
Material handlers who demonstrate
supervisory ability can become gang
leaders or dock supervisors.

'Qualifications for tr&ctdriiiitg
jobs vary and depend, on individbai
employers, the type of truck, and
pther factors. In most States; drivers
rniist have a chauffeur's license,
which is akcoLunercial driving permit
obtained from State tnotor vehible

,departmentsT.The U.S. Department
of Transportation' establishes mini.
mum qualifications for driyers who
3ranspor.t gciods betwee;,States.
They must be at least 21 years old, be
'able,,boolied, have good hearing, aird
haye at least 213/40 vision with or
without glasses. However, many
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"'firms will not hire long istance driv-
ers 'under 25 years age. Drivers
also must be able t read, .4, , and
write English enou "?: corn-
plete required ports. Driv must
have good driving records.

People nterested in proOltional
driving sho Id take the driver-train-
ing courses ffered by l,many high;
schools. A co rse in autombtive me_-)
chanics also i helpfulf Private truck-
driving traini g schools offer another
opportunity prepare, for a driving
job; however, completion of suar a ,

course does not assure employment
driver.as a driver.

Most truck mechanics learn their
skills informally on the job as helpers,
to .experienced mechanicS. Others
complete formal apprenticeship pro-
grams that genera t 4 years and

_include on-the-jo training and relat-
, ed classroom inst ction. UnSkilled.

workers, such as ubricators and
washers, frequently are promoted to
jobs as helpers and apprentices;
However, Many firms will hire inex--
perienced people, ,especially those _

who have completed courses in auto-
motive mechanics, for- helper or ap-
prentice jobs.

'Completion of commercial courses
in high schooor in a privatebusiness
school is usually adequate for entry.
into general clerical occupations
such-ak secretary or typist. Addition-
al on-thefjob training is needed for
gpecialized clerital occylpations-sktc,h_
as clainis adjuster.

. Generally,' no specialized educa-
tion is needed foi dispatcher jobs. -
Openings are filled' by ,truckdrivers,
claims 'adjusters, or other worker
who know their company's opera,-
bons and are familiar with State and
Federal, driving regulations, Candi-

. dates may improt their qualifica-
tions by thicing co ege or technical
schOcil courses in transportation.

Administrative and sales positions
freqtiently are filled by college
graduates who have majored in busi-
ness administration, marketing, ac-

e, counting, Industrial relations, or
transportation, Some companies
have management training programs'
for college graduates in whiCh train-
ees work for brief periods in various
.departments to get a broad under-
standMg of trucking operations, be-

' fore they are assigned to a particular ,

r":"1
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Substantial long-term employment growth is expected
in The trucking industry,' although declines may occur
during economic downturns ,

Wage and salary employees in trucking and trucking terminals,
1964-76 and projected 1985

Employees _1,400
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department. High school gr'aduates
may be promoted' to administrative
and sales positions.

. -

Employment Outlook

Employment inthe t eking in
try is expected to gro abouts fast
as the average for II industries
through the mid-198'0's. In addition
to the large number of job openings
created by employment growth,
thousands more, will arise as experi-
enced workers retire, die, or transfer
to other fields. The n mber of jobs'
may yary from gear to ear, however,
because the a of freight fluctu-
ates with ups a d downs in the econ-
omy.

Trucks carry virtually all freight
for local distribution and a great deal
of freight between distant cities. As
the volume of freight increases with
the Nation's economic 'growth, em-
ployment in the trucking industry
will rise. More employees also will be
needed to serve. the many factories,
warehouses, stores, and Apes being
built where railroad transportation is
not available.

Employment will not increase as-
fast as the demand, for trucking ser-
vices because technological develop-
ments will increase output per work-:
et. For example: more efficient
freight-handling methodssuciii' as
conveyors and draglines to, dove
freight ist and out'of terminals and

,

warehouseswill increase- the efft--
.ciency of material handlers. Larger
trucks as well as more efficient pack-

- aging techniques will llow
truckdriver,s to carry more cargo.

1-Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1976, nonsupervisory wOrkers
'in /he trucking industry averaged
$6f57 an hour, compared with $4.87 .
an hour for Their counterparts in all
private industry, except fanting.,
Earnings are relatively high in the
trucking industry, because highly
paid drivers represent a, large prop:if:7
tion of employment; many lOng-di.
tandeadrkiers earn motie than $300 a
week. \

Most employees are paid an hourly
rate or a weekly os monthly salary.
However, truckdrivers on the longer
runs generally are paid on. a -mileage
basis \while driving. For all 'other
worktime,r they are paid an hourly'
rate.
. Working conditions vary greatly
among occupations in the industry.
While maneuvering large trucks, in
fast-moving traffic can cause tension,
more comfortable seating, power
steering, and- air-conditioned caps
have reduced physical strain. Long-
distance drivers frequently work at,

..night and may spend time 'avVay from,
home; local drivers usually work dur-,
ing the day. Material handlersand
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truckdrivers' helpers have strenuous,
jobs, although cqrryeyoi systems and
other freight handling /equipment
have reduced some,of the heavier
lifting, making the work easier and

leer. Truck meibanics and other
maintenance personnel may have to
work in awkward or cramped posi-
Vont while servicing .vehioles, and
frequently get dirty because of the

, grease and oil-on the trucks. In addi-
tiontiniost maintenance shops are hot
in summer and draIy in the winter.

Mechanics vccasionally make repairs
outdeors when a truck breaks down
on the 'road..

Many large organizations operate
around the clock and-require some

/;111terial handling and maintenance
pe onnel to wo-ik evenings, nights,

d weekends.
A large number of truck4fig indus-

try employees are members of the
International Brotherhood of Team-
sters, Chauffeurs, Watehousem-e-ii
and Helpers of America (Ind).

V

Sburces otAddltlorral
information

general'iriformation about ca-
reer opportunities in the trucking in-
dustry, e to:
Ameii6tIn T ing Asiociationse Inc.. 1616 P

St. N.W. , ashingten, D.C. 20036.
. Informs on about specific jobs

may be ava able from the. per nnel
departments,of local, trucking com,
.panies or.the local Office o your
State employment service:

4
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WHOLESALE. AND RETAIL TRADE

Wholesaling and retailing are the
fmal stages in thetransfer of goods
from .producers to consumers.
Wholesalers assemble goods in large
lots for distributiOn to retail stores,

..; industrial firms, and institutions such
IISAChools and hospitals: Retailers
911 ifoods directly to consumers in a,

'F:,:f!rtriety of waysin Stores, by mail, or
' :ih;Fough door:to-door selling. A list

the items sold by wilblesale and
tail businesses' would include al-
oit every item produced by indus-

.tfyir--autOinobileit,'cfothing, food,.
curniture;; and codaress others.

In 1976, about l7!7 million pedple
(not counting an estimated 1.7a mil-

° lion who were self-employed persons,
or unpaid family worker)' worked in
Wholesale and retail trade. The larg-
;esttniber of workersI3.4 Million
or bout. three-fburths Ifi'= them
Were employed in retail trade. The
majority Ocpese workers held jobs in
department stores, food stores; and
restaurants and other eating places.
Ifbout:4,3 'million people worked in
.holesale trade: " ../.
Workers With a wide range of edu-

r cation, training, and skills hold jobs.. in wholesale and retail trade. As
shown in t accompanying tabula-
tion, almo'St 3 out' of 5 workers in
these industry divisions are white -
collar workers (projesdOnal, ,man-
agerial, cleriCal, and isles): Sales

riiOrkers; the largest. single group,
make up more than'onelifth of total.
ind employment, M. anagers apd
p ` -tors, the second, tagett
Ato onstittite nearlyone-fifth of
the industry's wbrk force, Many
managers and proprietors own and
operate small or re...
tail Outlets such as food stores ands
gas stations. Clerical workers make'
up over one - sixth' of the wort force;
.
many'hOld pills as cashiers, especially
in supermarkets and other food
stores. important bleriCal occupa-'

itions n`retail trade also, inchide sic:, 1.;.,

retaries, typists, office machine
erators, bookkeepets acrd
accounting.ilerks. Large numbers of
shipping and receiving clerks work in
both wholesale and retail trade.

Blue-collar workers (craftworkers,
,peratjves, and laborer's) constitute
nearly .4:mi-fourth of ..the industry's
jobholders. Many work as-mechanics
and repairers, gas station attendants,

Wholesale and retail trade, 1976

22% of total employment
jn all industries ,

Only one trade worker in fiVe had a 'sales' job in 1976

Managers'and
administrators.

Operatives

.

ales
1

Service

146 v
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

drivers and delivery workers; meats
cutters, and materials"handlers. Most

'..mechanics work for motor vehicle
dealers and gasoline service stations.

arge number of meatcuttears work
hplesale grocery ,6stablishments

and in supermarkets and other food
`stores.

Service-workers, employed mostly
in retail trade, constitute about I out.

& workers in the industry. Food(
rvice workers, such as waitresses

and cooks, make op by far the largest,

k..!

concentration of service workers.
Other large groups of servicework-

.
ers are janitors, cleaners, an guards.

Employment in v;holesalel d re-
tail trade is expected to i ea
about the same rate as the
for all industries throug mid-1 "toe
as sales rise in response to gro
population and income. Due t.
borsaving innovations, however, e
ployment is not expected to grow as
fast as sales°.- The use of computers
for inventory control and billing, for

C-
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exaMple may limit the need for add."
tional clerical 'workers. Improved
methods of handling and storing mer-
cOndise will limit the demand for
laborers.

The statements ,that follow discuss
job opportunities in restaurants°and
food stores. More detailed informa-
ticSR about occupations that cut
acr6ss many industries appears else-
where in the. Handbook.
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE
RESTAURANT INDUSTRY

9 In 19715, the restaurant industry.
was the third largest industry. in the
cOUnfry, einPlOjiing 3.7 mill jn peo-
ple' in:'establiishments ranging from
roadside diners to hixurio s restau-

44*rants: me type of food a service a
restaurant offers varies with its size
and location; as well as with the kind
of customer it seeks to attract. Fast-
food restaurants and cafeterias in
suburban shopping centers empha.:
size rapid service and inexpensive
tneals. Steak houses and pizza places
consider the quality of their specialty
most- important. Some restaurants
cater to customers who wish to eat a
leisurely meal in elegant surround-
ings and their menus often' include
unusual dishes or "specialties of the
house."; -

Most restaurants are small and
have feWer than 10 Paid employees;
some'of.these are operated by their
owners. ATcreasing proportion of

restaurants, however, are part of a
chain operation.

Restaurant jobs are found almost
everywhere. Although employment
is concentrated in the States with the
largest populations and particularly
in large cities, even very small dorn-
munities have sandwich shops and
roadside diners.

Restaurant Workers

'About three-fourths of all restau-
rant employees prepare ai\d serve
foOd, and keep cooking and eating
areas clean. Waiters and waitresses,'
and cooks and chefs make up the two
largest groups of workers. Others are
counter workers, who serve food in
cafeterias and fait-food restaurants;
bartendem, who mix and serve

`drinks; dig room attendants, whci
clear tables; carry dirty dishes back

1.1

to-the kitchen, 'and sometimes set ta-
tiles; dishwashers, who wash dishes
and help keep the kitchen clean; pan-
try wor lers, who prepare .salads,
sandwicheSand.certain other dishes;
and janitors and porters, who dispose.
of trash, sweep and mop floors, and
keep the restaurant clean. Some of
these workers operate mechanical .

equipment such as dishwashers, floor
polishers, and vegetable slicers. (De-
tailed information on cooks. and
chefs, waiters and waitresses, bar-
tenders, food counter workeri, and
dining 'room attendants and dish-
washers is given elsewheie in the -
Handbook.)

Another large group of restaurant
workers about one-seventh of the
totalare managers and proprietors.
Many are owners and operators of
small restaurants and, in addition to
acting as managers, may cook and do
other work. Some are salaried em-
ployees who manage restaurants for
otheis.

All othe;Ikestaurant workers com-
bined account for.about one -sixth of
total industry employment. Most are
Clerical workerScashiers who re,
ceive payments and make change for
customers; food checkers who total-
the cost of items selected by cafeteria

.customers; and bookkeepers, typists,
and other office workers. A few res-
taurants ,.employ dietitians to plan
menus, supervise food preparation,
and enforce sanitary regulations.
Restaurant chains and 'somela'rge
restaurants' employ mechanics and
other maintenance worker's, ac-..
cauntants, achortising or public rela:
lions directori; personnel workers,
'and- musicians and other entertain,
ers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement °

The skillS and experience needed ,

for restaurant work vary from 'one'
occupation to another. Many jobs
require no special training_orexperi-
ence, while others require'some col.

_gait lege Or Managerial experience. Re- r
quirements also vary, from -one. .,.restaurailt to another; large orexpen-
site restaurants usually have higher

4educational and experience stan-
dards than diners or small restau-With 3.7 million employees , restimulate wisdom, the third largest Industry In the

country. e

...7.48



OMUPATIONS IN THE RESTAURANTINDUSTRY

Persons 4 have less than a high
school education and no previews
experience ofzn qualify for jobs as
kitchen worke dishwashers, or dim:
mg room ottendants.Although a hi
school education is not mandat
some restaurants hire only those w
a diploma and some hire Only experi-
enced waiters and waitresses, cooks,
and bartenders: Special training or
many years of experience or both
usually are required for chefs' posi-
tions..

Newly hired restaurant workers
generally are trained on the job.
Kitchen workers, for example, may
be taught to operate a lettuce-shred-
der cand make -salads. Waiters and
waitresses are taught to set tables,
take orders from customers, and
serve food in a courteous and effi-
cient manner, In many restaurants,
new employees.reCeive their training
under the close supervision of an ex-
perienced employee or the manager.
Large restaurants, and some chain,
restaurant operations may have iriiore
fornial 'programs that often include
several dayi of training sessions for
beginners. Sortie employers, such as
fast-food restaurants, use instruction-
al booklets, and audio-visual aids to
train new employees.

- Many public and .private hijgh
schools offer vocational courses for
persons interested in restaurant
training. Usually included are food
preparation, catering, restaurant
management, and other related sub-
jects. Similar training programs are
available for a variety of-occupations

'through hoteLand motel associations,
restaurant associations and trade
unions, technical schools, junior and
community colleges, and 4-year col-
leges. Programs range in length from

/ a fev/ months to 2 years or more. The
Armed Forces area another good
source of training and experience in
food service work:-

When hiring food service workers
stich as waiters and waitresses and
&Wks and chefs, employers look fors
applicants who have good health andN.._
physical staniina'becouse the Work is
often tiring. BecaUse Of the need to
.work closely with others.and under
considerable' prestUre, .,applicantS
should- b able:ta'rernihin calin tinder
stress. I dditicpa neat appearance

. ...and a easant manner,..are-irtiportant

for bartenders, waiters and aitress-
.

es and other employees who meet the
public. Advancement opportunities
in restaurants vary among the °cell-:

-1 -pations: They are best-for cooks who
may-advance to chef, or supervisory
or management positions, particular-.
ly. in hotels, clubs, or larger,' more
elegant restaurants. Experience_as
maitre cl!hotel may lead to a position
as director of food and beverage ser-
vices in a large chain. organization.
For most other restaurant occupa-
tions, however, advancement is limit-
ed, principally because of the small
size of most food service establish-
ments. For some occupations, such
as food counter workers in fast-food
restaurants, advancement is further
limited beCause most wokers remain is
einployed for only a short tine.

Although many restaurant manag-
ers obtain their; positiohi through
hard work and advancement within a
restultant's staff, it is becOming in-
creasingly important for restaurant
managers to have a college digree in

.retaurant or institutional
management. Graduates empyed
by hotels and restaurants usually got
through an managetnenttraining pro-
grarri before being given much super-
visory and administrative responsibil-
ity. They often are hired as assistant

A
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m anagers and subsequently advance ,--,

to manager. From there it is possible,
particularly in the large restaurant
chains, to advance to a top manage-
,
rnent position.Those with the neces-
sary capital may open their own eat-
Ingestatitishments.

#mploythent Outlook

Employment in the restaurant in-
dustry is expected to increase faster
than the average for all industries
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to the openings arising from employ-
ment growth, thousands of openings-
are expected each year due to turn-
overthe need to_replace experi-
enced employeees whozfind other jobs
or who retire, die, or stop working
for other reasons. Turnover is partic-
ularly high among part-time workers,
many of whom are students. As a

'result, there are plenty of jobs avail-
able in this industry for interested 4

persons, including those with limited
skills.

Most openings will 'be for waiters-
and waitresses and cooksboth be-
cause of 'their high replacement
needs and because these workers.
make up a very large proportion of
all restaurant employees. High
school students make up a large per:
centage of the worlc'ers in fast-food

EmploymenOn restaurants Ii-expected to Increase taster than the
industries.

p., 07

outrage for all
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Continued rapid employment growth resulting from
population growth, rising personal iricOmes,kand more
leisure time is expected. in the restaurant industry

Wage and salary workers in eating and drinking places,
195E146 and projected 1985
Employees
(in millions)/

4
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-se2,tes'

..t,;`,4,;*4

4,4
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Earnings and Working
' ties also are expected to be favorable

for food counter workeri, The num-
ber4f openings in cleridal jobs, sth Earnings of restaurant workers de-

F

restaurants.- Employment cipportuni-
.

Conditions

as eashier; will be relatively, small. A -penccon the location, size, 4snd
.few openings will occur in special- degree of unionization of the regiau-
ized positiOni, such as fOod manager rant in which they work. AlSo4),vork=
and dietitian'. ers in some'bccupations receive tips

Population growth, rising personal in addition to their wages.

.food and otherffOlunierestaurarits hourly earnings for individual occu-
.

constitute thOraKest growing seg- pations:
ment of this,industry. Many food ser-
vide workers will be needed to serve

°the/increasing number of customers
served by these restaurants. Increas-

Hourly rate
range

I
incomes, and, more leisure time w In 1976, nonsupemisory workers

contribute to a growing demand fW lin the restaurant industry averaged
- restaurant services. Also, as an in- 1$2.50 an hour (excluding tips). Data

creasing tkumber'of wfveswork, more frorrkinioncontractstovering eating
aird more families may7find dining and drinking places in several large

t a welcome convenience. Fa§t- cities inclicatethe f011owing range of

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Salaries of managerial workers dif-
fer widely because of differences in
duties and responsibilities. Many col-
lege graduates who had specialized
training in restaurant management
received starting salaries ranging
from $10,000 to $12,000 annually in
1976. Managerial trainees without
this background often started at low-
er salarieS. M, Itny experienced ,man
agers earned between $15,000 and
$30,000 a year.

In addition to wages, restaurant
employees usually get at least one
free meal a day,.and often are provid-
ed with uniforms. Waiters, waitress-
es, and bartenders also,..may receive
tips.

Mos ull-time restaurant employ,P?
ees- .,30 to 48 hours a week;
schedUled . hours may include eve-

..nings, holidays, apd weekends. Some *Si
work on split shift's, which means
th'ey are on duty for several hotirs

one meals take some time off,
and hen return to,,Work for the next
'busy period.

.Many restaurants have convenient
work areas *and are furnished with,

-the latest`equipment and laborsaving
.devices Others, particularly small

";l'estaufants, qifer less desirable work -
ing In all restaurants, #
workers may stand much of thetime,
have to lift heavy trays and pots, or
work near, hot ovens,, Or steam tables.
Work hazards:include the possibility
of burns; sprains from :'lifting heavy .

trays and other.ite" ancrifips and
falls on wet floors. ' .

The principal' union Ilf the restau-.
rant industry is tht'Hotel,a,ritl Resta,u ,..,

rant Employees and"Barteiders In-
ternational Union .,(APC4O),. The
proportion of Work4slo yteled ..-.by-
union contracts' -varies4W from

ing Worker produCtivity, however, city to city.
will 'prevent employment from grow- 'Chefs .., $3.11-6.01 ...,s;

Bartenders 2.85-5.33 '-....*

thAtiiiiiiiiina I i-f
rant services. Restaurants have be-

2.81 .19 SO.UrCeer
Pantry workers 2.08-4.38 Information

come mord efficient as. fast7food Kitchen helpers 2'. L274.14 .4

service counters hate becon*DfOre Assistant cooks 2.02-4.05 For additional information about
popular, and as ,managers-,hav,e cep'. Checkers 2.25-3.94 careers in the restaurant industry,

.

tralized' the purchase of food, suP- . Food c tinter, workers 1.67-3.79 write to: " : ..f,. .9

plifs, introduced self-service, and.. Porter' , ,,
. .

used precut meats and modern: Dishwashers 1.94_3.75 -..National Institutes for tp Foodservice Indus-
'','

equipment: Man* restaprants nowf,, Cashiers
. -.

use frozen -entrees in individual poi- Dining room attendants. ,
.

V)aiters and Waitressii%*ions, which require less time' and , 1.252.95 The Educational institute, AMericart" HOtei :"

.skill to prepare than fresh foods. 't ....1 Tips not included. i
t..1

...-/ .
and Motet Association; 1407 9PHaerisOn

°

ing as rapidly.;:as demand for restau-

2.24-3'.58 try, 120 South Riverside Flaza, Chicago,j-
' 1.26-3,41; M. 60606?

0.



OCCUPATIONS IN THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY

Rd., Michigan State University, East Lan-
sing, Mich. 48823.

Information on vocational educa-
.tion courses for restaurant work may

st
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be obtained from the local director tional education in the department of
of vocational education, the superin- education in the State capital.
tendent of schools in the local com-
munity, or the State director of voca-

4



OCCUPATIONS IN RETAIL FOODSTORES

In the United States, grocery stores
and supermarkets are as common as
baseballs in summer, and. almost 'al-
ways near at haqd The local fOod-
store is a small part of a large indus-
trythe retail foodstore industry
whic,h employs- about 2.3 million

, workers.
Jobs in foodstores vary, and work=

ers range in education Sand straining
. from high school dropouts to college-

s educated managerial and marketing
professionals. Jobs in foodstores are
especially attractive because employ-
ers often provide training and be-
cause the opportunities for promo-
tion are gdod. The large number of

Apportunities for part-time ernploy-
ent may , be of special interest to

homemakers and students who do
not want full-time jobs. Irkfac(apart-
time workers account' f5r over -.50
percent of the work force in super-
markets, adcording to a recent sur-
vey. ^

Naturaitif the Work

The industry 'pioneered, self-serki-
ice marketing teekiqup that permit
customers to select items from
shelves and refrigeeated display cases
and bring them toheckout stands.
Self-service methods reduce the
number ofemployees needed. There-

. fore the Cost of operating a store is
`dower. As "i_result, food sold in large
self-service foodstores, or supermar-
kets, generally is less expensive than

...food sold in Anal! stores:
There are three lipsic types of

foodstores:' supermarkets, which sell
many. iteids4 small grocery stores, in-
cluding conVenience stores; and fpe-
eialty food stores, whi9lt emphasize #
'particular type of fOoilhr seiyice.

Supermarkets arelbger.,:hRlsery-.
ice grocery stores that may sell meat;
canned, frozeri, or fresh- vegetables;
dairy. products; dblicatessen; baked

',foods; and other _Rens. :Many now.
- .
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have large specialty food and non-
food departments and offer. a wide
range of services. Pharmacies, liquor
departments, film- prossssing, check.
cashing, money orderWand catering
services are 9ommon.

Superm#Wets . and small. grocery
stores account for the:overwhelming
majority of establishments and ern-
ployees in the industry. While.a Su-
permarket generally employs 'be-
tween 25 and 75 persons, the average
number of paid employees in all re-
tail food stores is between itre-i and 15.

Because prices gener\a115( are lower
than at any other tykof foodstore,
supermarkets attract cuaomers who
make many pUrchases. When only a
loaf of bread or a quart of milk is
needed, however, consumers may
prefer a nearby neighborhood gro-
cery store or a specialty foodstore.

Small neighborhood grocery stores
are, the most ninnerous of all
foodstores,. Besides a small selection
of populOr food item); they may fea-°
ture ethnic foods. Usually, -owners
personally manage the stores and
only employ additional as need-
ed. Few, owners operate ore than
one store.

Convenience stores are small gro-
cery stores that speciali e 4),ther
limited selectionsof i s-
tomers might want. i ry. . A
though 'many iterninre higher
than in supermarkets, ers are
attracted by longer hours, st serv-

bon. 'As ad convemen
resu supermarkets have lost some
busin s toConvenience stores 4n re-
cent years.

Specialty food stores operate kin
Much the, same manner as small
neighlicrrhood ,grocery stores. HoW-

.ever,-theis may feature only onetype
of food, sudh as dietetic or heklth'
!pod, bakery products, dairy ,prod-
tiers. ; or candy. Most are small and
usually are operated by the owner
and a .feW .Clerks. In reeent years,.' at

' .

supermarkets have expanded their:.
selection of goods and services, they
have taken considerpble business
away from specialty stores.

41

Occupations In the Industry

About 40 percent of foodstore
workers are either clerical employ-
eesstock clerks, cashiers, and
bookkeepers or semiskilled work-.
ersmeaecutters, meatwrappers,
fruit and vegetable processors, and'
packers. Laborers, including stock
and material handlers, order fillers, "it
and warehouse selectors; make up..

. abort 4feperent of Frneloynient.--
Managert and adrninistratorsipclud-'
ing buyers make up an-additional 20
percent of total employment. The re-
maining I5 percent are accouptantS,
personnel and labor relations works
ers, route drivers, truckdrivers,
cleaning, food, and other serVice .1
workers, sales workers, bakers, me-
chanics, ancothers. (Separate
merits on many of these occupations
found in retail foodstores, as well as
in othirindustries, appear elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

Retail foodstore managers (D.O.T.
1 85. 1 68 ) coordinate store opera-
tions. They often plan work sched-
ules, deal with advertising and mer-
chandising, end always are
concerned with customer relations.
Other major responsibilities include
store security, personnel matters, ex-
pense control and planning possible)
.competitive maneuvers.

Clerks in supermarkets usually are
called stock, grocery, or produce

;Clerks.- In the grocery department,
stock clerks keep shelves filled with
merchandise. For example, they may
count the cans of soup on the shelves
and in the stockroom and decide how
much to reorder from the warehouse.
Since storage space is limited,' the
order shod include only as much as
might be sol
from th

Stock
food to Ciealyia
They help-
want and..
duties. In
occasionally fay operate cash.regis,
lets or bag groderies. .

s;' rroduce:clerks 'maintain the dis-
lays Of 'Nits end vegetables. B,e-

s;

eforeancithrerdelivery
use be made.
equeritly rearrange

attractive displail.
niers find what they
m geregal' clean-up

rkets, stock clerks

". .
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Produce clerk arranges food to create an attractive display..

cause fruits"and vegetables are' per-
ishable, cler s use special techniques
to keep stock "attractive. Fruits
and vegetables are rotated so t.Nt

it goods received in th.e'store first are
sold first.. Lettuce and. other greens
are moistened and chilled to preserve
brispness. In addition to caring for
the displayk, 'Produce Clerks help un-
load ,delivery trucks, keep the p'ro-
duce -department clean, answer cus-
tomers' questions, and weigh and bag
produce...

In large stores that have bakery
and delicatessen departments; other
clerks may work behind counters
selling cakes or lunchmeats.

Meatcutteu and wrappers order
0,

and-,.-EyOkre meats for*, sale. Since
meat often is delivered to the store in
lazge pieces; meatCutteis use saws
>Mid knives to, cut the large pieces
into roasts, steaks, stew meats, and
other meal-size portions. After the
fat - is cut away ,,and bone chips are

removed, the4eat is placed in piss-
tic trays.readrto be Wrapped.

"atwrappers use a machirit to
wrap the packagq.zof meat in cl
plastic. then, the wrappers,weigh t e

.p.kkagel' and attach labels thy,
weighing, Machine naprinted*which-
identify the, type of meaty weight,-.
price per pond, ,and total price for
each package.

At the, checkout counter, cashiers
ring up the price of each item on the
cash register, add sales tax, receive
checks or money, make change, and
bag purchases. An increasing num-
ber of stores have computerized
checkout systems that automatically
perform some of these functions in
addition to others.

Cashiers, who are often the only
employees customers meet, must be
pleasant, courteous, fast, and accu-
rate. Cashiers must detect' price'_
changes on cans and boxes. For pro-

,

duce and other items that.chinie
price frequently, price lists may be
used. 1,Xhen At serving customers,
cashiers clean counters and restock
small convenience items, such as ra-
zor blades and candy, displayed near
the checkput counter. '

Mang gupertarkets also employ
workers to bag and carry grOceries
from the chec ut co nter to cus-
tomers' cars: eaning and other

windows,, sanitize meat, preparation
workert polish floors, clean'

rooms, and .do either .housekeepingw
jobs. The ,store manager observes the
activities:1,0f ach: department, cor,
roots probl ms as they arise, and is'
reilponsib,le for all activitiestand the
store's sifccess. 1.

The 'central adrnistrative offices
OVsupermark,et Chainsrpriploy ,c-
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countants, bookkeepers, buyers, per-
sonnel specialists, computer special-
ists, c)Frks, secretaries, and other
office workers. Chain stores also ern-,
ploy many truckdrivers, stock clerks,
and laborers ip warehouses.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement -

104'

In a large supermarket, a new em-
ployee usually beg* as a.trainee in
one of the following occupationi:
cashier, stock clerk, prdduce clerk,
meatwrapper, or meatcutter.
small& stores, however, new em-
ployees usually are trained as combi-
nation cashiers-clerks.

When hiring trainees, employers
look for high school graduates who
are good at arithmetic and who make
a neat appearance. An outgoing per-
sonality and the ability to get along
with people also are important, par-
ticularly for cashiers. Applicants who
have less than a high school educes
tion may be hired; if they qualify in
other respects. . .

New workers, learn theik jobs
mostly by helping and observi ex-
periented employees.
may be needed'to qu

s

ify as a skilled
meatcuttsr, but sashi rs and rf o d uce
clerks ge, erally "Ca learn their jobs
in seve I months. Jobs as stock
'clerks nd m;eatwrappers can be
learned in even less time.

b Beforr-being assigned to a store,
cashier trainees may attend a school
operated by a supermarket chain.,
These short-term t ourses, which em-

.or,tphasize rapid andaccurate operation
of cash reisterand computer assist-
ed checkout systems, include instruc-
tions for treating customers courte- -,

ously and for handling corrplaints...-
Trainees who pass the examination.
are assigned to a store to finish Oeir
training; thoge who fail may.,,he hired ."'
for.other jobs, such as stock 4br pro-
duce clerk. - .

Some stores have meatelitter sp.
prenticeship *grams, which gener-
aU last 2 tole years, band Stclude
classroom instruction as well as on-
the-job trailling.

Foodstots\providlwmbitidks em-
ployees wittitexCeliells opportunities.

`far adyan,cement. In supermarkets,,
stock clerks ikequently Alitave up' to v
better paying jolt p head clerksor ,-

a
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grocery 'department managers. Pro-
d 44e clerks may advance to jobs as
pro ce managers, produce buyers,
or produce supervisors of several
stores. Meatwrappets can learn to be
cutters, and then advance to meat
department managers. Cashiers and
department managers may be pro-
moted to assistant managers and,
eventually, managers of a supermar-
ket. Adv.aencement in small

t foodstores usually is limited: but em-
ployees May get all-round experi-
ence, to start their own small busi-
nesses.

Many large firms have sYstematic
training programs for manager train-
ees. Several years of expdrience gen-
entity are required before one be-
comes a store manager. Some attend
a college or a training school or take
speCial. correspondence courses, of-
ten paid for by the company.

SOme supermarket employees and
managers advance to administratiye
jobs in their company's central offic-
es. The' may specialize in personnel;
labor relations, buying, merchandis-
ing, advertising, cligsumer affairs, or
research, or may dbecome dairy,

delicatessen, produce, grocery,
or nonfood specialists..Many of these
jobs may require college training,

in cooperation with the Food Mar-
keting Institute, Cornell UniverSity
offers about 20 home study courses

;in management for food industry em-
ployees who wish to improve their
chances for 'advancement. All ern-
ployeeS areereligible to take these
courses. Included are courses on
food distribution, food ikarehousing
and transportation, cheek:out man-
agement, store security, accounting,

. economics of. food retailing, and Oth-
ers.

Several universities offer hache- 4.
lor's, master's, and idoctoral tpr4-
grams in food distilbution. These-
.currieulums include special course'
related to the retail foot, store Linda- i
try in additionbietgeneral courses
management, irarketing, fi@ince,
bu4iness:i.law4; accounting, edonom- 4

i c s , and (Ayer Apiiiimber
of eller Cztges, junior c'colleirg, and
technilaI inttittitest offer pr grams,
curses, and whrkShops in this field.
As the indintry becomes more.yadni:

plex, firms mai ,increasingly,-seek
person's w ith lormal training.

A person graduating from a food
management ,curriculum with a

bachelor's degree generally enters. a
store management trainee program
or a sales position with a supplier: A
graduate with an advanced degree
generally enters- a research or plan;
ning position with a-firm.

Employment Outlook

The outlook for jobs in the foQd-
store industry is-good. Employment
through the mid-1980's is expected
to grow about as fast as the average
for all industries. Large'super'markets
and small convenience stores are ex-
pected to grow faster than other
types of stores. In addition to new
jobs created by growth, many open-
ings will occar every year because of
death, retirements, and other separa-
tions from the labor force. Relatively
high turndver among nonmanagerial
workers will contintilo create many
openings.

As popdiation increases, more
food will have to be distributed; this
will increase foodstore sales and ern=
ployment. However, employment is
not expected to increase as rapidly as
foodstore sales because technologi-
cal innovations will increase employ-
ee productivity. For example, com-
puter assisted checkout systems note
are being used in some stores as re;

QCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

placements for cash registers. AM 'op-
tical or magnetic scantier transmits
tfie code number (Universal Product
CodeUPC) of each purchase- to a
computer that is programmed to rec-
ord a description and the price of the
item, add the tax, and print out a
receipt. The computer can improve
warehouse productivity by keeping
track of the store's inventory And
placing orders with the ware se

. when needed. The. development of
scales for weighing and simulta-
neously. marking meat and produce
with UPC should assist the diffusion
of the system. However, the high cost
of electroz)ic registers and tomputers
and controversy among labor, con-
sumer, and industry groups may slow
adoption of the system. Another in-
novation likely to affect future em-
ployment growth is-central- Gutting
and packaging of meat and poultry:
As ''these practices becomes more
widespread, growth may be slowed
for many workers, including cashiers
and other clerks, meatcutters, meat-
wraPpers, and material, handlers.
Overall, however, employment is ex-
pected to rise and many workers will
be hired as additional supermarkets
are built to keep,up with the develop-
ment of new communities.

Persons with college backgrounds
in, tausiness .administration, -market-
ing, and related disciplines,7and par-
ticularly graduates of -food industry

0

Employment-in retail:food storepffias grown, slow
but, steadily, even during econo)0C downturns,

Wage and salary workers in retail food stores, 1958-76 and
projected 1985

Employees 2,500
(in thousands).

2,000

°
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,

management curriculums,- are ex-
Acted t
for mana
ning, a

The

a ve the-best_opportunities
riai, Sales, research, pian-

o professional positons.
for part-time jobs as

cashiers stock cterks is very
good. Large numbers of foedstore
empldmes are students who are sup-
plementing their income while at-
tending school. After cOmpteting

,school," many leave for jobs in other
induStigies. ther part-time employ-..
ees also orfiy work only for short pe-
riods.)As a, result, there are many
part-time job opportunities that fre-
quently can lead to full-time'jobs.,(

Earnings and Working 4

. Conditions

Earnings of nqnsupervisory work-
ers in foodstores are among the high-
est in retail trade. In 1976, they aver-
aged $4.31 an hour, compared with
$3.55 ant hour forinonsupervisory
workers in retail stores as a whole.

Earnings vary considerably by oc-
cupation. Based on a 1975 Btreau of
Labor Statistics Survey of grocery
stores., avedge hourly wages for all
workers were 55.19; head cashiers,
$5.78; other full-time cashiers,
$5.32; part-time cashiers, $4.3 I; hag-
gers, $2.87;, head grocery clerks,
$6.13; other full-time grocery clerks,
$5.33; part-time 'grocery clerks',
$4.40; head meatcutters $7.1 1; first
meatc tprs, $6.73; journey level
'rrreatc ters, $6.50; meat wrappers,
"$5.06 head dairy clerks,'$5.59; head
prod e clerks,-$6.13; other full-
time produce clerks, $5.21; and mis-

cellaneous full-time day stockers, hours to check work schedules, 1941
.,

$5.09. . _
-n3erchandising strategy, to nvin-

-, Earnings tend to be highest inIarge
stores in metropolitan areas; they are,
highest in the North Central region
and the West and lowest_ in the
South. Employees generally receive
health insurance, alnual and sick
leave, pension be rMs,: and other
benefits usually available to workers
in other industries.

Based on limited information,
management and sales trainees gen-
erally earn starting salaries in excess
.of $10,000 a year. Experienced man-
agers may earn considerably more
than this. As is the case with other
retail foodstore employees; manage-
rial salaries usually are highest in
targe stores in metropolitan areas.
Research and planning positons gen-
erally pay considerably 'more than
management or sales trainee jobs.

ds)most all foodstire employees
must be able to ssAid for several
hours at a time. Stock clerks must be
capable of lifting cases of merchan-
dise which weigh up to 50 pound's,
and meatcutters must be careful
when handling knives and using ma-
chinery, such as electric saws. Be-

, cause they frequently work in refrig-
erated rooms, meatcutters also must
be able, to tolerate low temperatures
(35 to 50 degrees fahrenheit). The
frequency and severity of injuries in
retail foodstores have been consider-
ably higher than the 'average for all
wholesale and retail trade.

Managers may work .long hours,
often staying after regular store

f.

6,

tory,..or do paperwork. S iessful
.storeliperation often.depends
rrianagets ability teedelegate respon-
sibility to assistants w139.-tigthe stare
in his or her absence ''01d;to 12e,, re-
sponsive to customers`

Many foodstore emplAyeest are
union members. Employees' in the
meat department may be represented
by the Amalgamated Meat

ofand Butcher Workmen of North
America. Other employees in the
store may belong to the Clerks
Intbrnational Association; some may
belong to the Intern_ ational Brother-
hood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Watehousemen:pand Helpers of
America /Ind.), or the Retail,

°Wholesale, and Department Store
Union.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about employment oppor-
tunities are available from local
foodstores and the local office of the
State eMployment service. For addi-
tional information on some specific
occupations in the industry, see sepa-
tate statements elsewhere in the
Handbook.

For additional information on ca-
reers in the retail foodstore industry,
write to:
National 'Asiociation of Retail Grocers, P.O.

Box 17412, Washington, D.C. '20041.

. °
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,,N'e'arly every individual and or-
ganization uses services that.the fi-
nance, insurance, and real estate
industry. provides. Financial institu-

v 9

Silft elk CE,,WittALnfATE4-,
I

I

2),

tionsbanks, savings and loan com-
panies, consumer credit organiza-
tions, and othersoffer services
ranging from checking and savings

Finance, insurance; and real estate, 1976

5% of total employment
in all industries '

a

The occupational composition of emplo ent in the
finance, insurance and real estate industnes'differs
greatly from each other and from thee economy-
wide average
Finance Insurance

AllIndustries

Source: Sumo ot Latta Slatistlei '.ea:

Real estate

15°°

19%

Clerical

El Managers, officers

Professional, technical

El Sales

1111 Other

11,53

7 6

accounts to the handling of stock, And
bond trZisactittns. Insurance comla,
nies provide protection against losses
caused by fire, accident, sickness,
and death. Real estate firms serve as
agents in the sale or rental of build-

nd property, and often manage
offices. and apartments.

9)976,,iniSiethin 4.3 million per-
;s434" worked in the field of finance,
fiiiVance, and real estate. Finance
allide employed close to 2 million

- Persons; another 1.5 million worked
in the insurance industry. The re-
mainder,nearly 1 million, held jobs
in real estate. .

The overwhelming majority of
these jobs are white collar. Clerical
workers alone make up a-large per-
centage,of total em yment. Many .4
clerical workers 14M' jobs that-are
unique to, particular industries, such
as bank tellers in financial institu-
tions and claim representatives in in-
surance companies. Other large

'clerical occupations include secre-
tary, typist, bookkeeper, tend office
machine operator-r-jobs found in
nearly all industries. Sales workers
also constitute a sizable portion ot

,the work force. MAW these are'
insurance and real estate agents and
brokers. A retatively small number of
sales wor ers-sell stocks and bonds...,

Manage and officials bank
cers, offic managers, and, otherilk-.;
co yet another important

mpo t of employment, while,.
professional and technical workers
such as accountant' lawyers, corn-
puter specialists, and financial,ana-
lystsaccount fora much smaller
share. 4

The accompanying chart illus-
trates the differences in the occupa-
tion31 composition of the finance, in-
suraribe", and real estate industries in
I 76.. Ifren. three,' professionalSand
technical employees ma& up a very
small share of the total,. while the

a.
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,consisted of clerical worker* in fr.
nance and insurance; the proportion

,wasInuth higherabout 50 .percent. '

Ili the futute, Population,buSiness
activity?nd personal. incomes 'all are
expected to rise, creating a need to
expand both the types of services
offered and the number of establish-

. ments engaged in finance, insurance,
and rearestate, The three industries
are expected to grow _at different
rates,' however, as shown in thlac-
companying chart. . *

Atetween 1976 and I485 employ-
ment in both finance and real estate
is expected to grow faster than The
average for all industries,' while em-
ployment growth in insurance should
be about as fast as the average. As
the chart indicates, finance will grow
about twice as fast as insurance, with
real estate expanding at a more mod-
er,te pace.

Occupational growth -rates also
will vary, principally as a result of
changes in technology or ways of
doing business. For example," the in-
creasing use of data. processing
Should continue to lesscn the
mand for workers in routine clerical
and recordkeeping functions while
spurringdemand for workers in com-
puigr occupations.

tion of the workforce in real- estate 4

4.1

FINANCE, LNSURAN'CE,AND!REAL ESTATE
.

to t

Employment in 'finance, insurances realestate
has grown stfeadily, almostunaff ed by economic ;4-- , -
fluctuatiQns.. 04

, " s.

IA** lary wbrkers in' finance, insuran e, and real 'estate,
1958-76 and4projected 1985 .

Employees '3,000
(in thousands)

,
2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

1955

Source: Sursau of Labor Statistics

proportion of managers exceede&the:
average for the entire economy.'

Employment of sales workers,
however, differed greatly among the
three industries. In real estate, for
example, they formed the largest sin-
gle category, accounting for 40 per-
cent of total employment. This pro-

-portion was more than 6 times .the
average f6r the economy as a whole:

Insurancecompanies emplo ed a
_tightly. lower, though still very large,
share of sales workers. In finance,
howevera sales workqs made up a

-much smaller part Of Iota! employ-
ment.

The situation for clerical occupa-
tions. was the reverse of that` for sales
personnel. A relatively small propor-

vj
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perwork. Clerical workers accounted'..

.. for nearly tWo-thirds of all bank em-
ployees.' Many tellers or clerld pro-

i cess the thousands of deposit slips,
\check.S, and other "docurflents that "0

banks handle, daily. Banks also ern-
ge Ploy many secretaries, stenogra
.!. phers3 typists, telephone operators,

. and receptionists. '

.

!, ' ' Bank officers and managers consti-

Banks have been described as "de-
partment stores of finance" because
they offer a variety of services rang:
ing from individual checking ac-
counts to letters pf credit for finanC-
ingo4Orld trade. Banks safeguard
mfinFy and valdables; administer
trusts and personal estates; and lend
money to business, educational, reli-

. gious,and other organizations. They
lend 'money to indivRluals to pur-
chase homes, automobiles, and
household interns, and io co'er unex-

financial needs. &Alm con-
tinually adapt their services to meet.
their customers' needs. In recent
years, for a le, they. have offered

plans,
'.accounting an chilling services, and

g money management counseling.

OCCUPATIONS IN THE BANK11G INDUSTRY

bank.employees work iniconimereial tute a large portion of employment, in,
banks,.whichlgffer.a.widg variety of -the banking industry. Approximately
services. Others wed( in mutt;tal sav- 1 out of 4 employees is an officer
ings banks, which offetzpore)imited president, vice president, treasur
servicesmaittly savings deposit ac- comptroller, branch manager, lo
counts,, mortgage loansf safe - deposit: officer, personnel officer, or other

rentals, trust management, money official.. Professional and lechniCal

corderS, travelers' checks; and pass- occUpations, which make up a small-
er segment of employment,. include

book loans. Still others work in ',he

Banks and Their Workers

Banks employed -approximately
1.2 million workers in 1976. Most handled an enormous amount of pa-

12 Federal Reserve Banks (or bank-.
ers' banks") 94 their 24 bratiehes as
well as in foreign exchange firms,
clearing house associations (where
banes exchange checks and other pa-
per), check cashing agencies, and service workers.

-other related organizations. In addi-
tion, nearly 500,000 people in 1976
performed sinfilar work i4 savings
and loan associations, credit unions,

ac4ountants, lawyers, labor relations
workers, computer prograrnmeivand
systems. analysts, economists and
public relations specialists. Banks,
tike .other institutions, also employ
guards, elevator operators, and other

mortgage brokerage firms, and other
nonbank credit agencies.

.In 1976, commercial banks pro-.
cessed about 25 billion checks and;

-About 25 billion *sobs arc prjabossodyoarty.

758

Int

Three large occupatidnal catfro-
ries in banking officers and manag-
ers, tellers, and clerksare de
scribed in separate. statellftetiits
elsewhere in the Handbook. -

PI cos otImployment
6, there were' over 15,000In .19

cornmercial and' ' mutual savings
banks In the United State;
ual bradehei numbered approici-
inately 50,Ci00, but hiring usually .

takes place only at the Maimofficas.)
Bank empJoyment is concentrated in
a relatively small number of: ver
large banks. In 1976, for example,
almost two-thirds .of all commercial. -

','hartIc employees worked in the Na-
:don's 8( largest commercial banks; f

les* thari 6'percent were employed
tbe 6,000 smallest commer#Ial
banks.'

Moit ban? employees, work in
heavily mulated States, such as
New York, California, Illinois, Penn-.
sylvania, and Texas. New York City,

'the financial capital of the Nation,
has far more batik workers than any

4other city.
,

Trainii2 and Advancement
4 -

Profeakinal and. managerial bank .

' workers initially have complpted cpl- ,
lege; most tellers and clerkshave fin2 '
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such as commercial lekling,tinstall-
jnent credit, and international bank-
ing.ABA alio sponsors annual semi-.,
nars and conferences and ovides
textbooks and other 6d4 °nal ma-
terials. Manyt& pay r part of.

-the costs for t who six fully
'complete courses. 1 i

Support person c epare ford
bettei.jobs throtig courses offer-4j
by the Ainerica'Instittite of banking .
(MB), an arm of the ABA. The .

nstitute, which has over 400 chap-
-in cities across the Country and

numerous study groups in small Com-
Amunitiedbalso offers corresporidence
study and assists local banks in Con-
ducting cooperatiVe training pro-

!grams. The great majority of banks
use AIB facilities; many banks' use
other training sources A well.

Salary Practices in banks resemble
those in many either industries'. Most
.banks review a neWeMployee's

;aryitvice,..diring the first'year. There-
after, -enfployeei generally -arecon-
siderelIfOr a salary increase once a
year,In addition to salary, .'many

`and universities. The American. 7-'banks provide compensation as an

i Bank otileerkind miaow* account for about 1 out of 4 bank employer's.

hilted high schen)); guards and build- sor a number of programs, some-
ing service peTnnel aye- less -times in cooperation with colleges
than a higb:school ed

Most new employees e ewe some Bankers Association (ABA). offers
form of 'in- service bank training.

., hanks alio prov4ther opportuni-
ties for -worker' to broaden their
knowledge and ills. kiafgabanks
encourage ernplo ees.to take courses

at local colleges and universities. ,In"
addition, bariking associations spon-

the most extensive national Program
for bank officers. Each of its dozen-.

.'setools located all over the, country
deals with a different phase (1f. ban k -
'in. Officers attend annual sessions
of one Or two weeks and receive de-
grees after one to three yearsin areas

Eniployment the baking industry will continue to
grow Very rapidly as banks improve and expand services

Wage and salary workers in the
projected-1985

ftployees 2,000
(IWthgusands)

1,750

.1,500

250

1;990

750

' 250

o
1950,

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

banging industry, 1950-76 and

,,,,,,,-...,;-wvr,:,......-

',...1 t.,..4. .. .:-....2.- ilett::..V,c
960 1965 1970 /975 1980 1985

..:, 1 --,

incentive to atitsta
ane'e, such as selling services or i

g

Creasing deposits. The employee Usu-
.:ally reqives this compensation as.,an

immediate or yearend, bonus.
Bank employees should enjoy .c.

working with ribnibersd should be
able to handle large mounts of nlon-,
ey. They should present a good,
image to customers. Often bank offi-
cials are encouraged topacticipate in
community activities.

N.
Employment Outleek

Banks shouldsontfnue to be a ma-
jor source of job ipppOrtunities in of-.
fice occupationi.. Banking ern-piny
ment is expected to rise faster than
the average for all industries through:

jobi resulting
from emplOyinent growth; as' well as. ,"*".
those that-arise as employees :retire,
die, or stop. working for other sea-.
sons;.are expected .to?account.fOr
tens of thousands, of. openings eath,
year. Moreover, most enify-lepel
Oilenings should be open to all quali-

, tied candidates. While a friend's xer
ferral may help the applicant git his
or hertbot in the door, especially in

7.6rzsinaller establishments, Most banks
r
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rely upon walk-in applicants as their
single largest source of new person-
nel.

Most openings occur at the clerical
level. High turnover among tellers
should result in numerous job open-
ings. Particularly strong demand is
expected for office machine and
computer operators.

4- Two kinds of opportunities exist
for the college graduate: As trainees
for office or managerial positiWris,
and as professional personnel such as
accountants, auditorg, statisticians,
computer prpgrammers, and systems

,`analysts.
&growth illbank facilities and a

rise in population, sales, and incomes
will result in more financial transac-
tions. Jobs also will be created' as
banks continue io improve and ex-
pand .services such as bank charge

_cards and the handling of accounts
for retail stores. As banks strive to
bring these and other servites closer
to suburban areas, branch banks will
grow in number and provide addi-
tional employment opportunities.

The continued conversion to elec-
Ironic data processing may lessen de-

' mand for some bank workers, despite
the e cted increase in bank servic-
es. The. effect. of this development
will vary by occupation, as indicated
in the statements on specific banking
occupations elsewhere in the Hand-
book.

Bank. employees are less likely to
be laid off ditring periods of. low
business activity than workers in
many, other fields. Even when a bank

.z.

is soli or merged, workers seldom
lose their jobs. Bank officials usually'
reduce employment, when neces-
sary, by-not replacing employees who
leave their jobs.

Earnings and Working
conditions

In addition to salaries, bank work-
ers generally receive liberal fringe
benefits. For example, most banks
have some type of profit-sharing or
bonug plan. Group plans that proyide
life insurance, hospitalization, surgi-
cal- benefits, and retirement income-
are common. Sometimes free check-
ing accounts or safe-deposit boxes
also are`provided. These fringe bene-
fits, along with job stability, may
compensate for the fact thaybanking
salaries tend to be lower than those
*paid for comparable pbsitionsoth-
er industries.

The workweek in banks is gene
ly 40 hours or less; in a few localiti
a workweek of 35 hours is cominon4
Tellers and some other employees
may work at least,one evening
week when banks remain open. for
business. Certain Check processors
and operators of corn/Silting equip-
ment may work on evening shifts.

Sou'rces of Additional
Information

General information abeut bank-
ing occupations, training opportuni-
ties:and the banking industry itself is
available from:

OCCLTATIONAL.0131LOOK HANDBOOK. '

American Bankers Association, Bank Person-.
nel Division, 1120 Connecticut A/we._
NW., Washingt4. Dr. 20036, .

National AtOciation of Bank Women, inc.,
National 9flice, 1 I I E. Wacker Dr., Chi.
sagti, III. 60601.

National Bankers Association, 4310 Georgia
,Ave. NW.. WaShington,b.C72001 I.

For information.aout career op-
portunitia as a bank' examiner, elm-
tact:
Federal. Deposit Insurance CBrporation, Di-

rector of Personnel. '550 17th SCNW.,
Washington, D.C. 20429.

Information on careers with 'the
Federal Reserk System is available
from

Board of Goveniors, The Federal Reserve
System, Personnel Department, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20551 pr from the personnel
department of the Federal Reserve bank

' serving each.geographic area.

iy

State bankers' associations can Cr
furnish specific information' bout
job opportunities. Writing directly to
a phrticularbank to,inquire about job
openings also can produce favorable-
results.' For the names and agdresses, ,

-of banks in a specific location as well
as the names of their principal offi:,
cent consult one,OUthe following di-,
rectories, which are published twice
each year:
The American Bank Directory, (Norcross, Mc-

/Fadden Business Publications).

Bankers DirectoryThe Banker's Blue Book,
(Chicago, Rand McNally' International).

Polk's World Bank Directory, (Nashville, R.L.
Polk & Co.).

I



OCCUPATIONS IN THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY

The -.insurance industry offers
many employment opportunities"
both for recent high school andcol-
legr graduates and for experienced
workers.

The 1,800 life and 2,800 property-
liability (also called, casualty) insur-
ance companies do business in home
and regional offices and also in thou-

' Sands of sales offices throughout the
ciiantry.

Nature of the Business

There are three, major types of
insurance: life, 'property-liability,
and health. Some companies special-

Size in only.one type; a growing num-
ber of large insurers now offer sever-
airlines of insurance: For example,
several life insurance carriers can
now offer/heir poliCyholders protec-
tion for their homes -and cars; at the
same time, major property-liability
companies sell life insur ce poli-
cies. Many, insurance- com anies also
offer mutual fund shares an riable
annuities as additional investment
choices for their customers.

Life'insurence companies sell poli-
cies that provide benefits to Survivors
upon the death of the insured. Sorne
life insurance policies also provide
policyholders with ,a steady income
when they reach retirement age or if
they become disabled; policies may
be designed to Aelp provide funds to
educate children when they reach
college age, or give extra financial
torotection whilewthe children are
young. Life insurance policies also
may be used to protect business in-
terests and tq guarantee employee
benefits.%Property-liability insurance
provides policyholders with protec-
tion against lops or damage to their
property, and protects them from fi-
nancial responsibility for injuries to
others or damage to other people's
prpperty. It coVers hazards such' as

,

fire, theft, and windstorm, as well as
workers' compensation and other
claims. Most life and. property habil-
-ity companies sell .accident and
health' insurance, which helps pol-

(icyholciers pamedical expenses, and
may fiimish other benefits for an-frrl
jury or illness.

-

An increasing number of insurance
policies cover groups ranging from a'
few individuals to many 'thousands.
These' policies usually are issued to
employers for the benefit 0? their
employees. Most common are group
life and health plans, although the
number of group automobile and
homeowner policies is growing rapid-
ly. In 1976; group life insurance pro-
tected about 75 million persons; the
number of policies was about 60 per-.
cent higher /Ilan the nurriber 10 years
earlier.

'mance Workers

About. 1.6 million people worked
in the insurance business- in 1976.

The majority were in- clerical and
sales jobs, (See accompanying
chart.)

Nearly half of insurance work-
e ave clerical jobs; onlyc-the bank-
inWinaustry has a larger/eropcirtion
of employees doing clerical work. In
insurance, cleridal workers keep rec-
ords of premium payments, services,
and benefits paid to- policyholders.
Mint are secretaries, stenographers,
typists, statistical clerks, office ma-
chine ohrators, or general office
clerks. They do'work similar to that
of their counterparts in Other busi-
nesses. -

Other .clerical workers have .posi-
tions of greater responsibility that re-
quire extensive knowledge of some
phase of insurance. They include
claiin adjusters (D.O.T. 241.168) and
claim examiners (D.O.T. 249.268)
who decide whether claims are-cov-
ered by the policy,'see that payment
is made, and, when necessary, inves-
tigate the circumstances surrounding,
the clam. " (See the statement on
Claim Representatives elsewhere in:.
the Handbook.)

Nearly one-third of all insurance
employees are sales workers -- chiefly
agents and 'brokers who sell policies
to individuals and business firms.
Agents and brokers (D.O.T. 250.258)
usktally find their own customers or
"prospects," acid see that each 'policy
they sell meets the individual .needs

11.11P17.7i. ,

-

. ,

Neat, *If of all Insurance workers have clerical jobs,
A*

,
/

7 (1!) 761`
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of the policyholder. (See the state.-
inemt on insurance agents and brok-
ern elsewhere in the Handbook.] '

.

. About one out of eight insura6e.'1-7,
:

.;,...

ers has a managerial job: 42017... -..--
asters. of local sales officeVir:;1'ieil" `,,,

V istemmd part of their time seilin&. 0th- *:`41.'

er _ who work in home offices, are-in--11-4..--
change of departments such as.a"ciu-:1',"
--nrrtal calculations, policy issuance, ;g
a:_.--ounting, and investments:

---rofessionals, employed mainly '''
rusene offices, represent about i.

-c- 15 insurance workers.,'Tlise7ipe-
', cultists, who work closely ..withliAtir-. I
a- =e company -managers, stlidr-in-

.s:aranqe risks and coverage problems,
..11-...kilyze investment possibilities, pre-
.-"ar7e financial reports, and do other
?rnfessional work. Among them is
',.'ht actuary (13:0.1-: 02'0.188) whose

_tot is unicrue to the insurance tied.
--=_.-...:-..:iiaries make studies of theprdbar-
-01,. of ar insured loss and deter-
riv--,,-e. premr:m -- -'es. (See the state-
r:1m,, on aczudr..--:-: elsewhere in th'e

Iforr,dbook.) -kr:,-.=er specialist is the
-:er,writer (.1", :. 1'6988), whet
,/- ., a ' '` nsurL e applications to

.lete- -e : :ie -: olved in issuing
a p;c,. I --,:.7 v _rs decide wheth-

- the application;
Pm- I, ter- .ne 01- -..-h premium

,/ r ;..1-1 policy'

..! :he 04411433,,..., oriurider-
.--wher Handbook.

;,/essicriil er ployees dc
,seenti4ii the crk in insur-

Fompianies : Dtner. business-

AsrcolitYrants. or example, ana-
lyze ranee corarnany records and

prblems-relatin-g to premi-
u Arients, payments to pol-
,c Ju..tr: and other aspects of the
busine;. Safety engineers, fire pro-

4.-4ineers, and industrial by
ele -rust 3 casualty -companies, cot
stilt .4114 .ndustrial and commercia.
rrrnlicyloglaters on matters concerning
the tealfh and safety of their employ
eh-,t 7,ee e statement on ,occupa-
tvr/rai faid :and health workers else-
vrne-e in e Handbook.) Lawyers
imternreithe'regulations that apply to
jr 1-..ance ompany operations and
kuirld:e chat settlement of some insur-

cla--ns. Investment analysts
e :ate _al estate .thortgages and

sisuesof bonds and other securi-
ii analfze investments held by

Hf Thom
,101121.

=neuters err 'nstalled to pro-
recorc. art IncriasInE

rests mreceseissespechilhtiSiete
Demuncr empleoiect
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company' home anc -e-.
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in many medium-sized
:owns

'Abet: half of all insurance em-
ployer. work in life a rallies and
agencies. Included in: group are
-Drne very large rn;73nies with
1.mousands-of ernplc; t-;et :early one-
third of life compa workers are
:rrnplo.yed in firm more than
..000 people. Prope:,.: rability coin-
panies_ although I* re -umerous
than rife insurance c- 1,..anr, gene rr

ily niive fewer wor . fewer than
'ne it fie of those -cnioyed in ca-

.;ualt, companies w r establish-
of ) or 131..,- Most local

izerpt.:1; ar sales .ice -s are rela-
...er: -estardleir the types of

hancrec. .. 60 percent
:he a off .1 fewer than

"ranning, ODe.- 42hathhicatiOnSe
and Atsmanr Aignent

)pportunities
l:r people cdu,cational
7-ackgrounc:. ar._ . Some posi-
runs r- :un-: ..frege train-
ng: oti c:_ ftlleaf nv workers
.vith lir ad mt training and
'ew skii

Grath_ . :IC

)usiness :ctioo
:lir- school or
4- :raining for

post bez,nning cle.-rn_ al . ns. Courses
-n typin3, anc, bu ne c -r-ith are' as--
..zets; the ability to opc--Ar.., office rra-
_nines also is helpful. :ese and oth-
r special skills h,-i7 beginner's
.dvance to more responsible jobs.

Jobs rn- engineering, accounting,
and other profession.a fields general-
ly require the-same ._,,ads of college
training here' as in other businesses.
C leg -- trained people also are pre-
::errec for managerial - positions,
many --.f which are filled by promo-
tion fr ,m within.

In _I work requiring 'contact with
the puolic, employees should. have a
pleasant disposition. and an outgoing
personality. Thoie in frequent con-
tact with policyholders should be
able to inspire confidence in their
ability to protect the custo'mer's in-
terests: Because insurance- compa-
nies often encourage their managers
and administrative emphoyees to par-
ticipate in community organizations,
they should be -people who enjoy
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working rth others in a situ-
ation.

Insurance workers have amp-c op-
portunity -to continue their toca-
tion. The Insurance Irtstiti Iv of
America. for example, hay -ome
study coiz-i-ses for claim aels:,ters.
claim e=anciners, underwriters and
salei4orkers The American v:Wage
of Life linizarrwriters, the, h 411\nal
Association of Life lindens- -iters,
and the Underwriter ring
Council nitTer courses that st,ess the
service:' _nts provide c poi-
icyholden Other courses, emecialh
designec tc nelp,clerical er-J.,loyeer
better understand life insunnare -e-
late to the organization an -0- ra-
tion of botn home and fleic
These are given by the Lif,
Management Association, v-it.". _us
Providis programs for the 0eveic-
ment or supervisors and ma._:ageri

Employment Outlook

Employment of insurance worke-
is expected to increase about as fa-
as -the average for all lccupatior
through the mid-19.80's ....s the insc:
ance industry continues T. :expand in
addition to new jobs that All becc--ie
available, thousands of cnenings v. ill

-occur as employees dit, retire, or
leave their jobs to seek ether work.

The expected increase, tn emplo,
ment will result mainiv from a gro
ing volume of insurance business.
a larger proportion of the popOlati 1

enters the age group norm-ally asso._.-
ated with fajuily -forma'ion, higher
incomes, and greater consorr -.4-
spending, insurance saiet- should
pand. Sales of life insurance .wills .:

as the growing number, of. yOL:- g
it adults attempt to provide a seCL. e

future for their 'families. Proper-y-
liability insurance sales should ex-
pand as they buy homes, cars, and
other items that require' insurance
protection. More business insurance
will be needed as new plants are
built, new equipment is installed, and
more goods are shipped throughout
the country 'and the world. Addition-
al sales will be generated by a rising
demand. for relatively new services
such as dental, prepaid legal, and

et\akidnap insurance. Furthermor the
growing concern over the health rid
safety of industrial workers and ton-

1=m-
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Milos! job openings it tine Ansurariceccuoations will.
be to enlace workers writ leave

era. p :irnua enings. -":-.17c-tt.-: ;in thousanbtt
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y regard prop-
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reOession and
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sic finai- r-:tection as possible,
even whe incorneS decline.

Eavennept and Working
Dnalltio n s

Earning 7 7 Dnsupervisory office'
workers t. -4.7..-..-ance companies ay.
eraged $1 "x in 19,76, slightly
below the '11- all industries.
There were sztzhill7=t differenCes in
earnings de-4triciin:. upon the_type of-
insurance For ixamplea'.
workers in c7rripan:e...-s specializing tir
accident anc healt: insurance aver.--.
aged $164 a week. while .employees
in companies e:.rned $167 and
workers in casualt :ompanies were
pair:average week: ialaries of $174.

levels in dinfr-ent parts of the
counr . also vary. ._rpings are gen-
eraay owest in s.. ...:herri cities sand
hignest in riorthet: ,trn and western
metronolitan area. Within a geo-
graph:z region, salaries usually are
higher in the large- ..:ompanies.

r 1976. survey life insurance
compan,ies.reveale.:. wide range of
clerical salaries. File Clerks earned
about $117 a week) and typists re-
ceived about $124. Executive Secre-
taries averaRed about $234 and eipe-
rienced comp.uter operators were .

pain tverage weekly salafies of $220.
Starting salaries for professional

workers 'are generally comparable to
, 4
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those fo nilar ositions in- other
businesses.. Accor ing to information
available from ph to suryejts of life,
and propmmy-liabilit nsuranCe com-
panies, 19-7N) college graduates start-
ed at salaries ranging from $8,500 to
$12,000 a year. Specialists with
graduate degrees or several-year? ex-
perience may receive considerably
higher-staffm:ng salaries. Unlike sala-
ried professaonal workets, agents and
brokers =rn commissions on the
policies they- sell..(See the statement
on insurance agents'and brokers else-
where in the -Handbook) Annual
salaries for supervisors 'in life and
propertyrliability Companies ranged
from $1.7.000. to $25,000. Those in
executive positions earned between
s35-,000 mid $50,000 a year in 197r

r -

r

depending upon their area of special=
ization and level of responsibility.

Except for agents and brokers who
sometimes mustextend their working
hours to meet with prospective cli-
ents, insurance company employees
worked an average of 37 hours a
week in 1976. The number of paid
holidays is somewhat grea r than in
many other industries. Tw -week

f, paid vacations generally are granted
employees after 1 year of service; in
most companies, paid vacations are
extended to 3 weeks after 5 years
and, in some, to 4, weeks after 10
years. Practically all insurance com-
pany workers share in,group life and
health plans, as well as in retirement
pensions.

.

7 7 9
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Sources of Additional
Information

General information on employ-
ment opportunities in the insurance,,
businesk may be obtained from the
.personiAl departments of major in-
surance companies or from insur-
ance agencies in local communities.

Other.° information on careers in
the insurance field is available from:
American Council of Life Insurance, 1850 K

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

insurance information institute, 110 William
'St., New York. N.Y. ,10038.

American Mutual insurance Alliance, - &N.
Wacker Dr., Chicago: III. 60606.

National Association of Independent insurers,
Public Relations Department, 2600 River
Rd., Des Plaines, M., 60018.

a



SER ISCELLANEOUS I

C

An increasing,share our national
wealth is being devoted to services as
a result of greater emph sis on amen-
ities such-as health car , ed cation,

and re
trend re
better a
zens. 4,

reation: In man!, ways, this
ects the county s goals of a
d fuller life fo- al! its citi-

Service industrie

.18% of total employment
in all industries

O

Occupational groups in the service industry, 1976

rs/

Professional and
technical

Managers and
administratorsti
Souse Bureau 01 Labb Slal.stIcs

a

Service
workers'

Clerical
workers

773.

DUkTRIES
\,

In tod 'a job mancet, the se-vs;ca,
industries a rnajOr soure o d-'721.'
p loym en t , f new 'workers as win 0-,
experienced es. They offer jo, ---,- ;
portunites to °pie at\ allitevo ,,,It
skill, t..-wining, a d er--u cation.-

In 1'476, near) 3(, isilli9.n pepw
workem in service ncustries_ Neils,
one-ha.if were Wage r <c salatsy wr
ers in orivate firms, in=iuding:ov,:
million private household woriz
over 13.1 million monrwere goy
ment employees. (rn in
tion, health; and vublic dm' 1: !

tion); and about 2.3 En lion , er.ze
. self-employed: --47

Educational services, resclittir4
elementary: and secondary- sct. 4.
and institutions of higher e el:O-to
makb7up the largest sector cd- e se.,
v industryt, and account for ut
one- fattrth.of its work force. M dimoil
services including. h6spitall, ices
of physicians, and other esti

,ments that provide heal se
constitute the next largeSt s
account fox about one' -fifth
workers. The Postal Service a
eral, State, andloCal public ac,
tration account for about clue
of service workers. Other serve
dustries ernployinimany worker,
hotels, laundries, Bilauty and
shopi, private households, b.:-
and repair services, 'welfare as,
gious organtations, and en:
ment.

As shown in the accompanz,
liulatidh; white-collar work;
fessional, miallitesial, cleric-
sales workers) accoun fr
three-fifths of the servit in;I.L.

employment. Tae indu ry ---;,ri,ftws'
The highest proportion, p_!..-otase,si.cds..
alv technical, and icindr ..-:=7. 1c 07
any major indur7y; the a worimrs -,:-
count for about one-thir of =en -
dustry's. employment. By far the lait:tiN
est concenVat:-..,n. of profession.,
.Personnel is represented by teachers
in educational services. Other major ?

1

76.
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4

employers of professions = workers
are medical. and health
where doctors, rtentists, . -a nurses
constitute a large-7- share c :he work
force. The gof trrimer trreploys
may professioroaE a=mr,e7rative
jobs. Many professi:lonals are =if-ern
ploYed. Clerical ..47kers accctunl- fay
about I out of 5
ployees. MoAt are -__71,2moaprir--..--.,, 7-

ists, secretafies. Ofice 7-7--achir
operators. Managers, :7fficial.,
proprietors, incliturigg health F.,
administrators, up lea
one-tenth of the iistry's e".7'
ment.

Service worke--
one-fourth of the __zAstry's -TT j,
inent. Some large
tions are priv luiehocic - er.

spractical nurse, ., sz.ntal a- *ant
janitor, waiter ant. maitre-

and protective sery work.

-7nreser:

cf-

Y.

7

r.

,,;1.:_ar workers, mainly skillled
zrvais semiskilled r'pera-
-r.4 c :.4.=ute only ome-tenth of the

i;-. rrnployment_. Man. ,f the
ricers are meclnanics tuto-

r ,,te in-...i,other repair sen .t in-
.-r.maintenance war, .-2rs in

schools, and other es
fats. ''--)eratiVes work mami- in

1-,e7 auto repair' shops,,and th-
Ares repair businesses. Mc.-51: of

',wiirtelati. ;Ay few laborers in -r7 t in-

_ Javi work in auto repair op

toti ..;urses, and in bow .,ng atie-yL

.oy7r.lent in the se- ice r-

. cted to increase faster tsar.
..1F.e for all industries th---flugh

980's. The growth :he
t7r services is expecte-. to

froth_ population growth ex-
king ^ lsirress igtivity, and r7:3ing

rs)n.L. Incomes. Among the fastest

7 _1
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growing segrfients of the industry will

be hospitals, medical services, and
computer software firrns.I.

The .mportance of liersonal con-.

tact in .71an, service activities: tends

to limn cite effect of technological
Mnovati,:ns or emplOyment require-
men.ts. - zholugh computers may
sloe the 7-nr.rvrnent growt1 in Some

.urnble, in b,.1,Kkeep-
tecnnc....)ga::11 change not ex-

pected, tc lith the total
demand -Kerr 'service
industry.

The cliec 4:Ss

job oppo7~.ur ,ttel and
laundry L._nd
More detzailei info- :bout-set-
vices related ;Q Utie.7:., that cut

across many int.:. . apes:ars else-_

where in :ht-
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HOTEL OCCUPA-10

Hotels, motels, and resoc :_yrovide
lodgings ao suit the needs -I every
traveler. Some motels offer exnen-
sive basic services for those .41.o.srm-
ply want a comilortable -ishece to
steep. Other rniiteleatnd rr.-- hotels
cater to persons. '.44o desunt more
!luxurious surround-wras air .reter file
restaurants; persorila. Ar and
many recreational that may
include swimE., -ot,., golf
courses, tennis co. rseback rid-
ing, game them= spas._

.11' About 890,000 rtsm4 c- -keg in this
industry in 1.976 * .

. This statement -eves ovetvie
of jobs in hotels. ---,eels., resorts.
Separate Handbu...e siA.t ents de-
'scribe the work Ai note. eightsekeep-,
ers, managers, 1_. c_snt of-:e clerks,
and bellhops.

el;

"vie Hotel Business

. HOUtttt -....aige in size from ::losc
with crr, , ew rooms and emnoiyees
to hu,4w erzablishments with --tore
than -1:1 : --mans and hundre z..... of
worker. Ma- of the motels iou.alt in
recent ors 2,-: fairly large air:.: ern-.
ploy mar -.. ,! -^-ors, but the ecc7...romy
motell, and 7_,....=.-Colder mqtels have
relative: ---7,--...., staffs. In fact. some
motels dr, twe entirely by owner

heirhen f:-!r
N try a_.1. gels and many motels

offer a varti!:ty of conveniences for
ureNheir guests. including restaurants,

banquet -.,:rns, Meeting rooms.
--. swimming ,---t- ,., and gift.shops, Mo-

men: at nigh- Hotels alf.1J mole:kin
resort areas ^I? -en, Nide v-.'et-Y
of, recreatiop,al facmt_ties including
golf coures., tennis cournr, and swim-.

.-ming pogls. _arge - 711IS aiso may ,
have newsstands,-ba an::. beauty,
shops, laundryiend ervices, .
and theaterandvairlir, count-
ers.

Hotel WoritairmI t - ) .

As hotel! 'operations Mme more
complex, the emptiasi. .--- training is
increasing_ Demand fc- tit rsores with
special skulls and trairreirk at colleges, .
junior Collieges, techrr.-z=Je 'institutes,
vocational schools. aei nigh schools
is increasing. Also. Mali!' :iployees,-.
particularly managers runergo doni-,
prehensive'on:the-jcib ,1:-sming pro--

sugrams.
.c. To provide the marry eervites.94 y
Foffer, hotels and Imoiels. erlfril y

wollers in 1.. wide, variet of occurp ,
tions. These usually are ziassified as
prbfesSional, -i'niddle management,
and service and graft occupations.'.. .
Professional phisitions such argener-:, ,tels usual' simple coffee shops,

while hol :ten. haite several, res-
taurants a :nay offer live entertain-

2-4,7- ;

I

_IIsroddir

".e

,7a,

Scups hotel occupations require little or no specleined training. ,*

r'
7-"-._":"''

altttanager, fOod-atid erePetrage man- ,
ager, personnel director and admin-
isterative the t generajy require\'
considerahlEformal.t)arraing and job

experience. e:rnanagethent
oecupat such -as auditor, pur-
chasing gent, executive-ho ekeep;

and chef generally require formal
training' and extensive on-the-j4
training. Jobs such -as bellhop, cleark.
er, bartender, and leaitress generally
require less training.

Housekeeping is *a_ very impertant
apart of the business, and more.than a

fourth of l workers are concerned
with keepin hotels and mofels clean,
and attract ve. The hpusekee ng
staff make beds, provide guests ith
fresh linens and towels, v.aCtium
rooms and alts, and 'move ,furniture.
Linen -room attendants and laundr9r.

"i' roorriworkers mark_and'inspect tow-
els, sheets, and blankets and operate
the washing and preiiing machines in
the hotel laundry.. Large'll'otels and
motels usually employ executive
hoUsekeepers to supervise these
workers and purchase housekeeping
Upplies.Sorne hotejs, also-ernploy

managers to superviselaundrY opera-
lions.'

Food service !personnel 'Coatiprise:

C
767
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,; Three out of every five -hotel employees in 1976 were
iirsenrice workeys

Source, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Service

the next largest group of hotel work-
_

ers. These workers include cooks and
chefs, waiters and waitresses, meat-
,.cutters, dining room attendants and
dishwashers, food counter workers,
and bartenders'who work in the cc f-
fee shops and restaurants found in
most motels and hotels. Detailed de-.
scriptions of their duties are found
elsewhere in the Handbook.

hotel Managers and assistants are
respc7nsible for the profitable opera-

'tion of their.establishments. They de-
teimine room rates°, oversee restau-- -1 N.. -1

.1,

/
rant operations, and supervise the
staff. In smaller hotels and motels a-
general manager performs I these
tasks, but in large hotels a (general
manager usually. has several assis- -
tants, each one responsible for a-
separate department, such as food
service, sales, or personnel. .

,

Nearly all hotels and motels em-
ploy clerical 'Workers to take room
reservations, bill vests, and furnish
information. Most of these wofkers

..

are front office clerks who* greet
guests, assign rooms, handle mail,

03CCUPATIC Cl..-7LOOK HANDBOOK

t
an collec: 1.-myrn.ents. The remainc._=.-
are cashier bpokkeepers; to iepho
ope ators sec7etaries, and oth
clerical we -:,ers whose jobs f:n hotels
are much jobs elS'ewhere.

Mostotctels and some motels em-
ploy a uriforrned staff to perforr:
servic s fo: gwests This staff :includes
bellhop. t.c. .carry baggage and es-
cort guests fbeirrooms; doorkee2-
ers, wrho.h.,nr guests out of Lieu- cars.
or taxis :limy baggage into 77.e
-hote 'Iobt7r i.nd elevator.operatc

In hotels employ r...-uan
ciither worP..._tr--, who" are also four,: In

.other ,among these are
accounta. personnel workers, en-
tertainers. And -tdreaticen workers.

' Maintenar a workers, such as ca--
penters, e- t-c-:7iciarns,Oagtiortary :tap-
neers, pl._.77.7v.rs. and painters, als.o
work. for Still others -include

cosmetologists,
valets, ,arde..ier., and parking atten-
dants. r_nese occupation. are
discuss- _ ,:ere in the Nana :look.

#

Hotel rsrervetIon personnel coordinate, reiervillons tonal! hotels god motels In the
company'S systejn.

E/mployment Outlook

1 Ernr,,.-ymen rajlt. is.industry .a ex
pecte :o et.:mand more slowly- thank
the avt --age fc,:- af17-industries thr- ugh
the ink. 198c ;.4Although new natels
and .motels .7"! *ected to be built
to talce adv:----:agOof in;town, inter=,
state hughwal,, or resort locations. de-
sifable sites are becoming rote and
very expensiv .. As a r many

tilt eownellk are e.:-..77ected
and mo4ernize rxesting hole] proper-
ties rather thar construct new prop----1-
erties. In,adir.t.on to openings result-
ing .thousands of
workers.- will be needed each year to
replace" those wh retire, die, Or
leaVe the industry.

Most of 'the a tIcipated employ:-
ment growth will stem frotn the need
to staff new hotels and motels. Al-
though employment is expected to .

increase in both luxury and econe-mx, 7

.motels as Federal expenditures 14$1,,
highways and other transportation
systems stimulate travel,both busi-
ness and pleasure travel arc sensitive
to economic and business conditions:
More hotels are adding facilities and .

services for recnatign in an efforeto^
attract greater numbers otravelers,
particularly from nearby areas. Older
hotels unable to modernize are likely
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to experience low occupancy rars-
that may force them to reduce
by el' nating some services ar .
workers. bile, thousan.:is
temporary job will continue ... ---
available each year in resort heutr...
and motels that are open only
the year.

Most of the job openings in home.:
rid motels will be' for workers .rit
need limited training, such as i,,,v..a.n-
ers, porters, and same `room
employees. Large numbers orc jeers
will be available for front office staff,
but opportunities may be limited by
the increasing use oAcomputer -eser-
vation systems in hotel and motel
chains.
`Opportunities -may be partick_lark

favorable for persons with train=g or
experience as cooks and chefs. Jr as
food managers.

Earnings and Workinii.
Conditions a '

Earnings of hotel workers cepend
on the location, size, and type of the
hotel in which they work. Lave -

ury hotels and those located in met-
'ropolitan and resort areas generally
pay their employees more man less
expensive hotels and those 'mated in
lesi populated areas,, Worke
some occupations receive tip in ad-
dition to wages that a. su tantially
to el e. NOnsupervisory
workers Tn th ,h. otel industry aver-
aged $3.03 an 'ur in 1976: exclud-
ing tfpcomsared to $4.87 an hour
fldrellInonstiOV isory. workers in pri-
vate industry, ex tfarming. About
three - fourths of all hotel workers are
covered by Federate:and State mini-

.. mum wage lawg; ih 1976, workers
overed, bythese laws earned at least
2.20 an hour.
Salaries of hotel managers and as-x

Itistants particukarly dependent
upon the size and Lies volume of the

; hotel, and vary greatly because of
. differences in duties and responsibil-,

ities. Hotel manager trainees who are
graduates of specialized college pro-
grams generally start at aroun.E1-
310,000 a year and usually are given
leriodic increases for tie first year or
wo. Experienced :managers may,

tarn several times 4 much as begin--
.lers. For example, salaries of hotel
zeneral Managers ranged from about

16,0b0 to $50,001) a year in rate
_ 975, accordjpg to a survey conduct:
ed by the American Hotel and Motel
Association. hotel fodd and beier-
age managers earned from aout
$12',000 to $30,001 and executive
housekeepers from about' $7;006 to
over $20,000. Managers may earn
bonuses ranging from 10 to 20 Per-
cent of basic salary in some hotels. In
addition to salary, tiotels customarily
fttrnish managers And their farhilies
with lodging in the hotel, meals,
parking facilities, laundry; and other
services.

The American -H.Otel and Motel
AssociatiOn aJ&o publishes wage data
taken from onion contracts of hot s
and motels in major U.
Hourly rates iluring 1976 v1tried
widely from city to city. Bellhops
earned from $1.34 to $i52 per hour,
cleaners from $2.17 to $4.22, laun-
dry wo kprs from $2.25 to $4:812,
ba sers from $2.48 to $5185,
waiters a, waitressess from $1.38 to
$3.05, ele ator operators from $2.19.
to $4.65, lephone operator's from
$2.40 to $ 64, and maintenance
workers from 2.36 to $5.30.' Tips,

sign ifica'htklo urce
ny employees;, are

which represent'
df income for m_
nOt incjuded in t

Since hotels
ese data.

e open continuous-
ly, employees must work on shifts.
Fewer employees work at night than
during the day;- those who work on
night shifts often receive additional
compensation. Managers and house-
keepers who'live in the hotel usually
haye regular _work schedhles, but,
may be called for work at any time.
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Food service personnel may re-
ceive extra pay for banquets and
-other special occasions and com-
monly receive meals. In some hotels,
cleaners, elevator operators, room
clerks, and others also receive meals.
Most employees receive 5 to 14 paid
holidays _a year, paid ,acations, sick
'leave, life insuance, medical benefits,/
and pension plans. Some hotels offer
bonhses, profit sharing plans, -educa-
tional assistance, and other benefits
to their ernployees. ' ,,

The Hotel and Rest rant Emi3loy-
ees and Bartenders International
Union is the'major union in the, hotel
business. Some hotel .workers, in-
cluding bellhops, porters, cleaners,
cooks, housekeepers, waiters andtwaitresses, maintenance epgin rs,
elevator operators, guards, door t-
tendants, gardeners, laundry work-
ers; and others are members of the
Service Employees' International
Union.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on careers and sphol-
arships in the lodging industry may .
be obtained Mom:
The Educational Institute of the Ameriban

Hotel and Motel Association, 1407 S.
Harrison Rd., East Lansing, Mich. 48823.

For a directory of colleges and oth-
er schools offering programs and
courses ih hospitality educatibn,
write to:
Council on.Plotel,_Restaurant, and Institution-

al al Educinion, I I Koger Executive Center,
Suite 219, Norfolk, V. 23502.

InformOon on careers in house-
keeping anda list of schobls offering
programs in institutional housekeep-

bipg management is available from:
National Executive }housekeepers Associ-

atiop, Inc., ,13usihess and Professional
Building, 414 Secorid Ave., Gallipolls,
OW5'45631. ,
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1)CCliPATIONS IN LAUNDRY AND
DRYCLEANING -13,LANTS

'In 1976, approximately 418,000.
persons were employed by establish-
inents that launder and dryclean gar-
ments, household furnishings, and in-
stitutional linens, and uniforms.

-These workers were employed
-throughout tile country, but were
concentrated in metropolitan areas.

Drycleaning firms and laundries
"°-acc2unted for about three.-fourths gf

tivindustry's workers. Most of the.
remainder worked for firms that spe-
cialized in renting and cleanin uni-
forms, towels, diapers, and Cher lin-
ens. A small propbr on ere
employed in valet shops.

More than half clf the induitry's
employment is found in firms that
Irave 20 employees_ 'or more. Most
firms, however, are owner operated
and have feZer than ID employees.
In 1976,, about one-seventh of the,
industry's workers were self-em-
ployed.

. .

The marker then sends the shirts and
eets to the waskrooin and: the suit

to the drycleaning loom._
A machine washer .(D.O.T.

361.885) puts several hundred
pounds Of sheets into a huge washing
machine. Shirts are loaded into an-
other Washer. These Machines are
- controlled automatically, but the Ma-

, chine washer must understand how
to operate the controlswater tem-
perature, suds level, time cycles, and
the amount of agitation for different
fabrics. When the washing- cycle is
compiTEI, the 15u4idry is transferred
to ai extractor that removes about
half of the water. This stage is similar
to the "saki" Cycle on a home wash-
er. Conveyors move the laundry to J
conditioners, dryers, or tumbliers
where dry, heated'air removes some
of the- remainkug moisture.

Sheets go film the drying area to
Jatwork finishers (D.O.T. 363.886},
who shake tout folds- and Creases,
spread the sheets 3,4 moving belts,
and feed them into large flatwork
ironing machines for ironing and 'lu-
tist folding. When the. sheets come
out 'of the machine, other finishers
complete the folding andstacking. '

Shirts-go directly from.the_extrac-
tor to shire, finishgrs (D.O.T.'
363.782), who usually work in teams"
of two or three. One finisher puts the
sleeves of the shirt on a =`sleever,"
which has two armlike forms. A sec-
ond finisher then puts,thq shirt on a
"triple-head" press that 'items the
fsopt'and back simultaneously. In
some plants, the first finisher either
folds the shirt or places it on a hang--

,,er, whichever the customer has indi-
cated. A third finisher may do the.
folding. In some laundries, one shirt°
finisher performs all these opera-
tions.

.
.

The:jobs of the dry cleaner (D.O.T.
.367.7.82) and ' machine washer
(D.q.T. 361.885) are similar; but the
cleaning solution for drycleaning is a
chemical solvent instead -of water,
and drycleaning machines-generally
are smaller than the laundry washers.
The dr).cleaner sorts clothes accord-,
ing t olor, fiber contest, and fabric

time ys. for each pad, The dry-
cons tion and selects the proper,

c
cleaner may apply special prespot-
ting solutions to spots and stains be-
fore placing the garments in the

Nature of the Work

One way to describe the work
done in-this industry, is to follow-ail
imaginary bundle of clothes from the
time it leaves the customer until it is
cleaned and returned. (See accom-
panying chart.) The bundle consists
of some men's shirts, a business suit,
and bed linens. A 'route driver
(D.O.T. 292.358) picks up the bun-
dle and, after leaving a receipt, takes
the bundle to the plant.

The owner of the bundle may in-
stead leave it at/the plant.of-prive-up
store. In this case, a counter clerk
(D.O.T. 369.887) makes out a re-
ceipt. Either the route driver or the
counter clerk sorts-the items in the-
bundle into-laundry and drycleaning.

The bundle is turned over to a
marker (D.O.T,369.887), who Puts
an identifying symbol on each item
so it may be matched with the Cu;:
tom,er's receipt at some later time.
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OCCUPATIONS IN UNDRY AND DRYCLEANING PLANTS
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feed them into large flatwork Ironing machines.

drycleaning thachtneIA fter cleaning,--....
a special machine 'removes the sol-
vent and then the clothes are dried in
a tumbler or hot-air cabinet. The
spotter. (D.O.T. 362.3,8 I) will use
chemical reagents and steam tp rep
move stubborn stains. In some plan-is,

,the same person does drycleaning
and spotting. .

If the clotbes are made of a materi-
sal that sheds wrinkles readily, the fin -' ,

fisher places them. on hangers and
puts them is a steam tunnel or steam
cabinet. The steam will remove the'
wrinkles and figlp the garment regain
its shape.

Spme Clothes, such as men's-suits,
are made out of fabrics that require

. more they are finished dif-
ferently. A 'teen's suit finisher
(D.O.T. 363.782) puts ,the pants on
special "topper" and "legger" press=
es. The jacket isgplaced on a b ,a4

- form that may live a second p
that comes to press and shape
the shoulders'and t ollar,of the jacket 1

while the steam is forced fdom the
inside-Final finishing touches are

.Aioni."19 a steam-heated pressing
head and-"beck,'; a flat surface cov-
ered in fabric.

(D.O.T. 782.040, who sews on but-,
tons; mends tears, and resews seams.
Finally, assemblers (D.O.T. 369,687)
collect the linens and shirts by

the sales invoice with the
i/entification ?narks. Assemblers or;
baggers (D:O.T. 920.887) may re-
mOsittais before puttirtg the items in
bags or boxes for storage until called
for by th'e customer oralivertd by
the route driver.

In addition to workers who are
unique' to laundry and drycleaning
plants, many other workers are found
in this industry. The manager or pro -
prietor sees that the plant operates
ifficiently."Office workers keep rec-

An- ihs pector (D.4).T. 369.687/
checks finished items to see that the
quality standards of the plant have
been maintained. Any item in need
of, reicleaning or refinishing ritay be
returned to the aeropriate depart-
ment; occasionally, the inspector
works on them instead. Repair work
may be forwarded to a mender

f
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ords, handle correspondence, and
prepare bills. Sales personnel search
for new Customers. Mechanics keep
equipment and machinery operating
properly. Some service workers
clean, guard, and-otherwise maintain
the plant; others.plan and serve food
to plantworke . Laborers lift and
-carry heav s to machineS.
(ManY of these occupatiOns are
cussed elsewh in the Handbook.).

,

Training, Other Ifficatrona,
and Advance clt

. Many Workers, in' thi ndustry.get
their first jobs without pi4vious train-

.. / log. Person§ who have e fprmal
Fiatwork finishers shahs a& ibids and C1111111141111, spread the sheets on moving belts, and education .can get predu tiaec. line

jobs in -drycleaning plants. Basic
-laundry and drycleaning skills May
- be learned`on the job in a short time,
:Soine jobs, such as folding towels ahci
feeding pillowcases and sheets into a
flatwork ironer, may require 1 oi 2
riays learn. Some finishing johs
pants foresser, or shirt finisher, for
examplemay require less than a
week's,.training, Other jobs, such as
Counter clerk, marker, inspector, and
"assembler; may -require several
weeks to learn. Several months or
more are needed to train a dry-
cleaner or women's apparel, finisher.
It may. take 6 to 12 months to be-
come a spotter because of the variety.

'otfibers'and fabrics, spots ang stains,
atd chemicals lased in treating

. shins.ins.
Somerpreemploymenttraining in

-fihishing, drycleaning, and Spotting
skills is available in vocational high
schools and trade schools. Home
stuty cours,eS in a operations of the
industrY are avail ble from the inter--

APnational F,abricare Institute.
lilkployers- look or dependable

workers who have physical stamina,
00 a manual dexterity, and keen eyesight..

Some clothes are made of fabrics that-require special attention. / 79

Workers must be able to adjust to the j
"repetitive nature of litany laundry.

and drycleaning jobs.
Advancement fo'r most workers in

this industry is limited. Many remain
permanently in the same job. Never-
theless, employers Occasionally send
promising, employees to technical cm

_managerial training .programs giyen.
by th,e International,Fabricare Irkti-
tute at its facility in Joliet, w. Some
men's suitkfinishers becorni, SkiNd

'
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Labbrawleg.'machinery and mproved methods enable
latmdries and drycleanhig plants to do more work with

,

fewer employeeS .

Ntt

Wage'and salary lOrkers in.launitries Andygreaning plants, j
19k8-76,and projected 1985

: .Employees -600
on. thousands)...

91_ 500

1955 1960 1965

Source BOreau or Labor Statistics

1970 1975 1980 1985

enough to dp women's apparel finish-
ing. Markers and assemblers interest-
ed in finishing work usually ate given
an opportunity to move up to this
job. .Finishers also may become in-

. spectors. Supervisors' au0 managers
frequqntly are chosen horn experi-
enced employees 'already in the in-
dustry, Some drycleaners and spot-

', tens establish their own drycleaning
plants. -

Employment Otitlook

Employment in, this industry is ex-
pected to decline through the mid-

. 1980'S. Laborsaving machinery and
more efficient 'methods of cleaning
and fii) hing laundry will enable the

a.

industry to dp more work with fewer
employees. "Nevertheless; thousands
of workers will be hired to replace
those who retire, die; or transfer to
other fields.

Although the industry's total em-
ployment is expected to decline, em-
ployment trends will.differ among
occupations. Employment of spotters
is expected to decline because new
fibers and finishes(make fabrics less
stainable. Me number of finishers
should dere e as machinery does
more of t 'rushing work. On the
Other hand, more people will be
needed in some maintenance occur-
pations to repair the increasing
amount of machinery and equipment
used by laundry and,, drycleaning
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firms. More counter clerks will be
reqtkired due to growth in the num-
ber (ilretacl outlets operated by these
firms, .

Earnings and W
CohditiO

Wage levels in., the laundry. and'
drycleaning industry are nothigh.,In
.1970;111e' hgely average wage for
n7nsupervisor_y worket-in tbis indus-
try was $4;6 compared to-$4'.3.6 for
allnonsupervisory Workers in all seri,
vice industries and $4.8 7 for all such

) workers_ in private industry: except
farming. Earnings are higher for
workers 'in the more highly skilled

spo ter, and machine washer..
itpations, such as drycleaner,1 occ

Modern laundry and drycleaning
plants are clean and well-lighted. Be-

'cause of the heat, hot air, and steam
of the cleaning _processes, the Want
may be hot during the suir
months. Many new, small dryclean-

, ing plants, however, are air-condi-
tioned in the Office .and,customer
areas and well-ventilated in the ma-%
chinery. areas.. In addition, new ma-
chinery operates with a rninimuin of
noise. Work' in laundries and dry-
cleaning plants is less hazardous than
in most manufacturing plants.

r

Sources of Additional
Information

The local office of the State em-
ployment service may have addition-
al information on training and em-
ployment opportunities in this field.

.
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. . Government service, one of the
Nation's largest fields Of:el:131310y-

, tnenj, piovIded jobs for about 15 mil-
, lion civilian workers in 1976abctut

r .GoVERNMENT.

N.)
. 1

1 out of 6 employed persons, in the
United States. State or local govern -.
ments (county, city, township, school
district, or othe special division)

. 410 Ak.,-
GoverTent (inc ludingTublic. education), 1976

411=11J

18% of total employment
in all industries

a

Almpst all of the growth ingovernment employment is
at the..State and local level .

Civilian government emPloymen0 1950-76 and projected. 1985
EMployees, 20
(In mI Ions),

18

16

14

12-

'10

.8

-6

4

2
7.`:17Tt

1950 1955 1960,

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistic,

1965 1974 1975 1980 1985

linclude, public education-

.

employed' 4 out of 5 government
workeri; the remainder worke& for
the Federal Governnient.,

Government employees represent
a significant portion of each State's
work force. They work in large cities',
small towns, and even in remote and
isolated places such as lighthouses
and forest ranger stations. A small
number of Federal, employees work
overseas.

Continuing the trend begun in the
late 1940's, employment in Stale and
local government is expected to grow
faster than the average for all in us-
tries through the mid-1980's. Federal
employment, on the other hand, is
expected to giow much more slowly .

than- the average for all industries.
Many job opportunities also will arise
at all levels of government as workers
retire, die,. or leave government ser-
vice. ,

Government Activities and
Occupations

Two-fifths of all government work-
ers in 1975, ,or 6.3 million, provided
educational services, mostly at the
State and local levels in elementary
and secondary schools. Besides
teachers, others who worked in edu-
cational services included adminis
native and clerical workers, mainte-
nance workers, librarians, dietitians,
nurses, and Counselors.

More than 1 million civilian em-
ployees in 1975,worked for Federal
agencies that are concerned with na-
tional defense and international rela-
tions. Principal occupations that deal
with these function's included admin-
istrative and clerical workers, health
workers,, teachers, engine0s, scien-
tists, technicians, and craft and other
Manual 'workers. People in these jobs--
work in offices, iesearch laborato-
ries, navy yards, arsenals, and missile
launching sites and in hospitals and
ichools,run by the military services.
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Table 1. Percent distribution of empl4ment In government and private Industry by
occupation, 1976

Occupation Government

Private
industry

, Total 190 .100

White-collar workers 68 e 46

Professional and technical 36 11

Managers and administrators 8 10

Clerical 24 18

Sales
(2) 7

Blue-collar workers \ 14 39

Craft and related workers 6 14

Transport equipment operatives 3 4

Other equipment operatives 1 ,15

Nonfarm laborers 4 6

Service workers 18 13

Farm workers
(2) 2

!Excludes Federal employment overseas.
2 Less than 0.5 percent
NOTE: Because of rounding, sums of ipdividual items may not equal totals.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Another 1.4 -million workers pro-
vided health services and staffed hos-
pitals, primarily, for State and local

. governments. Many workers also
were employed in'housing and corn -'
rnurlity deVelopment, police and fire
protectiOn, social security and public
welfare seryites;trarisportation and

'. public, utilities, financjal administra-
,.tion, general administrative func-

tions, and judicial 'and legislative ac-.
tjvities. The majority of these
9rkers also were State and local

government employees. All of the
7019,40 government workers in
postillvices and a majority of the
400,000 workers in natural resourc-
es, 'such as those in National Park
and Forest Services, were employed
by the Federal. Government.

Because of the special character of
many 'government activities,: the
occupational distribution of,employ-
ment is very different ffom that in
private industry, as shown in table i .

Although the many government
activities require a .diversified work
force having various revels of educa-
tion, training, and skill,, 2 out of 3
government employees are white-
collar workers. Among the largest
white-collar occupational groups are
teachers, administrators, postal
clerks, and office workers such. as
stenographers, typists, and clerks.

Some important.stervice, craft, and
manual occuP,ations are aircraft and
automotive mechanics, repairers, po-
lice officers, firefighters, truckdriv-
ers, skilled maintenance workers (for
example', carpenters, painters,
plumbers, and electricians), custodi-
al' workers, and laborers.

The following chapters discuss op-
.portunities for civilian employment
in the major divisions of government
and in the various' branches of the
Armed Forces. A separate chapter
gives information on post office
occupations.



FEDERAL CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT'

Nature and LocatIon.of .

-Employment
. .

The- Federal Government, is the
Nation's large'st employer. It em-
ployed about 2,750,000 civilian
workers in 1976, including about
50,000 U.S: citizens in U.S. territo-
ries and foreign countries. Although
the headquarters of Most Govern.-
ment depar nts and agencies are
in the Was ington, D.C. metropoli-
tan area, only .1 out of 8 (about
350,000) Federal employees worked
in that area in 1976. Nearly 300'9000
worked in California, and more than
100,000 each New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Texas, End Illinois.

Federal employees work in occu-
pations that represent nearly every
kind of job in private employment, as
well as some s unique to the
Federal Gove ,ment, such as postal
clerk, reg tory. inspector, foreign
service officer, al Internal Revenue
agent.-Most Federal employees work
for the departments and agencies
that make up the executi've branch of
the government. About scopo are
employed in the legislative and' judi-
cial branches.

The executive branch includes the
Executive Office of the President,
the II cabinet, departments, and,
nearly 90 independent -agencies,
commissions, and boards. This
branch is responsible for activitie's,
such as administering Federal laws,
handling international relations, con-
serving natural resources, treating
and rehabilitating disabled veterans,
delivering the mail, conducting sci- .
entific research, maintaining the flow
of supplies to the Armed Forces, and
administering other programs to pro-
mdte the health and welfare of the
people of the United States.

The Department of Defense,
which includes the Departments of
the Army, Navy, and Air. Force, is

the largest agency. It employed over
93,0,000 ,civilian workers in 1976.

-The departMents of Agriculture;
Health, Education, and Welfare; and-
Treasury each employed more than
100,000 workers. The two largest
independent agencies were the U.S.
Postal Service, which employed
680,000 workers, and the Veterans
Administration, which employed
over 200,000. '

Nearly 40,000 people worked for
the legislative branch of government,
which includes the Congress,' the
Government Printing Office, the
General Accounting Office,and the.
Library of Congress. More than
10,000 people worked for the judi-
cial branch, which includei the Su-
preme Court and the other U.S.
courts.

White-Collar Occupations.' Because
of its wide range of responsibilities,
the Federal Government employs
white-collar workers in a great many
occupational fields. Nearly 2 millidn
white-collar workers, including post-
al workers, worked for the Federal
Government in 1975. About I out of
4 of these were- administrative and
clerical workers.

More than 470,000 general cleri-
cal workers were employed in all de-
partments.and agencies of the Feder-
al Government in 1975. Included in
this group live office machine op-
erators, se terries, stenographers,
clerk-typists, mail and file clerks,
telephone operators, and workers in
computer and related occupations.
In addition, there were over 500,000
postal clerks and mail carriers em-
ployed by the Federal Government.

About 150,000 Federal Govern-
ment workers were employed in en-
gineering and related fields in 1975.
Included in this total were about
80,000 engineers, representing virtu-
ally every branch and specialty of the
profession. There also were large

numbers of technicians in areas such
as engineering, electronics, .survey-
ing, and drafting. Nearly two-thirds
of all engineers were in the Departs
Tent, of Defense.

Of the 120,000 workers employed
in accounting and budgeting work,
35,00b were professional account-
ants or Internal Revenue agents.,-
Among technician and administra-
tive occupations in this field were
accounting technician, tax account-
ing technician, and budget adminis-
trator. There' also were large num;
bers of clerks in specialized
accounting work. Accounting.work-
ers were employed throughout the
Government, particularly in the De-
partment of Defense, the Treasury
Department, and the General Ac-
counting Office.

Nearly 120,000 Fecle'rel employees
worked in hospitals foe. in medical,

.8ental, and public health activities in
1975. Three but of 5 were either .
professional nurses or nursing assis-
tants. Professional occupations in
this field included physician, dieti-
tian; medical technologist, and phys-
ical therapist. Other technician and
aide jobs were medical technician,
medical laboratory aide, and dental
assistant. Employees in this .field
worked primarily for the Veterans
Administration; others worked for
the Departments of Defense and
Health, Education, and Welfare.

Almost 70,000 workers were en-
gaged in administrethfe work related
to private business and industry.
They arranged and monitored con-
tracts with the private sector, and
purchased goods and services needed
by the Federal Government. Admin-
istrative occupations included con-
tract and procurement specialist,
production control specialist, and In-
ternal Revenue officer. Two out of
three of these workers were em-
ployed by the Departments of,De-
fense and Treasury.

Another 60,000 persons worked in
jobs concerned with the purchase,
cataloging, storage, and distribution
of supplies for the FederalGovern-
ment. This field included many man-
agerial and administrative positions
such as supply management officer,
purchasing, officer, and inventory
management specialist, as well as
large numbers of specialized clerical
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positions. Most of these jobs were in t1e Depart- ents of Defense, Interi- erans Administration, U.S: Postal
the Department of Defense. or, and Co^ coerce. Service, General Services Adminis-

The Federal Government em- Among le 15,00 persons em- tration, Department of the Interior,
ployed almost 60,000 persons in the ployed in t! -= mathematics field were and Tennessee Valley Authority.
field of law. There were about profession_i mathematicians and The largest single group of blue:
17,000 employees in professional po- statisticians, and mathematics tech- collar workers consisted 'of mobile
sitions, such.as attorney or law clerk, nicians and statistical clerks. Mathe- equipment operators and mechanics.
and administrative positions such as matics workers were employed pri- These jobs included thcise of forklift
passport, and visa examiner or tax law m a rily by the Departments of operator, chauffeur, truckdriver, and
specialist. There also were many Defense, Agriculture, Commerce, automobile mechanic. The second
clerical pdsitions that involve claims and Health, Education. and Welfare.' largest. group of workers consisted of
examining work. Workers in the legal . Entrance requireMents for white- 'general laborers, 'who performed a
field were employed 'throughout the collar jobs vary widely. Entrants into wide variety of manual jobs.
Federal- Government. - professional occupations usually The Federal Government em-

About 50,000 persons were em- must have a college degree in a speci- ployed many workers in machinery
ployed in the social science field. tied field or equivalent work experi-, operation and repair occupations,
Professional economists were em- ence. Occupations typical of this such as boiler and steam plant opera
played throughout the Federal Gov- group are attorney, physicist, and en- tor, machinist, machinery repairer,
ernment; psychologists and social gineer. .maintenance electrician, electronics
workers worked primarily' for the Entrants into administrative and" equipment repairer, and aircraft me-
Veterans Administration; and for- managerial occupations usually are chanic.
eign affairs and international- rela- not required to have knowledge of a -- SkiHed construction workers also
tions specialists for the Department specialized field, but rather must in- were utilized widely. throughout the
of State. One third of the workers in dicate that they have po,tential for FederalGovernment in such jobs as
this field were social insurance ad- future development by having a de- carpenter ,.- painter , plumber,
ministrators, employed largely in the gree from a 4-year college or resPon- steamfitter and pipefitter, and sheet-
Department of Health, Educatidn, sible job experience. Entrants usually, metal worker. Other-important blue-

and Welfare: begin at a trainee level and learn the collar occupations included ware-
About 45,000 biological and agri- duties of the job after they are hired. house worker, food service worker,

Cultural science workers were em- Typical jobs in this group are budget and printer. ;

ployed by the Federal Government. analyst, claims examiner, purchasing Entrance requirements. Persons

Many of these worked in forestry and specialist, administrative assistant, with previous training in. a 'skilled
soil conservation activities. Others and personnel specialist. trade may apply for a position with
administered farm assistance pro- Technician, clerical, and aide- the Federal Government at the jour-
grams. The largest number were em- assistant jobs have entry level posi- neyman level. Those with no previ-
played as biology, forest and range tions that usually are filled by people ous training may apply for appoint-
fire control, soil conservation, and who 'have a high school education or m e n t t o one of several
forestry technicians. Most of these the equivalent. For many of these po- apprenticeship programs. Applicants
workers were employed by the De- sitions, no previous experience or are -given a written examination and

partments of Agriculture and Interi- training is required. The entry level are rated on their potential for learn-

or. position is usually that of trainee. ing a skilled trade. Apprenticeship
The Federal Government em- Persons who have junior college or programs generally last for 4 years;

ployed about 45,000.. persons in in- technical school training, c- those trainees receive both classroom and
vestigative and inspection work. who have specialized skills, may en- on-the-job training. After completing
Large numbers of these workers. ter these occupations at higher lev- this training, a person is eligible for a

were, engaged in criminal investiga- els. Jobs typical of this group are en-1 position at the journey level. There
tion and health and regulatory in- gineering technician, supply clerk, also are a number of positions which
spection Most of these jobs were in clerk-typist, and nursing assistant. require little or no prior training or
the Departments of Treasury, Jus- experience, including custodian,
tice, and Agriculture. . Blue-Collar Occupations. Blue-collar maintenance worker, messenger, and

In the physical sciences, the Feder- occupationsservice, craft, opera, many others. (Detailed descriptions
al Government employed more than tive and laborer jobs provided em- of the work duties, qualifications,
40,000 persons. Professional workers ployment for more than 520,000 and training of most white-collar,
included. c- emists, physicists, meteo- workers in 19-5. The Department of service, craft, and laborer jobs men-
-ologists, :artographers, and geolo- Defense employed about three- tioned above are provided in other

Aide., and technicians in this fourths of these workers in establish- sections of the Handbook.)

field incluced physical science tech- ments such as naval shipyards. arse- The Merit System
nicians, meteorological technicians, nals, and air or army depots, as well
and cartc grapher's technicians. as on construction. harbor, flood- More than 9 out of 10 jobs in the
Three ou: of four workers in the control, irrigation, or reclamation Federal Government are under a
physical sciences were employed by projects. Others worked for the Vet- merit system. The Civil Service Act,

7 e:3/1
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administered by. the U.S. Civil Ser-
vice Commission, covers4 out of 10
Federal jobs. This act was passed by'
the Congress to insure that' Federal

4benployees are hired on the basis of
,individuill merit- and fitness* pro-
vides ,for comp Live examinations.

land the selection of new employee,s
froth/ among those who make the
highest scores. The, commissi,on
through its network of about 100
Federal Job Information Centers,.ex-
amines and rates applicants and sup-
plies Federal departments, and agen-
cies with names of persons eligible
for the jobs to be filled. .lSome Federal jobs are exempt

"from Civil Service requirements, ei-
ther by law or by action of the Civil
Service Commission. However, mosti,
of these positions are' covered by
separate merit systems of other agen-
'cies such, as the Foreign Seivice of
the Department of State, the Depart-
ment of Medicine and Surgery of the
Veterans Administration, the Feder-
al Bureau of Investigation, the Ener-
gy Research and Development Ad-
ministration, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority.

Civil service competitive examina-
tions may be taken by any U.S. citi-
zen. To be eligible for appointment,
an applicant must meet minimum
age, 'training4 and experience, re-
quirements for the particular job: A
physical handicap will not ill itself
bar a person from a position if it does
not interfere with his or her perform-
ance of the required duties. Exami-
nations vary according to thetypes of
positions for which . they are held.
Some examinations test the appli-
cant's ability to db the job applied for
or his or her ability tb learn how to
dd it. Applicants for jobs that do not,
require a written test are rated on the
basis of the e4erienceand training
described in their applications and
any supporting evidrnce required.

Applicants are notified as to.
whether they have achieved eligible
or ineligible ratings, and the names of
eligible applicants are_entered on a
list in the order of their test scores.
When a Federal agency requests
names of eligible applicants for a job
vacancy, the area office sends the
agency the names at the top any one
of the top three. Names of those not ,

:70

selected are estored to the fist for ;, statement on the Postal Service else-
consideration for other job openings`' where in the Handbook.) .

Nearly half of all Federil workers
Employmtert Trends and Outlook are paid,under the GenerarSchedule.

Tge General Schedule is a pay scale
Federal , Inploytnent is expected to

grow more slowly than the average for-.Worke s in professional, adniinis-.

for all' industries through the mid- tr chnical, and clerical jobs,

1980's, continuing a trend begun in and for workers such as guards and

the late 1960's. Although total Ted- meisengers. General Schedule jobs

-eral Government employment is exth are classifi by the. U.S. Civil Ser-.

pected to rise somewhat; some Fed- vice COmmi sion in one of 18 grades,

-eral agencies will 'reduce their staffs accordihg to the difficulty of duties
as some administrative. responsibil- and responsibilities, and the knowl-
ities will continue to be;transferred to edge, experience, and skills required
State and -local governments. In addi- of the worker. General Schedule
tion, the Postal Service is expected to (GS) pay rates are sec by Congress
reduce staff while the Department of and apply nationwide. They are re-

viewed annually to insure that theyDefense is expected to keep the nurnj
ber of its civilian employees relative- remain comparable with salaries in
ly constant. private industry.

In addition to some new jobs there The distribution of Federal white-
will be openings due to the need to collar employees by general Sched-
replace employees who transfer out ule grade, the entrance and maxi-
of the Federal service, retire, or die. mum salaries for each grade, and the
Thus, many job opportunities will amount of each grades periodic in-.
occur in occupations where total em- creases are listed in table 1..-Appoint-
ployment is relatively stable, as well ments usually are made at the mini -.
as in those in which it is rising.. mum rate of the salary range for the

The proportion of Federaliworkers, appropriate .grade. However, ap-
employed in professional, technical, pointments in- hard-to-fill positions
and administrative jobs has gradually may be at a higher rate.
increased in recent years and the Employees in all grades except the
proportion employed in clerical and highest, GS-18, receive within-grade
blue-collar jobs has fallen. This trend pay increases after they have worked
is expected to continue, reflecting the required time period, if their
the increasing demand for existing work is at an acceptable level of
services by a growing population, as competence. Within-grade increases
well as demands for new services. may be given also in recognition of
Acceptande of new or redefined re- high-quality service.
sponsibilities by the Federal Govern- High school graduates who have
ment is expected to 'result in rising no related work experienceusually.'"
requirements for profeisional, ad- start in GS-2 jobs, but some who
ministrative, and technical workers.; have special skills begin at grade GS-
Employment in mz..-.ny clerical and 3. Gratuates of 2-year junior colleg-
blu -collar occupatiz-,ns will be limit- es : i technical schools often ,san

i!ed y the Federal = Dvernment's in- beg:: at the GS-4 level. Most people
cr( sing use of labo-saving electron- appointed to professional and,admin-
L .ata processing and materiali 'istrative jobs such as psychologist,
la ding equipnien: and the intro- stat:stician; economist, writer and

ion of improvec data tansmis- 'bu dget. analyst,
io: and communications s. -ems.

Earnings, Advancement and
Working condition:

Most Federal civilian employees
are paid according tc one of three
major pay systems: th. General Pay
Schedule, the wage stern and t1 4
Postal Service Schedule. (The ,Postal'
Service Schedule is discussed in the

and physicis can efiterat gra s GS-
5 or GS-7, depending on their aca-
demic record. Those who have .a
master's degree, or the equivalent

.,
education or experience, usually en-
ter at the 05-9 or GS-I I level. Ad-
vancement to higher grades generally
depends upon ability, work perform-
ance, and openings in jobs with high-
er grades,
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Table 1. Distribution of full-time Federal employees underthe General Schedule by

'grade level, March 31, 1976, and salary scale effective February.20, 1977

General Schedule

Employees Salaries .
.

Number Percent Entrance Periodic
increase,

Maximum

Total all grades 1,358,489 '100.0 ,, _ ,

«

I
2

2,256
25,526

0.2
1.9

$5,810
6,572

$194
219

("7,556
8,_ 543

3 99,330 .. 7.3 7,108 247 9,631

4 174,146 12.8 8,316 277 10,809

5
. 182;211 13.4 9,303 310 12,093

6 q 85,741, 6.3 10,370 G' 346 ..13,484

7 ' 127,553 9.4 11,523 384 4,979

8 27,790 2.0 12,763 425

.,..1

16,588
9 139,334 . 10.3 14,097 470 18,327

IQ.. ,_ 22,090 1.6 15,524 517 20,177

11 146,954 10.8 17,056' 569 22;177

12 139,692 10.3 20,442 681 26,571

13 107t310 7.9 oft. 24,308 810 31,59&

14 49,379 3.6 28,725 958 37,347

15 24,530 1.8 3,789 1;126 2 43,923

16 . .

...
3, 09 0.t ._49:629 1,321 247,500

17 .e. , 90 0.1 46,423
I%- 2 47,500

18 348 ii) ,; 47,500 -
1 Less than 0.05 percent
2 The rate of basic pay for employees at these rates is limited by section 5398 of title 5 of

the United States Code to $47,500 as of the above date.

SOURCE: U.S. Civil Service Commission.

Table 2. Coordinated Federal'Wage System average salaries for selected
occupational groups, Qctober,31, 1975

Occupational group Averzige Salary

Manual labor $9,895

Mobile industrial equipment operation and maintenance 12,942.

Fixed industrial equipment operation and maintenance 13,607

Warehousing 11,558

'Metal work and processing 13:676

Aircraft repair, propeller work, and engine.overhaul 13,712

Electrical installation and maintenance 14,052

Machine tool work 13,660

Electronic equipment installation, maintenance, and operatibn 14,198

Woodworking 13,271

Pipefitting 13,786

Printing and reprodttOion 14,339

Painting and paperhanging 13,006

SOURCE: U.S. Civil Service Commission.

About one-quarter of the Federal
civilian workers are paid according
to the coordinated Federal Wage
SY4e,T. Under this system, craft, ser-
vice, and manual workers are paid
hourly rates which are established on
the. basis of "prevailing" rates paid
by private employers for similar work
in the same locations.. As a result, the
Federal Government wage rate paid
for an occupation varies by locality.

Average Salaries paid Federal work-
ers for some of. the more common
types of blue-collar work appear in
table 2.

Federal Government employees
work a standard 40-hourweek. Em-
ployees who are required to work
overtime receive premium rates for
the additional time or ,compensatory
time off at a later date. Most employ-
ees work 8 hours a da),1116 days a
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week, Monday through Friday, but in
some cases, the nature of the work
-requires a different workweek. An-
nual earnings for most full -time. Fed-
eral workers are not affected by sea-,
sonar factors.

Federal employees earn )3 days of
anual (vacation) leave each year
duringjheir first 3 yeiars of service;
20 days each year until the end of 15
year5.;...4fter(15 years, 26 days each
war. Nine paid .holidays are ob-
served annually: .Worker; who are
members of military reserve organi-
zations also are granted up'to 15 days
of paid military leave a year for train-
ing purposes. A Federal worker who
is laid off is entitled to unemploy-
ment compensation similar to that
provided for employegs in private in-
dustry.

Other benefits available to most
Federal employees include: A con-
tributory retirement system, optional
participation in low-cost group life
and health it urance programs which
are partly supported by the Govern-
ment, and training programs to de-

. velop maximum job proficiency and
help workiits achieve their highest
potential. These training *rograms
may be conducted in Governriient fa-
cilities or in private educational fa-
cilities at Government expense.

Sources of Additional-....
information

1`)ii&rmation on employment op-
poitonities in the Federal Govern-
ment is available from a number of
sources, High school students are of-
ten able to get information from their
high school guidance counselors. A
college placement office is often
good source of such information
college students. Information
may be available from State emplo
ment service offices.

The U.S. Civil Service Commission
operates-62 areaoffices and over 100
Federal Job Information Centers lo-
cated in various large cities through-
out the country, These offices an-
nounce and conduct examinations
required for various Federal Govern-
ment jobs. Th4 evaluate qualifica-
tio t s and refer eligible applicants to
em loying agencies for their geo-
graphic areas. They also provide a
complete one-stop information ser-

.
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vice on local and nationwide job op:?
portunities in the Federal Govern-. .
men.t service. The Federal, Job
Information Cente s also operate a
tolkfrde., telephone in o ation ser-
licetninearly all States for those un-

Able to visit them. Their telephone
nurnbers are -listed in most telephone
books iunae '.`U.Ss: Government."

F',or information- about job's in. a
specific'. agency:, contact the agency
directly..

OCCUPATIONS 'IN THE
POSTAL SERVICE

The U.S. Postal Service handled
about 90 billion pieces of mail in
1976, including letters, magazines,

and parcels. About 680,000 workers.
were required to process and deliver
this mail. The vast majority of Postal
Service jobs are open to workers with
4 years of high school or less. The
work is steady, and the pay starts at
about $12,000 a year for most work-
ers. Some of the jobs, such as mail

U
.11.

SNAIL I

carrier, offer a gol4 deal of personal
freedom. Other, jobs, hoWexer are
more closely supervised and
routine.

Nature and.lAillon of the
Indust

Most people are familiar with the
duties of the7mail carrier. yet few are
aware of thelnany different tasks re-
qUired in -processing mail and of the
variety of occupations-in the Postal
Service.

At all hours of the day and night, .a
steady stream of letters, packages,
magazines, and papers moves
through the, postal system. Mail carri-
ers collect mail from' neighborhood.
mailboxes and bring it to post offices
that bytick it to the nearest mail pro...*
cessing center for sorting by postal
clerks. There are -more than 300
large mail processing centers, each
responsible for sorting the outgoing
and incoming ntai0for an area of the
United States. Outgoing mail is sort-
ed and sent by truck or airplane to
the appropriate mail processing cen-
ter in another area of the country.
IncoMing mail is sorted for the var-

L

c

Many postal seivIce Jobs do not require formal education or special training. d 7
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ious local post offices in the area,.
trucked to the post offices, and then,,
sorted again for delivery by mail car= r
tiers to hOmes and business establish-
Ments. (Detailed inforination on mail
carriers and prostal cleirks spears
elsewhere -in tilfe Handbook.) °

Mailhendlers ,load,, unload, and
rriove nail sacks and bulk mail, such
as ar 1 if packages.. They sepa-
rate, and dist Lite mail sacks to post-
al Clerks t Some also
rewraR parcels and 'paCkages or oper- -

ate canceling machines, fork-lift
'Wks, or addressograph and mimeo.

ph,MaChines.
Technicians and :mechanics mair

tain, test, repair, and overhaul ma-
Ehinery that processes mail- or dis-
penses stamps. Some technicians.,
specialize in -maintenance of elec-
tronic equipment..

To keep buildings and equipment
Clean and in good working order, the
Postal Service employs a variety cf
service and maintenance workers. h
eluded are janitors, laborers, vehicl:
mechanics, electricians, carpenter
and painters.. .

Postal inspectors audit post offic-
es' operations to see that they are ru:
efficiently, that funds are spent prop
erly, and that postal laws and regula-
tions are observed. They also investi-
gate crimes such ias theft, forgery,
and fraud involving use of The mail.

Postmasters and line supervisors
are responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the posit office. They
supervise mailhandlers, clerks, carri-
ers, and technicians; hire and train
employees; and net up work sched-
ules. Postmasters manage a post of-
fice, station, or branch.

More than 9 out of 10 postal work-
ers were employed in I of 5 occupa-
tions in 1976. The 270,000 postal
clerks and 250,000 mail carriers :o-
gether accounted for 3 out of 4 post-
al jobs. The 40,000 mailhandlers.
40,000 line supervisors, and 30,0A
postmasters were the next largest
postal occupations. The postal s --
vice also employs many postal
spectors, guards, truckdrivers, at
ministrative workefs, and secretaries

The Postal Service operates more
than 40,000 post offices,-stations ant
branches, community post offices.

y.
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and contract pOstal 7tariois and who pass the exam inations ye
- ,branches. They range* aize from the placed on a list in the order dfleir

large metropolitan pos. station that' scores. Separalq eligibility lists are
.employeehundreds vorliers, to mat t)ained for eaC past office. Five

the.small contract stars1n or branch extra poiAt are add d ter the score of
that occppies a.corne-rne d a country an honorably discharged veteran,
store. Most are post offi..::es, but some

petal facilities save spec01 purpos-
es, such as handling payroll records

or supplyingequipnont.
AlthbUgh evewcommunity re-

ceives mail service, employmcNrt is
concentrated in large metropolitan
areas. Post offices in cities such as....
New York, Chicag , andAoS-Ange-
les employ a great umber of work-
ers not only because they process
hi.ige amounts of mail for their own
populations but also because they
serve ras Mail processing points for
the smaller communities that sur-
round them. .

The Postal Service also contracts.
with private businesses to transport
mail. In 1976, there ?were more than
12,000 of these "c route con-
tracts. Most "Star. .-..e -:ers use
trucks to hanl.mai. ,) sw--, .ise air-
plat* or boats ins. , -1.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

An applicant for a Postal Service
job must pass a written examination
and meet minimum age require-
ments. Generally, the minimum age
is 18, but a high school'graduate may
begin work at 16 if the jci_, is not
hazardous and does not reouire use
of a motor,. vehicle. Many Postal Ser-
vice' jobs do. not require formal edu-
cation or special training. Applicants
for these jobs are hired on tne basis
of their examination scores.

Applicants should apply at :ne post
office Where they wish to work and
take the -entrance examination for
the job they want. Examinations for
most pbs include a written test that
check: an applicAts vocabulary and
readir. _ ability, as well as any special
abilities required, such as aptitude
for remembering addresses. A phys-
ical eaminatior s requ(ired, as well.
Applicants fo- 'Os that require

1., strength and stamina are sometimes
giver, a special test. For example,
'mailhandlersinust be able to lift and
carry mail sacts weighing up to 70
p.aunc .. The rames of applicants

and 10-extra points to the score of a
veteran wounded in combat or-sijs-
abled!I When a job cions, the ap-
pointing officer chooses one-of the
top thlee applicants. Otherl alt" le&
ion the lit so that they can be fonsidi
ered for future openings.

New employees are trained either
on the job by supervisors and other
experienced 'employees or in local
training center. Trainilig ranges -
from a few days to several months,
depending on the job. For example,
mailhandlers and custodians can
learn their jobs in a relatively short
time while postal inspectors need
months of training.

Posta workers are classified as ca-
sual, p.. 7t-time flexible, part-time
regular, or full-time. Casual workers
are hired to help handle the large
amounts of mail. du, ring the Christ-
mas season and for other short-term .

_assignments. --Rart -time flexible ern-
ployees. they have career
status, ao no have a regular work
schedule but replace absent workers
C7 hero with extra work loads as the
-fleed rises. Part-time re ulars have a
et work schedulefo example, 4
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hours day. Carriers, `clerks. and '
mailharldle'rs may start as. panistime
flexible workers and.nove into full-
time jobs according to their seniority .

as vacancies °cc.: I

Postal workers c
e' -ice to bet-

ter peiyink positio
skills. Training p
able for low-ski
wish to become
chanics. Also, err

are avail-
er- z-ho

me --

s can get
preferred assign uch as the

.day\shift or amore des able delivery
(oute, as their seniority ipereases.
When aniopening:'Occurs, eligible'
employffll may submit written re-
quests, called "bids," for assignment
Aso the vacancy. The bidder who
meets the qualifications for the as-
signment and has the rhos.: 'seniority
gets the job.

Applicants for supervisory jobs
must pass an examination Addition
al requiremen promotion may
include training oreducation, a satin`
factory work record, and appropriate
personal characteristics such as leadt
ership abilit: If the leading candi-
dates are ec_.:ily qualified, length of
service also Is considered. Although
opportunities for promotign to su-
pervisory positions in smaller post of-
fices are limited, workers may apply
for vacancies in a larger post office
and thus increase their chances.

Employment in the postal, service is expected to
decrease due to mechanization and falling mail volume

ment in the postal service, 1952-76 and projected 1985
es 800

in the. -ands)
700 .

1950 .1955

Source ;lure. of Labor Stabsucs

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985"

70.

tiy
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Employment Outlook

Employment ili the Postal Sel'iiree
-2.'"il expected to .decline. through the

mid- 1980's as mail processing sys-
iems become more efficient and ,as
mail volume falls because of rising
postal rates 4aad, increasing -eliatic.

If n the telephone for personal com-
uni ation. Anticipated culbacks

,..
in

...
he:fr uency of home,deliveries will

, -.offset any employment growth stem:
tang from increases in e number off
homes And bu s tabIrshmenrs.
Consolidatio, of the postal system is
expected t result in the closing of
many small st offices reducing re-
quirements for postmasters, guards,
and ma ntenance and support per

_...,,, sonnel. Nevertheles;, thousands ..-of
,job openings will result annually as
workers retire, die, or transfer to oth-
er fields. ' -

Earnings and Wpsking
Conditions

Postal Service employees are paid
under several separate pay schedules
depending upon the duties of the job,
knowledge, exnerience, or skills re-

ti

I,

if'
quired. For examples there are sepa-
rate schedules for nrodtiction )vork=
ers,odch as clerks, city mail carriers,
and mailhandlers; for i'ural carriers;
for supervisors; for nonsuperisory ad-
mjui tiv technical,,and clerical
wor ers; an for-postal executives. tr
all p z schedules,' except that of ex-
ecutive , employdeseerCeive-periodi:
"step!" increases. -up to a' specifies
maximu if their job, performance
satisagoty. In addition, salaries- o
most-postal workers are ailtomaticfai-
ly adjusted for changes-in the cofPof
living.

Full-time employees work an 8-
hour day 5 days a weer,- Both full-
time and part-time employees whc
work more than 8 hours a day or 4C
hours a week receive overtime pay of
one-and-one-half times their' hourly
rates. They also receive extra pay for
night and Sunday work.

In 19-'1 postal employees earned
1.3 days .)f annual leave (vacation)
during each of their first 3 years of
service, iricludinz prior Federal civil-
ian and military service; 20 days each
year for 3 t 15 jars of service; and
26 days aft.er 15 years. In addition,

789
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they -earn d clays,9f- raid sick
leave a ye r -egardless ,or :ength of
service, r

Other teen' ''ts include retirement .

and su vivo- ,nip annuities, and
u 1141"tlt insurance nieo-

edini part;:by the Postak-
;ost life
grams sup

rvice. 6
ost post office are -

)
clean andahEll lighted, but some of
the older ones are not The Postal
Service is in the process of replacing
and remodeling its outmoded build-
ings, andonditions are'expected to
improve.

Most postal workers are memtkers
Of ubions and are covered by one of
several negotiated bargaining agree-
ments between the Postal Service
and the 'unions.

Sourcps of Additional

'-'

Information

Local post offices and State end
ployment service offices can strpplij,
details about entrance examination's
and employment opportunities in the
Postal Service.
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STATE Akin.OcAL GOVERNMENTS*

L1 s 11'

1,

State and loc g vernments pro-:.
-vide -a very I ge a 4 expanding
source' oboff o dortunitie% in a, wide
variety. of, occupational fields. In
1.976, about 12.2 million people
worked fOrState and local ;fern-
Ment agencies; nearly three- urths
of these worked in units of locaTT

eernment,
such a Counties, mum 1-

inlities, towns, an school distr ts.
Educational pervi es 'accou for

about half of all jobs in Sta and
local governMent. In 1975, a ut 6.3
million governmenr)hhployees
worked in public schodls, colleges, or

' Other educational services. In addi-
tion to more than 3.5 million instruc-,-.

',tional personnel, school systems, col-
leges, and universities also employed
2.7 million adininistrative personnel,
librarians, guida"noe counaetors, nurs-
es, dietitians,- cter.kt, and mainte-
nance workers. Three-fifth; of these
worked in elementary and secondary
schools, which are administered
largely by local governmerits. State

,. employment in education is concen-
trated chiefly at:ta, college, universi-
ty, and technical school levels. .

The next largest field of State and
local government employment was
health. services. The 1.2 million
workers employed in health and hos->
pital work included pliysiciani, nurs-
es, medical laboratory technicians,
and hos ital attendants.
' Genera overnmental control and
'financial ac vities accounted for
about 750,000 workers. These in:
cluded chief executives and their
staffs, legislative representatives, and
persons employed in the administra-
tion of justice; tax enforcement and
.91.ter financial work, and general ad-
ministration. These functions require
the services of individuals such as
lawyers, judges and other court offi-
cials, city makta rs, property asses-
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sors, budgel analysts,, stenographers',,
and clerks.

More thvi 600100111reop16 -worked .
in street and highway ,construction
'and maintenance. 'Highway workers
nclude civil engineers, surveyors,.

operators -of construction machinery
and equipment, titiekdrivers, con-
crete finishers, carpenters, toll ,col-
lectors, and construction boreKts).

.

Police and fire protectio is an th-
er large fief i of empl ent. Over
600,000 pers w-7.re engaged in po-
lice work, inclue --rig administrative,
clerical, and- cus.:-dial personnel, as
well as uniforme_ and plainclothes
oli e. Local governments employed

the nearly 3.00,000 fire protec-
tion employees, as well as most of the
police. One out of three firefighters
was emploied Partdpime.

Other State add local govetnment
employees work in a wide 'varlet: of
activities: Local utilities (such as wa-
ter or electricity ), transportation,
natural resources, public welfare,
parks and recreation. sanitation, cor-
rection., local libraries, sewage dis-:
posal, and housing and urban renew-
al. These activities require workers in
diverse occupations such as -!cono-
mist, electrical engineer, electrician,
pipefitter, clerk, fcircster, ar bus
driver.

Clerical, adminis:rative, mainte-
nance, and custodia, wort make a
large portion of empioxinent in most
government agencies! Among the
workers involved in these activities
are clerk-typists. stenographets, sec-
retaries, office managers, fiscal and
budget administrators; bookkeepers,
accountants, carpenters, painters,
plumbers, guards, and janitors. (De-
tailed discussions of most occupa-
tions in State and local governments
are given elsewhere in the Handbook
in the sections covering the indivi
ual occupations.)

4s.

-Employment Trogds 'and. buffoon,
Ike long-range trend in State and

local, government efnploymerlt has

been 'steadily, upward. MOch of this -

growth Tesuits'from the nEed to/pro-- .'-
vide additional services as population
increases and, as people 'move from

- rural to. urbb,n,grea$. city develop-
Meat has required additional street
and highway facilities; police andlire
protection; and. p,biblic health, sanita-

. other ,aervices:
Population growth and *reasing
persorfal income have -generated de-
mand: for additional and improved.-
education, housing, health facilities,
and other services. Except for em-
ployment id elementary and second-
ail', school systems State and "local
government employment is expected
to grow faster than the average for all
industries through the mid-1980's.

A larger State and local work force
also will be needed to provide
'proved public transport tion sys-
tems, more urban plannin and re-
neviat.programs, increased police
protection, better measures to guard
against air and water pollution, and
expanded natural resource develop-
ment programs. In addition, large
numbers ofwork=!rs will be needed to
replace. employfis who transfe:- to-
other fields of ork, retire, or die,

Federal-St to programs in educa-
, "vocatio I training, health, and

othe a ill increase the needs of
local and State governments for pro-
fessional,' administrativi, and techni-
cal personnel. These will include efic
gineers, scientists, social workers,
counselors, teachers, physicians, and
librarians.

Most positions in State and local
governments arc tilled by residents of
the State ar ocality. If shortages of
particular skills exist however, it is
often necessary to recruit from out-
side the area.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of State and local govern-
mRt employees vary widely, de-
pending upon occupation and local-
ity. Salary differences from State to

ate tend to reflect differences in
general wage level in various lo-.

calities.
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Aic The Handbook statement for ityli- area Oups ofemployees, such as
vidual'occupationXoften,gives salary teachers apd police, have, separate
intrd-mairOn fOr Stat., and' local gov- 'Civil service coverage for th r specif-
eniTRent employment. 'Salary infor: is groups:. ....
matiOn also can bioblafftedfrom the Most 'State and local ,government .

propriate State and local over9- employees are Wavered by 'retirement
exit agericies, . ., . sysiern s" or by theiFecieral Social Se-

-A majority of %tate, and local - curity program. Therusually vtrgrk a
..ernmsht, positions 'are' filled ttirougth standard wee14 of 40-ho9r or less,

sollie type of 'formal divPI service test, with Overtime pay or compensatory ,
that is, parsonnel are hired and4ro- l time, bettefits for additional hours of
moted on the basis of.merit: In some C.vork, .

411(
.

.
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.Soorces of Additional
Inforfnation ,

'Perions interested in _work* for'
' State or local governme.i, agencies
should contactthe-appropriaterState,
county, 'or: cirragericies. Offices of
focal school boards, ..siti;clerjeg,

. school and _college counselors oll
Plaeplen/ personnel, and l'Ocal offiC1

. es of State employment servicesba'Ve
acklitiOnal infoknalion.

1
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THE ARMED -FORCES:.

The Aimed Forces offer young
people career cipporttinities in a
range of occupations almott as wide
as that fouqd in 4yilian life. Jobs ins
dude clericil aind administrative
work, skilled construction trades,
electrical and electronic occupa-
tions, auto repair, and hundreds of
other specialties requiring varied
amounts of education and training.
Each year.the Armed Forces give

S.
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hundreds of .thqusands of men and
°women basic and advanced' training
that can be q'seful is both;military
and civilian careers, "

Since the draft was ended in. 1973,
thNvarious?.branches of the Armed
Forces Army, 'Ail' Force, Navy,
Marine Corps, and COast Guard
are being staffed entirely through
voluntary enlistments. The military
services must compete with civilian

.

The Armed Forces train personnel In hundreds of dIffereht types of Jobs.
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employers. and they must offer .occu-
.

paticrnal enefits and training pro-
grams that make)niilitery service an -

attractive areer alternative. These'
benefits:sare exp,lained in mote detail
Isterein thii statement. Ii .

A young person may enlist ineany
one of. -a yariety of 'programs that
invcilve diffeienlombinatiOns of ac-

jive rind ;reserve duty. Active duty
ranges frOnk3 to 6 years, with 3- and
4-year eolistments the most-oom
moti. In general, enlistments for over
4 years are for job specialfie-s-that
require a.cbrisiderable amounfof ad-
vanced,technical training!,

Places of Employment

At the end of 19 , over 2.1 mil-
lion persons were on active duty in
the Armed Forcesabout 770,000
in the Arniy; 600,000 in the Air's
Force; 525,b00 in the Navy; 1Z,000
in the Marine Corps; and 38,15150 in
the Coast Guard. In addition to those
on active duty, over 2.7 million per-
sons were in reserve components.

MilitAy personnel are stationed
throughciut the United States and in
many countries around the world. In
the United States, the Yargest num=
tiers are in California, followed by
Texas, North Carolina, Florida, and
the Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area. About 480,000 are outside the
United States. The majority of
theseover 300,00are stationed
in Europe particularly Germany);
large numbers also are-in the West-
ern Pacific.

Job Training and Education for
Enlisted Personnel

The Armed Forces train personnel
in hundreds of different types of jobs.
Job training available to enlistees de-
pends on the length of their service
commitment, their general and tech-
nical aptitude, the needs oNhe ser-
vice, and personal preferences. Fol-
lowing a basic training period of
between 6 and 11 weeks, depending
on the service branch,, a majority of
the recruits go directly to formal
classroom training to prepare for a
specialized field of Work. The re-
mainder receive on-the-job traini
at their first duty. assignment. F
those not assigned directly to
schools, there is opportunity for fOr-
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mal classroOrn training follow ing on-
the-job .training. .

After initial or advanced grainfrig,
tic its are sent to theirse. ry ice 'as-

..sifittAien) The type add location of-
duty dtpend on the service vacan-
clip, personal hualifications, and per-
sonal preferences.

People PI ing tb apply 'the skills
.t gain t ugh military trpiiiing 4;6 ;
a ham fireer should olStaIh'cert
tarn info ation before choosing a
military) occupation. First, they
should deteFinine hol,vood the.proi--
pects are fOr civilian employrfient in,
jobs related to the particular Military
sPecialty which interests them. Sec-
ond, they should know what the pre -
requisites are fot the related civilian
job. Mary occupations require li-
censing, certificatidn, or a'minimum
level .of .education. Those who are
interested should find out whether
military training is sufficient to enter'
the field or, if not, what additi6?ial
training) will be required.

Much information is given in other
Handbook statements on the employ:
ment outlook for civilian jobs for
which military training helps prepare'
an individual Additional information
often can be obtained from Schools,
unions, trade associations, amAther
organizations in the fielcof interest,

-or from a school counselor. By look-
ing into, this kind of information be-
fore choosing a specific military oc-
cupation, young people entering the
Armed Forces will help insure that
the type of training they obtain will
fit their career plans.

.A list of-major job categories for
enlisted personnel (is presented be-
low.

Administrative Specialists and
Clerks:
Personnel.
r-411dministration.

Clerical personnel.
Accounting, finanCe, and disbursing.

Supply and logistics.
Religious, morale, and welfare:,

Information and education.

Communications center operations.

Electrical and Mechanical Equipment
Repairers:

Aircraft.

Automcite

"ft

JO
Wire communications. %

Missiles, mechatlidal and electrical..

Armament and munitions.
.:Shipboaririiroput,sion.
A

'.Power generating equipinent
eqUipmeht.

.--Aircraft launch equipment: X.

Military intelligence.
---Combat operations control.

Medics) and Dental Specialists:
. .

41re4ical care.. ,

-esTmethnical medical servifes. .

.
medical syrvices.

--, i.

-.-OtheFmeehanical and electrical cq pmeht. ' -7-Dental caee, . . .-t -

11 , 'v.' ; '.- ;,, '' '
CraftS , - : '' OthiF-Tecioic

,

d Allied Seecial-

715

7 It iStS: ' -1 fl0 A . ^ i. . 4 ,=Metalworking. ,- .1 .
.... (1: .-

e,
. :. _ - r ' jibotog...phy...

C-onstructeon. - _ ,
5-' 11

_,_ .
-.4. a . Deleting, kurveying,;nd mapping- -

=1.1tilities. c " '
, ' f .T.',._, Weather. °.
COnatructiop equipnitnt operation. ..

Litho . .. . , . 1 Ordnance disposal and diving.
g riiith .

Industrial gas and fuel produOion.

Fabnc, leather and rubber.

Firefighting and damage control.

Other crafts.

Service and Supply Handlers:
Food service.

Motor transpo
Material' receipt' storage, and issue.

Military police.

Personal service.

Auxiliary labor.
Forward area equipmciit support.

Infantry, Gun Crews, and Seama
ship Specialists:

Infantry.

Armor and amphibious.

Combat engineering.
Artillery/gunnery, rocktts, aodrnissiles,

Combat air crew.

Seamanship.

Electronic Equipment Repairers:
L-Radio /radar.

Fire control systems.

Missile guidance and control.

Sonar equipment.
Nuclear weapons equipment.

ADP computers.

Teletype and cryptographic equipment.
4

Other electronic equipment.

Communications and Intelligence
Specialists:
Radio and radio code.

Sonar

Radar and air traffic control.

Signal intelligence/electronic warfare.
Ve.4

". .
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Scientific and eniineeritig aides.

A brief descriptionof each cate-
gory as it relatea;to civilian jobs. fol-
lows:

Administrative specialist and clerk
jobs, are found in most private busi-
news and government agencies and
reAluire the same basic skills as those.
learned in the mili4ry services.

Electrical and mechanical equip-
ment repairers generally are instruct--
ed'in the basic Theories and advanced
troubleshooting techniques involved .

in the operation and repair of equip-
ment. This instruction and training
make transfer to a similar civilian job
fairly easy in\ many career fields. In
others, some additional civilian train-.
ihg may be needed.
. In general, the various skilled crafts

or trades require some kind of ap-
prenticeship program. In some ap-
prenticeship programs credit may be
given for skills acquired through mili-
tary training and experience. .

Many of the service and supply
occupations are identical to those
civilian life..Such military experience
is heilpfUl in obtaining similar civilian

. employment.
On the other hand, some of the

jobS in 'the infantry, gun crews- and
seamanship specialiit group are
unique to the Armed Forcesthey .
have few, or no parallels in civilian
jobs. How vet, this work experience
may be helpful in developing leader-
ship and supervisory skills that prcr

. vide a good_ base for future civilian
employmenC.N

Those working as electronic equip-
ment repairei-s generally maintain
and repair specialized. military equip-
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Seaman looks through the ship's telescope as he stands lookout watch.

ment. However, most of the training
-and experience gained can be direct-
ly related Co civilian occupations
such as electronics technician,- air-
craft.instrument, mechanic, or radar
and radio repairer.. The service-
trained specialist in electronic equip-
ment repair may noted additional
training on specialized equipment
before gaining journeyman status in
civilian employment. Again, credit
sometimes is given in an apprentice-
ship program for skills acquired in
the service. For certain occupations,
'such as electrician, applicants for a,
license may be required to demon-
strate their proficiency by passing an
examination.

Some of the c:omniunications and
intilligence specialist occupations
have civilian counterparts; for exam-
ple, sonar, radar, and radio opertors
may move into civilian jobs and use
the same skillS. In general, however,
these specialistS have a Ignited Civil-
ian demand. Other jobs, such as mili-
tary intelligence or cornbat opera-
tions control have very fe,k or .no
directly parallel civilian occupations.

In recent years, changes in military
training and civilian requirements in
the medical and- dental fields have
greatly increased civilian employ-
ment opportunities for service-
trained personnel. An examination is
required in most fields to show profi-
ciency. Some of the civilian occupa7

tions in which service-trained indi.7
viduals can become certified include;
Physician's -assistant; laboratory
teChniciari; emergency medical tech-
nician; medical technologist; dental-
assistant; nurse (Most States allow.
service-trained personnel to take the
Licensed Practical Nurse Examina-
tion; a few, the Registered Nurse Ex-
amination); and physical therapists.

Other technical and allied special-
ists include 4/wide range of jobs,
many having direct civilian parallels
such as photographer, meteorologist,
musician, and others providing skills
with liMited demand in the civilian
sector such as ordnance dispOsal and
diving.

WoMen are eligible for and en-
couraged to enter all military occu-
pational fields except those involving
actual combat.

I ,

Other Educational Programs -

In addition to on-,duty training, a
variety of programs are available to
help military personnel continue
their education. At most military in-'
sylations, a Tuition Assistance pro-
gram is available for active duty per-
sonnel who, during off-duty hours,1
wish to take courses.

Each service branch also' offers
programs for full-time education,
and provides full pay allowances; tu-

/ Z)4
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ition, and related fees. Other pro-
grams enable enlisted personnel to, .
take college courses and -additional
military training so that they can be-
come commissioned -officers.
Courses' also are aVailable by $ther
institutions to help service personnel
earn their high "school equivalency"
diploma. In addition, programs are
being instituted to. permit the appli
cation of credit for military training
courses; towards associate or bacca-
laureate College degrees from partici-
pating instifutionS. .

-Officer.:Trainin

Officer candidates in the Armed
Forces receive special training
through such programs' as: The Fed-
eral Service Academies (Naval, Air
Force,. Military, and Coast Guard);
Reserve :Officer' Training .Corps
(ROTC); Officer Candidate School;
National Guard (State OfficelCandi-
date Schdol programs); ..direciiise,..
pointinent; and several 'other pro.-
grams. .

The Federal . Service Academies;
which admit women as well as men,
provide a 4-year college program
leading to a bachelor of science de-
.gree. The midshipman, or cadet is
provided free room and board,. tu-
ition, medical care, and a monthly
allowance.% Graduates niay receive
"regular commissions in all branches
of the service and have a 5-year ac-
tiye duty obligation.

To become a candidate for ap-
pointment as a midshipman or cadet.
in the Naval; Air Force, or Military
Academy,. most applicants obtain a
nomination* from art atIthorized
nominating source (usually a mem-
ber of Congress). It isnot necessary
to` know a member of Congress per-
sonally to request a nomination. The
nominee must meet certain require-
ments, which include' an academic
record of a specifiectquality, college
aptitude test scores above. an estab-
fished minimum, and recommenda-
tions from teachers or school offi-
cials. Also, the nominee must pass a
medical examination. Appointments

. are made from eligible nominees ac-
cordingto personal preference of the

. nominating authority and by a com-
petitive system based on the norm-
nees' qualifications. T e dependents
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The Armed ForieCoffer variety of flight training programs, many of which lead to
commission.

Table 1. Active duty military compensation in 11/6 for members of the Armed Forcei
who are single and have lose than 2 years of service

.

Pay grade
Regular
military

compensation,
total

Basic
pay

Quarters
allowance

.

Subsistence
allowance .

Enlisted members:
E-I $6,346 $4,493 5886 $967
E.-2 ' 6,915 5,008. 940 967
E-3 7,227 5,198 1,062 967
.E-4, 7,566 5,407 1,192 967

Commissioned officers: .

0-1 10,553 8,280 1,606 667
0- 2 12,263 9,540 . 2,056 667

' 0-3 -- 13,973 10,944 2,362 667

SOURCE: Department of Defense.

of certain veterans may automatical-
ly gain admission if they apply. Ac-
tive and reserve service members.
also may receive such preferences.

Appointments to the Coast Guard

Academy are made on a competitive
basis. A nomination is not required.

The Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) Program involves the

or, students in abotit 500
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Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air
Force units at participating colleges
and universities throughout, the
United States and Puerto Rico. As a
part of the school curriculum, ROTC
training includes 2 to 5 hours of
militaryinstruedon a week in addi-
tion to regular college courses..

Students in the last 2' years of an
ROTC program and all those on
ROTC scholarships are paid a
monthly allowance while attending
school and receive additional-pay for
summer" trainipg. Following gradu-
ation, ROTC Istudents fulfill their
military obligations by serving as
regular or reserve officers for a stipu-
lated period of time.

A 'commission in the Armed
Forces can be earned without ROTC
training by, those who enlist from-
civilian life into one 'oft the several
Officer Candidate School Programs:
The. Army, Nayy, Air'Force, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard train select-
ed college graduates to become com-
missioned officers. The National
Guard also has several OfficerCandi-
date Programs for qualified high.

. school graduates.
Many persons who are trained in,

medicine or one of the related health
sciences may qualify for direct ap-
pointment as officers. Financial as-
:.

. available:Or those qualified to serve

as-
sistance is available to students .en,
rolled in training in one of these
fields. Direct appointments also are

in other special duties, such as the
judge advocate general or chaplain.
corps.

The Armed Forces offer a wide
variety of flight training programs,
many of which lead to a commission.
All services have programs for quali-
fied enlisted ,personnel to obtain
commissions.

Salary, Allowances, Promotion,
and Working Conditions

In addition to a regular salary,
tary personnel receive free room and
board, medical and dental 'care, 'a
military clothing allowance, military
supermarket and department store
shopping privileges, recreational fa-
cilities, 30 days of paid -vacation a_
year, and travel opportunities. When
room and board are not provided, a
living allowance is given. Table I
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gives examples of military pay and
allowances. Career officers and en-
listed personnel also are eligible for
retirement benefits after 20 years of

r service.
The pay grades for enlisted person-

nel are E-1 to E-9. The pay grades for
commissioned officers are 0-1 to 0-
10.

Enlisted performs'. will normally
be promoted to pay grade E-3 within
'their first 12 months of service. Fur-
ther promotiont depend on individ-
ual merit, but in-grade pay increases
are possibleOn the basis of length of
service:

The normal workweek in the
Armed Forces is 8 hours a day, 5 or 5
1/2 days a week. Due to the nature of
military work, an individual or group
may be called upon to work longer
hours without additional compensa-
tion. With the wide range of jobs
'found- in the service, working condi-
tions vary substantially. Some jobs
that are extraordinarily dangerous,
or in an undesirable location, provide
additional income in the form of bo-
nuses or sp,cial payments.

Athletic and other recreational fa-
cilitiessuch as libraries, gymnasi-
ums, tennis courts, golf courses, and
moviesare available on most mili-

'tary installations. Also available are
'personal affairs officers, legal assist-
anceofficers, and chaplains, as well
as/supporting agencies, which mili-
tary personnel may go to for help
with personal orlinancial problems.

Veterans'. Benefits

The Meterans Administration 'pro-
vides numerous benefits to those who
have served in the. Armed Forces.'
The educational assistance program
usually is the most important to those
considering enlisting.

Each month they are on active
duty, -Armed Forces personnel may
set aside between $50 and $75 of
their pay into an educational fund.
The ,Veterans Administration puts in
-two dollars for every dollar`contrib-
uted by the service member, up to a
limit of $2,700 of the service mem-
ber's contribution. Upolil separation
from active duty, the. amount in the
fund can be, used to finance an edu-
cation at any approved institution.
One month of benefits is available for
each month the service member con-
tributed; a service member may re-.

ceive benefits for a maximum of 36
months. Since the service member's
contributions are matched 2 for 1,
this means that a maximum of $8,100
may be available over, the 36-month
period ($2,700 paid into the fund by
the' ervice member, $5,400 by the
Armed Forces). Since most colleges
ha('e about a 9 month academic year,
a regular 4-year college program can
be financed through this contribu-

arrangement. These benefits
may be received for education at any
approved institution, including pub-
lic or private elementary, secondary,

correspondence, busi-
ness, or flight training schools; dom-
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munity or junior colleges; normal
schools; teacher's colleges; colleges
or universities; professional, scientif-
ic, or technical institutions; and var-
ious other institutions that furnish
education at the elementary level or
above.

More detailed or current informa-
tion on educational benefits, as well
as other veterans benefits, is avail-
able from the Veterans Administra-
tion office located in each State, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
and the Philippines.

Other Sources of Information
Each of the military services pub-

lishes handbooks and paniphiets. that
describe entranc
training and advan
ties, and other asp

q u ire m en ts,
nt opportun

of military ca-
reers. These publications are avail-
able at all recruiting stations, most
State employment service offices,
high schools, colleges, and public li-
braries. IndividuaA may obtain addi-
tional information by 'writing to the-
addresses below:
U.S. Army,Recruiting Command, Fort Sheri-

dan, III. 60037.
Navy Recruiting Command, (Code 40), 4015

Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203.
USAF. Recruiting Service, Directorate of Re-

cruiting Operations, Randolph Air Force.
Base, Tex. 78148.

Director, Personnel Procument Division,
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, Wash-.
ington, D.C. 20380.

Commandant, (G-PMR), U.S. Coast' Guard,
Washington, D.C: 20590.
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'The fourth edition'of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles is in print. Litted below are the fourth
edition D.O.T. numbers that correspond to those from the third edition, which were used in the
Handbook.

. U.O.T. No.
3.4 Edition Ith &Mon 3fd Edition Title Parr

D.O.T. No.
3d Edition Ith Edifices 3d Edition Title Parr

001.081 001.061-010 Architect 575 011.08 I 011.061-010 I Foundry metallurgist ,35I
001.08 I 001.061-014 Architect, marine 728 011.061-018 Metallurgist, extractive 351
001.281 001.261-010 Drafter, architectural 384 011.061-022 Metallurgist, physical 351
002. 002. Aeronautical engineering 012. 012. Industrial engineering

occupations 386 occupations 386
002.081 002.061-014 Aeronautical engineer 345 012.081 012.061-014 Safety engineer' 202, 350, 648
003. 003. Electrical engineering 012.168 012.167-014 Director, quality control 350. 648

occupations 336 012.167-066 System analyst, business
003.081 003.061-010 Electrical engineer 348 electronic data processing 115, p0, 648
003.151 003.151-010 Industrial-power engineer 348 012.187 012.167-042 Manufacturing engineer 648
003.187 003.167-018 Electrical engineer, power 348 012.167-030 Efficiency engineer 350, 648

003.167-062 Systems engineer, electronic data 012.167-018 Factory lay-out engineer 350, 648

003.281 003.281 -010
003.281-014

processing 115,
Drafter, electrical
Drafter, electronic

348
384
384

012.167-026
012.167-030

Fire protection engineer 350. 648
Industrial engineer 350, 648

019.261-014 Estimator and drafter 384 012.167-034 Industrial-health engineer 203, 350, 648
005. 005. Civil engineering occupations 386 012.167-046 Production engineer 3511, 648

005.081 005.061-014 Civil engineer 348 012.188 012.167-050 Production planner 314648
005.281 005.281-010 Drafter, civil 384 012.167-054 Quality-control engineer -4350

005.281.014 Drafter, structural 384 012.167-070 Time-study engineer 350
006. 006. Ceramic engineering occupations.. 386 012.281 012.261-010 Air analyst 648
006.081 006.061- Ceramic engineer 346 013. 013. Agricultural engineering .31

010. 014, occupations 386
018, and 013.081 013:061- Agricultural engineer 345. 610
022 010. 014,

007. Mr. Mechanical engineering 018 and 022
occupations 386 014. 014. 1vgarine engineering occupations.. 386

007.081 007.061-014 Air-conditioning engineer 351 014.281 0 i 4.281-010 Drafter. marine 384
007.061-014 Mechanical engineer 351. 616, 648 015. 015. Nuclear engineering occupations... 386
007.061 -01 I(efrigeration engineer 351 017. 017. Drafters. n.e.c. 384. 386

007.151 007.151-010 Heating engineer 351, 616. 648 017.281 01.2.28 I -018 Technical illustrator 628
007.168 3rd edition Chief engineer " 351. 616 " Of 8.26 I -010 Cartographer 521

,tide deleted 018. 018. Surveyors, n.e.c 386
007.181/ 007.161-026 Mechanical-engineering 018/188 018.167- Surveyor 390. 616, 619

technician 648 018. 038.
007.161-018 Engineering assisnt, 042. 046.

mechanical equipment 648 and 050
007 187 007.167-014 Plant engineer 351. 616. 648 018.587 869.567-010 Surveyors helper-rod 391
007.281 007.281-010 Drafter. mechanical 384 018.687 869.567-010 Surveyors helper-chain 391

008.
007.26 I -019
008.

Lay-out checker
Chemical engineering

384,' 019. 019. Architecture and engineering
n.e.c 386

occupations 386 019.081 001.061-018 Landscape architect. 587
008.081
010.

010.081

008.061-018
010.

010.061-014

Chemical engineer 347.
Mining and petroleum

engineering occupations
Mining engineer 352.

648

386
616

019.281
020.
020.081

012.26 1 -014
020.
020.062-010

Quality-control technician 706
Occupations in mathematic:4s 386
ApplicatiOns'engineer 115

010.061-018 Petroleum engineer 353, 619 020.088 020.067-014 Mathematician 115, 370

010.061-026 Safety engineer. mines 203, 616 020.067-022 Statistician. mathematical 115

010.168 01'0.161-018 Observer. seismic prospecting..... 619 020.188 020.167-010 Actuary 123. 372, 762
010.187 3rd edition Mining investigatOr 352, 616 020.162-014 Programmer, business I 13. 372

title deleted 020.167-022 Programmer. engineering and
010.281 010.281-014 Drafter. geological , 619 scientific 113, 372
010.288 3rd edition

,348,
Computer, prospecting 619 .020.167-026 Statistician, applied 372

title deleted 021. 021. Occupations in astronomy 386
011. 011. Metallurgy and metallurgical 021.088 021.067-010 Astronomer 375

engineering occupations '386 022. 022. Occupations in chemistry 386

7y 7
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022.081

022.168
022.181
022.281
023.
023.081

023.088
024.
024.081

022.061-010
022.061-014
022.061-010
022.061 -010
022.161-010
022.161-018
022.281-014
02.3.
023.061-014
023.061-014
023.067-010
024.
024.061-018
and 022
024.061-
014; 026,
030, and
05Q
024.061-038
024.061-030
024.061 -042
024.061-046
024.061;018
024.061-054
025.
025.062-010
029.

Std Edition Tisk

Chemist, analystical
Chemist, food
Chemist, inorganic
Chemist, organic
Chemical-laboratory chief
Perfumer
Cheinist, water purification
Occupations in physics
Physicist
Physicist, light
Physicist, theoretical
Occupations in geology
Geologist

Past

377,- 648
377, 379, 610

377
377-
377
377
377
386
380
380
380
386

355, 618

357, 619
/

Geophysicist

Mineralogist 618
Oceanographer 361
Paleontologist 618
Petrotogist 619
Photogeologist 618
Stratigrapher 618

025. Occupations in meterology 386
025.088 Meterologist 359
029. Occupations'in mathematics and

physical sciences n.e c 386
029.088 029.067 -010. Geographer 521

and 014
040.081 040.061-010 Agronomist 365, 609

040.061-014 . Aninial scientist 365, 609
041.081-010 Food technologist 365, 379
040.061-034 Forester 334, 674
040.061-034 Range manager 337
and 046
040061-054 Soil conservationist 339
040.061-058 Soil scientist 368, 610

041.081 041.061:010 Anatomist 366; 648
078.281-010 Cytotechnologist 476, 649
041.061-026 BiocheMist 364, 379, 648
041.0614030 Biologist 365, 648

--'i14042
..

.041061.038 365,

041.061,-046, , w 366, 610
?,'041.0614. .-. '' /65: po9; t.48.

014, 050, .,
slid 138,
041.06110.5g:;6414$5!'.
041.061,017:Mittil4 fit144:e-"
041.0611074 Pharmacologist
041.061-071 Physiologist 365,
041.081-t. Plant scientist
038, 042,-
078, and fe
086

041.168 180.167-030 fish culturist
041.181 041.061-054 365,:646
041.281 041.261-010 Public4sealth bacteriologist 365
045.088 045.061-010 Psychologist, developmental 528

045.067-010 Psychologist, educational 529
045.0614014 Psychologist. engineering 529
045.6614018 Psychologist, experimental 528
045.067-014. Psychologist, social 528

045.108 045.107-010 Counselor,. ...... .. 528, 536, 53g, 539
045.107-011rDirector of guidance 528, 536, 538, 539
045.107-022 Psychologist, clinical 528
045.107-026 Psychologist, counseling 529
045.107-034 Psychologist, schOol 529
045.107-038 Residence counselor 140

050.088 050.067-010 Economist 379, 519, 608
050.067 -014 Market-reiearch analyst I-33, 148
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050.118 050.1 I 7-010 y Employment research and
' planning director

051.088 051.067-010 Political scientist
052.038 052.067-014 Director, state-historical society:.
052.088 052.067- Historian

4 010, 018,
and 022 1

054.088 5154.067-014 Sociologist 531, 610
055.088 055.067- Anthropologist 517

010, 014,
018; and
022

059.088 029.067-010 Econornic Obgrapher 521

070. 070. Physicians and surgeons 463
071.108 071.108-010 Osteopathic physician 461

072.108 072.101- Dentist 449.
010, 022,
026, and
030

073.081 073.061-010 Veterinarian, laboratory animal
Care 467

073.108 073.101-010 Veterinarian 467, 607
and 014

073.181 073.161-010 Veterinary livestock-inspector 467
073.281 073.261-010 Veterinary virus-serum inspector... 467
073.381 073.361-010 Laboratory technician,

veterinary
074.181 074.161-010 Pharmacist
075. -075. Registered nurses
077. 077. Dietitians
.078.128 078.211-010 Medical technologist, teaching

supervisor 476, 649
078.168 078.16 I -010 Medical technologist, chief 476, 649'

078.161-010 Radiologic technologist, chief 483, 649
078.281' 078.261-010 Biochemistry teehnologist .649.

078.361-014 Medical technologist 476
078.2611014 MiCrobiology technologist 649

078.381. 078.38 I;010 Medical - laboratory r 476
and 014Y ...
078.381-014 Tissue techn' 649

078.368 078.361-010 Dental "hygienist .453
and 014. ,,

078.362- 018- Electrocardiograph technician 470
078:362018' :Electroencephalograph

technician
t''':,07k:3624) 'itsdOloigic ,

V/8,6g1:;.:07S.OP,oltf'::Caf4oi*toy:**4*:

'79..1681 0176,1111,.0IP:f A4000Sigt

..
O 79 , 01 022 ,Pediatrist .

Pose

519
526
524
524

649
_512
488
505

472
483

649 .

502
458

, 45?
466

*06'.161410/.1ieecli.OkiitOtegiat.--- 502
76.:1:1.',0407:.:Ot:Cigiationall therapist 495

67* 0.4-04 .,,,'...iecreational therapist 556
q 01:`107936;b141iiditstri41 hygienist 202, 203
09:3613.:'079 )61:010 Inhalatioh 'therapist 485

970.64-010 OccupatiOnal therapy aid 1.. 497
and
355.377-010

079.378 079.371-010 Dental assistant 451
- 079,374-014 Nurse, licensed practical 490

076.121-014 Physical therapist 498
079.374-022 Surgicarteclutician 480

090:118 090.117-018 Dean of students' 139
090.117-030 Finsuieialindi..officer 139

090.168 090.167-010 DepartMent head 215
090.167-014 Direct* of admissions 139
090.167-022 Director bf student affairs 139
090.167-030 Registrar, college or university:- 139

090.288 090227-010 Faculty member, college or
university _ 215
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091.228 3rd edition Teacher, agriculture
title deleted
091.227 -010 Teacher, secondary school 213 ' '

092.228 092.227-010 Teacher, elementary school 211
092.227-014 Teacher, kindergarten 21 I

096.128 096.127-014 Extension service specialist 550
096.127-014 Ho Inc economist 551
096.121-014 Home economist, consumer

service
099.228 099.227-010 °Child mentor
100. 100. Librarians
100.388 679.367-014 Medical-record librarian
110.108 110.107-010 Lawyer

I 10.117-014 Lawyer, criminal
110.118 110.117418 . Lawyer, admiralty

I 10.117-022 Lawyer, corporation
110.117 -026 Lawyer, patent
I 10.117-030 Lawyer, Probate
110.117-034 Lawyer, real estate

119.168 119.167 -018 Title supervisor
120.108 120.007 -010 Clergy 544, 545, 547
129.108 129.107-018 Director of religious activities 139
132.088 131.067-014 Commoner 133
132.268 131.267-018 RePlikrer 593
132.388 132.367-010 Editor, index 95
137.26 137.267-010 Interpreter 591
139.288 I 31.267-026 -"Writer, technical publications 597
141.031 141.031-010 Directors, art 577
141.081 141.061-018 Cover design 577

4,1.061-022 Illustrator 133, 577
141.061-026 Medical illustrator 577

141.168 141.067-010, Production manager, advertising... 133
142.051 142.051-014 Interior designer and director 585
142.081 Clothes designer 637, 710

D.O.T. Nu.
Page Std Edition 4th Edition

609

550
183
220
510
145
145
145
145
145
145
145
145

143.062

142.061-018
142.081-010
142.061-026
143.062.
018, 030,
and 034 -

I 43.062-026
143.362-010
10.062-014
150.027-010
150.027-014
150.047-010

Floral designer
Industrial designer
Photographer

'
143.282 Photographer, scientific 588
143.382 Biological photographer 588

Photographer, aerial 588
150.028 Dramatic coach . 567

Teacher, drama . 567
150.048 Actor 567
151.028 151.027-010 Choreographer 569

' '' 151.027-014 Instructor, dancing 569
151.048 151.047-010 Dancer 569
152.028 152.021-010 Teacher, music 511, 573
152.048 3rd ed. title Musical entertainer 571
. deleted

152-041-010 Musician, instrumental 571
152.047-014 Orchestra leader 571,
152.047-022 Singer , 573

159.148 159.147-010 .Announcer 596
159.147-010 Announcer, international

broadcast 596
159.147-014 Disc jockey 596
159.147-010 Sports announcer 596

159.228 159.124-010 Counselor, camp 556
160.188 160.167-010 Accountant * 130
161.118 161.117-018 Treasurer 120
162.158. 162.157-038 Purchasing agent 133, 135, 156
163.118 163.117-018 Manager, promotion 142
164. 164. Advertising management

occupations 133
165.068 165.067-010 Public relations practitioner ' .153
166. 166. Personnel and training

administration occupations 150
166.168 166.167-014 Director of placement 139, 150
166:268 166.267-010 Placement officer 150, 541
168.168 168.167-030 Building inspector . 197

168.267-022 Customs inspector 199

581
583
588

0

791

3rd Edition Title Page

168.167-018 Health officer, field 199, 202
168.167-022 Immigration inspector 199
168.167 -054 Manager, credit and collection 141
168.167-078 Safety inspector 197, 202, 204

168.268 168.264 -010 Operations inspector 202
168.264 -014 Safety-ant:sanitary inspector 202

168.284 168.264 -014 Safety inspector 202
168.287 1,68.267-074 Check viewer, miffing 199

168.267-042 Food and drug inspector 199
168.267 -062 Inspector, weights and measures ... 199
168.282 -010 Plant-quarantine inspector 199
1(18.287 -010 Poultry grader 199
168.267-042 Sanitary inspector 199

168.288 168.267 -014 Claim examiner , 125
169.118 169.207 -010 Conciliator 150

166.167-034 Labor relations specialist 150, 151
166.167-022 Salary and wage administrator 150, 451

169.168 169.167 -010 Administrative assistant 508
169.167 -014 Administrative secretary 508

169.188 169.167-058 Underwriter 128, 762
1-82.168 182.167-030 (t uperintendent, maintenance of

way 317
184.168 Manager, traffic 143184.167-

066, 090,
and 094

"185.168 185.167-034
185.167-046

186.118 186.117-038
186.138 186.137-010
186.168 186.167-050
186.288 186.267-018
187.118 187.117-038

187.117.050
187.117-018
187.117-054
187.167-030
187.167-038
187.167-110
187.167-190

188.118 188.117-114
189.118 189.117-026
189.168 189.167-018
191.118 191.117-030
193.168 l93.162-

010,014,
and 018 .

193.167-010
193.262-022
962.167-010
962.281-014
194.262-014
194.262-018
194.362-010
195.107-010
195.167-014

187.168

Manager, merchandise 136
Manager, store 120, 752
Manager, financial institution 120
Manager, safe deposits 120

'Operations officer 120
Loan officer 120
man*r, hotel 142
Publid health service officer 508
Superintendent, institution 508
Superintendent, recreation 556
Director, funeral 181

Director, volunteer services 508
Manager, front office 142
Superintendent, building 162
Manager, city 137
President 120 ,

Manager trainee 120
,Lease buyer 619
Air-traffic controller 290

Chief Controller 290
193.282 Radio officer 302, 728.
194.168 Sound effects supervisor 1 383
194.281 Sound effects technician 383
194.322 Sound controller 383

Sound mixer 383
194.782 Redording-machine operator 383
195.108 Caseworker 562

Conmuraty-relations and
services advisor, public
housing 562

195.164-010 Group worker 562
195.107-022 Social group worker 562
195.107-026 Social worker, 'delinquency

prevention ,, 502
195.1 18 I 95.1 I 7-010 Administritor, social welfare 502

166.1417 -014 Director, welfare 562
195.168 195.137-010 Casework supervisor 562

._

195.167-018 Director, camp N 556
195.167-026 Director, recreation center ..i. 556

195.208 195.367-010 Case aide 560
195.228 195.227-010 Program aide, group work 562

195.227-014 Recreation leader 556
196.168 196.167-010 Chief pilot 294
196.228 I 96.223-0 (4 Instructor, pilot 294
196.268 196.263-022 Check pilot 294
196.283 196.263-010 Airplane pilot , 294, 608

7
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197.130 197.130-010
197.133 .197.133-022
197.136 197.130-210
197.168 197.16741, 0)

197.167-014
198.168 197.167-

010, 014, -

and 018
199.167-014
199.361-010
201.162-010
201.362-030
202.362-010
202.362-014
203.
203.382-026
203.582-066
203.582-066
209.362-026
206.362-
010. and
206.367-014
206.587-010
207.682-010
and 014'
3rd ed. title
deleted
207.685-014
203.582-058
203.582-062
208.582-

199.168
199.381
201.268
201.368
202.388

203.
203.582
203.588

205.368
206.388

206.588
207.782

207.884

207.885
208.588

208.782
014. and
208.682-010

209.138 202.132-010
209.382 203.582-062
209.388. 1203.362-010

249.382-010
3rd ed. title
deleted

209.488 209.362-010
209.587 209.587-046
209.588 3rd ed. title

- deleted
209.688 209.687-010
210.368 210.367-010
210.388 -2t0.382-014

21b.382-018
210.4101 216.482-026
210.588 ) 205.567-010
211. 211.
211.468 211.467-0*
212.368 211.362-

018. 022,
and 026

, 213.138 213.132-010

213.132-014

213.382 213.382-010
; / 213.362-010

213.382-010
213.582 203.582-030
213.588 203.582-022
213.782 213.682-010
213.885 208.685-030
214.488 214.482-010
215.388 210.382-022.
216.388 210.382-026

216.488 216.48
216.482-022

217.388 217.382-010
2 I 7.382-0

344 Elkton Tilk Page

Engineer.. 301

Mate, ship 301, 727
Engineer 727

Master, ship 301. 727
Purser v

302, 728 .

Conductor 311

Urban planner 158

Radiographer "634
Social secretary 102

Secretary 102

Court reporter, 102

Stenographer 102

Typists 109

Varitypists 109

Mortgage clerk 109
Policy. writer 109
Personnel clerk 95, 106.
File clerk 95

Brand recorder'
Duplicating-machine operator 11

and III
Duplicating machine operator I

106-

D.O.T. No.
',ion 4th Edition

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK ,

' 3rd Edition Title Pair

388 21'6.382-062 Actuarial clerk 91, 106.. '
106, 728214.382 -0.14 Billing clerk 91.,

- 91, 106 ,209.387- 0 Coding clerk
91, 118216.362 014 Country-collection clerk

214.362-010
.91, 106215.36 NO10 Crew, scheduler

216.362 -018 Eiccge
Demurrage clerk c'

91, 118
?1, 106

216.382-038 Interest clerk
214.362-014 Manifest clerk

91, 118
91, 728

217.382-010' Sorting clerk 91, 118

216.382-062 Statistical clerk 41, 106
219.488 216.482-010 Accounting clerk 91, 106, 118 '-

219.482-014 Policy checker 91, 106

219.588 216.587-014 Posting clerk 91, 106
222.138 222.137-030 Shipping clerk 104

222.368 222.367 -018 Expediter , 104

222.387 222.387-050 Shipping and receiving clerk 104

222.388 248.367-022 Container coordinator 104

222.478 369.477-014 Retail-receiving clerk 104'

222.488 214.362-014 Manifest clerk 104, 742

222.587 222.387-050 Shipping clerk 104

'222.588 214.587-014 Traffic clerk 104

and
219.367-030
222.687 -030. Shipping checker
2i222 137-034 Supervisor, stock

4 .367-066 Procurement clerk
2 2.367-010 Checker
222.387-030 Linen room attendant
222.367-038 Magazjne keeper
222.387-034 Material clerk
222.367-042 Parts clerk
222.387-058 Stock Clerk
222.387-062 Stoiekeeper
206.387-030 Tape librarian
222.367-062 Tool clerk

225.388 222.387-026 hive/gay clerk
23.588 222.587-050 Swatch clerk

;22.587-030 Tallier
223.687 222.687-010 Checkers
231.388 222.387-038 Parcel-post clerk
231688 209.687-014 Distribution clerk
232.138 , 243.137-010 Supervisor. mails
232.368 243.367-014 Post'-office clerk
233.138 230.137-018 Supervisor, carrier
233.388 230.363-010 Mail carriers

and ,

234. 23.
.,/

4' Mail-preparing and mail=
handling-machine operators 98

235.862 235.662-018 Information operator 101. 208

235.662-022 Telephone operator 101, 208

236.588 236.562-010 Telegrapher 317

and 014
237.368 237.367-038 Receptionist 101

239.588 ,209.567-010 Meter reader 726
222.587-038 Router 104-

240.368 241.367-010 Collector 94

241.168 41.217-010 Claim adjuster 125,761i241.368 41.361-014 Adjustment c tic 742

242.368 38.362-010, Hotel clerk 97,

238.367-030 Troyel clerk
125; 761-249.268 241.267-018 Claim examiner.

249.368 249.367-046 Library assistant 223
249.388 245.362-010 Medical record clerk 478

250.258 250.257-010 Life underwriter 234, 761
250.257-010 Sales agent. insurance 234, 761

250.358 250.357-018 Sales agent, real estate 240
251.258 251.157-010 Sales agent. securities 246, 761

98 222.687
98 r 223.138

223.368
bUplicaring machine operator IV.. 98 223.3871

Transcribing machine operator 109

Typesetter-perforator operator 109, 706
Embossing- machine operator 98

Stenographic -pool supervisor 102

Justowiiter operator 109

Clerk-typist 109

Mortgage clerk 119

Waybill clerk. 4. 106. 109

Circulation clerk 109

Sample clerk, paper 109

Car checker 106, 109

Checker II 104, 706
Account-information clerk 91

Bookkeeper (clerical) I 91, 118
Bookkeeper (clerical) 11 91, 118
Dividend-deposit-voucher quoter .. 91

Insurance clerk 91

Cashiers 92

Teller
Station agent II 2, 316

121

Supervisory, computer
operations, I I I

Supervisory, machine- rds.
unit I I I

Card- tape -cone razor 111

Console operator 111

High-speed printer o p e r a t o r 1 1 1

Key-punch operator I l l
Data typist 111

Tibulating-machine operator 98

Sorting-machine operator 111

Billing-machine operator 98
Bookkeeping-michine operator I .. 98, 118
Bookkeeping-machine operator

II
Adding-machine operator ,
Calculating-machine operator
Proof-machine operator
Transit clerk

91
98
98

118
118

104, 106
108
108
104
108
108
108

108, 742
108
108
112
108
108
108

106, 108
108
V9
99
99
99

206
206

26 26
27 27
28 28
266.158 262.157-010

8 0

Salesworkers.-commOdities...236, 242, 250

Pharmaceutical detailer 649
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280.358
289.358
290.
292.358
292.887
297.868
298.081
299.381
299.468
299.884
301.887
303.138
304.887

305.281
306.878
307.871
309.

273.353-010
9.357-062

2
292. 3-010
292.66 10
297.66 -014
298.081-010
864.381-010
211.462-014
299.474-010
301.687-014
301.137-010
3rd ed. title
deleted
301.687-018
305.281-010
301.474-010
301.677-010
309.

309.137-010
309.677-010
309.674-014
309.674-014
311.

311:677-014
311.477-014

.1 .

3rd Edition Tide

Sales associate, automobile
Salespersokparts
Sales clerks

eaR,

229
227
242

Driver, sales route 244, 770
Driver helper, sales route 245, 643
Model 238
Merchandise displayer 579
Carpet layer 268
Cashier-checker 92
Optician, dispensing 506
Day worker 183
Housekeeper, home 183
Caretkker 183

Yard worker
Cook
Houseworker, general
Child monitor
Domestic service occupations,

n.e.c.
309.138 Butler
509.878 Companion

Lady's attendant
Gentleman's attendant

311. Waiters, waitresses, and related
food servicing occupations

311.878 Counter attendant, cafeteria
Counter attendant, lu%hroom or

coffee shop
Dining room attendant
Bar attendant
Bartender
Bartender helper
Chefs and cooks, large hotels

. and restaurants
4 314. 314. Chefs and'coolcs, small hotels

and restaurants
315. 315. Miscellaneous coo except

domestic -,- 168
315.131 315.131-010 Cook, chief 168, 306, 728
316. 316. Meatcutters, except in

slaughtering and packing
houses 173

318.887 318.687-014 Utility hand 306, 728
318.687-010 Dishwasher 170

319.878 319.474-010 Fountain server 172
321.138 321.137-010 Housekeeper 163

321.137-014 Inspector 163
324. 324. Bellhop and related occupatio 178
330.371 330.371-010 Barber 177

330.371-014 Barber apprentice 177
331.878 331.674-010 Manicurist )' 179
332.271 332.271-010 Cosmetologist
332.381 332.361-010 Wig dresser 179
338.381 .338.371-014 Embalmer 181
339.371 339.371 -010 Electrologist 179

339.37 I -014 Scalp- treatment operator 179
350.138 350.137-014 Steward/stewardess, chief, cargo

vessel 305, 728
350.878 350.677-010 Mess attendant 306. 728
352.878 352.367-010 Airplane-flight attendant.i 297
355.687 355.687-010 Clothes-room worker 492
355.878 355.354-010 Attendant, physical therapy 500

355.677-014 Ernergency-entrance attendant 492
355.677-014 Hospital guide 492'
355.674-014 Nurse aid 492
355.674-018 Orderly 492
355.377-014 Psychiatric aid 492
355.677-010 Tray-line worker 492

355.887 355.667-010 Morgue attendant 492
356.381 418.381-010 Horseshoer 60
361,885 361.665-010 Washer, machine 770
362.381 '362.381 -010 Spotter 171

312.878

3(2.887
313.

311.677-018
312.477-010
312.474-010
312.687-.010
313.

183
183
183 .
1-83

183
183
183
183
183

174
172

172
170
167
167
168

168

168

D.O.T. No.
3rd Edition dilt Edition

362.782
363.782 ,

363.884
363.885
363.886
365.381
369.687

369.887

372.868

373.
375.118
375.138

375.168

375.228
375.2.68

375.388
375.588
375.868

377.868

379.387
381.139

381.887

38 84
3897711
389.884
441.137
441.168

441.384
441.687.
441.887

.
449.287
500.380

500.781
500.782

500.884

3rd Edition Tide.

793

Parr

362.382-014
363.682-018
363.582-018
363.684-018
363.685-018
363.686-010
365.361-014
369.687-010
369.687-022
369.687-026
369.687-026.
372.667-030
and 034
373.
375.117-D10
375.137-014
375.137-022
375.133-
010;
375.137-
026;
375.163-
010, and
014; and
375.167-

Dry cleaner
Presser, machine
Shirt finisher
Presser, hand
Presser, form
Flatwork finisher
Shoe repairer
Assembler
Inspector
Counter clerk
Marker
Guard

'Firefighter, fire department
Police chief
Desk officer
Secretaryik* police
Police officer 186,

4

639,.

188,

770
770, 77 I
770, 771

639
639
770 .
437
771
771
770

-770
186, 191

189
193, 195
193, 195
193, 195
193:195

010, 014,
018, 022.
026, 030,
034, and
046
375.227-010 Police-academy instructor 193, 195
375.263- Police officer 193, 195
014, 022,
026. and
030;"suid
375r267-010
and 018
375.263-018 State-highway police officer 195
375.387-010 Fingerprint classifier 193, 195
375.587-010 Parking enforcement officer 193
375.363-010 Border guard 193
375.367-010 Police officer III 186, 193
377.667-010 Bailiff .. 193
377.263-010 Sheriff, deputy 193
373.367-010 Fire inspector. 202
381.137-01() Charworker, head 162
-381.137-010 Porter, head 162
381.687-014 Charworker 162

'381.687 -022 Cleaner, laboratOry eqnipment 162
381.687-014 Porter I 162, 170
381.687-018 Porter II 162, 170
382.664-010 Janitor l 1 162
383.364010 Termite treater 164
389.684-010 Exterminator 164
452.6877014 Suppression-crew leader 336
452.367-010 Fire lookout 336
452.167-010 Fire warden 336
452.364010 Forester aid 336, 674
452.367-014 Fire ranger 336
452.687-014 Fo fire fighter 336
452.687-0 prayer 336
452.687-018 Tree planter 336
452.687-010 Tree pruner 336
459.387-010 Cruiser 674
500.380-010 Plater 628
500.380-014 Plater apprentice 66
506.381-010 Cylinder grinder 66
500.362-010 Electrogalvanizing-machine -

operator 66
500.362-014 Plater, barrel 66
512.382010 Tin recovery worker 66
500.384010 Matrix-plater 66

8 U1..
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500.885 500.365-010
500.485-010

500.886 500.686-0'10
501.782 500.682-010
501.885 501.685-010
502.884 502.664-010
502.887 502.687-010

509.687-022
5133.885- 503.685-030
503.887 503.687-010
504.781 504.682-010

and 018
512.132 512.132-010
512.782 512.362-018

512.382-010
512.382-014

512.885 512.685-018
512.685-022

514.687 '514.687-010
514.782 514.662-010
514.884 514.684-022

514.664-014
514.887 519.684-010
518.381 518.381-014

518.381-014
518.361-010
518:381-014
518.361-010

518.782 518.682-010
518.884 518.684-010
518.885 518.685-

. 014, 018,
022
518.685-010

519.132 519.132-010
and'014

519.884 519.664-014
519.887 519.687-022.

, 519.687-022
519.687-022

520.884 520.584-010
520.885 520.685-010

520.685-086
520.685-114
520.685-138
520.68112686

521.885 521.1585-302
524.884 524.684-022
524.885 524.685-034
526:781 926.381 -010
526.885 526.685-010
526.886 526.686-010
530.782 530.662-01
532.782 532.362-010
532.885 532.685-010
533.782 669.485-010

669.48'5-010
534.782 534.682-038
539.782 539.362-014

4rd &ration Tole Poo

Plater, production 66, 682
Zinc-plating-machine operator 66, 682
Laborer, electroplating 66
Anodizer 654

,Plater, hot dip 654
Blastfurnace k r 666
Blast-furnace-k r helper 666
Charge-gang gher 632
Pickier... 69
Sandblaster shotblaster) 69, 45111,..4

Heat (annealer). 69, 628, 65a:

supervisor
Furnace operator
Oxygeti-furnace operator
Stove tender 4,1

Pot tender
Reclamation kettle tender, metal

(remelt operator) 632
Casting inspector 659
Casting operator 632, 658, 668
Pourer, metal 658 668
Tapper 632
Tappechelper 632
Coremaker- 658
Coremaker, bench 36
Molder, be.nch 35, 658
Coremaker, floor 36, 658
Molder; floor- 35

Machine molder 35, 658
Core setter 658
Coremaker, machine 36, 658

633, 667
658
667
666
632

Core-oven tender
Supervisor, blast furnace

(blower)
Pot -liner
Foundry worker, general
Molder helper
Shake-out worker
Bench hand
Batter mixer
Dividing-machine operatr
Icing, mixer
Mixer
Molding machine operator
Slicing machine operator. .z.
leer, hand
Icer, machine
Baker
Oven tender
Baker helper
Beater engineer
Digestor operator
Back tender
Drum-barker operator
Power barker operator
Suptrcalendar operator
Fourdrinier-machine tender

(Paper machine operator)
541.782 541.382-010 Coal inisher

541.382-014 Crude-oil treater (Dehydration-
plant.operator)

1541.382 -014 Crude-oilgreater ( treater)
542.280 549.260-010 Refinery operator
549.138 549.137-014 Preparation plant supervisor
549.782 549.362-010 Still-pump operator

549.362 -014 Treater
549.884 549.684-010 Pumper helper
550.885 550.685-046 Compounder
554.782 554.382-010 Coster

c

658
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556.782 556.382-010 Compressor 649

558.885 558.585-014 Chemical operator II 662

559.687 559.687-010 Ampoule examiner 649
559.667-010 Tablet tester 649

559.782 559.382-018 Chemical operator III 662

.
559.382-026 Granulator - machine operator 649
559.382-042 Pharrticat operator, senior 649

559.682-054 ticakoperator, senior 649

'559.885 559.685-018 Ampoule filler 649

563.381 563.382-010 Kiln operator 675

579.782 570.682-018 Sand mixer, machine 658

590:885 590.685-030 Etcher, printed circuits 654 .-

590.684 -014 Firer 654
590.685-034 Firer 654

599.885 599.685-110 Tumbler operator 658

600.280 600:280-010 Instrument maker II 40

i 600.280-022 Machinist I 11, 315, 628
600.280-050 Patternmaker, metal 33, 658

600.281 81-022 Machine builder 38, 628

600.380 600 80-014 Job fetter 44

600.381 600.281-018 Lay-qut worker 38

601.280 601.280-022 Die sinker 45

601.280-046 Tool- and' -die maker I I, 628

601. 281 601.281-010 Die maker, bench,stamping I I, 69
601.281-026 Tool maker, bench 1 1

- , 601.381 401.381 -026 Plastic tool maker I 1

602. 0302. Gear machining occupations 42

603. 603. Abrading occupations 42

604. 604. Turning occupations 42

605. 605. Mining and milling occupations , 42

605.782 605.682-022 Scalper operator 633

606. 606. Boring occupations 42

609.381 609.36 I -010 Inspector5floor 629, 694
609.885 609.685-018 Production-machine operator

' (machine tool) 628

610.381 610.381-010 Blacksmith 60,315
610.782 610.462-010 Drop-hammer operator 68
611.782 611.482-010 Forging-press operator I , 68

611.462-010 Upsetter '68
611.885 611.685-010 Forging-press operator Ill 68

612.281 612.261-010 Inspector t I 69

'612.381 612.361-010 Hammersmith 68

613.782 613.462 -014 Furnace operator (soaking pit
operator) 633

'613_362-010 Heater 668
613.682-010 Manipulator ....,w., , 668
613.682-018 Roller ..... ...',.,1. 668
613.462-018 ,. Rolling-mill operator 633 ,,

613.362-018 Roughei 669
613.662-014 Rougher operator (pulpit) 669

613.362-022 Speed operator 669

613.885 613.685-010 Coiler 633

. 613.685-014 Heater helper 668
613.685-018 Piercing-mill operator (piercer-

.?
machine) 669

614.782 614.482-018 Extrusion-press operator I 633

614.382-014 Wire, drawer - 633, 669
615.782 615.482-034 Shear operator I (power) 628

615.482-022 Punch press operator I 628

, 615.682-014 Punch press operator II 628

615.482-034 Shear operator I 4 668

615.885 615.685-634 Shear operator-II 628
617.782 617.682-014 Bumper operator (power

i hanuner ) s

, ftl 7.885. 615.685-03Q Trimming-press operator
; (trimme) 69

617.685-026 Punch-press opertator IV 654

617.685-030 Punch -press operator II 654

619.782 619.682-022 Heater 68

619.582-010 Stretcher-leveler operator 633

619.886 619.686-030 Stretcher-leveler-operator helper... 633

666
633
658
658,
658 \

'642
642
642
643
643
642
643
643
643
643
642
643
697
697
698

675,696
675,696

698

698,
616

620
619
701
616
701
701
701
649
649

28

;) 2
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620.131 .3rd ed. title Automobile meelnutic, chief 405
deleted /

620.281 620.261010 Automobile mechanic 408..
620.261-018 Automobile-repair-service

estimator ' 231, 408
620.281:054 Motorcycle repairer ..Jt. - 408:433
20.261-010 Truckmechanic 408, 440, 743

620.381 3rd ed. title Autornobile-service mechanic 408
, deleted

620.384 620.384-010 Motorcycle tester 433
620.782 620.682-010 Brake-dnun-lathe operator 408
620.884 620.684-014 Truck-mechanic helper - 408, 743
620.885 620.685-010 Bonder, automobile brakes 408
621.281 620.281-01'4 Aircraft-and-engine mechanic 292
6.381 622.381-014 Car repairer 314
6213.281 623.281-038. Motorboat mechanic 411
624.281 624.281-010 Farm-equipment mechanic I 42
624.381 624.381-014 Field equipment mechanic II 4
625.281 625.281-010 Diesel mechanic 411,4 9

425.281-030 Rocket-engine-component
mechanic(assembly) .29

623.261-014 Outboard-motor tester 411
626. 626. ;MeWsvorking machinery

mechanics 424
,

627. Printing and publishi
Jjnechanics andeepsu

628. 628. Textile machinery and
equipment mechanics and

. repairers
629. 62?. Special industry machinery

mechanics 424
630. 630. General industry mechanics end

repairers ) 424
630.884 630.684-010 Anode rebuilder 424
63i. 631. PowerplantPowerplant mechanics and

627.
424

424

repairers
633.281 633.261-010 Assenibly technicians.

633.281-010 Cash register services.
633.281-0 f4 Dictating-transcribing-machine

servicer 414
633.261-010 Machine analyst 414
633.261-014 ail-processing-equipment

mechanic
633.281-018 me-machine servicer
633.281-022%0ffic.e-machine-servicer,

apprentice 41, 414

. .

424
414
414

414
414

633.181-030 Statistical-rnachine servicer. 414
637.281 637.261- . Air-conditioning and

010, 014, refrigeration mechanic 403, 405
018, and
026
637.261-018 Gas-appliance servicer 403, 405

637.381 637.384-010 Air-conditioning and
and 014 refrigeration mechanics 403

638.281 638.281-018 Millwright 73
639.381 639.281-014 Vending machine repairer 442
641.885 649.685-042 Entelope machine operator 698
649.687 649.687-010 Paper sorter and counter 698
650.582 650.582-010 Linotype operator 48

650.582-014 Monotype keyboard operator 48
650.582022 Phototypesetter operator 48

651.782 -651.48f-010 Offset press operator I
lithographic , 53

3rd ed. title Printing press operator 53, 706
deleted
659.662-010 Printer-slotter operator 698

651.885 651.685-018 Offset prestooperator 11 53, 7%
651-.886 651.686-010 Cylinder-press, feeder 53, 706
654.782 654..382-010 Casting-machine operator

. (monotype )' 47
661.281 661.281-022 Patiernmaker. wood 33, 658

DOT. No.
Jed &Mi.. Ith &Anon

665.781 665.482-018
667.782 667.482-022

667.682-050
667.662-010

667.885 3rd ed. title
deleted

667.887 667;687-010
668.885 564.685-014
-669.587 669.587-010
674.782 674.382-010
692.885 692.685-

158. 162,
and 166

693.280 693.280-010
699.887 699.687-014
700.281 700.281-010
700.381 700.381-010

700.381-014
700.381-018
700.381-026
700.381-030
700.381-034
700.381-042
700.381-054

705.884'4.705.484-010
and 014
705.684-
026. 030,
and 034
705.684-
058, 062,
and 066
706.687-026
706.684-014,
709.281-010
70.281-014
709.684-090
710.131-022
710.281-030

706.687
706.884
709.28'1

709.884
710.131
710.281
711.381
712.?81
713.251
713.381

- 3rd Editiort Title

795

Past

Planer operator 676
Trimmer 675
Pony edger 675
Head sawyer 675
Block setter 675

'
Deck worker 675
Chipper 697
Grader 675,676
Glass lathe operator 654
Sealing machine opkator 654

Form builder (jig and fixture) 628
Machine cleaner (wiper) 305, 727
Jeweler 428
Chain maker, hard 428
Fancy-wire drawer I 428
Goldbeater 428
Lay-out worker 428
Locket maker 428
Mold maker I 428
Ring Maker I 428
Stone Setter 428
Grinder 59.

Metal finisher 682

Polisher

Inspector, type
.4

Assembler
Locksmith
Locksmith apprentice
Tube bender,-hand I
Instrument-repair supervisor
Instrument mechanic

716.240-014 Bench technician, eye-glass lens
712.381-018 Dental-laboratory techniciani,
713.361,..014 Optician. dispensing
716.280-014 Optician
716.280,010 Optician apprentice

713.884 713.384-010 Assembler, gold frit ne
71,3.684-014 AsseMbler, molded frames
2.(6.685-022 Contactstens-eurve grinder
716.685-022 Contact-lens:edge buffer
716.682-018 Contact-lens polisher
716.685-022 Countersink grinder

' 743.684-1)22 Embosser and trimmer
716.682-010 Eyeglass-lens cutter
713.684-030 Frame carver, spindle .
713.684-018 Groover
713.687-042 Heating-fixture tender
711.381-010 Lens assembler
716.381-014PLens blank marker
716.682-014 Lens generator 1.4
713.681-010 Mounter and repairer
7131181-010 Plastic-frame lens mounter
713.684-038 Polisher II'
713.684-026 Spectacles truer
713.681-010 Trim mounter

715.281 715.281-010 Repairdr (watch)
720.281 720.281-010 Radio repairer

720.281-018 Television-and-radio repairer
720.884 726.684-026 Alirser

726.684-018 Cabinet mounter
721.281 721.261-010 Electric-motor analyst

721.281-014 Electric-motor assembler a
tester... 408

721.281-018 Electric-motor repairer 408
.441

694
693
429
429
628
426
426

- 76
455
506
506
506
76
76
76
76
76

.76
76
76
76'
76
76
76
76
76
76
.76

76
76

445
439
439
653
653
408

803
.40
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721.281-026

421.381 721.381-010
722.281 726.381-010
723.381 723.381-010
723.884 723384-010
724.781 724.684-026
724.884 724.684-026
725.884 '725.384-010

725.384-010
726.384 726.381-010
726.781 726.684-018
726.884 728.684-010

726.684-018
726.684-018
590.684.022

. . 590.684-022
726.887 726.687-018
729.281 729.281-026

729.281-034
729.281-014

.729.884 726.684-018
730.281 730.281-038
730.381 730.361-

014;-and
730.381-038
and 046
730.361-010

741.887 741.684-026
1780.181 780.381-018
780184 780.684-050

780.685-014
781.381 781.381-022

781.381-026
781.484 781.384-014
781.687 781.687-010
781.884 781.584-014

and
781.684-014
781.685-010

781.887 781.687-058
781.687-070

:182.884 782.684-058
782.6$4 -042-

11783.381 783.381-014
/83.781 /83.381-010
783.884 783.684-014
785.261 785.261-0.14

mid 022.
785.281 785.261-010
785.361 785.361-010
785.381 785.361 -018

785.361-
014, 018,
and 022

787.782 783.682-010
780.682-018
789.687-0707:944 4
800.684-010

801.281 801.261-014
801.381 801.381-014
801.781 801.361-014

801.361-018

801.884 8014.1:126
801.564-010

801.887 869.687-026

869.687-026
804.281 804.281-010
804.884 869.604414

3rd Editagrs Tide Page

Propulsion-motor-and-generator
repairer 408

Electric-motor fitter 315

Inspector, sYstertxt 655, 694
Electrical hppliance repairer 405
Appliance repairer 405, 654
Coil, winder 1 654
Coil winder, hand 654
Exhaust operator (lathe) 654
Grid operaulr (lathe') 654
Inspector, subaslemblies 694
Electronics assembler 653, 693
Cable maker 653, 693
Capacitor assembler 653, 693
Capacitor winder 653, 693
Crystal finisher 654, 693
Crystal tapper 654, 693
Silk-screen printer 654
Electrical-instrument repairer 426
Inside-meter tester 426, 726
Electric meter repairer 426: 726
Chassis assembler 653
Piano technician 435
Pipe-organ technician 435

Piano tuner 435
Sprayer -012
Furniture upholsterer 70
Cushion builder 682
Stuffing machine operator 682
Pattern cutter (grader) 637
patternmaker 637
Marker 638
Assembler (bundler or fitter) 638
Cutter 638, 682

Spreader 11 (machine) 638
Spreader 1 (hand) 638
Trimmer, hand,, 639
Sewer, hand .syro: 638

Mender 771

Fur finisher 639
-Fur cutter -639
FM nailer 639
Tailor 639

Busheler 639
Dressmaker 639
Sample stitcher 637

Tailoi 639

Fur macifine operator 639
Sewing machine operator 638, 682
,lAspector or checker '639
Riveter, aircraft .. 628

Fitter, I 273, 615
4

Fitter 273

Structural-steel worker 273

Structural-steel-worker
apprentice 273

Reinforcing-iron worker 273

Roll turner 670
Laborer. corrugated-iron-culvert

placing 273
Structuraksteel-worker helper 261

Sheet - metal worker 285. 315, 628
Duct Watt. 285

D.O.T. No.
I irdEditicm IthEditiem

805.281
806.281
.806.283
$06.381

806.382
806.387
806.684
806.687
806.781

805.261-0_14
806.281-010
806.283-010
806.361-018
806.281-022

806.281-046
806.382-014
806.384-014
806.684-134°
806.687-018
806.361-014

806.887 806.684-010
807.381 807.381-010
809.381 809.281-010

809.381-022
809.281-010

809:781 809.381 -014
809.884 809.884-014

809.684-026
809.887 687-026

869.664-014
810. 810..
810.782 810.382-010
810.884 810.384-014
811. $11.
811:782 811.482-010
811.884 811.684-014
812. 812.

812.884
813.
814.

815.
816.
819.

819:781
819.887
821.281
821.381

821.387
821.887
8,2.281

819.684010
813.
814.

815.
816.
819.

819.381-010
819.687 -014
821.261-026
821.361-010
821.361-018
821.361-014
821.367-014
821.684014
822.281-014
822.281,;022

822.281-026
822.281-014
and 022
822.361-014
822.381-014
822.381-018
822.261-022

OCCUPA13ONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

3rd Edirne, Tule Pair\

Boilermaker) 63,315 \
eter tester, motor 682

Test d er11 682
Final inspector, trucktrailer

.1 682
Inspector, assemblies and

installations r .629, 682
Outside-production inspector 692, 682
Hypoid-gear teste 682
1nspector returneednaterials 682
Transmission tester 682

Final inspector 682
Assembler-installer, general

(final assembler) 629
Assembler 682
Automobile body repairer 407
Lay-out wo 1 63:273
Ornamental :I' r 273
Structural-steel lay-out ker 273
Lay-out worker 11 63, 273
Assembler, production line 1 273.

Grinder-chipper 658
Laborer, steel harping 261
Ornamental-iron-worker helper 261

Arc welders 85

Welder 85, 628
Welder

I 85, 628.

Gas welders V85
Welding-machine operator, gas 85, 628
Welder, gas 85, 628
Combination arc welders and gas

welders 8S

'Welder, prUduction line 85, 028
Resistance welders 85, 628 t
Brazing, braze-welding,and,,

soldering occupations
Lead-biirning occupatiims
Flame cutters and :arc cutters
Welders, flame cutters,,and

related occupations, nec 85
Welder assembler (Mier)." 63, 85
Welder helper 85
Trouble shooter 11 725
Cable instalier repairer' 264, 724
Line erector (line installer) 724... .

Electric- meter, installer 1 ' V26
Safety ihspectpr, `'. '202

Ground helper 315: 725 .

Central-office repairer , 395
Privabranch-exchange (PBX)

rerer 400
Signal maintainer A 315
Telephone repairer ---' 400

85
85
85

822.381 Central-office installer 397
Line- installer 398
PBX installer 400
Station installer (telephone

installer) 400
Trouble locator 395
Frame wirer 395
Signal maintainer helper 315

Meteorological-equipment
repairer t 426

261-010 Electrician 420
281-018 Neon-sign servicer 420

281-014 Electrician 264, 305, 431
281-022 Electrician, automotive 408
361-010 Elevate) constructor 266
261-010 Electrical - appliance servicer 405

281-010 Electronics mechanic 416, 426
281-014 Electrical repairer ,..264, 412, 431
261-010 `electronic-organ technician 435

822.884

823.281

824.281 824.
824.

825.281 825.
825.

825.381 825.
827.281 827.
828.281 828.
829.281 829.

828.

8,1

822.361-030
822.684010
822.684-018
823.281-018
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3,11 &Vasa 4th Eldon

825,281-030 Elevator repairer
and 034.
638.261-022

829.381' 829.361-101

:Trd Editing Title

828.261-010
840.381 84o.6g1-010
840.781 840.381-010
840.884 869.664-014

869.664-014
840.86 842.664-010
8412781 841.381-011)
842.381 842.381-014
842.781 842.361-010

Paw

266.431

Pinsetter mechanic, automatic 412
Cable splicer 264, 398. 725
Organ tuner, electronic 435
Painter, stage settings 278
Painter 278
Painter,-rOugh 278
Painter, structural steel 278
Dry wall sander 262
Paper hanger 278
Stucco mason 280
Lather 274

847.361-018 Plasterer
842.884 842.681-010 Dry-wall applicator

842.664-010 Taper
842.887 869.687-026 Plasterer helper
843.884 869.664-014 Waterproofer
844.884 869.664-014 Cement-sprayer, nozzle

844.364-01' Cement mason
and 014
844.684-010 Concrete rubber
869.664-014 Concrete-wall-grinder operator ...
844.687-010 Cement-sprayer helper, nozzle ....
869.687-026 Cement mason helper
869.687-026 Concrete-vibrator operator
869.687-026

,

844.887

869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026

845.781 845.381-014
845.381-014

850.782 850.662-010

Concrete - vibrator- operator
helper

Grouter helper
Inserter
Oil sprayer II
Stone-and rete washer
Painter, ai
Painter, automobile
Horizental-earth-boring-machine

operator
850.682-010 Shield runner

850.883 850.683-010 Bulldozer operator I
850.663-010 Dredge operator..
850.663-018 Lock tender II
850.683-026 Mucking-machine operator
130.6§3-030 Poiver-sgoiiel operator
850,683-034 . Rock-drill-oPertitor I
850.683-038 Scraper operatcir
850.683-042 Tower-excavator operator
850.683-046 Trench-digging-machine operator

850.884 869.687026 Bell-hole digger
869.687-026 Trench trimmer, fine
850.684-018 Stripping-shovel okler

850.887 869.687-026 Crushed stone grader
869.687-026 Dredge pipe installer
850.684-014 Horizontal-earth boring-machine-

operator helper
869.687-026 Laborer, pile driyig, ground

work
869.687-026 Laborer, road
869.687-026 Laborer, shore dredging
869.687-026 Miner helper II
869.687-026 Muckir. cofferdam
869.687-026 Sheeting puller
869.687-026 Sheet-pile hammer-operator

helper
869.687-026 Splicer

851.883 850.663-022 Blade-grader operator
850.663-014 Elevating-grader operator
850.663-022 Motor-grader operator
850.663-022 Subgrader operator
850.683-046 Utility-tractor operator

851.887 869.687-026 Dump grader,
09.687-026 Form-strippeilwiper

280
262
262
261
284
.259
259

261
261
261
261
261

261
261
261
261
261
628

58

276
276
276
276
276
276
276
276
7.76

276
276
276
276
276
261
261

D.O T. No.
3rd Edition 4th Edown

3rd ed. title
deleted
869.681-026
869.687-026
869.687-026

852.883 853.663-014
'853.663-014

859.683-022
852.884 869.664-014

869.664-014
852.887 869.687 -026

II 869.687-026
869.687-026

'853.782 3rd ed. title
deleted
570.682-014

853.883 853.663-010
853.663:022

853.887 869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026

859.782 3rd ed. title.
deleted
859.682-010
859.682-014
859.682-018
859.362-010
859.362-010
859.362-010

859.883 859.683-018

850.683-018
859.683-010

.859.683-014
859.683-026
859.683 -030
919.683-022
859.683 -018
869.361-040
869.664-014
3rd ed. tide
deleted
869.687-026
869.664 -014

859.884

859.887 869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026

O. 869.687-026
261

869.687-026
869.687-026

`860.281 860.261-010
860.281-010
860.281-014

860.381 860.381-022
860.381-026
860-381-046

261% 860.381-058
261 860.381.066
276 860.781 869.361-018
276 860.381-042
276 860.884 869.664-914
276 869.664-014
276 860.887 ' 869.664-014
261 869.664-014
261 \869.664-014

261
261
261
261
261
261

as'

797

. 3rd EditiafeTitle Ford
Form tamper I 26.1

s. 261Grader I
Grade tamper 261
Pipe-layer helper 261
Concrete-paver operator 276
Concrete-paving-machine

operator 276.

Form-grader operator 276
Cement mason, highways and

streets 259
Form setter, metal road-forms 259
Joint filler 261
Laborer, concrete paving 261
Mud:jack nozzle worker 261
Asphalt-planer operator 276

Asphalt-plant operator
Asphalt-paving-machine operator
Stone-spreader operator
Cold-patclier
Laborer, bituminous paving
Squeegee, finisher
Driller, water well

276
276
276
261
261
261
276

Earth-boring-machine operator 276
Foundation drill operator 276
Pile-driver operator 276
Well-driller operator, cable tool 276
Well-drill operator, rotary doll 276
Well-reactivator operator 276
Etallast-cleag-machine
operlitor 317

Dragline operatoi 276. 615
Operating engineer 276
Operating engineer apprentice 276
Road-muter operator 276
Road-roller operator 276
Sweeper operator 276
Tamping-machitte operator 317
Duct layer 261
Foundation - drill - operator, helper 261
Laborer, paving brick 261,

Paving-bed maker ° 261
Well-drill-operator helper, cable

tool 261^
Air-hammer operator 261
Curb-setter helper 261
Labor, stone-block ramming 261
Mucker 261
Paving rammer 261.
Puddler, pile driving .... 261
Reinforcing-steel worker, wire

mesh 261
Riprap placer '261
Well- digger helper 261
Carpenter inspector 257
Carpenter. maintenance 257
Carpenter, ship's 305. 727
Carpenter 257
Carpenter apprentice 2 257
Form builder 257
Shipwright 257
Tank builder, and erector 257
Billboard erector-and-repairer 257
Carpenter, rough 257
Form` builder helper 261
Shorer 261
Carpenterhetper;-mittlffetance 257
Laborer,. carpentry 261
Labore4 carpentry, dock 261



D.O.T. No.
.Maditioa 40. &Nihon

869.687-026
861.31 861.381-018

861381-022
861.381-026
861.381-030

861.781 861.381-038
861.381-042
861.181-046
861.381-050
861.381-054
861.381-058

861.884 869.664-014
869.664-014
869.664-014
869.664-014

861.887 869.687-026
4 869.687-026

. " 861.687-010,

869.687-026
869.687-026

862.281 862.281-018
862.381 '862.361-010

862.361-014
862.381-018
862.381-026
862.381-018
862.381-030
862.381-034

862.884 862.684-014

- 862:684-018
869.664-014

862.887 869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026

'869.687-026
869.687-026
869.687-026

."669.687-026
863.381 863.381-014
863.781 1110.381-01O
863.884 863.684-010

864.781
865.781
865.887

863.W-010
869.664-014'
869.664-014
863.364-010
864.481-010

3N1 &Maim Titk '-' Page

Laborer, sinking 261

Brie 255
ericIdayer apprentice e 25t
Bricklayer. firebrick .4. ....... -.... , 255
Marble, setter . 255
Stonenbasion. 255
Stonemason apprentice 255
Terrazzo worker 259
Tension worker apprentice 259
Tile setter 286
Tile-Setter apprentice 286
Tuck pointer 261
Marble-setter helper 261
Terrazzo-worker helper Al
Tile-setter helper 261
Brick cleaner 261

Bricklayer helper 261
Bricklayer helper. refractory

brick 261
Stonemason helper 261

Wall washer 261
Oil burner mechanic -- _1.40

Furnace installer 281`.7403

Gas-main fitter 281, 403
Piptifitter I 281. 403
Pipe -finer apprentice 281. 403
Pipe-fitter, welding 281. 403
Plumber 281. 403
Plumber apprentice 281. 403
Laborer, construction or leak

gang 261 .-
Pipe-fitter helper 261

Plumber helper 261
Backer-up 261

Clamper 261

Connection hand 261

Crank hand 261
Laborer, pipe line 261

Laborer, plumbing 261
Paperhanger, pipe .. 261
Pipe coverer and insulator 271

Cork insulator, interior surface 271

Composition-weatIterboard

Blower'insulatoi.
Insulation installer
Insulation worker
Insulation-worker apprentice
Floor layer

865.381-010 Glazier
869.664-014 Glazier helper

Roofer
Roofer helper
Furnace installer
Rigger
Stopping builder
Km builder

866.381 866.38 I -qi o
866.887 869.687-026.
869.281. 869.281-010
869.883 869.683-014
869.884 869.684-05.8

3rd ed. title
deleted
86 Roustabout

869.887 869, 7-026 Concrete-pump-operator
869,687-026 Construction worker II .
869.687-026 Form-setter helper
869.687-026 Form stripper
869.687-026 Hod carrier
869.687-026 Laborer, cement-gun placing '

869.687-026 Laborer, wrecking and salvaging... -
869.687-026 Loft worker, pile riving

869.7-026 Reinforcing-iron- helper
869.687-026 Mixer, hand, t gun

68
3rd ed. title Rig-builder
deleted,'
869.687-026 Track layer

271
271
271
271

. 271
268.
269
261
284
261
403
273
615
619

619
261
.261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
2614
619

317

D.O.T. No.
3rd EditiOn 4th Edition

.891.138
892.883
900.883
902.883
903.883
904.883
905.883
905.887
906.883
909.128
909.883

910.138
910.364
910.368

910.383
910.388
910.782

9.10.884
911.'131
911.368

911.188
911.883
91 884:

911.887
912.368

913.363

913.368
913.463
914.381
914.782
915.867

891.137-010
921.667-022
900.683-0IQ.
992.683-010
9(13.683-018
904.383-010

OCCUPATIONAL OUrLOOKHANDBOCiK

3rd Edition Mk'

Maintenance supervisor
Laborer. hosting or hooker
Concrete-mixing-truckdriver
Dump-truckdriver
Tank-tructitiver
Tractor-tr r-trucicdriver

.

. 323.
.L32.1.

Page

162
261-
323

26326
742

905.663-014 'Truckdriver. heavy
905.687-010 Truckdriver helper 743

906468-022 Truckdriver 323.' 742
.909.127-010' Safety engineer 202, 203,- I.

323, 325
323
325
316
309
104
104
312
108
317
317,
309

305. 727

905.663-010
909.663-010
905.663-018
910.137-038
910.364,010
222.367-022
238.367=014
910.363-014
209.367-054
910.362-010
910.682-010
910.664-010
011.131-010
248.367-026,

216.382-054
911.663-014
911.364-010
911.364-010
911.584-010
911.687-030
248.367-010
238.367-018
912.367-014
913.363-010
913.463-018
715.367-010
913.463-010
914:384-010
914.682.010
915.467-010

915.878 915.473-010
915.887' .915.687-0(8
919.168 249.167-014
919.368 238.367-026
919.887 919.687-014

3rd ed. tide
deleted

920.887 920.687-014
920.687-038
920.687-126
920.587-018

921.280 921.260-010
921.883 921-663-010

921.663-010
921.663-010
921.663-022

Garbage collector I
Hostler
Van driver
Station agent II
Braker, passenger train
Railway .express clerk
Reservation clerk
LocornOtive engineer I
Yard clerk
Tower operator
Track repairer
Yard eoupler
Boatvaitt
Clerk Ltd dispatcher. pilot

station 728
Fteceip(-and-Ikeport clerk 728
Stevedore I. %.1 72S
Able seaman x.:305, 727
Deck hand, maintenance 305, 727
Marine oiler 305, 727
Ordinary seaman -305. 727
Airplane-dispatch clerk )" 298
Reservations agent 298
Transportation agent - 298
Bus driver 319,921
Taxi driver 329
Assignment clerk .106
Bus driver .i 319.321
Gager 619
Pumper 619
Automobile-service-station

attendant 232
Parking-lot attendant( 328
Lubrication servicer 743

Ether 742
ke

rt agent 298
Truck washer 743
Track worker .317

Bagger
Blueprint trimmer
.Marker II
Packager, hand-
Rigger
Charging-crane operator
Hot-metal crane operator
Ingot stripper
Log-yard derrick operator

(loader engineer)
Scrap crane operator
'Skip operator
Soaking pit crane operator
Bull-chain operator

"Pond worker
Electric-freight-car operator
Electric-truck-crane operator
Industrial-truck operator
Straddle-truck operator
Sorter
Tractor operator
Material handler
Tool pusher

95, 104, 771
95

95, 104
95, 104

743
667,

632. 668
668

675

92.1.663-042 667

921.683-062 ,666
921.663-QI0 668

921.885 921.685-014 675

921.886 921.686-022 675

922.883 921.683-050 * 79
921.683-050 79
921.683-050 79, 743

921.683-070 79

922.687-074 .
675

929.683-014 615;675
929.687-030 639:743
930.130-010 619

922.887'
929.883
929.887
930.130

8,)
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930.281 39:462-010
930.782 39.462-010

rd ed. title
deleted
930.382-022
930.482-010
930.382-026

930.883 930.603-010
'..

930.683-014,
930.683-026
930.382-030

't

a 930.884
931.281

' 931.781
931..782
932.883

934.885

939.138
939.387
939.887
940.884

941.488
942.782
942.884
942.887

.949j84
950.131
950.168
950.782

N

951.885

952.138
952.782

953.168
953.380

955.782
957.282

960.382

3rd iIitiort Take

Cementer, oil well-

Rotary auger operator

Rotary derrick operator.....
Drilling-machine operator
Rotary chiller r
Continilouti-mining-machine

operator 615
Cutter operator 615
Rootbolter 615
WeU puller 620

Paw

620
620
415

619
615
619

930.684-026 Rotary-driller helper 6
931.261-010 Blaster (shot firer) 61
931.361-010 Sample-taker operator 62
931.382-010 Perforator operator, oil well 6
932.683-014 Loading-machine operator 6J5
932.683-022 Shuttle-car operator 615
934.685- Separation tender" 616
010.018,
and 022
939.137-018r Sion supervisor (face boss)
168.267-074. Fire boss

615
615

939487-026 Rock-dint s,rayer 615
454.684-010 Bucker 675
454:384-010 Faller 674
455.487-010 Log scaler 675
921.663-066 Donkey engineer 675
921.364-010 Rigging stinger 675
921.687-014 .Choker setter 675
921.687-022 Second loader 675
950.131-014 Stationary-engineer supervisor 722
952.167,-014 Load dispatcher 724
950.382-010 Boiler operator 82, 365, 722
950.3824010 Control-room operator 82, 722
950.382*22 Rotary-rig engine operator - 82, 619
950.362-014 Refrigerating engineer 82
950.382-026 Stationary engineer 82, 620
951685-010 Fire?: high pressure ( boiler

tender) '155,305
951.685-014 .Firer, low pressure (boiler ,

tender) 65
951.685-018 Firer-watertender 65, 727,

'912.137-022 Turbine operator, head 722
952.362-010 Auxiliary-equipment, operator 722
952.362-026 Substation operator 724
952.362-038 Switchboard operator 721
953.167-010, Gas dispatcher 106
3rd ed. title Gas-plant operator

qt*deleted
620

954.382-014 e-plant operator 84
194.262-010 Audio operator 383
194.282-010' Master-control engineer 383
193.262-038 Tçansmitter operator 383
194.282-010 Vico operator 383
960.362-010 Mo ion-picture projectionist 74

DOT. No.
3rd E..ditkm lth &WPM

961.868 961.667-016 Model, artists'
961.367-010 Model, photograPIters'

963. 963P Occupations in radio and
television produption n.e.c.

969.387 Custodian, athletic equipment
970.281 Airbrush artist

Delineator
Form designer
Painter, plate
Photograph retoucher

970.381 Ben-day artist
Colorist, photography
Engrosser
Lay-out former
Letterer
Music grapher
Painter, sign.
Repeat chief
Retoucher, photoengraving
Sketch maker, photoengraving ...
Etcher, hand (artists and

letterers)
Gravure phOtoettgraver.
Photoengraver
Stripper
PhotograPher, photoengraving....
Process artist (lithographis '16P

artist) 5p:766
972.381 Transferrer I (platelnaker) 706
972.382 Photographer,lithographic 50, 706
972.781 Transferrer II (platemaker) 50
973.381 Conpositor 48,106

-up arranger 706
Electrotyper 52,706
Electrotyper apprentice 52, 706
Stereotyper 52
Stereotyper, 'apprentice 52

976.381 Color-laboratoily te4ImIcian 77
Developer 77
Projection printer 77
Photo checker and assembler 77
Printer,operator 77,
Chemical:mixer " 77
Negative-cutter-and-spotter

77,(stripper)
76.885 976.685-026 Print develwer machine 41 77

476.685-022 Mounter,'Eolor film ' 77
976.886 976.487-010 Photograph finisher 77
976.887 976.687-018 Film numberer 77
977.781 977.381-010 Bookbinder 55
979.381 979.681-010 Letterer 577

979.381-014 Line-'up examiner 577
979.381-018 Paste-up copy-camera operator 577
979.381-022 Paste-up copy-camera operator,

apprentice 577.
979.681-022 Silk-screen cutter 577
971.381-042 Silk-screen maker 577
979.381-038 Stencil maker 577

3rd Edition Tier

969.367-010
970.281-010-
970.281-014
970.361-010
976.681-030
970.281-018
970.681-010
970.381-010
970.661-010

,970.38I-018
970.661-014

.970.581-010
970.381-026
970.361-914
910.381-030
9111281-026
971.261-010

799

Paso

238
238

383
108

47, 577
77,577.

77,
77 .
77

577

971.281

971.38.4 971.381-014
971.381-022
971.381-050

971.381 971.382-014
972.281 972,281-010-

972.381-010
972.382-014
972.381-026
973.381-010
9/3.381-026
974.381-010
974.381-014

475.782 974.382-014
974.382-010
976.681-010
V76.681-010
476.681-010

976.687 976.687-014
976.782 976.682-014
976.884 550.485-010

970.381-034

.

57.7
577
577
577
577
.577
577.
577

*I, 706
52, 766
52. 706

-706
51

974.381



ndex to Occupations and Industries

Able seamen, see:.
Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine sailors 305

Accelerator operators, nuclear energy 688
Account executives, advertising 133
Account executives, see: Securities sales Workers 244
Accountants 130

See 17130: Insurance industry 762
Accounting clerks, see:

Bank clerks 118
Bookkeeping workers 91

Acidizers, petroleum and natural gas 620
Acquisition librarians 221
Actors and actresses '567

Actuaries 1,23

See also: Insurance industry 762
Actuary clerks; see: Statistical clerks 166
Adding machine operators 98
Adjusters, claim, insurance, .125
Administrative and related occupations 130
Administrative dietitians 505
Administrative secretaries 103

Administrators,bealth services 508
Administrators, medical record. ,. 510
Admissions counselors, see: College student

140
221
133

' 133
133
133
386.
345
626
92

240
761
608
608
610

Page

personnel workers
Adult services librarians
Advertising copywriters
Advertising managers
Advertising production managers
Advertising workers to.
Aeronautical technicians
Aerospace engineers
Aerospade industry
Agency cashiers
Agents, see: Real estate agents and brokers
Agents and brokers, insurance industry
Agricultural accountants
Agricultural chemical dealers
Agriculturatchemists
Agricultural commodity graders, see:

Agriculture
Health regulatory inspectors

Agricultural economists
Agrictiltural engineers

See also: Agriculture
Agricultural journalists
Agricultural marketing specialists

° v

06

610
197--
608
345
610
609
608

Page

Agricultural pilots 608

Agricultural quarantine inspectors 197

Agricultural researchers 609

Agricultural technicians 1 388 /
Agricultural vocational 609

Agriculture 603

Agronomists, see:
Agriculture 609
Life scientists ...., 365

Air-conditioning and refrigeration mechanics 403

See also.;
Electronics manufacturing 655
Office machine and computer manufacturing 694

Air-conditioning, heating, and refrigeration
technicians 386

Air traffic controllers 290

Air transportation occupations 290
Aircraft, missile, and"sOacec raft manufacturing,

occupations in 1, 626

Airplane mechanics, 292;;

Airplan,e pilots 294
Airport traffic controllers, v 290
Alcohol, tobacco, arta firearms inspectors. , 200

Aluminum Industry 632
Ampoule examiners, drug industry...... 649.
Ampoule fillers, drug industry , 649

Anatomists '366
Animal breeders, agriculture 607
Animal husbandry specialists, life scientists 366
Animal physiologists 609
Animal scientists 609

:Annealers, see: Aluminum industry 633
Announcers, radio and television 731

Anodizers, electronics manufacturing 654
Anthropologists 517
Apparel industry, occupations in the
Appliance repairers P 405
Arc welders 85

Archeologists, see: Anthropologists 518

Architects 575

Architects, landscape 587
Archivists, see: Historians 524
Armed Forces 784

Art di rectors
9
see: Commercial artists 577

Art, design, and communications related
occupations 566

Artificial breeding distributors, agriculture 607

8
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Automobq painters
Automobile parts counter workers
Automobile-radiator mechanics, see: Automobile

mechanics
Automobile sales workers
Automobile service advisors
Auxiliary equipment operators, see:

Computer operatingfersonnel 111
Electric power industry 722

Auxiliary nursing workers, see: Nursing aides 492
Aviation safety officers 200

A

INDEX TO OCCUPATIONS AND INDUSTRIES

Page

Artificial breeding technicians, agriculture 607.
Artificial inseminators, agriculture 607
Artists; see:

Advertising workers t33
Commercial artists 577

Artists/letters, printing and publishing 706
Assemblers 57

See also: -

Apparel industry 638
Electronics manufacturing 653
Laundry and dry cleaning plants 771
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682

Assembly inspectors, aircraft, missiles, and
spacecraft ....

Assignment clerks, see: Statistical clerks
Associate directors, radio and television
Astrogeologists
Astxonomers
Astrophysicists, see: Astronomers

'Attendants,' gasoline service station
'Attorneys
Audio control technicians, broadcast technicjans..
Audiologists
Automatic pinsetter. mechanics.
Automatic transmiss'ion specialists, see:

Automobile mechanics
Automobile air-conditioning specialists,

Automobile mechanics 409
AutornObile body repairers 407
Automobile-glass mechanics, see: AUtornobile

mechanics-
Automobile manufacturing occupations, see?'

Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing
Automobile mechanics

iBarker operators, se :
Lumber mills 675
Paper and allied products 696

Bar,tender helpers 168
Bartenders 167
Beater engineers, paper and allied products 697
Beauticians 179
Beauty operators c 179
Bell captains, 178
Bellhops and bell captains 178
Bench coremakers, foundry occupations 36

642
35

801

Page

Bench hands, baking
ILBench molders, foundry occupations

629 Bench technicians; ophthalmic laboratory
106 technicians 76
731 Bill clerks, see: Merchant marine industry 728
356 Billing machine operators a, 98
375 Biochemists 364
375 Biological oceanographers s 361

232 Biological scientists 644
145 ° Biological technicians , 388
383 Biologists, see: Life scientists 365
502 Biomedical engineers .Cr 346
412 Blacksmiths 60

409

409

679
408

58
/27

409
229
231

B

Backtenders, paper and allied products,
'Baggers, laundry and drycleaning
Bakers, all-robnd .
Bakery mate drivers
Baking industry
Bank clerks
Bank officers and managers
'Bank tellers
Banking inetteery
Banking occupations
Barbers

698
771
643
245
642
118
120
121
758
118
177

. See also: Railroad shop trades ----Sr's
Blocksetters, lumber mills 675
Blowers, iron and steel 666
Blue-collar worker supervisors o 62
Boat-motor mechanics 411
Boatswains, see: , ,

Merchant marine industry
Merchant marin(sailors .

727
305

Body repairers, autoinile 407
Boiler operators, electric wer 722
Boiler tenders 65
Boilermakers 63

See also:
Industrial chemical industry 662
Iron and steel industry 670
Railroad shop trades 315

Boilermaking occupations ' .63
Bookbinders and bindery workers S5
Bookkeepers 91

See also: Bank clerks 118
Bookkeeping clerks, bank clerks * , ' 118
Bookkeeping machine operators, see:

Bank clerks 1.18
Office machine operators 98

Bookkeeping workers 91
Bosuns, see: Merchant marine sailors 305
Botanists 365
Bowling-pin-machine mechanics 412
Box office cashiers so 92
Brake m9chanics, see: Automobile mechanics, 409
Brake operators, railroad t 309
Bricklayers , 255

See also:
Aluminum industry

iIron and steel industry
634
670

I.
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Bricklayers, stonemasons, and marble setters
Bricklayers' tenders
Broadcast technicians
Brokers, real estate
Suckers, logging

Page

255
261.
383
240
675

Building custodians a.
162

Building inspectors 1 97
Bull-chain opeiatois, luTber mills 675

Bulldozer operators 276
Bundlers, apparel 638
Bus mechanics 440
Busdrivers, intercity 319
Busdrivers, local transit. 321

Bushelers, apparel 639
Business machine repairers 414
Butlers, see: Private household workers 184

Buyers 135

C

Cabdrivers 329

Cable splicers, see:
Electric power industry 725

Telephone "industry 398
-Calculating machine operators 98

Camera operators, krinting; see:
Lithographers 50
Printing and publishing 706

Capsule coaters 649

-Captain, see:
Airplane pilots 294
Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine officers 301

Car checkers, statistical clerks 106

Card tenders, textile mill products 710
Career planning counselors, college, see:

College career planning and placement
counselors 541

College student personnel workers 140

Caretakets, see: Private household workers 183

Car repairers,`shop trades, railroad 314

CarPenters e 257

See also: Coal mining 615

Carpet installers, see: Floopcovering installers 268
Cartographers, see; Geographers 522
Casework aides, see: Social service aides 560

Caseworkers, social 563

Cashiers 92

Cashiers, retail food stores 753

Cashier checkers 92

Casting inspectors, foundries. , 659
Casting operators, see: Aluminum industry 632

Casualty insurance agents 234

Catalogers, see: Librarians 221

Catholic priests .
547

Cattle dehotners,see: Agticulture 607
Cement masons and terrazzo workers , 259
Cementers, utroleum and natural gas 620

Central office crafts;telephone ;
395

...

OCCUPATIONAL' OUTLOOK HANDBOOK:

Page

Central office equipment installers 397

Central office repairers, telephone 395

Ceramic engineers 346

See also: Electronics manufacturing 653
Certified public accountants 130 ,

Chain .workers, see: Surveyors 391

Charge gang weighers, aluminum 632
Charging crane operators, iron and steel 667 '

-Check encoders,-see: Bank clerks 119

Check inscribers, see: Bank clerks 119

Check-out clerks, see: Cashiers 92

'Checkers, apparel industry 63960,
Checkers, see: Drafters 385

Checkers, motor vehicle and equipment
manufacturing 682

Chefs, see: Cooks and chefs 1 168

Chemical analysts, see: Aluminum industry 634

Chemical control technicians 693

Chemical engineers 347

See also:
Aluminum industry 634

Drug industry 648
Industrial chemical industry 661

Paper and allied products industry 698

Petroleum refining 702
Chemical mixers, see: Photographic laboratory

occupations 78

Chemical oceanographers 361

Chemical operators 662

Chemical technicians 387

Chemists 377

See also:
Drug industry
Electronics manufacturing
Industrial chemical industry
Iron and steel industry
Nuclear energy field
Office machine and computer manufacturing 692
Paper and allied products 698

Petroleum refining 702
Chief cooks, see:

Merchant marine industry 728

Merchant marine sailors 306
Chief engineers, see: Merchant marine officers 301

Chief engineers, radio and television 732
Chief mates, see: Merchant marine officers -301

Chief officers, merchant marine officers 301

Chief operators, petroleum refining 701

648
653
661
670
688

Chief stewards, see:
Merchant marine industry. 728

Merchant marine sailors 305
Child welfare workers, see: Social workers -563

Children's librarians 221

Chippers, foundries 658
Chippers, paper and allied products 697

Chiropractors 458

Chocker setters, logging 675

City managers 137

Civil aviation occupations 716

810
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Civil engineering technicians' 387
Civil engineers 348

See also: Iron and steel industry 670
Civil service workers, Federal Governmenti... .. 776
Civilian government, Federal
Claim adjusters, set:

Insurance industry 7¢1
, Insurance occupations 125

Trucking industry 742
Claim examiners, insurance 126

See also: Insurance industry 761
Claim representatives, insurance 125
Classification clerks, statistical clerks 106
Cleaners, building custodians 162
Cleaning and related occupations 162
Clergy ..., 544
Clerical occupations 90
ClerkLtypists 109
Jerks, see:

Accounting clerks, bank clerks 118
Accounting clerks, bookkeeping workers 91
Actuary clerks, statistical clerks 106
Assignment clerks, statistical clerks 106
Bank clerks 118
Bookkeeping clerks, bank clerks 118
Check-out clerks, cashiers 92
Clalsificatiaelerks, statistical clerks 106
Clerk-typists 109
Coding clerks,ttatistical clerks 106
Contr I cleiks, bank clerks 119

-Ccfun. clerks, laundry and drycleaning 770
Country collection clerks, bank clerks 118
Demurrage clerks, statistical clerks 106
Distribution clerks, postal clerks , 99
Exchange clerks, see: Bank clerks 119
File clerks 95
Interest clerks, bank clerks , 119
Inventory 'Clerks, stock clerks; . 108
Manifest clerks, trucking industry '712
Medical record clerks 478
Mortgage clerks, bank clerks, 119
Parts -order clerks, trucking industry 742
Personnel clerks, statistical clerks , 106
Postal clerks 99
Posting clerks, statistical clerks

i

106'Procuremeni clerks, stock clerks t
108

Receiving clerks, shipping and receiving clerks 104
Reservation clerks, hotel ) 97
Room and desk clerks, hotel 97
Shipping and receiving clerks 104
Statistical clerks 106
Stock clerics 108
Tabulating clerks 106
Transit clerks, bank clerks 118
Window clerks, postal clerks 99

Climatologists, see: Meteorologists 359
Clinical dietitians i 505
Clinical laboratory workers 476

45

t

Coal loading machine operators
Coal mining_
Coding clerks, statistical clerks
Coil finishers, electronics manufacturing
Coiler operators, aluminum industry
Collection workers
College and university teachers
College career planning and placement

counselors
College librarians
College placement officers, see:

College career planning and placement

803

Page
615
614
106
654
633

215

54.1
222

counselors 541
College student personnel workers 140

College student personnel workers 139
College union staff members 140
Color technicians, see: Photogra hjc laboratory

occupations 78
Colorists, textile mill products 710.
Commercial account underwriters 128
Commercial artists '577
Commercial photographers 589
Commercial tellers, banking 121
Communications related occupations 591
Community and public affairs directors 731
Community health nurses 488
Community planners 158
Companions, see: Private hdusehold workers 183
Composition roofers' 284
Compositors, printing occupations 47

See also: Printing and publishing' 706
Compounders, see: Drug industry 649
Compressors, see: Drug industry 649
Computer and related occupations 111
Computer manufacturing 692
Computer operating personnel
Computer operators, see:. Computer operating

personnel
Computer progiammers, see: Paper and allied

products industry 699
Computer, salesworkers, office machine and

computer manufacturing 693
Computer, service technicians 416
Computers, prospecting, petroleum and natural.

gas 619
Conductors, railroad' 31 1-

Con"servation occupations 334
Conservationists, soil 339
Console operators, see: Computer operating

personnel
Construction 622
Construction electricians 264
Construction inspectors ( government) 197.
Construction laborers
construction machinery operators, see: Operating

(.) engineers

261

276
Construction occupations 252
COnsultant designers, see: Industrial designers 584
Continuity directors, radio and television 73.1

8 1 1
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Continuity writers, radio aid television 731
Continuous mining machinb operators 615
Control chemists, quality, aluminum 634
Control clerks,;see: Bank clerks 1 19

Control room operators, electric power 722
Console operators, computer operating personnel 112
Converter operators, computer operating

personnel 112
Cooks, see: Private household workers 183
Cooks and chefs 168
Cooks' helpers, see: Private household workers 183
Cooperative extension service workers 550

See also:
Agriculture 609
Home economists 552

Copilots 294
Core setters, foundries 658
Care-oven tenders, foundries 658
Coremakerf, see:

Foundries 658
Foundry occupations 36
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 681

Corporate designers, see: Industrial designers 584
Correction officers 186
Correction sergeants 187
Correspondence,Secretaries tpists 109
Correspondent bank officers. 121

Cosmetologists 1
179

Cotton classers, agriculture 610
Counseling occupations 536
Counselors, see:

College career planning and placement
counselors 541

College student personnel workers 140
Employment counselors. 538
Rehabilitation counselors 539
School counselors 536

Counter clerks, laundry and drycleaning
Counter workers, food 172
Counters, statistical clerks 106
Country collection clerks, see: Bank clerks 118

Court reporters V 103

Cow testers, see: Agriculture 607
Crane. operators, see:

Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682
Operating engineers 276
Trucking industry 743

Credit managers 141

Crew chiefs, aircraft, missile, and spacecraft 629
Crew schedulers, statistical clerks 106

Crop reporters, see:'Agriculture 609
Crystal finishers, electronics manufacturing 654
Crystal grinders, electronics manufacturing 654
Cushion builders, motor vehicle and equipment

manufacturing. , 682
CuStomer engineers, see:

Business machine repairers 414
.. Computer service technicians 416

Customer service occupations, electric power 726

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK
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Customers' brokers, see: Securities sales workers -246
Customs inspectors 200'
Cutters, apparel 638
Cutters, motor vehicle and equipment

manufacturing 682
Cutting machine operators 615 .

D

Dampproof workers, see: Roofers 284
Dancers 569
Darkroom technicians, see: Photographic

laboratory occupations '78
Data typists, see: Computer operating personnel 1 1 2

Day workers, see: Private houselrOld workers 183

Deatt of students, see: College student personnel
workers 139

Deck officers, see:
Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine officers 301

Deck utility hands, see:
Merchant marine industry 427
Merchant marine sailors

r 305
Deck workers, lumber mills 675
Decontalinination workers, nuclear energy 688
Dehydration-plant operators, petroleum and

natural gas 620
Demurrage clerks, statistical clerks 106

Dental assistants 451

Dental hygienists 453
Dental laboratory technicians 455
Dental occupations ' 449
Dentists 449
Derrick operators, petroleum and natural gas 619
Design occupations 575
Designers, apparel 637
Designers, floral 581

Designers, industrial 583
Designers, interior 585
Detailers, see: Drafters 385
Detectives 193

Developers, see: Photographic laboratory
occupations 78.

DOelopmept engineers, radio and television 732

Diemakers, see:
Aluminum industry 634
Electronics manufacturing 654
Machining occupations 45

Die makers, tool-and- 45
See also listing under Tool-and-die makers.

Diesinkers, forge shop J 69
Diesel mechanics 419
Dietetic educators 505
'Dietitians 505
Digester operators, paper an allied products 697
Dining room attendants, waiters and waitresses 174
Dining room attendants and dishwashers .170
Directors, program, radio and television 731
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Directory assistance operators , 208
Dishwashers , 170
Dispatc hers,"see: .

Merchant marine industry 7.. 728
. Trucking industry , 742

Dispensing opticians 506
, See also: Optometrists 459

Display workers (retail trade) ... 579
Distribution clerks, postal clerks 99
District representatives, electric power 726
Divider machine operators, baking industry 642
Doctors, medical 463
Dough molders, baking 642

:Drafters 384
-1- See also,: 5 4

Aluminum indust 634
Electronics manuf turing 653
Industrial chemical industry 661
Iron and steel industry 670
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 681
Petroleum and, natural gas production and

processing 619
Petroleum refining 702

Dragline operators, coal-mining 615
Drawing frame tenders, textile mill products 710
Dressmakers, apparel . 639
Drilling' machine operators 615
Drilling supervisors, petroleum and natural gag 419
Driver-salesworkers, see: Route drivers ,h4
Drivers., see:

Intercity busdrivers 319
Li:cal transit busdrivers 321
Local truckdrivers 323
Long distance truckdrivers 325
Taxicab drivers 329

Driving occupations 319,,.
Drug industry, occupations in the 646
Druggists ,. -, , 512
Drycleaners, laundry and drycleaning. 770
Drycleaning plants 770
Dry-kiln operators, lumber mills 675
Drywall installers and finishers 262
Duplicating machine operators 98
Dye range operators, textile mill products 710
Dye weighters, textile mill products 710
Dyers, textile mill products 710

E

Ecologists, see: Life scientists
Economic geographers
Economic geologists
Economists
Education and related occupations
EEG technicians
EEG technologists
EKG technicians °

Electric meter trepairers
Electric power industry, occupations in the

366
522'
355
519
210
472
472
470
726
719
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`Electric sign repairers 420
Electrical engineers 348

See also:
Aluminum industry 634
Electronics manufacturing 653
Industrial chemical industry 661
Iron and steel industry. T670
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 680
Office machine and computer manufacturing 692
Paper and allied-produdtb,A.-- 598

Ilectrical inspectors . 197
Electrical repairer's, see; Iron, and steel industry ....' 670
Electrical workers, see: Shop trades, railroads 315
Electricians constructiv 264
Electricians, maintenan6e 431

See also listing under Maintenance electricians.
Electricians, see:

Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine sailors , 305

Electrocardiograph technicians , 470
Electroencep logr hic technicians 472
Electronic mbly inspectors, see:

Electronics manufacturing 655
Office machine and computer manufacturing 694

lectronic computer programmers... 113
E ectronic organ technicians 436
El ctronic reader-sorter operators, see: Bank

clerks 119
Ele tronic specialists, see: Oceanographers 361
Ele tronics checkout workers, aircraft, missile,

and spacecraft 629
Electronics engineers, see: Electronics

manufacturing 653
Electronics manufacturing 652
Electronics repairers, iron and steel 670
Electronics subassembly inspectors, see:

Electronics manufacturing 655
Office machine and computer manufacturing 694

Electronics technicians, see:
Electronics manufacturing 653
Engineering and science technicians 387
Office machine and computer manufacturing 693

Electroplaters 66
See also:

Electronics manufacturing 654
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682

Electrotypers and stereotypert, see:
Printing occupations 52
Printing and publishing 706

Elementary school teachers 211
Elevator constructors ). 266
Elevator mechanics 266
Embalmers , I81
Embossing machine operators 98'
Embryologists, life scientists 366
Emergency medical technicians 473
Employment aides, see: Social service aides 561
Employment counselors 538

Q 1 Q
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Employment interviewers, personnel 150
Encoders, bank^ clerks 119
Engine mechanics, aircraft, missile, and

spacecraft 629
Engineering aides, see:

Electronics manufacturing 653
Engineering and science .technicians 386
Office machine and computer manufacturing 693

Engineering and science technicians 386
Engineering geologists 356
Engineering technicians 634
Engineers 342

See also :. 4

Aerospace engineers 345
Agricultural engineers 345-
Biomedical engineers 346
Ceramic engineers . 346
Chemical engineers 347
Civil engineers 348

Electrical engineers 348
Industrial engineers 350
Mechanical engineers 351

\ Metallurgical engineers 351

Mining engineers 352
Petroleum engineers 353

Engineers, locomotive 312
Engineers, stationary , 82
Enrdute controllers, air traffic 290
Entornologisw, agriculture 610

-Envelope-rffijhine operators, paper and allied
products 698

Environmental engineers 702
Environmental scientists 355
Etching eqUipment" operators, electronics

manufacturing 654
Ethnologists, see: Anthropologists 517
Exchange clerks, see: Bank clerks 119

Exhaust operators, electronics mkniufacturing 654
Experimental machinists, see: Instrument markers

(mechanical) 40
Exploration ge fists 357

Extensioti agents 550
Extension librarians 221

Extensison service workers 550
ExtrusiOn press operators, aluminum industry 633

F

Face bosses, see: Coal mining 615

Fallers, logging 674
Fa'niily service workers, see: Social workers 563
Fa,rm equipment dealers, agriculture 611

Farm equipment' mechanics 422
Farm hands, general, 'see : Agriculture 604
Farm labor supervisors 604
Farm managers 608
Farmers, see: Agriculture. 603
Fashion models 238

FBI special agents 188
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Federal civilian government 775
Federal Government occupations 775
Field engineers, see:

Business machine repairers 414
Computer service technicians ---- 416

"Field technicians, radio and telohsion 383 -

File clerks 95

Film editors, television 732
Film librarians, television 732
Film numberers, see: Photographic laboratory

technicians 78
Film strippers, see: Photographic laboratory

technicians 78

Final assemblers, aircraft, missile, and spacecraft.. 629
Finance, insurance, and real estate 756
Finishers, flatwork, laundry and drycleaning 770
Finishers, men's suit, laundry and drycleaning 771
Finishers, ophthalmic laboratory technicians 76
Finishers, shirt, laundry and drycleaning 770
Fire bosses, see: Coal mining 615
Fire protection engineers 203
Firefighters 189
Firers /watertenders, see:

Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine sailors 305

First assistant engineers, merchant marine officers 301
First mates, merchant marine officers 301

Fitters, apparel 638
Fitters, boilermaking occupation* 63

Fitters, see: Coal mining 615
Fitting models 238.
Flatwork finishers, laundry and drycleaning 770
Flight attendants 297
Flight engineers 294
Floor coremakers, foundry 36

Floor covering installers , 268
Floor covering mechanics 268
Floor managers, television 732
Floor molders, foundry occupations 33

Food and drug inspectors r 199
Food chemists, see: Agriculture 610
Food counter workers 172

Floral designers 581
Food scientists 379
Food service occupations 167

Food technologists 379
Foreign buyers 135

Foremen and forewomen 62
Foresters 334

See also:
Logging and lumberafnills 674
taper and allied products 698

Forestry aides 336
Forestry technicians 336.

See also: Logging and lumber mills 674
Fo,Forge shop occupations 68

rklift truck operators, see: Electronics
manufacturing. 655

8 i 4
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Foundries 657
Foundry occupations 33
Frame spinners, textile Mill products , 710
Frame wirers, telephone central office craft

occupations 39,5
Free-lance reporters 103
Freelance illustrators, see: Commercial artists 578
Front-end mechanics, see: AutoMobile mechanics 409
Front-office cashiers 92
Front-office clerks, hotel 97'
Fruit farmers 604
Funeral directors and embalmers 181
fur cutters, apparel 639,
Fur finishers, apparel

. Fur machine operators, apparel
639,
639

Fur nailers, apparel 639.
Furnace installers, heating mechanics 403.
Furnace operators, see:

Foundries 658
Iron and steel industry 667

Furniture upholsterers 70
Fusing machine operators 639

G-

,.
s:

Gas appliance servicers 403
Gas burner mechanics 403
Gas dispatchers 106
Gas fitters, see.' Plumbers and pipefitters 282
Gas plant operators, petroleum and natural gas 620

: Gas welders 85
Gas-compressor-operators, petroleum and natu

gas 620
Gasoline service station attendants 232
Gaugers, petroleum and natural gas 619
Geomorphologists, see: Geologists 356
General bookkeepers 91
General houseworkers 183
Geneticists, see:, agriculture 609
Geochemists, see: Geologists 356
Geochronologists, see: Geologists 356
Geodesists, see: Geophysicists 357
Geographers 521
Geological oceanographers 356

See also: Oceanographers 361
Geological technicians 388
Geologists ..... 355

Sge also: Petroleum and natural gas production
and processing 619

Geomagneticians, see: Geophysicists 358
Geophysicistg 357

See also: Petroleum and natural gas production
and processing 619

Geriatric aides, see: Nursing aides 492
Glass blowefs, electronics manufacturing 654
Glass lathe operators, electrdnics manufacturing 654
Glaziers ft 69
Government 773

13!)
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Government occupations, Federal' 775
Government occupations, State and local 782
Graders, lumber mills t 675
Grain elevator operators, agriculture \ 608
Granulator machine operators, see: Drug industry 649
Gravure photoengravers, printing and publishing 706
Grid lathe operators, electronics manufacturing 654
Grinders, see:

Forge shop occupations 69
Foundries 658

Grocery clerks, see:Cashiers 92
Ground helpers, electric power 725
Guards A 191

,Guidance counselors 536

Hairstylis* see:
Barbe s. 177
Cosmetologists 179

Hammer operators, forge sh p 68
Hammersthiths, forge shop 68
Hand assemblers, office machine and computer

manufacturing 693
Hand compositors, printing 48
Hand leers, baking .... 643
Hand molders, foundries a 658
Hand sewers, apparel 638
Hand spreaders, apparel 638
Hand trimmers, apparel .638
Head sawyers, lumber mills 675

ealth and regulatory inspectors (government) 199
He Mk-physicists, nuclear. energy 688
Heart- physics technicians, nuclear energy 68$
Health occupations . 447
Health services administrators 508
Health services, home economists 552
Heat treaters, see:

Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing 628
Forge shop occupations 69
Foundries 659

Heaters, see:
Forge shop occupations 68
Iron and steel industry s 668

Heating mechanics 403
Helpers, baking 643
Helpers, iron and steel 666
High school teachers , 213
Iligh speed printer operators, see: Computer

operating personnel 112
Highway patrol officers, see: Stateolice officers 195
Historians 514
Hod carriers, see:

Bricklayers 255
v..

Construction laboreiv 261
Home economists 551

4
Home housekeepers, see: Private household

workers

815
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Homemaker-home health aides
See also: Y30Nursing aides , 492

Social service aides . 561

Horticulturists ,. 366
Hospital attendants 492
Hospital nurses 488
Hot-cell technicians, ntieleir energy 688
Hot metal crane operators, see:

Aluminum industry 632
Iron and steel industry 668

Hotel front-office clerks .'-'\-,..... .97
Hotel houspkeepers and assistants 163
Hotel rnfmagers and assistants 142

Hotel occupations -,- 767
Housekeepers, see: Private household workers 184
Housekeepers and assistants, hotel - 163
Human nutritionists, see: Agriculture 610
Human service aides t 560

' Hydrogen furnace operators, electronics
manufacturing

Hydrologic technicians
Hydrologists, see: Geophysicists
Hygienists, dental

Page

Icing mixers, baking
Income maintenance workers, social service aides
Immigration inspectors ,

Ind buyers, see: Purchasing agents:
Industn mical industry, occupItions in the....
Industrial designers ,

See also: Electronics manufacturing
Industrial engineers 1

See also:
Apparel industry 639
Drug industry 648
Electronics manufacturing 653
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 680
Office macbille and computer manufacturing 692

Industrial hygienists, insurance industry 762
Industrial hygienists, occupational safety and

health _workers .- . 203
Industrial machinery repairers 424
Industrial nurses 489
Industrial photographers 589
Industrial production and related occupations 31

Industrial technicians 387
Industrial traffic managers 143

'Informal models 238
Information science specialists, librarians 222
Infrared oven operators, electronics

manufacturing 654
Ingot strippers, iron and steel 668
Inhalation therapy workers 485
Inspectors, construction 197

Inspectois, laundry and drycleaning 771

654
388
358
453

643
560
200
156
661
583
652
350
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Inspectors, (manufacturing) 71

See also:
Apparel industry 4 639
Electronics manufacturing 654
Forge shop occupations 69
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682

Instrument makers (mechanical)
t Instrument repairers

40
426

See also:
Drug industry 649
Industrial chemical industry 662
Paper and allied products industry 698

Instrvment technicians, see: Engineering and
science technicians 387

Instrument workers, see: Surveyors 391.

Insulating workers 271

Insurance agents, see: Underwriters 128

Insurance agents and brokers 234
Insurance industry 761

Insurance occupations 123

Intercity busdrivers 319
Interest clerks, see: Bank clerks , 119
Interior decorators 585 -

Interior designers 585
International officers, banking 121

Interpreters t 591
Inventory clerks, see: Stock clerks 108 11 . ,

Investment analysts, see: Insurance industry 762. t,"*.

Iron and steel industry, occupations in the 665
Ironworkers 273

J

Janitors, see: Building custodians, 162

Jewelers 428
Jig and fixture builders, aircraft, missile, and

spacecraft 628
Job analysts, personnel 151

Junior typists 109

K

Keepers and helpers, iron and steel 666
Keypunch Operators 112

Kindergarten teachers 211
Knitting machine fixers, textile mill products 710
Knitting machine mechanics, textile mill products 710
Knitting machine operators, textile mill products 7

3 L

Laboratory technicians, see:
Aluminum industry 634
Drug industry . , 649
Electronics manufacturing 653
Industrial chemical industry 661
Petroleum refining 702

Laboratory technicidns, dental 455
Labor relations workers , 150

Labgjers, construction 261
i6.

1
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Lady's and gentleman'i attendants, private
household workers ,

Landscape architects
Lathers ,

Launderers, see: Private household
Laundry and drycleaning plants
Laundry and drycleaning route cliivers
Lawyers

See also: Insurance industry
Layout artists, .ee: Commercial artists
Layout workers; advertising
Layout Workers, boilermaking occupations
Lease buyers, petroleum and natural gas
Legal secretaries,
Lens grinOets, see :. Ophthalmic laboratory

techfiicians
Letter sorting machine clerks, postal
Letterers, see: Commercial artists
Librarians
Library occupations
Library. technicians and assistants.
Licensed. practical-nurses
Life, insurance agents
Life science occupations
Life scientists
Life underwriters_
Lighting technicians, television
Line installers and cable splicers, telephone
Line installers and repairers, electric power
Linotype machine operators, printing ,

Linguistic anthropologists
Lithographers, printing
Lithographic artists, printing
Load dispatchers, electric,power
Loader, engineers, logging
Loading machine operators, see: Coal mining.
Loan officers, see: Bank officers and managers
Local government occupations
Local transit busdrNernk
Local truckdrivers, see:

Driving occupations
Trucking industry

Locksmiths
Locomotive engineers, railroad

See also: Iron and steel industry
Log scalers, logging
Loggers
Logging and lumber mills
Logging-tractor operators
Long distance truckdrivers

See also Trucking industry
Longwall machine operators, see: Coal mining
Loom fixers, textile mill products
Loom winder tenders, textile mill products
Loss control Consultants, occupational safety and

health workers

Page

183
587
274
183.
770
244

'145
7624

577
133
63

619
103

76
99

577
220.
220
223
490
234
364
365
234.
383
398
724
48

518
50
50

724
675
615
120
782

341

.3,44jrc

742
429
312
670
675
674
674
675
325
742
615
710
710

204 i

Page

M

Machine coremakers, foundry occupations 36
Machine designer, see: Engineering and science

technicians 387
Machine icers, baking 643
Machine molders, see:

Foundries
Foundry occupations 35
Motor vehicle and equipMent manufacturing 681

Machine movers, see: Iron4ricers 273
Machine spreaders, apparel' 638
Machine tool operators 42

See also:
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

manufacturing, "628
Electrcinics manufacturing 654'
Motor-vehicle and equipment manufacturing 681

Machine washers, laundry and drycleaning plants 770
Machined parts inspectors,, see:

Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing 629
Office machine and computer manufacturing, 694

Machinery repairers, industrial ' 424
MichMing occupations 38
Machinists, all round 38

See also:
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

manufacturing 628
Drug industry 644

. -

Railroad shop trades 7, 314
Mail carriers _ 206
Mail preparing and mail tindling.machine

operators,. office macnme operators 98
Mailhandlers, see:

Postal clerks 7 99
Postal service occupations 779..

Maintenance electricians 431
Segalso:

Aluminum inBustry 634'
Coal mining 615
Drug industry 649
Electronics manufacturing 655
Industrial chemical industry 662
Iron and steel industry 670
Office machine 4nd computer manufacturing 694
Paper and allied products industry 698

Maintenance machinists, see:
Aluminum industry 634
Electronics manufacturing 655
Industrial chemical indigtry 662
Office machine and computer manufacturing..., 694
Paper and allied products industry 698\

Maintenance mechanics, see:
Industrial machinery repairers 424
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682

Maintenance technicians, radio and television 383
Maketip arrangers, printing and publishing 706
Makeup artists, television 732

817
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°Managers, city 137

Managers,.industrial traffic 143
Managers, restaurant 748
Managers, retail fo-od stores 752
Managers and assistants, hotel 142
Manifest clerks, see:

Merchant marine industry .728
Trucking industry 742

Manipulator operators, iron and steel d 668
Manufacturers' sales workers 236
Manufacturing 624
Marble setters 255
Marine architects, see: Merchant rineindustry 728
Marine biologists, see: Oceanograph rs 361

' e engineers 727
eologists, see: Oceanographers 36,1

Mar,cers, pparel 638
Markers, ,laundry and drycleaning 770
Market news reporters, agriculture 609
Marketing research workers 148

Masters, see:
Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine officers 301

Material handlers, apparel t 639
Material handlers, see:

Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682
Trucking industry 743

Mates, see: Merehant marine officers 301

Mathematical assistants, electronics
manufacturing 653

Mathematicians 370
See also:

Electronics manufacturing 653
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 680

Mathematics occupations 370
Meat and poultry inspectors' 199

Meat cutters 173

See also: Retail food stores 753
Meat wrappers, see: Retail food stores 753
Mechanical artists, commercial artists 577

Mechanical engineers 351

See also:
Aluminum industry 63,
Coal mining 616
Drug industry 648
Electronics manufacturing' 653
Industrial chemical industry 661

Iron and steel industry 670
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 680
Office machine and computer manufacturing 692
Paper and allied products industry 698

Mechanical inspectors 197

Mechanic - attendants, see: Gasoline seiGice station
attendants 232

Mechanics, see:
Air-conditioning mechanics 403
Airplane mechanics 292
Automobile mechanics 408

1'
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Boa of r mechanics 411

Bowli n-machine mechanics ..4, 412
4. Bus m ha ics-: 440

Diesel mec anics 419
Farm equip entmechanics 422
Gas bume mechanics 403

Heating chanics 403,

Motors le mechanics 433
Oil burner mechanics 403

403
440
442

Mechanics and repairers 393

Media directors, advertising 133

Media specialists, librarians 222
Medical geographers, see: Geographers 5.22

Medical laboratory assistants 476
Medical laboratory techniCians 476
Medical laboratory workers 476
Medical microbiologists 366
Medical' practitioners 458
Medical record administrators 510
Medical record technicians and clerks 478
Medical secretaries, 103

Medical social workers 563-

Medical technologist, technician, and assistant
occupations

Medical technologists 476
-Melters, see:

lion and steel industry 667
'Motor vehicle an/equipment manufacturing 681

Men's suit finishers, laundry and drycleaning 771

Menders, laundry and drycleaning plants 771

Merchandise managers, buyers 136
Merchant marine industry 727

Merchant marine occupations 301

Merchant marine officers 301

Merchant marine sailors 304

Mess attendants, see:
MerEhant marine industry 728
Merdhant marine sailors 306

Metal finishel-s, motor vehicle and equipment
manufacturing 682

'Metal patternMakers, foundry occupations 33

Metal roofers ',/ 284
Metallurgical engineers 351

See also:
Electronics manufacturin4 653
Iron and steel industry 670

Metallurgists, see:
Electronics manufacturing 653
Iron and steel industry 670
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing..' 681

Metallurgists, physical 634
Metallurgists, process 634,
Meteorological, technicians 4. 388

Meteorologists 1 359
Meter installers, electric power 726

818

Refrigeration mechanics
Truck mechanics
Vending machine mechanics

ATO
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Meter readers,electric power 726
Meter testers, electric power 726
Microbiologists, see: ,

Agriculture & 609
Life sciences 366

Millwrights & 73
See also:

Aluminum industry 634
Iron and steel industry 670
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682
PaRer and allied products industry 698

Mine inspectors 200
Mineralogists, see:

Geologists 356
Petroleum and natural gas 618

Mininnd petroleum industry ? '612
Mining engineers 352

Seealso: Coal mining 616
4,Ministers, Protestant 544

Missile assembly mechanics, aircraft, missile and
spacecrift 629

Missile manufacturing occupations 626
Mixers, baking - 642
Model makers, see:

Instrument makers (mechanical) 40
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 679

Models 238
Molders, see: Foundry occupations 35
Molders' helpers, foundries 658
Molding machine operators, baking industry 642
Monotype caster operators, printing 48
Monotype keyboard operators, printing 48
Mortgage clerks, see: Bank clerks 119

riMoth rs helpers, e. vate household workers 183

Motio projectio sts 74
Motorcycle mechanics 433
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing

occupations 679
Motor vehicle body repairers 407
Music' directors, radio and television .731

fa

Music librarians, radio acrd television 731

Musicians 571

N
lir

Natural as production and processing
Neighborhood workers, see: Social service aides
Neon sign repairers
News directors, radio and television
News reporters, radio and television
News writers, radio and television i
Newspaper reporters
Nuclear energy field, occupations in the
Nuclear reactor operators, nuclear energy

taNumerical control machine °per tors, office
machine and computer man cturing 693

Nurse educators, see:, Registered nuses 489

618
5ft0
420
731
731
731
593
685
688

Page

Nurses, see:
Licensed pra\tical nurses 490
Registered nurses 1 488

Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants 492
Nursing assistants, see: Nursing aides 492
Nursing occupations 488
Nutritionists k 551

See also:
Dietitians
Life scientists

0

.505
366 ,

Observers, petroleum and natural gas 619
Occupational health consultants s 204
Occupational health nurses 489
Occupational safety and health workers 202
Occupational therapists 495
Occupational therapy assistants' 497
Oceanographers 361
Oceanographic engineers, see: Oceanographers 361
Office machine and computer manufacturing 692
Office machine operators 98
Office Machine repairers 414
Office nurses 488
Office occupations 89
Oil burner mechanics a 403
Oilers, see: '-

Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine sailors 305
Operating. engineers 277

Opener tenders, textile mill products 710
Operating engineers, construction machinery. 276
Operating room technicians 480
Operations-officers, banking 120
Operators, telephone 207
Ophthalmic dispenserst 506
Ophthalmic laboratory technicians 76
Ophthalmologists 459
Optical mechanics 76
Opticians, dispensing. 506
Optometric assistants 482
Optometrists 459
Orderlies, see: Nursing aides 492
Ordinary seamen, see:

Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine sailors 304

Organ tuners 435'
Ornamental ironworkers 273
Osteopathic physicians 461
Outreach librarians 221
Outreach workers, see: Social service aides, 560
Outside production inspectors, 'aircraft, missile,

and spacecraft 629
Oven tenders, baking 642
Overburden stripping operators, see: Coal mining 615
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Packaging engineers, ijtper and allied products ....
Painters, automobile
Pdinters, production ,,

See also: Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

Page

698
58
81

manufacturing "' 628
Painters and paperhangers 278
Paleomagneticians see: Geophysicists, 358
Paleontologists, see:

Geologists 356
Petroleum and natural gas 618

Paper and allied products industries 696
Paper chemists, paper and allied products 699
Paper machine operators, paper ind allied

products, 698
Paper sorters and counters, paper and 61lied

products 698
Paperhangers 278
Park, recreation, and leisure service workers 556
Parking attendants 328
Parts counter Workers, automobile 227
Parts-order clerks, see: Trucking industry ' 742
Passenger agents, see,'Reservation, tisket, and

.passenger agents 298
Paste-up artists, see: Commercial artists 577
Pathologists, See:

Life scientists 366
Medical laboratory workers 476

Pathologists, speech 502
Patrol officers, see:

Police officers , t " 193
State police officers 195

Pattern graders, apparel - 637
Patternmakers;apparel 637
Patternmakers, see:

Foundries 658
Foundry occupations 33
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 681

PBX installers and repairers, telephone 400
PBX operators, see :.Telephone operators 208
PBX repairers , , 400
Perforator operators, petroleum and natural gas 620
.Performing artists , 567
Personnel and labor relations workers 150
Personnel recruiters 150
Personal service occupations 177
Personnel clerks , 106
Pest controllers 164
Petroleum engineers 355
Petroleum and natural gas production and

processing 618
Petroleum geologists, see:

Geologists 355
Petroleum and natural gas production and

,processing 618
Petroleum refining 701
Petrologists, petroleum and natural gas

production and processing
.

61,*
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Pharmacists 512
Pharmaceutical detailers, see: Drug industry 649
Pharmaceutical operators, see: Drugindustry..., 649
Pharmaceutical sales representatives, see: Drug

industry ,649
Pharmacologists, see: Life scientists 366
Photocheckers and assemblers, see: Photographic

laboratory occupations
Photoengravers, prjnting, see:

Printing occupations 51

Printing and publishing 706
Photogeologists, see: Petroleum and natal gas

production and processing
Photographers
Photographic laboratory occupations
Photographic models, see: Models
Photographic technicians

4 Phototypesetters, printing
Physical geographers
Physical meteorologists
Physical oceanographers
Physical scientists 4
Physical therapists
physiysical therapist assistants and aidescal

Physicists
See also:

E ectronics manufacturing

78

618
588

77
238
693 .

'48
522-
359
361
375
498
500
463

653
0 machineand computer manufacturing 693

Physicists, 'ealth, nuclear energy 688
Piano and organ tuners and repairers 435
Piano technicians 435
Piano tuners 435
Picker tenders, textile mill products 710
4cklers, forge shop 69

Piercing-mill operators, iron and steel 669
Pill and tablet coaters, drug industry 649
Pilots and copilots 294
Pinsetting machine mechanics, set: Bowling-pin-.

machine mechanics 412
Pipefitters 281

See also:
Industrial chemical industry 662
Iron and steel industry 670
Paper and allied products industry 698

Pipe-organ technicians 435 1

Placement counselors, college 541
Plainclothes officers, see: Police officers 193
Planer mill graders, lumber mill 676
Planer operators, lumber mill 676
Planetologists,,see: Geophysicists , 358
Planning counselors, college 541
Plant pathologists, agriculture 609
Plant physiologists, agriculture 609
Plasterers 280
Plasterers' tenders 261

820
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Platemakers, printing, see:
Printing occupations At. 50
Pritking and publishing 706

Platers, electroplaters 66
Ste also, Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

niantifsefOkles" 628
Plumbers and pipefitters 281

See also.:
Aluminum industry r 634
Drug industry 649
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 082

Podiatrists 4 466
Police officers 193

See also: State police officers -195
Policy checkers, see: Statistical clertS 106
Polishers, motor vehicle and equipment

. manufacturing - 682
Political geographers 522
Political scientists
Pond workers, lumber tills' 7
Pony edgers, lumber mills 675

- Portrait photographers 589
Postal clerks 99
Postal inspectors 779
Postal service occupations 779
Posting clerks, see: Statistical clerks 106
Postmasters 779
Pot liners, see: Aluminum industry 633
Pot tenders, see: Aluminum industry 632
Pourers, see:

lb Foundries 658
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 681

PoWer dispatchers, electric power. 724
Power hammer operafors, airc missile, and

,
spacecraft 628

5

Power shear'operators, aircraft, missile, and
spacecraft

Power truck operators
1113

' See.also: Trucking industry
Powerplant occupations, electric power
powerplant operators, drug industry
Practical nurses, licensed
Preparation plant central control operators, see:

Coal mining 616
Preshift examiners, coal milling 615
Press operators, forge shop 68,
Pressers, apparel 639.
Press operators, printing, see:

Printing occupations 53
Printing and publishing 706

_Priests, Roman Catholic 547
pfin-i developers, m ;chine, see: Photographicl'

laboratory occupations 78
Priliterroperators, see: Photographic laboratory

occupations 78
Printer-slotter operators, paper and allied

products I 698
k"-

628
79

743
721
649
490

,
813

qb ,

Printers, see: Photographic la
Page

occupations 78
Printing And publishing 705
Printing occupations 47
Printing press operators and assistants see:

Panting occupations 53
Printing and publishing 706

Private duty nurses '488
Private household service occupations 183.
Private household workers 183
Process engineers, paper and allied products 699
Procurement clerks, see: Stock clerks . 108'
Produce clerks, see: Retail food stores .. - 752
Produce packers, agriculture 604
Produce' sorters, agriculture 604
Producer-directors, program, radio and televisiOn 731
Pros:1110ml managers, advertising 733
Priduction managers, apparel 639
Production painters 81

. .
See also: Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

Manufac ng 6281
PrAduction pl ners, aircraft, missile, and

spacecraft . . 628
Production technicians, see:

Engineering add science technicians 387
Printing and publishing 706

Program assistants, radio and teleffision 731
Program directors, radio and television 731
Programmers, electronic computer 113
. See also: Office machineand computer

manufacturing 693
Proof machine operators, see: Bank clerkfi. 118
Proofreaders, printing.,and publishing j 706'
Property handlers, radio and television 732
Protective and elated service occupations' 186
Protestant mi sters Z. 544
Psychiatric des, see: Nursing aides 492
Psychiatri social workers 563
Psychologists 528
Public librarians ,-, 221
Public relations workers 153
Public works inspectors 197
Pumpers, petroleum and natura 619
'Pumpers, petroleum refining 701
Punch press operators, see:

Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing 628
Electronics industry 654

Purchasing agents r 156
Pursers, see:

Merchant marine industry 728
Merchant officers 302

CIN

Quality control chemists, aluminum industry . 634

R

Rabbis 545 .

97ack clerks, hotel

82z
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Radiation monitors, nuciear energy'. 688
Radiation physicists, nuclear energy 688
Radio and television announcers 596
Radio and teleVisiOn broadcasting.occupations 730
Radio officers, see:

Merchant. marine industry ; 728
--- Merchant marine officers 302

Radio-servicece tecluitcians 439
Radiographers, see 1 7

Aluminum industry e
Nuclear energy ..

634
688

Radioisotope-production operators, nuclear
energy a 688

Radiologic (X -ray) technologists.. 483
Radid%ical iihysicists,- nuclear energy 688

'
..Railroall'conductors

Railroad industry '
311
735

Railroad odcupations 309
Range .conservationists, see: Range managers 337
Range ecologists, see: Range managers f 337

. Range managers 337
Range scientists; tee: Range managers 337
Real estate agentt and brokers 240
Realtors , 240

-\.Reteipt clerks, merchant marine industry 728
Receiving clerks, see: Shipping and :receiving

clerks :
-"s'/ 104

Receptionists 101,
RecordkecSiers, seek Statistical clerks 106
Recording technicians, radio and television 38,3

Recreation administrators A °.',.1. k,

Recreation educators , r.,,. ...... ,A..

5'57
558'

Recreation program leaders 5n,
,Recreation specialists, r

..557
Recreation supervisors ' , 557.
Recreation workers ,.. 557
Reference librarians -'' ''' 221

Refinery o rs, petroleum ..:, 701

Refrigeraticin ineers, see: Merchant marine
sailors 305

11 Refrigeration mechanics ,, 403
Regional geographers 5/2

l,Regi9ial planners.. .,,
FeRegistired nurses

158'
488

Registered representativbs, see: Securities sales
,A, workers. 246'
Rehabilitation totinselori 539

nfprcing ironworkers 273
Re elt operators, see: Aluminum industry 632

enderprs, see: .Cornmeicial artists 577
- Repair &s, see: t

..

Appliance repairers ,,'
405.

Automobile body repairers 407
Business machine ,reekers 414

,
Central office repairtrS,ielephone 395
Electric sign repairers . ., 420

j.L.ISustiialirnachinery repairers A
a,. °

424
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Instrument repairers 426
JeAlry repairers 428 -

Locksmiths 429
,Neon-sign repairers , 420
Piano and organ tuners and repairers 435
Shoe repairers ... ,, 437
Telephone and PBX repairers 400
Watch repairers 445

Report clerks, merchant marine' industry , 728
Reporters, newspaper 593

Research dietitians 505

Research directors, advertising 133

Research technicians, see: Agriculture 610-

Research workers, malkiting -' 148.
Reservation, ticket, and passenger agents, airline 298,,:-
Reservation clerks, hotel ...... 97
ResidentiAl carriers, mail carders 206
Resilient floor layers, see: Flo& covering

installers 268
'Respiratory therapy workers 485
Resistance welders 85

Restaurant industry 748
Restaurant managers 't 748
Retail fOod stores 752
Retail trade sales workers 9 242
Retouchers, photographic laboratory occupations 78

Rig builders, and helpers, petroleum and natural.
gas ,

, ,,, 619
Riggers and machine movers, ironworkers1./ 273 I
Ptigging,slingers, logging 675 :,
Riveters, aircraft, missile, and spacecraft 628
Rock-dust machine operators,.see: Coal mining....: 615
Rocket assembly mechanics_aircraft, missile:.7.:.

spacecraft 629
Rod workers, see: Surveyors 391 .

Roll turners, iron and steel .
A ,. 670 !

Rollers, iron and steel 668
Rolling mill operators, see: Aluminum industry 633
Roman Catholic priests 547
Roof bolters, see: Coal mining
Roofers
Room and desk clerks, hotel
Rotary auger operators; coal mining
Rotary drillers, petroleum and katural gas
Rotary rig engine operators, piffroleum
Rougher pulpit operators, iron and steel
Roughers, see: Iron and steel.
Roustabouts, petroleum and na ral gas.
Route drivers
Route drivers, baking ..
Route drivers, laundry and drycleaning
Route sales workers, see: Route drivers
Route supervisors, baking . °-
I:toying tenders, textile mill products
Rural carriers, mail carriers
Rural sociologistS, agriculture

82

615
284
97

615
619,
619
669
669
619
244
443
770
244
643
710
206
610
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Safety engineers, see:
Coal mining
Insurance. industry
Occupational safety and health workers

Salary and wage administrators, personnel
Sales'occupaticins
Sales representatives, radio, and television
Sales workers, see:

Automobile parts counter workers
Automobile sales workers
Automobile service advisors
Computer sales workers
hisurance agents and brokers
Manufacturers' sales workers.
Real estate agents j.6d broke
Retail trade sales orkers
Securities sales 'workers
Wholesale trade sales workers

Sample, makers; apparel
Saniple-taker operators, peticole.um and natural

gas 620
Sand mixers, foundries 658
San5iblasters, forge shop l 69
Scale car operators, iron and steel 666
Scalper operators, see: Aluminum industry 633
Scenic designers, television 732
School. counselors 536
School librarians 221

'School social workers 563
School, teachers, see:.

Agriculture
College and'university teachers
Kindergarten and elementary teachers
Secondary school teachers

Science technicians
Scientific and technical occupations
Scientists, environmental

,tists, physical
Scieriti , soil
Scouts, petroleum and natural gas
Scrap crane Operators, iron and steel
Screen makers, textile mill products
Screen printers, textile mill products
Screen-printing artists,..textile.mill products
Sealers; alectronics manufacturing
Seamen, see: Merchant marine sailors
Second assistant engineers, see:)Vferchant marine

officers
Second loaders, logging
Second mates, see: Merchant marine officers
Secondary school teachers
Secretaries and stenographers
Securities sales workers
Seed analysts, agriculture
Seismologists, see: Geophysicists
Senior typists

,
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Separation tenders, see: Coal mining 616-
Service advisors, see: Automobile service advisors 231
Service and miscelli,eOus industries -765
Service _occupations I" 166

6 Service salesworkers, see: Automobile 'service
762 advisors 231
202 Service station attendants, see: Gasoline service,
.151 station attendant's , 232
226 Service station mechanic's 232
732 Service technicians, computer 416

Service writers, see: Automobile service advisbrs 231
227 Service and repair occupations, see: Television
229 and radio service technicians 439
231 See also listing under Repairers.
693 Setup workers (machine tools) 44
234 Sewage plant operators 84
236 Sewing machine operators, see:
240 Apparel industry / .. 638
242 Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 682
246 Shakeout workers, see Foundries 658
250 Shear operators, iron and steel 668
637, Sheet-metal workers '285

See also:
Airaft, missile, and spacecraft

manufacturing 628
Railroad shop trades 315

Shipping checkers, see: Statistical clerks 106
Shipping and receiving clerks ..... 104
Ship's carpenters, see:

Merchant marine industry 727'
Merchant' marine sailors 305

Ship's electricians, see: ^...444,'
ry

' -

Merchant, marine induii 727
305f.'.'s,Merchant marine sailors .

Shirt finishe, laundry and drycleaning 770
Shoe repairers 437
Shop trades, railroad' 314
Shorthand reporters 103.
Showthom models 238
Shot firers; see: Co zil mining 615 s,
Shotbl ters, see:

Forge op occup'ations , L 69
Foundries I al, 658

Shuttle car operators, see: Coal mining 615'
Signal department .workers, railroad at. 315
Signal maintainers, railroad 315
Signal installers, railroad 315
Silk, screen printers, electronics manufacturing 654
Singers .. ' 573

302 'Sketch artists, commercial artists 577
675 Skip operators, iron and steel 666
301 Slasher tenders, textile mill products 710
213 Slate roofers , 284
102 Slicitig-and-wrapping machine operators, baking 643
246 Slide mounters, see: Photographic laboratory
610- occupations 7.8

357 SOaking pit crane operators, iron and steel 668
109 Soaking pit operators, aluminum 633

609
215
211
213
386
331
355
375
368
619
667
;710
7.10
710
64
304

823 -or
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Social scientists. .. i 516
' Social secretaries 103

Social service aides 560
, Social service occupations l' 534

.

Social workers 562
SocielogistS 531

. Soil conservationists 339
Soil scientist; 368
Solid earth geophysicists 357

:Soft-ars, see: Bank clerks 118

Sorters, lumber mills r 675
Sound effects technidans, radio and television 732
Space buyers, sic: Advertising workers -133
Spacecraft manufacturing.Occupations 626
Special agents, see: FBI Special Agents . 1-88

Special librarians,, 222
Speech pathologits ., 502
Speed operators, iron and steel' ' 669

.S ler tenders, textile mill products 710
Spotters, laundry and drycleaning 771
Sprayers, motor vehicle and 'equipment

manufacturing , 682
"Sprinkler fitters, see: Plumbers and pipefitters 282
Staff officers, see: Merchant marine officers 302
State and local government occupations 782
State highway patrol officers 195

State police officers ° 195
State troopgSs 195

Station agents, railroad , 316
Stationary engineers '82

See also:
Aluminum industry 634
Boiler tenders 65

Paper and'allied products 698
Statistical assistants 106

Statistical clerks 106

Statisticians 372
See also:

Electronics manufacturing , 653
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing ...680

Stedmfitters, see: Phimbers and pipefitters 282
Steel industry occupations.. 665
Steel poureii; iron and steel 668

102Stenographers
Stereotypers, printing, see:

Printing occupations 52
Printing and publiShing 706

Stevedores 72&

Stewardesses 297
Stewards 297
Still pump operators, petroleum refining 701
Stock chasers, motor Vehicle and equipment

manufacturing 682
Stock clerks 108

See also :Retail food stores , 752

Stonemasons 255
Stopping builders, coal mining 615
Stove tenders, iron and steel 666

0
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Stratigraphers, see:
Geologists 356
Petroleum and natural gas production and

processing ' t 618
Stretcher-leveler-operators and herreri)aluminum

industry ,a 633
Strippers, printing. see:

Printing occupations 50
Printing and publishing 706

Structural ironworkers 273
Student activities personnel, college student

personnel workers 140
Student advisors, foreign, college student

personnel workers 140
Student financial aid personnel, college student

personnel workers 140
Student housing officers, college student

personnel workers 140
Studio supervisors, radio and television 732
Stylists, motor vehicle and equipment

manufacturing 679
Substation operators, electric power 724
Supercalendar operators, paper and allied

products 698
Surfacers, ophthalmic laboratory technicians 76

'Surgical technicians 480
Surveyors 390.

See also:
Coal mining 616

. Petroleum and natural gas production and
processing 619

Swiichboard operators, electric power,.. 721
Switchers, petroleum and natural gas' 619
Synoptic meteorologists 359
Systems analysts 115

See also:
Office machine and computer manufacturing 693
Paper and allied products industry 699

Systems operators, electric power 724

T

Tablet to ers, drug industry 649
Tabulatin clerks i , 106

'Tabulating machine operators..., 98

Tailors, apparel 639,eg
Tape librarians, computer operating personnel 112*
Tappers and helpers, see: Aluminum industry 6i2
Taxicab drivers 329
Teacher aides 217
Teachers; see: ,

College and university teachers 215
Dancing 569
High school teachers 213

' Home economists 551
Kindergarten and elementary school teachers...'. 211

Music r 571

821,
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Secondary school teachers
Singing
Vocational teachers, agriculture

Teaching occupations
Technical illustrators, see:

Aircraft,' missile, and spacecraft manufacturing
Electronics manufacturing

Technical stenographers
Technical writers .4

See also: Electronics manufacturing
Technicians, broadcasting

_Technicians, dental -laboratory
Technigians, engineering and sciefice
Technicians, medical record
Technicians, televisLon and radio service

_Telegraphers, telephoners, and tower operators,
railroad

Telephone and PBX installers and repairers
Telephone craft occupations
Telephone industry
Telephone installers
'Telephone line and cable splicers
Telephone operators
Telephone repairers
Telephoners, rditroad
Television and radio service technicians
Television announcers
Television broadcasting occupations-
Tellers, banking
Terrazzo workers... .
Testing technicians, paper and allied products

> Textile designers.. .;
Textile engineers

3 Textile mill products industry,
Textile technicians
Therapeutic dietitians
Therapists, inhalation
Therapists, occupational
Therapists, physical
Therapy and rehabilitation occupations
Therapy assistants, occupational
Third assistant engineers, see: Merchant marine

officers
Third mates, see: Merchant marine officers
Thread trimmers and cleaners, apparel

- Ticket agents, air transportation
Ticket sellers,loree: Cashiers
Tile roofers
Tilesetters
Timber cruisers, !offing
Time buyers, see: -Advertising workers
Tinners, electronics manufacturing

eihfobacco graders
ool-and-die makers
See also:

Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft
manufacturing

817

Page Office machine and computer manufacturing 693
213 Tool designers, see: Engineering and science
573 technicians. , .887
609 Tool pushers, see: Petroleum and 'natural gas ..

211 -production and processing 619
Toolmakers, electronics manufacturing 653
Tower operators,-railroad 317,
Tracers, see: Drafters .. 385
Tractor operators, see: Coal mining 615
Track workers, railroad -. 317
Traffic controllers, airport 4.., 290
Traffic managers, industrial 143
-traffic managers, radio and television 731
Transcribing machine operators, see: ThAStS.. '' ..... 109
Transit clerks, see: Bank clerks 118
Transmisgion and distribution occupations, .

electric power 723
Transmitter technicians, radio and television 383
Transportation activities ,. 289 \
Transportation, communication, and public

utilities e 714
Travel agents 248

-Treaters, see:
Petroleum and natural gas 619

Trimmers, hand, apparel 639

Treatibent plant operators, wastewater ,67.7089415

Trimmers, forge shop

.

Trimmer saw operators, lumber mills

Petroleum refining

Trouble locators, telephone 395
Trouble shooters, electric power . 725
Truck lubricators, see: Trucking industry. 743
'Truck mechanic. helpers, see: Trucking industry.... 743
Truck mechanics 440

See also: Trucking industry 743
Truck mechanics and bus Mechanics 440
Truckdriver helpers 743
Truckdrivers, see:

Baking industry i 643
Coal mining industry 616
Drug industry 649
Electronics manufaCturing 655
Petroleum refining 702

Truckdrivers, local . 343
Truckdrivers, long-distance 3/5
Trucking industry 742
Tube benders, aircraft, missile, and space raft 628
Tumbler operators, foundries 658
Tune-up mechanics, see: Automobile mechanics 409.
Turbine operators, electric power 722
Type inspectors, office machine and computer

628
653.
f03
597
653
383
455
386'
478
439

317
40Q
395
738
400
398
207
400
317
439
596
730
121
259
699
710
710
709

.710
.505
485
495
498
495
497

302
301
639
298

92
284

'286
674
133

654
610
45

628

manufacturing
Typesetters, hand, printing, see: Printing and

publishing
Typesetter perforator operators-
Typists

U

694

48
703
109 '

Underwriters, insurance 128
See also:,Insurance industry . 762.
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University librarians 222
University teachers .

Upholsterers, see: Furniture upholsterers-
Upsetters, forge shop

70
' 68

Urban geographers 522
Urban planners 158
*Utility hands, see:

Merchant marine industry 728
Merchant marine sailors 306

V

Varitypists t 109
Vending machine mechanics 442
Vending machine route drivers 245
Veterinarians' 467

See also: ,

Agriculture 607
Life scientists '' 366

Video - control technicians, television 383
Video recording techniciansi television 383
Vocational teachers, me: Agriculiture 609
Vocational counselors, see: Employment

counselors 538
Vocanologists, see: Geologists ' 356

Wage-hour compliance officers.... 200
Waiters and waitresses...: 174
Warp tying machine tenders 710
Warper tenders, textile mill products 710
Wash box attendants, see: Coal mining 616
Washers, see: Trucking industry 743
Waste-disposal workers,' nuclear energy 688
Waste-treatment operators, nuclear energy 688
Wastewater treatment plant operators 84
Watch engineers, electric power 722
Watch repairers 445

4t
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Watchmakers 445
Waterproof workers, see: Roofers 284
Weavers, textile mill products 710
Welders 85

See also:
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

manufacturing 628
Aluminum industry 634
Electronics manufacturing 655
Office machine and computer manufacturing 694

Welders, maintenance 86
Welding machine operators 86
Well pullers, petroleum and natural gas 620
Wholesale and retail trade, 746
Wholesale trade sales Wor rjr.ef, 250
Window clerks, postal clerks 99
Wipers, see:

Merchant marine industry 727
Merchant marine sailors ' 305

Wire draw operators, aluminum 633
Wire drawers, iron and steel 669
Wood pattemmakers, foundry occupations 33

Writers, technical 597

X-ray technologists, radiologic .483

'' Yard brake operators, railroad 310
'Yard conductors 311

Yard couplers/helpers 310
Yarder engineers, logging 675
Young adult,services librarians 221

Zoologists, see: Life scientists 366 ,
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1955-30 Lawyers, City Managers; and Social
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1955-31 Counseling and Related Occupations
1955-32 Social Service Occupations
1955-33 Performing Arts and Entertainment

Related Occupations
1955-34 DeSign Occupations
1955-35 Communications-Related Occupations
1955-36 Agriculture and Logging and LuMber

,% Mill Products Industries
Energy Producing Industries .

Petroleum Refining, Industrial Chemical,
Drug, and Paper and Allied Products
Industries

1955-39 Aluminum, Iron and Steel, and Foundry
Industries '-

1955 -40 Aircraft, Missile, and Spacecraft; Office
Machine and Computeriaand Motor
Vehicle and Equipment Manufacturing
Industries

1955-41 Apparel, Baking, Laundry and Dry
Cleaning, and Textile and Mill
Products Industries

1955-42 Government Occupations

1955-37
1955-38
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If you want
T occupational

outlook
Information

r

then order
reprint

no. 1955-

Accounta2ts .:- '':

Actors angracttesses-
'Actuaries _- - -; -2

'71 AdveiffaiLlg '
AerssPa

---..

.. ............
Agricult-
Agricu_
Air ttaft ,.

Air corici is oration, and heating
media 4

r4.-

Aircraft, nal -44. secraft induttry---Airplanelfie i . -.- ,,...

Airplane refot§ki
..

Alurninuni_in
Anthropolcgis s;
Apparel in-du rye.;,' ,.

Appliance r rifirs *
Architects . : .

,_. Armed ForCes
Assemblers .
Adtronomers .

Automobile body repairers

Au mobile painters
Automobile parts counter workers
Automobile sales workers
Automobile service advisors

8 or 22.
33

7 or 22
8 or 35

.20
20
36
16

15
40
16

, 16
39
30
41
25
34
42

4
21,
24
24
24
24
13
24

Baking indOstry 41
Banking industry 7
Bank clerks 7
Bank officers and managers 7

Atfr.' odankIllers 7
Barbers 26
Bartenders 10
Bellhops and bell captains, 9
Bictchemists 21
Biomedical engineers 20
Blacksmiths 2
Blue-collar worker supervisors 4
Boat-engine mechanics 24
Boilermaking occupations 4
Boiler tenders 4
Bookbinders and bindery workers 3
Bookkeeping workers 'Bowling-k-machine mechanics 22

-Brake operators (railroad) 17
Bricklayers, stonemasons, and marble setters . . . .14
Brbadcast technicians 20 or 35
Building custodians 9
Business machine repairers
Buyers

Carpenters 14
Cashiers 10
Cement masons and terraz o workers 14
Central office craft occup ions (telephone) 23
Cebtral office equipment installers (telephone) . . 23
Ceramic engineers 20
Chemical engineers 20'
Chemists 21
Chiropractors 27
City managers 30
Civil aviation industry 16
Civil engineers 20
Claim representatives 7
Coal mining industry 37
Collection workers
College and university teachers 12
College career planning and placement

counselors 31
College student personnel workers 31
Commercial artists 34
Compositors . 3
Computer operating personnel 6
Computer service technicians 6 or 25
Conductors (railroad) 17
Construction inspectors (Government). 11
Construction laborers 14
Cooks and chefs 10
Cooperative extension serve a workers 36
Coremakers -2 or 39
Correction officers 11
fosmetologists 6
Credit managers 8
Customer servicy occupations (electric power) . . 23
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Dancers 33
Dental assistants 28
Dental hygienists 28
Dental laboratory tech,Ticians 28
Dentists 27
Diesel mechanics 24'
Dietitians 32
Dining room attendants and dishwashers 10
Dispensing opticians 29

"oisplay workers 34
Drafters 20
Drug industry 38
Drywall installers and finishers 15

EEG technicians 29
EKG technicians 29
Economists )' 30
Electric power industry 23 or 37
Electric sign repairers, 0 25
Electrical engineers 20
Electricians (construction) 15
Electronics industry 40

4'Electroplaters 4
Electrotypers and stereotypers 3
Elevator constructors 14
Emergency medical technicians 29

316 or 25 EmployrrItint counselors
8 2y 2013 29 Engineering and science technicians-
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FBI special agents 11

Firm equipment mechanics 24

Federal civilian government 42

File clerks 5

Firefighters 11

Flight attendants 16

Floor covering installers 15

Floral designers 34

Food counter workers 10

Food scientists 21

-Foresters
19 or 36

Forestry technicians 19 or 36

Forge shop occupations 2

Foundry industry // or 39

Funeral directorsInd ernialmers 26

Furniture upholsterers 26

Gi asoline service station attendants 24

Geographers
30

Geologists
19

Geophysicists
19

Glaziers
15

Guards
11

Health and regulatory inspectors (Government; 1.1

Health services administrators 28

,1016- torians 1
30

Home economists 32

Homemaker-home health aides 32

Hotel front' office clerks 9

Hotel housekeepers and assistants 9

Hotel industry . 9

Hotel managers and assistants 9
-40

Industrial chemicals industry 38

Industrial designers 34

Industrial engineers u 20

Industrial machinery repairers 4

Industrial traffic managers , 8

Inspectors (manufacturing) 4

Instrument makers (mechanical) 2

Instrument repairers
a'

workers 15
Insure ce agents and brokers 7 or 13

Insurance industry 7

Inter:City busdrivers 18

Interior designers 34

Interpreter 35

Iron and MI industry 39

I ronwdrivaLs
14

Jewelers 26

Kindergarten and elementary schoolteachers . 12

Landscape architects 34

Lathers
15

Laundry and drycleaning industry 9 or 41

Lawyers 8 or 30

Librarians
Library - technicians and assistants
Licensed practical nurses.
Life scientists

Line installers and cable splicers (telephone) 23

Lithographers
3

Local transit busdrivers 18

Local truckdrivers 18

Locksmiths 26

Locomotive engineers 17

Logging and lumber mill industry 36

Long distance truckdrivers 18

M achine tool operators 2

Machinists, all-round 2

br. Mail carriery
5

Maintenance electricians 4

Manufacturers sales workers 43

Marketing research workers 8

Mathematicians
22

Meatcutters
10

MechaniCal engineers 20

Medical laboratory workers 29

Medical record administrators 29

MlOical record technicians and clerks 29

Merchant marine industry 16

Merchant marine officers 16

Merchant marine sailors 16

Metallurgical engineers 20

Meteorologists
19

Millwrights
4

Mining engineers 20

Models
33

Molder 2 or 39

Motion icture projectionists 25

Motorvehicle and equipment manufacturing
inthistry 40

Motorcycle mechanics 24

Musicians

N ewspaper reporters 3 or

Nuclear energy field . .37

Nursing aideszilerlies, and attendants 28

Occupational therapists 28

Occupational therapy assistants 28

Occupational safety and health workers 11

Oceanographers
19

Office machine and computer manufacturing'
industry

Office machine operators
6peratIng engineers (construction machinery

operators)
Operating room technicians
Ophthalmic laboratory technicians ...... , . .

Optometric assistants
Optometrists
Osteopathic physicians

6 pr
5 or,

4p

14
29

.29
29
27
27

` PiinierA and paperhangers 15

12
.,

..Paper and allied products indpstry ..... .. .... .. 38

1283 a 'Pat k, recreation,endleisurerservice workers 32

28 , Parking attendants 18

21 Pattemenakers
.

. 2 or 39
11111111./1111111111



Personnel and labor relations workers
Pest controllers
Petroleu-m and natural gas produ,ction and

gas processing industry
Petroleurrrvgineers
Petroleum raning industry
Pharmacists

.Photoengravers
Photographers
Photographic laboratory occupations
Physical therapist assistants and aides
Physical' therapists
Physicians
Physicists
Piano and organ tuners and repairers
Plasterers
Plumbers and pipefitters
Podiatrists
Police officers
Politicar scientists
Postal clerks
Postal Service
Power truck operators.
Powerplant occupations (electric power)
Printing and publishing industry
Printing press operators and assistants
Private household-workers
Production painters
Programmers
Protestant ministers
Psychologists
Punlicrelations workers
Purchasing agents

.1

8
9

37
20

37 or 38
27

3
3 or 35

3
28
28
27
21
26,
15
14
27
11

30
5
5
4

23
3
3
9.

4
6 or 22

31
30 or 31
8 or 35

, -
Rabbis 31

- Radio and television announcers '33 or 35
Radio and television broadcasting industry . 33 or 35
Radiologic (X-r y) technologists 29
Railroad indu ry 17
Range mansmanagers 19 or 36
Real estate &gents and brokers 15
Receptionists " 5
Registered nurses 28
Rehabilitation counselors 31
Reservation, ticket, and passenger agents 16
Respirafory therapy workers 29
Restaurants , , .9 or 10
Retail food stores , 10
Retail trade sales workers 13

, Roman Catholic priests t 31
Roofers./ i T 14
Route drikers : 13 or 18

Shop trades.(railroad)
Signal department workers (railroad)
Singers

823

17

Social scientists
-Social service aides 32
Social workers 32
Sociologists 30
Soil conservationists 19 or 36
Soil scientists 21
Speech p9,thologists and audiologists 28
State anclaocal governments ti 42
State pole ofttcers 11
Station agents (r Iroad) 17
Stationary engin ers ( 4
Statisticians 22
Statistical clerks 5
Stock clerks 5
Surveyors .20
Systems analysts 6 or 2.2

Taxicab drivers 1,8
Teacher aids 12
Technical writers 3 or35
Telegraphers, telephOners, and tower operators

(railroad) 17
Telephone and PBX installers and repairers 23
Telephone industry 4 23
Telephone operators 23
Television and radio service technicians 26
Textile mill products industry 41
Tilesetters 15
Tool-and-die makers 2
Track workers (railroad) 17
Transmission and distribution occupations.

(electric' power) 23
TraveLagent 13

a

Truck mechahics'and bus mechanics 24'
Trucking industry -A 18
Typists 5

+

Underwriters 7
Urban planners 34 ".

Vending machine mechanics 25
Veterinarians : 27

School counselors, 31
Secondary school teachers
Secretaries and stenographers' 5
Securities sales workers 13
Setup workers (machine topls) 2
Sheet-metal workers 15
Shipping and receiving clerks , 5

Shoe repairers 26

Waiters and waitresses r' . 1 0

Waste water treatment plant operators 4
Watch repairers , , 26
Welders 2
Wholesale trade sales workers J ., :.13

8 3
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BLS Materials
Useful to -

Hand ook Readers
Occupational Outlook Ouatterly . a-periodical to help young

people, guidance counselors, education planners, and train-

ing officials keep abreast of occupational employment dev9I-

opments between editions of the biennial Occupational
Outlook. Handbook. The Quarterly, writterlin nontechnical
language-and illuOrated in color, contains-ticles on emerg-
ing_oecupations, raining opportunities, salary trends, career
counseling programs, 'and the results of occupational re-
search conducted by BLS. Prite: $4 for a 1-year subscription;
$1.30, single copy. (Must be ordered from the Superintendent

of Docu nts, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20 2,.with check made payable to the Superintendent

Hof Documents.):.,
2.41.4

Occupational Outlook for College Graduates, 1978-79 Edition,

(Bulletin 1956) . . .occupational outlook information about

more than 100 jobs for which an education beyond high

school is necessary or useful. The material is excerpted from

the 1978-79 edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

(May be ordered from any regional office of BLS,'with ch'eck

made payable to the Superintendent of Documents.)
Contact BLS regional office for price.

Occupational Projections and Training Data, (Bulletin 2020)

. a report with detailed statistics on employment in 1976,

-projected requirements for 1985, average annual job open-

ings 1976-85, -and a summary of available statistics on the

number of people coMpleting training in each field. 'The bul-

letin discusses ways of analyzing supply and demand data for

educational planning.(May be ordered from any regional

Ofiltfipf BLS, with check mad payable to the Superintendent

of Documents.) Contact BLS regional office for price.
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Education and Job Leaflets . . . a series of five leaflets listing
jobs that require specified levels of education. Titles are:

Jobs for Which . .

a High School Education is Preferred, but Not--
Essential.

. a High School Education is Generally Required.

. Apprenticeships Are Available.

. Junior College, Technical Institute, or Other Special-
ized Training Is Usually Required.

. . a College Education Is Usually Required.
For each job listed, infOrmation is included on the training
required and the employMent outlook. (Free from BLS re-
gional offices.)

Motivational Leaflets . . . a series of 11 leaflets, each discuss-
.. ing the types of jobs that may be el Gai I ab I e to persons with an

interest,or proficiency in a particular academic subject or
field. (Free from BLS regional offices.) , "I

Titles are:
.Thinking of a Clericel Job?
Ecology and Your Career.
English and Your Career.
Foreign Languages and Your Career.
Health Careers Without a College Degree.
Liberal Arts and Your Career.
Math and Your Career.

. The Otitdoors and. Your Career.
Your Job as a Repaiiler or Mechanic.
Science and Your Career.
Social Science and Your Career.

Looking Ahead to a Career . . '. a filrristrip with cassette sound
.track showingcemployment trends in occupations and indus-
tries. This career gbidance tool explores ti* many aspects of
the job "market that a student should consider when choosing
a career. .(Sold only by BLS regional offices; make chpck
payable to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.) Contact BLS re-
gional office for price.

r

833

4

1r

Mailing Ust .
. . . upon requeit, your regional
office will add four name to Its
mailing list-announcing new BLS
publications
B urets! of Labor Statistics Regional Offices.

1803 Federal Bldg., Government Center
Boston, Mass. 02203

New York
Suite 3400 -
1615 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036

Philadelphia
P.O. Box 13309
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

Atlanta
1371 Peachtree St. N.E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30309

Chicago
9th Floor, Federal Office Bldg.
230 Soutfl Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. 60604

D allas
2nd Floor, 556 Griffin Square Bldg.
Dallas, Tex. 75202

Kansas CRY
911 WalnutSt.
Kansas City, Mo. 64108

San Francisco , '
450 Golden Gate Ave., Box 38017
San Frantlsco, Calif. 94102
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